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A True Son of Tibet 
W I I E N  ASKFD by a Western anthropologist on fieldwork assignment among Tibetan refugees 
in lndia during the 1970s, "What do you mean when you say, 'I am a Tibetan'?," an eleventh- 
grade English class student in one of Indla's Tibetan schools gave as  his answer to this 
probing English composition exercise the following revealing response: 

In iny opinion, to be a Tibetan means firstly one should be a Tibetan by birth, or his 
parents should be Tibetans. One should know what are hisher duties towards one's 
motherland. He should love his country. He should know the precious culture and 
traditions of his nation and should respect them. He should make some changes in the 
field of culture and tradition which suit the modem way of living. One of the most 
important things is that we should know our Tibetan language and literature. It is really 
shamefül and unbecoming to a Tibetan if one doesn't know his language perfectly, 
being a citizen of Tibet. We should try to unite ourselves to make our nation strong. 
Even if our country is not independent these days, we should preserve our religion, 
culture and traditions and should respect them at any cost. We should never forget 
that we are Tibetans and we will get our country back from the clutches of the Red 
Chinese, since Tibet belongs to Tibetans.* 

Given this set of self-defined credentials. this Tibetan youth. had he thought to say it, would 
habe had no hesitation in adding to his statement as did another student in his own response, 
the singular declaration: "1 am a tnie son of Tibet." 

Let it be said here that in al1 respects Save one-that of religion4ergan Tharchin's long 
and el entfùl life, when measured against the above cnteria, proved to be a deep reflection of 
what in the best definition of the term constitutes a Tibetan. Though born in Indo-Tibet and 
early converted to the Christian faith from his farnily religion of Buddhism, he was nonethe- 
less a Tibetan through and through, as the pages of this biography will abundantly demon- 
strate. Babu Tharchin loved the Land of Snows, became an enthusiastic student of her 
language, culture and traditions, sought at al1 times the highest and best for her people, and 
stood-in the hour of greatest peril to her freedom and independence-as one of Tibet's 
strongest advocates in his near-legendary journalistic defense against the machinations of 
the frightful In\ ader froin the East: the aggrandizing hordes ofthe so-called People's Libera- 
tion Amy of Coinmunist China. And for these and other noteworthl contributions to the 
welfare of Tibet this humble-born Tibetan from Northuest lndia eventually came to be 
respected. loved and admired bu al1 and sundq among I-iil; fellow ethnic countrymen- 
mhether ruler or ruled, rich or poor, educated or ignorant, Biiddhist or non-Huddhist. He was 
e\en a friend of the two most recent ruling Pontiffs of the Tibetan Buddhist Church: the 
Great Thirteenth and the currently reigning Fourteenth Dalai Lama. As ont: of his younger 
Tibetail admirers was wont to s a  about Rev. Tharchin, his Christian affirmation neber 

* ()iiotcJ t'rein anilirupologist Msrgaret howak's remarkahle study, Tihetan Refùpt.tv.~. );)ut17 und I ~ L B  .\.cli, 
( I C - ~ ! L  i . ( / ~ i i ) ~ /  ot ,21~~~/1~117g (Nem Brunsu.ick N J :  Rutgers I.:ni\.ersit~ Press. 1991). S7-8. 
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seemed "to get in the way [of his] relations with al1 sections of  the Tibetan Comrnunity," who 
"held him in such high esteem."' His was a life lived for all, but especially for those whom he 
counted his blood brethren from the Roof of the World. 

In short, then, it can be asserted without fear of contradiction whatsoever that Gergan 
Do j e  Tsering Tharchin was indeed A TRUE SON OF TIBET! 

Important Note to Readers of Volume III 

For the benefit of those readers who may lack Volume 1 of the present narrative, the Publishers 
felt it would be helpful to repeat here the Foreword by His Holiness Dalai Lama XIV and the 
Introduction by Professor Dawa Norbu. These appear immediately on the next four pages. 

However, because of the already lengthy content of the current volume, it was decided not 
to repeat here the following seven elements, which the reader, if he or she so wishes, may 
consult within the opening pages of the present biography's initial volume: 

Note of Appreciation by Tharchin Babu's Son 
Author's Preface 
The Tharchin Unpublished "Memoirs"-Further Clarification 
Recognition of Particularly Useful Published and Unpublished Source Materials 
Arnerican Library Collections Consulted 
Special Thanks (to certain individuals andlor institutions for unusual kindnesses and 

services rendered) 
Abbreviations Used in Documenting Various GT-Related Materials Housed in the Archiv 

der Briider-Unitat at Hermhut, Germany (no longer relevant to the content of the remaining 
Text of the present work) 

Please note further that as this third and final volume of the Tharchin biography goes to 
press the present author must report with deep sorrow and sadness the untimely death in 
October 2008 of Gergan Tharchin's grandson, David, at age 43. He will surely be missed not 
only by the Tharchin family but also by the author, who had been the recipient of David's 
fnendship and faithful assistance in countless ways in furthering the publication of his 
grandfather's remarkable life story. It is most unfortunate that he did not live to see it completely 
published. 

And finally, the author would like to recognize, and offer special thanks to, 
Mr. Ashish K. C. (Khatri Chhetri) of Kathmandu. He it is who, at the last moment, was called 
upon to replace the author's former computer document-master, Mr. Deepesh Shrestha, who 
reluctantly had to withdraw fiom that responsibility for personal reasons beyond his control. 
Ashish K. C., age 18, has most skill'fully and brilliantly carried out for this concluding volume 
al1 the necessary computer desk-top book publishing tasks which his predecessor had 
accomplished for the earlier volumes, as were described in detail in the Special Thanks section 
of Volume 1. The author is most grateful to both these talented individuals for a job well done. 

* Dawa Norbu, "Ci Tharchin: Pioneer and Patriot," fiberan Reviav (December 1975):20. The late Dr. Norbu 
(d. 2007) was the editor-in-chief ofthe Reviav in 1975, was later Professor of International Studies at Jawaharlal 
Nehru University, New Delhi, India, and was the author of the highly-acclaimed semi-autobiographical work, 
Red Star over ïïbet, first published in 1974.7 

t Where full publication details are not given in the footnotes, these will be found in the Bibliography at 
the end of the present volume. 



Tharchin Babu la \vas a nian of inan!. qualities and in his long life \\-as an 
inspiration and example to man!. otlier Tibetans. M!. predeccssor. the 
Tliirteenth Dalai Lama. counted him as a fnend and it \vas m!. pncilcge to 
regard him in the sanie \\-a!. too. 

1 inet Tharchin Babu la a fe\\- tinies. What 1 admired in him \vas his 
indepeiidence of mind and his quiet iiitegrit!.. Here \\-as a man \\.ho had 
decided that. even though most of thc people arouiid hini nere Buddhist. the 
Christian faitli \\-as best for Iiim. As a result hc put a grcat deal of effort into 
revisiiig the Tibetan edition of the Bible. Perhaps it \\-as these literap. 
endea\lours that led to his other nia-jor acliie\.eiiient. the lauiich. in 1925. of one 
of the first ne\vspapers to be publislied in Tibetan. the Tibet Mirror Amon2 the 
readers of the fifi!. copies of the earl\- editions that lie sent to Lhasa. \\as in!. 
predecessor the Tl~irteeiith Dalai ~ai i i -a  Hc \\.as sufficiciitl! inipressed to \\.rite 
personall!. to express his appreciation of the ne\\-s of the \\.orld oiitside Tibct 
contained in its pages. He \\.eiit on to cilcourage Tliarcliin la to continue 
his efforts. because it ivould ~reatl!. iiiipro\.e his understanding of \\-orld 
events. Not on]! \\.as the Ebct R~lirroralmost the oiil!- source of iic\\s in Tibet. 
but. i i i  a countn- \\-Ilose eiitire litcrriture \\-as inostl\. de\-otcd to rcligious 
affairs. its publication represcntcd tlic bcginiiiiigs of siculrir \vritiiig i n  Tibetan. 
This \\-as a maior and sigiiificait dc\~clopnicnt in Our relati\.cl!- coiisen.ati\,t. 
socict!.. 

ln due course. with ni!. O\\-II rccognitioii as Dalai laiiia. 1 inlientcd III!- 

predecessor's subscriptioii and 1 rciiicnibcr tliat ni!- cliildisli cnthusiasni for tlic 
puzzle page soon niatured into fascination for its dcscriptioii of c\.eiits in the 
fast clianging Ivorld be!.ond our borders. 

Anotlier of Tharchiri Babu la's qualities that 1 greatl! apprcciated \\as Iiis 
unslialieable lo!alh. to Tibet and the Tibetati people. He \\as farsightèd eiiough 
to undcrstaiid right foini the bcgiiining the treaged! tliat \\as befalling 



Tibet and launchcd his own fierce campaign to protect our freedom through 
the pages of the Tibet Mirror. 1 take ecouragement too from liis later 
philosopliical view that nothing lasts forever, no tryanny is etemal and 
eveiitually Chiiiese rule in Tibet will conie to an end. 

After 1959 aiid the establishment of the Tibetan community iii exile, Tharchin 
Babu la became something of a mode1 and inspiration to a new generation of 
Tibetans who wished to Reconcile aspects of the modem world with a Tibetan 
outlook, particularly in the realm of secular literature. He made an important 
contribution to Tibetan affairs and in his long life observed most of the 
significant events of the tkventieth century in our part of world. Tlierefore, 1 
\\-elcorne the publication of this exhaustive account of his life and 
achievements, which no doubt will enthral readers eager to knon- more about 
Tibet. 

Decem ber 1 5.200 1 



introduction 
The Rev. G Tharchin was a pioneer in several fields: the first Tibetan journalist in the entire 

Tibetan-speaking world, a towering modern man of letters in a field traditionally dominated by 
lamas, a lone modemizer in a tradition-bound society, and above al1 the most articulate spokesman 
for Tibet's fieedom. It is no exaggeration to say that if the ruling classes in Lhasa and New 
Deihi had heeded what Tharchin Babu was saying, Tibet's modem fate might have been di5erent. 

In the long course of his multi-faceted career, Gyegyen (or Gergan) Tharchin was to explde  
several Tibetological myths. Tibetan literature has been so much associated with Buddhism that 
it is almost impossible for the general public to conceive of any secular Tibetan literahire 
independent of that religion. He exploded that myth. As a modem man of letters, he was interested 
primarily in non-Buddhist, yet Tibetan, areas of inquiry: secular literature, especially journalism, 
grarnrnar and poetry-to which he irnrnensely contributed; and history and politics, which 
since 1925 he propagated with skill in his pioneering newspaper, the 7ibet Mirror. He remained 
right up to 1950 the sole Tibetan window to the outside world for the isolationist Tibetans. 

At a time when Lhasa remained a forbidden city to most foreigners, Tharchin Babu managed 
to make four or five trips to the Tibetan capital. As a result of these and other shorter visits of 
his to Tibet and no less through his nurnerous publications in Tibetan, he becarne a close friend 
ofthe Thirteenth Dalai Lama. The Lama greatly appreciated the publications of the Tibet Mimor 
Press and showered extraordinary favors on this Tibetan pioneer fiom the cis-Hirnalayas. 

Tharchin Babu exploded another Tibetan myth: that in order to be a man of Tibetan letters 
and a fighter for Tibet's fieedom, one had to be a Buddhist. He was neither a lama nor even a lay 
Buddhist. He remained a profoundly sophisticated Christian throughout his life, despite his love 
for Tibetan literature and culture. He was perhaps the most eminent Christian in the Tibetan- 
speaking world. He was one of the revisers of the Tibetan translation of the Bible+specially 
the New Testament section-and the imrnediate pastoral successor to the founder of the 
Kalimpong Tibetan Church. 

How he reconciled the diverse sources of his complex personality-a practicing Christian 
yet a lover of Tibetan language and literature, an Indian national by birth yet a relentless fighter 
for Tibet's fieedom, etc.-into a harmonious integration might appear a modem rnystery. But 
to those of us who knew him intimately this was not so difficult to fathom. Seeing was 
comprehending; seeing was believing. 

1 recall rather vividly my first visit to Tharchin Babu in the mid-1960s when 1 was a young 
student at Dr. Graham's Homes, Kalimpong. He was already quite advanced in age, being 
assisted by his son S. Ci Tharchin. The Babu at once welcomed me with open arms before 1 
could even properly introduce rnyself. He said he was glad that a new generation of educated 
young Tibetans was in the making. "This," he added idiomatically, "is a good effect of the bad 
eventW-the latter an allusion to the Chinese takeover of Tibet. 

Tea and Tibetan cookies were quickly served. What 1 rernernber rnost about this act of 
hospitality was the externpore grace which he improvised for the occasion. He offered it up in 
modem literary Tibetan, of which he was a master, but with a deep sense of conviction, 
sincerity and straightforwardness that comes through an activist approach to religion. Tharchin 
Babu had truly integrated into the Tibetan cultural fabric into which he was born those Christian 
values he had adopted. There was neither any sign of identity crisis nor confusion of values. He 
was at peace, and shared peace and wisdom with whornever he came in close contact. 

In his drawing-room there hung a huge portrait of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. Tharchin Babu 
told me with a smile while pointing towards the picture, "He was a great fiend of mine. 1, of 
course, considered him the King of Tibet, but not a Lama [to be reverenced or worshiped]. 1 am 
Christian, you know." 
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The Babu was an institution in and of himself during his lifetirne. In his adopted home town 
of Kalimpong he was to the Tibetan or Bhutia community what Paras Mani Pradhan was to the 
Nepalese.* However, in this age of information explosion, even Gergan Tharcl-iin's reniarkable 
acliievement faces the danger of popular forgetfulness. We-al1 the Tibetan-speaking peoples 
in the Himalayas and Inner Asia-are deeply grateful to H. Louis Fader. Mr. Fader has resurrected 
the saga and legend of Tharchin Babu for our own generation and posterity. Here was a great 
Christian sou1 in his charming native Tibetan costume who felt his calling was to educate the 
larger community to which he belonged into the ways of modemity. Othenvise, he concluded, 
his beloved tribe would vanish fiom the fast-changing modem world. 

There have been attempts in the past to set down Gergan Tharchin's biography by Indian 
and Tibetan writers but they never really got around to completing his long life-history. Now, 
though, 1 am glad to say that this important task has gracefully fallen into the able and careful 
hands of Mr. Fader. The author had fiee access to the entire Tharchin family records and the 
pertinent Christian missionary documents on Tibet that had scarcely been researched before. 
He has also spared no pains to engage in extensive research on Tibetan histoq.. culture and 
politics, within whose broad context he has empathetically placed the life and times of Tliarchin 
Babu. The result is not only a highly researched biography as manifested by the fact that 
roughly one-fourth of the three voluines consists of leamed footnotes and copious documentation; 
it is also a significant contribution to Tibetan Church History, woven around the spirit and 
activitg of a great Tibetan Christian. Tnily, Fader's work is a labor of love and piety. 

The author is an Ainerican writer, but the mode1 of his prose is not Henîingway as is the 
usual case today in the United States. His literary style belongs to an iiniversal tradition of pious 
literature that is rare in our materialistic and secular world. Thus he begins each chapter with an 
appropriate quotation from the Christian Bible. It is also interesting to note that Mr. Fader's 
initial interest had been centered around the life of a famous Christian convert fiom Sikhism. 
Sadhu Sundar Singh of India, which opened the door to the author to the world of Tharchin 
Babu. 

Such a style not only suits the sacred subject matter of the present work; i t  is also liighl> 
appropriate in revealing the Tibetan character that fascinates the author. After all, literate Tibetans 
used to express themselves with care, dignity and seriousness-and with a ceremonial slowness. 
Although Tharchin Babu may be considered one of the pioneers of modem Tibetan language. 
he was certainly no exception to this genre; for example, many of the Babu's letters, quoted in 
the present work, amply illustrate this. Hence Fader's convoluted style beautihll! reflects the 
slow-moving times in traditional Tibet. In so doing, it lends an Asian autlienticity to the fascinating 
and inspiring life story of Gergan Tharchin. 

As a Tibetan. 1 personally thank the present author for resui-recting the life and times of this 
eminent Tibetan Christian. As a fellow writer, I congratulate Mr. Fadei- for his ~/onderiiil book. 

Jawaharlal Nehru University 
New Delhi 

December 1999 

DAWA NORBU, Ph.D. (UC, Berkele>-) 
Professor of International Studies 

* Indeed, like the Babu, Dr. P. M. Pradhan had been a printer and publisher in  K.;ciliinpoiig. loci. I i i i ~  iris 1;>~indèd 
the well-known Mani Press that is still flourishing today. Dr. Pradlirin \vas also a proiiiineiit litc'i,:ii? ligi1r.c 111 

Kalimpongand the rest ofthe Darjeeling hill area. havingauthored a riuiiiberof school testbook.; i i i  Yrpnli ris \\ txlI 

as several volumes of fiction. Unlike the Christian Babu, houe\,er. I)i.. Pradhnii reiiiaincd a siaiincli liiiirl~i 
throughout his life.-Tlir Piesent /iii!hoi. 



A hhreviations Used in Documen/ing 
Ger;yan Tharchin 5 Unpublished "Mernoirs " 

As pointed out and discussed at some length in the introductory pages of Volume 1, 
Tharchin Babu had had set down in narrative form by his amanuensis what to the latter he 
had narrated of his life story. For a variety of reasons this two-part typeset/typewitten 
biography was never published. Some ten years later, however, it was made available to the 
present author in preparing his own greatly expanded biographical treatrnent of the Babu's 
life, one important facet of which was to draw considerably upon this unique unpublished 
resource in creating the present narrative. Accordingly, most of what is found in the earlier 
unpublished document-nearly al1 of which first required substantial editing, refining and 
rechecking by the present writer-has been incorporated into the present larger work in 
either direct quote or paraphrastic form, the latter being the case in the overwhelming majority 
of instances. But as stated in Volume 1's introductory pages, the author has been most 
careful throughout this multi-volume work to give proper credit whenever use has been 
made of this material that had been prepared as a biography some twenty-five or so years 
ago now by Rev. Tharchin's faithful aide. 

The reader should therefore be reminded of the following abbreviations u hich have been 
employed in the Footnotes and End-Notes for documenting the use that has been made of this 
unpublished document in the present Text. The first ofthese two abbreviations listed below has 
reference to the initial sixteen-chapter gpeset portion of the Tharchin "memoirs." little, if 
any. of which appears in this final volume of the present narrative; while the second has 
reference to the concluding twelve-chapter f~pe~vritten segment: 

GTUM TsMs Gergan Tharchin's Unpublished "MemoirsV-Typeset Manuscript 
(covering continuous typeset pagination o f  pp. 1 - 176 and cited in 
the Footnotes and End-Notes documentation only by typeset 
page(s) and not by chapter as well; e.g., GTUM TsMs, 22-3) 

GTUM TwMs Geqan Tharchin's Unpublished "Memoirs"-Typew-inen Manuscript 
(covering Chs. 1 7-28. typewritten, separately paged within each chapter, 
and cited in the Footnotes and End-Notes by both chapter and page(s); 
e.g., GTUM TwMs. Ch. 2, p. 4) 

Abbreliation Used in Documenting Gergan Tharchin S 
"Brief Biography of the Editor of the Tibetan Ne~vspapet: . . 

*. 
As also indicated in Volume 1's introductory pages. the Babu had attempted to write and 

publish a life story of himself sometime between 1946 and 1955, but it was quite brief. 
incomplete, and never got beyond the typewritten stage. Yet it has proved quite helphl in 
supplying data on his early years. The following abbreviation has been employed in the 
Footnotes and End-Notes for documenting the use that has been made of this additional 
unpublished material in the present Text: 

BB TwMs "Brief Biography of the Editor of the Tibetan Newspaper Yul-clihog-So- 
soi Sanaur- Melong Printed and Published at Kalimpong. District 
Darjeeling"-Typewritten Manuscript (composed in the third person by 
Gergan Tharchin and consisting of five long pages) 
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Abbreviation Used in Documenting the 
Collected Papers of Gergan Tharchin, Kalimpong 

As stated earlier in Volume 1, the present author is greatly indebted to the S. C i  Tharchin 
farnily for granting unlimited access to al1 the private papers of Gergan Dorje Tharchin, 
which are identified whenever referenced in the present work by the abbreviation, ThPaK. 

Abbreviation Used in Documenting Materials Quoted 
That Are Part of the Moravian Church House Archives, London 

As stated earlier in Volume 1, when material fiom these Archives is quoted, such will be 
referred to by the abbreviation, MCHA. Whatever the particular documents consulted and 
used fiorn these Archives, they were either photostated or transcribed for the author and 
kindly sent him by John Bray of Tokyo and London. 

Abbreviation Used in Documenting Materials Quoted or 
Referenced That Are Part of the Papers of Sir Charles A. Bell 

An extensive collection of the papers of Sir Charles are housed in the Oriental and India 
Office Collection at the British Library, London, and cataloged as Ref: Mss. Eur. F. 
80.Whenever in the present volume any material fkom these papers is quoted or referenced, 
such will be identified by the shortened designation: Bell Papers. 

Furthermore, it should be clearly understood that whatever the particular documents 
consulted and used fiom these papers, they were photostated for the present author and 
kindly sent him by John Bray of Tokyo and London. 

Abbreviations Used in Documenting Materials Quoted or Referenced That 
Are Part of the British and Foreign Bible Society Archives, London 

Two sets of Minutes of this Society's Archives have proved invaluable for the present 
volume: (a) Editorial Subcornrnittee Minutes (the published summary), and (b) Translations 
and Library Subcornrnittee Minutes. Whenever in the present volume any material fiorn 
these Minutes is quoted or referenced, such will be identified by the shortened designation of 
either: ESC Minutes BFBS or TLSC Minutes BFBS, respectively. 

Moreover, it should once again be clearly understood that whatever the particular 
documents consulted and used fiom either set of Minutes, they were photostated for the 
present author and kindly sent him by John Bray of Tokyo and London. 

Abbreviation Used for Special Tharchin-to-Kimura Letters File 
Photocopies of certain letters which Gergan Tharchin wrote to Hisao Kimura (aka: Dawa 

Sangpo, Dawa Zangpo) were kindly made and sent unsolicited to Tharchin's son Sherab 
Gyamtsho fiom the late Professor Kimura's wife through the assistance of a mutual fnend 
of the Kimura and Tharchin families. They were received by Speed Post at the Tharchin 
compound on 1 March 2002. These letters cover the period 1955-67. 

Whenever quoted or referenced in the present volume they are sourced by the shortened 
designation: Th-to-K Ltrs File. 



Romanization of ïïbetan Worak 
This issue has more ofien than not presented a knotty problern for writers on Tibetan 

themes. The opinion and practice put fomard on this matter by three well-known scholar- 
writers on Tibet have thus proved helpful to the present author. In one of his many valuable 
works Giuseppe Tucci observed that the spelling generally adopted in his book "differs widely 
fiom the strict transliterations of Tibetan orthography which are used when writing for 
specialists farniliar with the written language. These more scientific foms give the uninitiated 
layman no guidance to pronunciation." Scott Beny explained in one of his books that he had 
tried to employ "the most conventional spellings" he could find "for common words, place 
names, and persona1 names, but often there seems to be little agreement about what is 
'correct'." As but one exarnple of many he could have cited, Berry pointed out in A Stranger 
in fibet that the word for the Tibetan ceremonial greeting scarf is "cornrnonly romanized as 
variously as [khadar,] kata, [khata,] khatag, or khatagh." What the author has therefore 
generally done in the present work is to adopt the simple practice which Alexandra David- 
Neel, in her book M y  Journey to Lhasa, enunciated with regard to the romanization of 
Tibetan t ems  and names. There she wrote: "1 have merely given them phonetically, without 
Q ing  to follow the Tibetan spelling, which is very misleading for those who are not acquainted 
with that language and [therefore not] capable of reading it in its own peculiar characters." 
As an instance which she cited of the problem that would otherwise confiront the general 
reader, Madame David-Neel added that "the word pronounced naQor is written rml byor, 
the name of dolma is written sgrolma, and so on." indeed, the practice she followed in her 
volume was little different fiom that which Tucci opted to pursue for his own work, Tibet: 
Land ofSnows, where he concluded his statement of explanation to his readers by saying 
that they would find "that most Tibetan names and terrns u sed  in his work were "spelt 
phonetically, utilizing an approximation to the spoken values of standard Central Tibetan." 
This, then, is what the present author has attempted to do wherever possible throughout the 
three-volume work on the life and times of Gergan Do j e  Tharchin. 

Finally, a word needs to be appended here in deference to a worthwhile observation 
which the British writer Patrick French made in his brilliant biography of Sir Francis 
Younghusband (1 994): "Words and phrases which now sound offensive ("coolie" and "Native 
State" for example) have been retained in my writing, since 1 felt it would be inaccurate to 
substitute later alternatives." As much as possible, and for the sarne reason, this very practice 
has been adopted throughout the present narrative. 
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was a taIl, imposing figure, and not one to suffer fools gladly. He was a man of restless 
energy, prone to adopting an idea with great enthusiasm and just as suddenly dropping 
it to take up another cause. At one point he devoted his attention to promoting the 
widespread planting of k i k q a  grass. Then he wanted sunrooms in al1 the Agencies 
and dak bungalows. Yet in the sphere of politics and diplomacy, Gould's actions, until 
he becarne il1 [in 1944-451, were logical, methodical and entirely focused. 

Gould was conscious of his status and deliberately maintained the aloof aura of 
imperial power and self-control so easily parodied. When, for example, he visited 
Gyantse, he insisted on being received at the precise distance of several miles as 
dictated by Tibetan etiquette. If he reached the designated spot before his reception 
party, Gould would sit and wait until the escort amved to conduct him to the Agency. 

Charles Bell was his mentor; he closely followed Bell's policy recommendations 
and general approach to Tibetan affairs. 

Retuming in December 1935 to the Eastern Himalayan region for the first time since 
September 1914, Gould became the Political Offïcer for Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet following 
the untimely death that year of his predecessor, F. W. Williamson, who had died at Lhasa. In 
this position "he took the opportunity of acquiring proficiency in the language of the Tibetans 
and of leaming their habits." (Tobin) During his tenure in this sensitive post (Gould not 
quitting Sikkim till June 1945) the new Officer paid several visits to Lhasa,* capped by the 
one now under discussion that occurred in 1940 on the occasion of the Installation of the 
new Fourteenth Dalai Lama. It was a ceremony, noted former Political Officer F. M. 
Bailey, "at which no European had ever been invited to attend before." And according to 
Gould's colleague Hugh Richardson, at Lhasa Sir Basil's "reputation for sagacity and 
dependability was immense. His Mission to Lhasa in 1936 was a landrnark in British relations 

* The most important of these visits occurred during a five-month period in 1936-7. At the request of Regent 
Reting at Lhasa, Gould, because of a significant change in the British attitude since 1924 when Major Bailey 
had visited the Tibetan capital and had talked with the Great Thirteenth, was allowed by the British Govemrnent 
of lndia to lead adiplomatic mission to Lhasa. This was for the purpose ofmediating the complex negotiations. 
which were then at their most sensitive stage, regarding the retuin ofthe Panchen Laina to Tibet from China and 
of making preparations to serve, if necessary, as the Panchen's escort from Jyekundo. This was the town just 
inside China along the Tibetan border where he was indeed poised to relurn to his ecclcsiastical seat at 
Trashilhunpo Monastery near Shigatse. But the High Lama died in late Novemher of 1937 before anything final 
could be settled. On this mission Gould had been accompanied by. among others. both Richardson and 
Frederick Spencer-Chapman, the Political Officer's private secretary and the one who would be the first to 
ascend the 24,000-foot suinmit of Chomolhari, said to be the world's inost beautiful peak and situated near the 
Bhutan-Tibet border, a mountain that was so often seen by travelers making the caravan trek iip to Gyantse 
from Kalimpong. The mission's journey and stay at the Tibeian capital has been described by Spencer- 
Chapman in his interesting volume, Lhasa, the Holy Ci& (London, 1937). Spencer-Chapman, incidentally. M ~ S  

also a member of the Marco Pallis Himalayan Expedition of 1935 that made it possible for Pallis and his 
colleagues to visit Tharchin's home village of Poo on their way to scale the Himalayan heights of  the awesome 
cluster of the Leo-Purgyul peaks that rise above 22,000 feet just to the north and east of Poo. 

I t  should be pointed out, however, that according to the impression wliich Gergan Tharcliin gained frorn Iiis 
interaction with Lhasa's rnany high ot'ficials. the latter-at least in 1937 when ihe Babu was at tlie l'ibetan 
capital-"liked Mr. Richardson very much. but it seems that they do not like Mr. Gould in~icl~." O f  course. 
they had only interacted with Gould during the Political Officer's presence at Lhasa the year before as the Head 
of the British Diplomatic-Military Mission. Perhaps, therefore, this should be perceived as but a temporary 
assessment bq Lhasan oficials, since there would be two more opportunities for them to judge the P.O.S. who 
would make two more major visits to the capital: this current one of 1940 and another in 1944. See leiter. 
Tharchin to Charles Bell, Tsarong House Lhasa, 1 July 1937, Bell Papers. 
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with Tibet comparable with that of Bell in 1920; and, like Bell, he is remembered by Tibetans 
with deep affection as a friend and a champion of their interests." A distinguished member 
of the Royal Central Asian Society, Sir Basil had been "widely recognized," observed that 
Society's Honorary Secretary, Colonel H. W. Tobin, "as a leading expert in Tibetan" and 
who after his retirement back in England had been able to remain "in touch with conditions 
and events" conceming the Roof of the World. Indeed, added Tobin, "his advice was not 
infrequently sought by the Foreign Office."' 

With respect to Hugh Richardson ( 1905-2000; OBE 1944, CIE 1947), in 1936 he had first 
gone to Lhasa to take charge of the British Mission so recently established there, a p s t  he 
himself would off and on maintain till October 1939 simultaneously with his other p s t  of 
BTA at Gyantse which he filled between July 1936 and early February 1940. But before 
that, this Scotland-born grandson of an ICS officer had received his education first at 
Glenalmond in his Scottish homeland and on, then, to Keble College at Oxford Universiiy. 
Richardson would join the ICS in 1930 at the age of 25, after having read classics at Keble, 
thus "having prepared himself philologically as well as culturally," notes his fi-iend and fellow 
Tibetan scholar David Snellgrove, "for the study of yet another çivilization different fiom his 
own." Interestingly, Alex McKay has reported that it was at Oxford, in fact, where 
Richardson had first become interested in Tibet. In an Appreciation which Snellgrove has 
written of Richardson, it was remarked that this apparently sudden appointment of him to 
Tibet and Lhasa could not have appeared as a complete surprise to him. This was because 
Richardson had met Basil Gould in Afghanistan a couple of years prior to 1936. And there 
they had together discussed Tibet, where Gould had obviously already been and where 
Richardson had himself briefly been during his ICS posting to Bengal in the years 1930-34. 
Moreover. he had visited Sikkim twice and had begun to take a personal interest in learning 
the Tibetan language from a Tibetan servant he had hired and had asked to accompany him 
down to the lndian plains. ln fact, over the next two decades "his proficiency" in the language 
would become, according to one scholarly journal, "a household word in Tibet." 

After other assignments elsewhere during the World War Two years (including a two- 
year stint at Chungking as First Secretary to the Indian Agency-General in China), Richardson 
would retum again to Lhasa for a few months in June 1944 and much more permanently in 
Apnl 1946 to head up the Mission as well as serve as the BTA at Gyantse from February 
1946 onward. Indeed, he would be asked by the lndependent Govemment of lndia to remain 
on in those two capacities in its service after the Transfer of Power occurred in August of 
1947.* That dual appointment was eventually terminated in September 1950, after which he 

* Independent India's Prime Minister Nehru would rnuch later explain the reasons for this unusual developrnent, 
in a speech lie delivered on 37 April 1959 before India's lower house of Parliament. the Lok Sabha, that dealt 
with the then tuni~iltiious situation existing in Tibet: ". . . in the early d a ~ s  after independence and partition. Our 
hands here  full. ... and we had to face difficult situations in our own country. We ignored, if 1 may sa. so. 
Tibet. Not beinp able to tïnd a suitable person to act as our iepresentative at Lhasa, Ne allowed for some tirne 
the esisiing British representative [Richardson] to continue at Lhasa. Later an lndian took his place." Tibr~ 
Doc~io?lcrits (Ne\\ Delhi. 19591. 5. 

.4 siiiiilar developrnent would occur \r ith respect io who should be lndependent India's Political Officer for 
Sikkim. Bhutan and Tibet. This responsibilit~. would temporarilj, remain in the hands ofthe last British P.O.S.. 
A. J .  Hopkinsoii. See two chapters hence for the details. 
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retired from Govemment service that saine year and returiied to Britain in early 195 1. Thus 
was he destined, observed Snellgrove, "to be the chief outside witness of the last years of 
effective Tibetan independence." Heinrich Harrer, who knew Richardson in Lhasa froin 
1946 onward, has described him as "a gaunt Scotsman, slim and tough in his professional 
work. He had one great hobby-his splendid flower and vegetable garden. When one 
visited him [in Lhasa] one imagined oneself in a garden in fairyland." It  was the opinion of 
Snellgrove that Richardson belonged "to the noble lineage of independent gentleman-scholar. 
precisely of the kind which at its best the old lndian Civil Service would foster." Moreover, 
McKay has observed that Richardson, whose grandfather had been an ICS officer during 
the Indiaii Mutiny of 1857, had hiinself been "fimly in the mold of the 'lean and keen' 
frontiersman." Possessing a "keen intellect" and "einpathy with the Tibetans," adds McKay, 
"Richardson was to beconie one of the [Tibet frontier] cadre's outstanding officers." 
Furthemore, it was the view of Peter Hopkirk that Richardson's "knowledge of Tibet and 
its people would eventually eclipse that of Sir Charles Bell." In fact, McKay has reported 
that as early as 1939 it would be noted in the Secretariat, the administrative headquarters of 
the Political Department at Delhi, that Richardson-in the words of bureaucrats there- 
"has identified himself more closely with Tibetans and Tibetan affairs, and . . . gained more 
insight and respect, than any Englishmen [sic] since the time of Charles Bellw-the latter. 
not surprisingly, having become the standard against which al1 other Tibet cadre officers 
would thereafter be measured.' 

Now very early in 1940 Tharchin was asked by Hugh Richardson to accompany him to 
the capital of the Snowy Land that he might benefit from Tharchin's knowledge of Tibetan 
inasmuch as the Trade Agent and Mission Head wished to appear eventually for the higher 
examination in the Tibetan language in order to secure a degree in the linguistic field. For 
according to Tharchin's "memoirs," a success in this would also bring Richardson a financial 
remuneration of Rs. 20001- wliich a prospective candidate is entitled to receive upon improving 
his educational qualifications. 

By late July 1939 Dr. Knox had left for his homeland in Australia never to return, and 
was replaced. as already noted earlier, by Rev. Scott as head of the Tibetan Mission work. 
Tharchiii ayplied for the necessary leave to go to Tibet and i t  was readily sanctioned by 
Scott and the other Mission autliorities. 

The Tibetan had received a very short notice about the forthcoining iourney lion1 
Richardson and Sir Basil (the latter was also traveling to Tibet to rcpresent hoth the British 
government and the Government of lndia at the Installation cereinonies of the new Dalai 
Lama). So short was the notice. in fact. that Tharchin was given scarcely two days to iiiakc 
al1 preparations necessary for going on the lengthy journey to Lhasa. Yet according to hi' 
"meinoirs." he possessed "an amazing capacity for organizing Iiiniself'rfficiciitl\~ i i i  [siicli 
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impromptu] circumstances because the love for travel and adventure" was so much "in his 
blood," thus giving him added motivation "to do things promptly." Tharchin, for example, 
had no problem with his clothing since, added his "memoirs," he always kept on hand 
enough changes of garments "to keep him warrn during the cold weather of Tibet." 

With regard to this current trip to the Land of Snows the Tibetan, with some amusement, 
had recollected in his so-called end-of-life memoirs a previous hoped-for journey there: "ln 
the year 19 14 when 1 accompanied Sadhu Sundar Singh on a proposed visit to Tibet, we 
were prevented by the Political Officer at Gangtok from proceeding farther; but this time, 
paradoxical as it may seem, the same Political Office was now asking me to accompany 
their party to Tibet." His "memoirs" make clear that on this journey as on al1 his previous 
ones to Tibet, Tharchin's favorite Judeo-Christian Scripture portion was Psalm 23 which 
sustained him in al1 circurnstances, especially in the most difficult ones. He knew and practiced 
the art of walking out his life in accordance with the Christian Bible. 

Tharchin left Kalimpong for Gangtok and joined the Political Offlcer's party there. The 
entourage, according to Sir Basil himself, then departed the Sikkimese capital about the 
middle of January (1940). Gould, Richardson and party halted at Yatung for two or three 
days. Because of the brief notice, the Tibetan had had no advance time to do any planning 
or purchasing of presents to be given to fiiends in Tibet according to the usual custom. This 
lack had concerned him considerably during the early part of the journey. At Yatung he 
came across his good friend Tsarong Shape, the very high-ranking Tibetan official frequently 
mentioned already in previous chapters. Tsarong had just then come from Lhasa and was 
heading towards India. By this time Tharchin knew him quite well since he and Theos 
Bernard had been guests in his Lhasa home for nearly three months just three years earlier.3 

The man from Kalimpong happened to possess a copy of a photograph of the present 
Dalai Lama, the Fourteenth. taken when the latter was but four years of age (Western 
reckoriing). Suddenly the thought ("wisdom from above?" read his "memoirs") came to 
Tharchin to reproduce several thousand copies of this photograph "to use as gifts" and to 
seIl the many other remaining copies during the Installation program period of His Holiness 
whose initial day of commenceinent was then quite imminent. The income to be derived 
froin these sales could thus be utilized to purchase additional gifts for his many friends and 
close acquaintances in Tibet and also to "help finance his trip." Hope for this to occur now 
appeared quite favorable in that Tsarong \vas very agreeable to the idea and happened to be 
traveling towards the right place-Calcutta-for such a notion to be accomplished. Indeed, 
the Tibetan official approved of the idea wholeheartedly and promised his immediate unstinting 
personal cooperation in the iinplementation of the plan.' 

It so happened that a certain missionary with the China Inland Mission since 191 1 .  Frank 
D. Learner, uho had been preaching the Christian gospel on the eastern border of Tibet 
from the China side, had taken a photograph of His Holiness at the age of four at the tinie 
when he had only recently been discovered and recognized there-as Tibetails believe-as 
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the reincarnation of the previous Dalai Lama. At the time, the child, awaiting the moment 
when he would soon oficially be declared by the Tibetaii government the chosen candidate 
to become the Fourteenth Dalai Lama and subsequently be taken by caravan to Lhasa, was 
staying at the famed Kumbum Monastery, located not far from the child's family home 
village ofTengtser (aka: Taktser, etc.). At Kumbum the missionary had had an opportunity to 
present some printed Gospel of John text cards to the incainate "god-boy" and then he 
snapped a photo of him."his photograph came to be viewed as one of the more extraordinary 
pictures in the history of Tibet.(' 

ln the photo the presumed young reincarnation, born of Tibetan parents in the Chinese- 
controlled region of ethnic East Tibet known as Amdo, was seen dressed in a typical 'Tibetan 
peasant boy's garb but wearing-in keeping with his future High Lama rank-an oficial 
Yellow Hat with ear flaps turned up and sitting on a small chair with one or more text cards 
of John's Gospel resting on his lap. The hat referred to was most likely a headpiece called 
Naling, which happened to be, appropriately, the style of hat worn by Tsong Khapa, the 
great Tibetan Buddhist reformer discussed earlier, the founder of today 's dominant "Yellow 
Hat" or Gelugpa branch of the Tibetan C h ~ r c h . ~  

Subsequently this photograph had been published by the China Inland Mission in its well- 
known Christian magazine entitled China S Millions; and in time it had then appeared in 
numerous magazines and newspapers around the ~ o r l d . ~  Someone had sent a clipping of 
this picture to the Kalimpong publisher who had preserved it very carefully and woiild 
thereafter publish it frequently in his Tibetan newspaper. 

Now it may be of interest to the reader to leam just how it was that this celebrated 
photograph came to be taken in the first place. Missionary Leamer has himself provided an 
account of how he came to take the now-famous photo. In tlie September 1939 number of 
Chincr R Milliorls there appeared an article by him in which he recoiinted the ecent. Here is 
how the missionary described what happened, as supplemented here and there by a few 
additional observations derived from a book he wrote called ïibctnn Jour-ney: 

Just recently 1 took a trip to Kumbum Lamasery, and while there asked if 1 might see the 
little new Dalai Lama. Being well knovm in this Lamasery by those who are in authority, 
1 was granted my request. The little boy, not a bit shy, \vas brought along to tlie large 
guest hall where 1 was waiting and was presented to me. What a dear wee chap he 
was!-an attractive child with his bright little fat face. 1 tooli a picture ofliim . . . Me \vas 
not in the least afraid but was, on the other hand, most friendly and happy to be lifted 
up in my . . . arms. 1 think 1 won his friendship froin the tïrst, as 1 presented Iiim with 
some colored Tibetan Gospel text cards, which he eagerly accepted. His parents are 
just comnion Tibetan farmers. 1 felt sony for the little fellow, for 1 thought he should 
have been with his mother. 

In a short time he will be taken over to Lhasa. 1 surely do not envy him his Iiiph 
position as head of the Buddhist hierarchy in Tibet. 1 wonder ifhe \vil1 take the Tibetan 
Gospel text cards with him when he goes! 1 sincerely Iiope S O . ~  

Pulling oiit the clipping of the Learner plioto ~ha t  had been sent Iiiin, Tharchiil now 
requested Tsarong Shape to have a pliotograph "block" made froin i t .  He asked General 
Tsarong to have five thousand copies made and to mail theni to Iiim at once thereafter. 
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Tharchin was to reimburse him for this huge order later on. The Tharchin "memoirs" pointedly 
indicated that Tsarong had agreed to the proposal without there having been any haggling 
over the surety of the payment, the General having consented to advance the entire cost out 
of his own pocket. Subsequently Tharchin did pay the whole amount to the General. Moreover, 
according to these sarne "memoirs," this entire episode plainly demonstrates that the lowly 
man from Poo had won the respect and confidence of high-ranking officiais in the Tibetan 
governinent, who were grateful to him for the lasting contribution to the Tibetan-speaking 
world he had made through his newspaper. 

When the Tibetan publisher handed the former A m y  Comnander and ex-Shape a copy 
of the picture, the official remarked, "Your copy is not very clear. 1 have got an original wpy 
of the photo." This, Tharchin acknowledged long afterwards, was a welwme surprise to 
him, for he considered this development to be more than a coincidence. Tsarong promised 
to forward the consignment to him in Lhasa within a month. The newspaper publisher then 
gave him the address in Calcutta of the European firm which was to do the job. And on the 
very day that the General reached Calcutta he rushed to the firm (The Caledonian Press?) 
and placed an order for five thousand copies of the photograph of the young Fourteenth 
Dalai Lama. And thus the Lord God, Tharchin the Christian would later observe, had 
wonderfully solved his "problem" conceming the g i h  and the financing of the trip to Lhasa; 
and so-say his "memoirs"-he "enjoyed great peace of hcart thereafler."" 

Frein Yatung the former Tibetan A m y  Chief let3 for Calcutta while Tharchin with the 
Political Officer's part) proceeded on towards Gyantse. Here a message was received 
directing Hugh Richardson noi to proceed to Lhasa since he was being reassigned to India's 
North-West Frontier Province for a two-year stint of service there. Under these 
circurnstances Richardson told Tharchin: "Gould will take you with him to help in the Tibetan 
language inasmuch as he is working on a book."" It was originally to be a volume on 
various aspects of the Tibetan language, but the language work involved would actually spin 
off into several books, not just one. In his political autobiography Sir Basil tells of the origin 
for this linguistic labor. 

. . . as leisure and opportunity offered. the idea of making the Tibetan language more 
intelligible to myself and perhaps to others, and especially to beginners, had been 
taking shape. As had been the case with Persian, 1 felt the need of a book of simple 
conversations on everyday subjects; and of gramophone records in order that from 
the start tlie pronunciation might be got correctly. The main dificulties ofthe language 
seemed to lie not in its grammar and syntax, but in its v o c a b u l v  and spelling. There 
Ivere in fact several vocabularies .... With Hugh Richardson as CO-author and the 
uilling help of many [now to include Tharchin]. what had seemed to me to be chaos 
gradually took shape. Words became friends." 

When Richardson had infornied Tharchin of the new situation that would cal1 for a more 
direct involvement with Sir Basil in his language work, the Tibetan readily agreed to move 
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forward to Lhasa with the Political Officer's entourage. (Nevertheless, it would not be 
"fun-and-games" for him in Lhasa, for he would soon find that he would have to labor very 
hard almost daily-both day and night-on the books which Gould was trying to put together.) 
Interestingly enough, a film documenting the entire journey of the British delegation from 
Sikkim to Lhasa was taken by an lndian amateur film-maker and professional portrait painter 
by the name of Kanwal Krishna.* He had been commissioned by the British to accompany 
the delegation for the express purpose of painting portraits of the new Dalai Lama and his 
family. Agreeing to do so for what was in those days a pi-incely suin of Rs. 2000!-, Krishna 
would return with more than 300 paintings and sketches and also a tilm which he shot on his 
own that covered not only the Installation ceremony of the new Tibetan ruler but other 
events as well, iiicliiding the delegation's journey up fiom Gangtok. Wrote one viewer of the 
film fifty years later: 

On the way [to Lhasa], we watch the folk dances of the Tibetans, sure-footed yaks, 
lamas. inonasteries, and the locals making tea and milking cows in their unique way. 
Krishna and the British delegation that he was accompanying crosscd inountain passes 
be t~een  15,000 and 17.000 feet to get to Lhasa. Among tlie t l~ings ihey lugged: 90 
boses full of silver rupees.I3 

In due time the travelers came to the outskirts of the Sacred City. Providing a guard of 
honor from the well-known Trapchi Regiment of the Tibetan Arrny, the Tibetan government 
accorded Sir Basil and his party an official reception on their arriva1 in the capital on 8 
February 1940.'" 

During this sojourn in Lhasa the visitor from Kalimpong would shortly discover that he 
would not have iiiuch leisure time in which to devote hiinself to his own advanced study of 
Tibetan literature in which he so greatly desired to engage. Nevertheless, his "inenioirs" 
indicate that he did meet many scholars there. Ainong other things, he invited constructive 
suggestions froiii them and others as to how his newspaper might be improved, since many 
of thein received aiid read liis publication regularly. 

Tharchin would non be busy much of the tiiiie helping Sir Basil Gould, wliose entourage 
stayed about two miles from Lhasa proper." The Political Officer was first ofnll compilitig 
a Tibetan word-book. He and those assisting him were also engaged in coinposing a second 
volume and even a third: a Tibetan sentence-book and a syllable-book, both oi'\vhicli \~,ould 
be spin-offs of the word-book, as the following description of al1 three will clearly indicate. 

The word-book eventually published would contain in its 447 large pages of test sonie 
2000 Tibetan syllables, each of which, takeii in turn and presented in Tibetaii alphabetical 

* This was the same artist, incidentally, who two years earlier had accciiiipaiiied Rahul Sarikrityayan~ and 
Gedun Chophel on their scholarly expedition into southern 'Tibet; see two chapters hence for the deuils. 
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order, would serve as a key syllable. each being assigned a key numher. On each of the lincc 
in which these key syllables were to be dealt with singly, tlie arraiigcinent would he: key 
number, phonetic rendering, the syllable in 'ribetan characters. a letter by letter transcription 
of these Tibetan characters, and ending with a catch meaning. Subsumed under each key 
entry would be listed line by line those Tibetan words or phrases of which the key syllable 
forms a part, with the other syllables ofthe listed words or phrases being identified by their 
key nuinbers. And thus on these subsequent lines, the arrangenient would be: the uord or 
phrasc in Tibetaii characters, the kcy riumbers of other s>-Ilables in the uurd or phrasc. ihe 
Englisli ineaniiig. aiid endiiig with a phonetic rendering of tlie word or plirase. This word- 
book wo~ilcl thlis providc a select \,ocabulary of several thousand words, each s! llahlr of. 
whicli being explrriiied.* 

On thc other haiid, the resultant syllable-book's purpose was to take these same 2000 or 
so key s>~IIables of the word-book that had been presented in Tibetan alphabetical order and 
rearraiige tliem, according to their phonetic values, in English alphabetical ordcr. Dy so 
doing. it would both facilitate reference to the word-book and also assist in distinguishing 
syllables of similar sound but of different spelling and meanirig. The sentence-book-.-that is 
to say, a compilation of both iiidividiial sentences and short simple conversations oii ever!.day 
subjects-which finally emerged from al1 these labors would likewise make reference tu 
the word-book. It was iiitended to be published because of the lack of any Tibetan light 
literature that could assist the beginner to learn the Tibetan language. As each frssh syllable 
iiiight occur in the sentences to be found in the volume, it would be identified by its key 
nuniber, with the total number of syllables gradually introduced in this fashion ending up 
being about 800 in all. The preparation of this sentence-book, incidentally, would have the 
invaluable help of one of Gergan Tharchin's very good friends. For when published. the 
niord-book's pret'ace by Gould \v-ould note that "Kusho Dorinp Thaiji assisted in revising the 
Sentences." Could it be tliat the Babu had suggested the name of his good friend to the 
British official? More than likely he had. 

Tharcliin reniained in Lhasa for five inonths working on these scholastic projects of Sir 
Basil's. That the latter felt very much indebted to the Tibetan for his help is evidenced b!. 
what he wrote in the General Preface to what, when at last published, was entitled Tiberat.1 
Mi~l-d Book: "A visit to Lhasa in 1940 in connection with" Dalai Lama XlV's "installation 
gave opportunity for much of the work which has been done on these books.. .. Mr. G. 
Tharchin, of tlie Church of Scotland Mission at Kalimpong. who did much of the \vork on 
the U'ord Book, Sentences, and Verbs, is the Editor and producer of the only Tibetan 
newspaper."'" 

* Interestingly. ail Americaii lexicographer in the Tibetan languaee, Stuart H. Buck. the compiler o f  a niodeni. 
iiiorc up-to-date Tihetün-Ettglish Dictionai?. (Washington DC: Catliolic L!niversity ofAmerica, 1969). fouiid 
tlie Ciould-Richardson word-book extrernely helpful. For he indicated in his Introduction to his dictionan thai 
"iiiost o f  the basic inaterial contailied iii the Mord Book has been incorporated into the present dictionai-!.'' 
lhril.. uii. Added Biick: "Gould and Richardson place great stress on the importance ofthe root meaniiig ofeach 
Tihetan s! Ilable " Ihilf. 
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* 
During this long period in Lhasa Tharchin came across a Tibetan scholar, Ringang by 

name (aka: Cliangoepa Rinzin Dorje), who when only ten or twelve years old had been the 
youngest of four Tibetan boys (the others were about sixteen) sent abroad for higher studies 
by the Lhasa govemment.I7 By the end of al1 his studies Ringang had come to know English 
very well since he had been in England twice for a total stay of about ten years in pursuit of 
an acadcmic education at both Rugby and London University. After his return he worked in 
an otlicial capacity as Engineer in an important Tibetan government bureau, the State Mint, 
located just outside Lhasa to the north; and he further utilized his European-acquired 
engineering knowledge during the late 1920s in the construction of Tibet's first hydroelectric 
power station which he himself then managed. Because he was required to give iteins of 
news derived from the English-language Indian newspapers to the Cabinet (whose official 
iiiterpreter Ringang was) and to be present on those rare occasions when Europeans visited 
Lhasa, he was made one of the Municipal Officers of the Tibetan capital. It so happened, in 
fact, that at these particular New Year celebrations which would see the installation of the 
iicw Dalai Lama, Ringang had been selected to be the Master of Cereinonies. He was even 
serving as District Magistrate (Dzongpon) of a distant part of Tibet; but it was his wife, and 
never he, who would discharge his duties there for him! I R  

Sir Basil now arranged for Ringang and another Tibetan scholar, Lama Tshatrul Riinpoche, 
besides Tharchin, to check through his book.* For this purpose the Kalimpong visitor resided 
with Ringang, the one who had the excellent mastery of the English laiiguage. The three of 
them would get together to check and revise the meaning, construction, composition and 
spelling of each word or syllable. One full month was spent like this in doing nothing but this 
kind of revision work.'" 

In his late-in-life persona1 "memoirs" the Kalimpong scholar related one particularly 
vivid example of his linguistic labors he had engaged in with these two Lhasan scholars. 
From time to time there would arise an argument over points of ineaning or spelling between 
Tharchin and the latter's Lhasan host, the scholastic master of English, Ringang. When 
these two disagreed they would table their conflicting viewpoints until the arrival of the 
other Tibetan scholar, the recognized incarnate Laina, Tshatrul Rimpoche, who sometimes 
would be late in coming. After his arrival they would consult him on the disputed points. 

* It would be under this same Riinpoche. incidentally, that Babu Tharchin's nephew by marriage, D. Ringzin 
Wangpo, would sit as student. For in early 1943. at age 23, Ringzin would commence a five-year course of 
study in Tibetaii that included the grainniatical \vorks known as the suin-rtags. He would complete this 
rigorous study course iinder Tshatrul Riinpoche in 1947, after which the budding scholar would go to Kalimpong 
for a yeai and assist his fainous uncle in publishing the latter's Tibetan newspaper and frorn theie would tiavel 
a year later to England where. as the tirst Tibetan iesearcher ever invited, he would work and lecture in the 
Tibetan language for two years at London University's renowned School of Oriental and African Studies. See 
I<. K .  Sprigg, "Cielong Rig~ in  Wangpo . . .: 1920- 1985" (Obituary). T.? (Spring 1988):78. More than likely i t  
was at this tiine in 1940 that the Babu had put in a good word abolit his nephew which inay have led to the 
latter's subsequent academic association with the eminent Rimpoche. 
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But more ofien than not 'Tharchin was the one found to be correct or more accurate in his 
statements. Once, however, they engaged in lengthy discussion on the phrase "Ko Thag 
Lhodpa": Ko-leather, Thag-rope, Lhodpa-to let loose. The phrase has a cultural context 
to its ineaning: in Tibet boats are tied to the shore with a leather rope; if the latter is loosed 
or severed, then the boat will be stranded on the river or lake. Ringang, the scholar of 
English, rendered it, "to leave in the lurchW-a translation which, in this instance, pleased al1 
tliree!'" This instance only confirmed what al1 Western visitors to Lhasa in years gone b> 
had been saying of Ringang's mastery of English. To quote but one of these visitors. Fredetick 
Spencer-Chapman, who just three or four years earlier had been on a previous Mission to 
Lhasa with Sir Basil, had observed about Ringang then in these terms: "He still speaks the 
most perfect and idiomatic English; and although he was too busy to spend very much tiinc 
\vitli us, we found him a most entertaining and intelligent man."" 

Now it should be noted that Tharchin had by this time created a Tibetan word-book or 
dictionary of his own whose layout was, not surprisinçly, "based," as he himself indicated. 
"on an alphabetical system." He had in fact brought with hiin on this cunent visit IO Tibet 
part if not al1 of his lexicon as it had then existed. Arranged according to "modern"-that is, 
Western-rules or principles of dictionary composition, any word or term and its definition 
coiild readily be located, declared the Babu in his end-of-life personal record, "uithout 
wasting tiine or effort."* And with the passage of time it had been revised again and again 
by incorporating into it thousands of additional Tibetan words and their meanings ( u i t h  
many of their Saiiskrit parallels included): even by as many as nearly 60,000, when finally 
completed, along with the inclusion of sentences derived from recent and not-so-recent 
Tibetan texts demonstrating how such words had been used in context (see later for more 
about this feature). During their many conversations together at Lhasa in 1940 the Tibetan 
Lama-scholar Tshatrul Rimpoche had once ezrpressed his opinion that Tharchin's unfinished 
lexicon, which the Babu had shown him, was "good" and that it would prove to be "very 
helpful" were it published. This particular Lama, in contrasting his Kalimpong friend's 
dictionary with the works of others in this field, remarked to Tharchin: "Your d ic t iona~ 
gives more details and words." He added, moreover. that on one occasion it happened that 
"a Mongolian Lama came to me [for me] to check over his dictionary; indeed, it was 
soniething like y~urs ." '~  

* Some earlier Tihetan dictionaries-e.g., that of  Csoma de Koros published in 1834-did not provide 3 listing 
of their vocahiilaries in Tibetan alphabetical order according to the root letter but according to the initial letter. 
See a fe\v 'Ièxt pages hence foi a fuller description o f  the Babu's dictionary. 
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All tliis \\ hicli the leamed Rimpoche had said to Tharchin the latter would record when 
decades atiemards his life-record or "memoirs" would be set down not long before his 
death in 1976. Aiid in this personal record of his, the Babu had made it clear in a subsequent 
senteiice tliat he knew who this Mongolian Lama was (". . . although he knew the dictionary 
was being composed by the Mongolian Lama9'); nevertheless, he was extremely circumspect 
in not revealing the identity of this Liama in the "memoirs" (in fact, some twenty times in the 
discussion about the Lama as set forth in the Tharchin record he had carefiilly employed the 
phrase of either "the Mongolian Lama," "this Mongolian Lama," "the Mongolian," or else 
"the Laiiia"), and the recording of Tshatrul Rimpoche's comnients to the Babu proved to be 
no exccption. However. the present author is quite certain that the Rimpoche, when discussing 
the Mongolian witli Tharchin, liad stated by name who this person was, as will be revealed 
shortly in the present discussion. And hence, in this writer's opinion, the phrase appearing in 
Tharchin's "nieinoir" account as part of what the Rimpoclie had told him--"a Mongolian 
Lama"-was tnerely the Babu's way, in subsequently sharing his memories of this ebent, of 
discreetly and charitably disguising the identity of the Lama in question. The present writer 
is confident in this assumption for the simple reason that both the Mongolian aiid the Rimpoclie 
were well kiiown to each other by this time (1940) and that it was likewise known to the 
Rimpoclie and to iiiany others at the Tibetan capital that both the Mongolian and Tharchin 
kneu each otlier very well and, outwardly at least, were still on generally friendly terms 
with each other at tliis point in time. 

The truth of the niatter is that though this Mongolian Laina was by that lime very well 
hnown to Gergan Tharcliin, lie came to be known to the Babu and to many others more for 
his alleged infainous reputation as a scoundrel than as a scholai- of recogiiized talent: both 
cliaracterizatioiis of ~ I i i c h ,  it seeiiis. were equally true of hiin. The name of this Lama, 
when reiidered in English, was variously spelled as Chodak, Chodrag, Chodrak, Choedak, 
Chhoedak. Clioidak, or Choitoh, depending upon wlio i t  was who was relating one of the 
iiiaiiy little stories-\vliether uplifting or degrading-\vhicli iiie\ itablq were bruitecl about 
concerning liim. The Babu would liiinself be one of many wlio liad a story. even several 
stories, to tell; and froin the amount of space in his end-of-life "memoirs" \vhicli he ended 
iip devoting to this Lama and the latter's relationship with liim, one can easily conclude that 
Lania Chodak's conduct and behavior over the years had bothered hiin considerablq. So 
much so that Tharchin, verq careful in having for the longest time kept the Lania's identity 
hiddeti froin either liis readers or listeners, would ultiinately feel compelled to revenl his 
name aiid to cite one particular instance of Lama Chodak's conduct which in liis opinion 
sinacked of being the worst kind of skullduggery an eriidite scliolar could perpetrate; 
especially when in this particular instance, which in due course will be preserited in some 
detail, such skullduggery had been perpetrated at the expense of the Babu's lexicographieal 
accomplisliments. 

Now even tliough Tharchiii had showcred Laiiia Chodak ( 1898- 1972) n itli inaiij1 acts of' 
helpfiilness on liis previous visit to Lhasa in 1937, at which time the Laina had finally 
achieved the coveted geske degree (see below for more 011 both these matters), he had 
actually made his first acquaintance ofthc Laiiia back in Kaliinpong. As a inatter of fact. it 
\va5 tliertt that Hâbu Tliarcliin had initially coine to knon. firsthand s o ~ i ~ ~ t h i ~ i g  01' the 
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questionable character of this Laina, who came to be dubbed much later by the Habu as 
"the bad Mongolian Lama" (though as intimated earlier, nowhere in his so-callcd memoirs 
did he ever identify him by name; indeed, it was only as a consequencc of showing to 
Sonani 7'. Kazi the pertinent pages of Tharchin's life-concluding record haking to do with 
this Lama that the present writer had first come to know his name-identity specifically and 
the unflattering appellation which Babu Tharchin had attached to him; though in the interest 
of fairness to l'harchin, it must be noted that this appellation never appearcd once in the 
Babu's "ineinoirs" or iii his letters and other writings).:'" 

I t  so liappcncd that in 1930 Lania Cliodak had lirst coine to Kaliinpong from Tibet in the 
coinl'aii!. 01' tlie reno\vned Indian Duddhist scholar. Pandit Rahul Sankrityayana ( 1893- 
1963 ).* Pandit Rahul liad "felt the urge" to travel to Tibet in searcli ot' those Sanskrit 
Buddhist icxts which had been carried there by Iiidian monks who during the closing years 
of the t\sellili century into tlie early thirteentli had fled for their lives northward tiom before 
the in\.ading hordes of fanatical Mosleins that had attacked and torall). razed to tlie ground 
the fanied Buddhist uni\:ersities at Nalanda and Vikramasila which back then had becn 
located in what is present-day Bihar State. Secretly trekking to the Great Clused Land \.ia 
Nepal by foot and pony in early 1929, Rahul \vould eventuall~. reach Lhasa on 19 JUIF. 
lnitially going straight to the vast Drepung Moiiasten., he found there 7,000 monks and 
lainas, aiiioiig whoin he was provided living quarters for what proved to be a lengthy sta!. 
Whilt. at the Tibetaii capital Rahul made the acquaintance of a budding 72-~~sar-old erudittr 
scholar \vho since about 1922 had been enrollcd in Drepung's sister monasteq at nrarb\ 
Sera: a Buriat Mongol monk. Referred to in one biographical account of the Pandit as 
Dharniakirti. this Buriat monk's original name in transliteratsd Tibetan \\,as c1in.v-b.1 gr~~,i'.s- 
pu (Cliokyi Drakpa) but who would long aftemards be more cominonl> kno\\.n-at least to 
Westerners-as Lama (or Geshe) Chodak, Chodrap. Chodrak, etc. etc. 

Having ieinaiiied in Tibet for over a year. the Pandit. after loading onto 22 tnules al1 the 
inaterials and artifacts he had collected duriiig his sqjourii-books. manuscripts. painting. 
and r1~trrlgkcr.v-now departed the Tibetan capital on 24 April 1930. accompanied by the 
Mongoliaii Lama. He also carried witli him, "on small chits." sonie 16.000 Bliot words (with 
their Nepali- and Sanskrit-translated equivalents noted) which he had collected and translated 
wliile at Di-epung. This had been an activity \vhich ma!. have been the iiispiration for the 
future Geshe Cliodak to compile and publish decades later al Lhasa wliat \vould become, in 
Heathei- Stoddard's words. "tlie tirst modern unilingual Tibetan dictionap." in tlie words of 
Melcyn Goldstein, "the first inodem dictionary conipiled in Tibet ... and the first indigenous 
dictionary to use a niodern system of alphabetization." in Jefie)  Hopkins' words, "one of 
tlie best modern dictionaries of Tibetan," in tlie words of Peina Bhuni. "the most comprehcnsive 
Tibetan dictionary in existence prior to the publication of the GI-eai Tibetari-Cltinesrc 
Dic-rio~ttrr:i, in 1985," in Jamj~ang Norbu's words, "a remarkable achievement b? a traditional 

* Xlost iiiierestiiiglj,. during the 1930s this "liidian Bi~ddhistisocialist intellrctual" and un\va\.ering Coiiiinunisi 
would assist in vanring degrces three of Ciergan Tharcliin's closest associates in Tibrian-related scholarl? 
riideii\'ors: Laiiia Cliodak. (;rd1111 Chophrl (sce Cliaptcr 23). aiid the Ladakhi Biiddhist con\ e n  to Christianit~. 
lie\,. Fli!nli 1'~cinii Pliiinisog (sec Chaptrr 78). 
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scholar," and in the words of Professor Donald Lopez Jr., "a Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary that 
is still widely used." (Yet none of these scholars and others were aware, nor could they be, 
of the great influence which Gergan Tharchin and his earlier unilingual Tibetan dictionary 
had exerted on the Chodak lexicon, a matter which it is hoped will now be rectified by this 
present discussion.) 

Thirty-nine days later, after obtaining on his homeward-bound journey still more books 
and manuscripts at such Tibetan religious sites as Shalu Vihar, Trashilhunpo and Narthang, 
Rahul and Iiis party-including the Buriat monk-arrived at Gergan Tharchin's hill station 
on or about the 2d of June 1930. Biit upon the two of them reaching Siliguri on the Pandit's 
way to Calcutta, the Laina decided to return immediately to Kalimpong after being advised 
not to risk the hot climate of the Indian plains to which he obviously was unaccustomed. 
Thus, with only Rs. 301- in his pocket, the nearly penurious Mongolian found his way back 
up to the hill station and, not surprisingly, came into contact with the famed Kalimpong 
publisher. Tharchin Babu, immediately "recognizing his intellectual and linguistic talents, 
offered him employment."* 

Lama Chodak accepted this offer and thus, during a period of nearly two years, had the 
opportunity-which, if one can accept Tharchin's end-of-life testimony, he took advantage 
of-to "pick up" and adapt from Tharchin Babu's dictionary its "modem [or, Western] 
techniques," "design," "plan and system" for later composing and publishing a Tibetan- 

* The sources consulted for the information and quoted inaterial presented here concerning Lama Chodak's 
relationship with the lndian Pandit and concerning the Pandit himself are eight: (a) GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, pp. 
4, 5 note 2-where their arrival together at Kalimpong, the Siliguri incident, and its aftermath back up in 
Kalinipong are speciflcally mentioned; (b) Stoddard, Le mendiant de 1 'Amdo, 2 19,332; (c) Goldstein,"Tibetan 
Lexicography," in Franz Josef Hausmann et al. (eds.), LVortei.bücher. Dictionaries, Dictiorrauires: Ein 
interitcitio11ci1e.s Hciittib~rch rlrr Le.vikogt.ophie (Berlin~NewYork), I11:2549; (d) Hopkins, "Gedun Chopel . . .," 
in Gedun Chophel. Tibeton Arts o f love .  20; (e) Pema Bhum, "Geshe Chodrak's Orthographical Dictionary," 
Latsc Lihror:i~;Veivslerrer (Fall 2005):26; (t) Norbii (2005), "Newspeak and New Tibet . . .," Part 111, unnurnbered 
page. at wwv..Tibet M'rites.org; (g) Lopez, Jr .. ". . . a Preliininary Study," in Per Kvaerne, ed., 7ïhetan Stzrdies. 
2 vols (Oslo, 1994). 1:492; and (h) "Mahapandit Raliul Sankrityayan, a Biographical Sketch," in D.C. Ahir, 
Hii~ialayuri Buddhisnt Past c/nd Preserit (Delhi. 1993), xiv-xv. Ahir, one of the Pandit's more recent biographers, 
has noted that this huge cache of artifacts from his tïrst of four sojourns in Tibet (occurring between 1929 and 
1938) he would alinost immediately afterwards present as a gifi to the Library of the Patna Museuin at Patna 
in Bihar State. India. Besides the volumiiious Kangyrrr and Tengyur, Pandit Rahul had also brought oiit nearly 
1620 manuscripts in Tibetan and 150 paini,ngs. Astupendous cultural treasure, indeed. See ihid., xv. Furthemore, 
it would be a close friend of Lama Chodak's, the renowned Amdo monk-scholar, Gedun Chophel, wlio woiild 
be tapped by Rahul four years later to conduct cataloging research on this and subsequent collections which the 
Pandit. along with the Amdowa scholar, would bring forth frorn Tibet. But there hangs a tale of more than 
passing interest, which is narrated two chapters hence in the section devoted therein io the relationship 
between the Indo-Tibetan Babu and the erudite Amdowa-the latter having been introduced to the former, 
incidentally, by none other than Pandit Rahul. 

Finally, it should be noted ihat Horkhang Jampa Tendar's Tibetan-langage inenioir article about Laina 
Chodak-recently translated and published in English for the tïrst tiine h). 1-auran Hartley-is grossly faulty 
in the dating cited therein concerning the episode in the Lama's l i f ~  ai  Lhasa having to do with his encoiinter 
there with the Pandit and his subsequent earliest encounter with Babu Tharchin at Kalimpong; for the coircc,! 
dating, see ibid. Likewise, Horkhang's dating ofTheos Bernard's arrival at Lhasa (stated as 1936) and Harilc\ 
assertioii as to his length ofstay in Tibet (16 months) are also faulty. See Iiorkhang J.T., "The Geshe Clicidr-ni 
1 Knew and His Dictionary," Luise Lihrary Ne~~.s/ert@r (Fall 2005):19-20, 25 note. Corisult the prrscni 
narrative's Voliirne I I .  Chapier 20 for the correct inforniation. 
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Tibetan lexicon of his own. Given the Babu's well-nigh impeccable reputation for 
trustworthiness, it is dificult to doubt this claim. Moreover, one can infer from this claim 
that the Mongolian Lama had probably not previously been aware of these modem dictionary 
ideas and techniques. 

Now this taking on by Chodak of Tharchin's dictionary construction techniques and 
modem format can definitely be ascertained fiom reading the Tharchin "memoirs" but less 
clearly so from perusing a most interesting letter the Babu would write to Hugh Richardson 
nearly two decades subsequent to the period now under discussion. The letter in question 
would be written at about the time the Babu began negotiating with the University of 
Washington at Seattle USA for a substantial subsidy to help underwrite the cost of producing 
his own much larger-and. in the opinion of both Tharchin and Tshatrul Rimpoche, iàr 
better-lexicon, the one alluded to a few pages earlirr. Richardson, by the way. would be 
teaching Literary Tibetan and other related subjects in the Far Eastern and Russian Institute 
at this very University only a few years hence when both he and the Babu would be 
corresponding with each other about this same ambitious lexicographical undertaking of 
Tharchin's.* Now in the particular letter referenced here, and dated 10 February 1962, the 
Indo-Tibetan scholar would write to Richardson as follows: 

1 think you know the Mongolian, Geshe Chodrag, who also brought out a Tibetan Io 
Tibetan Dictionary. Actually 1 was the man to whoni 1 tought [sic] for nearly two years 
in 1930 and 1932 [Le.. Actually 1 was the man who taught him. and I employed him for 
nearly two years total: in 1930 and 19323, then he went back to Tibet and again came in 
1935 and worked [once more for me for] about a year. So he got the [dictionary] idea 
[from me] and later on he printed on a hlock print as Tibetan ways [Le.. he printed it in 
wood block-print fashion as is the Tibetan way]. But his esplanation[s] o f  the words 
are not so good and clear[;] beside mine one is four times more words than his [Le., 
besides. initie has four times more words than his]." 

It must he acknowledged that this last statement in the letter was woefully inaccurate. For 
whereas the Babu's dictionary draft when completed would possess nearly 60,000 words- 
an extraordinary achievement, by any standard, even though it would never be full4 printed- 
the Mongolian's lexicon when printed contained a highly respectable 26,000. Furthemore. 
this letter uncovers the fact that well before Lama Chodak had begun to compile his unilingual 
Tibetan dictionary (possibly 1934 but inore likely 1937 in earnest; see below), the Babu had 
himself comrnenced doing so on his lexicographical work mucli earlier-by his ONTI account. 
he began compiling it in 193023a-and yet the Lama never gave any recognition in his 
lexicon of the contribution which his Kalimpong benefactor had provided hiin. 

* For exarnple. in one letter Richardson \\(rites: "1 should be ver) glad to see specirnen sheets ["of !.our ne& 
Tibetan-Tibetan Dictionary"] . . .  1 am v e s  much looking fomard to the finished nork. I do not thinh qou 
should take out too rnany Sanskrit words iftheq are fairlq common in Tibetan books. The great thing is to gi\e 
[text] references showing mhere the words are to be found [and therefore how used in context]. . .." Richardson 
to Tharchin. 15 Sept. 1966. ThPaK. 
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Nok as intiinated in the Tharchin-Richardson letter, the Mongolian woiild be in the 
employ ol' the Babu during 1930 and into 193 1 and during much of 1932, after which he 
went back to Tibet to continue his monastic studies at Sera. But the Laina would return to 
Kaliinpong in 1935 where he would resume his employment uiider Tliarchin for nearly 
another year and where also he apparently would establish a friendship for the first time 
with Gedun Chophel, before heading back once niore to the Tibetan capital. That the 
establishing of their friendship had occurred at Kalimpong and not at Lhasa is known froin 
Heather Stoddard. For she has asserted that Lama Chodak had "hiniself [been] an old-tiine 
tiiend of [Gedun Chopliel's] froin Kalinip~ng."'~ It would appear from Tharchin 's letter to 
Richardson and frorn his "memoirs" that the primary employment he had provided Laiiia 
Chodak was to labor with Iiini on the Babu's continually expanding Tibetan-Tibetari lexicon 
\vliicli lie had already well begiin to create for future publication. (Gedun Chophel. it iç 

believed, would likewise work with the Babu on this same dictionary project; see in Chapter 
2-3 of tlie present volume for a brief discussion of this particular collaborative effort.) And 
thiis by this means did the Mongolian Lama have the opportunity, according to Tliarchin, to 
Isain and take back with hiin to Lhasa al1 he could absorb about tlie inethod, design and 
forinat of the Babu's oiigoinç dictionary creation. And hence, it could be said that wliereas 
Pandit Rrihul's Bhot vocabulary-collecting activity inay have inspired the enidite Mongolian 
1-;inin to begin to think of one day compiling a Tibetaii-Tibetan dictionary, the opportunity 
gi\,eii hiin of associating and working with Babu Tharcliiii on the laiter's already existing 
thoiigli incorriplete lexicon would provide Lama Chodak with al1 the inodein conventions by 
which to create that dictionary. Fiiially, it should be pointed out that \dien the moment came 
t'or Laiiia Chodak to return to Tibet, wliether that have been in 1932 or il1 early to mid-1936 
(the i-ucord is not clear which), lie had promised, declared the Indo-Tibetan in his end-of-life 
"iiiemoirs." to send back to tlie hill station "some additional books of Tibetan words" (see 
belou! for tlie probable meaiiing of this phrase) which it was mutually understood were to be 
used foi- Tiiaicliiii's iiionumeiital lexicon that \?.as anticipated would develop into qiiite a 
few. L olumes when printed. This promise the Lama never kept. liowever." 

Perliaps it woiild be helpf~il to the readers, at this point in the discussion, to ha\,e befoi-r 
theni r i  iiioie complete description of the Babu's dictionary. It so liappened that man). y a r s  
ago the present author liad come across the first two printed volumes of Tharchin's lexicon 
in tlie latter's personal libi-ary. He leai-ned from the Babu's son, S. G. Tharcliin, that these 
covered tlie lirst nine letters of the thirty-letter Tibetan alphabet, with the coriteiits of the 
initial \.oliime having covered letters one through four and the second, letters five througli 
nine. Since then, ~infortunately, the firsi volume had disappeared, tliough there are currently 
on the library slielf two copies of  the second printed volume (no fiirther volumes haviiig 
been priiited). The author recently requcsted Pliiirbii Tsering (see Voliiiiie I of the piesent 
biograpliy. page xxxii, for liis bona tïdes) to thoroughly periise tliis second volume of the 
Babu's Tibetan-Tibetan dictionaiy and provide i i i  Englisli a suminary profile of the work. 
This he kindly did, as follows (with soine editiiig added by the aiithor for clarity): 
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The sccoiid volume begins with [tlie] . . . group of Tibetan consonants Cha to Tha [and 
consists 01) page numbers 660 to 1076. Words are arranged most systematically [in 
rilpliahetical ordcr so as] to find thrm easily.* Besides the Tibctan words presented, 
innny quivalent Saiiskrit and liindi words are included as well, along with their 
n~caniiigs. An Englisli word like "whale" is [now and then] included [as a way] to 
pro\-idc (in a more] \ ivid [man~ierl the ineaning ofthe Tibetan word. Tibetan words and 
their iiieanings are supported [by the inclusion of] exact referenccs textractedl from 
(\nrious] Buddhist tcixtst. Stories [which lay] behind the origin of some words are 
presented in detail, and run [in soine instances as much as] four pages in length. The 
[le\ el of) language einployed to explain is very simple, lucid and easy to understand 
for the users. Much effort and hard work [have been] done to makr this diciionary 
useful IO Tibetan scholars. 11 is 3 huge loss and sad to find that it is incomplete [in its 
iiot Iiacing been totally printed]. 

Now the "additional books" which the Mongolian had promised Tharchin--but a promise 
that remained unfulfilled by the Lama-were niost likely some additional and perhaps rare 
"Buddhist tests" like tliose referenced in the above profile. Some people N ho were aware 
oftliis unfulfilled promise were not pleased with Lama Chodak, yet not for this only but for 
other kinds of conduct which they found deplorable. One such example, which the Babu 
inade a point of having had it recorded in his life-concluding persona1 record, occurred at his 
home as fol1ow:s. One day while a serious religious discussion was taking place, this Buddhist 
Lama-"out of his resentment of, and dislike for, Chr is t ian i~  "4e l ibera te ly  and flagrantly 
sat do\vn on a copy of the Gospel of St. Mark, not caring in the slightest that it  \!.as a part 01' 
thc sacred writings of the Christians who were present. In the words ot'his personal record. 
Tharchin becaine "furious" over such beliavior, but acknowledged tliat sometime later the 
"inconsiderate" Chodak "apologized for his bad conduct." The Babu's account ofthis iiicident 
indicated tliat in response to the apology, he "forgave" the Lama "in the spirit of Chr i~ t . "?~  

Sonietiiue after his retuin to Lhasa in the first half of 1936 to resume his monastic 
studies and, more importantly. to prepare for the rigorous examinations he would be required 
to pass before lie could receive his geshr degree in 1937, the Mongolian Lama begrin to 
collcct, organize, define and provide meanings (in sentences) for tlie many word entries in 
coinposing his Tibetan dictionary tliat in essence, as reported by the Babu. had been created 
according to the modem dictionav concepts and techniques which were present in his 
Kaliinpong employer's much earlier established but incomplete lexicon. The time for the 
Laina to commence developing this endeavor in earnest was most likely in the latter part of 
1937 after obtaining the degree, wliich would thus leave the Geshe ulith much more free 
iiiiie to devote hiinself to the project that by his own acknowledgment would require thirteen 
years to totall!. create.?' In fact. it would not be until the latter part of 1949 that he would 

* T'lie Tibctan \\ords are listcd in Tibetaii alphabetical order accordiiig to the roof letter, not accordinp to the 
\\;ords' initial Ictter. This iiiforination is pere-inail niessage. Da\ id Tharchin to the present author. Kalinipong. 16 
Septeiiiber 7008. 
+ fliis sigiiiticaiit tkature had begun to appear in Tibetan dictionaries thr the tirst tiine in Heinrich Jaeschke's 
nioniiniental Tiherun-OiglisA Dic riorlun. of' 188 1 .  See Chapter 28 o f  the present volume for a discussion o f  this 
dictioi~an actiit.\,emerit. 
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finish the dictionary and have it published at the Tibetan capital in some fifteen copies. In the 
words of literary critic Jamyang Norbu, this work's "distinctive feature . . . is its Western- 
style format, though the printing is traditional wood-bl~ck."~'~ Perhaps echoing Norbu's 
interesting observation, Pema Bhum has provided a description of this publication, having 
been able to see and pemse an extant original print of it made from the wood blocks that 
under the patronage of a nobleman family in Lhasa had been carved there for the Geshe in 
1949. Writes Pema Bhum: 

The wood-block print is not elongated like most traditional Tibetan texts, but is in the 
shape of modem-format books. It consists of two volumes printed on Tibetan paper. 
If  this edition is not the first instance of the transition to modem-foxmat printing using 
Tibetan wood blocks, it  is certainly among the earliest. 

The layout of the dictionary also follows modem conventions in that terms are 
listed on the lefi with corresponding definitions on the right.* ["Traditional Tibetan 
glossaries usually listed words, and sometimes definitions, in paragraph-format and 
were often in verse."-P.B.] This dictionary is likely the first instance of the 
transformation of what Tibetans cal1 dag yig or glossaries into the structure of the 
modem dictionary.* Yet, unlike modem publications, the pages of this dictionary are 
not numbered consecutively [whereas the pages of the Babu's dictionary are-the 
present author].* Rather, the paging starts again for entries begiiining with a new 
letter [of the Tibetan alphabet]. For example, al1 entries under ka coinprise pages 1-52 
of the dictionary, and the page numbering starts again with ' 1 ' for entries under kha.t 

Tharchin was himself made aware of Lama Chodak's publication of his lexicographical 
work by means of letters he received from one of his various informants at the Tibetan 
capital, in this instance Sonam T. Kazi. These letters reflect something of the Geshe's 
apparent obsession with acquiring wealth; a trait that if true was certainly not in keeping 
with his Buddhist faith. Here are fragments from three of the Kazi's Lhasan letters culled 
from the Tharchin Papers: 

Geshe Chodak has finished his dictionary except for ten pages. He hopes to sel1 it for 
Rs. 501- each. He says he will present you with one. . . . ( 19 June 1949) 

Geshe Chodak has almost finished his book and is waiting for some money to buy 
paper [for its printing so as] to circulate free copies to his friends. ( 14 Augiist 1949) 

Geshe Chodak has coinpleted his dictionary and you might have seen it already. He 
had printed 15 sets of it just now, but owing to this, he has almost to beg for his food; 
so unlike what he had previously thought. He thought that he will be a millionaire after 

* As the ongoing discussion will make clear, these three descriptions can easily be applied to Gergan Tharchin's 
lexicon, its creation-thougli far from complete in the decade of the 1930s-having predated the Chodab 
dictionary by a considerable nurnber of years. 
t Pema Bhum. "Geshe Chodrak's Orthographical Dictionary," Lotse Libi-ai-y Neu~sle~er (Fa11 2005):27. Not 
unlike other 'Tibetan books, this oiie was banned during the decade of the barbaric Chinese Comrnunist Cultural 
Revolution. When the "Red Guard" rampage finally ended in 1976, Lama Chodak's dictionary was rehabilitated 
and in niany areas o f  the People's Republic of China the earlier unsold copies "were snatched ~ i p  hy buyers as 
soon as the books reached the market." The dictionary had its fifth printing in 1995. ibid. 
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completing the book. This is what he told me. (Later 1949, with only the letter's last two 
pages extant in the Tharchin Papers)* 

This latter letter was probably the basis, in part at least, for the observations the Babu made 
shortly before his death while having his so-called memoirs prepared. For he commented in 
thern that the Mongolian Lama, who "had leanings towards the Communistic philosophy for 
social change, . . . did not achieve much [?materially? when] the Lama [ultimately] resorted 
to [having] the Communists publish his Tibetan dictionary."? (In the end, in fact, the Geshe 
would die at Lhasa a greatly disheartened and broken man, having become-at the hands 
o f  the Chinese and Tibetan Comniunists-an innocent victim o f  the infamous Cultural 
Revolution. Years later, though, he would be e ~ o n e r a t e d . ) ~ ~  

* Tliese letters. the contents of which were made abailable to Tibrtan historian Tsering Shakya, prompted him 
to raise an intriguing question for the present author IO consider: "What is interesting is that Chodrak would 
have known of the modern printing presses available down in India; why, then, did he still use the expensive 
and laborious wood block to print his dictionary?" Ernail to the author, Vancouver BC. summer 2006. Why, 
indeed! Why, for example, did Lama Chodak not approach his benefactor of yesteryear, G Tharchin Babula? 
For by this time, as will be discussed two chapters hence, the Babu had now in place a modem pnnting press 
which, in contrast to the wood-block method, could far more easily and much less expensively have printed the 
Lama's dictionary. Certainly, Chodak was well acquainted with Kalimpong and. presumably, also, with its 
various publishing houses, including, of course, the Tibet Mirror Press. Might this failure to avail himself of 
Kalimpong's modern presses-and especially that of the Babu's-be indicative of the Geshe having less than 
a clear conscience vis-à-vis Tharchin in having omitted giving any credit to him for his contribution back in the 
1930s, thus making the Mongolian Lama reticent to approach the Indo-Tibetan publisher? 

On yet another note. these same letters contradict the assertion made by Melvyn Goldstein that "Geshe 
Chodrak's [dictionary] was cornpleted in 1946 and carved into wooden blocks in 1949." See again Goldstein's 
"Tibetan Lexicography." in Hausmann et al. (eds), Worterbücher. Dictionaries. Dictionnaires. III:2549. 
t It had come to be known to Babu Tharchin that both Lama Chodak and Lama Tshatnil Rimpoche had become 
sympathetic to Communist philosophy and Socialist theory and practice. Indeed, the anti-Communist Babu 
would learn, doubtless to his sorrow, that both these erudite scholar-associates of his had been quite willing to 
lend their considerable linguistic talents to Comrnunist Chinese propaganda endeavors in Tibet once the first 
contingent of the Chinese People's Liberation Arrny occupation forces had arrived at Lhasa in September 195 1 .  
Yet, not only these two former scholar-associates of Tharchin's, but also his v e s  close friend, Changlo Chen 
Gung. would. like these two, lend his own linguistic assistance by working with the Communist-established 
Translation Bureau at Lhasa in helping to transform the land and people of Tibet into a full-fledged "socialist 
society," as is described in greater detail two chapters hence. 

All the foregoing is known from the testimony of a most reliable eyewitness to these linguistic scholars' 
participation in this development: the prominent Ladakhi Moslem trader, Abdul Wahid Radhu. He it was who 
had been a resident in the Tibetan capital at the time of this developrnent's unfolding. Radhu would later briefly 
describe these three close acquaintances of Tharchin's and their relationship to Lhasa's Translation Bureau: 

V e v  well qualified Tihetan intellectuals were already collaborating with this bureau. One o f  the most 
eiiiinent \vas Tshatu Rimpoche [sic]. a reincarnated lama but married and the father o f  ver! prettj 
daughters. He had opened a school for teaching l'ihetan. and the Chinese offered hirn large arnounts o f  
iiioney for his service. Another was Horkhanp Geshaq [one o f  several names, but not the real one. for the 
Mongolian laama. as is explained next in the Text below]. a scholarly man . . . who was highly paid for his 
translations o f  Marx and other Communist authors into Tibetan. [He, too, would renounce his vows o f  
cclihacy, mary and have children-tuin sons and a daughter.] Changlochan [i.e., Changlo Chen Gung], the 
former "repiihlican" conspirator in the tiine O F  Lungshar. had also been recruited by the bureau whose 
persoiincl also included a group o f  Chinese intellectuals who knem Tibetan and even sometimes English. 
l'hc authorities of the occupying forces attached the grratest importance to the activity o f  this bureau. 
indispensable for their propaganda. 

Radliu would hiniself be pressured repeatedly by one of the prime organizers of these Translation Bureaus. 
Phuntsog Wangyal. to collaborate in this Communist-sponsored propaganda undertaking, but with great 
difficulty he had refused and ultimately had to escape the dilemma which confronted him by fleeing Tibet 
shortly afterwards. Radhu, Islonr in fiber, 260; see also 257-9, 261 ff. 
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Apparently lacking enough funds to publish the work hiinself, the Lama had initially turned 
elsewhere for support in seeing it published at the Tibetaii capital. It so happened that at this 
time (1949) the Geshe was living with the aristocrat, Horkhang Sonam Pelbar (1918119- 
1994), serving as that family's private resident priest and as Horkhang's personal "classical 
Tibetan studies teacher," a development which soon led Tibetans at Lhasa and elsewliere to 
cal1 the Buriat Lama "the Horkhang Geshe." Thanks to this nobleman's patronage, this 
work's first edition, sometimes referred to later as the Horkhang edition, would be published 
that year, as intimated earlier, "on xylographic blocks but in a Western fonnat." But for 
several years prior to this publishing event, Lama Chodak, it has been asserted, had been 
assisted in its preparation by his "old friend" and now his extremely erudite but younger 
master, the Aindo monk, Gedun Cliophel. So close liad these two become over the years-- 
both down in Kalimpong and at Lhasa-that during the famed Amdowa's final period ai 
Lhasa before liis untimely death there in 195 1, they had now and then gone picnicking and 
swimining together, as well as gone for walks together througli the many willow parks 
which dotted the eastem landscape just outside the Tibetan capital. Moreover, during the 
Amdowa's incarceration within Lhasa's Shol prison, the Geshe would visit him often. As a 
matter of fact, Geshe Chodak would even be one of a group of individuals who would join 
together "in signing a guarantee" for Gedun Chophel's siiccessfiil release from prison. Now 
the form of assistance reportedly rendered to Geshe Chodak by "his longstanding friend" 
was for Gedun Chophel to review the vernacular, more colloquial, vocabulary in Tibetan 
that was already present in the Geslie's final drafts. With this scholarly help and the aristocrat 
Horkliang's financial support, the fifteen sets of this unilingual Tibetan lexicon, explained the 
Mongolian, were at last published after "thirteen long years" of toi1 "had gone by."19 

To round out the story of what happened to this Lama's original block-print publicatioii 
that in Tibetan is entitled Brdn-dug rni11g-fshiggstrl-bu (Orthographical Dictionas.), follo\~:ing 
the arriva1 of Chinese occupation troops at Lhasa in late 195 1 ,  the Geshe began keepiiig the 
xylographic wood blocks i r i  a rooin at the Horkliaiig residence that liad for soine time been 
set aside for the Lama's use. And according to Horkhang's son Jampa Tendar, Chodak 
would at tiines have the blocks brought to his own Lhasa living quarters wliere lie would 
print more copies of his original dictionary, perfonning al1 iiecessary labor hiinsel f: "~i~i'tiiig 
the ink, printing the pages, drying them in the sun, [and] binding the volumes." These resultant 
voluines the enterprising Mongolian Lama would then carry forth to the busv Bt-rrkl~ol, 
bazaar of Lhasa "and sel1 them for additional income." Moi-eover, it has also been reported 
by Horkhaiig's son that the Laina, ever desii-ous of expanding his dictionai-y, had "coiitiniied 
to cbllect a great nuniber of [word] entries, which 1 myself saw." Writteii oii iiiicountablti 
small pieces of paper, these additional entries Jampa Tendar estiinated as havins iiuinbered 
"inore than ten thousand." However. during the aforeinentioned Cultural Revolution ( 1966- 
76). these n~imberless sniall chits--along with the Geslie's books and othei- writiiigs----\lzert. 
totally burned. and by none other tlian Laina Chodak's wife! Slie did so out of frai- tiiat lier 
husband-already falsely accused by the Communists of being a "Soviet Revisionist Sp!." 
alid "Active Couiiterrevolutiona~," and having been publicljr "stiliggled agaiilçt" alid p13~t'd 
under strict isolation and surveillance-would face evcn more aftliclice conçeqilcnccs \vert. 
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such literary materials discovered among his possessions. Unable "to distinguish between 
iny books and my [dictionary] notes," the Lama-scholar lamented to his patron Horkhang, 
"she bumed them! What a di~appointment!"~~ These entries thus never did serve to expand 
the Lama's original dictionary publication. 

Well prior 10 al1 this, though, the Mongolian had tumed to the newly-installed Communist 
regime in China, where the dictionary was reorganized "according to Western editing rules" 
still further and published at Beijing a few years later. Both Horkhang's son and Hu& 
Richardson have pinpointed the precise year when the Geshe's dictionary would be published 
at the Chinese capital: 1957.* And according to Stoddard, this work would be re-edited in 
two Western book-style volumes published at Dharamsala NW lndia in 1980, and more 
recently still would have several repnntings issued in both lndia and Communist China. And 
finally, historian Tsering Shakya has noted that intime the Chinese Communists, with input 
from a number of intellectuals from al1 over Tibet and China, including the Cieshe himself, 
had-by adding Chinese to it-adapted the latter's Tibetan-Tibetan lexicon to create "the 
first modem Tibetan-Chinese di~tionary."~' 

Now when Geshe Chodak7s lexicon in modem book form had been completed, some 
people naïvely thought that its design, layout and content construction had originated with 
the Lama himself (so reported Tharchin in his end-of-life account); but that subsequently, as 
in the case at Lhasa with Tshatrul Rimpoche, they came to suspect, and rightly so, the Babu 
made clear, that the Mongolian had derived the dictionary's various modem conventions 
from him (see again the Tharchin letter to Richardson and consult the Babu's "memoirs"); 
nevertheless, as intimated before, the Geshe failed to &ive any credit to the one who had 
introdiiced hi111 to, and instructed him in, the ways of a modem dictionary over a period of 
several years: Gergan Tharchin. 

Just here, aftcri. reviewing most of the foregoing discussion. and particularly this last 
paragraph, Tsering Shakya was ~noved to comment as follows to the present author in an 
email sent him in the summer of 2006: 

What is unique about the [Chodrak] dictionary is that it used a different form [format?] 
in explaining the words. A traditional dictionaq. in the strictest sense of the bvord, 

* "Froin then on," writes Pema Bhum, "the dictiona~y circulated more widely and its reputation ... spread 
tliroughout al1 Tibetan regions" and elsewliere. Ibid., 26. For instance, according to Tharchin's future scholar- 
colleagiie at Kaliiripong for inan). years, the Russian scholar in Tibetology George N. Roerich ( 1  901-60). the 
Cliodak lexicon would be iiseful to hirn in his O\!-n dictionaq creation. This celebrated linguist utilized the 
Mongoliaii Laina's work in expanding his Tibetan-Russian-Eiiglish Dictionap that \sas posthumously publislied 
in Moscow rnore than two decades after the Russiail's death. In the Preface to the inulti-volume work are found 
these words of csplanation: "Alihougli the [Roerich] manuscript \\,as conipleted in 1933 it reiiiained unpublished. 
Dr. Roerich got back to the question of puhlishing his dictionaq after his reiurn to the Soviet lynion [from 
Kaliinpong] ii i  1957 .... The scholar resumed work on his manuscript with the intentioii of extending it by 
Russian equivalents of the Tibetan words [that u-ere already in his manuscript] and some vocahulan derived 
fi-om the Tihetan Dictionary oîchoidak and se\feral smaller Tihetan dictionaries of n e u  rerms, which had been 
p~~blished in Peking in tlie 1950s .. . His preinature death broke off Dr. Roericli's efforts [but] the preparation 
of tlie inanuscripi for tlie press was coinpleted hy his pupils." See k'uri Nikola>,evich Roerich (George N. 
Koeiicli). Tihc~tiiii-KirssitrrI-E~~glish Dictiotinr:~: ii.it/i Soriskrit Pnrallc.1~. vol. 1 (Moscou, 1983). 11. 
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[was] not really a dictionary but [was] more like a compilation of similes [synonyms?] 
and resemble[d] something like an [early] English Thesaurus, in that following a given 
term, lots of similes [were] listed and there [were] no explanations or meanings of 
words given in sentences. 

The Chodrak dictionary moved away fiom [merely] listing similes to providing the 
meaning of words in sentences. 

It must be emphasized again that it was Gergan Tharchin who had taught the Mongolian 
Lama al1 about modem dictionary construction and the more substantive nature of its content. 
A scholarly Tibetan linguist and lexicographer himself, the Babu had collected numerous 
Tibetan dictionaries published in many parts of the world-both East and West (see Chapter 
29a of the present volume for the details). One of these was the now famous Tibetan- 
English Dictionav with Sanskrit Synonyms which had been compiled by Sarat Chandra 
Das, published at Calcutta in 1902 (and briefly mentioned in the latter part of Chapter 23). 
This dictionary, along with the equally well-known Tibetan-English Dictionary (London, 
1 88 1 ) of the celebrated Moravian linguist-lexicographer Heinrich Jaeschke (and discussed 
at some length in Chapter 28), were two of several dictionaries of the Tibetan language 
which must have exerted a considerable influence on Babu Tharchin relative to the creation 
of his own Tibetan-Tibetan orthographical work that in tum most certainly had influenced 
Lama Chodak in the making of his work. This is because many of the notewortliy features 
in both format and scholarly content which marked the Das and Jaeschke lexicons had been 
adopted by the Babu for the making of his lexicon beginning in 1930, which features were 
cited by Phurbu Tsering as part of his descriptive profile of the Tharchin dictionay that was 
quoted a few pages earlier. And it was this latter dictionary, with its several modem 
conventions and techniques, which had served as the model, as it were, for the Chodak 
lexicon of 1937-49. 

Indeed, one of the primary modem conventions which figured in al1 four of these 
dictionaries, beginning with the Jaeschke lexicon of 188 1, was-to borrow historian Shakya's 
observation-to move away from simply listing similes or synonyms to providing the meaning 
of words in sentences; and if not in sentences, at least in phrases of varying lengtli, and 
whicli were often extracted fiom a variety of Sanskrit, Buddhist and other text sources, 
both ancient and more recent. Another feature appearing in at least three of the four 
dictionaries now being discussed was the inclusion of many Sanskrit ancilor Hindi equivalents, 
along with their meanings (it is unclear, from the description sources available to the present 
author, whether this particular feature appears in the Chodak dictionary). And as was briefly 
touched upon earlier, there was yet another and very important modern convention that was 
common to al1 four of these lexicons under discussion: the listing of the vocabulary in Tibetan 
alphabetical order according to the root and not the intial letter. 

Interestingly enough, some two decades following the publication of the Das dictionary, 
the scholarly Sikkimese Lama, Kazi Dawa Samdup ( 1  868- 1922), who had been a scliool 
student of Chandra Das, would publish another Tibetan dictionary. (This sanle Lama, 
incidentally, would also be the author of the first Western-language translation-English- 
ofThe Tibetan Book of the Dead, edited by W. Y. Evans-Wentz and published in 1927.) His 
lexicon was entitled, An English-Tihetun Dictionury, conluiiring n > 1 0 c o h u l ~ , - ~ ~  of 
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approximatel-Y twenty thousand words wirh their Tibetan equivolents (Calcutta: The 
University, 19 19). Having examined a copy of the Kazi's lexicon, the present author is 
moved to say that in terrns of noteworthy modem techniques and content construction, it 
was a far less ambitious undertaking than the dictionaries of Das and Jaeschkc, and for that 
matter, than that of Gergan Tharchin and most likely than that of Geshe Chodak. For the 
Kazi's lexicon lacked either Hindi or Sanskrit equivalents and did not cite or quote fiom 
source texts. But the previously mentioned Tibetan lexicographcr, the American, Stuart 
Buck, has noted this about its contents: "In most instances, the Tibetan 'definition' is an 
explanation in Tibetan of the English word or phrase rather than an equivalent meaning.". 

Now it should be pointed out here that Lama Chodak's Kalirnpong benefactor had continued 
to show much kindness to the Mongolian Lama. He would do so on at least four occasions 
in 1937, al1 of whicli the Babu briefly mentioned in his personal account of his association 
with the Mongolian. These acts of charity and compassion had al1 occumed at the Tibetan 
capital a year or so after the Lama had returned to Tibet from Kalimpong and well before 
the publication of the Chodak Orthographical Dictionary. First, during the summer of 1937 
when Tharchin and Theos Bernard had lived with Tsarong Shape in Lhasa, the visitor fiom 
Kalimpong had "amangeci [for the Lama] to help for three months in cataloging" the nurnerous 
manuscripts and artifacts which Bernard had purchased and which, with the Babu's 
exceptional help, were to be sent by the American to the United States.t This timely 
employment, though temporary, assisted the Lama "a great deal"; otherwise, Tharchin had 
noted, the future Geshe would have remained in "a pitiable condition" financially and in 
other ways. 

Second, later that same summer, and because of Tharchin's recommendation, Tsarong 
Shape had hired the Mongolian "as a tutor in Tibetan for his children," the Babu having 
recognized Lama Chodak's considerable linguistic abilities and reported the same to his 
host. Even as late as 1948, incidentally, Geshe Chodak was still a welcome guest in the 
Shape's home; this, according to the word of Tharchin's Japanese fiiend Hisao Kimura, 
who tells of first meeting the Mongolian there when he himself on one occasion was a guest 
that year in Tsarong's re~idence.~' 

* Buck. Tiheran-English Dicrionaryq(1969). xii. In his helpful Introduction, incidentally. Buck has provided a 
very good detailed survey on the history of Tibetan lexicography; see pp. vii-xv. Another helpful source- 
especially concerning the listing of vocabulary by the root letter or by the initial letter-is Goldstein's 
"Tibetan Lexicography." in Hausmann et al. (eds.), Worterbüche~ Dicrionaries, Dicrionnoires. III:2548- 
50. 
t This helpful arrangement by the Rabu has been largely confirmed by Horkhang's son, Jarnpa Tendar, who has 
written: ". . . an American named Bernard arrived in Lhasa, accompanied by Tharchin Bhabu who was serving 
as Bernard's interpreter. Bernard was collecting [ancient] texts . .. in different Tibetan areas. Geshe Chodrak 
helped the two men prepare a list of al1 they had collected. This list was compiled in the Tsarong House." 
Horkhang J .  T.. "The Geshe Chodrak I Knew . . .," Larse Librar), Nwslerter (Fall2005):20. 

Tharchin had even been responsible. indirectly, for the future longtime linkup between the Geshe and 
Horkhang Sonam Pelbar, which obviously greatly aided the Lama. Wrote Horkhang J. T. further: "My paternal 
grandniother is the daughter of Tsarong zhabs pad Wangchuk Gyalpo. Thus. she would frequently visit the 
Tsarong House and see Geshe Chodrak working there. Bhabu Tharchin introduced them to each other, and 
Geshe Chodrak became mp father's classical Tibetan studies teacher. From then on, my father and Geshe 
Chodrak shared the close relationship of teacher and student." Ibid. 
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Third, when during the late surnrner of 1937 the Lama was dismissed froin Sera. Tliarchin 
"appealed to Tsarong" on his behalf. The Lama had probably been discharged from the 
monastery due to his inability to meet one final but costly requirement related to receiving 
Iiis higher monastic degree (see below). The Shape, characteristically wishing to help, 
"approached the [Abbot] of the monastery," who had Lama Chodak "readmitted." "At this 
time," recorded the Babu, "the Mongolian [had] passed the examinations for the title of 
'Gyeshe"'-i.e., for the prestigious degree of lharan~pa geshe, the highest aspiration of 
niost every scrious student monk. (It is evident, by the way, that Horkhang Jampa Tendar is 
incorrect in stating that it was in 1941when the Lama obtaiiied this degree.) But as one 
knowledgeable writer has noted, "there is a lot more involved in this than twenty years of 
study and then passing rigorous examinations: the prospective gradiiate n-~ust also throw a 
feast for the eiitire nionastery. Since [. for example,] there are inore than seven thousand 
monks at Drepuiig, this iiivolves a lot of inoney.";' This feeding of al1 the Mongolian's 
fellow-inonastic inmates (in this instance, those at Sera), Tharchin carefully noted, is called 
"giving 'tongo'," which takes place during the ceremonies surrounding the conferring of the 
geshe degree. In this very regard, then, Tsarong, asserted the Babu, was willing to meet "al1 
the expenditures" for food and drink involved "on behalf of '  poor Lama Chodak. This most 
generous assistance was obviously due to Tharchin's tiinely inter~ention.*~" 

And foui-th. while still at Lhasa in 1937 Tharchin had reacquainted himself with Rai 
Bahadur Sahib Pemba Tsering (1905-54) who liad al one time been one of his students at 
Glioom. Currently. though, he \vas a staff niember at the British Mission in the Tibetan 
capital. The reader will recall having becoine brietly acquainted with this individual earlier in 

* Tsarong's generosity fias lesendary. no one else capable ofcomiiig close to outgiving tlie Shape: not even the 
Chinese officiais there, whose morietar\. aildior material offerings at Lhasa were inore ofien tlian not s i m p l ~  
pl0j.s to gain soine kind of political or diploinatic advantage. Apropos ofthis, one of Gergan Tharchin's inany 
coirespondeiits at tlie Tibetan capital rcpoited the following incident as having occuried in early 1949 diiring 
thai part ol'the Iàiiious Tibetan New Year celebiation kno\vn as the ,\/10111~7m: ".. . The Chinese offcred three 
SangflTibeiaii currencyl pcr laina in the hlonlam. Thiee Young inonks \\ erc trainpled to death in ihe cro\\:d of 
monks. 'l'hcrc aie said to be 30.000 inonks in 311 [eiiiolled at I-hasa's iiiany nionastcries]. Tsiiroilg nffered ti \ .e 
Sangs n iiionk aiid also fed lots ol'poor beçgars. His presents \\.eie oflèred to the Llalai Laiiin ).esterda\., tlie day 
~,1'Cliokphi!. and one thousand lainas went to him to take the presents.. .." Letter. iinknown correspondciit to 
Thaichin, Lhasa. 13 Maich 1949, ThPaK. 

Tliis niiniber of'30,000 nionks. it oughi to be noted, can present a well-nigli insurinouiitable obstacle to a 
prospective geshe-degree candidate if the conferring o f  it tipon him is going to occur durinç the hlonlaiii 
Festical itself. Assistance of  sornc sort is almost inescapable for nearly al1 candidates. ,2 doctimeiit fotind 
ainong the 'ThPaK bears this out. Thc present   ri ter discovered among thein an inked draft in Tharchin Babu's 
liandwritiiig of nhat  appears to be an annouiicement wliich he apparently prcpared oii behalf of sucli a 
candidate and which nfas piobably intended to be circulated by ineans of a poster or oihci niethods o f  
coiilinunication thi~lighout Kaliiiipcing. It inay even have appeared ii i  .fibelan or i n  l'ibetan and English in the 
Tihcl A,~II.I.oI. newspapei. In tlie English draft it reads as follows: 

Kiiidhearted I.adics and  Gentlemen: Kindly do contiihtiie a n d  help me. 1 ciirnc from 1.1iiis:i aiid I ciin 3 

philosvpli) studeiit ot'tlie Sera iiionastcr!,. Foi tlie las1 20 jears 1 \$.as stiid!.ing. and nu \ \  iii\ coiirsc i h  

l iiii~li~d l)iii I hale to debate during the coiiiing aiiiii.ial pia\cr gailiering [the ceiitral c~eii t  01' ijic hloiilarn 
Festi\;il] in I.liasa Catliedral among 30.000 nioiiks. aiid 1 ha\:e to fèed 311 tlirse nioiiks for pcttinp the 
degree of geslie. Without doing sn I cannot gel the degree. 1-herehre. I coiiie tn nsk hs1p.s. S o  do kiiidl!- 

Iielp iiic iiiiich as !oii can and I aiii sure liitle drops of water iiiake ilic occnn. aiid fiillill ni!, piirpose. 
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the preseiit narrative (see Volume II, Chapter 1 4). Born of a Tibetan family that had settled 
near Darjeeling, tlie future Rai Sahib would become the father of Tsewang Y. Pemba, the 
'i'ibetan who would in time emigrate to Britain for medical training and whose highly 
enlightening book, Young DWS in Tibet, has been quoted f ~ o m  several times previously. 
After Pemba Tsering's education at Ghoom with Tharchin and at Darjeeling's t'amed 
Governinent Higli School, he had become a clerk in the British Trade Agency at Ciyantse, 
where his son Tsewang would be born in 1932. That same year, the father Pemba was 
promoted to a new post at Yatung's Trade Agency. Later, but prior to 1937, Rai Sahib 
Peniba Iiad been transferred to the British Missioii that eventually caine to be cstablished at 
tlie Tibetan capital, where lie lived right on the grounds of the Mission conipourid itself'. 
Ultiniately liis fainily, includiiig Tseivaiig, joined him in 1938 at the Mission, where the). 
would al1 reinain till the suinmer of 1940, after ivhicli the family would niove clown to 
Sikkiin. Tliere the Rai Bahadur would continue to serve the British lndian goveninient at 
the Gaiigtok Residency. But the next sevcral years would witiiess the elevation of Rai Sahib 
to tlie posts of British Trade Agent at Gartok and Yatung, and eveii to Head of the British 
Mission at Lhasa for more than a year. Following India's independence from Great Britain 
in 1947, he would stay on at the Tibetan capital aiid serve on the lndian Mission staff for a 
iiurnber of years thereatier. Uiifortunately, lie and his wife would be drowning victirns of 
the disüstrous Gyantse flood of July 1954." 

Now one day in 1937 Rai Sahib had remarked to his former teacher. "Sir. >ou taught us 
oiily the first Tibetan primer in Ghoom." By this he ineant that with only the stud! ofthe iïrst 
primer and tliroiigh whatecer other means he had had at his disposal thereafter. he apparent11 
still did iiot possess that strong an academic foundation in Tibetan. As an emerging future 
ineiiiber of the frontier cadre under the British Raj, the father Pemba was expected, among 
other tliings, "tu study pri\lately to iinprove [his] language skills. . ." Indeed, explains hisiorian 
Alex McKay fiii-ther, he would eventually become "fluent in five languapes, work[ii~g] hard 
to improve liitiiself . . ." It is not surprising, therefore, that since he was cun-ently in the 
Tibetan capital where linguistic scholars abounded, lie desired to study tlie language iriore. 
So noted the Babu in Iiis persona1 account of this incident. \+'hercupon Tharchin "niadz 
arrangements for the Mongolian Lama to instruct Rai Sahib Pemba."* The "tuition fees" 
thus derived, observed the Babii later, "helped" to make it further possible for "the Mon~_oliari 
Lama to eam a living" for himself.'" 

It is quite obvious that these timely instances of critical assistance which had been 
rendered Cieshe Chodak had been due to either Tharcliin's direct recommendation or else 
his direct intervention on the Laiiia's behalf. Yet "in spite of" his benefactor's nian!- acts of 
"kiiidness," the Geshe, in the kvords of the Babu's end-of-life record, "was unk~ateful." 
This iny-atitude wris clearly made evident in two 1-ery pronounced ways: the one. an act of 

* Tliat tlie Rai Sahib \\oiild ulti~iiately excel in Tibetan is borne out bu ihe fact that Lhasa's British. and later 
Indian. hllissiori Chief Hugh Richardson \\.oiild in 1949-50 receive "inuch help and ad\.ice i i i  interpreting the 
inscriptioris" 011 \ arioiis aiicieilt liistorical stone inonuinents at the Tihetan capital froiii the likes of riut onl? 
"tlie Ic;ii.ned" Tshatriil Rinipoche and Geduii Chophel but froni "also Rai Saheb [sic] Pemba Tserins and k;,izi 

Soniini l'obg!.e ofthc Indian R~lission." Kichardsoii. .411cietir Historical Edicts a; Lhasa ... (London. 1957). 13- 
14, 55. Foi- the date 19.19-50. sec ihid.. I and 87 together. 
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honest. He would never claim credit for work done by someone else. While the afttnvord 
of the dictionary [Le., the said verses] was written by Gedun Choephel, he had given i t  

to Geshe Chddrak. 

As will shortly be learned, the thrust ofTharchin's subsequent observations about the Geshe 
is at sharp variance with Horkhang's assessment of  the Mongolian's honesty and ethics. 
Apropos of this, it may be of some signiticance to learn that the latest printing ofthe C h d a k  
dictionary-the fifth, published in 1 9 9 5 4 e l e t e d  the supposedly Lama-authored Afterword 
altogether. Somebody had finally awoken to the fact that this part of the lexicon was not the 
work of the Mongolian but of the Amdowa ~cho la r .~ '  

Tashi Tsering, the former Research Omcer of the Library ofTibetan Works and Archives 
at Dharamsala, has provided an excel!eni English translation of the Afterword in question. 
Cast in poetic form, the verses which conclude the dictionary leave the definite impression 
that no other person than the Geshe himself had had a hand in the creation and preparation 
to completion of  the lexicon: 

Seeking happiness in this world of sufTeririg, 
Wishing to look back even after death. 
All beings by nature diligently strive 
To leave behind one's own legacy. 

The able leave heirs or their disciples 
Their words of wisdom or deeds of farne. 
Others leave Temples of Learning and Statues of Gods. 
And others buildings of beauty and much wealth. 

With neither Spiritual nor Earthly wealth, 
The poor wanderer with no possessions- 
In retum for long years of refuge- 
Leaves behind this book in a foreign land. 

In writing this book, though unasked, 
Thirteen long years have gone by; 
Though not sure what good or il1 others may Say, 
To some a little good it surely must bring. 

The third stanza's opening lines are an allusion, of course. to the Mongolian himself in his 
poverty-stricken and wandering state that not unlike many other Mongolian monks was Iiis 
lot in life upon initially arriving at Lhasa to commence his higher monastic studies. That 
would not, however, be the Geshe's lot in life forever, as the further sketch of Lama Chodak's 
life will make clear in the next several Text pages to follow. The "long years of refuge" lias 
reference, of course, to his lengthy stay in Tibet as a learning and then teaching monk while 
others of his countrymen back in Mongolia were suffering al1 kinds of persecution at the 
hands of the Bolsheviks; and "in a foreign land" would also allude to Tibet as the place 
wliere he would now ''lea~ne behind this book" as his "own legacy" (cf. the first stanza). 
The fourth stanza indicates that the dictionary had required "thirteen long years" to compile 
and publish, from roughly 1937 to 1 949.3R 
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Now the Geshe's negligence in failing to acknowledge-even if only slightly-in his 
lexicon the contribution which the Babu had so generously provided hini back in the 1930s. 
as well as the assistance rendered later by the Rinipoche and Gedun Chophel, should not 
come as any surprise, since it would appear to have been in keeping with the less-than- 
commendable reputation which, willy-nilly, had been growing up around Geshe Chodak 
over the years as a self-serving, deceitfùl, conniving, money-grubbing, thieving scoundrel. 
An instance of this, for example, is what Hisao Kimura, once a youthful smuggler in 
collaboration with the Geshe. had related about Lama Chodak*: 

At tlie Tsarong home [iii early 19481 1 inet a Mongolian iiionk named Geshe Clioitok. 1 
liad long knoun of hini tlirough hearsay, for in the early 'forties he was reputed to have 
walked off with the money allotted to one Altan Ochir, a Mongolian agent working for 
ihe Sapanese amiy who died mysteriously at the Yuiig-Ho-Kung Monastery in Peking 
[a place of refuge for many Mongolian monks]. 1 could no longer really blame him. We 
[Japanese] had, after all, stood for nothing in Asia that could inspire loyalty in the 
peoples \ve liad conqiiered. 

Kimura then went on to describe his collaboration with the Geshe in smuggling activities 
across the Indian border. Lama Chodak having becoine by this time a rather prosperous 
inonk, though ho\v he liad accumulated this wealth-whether by honest or dislionest means- 
is not made clear: 

C'hoitok knew that 1 often went back and fort11 between Tibet and India, aiid also that 
1 had been making some discreet gold purchases. He offered to provide further capital 
if I would si~pply the labor and the risk to sinuggle some of his own gold into India and 
retuni \\.ith legal, but profitable, goods from Calcutta. Ready for anything, 1 was happy 
to agree ,  and so uithin two inonths of my retiirn to Lhasa 1 was again on the road [back 
to India 1. 

Clioitok supplied ine with several horseshoe-sliaped Mongolian silver ingots, a 

* The ieader slioiild bc made a a a r e  of the fact that Kirnuia's youthful indiscietions. \vhicli imrnediately 
terniiiiated once lie returned to his honieland. caiinot be cornpared to the now-known o17goiilg ethical deficienck 
ol'the t i eshr  (foi- the substantiation of  this claim. see shortly i i i  the Text above). A passage from liiiniii3's book 
on his sp!; adventures in Central Asia is qiiite revealing about tlie ex-spy's character: 

o f  311 ihr people I niet iii in> iravels. the Tharchins were sorne or  tlie best. An clder i i i  his chiircli for ahoiii 
ihiri! !cars. Ihnrchiii Bahii \ \as  uidely knowii and respected hq all. During m' years o f  deceptioii [a 
.lapailese seciilarisi posing as a Mongolian monk]. nit l i  the need for constant vigilance. an irritahilit) and 
Iiarsline\s to\tards ni) iieighhors had iiiiconsciously taken hold of me, but tliis gradually begaii io thri\$ iii  

ihr f ~ ~ i i i i l !  \\armili of tlie Tliarcliins. Olicii wheii talking niih Tliarchin I would feel iliat oui. spirits \\ei.e 
i i i  dcep corniiiunioii. aiid I \roultl be scized with an inipulse to tell hiiii \vlio 1 was. I tried to riioiie for iii! lifc 
ol decelitioii 17' perhrniing to ihe ht.51 O F  in) ahilit' t.\cr>tliiiig hr ashcd iiie to do. . l t r l , t r ,~ t , . r t~  ,I,cc,ii/ I I I  

r ih i . [ .  138. 146.  

f l i a i  lie did fiiially conie clean is obvious. and tlie niirnerous Kimura letters to the Habu cstniit in ilie 1'IiP:iK 
\ alidale the fact that ille eiisuing close friendsliip \\ Iiich Mas forged bet~veen ihcse two was fbie\ ,e i  aiieruardb 
based on miitual openness and lionest!.. 'Thc sniiie. it ~ o u l d  appeai, could iiot hc siiid o f  I~.aiiia Chodak in hi5 
relaiioiiship \sith al least soine ot 'his  acquaiiitances. 
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quaiitiiy of' rrddish Tibetan gold. and musk. I t  al1 had a total value of around twenty 
tliousand lndian rupees. . . .* 

1 leti Lhasa in the middle of May with one çompanion, a servant ofChoitok's. Since 
our goods were compact. there was no need this time for a caravan . . . 

In Phari a wool merchaiit agreed to take niy silver ingots across the border concealcd 
in Iiis wool: the gold pieces I sewed into the cover under my saddle. . . . 

The Tharchins again invited me to stay at their house in Kalimpong . . . Two or three 
days later the wool merchant arrived with the silver, and since 1 had the gold with me. 
this nieant that 1 had successfully brought al1 Our illegal govds out of the country. 1 
qiiickly iinloadsd the bil\.er on a Nepali nierchant \\,ho cul cach piece open to inake 
sure i t  \\,as geiiiiiiie, and 1 \bas both surprised and disappointcd wheii I saw thal a Tes 
liad iron cores. 

1 waited until 1 reachcd Calcutta to seIl the gold. . . . The night afier 1 changed the 
gold into cash. . . . 1 quickly loaded up on dyes, gold paint. and Indian coral for the 
retum trip . . . 

By July 1 \\,as back in Lhasa. and when Nepali merchants eagerly snapped up rny 
paints. dyes aiid coral, we had a handsoiiic profit to show. 1 sras surprised at ho\+, easy 
it could be to inake money, and was al1 ready for another trip. But Choitnk had fallen il1 
and, in iio state to think about business, he asked me 10 put it off ~intil later. His 
condition iinproved very slowly and I would remain in Lhasa until May ofthe following 
year [when Kimura, along with al1 Chincsc, aiid some Tibetans, were deported as 
uiidesirables] .:" 

Still anotlier illustration of Geshe Chodak's apparent rogue character was related to the 
preseiit writer by a longtiine resident of Kalimpong. This was the fonnerly Tibetan Buddhist 
monk, the late Christian pastor, Rev. Peter Thiipten Rapgey (d.  1995). for a number of J ears 
Gergan Tharchin's Tibet Mirror Press supenrisor. In an interview with him at the Tharchin 
residence in Febniary 1992. Pastor Rapgey reported the follouing: 

1 liad lieard iii Kalinipong tliat [while in Tibet] Geshe Clihoedak had counterfeited 
Tibetan currency w hicli he had tlien had circulated. The Tibstan governnient, alanned 
at this. liad soiight to arrest and iiiiprison him. but unsuccessfÙlly. The Geshe had 
perpetrated this fraudulent acti\;iQ. during the decade of the 1950s. 

Thougli Pastor Rapgey did not state it in so many words. tlie writer was left with the 
impression that the Geshe had escaped from Tibet during that turbulent period and had niost 
likely coilie to Kaliinpong itself temporarily where, Re\/. Rapgey added, "there riiust be 
tliose still living in Kalimpong vl.ho will recall this Laina, wlio inust certainly no longer hc. 
alive." Iiideed, there still were those who could recall the Laina after he had died in 1972. as 
the following concluding ii~cident to this entire discussion about the Mongolian Lama \\ il1 
rittest. 

* Ii'(ieslie Cliodak had t l i i s  inucli \jealth at I i i s  disposal in 1918:'9. one i s  compelled io \vonder u.h> ir  
Ïieccss31.! foi. liini to look to the arisiocrat Horkhang for financial assistance in publishing hic. diciionar!. Wh!. 
too. oiic \\oiiders. did he seeiningly pass hiniself off  to Sonaiii Kazi as being nearlp penniless? Tt coiild have 
been ihe case. o f  course. that the Geshe. like othei e\.eniually ~vell-off hlongolian L.ainas (e.g.. Gezhe \!'ang?al: 
sec Cliapici 74ri hclon ), had coiiie io the aid oïother Llongoliari inonks at Lhasa aiid.'or had serit most of this 
\\ealtli IL) hloncoli;~ tn help support I i i s  poix and persecuted ethniç brethren therc. Bui if noi 2nd hc had kepi 
iiiosi of Iiis ~vealih to himself. \r-hy tlie need to gain tiorkhang's tïnaiicial hacking or to pla) on the sympath! 
ofthe kazi? 
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This instance of Geshe Chodak's unprincipled conduct must definitely be brought up, 
since it encapsulates in one single episode al1 which has heretofore been alleged or asserted 
about the apparently unseemly character of this man. It was an incident about which there 
can be no doubt that it happened. In fact, the details surrounding its occurrence were 
published by Gergan Tharchin himself at the very time of its unfolding, and have been 
corroborated by testimony passed on to the present writer by the Babu's grandson David 
and daughter-in-law Nini. 

The incident directly revolved around the first edition of Tharchin's very popular English- 
Tibcrun-Hindi Pocket Dictioncrry which he had published in early 1965 at his Tibet Mirror 
Press; but the public's awareness of what had been secretly undertaken by Geshe Chodak, 
and an accomplice of his, did not occur till several years afterwards with the publication of 
the Pocket Dictionaty :r revised edition of 1968. For in the latter's two Prefaces-a brief 
one in English, another and much longer one in Tibetan-the Babu would describe in great 
detail what the Geshe and his collaborator in crime had only just then carried out. Yet not 
surprisingly, and in keeping with his now customary Christian charity, Gergan Tharchin 
never once publicly intimated by name or hinted by description who these "collaborating 
thieves," as he labeled them, actually were. Furthermore, and most likely because he had 
currently already laid out before the lndian- and Tibetan-reading public a summary of this 
latest exercise in unseemly conduct by the Geshe, the Babu saw no need a few years later 
to include in his end-of-life "memoirs" a recapitulation of it. He would let the revised Pocker 
Dictiona13~ :F two Prefaces speak for themselves. 

For the details on how and why both editions of this Pocket Dictionary came to be 
published, the reader should consult the latter pages of Chapter 27 of the present work; for 
it will afford the reader a greater appreciation ofjust how reprehensible the action perpetrated 
by Geshe Chodak was tliat is now to be recounted here. Suffice it to explain here, however, 
that the dictionary had been published primarily for the linguistic and educational benefit of 
thousands of Lama Chodak's "adopted" countrymen-especially those Tibetans of school- 
age ainong thein-wlio at this time were living in India as refugees and were even then 
being educated in schools which had been graciously and without cost established al1 over 
the Siibcontinent by the Indian government to aid these displaced and traumatized Tibetans 
in getting a liandle on their damaged lives in their new homeland. And of al1 this the Geshe 
could not have been unaware; and furthemore, Babu Tharchin had specifically stated the 
following in the Preface to his Pocker Dictionary j. original edition: "For many years 1 had 
collected English, Tibetan and Hindi words for printing a small dictionary, but till this year 1 
was not able to bring it out. It is hoped that this small work may prove a practical handbook 
for the Tibetan refugee students as well as for those Indians who wish to acquire the 
Tibetan language." 

Here, then, is what Gergan Tharchin felt led to reveal to his dictionary's readers about 
the incident in question. This revelation appeared in the opening pages of the revised and 
enlarged reprint edition ( 1  968) of his Pocket Dictionary that in its 478 pages now included 
"hundreds of new usehl words" which were not in the initial edition of 1965. What follows 
below is a composite presentation of what can be found in its English and Tibetan Prefaces 
(the latter translated by the earlier-mentioned Phurbu Tsering for the present author as then 
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edited by the latter for clearer understanding): 

Since last year [1967] the first edition was out of print and, there still being a grcat 
demand, as well as 500 copies [more] still needing to be distributed [freely, as 1 had 
committed myself to doing] to the Tibetan Refugee Schools, 1 [realized the need] to 
reprint it [in a revised and enlarged edition]. When nearly half of the reprinting work 
was completed, 1 received an anonymous note fiom a scholar in Delhi which simply 
said: "Someone here has printed your dictionary." Again from Delhi, 1 received fiom a 
law-hnowing scholar-fnend of mine a copy of a book which was a printed reproduction 
of iny Etiglish-Tiberan-Hindi Pocker Dictionaty. On the inside page of this illegally 
printed book, which was entitled, English-Hindi-fiberan-Sunskrit Dicrionan. Heaped 
Precious [sic], there was written in English: "You should take [legal] action against 
this reprinting of your dictionary. Your fkiend." 

In the book there is no mention of the publisher or the press where it was reproduced 
by photo-offset process. They have acted against the law, inasrnuch as the "ALL 
RIGHTS RESERVED" statement was included in my dictionary. This book was 
reproduced by collaborating thieves. For in its front and back sections there appears 
the stolen text derived fiom a Tibetan-Sanskrit volume entitled, Bhot Prakash, authored 
by Prof. Bhattacharjee Bidusekhar and previously published by the University of 
Calcutta. The Tibetan-Sanskrit portion of Bhor Prakash is in the front section and the 
Sanskrit-Tibetan portion is in the back section. And in the middle section of this 
illegally reproduced book there is the text of my dictionary, but excluded fiom it are any 
mention of the Title, Preface, my narne as Author and as Printer. 

The reason "All Rights Reserved" is stated in my dictionary is that, as is recognized 
by the Indian govemment, no one can reprint it [without permission], and so the same 
was ignored. Furthemore, no mention was made ofmy Press where my dictionary had 
been printed, which was also illegal. And as for Bhot Prakash, here, too, there was 
neither mention of its Author nor of the Calcutta University press where it had been 
printed. 

On the front page of the reproduced book there was rubber-starnped the Bookseller's 
name and address: Tashi Paljor, Ladakh Buddhist Monastery, Bela Road, Delhi - 6. 
Using this address, 1 sent a legal letter of inquiry to this Tashi Paljor that asked the 
following: Who printed the dictionary? Where was it printed? All other details? He 
was to fumish al1 these particulars immediately; othenvise, legal action would be taken. 

1 received a sweet reply in which Tashi Paljor admitted that he had had the book 
reprinted, that he had to earn some money as he was a poor man, and that he apologized 
to me that he absolutely did not know the press law. He being a Tibetan aiid ignorant 
ofthe rules, 1 overlooked him, and for this first time 1 have withdra~n any legal action; 
but 1 urote him that in future, if the same thing is repeated. then "1 am going to act 
legally" against hini. But surely. 1 added in my letter to Tashi Paljor. there must have 
been some law-kiiowing crooked collaborators with him, and moreover. the Press in 
Delhi which undertook the reprinting had to have known that doing this reprinting 
would be violating the law. 

So now 1 came to know [from the bookseller] that behind him there  as someone 
who knew the press law which they have ignored, since they had excluded any mention 
from my original copy of its Title. Preface, Author's name. Press, etc. And the sarne 
with respect to the Bhor Prakash volume. 
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Obviously. Babu Tharchin had now learned from the frightened bookseller who were tlie 
prime movers in perpetrating this crime coinmitted at Delhi. But out of Christian charity he 
refrained from publishing their naines in tliese two Prefaces. Most likely he did so out oi' 
special consideration for one of these two, a proininent businessman from Kalimpong who, 
according to David Tharchin, is known to David personally and is still living in the hill station 
today; whereas the other individual, the Bad Mongolian Lama, had clearly continued to live 
up to his alleped iiiisavory reputation of yesteryear. According to the Babu's grandson and 
daugliter-in-law. tlie factual details in this instance of deflnite skullduggery involving tlie 
Moiigolian Laina, are the following. 

"Froni a very tender age," explained David to the preseiit author recently, "wlien niy 
iiniiiediaie f~iiiily were living at 'Dechhen Khang-Zang' (the original sinall house ofiny 
graiidtàther's withiii the Tliarcliin compound and located near the niain gate but at tlie 
opposite end from the compound's later constructed, much larger, elevated inain house), 1 
iised to sleep with niy grandfatlier up in the main house most ofthe t h e .  In fact, 1 was witli 
hini constantly, and was almost eleven years old in early 1976 when 1 first heard from hiin 
ihis story abolit tlie illegal printing of his Pocket Dictionu~~!." 

Ilavid fiirther explained that during what was "most probably" his sixth grade schooling 
31 Kaliiiipoiig's St. Augustine School, his second language course taken there, wliich was 
conipulsory. was Tibetan. Moreover, wrote David to the author, "the main textbook used 
then in the Tibetan class was one written by my grandfather and printed at his Tibet Mirror 
Press." Therefore, he reported, "1 used to have discussions and even arguments with my 
~raiidiàther about matters pertaiiîing to tlie Tibetan language." And it was during one of 
C 

tlic.c;t. discussions "tliat the illegal reprinting of the Pockvr Dicriontrrÿl came to niy attention." 
l t  b a s  tlieii. David recalls, "that Grandfather Tharchin mentioned to nie that some b~id 
people liad stoleii tlie dictionary's text and had illegally printed it [einpliasis the Rabu's]. 
Indced, I vividly remeinber my grandfather mentioiiing that this unlawful printing had beeii 
dorie at a Press in Delhi." It was oiily later. David continued, "as 1 grew a bit older (~vhich 
was not long after my grandfather's death), that 1 realized that it was Gesl~e Chodak. 
together with a Marwari businessinan and longtiine resideiit in Kalimpong, who had done 
this crooked deed." Even today, in fact, he added, "my inother still recalls having heard iny 
grandfather talk about this Chodak and the Marwari by naine as those who were behind illis 
illegal publication. 1 inyselfhave known tlie Mamari personally in the past, altliougli 1 lia\:e 
not met hirn again for inany years now." 

David and Iiis mother Nini, incidentally, have confiiined to the author, as did Sonain T. 
Kati aiid Re\;. Rapgey iniich carlier, that the "bad Mongolian Laina" and Cjeslie Chodak 
were one and the saine person. Rut tlie source for the preseiit aiitlior lia\;iilg leanied tha t  
this appellation liad been attached to the Geslie by the Rabu liimself is David and his inothcr. 
But additionally, it is also these two who have receiitly reported to tlie author that it \vas 
specifically because of what the Cieslie liad perpeti-ated at Delhi involving the Pockcl 
Dic*tioi~tr/:i. which had earned for Lama Chodak froin Babu Tharchiri this opprobrioils 
description--a description whicli forever afterwards was frequently applied to the Cieslie 
\\,.heiiever :iiiJ.one spoke of him in private conversation within the Tharchiii hoiisehold and 
aiiiong tliose w11o knew th,: latter well. 
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partially or totally finance the contemplated undertaking, he hits upon approaching his Marwari 
friend. 

Recalling his encounter with Tashi Paljor within the now-familiar and fnendly surroundings 
of the Ladakh Buddhist Monastery, the Geshe commences to flesh out his scheme in 
conversation with the Marwari merchant. And, upon gaining the latter's assent, off to Delhi- 
with its considerable, ready-made booksellers' market in mind-go these two "~ollaboratin~ 
thieves." Here they would place their innocent-appearing business venture before the naïve 
Tibetan bookseller at the Bela Road Buddhist monastery, who at this impoverished juncturc 
in his life could easily be convinced to make arrangements with one of several local printers 
he knew who could perfonn the necessary photo-offset process in creating a better-than- 
average voluminous lexicon uniquely consisting of four important languages of the time: 
English, Tibetan, Hindi, and even Sanskrit. And-Voilà!-the rest of this deplorable incident 
is now history. 

On the other hand, if Nini Tharcliin is mistaken and the Geshe had gone to Ladakh at a 
later time (or not at al]) but had traveled directly froni Lhasa to Kalimpong, then the above- 
outlined plot would have occurred in reverse order between the hill station and Delhi. I n  
either case, this disgraceful episode in chicanery had probably garnered for this enterprising 
duo a sizable profit fiom the sale of this artificially- and fraudulently-created Hetrpt.dP~.~.cious 
Dictionaql. Meanwhile, however, Gergan Tharchin would hereafter remain silent, humbly 
taking his losses and having decided not to take any legal action against either of these men 
nor to make public their identities.?" 

It is of some significance that by the time in 1973-5 when the last and fullest account of 
his life was being prepared for publication, the Babu had apparently decided against ever 
revealing in its pages the identity of the Mongolian Lama, even though the latter had already 
died. Most likely his deep sense of Christian charity had ultiinately overruled the natural 
inclination to intervene somehow in seeing justice done in this latest incident involving the 
Geshe by more fully identifying who the Lama and his accomplice in criine were. Instead. 
he would leave to posterity the responsibility, if it wished, of sorting out the "who" in what he 
deemed liad been a less-than-sterling chapter in human behavior. Even so, his Pockef 
Dictionnry i two Prefaces make clear that Babu Tharchin nonetheless felt he had a inoral 
obligation to at least infonn the interested world of the "what" in this unscrupulous affair by 
detailing what had been perpetrated by the two unnained "crooked collaborators." Not 
unlike one of his lieroes of yesteryear-Mahatma Gandhi-Gergan Tharchin had sought to 
expose and to confront injustice and unrighteousness whenever and however it miglit rear 
its ugly head, yet the Christian pastor would do so in his own inimitable fasllion by leaving 
undisclosed the nanies of these two "collaborating thieves." If, later, others cared to discover 
their identities, that would be their concem, not Rev. Tharchin's. 

In the midst of his inany labors conjointly engaged in on the üould projcct with his fello\y 
scholars Ringang and Laina Tsliatrul, the scliolar from Kalimpong was about to tiim I l i \  
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complete attcntion to a momentous event which was ready to unfold at Lhasa. Without 
question it stood out as tlie highlight of his entire stay in the Tibetan Holy City. The new 
"god-king" of Tibet,J1 a mere boy of less than five years iti  age, was about to be installed as 
the Fourteenth Dalai Lama. Streams of citizens from al1 over the country and elsewhere in 
the Mahaqana Buddhist worlQ had begun to flow already towards the Tibetan capital to 
witness this once-in-a-li fetim; event. And Tharchin. who was already there, waited with 
great interest and expectation, hoping to catch a glimpse of Tibet's Child-King during the 
festikities. I-le mould not be disappointed. 
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Fourth Major Visit to Tibet and Lhasa (Concl'd): 
Enthronement of r New Dalai Lama and the 

"Tibet Mirror's" Role in His Early Education 

Saith the Lord,. . . My word . . . shall not return unto me 
void, but it shall accomplish that which 1 please, and it shall 
prosper in the thing whereto 1 sent it. 

The Lamb . . . is Lord of lords, and King of kings. 
Isaiah 55:8 ,  1 1; Revelation 17: 14 

II- WILL RE RECAI.LED that through the kindness of his friend, Tsarong Shape, Gergan Tharchin 
had been able to place an order with a Calcutta firrn for five thousand copies to be made of 
the Frank Learner photograph of  the future Dalai Lama. This highly-placed friend of 
Tharchin's had promised to send the consignment of photographs within a month, and within 
this specified period the parcel did indeed arrive in Lhasa. Long afterwards. Tharchin could 
still exhibit a great deal of animation as he explained what had happened: 

Wonderful! It arrived just exactly before the Installation of His Holiness. 1 sold these 
photos "like hot ca1ies"-at the rate of one, two and even three rupees. 1 was able to 
purchasc gifts and presents to be given to my friends as was customary. 1 made a 
handsoii~e profit out ofthese sales, and was thus able to buy soap and candles. as well 
as lierosene at the rate of Rs. ?O/- per tin. Such items were to be given as presents 
inasmilch as these coinmodities were rare in the country and therefore highly valuable 
as well as practical for daily domestic use in Tibet. Norphel, who was my Tibetan 
attendant. sold the photographs for me. He sold them above the actual rate and. 
deducting my set price, he pocketed the rest as his personal income. Norphel made 
more profit than 1. Today he is a well-to-do man! 

Around this tiine Tharchin once again visited the famous JO-khang, the iveIl-kno~ln 
Buddhist Cathedral where the celebrated Christian bel1 seen by him on his first visit to 
Lhasa was still hanging. He was well aware that in this most holy of Tibetan temples could 
be found many large and small images that through the centuries had been placed there in 
an orderly manner. All these images were made out of fine and precious metals. Upon 
entering the Cathedral this time, to the Tibetan Christian's great amazement he discovered 
that numerous copies of the photograph of His Holiness (showing several Gospel of John 
text cards resting on his lap), which he had only lately sold en masse, had been placed on ail 
sides of the images of the Buddha-some on the right. others on the left. and still others on 
the shoulder or else by the side of these images! He was absolutely taken aback by i t  all! 
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Formerly, whenever Tharchin had entered this most sacred of Tibet's teinples, he had 
always prayed and besought his God that His kingdom might corne in the hearts and min& 
of the people of the land. And in apparent answer to these earnest prayers of his, he iiow 
saw displayed inside the JO-khang hundreds of photographs of the Dalai Lama holding on 
his lap one or more copies of text cards ofthe Gospel of Saint John! Tharchin, who continually 
through life had always harbored a childlike faith in his heart, believed it to be the beginning 
of the kingdom of God in Tibet and now prayed that this very temple "could become a place 
where God would be worshiped in spirit and in tnith."' For he probably deemed the display 
of his "Christian-oriented" photographs of the Dalai Lama around the sides of the Jowo 
Rimpoche and the other lesser images of the Buddha (see again Volume II, Chapter 15 for 
their description) as constituting a direct challenge to what he deemed was the Tibetans' 
superstitious worship of these lifeless "god-images." Conceivably, too, the sight that day of 
such an incredible manifestation of deep-seated image worship may have been the very 
thing which now impelled the Christian visitor to niake his own direct challenge to the Jowo 
Rimpoche itself. For it has been reported by Sonam T. Kazi, who heard it personally from 
Tharchin himself, that the latter, while standing before this inost sacred object of Tibetan 
Buddhism, and refusing to bow or to prostrate, spoke firmly to it, issuing the following 
challenge: "1 have heard it said that you sometimes speak. If today you speak to me, 1 will 
relinquish my faith in Christ in favor of Buddhisin." The Jowo Buddha remained deathly 
silent. And with that the Christian evangelist tumed and walked away.* 

Later he was to ask some officials, "Why are these photographs of His Holiness placed 
around the images of Buddha?" These officials, friends of his, explained it this way: "After 
one week the blessings of the images and of the Temple will be infused into the photographs, 
so the masses at least believe. And tliereafter the people will take the pictures away to their 
homes and after some ritualistic prayer and cereinony the photographs will be fran~ed and 
hung on their walls."' 

This was not the first time a photograph of a Dalai Lama had received tliis kind of 
reverential treatment at tlie hands of the Tibetan populace. Although in the instance 11ow to 
be told the photo was never displayed in the JO-khang-that distinction being reserved for 
the Leamer photograph of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama-there had nonetheless been a similar 

* Interview with tlie Kazi, Oct. 1991. The reader may recall frorn Chapter 15 ofthe present work that this nlosl 
farnous of al1 the Buddha iiiiages throughout the Tibetan Auddliist world was tlio~iglit tci have been fashioned 
during the lifetiine of Gautama the Buddha but in his likeness as lie was when a youth. Thc reason Ciergan 
Tharchin spoke to tlie Jowo Rimpoche in the rnanner he initially did is because l'ibetaiis, who theniselves 
sonietirnes verbally address the image as Jo or "Lord," firinly believe that i t  can in fact speak to thein. See %'. 
B.  Sinclair, .Ji~mp fo the laticlof God (Caldwell ID [ ]SA ,  1965), 15 1 .  And for the reason M hy he ref~ised to ho\v 
or prostrate, see again Chapter 15. 

The Kazi, incidentally, who is the son o f a  Sikkiinese aristocratie Buddhist fàmiiy. explained to the present 
writer that Babu Tharchin-who had been like a father to liiin in Kalimponç--had told hiin of this incident 
shortly after the Babu's return li-oin Lhasa in 1940. At this tirne tlie Kazi would have oiily been 14 qears old; 
and thiis this writer feels that perhaps the Christian Babu had confided this incident to tlie lad as a of 
inspiring tlie Kazi to pursue an interest in the Christian faith. I I I  any case, thc story \\as boliiid IO br of interest 
to an! inipressionable adolescent boy of 14 i n  that part of ille w~orld. 
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development previously involving a photo-likeness of the late Thirteenth Lama-King of 
Tibet which Sir Charles Bell had taken while His Holiness was in exile in India during the 
early part of the twentieth century. In his excellent biography of the current Dalai Lama's 
predecessor, Bell related the unusual story of what happened: 

After the Dalai Lama had been about five months in Darjeeling 1 took a photograph of 
Iiim, seated on a throne Buddha-wise, with crossed legs, and hands placed in the 
prescribed position; in fact, as he would sit in his own palace at Lhasa for blessing 
pilgrinis and others. This was, 1 believe. the first photograph of him seated in the 
Tibetan style. 1 gave him a large number of copies, and these proved useful to him; he 
used to give them to monasteries and to deserving people. These al1 used the 
photograph iiistead of ail image, rendering to it the worship that they gaçe to the 
images of Buddhas and deities. In subsequent years, when 1 traveled here and there in 
Tibet, 1 fiequently saw my photograph of the Dalai Lama, but photographed down to 
a smaller size, standing among the images on the altar either in a private house or in a 
monastery, and worshiped along with them. In the private houses and shops of 
Darjeeling District and Sikkim one saw them everywhere; there must have been 
thousands of them receiving the adoration of the faithful.' 

With regard to the unique Learner photograph taken of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama in 
1939 (it showing the latter holding one or two cards with printed texts dreived from the 
Christian Scriputures) and distributed as gifts and sales by Tharchin the following year at 
Lhasa, the Christian visitor from Kalimpong acknowledged what he thought was the clear 
inten~ention o f  God in the affair when he asserted: 

1 took the whole episode as God's help and opening. First, the Lord opened the way for 
me in a verj wonderful manner so that 1 could purchase gifis and presents for my 
friends. Second, the picture showing portions of the Gospel of St. John on the lap of 
His Holiness found entrance into the chief temple of Tibet. To me these circumstances 
evinced God's help, clear will, and guidance. 

After a lapse of three or four months people came to know that the object on the lap of the 
"god-king" was a piece of Christian canonical literature. Some Tibetans were not pleased. 
Tharchin. ever the man of faith and hope, was later heard to exclaim: "1 believe the time will 
corne when Tibet will be evangelized with the saving gospel of Christ. When the right 
moment comes many Christians froin various lands, including the Tibetan Christians from 
India, will enter the country of Tibet to declare the Word of Truth concerning the glorious 
riches of the redeeming love of God." 
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Attention must now be turned towards the primary purpose for which the British 
delegation, of whoni Gergan Tharchiii was a part, had come to the Sacred City of the 
Tibetans. As representative of His Majesty's Governinent at London and of the British 
Govemment of lndia at Delhi, Mr. (later Sir) Basil Gould, along with his official Party, had 
conie overlaiid the long distance from India to witness, and pay tribute to, the new Dalai 
Lama at his Installation ceremonies. As Sir Basil was to describe it later in an article of 
reminisçences, this long mid-winter journey fioin Sikkim had been "in twenty-two stages 
over four moiintain passes ranging from 14,000 to nearly 17,000 feet," a journey, ht. 
continued, that was "apt to he a serious undertaking; but the weather was kind to the 
delegation and to the pilgrims who were flocking to Lhasa from every direction."' Besides 
China, Nepal and Bhutan, Britaiii and the representatives of the Maharaja of Sikkim had also 
been oficially invited by the Tibetan govemment to be here for this august event that would 
see an hitherto obscure East Tibetan peasant boy assume the exalted position of ruler of his 
countrymen. "No European, so far as 1 am aware," Sir Basil confided iii his autobiography, 
"had ever before been present in Lhasa at the time of the installation of a Dalai Lama." It 
was a tale of fairy-book proportions, the likes of which the world has seldom seen or heard 
of in its entire history. Only tlie highlights of the stoy,  which, if al1 its details were told, would 
fiIl a fair-si~e volume, can bc presented here.* 

Before doing so, however, it would be well to place before thé reader two iiitriguing 
excerpts from aiithropologist-historian Melvyn C. Goldstein's writings on Tibet \vhicli ma? 
prove helpful in better understanding the startling, not to Say, inysterious episode which 
would play itself out in Tibet's religio-political history duririg the mid- to late 1930s. What he 
does here, in fact, is to present this entire episode in proper perspective for tlîosc who ma! 
not be conversant with Tibetan Buddhist thought and practice as had been developed olrer 
the centuries and, in particular. ever since the institution of the Dalai Lama system of govemrnent 
during the first half of the fifteenth century. For in these excerpts Goldstein makes reference 
to what he terms a "supematural selection process" for finding a new incarnation to succeed 
the Great Thirteenth. As he has intimated in the first excerpt: "Mere huinans could not by 
theinselves properly determine the incarnation, and the institutionalization depended 011 
supplying the selection process with supematural supports." And in tlie current instance of 
finding the Thirteenth Dalai Lama's successor, this extraordinary process (much of whose 
string of iniraculous events the orthodox Christian would have to label as occult or 
in character) would be set in motion by the Tibetan regent at the time, Reting Rimpoche 
( 19 1 1 -47), who himself had displayed from childhood an array of miraculous supernoniial 

* During the last decade of the tweniieth century a fairly good and quite accurate rendering on ciiieinatic Illn1 

of this richly detailed story was presented to the world's nioviegoing public by oiie Hollywood siudio that 
pioduced a niajor inotion picture entitled Kimdun (i.e., The Presence). Released in laie 1997, il Iiad as 
dirrctoi oiie ol'lilindom's best, Martin Scorsese; and its screenwritei \vas hlelissa R4atthicsen. 
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powers of his own* Here, then, in the second and longer excerpt, is how Goldstein introduccs 
his discussion of Tibet's remarkable method by which was dixovered the Fourteerith 
incarnation of lier country's patron deity of compassion, Chenrezi: 

The main iask of the interregnum govcmment was to iind the new Dalai Lama. Reting, 
as a great incarnation lama, felt that this duty devolved upon himself in paaicular. The 
proccss of selecting a new Dalai Lama was critical to the legitimacy of the Tibetan 
poliiy: Its authority depended on a total transfer oi'charisnia from the old to the new 
Ilalai Lama, uho was considered his incarnation. The selection process therefcjre had 
to he acccpted as infallible. Tihetans achieved ihis conkiction bq dcflecting the rnain 
responsibility for selection onto the realin of the supcrnalural. Tibetans have well- 
developed methods of testin: and selecting candidates for the position of Dalai Lama, 
but the difficult task of identifyinp >uch candidates is generally guided by prophecies. 
signs, and portents that focus attention on specific parts of the country and then, 
within these, on specific kinds of buildings. scenery, and so forth. 

A long passage from one of the current Dalai Lama's biographers, John Avedon. is 
likewise worth quoting, for it tells in encapsulated Corn how tliis legend-like, yet apparently 
true, story had al1 begun. It abounds, as would be expected from Goldstein's explanation of 
the selection process, with numerous supernatural phenornena: 

As wa5 perennially the case in locating a new Dalai Lama, miraculous signs had indicated 
tlie child's whereabouts. Shortly afier the Thirteenth Dalai Lama's death in Decemkr 
1933. curious cloud formations, pierced by rainbou-s, appeared repeatedly over the 
northeast end of Lliasa. A giant star-shaped fungus grew ovemight on [the east side 
of] the northeast pillar of the room wherein the Dalai Lama's corpse lay.' A few days 
later, the deceased ruler's head was found to have turned. No longer facing south- 
the traditional direction of auspiciousness-it clearly pointed to the northeast ["and 

* Writes Goldstein: "Reting \4as . . . famous in his own right for lia\ ing perforined seceral niiracles as a cliild." 
To cite biit one exainple. there is the particularly extraordinan circurnstance surrounding Reting's o s n  di>co\ep 
as ail incarnate Lama which Michael Goodinan has iecounted. It had occurred in ~ e t i n ~ ' s  homevillage o t . ~ a k &  
southeast of Lhasa. Writes Goodman: 

It i h  said that u hen he was tliree >,cars old he had harnniered a woodeii peg into a large rock near his puent>- 
housc, and ahen abked why he had done so rcplied that he wab especting a caratan ~f \tealth! gliesis lrorn 
afar to take hirn home and thai the! would need the peg io tether their horses. That c\ening ;i caraban 
coniposed of high nionastic dignitaries seûrchinç for the reincarnatioii of the late Reting Riinpoche [i.e.. 
the Abhot of Reting Monaster!. sorne 60 miles north o f  Lhasa] arribed in Dakpo. discovered the child to 
be the onc the! \rere looking for. and escorted hini and his peasant parenis to the Reting Xlonasten. 

'That Reting ris a grou,ii nian still apparently retained a certain degree of supernatural pouers has freyuentl! 
been asserted by tliose presuiiiabl'; in the know. Tliarchiii's latter-da), Japaiiese friend. Hisao Kirnura. for 
instance. has reported that his lnner Mongolian rnonk cornpanion in the Tibctan capital. Danzanhairoh b!, 
name. wlio had hiniself lived at Lhasa se\leral years during and afier Reting Rirnpoche's selection and assiimption 
of power as Rcgent, liad on oiie occasion comrnented to tlie Japanesc that his Regency was niarked b!. rnuch 
scandal; ne\erthelcss. "everyone \cas frightened of him because of his rnagical po\s.ers." Apropos of this, 
Goldsteiii has also noted that "Retiiig \\,as to becoine a feared ruler." though during his reign's initial years "this 
fiiture \vas hidden froiii view." More thaii likely, this fear stemnied in part. as intimated by Kirnura's frirnd, 
froni tlie Regent's self-serving sinistcr use of his still existent supernormal powen. See Goldstein. -4 Hisror?. cf 
1\4odcrri f ibel.  1118. -3 10; Kiniura. Japunese .4gent irz Tibet, 1 13; and Goodiiian, The Last Daloi Lunia. 117-8. 
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on several different occasions, the state oracles Nechung, Gadong, and Samye had 
flunp scarves toward the east while in tranceV-Goldstein]. 

In the spring of 1935, the Regent of Tibet [Keting Rimpoche], accompanied by 
ineinbers of the National Assembly, joumeyed to the sacred lake of Lhamoi Latso [in 
south central Tibet some 100 miles from Lhasa and known also as Cho-kor-gye] seeking 
a vision of the newbom Dalai Lama.* Standing alone on a high rock, he peered into the 
water, believed by Tibetans to reflect the future.t6 A great monastery capped by jade 
and gold rooftops, floated into view. 

A narrow trail wound east froin the monastery to a barren hilltop. Across from the 
Ii i l l .  a house with turquoise tiles and a brown and white spotted dog lother accounts 
say black and white spotted or else brown and black spotted], was seen. Finally, three 
letiors from the Tibetan alphabet [ah, ka. nla] came forth signiGing, it was assumed, 
tlie specitic town and province. Soon after this vision-which \vas set down in a secret 
report to tlie Cioverninent-the Regent had a dream. Again he saw the same Iiuinble 
fannor's house. This tiine, however, there \ifas a small boy in its courtyard. standing 
beneath oddly shaped gutter pipes emerging from the roof. 

Ciuided by the vision, search parties fànned out across Tibet. One group traveled 
over a thousand miles northeast to Kumbum Monastery, renowned for its jade and 
gold rooftops. From there, n~vnks led thein to a house with turquoise tiles set into ils 
ualls, located in the nearby village ofTengtser [Taktser]. Disguised as merchants, the 
party arrived at the door and requested to make tea in the kitchen, a common custom of 
Ti betan travelers. 

Now il jiist so happened that in this hiimble house less than two years after the passing 

* b'. D. Shakabpa. a high lay official in tlie Tibetan government at  this time, was present a t  the sacred Iake on 
tliis diniiiaiic occasion and would long afterwards relate in great detail to historian Goldstein what initially 
Iiappened upon arriving al the lakr. and what traditions w r r e  requirrd to  be observed bjf  the Regent and Iiis 
Party iFa \:isioii n e r e  to be seen. Goldstein noted that it was  only after the la tr  Dalai Laina's tomb had been 
consecrated tliat Reting, nccoinpanied by high Goveriiment officiais like Trimon Sliape, u h o  hiinself had his 
o\+.n large retiniie, set out on  a lengthy pilgrimage that would include a visit to  the sacred lake. Sliakabpa was 
in tlie (;o\:eriiiiient retinue tlial accompanied the Regent. During the inid-1980s Goldstein had the opportunir? 
to  inter vie^ this foriner Governmenï orficial, who  reported the following: 

The! sa! !oii sliould noi look ai tliese lakes [srnaller ones along the nay to the main lakel hecaiise i fyou  
sec visions theit. ?ou do not get to see visions at the main lake. Therefore ... we aveited our glance so as 
not to sec the lakes b) chance as \vc rode by . . . .  We found an open space on top of the mountain 
loverlookiiig ihc main IakeJ. iiiade a icrnporary camp tlicrc. and orfcred pra>crs to a local deit!. 1-lit 
pra!.crs \\cre clianted with full ritual music hy the rnonks froni Namkyc Tratsang [the Dalai Lama's 
nion:istep in the Potala] who had accompanied the group. When >ou look down from the pcak !ou can see 
ilir lakc \$hich nppears turquoise bluc. Froin this site \te had to walk down individually witlioiit iiiaking any 
noise. The) >a) that if you go down with your friends you will not sec any visions. So we al1 went srparatel!. 
\sithout sci\iiiiis oi. coinpanions .... The Repent aiid Trimon rode dou.11 the steep slope to the lake on yaks 
\rhile wc Iiiid to \valk . . . .  The Regent \yen1 hack to the lake three tirnes. The tirst was \:cq cercmonial and 
invul\t.d the eniirc retinue. Tlic second and third visits \vert private and he \+,as accompanicd by onl) a f e ~  
attendanis. friniiin siniilarl> ~ i s i t ed  the lake two more tinies .... We uscd to sit hetueeii the rocks tvaiting 
2-3 Iiours to try to get a vision. I saw nothing on al1 ol' my three visits. Rcting Rimpochc. however. had a 
vision . . . .  Heforc uc. were io depari froiii Chokhorgyal [Monastery neaihy.1 people started talking about 
thc. visions of tlie Kegcnt hui hc \%ouid not rnake any comment. He only aiinoiinced his bision in the 
h l l o ~ i i i g  >car ai a iiiceiing of the [Natioiial] Asscnihly callcd for tliat piirpose [ilic siihstaiict. 0 1 '  ~vliicli is 
relaicd in the Aiedon passage givcn in ihe Tr\t aho\'c]. 

i- Another biograplier o f  the present Dalai Lama, Mary Craig, has coinmented more fully on the signiticance 
\chich Tibetaiis have unhesitntingly assigned to certain features ofTibel 's natiiral landscape suc11 as  nioiintains 
aiid lakes. and on the historical iole mhich Lake 1.h31iioi 1,atso. in pal-ticulai, lias pla)ed in the superiinrinal 
wlection pi-ocess nou. under discussion. Mountaiiis and lakes, she writes. 
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of the previous occupant of Tibet's throne, a fariner's son by the name of Lhamo Miondnib 
(literally meaniiig "Wish-Fulfilling Goddess") was bom into a large pcasant family "of pure 
Tibetan stock" whose forefathers had come fiom central Tibet. The date was 6 July 1935. 
His birthplace was in the Chinese province of Chinghai at the village of Tengtser (elewation: 
9000 feet) located only a 25-mile joumey from the notable l a m q  town ofKumburn in the 
vicinity of the sacred Lake Koko Nor in a district southeast of there. When grown to 
tnaturity, Tibet's new mler would himself give a vivid pen-picture ofhis home and village: 

Our small 'peasant fannstead was in the village of Tengtser . . . whose ineaning . . . is 
"place on the heights"; rhat is to Say, something like "moutitain village," and. in îact, 
our village was perched on a hiil sürroundcd by still highcr mountains, al1 of uliich 
were dominated by the great glacier mountain Kyiri. Tengtser was a sinall and poor 
village [having] only thirty cottages al1 told. and it was surrounded by many fields 
which were wonderfully green in summer and deep in snow in winter. 

Although clearly under the secutar mle of China. its Tibeian inhabitants Icere equall! as 
much under the spirituut rule of Tibet's "god-king" ai far-off Lhasa. 

The province of Chinghai had been fornied in 1928 when a large ponioii of Chinese 
western Kansu Province was linked to a part of the large northeastern ethnic Tibetan area 
of Amdo (formerly the possession of Tibet) where Tengtser was situated. Amdo has been 
depicted by Lhamo Dhondrub's eldest brother, Thubten Jigme Norbu. as 

a beautifül province; there were snowcapped mountains in the background. lush green 
pasture land, conifer forests. niasses of rhododendroii bushes. and innumerable salt 
lakes; and i t  was a fair size, too, for a caravaii would take about a month to pass 
throu& it froni one elid to the other. Tibetans formed the great majority of its population. 
but in the marketplaces and along the caravan routes you could hear Chinese aiid 
Mongolian spoken. and even the tongue of'the Hu-Hus, tlie a m e d  Mosleni bands 
who scoured the land plundeniig, with Chinese troops on their heels. 

The newly-formed province of Chinghai had received this Chinese name, \\ hich in thai 
laiiguage nieans Clear Lake and refers, of course, to Koko Nor. the very large body of sali 
water (230 miles in circumference at 10.500 feet aboke sea level) that was to be found 
within its borders. Koko Nor. believed to have been givsn this nanie by the Mongols and 
which in that tongue means Blue Lake, had been recognized as sacred. and %.as worshiped 
by not only Tibetans from far and near but also by tlie Chinese and Mongols. E\.en Chinese 

\rere Iield in a\ve in the land of m! ste? and rnagic that \sas 'Tibet. for the! seenied to radiate a supcrnatural 
lilb ol'tlicir mm; tlie! nere rcputcd to put strange tlioughts into the head and Ti l l  the car \rith sound5. Sonie 
lakes \rere 50 niiniinous that the! uere consulted as oracles. Of thern 311. the rnountain lake 1-hamoi Lhatso 
iiispired the niosi awe. and \vas al\\.ays consulied about the wliereabouts of the iiext Dalai ILarna. For its 
giiaidinn spirii \\.as the gnddcss Palden 1.hamo. \rho had prcirniscd the tïrst Dalai I.ania in a xision that she 
\\oiild \\atcli n w r  his successors. (Almost sist! years earlier [to Regeiit Reting's experience at Lharnoi 
1-ntso] tlic hirtliplace ol' the Great l'hirteentli had heen indicatcd in tliis sarne lake.) Dil'ièrent people .;a\\ 
dil'fcrciii tliiiigs in the ... hliic \raters-and sorne. i t  must bs said. <au nothing at al1 [sec. c.g.. tlie pri\ ious 
hotnotel .  On tliis occasioii. Regerit Reting had a \.isi«n. h'irndl~il. 17-13. 
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officiais froiii the provincial capital of Sining ("tlie Westeni City of Peace") some 70 miles to 
the east would niake a yearly pilgrimage to its shores for worship. 

Now this border proviiice of many races was under the autocratic rule of the Chinese 
Nationalist-appointed Governor, the Moslem General Mapufang and his clan. Virtually 
independent of Chiang Kai-shek's central government, the entire province was so firmly 
controlled by the Ma clan that the Tibetan community, for example, could not even move 
their important incarnations around at will. So noted Hisao Kimura, Tharchin's latter-day 
colleague in intelligence gathering. who as a Japanese spy during this period came to know 
firsthand of the machinations and manipulations of this powerful warlord. An extremely 
praginatic Moslem with a large Buddhist population to govern, Ma, Kimura writes, was "a 
ver) different type of man from the fanatics who had stamped out Buddhism in lndia more 
than a thousand years before: he felt that infidels were better manipulated than put to tlie 
shord." 

Yct because of the Ma clan's rigorous rule over Chinghai, one could not fail to notice 
Iiow well-goveined and peaceful the province appeared to be. In the eastern part could be 
sceii fertile \/alleys, and everywhere were signs posted calling for the preservation of forests, 
with squads of Ma's soldiers detailed to various places to plant saplings. "1 do not know," 
wrote Kimura retrospectively of that time, "whether Chiang had more to fear froin Ma's 
military efficiency or from his example of reasonably good government: Chinghai could 
even boast to be one of the few areas outside Cominunist control where laws against opium 
cultivation and transport were strictly enforced." 

On tlie other haiid, Chiang had much to fear militarily from General Ma as well. For the 
latter had an army of oirer 100,000-nominally under the C'hinesc Geiieralissimo's central 
goiretnnicnt coniinaiid but loyal first to Ma, who was continuously dispatching nierchants to 
distant India, via Tibet, to buy arms for his numerous soldiers, who always gave the impression, 
observed Kimura, "of being well-trained and in high morale." This was soinething which 
coiild not always be said of Chiang's troops in the area. No wonder, then, wrote Kimura. 
that tlie troops under Chiang's General in Chinghai, Fu Tso-yi, had "spent inore time keeping 
an eye on Ma's soldiers than fighting the Japanese" and later the Communists. In short, 
concluded Kimura, the Mosleiiis under Ma "would be far better won over than fought."* 

* The secliiel to Ma's free-wheeling career in China has been far less militant: as uith the i-est of non- 
Coininuiiisi C'hiiia. Mapufang's empire in Chinghai collapsed at the Iiands of Mao Tse-tuns's forces. Haiiging 
on io his interests in Chinghai as long as he could, Ma in late suiniiier 1049 finally fled to Taiwaii uiih his 
wives, his eritire clan, and his rnany treasures-al1 aboard two DC 10 aircraft which lie had always kept at the 
read}. jiist in case; but because he and his clan had inade so man} eneiiiies over the years aillong the other 
refugees u-ho escaped fiorn the iiiainland, the Mas felt most irncoinforiable in l'aiwan. So Vollowing a period as 
the Rcpublic ot'Cliina's ambassador to Saudi Arabia. [\.la and his faniily decided they would fecl inore at Iioiiic 
in tlie hloslerii Holy Land and therefore the) eniigrated theie. See Kirnui-a, J U ~ L I I ~ L ' S C '  Agent ;ri i r ih~'~.  2 18; aiid 
also Jainyang Norbu, "The Tibetan Resislance Moveinent," in R. Barnett and S. Akiiier, eds., Hesistni7cc otd 
Rc>fi~rt~~ 117 Tibet, 190. 

One of \varlord Ma's hei-etofoie most valuable possessions, incidentally, wound up in the Iiands of thc 
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I t  is most interesting that tlie Dalai Lama-10-be of Tibetan Buddhism, Lhamo Dhondruh, 
sliould have been born in this very area, since the great fourteenth-century reformer of 
Lan~aism, Tsong Khapa, had himself been born here, had been initiated into monkhood at 
the Tsong Ridro Monastcry adjoining the village ofTengtser, and whox Tibetan-recognized 
successor reincarnation Lama had maintained his ecclesiastical residence just 20 miles 
soutli of'sining ai the well-known Monastes of Kumbuni already mentioned. According to 
Frank Leamer, tlie longtime Christian missionary stationed along the Sino-Tibetan border, 
this "Lamaser) of the Hundred Thousand Images" (for that i s  the ineaning of the Tibetan 
word Kunibum), containing an unlimited number of id01 images, had been "second only in 
importance and renown to Lhasa, and it drew sightseers from every continent." The reason 
for this was because the most famous part of the Monastery--indeed "the holiest place" 
within its precincts and called the Temple of Serdong---was the place where legend has it 
that Tsong Khapa "first saw the light of day." Serdong nieans "Golden Trer," and as 'Thubten 
Norbu has explained it, this four-storied Temple, "which narrows as it rises to its crowning 
golden roof, is built round the tree u hich grew on the spot u here . . . Tsong Khapa N as born 
. . . and where he was ordained." According to tlie leçend as well, "the roots of this iree are 
the liair of the young novice himself." 

Wliat had added even more luster to Kumbum Monastery through the centuries \\as ihe 
fact that because Tsong Khapa had been born here. the town of Kumbuni and its ho l~ ,  place 
had come to be known to Tibetans "as the second birthplace of Ruddha." This was hecause. 
though a historical figure, Tsong Khapa was also believed to be an earthly incarnation of the 
Enlightened One himself; and hence, writes Hisao Kiinura, he was worshiped at Kumbum 
"as much for what he was as for what he had done." 

conquering Red Chinese. setting offa fascinating chain ofe\:ents. lipon defeating kla's forces in C'hinghai. the 
Coniinuiiisis were able to snatch awaj the warlord's huge cache of chinese sil\.er dollars bearing the image ut' 
the sooii-to-be totally vanquished Cieneralissirno Chiang and known as Da Yuan. But because ihe latter were no 
longcr olany value as currency in Mao's nem China. the People's Liberation Army, upon next in\.ading Tibet's 
eastern ieri-i1oi.y and latei- pustiing farther \sestward irito the country. cleverl!; began to distribute these 
m~orthlcss Chiang dollars to the deceived Tibetans throughoiit tlie Land o f  Sno\\s as pa! nient for goods and 
services tlie iiihabilants provided the Red Chinese. liltiniatel).. however, man) o f  tliese saine dollars would 
find their way into Iiidia, the bearers o f  these coins using them as payment in silvt.r for karious goods or 
services, since silver \vas in great dernand and hence worth inuch in the Subcontinent! Iiideed. the Chinese 
Comrnunists \voiild in tinie use this stratageni thernselves in India. For when they b> treaty were able to 
estahlish a l'rade .4genc)- in Tharchin's hill to\r n in 1954 that soon becanie a cover for conducting clandestine 
intelligence operntions against the exile l'ibetaris there and e\.ent~ially against Iiidia herself, it was learned b>- 
oiie 1i.equeiit visitor to the Agciic>-. Ven. Kusho \jlanpchuk o f  nearb) Tliarpa Chholing Gonipa, tliat hiddrn 
away in an uiider~rotiiid area o f  the .4gency's main building n.ere "bags full o f  these Chiang sil\.rr dollars"--- 
appai.eiitl> kept at tlie readj- b> the Agency's Corninunist statf to serve as a clevei. iiiethod o f  putting this 
othei-\vise \vorthless cun-ency to good use as payinent for certain goods and senlices pmvided thein in kalinipng 
alid elsewherc iii India! Per intervieIr with the Ven.. Dec. 1997. 
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Of additional interest surrounding Kumbum Monastery and its environs has been the 
fact that the new Dalai Lama's immediate predecessor, during his wandering exile in Mongolia 
aiid China between 1904 and 1909, had found his way to Sining in December of 1906 and 
had tisited the Monastery; furthemore, His Holiness was again at the Monastery during 
Febniary-March 1909 on his way back to Lhasa that brought his years of exile to an end. 
But it should also be pointed out that even Lhamo Dhondrub, during 1938-9, had spent iip to 
eighteen inonths at this same celebrated Monastery under the care of his eldest brother 
Thubten Jignie Norbu, who having been recognized as a reincarnated Lama hiniself, had 
alreadj been enrolled as a monastic student there. The young Dalai Laina-to-be had been 
placed at Kuiiibuin by his parents under "the advice" (read: command) of the Chinese- 
appointed provincial govemor, the Mosleni warlord Mapufang, at the time when the little 
boy was stroiigly beiiig considered for recognition as the next "god-king" of Tibet. 

Now the members of the search party froin Lhasa, wlio in late 1937 Iiad come to Amdo 
in quest of the successor to the Great Thirteenth, were truly amazed to learn, and found it  
q~iite significant, that the Great Thirteenth had actually visitcd Tengtser. On his way back to 

tlie Pntala froni five years of exile, His Holiness sometime in late February-early March 
1909 Iiad for some little while stayed at the Ridro Monastery adjacent to Tengtser, receiving 
hoinage and obeisance fiom the tiny village's inhabitants. And among those who paid homage 
\vas Lhaino Dhondrub's own father, Chokyong Tsering, who recalled that at the tinîe he 
was only nine years old! Furthermore, the search party that had found its way to Chokyong's 
humble dwelliiig place was also to learn, with ever increasing amazement, that the Great 
Thirteentli, in one of those curious ironies of history, had even rested for a while at this 
home-the home that would prove to be the birthplace of his "successor incarnation"! ln 
addition, noted the new Dalai Lama decades later, he had even "looked for some time at the 
house wliere 1 was born [and had] remarked that it was a beaiitiful place." 

But what is also worth noticing about the fourteenth occupant of Tibet's Lion Throne 
liaving been bom in this area is what Sir Basil Gould would point out shortly a f  er he himself 
liad witiiessed the glorious enthroneinent of the Boy-King froin East Tibet. In the Preface 
to his Tihetur~ Word Book he wrote that "it is in and about Amdo that historians have 
located tlie original honie of the Tibetan race. Spreading out froin Aindo the Tibetans, who 
were formidable warriors, came in contact with the ci\iilizations of Cliina, eastein India, 
Nepal and Kashinir. Buddhist influences reaclied them from many directions, and some 
thirteen hundred years ago Buddhism became the State religion of Tibet." And ultimately 
Tibetan Buddhism, it can be said, has spawned what Tibetans would confidently assert has 
been a line of fourteen reincarnated Dalai Lama rulers that have spirituallq if not aluays 
teinporally reigned over Tibet ever since. Moreover, it would be these saine Amdo \+ arriors. 
but of a much later generation, who, in concert with their neighboring Tibetans to the south, 
the brave Khampas, would givc the Chinese oppressors of the 19.50s and '60s tlie greatest 
and fiercest resistance in Tibet's unsiiccessful attempt to rid the Land of Siiows of tlieir 
llated taskmasters from Communist China (see later in Chapters 24 and 27). 
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No\v there was no doubt in the minds of the members of the search party. led by Kyitsang 
Rinipoche, that the peasant homestead to which they had been guided by rnonk. of Kumbum 
Monastery was the very house whose image had been seen by Regent Reting in the sacred 
waters of Lhamoi Latso; since not only did it possess the turquoise tiles but it alsu possessed 
the strangely shaped gutter pipes made of gnarled juniper \vood.* Furthermorc, afier several 
examination-sessions with the youngest boy ofthe household, who on that initial visit had 
suddenly bounded into the kitchen and immediately displaycd an unexpected familiarity H ith 
the disg~iised incarnate Lama leader of the group (the boy having cried out "Sera Laina! 
Sera Lama!" to the disguised Kyitsang Rimpoche, who was indeed one of this Lhasan 
monastery's leading Lamas),' the latter and his party had become convinced that this child, 
Lhamo Dhondrub, was in fact the successor reincarnation of the Tibetan patron deity of 
compassion, Chenrezi. 

As indicated elsewhere, according to the doctrine of reincarnation (or rebirth), which is 
a central part of the religious culture of Tibetan Buddhists, the one to be chosen as the 
country's new spiritual leader is held to be a reincarnated Dalai Lama, the human embodiment 
of Cheiirezi. He is to be selected by high-ranking clergy and respected secular officiais 
from among boys of tender age and is to evidence to the examiners as having such physical 
traits as elongated earlobes, ears which stand out a little from the head (both characteristic 
of Gautama Buddha's own ears), a shoulder blade malformation (since Tibet's patron deity 
Chenrezi or Avalokiteshvara, of whom al1 Dalai Lanias are believed to be emanations or 
incarnations, is always represented with four arms, and so the boy must possess Ilesh? 
protuberances on his shoulders or shoulder-blades), a tiger-stripe birthmark on one leg, 
moles on the trunk, and a palm or footprint with special characteristics. All. or most all. of 
these features were said to have been found on the body of the little boy of Tengser on the 
second visit to the child's home by the search g ~ o u p . ~  In addition, another facei of this search 
party 's mission uras to submit potential boy candidates to "an exaniination ofprior memories." 
And in the instance at hand with respect to Lhamo Dhondrub. a variety of personal objects 
of daily use-both religious and mundane-which had belonged to the pre\.ious Dalai Lama. 
and whiçh were carried bg the members of the search team. were spread out before hiin on 
a long low table in his family's kitchen. These al1 were correctly identified b j  the Amdo 

* But the Rcgeiit had also seen i i i  the sacred waters many other details surrounding the homesiead ofthc future 
Dalai Laiiia. This is conlirmed by what the !,oungster's niother u.ould report ha\.ing heard several years Iliter 
froni the lips of the Repent hiinself upon her first cncounter nith hiin. "To m! surprise," shc urote long 
afterwards. "tlie Regent Rcting rat Reting Gompa. when she. in compan} with her son the ne\\ Dalai Lama. 
w r c  oii tlieii \va>- to Lhasa for thc tirst time in October 19391 . . . began to describe the drtails of our housc in 
Taktser. \\ hicli he had seen in a vision. He knew that ihere was a tree in the backyard and a srirpu (a reliq~ian 
inouiid) at the doo~.\vay and ihat \\e had a sinall hlack-and-white dog and a large mastiffon the tei-rsce. 1-le noted 
that ilierc \\erc nian! natioiialities in our Iiouse and asked who the>- were. I said the!. werr Xlusliins and 
Chinese. whoin u c  had hired to uork in the lields." Diki Tsering. Dului Lrrnrcr. .2~fi~Sor1. '7 ,\lo~llc~i. i Sror:i.. rdited 
b> lier grandson K .  Thondup (New York. 7000). 105. 
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voungster from ainong several facsimiles of each of these various kinds of objects that had 
been broiight from Lhasa, some of which were rich and most attractive in appearanct* 
Moreover, in al1 instances he accompanied his correct selections of these objects by dedaring 
witli great self-assurance, "It's mine, it's mine!" According to al1 eyewitnesses, writes Claude 
Levenson in her account of the early life of His Holiness, this less than three-year-old boy 
appeared "quite undaunted" by the lengthy set of exaininations to which he had been subjected. 

Furthtri-niore, but never known at the time to tlie band of searchers, froin tlie day of their 
first of se\ eral Iiouse visits onwards, the boy gave Iiis inother no peacc. At the first bark of 
tlie faiiiily dog (which sure enough turned out to be brown and white spotted), the young 
child would run to the front gate to see if the high Laiiia dignitary and Iiis colleagues had 
returned. To his mother he would urge that she should make soine special tea. "Then," htt 
would add, "perhaps they will coine." The lad would repeat at least once each day to his 
mother: "When they do come, you must give them some food and a place to rest, for they 
have traveled from a very distant place.'' But the most revealing activity he would fiequently 
engage in, wliich became his favorite pastiine, was to gather together various hoiiseliold 
objects and place them on the kitchen table, announcing quite ]natter-of-factly as he did SO: 
"I'in packing to go to Lhasa." This, despite the fact that the party had never indicated the! 
were from the Tibetan capital. Said his mother reflectively many years afterwards, "It was 
alinost as thougli he knew." In fact, what may have been the origin of this favorite pastirne 
of his was when the party of dignitaries had prepared to depait the boy's house on the 
morning afier their first overnight visit with him and his family. For Levenson has reported 
the followiiig incident: 

Very early the next inorning, as the visitors prepared to take their leave, the monks were 
astonished to see little Lhamo Thondup appear with a bundle on a stick, ready to go 
with them. Rather conf~lsed, his niother came and ordered him back in the house. but 
he begaii to c q ,  stamping his feet and imperiously proclaiming that "iny people" had 
coilie there in order to "take ine back to my big monasteiy." Kewtsang Riilpoche 
[Kyitsaiig Rimpoche] had to intenlene, tenderly assuring the cliild that it was not yet 
time, and that he promised to return. Only this promise calmed the ~ l i i l d . ~ ~  

* There had oiily been one instance of hesitation when it seeined tlie hoy might inake a iiiistake. FOI. L11'011 

picking iip a well-iised cane, Lhamo Dlioiidrub.'esainiiied it closelj, and ttieii clianged his iniiid, cschanging it 
for unorlier one \vhich \vas k n o ~ i i  by the examiners to ha\,e beloiiged to the thirteentli Dalai Laina. kt 1111s 
particular hesitation only reinforced the esaiiiincrs' ccrtainty of the identity of the cliild, for it turned oiit tliat 
the tirst cane lie had selected had iii fact origirially belonged to the previous Dalai Laina, but that lie Iiad lonpaeo 
iiiade a present of it  to one of his faithf~il bervants [though according to R,lary Craig. tlir Great Thirteeiith had 
gi\-eii it to a Laiiia, \vlio in turn had given it to K>.itsaiig Kiiiipoclicl. ,411otht.r signi ticant eveiit was when the bo! 
picked 11p ail ob\.iciiislq \vell-used ~-l<~nin~.i, [driiin iised in l'aiitric ritiirils], and began to play it resoundiiigl!. 
ivith iiatural ease tliat astonished ~ h c  old nioiiks" iii the searcli part),. I,evenson, T L ' I ~ z ~ I I  C ; \ 3 ( 1 1 . ~ 0 .  13. In fàct. 
Inter that sriiiie evening. ille boy's inother. iipon taking her son to bcd, found tliat he was cliitchiiig this saille 
driiiii. tlie one that hnd been iisetl by his predecessor to suminon his servants. beating i t  '.ex:ictl~~ lis the inonks 
do duririg pra! crs." tlis reliisal to part with it had emharrassed Iiis iiiother in thc presence of the search part!'-\ 
meinbers. but the! told her to let tlie boy keep it. tiitntiitn, 17. 
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The remarkable aura of paranormality surrounding this child would continue to manifest 
itself in other ways during the entire selection process and well beyond its conclusion. An 
instance of the latter time-frame, for example, was what would happen on his initial arriva1 
at Lhasa some two years later and shortly after he and his fainily had immediately been 
taken to the Norbu Lingka Palace grounds. To say the least, the incident now to be related 
would startle his mother no end. For this four-year-old son of hers, having already been 
declared to be the reincarnation of the late Thirteenth Datai Lama, began insisting that his 
teeth lay in a particular house witliin the Summer Palace compound. When finally taken 
there, he rnatter-of-factly pointed to a box, declaring as he did so that he had left them there. 
Upon the box being opened, there was found inside a set of dentures which had belonged to 
his immediate predecessor on the Lion T h r ~ n e ! ~ ~  

For a good summary account ofthese or other aspects of Lhamo Dhondmb's recognition 
as the new incarnation when but two or three years old, the reader would do well to consult 
Chapter 16 of Heinrich Harrer's highly readable volume. Seven Yeurs in Tihet. For in its 
pages will be found the testimony of a most reliable Tibetan eyewitness to the entire affair. 
General Dzasa Kunsangtse (aka: Khemey Sonam Wangdu). The latter is recorded by Harrer 
as having told him what had happened, step by step. This eyewitness and participant in 
these extraordinaiy proceedings had been the one secular official among the meinbers of 
the particular 1937 search group headed by Kyitsang Rimpoche that had successhlly 
discovered the future "god-king" of Tibet; and at the time when he had recounted these 
mysterious events to Harrer at Lhasa in 1950, Kunsangtse was the Tibetan A m y  
Coinmander-in-Chief (he had been promoted to the rank and title of Dzasa as part of his 
reward for the contribution he made to the successful selection of the Fourteenth Dalai 
Lama). 

Equally fascinating accounts of the discovery and recognition of the newly-found Dalai 
Laina, al1 presented fiom different vantage points, can be found in Thubten Jigme Norbu's 
own eyewitness delineation of many ofthe events, in his book Tihet 1s ,w~ Coirntnp; in the 
autobiographical work by the Fourteenth Dalai Lama entitled Land and i i f 1 1  People (as 
well as in his more recent work, Freedom in Exile); in the extremely detailed biography of 
the current Dalai Lama by Michael Goodman, The Last Dalai Lama; in Sir Basil Gould's 
political autobiography, The Jeive1 in tlic~ Lotlrs; Recollt.ctions of an InJian Political 
(together with his Reporr on the Discoverr: Recognirion andlnstallariot~ of'the Fourteenrh 
Dol~li LCII?ILI, Delhi, 1941 ); in Lowell Thomas, Jr's two works entitled The Dalai Lama and 
T11v Silclit Wor. in Tibet; in Melvyn Goldstein's remarkable Hisroq~ of',l40der1i Tihet: in 
tlie coiicliiding pages of Sir Charles Bell's detinitive English-laiiguage biography of the 
Great Thirteeiith. Portrait o f  the Dulai Lama; in Mary Craig's Kundun, a biographical 
account of tlie Fourteenth Dalai Lama and his family; in Claude Levenson's Tenzir~ Gj~atso: 
the. El~r- Lif t .  of'Dalni Lama [,Ylk']; and in the opening section of Diki Tsering's 
Iieartwanning personal narrative, Dulai Lama. Mr. Son: a Mother j. Stoni. 
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Theos Bernard, who was at the Tibetan capital with Tharchin in 1937, has described 
something of the concem he found there over the failure by that late date in recognizing the 
new spiritual and temporal head of Tibet: "The late Dalai Lama has been dead now for over 
five years"-in reality, it was less thari four-"and they still have not been able to find a 
small child who is supposed to be his incarnation. This is the first time in the history ofthe 
country that there has been such a lapse of time between the death of a Dalai Lama and the 
finding of his reincarnation." (It has been generally but inistakenly believed by most 
Westerners interested in the subject that every rebirth of the Dalai Lama was supposed to 
occur at the very moment of the death of the predecessor. Such an idea does not accord, 
however, with Lamaist doctrine, for it makes plain that years may go by before the Tibetan 
patron god Chenrezi again leaves "the heavenly fields" to reassume a man's forrn.) Added 
Bernard, "There is a prediction that the Thirteenth Dalai Lama will be the last one, and the 
late Dalai Lama was the thirteenth." 

According to Charles Bell, the prophecy alluded to by Tharchin's American friend had 
gained such wide currency over the years prior to the Great Thirteenth's death that even 
the former Central Asian explorer-scholar and Minister to China from the United States, 
William W. Rockhill, had been taken in by it. While stationed at Peking he had conversed 
with His Holiness many times there in 1908 during the latter's lengthy exile from Lhasa; but 
aftenvards, Bell pointed out, the American Minister had been iinpelled to write to his President 
to Say the following: "'The special interest to me is that 1 have probably been a witness to 

the overthrow of the temporal power of the head of the Yellow Church, which, curiously 
enough, 1 heard twenty years ago predicted in Tibet, where it was commonly said that the 
thirteenth Dalai Lama would be the last, and my client is the thirteenth."' For his part. 
however, Bell, after quoting RockhiIl's statement, was quick to comment that "this prophec) 
. . . was a sham one, invented by some monks in the Tengyeling Monastery [of Lhasa that 
had ceased to exist as an institution after 191 21. Indeed, the fourteenth Dalai Lama was 
discovered a few years after the death of the thirteenth and placed upon the throne." 

The reason for this formerly prestigious institution's lamas having lent the weight oftheir 
religious influence to the spread of this rumor against the Thirteenth Dalai Lama was because 
for inany years they had remained bitter over the severe punishment His Holiness had long 
ago meted out upon the then Regent (whose monastic home was Tengyeling) for either he 
himself or his subordinates having attempted to assassinate Iiini near the close of his minorih. 
I t  was a malicious rumor to spread, since it was tantamount, reasoned Bell, "to assertilif 
that the present incuiiibent, who is the thirteenth, could not reincarnate, as lie was hiinself 
no true incarnation." Although such a falsely-implied pronouncement m.as incapable of 
misleading the better infonned citizens of the land, who, observed Bell, were acquainted 
"with the old and well-authenticated prophecy" that there would be ,sevt.ntee,î Dalai Lainas, 
tliese disgruntled inmates of Tengyeling had nonetheless "hoped to work hann anlong tlle 
ignorant crowds." Whatevei. hamiful effects it might have wreaked, tliey were soon dissipated 
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with the news of the discovery of the Great Thirteenth's successor.* 

Many, many months had to pass following the discovery of Tibet's fourteenth Dalai 
niler; and oiily after the Lhasan govemment's protracted negotiations had been concluàed 
with the greedy Chinese Moslem warlord Mapufang about huge monetary gifts for the 
latter (costing the Tibetans between 300 and 400,000 Chinese dollars!), were the members 
of the search group, headed by Kyitsang Rimpoche, finally able to take their leave of Kumbum 
(the group's residence off and on for two years) with their precious possession, Lharno 
Dhondrub. They and others, in Company with a group of Moslem merchants and their many 
retainers (including Chinese Moslem pilgrims on their way to Mecca via Lhasa), whose 
very presence would guarantee the safety of the future Priest-King, set off in an incredibly 
long and impressive yak, horse and mule train (300 horses and mules alone!) along the 
ancient caravan route to Tibet's distant capital.? 

Coincidentally, on the day of the departure from Kumbum, which for reasons of state as 
well as for safety precautions had not been made known publicly in advance, George A. 

* Far from the Lhasan populace believing the thirteenth Dalai Lama was no true incarnation of Tibet's 
protective deity Chenrezi, Tharchin, who had visited Lhasa for many months in 1937, could report by letter 
to Sir Charles Bell that "al1 Tibetans, high and low" ai the capital were now of the opinion that.the deceased 
Dalai Lama "was wonderful-and really Chenrezi." So sincere was their admiration of the Great 'Thirteenth 
that nearly four years alter his passing. Tharchin could further report that "al1 the public" at Lhasa "were 
declaring tliat unlike ~ h e n  their fortune had been good" under the Great Thirteenth, toda? their "fate" had 
turned "dry" (so-de-kun~po) and that "in future they doubt if they shall ever have the likes of him" again. 
Indeed. "since liis death." continued the Babu in  his report to Sir Charles, the Tibetans at Lhasa Say tliat 
"Tibet's shining glory has disappeared." During the Thirteenth's time on the Lion Throne, declared these same 
Tibetaiis. "the discipliiie was so good and al1 his sub.jects were so happy. but now not so." Iiistead. the) "are 
no longer looked after" as had been the case "during his time." Moreover, al1 the prices for food and other 
articles had increased; in fact, "everything has become much dearer." Furthermore, added Tharchin in his report 
on what the Lhasan public was saying, the present "high ofticials." far from caring for the welfare of the late 
ruler's subjects. "are only trying to rnake money and gain wealth for themselves." 

So admirable had the late Dalai Lama becorne in the eyes of some of Lhasa's citizenry that some of these 
sarne citizens, added Tharchin, were even "repenting," they asserting that they had incorrectly thought the 
Thirteenth "had been very hard to al1 but that now they understand it \\as not so." The Babu had gone on to 
testiS; that he had seen "many old men and women" ai the capital "~.eeping at the tomb ofthe late Dalai Lama 
and cp-ing out: 'Oh! Jewel that fulfills every wish. come quickly and hold us under your protection!"' ffidshin 
Nor bu Phral-du-phep ne Gon &~up zod.) 

See and cf. together Tharchin's letter to Bell from Tsarong House Lhasa, 25 July 1937 and his retrospective 
summary letter on his entire stay at Lhasa during the summer-fall 1937. sent Bell from Lalimpong. 1 1 Dec. 
19-37, both among the Bell Papers. 
i I t  should be noted that some i t i  the National Assembly at Lhasa, writes Mary Craig, had been "appalled ai 
the idea of sending a search party into an area [tlien] under the control of China .... [They] saw no point in 
handing Chiiia a tailor-made excuse to meddle in Tibet's affairs. But a sacred vision was a sacred vision, and in 
the end the National Asseiiibl'; [Iiad] agreed that a search part! must go to Anido." Kundun. 13. 

Furtherniore. Hiigh Richardson would write later that there had k e n  "some uneasiness in Lhasa that the 
Dalai Lama had heen discovered in territorq. under Chinese contml and that it was reported that he would be 
brouglit to Lhasa by Chinese troops. But any anxiety there niay have been was dispelled uhen onlj- a handful 
of ragged soldiers accompanied the child to Lhasa; and even greater \vas the relief and joyful emotion of the 
people ofI_Iiasa whcn they saw the perfect behavior and radiant charm ofthe boy himself." Richardson, "The 
Rva-sgrcnç Conspiracy of 1947." in M. Aris and A.S.S. Kyi, eds., Tiherori Stuciics .... xvii. 
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Fitch, a foreign Young Men's Christian Association executive based in China, was making 
another of his visits to the famed Monastery. And because of  this coincidence, Fitch mosi 
likely tumed out to be one of only two Western eyewitnesses to this important event in 
Tibetan history-the other having been missionary Frank Leamer.' It would be some months 
after the little Lama's departure for Lhasa, however, before the YMCA oficial  wrote an 
account of the dramatic story. It appeared on the front page of one of Shanghai's daily 
newspapers the day after the young boy was installed as Dalai Lama XIV at the Tibetan 
capital. Here is his account: 

I saw liiin at the Kuinbum Lainasery . . . I t  happened while we were visiting this templt: 
of the faith, next in importance to that at Lhasa. Our attention \Iras attracted by a 
sudden nish of people towards a particular spot. 

A processioii was coniing our uay. It was headed by a lama in fiill regalia, canying 
in his arrns si young boy ... As he approached, people prostrated theniselves before 
Iiiin. Soiiie pushed lorward to toucli the clothes of the cliild. 

Suddenly it dawned on ine that this must be the ncw Dalai Lama en routc to Lhasa, 
wliere he will be introduced into the rnysteries of the religion. 1 reached iiito niy pocket 
for a film. Here was the chance ofa lifetime! 1 made one shol, hastily started to tiirn the 
film for another. The young Dalai Lama was within ten feet of ine. Then 1 discovered 
that 1 had. in niy excitenient, loaded the caillera with evposed film. Luckily. h o ~ e \  er, my 
Chinese colleague was on the spot with his caniera, too. 

The procession hiirriedly entered two of the Temple buildings, where brief rite5 
were observed, and then proceeded to the courtyard. Here a gorgeous palanquin-or 
mule litter-al1 yellow brocaded satin, awaited. The boy, whose large boots had to be 
held on while he was carried, was placed in the palanquin. His weeping inother and 
elder brother clinibed into two otlier litters behind hiin. 

Oiitriders in richly-colored silks dashed up. Then the procession was off on its 
perilous 1200-mile trek across the tlinialaya mountains to Lhasa-a trip tliat \+il1 take at 
Icast t\vo lùII nionths to coniplele. 

The lad \jas haiidsoine, intelligent looking. Ile must now reliiiquisli al1 Iiis tàinily 
coiinections. His lit'c bill be anything but safe. No wonder his inother uept as the 
colorfiil proccssioii started on tlie long journey to Lhasa. 

The date of the departui-e froni Kiiiiibuin was 13 July 1939, a scant week after tlie bu!.'s 
fourth birtliday (Western reckoning). It would be a journey that would act~ially last for over 
throc nionths and would take the wide-eyed youngster from the peacefiil obscurity of the 
fainiliar fields and inountaiiis ofAindo to the high visibility of exalted spiriiual and teniporal 
oftice and, later, the tiirbulence of international politics and intrigue.* All that, however. la' 

* I t  was \\.hile on Iiis \rny io the 'l'ihetiiii capital. incideiitally. and toi\ ai.& thc ciid ofhis  cara\aii journc'. iIlai 

Lhaino 1)hoiidruh would publicly be proclairned at Lhasa thc next occupant of7rihet's Lioii 'I'hione. As  ;iutliillil 

hsd apprcisclied, in tàct. the capital's citizens were tïlled witli uiirestrained Iiappiness as the news liiiall! 
bioke, iiiforiniiig ille piiblic that the new "god-king" u o ~ i l d  reach the n(>dliern clleckpust of'Nngclilika on 01. 
ahoiii ?O Septcnibei. .4s i t  happened. this aiinouiiceinent Iiad beeii tiiiied to coiiicidc witli ille cnravsii lia\ 
crossed over the official border with Central Tibet-"aiid tlilis he>.olld ille reacll c i i '~ l ; i  Pu-fCng," Dioppiiig :il1 
prctense of origoiiig uncertainty. adds Mai? ('raig, thc fibeiaii goverilnient Iiad immcdiatel~, siiiniiio~i~d the 
National Assciilbly, where i t  "forinally declared the boy fi.oiii f3ktsc.i. 10 be tIic I : o L l r ~ ~ r n ~ l i  Dalai l.iliiia." 'l'liis 
"liilc(>illln0n hasle" Iiiid iiiore tiiaii likelj. occiirred as way, ('l.:iig eyplnills. .'tc, prc-ciiilit Ille (.hilicsc nificial 
1 Wu Chiing 1-lhiii; see later h c l ( ~ \ ~ ]  \ ~ l i o  \vould be coiiiing liom Pcl\ing Ibi. the eilthioncincnt c c r c l l l ~ ) i l ~ "  iTo111 

5 "claiiniiig, as lie u,ns siire to-and did-tliat tlic proclaination could noi be inadc \vitholit hiin." K i l i ? c l i , l l .  6 - .  
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in the future; for the present, the Tibetan people would savor the delicious exciternent and 
sheer joy of having their absent Leader retum to them. For when Tibet's "Holy Child" 
tlnally made his solemn entry into the Sacred City on 8 October, he did so "amidst the 
cheers and prayers of the whole population o f  Lhasa and the sumounding countryside." 

A Western eyewitness to this momentous event, Hugh Richardson, has captured in word 
something o f  the excitement, color and atmosphere which dominated the pageantry o f  that 
long-ago day. 

On the 8"' October the new Dalai Lama reached the end of his two and a half months' 
journey to Lhasa. For two nights he had rested at Rigya where, [situated] o\,er hvo 
triiles east of Lhasa and within sight of the soaring Potala, he was received hy a large 
number of officials lion1 al1 o\.er Tibet. The Dalai Larna entered his capital carly in the 
moniing escorted by al1 the oficials of Lhasa and the outlying districts within two 
hundred miles. The strects through which he passed were lined parrly by drummers 
and daiiccrs in gay silk clothes and streamers ol'colored ribhons over tlieir shoulders, 
arid partly by moiiks in deep wine-colorcd robes and yellow crest-like hats who were 
holding al1 kinds of sacred ob-iects. From a window near the west door of the ancient 
Tsuklakhang-the Cathedra1 of Lhasa-the procession appeared in a golden aureole 
with the early moming sun behind it. 

First a stream of servants in orange silk and large circular red Iiats hurried ahead to 
be ready to hold their masier's horses. Then ~ a r i o u s  minor attendarits in green, blue 
and yellow; and then a long line ofbarners and umbrellas. A band ofotticials u.earing 
the dress of the old kings of Tibet were conspicuous by their rich brocadr, enormous 
circular omaments on their chests, and earrings of turquoise over a foot long. High lay 
officials in gold brocade with broad fur-edged collars and hats with a c r o w  of red 
surrounded by a golden hand, monk officials in deep red robes and brocade waistcoats. 
lesser lay officials in hlack silk skirts and shining brocade jackets with rainbow silk 
scan,es draped over the shoulder and fixed by large ornaments of turquoise: over a 
hundred in al1 preceded tlie palanquin ofroyal yellow \vith gilded top; and inore !ollo\ved 
aftei. Golden incense burners and silk-wrapped bundles of the Dalai Laina's clothing 
were carried past on horses. The regent rode beside the palanquin on a richly caparisoned 
P0"Y. 

As the center of the procession reached thc south eiitrance of the Cathedrnl it  was 
met hy the Nechung State Oracle in a state of possession. A god who acts as guardian 
of the religion of Tibet is said to enter into him and when he is so possessed he dances 
with convulsive movenients. bending Iiis body fiercely to the ground, forwards and 
backw;irds. He \vears a towering headdress of white plunles over a golden crown. and 
biaiidislies a sword and bow. This terrible figure rushed to ihe Dalai Laina's palanquin 
and ihrust in his head so (Iiat the spirit in him could do reverence to the Dalai Lama. 
There liad hccn soine apprehension that the sight u.ould frighteii the child but it is said 
by thosc \\-ho werc ncar that to the astonishmeiit of his entourage he \vas quite 
~iripcrturbed by the esperience. This \vas yet another Ivitness in Tibetans of the fact 
that the child is the triie reiiicnniaiion. 

Wheii the Oracle had \\;ithdra\\-n. the procession went to the ivest door of the 
Crithedial hy \\-liich the Ilalai Laina enterrd io \.isii the shrinc. eleven centuries old, in 
\\.hich is hcpt the Juive liinipoclie . . . AAer a short time the procession cmerged and 
bcgiin tlie Iiist stage ofthe Dalai Lama's longjouniey home. Passing by the foot ofthe 
I'otala. \vliich was huiig with many colnred flags. the procession entered the long 
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straight road to the Norbu Lingka, a large walled park containing the several summer 
palaces of the Dalai Lama. [Though winter had already arrived, the date having passed 
for when the Dalai Lamas have traditionally been transferred to the Potala, the new 
"god-king" and his family were to reside in Norbu Lingka till the moment of his formal 
enthroiiement at the Potala arrived.] In the oldest of these, after a private service of 
prayer, a reception ceremony was held at which the customary offering of scarves was 
made and a short performance of dances was given by the Dalai Lama's dancing boys. 
Finally the Dalai Lama withdrew to his private rooms for a well-desewed rest afier more 
than six Iiours of cerernony. 

)lis behavior during the exacting two days of his entry into Lhasa has been a source 
of wonder and delight to the people of Tibet and has confinlied their tmsi in the 
reincarnation. lndeed, such calin assurance in so young a child seems to come from 
somethiiig more than mere schooling.1° 

It should be noted that though at birth he had been named Lhamo Dhondrub, within 
seven weeks after his initial arriva1 at Lhasa and before his ofticial installation as the neN 
occupant of Tibet's Golden Throne, this young lad would be given a long string of ne* 
names in keeping with his new and exalted station in life. These names would be fraught 
with much meaning. He (as likewise his immediate elder brother Lobsang Sainden Dhondup) 
was given his novice vows at the JO-khang Cathedra] on 24 November 1939, at which 
ceremony he was renamed.lU%t this ceremony, known as taphue (meaning the "cuttinç of 
the hair"), he had his hair cut for the first time as a sign of liis formal initiation into the 
Buddhist Church. "From now on," the Dalai Lama would later explain, "1 was to be shaven- 
headed and attired in a maroon-monk's robe." He then received the new names of Jetsun 
Jampel Ngawang Lobsang Yishe Tendzin Gyamtsho-al1 deriving fiom the names of earlier 
Dalai Lamas and signihing: The Holy One, The Tender Glory, Mighty in Speech, Of Excellent 
Intellect, Of Absolute Wisdom, Holding the Doctrine, Ocean-Wide. To his coiintryinen and 
al1 other Central Asians who subscribed to the Lamaist faith, this new young Dalai Lama 
was iinmediately revered as Gyalwa Rimpoche or Yeshi Norbu: their "Precious Protector 
(or Buddha)" or "Wish-Fulfilling Gem." On that same day the Boy-King ofTibet also received 
the miiior seal of the Dalai Lamas which is called Gya Tarn. And just three inonths later, the 
boy who had been known in his tiny, obscure Aindo village as Lhaino Dhondrub would 
experience al1 the pageantry and sacramental ritual which only the unique Installaiioii of a 
new Dalai Lama upon the ancient Lion Throne of Tibet coiild possibly cal1 forth. Alinost 
without exception he would ever aftenvards be referred to by al1 Tibetans quite simply but 
most significantly to them as Kund~rn-The All-Knowing Presence or, Presence of the 
Buddha. For they reasoned that as long as the Presence was with them in their inidst the4 
as a people and nation would be secure and protected froni al1 harrn.l1 

I l  was no wonder, then, that in late 1939 al1 Tibetans found cause to rejoice greatly 
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the discovery and recognition of this Holy Child of theirs, because it signified to them that 
their patron deity Chenrezi had deigned to look down upon their land with compassion once 
again: in embodied form he had at last returned to them in the person of their new Dalai 
Lama after an absence of six long years. In short, the Presence had come back. One must 
understand that in Tibetan religious and political theory those individuals who appear as the 
human embodiments of the Dalai-hood may die but the Dalai-hood itself never disappears. 
Hence, the emergence of the Dalai Lama in essence constitutes the coming back of one 
who, having temporarily absented himself, reassumes an authority and functions already his 
own. And the culminating event in this resumption of power by a Dalai Lama (subject, of 
course, to the Regency's continuance dunng the years of minority) is what Gergan Tharchin 
and those with whom he had come to Lhasa were about to join the Tibetans themselves in 
celebrating: the occupation-one might more accurately Say, fiom the Tibetan point of view, 
the re-occupation-of the Golden Throne in the Potala by the newly recognized Dalai Lama. 
It is a ceremony which the Tibetans cal1 sitringasol-a term that, roughly translated, means 
"the [people's] request or prayer [for the successor incarnation] tc take possession or 
occupy the golden throneW-or, to give this ceremony a formal title, it is called the Prayer 
for the Power of the Golden Throne. To put it another way, explained Charles Bell, sitringasol 
is in effect "a petition to the Supreme Head to occupy again the throne which is his by nght, 
and is the syinbol of the power that he will exercise." In short, wrote Sir Basil Gould, the 
Sitringasol ceremonial "is the public acknowledgment of his people by the Dalai Lama, and 
of the Dalai Lama by his people." 

The dates for this days-long ceremony were fixed by the Tibetan government to coincide 
with the Tibetan New Year celebrations (called Losar) and the twenty-one days of the 
Great Prayer or Monlam Festival which immediately followed. These two annual festivals 
are very important in the Tibetan religious calendar. The first of these, Losar. is-afier the 
birth- and deatli-days of Biiddha-the greatest event of ebery year in Tibet, usually falling 
in mid- or late February, and always occurring during the time of the first full moon of the 
year; and thus the Tibetan year is calculated according to the lunar calendar (with the latter 
having to be adjusted every third year by the addition of one month). Now it was the dream 
of every Tibetan to be able to participate in the New Year Festival at Lhasa at least once in 
his or her litètime, for in normal years it constituted the most spectacular and exciting event 
which could ever be experienced in a Tibetan's life. 

Ever since the early fifteenth century the great Tibetan Buddhist inonastic reformer 
Tsong Khapa had begun the practice of combining the New Year Festival with an innovation 
which he introduced called the Monlam or Great Prayer. I t  was to be an annual season 
when the welfare of the entire world-Buddhist and non-Buddhist alike-was to be prayed 
for, although its original intention had been to celebrate the anniversary of a legendary 
occasion when the Lord Buddha defeated six heretical teachers by perfonning a series of 
miracles. Initially, the Great Refornier had designed the Monlarn Festival to last fifieen 
days, and to culminate on the night of the first full moon of the year. Later, however, the 
Tibetan government lengthened the period of the celebration to a full three weeks. the last 
of these being that of the moon's waning and therefore actually a kind of anticlimax to the 
entire cainival period." 
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These two annual events together always guaranteed that every year at this time the 
Tibetan Holy City's population would be trebled if not quadnipled. But with the added 
attraction of the Sitringasol festivities, one could well imagine how overcrowded the capital 
must have become during these even more unwonted and exciting days of celebration 
surrounding the Installation of the new Dalai Lama.* Now on February 9"', the first day of 
the Tibetan New Year for 1940, the members of the British delegation were privileged, from 
among al1 the foreign delegations, to attend the religious celebration of tliis year's Losar 
inauguration. it was held in the main hall of the Potala. These delegation members, including 
Tharchin, presented khatas at the still vacant throne of the Dalai Lama and to the Regent 
and Prime Minister; they then shared in the ceremonial tea and food which followed. Only 
on the iiext day were the other foreign delegations and their staffs permitted to witness the 
less religious ceremony in the same hall. 

On the auspicious fifth day of the New Year ( 1  3 February) an official reception of the 
British Mission by the young Dalai Lama was held at the Summer Palace, Norbii Lingka. 
fiom whence eight days later the Child-King would be moved in a long and colorful procession 
to tlie Potala Palace for the remaiilder of the winter season. In l ~ i s  memoirs Sir Basil 
provided a fascinating account of the eveiit at the Jewel Park Palace that included Gergan 
Tharchin as a participant: 

Tlie hall in which the Dalai Lama gants  audiences at the Norbu Lirigka is a simple room 
of moderate size, lighted from a central square shaft supported on painted pillars. The 
walls, dim behiiid the pillars. are covered with frescoes in oil paint. In the interval 
between the death of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and the arriva1 of the Fourteenth the 
throne had been vacant. but always the room Ilad been kept as in the time of the 
Thirteenth, with fresh food ready by the throne, fresh holy water in brass bowls and 
pots of such flowers as were in season. The courtyard outside was thronged with 
monks on duty and other monks who had coine to receive a blessing. Beyond the 
couqard  there had gathered a sinall crowd ofmen, women and children, villagers from 
near Lhasa, and shepherds . . . 

On entering the room of audience it was seen that the Dalai Lama, a solemn, solid 
but very wide-awake boy, red-cheeked and closely sliom, wrapped warm in the rnaroon- 
red robes of a inonk and in outer coverings, was seated high on a simple throne, cross- 
legged in the attitude of Buddha. Below and round liiin on the graded steps of tlie 
throne, looking like giants beside the child, were five Abbots who included the Lord 
Chamberlain and Kyitsang Rimpoche. One felt that the child was surrounded by loyalty 
and love. 

* In fact. one could conceivably estiinate that the Tibetan capital's popiilation miisi have beeri aupiiiented 10 
well over 100.000 during the Dalai Laina's Installatioii. For in citing the t\vo annual festivals of Idosai. and 
Moiilain, Amsterdam University historical geographer Wini van Spengen has concluded that. based on the 
estimate of Sir Charles Bell and the 18"'-century Capuchin inissionary figure of  80.000 inhabitaiils prescrit ai 
these testivals in the Tibetan capital, "the popiilation of Lhasa. whicli \vas ordinaril!. perliaps tifteen 10 

twenty thousantl. s~ielled to four or five tiiiies tliis ii~iiiiber." \!an Sl>eiigeii. "Cieographical Hislor~,: l-on6 
Distance T'rade in Tibet." T.J (Suinmer 1995):36. Therefore. 1930's extraordii~ary eveiit coiild rasil! ]lave 
drawn 120 to 150.000 people. 
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The occasion was one of the audiences which the Dalai Lama grants almosi wery 
day and which any Tibetan may attend freely-high inonks and low; inen, women and 
children; villagers and shepherds .. . 

On the steps below the throne. to right and left. were pots of sprouting barlcy and 
of the pink primula . . . 1 soon realized the truth of the report that the child appears to 
recognize the associates of his predecessor. [As one such associate Ciould had himself 
acconipanied tlie late Thirteenth in 19 12 on several stages ofhis retum journey towards 
Lhasa from his Indian exile; and Tharchin, too. had had close association with the laie 
Dalai Lama i i i  1927 al Lhasa; and there were others ofthis category among the British 
delegation as well.] 1 notiçed the steadiness of his gaze, the beauiy of his hands. and 
the devotion and love of the Abbots who attend him. All seeined to bc. awarc that they 
wcre in the presence o î à  Preseiice. 

First came some of those few who might expect the tuo-handed hlessing; thcn 
monks who, down tu the most junior, are entitled to the blessing by one hand; and 
then the laity, \lillagers aiid shepherds, each with his small oflering of ai least a shred 
of white scarf and a few coins, some to receive the blcssing by two hands or hy one. 
but tnost to have their foreheads touched by one of the Abbots in attendatice with a 
tassel of bright silk ribbons which had been blessed by the Dalai Lama. 

Afler a time the coluinn of those seeking a blessing was held back and the members 
and staff and servants of the British Mission lnot al1 of them Buddhists] approached 
the throne in tilm. 1 presented a white silk scarf, a scarf whiçh had been blessed by the 
Dalai Lama was placed round my neck, and Iwo sinall. cool, firm hands wcre laid 
steadily on my head. The other members of the party followed in turn. 

Twice tea, and once rice, was served, as a form of mutual Iiospitality w-hich was also 
a sacrainent. At the first sening of tea the Abhot responsible for the Dalai Lama's food 
advanced, produced his box-wood tea-bowl from the folds of his dress and tasted the 
tea to make sure that it was not poisoned. Thrn the Dalai Lama was served and then al1 
present. On tlie second occasion Rai Bahadur Norbu-on behalf ofthe British Mission. 
wlio uere permitted to provide the second tea and the food of tlie day-ad\:aiiced and 
perfomied the same du@. Meanwhile we had produced our git'ts-a gold clock w.ith a 
nightingale that pops out and sings, a pedal motor car, and a tricycle. 

And so the audience ended. The Dalai Laina \vas lified clown from his throne by the 
Lord Chamberlain and left the hall of audience holding the hands of tu.0 Abbots \vho 
towered on either side of him, but looking back at the toys which had pripped his 
attention. Withiii a minute his eight-year-old brother was on the spot to find out hon 
everythiilg worked, additionally keen and anxious because, he said. if he did not ai  
once find out al1 about e\.erything, the Dalai Lama would certainly beat hiin. I t  appears 
ihat His Holiness bas a strong will and is already learning to esercise the priirileges of 
liis positioii. The little Dalai Lama was soon back and going round the smooth floor of 
the audience chamber in the pedal car. The visit ended with congratulations to Kyitsang 
Rimpoche on his great discovery.'; 

Anotlier eyewitness to sonie of the long ceremonies during these weeks of enthronement 
celebratioiis has confiiiiied not onlg the mature and dignitied behavior of "tlie little Dalai 
Lama" but also the latter's predilection towards those present who had bren associates of 
the late Thirteenth. This eyewitness account was given Heinrich Harrer at Lhasa in 1950 
by tlie then Tibetan Aimy Commander Dzasa Kunsangtse, identified earlier as having been 
an important member of the search party that had disco1,ered the new Dalai Lama. At the 
conclusion of his account to Harrer. the latter had recorded the follo\ving comment by the 
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General (paraphrased): "Everyone was astonished at the unbelievable dignity of the child 
and the gravity with which he followed ceremonies which lasted for hours. With his 
predecessor's servants, who had charge of him, he was as trusting and affectionate as if he 
had always hiown them." 

Eiglit days later, on the 2 1 '' of Februarv, the Tibetan fion1 Kalimpong had the privilege of 
witnessing what the London Tinies termed "an event which happens only about once in a 
lifetime": it was what Sir Basil Gould has described as "a mile-long riot of color" that was 
assembled in procession to escort the newly-recognized child Dalai Lama from Norbu 
Lingka to the magnificent Palace of the Tibetan Priest-Kings. It would be inside this latter 
edifice that on the following day the boy Lhaino Dhondmb woiild be enthroned upon the 
Golden Lion Throne as the fourteenth in the historic line of ruling Dalai Lamas. This particular 
transfer procession from Summer to Winter Palace took on much greater significance than 
otherwise siinply because it is the Monastery Palace of the Potala and nowhere else in the 
rsalm. explained Sir Basil, that constitutes "the definite seat of authority in Tibet, and therefore 
it is not until he has entered the Potala that the Dalai Lama receives the Great Seal" with 
which he himself can the11 validate the decisions of the Lhasa authorities. Hence the state 
significance of tlie eveiit, which was now about to unfold before the entire populace of 
Lhasa and its thousands upon thousands of visitors, including Gergan Tharchin. 

By dawn of the 21'' nearly every person in and around the capital had lined the 
three-mile-long route to behold the rare spectacle. Passing through dense crowds of onlookers 
most of whoin were dressed in colorful finery for the occasion, the procession made its way 
from the main gates of the Jewel Park Palace along an avenue of stately poplar trees, 
across the Sacred Walk known as the Lingkhor, o ter  the summit of the Medical College hiIl, 
and on to the Western Gate that was decked out with strings of tinkling bells. Here were 
gathered numerous ladies of Lhasa's main aristocratie families gaily dressed with headpieces 
that were set with seed pearls, coral and turquoise and over which were looped black coils 
of their lengthy straight hair; charm boxes covered with gemstones; colorful silk robes, with 
equally colorfùl shirtsleeves turned back over the wrist; the right shoulders bedecked with a 
cascade of precious Stones; and, with respect to the married among them, aprons (called 
17origi.cl~ns) in stripe designs of green, red, purple and gold or to whatever other colors a 
particular weaver inight have taken a fancy. 

Froiil inside the Gate the line of route swept around the base of the Winter Palace, 
skirted the walls and lake belonging to the Snake Temple, then made its way along the 
northern face of the Palace, fiom whence it reached its conclusion up the altemating stePS 
and ascending stone pavements of the southern approach to the monuinental multi-storied 
Abode of the Priest-Kings of Tibet. Al1 along the route could be seen countless clerics of 
every age, from small children upward, clad in their maroon robes that were often tattered. 
These religious had al1 been disgorged from the hundred-odd monasteries that were 
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scattered about the Lhasan plain; and once free of their monastir precincts, the monks came 
forth and mingled witli the crowds that had been waiting since dawn for this grand event to 
begin. The crowds included troupes of dancers, bearers of banners, and purveyors o f  
incense sticks, which from their smoldering tips wafted funies of incense upward in a faint 
cloud that hung above the entire length of the procession route. There were also mummers 
alongside the path to be taken by His Holiness, as well as bands and drurnmers, besides 
neat-looking shepherds dressed in their finest sheepskins and accompanied by their wives 
whose hair was punctuated with innumerable closely-braided ringlets. There were also 
beggars and farmers, and countless thousands of everyday citizens and pilgrims &ho 
occupied themselves continually wiîh turning prayer wheels that were of e v e q  kind and sizc 
imaginable. 

Tliese colorfûl throngs, however, paled in comparison to the spectacular display of ponip 
and glury they had al1 gathered on the streets to witness and to enjoy. First 10 corne into vieu 
of the ofticial procession of the Dalai Lama and his retinue were hundreds of servants. 
Dressed in green tunics. blue breeches and broad maroon-colored tasseled hats. they carried 
the young ruler's food, kitchenware, garments and bedclothes. Next came the grooms who 
would continue as always to be ready at their masters' bidding but now at the Potala; then 
came attendants who carried taIl banners supposedly able to keep the evil spirits away; 
certain inembers of the Chinese delegation could next be seen, followed b j  a number of 
high Lamas, the State Oracle, the Chief Secretaries of His Holiness, and led ponies of the 
new Tibetan Sovereign, brightly caparisoned in the finest of silk trappings. 

Biit there was much, iniich more to come: the Potala Monastery's head Lanias uhose 
garnients were claret robes fringed with embroidery of gold and silver; junior laq officiais of 
the Government dressed in their long multi-colored mantles called geluclies, along with 
black shirts, and unusual white hats shaped like boats that rested side~va) s upon their heads 
and were tied down under their ears; and senior laq officers of State who moved Ionvard in 
ascending order of rank-Thaijis. Dzasas, Shapes-and al1 stimy costumed in heav? 
brocades. 

But. then, through the clouds of incense which drified across the route and b e t ~  een the 
lines of standard-bearers Tharchin and those with him began to glimpse two long double 
lines of inen clad in uniforms of green satin and n hite-plumed red hats; these were holding 
dram~ ropes n-hich would be needed to negotiate the long clinib up the Potala. Tharchin also 
saw two d o ~ e n  men dressed al1 in red with yellow hats who advanced with short, shuffling 
steps; these were bearing the yokes %hich supported the four poles attached to the ~ e a i  
golden palanquin of the Dalai Lama. On a pony directly in front of the palanquin rode the 
Prime Minister, who wore a Mongolian-style costume and a silk tasseled hat uith gold 
bands. Invisible behiiid the golden curtains and bnght batches ofpaper flowers ofthe palanquin 
sat the little Dalai Lama who must have been beside himself with unfulfilled eagerness to 
witness the eno~inous crowds of well-mishers who were overjoyed even to behold merelj 
the curtained-off palanquin of tlieir Kundun. Over the palanquin and slightly to the rear 
hovered one of two great ceremonial umbrellas, this one made of green peacock feathers 
that was the privilege only of Tibet's Dalai Lamas. 
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Beliind the palanquin of the Presence came the Regent under the other, but gold, 
ceremonial umbrella. He was dressed in golden silk robes and a conical yellow hat trimmed 
with black fox fur, aiid whose horse, led by two grooms, was draped in brocade and wore a 
gold knob between its ears. The Regent was immediately followed by the Dalai Lama's 
parents (both now about 40 years old) and his two brothers, whosc: presence excited the 
curiosity and interest of the crowds. The father, incidentally, wore the clothes of a Gung or 
Duke, a title lie had received froin the Tibetan authorities only recently. Wearing peaked 
liats and wrapped in coats of gold brocade which they wore over their claret-colored robes, 
Abbots and lncarnate Lamas froin monasteries around the country were near the rear of 
tlie procession. Some of these were inere boys as yourig as the Kundun himself. and had to 
be tied fimil) to their saddles to avoid falling off their mounts! At the very end came additional 
civil officers, inore monk oficials, aiid finally the Potala Monastery's giant monk doorkeeper, 
whose presence and stentorian voice wcre surprisingly sufficient to keep back the dense 
cromds of awestruch villagers, pilgrinis, noniads and clerics. 

Tharchin had unquestionably witnessed an eyeful of spectacle, pageantry and pomp that 
had not been seen in the sacred city of the Tibetans in over sixty years, and a display not 
likely to be repeated for a long, long time to corne." Once inside the Palace, the child who 
would be King of the Tibetans was whisked immediately to his private quarters to rest, since 
the beginiiing of the long and demanding enthronement ceremonies of the next few days to 
a week was less than twenty-four hours away. 

Néither Gergan Tliarchin nos any other part of the British delegation nor, for that inatter, 
any other foreign delegations would have the privilege of attending the first day's cereinonial. 
In his autobiographical volume The Jcrvel i r ~  t11e Lottls ( 1  957), Sir Basil explained in retrospect 
that "this first day, Febsuary 22nd, Mias the occasion on which the Tibetan government, bath 
Cliurcli and State. would dominate the proceedings in its official capacity. Other days, when 
also al1 principal officiais of Church and State would be present, were allotted for special 
participation for and presentation of gifts by the Regent, the Chinese delegation and others." 
Indeed, with only slight variations. this same ceremony, wrote Sir Basil, would be performed 
eight times in all! ln working out the arrangements for these "other days," tlie Tibetan 
government liad proposed that the British "attend with their gifts" on the second day, the 
23'". yet made it clear that Sir Basil and his party "were welcorne to be present on the first 
day"-tliat is to Say, the psiinary ceremony on the 22""-but tliat it could not be the occasion 
for gift-giving os special receptioii of the delegation. "lt was tlierefore decided," Gould 
reported. "that we should attend on the second day only, in Company with our good friends 
the representatives of Trasliilhunpo (the seat of the Panchen Laina) aiid of Sikkim." 

As a consequence of these arrangements no foreign delegation would be present at the 
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Potala on the 22"*:* nevertheless, Lowell Thomas. Jr, who with his father had been invited 
to Lhasa nine years later by the Tibetan govemment, had apparently gained sufiïcient 
knowledge from his travels in Tibet and his research afterwards to have been able to gather 
together many intimate details of the drama which had unfolded on that most momentous 
day in the life of the boy Dalai Lama. In one of his several volumes on Tibet, Thomas, Jr 
delineated for his readers some of the highlights of the lengthy affair that had taken place 
inside the thousand-room Potala Palace: 

On the great day the young Dalai Lama was awakened in the cold dawn. He began an 
elaborate ritual that had been prescribed in complete detail by the Fifth Incarnation 
three centuries earlier. First he \vas taken to a special room for his prayers. n ien  he was 
taken to aiiother rootn to be dressed in the fabulously rich robes wom by Dalai Lamas 
on state occasions. 

At the appointed hour he lefi his apartments and joined his personal party of two 
hundred lamas and high officials who would accompany him to the vas1 throne room, 
a niassive place, very hroad and very high, and designed to hold as many people as 
possible. This room was a fifteen-minute walk from his apartments. Every foot of the 
way was runnered with white silk on which religious symbols were painted in hright 
colors. Only His Holiness could toucli this silk; his personal party walked behind him 
and along the sides of tlie corridors. 

Preceding him and his lollowers \vas the "heralding party." This group included 
about a hundred lamas and laymen who were given their duty as an honor. They were 
dressed in ancient robes of great richness. The robes were so well prcsen:ed as to 
appear fresh and nefi. In addition the robes were decorated \+.ith jewels taken lrom tlie 
couri treasuries. Each outfit was said to be worth the equivalent of about twenty-five 
thousand dollars; e\.erq item was carefully registcred with the Govemment and on 
these rare state occasions was issued only against a receipt. After the ceremony each 
item was checked back into the treasury. 

* As i s  made clear by Marq Craig's research into the matter, this stalement i s  not altogether accurate. she 
having leariied tioni her reading ofthe relevant British documents that the head ofthe Chinese delegation, Wu 
Chuiig Hsiii. Iiad changed his inind about attendirig the Installation ceremony on just the one date u hich by 
api-cenieiit betueen that delegation and the Tibetan governinent had beeii allotted the Chinese to bc prcsent. 
w,hicli was the 26"'. In conseqiieiice ofthis deyelopment. Sir Bssil found hiniselfha\.ing to esplairi the situation 
with soiiie cinbarrassment to liis superiors in the Esternal Affairs Depairment at Dellii who Iiad heard about 
this potentiall~ troubling devclopment from other sources. In t \ i ~ ~  trlegrams Gould sent from Lhüsa-both on 
14 March 1940--hc \vote: "The question 1 had to consider \r1as whether we should be present on 77 Feb." M'u. 
lie then noted. "\\as original1'- allotted the 26Ih for the presentation o f  his gifts but (apparently ai the last 
iiioment) decided to attend on 71 Feb. also. Possibly this ma!. have been done \\ith a vie!\ to affording some 
soit of'foundatioii ol'triith Tor his falsc account o f  the proceedings." Gould \\en[ on to insist that the Chinese 
had done notliing at the 77""ebriiary cerenion?  h hi ch had not also been done b'; him and the other foreigners 
\vho werc preserit \v i t I l  Iiiin on the 23'*'; \\ hicli \vas to sa'; tliat U'LI liad sirnpl? presenled a kl t i i tc~ 10 the n w  
Pricst-So\,ereigii oTTilwt. Ne\-ertheless, added Gould, "it did iiot .. . perhaps suit tlie Chinese ... to admit IO 

this, and on this as on other occasions the' have puhlished a deliberatel!. t'alse account of \\-Ilal took place." 
Quotcd in Craig. Kuridirri, 77. 

II \ras tlierefore not triie that the British had been slighted. Indeed, Gould nould eventuall'. issiie a printed 
pamphlet dealinp with the Installation as a wa'., he wrote, "to counter fslse Chinese propüganda b! gi\i i ig an 
aiithentic accoiint of\vhat actually happened." See his article. "The Disco\ery ofthe Fourteentli Dalai Lama," 
in Gt~o~~ciphictrt .2fapci,-inr (Oct. 1946):216-58, where this pamphlet \vas sumrnarized. See further on this 
incident and its aftei-math a fe\v pages lience in the 'Test to follow. 
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The heralding party chanted prayers aiid played music on traditional instruments. 
They announced the arriva1 of the holy child to the throng of five thousand especially 
chosen guests in the throne room. When the child entered the great hall, everyone 
rose and stood in iitter silence with downcast eyes. Thc boy walked aloiie across the 
hall to tlie throne and was lifted to its great height. For a moment the assembly reniained 
silent in prayer. 

Now the highest laina calne forward and addressed hiinselfto the child in a traditional 
chant kiio\vii as the "Prayer for the Power ofthe Golden Throne." The orchestra began 
to play again, this tiine a soft background of religious music. In effect the lama prayed 
to tlie Incarnation to take the throiie and he professed his acceptance of the Dalai 
Laiiia's return. The ten-minute chant ended with traditional words of praise and 
devotion. Afterwards everyone in the great hall joined to repeat words of entreaty, 
acceptance, and praise. 

At this point came the climax of the cereniony. The highest Kushag meinber 
approached the throne. He first presented the child a klraru, the traditional scarf. Then 
he offered a curious golden urn. lnside was a scroll inscribed with holy words, the 
chop [seal] of the Kashag, and the date of the enthronement. The um was sealed and 
would never be opened. It syinbolized the acceptance of the Dalai Lama by the Kashag 
and thiis by the Tibetan nation. The moment the child took the iim he becaine officially 
the Fourteeiith Dalai Lama and the spiritual-temporal ruler of his people. 

Finally came tlie hoiirs-long parade of guests before the throne.. .. At least 5000 
were present, most ot'them Tibetans . . . Each Tibetan, as he came in front of his young 
SOL ereign, made his VO\Y of homage, offering personal allegiaiice as well as religious 
\eneration. Eacli brought a scarf and gifts. Eacli received a blessing; aii important 
personage was touched on the head by the boy's hand, while a lesser person was 
iiierely ~ h i s k e d  with the tasseled end of the scepter. An attendant held the a m  of the 
boy and lielped hini admiiiister the blessings. The child, however, showed remarkable 
etiduraiice. Fle reinained calin and self-possessed, and apparently he took a deep and 
serioiis pleasure in the long ceremony. 

Eveii tliis relati\.ely lengthy account could not do full justice to al1 the ritual, color and 
cerciiiony which had occurred at the Potala on this auspicious occasion. However, the 
Tir?~c.s special correspondent (Gould?) already referred to was able to fiIl in inore of the 
details of what Iiappened that day both inside and outside the great Moiiastery Palace of 
Tibet's Priest-Sotereigns. In two articles, one datelined "Lhasa February 22" and the other, 
"Lhasa February 33," lie was able to cable to the outside world the iinpressions he had 
receivcd ii-om someone who had been an eyewitness to the state affair inside the massive 
Thsotie Rooin of the Potala itself and from his own eyewitness experience of events on the 
streets of Lhasa outside. Here in part is what the Times correspondent reported of these 
dramatic cpisodes: 

Ainid scelles of spleiidor and pageaiitry tlie boy Dalai Lama, who was recently fouiid 
in an obscure village in China, \vas today installed as the chief civil and religious 
dignitary of the Tibetan hierarchy. The genuineness of Iiis incarnation has not been 
fully established, and it received its linal sanction in today's ceremony. The installation 
took place at the Potala . . . Throngs of Tibetaiis, on foot or mounted, had trekked into 
the capital frcirn the niost reinote places in Tibet to be present at the ceremony. 

Early this inorning Lhasa awoke to tlie deep boom of temple triinipets, and iinder 
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the Saint light of a c loudd moon almost ai the full and with attendants carrying lamps, 
al1 the monks and lay oficials set out up the steep slopes of the Potala looming in its 
glory abo1.t: the city. An hour before d a ~ n ,  at the time fixed by astrologers. the 
fourteenth incarnation of the Dalai Lama entered the lamplit main assembly hall of the 
Potala to the sound of tnirnpets. The five-year-old boy proceeded hand in hand with 
the Chief Abbot and the Kalong Lama (the ecclesiastical Cabinet Minister) along a 
white carpet marked with the eight lucky signs [of Tibctan Buddhism], and with their 
help climbed the golden throne of the Dalai Lamas. The ceremony. which will last 
several days, marked the culminating stage of the assumption of Dalai Lamahood 
already incarnate in the child and disclosed in the mutual recognition of his people. 

The Dalai Lama wore a golden robe and a yellow hat. and briskly and confidently 
climbed the lower steps of the throne. He was then lifted to his place by the Lord 
Chaniberlain and carefully wrapped in red and golden roht.5. 

The Dalai Lama and the chief ecclesiastical oficers, including the Lord Chamberlain 
and the Kyitsang Rimpoche, who discovered hiin, and the Abbot responsible tor his 
apartnieiit and food. stood on the steps round the throne. Al1 prostrated tliernselves. 
The Regttnt and the Prime Minister the11 occupied the raised seats on the right. First 
the monks of the Potala, then the Regent offered a prayer in low tones. Then the 
Regent prostrated hirnself three times, advanced up the steps of the throne and offered 
a scarf, and he and the Dalai Lama saluted one another by touching forehead to 
forehead. 

In the intenrals of a shrill debate between two doctors of divinity and of stifr- 
jointed dancing by boys, armed with jade battle-axes, the Dalai Lama conferred blessing 
witli botli hands oii the Cabinet Ministers, Iiis parents, brotlicr. and brother's wife, and 
with oiie hand on other officiais and inonks. Huiidreds ofothers, ad\.ancing with body 
touching body in a dense. swaying line, received blessings with the tassel. From time 
to tinie tea, rice, and ineat were served to the Dalai Laina. after the usual precautions 
against poison, and to the others present. Later great piles of sweetmeats, bread. 
entire dried carcasses oîyaks, bulls and sheep. complete with horns, were set out on 
[soii-ie fifîy] low tables in the center of the hall. The servants of the Potala and other 
poor persons desiring a share of the Dalai Lama's food made a wild m h  for the tables. 
and in spite of the whips of the attendants each secured what lie could. After further 
debale and dances the Dalai Lama sent silk s c m e s  to the principal persons present. 
He \sas then lified from his throne and withdrew. 

The scene was one of niagnificence and solemnity. To the right of the throne, 
seveii-hot-high, stood the Dalai Lama's golden food table, inset with great rubies, 
pearls and turquoises. To the left of the throne, on raised cushions. sat the Dalai 
Laina's father in a robe of gold brocade. einbroidered with sreen. and with a skirt of 
rainhow-striped silk. His niother was in a stiff brocade and purple robe, with a rainbow- 
striped skirt. His lay brother. about hveive years old, and his attractive wife, of about 
the same age, were also present. The Abbots and monks wore dark maroon robes, o1.u 
which the Abbots wore \:oluminous cloaks of stiff gold and silver brocade. The 
installation took five Iiours and more, during which the child Dalai Lama shon.ed 
composure. confidence and attention. 
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It would now be the turn the following day for Tharchin and his British, lndian and 
Tibetaii confreres from the distant Subcontinent t o  be treated to  a similar rendering of these 
same draniatic episodes. Biit to  these august proceedings would be added two further 
facets to  the drama: the presentation of gifts, and the special attention which would be paid 
the nieinbers of the British, Sikkimese and Trashilhunpo delegations. They also, like the 
inany thoiisaiids of the Dalai Lama's invited subjects on the previous day, would file past the 
Lion Throne to  pay their personal respects, and receive the personal blessings o f  the younp 
Tibetan ruler hiniself. Sir Basil Gould years afterwards would set down his reminiscences 
of these events o f  long ago when h e  and  his party of about fifty, including Gergan Tharchin. 
liad set out to have their own rendezvous with the newly-installed and enthroned Young 
"god-king" of Tibet: 

The next day, Fcbruary 231d, was a day of general rejoicing, being the 1 5Ih ofthe Tibetan 
tirs1 inonth and full iiioon. It was a happy thought, fraught it may tje hoped with good 
augury for the future. that tlie representatives botli of Trashilhunpo and of the Maharaja 
of Sikkiin . . . should be associated with the British Mission in offerings to the nebv 
occupant of tlie Golden Throne. 

Snow Iiad fallen during the night and the hills which surround the Lhasa valley 
were silver-bright when at eight o'clock in the morning we set out, some fifty persons 
in al1 in unifomis of many kinds. to ride on our stocky Tibetan ponies, shaggy in their 
winter coats, to the Potala.. .. A crowd of pilgrims acquiring merit by performing the 
tive-mile circuit of the Holy Walk made way for us to pass .... We cliinbed the steep 
ascent to the Potala which loomed above the city in its glory.. .. 

The main audience hall of the Potala [called si-shi-phtintsok. "Hall of All Good 
Dceds of the Spiritual and Temporal Worlds," and located in the principal stateroom in 
the east \jing of the Palace on the topmost story] is a great square room, wliolly 
enclosed. lighted from a central well supporîed on painted wooden pillars round whicli, 
in frequent repetition, are hung the eight lucky signs. What appears to be tlie north 
u~all, biit is really a screen advanced several feet from the actual wall, is covered with 
hangings of silk appliqiié work which depict various religious scenes. Against this 
sci-eeii is set the seveii-foot-liigh throne of the Dalai Lanias [the scflgt1.i or Lion Thrcinc.. 
a "vast, jewel-encrusted and beautifully caned striicture" which had been coiistructed 
according 10 instructions of the Tibetan scriptures; tashioiied of gilded wood. il was 
square and supported by a pair of carved wooden lions at each of its corners; and 011 
the throne were five square cushions, each covered with a dil'fercnt-colored brocadel. 
The other tlirce nfalls, u-hicli lie back much farther behind thc pillars oftlie central well 
tlian the ilorth screen, are covered with oil paiiitinçs. bai-ely visible c\xn by dny.. .. 

To tlie right of thc Dalai Lama's se\feii-foot-thi-one stood a golden tablc. inlaid with 
great rubies and hundrcds of turquoises and pearls. In a long anterooni n.ere beiiig set 
out the gif s \+/hicIl Lvere to be offered that day. Ours included a brick of gold fresh from 
the Calciitta Mint, tcn sacks of silver, ihree rifles, sis rolls of broadcloth of ditferen1 
colors. 3 gold watch and chaiii, field glasses (through which the Dalai Laina would 
latcr cn,joy \\,atching his subjects in the city below as they would go about their tasks). 
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an English saddle. a picnic case, three stoves, a musical b x  and a garden hammock.. .. 
1 feli that, solemn and magnificent as the ceremonial might be, the ahnosphere was 

iniiniate. Seated on raised cushions to the lefi front of the throne, we found owselves 
next to the tàrnily of the Dalai Lama.. .. 

The special Lhasa correspondent (Gould?) for the Times picks up the details of the event 
from this point foward: 

For the ceremony the British Mission were given seats on square silk cushions to the 
left in front of the throne, facing the Regent's seat. The Dalai Lama's parents and 
family werc seated beside the throne, a few feet to the right of the Mission. The Dalai 
Lama entered the reception hall, and afier receiving the salutations of the attendant 
moiiks, ascended the throne before which the Regent prostraied himself. The aged 
Chief Abbot of Trashilhunpo, the present head of the Trashilhunpo Govemment. 
offered prayers, prostrated himself, and advançed to the throne. He presented an 
image of the Lord Buddha, a holy book, and other religious emblems which had been 
received, wliile hundreds of the Trashilhunpo servants humed past the throne bearing 
gifts, including a six-foot elephant tusk, a rhinoceros hom set in silver, bags of gold 
dust, silcer ingots shaped like slippers, and rolls of silk. 

Arter an inten~al the British Mission advanced in single file. Mr. Gould saluted the 
Dalai Lama. ascended the steps of the throne, and presented him with a silk scarfand 
cereniciiiial gifts handed to him by the attendant Abbot, including a bar of gold and 
bags of siI\.ei.. The Lord Chamberlain then placed a long silk scarf round MT. Gould's 
neck, and the Dalai Lama conferred his blessings. Mr. Gould then presented a scarf to 
the Regent and bowed to the Prime Minister. The whole staff of the Mission were next 
presented, and then the Mission's other personnel and its servants followed. Other 
delegations from neighboring territories were presented while the ceremonies. which 
included the blessing of monks and officials, a religious debate by Tibetan leaders, 
dancing, an ancient ritual of display, and a scramble for food. continued. During the 
proceedings the Dalai Lama once more impresaed al1 by his imperturbable demeanor, 
his attentiveness, and his coinposure. During the less solemn parts of the ceremony 
his monk brother stole up to the throne to be near his now farnous kinsman. 

The Chinese delegation. as intimated earlier, had a day separate from the British on 
whicli to pay their respects and present their official gifis to the young new ruler of Tibet. 
Ever since Chao Ehr-feng and his army had been expelled fiom the Roof of the World, no 
other Cliinese ofilcial had up to this point been permitted to enter Tibet except in the instance 
in 1934 when special representatives had been allowed to come to Lhasa on a supposedly 
short visit ostensibly to offer "religious tribute" and "the condolences" of the Han governinent 
on the death of the Great Thirteenth (see Volumes II  and III, Chapters 20 and 24, respectively, 
of the present riarrative). These representatives from Peking, who were referred to oficially 
by the Chinese as a "Mission of Condolence," had nonetheless stayed on at the Tibetan 
capital despite the Lhasan govemment's known desire repeatedly made that they should 
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r e m  home. And thus now, with the oncoming Installation of the Great Thirteenth's successor, 
the Chinese-having apparently been permitted by Lhasa to send another delegation in 
honor of this new and joyful ceremony-had simultaneously commenced a public relations 
campaign both inside and outside Tibet to bolster their claim that this entire series of events 
surrounding the Installation had been undertaken by them as a means of demonstrating their 
continued respect for the Tibetan people and their customs. 

This new delegation, consisting of nine members from the staff of the Mongolian and 
Tibetan Affairs Commission, arrived "as carefully planned" at the Tibetan capital on 25 
November 1939. Indeed, these nine were shortly afterwards joined by the Commission's 
Director of Tibetan Affairs himself, Wu Chung Hsin. Although their gifts, presented by Wu 
and his fellow delegates at the ceremony in the Potala, were lavish, nothing could have been 
further from the tmth with regard to this and other subsequent propaganda claims made by 
the Chinese. Not only the Nationalists but also the Coinmunists, reports Tibetan historian 
Tsering Shakya, would claim that China's Representative Wu had in fact "presided" over 
the ceremony and "that his involvement was essential to the recognition of the new Dalai 
Lama." Yet, adds the historian, "there is no evidence to suggest that Wu . . . 'presided' over 
the installation of the Dalai Lama."'4n 

Indeed, having talked in 1949 and subsequently to several Tibetans who had been at  the 
days-long ceremony, Lowe11 Thomas, Jr could report that "not one of them has said that the 
Chinese representative played a role or received attention in any way different from the 
other foreign representatives." Added the American traveler and author, "The British envoy's 
position in the ceremony was at least equal to that of the Chinese representative." And 
Gould hiinself reported to his Government in March of 1940 in the following vein: "As to Mr. 
Wu Chung Hsin's alleged participation in the Installation ceremony of the 22nd February, it is 
clear that the Chinese put out an advance account of events which were not likely to take 
place and did not take place. This represents one form of tendentious statement."* 

* Hugh Richardson has provided the background to this little episode. In his oficial sumrnary ofAnglo-Tibetan 
relations over many years, Tihetai7 Precis. published in 1945, the British diplomat repoi-ted the following with 
regard to the Installation and the Chinese representa:ive's participation in the event (pp. 66-7): 

The Chinesc press made iendentioiis clainis about the pari played by Mr. Wu. 11 was allegcd that he had 
escorted the Dalai I.arna to Iiis throne and had annoiinced his installation; tliat the Dalai L.ania liad re1urnr.d 
ihanks aiid Iiad prostrated hiinself in the direction of  the Imperia1 Abode. l'liis report ~vhicli  had hec.11 
prepared and issued before the event may have represented what the Chinese intended to take place, but in 
faci Mr. Wu was allowed only a passive part in the ceremony aiid did no inore tlian present a scarf. l'hcrc 
was also a Chinese press report that the Dalai Lama had becn "permitted io succeed," b! a Chinese, 
tiovcrnrnenl Mandate of 5Ih Februaiy 1940. I t  was also claiined that the Regent had acccptcd a Ic.tter ( i t  
appoiiitineiit from the Chinese government. Thesc announceinents are evidcnce 01' the Chinese addictjon 
to make-believe, and their tendency to treat events that have happened despite of  them [s ic ]  as h a v w  
happened through their agency. The effectiveness of  such an attitude in Tibetan affairs is that the cliinesc 
have ihe ear of the world, throiigh ihe press, and their falselioods go uiidenicd. Tliey can later rel'er to press 
records of past events and convince theniselves, and perhaps others, of a ~ l io l l !  tàllaçioiis b i t \ (  of histon'. 

Mr. Wu's behavior reflected the traditional Chinese att i tude towards .l ibet. l i e  looked up«ii ihc 
Tibetans as an inferior race. aiid Tibet as an integral part of  Chiiia. He harped oii tlie cspensc \\.liicli Clliii! 
had incurred on Tibet in tlie past. He offended '1-ihetan susceptibilities hy lack of respect for the 1)alal 
Idanla which he showed among other ways b!. denianding an ininiediatc iiiicrvie\\ oii his ;irriv;il :it I hasa. 

. . .  Wu does not appear to have made an) scrious efforts io cntcr inio an\ sort ot' iicgotiaiioii'r \\ith 
the Tibetan government and he confined himself to general expressions o f  beiicvolençe. and o f  the 
readiness of' the Cliinese government to help in the developrncnt of Tibci, aiid an offer io rcpaq ihc silin 
of 400,000 dollars which the Tibetan governinent had liad to pay to the Governor of C'liingliai. Il nppears 
that the Tibetan government politely refused Iiis overtiires but Iiad no objection to accepting tlie iiione! 
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"A main impression produced," wrote Sir Basil, recalling these rare audiences with the 
boy Dalai Lama in 1940, "was the extraordinary interest of the child in the prcxeedings, his 
presence, and his infallible skill in doing the right thing to the right person and at the right 
time. He was perhaps the only person amongst many hundreds who never fidyeted and 
whose attention never wavered. It was evident that the Sitringasol was indeed the return, in 
response to prayer, of the Dalai Lama to a throne which by inherent authority was already 
his." The newly-installed boy-ruler was not even perturbed by the operation of a motion- 
picture camera that off-and-on was handled by the British delegation's unofficial 
photographer, and painter, Kanwal Krishna. Looking later at the movie footage of these 
moments, one viewer of the tilm was given to remark: "There, on a throne, we see the Dalai 
Lama, only five years old, peeping [calmly] at the camera."" 

Decades after the event, when having his own "memoirs" prepared, Gergan Tharchin 
could still vividly remernber what it was like to have been present at this rare, incredibly 
elevated and dramatic state function in the Tibetan capital: 

At the time of his Installation His Holiness was less than five years of age. On the day 
of the Installation 1 was in the Potala Palace, and present at the ceremony. For ihis 
occasion people traveled from al1 parts and directions of Tibet to mitness the 
proceedings of the day. It was a grand ceremony. Many oficial representatives had 
come there on behalfof religious, social, and political organizations and governments. 
1 admired this huge throng of people happy and jubilant over the occasion. 

From 8 o'clock in the morning till3 o'clock in the afiernoon His Holiness was Sitting 
on the throne. He was not at al1 excited, though many exciting things were taking place 
al1 around him. The large room was beautihlly painted and decorated with expensive 
materials. Thousands upon thousands of his people were moving in and out paying 
their heartfelt respects to their political mler and spiritual head.Ih 1 too went fonvard 
paying my respects to His Holiness. The Fourteenth Dalai Lama noted my presence in 
a very special way, and inany years later he recollected havinp seen me on the occasion 
of his Installation in Lhasa." 

Tharchin continued his recollections and impressions. "Sir Basil Gould, then the Political 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

as a "pious ot'feriiig" froin the Chinese government. 
. . .  The sinele point of importance gained bu H'u's mission was the establishment ai I-hasa of a Chinese 

officiai o f  higher standing ihan the sioppap [predecessor] ... This \ras Dr. Kung. \\ho \\.as one of bu's  
pari\-. and reiiiaiiicd at Lhasa when W u  left. 

Inlerestingly, the noted American historian on Tibet, Warren Smith. is only in partial agreement ~ i t h  what 
can be found in Richardson's critique. For lie accepts to a considerable degree the Chinese version o f  events 
surrounding some of  these Chinese claims reported b'; this British official, as well as other claims not mentioned 
by Richardson-in particular. those relating to the assumed actions o f  the pro-Chinese Regent, Reting. These 
claims accepted bj. Sinith include Retiiig's acquiescence in a number of  signiticant diplomatic maneuvers 
perpetrated by Wu oii behalf of  the Peking government. Smith, however, cites as his only source the Chinese 
historiaii, Tieh-tseng Li (T'ieh-cheng Li) and the latter's book, Tibct: and Iésrerdaj. ( 1  960). a revised 
edition of  his 1954 \tolume, Thc Hisrorical Staiir.7 o f  Tibet. both published in New York. See Smith Jr. 7ihetan 
Narion ( 1  996). 240-4 1. for the details. 
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Oficer, spoke very highly and appreciatively to us al1 about the calmness and quietness wiih 

which His Holiness conducted himself throughout the busy schedule of the Installation rites. 
This was an excellent performance for a child so young. Gifts and presents came from 
hundreds of people both private and official." "The offering of presents to His Hoiiness 
reminded me," added this follower of Jesus Christ, "of the Wise Men of the East who 
brought gold, frankincense and myrrh to the Christ Child."'x No matter how grand and 
glorious the enthronement ceremony or how dzep and pervasive the reverence and worship 
of their new Lanîa-King by his fellow Tibetans, Tharchin's reverence of Christ was 
unaffected by it all; to the end of his life he remained unswerving in his worship of onl! 
"[Jesus] the Lamb [of God],. . . for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings."" 

Tharchin went on in his reminiscence to describe somethiiig further of the religious 
fervor which accompanied the participation of so many of his ethnic countrymen during the 
Sitringasol ceremony. He noted how "thousands of people were jostling and fighting to have - 

the opportunity to experience the darslzarza [or perhaps more correctly to be shown as 
"darshan"] of His Holiness on the occasion of his Installation. The Tibetan security guards 
could not control the surge of people as they earnestly sought to file past the Lion Throne 
and receive the divine blessing of their Kundun. Although these guards resorted to merciless 
whippings, still tlie niob paid no heed to the strikes or lashes. For many of them the darshana 
of His Holiiiess was the oppoi-tunity of a lifetime, and was perhaps a single qualificatiori in 
their minds for entering the portals of heaven." 

The Tibetan visitor from Kalimpong is here found employing a term which ainong mail: 

Eastern religionists is fraught with immense significance. Darshan is "an almost untranslatahle 
Indian expression" in Hindi which in its simplest definitioii signifies the blessing which arises 
from the touch or even the sight of a person of great eminence or holiness (such as 3 

religious leader). By way of further clarification and amplification, one can Say that the 
expression means the seeing of a person or deity on the occasion of a ceremoiiial to the 
person or to an enshrined image, with soine religionists, particularly various Hindus and 
Buddhists, believing that a blessing is thus bestowed upon the one who views the emineni 
person or enshrined image of the person, or even, in very modem times, a photofraphic 
image of the said eminent person.'" It must not be forgotten that accordhg to Tibetall 
Buddhisin the Dalai Lama is a Bodhisattva of the very highest order: the reincarnation ofa 
being who having attained enlightenment, instead of entering the heavenly Nirvana. chooses 
to reembody himself in an earthly person for the purpose of helping others to gain 
perfect spiritual state too. And since in Tibetan Buddliisin it is a cardinal belief that any"nP 
can approach a Bodhisattva to ask for help," every Tibetan earnestly sreks during his 
earthly pilgrimage to see, and to be blessed personally by, His Holiness inasin~ich as the 
latter as a Bodhisattva is believed to be the reincarnation of the patron deitv of al1 Tibetans. 
Chenrezi the Lord of Mercy. And hence, by the spiritual rewaid or rnerit-tliiis gained. the 
darshan of His Holiness was to be prized above al1 things else in any Tibetan's "wheel of 
life."?' 

To give but one example of liow a Tibetai?, young or old, would feel upor. experiencing 
the darshan of His Holiness, Dolkar Tseten, who grew up Lhasa during much of the 
Fourteenth Dalai Lama's reign on the Lion Throne after 1940, lias intiniatelv shared whal 
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went through her mind and heart when at about the age of twelve she and her fmily 
achieved the darshan at the JO-khang during one of the annual New Year Festivals: 

On several occasions during the Festival His Holiness the Dalai Lama . . . would m e  
to the Temple where he would hold public audience. Of course we went. E v q  family 
wanted the sense of spiritual well-king that came with his blessing and joUied the 
respectfully quiet throng that waited tlieir turn to prostrate themselves before him.. .. 
With eyes downcast we prostrated ourselvcs before the divine presence, feeling the 
light touch of the silken tasse1 that swept our heads in blessin . Even at that early age 
1 had an indescribable sense of grace, a knowledge that everding bad I had done like 
getting mud on my second best dress and being jealous of the jewel merchant's daughter 
 ho l i~ed  just d o ~  n the Street, was qow forgiven. 1 felt so clean, so good, so happy that 
J scarcely noticed the patiently waiting crowd or the strangely carved Stone figures as 
we lefi the Temple, each of us with a specially blessed colore. ribbon to be wom round 
Our necks. When we returncd home my parents had a surprise for me, a beautiful gold 
bracelet. To rny young mind this seemed an irnmediate and tangible sign of my new state 
of spiritual g r a ~ e . ? ~  

Each night for a week, after every &y-long ceremonial surrounding the Sitringasol drarna, 
there were remarkable scenes to  be witnessed on the streets of  Lhasa. The Times 
correspondent noted that various members of the British delegation would make a point of 
returning to the city, from their lodging at the Mission compound on the capital's outskirts, 
"to share in the general rejoicings." And no doubt Tharchin was himself among them taking 
in the contagious joie de vivre for which Tibetans were farnous. Most particularly, however, 
did the latter exhibit their unrestrained joy during these incomparable nights of celebration. 
Cabled the correspondent back to London: "The streets, which were lined by t~oops,  were 
ablaze with lighted faggots and thronged with happy crowds. Huge pyrarnid-like structures 
[rnade of inolded butter], provided by monasteries from al1 parts of Tibet, had been set up, 
marked with brilliant colored desipns of gods and tutelary demons." "To al1 Tibetans," 
remembered the recognized Fourteenth Incarnation, "the future seemed happy and secure." 
A niere decade iater, however, wou!d witness the begiming of one of the saddest and 
darkest cliapters in tliis proud people's long history.?' 

Now it was at the time of the multiple Sitringasol ceremonies that Gergan Tharchin first 
learned of the scliolastic assignnient which was to be his for four months or more in Lhasa 
and tliat was discussed at some leiigth in the previous chapter. He remained in the Tibetan 
capital, in fact. for five inonths, finally leaking in mid-year 1940, Gould himselfhaving departed 
Lhasa earlier. on 4 June. 
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After bidding goodbye to his inother-in-law and friends at Lhasa, the visitor from 
Kalimpong took the return journey to India. He went by way of Gyantse and Yatung and 
stayed for some time in Gangtok. He was very thankful to his Lord for His providentia] 
protection al1 along the way to the Sikkimese capital, which he safely reached by the 20Ih of 
July. His family had been instructed to come to the Sikkimese capital froin Kalimpong since 
Tharchin was still going to be engaged in scholastic work there for Sir Basil Gould. Sherab, 
Tharchin's son, also came to Gangtok. He was then but three or four years old. Sherab's 
father was especially thankful to his God for journeyiiig mercies aiid protection for his family 
when jiist ten days after his arriva1 in Gangtok from the north, a serious flood overtook the 
city of Yatung where he had been just a few days before! 

According to the Times India, "on the night of July 10 an unprecedented flood, 
accoinpanied by a slight earthquake shock, occurred in the Chumbi Valley in southern Tibet. 
Several houses in Yatung collapsed and from later reports it appears that some villages 
south of Yatung have been completely washed away.. . . It appears that [so far] about 200 
persons have perished." Moreover, the saine newspaper report indicated that the telegrapli 
line betneeii Yatung and Iiidia was also washed away for a distance of six iniles and that al1 
bridges over the Aino Chu were demolished. Actually, the flood had been caused by a huge 
glacier having dropped into a nearby lake, swelling the latter to overflowing with an enonnous 
volume of water. Besides the man) hoiises destroyed and the inany lives lost, the dainage to 
agriculture and livestock was incalculable. The ensuing effect caused by the flood was so 
serious, in fact, that according to the newspaper repoi-t, Sikkim's Crown Prince, the Maharaj 
Kumar, personally left Gangtok with a relief party of workers, and furthemore, the Medical 
Oficer attached to the British Trade Agency at Gyantse also felt obliged to proceed to the 
disaster site." Tharchin's attitude of thankfulness was therefore not without reason! 

Sir Basil's word-book was at last completed. Me wanted to have it printed by a "photo- 
zincographic process." But for that to be done the entire Tibetan part of the manuscript 
would first have to be written out by hand. The English portion, of course, was to be typed. 
As to the Tibetan portion, however, the Kalimpong publisher was quick to offer on loan, if so 
desired by Sir Basil, his skillful copyist to handwrite it out; in the end, thoiigh, this assignment 
was given to another copyist. This other calligrapher tiirned out to be Goiild's young clerk, 
Kazi Dorje Tsering, who also accomplished the typing out of the English text. Airangements 
were subseq~iently made for the word-book to be printed at both Gangtok and Calcutta, for 
it had been decided that "the preliminaries" of the printing would first be done by the Sikkim 
Durbar (or State) Press at Gangtok and The Modem Art Press at Calcutta, but that the 
text-reproduced by the said photo zincographic process-woiild be printed by the Director 
of Map Publications of the Survey of India at Calcutta. 

Gould, who was already in Calcutta, now directed Tharchin to coine down froin Gangtok 
to the Bengal city to see the work. This he did. After some time lie returiied to Kaliinpong 
alone that he might be reunited with his family, Sir Basil hiinself returning to his ~ a n g t o k  
Residency from Calcutta later. The Tibetun Word Book, wlien ~iltimately produced, would 
have as its CO authors both Gould and Hugh Richardson, and would be graced with a 
foreword by the renowned Tibetologist and scholar-explorer, Sir Aure1 Stein. And by late 
1942, al1 the various stages of printing-at Gangtok illuch earlier and at Calcutta 
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subsequently-had at last been completed; so that in May 1943 the work could finally be 
published by Oxford University Press (of London, New York, Bombay, Calcutta, etc.). 

The two other works of Sir Basil's on which Tharchin had diligently labored at Lhasa, 
that is to say, the Tibetan sentence-book and the syllable-book, would also appear in May 
1943 and be published by the same Oxford University Press. As was indicated on the verso 
of the title pages of al1 three volumes, they in essence forrned together a three-part series of 
works designed to assist the beginner in the learning of the Tibetan language. In the case of 
these two latter works, however, they were entirely pnnted exclusively at Gangtok by the 
Sikkim Durbar Press, nonetheless bearing the publisher's imprint of Oxford University Press, 
Calcutta. Again, as was the case with the Word Book, these two additional works in this 
same series were CO-authored by Gould and Richardson, and had simply been entitled Tihetan 
Setitet~ces and 7ïbetrrn $~lluh/es. About the Gangtok press just mentioned, Sir Basil had 
commented brietly but significantly in the General Preface to his Word Book that "of those 
who have helped, His Highness the Maharaja of Sikkim was amongst the first to come 
fonvard when, nearly seven years ago, he contributed a list of place names and their meanings. 
He has now had the Sikkim State Press specially equipped for the printing of some of these 
booksw-the first two to come forth having been, of course, Sentences and Syllable.~.~" 

There would be several more Gould works to roll off the Press at Gangtok. In his political 
autobiography published in 1957 Sir Basil indicated that the sentence and syllable books 
"were followed by the private printing and issue of Tibetun Lanpage Records, Etc., 
which fitted in with language records (made in Lhasa and produced by the Gramophone 
Company), and dealt also with several other matters: and of Tiberan Verb Roofs, and 
Tibetan Medical Words." The latter work was a Tibetan-English medical di~tionary.~' 
Gould's statement about these last three works having been privately printed and issued 
was his way of referring in his autobiography to the already cited Sikkim Durbar Press at 
Gangtok, where al1 three were indeed first pnnted and published. All three would subsequently 
be repi-inted by Gergan Tharchin at his Tibet Mirror Press, Kalimpong (the facts of publication 
and other details for which can be found in Appendix A at the end of the present volume). 

By 1941 the Second World War was fiercely raging in Europe and the Allied forces 
were experiencing a difficult time defending themselves against the agressive designs of 
Adolf Hitler. In the year 1940 Tharchin had already discontinued the publication of his 
Tibetan newspaper. This action proved to be only temporary, however. Several factors 
were responsible for this decision to cease publication. First, he was leaving for Lhasa to 
attend the Installation of the new Dalai Lailia and would therefore be away for a considerable 
length of time. Second, the War was in progress and many restrictions were being imposed 
on the press everywhere. Third. in tliis period it was very difficult to obtain paper, a permit 
to purchase it not being easily available. (This, in fact, would precipitate the closing of many 
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other local newspapers during this wartime period.) Fourth, censorship of the news created 
its own peculiar difficulties. But the fifth and most ovemding reason for the decision to 
cease, at least temporarily, the Tibet Mirror k publication was quite simply, as Tharchin 
would explain a decade later, because of a "want of sufficient fundsV-a situation which 
would plague him for rnany years to come. In spite of al1 this, though, the newspaper 
publisher was able to produce at least one issue: one that covered the Installation of His 
Holiness. The border of this particular issue was decorated with designs cast in different 
colors. The pictures of the Dalai Lama, his family and the high-ranking Tibetan officials 
were published in this issue, which interestingly enough was brought out in 1940prior to the 
Installation. Thereafter, publication of the newspaper was stopped for a period of about two 
years. 

In 1942 the Jubilee Celebration of Dr. Graham's Homes was organized and observed in 
Kalimpong (Graham himselîdied on 15 May of the same year). Sir Basil Gould attended the 
celebrations, as did Gergan Tharchin. While at this function Sir Basil asked Tharchin to 
accornpany him to Delhi with some sample copies of his Tibetari newspaper, which he did. 
What had precipitated Gould's request was the fact that certain authorities witliin the British 
A m y  in India had shown an interest in the Tibet Mirror that in May of 1942 led to an 
inquiry about the Tibetan's newspaper by the Indian government's War Office through the 
Political Officer Sikkim. Apparently the Office saw the potential contribution the news 
organ could make in the effort to defeat the Axis Powers-especially the Japanese-in 
Central and Southeast Asia during the World War that was then raging everywhere. As the 
Babu would himself later explain, "they knew," as a result of the inquiry, "that the paper was 
[a] great help to up keep the minds of the Tibetans and as well the friendly relations with 
India." And hence at the Graham's Homes celebration in July Gould notified Tharchin of 
the summons from the Indian government to appear with the Political Officer at Delhi for 
an interview with a few high authorities. The Political Officer and the Babu therefore 
traveled together to the lndian capital. There the Tibetan publisher laid out before them in a 
formal display the various issues ofhis paper he had brought. Upon closely examining them. 
these Goveminent and military officials seemed quite pleased with the content and general 
appearance of the newspaper. And as a consequence, after the publisher's return to 
Kalimpong he would be asked by Sir Basil to recomnience the publication of his news 
organ. with al1 expenses involved--including the supply ofpaper-to be borne by the Rritisll 
Governmént of India for an indefinite period. Here is how Tharchin himself some two 
decades later would describe what happened in 1942: 

[At Delhi] 1 met several military as well as high civil officials and 1 was ordered to 
resume the publication of iny paper under the kind guidance of the P.O.S. and al1 the 
cost expenses for its publication were favored by the Govemment. From Augiist 1942 
1 restarted bringing out 500 copies monthly, out of which 250 copies 1 had to send to 
the P.O.S. who used to send them to Tibet for free distribution [to Goveminent officials 
and monk dignitaries]. In this way, till the end of the War and even [for] several years 
afier, the Govemment was so kind to grant me a monthly subsidy by which 1 was able 
to continue the publication of my paper.. . . [However, after the Wai-, those in Tibet] 
were thinking that they inay gel it freely as they had gotten it durins the uartiine. In 
this way, the paper was iicver self~supporting without the help of the Government." 
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Needless to say, Gergan Tharchin accepted with grateful thanks this munificent o t k  and 
the recognition which came with it that his lowly newspaper possessed a measure of worth 
and significance for both India and Tibet at that time in the eyes of high Government 
oflficials. 

Apropos of this with respect to Tibet herself, the British Mission Head at Lhasa George 
Sherriff, could report the following in a letter he sent the Babu in July 1943: 

The paper is appreciated by everyone whom 1 ask about i t . .  .. 1 saw copies both in 

Drepung and Sera monasteries a few weeks ago, & they caused a good deal of 
discussion. Now that so many people have seen War news cine filnis which we show 
hei-e in Dekyi Lingka. the pichires in your paper are understood better and more 
appreciated .... 1 hope you uill Le able to keep the newspaper going, as it is doing 
useîùl nork here.?"" 

Sliei-riff's reference to "the pictures in your paper" points up one of the more prominent and 
salutary features of the Tibet Mirror. Tharchin was hiniself a vcry good photographer in his 
own right and thus could illustrate his newspaper with many helpful photos of his own frorr 
his travels both inside and outside Tibet. But he would also borrow, for a fee. photo block. 
fiom various other sources; for example, fioni the editonal offices of other tndian newspapers 
like The Statesrnan down in Calcutta. 

Furthemore, because the Indian govemment was now subsidizing Tharchin's news 0rga.i 
for the duration of World War II, the Babu would receive free of charge a continual supply 
of blocks from the Government's Information & Broadcasting Department's well-stocked 
Publicity Office at Delhi. From these blocks he could select what photographs he wished to 
include in the various wartime issues of his newspaper. For instance, on 1 1 April and 4 Juiy 
1944, the said Office had dispatched to the Tibet Mirror editor nine blocks and eight blocks, 
respectively, accompanied by appropriate captions in English which Tharchin w ould thcn 
place-either in Tibetan translation or in English, as he desired-below those photos he had 
selected to use. The subject matter of these Government-issued illustrations on block-ail. 
as might be expected, having been created as favorable propaganda material for wide 
dissemination in support of the War effort-was far-ranging in scope. 

One plioto depicted grain and flour shipments being sent out fiom Britairi's ally Canr?da 
"to feed people in the four corners of the world"; another showed ''a pretty girl \t itli some 
ugly objects: broken gas-masks for repairs"; there was a series of photos taken of a glider 
regiment, with one caption reading: "Troops enter a glider in which they will be carried to 
the front"; another photo showed "Princess Elizabeth (lefi). the heir to the British throne" at 
age 18, "and her sister Priiicess Margaret who is four years younger"; still another displayed 
New Zealand troops being trained "in the fiercest form of warfare-hand-to-hand bayonet 
fighting"; a furiher photo showed a woman worker in a Canadian war facto- who, "protected 
by safety glasses and ann guard," was welding "a Bren gun machine"; aiid finally. there 
was one ainong several photograplis dealing with the fledgling Air Force of India whose 
caption reads: "The lndian Air Force, of which only the fiamework existed before 1939.1s 
being i-apidly expanded and is rittracting the best v p e  of Young Indians. Here are [sic] 3 
batch of pilots leaming Iiow to atteiid an aero engine before flight."'nh 

Here was presented Tharchin with somewhat of a challenge to corne up with new. 
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understandable terms in the Tibetan language with which to translate what for him must not 
have been tliat easy a vocabulary of technical words and expressions. Rut he was up to the 
task and performed quite well, as is attested by one of Exile Tibet's best writers, the 
historian and critic, Jamyang Norbu (see the following chapter for the details). And the 
British themselves must have been iinpressed by this and other challenges successfully 
overcome by the Babu during this critical wartime period. 
. Further evidence, if any were needed, that the British Indian government looked upon 
Tharchin's subsidized newspaper as a valuable asset during the war for the dissemination of 
news and information in Tibet about the war effort is clearly borne out in one of its official 
Government publications. This one was prepared in 1944 by the former British Mission 
Head in Lhasa ( 1  936-40), Hugh Richardson, and published in 1945 before the end of the 
Second Great War. Entitled Tihetar~ Precis, the volume constituted a summary review of 
Anglo-Tibetan relations conducted over many decades. In the section on "British [War] 
Propaganda in Tibet," Richardson enunciated the two primary aims of British policy there: 
to help that land maintain her independence, and "to preserve and improve the existing good 
relations" between the two countries. With regard to this second broad aim, Richardson, 
who would once again become the representative of the British government at Lhasa in 
1946, laid out the means by which "friendly relations" could be maintained, noting from the 
outset that "the good will" is already there, the British only needing to keep and enlarge it. 
"Our activities in tlîis field," he went on to Say, "which, for want of a better word, may be 
called propaganda," were limited to the following: providing straightfonvard news conceming 
the war, British resources, Allied successes, and the "certainty of victory." And the ways by 
wliich to convey this news? There were four which Richardson enumerated. Listed tliird 
was this one: "by a Tibetan newspaper published at Kaliinpong, with a small subsidyV- 
obviously a reference to the Tibet Mir-ror. The other methods: conversation, circulating 
BBC broadcast summaries, and the showing of news films. 

Suffice i t  to say here that Babu Tharchin had happily resumed the paper's publication in 
August of 1 942.'9 

The British Political Officer and other Govemment officiais in Iiidia were not the only 
ones to appreciate the value of continuing to have the Tibet Mirror published during the 
politically and inilitarily explosive war years. Unbeknown to the publisher at the time, far 
away in Lhasa, the publication was routinely serving as a teacliing resoiirce for the Tutors 
of Dalai Lama XIV who was still in the tender years of his childhood even by the time the 
war had been concluded. The young Tibetan ruler had been provided two official Tutors just 
before his basic religious studies were to commence at the Potala. At that time ( 1  940) the 
Regent, Reting Rimpoche, began serving as his Senior Tiitor, while Taktra Rimpoche had 
been appointed the Junior Tutor. 

Wben in early 1941 Reting resigned from the Regency, Taktra Rinipoche was elevated 
to be his successor as both Regent and Senior Tutor;"' simultaneously, Kyabje Ling Rimpoche. 
lleretofore Assistant Tiitor, was appointed Junior Tutor to His Holiness. However, because 
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it was necessary for this new but aged Regent to devote most of his time eo State matters u 
head of the Tibetan government till such time as the Dalai Lama reaclied the age of maturity, 
the preponderance of Taktra's Senior tutoring devolved upon the Junior Tutor, Ling (who 
would not, however, be officially appointed Senior Tutor till 1953). Later that same year 
( 194 1 ) another Rimpoche, Kyabje Trijang, became an Assistant Tutor (who would much 
later, in 1950, become Junior Tutor), whose task-besides teaching the little Dalai Lama 
grammar and spelling-was to assist the child in reading and in memorizing the tex& he 
would be required to recite in the practice of Dharma (Doctrine) and dialectics. It would be 
these two Tutors who would exert the most profound influence on the "god-boy" of Tibet 
both now and on into the future; indeed, the Dalai Lania would long afierwards assert thai 
"Ling Rimpoclie . . . became my closest confidant right up until his death in 1983." These 
two would also be the ones who would shortly introduce tlie Child-King to the pages of 
Gergan Tharchin's ne~spape r .~ '  

Altliough this youiig Tibetan Priest-King gradually derived much satisfaction froin Iiis 
deepening involveinent with religious studies, he had an abiding wish to know somethiiig 
about the outside world. By his own subsequent testiniony. the Child-Kuler of the Great 
Closed Land liad become quite "curious" about "the affairs of the world outside Tibet; but 
naturally," he adinitted, "much of that curiosit had to go unsatisfled." Tliough the Boy- 
King's abiding interest, as he later revealed, lay "always . . . in mechanical things. iri science. 
and in Europe," it was clear that such knowledge of the external world was not the easiest 
thing for him to come by in those early days of his kingship, given the remoteness of Tibet 
from the rest of the world and even his personal isolation fioin ordinary life iri his \. ery OH n 
land. Nevertheless, with resolute determination, the youngster decided that though he could 
not go out himself and explore the foreign realms around him, he might still be able to gmner 
some hiou ledge-no inatter how liniited-right within tlie confines of the highly restrictod 
enviruninent which was now Iiis lot in life. 

For example, "in the rooins [of the Potala] containing some of niy predrcessor's 
belongiiigs," the ciirrent Dalai Lama confides in his later autobiograph! ( 1990), "1 found . . . 
piles of illustrated books in English about the First World War. Tliese fascinated nie and . . 
when 1 was older, 1 had parts of them translated into Tibetan." The youngster would ecen 
come into possession of six volunies about the Second World War, al1 of which were eventuall> 
translated into Tibetan for Iiim. Then, too, the Boy-King had access to his predecessor's 
extensive collection of old National Geographic and L~fe  magazines H hich during his 
childhood days spent at the Jewel Park Palace he would constantly rummage through in 
qiiest of every scrap of knowledge he could extract about the exteinal world of people. 
places, tliings and events." 

Furthermore, one of the Dalai Lama's more recent biographers, Mary Craig, has written 
that tlie British Mission at Lhasa, upon leaming of his enthusiastic interest in such matters, 
would now dispaich to hiin copies of the Illirstrotcd London hreii.s and more curent copies 
of Llfc~.  Wliereupon the enterprising Boy-Ruler would hac e 

thcir captions translated into Tibetan bj the fen Lhasa nobles who had been educated 
in lndia ai-id knew English. These men were well-traveled and u ell-infornieci but, because 
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of protocol, he could not speak to them directly, nor they to hini, and any questions 
had to be put in writing and delivered by an intermediary. 

I t  was because of this circuitous means of gaining knowledge he so desperately soiight 
which in part would ultimately lead to the Boy-King's decision to learn English for himself 
(see below). 

Biit the little Dalai Lama had also, to be sure, an atlas of the world, and in his spare time 
he "pored over inaps of distant countries and wondered what life was like in them." "But 1 
did not know anyone," His Holiness was later to lament, "who had ever seen them." Hcinrich 
Harrer froin Austria has shared a further and highly graphic picture of the young ruler's 
insatiable curiosity. Towards the end of the formative period in tlie Tibetan Boy-King's 
ediicational development, the Austrian, who only recently had been translatiiig foreign news 
and articles and taking photogra2hs of special events for the L-hasa governme~t,  had now 
Secoine the youngster's first and only private Western tutor-assisting the lad in his study 
of English, mathematics, geography and current history. In describing his very first encounter 
with the adolescent Dalai Lama, which occurred at the Palace of Norbu Lirigka in 1950, 
Harrer paints a pen-portrait of a pent-up fourteen-year-old lad wlîose mind was ready to 
explode with a barrage of inquiries about the world beyond Tibet: 

He told tne that he had long beeri planning this meeting as he had not been able to 
tliink of aiiy other way of becoming acqiuainted with the outside world.. .. It seemed as 
if a dam liad burst, so urgent arid continuous was the flood of questions which he put 
to nie. 1 was astounded to see how much disconnected knowledge he had acquired out 
of books and newspapers.. .. He knew how to distinguish between different types of 
aeroplaiies. automobiles and tanks. The names of personages like Churchill, Eisenhower 
and Molotov were familiar to him, but as he had riobody to put questions to, lie often 
did not knou. how persons and events were corinected with each other. Now he was 
happy, because he had fouiid someone to wliom he could bring al1 tlie questions about 
wliiçli he had been puzzling for years." 

Yet how had it happened that over this span of ten years since the inauguration of his 
education at the Potala al1 tliis knowledge-even al1 this "disconnected knowledge"-had 
'oeen acquired by Tibet's Boy-King? There was not that much contemporary literature 
available to hiin, and even less that was in his language. Yes. there were the picture-magazines 
iike the Illustrated London News, L[fe and National Geographic, which have already 
been discussed. And there was the aforementioned Atlas of the Wor Id at his fingertips, and 
a few other items which could be of help. lt is not too much to Say, however, that probably 
the inost effective means available to him by which the larger world of the 1940s was 
brought into his much smaller one during this period turned out to be Gergan l'harchin's 
Tibetan newspaper that had by this time developed into a sizable source for news. lndeed, 
there is a substantial body of evidence to support such a conclusion. 

It will be recalled that one of the regular subscribers to the Tibet Mirror. had been the 
new Dalai Lama's predecessor on the Tibetan throne, the Great Thirtecnth, fioin whom the 
ilewspaper publisher in far-off Kalimpong had reçeived several congratulatory letters and 
éven several monetary contributions in support of the newspaper. As meiitioned in Chapter 
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17 of tlie present hiography's second volume, according to one of  the Fourteenth Dalai 
Lama's biographers, Michael Goodnian, when the youthful successor on the Lion 7hrone 
had moved into the Potala in 1940, "the subscription to the newspaper was still in efiect"-- 
and would remain so "through 1959"! Moreover, Mary Craig carefully noted, "the Regents 
had kept up the payments." As a matter of fact, the Potala was not the only subsniber to 
the Mirror; according to Amaury de Riencourt, who visited the Tibetan capital in 1947, "the 
leading families" there were also subscribers to Tharchin's newspaper. It is to the credit of 
the new d e r ' s  Tutors, Ling and Trijang Rirnpoche, that their young charge began to be 
exposed to the pages of a iiionthly journalistic medium which in his own language was filled 
with news and piiotographs about a vast world beyond his kingdom's borders that was just 
waiting to be explored. Years later the Fourteenth Dalai Lama would explain how al1 this 
had come about: "My tutors read in a Tibetan newspaper, which was published in Kalimpong 
in India, of tlie progress of the Second World War, which started in the ver), year 1 was 
taken to Lhasa-and they told me about it. Before the end of the War, 1 was able to r a d  
siich accounts myself." Indeed, writes Craig, "Kundun was fascinated by the publication 
aiid devoured its contents eagerly." But so too, was his Senior Tutor Ling. The story is told 
by Jamyang Norbu that long atterwards when both Ling and Norbu were living close by 
each other at Dharamsala in NW India, the latter came to learn that the Senior Tutor had 
become "a World War II buff' who would at times send a servant to Norbu's cottage to 
fetch books on the War, particularly those containing illustrations. Ling manifested an abilitj. 
to identify nearly al1 of the top Nazis appearing in the books' photographs and told Norbu 
that during the Wartime at Lhasa he had kept himself well infonned on the war news. 
Doubtless, one of the key sources which served to inake hini-like the Dalai Lama himself- 
so knowledgeable about the War and its key leaders had been Gergan Tharchin's 
n e ~ s p a p e r . ' ~  

Yet even before the Child-King of Tibet had learned to read. he on his own initiative had 
been drawn to the Tibet Mirror S back page. It was always filled with an assortment of 
puzzles he soon solved "by enlisting the aid of Lobsang Jimpa" (Iiis attendant) "or his 
[rnonk-] brother Lobsang," who at that period was living at the Potala Palace with the 
young monarch. Miclîael Goodman tells how the latter was particularly fascinated by those 
issues of the paper whicli "featured dissecting animals and stickinp thern together again." 
But once the Boy-King commenced reading Tharchin's newspaper on his own, he followed 
the world's affaii-s with greater interest, particularly the accounts of World War Two. 
Goodnîan tells lîow the youngster "was especially impressed with the pictorial array of war 
vehicles-cars. trucks, jeeps, airplanes-splashed across its pages." He was also drawn to 
the paper's stories of world leaders and the roles the! al1 played in the realm of international 
politics of that day. Indeed. his access to the Tibet Mirror. during and immediately after the 
War may have greatly coiîtributed to what his Western tutor has described as the Dalai 
Lama's unusual understanding (for one less than fifieen years old) of the dangers that 
coiîfi-onted Tibet by 1950. "He was very naïve in some ways." Harrer had told Lowell 
Thomas, Jr. in Lhasa at tliat time. "but that was only to be expected of one so cut offfiom 
the rest of the world. On the other hand, he \vas not naïve about power politics. He knew 
the big powers fiom the little ones, and the dangerous ones froni the peaceful ~ n e s . " ~ '  And 
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doubtless this latter perception had been formed in his thinking largely ifnot entirely froin his 
having eagerly digested the pages of Gergan Tharchin's informative if irregularly published 
news organ. As he himself acknowledged personally to the Tibet Mirror 5 publisher long 
aftenvards, the Dalai Lama would write a letter in 1962 telling the Babu that he had been 
reading the newspaper "ever since my chi ldh~od."~ '  

Yet it was in large part because of his dissatisfaction "with the long gaps between issues 
of the Tibet Min-or" and because, further, the paper's news was already "several weeks 
out of date by the time it arrived" that impelled the young ruler of the Great Closed Land to 
commence learning English so that he could satiate his ever-increasing appetite to learn as 
much as possible and as currently as possible about the larger world beyond his country's 
frontiers. "Right from young age," he more recently reinarked when interviewed, "1 was 
very interested in the outside world. In 1947, 1 started to leam English even though my 
attendant was against the 'devil' laiiguage (laughing), what is called the language of the 
Enemy of the Faith in Tibetail."" Although he had access to the Great Thirteenth's small 
library of English works, many of which had been gifts from Sir Charles Bell, these were 
found to be far too sophisticated to be of any use at first to the new occupant of Tibet's 
throne. To leam the foreign tongue he needed simpler, more fundainental works, which, 
remarkably, were readily available in the form of basic English schoolbooks that were still 
gathering dust in one of the Potala's storerooms. These had been unceremoniously placed 
there iipon the closing back in 1926 of Frank Ludlow's English school at Gyantse and which 
was briefly discussed in Volume II, Chapter 14 of the present narrative.js So proficient 
would he become in so short a time in understanding basic English that the Head of Lhasa's 
British Mission at that time, Hugh Richardson, who through Heinrich Harrer had been 
supplying the Boy-Ruler with films and newsreels for showing the Dalai Lama in the latter's 
newly-constructed cineina-room, could report that he was listening to the BBC's English- 
language radio broadcasts "at dictation ~peed. ' '~" 

All in all. it would be Harrer's judgment, after tutoring "his prized pupil" for about two 
years, that the Boy-King of Tibet was more intelligent and better informed on world affairs 
than any of his advisers. This he would convey to Loy Henderson, the U.S. Ainbassador at 
New Delhi. in March of 195 1, adding that the young Dalai Lama trusted America more than 
any other nation. As subsequent events would demonstrate, however, the intervention of 
Tibet's occult State Oracle at a crisic moment in Tibetan history would culininate, in the 
words of the then U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, Dean Rusk, in 
"the gods" overruling critical "assurances" given to the Dalai Lama "by the most powerful 
country on E ~ a h " ! ~ ~  

Before leaving this subject of the significant role the Tihet Min-or. had played in the 
early education of the Fourteenth Dalai Laina, reference ought to be made as to the possible 
impact one particular page of the famed newspaper inight have had during the impressionable 
years of His Holiness. It should be pointed out that aside from his extreinely brief encounter 
in 1939 at Kumbum Monastery with one or two missionaries like Frank Learner of the 
China Inland Mission. Gergan Tharchin's Tibet Mirror was without doubt the ~uddhis t  
Priest-King's first real exposure to the Christian gospel. For it will be recalled that the 
Christian cditor would always devote one page of his Tibdan newspaper to Christian thenles 
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in one manner or another. And hcnce, the truths of Christ were easily available to the young 
Pontiff of Tibetan Buddhism if he chose to read that page and if his Tutors chose not to 
censor his reading fare as he pored over the pages of this unwonted channel of knowledge 
from the outside world. 

Returiiing now to the events at hand, from Delhi, where Tharchin would soon bade 
goodbye to Sir Basil who had taken the Babu along with him to the Indian capital in July 
1942 with sample issues of his newspaper, the Tibetan publisher had intended going home 
via Allahabad where he wanted the manuscript of a book of his to be printed at the Mission 
Press there. The title of the volume to be printed was The Tiberan LJerter Wrirer. He had 
earlier written to the Press that he would come there with some advance money since he 
had promised to pay it personally. But because the author failed to gei the Rs. 100,'- which 
he had hoped to obtain in Delhi, he did not go to Allahabad. Tharchin had brought with him 
to Delhi curios worth Rs. 5001-. But the people there with whom he proposed to deal 
presumed them to be stolen goods and would not pay more than Rs. 501-. The Tibetan. 
however, felt he could not seIl his curios for such a sinall sum. He had wanted to garner at 
least Rs. 100/-, which could then be given to the Press at Allahabad. He had had to resort to 
this measure because one of his fiiends employed in the Political Office had failed to help 
him with the necessary Rs. 100/- which had been the original idea of bis for coming up u ith 
the inoney for Allahabad. Explained Tharchin later, "1 felt ashamed to go ihere inasmuch as 
1 did not have the nioney to pay the Press." 

Sometime aftenvards in Calcutta Sir Basil Gould I~appened to ask the Tibetan author, 
"How is your book proceeding at the printing press in Allahabad?" To which he reluctantlj 
replied, "Sir, 1 did not go." In a displeased manner Gould responded, "You said you manted 
to go and then you did not go." The anguished author answered, "Sir, I could not go as I f e l~  
ashamed, since 1 did not have the amount with me." Inimediately the Political Officer shot 
back: "Then why did you iiot ask me for the necessary amount?" 

This incident, it could be said, was quite indicative of two things: first, the respect which 
high Britisli officiais had for Gergan Tharchin, to the point where they were personall~ 
willing to advance financial help-especially for ~ o r t h y  enterprises of his in which the' 
might have had a keen interest; and second, Tharchin's extreme reticeiice to express his 
wants to them, out of principle, perhaps, in not wishing to go into debt with them over a 
personal matter. There inay also have been a tinge of pride in his reluctance to allow himself 
to become dependeiit upon any Britisher for his persona1 wants. 

In any event, as a result of Tharchin's inability over the years to gather al1 the monej 
required (the net sum still due as of February 1949 ainounted to Rs. 468;-). the printing work 
for the Letter. mirer. had not been completed at the Allahabad Mission Press even by ihe 
year 1953. By April of that year, though, the author was in a position to clear off the entire 
outstanding bill and finally received "in good condition" al1 the printed loose forrns froin the 
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Mission Press. Thereafter, the running off and binding of the book in a thousand-copy 
quantity were performed at his own Press in Kalimpong where he at last was able to publish 
the volume by mid-May 1 954.4' 

The year 1942 was notable for the Indo-Tibetan tiom a political, a religious and a journalistic 
viewpoint. In his end-of-life "memoirs," in fact, Gergan Tharchin had gone out of his waj to 
discuss this notable year and these three areas of interest in particular. Firs/ of 011, he 
observed, it was the year when the "Quit India Movement" was sounding the death knell to 
the British Empire in India. Tharchin, a very strong nationalist, supported the patriotic cause 
of India because he "was convinced of the riglitness of the demand of  the masses for full- 
fledged iiidependence." It was his belief that "sovereignty in both interna1 and extemal 
affairs was a reasonable and legitimate demand of the Indian population." The right 10 

iiidependence, Tharcliin felt, "was the birthright of every citizen of India." Indeed, in his 
view independence "was a God-given right which the British Imperialists had had no rightto 
snatch away in the first place." 

Second, the year 1942 found the spiritual condition of the local Macfarlane Church-of 
which Gergan Tharchin was a part-to be in quite a sad state. Due to the influence of a 
visiting Christian sadhu from the plains, a split occiirred that year in the mother church at 
Macfarlane, and as a result of this, the Pentecostal Church was separately organized in 
Kalimpong. Later, this Pentecostal çroup that had resulted from the split, together with 
anotlier congregation, forrned themselves into what popularly became known throughout 
the hi11 station as "the El Shaddai Group." Reference has been made previously in the 
present narrative to the group that severed its membership from the same Macfarlane 
Church congregation years before (in 193 1 )  and had joined the Roinan Catholic Church in 
the hill town. To round out this dismal record of cleavages which unfortunately marked the 
history of Macfarlane Church. it was necessary to add, said Tharchin, that by 1972 a new 
division once again occurred. and tliat out ofthis iiew disunity the Presbyterian Free ChUrch 
was fornied. This division, he noted, was caused by disagreement over the practical application 
of ethical principles in Christian life and conduct as well as by controversy surroiindinf? 
deiiiocratic policies witliiii Macfarlane's church polity. 111 all, therefore, three disuniting 
cvents have occurred in the Macfarlane Memorial Church-a local congregati@n in 
Kaliinpong that had origiiially been founded by the Cliiirch of Scotland missionaries. 

And third, Tharchin reported in his LLmemoirs'' thar he had resuiiied the piiblication ofhis 
Tibetan newspaper once again. This occurred. as noted a few pages earlier, in A~gust  of 
1942. In addition, a few years later, certain circurnstances çaused the publisher to rethink 
his printing techniques. Fle decided to boy a proper printing press of his own instead of 
relying any longer on the old litlio press and Stone he had obtained in 1934 at Darjeeling Or 

the small litho machine at the Mani Press discussed earlier and which he had later p~irchased 
from the owner. This decisioii in favor of acquiring a better prii1ting apparatus becaine 
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possible to implemeni, the Babu could report, only because the British Government of India, 
through the Political Officer for Sikkim, had offered to buy a more proper press for him by 
meails of extending to him a loan involving no interest-so long ,iL , \  #: irients were submitteâ 
on time. The Tibetan publisher was therefore required to sign ail .~;reement which called 
for him to pay back the loan in fourteen semi-annual installments over a seven-year period. 
"By God's grace," he proudly declared some twenty years after the event, "1 was able to 
clear off ihe Government loan within just five years!"12 Though this five-year t ime- fme 
assertion was grossly i na~cu ra t e ,~~  the Babu actually needing the entire seven years to 
clear the loan, nonetheless the ofttimes financially-strapped publisher could still take solace 
in having paid back this huge loan in full within the allotted period. All this would take place 
in the latter 1940s and early '50s as will be made clear in the chapter to follow. 





C H A P T E R  23 

The Growing Impact of Tharchin's Newspaper, 
Assisting Tibet's Social Reformers and Japan's Tibetologists, 

and Inauguration of the New Tibet Mirror Press 

The Lord is niy shepherd; 1 shall not want. 
Let another man praise thee, and not thine own mouth; 

a stranger, and not thine own lips. 
Psalm 23 : 1 : Proverbs 2 7 2  

AN EARTHQUAKE OF GREAI MAGNITIJDE shook the District of Darjeeling in early 1934. What 
happened in Gergan Tharchin's home area, however, was but a small manifestation of a far 
greater calamity which had occurred to the west in Bihar State of North India. It was. in 
fact, an awesomely destructive earthquake whose effects were distinctly felt as far away 
as 1300 miles; for it was actually felt, and even wrecked a few houses, in the extreme south 
of the Madras Presidency that great a distance away from its epicenter, an "extension for 
which," said the Tinies of London, "there can be few, if any, precedents." At its center in 
Bihar State atone, the quake affected an area the size of Scotland with a population five 
times as dense, in which over 10,000 people were killed, valuable crop land completely 
devastated, fertile land totally ruined by the ill-effects of smothering sand, and nearly one 
thousand miles of railway wrecked. 

This was the second of three major earth tremors Tharchin was to experience in his 
lifetinie, and, providentially for him, the specific place of his abode at the particular moment 
when each of the three disasters struck happened to be located at the fringes and not near 
or at the center of its gravest impact. The first of these three major quakes. called later the 
Kangra Valley Earthquake, he had experienced while he was still living in his home village 
of Poo at the northwestern end of the Indian Himalayas. He was but fifieen years old when 
on 4 April 1905 the western Himalayas were shaken to their foundations by an "appalling" 
earth tremor, whose vibration ran from west to east far down into the plains area. One of 
those who on that day was down in the plains and experienced the shock in a most unusual 
way was Cliarles F. Andrews, the future confidant of Tharchin's soon-to-be new fiiend 
Sadhu Sundar Singh. Ironically called upon decades later to compose a small volume that 
would describe the 1934 earthquake as a way of appealing for relief funds worldwide to 
assist the many victims of that sudden calaiiiity, Andrews took the opportunity to recall in 
that volume what he himself had experienced on the morning of the earlier 1905 disaster: 

. . . 1 \vas lib-ing in the heart of the old city of Delhi at the time, in an ancien1 building, 
which felt tlie shock at its maximum intensity. The one thing that rernains in my mind, 
after al1 these years. i s  the sound of the terrified screaming of hundreds of birds on the 
trees outside my room when the earthqiiake shock occurred. The fear expressed in 
those screarns haunted ine for many days atfewards. Ii \vas this screaming cifthe hirds 
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But that would not be the case with respect to the third major quake Gergan Tharchin 
was to experience in his lifetime. For this one-deemed afie~rards to have been the fifth 
largest in world history-actually shook Kalimpong "for a full half-minute." occurring as it 
did at 7:55 on the night of 1 5 August 1950. Even so, what Tharchin and the other citizens of 
this Himalayan hill station experienced "was nothing," in the words of one eyewitness in 
Kalimpong, "to what was happening in North Assam and TibetW-the general location of 
the quake's epicenter. Describing the far less severe experience of the tremor in Kalimpong, 
missionary-journalist George Patterson wrote as follows: "1 was in the Graham's Homes 
School Asseinbly Hall at the time and the shock was severe enough to set lights swinging. 
beams creaking and water in the glasses splashing. In the town itself buildings swayed in 
the intensity of the shock and there was a time of panic as people rushed out of dmrs to get 
away fiom the dangers of falling masonry.', 

The newspapers, of course, were full of reports of what was termed an "unprecedented 
catastrophe." Calcutta's Sratesmarl of August 16Lh noted that "records available to the 
Meteorological Office in Poona sliow that the earthquake was of greater intensity than the 
Bihar earthquake of 1934 and much greater than the Quetta earthquake of 1935. Experts 
there suggested that it may be second only to the great Assam earthquake of 1897 . . ." 
Even as far away as Lhasa and for long distances to the east (Chamdo, 400 miles) and 
southwest (Sakya, 300 miles) ofthe Tibetan capital, the quake was felt quite strongly, I t  was 
accompanied not only by many earth tremors but also by "thirty to forty explosions" in the 
atmosphere and by "a stratige red glow in the [night] skies,'' al1 of which had been seen and 
heard by Tibetans at Lhasa and throughout much of East and Southwest Tibet.* 

Kalimpong felt this tremor more critically than the Bihar Quake sixteen years earlier 
simply because this time she was inuch closer to the epicenter, which was calculated to 
have been a point in the Eastern Himalayas about fifty miles fiom the northeast border of 
Assam. The tremors were described by meteorologists as having been "of very great 
intensity"; so severe were the shocks, in fact, that, according to the Staresman, at the 
Alipore Meteorological Office "the pen of one of the seismographs was thrown completely 
off the recording dnim." The Srotesman S front-page headline read: "Over 3000 Buildings 
Totally Wrecked in N.E. India Earthquake." lt went on to describe the near panic in Calcutta 

* Indeed, the superstitious Tibetans at Lhasa believed that these terrible phenornena of nature heralded an 
unspeakable disasterthat was soon to befall the nation. Even the fifieen-year-old Boy-King of Tibet, the 
Fourteenth Dalai Lama. who normally "set little store by popular superstition." had k e n  unconvinced by the 
assiirance given hini by Heinrich Harrer, his Western tutor at the tirne. that a purely scientific explanation 
accounted for ~ h a t  had happened. On the contray. he-who had felt the carth shzke beneath his feet inside his 
Surnrner Palace. who had heard man) ofthe explosions which to hirn had sounded like "an anillery barrage," 
and who had witnessed the huge red glow in Lhasa's cloudless sky tliat evening-believed that al1 this was 
"beyond science, sornething truly rnysterious." In fact, with the Chinese Communist Army now pathering 
along the eastern border of the Land of Monks and Monasteries, people at the Tibetan capital had hegun to 
"whisper about 'Lliarnak.' a Tibeian G~rterdammerung" (signaling a twilight of the gods. as it were). To their 
superstitioiis rninds it was as though 'Yhe gods of Tibet were doing battle with the dernons of China. and the 
frightened Lhasa folk dared not speculate on the result." See Mary Craig, Kundun, 142-3, 145 note 27. quoting 
tiom an unpublished manuscript shown to Craig by Jamyang Norbu. 
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itself: "Holiday crowds ... celebrating lndependence Day ran for shelter as the city was 
rocked. Cinema house audiences shrieked and prayed while bewildered shopkeepers shut 
the doors and windows of  their shops." 

But this was insignificant compared to what took place in Upper Assam. There, wrote 
Patterson, "the imagination boggled at the chaotic devastation. Millions of tons of water, 
blocked in the upper reaches of the Brahmaputra River by landslides after the earthquake, 
burst through their barriers and swept over Upper Assam over hundreds of  miles of country. 
The town of Sadiya began to sink, over two thousand villagers were swept away, other 
towns were damaged with six thousand people homeless in Jorhat, and over a hundred 
thousand cattle cut off." The journalist was then able to piece together an even more 
accurate picture of  the damage from eyewitnesses: from Tibetans who happened to be 
there and subsequently came to Kalimpong, and more specifically from Jean Kingdon- 
Ward, the wife of the famed English botanist, who was in the area north of Sadiya in 
Southeast Tibet. In graphic terms Patterson wove together a report on the scene of what 
happened: 

People were thrown to the ground in the violence of the shocks and with the succeeding 
paroxysms they could neither stand nor sit, clutching panic-stricken at tlie madly 
sliuddering earth. After the first shock there was a deep rumbling from the bowels of 
the earih and then thunderous reverberations in the heavens, pealing through the 
valleys in unbelievably deafening salvoes. 

Throughout the night the earth continued to tremble every few seconds, and towards 
the north the distant crackle as of heavy gunfire continued to be heard. Mountains 
poured down an endless cascade of rocks and dust into the river valleys aiid raging 
rivers began to dry up. The stars of the early evening were blotted out by an 
impenetrable cloud of dust which rose higher and higher and then added to the horror 
of the night when it became shot through with bloody red frorn unseen and inexplicable 
fires or volcanic masses. Clear mountain nvers became chocolate-brown floods carrying 
countless tons of mud and rock and timber, and other valleys through which they had 
foanied their way became mere savage dry cuts on the ravaged face of the earth. 

By comparison with this almost unimaginable devastation, suffering and death, ~alimpon%'s 
half-minute shock faded into iiisignificance, indeed. Tnily, Gergan Tharchin once again had 
inuch for which to be thankful.' 

NOW shortly after the quake that struck Darjeeling District in 1934 had subsided. the 
newspaper publisher traveled over from Kalimpoiig to visit Darjeeling Town, much of it  
having been leveled by the earthquake. In the debris he spotted a broken litliographic 
machine and a piece of stone lying at the front of the building to which he liad gone to sec 
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a printing press. The stone had been thrown across a small drain and was thus being used as 
a stepping-stone. Tharchin immediately recognized it as a litho stone of great value. The 
owner, either not knowing its value or not caring for the piece, sold it along with the litho 
machine to the Kalimpong publisher for Rs. Y-. Tharchin, to say the least, got the better of 
this deal! To an ambitious and born printer like him, the stone was as  valuable as a diamond. 
Having also purchased the machine, which was a demi-size litho handpress, he soon 
afierwards was able to get it repaired-and for the cost of Rs. 1301-. He brought it to 
Kalimpong and, in consultation with Dr. Knox, prepared the proper documents, being careful 
to reserve his own right and ownership to the litho press. 

At the time, Tharchin had asked the missionary doctor for permission to keep the litho 
press in the Scottish Mission Press building. Permission was granted, although at first Knox 
had suggested that the printer seIl his newly-acquired press to the Mission. The publisher 
reminded him of the difficulties in the past in connection with the Mission Press. In the 
event such difficulties were to arise again in the future, he observed, then he wanted to be 
sure he had his own press to use. Dr. Knox had laughed when he heard these things, but 
events of later years proved Tharchin's wisdom, for his worst fears came true. 

Meanwhile, the impact of the newspaper was being felt in many quarters: in part because 
of its nationalistic editorial policy that strongly supported the maintenance of Tibetan 
independence and, by extension, because of the ever-widening reputation which accmed to 
its editor-publisher as a result of that policy; but also in part because of the scholarly tone of 
some of its articles dealing with Tibetan culture and history. This latter impact was due in 
large measure to one particular individual who eventually found his way to the doorstep of 
Gergan Tharchin's newspaper office. It al1 began sometime during the middle part of 1935 
when the editor of the Tibet Mirror received a brief visit from one of the most learned and 
extraordinary of contemporary Tibetans, the Amdo monk Gedun Chophel (1903-5 1 ). I t  
would prove to be far more significant than merely making a courtesy cal1 on someone; 
rather. i t  would be the beginning of a long-term relationship that resulted in a collaboration 
between them in a number of scholarly areas of interest, including the contribution of a 
considerable number of excellent articles by the visiting scholar for inclusion in Tharchin 
Babu's Tibetan newspaper itself. 

Termed by one of his Western biographers "one of the most brilliant and controversial 
figures of Tibet in the twentieth century," Gedun Chophel was a man of niany talents: 
besides being a great scholar. he was a master debater. translator, historian, philosopher, 
poet, artist. wide-ranging traveler. and finally a political and social reformer. So brilliant was 
he that by the age of 4 he had already learned to read and write. Moreover. when only 13 
years old he had composed two complex poetic structures that when placed within rectangles 
could be read fiom numerous directions. I t  still remains today "a superb masterpiece." In 
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a paper read before an international seminar on Tibetan studies at Oxford in 1979, the 
English biographer of the Amdowa, Heather [Stoddard] Karmay, described him further as 
an exceptionally gifted individual: "beside the mocking dialectician and iconoclastic teacher, 
beside the searching scholar and the idealistic revolutionary, there was a creative man, a 
poet and a painter,' a lover of wine and women. He is said to have had his own special way 
of singing, and stories about his eccentric behavior contribute to the legend that is growing 
up around his person. In his varyipg activities he combined a mastery of the Tibetan system 
or point of view with its sharply critical appraisal."2" 

Gedun Chophel had been bom Ringzin Namgyal, but when later ordained a monk at 
Amdo's Dhi-Tsha district monastery he would receive the monkhood naine of Gedun Chophel 
by which forever afterwards he would be known. It has been pointed out by one of his 
biographers that Gedun in Tibetan (Dge 'dun) is that language's translation of sangha, the 
order of monks, and that chos phel signifies the "spreading of the dharma." As will be 
seen in the pages to follow, this Amdo monk would experience throughout his life "a 
complicated relationship with the Buddhist sangha." In fact, adds Donald Lopez Jr, ''manu 
would coine to question whether he . . . spread the dharma, although dharma is notoriousl!: 
difficiilt to translate." If, however, one accepts "truth" as a legitimate meaning of the term, 
then by al1 means, Gedun Chophel hnd spread the dharma in his own inimitable ~ a y . ' ~  

Broiight up within the Nyingmapa monastic tradition of Tibetan Buddhism, Gecho, as he 
liked to cal1 himself, whose first teacher-his father-had taught him poetry as well as the 
basic fundamentals of reading and writing, went on to study metaphysics for nearly six 
years at famed Labrang Monastery in Amdo, commencing in 1921. During this period, 
incidentally, he is known to have visited on a number of occasions in the home ofArnerian 
missionary M. Grant Griebenow who had his residence for nearly three decades just outside 
the western limits of Labrang Gompa.* It is quite conceivable that during these visits the 
Amdowa had experienced his first exposure not only to the Christian faith but to the English 
language as well. Eventually, at the age of 24, Gecho found his way to Lhasa in 1927, 
apparently with the aim to eam for himself the lhorampa degree (the highest of four grades 
of ge.rhe). There iii the vast monastery of Drepung he studied at the feet of the most 
influential teacher of the time, ~mdo-born '~eshe  Sherab Gyamtsho (1  884-1 968) of Do-Yu]. 
A powerhl personality in Tibet who during his long life experienced an unusually multifaceted 
career, Geshe Sherab was at one time close to the Great Thirteenth, would come undei. bath 
Nationalist and Communist Chinese influence and ideas, would eventually beçome "bitterli 
opposed" to the Lhasa government and go off to China where he soon becarne a Government 
official and an agent of the Kuomintang establishment at Nanking, but would tlien go on 
much later to become the Chairman of the Al1 China Buddhist Association of the people's 
Republic and even Vice President of Communist China's Chinghai Province (whicli since 

* It will be of interest to the reader to learn that several years after Rev. Ciriebenow's lengthy stay at Labran& 
which extended frorn 1921 to 1949, he would make his way to Kalimpong wheie hc would be in\'olved 
teinporarily with Gergan Tharcliiii and others in revising the Tibetan New Testament. See Chapter -8 for 
details. See also Paul K.  Nietupski. Labrang. a Tibeiart Buddllist .bfolonastey ut the Crossr.oad.y of Folrr' 
Cii~ilizutiorts (Ithaca NY U S A ,  1999). 
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1928 had included Amdo within its borders). These were obviously positions of high honor 
but were of little power. 

Much earlier during his years at the Tibetan capital, the Geshe had been responsible, as 
editor-in-chief, for producing the Lhasa revised edition of the Kangvur in close association 
at Norbu Lingka with the Great Thirteenth himself and which after twelve years of work 
was published in 1933. Nevertheless, in 1936 when either exiled (as clairned by David 
Snellgrove and Hugh Richardson) or having departed Tibet voluntarily (as suggested by 
Tharchin Babu in his Tibet Mirror), the Geshe went off to China-preswnably at the 
invitation of that country's Kuomintang govemment "to occupy a high official p s t "  (as 
Stoddard asserts). Apropos of al1 this, Tharchin, in a letter sent fiom Kalimpong to Sir 
Charles Bell on 16 February 1937, had informed him of the fact that the Geshe, in Company 
with a "high Chinese official, [Major] Lee Oyon [Lu Wuyuan]." had arrived in the hill 
station recently and together had left for Calcutta and China two days previously. The 
Geshe, he added, had been called by the Chinese government to Nanking at a payment per 
month of 10001- Chinese dollars and would be producing a 'Tibetan-Chinese dictionary. 
Over time the Geshe would assuine various Nationalist government ot'fices and much later 
a vast array of Conimunist government posts. In Per Kvaerne's opinion, however, rather 
than regard the Geshe, as some have done, as rnerely a Chinese collaborator, "a more 
convincing interpretation places hirn in the context of confrontation with the modem world 
which was not only his fate, but also the fate o f .  . . his disciple, Gedun Ch'ornp'el." 

But Stoddard sees the Geshe's later career in China as constituting "a synthesis" of the 
opinions both of the Indian Communist, Rahul Sankrityayana ( 1893- 1963). who maintained 
that Geshe Sherab had been delighted with Mao's rise to power, and of the champion of 
Republicanisrn, Gergan Tharchin, who had placed the Geshe squarely in the Tibetan Buddhist 
"ship" and presented him as having atternpted with al1 his power to prevent a shipwreck in 
the "red waters" of "atheistic" Communism-not only for himself but also on behalf of 
Tibet and her independence. For as Stoddard writes elsewhere: the "apparent ambiguitj " of 
the Geshe's "political stance, in between comrnunism and republicanisrn, is one of the constants 
amongst Tibetan progressivist intellectuals during this period. It reflects partly. no doubt, the 
tluctuating situation in China itself, but more probablj, a global attraction towards modem 
political systems, as possible alternatives to the ecclesiastical state that was Tibet." As b i l l  
shortly be seen, the same could be said of the Geshe's illustrious disciple, Gedun Chophel.? 

However, Amdo's renowned twosome at Drepung did not get along with each other 
very well, as was made clear by Stoddard in her Oxford serninar paper: 

Gedun Chophel had already made a reputation for himself as a brilliant and unorthodox 
dialectician in Bla-brang [in Amdo], and the relationship between the mo, master and 
disciple, was somewhat testy. Gedun Chophel claimed that he disputed whatecer Geshe 
Sherab said and that Geshe Sherah always addressed him as the madman [and never 
by Iiis achial iiame]. Both had a profound h n o ~  ledge of the Dharnla. both \\ ere anists 
and hoth w r e  hot-tempered. But their vieivs conflicied and afier a M hile Gedun Chophel 
gave up attending Geshe Sherab's classes. Geshe Sherab was angry and sent soineone 
to Gedun Chophel's cell to ask why. He looked up and said: "Everything he kno\ss 1 
hnow. everything 1 doii't h o u  he doesn't knon," and uent on uith his draming. 
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Now it was during this period in his life that Gecho was extended a personal invitation to 
travel to India. For in the summer of 1934 Pandit Rahul Sankrityayana, the famous tndian 
lingiiist, Buddhist scholar, writer, and unswerving Communist who labored tirelessly as an 
active partisan in the lndian independence moveinent, was visiting Tibet a second time (the 
first liaving been in 1929-30 and discussed two chapters earlier; he would do so again at 
least twice more). On this occasion he was in search of just the right kind of Tibetan 
scholar--knowledgeable and progressive-upon whom he could depend for guidance and 
assistance in cataloging and conducting research on an extensive collectioii of Tibetan works 
he had brought fiom Tibet on his previous visit and which he had deposited in the Library of 
the Patna M ~ s e u m . ~  These inaterials had primarily been ancient Sanskrit manuscripts that 
in the night of time had been lost in India but which now formed an important collection of 
Tibetan texts that thanks to the Pandit would remain housed at the Indian museum. But on 
this cun-ent expcdition Pandit Rahul was also looking for someone to assist him in gaining 
access to Tibet's monasteqr libraries and making a further and more extensive search for 
additional palm-leaf manuscripts that were no longer extant in India. 

Fortune now brought hini into contact at Lhasa with Gedun Chophel; for one day he 
happeiied to ineet the Amdo monk-scholar at Geshe Sherab's quarters where they quickly 
became very good friends. So much so, that in mid-summer of 1934 both scholars lefi 
Lhasa together on a iiew research expedition of the Pandit's, al1 thouglit of achieving the 
Iharainpa geshe degree having been cast to the winds by Gecho, who eschewed the vanity 
of high position and claimed that the degree was an empty name anyway. In fact, not long 
before his death he would explain to an intimate friend why it was that he never became a 
geshe. Commenting retrospectively on this period in his scholastic career at Drepung, the 
Amdo scholar had this to Say: "1 under[stood] the main points of al1 the scriptures taught by 
the Buddha and [their] commentaries. [But] if 1 [didn't] practice them, what good [was] it 
to claim a geshe degree in name only? And [sol 1 ran away from the lharampa [examination] 
debate"' and off went Gecho to India.* (Later, he would even forfeit his vows as a monk as 
a consequence of his haviiig engaged in particular vices while in India that were unacceptable 
to his homeland's monastic community.) 

First, however, Gecho and Rahul traveled north to the renowned Reting Monaster-. the 
ecclesiastical seat of the then ruling Tibetan Regent, Reting Rimpoche. Two months later. 
though. the Pandit and the Amdo monk retumed in September to Lhasa briefly before they 
thereafter headed south for India through southern Tibet and Nepal. Visiting al1 the important 
Buddhist sites during what proved to be a very lengthy period of travels together, they 
copied, photographed and collected a vast assortment of old and rare manuscripts, bath 
palm-leaf and blockprint. It was in the course of this ambitious project, by the way, that 
Gecho, in the words of Topden Tsering, "lament[ed] the disastrous face of Tibetan superstition 
as observed in the way in which local believers pocketed away . . . text leafs" taken from 

* The Fact that several of his essays which would later appear in T/IP Mcrhahorll~ijournal were sigiied "Lania 
Geshe Chompell" may have been the way the journal editor had indicated the authorsliip and no1 that of Gecho 
hiniself; otherwise, thei-e is a defiriite inconsistency on the part of the Amdo inonk. 
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rare Sanskrit Buddhist scriptures with which to then "stuff'amulcts and adom their altars.'% 
Incensed by al1 this, the monk-poet, in one of his poems he would write later, would continue 
to be critiçal of his countrymen's blind superstition: "Al1 that is old is proclaimed as the wodc 
of gods /Al1 that is new conjured by the devil / Wonders are thought to be bad omens / This 
is the tradition of the land of the Dharma."' 

In the Nepal segment of their lengthy itinerary these two scholars rernained for over six 
months (November 1934 to May 1935) in Kathmandu' at the home of a well-to-do Nepalese 
wool merchant, by name Triratna Man, whose family even then still maintained a shop in 
Lhasa that had been established more than 150 years before. Here the Amdo monk would 
learn Nepali and work with Rahul on scholarly projects before finally leaving for lndia in 
late May or early June 1935.' Upon their arriva1 in lndia, the entire collection of copies 
niade of various materials as well as numerous original ancient manuscripts and other k ~ j k s  
which these two scholars had amassed during their travels together were deposited at 
Patna in the Library of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society of the Patna Museum. l'his 
was where the inany Tibetan wood-block materials and other rare artifacts tiorn the Pandit's 
first joumey into the Forbidden Land had previously been deposited.'"~ it developed, 
Gedun Chophel was not to retum to Lhasa for nearly eleven years, during which period he 
traveled, studied and read widely. 

In her book-length biography ofthe Amdo scholar, Stoddard has providtid an informative 
description of the "stunnirig" political and cultural environment into u hich Pandit Rahul 
would almost immediately thrust him, quoting as well a brief news note about these two 
from a contemporary issue of Tharchin Babu's newspaper (Vol. VIII, 1935. p. 3): 

In India, not only did Rahul bring Gedun Chompel to the holy places of the Buddha, 
the oilly domain worthy of interest for traditional Tibetans. but he initiated him into the 
Hindu classical civilization as well. Through his o\vn political activities, Rahul made 
Gedun Chompel enter the stunning current events which were marking the last years 
of British dominance in the Subcontinent. It was the lndia of Gandhi, Tagore, Nehru 
and S.C. Bose, the one where the cultural, spiritual and political life focused on the 
assertion of national identity: the India of meetings, discussions. demonstrations and 
innumerable political arrests [including those of Rahul hirnselfj. Everywhere in 
universities. institutes and newly founded societies, the rehabilitation of the rich 
traditional civilization of India was present. The Mahabodhi Society. for esample. 
founded in the IXth ceiitury, was pursuing since forty years earlier lier oHn cultural 
and political battle against the obstructions of the British govemment. In Calcutta, 
Rahul introduced him to this sympathetic environment, open to Buddhist morilis of al1 
Asia. Gedun Chompel will retum there several tiines. to \vork. and later. to publish a 
range of articles in its journal. Encouraged by Rahul's promises [but ne\.er kept], the 
Amdowa scholar was hoping to be sent to the West, under the sponsorship of the 
Society. In 1935, a short feature of the Melong [Tibet ,l!irror] pointed out: 

The lndian puiidit named Rahul, who went to Tibet last year. left for Japan. The 
Aindo grske \$.ho calne \s.ith him from Drepung. a \ery erudite man and an excellent 
artist, went to Dai:ieeling, and he resides at Dotsug." 
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Froin this news note of Tharchin's about these two men one can assume that not long 
after their arrival in lndia the Pandit had taken Gedun Chophel to Darjeeling Town, more 
than likely by way of Kalimpong and on which occasion Gecho probably met briefly for the 
first time the Tibet Mirror S editor and publisher. According to Stoddard, it was the early 
part of July 1935. Raliul then left for East Asia and Moscow, fiom whence he would return 
to lndia t ~ o  months later. Meaiiwhile and until late March of 1937, Gecho would remain for 
the most part in the Darjeeling District, continuing to study Sanskrit as well as probably 
coinmencing liis study of English and engaging himself in some translation work." It would 
be during tlie early part of this period that he would make his first substantive acquaintance 
with Babu Tharchin. 

As best as can be determined froin the available sources, it had al1 come about as 
follon S. Upon his return to Iiidia from Russia in September ( 1935) the Pandit was reunited 
briefly with his Tibetan fiiend at Darjeeling, after which Sankrityayana that same month 
tooh the nionk-scholar over to Kalimpong where lie fonnally introduced the Amdowa to 
Gergan l'liarchin. As 3 result of this encounter, and immediately recognizing the intellectual 
and scholarly qualities in Gedun Chophel, the newspaper publisher invited the latter to begin 
contributing poems, essays and articles for publication in the Tibet Mirror, the first appearing 
in August of 1936. The budding scholarlwriter would continue rnaintaining his residence, 
though, over in Darjeeling, and he also lived for a while in Sikkim.13 

But in April of 1937, having received an invitation from the Babu to come stay with him 
and his family, Gecho relocated himself from Darjeeling and commenced to live with the 
Babu. And according to one of the Amdowa's most recent biographers, he "stayed with 
Khunu Bhabu Tharchin for about eighteen months."14 During the latter part of this length~ 
stay with the Babu, however, he would be absent for sonle five months accornpanying 
Pandit Rahul into southern Tibet, tliey having departed together from Kalimpong on 4 May 
1938 immediately afier visiting earlier that same day the ailing Rabindranath Tagore.'' 

Now based on her interview with Tharchin Babu-la in 1975, Stoddard was able to provide 
for her readers a pen portrait of the initial relationsliip between the Babu and tlie Aindowa 
and Tharchin's early impressions of his emdite guest: 

. . . In the following years Kalimpong became for Gedun Chompel his main reference 
point and his place of retreat during the warrn season in lndia. 

The Khunuwari missionary remembers Gedun Chompel upon his arrival. ho\v he 
\vas passionate about Tibet's ancient historv, fascinated particularly by the epoch of 
the tserlpos, the great kings of the Yarlung dynasty, and by the wars in Central Asia. In 
India he exainined the aiicient steles and pillars, searching esarnples ofthe writiiig froin 
\\.hich Tibetan \vas created. . . . 

Frorn the start a rnutual sympathy bonded these h o  men, origiiîally from tlie border 
zones of the high plateau, bom at the periphery of the Tibetan civilization. twn thousand 
kilometers apart. Both were attracted by the new ideas, the evolution of the modem 
\\iorld. The future of Tibet was their essential preoccupation. Tharchin no doubt sa\v 
in Gedun Chompel a potential convert [to Clîristianity]. Ide. it  was said, had becoine 
acquainted with the Bible [back in Amdo] and was already holding a critical discourse 
on Tibetan Buddhisnî. . . . 
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Tharchin's house was serving as a link between Grdun Chompel and his 
correspondents. IJe was communicating with several scholarly geshe in Tibet, infonning 
them of the latest world events, carrying out with them epistolary discussions over the 
nature of religion. Buddhism, Christianity and Islam.'" 

Meanwhile, in consequence of his working with the already-mentioned international 
Buddhist missionary organization, the Mahabodhi Society of Calcutta, Gedun Chophel waa 
able, under its auspices, to study Sanskrit further at Varanasi and Pali in Ceylon (now Sri 
Lanka). I t  was reported by his Sanskrit munshi at Varanasi, incidentally, that his student 
was so sharp that he could memorize in one day a text that would require the munshi weeks 
to açconiplish the saine feat. The Amdowa would also master Hindi in a relatively shon 
time, and at Varanasi he would likewise study the English language further than what he had 
done elsewhere. In fact, Topden Tsering tells how Gecho, having been midway into learning 
Sanskrit back during liis Lhasa days and "thinking it to be the spoken language in lndia." had 
quickly to switch to learning English when informed by Sankrityayana that Sanskrit had long 
since "disappeared from regular conversations"! l 7  

It  can be said indisputably that many people had a Iiand in teaching Gecho both basic and 
advanced aspects of this highly ditricult Western language-from an elderly Christian nun 
living in Northeast India to the Russian émigré George Roerich residing in far-off Kulu 
Valley of Northwest India. from possibly various rnunshis at Calcutta's Mahabodhi Society 
to those at Varanasi's Kashibidyabitha School. But as regards whoever was the very first 
person to have instructed Gedun Chophel in this language there have been many claimants. 
K. Dhondup, for one, has asserted that the tirst to instruct him was the Darjeeling Christian 
nun and this instruction had definitely occurred quite early on in his Indian stay. Let it be 
added here, though, that if the testimony of Gyamtsho Shempa can be accepted as tnistworthy. 
Gergan Tharchin was one of the first, if not the first, to teach this Tibetan rnonk the rudiments 
of English. 

Like Gedun Chophel. Shempa had been born in Amdo. Moreover. according to an inten'iew 
he gave to the present writer, Gecho was first cousin to his wife, the scholar-monk ha\ ing 
been the son of Mrs. Shempa's materna1 aunt. Born in the rnid- to late 1920s, Ciyamtsho had 
fled with his family to India's Kalimpong during the abortive Tibetan Uprising of 1958-9. 
where he along with his wife became Christians and where they would sometimes attend 
Christian meetings in Tharchin's cornpound. Shempa recalls that the Babu had told him and 
his wife on one occasion that he "had taught Gedun Chophel the ABCs of English in the 
1930s." Eventuall>., however. the brilliant Amdo language student had turned the tables on 
his tutor. evincing an iricredible facilit!, in the language. For. added the Babu, "within six 
inonths Ciedun Chopliel was teaching nie the refinements of English and using the most 
proper grammar in doing so!"lR 

Having learned English well enough early on in his lndian experience, Gecho was able, 
shortly thereafter, to begin writing a number of poems and scholarly articles; those, for 
example. which would appear, as noted earlier. in the Babu's newspaper, but also in other 
journals. Fiirtliennore, the Tibetan translated and composed a wide selection of tests, writing 
as was his wont, notes Hisao Kiniura, "on everything from religion to politics, including 
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a treatise on love and sex."I9 But once having mastered a number of languages (he would 
eventually be able to speak over a dozen of them fluently!), Gedun Chophel would be offto 
engage hiinself further in scholarly wanderings in many places: throughout inuch ofthe vast 
lndian subcontinent, and in the process create guidebooks for Bodh Gaya and Sarnath, at 
the latter place of which he claimed to have pinpointed the exact spot where Gautama 
Buddha had first delivered the Dharma to five of his earlier disciples. But he would also 
travcl to Nepal again, as well as to Sikkim, Bhutan, Ceylon and, as mentioned already, 
southern Tibet. For it was in this latter country that he accompanied Pandit Rahul one more 
tinie, in 1938. This expedition of the Pandit's turned out to be his most ambitious of al1 into 
Tibet, where he and Gecho traveled together for five months. A year earlier, however, 
Rahul would propose to his Tibetan protégé that he establish a detailed catalog of the entire 
collection of diverse Tibetan texts at the Patna Museum Library which had been gathered 
during the Pandit's three previous journeys into Tibet (1929-30, 1934, and 1936).IVa This 
nieticulous project would most likely be carried on and ultimately completed over the next 
three years (within the period of 1937-40) between the Amdo scholar's travels into Tibet, 
India. Sikkim, Nepal and Bhutan andlor between his short and longer stays at such places as 
Kalimpong, Calcutta and Ceylon." 

Now it happened that within a few years of his initial arriva1 in India (in 1935) Gedun 
Chophel became known to the Indian academic circle that was interested in Tibetology and 
Buddhism, doubtless thanks in large part to his initial host in India, the renowned Pandit. For 
instance. the celebrated Indian poet and educator, Rabindranath Tagore, offered him a 
teaching position as Professor of Tibetan at his famed Santiniketan University, but it was 
said that Gecho h~rned down such a comfortable well-paid post, he prizing much more his 
freedom to wander, to see and to study. But the Tibet Mirror S editor was also numbered 
among that esoteric circle in lndia at this time. And as was learned earlier, this had inevitably 
brought Gedun Chophel to Kalimpong and to Tharchin Babu's home through the assistance 
of Sankrityayana. Needless to say, the Babu, besides having the joy of being this erudite 
Tibetan's English tutor for a time, was also extremely happy to publish in his inonthl~ 
newspaper a considerable number of articles and essays written by this rapidly rising versatile 
scholar. "ln 1936," notes Tashi Tsering, who not too long ago made an in-depth study of the 
Tibet Mirror for this period, "the quality of writing in the paper improved noticeably" with 
the addition of Gedun Chophel's contributions to the Babu's news journal.*" These, in fact. 
were his first critical writings published especially between 1936 and 1939, and in which he 
would take legitimate scholarly exception to what had been received and loi-ig accepted as 
truth in the scholarly tradition of Tibet. 

* Another proininent contributor to the Tibet i l l i rror whose work would add luster to the ppei-in his case 
during thc 1940s and '50s-was ihe Ladakhi-born monk-scholar, Geshe Ye-shes-don-grup (1 897-1 980). One 
of  the outstanding teachers o f  Tibetan Buddhism of liis geiieration. the (icshe had studied Ibi inore than 20 
yeais at Shigatse's faiiied Trashilliiinpo blonastery and other 'Tibetlin centers of learning, and who. in  the 
w,ords of Pcter Richardus. "did his utinost to pieserve a [Tibetan] civilization caught in the nlost serious crisis 
o f  ils history." Recognized for his scholarship potential by the likes of the renowned Tibetologist GiusePPe 
Tiicci and the well-known Dutch scholar .lohan van Manen, the Ladakhi Geshe would make se\.eral Icngth!' 
yisits (fi\)e illonth~ on one occasion) to Ciergan Tharchin's hiIl station during the 1940s and '0s where he 
assisted the Bahii in editing the general news for the h1iri.o~ and even more çigniticantIy contributed numerolls 
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One of the earliest of these was an essay printed under the pseudonyrn of "Honest 
Dharma" (Drang Po Dharma) which appeared in the 28 June 1938 issue of the Mirror 
entitled, "1s the World Round Or Flat?"'a and that was illustrated with what Stoddard has 
asserted "must be the first modem map of the globe by a Tibetan." Significantly, notes 
Donald Lopez Jr, Gedun Chophel "does not seek to prove that [the earth] is round; he 
simply declares that i t  is so. It is so because Europeans, who once believed that the world is 
flat, now al1 Say it is round. Thus, everyone knows that it is round, including the inhabitants 
of the various Buddhist lands, who also once accepted the Mount Meru cosmology. It  is 
only the narrow-minded and stubborn Tibetans who refuse to see the truth."?lh Yet what in 
part Iay behind this essay of Gecho's foms  a tale both fascinating and surprising in the 
extreme. 

It will be recalled froin Chapter 14 of the preceding volume that the traditional Tibetan 
Buddhist cosmological view ofthe world had for the longest time been that the earth is flat, 
a view which in the latter 1930s was still held by noiie other than Gedun Chophel's 
extraordinarily bright and otherwise modem-thinking master Geshe Sherab Gyamtsho! I t  
would appear that the Tibet Mirror essay by the disciple had been issued by hirn in part as 
a literary response to his master with whom Gecho had had a violent argument on this 
matter. For Stoddard relates that a year earlier, in February 1937. and while the Geshe was 
in Calcutta en route to China to begin his presumed voluntary exile from Tibet, the monk 
master Iiad made a point of inviting his former disciple to come down to the Bengali capital 
and cal1 upon him at his Calcutta hotel. Accepting the invitation, Gecho traveled south to 
Calcutta and put himself up at the Mahabodhi Society headquarters. "As was his wont." 
went one version of this meeting, these two fiery debaters began to dispute about this and 
that; and as things got more heated, the conversation turned to the subject of the earth's 
shape. The former student did not hesitate to declare it was spherical. but his erstwhile 
guru retorted empliatically with: "Then 1 shall make it flat!" Whereupon Gedun Chophel 
spat on the ground and shouted back: "If you say such things in China, not even a dog will 
come to see you, let alone a man!" Someone then asked these two to cease their argument, 
but the Geshe replied, "Don't w o q ,  he's my pupil; \ve are always like this!" 

Nevertheless, Stoddard has discemed in this confrontation between these two antagonists 
a much deeper confrontation of which this dispute over cosmology sened to point up a 
significant cultural de\.elopment between the Tibetan and non-Tibetan ~ o r l d s  which had 
been gathering momentum for some tinie. She writes: 

. . . the anecdote is reduced to the symbolic status of the violent confrontation . . . 
between tradition and scientitïc representation. O11 the other hand. Ciedun Chompel's 
articlc and map pushed the dispute into the domain of events actually li\,ed. Once 

scholarl~. articles-in both prose and poetr~-n various aspects of  Tibetaii and Ladakhi hisron. and culture. 
Additionally. the monk-scholar edited a Tibetan dictionarj of  the Babu's for eventual publication by Tharchin's 
Press. 

For inore dctails, see Nawang Tsering Shakspo. "The Life and Titnes of Geshe Ye-shes-don-grup." in John 
Bis‘. cd., Lulluh-hi Histories (LeideniBoston. 2005). 335-52. especiall~ pp. 344-5. 346. and 35 1 (Richardus 
quote). 
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inore Gedun Chompel had touched a crucial point. . . . This article . . ., and his writings 
in geiieral, provide an outline of the discussions which began to animate this [Tibetaii] 
society ai the very beginning of the confrontation between two totally difierent systems 
of thought. [At tliis nioment] the edifice of the traditional society [as represented by 
the Cieshe] had remained as is in its entirety, obstinate in ignoring the events developing 
beyond its walls. Hardly two years after his [initial] contact with the non-Tibetan 
world. Gedun Chompel, who had become this critical mind, had irrevocably departed 
from his own tradition.'? 

That niüster and disciple soon afterwards resumed a cordial relationship is made clear 
by what happened a few days later. Surprisingly, it involved the presence of Sir Francis 
Younghusband. The latter had been invited, several months before this, to represent the 
League of Nations Union at the week-long Parliament of Religions to be convoked in Calcutta 
during the first days of March 1937. Rehirning to lndia after a 27-year absence, Sir Francis- 
afier landing by ship at Bombay-was whisked away to Calcutta in a single-engine plane 
by none other than the celebrated aviator Charles Lindbergh. The famous American airman 
was desirous, he had cabled to Sir Francis, "of meeting a few Indian inystics" and "squatting 
with a yogi" as a way of coping better with the loss of his beloved murdered son, and he 
now souglit Younghusband's help in finding these religious men while both lie and 
Younghusband were on the Subcontinent. The Englishman dutifully aided the American in 
the latter's quest for an avatar; meanwhile, however, just two days after his arriva] in 
Calcutta, Sir Francis would have lunch with a monk he had met when in Lhasa in 1904. And 
while dining together, the inonk just happened to introduce Younghusband to Geshe Sherab 
and Gedun Cliophel, both of whom were dining there as well and were by this tiine conducting 
theinselves on more friendly terms with one another. 

Now in view of his anticipated departure a few days hence by boat to China with Chinese 
Major Lu (or Li) Wu-yuan, the Geshe during this brief encounter was somehow able to 
persuade the famed Expedition leader to make a speech at the Calcutta docks! And according 
to the account of the eveiit given in Tharchin's newspaper, the Invader of Tibet did indeed 
show iip at the docks, as well as. of course, Gedun Chophel. "The Tibetan and Chinese 
communities of Calciitta held a farewell celebration," read the news item in the Tihct ~Mirror 
issue of 13 Mardi 1937. "On this occasion Sir Francis Youngllusband addressed them." 
Uiifoitunately, writes Patrick French, "there is no record of what he said, or of his opinions 
on this pair of notorious Tibetan revolutionaries." This would be the last tiine Geclio would 
ever see his disputatious inaster. who would be imprisoned for upholding the right to speak 
the Tibetan language and would be tortured to death by the Chinese some thirty jears later 
in Chinghai Province diiring the infainous Cultural Rev~lu t ion .?~  A little over a year later 
"Honest Dliarma" would piiblish in the Babil's newspaper his essay on cosmology that was 
clearly critical oftliose Tibetans like the Geshe whose narrow-minded and stubborn attitude 
prevented them from seeing the truth. 

Another example of Gedun Chophel's contributions to the Babu's newspaper was an 
article entitled, "The Evolution of LT'nled from U ' c h o ~  Script," which appeared in Tibetan 
in the 2d of Januav 1938 issue of the ~Mii-ror.?' In this quite scholarly article, he set forth the 
argument that the cursive Tibetan script known as U'med had evolved froin C1'c.l1crl or 
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block script, which thus challenged the belief, widely held, that these two systems had been 
established separately on, respectively, another ancient Indian script and Sanskrit. ln fact, 
notes Tibetan scholar Samten Norboo, in the hfirror article the Amdowa had explained that 
the U 'nied or headless Tibetan script "was the outcome of an effort to write [rapidly] the 
Il 'chen characters [which had heads], and gave convincing illustrations to substantiate his 
 argument^."^" 

Still other articles, numbering well over a dozen in al1 and appearing in the Tibet ,Uirror 
between 1936 and 1943, covered such diverse topics of academic interest as the following: 
"Honest Acrostic in Current Language," "A New Understanding after Secing India" (two 
articles), "Lhasa and Rasa: La and Ra," "The Importance of the Political History of Tibet" 
(two articles, and considered to be one of his most significant contributions to Tibetan 
scholarship, and is briefly discussed later), "How the Names and Borders of a Country 
Change," and "The Manner of Taking Oath between Tibetans and Chinese, and How Tibetans 
Seized the Capital of the Eniperor of China" (three articles). There ebsn appeared in the 1 
January 195 1 issue of the Mirror "A Letter to the Editor, Babu Tharchin" sent from the 
Amdo scholar and written at Lhasa in 1950 less than a year before his untimely death and . - 
a year following his release from prison.- It  was a brief letter ofcongratulation in recognition 
of the 25Ih anniversary of the Babu's inauguration of his now-famous Tibetan newspaper. 

But besides collaborating with Tharchin in his newspaper. the two of them also did so on 
the coinpilation of the Babu's ongoing and expansive Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary (details 
about the dictionary itself having been discussed tuo chapters earlier and will be so again 
near the end of the present chapter). However. the Buddhist scholar Jeffrey Hopkins, in his 
biographical essay on Gedun Chophel. has made the assertion that the Amdo monk "had 
worked in Kalimpong with Tharchin Babu-la to compile a Tibetan-English dictionary that 
includes a little Hindi." Where Hopkins got this information is not indicated, but it is highl~ 
iinlikely tliat such a dictionary collaboration had takeii place. since the closest dictionan 
publication similar to this in content wliich the Babu had printed uas  his Etiglish-Tiberan- 
Hirtcji Pockct Dictionuni tliat came out in 1965, several decades following Gecho's period 
of collaborative activity with the Babu in the 1930s at Kalimpong. Furthermore. if the Amdo 
scliolar had indeed contributed to this Pocket Dictionay\', no credit was given him in 
Tharchin's preface to the work, whereas in the same preface he did give credit to others. 
Additionally, in none of those sources consulted by the present author in preparing this 
discussion on Gedun Chophel's relationship with Babu Tharchin is there any indication of 
u heii or if'tliis presumed collaboratively-produced dictionary was ever coinplsted or where 
it  was finally printed and published. 

Witli respect io Sainten Norboo's brief mention about a dictionary collaboration be t~een  
Gecho and the Babu. lie has left the impression in his article on the life and works of the 
Amdo monk that it was the ltrtter j. dictionary which was being coinpiled and that Tharchin 
was iiierely collaborating with Gedun Chophel ("Afier his arriva1 iri  India, Rev. Chophel 
conipiled a Tibetaii dictionary in collaboration with the late Rev. G Tharchin"); whereas the 
tmth of the inatter is just the opposite, with Tharchin having begun the creation of the 
ahi-esaid Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary J.ears earlier. Indeed, i t  is the belief of the present 
urriter tliat tlie Babu, iminediately recogniziiig tlie linguistic talents of Gedun Chophel, had 
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provided some inuch needed employment to the Amdowa visitor by way of having invited 
the latter to collaborate with him on the newspaper editor's monumental dictionary project. 
On the other hand, the Tibetan historian K. Dhondup, in his comment on the matter, has 
been less definitive on whose original creation it was which later involved Gecho's collaborative 
labor on the project ("In Kalimpong, he [GC] worked on the compilation of a dictionary 
with G. Tharchin of the Mirror Pres~"). '~ Heather Stoddard, though entirely silent on this 
particular joint enterprise, has made it clear in several places in her biography of Gedun 
Chophel that he and the Babu had labored together on various other endeavors of mutual 
literary, linguistic and scholarly interest. 

Two of these other joint endeavors which she specifically identifies involved the two of 
them translating into English from the Tibetan language portions of a treatise on the new 
Fourteenth Dalai Lama as well as parts of an official biography of the latter's predecrssor 
on Tibet's Lion Throne, the Great Thi~teenth. '~ Both projects were undertaken at the behest 
and for the benefit of Basil Gould, British India's Political Officer in Sikkim at the time. It 
would appear, in fact, that Gould had personally commissioned Tharchin to perform these 
tasks, and the latter in turn had apparently requested Gecho to assist him. "For three hours 
every day," explains Stoddard regarding the second of these two joint translation efforts 
(and probably deriving her information fiom an interview with the Babu in 1975), the Amdowa 
and the Khunuwari "were working together, Gedun Chompel mastering the condensed and 
difficult language of this official biography, and Tharchin more at ease in English than bis 
friend."'O 

But Stoddard would discuss still another, and far more significant joint linguistic endeavor 
which would ultimately catapult Gedun Chophel into the front rank ofTibetan historiographers, 
"lt was through Tharchin Babu," she began, that the Amdo scholar "came into contact with 
Jacques BacotVsod or, to put it more unambiguously, the monk-scholar came into contact 
with the results of Bacot's labors in linguistic Tibetology; for these two-the Frenchlnan 
and the Tibetan-never met. Bacot, it will be recalled, was the highly respected Frencll 
Orientalist whoin Tharchin several years earlier had served as a paid scholar-assistant 
during the last half of 193 1 when the Frenchman had been in Kalimpong (see again Volume 
II, Chapter 19 for details). The Amdo monk, Stoddai-d explained, would hereafter render 
significant linguistic assistance to tlie Babu and through him to Bacot (who long before tllis 
had returned to Paris) in helping the leamed Frenchinan to read the famed but diffic~lt-to- 
decipher Tun-Huang Documents relating to Tibetan dynastic hi~tory,~"" a collection of unique 
records to which for tlie first tiine Gecho had been introduced by Tharchin Babu liinlself 
The year was 1937, a year prior to the lengthy joumey Gecho would make accoinpan~illg 
Rahul Sankrityayana into southem Tibet. Here is liow the Babu has described the this 
interesting episode in his life and in that of the Arndowa had al1 coine about and its aftermath. 
explaining it in detail in two letters he wrote years later. The fii-st one was written to an 
unidentified correspondent ofTharchin's in Lhasa in 1948, and the second to Hugh ~ichardson, 
also in Lhasa, a year later. both found among the Tharchin Papers. l n  the carlier letter 
Tharchin wrote: 

Yes. 1 have some photographs of sonle history of Tibet [the Tun-Hiiang ~ o c u n l e n t s l ~  
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which 1 got from Prof. Bacot of France in 193 1. He IeA the photos with me [at the end 
of that yearj so that 1 might be able to translate them, inasmuch as the French 
government invited three [Tibetan] Lamas to do some [of the] Tibetan translation; but 
part of the history [they] were not able to do. So Ciedun Chophel made [photographic) 
copies from my photos, he not having had any knowledge of them [i.e., of the 
Docuinents' existence and discovery] until he saw my copies in 1937, which 1 leR with 
Iiim when [in May of that year] 1 came up [to Tibet and Lhasa] with Mr. Bernard. In 
193 1 ,1  \vas not able to read it [the Tibet history photographs] properly, but gradually, 
nom1 1 caii read and also understand almost more than half. Lately, 1 heard tiom Prof. 
Racot aiid 1 ulrote him about i t  but no reply has yet been received. 

And in the later letter, addressed to Richardson, the Babu provided additional information 
that brought the episode up-to-date*: 

As regards the docunients of ancient Tibetan history . . . I was told that half the 
documents are in the London [possibly he ment the British] Museum [they may have 
been moved subsequently from the Tndia Office Library in London where they had 
been housed originally] and more are in France [at the Bibliothkque Nationale in Paris]. 
The three Lamas for translation of theni . . . could not do some parts, which werc [then] 
photographed and brought by Prof. Bacot [to Kalirnpong] and lefi with me. Dut now 1 
heard that al1 of them have been translated. IThis was probably per Bacot's letter 
which the Babu had been waiting to receive aiid apparently did receive during the 
intervening year since the earlier letter to Lhasa. This now ful l  translation was obviously 
due in part to not only Tharchiil's but also Gedun Chophel's translation labors.] . . . 
Now 1 can read and understand three-fourths of [the photographs. of which a year 
before he could only read a bit over halfl. Lately the photographic mss. had been taken 
by Tibetan officiais who are here . . . 1 had s h o w  them to Kusho Shakabpa [W.D. 
Shakabpa. the well-known Tibetan scholar-author who published Tibet, a Political 
Historjl (New Haven, 1967), and close friend of the Babu's] and others. and they said 
that they had seen the same copies with Gedun Chophel [douhtless in Lhasa. to where 
Gecho had returned in early 1946, aiid found among his possessions afier his arrest] 
but tliat iio\v tliey have corne to know that he had [photo-] copied them from my 
copies. . . . 1 could not send thein [to you] sooner, as.  . . 1 could not get rhem back [from 
Shakabpa et al.] in time [to answer your letter earlier]. But now 1 got them and I am 
sending them to you. If [the). be of] any use to you, then kindly let me ha\;e them back 
uhen finished with them. 

Heather Stoddard, who interviewed Gergan Tharchin in 1975, has been able to supply 
soine additional information about the collaboration between the Babu and Gecho in 
translatiiig tliese particular Cave Documents: but she has also been able to provide fürther 
details about the Documents themselves. 

At Kaliinpong J .  Bacot . . . brouglit to Tharchin some copies of Tibetan manuscripts, 
which came from Dunhuang and [these] uere considered to be among the most 
important ones. For several months Tharchin helped him in reviewing his translations. 
The archaic language of these texts, dating from the IXth to Xth centuries, is often 

* Whai follo\vs is a coinposite rendering of the contents oftwo drafts. siniilarl? worded. ofTharchin's follo\t- 
up explaiiation of how he and Gedun Chophel had corne into possession of certain photographic portions of 
the farned Tun-Huang Cave Documents. The first of these t ~ o  drafts. typewritten. is dated September 1949. 
the otlier is haiidwritten and iindated. but obviously wrinen at about the same t h e .  
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obsciire, even to a scholar versed in the Tibetan classical language. Tharchin 
contidentially sought the collaboration of Gedun Chompel who was then residing at 
Darjeeling, [requesting] some clari tications on these extremely difiicult texts, in order 
to respond to Bacot, who would himself have asked Tharchin to inaiiitain al1 discretioii 
regarding these tests. 

ilence it was that Gedun Chompel could work on these documents [which were] 
conteniporaneous with the Tibetan Enipire Epoch (VlIth-lXth centuries) [and likewise] 
contemporaneous with the cioring [pillar monuments] of Lhasa, which nanûted the 
political history of Tibet. Geduii Chompel read and re-read them until he caught tlie 
sense. traiisriiitting through Tliarchiii iiuiiierous e\plaiiations to Bacot who [\vas] ver) 
satistied by his conipetence . . . Gedun Choinpel exaniined theni in detail for several 
years and i1st.d them ris a basis in writiiiç his own political history of ancient Tibet, 
Dehtltcv- h'cir-po (The Wllitc Atltîc~/.s; see helow], and took thein with him to Kulu [for 
consultatioii with Georgc Roericli; see also below]." 

As can be discerned froin Stoddard's disciission quoted above, it would not be long after 
being introduced to tlie Tun-Huang Documents by Tharcliin in early 1937 tliat the A n ~ d o  
scholar would come to realize the rare and authentic historical and cultural information 
about his country and people whicli was to be found in these ancient manuscripts. This is 
reflected, for example, in tlie fact that a mere eigliteen inonths or so following his initial 
introduction to these unique but difficult-to-read documents, Geduii Chophel would publish 
an article in Tharchin's Tibel Mirror (25 November 1938) entitled, "The Importance of the 
History of Tibet."".' in which he inakes allusion to the inost important of these Tun-Huang 
manuscripts. For in the article he expresses deep regret civer the abandonnient of the ''exact 
and detailed clironicles [the allusioii] to the advantage of [i.e., in favor of] legends where 
the inarvelous is so doininaiit that the historical docuinents evaporated like particles of a 
rainbow."': It can therefore be said tliat other than tlie three Tibetan Lanias at Paris who in 
any case were unable to deciplier the photographed text portions that were iiiade availahle 
to the Babu and Gecho for translatiiig, Gedun Chopliel was the first indigenous Tibetan e\cr 
to recognize, in Stoddard's words, the "capital iniportance" of tlieçe documents for the 
liistory of Tibet. In fact, he was the first to have discerned that a revision of the liistorical 
order-perhaps evçn a deliberate Falsitication-had heguii to take place in Tibet in the tenth 
ceiitiiry. (As a result, incidentally. the Aindo scliular's corrected version is today accepted 
by Tibetologists as the valid one.") One therefore need iiot doubt that Gediin ~ h o r h r l  
perfectly understood botli the sense and the significance of wliat was to be iearned fronl 
these Cave Documents. All this in tuni impelled hiin to seek out the advice of \larious 
Tibetologists and Orientalisis then present in India-those like Pandit Rahul, tlie Ri~ssian 
émigré George N. Roerich," and of course the latter's friend. and now his. Gergaii ~harchill 
hinisel f. 

By this tinie in 1937 (and even inuch earliei-) tlie Babu had beconie frequent 
correspoiident with Roericli on a variety of questions dealiiig witli Tibetan i-esearch Alid 
although it is not certain, Babu Tharcliiii rnay even have liad a hand in efkctiiig tlie relocation 
of Gecho over to tlie Roerich fainily 's Urusvati Institiite for Hiiiialavaii Stiidies iii N~i.tIl\\'e$~ 
India to wliere he had been "in\,itedl' by George Roerich .*to coin; stay" for the p i i i ~ o s ~  
undertaking soine joint labor witli hiiii on tlie translation of an iinportaiit ~ o r k  of Tibelaii 
Iiistoriograpliy (Thc Bl,ic : l i ir i i i l .s: seç belo\\).'*" Nat oiil! had tliere heeii considcriihle 
conespondence between Roericli aiid tlie Babil, biit also. acçording to Stoddiird. tlic iliollh- 
scholar had beeii staying in Kalimpong when the relocation oçcumed, \sliiçll, again according 
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to Stoddard, was "in February 1940 at the time [that Tharchin] was away assisting at the 
enthronernent of the young Fourteenth Dalai Lama" up in Lhasa.f4h Furthemore, as was 
mentioned much earlier in the present discussion, Gecho had lodged fa some eightm 
months iii the Tharchin home. For al1 these reasons, it could very well be that the Babu had 
served as a facilitator if not an iriitiator in bringing about what proved to be a lengthy pe!riod 
of collaboration between these two scholars in Tibetology that would be coiiducted in the 
Rocrich home at the Urusvati Institute. 

This uiiusual intellectual center the elder Roerich, Nicholas, had founded in 1929 at 
Naggar in the Kulu Valley in what is today the lndian State of Himachal Pradesh, and done 
so upon the conclusion the year before of this farnily's remarkable four-year Central Asian 
Research Expedition. The elder Roerich's son George, in fact, would be installed as this 
Institute's Director. Here at Naggar, then, the entire Roerich family-Nicholas, his wife 
Helena, and his Iwo sons George and Sviatoslav-would live and work till the death of the 
father in late 1947, immediately after which George and his mother would themselves relocate 
over to Kalimpong. Indeed, i t  was through the indispensable assistance of Babu Tharchin. 
as requested from George by letter, that the latter, with his motlier, was able to iake up 
reiital residence for a decade at "Crookety"-the spacious Kalimpong home for years of 
Tharcliin's good fiiends, Major George Sherriff: one-time Head o f  Lhasa's British Mission, 
and his wife. the fbnner Elizabeth (Bettj ) Graham. tlie younpest daughter of Rev. Dr. John 
Graliam. Moreover, once George and Helena Roerich had resettled in Kalimpong. he and 
the Babu would beconie "very good friends."* 

* This description is according to Gyan Jyoti. the son of the prominent J ~ o t i  business and conimercial family 
of Kaliinpong. in an interkiew he gave to the present autlior in February 1993. Being a staunch Buddhist, Gyan 
would become Treasurer of the hill station's chapter of the Young Men's Buddhist Association. to uhich 
Roerich would frequently be invited to speak. And thus over nearly a seven-year period Jyoti had gotten to 
know the Russian. whom he described as "a greai scholar and a gtwilu." Making an interesting comparison 
between tliis scholar and his other close friend the Rabu. Jvoti liad observed thai "George Roerich uas more 
interested in Buddliisin than Christianity. similar-but in the opposite sense--to Gergan Tharchin's being 
riiore interested ii i  Christianity than Buddhism. These two. though pursuing opposite religious interests, wert: 
nonetheless \ , ec  good frieiids." For additional details on the Roerich-Tharchin relationship. see the length! 
end-iiote indicated for Cieorgc Roerich in one of the preceding Tevt paragraphs above. 

Biit these two men also had differingpolitico/ sympathies. both of which would inipact differentl} upon 
the relatioiiship wliich each had with their inutual friend. Gedun Chophel. Tliis de\elopment Stoddard has 
explained in hcr biographical voluine on the Amdowa intellectual. According to her interviews with Tharchin 
long afienvards. the latter. she writes. had by the 1940s been "obsen ing with m i e 9  the political de\-elopmcnt 
of his protkgé." Gedun Chophel, who had been "experiencing the influence ofthree friends during his st3y in 
India: Rahul. G Roerich and Rabga Pangdatshang." The influerice of the third person arnong tliis trio of friends 
would not trouble the Babu that much. That of the other two, however. would do so considerably. The Pandit. 
Stoddard continiied, "worried Tharchin because he was a Comniunist." whereas ttie Babu uas a Kepublican o f  
ihe Sun Yat-sen varietÿ; aiid Rocrich worried Tharchin "because. despite his noble oripin and his grcat culture, 
he was receivinp at least tliree iicwspapers a nionth from the Soviet Union. Tharcliin. nlio openl) supported 
Tchiaiig Kiiishek [the Nationalist Chinese nation's leader, C;eiieralissirnn Chiang kai-shek]. niistrusted [Roericti's] 
political stmpattiies." ( I I  uill be learned two chapters hence that one of the reasons the Christian Babu 
opposed the advance of Coiiimunism into Tihet-besides the fact that it would greatly oflènd his deep-seated 
rrpiihlicari sensibilities-was his belief that such an event would iotaIl) precliide the possibilit!- of the u-ider 
and unhiiidered cntrance. finall?. ol'the Christian gospel into the Great Closed Land.) 

Stoddard ueiit on to suggest that eventiially a strain \vould arise in the relationship between tlie Khunuwari 
Christiaii and the "theologicallÿ agnostic-oriented" Arndowa (to horrow K. Dhondup's description of the ex- 
moiik). Explaiiied Stoddard: "lt was especially Tharchin's dogiiiatic political and religioiis intransigence \vhich 
rcpelled Geduii Clionipel. Later. he told his Muslim disciple, Ahdul Wahid. u-hose intellectual generosity he 
praised: 'When I address Christiaiis and Muslims. their dopmatisni wiphs so hea\,il> that 1 have tlie iriipression 
tliat the! çould kill ine."' Le nicndianr dc I:4mtlo. 708-9. This was perhaps one of the reasons why Gedun 
Chophel refused to be comforted by Tliarcliiii's lerter of s!.mpath! sent him by the hand of ilisao Kimura 
during Ciecho's siibscquent political incarceration at Lhasa. See later in the present narrati1.e for the deiails. 
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Now the scholarly, linguistic collaboration which would be canied on between the Amdo 
Tibetan and the Russian at Naggar would extend, according to Stoddard, over some four 
years. 1940 to 194435 (and perhaps further by correspondence). In fact, from Roerich's 
Introduction to The Blue Anr~als (signed "1946, Naggar, Kulu" and quoted in the nexi 
footnote below) it is known that the Russian scholar had been able to discuss at Naggar that 
work's entire translation with the brilliant Tibetan. This particular collaboration would in 
itself require three long years to coinplete. A voluminous work that when translated and 
published in English in two parts would run to 1,275 pages, the Blue Annals (Dehther 
Ngonpo) traces the origin and development of Buddhism in Tibet and the patronage it 
received at the hands of various early Tibetan mlers. It derived its chief sources from the 
biographies of religious teachers, from a chronicle that contains histories of the reigns of 
two of the early Tibetan kings, from an ancient list and brief account of the kings of Tibet 
and Mongolia, as well as from the well-known work on the history of Buddhism written by 
the celebrated late medieval Tibetan religious historian, Bu-ston. 

Apart fronî the Blzre Annuls, however, there eventuated an equally significant achieveinent 
fiom their joint labors. For out of their many discussions together came the inspiration for 
this would-be monk-historian to write wlîat is probably his nîost famous work, The White 
Annals. An unfinished composition in the form extant today, it is a political history ofearly 
Tibet that treats in detail the Royal Dynastic period down to the ninth century and coversthe 
reigns of three Tibetan kings: Namri Songtsan, Songtsan Gampo and Mangsong Mangtsen. 
Drawing heavily upon eighth- and ninth-century manuscripts numbered among the Tun- 
Huang Docuinents, Gedun Chophel also drew upon data to be found in various T'an€ 
historical records of China which had likewise been sealed away for centuries within the 
Tun-Huang Caves.* And thus this leamed ex-monk from Aindo, in the opinion of Per Kvaeme, 
ranks as the first modem Tibetan to have made use of original texts dating fronî the ~ynastic 
period in Tibetan history. As Hugh Richardson has observed, this historian's White Annala 
"was the result of his discovery during travels abroad that Western scholars possessed 
evidence about tlîe early history of Tibet which was unknown to his conteinporaries . . -'' 

* From tlie above descriptions of hoth these Annals, therefore. it may be discerned that Tl~e  Wllite .~nnals 
serves as a coinplementary political work to George Roerich's more rc.ligiolts treatise, The Blue Atiiials. since 
both covcr approximately the same period of earlg Tibetan history. Th= U.'/~itt. Ann'i1.v would be \voiked 011 

fiirther by the Andowa scholar beginning shortly after his return to Lhasa in early 1946 but would never he 
conipleted hy him, it consistiiig-in its unfinished state--ofonly twelve sections of less than 100 pages and 
that took the narrative down just to the accession of 'Dus-sioiig. Gescho would conduct this scholai.l! /aboi. 
and inost likely bring it to a closejiist before his iiiiprisonment o f  1 8  months at the 'Tibetan capital. lndecd. 
Heinricli Harrer. present in L-hasa at the time, has an entry in his iinpiiblished diaries for 13 Feb. 19.16 wllich 
lends some credence to this asseition. t le  writes in part for that date: "At ... [Lhasa] I met a ... Lania 
spoke English ... His name is Chompel .... He hiniself is nonJ writing a Iiistory of  Tibet, u:hich sh«~lld he 
linislied lin] the next montlis. Of co~irw.  it is wrinen in l ibetan .... It sc.ems as if he is peinianently living.ln 
Lhasa.. .." (Translated froin the original Cieiman for the present author by Dr. Içrun Eiigelhardt and sent tohirn 
by eiiiail, 2 1 Mar. 7007.) "Though [the M.'liiteAnnnl.s] is a brief work," writes Sainten Norboo. Gedun cl1ophe' 
"had plaiis to coinplete an exhaustive and detailed volume devoted to Tibetan hisior), covering a period LiP Io 
the recent paslv---i.e., from King-Emperoi Songtsan Gainpo up to the present. It has been clainied b>' soilie 
that he ma?. even have completed it, adds Norboo; but if so. the manuscript has not surfaced. and scholars must 
therefore be content wiih Iiaving only the unfiiiished document that \\as completed at Lhasa. See Norboo- 
"Introduction," in his English translation of Tlie CC71ii/e Ai~i~(i ls  (Dliarainsala, 1978). 1 1 .  

According to Stoddard. the Wlii/e Atitiuls would be published at the Tihetan capital by liis aristocrat p"ron 
Horkhang Sonani Pelbar on xylographie (wood-block) plates in the traditional 1.ibetan format. liiteit.stinpl!, 
Gedun Chophel's faithful disciple Sheiab Gyaiiitsho (aka: LacIiling Apo, a Nyiiigniapa m;istei. p"et and 
merchant) has repoiîed tliat durinç liis master's very earl). peiiod of incarceration the latter had sent 3 ilies>:iFc 
to his noble patron instructing hini to write at the end ofilie incoinpIete Ilistory tlie loiIo\\ iiig stateineill: "T'Ilc 
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Furthemore, adds Richardson, his several years' intimate association with Roerich at Kulu 
had in al1 probability provided him access to a good working library whose use çould have 
made his "questing mind" even more aware of the "considerable contributions" which non- 
Tibetan schvlars and writers had made to the world's knowledge about Tibet, her history, 
and her culture. Indeed, writes Kvaerne, Gedun Chophel "was probably the first Tibetan to 
fully realize the fact that Tibet's history is . . . but a part of world history." Through the study 
of Tibet's ancient times, writes Stoddard perceptively, Gedun Chophel "discovered the 
principle of historical evolution. . . . While studying [Tibet's] ancient history, he discovered, 
beyond the Buddhist myths, the Tibetan specificity, which enabled him to approach the non- 
Buddhist civilizations." And she suggests that this unusual "intellectual openness" on his 
part inight have been attributable "to his Buddhist dialective training," of which he had 
become a brilliant master. In any case, the publication of The White Annals indisputably 
established its author among those who stood in the front rank of modem Tibetan 
historiographer~.~" 

The magnitude of its author's accomplishment and his triumph over incredible obstacles 
which lay in his pathway in achieving this unique volume of histonography cannot be 
overestimated. As Stoddard has observed, it should iiot be overlooked that until age 29 
Gedun Chophel had lived entirely within Tibet's traditional monastic system, even though 

- -  - 

unfinished composition of the Tibetan history is concluded for the tiine being!" This statement was indced 
placed at the end of the work. immediately following a few lines ofappropriate verse Gecho had provided by 
which to coiiclude his unfinished History. See Stoddard, Le mendiant de 1'Amdo. 247; Irmgard Mengelc. dGe- 
'dun-chos- phel: a Biographj? ... .74; and cf. the latter with Dejin Zangrno (pseudonyrn for Heather Stoddard). 
"More on Gedun Choephel," TR (Dec. 1978):?3. 

But well prior to his return to Lhasa, Gedun Chophel would render invaluable and substantial translating 
and reviewing assistance to Roerich in the preparaiion of the Blue dnnals for publication. In realit), this 
outstanding learned Tibetan-in the opinion of some-should have been acknowledged as its CO-author rather 
than merely given the ineager credit shown hirn by Roerich in the briefone-sentence reference he makes to the 
Tibetaii in his Introduction to the work (" ... I was able to discuss the entire translation with the Rev. dGe-'dun 
Clios-'phel, the well-known Tibetan scholar, and I gratefully acknowledge here his veiy helpful guidance"). See 
Kvaerne, "The Beggar from Amdo," TJ (Autumn 1987):73 and Stoddard. 179; and see also Donald Lopez Jr. 
The Madman S Middle Way, 33, who has cogently observed there that the BlueAnnals is "filled with the names 
of persons, places and texts that would have been impossible io identib ~ i t h o u t  the assistance of an erudite 
Tibetan scholar" and the Amdo inonk "provided such assistance" but was not really given his due. 

However, this apparent slighting by Roerich did not bother Gecho at all. As it happened. Part One of the 
Blue Annals was published at Calcutta in 1949 at the very time that the Tibetan scholar was living under 
supervised residence at Lhasa following his release from prison. Stoddard reports that one of his disciples 
(Sherab Gyamtsho?) had "found it unjust" that the narne of his master had not appeared on the book's title 
page. Upon asking his master if this did not irritate him, the disciple described Gecho's reaction: "He laughed 
without süying anything. He deeply didn't care. Havitig neither ambition nor vanity, lie held no grudge against 
anyone." A little saddened, tlie disciple continued his comiiient about his master: "He was too large-minded. 
lnstead of [siniply?] accomplishing the task assigned to hiin [b' Roerich?]. he was playing with the universe." 
Stoddard, 209. 

One final facet. intriguing in the extreine, to tliis apparent slighting ofGedun Chophel by Roerich re\ol\,es 
aiound the identity ofthe person at whom the Amdo scholar-poet. by rneans of \eiled allusions. had aimed his 
poeni of lainent. "Sad Song" (sk\-O glu). Both Stoddard, in her biographj,. pp. 198-200. and Benjamin Bogin and 
Hubert Decleer, in tlieir article in  TJ(Autumn 1997):67-78. have explored the possibility of it being either 
Pandit Rahul or George Roerich. Soine of the poem's disguised references are: 'lhis evil friend." "the dog," "the 
fool." and "the tj,rantV; aiid whose Stanza 5 concludes a ith. "At long last. three years of rniserable toi1 have 
coine to an end." The continuing question \vhich has intrigued scholars and critics has been: three years ofwhat, 
where. and in the service of whom? As Stoddard has stated the issue: Does this line of verse refer to the three 
years of collaboration with Roerich on the translation of the Blue Annals or to the three years speiit cataloging 
the many rare and ancient Tibetan works at the Patna Museum Library? Stoddard has inclined io place the 
blarne on the Pandit. but Bogin and Decleer have opted for Roerich. In the present author's mind. tlie latter have 
put forth a inuch stronger and inore convincing case against Roerich than Stoddard's case against Sankrityayana. 
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gifted with a remarkably sharp analytical mind and unquenchable thirst for knowledge. The 
White Annals, after all, had been composed following a mere decade of Gecho's exposure 
to the non-Tibetan world down in the Subcontinent. Moreover, most of its composition had 
probably been done at Lhasa in 1946 without access to a large Western library, and at a time 
when its author "was profoundly preoccupied" with political crises in his homeland-" 
indeed, lie was shortly to die because of this preoccupation." Nevertheless, adds Stoddard, 
during this period but bereft of "any precedent in his own tradition" or "benefit of any fonnal 
Western education and practically penniless," this talented scholar had been able to "bridge 
the gap between traditional Tibetan scholarship and the modem scientific 'objective' 
approach." Had Gedun Chophel been given the opportunity to live another quarter century 
or so, concludes Stoddard, "what a fat and well annotated Deb-ther dkar-po it might have 
been," rather than the unfinished version extant today that is admittedly marred by a few 
errors here and there and by the absence of the modem academic "paraphernalia of 
footnotes and bibliographies" and flawed further by an inaccurate knowledge, though 
excusable, of Arab history. Despite these flaws and inadequacies, what an achievement il 
unquestionably turned out to be.j7 

Yet it must additionally be observed that there was a cultural and even political purpose 
behind this scliolar's desire to compose his history of Tibet. He wished to write the White 
Annci1.s as a means of helping the Tibetan people to become aware of their ancient customs 
and ways of tliought, of their identity, and above all, of their independence as a nation. ln  
the words of Stoddard again, this highly nationalistic Tibetan had come to deplore “bis 
people's ignorance of their early culture and the powerful military empire in the time of the 
great kings." Having himself discovered, while still at Drepiing, the eighth- and ninth-centuc 
inscriptions on Lhasa's famed Stone pillars which thus indicated that historical treaties had 
been consuinmated between Tibet and China, Gedun Chophel had realized even then, notes 
his biographer, that these ancient monuments clearly demonstrated "Tibet's equality in the 
face of the mighty T a n g  empire" of China. But to his grief, adds Stoddard, no oiie in Lhasa 
"knew of their significance." To rectifi this ignorance, therefore, he set about creating the 
White Ani~als as his "little service . . . for the people of my country," the pages of which 
prove, he would declare, the origin and independent status of Tibet.3R 

Yet Gecho would not sit idly by and limit himself to merely this one historiographical 
undertaking. For by 1945, not yet having completed his writing of the White Annals, he Ilad 
already launched the coinposition of a related work of criticism: tliis time a critique of bath 
Tibetan Buddhist historiography and also the practice of the Buddhadliarma itself in Tibet. 
Tharchin, when told about it by Gedun Chophel hiinself, had offered to publish it for bis 
friend; but this "most brilliant and original Tibetan of his ers"'' not only refused the gracious 
offer but also would not even show the manilscript to the Babu, explaining to the latter that 
the book would be banned in Tibet and that he wished to send it to his sympathetic, progessi\'e- 
minded Laina friend, Jamyang Zheba, a spiritual leader who resided at the famed Labrang 
Gompa in Amdo. Unfortunately, the manuscript has yet to surface to this day."' 

"But for al1 his brilliance," declared historian Melvyn Goldstein, "Gedun Cliophel 
hopelessly degenerate for a monk. He was a womanizer, a chain smoker, a user of opium 
and liquor, and physically unkempt."" In fact, as Topden Tsering tells it, he was to spend bis 
days while in Calcutta "in utter lasciviousness, a part of hiin looking for that experiçnce with 
which to flesh out his Treatise on Passion, a book inspired by the ~onla~iitrtr. ' '  This 
Treatise, when later translated into English by Jeffrey Hopkins and D.Y. Yuthok, would be 
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enti tled, Tibetan Arts of' Love: Sex, Orgasm und Spiritual Heulings, a book wh icli 
according to Donald Lopez Jr would circulate widely among Lhasa society "in manuscript 
form." Despite the supposed ennobling aiin of the book's contents, however, much of Lhasan 
society was scandalized by its pages. Nevertheless, according to Hopkins, the volume's 
underlying theme is "the compatibility of sexual pleasure with spiritual insight" which when 
fiilly developed, he explains, can provide a "level of consciousness" so powerful that it "can 
reveal tlie nature of reality" with such force that i t  holds "dynamic import for ihe spiritual 
path." Apparently, though, the sexual pleasure side of the equation had gotten the better of 
Gecho, for this erstwhile monk, unashamedly acknowledging his bent towards sexual 
license, gave poetic expression to this inclination in the pages of the Treatise itself. as 
follows: 

With small shaine for myself and great faith in wonien 
1 am the kind who chooses evil and abandons good, 
For some time 1 have not had the c o n s  in my head 
But recently 1 stopped the pretense in iny bowels.'" 

But besides womanizing, there was a further-and most peculiar, though perhaps 
understandable-twist to his sexuality that possessed. to borrow Tibetan historian K. 
Dhondup's apt phrase, "a curious and lively history 10 it." For there came a tinie in his 
intellectual and scholarly career when Gedun Chophel felt the need to have on hand-it 
was nunored-a life-sized inflatable female rubber doll that had k e n  fashioned "with prfèctlj 
made sexual organs" (Scott Berry). Dhondup records the fact thai i t  had the beautiful face 
ol' a drok-mu (nomad woman) which Gecho, artist that he was, had himself painted. 
Whei-cver he now lived-whether abroad or back up in Lhasa-he would keep the doll. 
when not in use, in a large cloth bag out of sight. Tlie day came, however. when he would be 
confionted with the embarrassing task of having to confess possession of the doll. For as 
Dhondup tells the story, when summoned to appear before the two Lhasa magistrates \sho 
had been ordered by the Tibetan Kashag to arrest and incarcerate him then and there, 
Gedun Chophel now felt he had to acknowledge-though thankfully indirectlq to these 
magistrates through the kind favor of an assistant-that they would find the doll in his Lhasa 
home; though adding the following explanation: Since he no longer was a monk, he needed 
female companionship now and then; but that because a wife would be too distracting and 
too demanding on his time, he had obtained and kept a rubber-wife instead so as to sa\.e 
tiine and allow him to focus on his studies and writing. And although he would request of 
these two somewhat sympathetic Lhasa oficials to keep this matter a secret, the fact of the 
doll's existence at his residence ultimately came out, generating even niore lively interest in 
the man behind the legend.* 

* Dhondup. "Gedun Chophel .. .," TR (Oct. 1978): 15. Apparently, the story is more than rumor. For histoi-ian 
Melvyn Goldstein, whose research and published writing on the matter post-date Dhondup, has provided 
what appears to be rather reliable circumstantial evidence that Gecho did indeed keep a rubber-wife. .And this. 
despite Surkhang Shape's later iiitenliew denial to Heather Stoddard tliat no rubber doll had k e n  discovered 
ainong thc Amdo scholar's confiscaied house possessions at the time of  his arrest. In an intcr\,ie\s Goldstein 
conducted wiih a foriner Lhasa lay official. Rimshi Sambo, the latter reported that on one occasion after Gedun 
Cliophel's release from prison. the Rimshi's wife, with Sambo hiinself present, had asked Geclio if it were true 
thac the authorities "had foiind a life-size female rubber doll in his house" at the Tibetan capital. Ciecho's 
reaction \vas thnt he "turned away and did not repl).," thus indicating. according to "Tibetan st? le." that "it 
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Yet there was another facet to the life and career of this "somewhat wild Amdo monk" 
which, only briefly touched upon earlier, needs to be explored here to some extent. Whilein 
India Gedun Chophel became, in the words of Goldstein, "enamored of Marxist-Leninist 
political philosophy and anti-colonialist i d e ~ l o g y . " ~  Having experienced a period of deep 
awakening during his expatriate years in the Land of Buddha's Birth, Gecho had graduaIl1 
but inexorably distanced himself considerably fiom the teachings and practices of his ancestral 
religious comniunity wliich effected in liim, in Stoddard's view, "a remarkable mind-opening 
to the new world of the twentieth century." His many years in and out of the non-Tibetan 
world, explains Stoddard fiirther, had "put him in contact with not only Western scholars and 
the scieritific approach but also the realities and ideals of twentieth-century political turmoil. 
He was deeply influenced by the independence movement in I ~ ~ d i a . " ~ ~  Indeed, given the 
unp;iralleled opportunity this increasingly free-thinking Tibetan intellectual had of being able 
to observe firsthand and up close the final dozen years of British colonial rule in India and 
the growing hostility it engendered among the diverse lndian population, Gedun Chophel 
coiild not help but be influenced profoundly by the anti-imperialist, anti-colonialist sentiment 
then emanating from various intellectuals and independence-minded political leaders on the 
Subcontinent, and by the Nationalist and Socialist ideologies which by this time had 
commenced to dominate much ofAsia. And as a result of his exposure to these thinkers and 
their ideas and to the political and social ferment he witnessed al1 about him, the heretofore 
insulated inonk from Tibet calne to believe while abroad that major reforms within his own 
land, too, were necessary-even, perhaps, a revolution. 

It  should be cominented upon just here, though, that while still in Tibet Gecho had probably 
not been so insulated from the socio-political and cultural realities ofthe outside world after 

bras true. silice he did not den!: it." Cioldstein. Historj- ?f':L!o&r.n Tibet, 463 ilote 108. 
Ne\~ertheless. opinion differs arnong scholars and n.riters on the life of this Tibetan as to the iruth or falsit!' 

of this story about the rubber-wife. Heather Stoddard lias dismissed the anecdote as but one ainong 0 t h '  

gossipy stories wliich were tlien circulating about the ex-monk, retlecting as the story did, she writes. "the 
frivolous atiiiospliere of the Lhasa society, where those who were seeking to disciedit Gedun Choiiipel would 
easily find tattlers ieady to tell any kind ofsidesplitting story." She uent  on to Say that "ainonç the stoiies [the 
ex-rnonk] ineiitioned so hurnorously, he had undoubtedly mentioned the existence of these dolls iinported to 
lndia by thc British. Froin there the gossip flowed swiftly." Le rnendiantd~. laAmdo (1985). 237; cf. herearlier 
writiiig under the pseudonyin of Dejin Zangmo, "More on Gediin Choepliel." TR (Dec. 1978):21, 23. On the 
other hand. Jeft'rey Hopkins, wlio lauds Stoddard's biography as "an excellent book-length treatment" 011 the 
Anidowa. accepts the story at face value uithoiit in the least q~iestioning its veracity, hasing his brief nnrratioil 
ofthis facet oiilie Aindo rnoiik's life on Dliondup's account. See his introductory essay in Tibctoii Arts ?/'1-()vc'? 
27.  

Fiankly. the present writei has had little. if any, difficulty i i i  acccpting as essentially genuine tlie basic 
ouiline of the story as reported b ~ .  Dliondup. This is because it is very inucli in keeping witli the eccelltriç. 
highly iinorthodox lifestylr of Gedun Chopliel. Especially does the explanation attributed to Iiini foi \ + h ~  lie 
needed the rubber-wife possess the ring of authenticity when one takes into account that during the latter 
period of  his Indian stay and the final period back in Lhasa prior to his arrest, Geclio liad been gieatly desirous 
of complelilif ille M.'/71tc Annuls, a scholarly endeavor that would require coiisiderable devotion of timc and 
intense concentration of niind. Fuitherinore, StoddardIZangino is perhaps guilty ot'exaggeratioii in having 
assertcd thiit alliisions to "rubber ladies" and "opiuin srnokiiig" by later writers and Iiistoriaris on Geduii 
Cliophel are "not so subtle iiieans to defaine the Aindo beggar." One crin linrdlq ;iccusc Dtiond~ip (\\Ilo 
piiblislied ]lis v i e ~ ~ s  in the Tihct<ln Rci9ictit a few iiionths earlici. than StoddardiZangmo) or Hopkins, bath of  
uhoin accept ah true ihese bchaviors in Iiis liie, of seeking to dcfaiiie Iiis character. 
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all. Stoddard irnplies as much in her monograph on the Amdo monk's one-time mastcr at 
Drepung, Geshe Sherab Gyamtsho, and referenced earlier. in it she quotes a revealing 
entry froin Pandit Rahul Sankrityayana's diary for the summer of 1934. At that time the 
lndian Communist and scholar-explorer had engaged in frequent dialogue with the Geshe at 
Lhasa. And if one can accept the testimony of Pandit Rahul, then the Geshe, notes Stoddard 
can already be seen to be expressing sympathy for the Chinese proletarian revolution and to 
have continuously sought to advance a reformist polity for Tibet which would establish a 
new era in the Snowy Land. Wrote the Pandit: 

1 inet and conversed freqiientlv with Geshe Sherab. He waî noi only learned in the 
scriptures, but also understood mz:ters concerning the world. I i  u a s  he who firsi 
(ainongst the Tibeian clergy) n.elcomed the success of  Mao Tse-tung and the 
Communisi Party of China, and it had always been his desire that Tibet should accept 
the new age. 

It is inconceivable that Gecho was not privy to these external events and to the radical 
opinions of his teacher wliich flowed froin them, silice master and disciple. as was show11 
earlier. were on the most intimate-if often fiery and discordant-of terms \\ ith each other. 
Living in the same monastery, college and resideiice at Lhasa, and given their estremel) 
inquiring minds, these two must have discussed and passionately debated these evrnts and 
their consequences for Tibet and the rest of Asia again and again. 

In addition, Tibetan intellectuals at the Tibetan capital-if thçy had a mind to. and certainly 
these two extraordinary ecclesiastics were predisposed to-could leam about the outsidr 
world through reports from visiting pilgrims, lamas, traders and other travelers who continually 
streamed into the Holy City fiom India, Ladakh, Nepal, China, Mongolia and other areas 
beyond the Land of Snows. And even though. as Stoddard correctlq observes, there were 
no radios, and no newspapers indigenous to Tibet. in the Snowy Land during both the 1920s 
and the period of the 1930s immediately prior to Gecho's self-inlposed exile from the countp. 
this monk and other inmates at Drepung had a degree of access to Gergan Tharchin's 
newspaper during al1 the years the Amdowa was at Lhasa ( 1927-34). I t  would do well to 
reçall from Chapter 17 of the preceding volume of the present work an excerpt froin Tashi 
Tsering's analysis of this newspaper's contents for the 1920s, '30s and '40s: 

Inspired by the British press style, the 12firr.01. published articles on uorld e\ ents aiid 
especially reported II hat was taking place in India. Tibet and [elsr~vherr] and . . . \\as 
a rich source of information of the world of High Asia of tlit: tiine. It reported the 
nlovements and diplornatic activities ofthe functionaries of the go\ emnients of Bhutan, 
China, Britain. Sikkim and so on, as well a s .  . . the endeavors of Tibetan scholnrs. . . . 
Sonle reports in the paper presented contemporary political personalities such as 
Stalin, Hitler and Gandhi, as IveIl as sonie modem Tibetans, who had been educated in 
Chiiia anci India. They also described the great military powers, the latesi t\ar machines 
. . . elc. 

So that by the sunimer of 1937 Tliarchin, it may be remembered, could write to Sir Charles 
Bell about the growing impact his news organ was exerting upon various classes of people 
at Lhasa: 
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Some of the officials are ver= much interested in modem ideas and they are keen to 
know and leam more and more but at the same time, still. they are afraid of the rnonks 
aiid lanias [in the ruling circles]. But 1 met many educated and high class monks and 
tliey are also interested. They al1 asked me to write something [in the Mirror] on the 
present development of the world or on different countries, and specially about our 
[Indiail] government, about the Sciences and laws. 

Hence, far from being totally uninîormed of the changing situation beyond the borders of 
their homeland, the Geshe, Gedun Chophel and others of their ilk did have the opportunity- 
tlirough personal contacts with travelers and by means of the Tibet Mirror-to increase 
their awareness of outside developments in political thought, social polity, govemment, science, 
tcchnology and law. 

Moreovrr. it must not be forgotten that botli of these monks hailed from ethnographic 
East Tibet; in fact, fiom the same area thereof: Amdo. And like a number of other "dissident" 
Tibetans of the time. points out Stoddard, those who hailed "fioin the periphery areas of the 
Tibetan world" as did these two "had a greater grasp of what the world beyond the snowy 
mountain ranges inight be like"-particularly in neighboring China. For just two years before 
the Pandit's conversations with the Geshe, the Chinese Conimunist Party, following the lead 
of Communist Russia, haci promulgated a new draft constitution (called the Soviet 
Co~~~~titlrtion oj Chiria) which included provisions that-in iinitation of the USSR model- 
would guarantee freedoin, self-determination and equal rights for al1 nationalities and ethnic 
peoples within a new People's Republic of China. It is therefore not too much to imagine, 
Stoddard opines. that for Geshe S h e r a b a n d  by extension, it could be added, for his Drepung 
disciple Gedun Chophel-the stated intentions of Mao's 1932 revolutionary document "must 
have sounded sweetly" in the Geshe's ears, but so, too, in those of his student as well. 

So sweeping and devoid of any taint of imperialism-colonialism was this document's 
provision regarding self-detemination that it allowed, as that early Communist constitution 
stated, for "complete separation fiom China and to the formation of an independent State 
for each national minority." As though to remove al1 ambiguity as to what this meant, and for 
whom. Mao's liberating-sounding document had gone on to declare: "All Mongolians, Tibetans. 
Miao, Yao, Koreans and otliers living on the territory of China shall enjoy the full right of 
self-deterinination, Le., they may eitherjoin the Union of Chinese Soviets or secede from 
and forin their own State as thcy may prefer." This was a decided iinprovement over the 
Manifesto adopted at the Chinese Communist Party's Second National Congress held in 
1922. That document had merely advocated that China be a federated State, with Tibet and 
othcr ininority areas like Mongolia and Turkestan having on14 the stahis of republics pattemed 
on the Soviet model of the USSR.''With this latest development one decüde later, it was no 
wonder that the Geshe had "welcomed the success" of Chainnan Mao and Iiis ~ommunist  
l'art) in China! * 

Especially might this be tiue. Stoddard observes, to those forward-thinking intellcctuals 
from the particular peripheral sector of the Snowy Land known as Amdo-Kharn who had 
bitnessed firsthand the Manchu dynasty's aggressive colonialist policy towards this Tibetan 
ethnograpl-iic sector, the despotic warlords of Nationalist China in this same region of 

* l'herc wo~ild be a most disappointing sequel to al1 this, however. For Mao would commence retreating from 
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ethnographic Tibet, and the Central Tibetan government's near-total indifference. The desire 
for reform of the Lhasan govemmental polity, if not a wholesale revolution against it, had 
therefore most likely already takrn root in the thinking of Gedun Chophel (as it definitely 
had in that of his monkish master) by the time Gecho, in Company with Pandit Rahul, had 
departed the Tibetan capital for India. In fact, like his Amdo teacher, the Amdo student may 
have already been predisposed to "accepting the new age" which the ongoing Chinesc 
revolution was even then spawning upon Central and East A ~ i a . ~ ~  

It may thus have only needed Gedun Chophel's Indian experience--beginning not least 
with his lengthy, unhurried travel association with the staunch lndian nationalisi and 
Communist, Sankrityayana-to crystallize and more clearly define for him his increasingly 
unorthodox political and social thought that in character was, for most Tibetan ecclesiastics 
at this time, quite progressive. For example, according to Stoddard, this Amdowa free- 
thinker had once put forth the notion, part seriously, part in jest, of removing the Jowo 
Buddha image-Tibetan Buddhism's most sacred object of veneration-frorn Lhasa's Jo- 
khang Cathedra1 and relocating it within a totally new sanctuary at the distant town of 
Jyekundo, the junction point where the three territories of U-Tsang, Kham and Amdo conneçt, 
as a way of resolving the profound regional divisions which had plagued his national homeland 
for far too long. But he is reported to have next proposed that having united Tibet "by means 

the r e l e~an t  provision of the 1932 Constitution. In 1936, for exainple. he gave an interview in uchich he declared 
that the "Tibetan peoples . .. will forrn autonornous republics attached to the Chinese federation." T\ro years 
later he failed to mention autonorny at al1 and claimed instead thar a unified CIhinese state ~ o u l d  grdnt the 
Tibetans and other rninority groups "full equality" with the Chinese while respecting and preserving the 
ciilture aiid languages of these minority peoples. These changes in his thinking and approach to the minorities 
issue uould eventually be included in policy documents issued rnuch later by the new Cornmunist regirne al 
Beijing as well as be enshrined in Cornrnunist China's new Constitution of 1954. For as Sroddard has p in ted  
out, in 1952,just one year afier the signing of the controversial Seventeen-Point Agreement between Tibet and 
Red China. tliere was proinulgated aiid published in Chinese at Beijing and dutifully translated and printed in 
l'ibetan at Lhasa the Texf of the Po1ic.v for the iVütional .klinorities published by the lvationalities .4îTair' 
Commission of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in which, explains Stoddard, "ihc earlier provision for 
the right of secession frorn the PRC that Mao had included in his draft constitution [for exarnplr. the one of 
19321 lias clisappeoird"! This significant change would be reflected in China's ne- constitution adopted t\ro 
years later in 1954 at the Chinese kational People's Congress con\,ened in Beijing and at \#-hich. ironic~ll!. the 
14Ih Dalai Laiiia would be a voting participant, along with nine or ten other Tibetan delegates. including tlir 
Panchen Lama. Because this latest constitution specifically considered China to be a rnulti-national and unitan 
State with Tibetans as but one of man) of her nationalities. il autornatically iuled oui an'. opportunit! for 
national iiiinorities to secedc frorn the PRC. Its Article 3. in tàct. onl! niade provision for those "Lireas whert. 
people of ininorit~ nationalities live in conceiitrated cornrnunities" to esercise "Regional Auionomy.-' and 
iinderscored the neu realit) that these "Autonomous Regions" were "an iiitegral part of the People's Repuhlic 
of China." Thoiigli the different nationalities in the PKC still retaiiied, onpaper-. their right to autonom!. and to 
theii- specitic regions' developrnent, gone forever u a s  any iight of self-determination and total freedorn to 
separate aiid forin one's own independent State. 

See Lee Feigoii. Bciy~stifi:iiip Tiher (1 996). 142 for the Mao retreat. and Stoddard. "Tibetan Publiclition,. 
and National Identity." in R. Barnett and S. Akiner. eds., Re.sistuitce und R</iiriii iri fihct, 130-1 (ernphasis 
added). But cf. also t u o  othei \i.orks for further discussion on this inatter and which rnay pro\:ide a more 
nccurate dating of relevatit meetings and documents: Dawa Norhu. "Chinese Coinrnunist Vien on National 
Self-Deteriiiiiiation. 1922- 1956: Origiiis ofChina's National Minorities Polit).." IS ( I988):-3 17-32; and Tseriiig 
Shakya, Tlrc~ Br~rgon irt tlie Land ofSnow~s. 122-3. And for a cornprehensive analysis regarding the iwie  of 
Tibetan self-determination. consult Warren Smith Jr. ïihetati .Vatioii: a Histon, C J ~  Tibetat~ A'ationtllisr~l r l ~ r t l  

Sino-Tihetrii~ Rell~tioris ( 1996). 
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of religion, we shall then set about and destroy religion." For in his eyes, notes Stoddard, 
"Buddhism had destroyed Tibetan national identit~."*~" 

But Gedun Chophel was also in favor of providing monks with salaries rather than being 
permitted to own estates and of requiring them to study rather than to engage in business 
and commerce. Land and legal reforms were also a part of his political and social agenda, 
as well as democracy. For in the final analysis, Gecho was first and foremost a democractic 
reformer. Critical of the way Buddhism had been applied to government in his own land, this 
socio-political iconoclast, though he indeed had had specific inclinations towards Comrnunism 
and Socialism, "was too much of an individual to have been a good party member"; and 
furthermore, adds Hisao Kimura, he was "too much of a Tibetan to be pro-Chinese. Like al1 
the best 'Tibetan reformers of the time he believed simply that Tibet must put its own house 
in order before it was too late."'" Profoundly nationalistic, Gedun Chophel would intime be 
heard warning his friends repeatedly that "the Chinese Communists will come. The State of 
Tibet lias reached the point where there is danger of its being lost. Take care of our written 
and spoken language. A time may come when Tibetans no longer speak Tibetan in their own 
land and when they no longer Wear Tibetan robes."47 How prophetically accurate in the 
extrenie he in truth would tiirn out to be! 

Beirig one of a sinall group of younger politically conscious Tibetans hailing "mostly froin 
the peripheral areas" of ciiltural Tibet, and whom Stoddard believes were inspired by the 
prophetic warnings of oncoming disaster for the Land of Snows which were enshrined in 
the Great Thirteenth's farewell political Testament that was issued and disseminated just 
before his death in 1933, Gedun Chophel would now be found making plans with various 
coinpatriots down in lndia for a new Tibet able to hold her own against both a colonialist 
lndia and a future radicalized China. This he would endeavor to do while living and working 
in District Darjeeling-especially at Tharchin's hill station-during niuch of 1944 and al1 of 
1945, the final period of his Indian s o j o ~ r n . ~ ~  

In diie course, then, this ecclesiastical scholar-turned-political reformer met up with 
three other close Tibetan acquaintances of Tharchin's in Kaliinpong, and discovered that he 
had inuch in comnion with al1 three: the Khampa intellectual Rapga Pangdatsang, the Lhasa 
aristocrat and eloquent poet and orator Chang10 Chen Gung, and the Great ~hirleenth's 
former favorite Tliupten Kunphela. In fact, if one compares the refonnist content and 
agenda for Tibet espoused by both Gecho and Rapga, one can clearly discern great si mi la rit^ 
in ideas, ainis and intentions. This more than likely can be explained by tlie fact that al1 four 
men participated together in socio-political discussions about Tibet's future quite ofteil and 
regularly during 1944-45 when al1 four were in residence at Kalimpong. u And tlius it should 
not be surpnsing at al1 that echoes of Rapga's thoughts and intentions for Tibet's transfomation 
(see Chapter 24 for the details) were very inuch present in those o f  Ged~iii Chophel and 
vice versa. "Seeing theinselves as advanced Tibetan intellectuals," writes Goldstein, " i h e ~  
discussed the inoveinent to oust the British froin Tndia and the need to bring aboiit reforms 

* This seeiningly mystif'ing stntcment has best been explained by Warren Sinith, who. incidental l~.  quotes 
Sioddard's l'ibctan husbaiid, scliolar Sainten G Karmay, in the course o f  his discussion of this tnpic. Sec 
end-note indicated here For Smith's explanation. 
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in Tibet."jY According to Kimura, who at one time was employed at Tharchin's Tibetan 
Press, Gecho even "issued revolutionary pamphlets calling for radical change in the Tibetan 
govemment" that were "printed at the Tibet Mirror Pressv-thus indicating the Babu's tacii 
approval though not necessarily his agreement with their contents entirely.'O Not surprisingly, 
Tharchin, his home and his Press had become one of the meeting grounds and discussion 
centers outside Tibet for quite a few young nationalistic Tibetiins eager but restless to see a 
transformation of Tibetan society at al1 levels and in al1 fields of endeavor. 

In the end Gedun Chophel, as one of its more prominent participants (but not, according 
to Rapga, as a member),50" lent his assistance to the Tibet Irnprovernent Party which the 
Khampa had founded at Kalimpong in 1939 but which did not realize its fuller though still 
incomplete organization till 1945. In fact, so great was the Amdowa's involvement in the 
Party that, according to Goldstein as verified by several Tibetan oficials who knew him and 
whoni the historian had later interviewed, Gecho ultimately ended up in the substantial 
monthly pay of Rapga (as much as 400 to 500 Indian rupees per paj~ment) as compensation 
for services rendered to the Party, with Rapga himself having been in the extremely generous 
pay of the Chinese Kuomintang g~vernment.~ '  Gecho had even designed the logo or emblem 
for the Party. Moreover, in the latter part of 1945, having decided to soon quit India, the 
Aindowa was asked by the younger Pangdatsang brother to make an extensive clandestine 
trip through Bhutan and Tawang for the Party founder on his contemplated return journey to 
Lhasa, to where he had been deceitfully "invited" back by a member of the Regent's 
Ka.shag." 

In reality, almost fiom the inception of his self-imposed exile in India, Gecho knem in his 
heart of hearts that there woiild come a time wlien he would feel impelled, out of deep 
concern for his native land, to return to Tibet and Lhasa. For had he not confidttd long 
afterwards to his disciples back in Lhasa what at this earlier time down in lndia he had 
in~posed on himself?-tliat "1 was bearing a load heavier than a mountain . . . nourishing a 
great hope [of] being in some way usefûl to Tibet"?"" Sharing in common between the t\\ O 

of thein by that earlier time much the same political ideology, this serious-minded Tibetan 
and his lndian benefactor Sankrityayana had, in the \+ ords of Pheni Mouklierji, "sacrificed 
theniselves to the revo1ution"-to the one which Gecho increasingl?. felt iiiust soon occur in 
Tibet if she were to survive, and to the other which the Pandit had been actively seeking to 
effect in India against British colonial rule. Moukherji had been preserit when these h \o  
intellectuals had carried on a serious conversation together in southem Tibet in the sumiiier 
of 1938 during Pandit Rahul's fourth and final expedition through the Snowy Land. As 
reported later by the photographer Moukherji, Rahul liad indicated his wish that his Tibetan 
friend reinain in Tibet to establish "a popular niovement" arnong her \ illages, \viih the Pandii 
declarins he would do the saine down in India. The Amdo refonner Iiad responded bj  
agreeing to the principle that the only avenue by which to advance a needliil change in his 
hoineland was to organize the populace against the Lamas; the iinplicatioii to be dramn 
froni this principle meant, however. tliat a moveinent inust be creaied in each and every 
village. Yet, reported Moukherji. Gedun Chophel deemed himself "ill-prepared. isolated and 
reluctant io the idea of living among the orthodox and dogmatic Lamas. [the latter] reiicent 
to any idea of reform." 
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Already, reported Moukherji, this Tibetan intellectual's primary concem was Tibet's future, 
the possibility of a social and political change there, and the role which he and his like- 
tninded associates could play. Yet even before the above-described conversation had occurred, 
iioted the photographer, and as the expedition had been trekking here and there to this place 
and that, the Tibetan reformer had been busy making contact witli al1 sorts of scholars, high 
civil servants and other officiais for the purpose of convincing them of the urgent need of 
reform so as "to avoid a great upset in [the Tibetan] society which was running the risk of 
disappearing." In essence, added Moukherji, "he wanted to establish a Socialist govemmeni 
in Tibet." Nevertheless. the time for him to return to Tibet for good, Gecho had indicated in 
his talk with Rahul, had not yet arrived, and that meanwhile he could serve his people better 
from the outside. ln concliisioti. reported Moukherji, Gedun Chophel "was feeling the fear 
of al1 refoniiers: the danger of imprisonment and of death. . . . 1 adniired the pleasing face 
imprinted with tlie pride of this man who had sacrificed himself for the revoluti~n."~' 

That was in early 1938. By 1944, however, Gecho had begun to believe that his time in 
lndia was rapidly coming to a close and that his place was in his homeland. As a tnatter of 
fact. wliile still with George Roerich at Naggar in the Kulu Valley, he had made up his mind 
to retiirn to Lhasa, and was apparently only waiting for a propitious moment to iniplement 
his decision. His current state of mind and the decision he had now made had al1 come about 
in the following manner, as dramatically recounted by Stoddard: 

Geduii Chophel . . . had discovered that his people had inherited a glorious inilitary 
past, that his country Iiad been an empire whicli spread its potver over a large part of 
Central .4sia. rivaling China. He felt attracted to a military option in which he saw a 
concrete tvay to iiiiify his fragmented country. He felt keenly the urgent iieed tliat 
Tibet aim herself, define and defend her territory, recogiiize herself as [constituting a] 
people with tlieir own proper past. Ideally, history was a means to u n i e  her as a 
cultural entity. This risiiig nationalism [in him] was joined by an acute consciousness 
of the traditional reigning elite's undermining role. The govemment had to be changed. 
the power of the clergy reduced, the people educated. the wealth redistributed. thus 
asseitiiig tlie country's position. Yet at the same tiine, as far as possible. one had to 
inake a choictt: rciect that which the old society Iiad as negative. [but] keep the traditions 
and the spiritual values iiseful in the recoiistiuction of a iiew Tibet. 

Profoundly disappointed by the failure of [going on] his [pandit-proinised. 
Maliabodhi Society-sponsored] journey to the West, Gedun Chompel was coiisidering 
to retlirn to his country. Notv, with his knowledge of English and Sanskrit and \.eV 
inu~l i  informed about the world's political events. he felt ready to act uithin his 
society. In May 1933 [it sliould indisputably read 19441. the Nyingiiiapa yogi Chime 
Rigdziii, who had accepted the position of Professor ot'Tibetan at Santiniketan, fomierly 
offered to Gedun Chonlpel. made a pilgrimage to Tsho Pcma (Rewalsar. near Kulu), one 
of tlie Iii~lily sacred places of tlie Nyingniapa. where. i t  is said, tlieir second Bi~ddha. 
Guru Padnia Sanibhat,a, \$,as boni. ( M u n  Clioinpel. thcn in Kulii, canie to meet hiin. 
They talked together for tliree days, then wrote to eacli otliei- and inet again a few 
rnoiiths later in Kalinipoiig. Chiriie Rigdzin adt.ised Gedun Choinpcl to refrain from 
returniiig to Tibet. 

The Roerichs ti-ere of the same opinion. When he aniiouiiced to theni his plans to 
returii to Lhasa, they attempted to prevent him by telling him that if he went. al1 his life 
would be spoiled. Shouing him a Western book, Mrs. Roerich said to him: "If you 
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proceed to go there, you will never again see a book like this me." But hc nspondcd: 
"1 must go."s4 

And so to Tibet and Lhasa Gedun Chophel went, departing Kalimpong in November or 
Deceniber of 1945 (niost Irkely, it was the latter month). 

He would be disguised, however, as a monii-beggar on pilgrimage, but he would in reality 
bt: engnged in makiiig maps of the land, especiallj of the northern border regions where 
mriny Tibetans dwelt. Said Rapga later, speaking of Gecho's talent for map-making, "He 
was such a skilled cartographer that his maps seemed like [they were] printed." Being the 
only Tibetan who could drau modem maps, and do so "perfectly well," continued Rapga. 
"we had therefore asked him to draw a map of the border region located between lndia and 
Tibet."" Being the scholar and Tibetan nationalist that hc was. Gecho must also have relished 
the opportunit' given him, \vhile traveling along and nic.ticulously obseming this border area, 
to undertake a search for phqsical historical evidenct: of the early Tibetan empire. For 
instance, he is reported by Stoddard to have discovered a uhite stupu at Despor (Assam) 
that possessed writings on it in both Tibetan and lndian scripts H hich stated that to the north 
is Tibet and to the south is India.s6 

Needless to Say, the disguised pilgriin had been successful in this intelligence-gathering 
and researching task, even though lie had been confronted bith winter conditions most of 
the way. In fact, a witness who was residing at this time at the Tibetan Jzong or fortress of 
Tsona would later report that the so-called monk-pilgrim had crossed the border into Tibet 
by the most direct pass from Tawang to Tsona in the dead of winter and had li\ ed for mo 
weeks of his four-weeks' stay in the area at the hermitage which overhangs the dzong. 
where he was eiigaged in writing.'; Conceivably, he may have been setting down al1 his 
findings regarding both the Sino-Tibetan and Indo-Tibetan fiontiers, physical traces of the 
ancient Tibetan empire, as well as creating final drafts of his map-making assignment (not 
realizing. though. that these maps were destined to be dispatched by Kapga to China's 
Kuoinintang go~ernment'~). He may even have been engaged in incorporating into his 
lt'l1ire ..innuls some of the information gleaned fiom this latest research t ra~e l  of his. 

From Tsona he had then joumeyed on to Lhasa presiiniabl~ of his OH n accord. On the 
otlier Iiand, sonie writers hake claimed that while at Tsona Gedun Chophel had been met 
and taken into custody by authorities sent fron~ Lhasa (Stoddard reports it may have been 
"a detachment sent to arrest him") and escorted up to the Tibetan capital," ~ h e r e  he 
defiilitely had amved by 4 January 1946.* This is known fi0111 a letter with that date sent bj  

* \.W. R;idliii. \\.ho \\as in Kalimpong at tlie time and had had iiuinerous con\:ersations with Rapga. Kuriphela. 
Changlo Chen, and the Anido scholar himself. has clairned that Rapga, "H hose association \sith the Kuomintang 
\vas riotorious," Iiad incliided in his instructions to Gccho tliat he iiot only ca rp  out the intelligence mission in the 
Bliutan-Ta~taiig arca but alsu "in Lhasa."/sluni i i l  lïhcr. 185. This is confirilied b~ nliat Rapgri had I~iinself laier 
it.latt.d to Stoddard iii lier 1975 iiitr'l.\ ie\\ M itli thc Khampa iiitelleciual: "1 inei Geduri Chonipel for the tirst tinie 
in 1935. at Kalimpong. .At that iiinc I \vas ti? ing ta gather the Iiighest nunibcr possible of intelligent men, and I 
contacted hini. inviting Iiiin to hrlp us orgaiiize the [Tibet Improvement] P a m  at Lhasa. I t  was a question of a 
clandestine movement. uiiiting tlirec to tour hundred persons in lialiiiipong and Lhasa." Sec Stoddard. L2 
ineri<iinr7r (IL? 1 ' . ~ l ~ ~ i L j o .  1 O?. And it is furthrr confirnied by what the British Mission ai Lhasa in Octoher 1946 had 
iepnrted R a p p  as ha\,ing at that tiine written to Gecho. non' a resident at the Tibetan capital, in a letter addressed 
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Lhasa's British Mission staff (read: Hugh Richardson) to superiors at Gangtok. Regardless 
the circumstances surrounding his retum to Lhasa, it is known that thereafter Gecho was 
lefi to himself for quite some time-for at least nine or ten months-and was engaged, 
reported Richardson and staff in the same letter, in "writing a treatise about Tibetan histoq 
in Tibetan" (i.e., the White  annal^).^^ Having arrived at the Tibetan capital "with a stated 
desire to work for the benefit of his country," notes Kimura, he had nothing with him beyond 
"a bedroll, a stove, a cooking pot, and a large black metal box full of books and manuscripts," 
not having been in Lhasa for some eleven y e a r ~ . ~ '  

Interestingly, his most intimate friend for the remaining few years of his life at Lhasa, 
Sherab Gyamtsho (aka: Lachung Apo), tells of his impressions upon meeting Gedun Chophel 
for the first time ever shortly after his return to the Tibetan capital: 

1 had been thinking that because he was someone who had come to Tibet after staying 
in lndia for many years, [he] might be wealthy, dignified and elegant. But [he] wasn't 
like that. [He had a] face appearing slightly discouraged, very white enamel on two [of 
his] incisors, a charrning smile, [and] was wear-ng aphyupa [or chuba, Tibetan layman's 
dress] o f  brown cotton-cloth. . . . 

It is then that we became acquainted. Little by little he became indispensable to me, 
as well as me to him, and we became great friends. 

The black trunk was filled with books. He showed them to no one but me. . . .62 

Now because his growing reputation as an intellectual, scholar, writer and artist had 
preceded his arrival, he was invited to the homes of various Lhasan noble families and 
Govemment leaders; but apparently their guest was entirely unaware that these invitations 
were primarily intended as opportunities to collect evidence against him regarding bis 
"subversive" ideas and activitie~,"~ matters which had begun to be related to the Lhasa 
govemment by the British. Meanwhile, authorities in Kalimpong had eventually discovered 
documents which revealed the existence of the Reform Party, the names of its members, 
and its goals and activities. Somehow, word had gotten back to the Tibetan government of 
Gecho's involvement. 

to the Amdowa (and whose contents were doubtless conveyed to the Lhasa government). As summarized by the 
British, Rapga wrote that he "estimates that the time is not yet propitious for the introduction of  the communist 
movement, and that, for the moment, the activities of  the Party [at Lhasa] should be carried on." Ibid., 222-3. 

Interestingly, the future wife of Kunphela (he would relinquish his monkhood vows in 1954 and marry) 
would provide a somewhat different version of  this entire episode (based as her account of  his life is. she 
explains, "on what my husband told me and what 1 have heard from others"): 

... when Kunphela heard that the British were encroaching on Tibetan territory around the border oc  Mol1 
l'awang, he discussed the matter with Tibetan scholar Gedun Chophel, Changchen tiung Sonam GY~IPO 
(Changlo Chen Gung] and Pomda Yarphel [Yangpel or Yarpel Pangdaisang, Rapga's elder hrother and head 
of the Pangdatsang clan]. They discussed and sent Gedun Chophel. disguised as a beggar on piIfrimage. to 
Mon Tawang to observe and prepare a map o f  the territories illegally encroached [upon] by the Brilish, 
Later Kunphela sent an anonymous letter t» the Tibetan government on the border situation. 

See Lhazoin Tseten Dolkar, "Kuchar Thupten Kunphela," i i i  Appendices o f  K .  Dhondup, Tlie ~ . i ~ l e i ' - ~ i r ~ ~ ~ ~  
other Years. 21 5 .  For a fuller understanding of  the strategic significance to the British of  the Tawang froiitie; 
tract, see Warren Smith Jr, Tibetun Nation, 180,201, 239, 247; cf. also Alastair Lamb, The Mc.44ahon Li t le . -  

vols (London.1966) and Lamb, Tibet. China and India 19/4-1950 (Hertingfordbury UK, 1989). 
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In fact, in July of 1946 Hugh Richardson, British Mission Head at Lhasa, çould report to 
Political Officer Basil Gould at Gangtok, who in turn by mmorandum informed Central 
Intelligence Oficer  Eric Lambert at Shillong (Assam) that "the [Tibetan government's] 
Foreign [Affairs] Bureau know al1 about Chomphel-La." But Richardson went on to include 
in his report (and documented by historian Goldstein) what Tibetan oficials had recently 
been saying about this reformer which they interpreted as being either odd, eccentric or 
downright subversive and hence dangerous, necessitating that Gedun Chophel be placed 
under surveillance: 

They Say he is always demanding interviews with the Shapes, decrying T i k m  
Buddhism as compt, praising the "New Wisdom" (which seems to emanate from 
India), speaking in favor of Nazism and generally conducting himself in an eccentric 
way. For these reasons, the Tibetan Govemrnent have [already] had him watched. 
They say he is corresponding regularly with [George] R ~ e r i c h . ~ ~  

lmmediately placed under more intensive surveillance, Gedun Chophel-unquestionably 
one ofTibet's leading intellectual figures of al1 time-was ultimately arrested in the auturnn 
of 1946, his few possessions were confiscated, he was subsequently interrogated fiequently 
over the next several months, flogged at least once and most likely more than once. was 
finally charged with forging Tibetan currency (which was a deliberate cover-up by the 
Tibetan authorities to keep the real reason-his involvement with the Tibet Improvement 
Party-a secret fiom the public), placed on trial, and found guilty by a govemmental 
committee that was headed up by the then most powerful person in Tibet, Surkhang Shape. 
His sentence: three years' imprisonment. 

The question needs to be raised, however, whether or not those in authority at Lhasa had 
legitimate grounds to believe that Gedun Chophel was indeed bent on subverting the socio- 
political and religious system of Tibet. Were the growing suspicions surrounding this man 
well-founded which the elites in the mling circles-both Governrnent and Buddhist Church- 
had begun having about him, thanks to their British informants and their own recent 
observations? Were they justified in fearing that this ex-monk from Amdo, if left alone and 
fiee to conduct himself in whatever manner he wished, could pose a real threat to Tibet's 
current way of life? Was this reformist thinker, in fact, as was now widely rumored, a 
revolutionary intent on regime change, destruction of the Tibetan aristocracy, and dilution of 
the Buddhist Church's power and influence? Was he a Communist or at least a genuine 
sympathizer of Marxist ideology and in favor of radical social change in the Land of Monks 
and Monasteries? And had this ex-monk, so uncharacteristic ofhis station in life, become an 
extreine libertine who indulged in and advocated fiee and unrestrained sex as well as one 
who had heavily indulged in the use oftobacco, opium and alcohol? 

Any objective observer, upon carefully reviewing al1 the available evidence. including 
statements and viewpoints expressed orally and in writing by Gedun Chophel as well as the 
various activities he had engaged in throughout his career, would have to conclude that al1 
the above was essentially true of him. and this, despite the varying, often contradictory. 
opinions which since his demise have been offered up about him by scholars, writers and 
critics. Furthemore, given the deeply entrenched conservative, even reactionary, mindset 
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of the ruling secular and religious elite at Lhasa, one would also have to conclude that there 
was considerable justification in the n~inds of Government leaders of that day for viewing 
Gedun Chophel as a subversive whose known past and present influence and continued 
activity, if not checked, could, in concert with others of like outlook and intent, possiblq 
effect tremendous change in both government and society. 

But one must also acknowledge that when viewed against the backdrop of the Greai 
Thirteenth's parting warnings just prior to his death in 1933 about the oncoming threat ofthe 
"Red Enemy" to Tibet fiom cvithirî as well as from without thz country (see the following 
two chapters for more on this), it is quite understandable why, .from their perspectiiie. 
Surkhang Shape and his colleagues took the action they did against this brilliant intellectual. 
For had he not hailed from the eastem periphery of Tibet's cultural world that had alread! 
witnessed the emergence of other current and earlier revolutionaries who espoused similar 
new ideas of "representative," "democratic," and even "socialistic" forms of govemment9 
"Frightened" as they were, writes Stoddard, over the troubling rumors emanating froiil 

Kalimpong concerning Rapga's lmprovement Party and "unwilling," for fear of causing 
panic, "to reveal anything to the Tibetan populace abour this clandestine Party whose scope 
of activity in Lhasa was unknown" but which nonetheless "seeined to be infiltratinp the 
core of Goveniment itself,"" it should not come as any surprise that the Kashag Ministers, 
for the good of the country, they believed, should isolate fi-om the body politiç this particular 
citizen whose thinkinç and activities they considered to be highly inirnical to Tibet's besi 
interests. Ergo, the tmrnped-up charge of counterfeiting provided a convenient cover h! 
which to rid the Government (and the Church, for that matter) of a potential radical 
troublemaker.* 

All this having been said, however, one cannot discount the undeniable fact that Gedufi 
Chophel was a genuine and profound Tibetan nationalist. As but one significant sign ofhls 
strong nationalistic feeling, the Amdo reformer was heard to declare, following his release 
from prison in 1949, that "when the Chinese [Cominunists] come [to Tibet] the) will askme 
to work with theni, be an administrator or a teachér, but 1 shal] refuse." Tme to his word, 
this stalw art Tibetan patriot, upon being approached hy Phuntsog Wangyal, who had guidd 
the first contingent of Red Chinese troops into Lhasa in 195 1, would refiise the offer made 
to him by this Tibetan Communist to work for the new regirne. For according to his intimatc 
friend and disciple. Gaylong Lama, who was by Gecho's side when tlie offer was made. 

* Jeffrey Hopkins has explained what accounted For the r i ea r -ob~ess i \~  fear the Lhasan leadership had "( 
Gedun Chophel because of his connection with Rapga's Party. He writes: ".. . ~ a p g a  . . . 11ad formed a poliiica' 
movenient known as the Association for lmprovement of Western Tibet. [This] translation ofthe [Party] 
is based on Kuegg . .. in order to emphasize the difficulties the name itself had for the 'I.ibetaii go~ernnlen'' 
Indeed. the very name of the organization speaks ot"Western Tibet,' a strange teriil in Tihetan that iilimics 'lit 
Chinese word iised for Tibet, 'Xizang,' which literally means 'western provinces.' Sincc the terni retlects 'I" 
Chinese claiin that tiie two eastern provinces ofTibel. Aindo and Kham, \c.ere alieadl scparnte frcm Tibet II'' 
entire inovement must have been offensive to many in the l'ibetali goverilment. [And] the fast dlat 
Chopel indicated his agreement with this progressive politicai inovemerit hy deçigning an einbleili for 
sickle. a sword, and a loom---must have paiiicularly grated upon the more traditional and conseivati\~e ine111Lici" 
o f  Ille l'ibetan government." Hopkins, "Gedun Chopel: Provocative Iconoclast." i n  Gedtin Chope!. Tih~tl"' 
Arts uf'l.ovc., 75-0. 
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rcported later that though "his fiiends [meaning, though not men t iond  Tshatnil Rimpoche, 
Kuchar Kunphela and Changlo Chen Gung, among others] and his master [meaning Geshe 
Sherab Gyamtsho] did bend [in acquiescence] before the Chinese . . ., he refused 
categorically. He was for Tibet, up to the end.""' Indeed, tàr from harboring pwchinese  
sentiments-whether Nationalist or Communist--as opposed to having deep sympathy for 
Conimunist ideas, which this reformer in fact had, Stoddard has cogently reasoned that had 
there been any suspicion of sympathy with the Chinese on his pan during the latter 1940s, 
Gediiii Cliopkel would have been expelled fiom Tibet by the Lhasa government in 1949 
along with the many others who u7erc deported, or else he would simply have ken kept in 
prison rather than having been released from his incarceration that sarne ~ e a r . ~  

Despite his negative critical assessment of his country's governmental, religious and 
social system, Gecho greatly loved Tibet and was deeply concerned about her Future. In 
various ways he had tried his best to forewam his çountrymen of the danger to the nation he 
saw looming on the horizon. His overriding desire, which he asserted time and again, had 
been to serve and benefit tlie Snowy Land, which, as noted earlier, he sincei-ely éelieved 
was doomed to disappear if radical changes were not introduced in the very near term. But 
for the most part, Government, Church and people were not open to the urgency of coming 
to terms with the modem world. So that with his rejection by the ruling elites as demonstrated 
by their arrest and imprisonment of him, he realized that his country's future well-being was 
now hopeless. As he himself would prophetically declare to one of his last disciples not long 
following his release from prison: 

It is too late now; however, if we wished to d e  care of our country and practice 
socialism, it would he nccessary to decapitate sorne of the grand nobles. The members 
of our Go\ erninent 14ould need to nieet, invite to a banquet al1 the represc.ntati\es 
present Iiere [presumably those frorn India. Nepal, China, Sikkim, etc.]. announce to 
them the independence of the country, and explain our program of socialist reforms. 
They would have to engage in confereiices in order to sign international agreements. 
That is what should have been done. Rut no\v il is too late.h7 

In tlie words of Heather Stoddard, Gedun Chophel reluctaiitly had to acknowledge to hiinself 
the futility of the stniggle for change, "that he had no power to move the men who ran the 
Government, occupied [as they were] n ith jolly picnics, inahjong games and scandals. All 
but a tiny rninority sensed nothing of the impending stonii. Gedun Choinpell knem it was 
coming and he had made a desperate effort to let his people know. In return he was whipped. 
accused of being a [Comniunist] spy and thrown in jail . . .""" 

According to Kirnura, the condemned man was soon "locked away in the damp darkness 
of Slio Prison below the Potala along with murderers and thie~es.'%~"is had probably 
occurred in eitlier May or June of 1947. Here he established ail illicit relationship with an 
illiterate feinale Khanipa prisoner of Avalio origin. (Subsequently, upon the release from 
prison of both of thein, she would li~re with the ex-prisoner for two months before he sent 
her back to her Khampa homeland after buying for her wliatever she needed and wanted. 
He would secure the services of another Khampa wonian, Yu-dmn by name. whom he 
would eventually marry and with whom he would live until his death two years later.) But it 
was in Slio Prison also, again according to Kirnura. that this rare Tibetan intellectual 
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"succumbed to both alcohol and opium addiction," the Japanese adding that "the Government 
seems to have seen that he was supplied with every vice to further discredit him."6Rb 

Though this political prisoner would be released somewhat earlier fiom his incarceration, 
he nonetheless was to languish in Sho Prison for some two years and four months, not 
gaining his freedom till probably February or March of 1949. This foreshortened sentence 
apparently came about through the intervention of several people. It has been reliably reported 
that sometime in the very early part of 1949 both Pandit Rahul and George Roerich together 
had met in Kalimpong with Minister Surkhang's brother, a general, when he was on a visit 
to India. Urging him to see to it that Gedun Chophel resume writing his History ofTibet, they 
declared to the general that treating the Tibetan scholar better would greatly benefit Tibet, 
adding-though most inaccurately about Gecho himself-that this learned Amdowa's 
"ffiendship with China could profitably be used by the Tibetan government when the inevitable 
takeover by the Communist Chinese occurred." Roerich, who by this time had relocated his 
residence to Kalimpong, would anxioiisly wait, along with the Pandit, for news fiom Lhasa 
about the Tibetan scholar. One day several months later at the hi11 station, these two together 
would hear from the general himself that the controversial prisoner had been relea~ed.~' 

The foreshortening of Gecho's three-year sentence had apparently also come about 
through the intervention of a sympathetic and progressive noble family in Lhasa, the Tendons 
(Tethongs). They had effected this turn of fortune, Tharchin reported to Kimura, "by clairning 
that he went mad in prison." "1 can only hope," he added, "that it was nothing but a ploy. 
Men of genius often have fragile minds." And they also develop weakened and wasted 
bodies, if harshly incarcerated for too long a time. In fact, Gecho's intimate fiiend and 
disciple Sherab Gyamtsho lias reported in his biography of his master what he had looked 
and behaved like upon his release, he now refusing to Wear anything but his prison rags: 

1 saw [him] as soon as he was released froni prison. 1 becanie speecliless for a while as 
if 1 had fainted; this was because his hair had grown neck-long, his clothes were 
tattered, and his flesh had become wasted. 

When 1 offered a maroon-brown flannel-sleeved robe (phyirpo) to hini, he said. "It 
is too big," and wouldn't Wear it. He said, "This robe itself is okay." and kept on 
wearing the old one for about a month and a half. On my asking him, "How about 
having that long hair cut?" lie said, "Leave this also as it  is for the time being." . . . 

From the time of [Gedun Chophel's] release from prison, al1 his behavior became 
absolutely unreliable. He wouldn't act happy even when there were some [visiting] 
donors [with offerings of food, money, clothing]. He drank alcohol without limit. smoked 
cigarettes, and didn't take care of his money and things. 

One day [after his release, he] said to me, "Aren7t you fed up with me?" 1 replied, "1 
am not fed up. But, wouldn't it be better to improve this behavior of yours a little?" To 
which [he] said, "Well, then, don't get fed up! . . . Happen what may, 1 will continue this 
way."'" 

Kimura, who himself had opportunity shortly afier Gecho's release from prison to visit 
him several times in the Tibetan capital, wrote later that the Tendons "had secured bis 
release and were supporting him in a nearby house where he was being encouraged . . . to 
continue the history of Tibet that his arrest and the destiuction of his notes [of research and 
tentative drafis] had intempted." There is, in fact, what appears to be circumstantial evidence 
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among the Tharchin Papers that the Tendons and others had provided the Amdo scholar 
their support specifically that he might resume his historical writing. This evidence-though 
undated and not mentioning any benefactors by name-is in the form of a news note of 
sorts handwritten in Tibetan, and probably meant to appear in the Tibet Mirror. It was to 
the effect that "500 rupees and 60 bales [sic] of barley and living quarters" had been given 
"to Gedun Chophel to write bis] Tibetan History." 

Now it so happened that earlier in Kalimpong Kimura had been commissioned by Gergan 
Tharchin to deliver a personal letter to his harassed friend at the Tibetan capital. "l'd like 
you to take a letter to him for me; and to let me know how you find him. Crucial times are 
ahead for Tibet. The entire face of Asia is changing al1 around us, and we can't afford to 
lose men like him."70Wne can only speculate what may have been the contents of this 
letter, aside fiom an obvious expression of sympathy and concern. This was the late spring 
of 1948, still in the midst of Gecho's incarceration, and perhaps m o r s  had already begun to 
spread among leading circles in Lhasa that the reason Gedun Chophel had been arrested 
and imprisoned was because of Tharchin. Certainly by the spring of 1949 these stories 
were quite commonly being bruited about and believed. One of the Babu's key infonnants 
at the Tibetan capital, Sonam Topgay Kazi, whose family, ironically, had at one time been 
patrons of Gedun C h ~ p h e l , ' ~ ~  wrote him at least twice in this regard. The Kazi, a young 
Sikkimese nobleman on the staff of the Indian Mission in Lhasa, was almost like a son to 
Tharchin; and therefore one can accept as true that such stories existed; though young 
Sonam realized that his reporting of them would pain his surrogate father extremely much. 
He felt, however, that he must include this information along with al1 the other intelligence 
he regularly reported in what became a volurninous correspondence which he carried on 
continually with Tharchin fiom Lhasa for quite a few years. In the first letter, dated 22 April 
1949, and only a month or so after Gecho's release, the Kazi wrote: 

The majority [of Lhasan readers] like your newspaper and the Geshe Chodak [the 
"Bad" Mongolian Lama discussed earlier in Chapter 2 11 also likes it. . . . Chodak is now 
trying to finish his book [his Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary]. He heard news that you 
were against Gedun Chomphel. But he fell into doubt when he read a praising article on 
him in your recent paper. 

And in a subsequent letter, dated 12 May 1949, Tharchin's young informant wrote in even 
greater detail: 

The Zinpen Khemboo is said to be very fond of Gedun Chomphel and so is the Regent 
[Taktra]. They send for him and make a long conversation. The Regent had said [to the 
Khemboo?] to tell him [Chomphel] that he was not aware of the reasons why he (GC.) 
was imprisoned. Zinpen Khemboo had pointed out [to Chomphel? to others?] the 
reason as [being due to] lots of letters and reports against him fiom Mr. Tharchin. This 
belief is greatly accepted commonly, for Geshe Chodak also said that Mr. T. is against 
G.C. Some people believe that it's due to Mr. Richardson's trick. 

First of all, if the stories reported by the Kazi are credible, then it was highly disingenuous 
on Regent Taktra's part to have claimed total ignorance as to the reasons for the political 
reformer's imprisonment. For had he not been the one who, upon receiving the report ofhis 
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Kashag Investigation Cornmittee's accusers that had found Gedun Chophel guilty as charged, 
had proceeded to pronounce the sentence of a three-year imprisoninent in Sho? Moreover. 
it was well known that Taktra Rinlpoche could be as conniving. tyrani~ical and çompt  as 
was his immediate predecessor, Reting.* Nothing would have escaped this Regent's notice. 
since he had his finger on the pulse of al1 that went on in his domain. 

As for the incarcerated Tibetan himself, it had seemed clear to him as to the reason why, 
and the person who lay behind, his imprisoninent. For left on the mattress (others sa' 
inscribed on the wall) ofhis prison ce11 was found, immediately after his release, the following 
verse composition that freely translated reads: 

Tlie obstinate tiger, 
Mad \vith the blood ofjealousy, 
1s roaring and roaniing fiercely in the dense forest, 
Where this guiltless, honest little boy is left al1 alone. 
Let hinl bc judged with compassionate coilsideration by those wi th  thc eyc of \sisdoni. 

Many Tibetaiis believe that the Tiger described here is a not so subtle reference to Regent 
Taktra (Dak-drak), since the first syllable of his nanie in Tibetan is Tag (stog), meaninf 
tiger. It would appear, then, that the iconoclastie scholar and socio-political reformer blamed 
the Regent. aillong others, for his incarceration and subsequent ill-treatment.t7' 

Second, the idea that Tliarchii~ Babu was responsible for Gedun Chophel's misfortuile is 
the furthest thing from the truth, and the Kazi, of course, kriew this. The record of Tharchin's 
relationship with the esteeined Tibetan intellectual validates this beyond any doubt. I f  such 
hucl been tme. tlie Babu would certainly not have published in his newspaper the praising 
article wliich the Kazi had referenced. The article had appeared in the Mirror S 1 M a y  
1949 issue iinder the heading, "News from Tibet," and was a brief report by the Editor on 
what others were saying about Gecho's unfinished White  annal^ that liad just then been 
published at Lhasa. Noted tlie Mireror in part: Cieduii Chophel's "recently published histor' 
of ancient Tibet is [being] praised as an in-depth study of the history of Tibet with sources 
translated from even the Chinese and Indian languages. And it is [further] said that it discusses 
[its contents] in a very scholarly inanner and renders a great service [to the Tibetail 
people] .""" 

* For exaniplc. in a letter written 10 Tharchin just two niontlis earlier the Kazi liad reported the follo\sing: "11 

is heard that Tak Tak's 1i.e.. Regent Taktra's] t) ranny is no less than that of Reiing for whicli lie [the latter] \va> 
killed." S.  T. Kazi to Tharcliin, [I-hasa]. 6 March 1949. ThPaK. And Hisao Kiniura could write siiiiilarl!;: " - . .  

\\,hile Reting's own administration Iiad been niarked by corruption and greed, that of Iiis successoi-. ' lakm 
Kiiiipoche. \vas characterized by even \\!orse corruption, negligeiice aiid inconipeience." ./lrpun~*.vc ,4gi.t7, il1 

Tihcl, 172. 
How grcatly at variance witli these assessments of Taktra are those of hihtorian Warren Sinith. uriiing in 

1996: "Reling ... nanied Taktra Rimpoche, a lama as unambitious and ethical as Reting \vas the oppositc. 3s 

Kcgent [in 1940-411 ... "And again: "... Taktra's high ethical standards had slipped [ by 19471, biii he \!,as still 
far superior in ihat regard to Reting. " Tibetriri A'ution, 232, 256. 
t It needs to be pointed out. Iiowever, that Gecho had written a slightly variant version of  this quatrain nearl!' 
a decade earliei, by 194 1 nt the latest, it having appeared in Chaptei 8 cif Iiis travel jo~irnals. And thiis. in 
\/ie\v 01' Donald Lopez Jr, this fact "casts doubt" on the Amdown's piisoii-cell inscriptioii ha\ ing bccn " A  

. \ . ~ ~ O I I I L I I I L ~ O I I . Y  expression of rage against the regent." .ld(idrnon :Y .blit/ilc Cl'c-,il. 4411. (etripliasis addrd) 
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Samten Norboo bas opined that Gedun Chophel "was put in prison possibly due to pressure 
exerted by the British representatives [at Lha~a]." '~ 

As for Gecho himself, Dhondup has also written that the ex-monk, upon release from his 
iiiiprisonment, had told one of the two arresting magistrates of Lhasa, Tashi Pehrey, that he 
"himself believed that the British Government had a hand in his arrest and impri~onment."~" 
As regards the "large section of Tibetans" who also came to believe in British complicity, it 
is their firm opinion, again according to Dhondup, that the British lndian govemment had 
conspired to have Gedun Chophel arrested because they did not wish to see published his 
historical writings on Tibet since these would clearly demarcate that country's boundaries 
and "prove Tibet's independent status"; whereas London, these Tibetans well knew, had 
officially recognized Chinese suzerainty over Tibet as a means of safeguarding the borders 
of the British Empire on the one hand and the latter's trade interests on the other." 

Richardson's printed denials-in response to Norboo and Dhondup-are categorical: 
"My recollectioii is," he has written, 

that it was reported over a considerable period that [Gedun Chophel] was associating 
with certain other Tibetaiis in Kalimpong who were circulating propaganda hostile to 
the Tibetan government. Eventually, in order to stop their territory being used for 
diibious activities against a Goveniment with wliich they were in fkiendly relations, the 
Indian goveniment served iiotices on Gedun Chophel and two others forbidding them 
to reside in Kalimpong. The Tibetan government were infonned why those persons 
had becii excluded from Kalimpong; but it is quite untrue that any pressure was exerted 
on them by British representatives to imprison Gedun Chophel. . . . 

The Indian government acted simply to stop Gedun Chophel and others using the 
Darjeeling District as a base for subversive activities against the Tibetan government 
with which the British and the Indian governments were in friendly relations. Gedun 
Chophel could have gone wherever else he pleased and it was iinmaterial to the Indian 
government whether the Tibetans arrested hirn or not. Some Tibetan officials may 
have tried to evade popular criticism by laying the blame on others: but responsibility 
for the arrest and imprisonment of Gedun Chophel was solely that of the Tibetan 
govemment.'" 

Richardson continued to maintain his innocence in the whole affair right up till shortly 
before 11is death. This he did by means of a lengthy passage which he included in his 
unpublished memoirs that date from around 1999 or 2000 (he would pass away in the spring 
of the latter year). In the passage in question Richardson discussed afiesh the entire episode 
surrounding Gedun Chophel and the leaders of the Tibet lmprovement Party, and in the 
process took strong exception to Stoddard's accusations of complicity in the arrest and 
imprisonment of Gecho. He even invoked the claim that the published results of Melvyn 
Goldstein's research into the British records of the time demonstrate that her attack on hi111 
was totally uncalled for (although in the opinion of the present author, Goldstein's account 
does no such thing one way or the other with regard to whatever role Richardson may have 
played in Geduii Chophel's misfortunes at Lhasa). Here, then, is this former British oficial's 
apparently final written word on the matter under discussion: 
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Much of the business at Chat time was concerned with the activities of a curious 
"revolutionary" group of Tibetan exiles and eastern Tibetan mischief-makers in 
Kalimpong where they discussed the overthrow of the Tibetan Govemment. The most 
active politically was Rapga, a brocher of the great Lhasa businessman Panga Tsang; 
but the most interesting was Gedun Chophel, a scholar, linguist. the only Tibetan to 
take a constructive interest in the early social and historical documents from Dunhuang, 
a rebel against religious orthodoxy and established government, an artist, and 
something of a libertine. He was perhaps rnisled into the communistic ideology ofthe 
eastern Tibetan group. When these activities were too obvious the lndian Governrneni 
ordered the eviction of the leaders; most went to China, but Ci. C. retumed 10 Lhasa 
where he was quickly imprisoned by the government which had been aware of his 
doings [the abow narratiori nf events by the present writer do not support either of 
these statements: Gecho was not arrested til l  nearly a year follouing his return to 
Lhasa; nor was the Tibetan government aware, prior ro his retum, of much "of his 
doings" down in India till subsequently informed of them by the British]. In Le mendiant 
de I'Amdo Heather [Sioddard] Karmay attacks me bitterly in having, as she thought, 
brought al1 the trouble on Gedun Chophel, but Mel\.yn Goldstrin in his monumental 
History of Modem Tibet shows from the records that the attack is unjustified. I met 
Gedun Chophel at Lhasa after his release from prison and could see sparks of Iiis 
intellect but by then it was dimmed by opium.78' 

It would appear on the surface that Richardson's strong denials of any responsibility on 
his and his colleagues' part in the tragic events surrounding Gedun Chophel are impenious 
to any legitiinate criticism. But when one reviews more closely the central argument in his 
denials, one cannot be so sure. This is because he had grossly erred in stating that Gedun 
Chophel had been one of the three "subversives" at Kalimpong who had been served a 
notice (in mid- 1946) to quit the territory of India. As was leamed earlier. however. the truth 
of the matter is that Gecho had departed Kalimpong and India some six months previouslj. 
by his own will and decision and not as a result of any eviction order or other pressure fiom 
the Govemment of British India. The three individuals deemed persona non ~ ~ - O I L I  in this 
episode had not included the Amdowa but had included besides the Improvement Part1,'s 
founder Rapga Pangdatsang, two other bona fide leaders of this Pa* (both were Officers 
of the Party serving in the capacity as Secretaries): Clianglo Chen Gung and the Uuchar 
Kunphela-the latter at one time, be it recalled, having been the most pouerful man in Tibet 
next to the Thirteenth Dalai Lama himself. It is extreinely puzzling, therefore, why Richardson 
had not cited Kunphela but why he did cite Gedun Chophel. 

Moreover, it is equally puzzling that this clear-headed, well-infonned former British official 
could have perpetrated such an egregious mistake and have done so fivice in the printed 
denials he issued (and in his end-of-life memoirs, for that matter): once in 1977 and again a 
year later. Granted that one's meniory can play tricks on one's ability to recall accurately 
events and situations fiom a bygone era. And hence this error could quite naturally be 
attributable to the possibility that senility had overtaken Richardson more than three decades 
after the events in question. One finds that explanation diîfïcult to entertain. however, for 
generally speaking, elderly individuals (Richardson was by now well over 70 years of age) 
are usually apt to recall riilid experiences of long ago more clearly and accurately than 
ordinary ones from a more recent period in their lives. And certainly the episode under 
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discussion could be classed as a vivid one, indeed! Furthemore, it must be noted that 
Richardson, wlio lived to reach the age of 95, had continued to work and write most activeIy 
and lucidly for soine 20 to 25 years inore following the issuance of his published denials, he 
having remained mentally sharp to the very end of his days, as is quite evident in tlie estract 
quoted above froin his late meiiioirs. Why. then, this exceptional error? Why, spe~if ica l l~ ,  
did Richardson continually irisist on lumping Gedun Chophel in with the other Party participants 
who had definitely been issued deportation orders when the Amdo refornier had himself not 
been issued one? Indeed, one can legitimately inquire that if this was not an accidental error 
on Richardson's part, wh) \vas it an intentional act'? 

Perhaps in Richardson's mind, this \vas the only way lie could convincingly argue and 
defend hiniself against the charge of complicity in Ciedun Chophel's arrest. And perhaps, 
also. hc iiiaq have thought no one would detect the error anyway; Dhondup, for one, Iiad 
himself riot dètected it; see above again; nor. apparently, had Stoddard. Hy incorrectl> 
idcnti t j  ing the Aiildov, a as one of the Kalimpoiig "subversives" ordered to leave, Richardsoii'5 
denial of involketnent and the reasons given to suppor-t that deiiial could thus be made to 
appelir qiiite reasonablc, legitiinate, and very miich in keeping with the understandings which 
hacl bcsn reached betweeii Lhasa and Delhi over the previous half-century. Failure, howeker, 
to iiiclude the Arndo reformer as one ofthe three deportees, though it would be factually in 
c r iw to include hiin. would in his inind have perhaps illade it impossible for him to piit 
forward a convincing enough denial of a British role in the Tibetan refoimer's arrest. As 
can be disceined froin Richardson's \larioils ~ r i t i i ig s  on tlie subject, he would consistently 
inaintaii~ this line of argument, though faulty, right tIii.ough till the time ofhis death. 

Most interestingly concerning this entire affair, Dhondup has additionally written that it is 
"clear" and undeniable that "British involvement in [Gedun Chophel's] arrest and 
imprisonment was 'reported' to him after liis release by tlie same Tibetan officials [Surkhang 
and the other Kashag inembers] who themselves had initially ordered Iiis arrest."'" One 
iinylicatioii to be drawn from this particular assertion is that these officials had been undulq 
intliienced to take the action they iiltiinatcly took against (3ccho by what the British had 
iiifoi~iied tliem abolit concctning Iiis activities and his writings undertaken during his lengthy 
Indian exile. For one of tliem--Surkhang himself--adinittecl long afierwards to Heatlier 
Stoddard and perhaps others that after numerous lengtliy interrogations of Gedun Cliophel, 
after taking the testimony of niany witnesses, and having searched through al1 Iiis confiscated 
17ossessions, nritings. books, nianusct-ipts, and even notes and scribblings on scraps of paper. 
tliey essentially found no incriiiiinating evidence to justifj the sentence ofpunishinent ineted 
out."' They nonetlieless had sent hini to prison, any\vay, interjecting a falsc charge of 
counterfeiting as a way to cover their suspicions they had of liiin that he was a Comniiinist, 
a religioiis subversive, and a revolutionary bent on bringiiig down the Tibetan arisiocracy. 
Govemment and Buddliist Church. And it woiild appear that tliese suspicioiis hy Lhasa 
govemnient leaders. if not haviiig originally been raised in their minds by the information 
which Richardson and other British officials liad fed to theni bit by bit over a pcriod of a 
year, had at least been coiisolidated in their thinkinç by tlie intelligence fed to theiii bq tlieir 
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British ini'ormants.* 
Hence, in the light of al1 the above, one can understand how it might be that the K u i  

could report to Tharchin from Lhasa that some people there had attributed the scxial 
reformer's arrest and incarceration to the British, and more specifically and personally, to 
"Mr. Richardson's trick." Given the tandem relationship and understandings which over 
nlany decades had developed between Lhasa on the one hand and DelhiiLondon on the 
other in behalf of their mutual interests, and despite Richardson's categorical denials, it is 
difficult no/ to believe that the British, and in particular iheir representativc at Lhasa, did 
have a significant part to play-though perhaps not intentional-in Gedun Chophel's tragic 
circuinstances. The employment of the word "trick," however, is possibly too pejorative a 
term to accept as valid when used by others in describing Richardson's assurned involvement, 
especially when one considers that the latter would soon be consulting Gedun Chophel on 
an area of scholarly inquiry needing his expert assistance (see below). One would like to 
think that Richardson would not have been so two-faced.t 

Now on his first visit to Gecho's living quarters in Lhasa, which were rooms in the housc 
that had been provided by the noble Tendons, the Japanese courier carried the Tharchin 
letter witli him. The meeting, which occurred in 1949 during early sprinaime, had been 
arranged by Kin~ura's new-found friend at the Tibetan capital, Phuntsog Wangyal, another 

* Tlieir assessnient o f  this information \vas subsequently ieinforced by wliat the Ka>ha_r mernhers Iiad thcii 
heaid being bandied about on the streets o f  Lhasa in the form o f  various satirical verses that had been composed 
bg Ciecho himself and which had exerted considerable influence on the thinking o f  not only Surkhang and the 
other leaders in the Governmenl but also on the rninds ofthe general populace. In fact, in an interview Surkhang 
Shapc \s.oiild give Stoddaid in 1975, this former powerful Minister had cited one particular ditt? in whicli the 
.Amdo poet had in inocking toiles called for the beheading ol'thosc in power. Reported the irritated Shape ai; 
recorded by Stoddard (but writing under the pseudonym of  Dejin Zangmo): Gedun Chophel had "wanted to do 
what the French had doiie in the tirne o f  Louis XVl-make revolution and get rid ofthe aristocrats." Speaking 
o f  Surkhang, Stoddard..'Zangino later commeiited: "He ga\e ine the iinpression" that the Amdowa had gottcri 
"Lvhat he deserved for I i i s  attitude towards the aristocracg." StoddardiZangmo. "More on Gedun Choephel." 
TR (Dec. 1978):73. He spoke further in rhe interview about Gedun Chophel, but in even stronger ienns: "He 
. . . wanted to launch a revolution like that which brought an end to Louis AVlth's reigii. It was he himself who 
decided to retiiin to Tibet in order to establish there a popular govemnient .... H e  ... deser\ed his destin!. 
hrcnuse hc \\'ailtecl to annihilate the noble class and destroy tlie go\,erninent." See Stoddard. Lc nicricii~zw t k .  

/ 'Amdo. 116. 
t Neveriheless, it must be acknowledped tliat Richardson had iiot hecn above conducting himself in 3 duplicitous 
làshioii in other ciicumstarices if. froiii his perspective, the parainount prestige and infliience ol'the British i7is- 
&\vis the 1-ibetaii governinent might be in Jeopardy. His hehavior in this regard has been documented to have 
occurred 3s i s  retlecled iii tlie research which Isrun Engelhardt has recently acconiplislled dealing ir ith th? 
Gcrnian Espedition to Tibet in the late 1930s. The results o f  Dr. Engelhardt's ivork appear in her puhlished 
scholarl!. inoiiogrnpli. "Tibetrin I'riaiiple: Gcrinnn, Tibetan and British Relations in the Contest o f  Ernst 
Sch5fcr's Eupediticiii. 1038- 1930.'' ..lsiatisc-hr Sf i~t l io l .   ticd des ..I.~iutiyires (LVIII. 1. 2004 ):57- 1 13.  l'lierc slie 
dcscrihcs in sonie detail one or t\vo instances o f  duplicity Richardson had perpetratcd on Schaefer and his 
tellow Geiinans. See especially pp. 96-102 of the rnonogiapli fc>r an iinflattering discussion o f  sonie o f  
Richardson's conduct during the course o f  the Espedition's trawls in both lndia and 'Tibet. Indeed, lier 
disciission iiiiJerscores tlie ract that this Britisli diplornat did not always conduct hiniselt' in a fair nianiier 
toir-ards those he did not like. and did not alu-ays. for that inatter. speak the truth. Al1 this. howe\er. i s  not io 
implq Ihai Scliaefer was totallj innocent hiinself; for he and his Gennan colleagues had cleverl). surreptitiously 
aiid repeatedly violated soine of the conditions ivhich the E;Cl.\hug had laid down for allowing, tinally. tlic 
Espedition io enter Tibet aller inuch negotiation. 
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of Tibet's social reformers and a Khampa revolutionary whose own refomist and 
revolutionary career is narrated next in the present chapter. Phuntsog, in fact, accompanied 
the Japanese visitor. "We found him dressed in a dirty and ragged layman's chuba," 
reported Kimura long afierwards, "and sitting on the floor with his lady fiiend [the one he 
had met in prison]. When 1 handed hirn Tharchin's letter ["of sympathy"], he muttered, '1 
don't want it, MW, mogo.' A few words of thanks followed. Hardly reading the letter, he 
just mumbled to his woman, telling her to go out and fetch quickly some liquor. . . . It was not 
long after his release, and those who came to see hirn were few. They were no doubt 
scared, for people had said he was mad. There was not a single book in the room, which 
was completely empty. He was unable to write. The last time 1 went to see hirn was in July 
or August 1949 Ljust before Kimura and Phuntsog Wangyal would be deported as 
undesirables], and 1 was accompanied by Sonam Tobgyal Kazi . . ." "This was the man," 
added Kiinura, referring to the ex-prisoner, "who spoke thirteen languages, and who had 
once debated with nine different scholars at once, listening to their questions one after 
another before going back to answer them al1 in turn."*'' 

His condition, both mental, emotional and physical, had apparently deteriorated to such a 
point by this tiine that even a letter of sympathy fiom his former Kalimpong benefactor, 
could not to any degree lift Gecho out of the wretched state of futility into which he had so 
rapidly descended. Kimura was right in stating that this remarkable twentieth-century 
intellectual's tragic ordeal had left hirn "a shell of a man sustained only by opium and liquor." 
In fact, this frai1 little man, who could not deny to himself his extraordinary talents and his 
rapid rise to great stature in leaming, scholarship and the arts, now imagined himself reduced 
to the state of a beautiful but broken lapis-lanili vase. Confessed this unique human being 
dejectedly to his bosom friend Sherab not long following his release: "A Vaidurya vase, rare 
in this world, has been crashed against a s t~ne . "~ '  What, then, was the use in trying to 
achieve anything further? 

For the rest of his life the State's ex-prisoner would remain under house surveillance in 
Lhasa pursuing a nondescript existence and making a feeble but in the end unsuccessful 
attempt to resume in some kind of consistent fashion the writing of his History of I t  
was reported further that when requested by the Tibetan Military Headquarters at Lhasa to 
translate into Tibetan an English-language volume of drill and other militas exercises, this 
nearly totally shattered man most "unwillingly . . . made a mediocre translation of the big 
book that had been sent him."8Tlearly, Gedun Chophel had little, if any, incentive left in him 
to do anything. (It was during this twilight of his life, by the way, that the great scholar was 
consulted at Lhasa by Hugh Richardson regarding the several rdo-ring (stone pillar) 

* Tharchin was by now conversant with many facets to the life of his Amdowa friend, including his debating 
skills. The Babu would rnake reference to another of his remarkable debntes when talking with Kimiira about 
the Amdo monk back in Kalimpong at the tirne that he had comniissioned his Japanese friend to deliver the 
lettcr of syrnpathy. "If you know Gedun Chophel's reputation," explained the Babu, "then you ma! kll@"' 
that . . . his religious ideas are just as unorthodox as his political views, . . . and that is quite as bad as far as l ! ~ , '  
conservatives are concerned. He once actually won a debate against a panel of learned ge.sh<.s in which he argueü 
against the possibility of Buddhahood. In fact, a crowd of rnonks went so far as to beat hirn up after that 
make hirn admit that Buddhahood might exist." Quoted i i i  Kimura, Japanese Agent. 189. 
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inscriptions to be found in the Tibetan capital and about which the Britisher had been preparing 
a treatise that would in time be published under the title, Ancient Historical Edicts ut 
Lhasa. *) 

Nevertheless, there would still be flashes of lucidity and brilliance which visitors to his 
quarters would now and then observe in Gedun Chophel. For instance, on Kimura's last 
visit, the one alluded to earlier, he and S. T. Kazi went together one day to Gecho's residence 
where the Japanese was soon treated to an exquisite example of this gifted intellectual's 
linguistic ability; for the ex-prisoner, much more lucid than on the earlier visit, now fell into 
conversation with the young Kazi "in beautiful Engl i~h ."~~ Or consider the instance in which 
his still considerable abilities in debate were manifested on one occasion during this same 
closing period of his life. One day four monk scholars from Drepung, together with the 
foremost dialectic scholar in Lhasa, paid Gecho a visit. Soon a debate ensued among the 
five visitors and the ex-monk which focused on the issue of whether a Buddha experiences 
actual feelings of pleasure and pain. The debate had been prompted by their famous host 
when, after having cast the ashes and blown the smoke of his cigarettes over his own 
painting of Sakyamuni Buddha, he had then snapped his fingers indicating his readiness for 
a dialectic debate-behavior which both amazed and appalled his visitors. Upon their 
requesting him to cease such anathemic and outlandish conduct in relation to Lord Buddha, 
the ex-monk had proceeded to inquire of them whether any Buddha was capable of 

* The full title aiid bibliographic details of this published work are: Ancient Hisroricrzl Edicrs at Lhasa und the 
Mu Tstrng!Khr.i Gtsug Lde Brfsun Ti.eatj~oJ4.D. 821-822 from the Inscription ar Lhaso (London: Royal Asiatic 
Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1952; Prize Publication Fund. Vol. 19). A c o p  of the book, by the way. 
was presented as a gift to Babu Tharchin by its author. 

Now as noted a Text page or two earlier, Gedun Chophel had firmly believed that the British (and therefore 
by implication Hugh Richardson personally) had been partly responsible for his arrest and incarceration. His 
experience in India for eleven years had taught him that the British could be oppressive and hypocritical. So 
writes Heather Stoddard. who has asserted further that at the tirne that Richardson was researching the rdo- 
ring inscriptions of Lhasa, Gecho had feigned severe illness when the British representative at the Tibetan 
capital had invited hirn to corne see hirn about rendering sorne scholarly assistance. Could this have been a case 
of tit for tat on the Amdowa's part? 

According to Stoddard still further, he purposely avoided al1 contact with the British official from the time 
of his prison release thereafter except on the occasion in 1949 of a celebration held at the British Mission's 
Dekyi Lingka compound in honor of one of Lhasa's noble families. Yet she apparently forgot what she had 
earlier written in the sanie volume and what she had mentioned in her 1979 Oxford Semiiiar paper about the 
fact, as explained by Richardson himself, that during the surnmer of 1950 the two had met, with the British 
official having received from Gedun Chophel, arnong other Tibetan scholars at the Tibetan capital. "rnuch help 
and advice in interpreting the inscriptions" on one particular Lliasa rdo-ring. the Sho Pillar Monument. 
Perhaps the Tibetan had altered his attitude towards the British-at least in the case of Richardson. But so, 
too, Richardson must have himself temporarily undergone a change in attitude-in his case. towards the 
brilliant Tibetan scholar-since the time of the event a year earlier held at Dekyi Lingka. For at that tirne he had 
considered Gedun Chopliel as one no longer able to function, ha\;ing described him as a "broken man, already 
drowned in alcohol and opiuiii." Geclio had proved in this instance, holvever, that during the closing period of 
his life he could still function as before in a lucid, scholarly rnaniier-at least for a brief moment in tirne. But 
there were a few other iiistances of this capacity to revert back to his former self. as is described next in the Text 
above. See Stoddard, Le mendiant de 1 'Amdo, 125,260; Richardson. "Last Days ofGedun Chophel." TR (Aug. 
1977):26; Richardson's unpublished mernoirs housed at the Bodleian L i b w  quoted from earlier; and Richardson. 
Ailcient Historicnl Edicts. 1 ,  13- 14. 
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experiencing such earthly feelings of pleasure flowing from flattery or anger flowing from a 
show of disrespect. And thus the debate had begun. Easily defeating al1 five of the111 togcther, 
Gedun Chophel's plienomenal knowledge of the Buddhist scriptures and his dialectic mastery 
had compelled his guests to retreat tiom his rooms in total silence. It was subsequentlv 
reported that one of the five had been so impressed by the brilliant debater's arguments that 
upon realizing how little knowledge of the scriptures he had himself been able to bring to the 
debate, even after twenty years of studying them, he was lefi in a terrible state of depres~ion.~' 

Such tlashes of his old self, however, would soon desert this exceptionally gifted Tibetan, 
whose life of genius, it seemed, had been blighted beyond hope of reversal. As a matter of 
fact, on the \,ery evening of his death, Gedun Chophel had sensed that the end was quite 
near. For in the course of referring to himself as "the madman Gecho," he had announced 
to Sherab Gyamtsho what most likely were his last words ever uttered: 

. . . The madman dGe-chos has finished seeing al1 the intriguing sights of this world. 
Now, 1 have heard tliat there is a fainous land down below. How might i t  be to go there 
to take a look? [lie sardonically sugpesting here that he was about to go to a hell]. 

Having uttered this, Gedun Chophel next said to his disciple: "Dusk has now fallen. You 
must go home! Look in on me toinorrow, early in the morninç." His faithful assistant did so 
next day, before sunrise, and learned to his sorrow that the Amdo-Tibetan genius had died 
almost immediately after Sherab had departed from his presence the evening before. "lt 
was in the Western year 195 1 ," recorded Sherab Gyamtsho later; "the 12"' day of the eighth 
month of the iron-hare year . . . [dGe-'dun-chos-'phel] didn't have any possessions."xh 

In just a short two years following his release from prison, and bereft of al1 earthly 
possessions. Gedun Chophel had passed into the Buddhist heavenly fields at the premature 
age of but 48. Per Kvaerne, echoing Heather Stoddard sornewhat, has provided what may 
be the definitive explanation for why this Tibetan died at so early an age. This Tibetologist 
has pointed out that as one of those young modernist reformers from ethnographie East 
Tibet wlio liad foi so lorig harbored the vision of a iinited, independeiit. and secular natioilal 
hoineland, the A i n d o ~ a ,  "when ht: uiiderstood that it could not be i-ealized, renolinced, or so 
Stoddard suggests, the will to live." In the final aiialysis, this incredibly talented. sensiti\!e 
and intelligent iiian's tragedy, Kvaerne adds, "was to have been boin several generations 
t60 early. His life, full of siiftering and disappoiiitinents, bas,  perliaps, in vain . . ."'"" 

Gedun Chopliel's death at the Tibetan capital had occiirred on or about the 14"' of  Octob~f 
195 1 ,n6h ironically just a little over a month following the arri\.al in Lhasa of the tïrst ~onirnuiiist 
troops froni the People's Republic of C:liiiia. guided into the cit):. as iioted earlier, bj. Pllulli@ 
Wangyal. He had lived jus1 long enough to witness the fullillmeiit of what he and others Ilad 
foreseen woiild he the ine\~itable consequeilcc of ; I I I  ohsiiiiitic unwiliiiigness oii the part of 
tllose in authority to efftrct crucial chaiigc'; in Tibt.i.:in <_ PO\ t.!-i~iiic;.niai and social  polit^. He 
who had hoped to see his country traiislhrincd fioiii u itliiii before i t  would be violentk 
overtaken by the irre~ersiblc trends of  the tiveiitieth ceritury had sadlv seen Iiis views alid 
forebodings go coniplctelj, unheeded by tliose who liad the power to niake a difierencc 

Without question, tlicrefore, Gedun Chophel's latter years can be rrgarded as a 
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misfortune for Tibet. His haunting and ignominious experience in Sho Pnson, wntes Dhondup, 
"had changed him so much that he was never the same person again. What was once a 
fountainhead of original and critical scholarship was now an alcoholic, chain-smoking opium 
addict. Eiltirely broken and dissipated, closest among his fiiends and students did not succeed 
in piecing together the fragments of his geni~s."~'  Indeed, it was the opinion of Hisao 
Kimura that Gedun Chophel had been "a genius drowned in his own genius," and the tragedy 
of this extraordinary personality was in reality "part of the greater Tibetan tragedy of the 
time: that true Tibetan patriots were not recognized for what they were." Added the Japanese 
explorer-pundit of High Asia, "Had he been born in a noble family of Central Tibet, he would 
have become a skilled politician. Yet this was not the case."RR 

Prophetically, Tharchin Babu had been right in the pronouncement he had made over 
Tibet's future uttered in the spring of 1948: crucial times indisputably lay ahead for the Land 
of Monks and Monasteries, an essentially backward-looking nation that could il1 afford "to 
lose men like [Gedun C h ~ p h e l ] . " ~ ~  In fact, in his newspaper's obituary on the passing of his 
"renowned spiritual fiiend," the Babu grievously lamented the loss to the Tibetan cultural 
world and to himself personally of the humble Amdowa whom he declared had been "skilled 
in [both] the outer and inner sciences." Nowadays, he went on to Say, "if one needed to 
acquire the learning of the likes of this excellent spiritual friend, even if one spent several 
hundred thousand coins, it would.be dificult for such a scholar to appear. Alas, such a loss, 
such a  los^.''^^^ Amazingly versatile and profoundly human, this brilliant Tibetan, notes 
Dhondup, had been "a man of the people, humble in his needs, having no ambition for 
himself'; and though "perhaps politically naïve," he had been "totally sincere in his love for 
his country and, if only there had been ears to listen, a man most urgently needed."m 

Yet, this fervent Tibetan nationalist and socialist reformer, born generations ahead of his 
time and taken hostage by his mostly unappreciative society, was lost to an indifferent 
Tibetan nation, brought down, in the end, by "the egoism" of her aristocracy, by "the imposing 
religious edifice" of her Buddhist Church, and by the "blind resistance" of her Government."' 
Not long following the untimely death of Gedun Chophel, a few Tibetans had approached 
Pandit Rahul Sankrityayana at Kalimpong one day with the intent of claiming from him 
some of the Amdo scholar's writings which the Pandit possessed. The enraged Rahul 
shouted back his rejection of their claims, declaring: "You will not have his books! You will 
never see another man as he in the next thousand years, and you have destroyed him!'*2 

It is not at al1 surprising to learn, then, that even before the end of the twentieth century 
this illustrious Tibetan's Amdo birthplace had already become a center of pilgrimage and 
that according to Kimura writing in 1989 "he is remembered today as a saint by many 
Tibetans, both among those remaining in Tibet and those in exile."93 Moreover, there is one 
other evidence of the high esteein with which Tibetans continue to hold Gedun Chophel 
which can be mentioned. Tibetan scholar Samten Karmay tells of an experience he had in 
Lhasa in 1991 when on a visit there. He had wanted to purchase a copy of the learned 
Amdowa's three-volume set of writings which had only been published posthumously for 
the first tiine the year before. He was told, however, that al1 copies had been sold out within 
three days of publication. "1 felt much encouraged." remarked Karmay, "by the continuing 
popularity of this great a~thor."~" 
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the contents of lefiist newspapers and also read the Marxist works of V. 1. Lenin. Many 
decades later, in fact, he would confide to a journalist what he had l e m e d  from his reading 
of the Russian Communist: "Lenin wrote that in contlict between nationalities, the larger is 
always the aggressor" but "that individual nationalities should have the right to their own 
identity and freedom." He therefore remarked in overly-optimistic fashion, "1 saw that 
Lenin's writings could save Tibet."" 

Having now secretly become a member of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), young 
Phuntsog was soon dispatching letters to Soviet Russia's dictator Josef Stalin (whose articles 
and books he had also read) and the Chinese revolutionary Mao Tse-tung, in which he 
boldly requested support in taking Communism to his homeland, even though he was still 
officially a member of the Kuomintang (KMT) Party of Chiang Kai-shek. Moreover, his 
future close friend, Ngawang Kalsang-"smart," and knowing Tibetan, Chinese and some 
English-joined the CCP at the same time young Phuntsog did. And in 1939 Phuntsog and his 
friends even founded a secret Tibetan Communist party of their own at Chungking. This 
they had done within the student body of the KMT's Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs 
Commission school known as the Central Political lnstitute where they had enrolled as 
stiidents back in 1935 at the time when the school had still been located at Nanking before 
it was shifted westward to Chiang's wartime capital of Chungking." 

This secretly established party had been called the Tibetan Communist Revolutionaq 
Group, but it had also had associated with it a more public "peripheral organi7ation." the 
Student Association of Tibetan Youth, which Phunwang had also founded. The Communist 
Group's five original members, including Phuntsog and Ngawang, had "pledged," in the 
words of the former, that "for the rest of Our lives we would work together for socialist 
causes and especially for issues specifically related to questions of Tibetan nationality and 
self-rule," and that the main purpose of the Group was "to bring democracy and revolution 
to Kham and Tibet" against the Chinese Nationalists and those in Tibet opposed to needful 
change. And to this end, Phuntsog and Ngawang had even gone to the Soviet Embassy in 
Chungking to seek help for their party's socialist revolutionary efforts in Kham; but before 
that could happen, recalled Phuntsog Wangyal, they had first wished "to get to Moscow to 
study and train." He had even submitted a report, requested by the Embassy for forwarding 
to Moscow, in which among other things he had described the situation in Kham and his 
hopes for establishing a guerrilla base there after receiving training at Moscow, he having 
already studied guerrilla warfare from various books whose tactics learned. he thought, 
"would be perfect for use in Kham and Tibet." Phuntsog and his party comrades had even 
translated the Internationale and the CCP's chief songs into Tibetan.'" 

But upon being expelled in 1940 from the Political lnstitute for "indiscipline" stemming 
from his clandestine activities deemed inimical to the Nationalist Party, Phuiiwang, together 
with his friend. returned to Kham by early 1 942. having received no word from Moscoui to 
his proposal for training. Writes the journalist, Matt Forney, of this period in Phuntsog's 
young career, the Tibetan progressive had. however, received "vague orders from China's 
Cominunist leaders to foment revolution." Presumably these orders calling for revolution 
were aimed first against the Nationalists. N hose appointed provincial governor-warlords 
like Mapufang in Chinghai and Liu Wen-hui in Szechuan held nearly total unchallenged 
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sway throughout the entire region of West China. It was a region whose considerable 
temtory included the heretofore Tibetan-controlled and still largely Tibetan-populated areas 
of Amdo and eastern Kham, both having been absorbed into the Chinese empire several 
centuries earlier by Manchu intervention of one sort or another (see two chapters hence for 
the details). But in attempting to carry out these "vague orders" of the Red Chinese, Phuntsog 
and his companions eventually realized that from the perspective of both security 
considerations and personal circumstances, it was best to relocate themselves to Lhasa-to 
where by the summer of 1943 Phunwang would go, followed a few months later by Ngawang. 
From here, they thought, it might be possible someday for the two of them to make their way 
to the USSR by going first to India.Ioo 

Here in Lhasa these two now arranged for the importation of crate-loads of selected 
Chinese-language editions of Lenin's works from a publishiiig house in Moscow,* and secreily 
began to recruit disciples in the cause of promoting Tibetan social and political reform that 
would transform the Tibetan nation at al1 levels. Indeed, well before Iiis arriva1 at the Tibetan 
capital, Phunwang had become convinced that he must come to Lhasa and, in his own 
words, "try to influence the leaders of the Tibetan govemment, because if things were going 
to change, it woiild have to begin at Lha~a ." '~ '  

Now one of these disciples, who would become Phuntsog Wangyal's first ally among the 
Lhasa aristocrats, was Tornjor Wangchuk, othenvise known as Tendong Sey ("son of the 
Tendong family"), the same family, incidentally, that just a tèw years hence would corne to 
the aid of another social reformer, Gedun Chophel, as was narrated earlier in the present 
chapter. Only a year older than Phuntsog, Tendong took to the Khampa intellectual's ideas 
quite seriously from the outset, grasping hold of the key ones quickly. "He had deinocratic 
and reformist instincts." recalled Wangyal, "and told us right away that there were a lot 01. 
things he deplored about the old Tibetan system." 

Meeting secretly "often" at Tendoiig Sey's house, the inner circle of Phuntsog's 
"revolutionary organization" at Lhasa, whose public name was the Tibetan People's Unified 
Alliance but whose name among its inner circle was the Tibetan Snowlarid Coinmunist 
Revolutionary Association, would converse "late into the niglit about Tibetan society and 
country's future," talking "frankly [and] holding nothing back." Although Tendong was living 
the privileged life, observed Phuntsog long aflenvards, this Lhasa aristocrat had no difficulb 
believiiig the accounts the Khampa reformers shared with hiin about the hard lives of tlle 

ordinary Tibetans nor accepting that they suffered under terrible oppression. He also 
acknowledged that there was great danger to Tibet from without and withiil: outwardlv 
froin the British and Nationalist Chinese, both of whoni were just "waiting for a chance 10 

increase their presence. power and influence"; inside, because Tibet lacked uiiity, 
being no sense of a common Tibetan people since the Klianipas and Airidowas distnisted 

* 'T'hese lie would subsequenily bury for safekeeping i i i  the ground o f  his tàther3s vepetable garden h-ick 
easterii Kham. frotn whence some seven years later. followinp Iiis expiilsion tiom the 1.ihetan capital, Ilri would 
unearth them and carry tliein back with hiin in triumph to 1-liasa, iiow intent upori translatiiig t l i m  inIo 
Tihetan. See Matt Forney. "1 .iinatic Notions?" Fur Eastcrri /?t11~iL'\4' ( I 9 Dec. 1096):5 1 ,  aiid I leailler 
Stoddard, "*l'ihetnn Piihlicaiions and National Ideiitity," in Barnet1 aiid Akillci, eds.,  Kesj.yt<illce cirirl R~:lvrnl 1'1 

Tihc~t. 130. 
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the Tibetan govemment at Lhasa that in turn mistnisted the Panchen Lame's oficids. On 
al1 these points there was a meeting of mincis betwetn this young Pristocrat and P h u n m  
Wangyal. In fact, the two became very close &ends. 

Now because Teridoiig and his Kharnpa guest genuinely thought very much alike in 
many ways, the latter felt it safe to lay before this younger generation Lhasa nobleman a 
more specific three-part plan of action for Tibet: ( 1 )  the refom of the current Tibetan 
government that called for a more diverse representation of al1 the Tibetan people than 
merely the aristocrats and of al1 regions of Tibet than presently Ü Province where Lhasa 
lay. Social and economic polity must also be reformed, it was made clear, thus ending high 
taxation and "the requirement of fiee corvée labor." (2) Guerilla warfare in eastem Kham 
and the military strategy which had been devised to achieve this for the purpose of ridding 
the area of the oppressive Nationalists. And (3) the establishment of a new govemment: 
lirst in Batang, next in al1 of Kharn, and finally the merging of the new Kham with Tibet 
proper now refomed, thiis "creating a single Tibet ready to join the modem world." 

But without economic and military support 6om the current Tibetan government, explainecl 
this young Khainpa revolutionary to Tendong, nothing could be accomplished. Such support 
would specifically have tci include some 500 British rifles and the bullets to go with thern, 
also some wireless equipment, as well as cconomic aid. And hence, an approach had to be 
made to the Govemment-to none other than the ruling Kashag or Cabinet of Ministers. 
Recognizing the overwhelming conservative makeup of the Kashag and other ministers in 
the cui-rent Govemment and who were quite comfortable with the present governmental 
system and tlierefore iiot likely to be receptive to any appeal for reform, the imer circle of 
Phuntsog Wangyal's newly constituted Lhasan revolutionary organization, including Tendong 
Sey, opted to approach Surkhang Sliape, the elder son of Tibet's Foreign Minister at that 
time, Surkhang Dzasa, as the best choice to whom to impart their concems. This choice, if 
in fact the reformers had any other viable approachable alternative, which is doubtful, would 
prove in the end, unfortunately, to have been an extremely bad one on many counts. This. 
however, they could not have anticipated. 

Young (just thiry-two years old), a Shape for only two years thus far, "educated and 
inore aware tlian Iiis colleagues of what the outside world was like," Surkhang, it was 
hoped, just inight be open to their ideas as shared with him by their spokesman Phuntsog 
Wangyal both verbally and in writiiig (a summary petition, personally submittd by Phuntsog 
and Ngawang jointly, was entitled simply, "To the Kashag"). In their first meeting together 
at the Sliape's home, Surkliang appeared most accommodating. even being moved to tears 
at one point after listening to Phunwang sine the lyrics to one of his poup's revolutionary 
songs (which called on Tibetans to unite and rise up against the Chinese) while Ngawang 
accoinpanied hiin on the Surkhaiig home's organ!" All points which these reform-minded 

* Both these ineii were quite iilusically inclined. Back in their Khampa hoine village of  Batang, American 
missioiiaries had establislied both a school ~ n d  orphanage. and they had translated into Tihetan man' Christian 
h l  iiiiis and sonps. Ngawang himself had stayed at the missionary orphanage a number of years and had leamed 
in its school inanq ofthese soiips and Iiymns by heart. and hecause he was to become one o f  Phuntsoe's closest 
friends. Phuriwang himself lenrned them from Ngawang. Both had also learned to play the orpan. Phuntsog 
would eveii go on to teach niiisiC in a school lit Derpe in Kham in 194 1 and later on in the Chinese povemment 
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Khampas had shared with Tendong they now reiterated to  Surkhang Shape, even 
acknowledging to him their recognition of the possibility that the Tibetan govemment "might 
be nervous about giving 500 rifles to relative strangers who were so young" and therefore 
declaring, reported Phuntsog later, that "we were willing to have our parents brought to 
Lhasa to serve as hostages to ensure we kept our word"! But they also wamed that "if 
things continued as they were, Tibet would be the cause of its own destruction," not "needing 
the British or the Nationalist Chinese or anyone else" to bring Tibet down but that "we 
would do it ourselves." Appealing to Surkhang's sense of national pride, these two dedicated 
nationalists from the periphery of the country reminded him that "Tibet had been a powerful 
and respected nation in the time of King Songtsan Gampo . . . We could be so again, . . . but 
only if we changed our ways." 

After three hours of nearly non-stop talking, Surkhang reacted by saying, "Your thoughts 
about the need for reform in Tibet are very interesting. 1 agree with much of what you Say. 
But 1 will have to explore it with the other meinbers." Giving him their written statement, the 
two Khampas depaited, only to have a second meeting a few days later, at which the Shape 
appeared somewhat cooler though still quite cordial. Talks ranged over much of what had 
been discussed during the tïrst conversation. Surkhang, however, acknowledged that he 
could not make things happen by himself and that because the majority of ministers werc 
very conservative, it would be impossible to respond to the reformers' petition so quickly. I t  
was important, he said, to place al1 this within the context of the World War that was then 
raging everywhere; for if Germany and Japan were victors, he observed, Britain would 
have to withdraw from India (thus removing one extemal danger to Tibet) and the greatest 
threat-ffom China--would automatically be resolved as well, since distant Japan, a Buddhist 
nation, would leave Tibet alone. 

Phuntsog Waiigyal, believing strongly as he did that on the contrary the Allies would win, 
could not convince Surkhang of his point of view on the War's outcome; and so, the Shape 
declared again that the Kashag wished to await the final outcome of the worldwide conf-lit. 
The third and final meeting proved to have the same conclusion: the Cabinet would Iiave to 
think more about it, and the petitioners for reform would have to wait. Frustrated, the 
growing circle of leftists at Lhasa privately decided among ihemselves to return to an 
earlier plan of Phunwang's of the two Khampa cornrades going to lndia to learn if the 
Communist Party there could help in getting them to the Soviet Union for training and the 
securing of military and economic assistance from the Communists there in support of their 
Kham revolutionary cause. And so to India went both Phuntsog and Ngawang, using the 
latter's trading business with its branch stores in Kalimpong and Calcutta as a cover, since 
the Cominunist Party of lndia (CPI) was an illegal organi~ation in British lndia at tlie tirne 
and hence any association with the Party could be dangerous for these two ~ibetans."" 

By far the more fascinating of these two men was Phuntsog Wangyal. described b! 
Forney as "one of modem Tibet's most extraordinary  figure^."'^' The Tibetan coinmunit! is 
indebted to Tharchin's Japanese friend and fellow intelligence agent for the ~r i t i sh  
Government of India, Hisao Kimura, for providing a most revealing portrait of this young 
Tibetan revolutionary whom he had come to know most intirnately on nearly a daily basis 

school which had been established at Lhasa during the 1940s. I n  addition. he would alço write many revolutioilai? 
songs. See Phuntsog. 8-9, 3 1. 48, 75-6, 87-8. 232. 25 1-2. 
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over a period of well over a year in Lhasa before both were deported from Tibet in the early 
summer of 1949. In his published memoirs of the period Kimura-whose year of birth was 
the same as Phunwang's-bserved that "even at first glance it was easy to imagine this 
tall, good-looking and strongly built young man in command of Kharnpa nationalists. He had 
an easy and friendly manner, and immediately invited me to dinner." Kimura then described 
Phuntsog's uncle who had been on the liaison staff of the National Defense Ministry of 
China's Kuomintang government. Though an able man, he having graduated near the top of 
his class at China's famed Paoting Military Academy, the uncle's career had been held back 
because he was Tibetan and not Han (ethnic Chinese). Considering the fate of the KMT at 
the hands of the eventually victorious Communists, noted Kimura, it "was probably a good 
thing"; nevertheless, Phuntsog's uncle had remained bitter about his aborted career. Indeed, 
"it was this bittemess," added Kimura, which "explained the apparent contradiction of a 
Kuomintang officer harboring his rebel nephew under his roof." 

In continuing with his pen portrait of this rebel nephew and his unusual family fiom West 
China's ethnic Tibetan area of Kham, Tharchin's Japanese friend described in some detail 
Phuntsog Wangyal's personal history but more importantly his intellectual development, al1 
of which is helpful in better understanding what motivated him and his Khampa cornpanion 
to seek out the assistance of the Babu in far-off Kalimpong. And though some of what the 
ex-Japanese spy related regarding Phunwang is more relevant to what happened after the 
two men's visit with Tharchin in 1944, the reader is given to see clearly the place which 
these and other young Tibetan intellectuals occupied within the context of the political, 
military and social forces that were then at play in China and Tibet. Continuing, then, with 
his riveting description of Phuntsog Wangyal and his Batang family from eastern Kham. 
Kimura writes: 

This was the first family fiom Batang 1 had met, and 1 found them a little different from 
most Tibetans. Batang lies between Chamdo and Tatsienlu [the latter place also known 
later as Dartsendo and Kanting], has a very distinctive dialect, and a history ofrebellion. 
In spite of their rebellious nature, each member of the farnily had a Chinese as well as 
a Tibetan name, and al1 wcre bilingual .... Phuntsog Wangyal and 1 quickly formed a 
close friendship. and through him 1 got to know the rest of the family, as well as the 
Batang cominunity [in Lhasa] whose dialect was so different from even the usual 
Khampa speech. We were to remain fnends . . . until we were both deported from Tibet. 

We arranged to meet every morning in a nearby park at 7 a.m. .... and as our 
friendship grew our coiiversation began to range over inany topics here where we 
could easily tell if \te were being watched. Once he had heard of my experience in 
Kllain [as a spy the pre\.ious year in the pay of the British whose mission had been 
secretly arranged personally hy Gergan Tharchin himselfl, he was eager to tell me of 
his analysis of what he called the contradictions of*Tibetls feudal society.. .. My fiiend 
found attractive [my ideas of how the Japanese reform movement of 1867 known as the 
Mei.ii Restoration] could be useful in slio\ving Tibet how to transform its government 
lioln a feudal to a iiiodern parliamentary system, with the Dalai Lama in the place of the 
Meiji Eniperor.. .. E\,entually Our discussions led to a draft constitution for Tibet based 
oii the Japanese constitution of 1889. As 1 later discovered, however, this was to him 
only a step along the way. He was a sincere and dedicated Marxist-Leninist who real- 
ized ihai a revolution could not be pushed too fast. but had to be approached step by 
step. 
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While a few influential noblemen in Lhasa, particularly the younger generation, 
were liberally inclined and supported Phuntsog Wangyal's plans for changing Tibet's 
medieval politics, they unfortunately did little more than whisper arnong themselves. 
Some may have looked at him as realistic and progressive, but others criticized him as 
romantically idealistic and radical. Being an outspoken reformer had its dangers in the 
Lhasa of the late 1940s, even if one were fairly moderate. The sad fate of Gedun 
Chophel . . . made this al1 too obvious . . . 

That Phuntsog Wangyal was able to avoid a similar fate was quite remarkable, for 
he made no effort to hide his own views and had on several occasions submitted his 
reform plans to . . . the Tibetan Cabinet.. .. But wliile the Tibetan government tliought 
of Phuntsog Wangyal as subversive, it is doubtful if they realized that he was a 
dedicated Marxist and a meinber of the Chinese Communist Party, or nothing could 
have saved him [note: not until late 1948learly '49 did the Cabinet leam that he was 
definitely a Communist and head of the Tibetan Communist Party; this, according to 
Phuntsog Wangyal himself-present author]. . .. The Chinese Communist Party attracted 
many young people fiom niinority groups at the time, because Article 14 of their 193 1 
Constitution [actually, 1932, to be accurate] gave ininority nationalities the rights of 
both independence and secession: rights that were never actually allowed d e r  1949 
[again, to be most accurate, after 195 11. 

. . . But although he was an active Party member, Phuntsog Wangyal managed to be 
not only ai~ti-fèudal-but in the Tibetan context-anti-Chinese: his object was the 
freedom and happiness of the Tibetan people under an independent socialist 
govemment in which the Dalai Lama would remain as spiritual leader, and perhaps for 
a time as constitutional monarch. (It is worth noting that . . . the early Tibetan Cornrnunists 
. . . were nationalists first and communists second . . . ) ' O 4  

Now it was these very aspirations-and most certainly not Phuntsog Wangyal's 
Communist proclivities-which had so drawn Gergan Tharchin to this youthful Tibetan 
intellectual and his like-minded compatnot, Ngawang Kalsang. For both they and the Babu 
longed for essentially the same things for Tibet but for vastly different reasons. Their aims 
and ultimate objectives were political and social in nature-necessary liberating refoms 
which would lead to a happy and peaceful life free from the fear of dominant Chinese 
influence or worse: political aggrandizement and military occupation of Tibet by the 
Nationalists. On the other hand, the Babu 5 ultimate objectives were religious in nature. 
Though he longed for many of these same salutary reforms for Tibet-without which al1 
three believed she could never emerge as a unified and modem self-governing nation able 
to defend herself against Chirra-Tharchin envisaged these developments as the means 
whereby the long-closed "Roof of the World" would at last be opened freely and widely 10 
the Christian gospel and the evangelization of its people who from his perspective had been 
held in the grip of spiritual darkness for more than a rnillennium. It was therefore not difficuli 
at al1 for Babu Tharchin to lend a ready ear to what these two rebels from the Sino-Tibetan 
border region had to tell him. Needless to Say, he greatly admired thein for their courage. 
zeal and intellectualism. Attracted by their youthful nationalist idealism though not in the kast 
by what he suspected to be their Comrnunist ideology, the Babu was more than willingt0 
listen with an open mind as they sat with him for the first time at his home in mid- 1944 and 
commenced pouring out their concems for their beloved country. In what proved to be but 
the first of many conversations held among these three for several months thereafter, these 
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two visitors had also corne to his doorstep armed with forebodings and wamings net only f'or 
Tibet but for the British as well. 

Just here, though, the reader needs to be apprised of one curious facet to this interesting 
episode in the lives of these three men. As was intimated at the very outset of this narrative 
about these two Khampa revolutionaries, it is believed that the latter, upon first aniving in 
India, had not onginally had on their mincis making any approach whatever to Gergan Tharchin 
for assistance. On the contrary, it was apparently merely an afterthought prompted by the 
circumstances in which they would later find themselves during their lengthy sojoum on the 
Subcontinent. Furthemore, when one investigates more thoroughly the chronology and 
content of their various movements and activities in India, one makes a puzzling discovery. 
One learns that the agenda expressed by these men to Tharchin was quite different 
between their initial approach made to the Babu (and revealed only by the Babu himself) 
and their final approach to him shortly before their departure back to Lhasa (as revealed 
solely by Phuntsog Wangyal). Even more puzzling if not ironic, however, is the fact that the 
agendas of their two approaches to Tharchin-different fiom each other in themselves- 
were equally at odds with the original agenda and approach pursued which had brought 
them to lndia initially ! Even so, the result in al1 three instances of approach for securing help 
was precisely the same: the two Communists 6om Batang had to retuni to Tibet emptyhanded. 
Here, then, is what happened. 

Pl~untsog Wangyal and his companion Ngawang Kalsang amved at Kalimpong from 
Lhasa, it would appear, sometime in March of 1944. Having to search out carefully and 
secretly who might be members of the Kalimpong cell of the outlawed Comrnunist Party of 
India, the two spent an entire month on this quest till finally making the acquaintance of a 
few of them. To these CPl members they shared their desire to seek support from the CSSR 
for their planned armed revolution in the KhamIAmdo area along the Sino-Tibetan border 
against the oppressing Chinese warlords and the KMT, and their hope that the CPI would aid 
them somehow in reaching the Soviet Union fi-om India. They were told some two weeks 
later that Phunwang should go disguised to Calcutta where the CPI's Central Committee 
would talk with him. 

With Ngawang remaining in Kalimpong and staying in the home of the wealth> Khampa 
trader Sandutsang, Phuntsog traveled down to Calcutta. where he first consulted with the 
leader of that city's wing of the CPI. Jyoti Basu ( ~ l i o  still as a Communist would later 
become lndependent India's longest mling Chief Minister-that of West Bengal). To Basu 
the Tibetan explained his goals of going to Soviet Russia for study and training and for 
hopefully securing Soviet militaq support for commencing "guerrilla activities in the ethnic 
Tibetan area east of the Drichu [Upper Yangtze] River" (the boundary betueen Tibet proper 
and the Cliinese-controlled ethnic Tibetan areas of eastem Kham and Amdo). Hoping that 
the Central Committee of the CPI at Bombay would be able to take him to what is now 
northern Pakistan froni whence lie could cross over into the Tadjik S.S.R. (Tajikistan today), 
Phunwang was told by Basu to wait for word from Bombay. A month later a Central 
Cominittee representative finally came to see him. but "the news wasn't good," reported 
Phuntsog Wangyal long aftenvards. Deeming the Tibetan's request too dangerous at this 
time because of the heavily concentrated British troop presence in the Northwest India 
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border area, the Committee's view was that the Tibetan Communist should retum to his 
homeland for the time being and later they would try to help him get to Russia. 

Returning to Kalimpong highly disappointed, Phuntsog shared "the bad news" with 
Ngawang Kalsang, who was left equally disappointed. And no matter in how positive a light 
these two tried to put things, they had to admit that they had come up emptyhanded. "We 
decided," wrote Phuntsog later, "that we should go back to Lhasa. It was the end of 1944 
. . ." Thus did Phunwang wax philosophical when long afterwards recounting their hstrating 
situation. Yet in his personal narrative of these events in India, he has perpetrated a significant 
omission. For this same historical narrative, which Pliuntsog's editors would publish in 2004, 
just does not adequately account for how these two had occupied themselves during the 
entire eight or so montlis of their sojourn in India. At most, his narrative only accounts for 
somèthiiig like three months, it being totally silent about the remaining period. As far as can 
be determined fiom the available sources, only what is to be found in the Tharchin and 
Kimura published works cited earlier as well as what is revealed in an autobiographical 
account of Hiinalayan travels by the Ladakhi Moslem trader A. W. Radhu can fiI l  in this 
significant gap of time that is otherwise unaccounted for. What therefore follows is an 
outline of what further activities engaged the attention of these two Tibetan Communist 
revolutionaries during their lengthy stay on the Sub~ontinent.*'~'~ 

* One or two researcli scholars on 'Tibet have put forward a theory to explain this disparity in accounts. It has 
to do, they say. with the manner in which Phuntsog Wangyal's personal narrative was put together and 
published in book form by his editors. Tliey point out that in the light of what is said in the book's introductory 
pages, it would appear Pliuntsog did not himself review the English text as finally set forth by the editors (it 
would have had to be translated back into Tibetan or Chinese for this to have occurred). And thus, Phunwanp 
lacked the opportunity to make more accurate and complete an autobiographical narrative which under the 
circ~imstances lie had not carefully constructed. This explanation. though perhaps relevant to other possible 
instances of disparate accounts, the present wriier caniiot agree with when applied to the overall s toq  of 
Phuiitsog's lndia experience. But first, il may be helpful to cite what the chief editor of the book under 
disciission here has written describing liow the volume came into being. 

In the book's preface Melvyn Goldstein made clear that lie and two other scholars had collaborated 
together in "converting" into the Tibetan revolutionary's published autobiography "over one hundred hours of 
dis,jointed taped interviews and re-interviews" which he had himself conducted with Phuntsog Wangyal over a 
ten-year period. And because Phunwang had employed the first person throughout these many interviews. 
"we decided." explailied Goldstein, "to do the saine and, in effect, let him tell Iiis own story." And thouph 
"wliere possible." the editor added, "every effort has been made to ensuie historical accuracy." there were 
"nian!; dctails that could not be independentl!; corroborated." But he also acknowledfed tliat some of Phunwang's 
"recollections differ froin other accounts." 

Tlie preseiii author woiild point out here that a serious instance witli respect to this latter acknowledginent 
by Goldstein is the very oinission just now refcrenced in the Text above and which is discussed at sonie length 
in the Test pages to follow. This omission constitutes such a significant and dramatic one that il is most 
dii'ficult for the present writer to believe that it was not deliberate on Phunwang's pan. It should be noted that 
Phuiiwang hnd been quite thorough and detailed in narrating, so rnany decades later, the other and lcss ciramatic 
facets of his relationship with Gergaii Tharchin. I t  is tlierefore inconceivable tliat the Tibetan revolutionnru 
could have forgottcn such an unusual and meinorable event as is reported in other reliable accounts about Ili5 

stay in Kaliiiipong unless there was in fact an ulterior motive for conveniently failing to recollect i t .  
But i i  inust also be observed that for the same reason (the extraordinary character of the  deleted episode in 

cliiestioii), it becomes equally difticult to believe that either accidentally or consciously the editors would 
themselves have removed such a reinarkable incident ïrom Phuntsog's account of his lndia experience had i t  
been included, afier all, in one ofhis taped interviews with Goldstein. Other details or incidents froin ~hunlvang's 
length!; taped narrative might have indeed been deleted by these editors due to their admittedi!. 
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In the same end-of-life interview quoted from earlier, the retired Tibetan newspaper 
publisher explained the specific purpose of his two guests' unusual visit with him. This visit 
had to have occurred almost immediately after Phunwang returned to Kalimpong from his 
failure at Calcutta; which is to Say, most likely sometime in June of 1944. These two visitors 
had first gone to Lhasa, Tharchin had reported them as having said, "to wam the Tibetan 
govemment that unless they brought changes in Tibet, the country would succumb to a 
Chinese invasion after the civil war" that had been raging off and on in China since the late 
1 920s.1°"'They predicted that the Communists would win the civil war, and they [the Red 
Chinese] were already preparing for the 'liberation' ofTibet" even at that early date. Tharchin 
continued with what his two visitors had told him: "The only way out as far as they could 
see," these two concerned Tibetans had declared to authorities at Lhasa, "%as to get British 
military aid and prepare for defense." Especially were they anxious to secure outside support 
for Phuntsog's insurrection caiiipaign in the ethnic Tibetan KharnIAmdo region of China's 
Szechuan and Chinghai Provinces against the threat of the "larger nationality aggressor," 
the Chinese, as Lenin. in Phunwang's thinking, would doubtless have framed the issue, and 
regardless if those Chinese constituted the "old" (Kuomintang) or "new" (Conimunist) 
China.+ But in tlieir report to Tharchin of their attempts at the Tibetan capital to find a 
receptive ear, the two had to acknowledge ruefully that "they were ignored in Lhasa," and 
this because "tliey were nobodies. They had no names, and they had no titles." And hence, 
upon leanling about Tharchin and his unique position as editor and publisher of the highly 
respected and progressive-minded Tibetan newspaper, as well as having heard, no doubt. 
about his friendship with key British political figures, the). had come to Kalimpong, the 
publisher was given to understand by these two visitors, "with the hope that," with his help, 
"they could directly approach the British government in India."'07 

Before proceeding further with the newspaper publisher's narration of these events, 
several observations need to be interposed here. First, nowhere in Phuntsog Wang>al's 
political autobiography published in 2004 does he claim to have proposed to any of the 
Tibetan officiais at Lhasa-those like Tendong Sey or Surkhang Shape or even his extremely 
close aristocrat friend, Yuthok, the Tibetan Governor-General of Chamdo mlionl he had 

less-than- perfeci editorial undei-takiiig. but it is highly unlikel! tliat this dramatic episode \vriuld have recei) ed 
such treatment. 

Accordingly. if al1 the foregoing be true. the present uriter is lefî with the inescapahle conclusion that the 
only reasonable explanation to account for this glaring oinission is that it was intentionally left out b> 
Phunwang during his iiitervie\cs with Goldstein. And that. therefore. even had Phuntsog Wang).al k e n  gii:en 
the opportunity to review his personal meinoirs before tlieir publication. logic would dictaie that he mould not 
have corrected the omission any\\Iay. In the Text pages to follow, the present author sets forth the reasons \\ h!. 
he helie\ es that the Tibetan re\oliitionaq- felt it necessan. to omit this episode. 
f That this \vas i n  fact their stated view in iheir frequent conversations with Tharchin is furiher evidenced by 
what the newspaper publisher Iiad long afier\i,ards reported in the Junc 1958 issue of the Tibet :\irr.or. In the 
course ofwriting an article praising these twn inen as Tibetan nationalists after learning that Phuntsog Wangyal 
was then being detained against his will b'. Mao at Beijing. the Bahu reminisced in pan about their 1944 \ k i t  
wiih him: "The two friends. Ngam,ang Kesang [Kalsang] and Phunwang, . . . talked a lot to me about opposing 
the nld and new Chinese governments for the purpose of achie\.ing Tibetans' independence. I never forgor 
thnse discussions. but at that tiine 1 didn't know that [the)] n-ere spies of the Reds.. .." Quoted in Phuntsog. 
232-3. 
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gotten to know very well when earlier in Kham-that the British be sought out for assistance 
against the Chinese, and especially not against the Communist Chinese. After all, he idolized 
Mao,loR and continually sang the praises of the CCP's then-stated liberal policy towards 
ethnic nationalities like the Tibetans that were to be included within any future Communist 
China.'09 Such reporting by the Babu, whose honesty and careful narration of events it is 
difficult to question, must therefore leave the reader somewhat confused and perhaps even 
a little suspicious concerning the motives of Gergan Tharchin's two visitors, but perhaps, 
further, even more suspicious concerning the motive behind Phuntsog Wangyal's total silence 
in the same autobiographical account about this unusual episode involving the British. 

Second, it may be recalled that in speaking with Tendong Sey, Phunwang was encouraged 
to learn that this Lhasa aristocrat official had agreed with him that "the great danger fiorn 
without" for Tibet were the Britisli on the one hand and the Nationalist Chinese on the 
other, and that what he wanted Tendong to see was "a [salutary] connection between 
Co~nmunisr ideas and Tibetan independence [from the Nationalists]" (emphasis added).Il0 
Therefore, any proposal for an approach towards the British and against the Communists 
in China--whether reported by Tharchin to have been made by these two up at Lhasa or 
down at Kalimpong-contradicts everything which is known about these two Cornmunisr 
confreres in revolution as of this moment in their personal histories. Such a volte-face as 
exhibited by Phuntsog and Ngawang in their contact with Babu Tharchin is quite stunning, 
to Say the least. Nevertheless, once again, because it has been reported by the Babu, and in 
such detail (see fürther below), the substance of this aspect of Gergan Tharchin's report 
cannot be denied. 

Third, what these two visitors were saying to Tharchin down in India on how they had 
Iieard much while at Lhasa about the Indo-Tibetan publisher and about his newspaper was 
undoubtedly al1 true, but it was highly disingenuous on their part to have conveyed the 
impression to their Kalimpong host, as asserted by the Babu himself, that it was because 
they "had come across a copy of the Tibet Mirror and heard a lot about me in Lhasa" 
which had prompted them to come down to India to see him and seek out his help with the 
British. The fact that immediately upon their arriva1 in lndia these two had sought to do what 
Phunwang in his recently published autobiography has assei-ted they came to do in India- 
at both Kalimpong and subsequently Calcutta-belies what they later claimed to Tharchin 
was their primary motivation for coming to India. Far from having wanted to seek out 
British military assistance through the good offices of the anti-Communist Tharchin, these 
two Communists had traveled to India, first and foreinost, for the express purpose of obtaining 
help from the Indian Communist Party in getting theni to Moscow and hopefülly securing 
Soviet military assistance for their planned arrned rebellion east of the river Drichu. But, of 
course, in their several-months' interaction with Babu Tharchin thereafter, and no matter 
ho\v refonnist and progressive in his thinking on Tibet they had found him to be, they had no 
intention of divulging to him their Communist identity or the purpose for Phuntsog ~angyal's 
secret journey in disguise down to Calcutta a month or so earlier, a journey that was made 
in Company with the leader of the Kalimpong cell of the outlawed CPI .  On the contrarYl 
acknowledged Wangyal in his political memoirs, "we concealed [from Tharchin] 
relationship with the Communist Party ...""' And hence, they pretended, for whatever 
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reason, to pass themselves off to the politically liberal-mindcd and fmard-looking newspaper 
publisher as two like-minded Tibetan patriots who were only in search of assistance in 
support of their reformist and revolutionary agenda for Tibet. Something had a p p m t l y  
occurred to cause these two to change their thinking and strategy, at least for the near t m ,  
as it related to the British and the Chinese Communists. 

Had Thachin known, of course, that Phuntsog and Ngawang had not in the least urged 
the Lhasa govemment to seek British military assistance and British support for their 
reformist program in Tibet, he would not have subsequently endeavored to aid them-at 
least not to the extent that he did. Certain it is that though he might publicize in his newspaper 
their Kalimpong visit and their progressive views on Tibet's future, it is doubtful he would 
have taken them to see the British Political Officer for Tibetan affairs. It would have made 
little sense. On the other hand, it would have made a great deal of sense for Tharchin to 
have reported the matter to another British authority no matter what they had said to the 
Lhasa govemment (see below). But because he was sympathetic to the reformist ideas 
which the two Khampas espoused, because also he had no reason at this early period to 
disbelieve them when they told him they had invoked the idea of British aid in their contacts 
with the Lhasa government, and because further they had raised the specter of a sure 
victory in China by the anti-religious Communists whose leaders. they added, were already 
preparing to liberate Tibet by armed invasion once they defeated the Nationalists, the Babu. 
always concerned about any and al1 socio-political events and their possible impact upon the 
religio-spiritual situation in the land of his ethnic countrymen, was quite naturally willing to 
render whatever assistance he could. And although Tharchin truly suspected that his Khampa 
visitors might be Communists, he was apparently convinced as to their sincerity and the 
credibility of the substance of their report on the situation in both China and Tibet. for in the 
interview earlier referenced he laid out fùrther the following detailed information on what 
he next did for them: 

1 took them to Gangtok to see the then Political Oficer, Sir Basil Gould. Phuntsog 
Wangyal and his friend prepared a twelve-page memorandum in Chinese [sic: but 
probably this should have read: English, since both men, as assisted by Tharchin's 
better command of English, already knew that language well enough for this literary 
purpose; moreover, the Babu did not know Chinese, and it is doubtful that Gould did, 
either] (a) pointing out the grave threat from China to Tibet which would almost 
automatically threaten the security of India; (b) outlining some measure of reforms 
which they felt necessary if Tibet were to survive; and (c) spelling out a request of 
arms from the British government to defend Tibet from the imminent Chinese invasion 
and British support for their reforms. Sir Basil told them he would forward their 
memorandum to London. The translation of the memorandum in Tibetan was sent to 
the Tibetan government in Lhasa. 1 did the translation and the posting of it also."? 

But again, as at Chungking, at Lhasa and at Calcutta, their warnings seemingly fell on 
deaf ears. No doubt the meinorandum sent to London, once received, found its way into 
some Foreign Office file only to be forgotten or else dismissed as not worthy of any 
consideration-and perhaps for the very same reason the young Khampas had been rebuffed 
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earlier in Lhasa: they were nobodies. As a matter of fact, it would appea. from the contents 
of subsequent correspondence to Tharchin from the Gangtok Residency that Sir Basil had 
received fiom London some such negative response as this. Nevertheless, it would seem 
that the Babu had not allowed the Political Officer to forget these two young Khampa 
Communists from Batang, who had lingered in Kalimpong for some little while (see below). 
Apparently, Tharchin-having perhaps gained additional information from his visitors in 
their further conversations together-had pressed Gould that he speak with Phuntsog and 
Ngawang about these sensitive matters once again; for in a handwritten personal letter 
from the British Residency dated 4 July 1944, Sir Basil made it quite clear to the Tibetan 
publisher that he wanted nothing more to do with them. "1 do not think there is anything to 
be gainecl," he wrote emphatically, "by my meeting the young men." (Conceivably, Gould 
may have leamed from Lhasa meanwhile that in their prior talks with Surkhang Shape these 
men had not invoked the idea of proposing British military aid and British support of Tibetan 
refonns, nor had predicted to the Shape an anticipated Communist victory over the Chinese 
Nationalists that would be a prelude to a Communist "liberation" of Tibet-al1 of which 
these two, it is today believed by the present writer, had falsely reported to Gergan Tharchin.) 
And just days later, in an official letter fiom the Residency dated 6 July 1944 and marked 
Secret, Sir Basil's Secretary wrote: 

My dear Mr. Tharchin, 
Thanks for the information regarding the two Batang young men which you have 

submitted to the Political Officer in Sikkim. The Political Officer has greatly appreciated 
this, but as the matter is [ofJ a complicated nature, he prefers that you should not mix 
yourself any inore in the matter.'" 

Complicated or not, the untiring advocate ofTibetan interests would not give up so easily 
when turned away by Political Officer Gould. For at some point in this entire episode Babu 
Tharchin was moved to approach his British superior in undercover activities: the Intelligence 
Chief for India's Northeast Frontier Region, Eric Lambert (about whom much more will be 
said in a subsequent chapter). He would do this in his capacity as a faithfiil, enterprising 
secret intelligence agent for the British. As always, the Babu wished very mucli to keep that 
part of the British Intelligence community responsible for Tibet (which did not necessarily 
include Sir Basil) continually informed of any new important information which he became 
privy to having to do with Sino-Tibetan affairs. This aspect of Tharchiil's involvenient with 
Phuntsog Wangyal and his friend is revealed in Hisao Kimura's memoirs of the period cited 
earlier. Speaking retrospectively to Kimura in early 1948 about Phuntsog, whom the ex- 
Japanese agent was soon to visit in Lhasa at the suggestion of the Babu himself, ~harchin 
explained more fully what had occiirred just a few years earlier with respect to this yollllC 
Khampa's politico-military activity against the Chinese along the Sino-Tibetan border ares 
and the case he Iiad made to the British in India throiigli the good offices of the Tibetan 
publisher: 

Someone else you might look up [in Lhasa] is . . . Phuntsog Wangyal, a remarkable 
character. 1-low lie manages to survive at al1 is beyond me. The [Nationalist] Chinese 
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have a price on his head [or as Phuntsog would hirnself Say later: "Bscausc of my 
national and democratic revolutionary activities, 1 was placed on the wanted list of 
'Communist bandits' by the central govemment in old Cliina"] and the Tibetan 
gokernment hates him. He actually had the courage to suhrnit a proposal to the Cabinet 
outlining reforms in the government. But the only thing the conservatives fear and 
hate more than a reformer is the Chinese . . . and so they protect him while at the same 
time they keep an eye on him. 

[What Phuntsog did to the Chinese in 1946 was known as] the Deching [i.e., 
Dechen or Deqen] Incident.. .. I t  was an armed rebellion he led against [Nationalist] 
Chinese rule in an area called Zayul in southern Kham, along the Yunnan border. 1 
know al1 about it because he came here in 1944 to ask me if there was any chance of 
getting British support for his group-the Autonornous League of Eastern Tibet 
[oficially named, according to Phunwang its founder. as the Eastern Tibet People's 
Autonomous Alliance]. 1 presented his case to Eric Lambert, but had no luck. The war 
was still on and Britain and [Nationalist] China here allies. He ~ e n t  ahead anyway, and 
inight have done better if the wartime capital hadn't been so nearby in Chungking."' 

Yet if the British response to the two Khampas' appeal for help proved in both instances 
to be totally negative, a similar fate awaited them back in Lhasa. The two cornpanions 
would arrive there in early 1945 "terribly disappointed," noted the publisher."' But not 
before they had spent about six months working for the Kalimpong editor and his 7ïb~lt 
Mirror."%nd also not before they had made one final approach to the Babu for assistance, 
but along a different line altogether. It very much concerned his newspaper most directlg 
and occurred just prior to the departure of these two Tibetans for their homeland. Over 
these six months while they lingered in Tharchin's hiIl station awaiting word fiom the British, 
whether fiom Basil Gould or Eric Lambert, the two visitors got to know the Babu very well. 
Here is how Phuntsog Wangyal described the developing relationship during this period that 
included a discussion about the Indo-Tibetan's famous newspaper: 

II was the end of 1944. and . . . ive had an idea about returning to Lhasa that involved . . . 
Tharchin Babu . . . [and his] Tibetan-language newspaper-The Tiheton ~tfirror. . . . 
Ngawang and 1 hit it off with him irnmediately, and we quickly became good frieiids. ble 
had sonie very happy times witli him, talking politics and singing togetlier. Tharchin 
\+las a devout Christian and had an organ in his house, so Ngau.ang Kesang [Kalsang] 
aiid he ofteii sang popular Christian hymns in Tibetan \+:hile 1 accornpanied them on 
the organ. 

After deciding Tharchin had progressive views. we began to tell him a little bit 
about what M-e thought M-as wrong with the present Tibetaii govemineiit and society 
and \\.liat kinds of changes ought to be inade. I t  tumed out that he shared 3 lot of our 
views, especially about tlie escesses of the traditional society. Ile \vas as critical as \ve 
were of'the aristocrats living in luxury with their fine brocades and paying for i t  al1 by 
exploiting and oppressing the coinmon people. We concealed our relationship with the 
Communist Parîy, but \ve took a chance and told hini our ideas about seeking support 
to help establish guerrilla poiver on the eastem side of the Drichu to defeat Liu Wenhui. 
I~Ie liked our ideas and said he \vould help us. 

We tried to persuade hiin to niove his operation to Lhasa. This. \+e thought. ivould 
help us. because tlie newspaper was a perfect way to introduce new concepts and 
information thai would eventually open the eyes of the people. But our idea clearly 
niade hini nervous. and he envisioned only problems. Basically, he said that it  would 
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be difficult to print the paper in Lhasa because it would be extremely expensive there, 
but 1 thought he might be worried more about the Tibetan government. In any case, he 
insisted that it would be best to continue to print it in Kalimpong and send it to Lhasa. 
Later, he said, when conditions were right, maybe he could corne to Lhasa. (I t  wasn't 
clear what the conditions were that had to be right, but it was clear that we weren't 
going to get any further with the idea of bringing the paper with us now.) Soon afterward, 
we lef? for Tibet. (einphasis Wangyal's) 

This lengthy passage probably reveals more by what it omits than by what it includes. 
The entire passage, most of which is quoted above, can be found on pages 86-7 of Phuntsog's 
as-told-to political autobiography published in 2004. Reading it in its totality and against the 
backdrop of other sources of information has prompted the present writer to make the 
following observations. First of all, it would appear that the entire passage has been put 
forth and expressed in such a manner as to convey the idea that Phuntsog and Ngawang 
had only become acquainted with the Babu at near the very end of their eight- to nine- 
month stay in India; whereas the tmth of the matter is that their acquaintance with each 
other had commenced much, much earlier. In fact, it had begun right after Phuntsog's 
return from Calcutta, which had occurred early on into the lengthy stay in India ofthese two 
men. 

And second of all, therefore, the impression is conveyed that there was but one approach 
made to Gergan Tharchin for help, an approach which had preeminently to do with the 
Indo-Tibetan's celebrated news organ and not much else. (Phuntsog Wangyal had written 
as this passage's opening third sentence: "1 was impressed by the possibilities a newspaper 
might open up for us and arranged to meet Tharchin through a mutual fiiend." Conceivably, 
this "mutual fiiend" could have been the very wealthy Khampa entrepreneurial trader farnily, 
the Sandutsangs, at whose Kalimpong home these two Batang Khampa visitors had stayed 
during most if not al1 the time while in Tharchin's hi11 station.'" But the more likely identiv 
of this unnamed friend was one from among a quartet of prominent Tibetan personalities 
with whom Phunwang is believed on good authority to have become rather familiar and 
who at this time (1944) were either residents or transients in Kalimpong and were well 
acquainted with the Babu and his newspaper. These four were Rapga Pangdatsang, Kuchar 
Kunphela, Changlo Chen Gung, and Gedun Chophel.*) Much of the foregoing documentation 
about their lengthy visit to India, as gleaned from other sources, contradicts this impression 
of there being but one approach to Babu Tharchin for securing some kind of assistance for 
their cause. 

* For confirmation of this possibility with regard to the quartet. see the book by the Ladakhi Moslem trader 
A. W. Radhu, Islam in Tibet, 170. 183-5. Radhu had been a resident of Kalirnpong frorn earlq 1944 to late 194? 
and in whose home al1 four as well as Phunwang hirnself had been "regular" and "frequent" visitors. Indeed. i t  
had been Rapga who had introduced Radhu to Phuntsog, Kunphela, Gedun Chophel and. though not made clear 
by the Moslern trader. rnost probably also Changlo Chen. It will be recalled frorn earlier in the present chaPtei' 
that these last three narned individuals were associated with the highly political Tibet Improvenient Party 
which Rapga had founded at Kalirnpong in 1939. And since it is known frorn Radhu that P h u n w w  had 
definitely corne to know his fellow Kharnpa Rapga, this circurnstance alone would alrnost guarantee tha'. 
Phunwang had also made the acquaintance of al1 the others of this progressive-even radical-quariel O' 

Tibetan intellectuals. lt was this sort of intirnate information frorn Radhu, together with a coinirient hc made 
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Third, and finally, it would appear that the concluding two sentences of this passage's 

second paragaph strongly suggest an atternpt by Wangyal to hide the fact, identity and 
substance of the much earlier approach made to Tharchin that had involved die British. 
Indeed, what he has done here is to compress together each of these two separate appeals 
for the Babu's help into one single approach that he nonchalantly presents as al1 having 
occurred during a brief period of time just prior to the departure of the two T i b e w  back to 
Lhasa shortly following Phuntsog's retum to Kalimpong from Calcutta. 

A number of questions readily come to mind here as one contemplates this entire lndian 
episode in the lives of these two Cornmunist Tibetans and their involvement with Gergan 
Tharchin and the British. Why, for example, had there been a sudden shift in the way these 
two Khampa revolutionaries viewed the British: no longer a threat to Tibet's independence 
(as Phuntsog and Tendong Sey had deemed them to be) but now a hoped-for ally of hers in 
defense of that independence? Why, too, was there this sudden concem for British security 
interests in India (as was indicated in the memorandum submitted to the Political Officer)? 
And why, finally, was there an attempt to gloss over and veil from public knowledge the 
earlier and primary approach made to Tharchin Babu for British assistance? 

Based on circumstantial evidence to be found here and there in the various sources 
available, it is the present author's opinion that most likely the reason for the remarkable 
shift in viewpoint towards the British stemmed from the deepening disappointment these 
two Communist visionaries had felt after failing to achieve their original purpose in visiting 
India: gaining passage to the Soviet Union, securing guemlla tactical training at Moscow, 
and the sending by the Soviets of military assistance for their future armed insurrection in 
the ethnic Tibetan Kham/Amdo area against the hated Nationalists and their fiee-wheeling 
Govemor-warlords there as a prelude to the creation of a new, unified and refonned Tibet 
that would be able to enter the modem world at last. This had been the hope and dream 
which had fired the imagination of these two young idealists ever since their days together 
back in Chungking. First sharing their plan with the Soviet Embassy there, then with the 
Chungking bureau office of Mao's 1 8LhArmy, then with fellow Khampa supporters while in 
ethnic eastem Kham secretly organizing a revolt, next at Lhasa with the Tibetan Kashag. 
and now most recently down in Calcutta with their CPI comrades-these two stany-eyed 
revolutionaries, either singly or together, had either been told to wait, turned back. chased 

further on in his book. which helpç to explain what had occupied the time and attention of Phunwang over such 
a lengthy staj by him and his Kharnpa cornrade in the Himalayan hill town. For at one point late in his book 
(P. 246), Radhu had commented retrospectively in the following rnanner about his and Phuntsog's interaction 
together at the hill town during 1944: "After Our links of friendship in Kalirnpong where he [Phunwang] was 
involved in politics as rnuch as he was in business. he had retumed to Tibet . .." The "politics" side to his sta) 
was most likelq a reference by Radhu to Phuntsog Wangqal's frequent association with especiall) the first 
three men in the above-inentioned quartet. as well as his interaction with the Babu and the British. and (ifrnade 
privy to the Ladakhi trader) llis fratemintion with the local branch of the CPI. On the other hand. the 
"business" refeience had rnost probably to do witli Ngawang Kalsang's trading business with its branch shops 
in Kalirnpong and Calcutta (which, it may he recalled, had provided a convenient cover for the coming to lndia 
of tliese two Khanlpa revolutionaries) and, 10 a lesser extent. perhaps, a reference to the employment of both 
men at Tharchiii's Press. For more on the quartet. the reader is referred back again to the preceding volume's 
Chapter ?O; to earlier in the present chapter; and still more can be found in the following chapter. 
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out, or instructed to come back later. Anxious to see at least some substance of a beginnine 
in the fulfillment of their vision, Phuntsog and his comrade had encountered nothing bu, 
disappointment after disappointment at each step along the way. And at this present moment 
in Kalimpong immediately following the Calcutta defeat, their frustration knew no bounds. 
It is easily discernible in how Wangyal, in his personal account of these days, had 
acknowledged their latest failure in India: "After al1 was said, we had failed, and the question 
now was what to do next. We had spent seven or eight months in Calcutta and Kalimpong 
and were still no closer to implementing our ideas, either in Tibet or in the USSR."""Let ii 

be said again, that only fiom other sources is it learned more fùlly how these two had spent 
these many months that most likely totaled close to nine by the time they finally departed the 
hill station for good.) And so, not looking fonvard in the least to returning to Lhasa with 
nothing at al1 to show for their efforts, they had made one final attempt to gamer support. 

What these two foreigners in Kalimpong had therefore ended up doing was probably 
triggered by four things, al1 interconnected with each other and al1 contributing in eventually 
propelling these Comniunist intellectuals to undertake a move that was totally contrary to 
the MarxistILeninist thinking they had embraced from the very beginning: they turned to a 
Western capitalist imperial power-Great Britain-for the coveted assistance! Spurred on, 
first, by the awful slough of despond they had descended into; second, having come across 
a copy of the Tibct Mirror in Kalimpong where it was published; third, having thus been 
reininded by this fortuitous circumstance of al1 the good things they had heard about its 
editor/publisher back in Lhasa; and finally, having even possibly, during the course of their 
conversations with the editor, been urged so to do by the Babu himself out of the latter's 
ongoing concem for Anglo-Tibetan interests in Central Asia: it was not an unnahirai outcolne 
to al1 this at al1 for these two staunch Tibetan nationalists to have begun to think that it nlight 
be useful just this once to deviate from the natural order of things for Communists and 
accordingly seek out British assistance through the good offices of Gergan Tharchin whom 
they had probably learned (?from the prominent Sandutsang family or fiom among the 
quartet ofpersonalities mentioned earlier?) was well connected with certain relevant officiais 
in British India. With Tharchin's help, therefore, these officiais might be open to at least 
listen and possibly thereafier act positively on their behalf. If careful in their approach. and 
saying just the right things, like supposedly having urged Lhasa to seek British support or 
conjuring up a conceni for British security interests in lndia ifwhat they perceived to bea 
grave Chinese tlireat to Tibct were not thwarted, these two miglit gain a heariiig, first fronl 
the Babu and then from those who exercised British authority. Having gained absolutel! 
nothing thus far in al1 their endeavors undertaken between Chungking and Calcutta, wllat 
was there to lose'? And so, it would appear that before departiiig the Subcontinent for Pod, 
they made one last-ditch effort to gamer substantive support-no matter the source-for 
their revoliitionary and reformist agenda back in Tibet. 

But when it subsequently became clear to these t ~ o  that the outcoine to tlieir initial 
approach to Gergan Tharchin was going to end up like al1 previous attempts to seclire 
assistance for their Tibet program, they decided it was time to move on. Yet not beforethe) 
had eamed enough wages from their nearly six monthç of einployinent at the T i k f  ~ ~ ~ j ~ ' ~ ~ " '  

press office to have augmented their personal and travel fiiiids siifticientlg for inaking the 
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return journey to Lhasa. And not before they also had made one final a p p a l  for help from 
the Babu, though likewise unsuccessful, by attempting "to persuade" Tharchin to relocate 
his newspaper publishing operation to the Tibetan capital. Having suspected ihat Phuntsog 
and Ngawang might in fact be Communists, the newspaper editor's "nervousness" about 
the idea inay have arisen not from wony regarding the Tibetan govemment but from fear 
that these two and their ideological sou1 mates in Lhasa, if indeed they were Communists, 
might have later attempted to hijack his newspaper and press for the promotion of their 
Communist causes. Because Tharchin's "liberal, Christian and Tibetan sensibilities" were 
so "diametrically opposed to Chinese Communism,""n~uch anxiety on his part, if in fact i t  
did stem froin that concern, should not at al1 be surprising. (Many years later another request 
put forward to the publisher by Phunwang similar to this present overture of his but more 
insistent, and related several pages hereafter, would appear to strongly support such an 
explanation concerning the Babu's nervousness.) This was not the first time, it may be 
recalled, that Babu Tharchin had been encouraged to move his printing press to Lhasa and 
publisli his newspaper there; nor would it be the last instance, either (see later in the present 
chapter for another and most astonishing instance of this). In the end. then, these two 
visionaries had again failed to gain any achievement which could cheer them on as they 
would make their way back to Tibet. 

Finally, the concluding question raised earlier needs also to be addressed here: Why, in 
his inemoirs, lias Phuntsog Wangyal veiled from public knowledge the earlier and primas 
appeal he and his companion had niade to Tharchin Babu for British assistance? Why the 
silent treatment about this particular episode in his past political career? The reader will 
learn a few pages hence that in time Phunwang would become the subject of a most 
thorough political investigation into his past that would be instigated on the orders of his 
Chinese Communist superiors. In discussing in his autobiopphy this event in his life, Phuntsog 
inay have inadvertently provided a clue which could possibl~, help to explain his silence. For 
in its text he includes the following candid admission: 

At the beginning of 1960, 1 \vas told to \\rite a detailcd histoq of my life . . . [which] had 
to be detailed because it \vas going to be used in a formal political investigation. In Our 
[Chiiiese Cominunist Party] system, those were ominous words . . . 1 produced a 
document of more than twenty pages. It did iiot go into geat detail about the years 
before 1949 becaiise 1 was afiaid my contacts with Soviet and Indian Communists 
urould be misinterpreted. For those days. 1 concentrated on surface details-where 1 
wcnt and what 1 did-saying as little as possible about what my thoughts Iiad been. 
When 1 got to the period after 1949. 1 felt 1 could go into more detail.'" 

It is quite understandable that back then some of Phuntsog Wangyal's past actions, 
statements and writings could be n~isunderstood or misinterpreted. lndeed articles by ïharchin 
which had appeared periodically in his newspaper during the 1940s and '50s had figured 
rather signitïcantly in providing Phuntsog's enemies within the CCP with just the evidence 
they needed, they thought, to buttress their case against the Tibetan Khampa of his having 
been a "counterrevolut io~ia~~~ and "local nationalist." These enemies, Wangyal would write 
later, "had been undermining iiie and pulling me d o ~ n . "  And in their reports and 
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written statements which eventually found their way to Mao's Communist Party Central 
Cornmittee, they had variously claimed that the Khampa Communist "had a serious political 
problem," that he "had been involved in major national and international political events," 
that he was guilty of having "a big international political problem," that he had committed a 
"big political mistake," or that he stood accused of being a "complete nationalist" whose 
thoughts possessed "no sense of socialism and communism" but only that of loyalty to his 
own nationality. 120 

Tharchin's articles had principally featured the lyrics of several "guemlla songs" which 
Phunwang had authored during his pre- 1949 revolutionary period. These songs had been 
written as a means of rallying his followers against the old Kuomintang Chinese but which 
his Chinese Communist enemies had now willfully misinterpreted to strengthen the charge 
that their lyrics proved he was a counterrevolutionary and complete nationalist at heart 
whose activities had been directed towards undermining the new Cornmunist nation thal 
was emerging as victor in the civil struggle which by 1949 had come to an end in China.'?' 
Apparently, the closest any of the Babu's articles had come to in referencing and identifjing 
Phunwang's TharchinIBritish approach was the one quoted fiom earlier in the present 
discussion on Phuntsog and Ngawang. It would provide Phuntsog Wangyal's enernies with 
the kind of political international flavor they had been in search of. Printed in the June 1958 
issue of the Tibet Mirror, it had praised Phunwang as a Tibetan nationalist. But ainong other 
things, the Babu had asserted that during their 1944 visit to Kalimpong these "two fiiends" 
had "talked a lot to me about opposing the old and new Chinese governments for the purpose 
of achieving Tibetans' independence. 1 never forgot those discussions . . ." According to 
Phuntsog Wangyal, it is definitely known that the article, with its potentially damaging 
testimony, had fallen into the hands of Beijing's State Ministry of Foreign Affairs. And 
doubtless the juxtaposition of the words "new Chinese government" with the word 
"independence" was just the evidence his enemies were looking for to substantiate their 
charges that he was guilty of international politicking on behalf of the Tibetan national 
minority with a well-known lndian anti-Communist newspaper publisher, of harboring local 
nationalist thinking, and was therefore a counterrev~lutionary.'~~ 

Phunwang, of course, in his twenty-or-so-page document on his past political history? 
had consciously avoided including in it any reference to such "international" events as 
meetings with the Indo-Tibetan newspaper publisher or his appeal through the Babu for 
British military assistance and political support for his revolutionary-reformist program in 

Tibet. Nor to this day is it known for sure whether Wangyal's accusers ever discovered thal 
he had made such an approach personally to the hated British. More than likely the Chinese 
Communist govemment never did discover this curious facet to his past politico-revol~tionas' 
activities till Tharchin's revelation of it appeared in an interview with Dawa Norbu p~blished 
in the December 1975 issue of the Tibetan Review. Whether or not prior to the publication 
of his political autobiography in 2004 Phuntsog Wangyal himself ever became aware of the 
Review article, he nonetheless chose not to mention his and Ngawang Kalsang's meeting ai 
Gangtok with the British Political Officer in pursuit of military aid and political suppod for 

his Tibet prograrn. Perhaps he chose not to do so to avoid embarrassment for having engaged 
in what can probably be characterized legitimately as an egregious political aberration onhis 
part. 
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Then, too, embarrassment may perhaps also explain Phuntsog Wangyal's cornpl- silac+ 
in his autobiography about his fiequent, almost daily, contact at L b  with the ex-lapaneoc 
spy Dawa Sangpo (the alias at that time for Hisao Kimura) for well over a year, 1948-9. 
Could it be that some of Kimura's later published observations from that period conoeming 
the Tibetan's thoughts, aspirations and intentions for Tibet (several of which are quoted in 
the present discussion) would have appeared to be stunning compromises of fundamental 
elements within the corpus of Marxist/Leninist/Communist doctrine and practice to which 
from the very beginning Phunwang had continually proclaimed his allegiance? Especially 
might this have been the case with reports by Kimura that presented Phuntsog Wangyal as 
being (1 ) a "nationalist first and communist second," (2) "anti-Chinese" (with no differentiation 
having been made between "o ld  and "new" China), and (3) in favor of an "independent 
socialist government" for Tibet. Such observations by Kimura, if historically accurate fiom 
that period, could, like the content of his talks with Tharchin and the subsequent approach 
made to the British, appear to be quite at variance with Phuntsog Wangyal's tightly presented 
case in his published memoirs of consistent and complete adherence to Comrnunist Chinese 
ideology and practice. 

But lastly, a comment or two likewise needs to be made about Phuntsog Wangyal's 
equally total silence with regard to two of his more prominent fellow Tibetan reformers, 
Rapga Pangdatsang (1 902-76) and Gedun Chophel. Rapga, it may be recalled, had been the 
one at Kalimpong in 1944 who had introduced the Ladakhi Moslem trader A.W. Radhu to 
both Bawa Phuntsog and the Amdowa ex-monk, along with Kuchar Kunphela and Changlo 
Chen. This had occurred in the home of the Moslem trader to where al1 five of Radhu's 
guests had paid "regular" and "frequent" visits during most of that year. And thus, it is not 
too much to assume that Phuntsog Wangyal had come to know both Rapga and Gecho very 
well-and they him-by the end of his and Ngawang's lengthy stay in Tharchin's hill town. 

First, then, concerning Rapga, who, like Phunwang, hailed from Kham, it will be learned 
more fully in the next chapter that he was every much the reformist thinker as was 
Phuntsog-even more so-and was as equally action-oriented as was his younger fellow 
Khampa reformer in attempting to bring about what they both saw as needful radical change 
in Tibet. As will become clear to the reader as well after comparing the life stories of both 
these men-that of Phuntsog currently being recounted and that of Rapga which is presented 
in the chapter to follow-these two shared much in comrnon with respect to their ideas and 
aims towards effecting a total reformation in the Land of Snows. Moreover, both recognized 
the great need of unifying their fractured Tibean homeland from east to west. 

In view of these important similarities, therefore, it is most striking that Rapga's name 
fails to appear even once in Phunwang's entire political narrative. More than likely, the 
reason can be attributed to the fact that Rapga, having "the very highest interests of his 
country's complete independence at heart," would ultimately reject any political wnnection 
between Tibet and China-whether Nationalist or Communist, he believing that such 
association must in the end spell the extinction ofTibet herself. Additionally, though finding 
Marx's volume on Dialectical Mcrterialism and other of his writings interesting from the 
viewpoint of philosophical discussion, this older and wiser Khampa reformer had eventually 
come to repudiate and reject totally the Communist socio-political system. For Phuntsog, 
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however, both linkage with China and adherence to Communism colistituted the absolute 
bedrock to his life and work on behalf of Tibet. Hence, this radical difference berween 
each's perspective on China and Coinmunism most probably accounts for Phuntsog 
Wangyal's silent treatment towards Rapga Pangdatsang. 

With regard to Gedun Chophel, on the other hand, it will be recalled fiom the biographical 
narrative about him recounted earlier that he, too, had hailed from the Sino-Tibetan frontier 
area of East Tibet: in fact, from neighboring Chinese-controlled Amdo. How very surprising. 
tlierefore, that Phuntsog would fail to mention even once in his political narrative the name 
of this other and more renowned Tibetan intellectual and i~nusual socio-political progressive. 
Yet his silence oii the Amdowa is al1 the more intriguing when one realizes that not long 
before Phunwang's retum to Lhasa in late 1947 after having escaped capture by the 
Nationalist Chinese during the Dechen Incident the year before (see below), Gedun Chophel 
had been arrested, interrogated, flogged, falsely charged with forging money, tried and 
quickly found guilty by a Govemmental committee headed up by none other than Surkhang 
Shape(!), and finally locked away within the damp darkness of Sho Prison at the foot ofthe 
Potala. Phuntsog Wangyal could not have been unaware of tliese eveiits which had unfolded 
at the Tibetan capital during the final period of 1946 and had concluded by the early part of 
the following year, since he would not himself depart Lhasa till late summer 1949 (see 
below). Nor, for the same reason, could he have been unaware of what liappened to Gedun 
Chophel during that same year of 1949. For the hapless prisoner was significantly befriended, 
and done so, by none other than the noble Tendong fainily whose son Tendong Sey was 
Phuntsog Wangyal's closest progressive aristocrat ally at the Tibetan capital. This familq 
took it upon themselves, at great risk to their own personal well-being, to secure the 
Amdowa's release froin prison and to place him in a house nearby to their own, even thougll 
he would now live under house surveillance for the few years of life which remained to hini. 

But it will also be recalled from the earlier Gedun Chophel narrative that it would be 
Phuntsog Wangyal who in that same year of 1949 would arrange to take Dawa Saiigpo 
(Hisao Kiiiiura) to Gedun Chophel's newly-provided living quarters, where the Sapanese 
visitor would deliver a personal letter from Gergan Tharchin to the suffering Aindo scholar. 
And thus i t  is known that these two reformist-thinkers from the same "peripheral area of 
the Tibetaii wor1d"-AmdoIKham-were indeed acquainted with each other. In fact. as 
was intimated a few pages earlier, the two had most likely met for the first time much earlier 
at Tharchin's hill station during Phunwang's stay there in 1944. If so, it would not be at al1 
surprising to leam soineday that besides having met the Amdowa in Kalimpong in the 
Company of Rapga, Kunpliela, Chang10 Chen and/or A.  W. Radhu, Phunwang had even 
encountered him at either the Babu's newspaper office or within the Tharchin residential 
quarters. Furthemore, it will likewise be recalled that the Tibetan Coiiimunist, apparentl~ 
impressed by the Amdowa's scholastic and progressive-minded credentials, had even gone 
to see Gediin Chophel personally at Lhasa in 195 1 in an unsuccessful atteinpt to secure the 
latter's agreement to work for the new Communist regime in Tibet. 

Hence, in the light of al1 the above, one can justifiably assert that it is extremely intriguing- 
indeed, that not once does the Kliampa revolutionary/refomer invoke the memory of his 
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older ethnic East Tibetan counterpart in his political autobiopaphy.* On the other hand, 
Phuntsog Wangyal, interestingly enough, did devote a full text page in his mmoirs  to Gedun 
Cliophel's famous monk teacher from Amdo, Geshe Sherab Gyamtsho, a dedicated and 
very well-known Tibetan Communist; whereas the latter's star pupil, whom the Geshe had 
discipled for many years at Lhasa's Drepung Monastery and who would eventually outshine 
his monkish master in many ways, received not a single word of recognition. 

Could this astonishing silence be attributed to the fact that when it came to Tibet's 
reformist polity, these two staunch nationalists fiom the same eastem region of the ancestral 
Tibetan homeland held diametrically opposite views on the crucial question ofTibet's future 
relatioiiship with her vast eastem neighbor China? For it may be recalled that the Amdowa 
thinker-though having indeed toyed with Communism-was in the end, in the words of 
Hisao Kimura, "too much of a Tibetan to be pro-Chinese" and thus stood, like Rapga, on the 
side of a Tibet free and independent of any Chinese state, Communist or otherwise. And 
hence, more than likely, he who had never become a Communist would nonetheless have 
had no problem subscribing, if he ever consciously did so, to a provision in Chairman Mao's 
Communist Party draft constitution of 1932 (the Soviet Constitution of China, be it recalled) 
whicli had boldly included the full right of self-determination for any national minority within 
the orbit of Chinese territorial influence or dominance and which therefore allowed that 
minority the right either to 'join the Union of Chinese Soviets or secede fiom it and form 
[its] own State as [it] may prefer." Phuntsog Wangyal, however, true and loyal Chinese 
Communist Party cadre that he became, most willingly accommodated himself to a China 
which in the year following his victorious entry into Lhasa at the head of the PLA (see 
below) had conveniently cast away this democratic right of secession for its national minorities, 
including in particular the Tibetans. Could this radical difference between these two Tibetan 
nationalists account for Phunwang's silence on Gedun Chophel Cjust as it may have accounted 
for his silence in the case of Rapga)? Ironically, the Anidowa reformist-thinker would live 
just long enough to witness in his homeland the triumph of the Bawa reformist-thinker's 
competing political ideology, yet with al1 of its attendant tragedies still to follow. But this is 
getting ahead of the story of Gergan Tharchin's two Khampa visitors and what happened to 
them after they left Kalimpong at the end of 1944. 

Phuntsog and Ngawang would now retuni to Lhasa not in the best frame of mind. Yet, 
despite the nearly total negative results of tlieir lndia sojourn, when the two finally did an-ive 
at the Tibetan capital (early 1945). "they still hoped." ihe N o  had intimated to Tharchin 

* In liis preface to Phuntsog Wangyal's "as-told-to" political mernoirs. chief editor Goldstein. it will be 
recalled, liad stated that there were over 100 hours of "taped interviens and re-interviews" he had conducted 
over a teil-! ear period with Phunwang that served as the basis for creating the published autobingraphy. It is 
astonishing io the present M riter tliat this quite extensive arnount of material did not produce even apass i~lg  
mention of Rapga Pangdatsang. Gedun Chophel or Hisao Kimura. but especially ofthe firsl two. i'et even if 
Phuntsog Wangyal never \,olunteered aiiy coininent of his own-whether positive or negative-about any of 
these inen. siirely historian Goldstein, if he failed to do so, would have been more than jirstified in questioning 
Pli~intsog abolit Rapga aiid Gecho. if net about al1 three inen. since he had covered both older Kharnpa and the 
. 4 1 n d o ~ a  iniellectual considerabl~ in his outstanding 201'1-centun histop of Tibet. Linfortunatel?., the reader 
of' these meinoirs lias been deprived of inforinaiion on a rnost intercsting facet to Tibet's intellectual histop : 
Phulltsog Waiigqal's thoughts oii Rapga Pangdatsang and Geduii Chophel. 
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before they had taken leave of him, that they might be able '70 persuade some influential 
aristocrats in Lhasa." Then adding a touch of his own to the account, the Babu remarked: "1 
... used to warn the aristocrats in Lhasa that they were deceived by the Chinese with 
sweets." But, he added sorrowfully, "they never l i~ t ened . " '~~  

One can only speculate what was the initial reaction of the Kashag upon receipt ofthe 
Tibetan-language translation of the PhuntsogPJgawang memorandum to Political Officer 
Gould and Babu Tharchin's cover letter. Most likely it was at first one of surprise, if not 
shock, at the audacity of these two to attempt to gain British assistance, and to do so 
through the Babu, and further, to do so without waiting-as Surkhang had advised them- 
to leam what would be the Tibetan government's own response to their direct appeal for 
assistance made at Lhasa a year earlier. But surprise must have t m e d  to deepening suspicion 
conceming their true niotives, inasmuch as from the Kashag's perspective, these men's 
activity down in India now only confirrned their earlier suspicions that they could not entirely 
be trusted. Perhaps because of these two men's association with the respected Babu of 
Kalimpong, however, they would continue to have reluctant access to Surkhang upon their 
return to the Tibetan capital, if for no other reason than that this would provide the Kashag, 
from its perspective, the means whereby the Council, via Surkhang, could be kept directly 
informed of the thinking and intentions of these two men. 

As the historical record will show, these two progressive thinkers from Kharn were 
never able to persuade the Lhasan government of the seriousness of the impending crisis 
for Tibet nor of its need to reform itself and the Tibetan social and economic polity. Surkhang 
Shape, when repeatedly approached once again, lapsed into a stalling mode as before. He 
reported that it was still better to wait till the World War was over before the Kashag  COU^^ 
decide on the Khampa refomers' proposals, even though he now readily acknowledged 
that it appeared Germany and Japan would suffer defeat. His stalling tactics may have also 
been inspired by the deepening suspicion the Kashag had already begun to have towards 
these men, especially aAer Surkhang's receipt of the Kalimpong memorandum translated 
and sent to him on their behalf by Gergan Tharchin.12)" With hopes growing dirnmer and 
dimmer, Phuntsog Wangyal and the others within his revolutionary group's inner circle ai 
the Tibetan capital concluded that it was time for the two Khampa revolutionaries to r e m  
to the East Tibetan borderland to commence their insurrection without the support of the 
Tibetan govemment or the Soviet Union, and certainly without the support ofthe ~ritish!'" 

True, Phuntsog would retum to Lhasa once more at the end of 1947, but not before he 
and his Communist compatriots had begun to mount a most promising, serious, but in the end 
unsuccessful, armed effort to establish a guerrilla force in Chinese-controlled eastern Khan' 
from a base of operations at Dechen (or Deqen) village just over the border inside Yunnan 
Province. As noted earlier, it came to be known not long afterwards as the ~echenlDeching 
(or Deqen) Incident, an event to which, it may be recalled, Gergan Tharchin had made 
reference. His and his Communist comrade Ngawang Kalsang's participation in the effort 
having been discovered at a crucial moment in its unfolding, the two men had literally tonin 
for their lives from Dechen back into Tibet and, in the case of Phunwang, al1 the WaY t0 

Lhasa, bringing with him his two brothers Chompel and Thuwang (Thubten wangchuk). 
But though unsuccessful, it would nonetheless gamer for Phuntsog a degree of po~ularity: 
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not only in the East but also at Lhasa, where anti-Chinese sentiment both in and out of 
Govemment was beginning to manifest itself and would intensify right up to the year 1950 
and beyond. Meanwhile, Ngawang Kalsang returned to his eastern homeland From where 
he would go to Hong Kong and later to Shanghai, after which. following the triumph in 1949 
of the Chinese Communists, he moved up to Beijing where he continued to be active in the 
Communist Party apparatus before being given an important post along the Sino-Tibetan 
borderland. Phuntsog Wangyal, on the other hand, would now establish his residenw in the 
Tibetan capital, where he would remain for the next two years before his expulsion from 
Tibet in 1949 along with al1 Chinese and other unwelcome individu al^.'^^ 

Early the following year (1948). Phunwang, ever the persistent revolutionary, sought 
once more to secure aid fiom the Soviets. A most interesting episode ensued that involved 
Thuwang, Kalimpong, the Indian Communists, and Gergan Tharchin. In some of the historical 
literature dealing with this period (for example, Hisao Kimura's book ). the younger brother 
of Phuntsog Wangyal is sometimes referred to by the name Kesang Tscring. It  would seem, 
however, that this name had been assumed by Thuwang as an alias and as a way of honoring 
the real Kesang Tsering (d. 1941), a local military Iiero from Batang who had led a revoit 
against the local Chinese authorities in his and Thuwang's hometown during the eariy 1930~. '~* 
According to Kimura, who disguised as Dawa Sangpo had in Kalimpong become acquainted 
with Thuwang but ünder the name of Kesang Tsering, the latter had corne to Tharchin 
seeking help and advice on obtaining possible corrective surgery for his bad harelip. At the 
time only nineteen or twenty years old, Thuwang came with a letter of introduction from his 
elder brother; and it may very well have been that the business about corrective surgeq 
was simply a cover for the real business for which he had found his way to Tharchin's hiIl 
station. When Kimura first met up with him, Thuwang, not surprisingly, was in the ternporary 
employ of the newspaper publisher.* Here, then, is how Phuntsog Wangyal (who does not 
mention any of the information provided by Kimura) relates how Thuwang ended up being 
in Kalimpong and what happened thereafter, with Tharchin most likely not aware of much 
of the clandestine activity in which his young Communist guest would be engaged. "We 
decided i t  was time to try again to make contact with the Soviet Union," begins Wangyal in 
his autobiography, 

and so early in 1948 [note: if Kimwa's account is more accurate. it may have been late 

* Obviously. Babu Tharchin had befriended Thuwang because he was the brother of his progressive-minded 
Khampa friend. Phuntsog Wangyal. Perhaps another reason was the fact that this young man was known to 
him under the alias of Kesang Tsering, reminding the Babu of the name of a much older Tibetan whosr heroic 
exploits on behalf of Batang, and Kham in general, against the Nationalist Chinese warlord. Liu Wen-hui, must 
have cheered Tharchin's own nationalistic heart. Havingjoined the Kuomintang Party in 1914 as ils \ery first 
Tibetan member. this "bright and ambitious" young Khampa would eventually be appointed three years later 
as a Committee member ofthe reinvigorated Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Committee (or Commission). This 
was the Nationalist Chinese government office which dealt with Tibet and Tibetans. And four years Iaer, in 
193 1, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek himself dispatched Kesang back to his hometown of Batang for the 
express purpose of bringing Kham's insubordinate warlord Liu into line. Before that notable but in the end 
unsuccessful military struggle. however, Kesang Tsering had assisted in inaugurating the Comniittee's Newsletter 
in 1929 called the Tïberan-Mongolion U'eek!~~ Nelr~s and became one of its editors. Almost instantly the 
Newsletter's audience became international in scope. In facf one of its two subscribers at Kalimpong was nonc 
other than Tharchin Babu (the other, an official of the Panchen Lama's office there). but whose copies of the 
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19471 1 sent my younger brother, Thuwang, to Kalirnpong to try to renew our contacts 
with the lndian communists and with their help travel to the USSR. We hoped the 
Soviets would supply us with guns and ainmunition via Xinjiang [Sinkiang], as we had 
discussed some years before with Fei Delin [First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy, 
Chungking]. As always, though, things didn't go exactly as we planned.. .. 

Thuwang not only talked with the Kalimpong communists, but he also went to 
Calcutta and met Basu, as well as Joshi, the overall head of the Cominunist Party of 
India. Afier these meetings, he wrote me an enthusiastic letter explaining that the 
Kaliinpong communists were going to help us militarily. They were gettiiig ready to 
begin a guerrilla cainpaign of their own, he said, and would be willing to give us money 
to buy weapons if we helped them get guns. They knew that guns were easy to buy in 
Lhasa, so their idea was for Thuwang and some of their people to come back to Lhasa 
(with the Indians disguised as Nepalese traders). There they would buy rifles and 
pistols, and would let us keep the rifles if we helped them smuggle the pistols out of 
Lhasa to India. 

This was not the news 1 expected, but it was good news nevertheless. 1 immediately 
began rnaking plans for their visit, but when weeks went by, and then months, ivith no 
word from Thuwang, 1 began to fear the worst-that he had been arrested. Finally, 
however, we got word from him that the Kalimpong communists' ce11 had been 
discovered and many of the members arrested by the police. Fortunately, Thuwang 
was able to escape and hide for a while in the newspaper editor Tharcliin's house. As 
soon as things quieted down, he slipped away unnoticed and returned to Lhasa. (It 
was, 1 think, at the end of 1948.) This was another crushing blow. Again Our hopes had 
been raised and dashed. It was a difficult time for me, and 1 began to wonder if we were 
ever going to ~ucceed. '~ '  

Meanwhile, late that same year of 1948 disturbing news came to Phunwang that very 
soon word would reach the Kashag froin the KMT's Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs 
Commission confirming tlie long-held suspicion that he was indeed a Comniunist and that it 
was now known that he was even the head of the Tibetan Communist Party. Realizing that 
unless he soon left Lhasa he would be arrested, Phuntsog Wangyal made preparations to 
depart with eight other Khampas disguised as traders and al1 of them anned with pistols in 
view of the place to where they were intending to go. For he had heard that some local 

W'eek-3 hlcbc.r could only be received after the Political OflÏcer Sikkim had caref~illy re\ie\s-cd theiii for-in 
latter's words-any "objectionable [i.e.. anti-British] articles." 

Vitally interested not only in what was happening in Ü t ~ s a n g  (where Lhasa was centered) but elsewhere 
in Tibet as well, especially in its eastern region, Tharchin would publish articles in his Tibet Mirror between 
1930 and 1932 that were devoted to the continually erratic Sino-Tibetan situation which then existed in eastem 
Khani before. during and after Kesang Tsering's efforts in leading the revoit against Liu's local Chinese 
authorities i i i  and around Batang. No doubt the newspaper publisher Iiad looked upon Kesang as one of the 
iinsung heroes in the continuing anti-Chinese resistance whose personal agenda clearly included inuch more 
than siinpl? undermining Liii's control of Szechuan's Khanipa area at tlie beliest o f  Chiang. Indeed. in the 
nords of Phuntsop Wangyal. whose own father had gladly served under liesarig Tsering in tliese efforts. the 
latter's agenda had included the complete overthrow of Liu and "ieturning the governancc oS[easteinl Kham 
and Batang to Tibetans" theinselves. Liii successfully resisted this Nationalist atteinpt to topple his governance 
and would apparentlq be won over to Marxisin and Mao in the 1940s. making it easier for ille Chinese 
Cominunists to move their troops to the very edgc of East Tibet proper by 1949-50. See Carole ~cGianahan ,  
"Arrested Histories: between Enipire and Exile in 20Ih Centiiry Tibet." Ph.D. dissertation. 7001, pp. 113-4; 
and Pliuntsog, 9-14; and for Liu's Marxist reorientation, see Amaury de Riencourt, 1,ost World: Tibet. 3g7. 
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Chinese Communist Party members, together with members of the Burmcse Communist 
Party, had recently achieved a strong guemlla presence in and around the town of Sadam in 
northem Yunnan Province very near the southern Kham area West of the Yangtze River 
and that the Chinese Communists already controlled three counties in the region. Deeming 
this the "obvious place" for him and his fellow Khampas to depart to, Phunwang now s a t  
overland back to Kham his brother Thuwang and one other from Batang to make initial 
contact with these Communist groups at Sadam. And once this contact was made, Phuntsog 
and his compatriots would themselves secretly leave the Tibetan capital and join in with 
their fellow Communists at Sadam. So, disguised as monks with shaved heads, Thuwang 
and his cmpanion departed Lhasa in June of 1949, leaving Phuntsog Wangyal to await 
positive word by letter from his brother."' 

Needless to say, during this period the Tibetan governinent would have liked to have 
dealt with this "subversive" more harshly than it did. But having achieved the status of "a 
folk hero" because of his Dechen armed rebellion-though a failure-against the 
Nationalist Chinese in the predominantly ethnic Tibetan area east of the Drichu Rivcr, the 
Govemment could not be seen as incarcerating such anti-Chinese heroes when it was itself 
taking its own anti-Chinese stance. "Even so," obsen ed Kimura, Phuntsog was regarded as 
not only a subversive but also "a dangerous person" who needed to be watched and his 
activities constantly monitored. As Scott Berry was wont to observe. Phuntsog Wangyal 
"had achieved the remarkable feat of being in the bad books of both the Chinese and the 
Tibetangovemment." Moreover. Kimura's own personal situation at the Tibetan capital was 
in jeopardy because of his association with this "subversive," the ex-Japanese agent even 
once being wamed by a friendly noble family there to cease his daily rendezvous with the 
Khampa reformer lest he endanger hiniself unnecessanly;12" to torhich, however, he turned 
a deaf ear, and as a consequence, Kimura, too, was expelled along with Phunwang."' 

As was noted earlier, one of the reasons the Tibetan government felt it necessary to 
keep an eye on Phuntsog Wangyal was because he had been able. despite the generally 
negative reaction he had received in Lhasa from most of those who counted. to create a 
following of sorts for himself among a growing number of like-minded progressive Tibetans 
at the capital, particularly among the Khampas in residence there. By early 1949, for example, 
Tharchin's ever-observant and ever-faithful informant in Lhasa. Sonam Kazi, could report 
to the Babu the following bit of intelligence tinged with a trace ofwhimsical humor: "1 rnet 
Dawa Sangpo [Hisao Kimura] yesterday and had a long talk with him. We saw Phuntsog 
Wangyal and his followers. He is a very interesting man. He is waiting for a great business 
[doubtless a coded eupheinism for the Red Chinese takeover of Tibet]. . . ."! And in another 
letter three months later, the Kazi could write: "Dawa Sangpo is in Lhasa and so is Phuntsog 
Wangyal. Theq are great fi-iends and are quite happy. The torn-lips boy or hare-lipped boj. 
that worked at your place [a reference, of course, to Thuwang who had been employed at 
the Tibet Mirror Press] is also with them. He is said to be P. W's own man.""" 

But included among Phuntsog's growing group of progressives at the Tibetan capital 
were a few noble-bom indi~riduals as well. Writing long aftenvat-ds about this very period at 
Lhasa. the Khainpa socio-political reformer noted that he and his Communist companions 
had also "sounded out" their privileged fiiends whom the) had come to know during their 
previous stay at the capital. Those. he added, "like the progressive local aristocrats Shokhang 
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[a 5Lh rank lay official and related to the Maharani of Sikkim], Janglojen [Le., Changlo Chen, 
a son ofTharchin's then exiled friend Changlo Chen Gung], and Kapshopa Sey [son of a41h 
rank lay official of the same name, the father having been appointed a Tsipon or Governrnent 
Finance Secretary in about 19351. Tendong Sey was out of Lhasa at this time." And through 
his Kliampa uncle, who while residing in Lhasa at this period had become well acquainted 
with the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's family, Phunwang had even gotten to know the Dalai 
Lama's brother-in-law Phuntso Tashi from Chinghai Province. The two of them, Phuntsog 
Wangyal remarked, had engaged in "some good general conversation about reforming Tibetan 
society and uniting al1 Tibetans."13' 

The supposedly progressive and modem-minded aristocrat Surkhang Shape, on the other 
hand, now kept his distance from Phunwailg, pleading the excuse that for one reason or 
another he was unavailable for talks. Apparently, the news of Phuntsog Wangyal's Communist 
connections had finally reached the ears of the Shape and the other Kashag members, who 
were most likely profoundly alarmed now and wondering what action of theirs could best 
deal with this and other troubling news emanating fiom Tibet's eastem province and from 
China herself. The Batang Communist intellectual and his Khampa cornrades, as well as 
the other would-be reformers at the capital, would not have long to wait to learn of the 
Central Government's reaction and consequent strategy. 

Meanwhile, one of the things Phuntsog and his friends engaged in during one of Kimura's 
absences from Lhasa was to set about drafting a new constitution for Tibet which the two 
of them had previously discussed at great length. Though borrowing some ideas from the 
Japanese constitution, they relegated the Tibetan aristocracy to a House of Lords: a feature 
akiii to the British parliamentary system.I3* This was in the summer of 1948 when the 
Khampa idealist still harbored hopes that some influential people in high places might finally 
see the light and begin to effect necessary changes before it was too late. 

Such hopes were never to be realized. For there came a day when shock waves of 
disbelief spread rapidly throughout the Chinese community in Lhasa, including those in the 
pay of the Nationalist Chinese governinent like Phuntsog Wangyal's uncle. Though the 
Tibetan capital's Chinese community might have anticipated that harsh measures ~ o u l d  
eventually be meted out against it, its members were not prepared for the suddenness of 
what was about to happen nor for the absolute character of the blow which fell. Prior to the 
bombshell, of course, the local Chinese-consisting of either traders, shopkeepers or 
Kuomintang oficials at the Tibetan-Mongolian Affairs Commission (see belowk-were 
groping for new ways to protect themselves economically in the face of the impending 
downfall of the Nationalists in their homeland. Kiinura was a witness to al1 this since by the 
beginning of the Tibetan New Year of 1949 he had returned from one of his frequent trips to 
Kalimpong and his Intelligence "boss" Gergan Tharchin. What follows is his description of 
the stressful situation which began to develop once the New Year celebrations had concluded: 

As the New Year came and went the Chinese community in Lhasa began to reflect the 
strain of what was happening in their country, and the Tibetan govemment finally 
began to wake up to the fact that there would soon be a strong and united China on her 
doorstep. The army was beefed up and could often be seen drilling around Lhasa. As 
the Communists won victory atler victory to the popular acclaim ofthe vast majority of 
the Chinese people, gradually forcing Chiang Kai-shek's government to South China 
and lhen to Taiwan, Chinese officials began selling off their belongings to support 
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themselves for they found that their salaries were no longer being sent. The 'Tibetan- 
Mongolian Affairs Commission," the closest thing to an official Chinese presence in 
the city, dared not bnng notice to itself.* Off in Chinghai, the clan of Mapufang was 
stiII holding out, and offered Phuntsog Wangyal's uncle the rank of Lieutenant General 
ifhe would join them. Knowing that their days were as nunibered as the Kuomintang's, 
he had the good sense to refuse. 

Assuming that their ties with China, both official and otherwise, would soon be cut, 
a group of Chinese officials, the uncle included, pooled their resources and bought an 
old house called the Doshirnimba, on the eastern inner side of the Barkhor, refurbished 
it, and went into the restaurant business.. .. Tibetan mistrust of China was so strong 
that the new restaurant and upstairs majhong parlor was regarded as nothing more 
than a rendezvous for Chinese Communist intelligence agents. It was a natural enough 
fear (though in this case ungrounded). We were always hearing tales that al1 over 
China people were rising against their local rulers as the Comrnunists approached, and 
the greatest fear of Government was that local Chinese and discontented Tibetans 
would do the same.'!' 

But al1 these arrangements by Phuntsog Wangyal's family and others to enable them to 
continue living on in the Tibetan capital, as well as Phuntsog's plans to escape overland to 
Yunnan at any moment, were suddenly and rudely shattered. "Before a letter could come" 
from his brother Thuwang, wrote Phuntsog later, "the Tibetan government expelled us." For 
in the late spring of 1949 the Tsongdu or National Assembly of Tibet was called into a 
special plenary session marked by extreme secrecy. Such a full Assembly was only convoked 
in times of national emergency. It was no wonder, therefore, that rumors of foreboding 
were so rife that most shops, reported Kimura, remained closed, their proprietors in deep 
apprehension of what might be afoot. The capital did not have long to wait. For within a 
month after the Tsongdu had met, the Kashag issued an order for al1 Chinese residents to be 
out of the country wirhin a rveek and their homes to be watched day and night. "Tibet," 
noted Kimura, "had finally awakened to the crises it faced.. . . For once the Government had 
proved to be way ahead of everyone, for no one could have predicted how rapidly, or how 
totally, the [Communist] Chinese wave was to engulf everything." So alarmed did the 
populace become over these developments that there were reports, he added, "of mystical 
occurrences in Lhasa, il1 omens in the heavens, and of unnatural births." In looking back on 
these events more than a half century later, Phuntsog Wangyal would himself recall that the 
Tibetan government had grown so nervous over the prospect that "the atheist socialists 

* It may be recalled from the previous chapter that with the permission of the Tibetan govemment a Chinese 
delegation was perrnitted to attend the lnstallation ceremony for Dalai Lama XIV. This delegation had consisted, 
in part, of nine staff rnernbers from the Nationalist Chinese govemrnent's Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs 
Commission, and included as this delegation's head the then Director of the Commission himself. Wu Chung 
Hsin. Upon its arriva1 at Lhasa in late 1939, the delegation occupied the previously abandoned office of those 
wireless radio operators who had cleverly been left behind in the Tibetan capital by the Chinese Condolence 
Mission of 1934 when the Mission had finally departed Lhasa after what proved to be a lengthy unwelcorned 
delayed stay there. The wireless operators would thernselves eventually depart Lhasa, only to be replaced by 
other operators who had a accompanied the Installation delegation of 1939/'4&-al1 rnernbers of which had 
immediately and without objection from either Regent, Cabinet or National Assembly, Iiad then reconstituted the 
Iieretofore abandoned office as an office ofthe Comrnision itself. See Warren Smith Jr. Tibetan Nation, 24 1.238. 
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would soon rule China" that "they even performed religious ceremonies to try to change the 
communists' Iu~k. ' ' '~"  

It became clear imniediately that not only the Chinese in the capital and elsewhere in 
Tibet would be affected by the expulsion order; others wliom the Government deeined 
politically undesirable were also to be deported, including ethnic Tibetans from western 
China. This ineant that Phuntsog Wangyal would be sent packing, along with his newly- 
wedded Moslem wife and the entire Batang community with which he was associated. As 
Kimura was wont to observe: "Phuntsog was a man who had perhaps been a little too 
fearless and open in making his views known to the Government"; and consequently, the 
lattcr had now used this occasion to get rid of him.')' Indeed, the means by which he was 
notified was most public and without waming. "One day in July 1949," began Phuntsog 
Waiigyal's dramatic description, 

1 answered a kiiock at the door to find the lay official Changopa [i.e., Ringang, the 
expert in Eiiglish who worked closely with the Babu at Lhasa; see again Ch. 2 11 together 
witli another lay official, a monk official, and about nine or ten anned Tibetan soldiers. 
With the soldiers standing by and Changopa, who had been to England, taking 
photographs, the monk official read a forma1 letter fiom the Council of Ministers [Kashag] 
stating that I was a niember of the Communist Party and had to leave Lhasa within 
three days. 

1 was shocked and indignant. "Minister Surkhang knows wlio 1 am and what 1 am 
dning," 1 said angrily. (Later 1 found out that in fact Surkliang was one of the people 
who liad participated in the decision to expel me.) . . . 

"Lhasa isn't just a place for aristocrats," 1 shouted. "It is a place for al1 Tibetans. 1 
have a right to stay here. And though you may expel me today, 1 will be back in Lhasa 
tomorrow!" 1 went on in this way for a while, criticizing the aristocracy and the 
governnicnt.. .. Angry as 1 was, 1 was glad that al1 the people and aristocrats who liad 
gathercd arnund had lieard what 1 had to say.'j6 

Little did the Tibetan government realize that witliin just two shoi-t, very monientous 
years, Phuntsog Wangyal ivould be back in their capital-just as he had now promised- 
but this time as  one of the "masters" of a new and potentially dreadful situation for the 
Tibetan govemnlent and its people. Gergan Tharchin vividly recalled, with a good deal of 
emotion, this Khampa intellectual's parting message as he and his compatriot Ngawang 
Kalsang had taken leave of their Kalimpong host back in 1944. For it was propheticall~ 
accurate in the extreme: 

1 can never forget Phuntsog Waiigyal's last words before leaviiig for Lhasa, because 
he kept his word! He said, jokingly, "lfthe Tibetan government does not listen, 1 sllall 
bring the Cliiiiese Arniy to Tibet. Then I shall write you." In 1950 1 heard thni he \\.as 
with the Chinese People's Liberation Army troops who invaded Tibet. In 195 1 1 had a 
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telegram message which read: "Safely anived in Lhasa-Phuntsog Wangyal."* ' " 

A case could perhaps be made, incidentally, that the words of this Tibetan Communist 
from the Sino-Tibetan borderland prophetically uttrred in 1944 to Gergan niarchin and 
those which he defiantly hurled in 1949 at the aristocrats and Govemment officiais gnthered 
outside his Lhasa home lend considerable credence to certain observations made by Abdul 
Radhu and Jamyang Norbu conceming Phuntsog Wangyal in his won-to-be-realized capacity 
as one of the new "masters" of Tibet beginning in 195 1. "His return to Lhasa" at that time, 
notes Radhu, who had arrived in the Tibetan capital on business less than a month before 
Phuntsog himself had, "was a sort of revenge"; and though it quickly became obvious to the 
Ladaklii Moslem trader that the Tibetan Communist "was not loved" at the capital, 
nevertheless, the trader adds, "he could at least Say of himself that he was feared." For 
when Phuntsog would pass through the streets accompanied by his escort, "everyone bowed 
before him and Ministers themselves got down tiom their mounts to greet him." And 
apparently this newly-ensconced master of Lhasa did or said nothing to put a stop to such 
practice. 

On the other hand, Norbu has written that from the perspective of "Lhasa-centric" 
conservatives, Phuntsog Wangyal and other East Tibetan Communists-those like his fellow 
Khampa Jampel Gyamtsho from Batang and Geshe Sherab Gyaintsho from Amdo-"were 
essentially provincial intellectuals, with big chips (social, economic. linguistic) on their 
shoulders against the ruling Lhasa elite." Furthemore, despite these Communists' "lofty 
claiins of 'refom and progress'," it became clear that there was "a substantial clement of 
payback in their agendas." 

* What precisely happened to bring this about at the Tibetan capital, and why. was this: There was pressure 
by the Chinese governnient to have the otlïcial copy ofthe Sino-Tibetan Seventeen-Point Agreement that had 
been signed at Bei,jing in May 195 1 reach Lhasa as soon as possible. So. when one key leader o f  the Tibetan 
delegation, Ngaho, who was cartying the document from the Chinese capital. had arrived overland at Chanidci 
(wliere tlie Tibetan A m y  had been captured the previous October by the Chiiiese Arrny). sorne 600 troops 
were quickly and efficiently formed into an advance group to escort Ngabo to Lhasa. It was under the cornrnand 
of Wang Qiniei. a senior commander in the 1 81h Arrny o f  the victorious PLA. The main contingent of  the 18''' 
Arrny. whose top commander was General Zhang Guohua. would follow a rnonth later. 

As an important meniber o f  the Party Leaders Cornmittee as well as one who would no\\ serve as guide and 
interpreter. Phuntsog Wangyal went with this advance force o f  the PLA, along with 15 to 20 other Tibetan 
cadres froni Batang. And since Chinese General Chang Ching-wu, soon to becorne the new overlord ofTiber, 
was hirnself not accoinpanied hy soldiers (he would niake his way to the Tibetan capital hy air to lndia and then 
h l  laiid iip froin Calcutta, Kalimpong and Yatung). this advance group o f  soldien. Phunuang isould much latrr 
carefiilly esplain. "would be the first PLA troops Tibetans in Lliasa eiicountered ..." In fact. on 9 Septeniber 
195 1, he \vent oii to sa',. tliis vanguard of the Liberatioii Arrny entcred the Tibetan capital "in a grand \va!." 
The Khanipa leader continiied in his description o f  what happeiied on that inornentous da': "Car~.ing huee 
pictiires o f  Mao and (PL.A Conimander-in-Chiefl Zhu De, Wang Qimei and I rnarched around the Barkhor at the 
front o f  tlie troops. 1 was wearing rny PLA uniform. aiid this was one reason why Lhasa people started saying 
tliat I had hroupht the Chinese troops to Lliasa." Indeed. over tinie Phuntsog Wangyal would be disdainfull- 
rrfcried to hl. quite a f e ~ ,  of his countrynen as "the Red Tihetan who had led the Red Han into Tihet"! Sec 
Phuntsog. 155, 160. 329. One of tliese coiintynien o f  Ii is. Janiyang Norbu. wrote the r o l l o ~  ing stinging 
criticisni o f  Phuntsog Waiigyal on this vey  point as recently as 2005: ".. . by guiding a hostile foreign invasion 
forcc into his own country he bears considerable responsibility for the genocidal devastation o f  Tibet and its 
ciiltiire ..." Norbu. in an Internet n'ehsite essay. "Newspeak and New Tibet." Part IV. unnumbered page. ar 
H1\4'M'.'l'i het Writes.org. 
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Indeed, pride, resentrnent, revenge and payback are what these two observers had 
perceived were doubtless some of the motives that in part lay behind the conduct and 
actions of Phuntsog Wangyal and other eastem Tibetan countrymen of his when they came 
into positions of power and authority. Surely there is more than a hint of this in P h ~ n t s o ~ ' ~  
angry words hurled at the Lhasa elite when peremptorily ordered by them to leave the 
Tibetan capital almost immediately. But Norbu has discemed a most interesting incongruity 
here. For in view of the fact that long before 195 1 Batang, and especially Amdo, had fallen 
under Chinese administration, therefore, asserts Norbu, "whatever injustice or suffering" 
these revolutionaries and their numerous relatives and friends "might have experienced 
earlier in their lives were almost certainly inflicted on them by Chinese regimes and not by 
the Lhasa go~ernment ." '~~ Incongmity, however, was the furthest thing from Phuntsog 
Wangyal's mind at this heated moment in his revolutionary career. There would be time 
enough later, while languishing for two decades in a Chinese Communist prison cell, for him 
to ruminate on this and other such ironies in his life. 

Be al1 this as it may, Tharchin's information about this Tibetan Communist's ultimate 
whereabouts in 1950 was most correct. For upon his expulsion from Lhasa to India in the 
summer of 1949, Phuntsog Wangyal, his wife and one or two of his Khampa followers 
made their way to western China's Yunnan Province (where at Sadam on 15 August, by the 
way, he was reunited with his brother Thuwang). There, according to both Phuntsog himself 
and journalist Forney, who interviewed the Tibetan at Beijing in 1996, he established an 
underground Coinmunist movement (called in abbreviated terms the Batang Underground 
Party) that, although independent of the PLA, reported nonetheless to that Amy's 
commanders after his underground soldiers had made their way into East Tibet in early 
1950. For al1 practical purposes, acknowledged the founding-head of the Tibetan Communist 
Party at the time, "we al1 knew that we were no longer operating independently. We were 
now a part of the Chinese Communist It was then, incidentally, that he had 
momentarily returned to his father's Khampa home at Batang to dig up his several crates of 
Leninist literature before subsequently thereafter helping negotiate Tibet's surrender at 
Chamdo. participating in and assisting crucially to conclude successfully the controversial 
Seventeen-Point Agreement at Beijing, and finally heading to Lhasa for his triumphal entq 
into the Tibetan capital at the head of the PLA.* Whereupon Phuntsog Wangyal, among 
other Tibetan leftists, assumed the leadership of Beijing's government in Tibet for the next 
seven or eight years.I4O 

* These reclaimed crates of literature would serve him well in bis newly-appointecl capacity as Director of 
Propaganda of the PLA's 1 8Ih Army Corps in Tibet. For one of the first tasks this Tibetan Cornmunisi set 
himself to do al Lhasa, along with other Tibetan progressives there, was to help create translation cornmittees 
for the purpose "of putting into concise modern Tibetan the thoughts of Mam, Engels, Lenin and Mao." 
Explains Heather Stoddard further: "When the PLA marched into Lhasa in 195 1 ,  led by . . . Baba Phuntsog 
Wangyal,. . . many of the progressive Tibetans went straight over to the Chinese side and started workine . . .  a' 
translators for them. While the old Tibetan Society continued to print its own monastic publications, 
translation committees began to publish works on Marxism, socialist reform, economic policy. and so ('il," 

Doubtless the crates of Lenin's selected works in Chinese which Phuntsog had retrieved froin his father ' 
vegetable patch at Batang and which he then carried back to Lhasa with the PLA enabled the translators [' 
commence their labors alrnost immediately. Thus Phuntsog Wangyal, though perhaps not perceiving it at 
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Those were the heady days in the lives of Phunwang, Ngawang and the other early 

Tibetan refotmers, indeed. "How quickly the world had changed," reminisced Phuntsog 
Wangyal later about this period in his country's history. "Two years after being expelled," he 
continued, 

1 \vas about to retum as an important official in the new government of China. 1 was 
very optimistic about the future. 1 believed the new Communist Chinese governrnent 

tiine. now stood in the vanguard of al1 those who since 1951 have been key participants in one of the 
momentous events in Tibetan history. For as had begun to happen somewhat earlier in Amdo among a g r w p  
of progressive Tibetan intellectuals there who had published a nurnber of works on lefiist economics and 
~ofitic;, so also as a result of the work of these translation bureaus at the Tibetan capital. writes Stoddani, 
"religion was eclipsed and science was introduced": thereby launching Tibet "into the translation ofan entirely 
new ideology." 

Only once before in Tibetan history had such a feat been attempted and, it rnay be added, done so v e v  
successfully: the importation into the Tibetan language "of an entire doctrinal corpus"--that of Mahayana 
Buddhisin from lndia between the seventh and twelfth centuries. But in a far shorter period, notes Stoddard 
significantly, "the entire body of Marxist-Leninist and Maoist doctrine has been put into Tibetan, and quite 
competently" by those like Phuntsog Wangyal and his Tibetan ideological sou1 mates who had been prepared 
in advance to establish these translation committees once the opportunity presented itself. Rich and pliable, 
concludes Stoddard, the Tibetan language had been "perfectly capable of creating and expressing al1 that is 
necessary in the modem technological world." And Phuntsog blangyal liad a direct hand in doingjust that! See 
Stoddard, "Tibetan Publications and National Identity," in Barnett and Akiner, eds., Resisiance ondRe$)rm in 
Tibet. 128. 130, 154. 

For a contrary view to some of Stoddard's euphoric observations, the reader is strongly urged to consult 
Jainyang Norbu's more recent research which he has presented in a five-part lnternet Website essay, "Newspeak 
and New Tibet" (2005) at www.TibetWrites.org. As will be noted more fully in the next chapter, incideiitally, 
there were at Lhasa and Kalimpong together some three to four hundred sympathizers involved in the reforrn- 
niinded Tibet lmprovement Party founded at the lndian hill station by Rapga Pangdatsang in 1939. Conceivably, 
therefore. besides Phuntsog Wangyal's own recruiting activity at the Tibetan capital during the 1940s, this 
Party and its program may account in large measure for the considerable nurnber of Tibetan progressives 
present in Lhasa fiho unhesitatingly allied themselves with the Chinese upon the latter's arriva1 and cominenced 
alniost irnniediately to engage in translation of leftist literature into Tibetan. 

And interestingly enough. one such previous member of Rapga's Party at Kalimpong who later returned to 
Lhasa and would join in tliis translation activity was Tharchin's close friend, literary scholar and intellectual, 
Cliaiiglo Chen Gung. (Jamyang Norbu has noted that it is his belief that sorne Tibetans frorn Üi~sang. including 
a few aiistocrats like Changlo Chen, u,ho had been recmited for the tirnslation work b!; Phuntsog Wangyal. had 
either beeii "~iiirible" or-"more probably"-were "not required . . . to provide the essential Tibetan quality. the 
cosrnopolitan sparkle, as it nere, to the neu, revolutionary language"; see his essay cited earlier above, Part IL'.) 
But anotlier acquaintance of the Babu's, who had been resident in the Tibetan capital for man) ? e u s  prior to 
these events and wlio would also engage in translation endeavors with Phuntsog Wang>,al, was the "bad 
Mongolian Lama." Geslie Chodak. See Phuntsog. 179, where Changlo Chen Gung's naine is spelled Janglojen 
Kung and that of the Geshe is spelled Chodrag. See also Stoddard again, 129, 155 note 1 1. who mentions the 
collaboration of Laina Chodak in this translation enterprise. Furthemore, it will be recalled fiom two chapters 
earlicr that a third scholar-associate of Tharchin's at the Tibetan capital. Lama Tshatrul Rimpoche. had 
likewise voluiiteered his linguistic talents ro Lhasa's translation bureaus, as is confirmed by the e~ewitness  
account of'this developrnent at the capital by Abdul Wahid Radhu. In fact. this Ladakhi Moslem trader. a 
resideiit in Lhasa at the tinie, cited al1 tliree of these individuals as having collaborated in these translatiori 
endeavors and Iiad acknowledged lhat he had himself been pressured personall} and repeatedly b> Phuntsog 
M'angyal. though in the end unsuccessfully. to offer his own linguistic abilities. especiallp as it rnight involve 
tlie English-laiiguage. to tliis saine translation activity. Radhu, Islam h Tihct. 260 fi. 

See also a cornpanioii article. in the same BainettiAkiner antholog, entitled "Politicization and the Tibetan 
Language" (pp. 157-65), and authored by one of the leading modern Tibetan historians. Tsering W. Shakya. In 
i t  tlie auihor has recounted in linguistic and gramniatical detail ho\v over the past half century Communist 
lingiiisls. translators and media specialists---hoth Tibetan and Chinese-have heen able to overconie nearly 
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would usher in a golden era for minority nationalities, in which minorities would be 
treated as equals and would flourish. Tibet, 1 imagined, would gradually change and 
modemize as part of the PRC [People's Republic of China], yet would maintain its 
national identity, language, and culture. 1 had failed to bring change to Tibet through 
my own revolutionary activities but now felt 1 would be able to achieve my vision of a 
new Tibet under the umbrella of the CCP.'" 

To round out the persona1 history of these two Tibetan nationalists and Communist 
revolutionaries, it needs to be observed at the outset that though initiaily al1 seemed bright 
and promising for them, their end-at least in the near term-proved, as with Gedun Chophel, 
to be quite tragic. The "rare Tibetan sinologist" cited earlier, T. N. Takla, who according to 
Heather Stoddard had in the 1940s been "a young member of Kalimpong's progressive 
g r ~ u p " ' ~ ' *  and who would later become an officia1 in the Bureau of His Holiness the Dalai 
Lama at New Delhi and Dharamsala, has chronicled what happened to bot11 these early 
Tibetan Communist intellectuals up to the end of the 1950s. In the case of Ngawang Kalsang, 
who in Takla's estimation was Phuntsog Wangyal's "intellectual superior but less of a 
revolutionary activist" than he, at first Ngawang occupied an important administrative post 
along the Tibetan borderland. His career as a member of the Chinese Communist Party 
was abruptly ended, however, when he fell in love and later married a daughter of a high- 
ranking Chinese KMT official. "The Party regarded the marriage with extreme distaste and 
strongly pressed him for a divorce." His refusa1 to do so, accompanied by an intemperate 
outburst against a local Party official over the issue, earned for him increased criticism and 
demotion from his previous posts. His growing bittemess regarding the Chinese policy towards 
the rilinority Tibetans only served to make it impossible that his subsequent and frequent 
pleas for a transfer to Tibet would ever be accepted. Instead, he was appointed to a minor 
post in the All-China Union of Writers at Beijing. This only encouraged hini to drink more 
heavily than before. Stories circulated abroad about his shutting himself in his room surrounded 
by many bottles of liquor, satiating hiinself on strong spirits. In time ruinors reached bis 
friends in Tibet which stated "he had becoine completely demented" and which reportedhe 
had "burnt al1 his literary works and records of his services to the ~arty."" '  

Precisely at what point in al1 this Ngawang would be arrested and imprisoned for t\+Q 

and a half years in Beijing's most notorious prison (see below) is iiot known; but more than 
likely l i s  incarceration began in 1960. But, then, according to Phuntsog Wangyal, follobklng 
Ngawang's imprisonment he was further sentenced to sixteen more years of hard labor. 
having been sent to a prisoners' road construction site in Szechuan Province. By 1979 he 
was once again a free man, for in that year, which was but a year followiiig ~huntsog's 
relrase fiom his own incarceration at the same Beijing prison, the two ofthem were finalIl 

every socio-cultural challenge to their task of effecting this moinentous alteratioii in the 'T'ibetan language 
thei.efoi-e in Tibetan Iiistory in having transplanted and proinoted successfiilly in Tibet a totall? alieii political 
and social ideology; in short, in having transformed the land into a "çocialist society." This historian Ilas als@ 
made the point that niany of those inducted into this translation task had coine "froin the inonasteries and the 
religious community"-e.g., I.-aina Tshatrul mentioned earlier. I t  had been a covert strateg! bj- the ~ o i i l m ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ .  
notes Jainyang Norbu, "to exploit the traditional educated elite and eventually uridermine tliem." Sec 
Norbu's essay cited earlier, Part IV. 
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rei~nited in the Beijing apanment of Phuntsog's adult children. The time was late Febniayl 
early March 1979. "It was wondefil  to see Iiim and others again," recalls Phuntsog Wangyal 
of the reunion, "but sad to hear of their experiences in prison. Everyone in our party had 
suffered so much. so needlessly, but we had many experiences in comrnon, which was a 
great help."I4' In his 3004 autobiography Wangyal shed no further light on what may have 
happened tliereafter to his bosom fnend and fellow Khampa Communist comrade. Being 
nine years older than Phunwang, Ngawang Kalsang would today-if still alive-be in his 
mid-90s in age. Most likely he no longer lives. 

On the other hand, Phuntsog Wangyal was subsequently employed in various important 
ways by the Chinese. According to Phuntsog himself, as well as joumalist Forney and 
scholar Takla, as the leading Tibetan cadre within the CCP, he served ( 1 )  as Chainnan Mao's 
interpreter and chief adviser on Tibetan affairs afier the 1949 Communist revolution in 
China (even today, hanging on the study walls of his Beijing apartment can be seen displayed 
several photos of himself "beaming with Mao"); (2)  as the interpreter and even a participant 
at times during the infamous "negotiations" at Beijing on the unwelcome Seventeen-Point 
Agreement eventually signed by the Tibetan delegates in May 195 1 ; (3)  as personal translater 
for the Dalai Lama and to some extent for the Panchen Lama at Beijing in 1954-5 as well 
as priniary interpreter between them and the highest Chitiese Communist leaders there, 
from Mao on down; (4) as a Tibetan meinber of the "ruling" Preparatory Committee for the 
Autonomous Region of Tibet in 1955 and as one who filled a variety of other Communist 
Party posts at Lhasa fiom 195 1 to 1958; and (5) as deputy director of the Nationalities 
Institute in the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences at Beijing, though this latter post-a 
meaningless one in the end-was the prelude to Phuntsog Wangyal's ultimate monuinental 
downfall: removal fiom al1 his positions in Tibet as ofApril 1958. 

For like his fellow Khampa Ngawang Kalsang, Phuntsog's fortunes now turned terribly 
Sour. Arrested two years later after being detained at the Chinese capital for that period of 
time, he u a s  sent off to prison. Takla mentions that a Tibetan visitor to Beijing "reported a 
chance encounter with him on the street. He was being led away bound, under armed 
guards." (The visitor was incorrect in asserting this had occurred in 1958; in his published 
memoirs Phuntsog has himself stated he was led away on 31 August 1960.) "Despite 
Phunwang's position as the highest-ranking Tibetan in the Beijing government," wites Fome~; 
"Mao hiniself ordered his arrest for counterrevolutionary crimes."'44 

Indeed, upon reading the report submitted to the CCP's Central Committee by Phun\\lang's 
accusers at the State Nationalities Affairs Commission and n hich stated, in the words of 
Phuntsog Wangyal. that he "had a serious political problem and needed to be isolated and 
investigated," Mao himself wrote on tlie report's final version that "the matter should be 
investigated thoroughly," and that even if, added Mao, the Tibetan Communist had a 
"sky-size" (that is. very serious) problem, his accusers should make e v e q  effort to win him 
over. The fact that the report declared that Phuntsog needed to be "isolated" and that Mao 
said the matter should be "thoroughly investigated" meant that in China's Communist system 
Mao had literalljt signed the wrarrant for his arrest and subsequent solitary confinement so 
that the thorough inkestigation calléd for could go for~itard in an attempt to "win oker" this 
valued Tibetan Cominunist cadre to the new policy uhich had only recently been 
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promulgated by the Chinese government having to do with minority nationalities, eçpeciall\ 
the T i b e t a n ~ . ' ~ ~  

For it would appear, as asserted decades later by Phunwang's daughter Phuntsog D&)i 
and as would be confinned by Phuntsog Wangyal's 2004 autobiography, that there was a 
turning point in Chinese policies towards ''national minorities" and more particularly towards 
Tibet that had already been afoot but which would now be officially promulgated, and 
codified as it were, during the proceedings of what came to be known as the 1957 Tsingtao 
(Qingdao) Conference on nationalities. At the conference, which Phuntsog Iiimself attended 
in August of that year, the previous policy of cautious socialist transformation in nationalities 
areas was abandoned in favor of instituting rapid and drastic transformation, including 
"democratic reforms" and collectivization.* As Phuntsog Dekyi has related it, the shifi iii 
the attitude towards nationalities was such that "Tibetan Communists, apparently includiiig 
Bawa Phiintsog Wangyal, were . . . criticized at this meeting by none other than the supposedl! 
'liberal' [Chinese Premier] Chou En-lai for excessive expressions of what had corne to be 
characterized as 'local nationa1ism'"-Cominunist-speak, explains Fomey, "for promoting 

,,J- 146 Tibetarl development instead of its [Le., Tibet's] political indoctrination. I 

In fact, just before the commencement of Phunwang's detention at Beijing, he would br 
told personally by his accusers, in a meeting held at the Chinese capital in April 1958, that ht. 

must "cleanse" from his mind his "local nationalism thinking." "As you know well," spoke 
Chang Ching-wu to Wangyal at this meeting, "we are opposed to local nationalisin. Yeu 
have said and done things that suggest that you harbor thoughts of local nationalism. Because 
you are the leading Tibetan cadre, the Central Committee had decided it is better to SIOP 

your work in Tibet and bring you to Beijing instead." Two or three others of his accusersai 
this meeting, al1 of them conspirators together against Phuntsog, confronted the Tibetan 

* lnsofar as this major change of Pace in policy affected Tibetans, its im~le ine~ ta t ion  diiring 1957-8 i l l I h c  

borderland areas of AmdoIKham, was what would lead to increasingly rapid relocation by thousands 01 

Khampas and Anidowas (more of the former than the latter) into Tibet proper and especially resettlenieiltifl 
and around Lhasa. which in turn would ultimately help to trigger the ill-fated Tibetan Uprising of 1959thai 
eventually compelled the Dalai Laina to leave Tibet and establish a Tibetan exile governrnent in India. W C h .  
27 for more details. And ror an in-depth discussion ofthe Tsingtao Conference and its consequences for central 
Tibet, see Warren Smith Jr, Tibetan hlation, 429-32, 440-444. 
t It may be helpful here to offer definitions of a few prominent political slogans then i i i  vogue during [Ili5 

period. The editors of Phuntsog Wangyal's a~tobiograpl i~  have provided a \vorking definition of lociil nationalisiii: 
It "refers to a complex of characteristics including placing the interests of one's local nationality aboke 
interests ofthe nation, being hostile to other nationalities, and, in the extreme, advocating nationalib separa~ism. 
See Phuntsog. 22511. A further definition of this same slogan would be: an "anti-socialist tendency undermiiliilC 
the unity of the inotherland and opposing the socialist transforination." Anothei political slogaii was (3i1dsti'' 
is) "Great Han Chauvinism" (or, "Great HanismV)-the claim many that the "Han [('hinese] nation3lii! '? 

superior in everything and that the minority nationalities are backwaid in al[ tliings." 011 the other hand, thr  
"Anti-Rightist Campaign" \vas a Government-sponsored movement against those [the Rightists] amonE !hc 
Coinmunist Part) cadres working in minority areas of China who "had allowed local narionalisni to flourish 
unimpeded by claiming that overcoining Great Hanism would lead to local nationalisni naturall> fading awac:'- 
that is to Say, "if theie were no Great Hanism there woiild be no local nationalisln." rhese various political 
slogans had to do with the failure during the 1950s in iniplementing successfuII~ the socialist relorms in 
and other illinoiity areas within the Great Chinese Motherland. See Tsering Shaya, Br.cl~017 in the' L ~ l l l l i O !  

S11oiv.s. 1 67-8. 
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Coinmunist with additional charges. Said Wangyal later of this cabal: "1 was fiamcd by 
certain leaders in 1958 who deceived their superiors and the people. I was transferred out 
of Tibet under the pretext of a fabricated accusation called 'local nationalism thinking'." 
And the result was that his detention at the Chinese capital began shortly thereafter, and 
two years later off to prison he went.I4' In essence, this Tibetan Comrnunist cadre was 
being purged, notes Tsering Shakya, "for advocating a Soviet type of federal arrangement 
for minority groups." Unacceptable to the Chinese leadership, the latter, adds Shakya, "saw 
a republic as the slippery slope towards ~eparatism"'~"hat by the late 1980searly '90s 
would eventually overtake the USSR in eastern Europe and Central Asia, resulting in the 
breakup of the Soviet Union. 

As it turned out, Phuntsog was incarcerated for nearly two decades ( 1  960-78) within the 
walls of Beijing's notonous Qincheng Prison, the hated institution housing China's "most 
sensitive political figures." Avery good idea of what goes on inside its ghastly precincts can 
be had from simply reading this institution's official name: the Isolation and Introspection 
Institute for the Central Govemment's Senior Cadres! Forney has further reported, from 
the lips of Phuntsog Wangyal himself in late 1996, what had happened to this early and most 
celebrated Tibetan Communist during his eighteen years of solitary confinement: 

For the first nine years in prison. they refiised to reveal the charges. When they finally 
did, 1 could only laugh. 1 said, "Kill me if you want, but 1 won't speak another word." 
And for the next nine years, al1 1 did was sing a few Tibetan songs. It took two years 
after my release just to regain my ~oice . '~ '  

Aniong al1 the prisoners ever held in Qincheng up to 1978, Phuntsog Wangyal had the 
unenviable distinction of having spent the longest time there. Others who were consigned to 
its horrible interior-those having been implicated for the sake of this Tibetan Communist 
cadre-were his younger brother Thuwang, who spent fourteen years inside its walls, as 
well as Phunwang's closest fiiend, Ngawang Kalsang. Ironically. one of those who had 
collaborated in bringing the accusations of  "local nationalism thinking" and 
"counterrevolutionary crimes" against Phuntsog Wangyal, the Chinese Communist overlord 
of Tibet, General Chang Ching-wu, would end up spending some seven or eight years at 
Qincheng himself. It was there, in fact, where he died, apparently from starvation and fiom 
having his arms broken. This had occurred during the barbaric Cultural Revolution period 
between 1966 and 1976. And another nemesis of Phuntsog's, the deputy secretary of the 
Tibet Work Cornmittee at Lhasa, Fan Ming, is believed to have also spent time there: in his 
case only two or three years."" 

Now aged 86 (in 2008). Phuntsog Wangyal's current existence is radically opposite to 
what he Iiad experienced during his lengthy solitan. confinement at Qincheng. which ended 
for him, rnercifully, in 1978. But without his own prideful persistence. what then happened in 
1980 woiild probablv have never come to pass. Nevertheless. in April of that year Yang 
Jingren, head of the Chinese central government's State Nationalities Affairs Commission, 
informed Phuntsog that he was now officially rehabilitated, with al1 accusations having been 
rescinded. his CCP meinbership reinstated. along with his oficial rank having been restored 
to the saine level as had existed before his detention twenty-two years earlier. Moreover, 
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the exonerated Tibetan Communist would be appointed a deputy to the Fifih National People's 
Congress, a member of its Standing Committee, and made Deputy Director of the Congess's 
Nationalities Committee. Rut in addition, Wangyal was also the guest ofhonor at a banque\ 
which officially rehabilitated him. Yet with al1 this, Phuntsog was not totally satisfied because, 
he explained, Yang Jingren, who had hosted the banquet, never offered up any public apoiolc\ c e  

on this occasion "for the Government's misconduct towards me or for my eighteen years il, 
solitary ~onfinement." '~'  

Even sol in spite of the untold suffering he endured at the hands of his Communisi 
comrades, Phuntsog remains to this day a steadfast, loyal Communist ("1 was and am still a 
Coinniunist who believes in Marxisin"), most grateful for his reinstatetnent as a inember of 
the CCP. But one of his autobiography's reviewers, Jonathan Mirsky, has interpreted his 
seemingly undying optiniism as "perhaps" an inability "to face the t m t h  of what had befallen 
him and why.'""As recently as the year 2002, for example, Phuntsog Wangyal has continued 
to put the best face on his ordeal at Qincheng. For in an epilogue written that year as an 
addendum to his political mernoirs published two years later, he noted that "overall, Qincheng 
Prison did me more good than harm," despite the fact, he acknowledged, that "1 was ... 
cruelly tortured for eighteen years" there and no matter that "the hardship of solitar! 
imprisonment" within its walls was "beyond description." Indeed, this diehard Tibetan 
Cominunist took solace from his belief that had he not been consigned to Qincheng's hellhole 
by liis comrades in the Party leadership-from Chairman Mao on down-"1 might h a b e  

taken niy last breath long ago during the chaotic Cultural Revolution.""' 
Biit what may be the most bizarre rationale offered by Phuntsog Wangyal for believing 

the hellish imprisonment he endured to have been a "tremendous" blessing in disguise 1s 

what he also wrote in this same epilogue: "1 read widely when 1 was in prison ... [and] 
carefully recorded my thoughts about these matters [on philosophy and dialectics] in what 
might be said to be iny dissertation-completed," he nonetheless added sardonically, "afkr 
eighteeii years at the 'Qincheng Party School'." He described the beneficial characier of 
his incarceration even more grotesquely in observations he made just a year following hi5 
release: 

Although 1 suffered from eighteen years of extrenie hardship, 1 also enjoyed tlie greatest 
pleasure at the same time. The second part of that sentence refers to the fact that 1 had 
a chance to study, which people normally could not have, and to read throiigli iilore 
than once al1 the works of Marx and inany other classic works of philosophy. 1 benefited 
tremendously.. .. It is not an exaggeration to Say tliat until now [i.e., uiitil the relcase 
from prison] 1 did not have a finn understanding of how to be a strong Marxist with the 
right attitude toward Marsisni, of how to . . . nor . . . how to . . . [etc., etc., ad i~auseam]."' 

At this same tiine, fiirthennore, this ever faithful devotee Mamism/Commun~~~ offerrd 
up as well an exoneration not only of Iiimself but also of the CCP for his having been cas' 
into prison. It was simply the case of a few bad men, and not what others, guided b~ a 
rational mindset, would argue were the logical consequences of a flawed s~cio-~oli t ic~l  
theory. "1 am a Communist, true," asserts Phuntsog Wangyal, "but 1 was . . . not put inJai '  
for violation of part): discipline or the laws of the country; instead, 1 was put into prison b!' 
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people who executed the laws, broke the laws and violated party discipline and the laws of 
the country. Therefore, it is not the responsibility or the fault of the party; it is not my fault, 
but it is my misfortune."* 154 " Astoundingly," writes Mirsky, Wangyal, in spite of his horrific 
ordeals at the hands of that same Party, remains not only a devoted Marxist but also "an 
advocate of Chinese sovereignty over Tibet." But that sovereignty and authority which still 
"dominates Tibet" today, adds Mirsky, is of a kind which Phuntsog, "in so many words," is 
not "willing to say . . . is . . . Chinese chauvinism backed by violence . . ."15' 

Given these various fantastic reactions by Phuntsog Wangyal to what can at best be 
described as an unenviable series of personal calamities suffered at the hands of the Chinese 
Communists, Jamyang Norbu is convinced that "there is a need for some sort of psychiatric 
analysis and exposure of this man." Indeed, Norbu criticizes Melvyn Goldstein, as chief 
editor of Wangya17s political memoirs ("essentially a lefiist hagiographical tract"), for not 
haviiig made a "serious attempt . . . at dissecting" Phuntsog's "character or analysing his 
motives for betraying his country and people." Such an examination of his enigmatic career 
and mindset, he adds, would make possible an understanding as to "how in the name of 
'progress' and 'reform' someone could bring himself to so casually inflict such trernendous 
damage . . . on an entire culture and society . . ." Deprived of such a psychiatric analysis, it 
remains totally inexplicable how it is possible that afler the Communist Party's merciless 
treatment of his wife leading to her suicide as well as the indescribable torture and ghastly 
imprisonment he himself endured for eighteen years, Wangyal's "devotion to Marx, Mao 
and Chou Enlai" could remain so "unshakable." 

But because Goldstein and his CO-editors were remiss in undertaking an analysis, Norbu 
has taken up the task himself. In so doing, he has provided what to this present writer 
appears to be a most plausible explanation for Phuntsog's bizarre responses to a fate worse 
than death. Recalling his earlier reading of Arthur Koestler's chilling classic, Darkness ut 
Noon, Norbu set about making a cornparison between the real life character of Phuntsog 

* How totally opposite to Wangyal's reactionary mindset was the reaction and reasoning of those Chinese 
studeiits, intellectuals and workers who had led the reform rnovement in the spring of 1989 that culminated in 
the repressive Tiananinen Square Massacre at Beijing on 4 June. Warren Smith has perceptivelj. chronicled 
what gradiially but inexorably had occurred in the thinking of those who were at the forefront of this ultimately 
unsiiccessful confrontation with the Communist power holders within the Chinese government: 

Sincc the eiid o f  the Maoist era, Chinese studrnts and intellcctuals had rejected Comrnunisi philosoph). 
challeiigcd the lepitirnacy of one-party rule and dernanded greater respect for law by the CCP [Chinese 
Communist Pari!.] . . . The death of Hu Yaobang [CCP's Cieneral Secretay] i n  April 1989 pro\ ided a catal) st 
for thc reîorm rnovemrnt, niuch as the death o r  Zhou Enlai [Chou En-lai] did in  1976. Students' denlands 
h r  a renppraisal o f  H u  and for a rçv iva l  o f  the reforrns that he represented led quickly to a major 
coiifroiitation hctwecn students and the governrnent. The siudents were joined hy oiher inielleciuals and 
~ o r k e r s .  \+ho, tüking ail example (rom the autonomous student organizations. forrned similar sorker  
orpanizritions. The support and involvernent of the workers was especially threatening I o  the CCP because 
il \bas these sarne peoplc \\.hose intercsts the Part) claimed to represent. The students trere careful to 
cspress tlieir lo).alt! 10 socialisrn and the CCP, claiming only that the principles of socialism had heen 
violated h! soine o f  those in  p«\r,er. Their inahilil!. to idenrie exact11 'who in the Pam hicrarch> were the 
chier culprits finally led lo  the realization that 11 ic,a,s Ihc q9slcrn it.ce//. no1 on.. rht. It~adrr.\hip. thur rrris ar 

f u i r / / .  I'hç e\,eniiial \,iolcnt suppression of the niovcment i n  Tiananmen Square ... further serbed to 
conviiice iiian! Chinese thai tlie prohlern \\.as no1 only a few despotic leaders. but that the political s'stem 
itselt' was inherently despotic. fihcfun ,Vurion (1996), 618, 620 (ernphasis added). 
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Wangyal and Koestler's fictional old Bolshevik V. S. Rubashov. This exercise yielded for 

Norbu an understanding of the Tibetan Communist7s "extraordinary dedication to Mao and 
Maoism." For Norbu discovered in making such a comparison that both men's  loyal^ tothe 
Communist Party and its leadership had remained completely unaffected despite the fac, 
that both of them-"old partymenW-were "cruelly betrayed by their leader, party and faith." 
Carrying the comparison along further, Norbu found that whereas the fictional Rubashov, a 
victim of Joseph Stalin's infamous show trials of the 1930s, had confessed to crimes which 
he well knew he had not committed, the real life Communist Wangyal confessed to nothing 
at al1 but perforrned "a more convenient sort of self-deception" by having blained his own 
terrible fate on small-time Party îunctionaries and not on Mao himself whom he continues 10 
idolize to this day. 

Having likened Wangyal to Rubashov, Norbu then cited George Orwell's review of 
Koestler's novel, in which the famed British literary critic asserted the conviction that 
Rubashov and his ilk "had been rotted by the revolution which they senred," they having 
become "bankrupt" both "morally and mentally" by the "habit of loyalty to the party." 
Furtherrnore, Norbu believes that "one could safely extend . . . to Wangyal" the implication 
Koestler puts forward in Darkncss that Rubashov "in power would be no better" than 
those who had persecuted him. Quoting in this connection the boyhood memory of Milan 
Kundera, Norbu applies to Phuntsog Wangyal what Kundera would later discover about 
victims released from political incarceration: "When 1 was a boy 1 used to idealize the 
people who retumed fiom political imprisonment. Then 1 discovered that most of the victims 
were former oppressors." (This latter observation of Kundera's reminds the present writer 
of one or two vignettes about Phuntsog Wangyal when in power at Lhasa which Abdul 
Wahid Radhu has related of what he had himself witnessed about his powerful Cornmunist 
friend while residing at the Tibetan capital at that particular time.) 

In what is a most scathing conclusion to his analysis of Phuntsog Wangyal's character 
and psyche, Norbu declares that this Tibetan Communist cadre's nearly two-decade 
experience in infamous Qincheng had not made the slightest dent in his "fanatical self- 
righteousness." As a matter of fact, adds Norbu, it has remained to this day intact: "untouched 
by any regret or [unlclouded by the least of doubts that by guiding a hostile foreign invasion 
force into his own country he bears considerable responsibility for the genocidal devastation 
of Tibet and its culture, and the ongoing oppression and exploitation of his people."'ch 

Yet despite his undying loyalty and commitment to Marxism/Leninism, to the CCP, andto 
"the big family of new China," it can still be said of Wangyal that lie maintains an unalterable 
commitinent to his homeland."' He has spent an entire lifetime in pursuit of a new and 
completely transformed socialist Tibet, autonomously ruled by Tibetans theniselves but existin- 
within the national boundary and political framework of Cominunist China. And because of 
this blending of a vigorously espoused Tibetan nationalism with the Coinmunist ideais oi 
equality, unity and cooperation, the founder of Tibet's first ever Communist party. asserts 
joumalist Fomey, commands the respect of inany, but certainly not all, of tlie ''iilost anti-  
Com~nunist Tibetan~." ' '~ Moreover, ever since his release from prison in 1978 aiid rightLIP 
to the present day. Phuntsog Wangyal has remained the leading Tibetan critic within the CCP 
in its policy towards Tibet. particularly with respect to tlie issue of nationalitics that has 
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always been his primary interest and concern. 
Further, it cannot be denied that like the Amdo-Tibetan nationalist and refomist-thinker 

discussed earlier, Gedun Chophel, Phuntsog Wangyal and the other early Tibetan Communists 
had longed to see Tibet liberated from the old, calcified and reactionary medieval socio- 
political and ecclesiastical system which had prevented the development of a democratic 
and united country free from the Lhasa clique of opportunistic, cormpt and effete aristocrats 
and too many self-serving govemment officiais who together had made it impossible for 
Tibet to enter the twentieth century. That they saw that system replaced by another one 
which increasingly practiced "Great Han Chauvinism" and nationality assimilation against 
the best interests of the Tibetan pe~p le  and culture was what had created deep within their 
souls profound disappointment and, for some early Tibetan Cornmunists like Ngawang Kalsang. 
rank disillusionment. 

"In the past," writes Phuntsog Wangyal, "1 had always thought that the Communist 
Party was an enlightened and tmthful party." For although since the heady days of 195 1 he 
had witnessed a few things here and there which had "bothered" him, he had dismissed 
them as "isolated and idiosyncratic." With the coming of the indiscriminate "Antirightist 
campaign" of the mid-1950s and the unfair "attacks on niinority cadres" like himself, howevw, 
Phuntsog now knew diffèrently: he had become a most unwilling victim of what-in one of 
those rare moments of tmth he allowed himself to face-he reluctantly described as the 
"dark and unjust side within the [Chinese Communist] Party." Yes, by means of that Party 
and its ideology he had seen the fulfillment of some of his vision for his people and nation: 
yet even he-the top Tibetan Communist cadre in Tibet for nearly a decade, and a fanatically 
loyal one at that-received, like many before and after him, his own share of trumped-up 
charges, harsh imprisonment, inhumane interrogation and brutal corporal punishment at the 
hands of those Chinese whom he had previously deemed to have been his friends and 
upright, high-principled Party comrades. Mercifully, Phuntsog Wangyal and Ngawang Kalsang 
survived their ordeal to live another day in apparent fieedom; but other Tibetans-famil) 
members, relatives and Communist comrades of theirs-did not. Their fate: a most cruel 
premature death.* '" 

* The most prominent exile Tibetan aniong those inany outside Tibet wlio have regarded Phuntsog Wang'ai 
with great adiiiiiation and respect is the current Dalai Lama himself. who regards him. approvingl!.. as a 
"sinceie and dedicated Marxist." Having had lengthy contact with Phuntsog at both Beijing and Lhasa during 
the 1950s. His Holiness had come to share much ofthe idealism and socio-political aspirations for Tibet \vhich 
this lihampa ievolutionary and his Tibetan Communist compatriots had attempted to proinote for se\ernl 
decades. The Dalai Lama had even seriously considered becoming a member of the Chinese Communist P a 3  
hiinself during the latter years of his stay in Tibet. In an obvious refereiice to Phuntsog, Ngawang Kalsang and 
other eaily Tibetan Communists, His Holiness had had the follo~vinp to sa!! in 1979 (thoueh first citing a more 
receni class of  Tihetan Communists for special mention): Man) of the j ounger generation Tibetans iii Tibet 
born after 1959, and who. he asserted, "are c a q i n g  on a determined struggle. even underground" in the cause 
ofl'ihetan nationality. "are Coinmunists." But the "old Communists"-those \\,ho in the 1930s liad joined the 
coinrnunist movement in China with the hope ofa  better development of Tibet-had later beconle disillusioned 
with "Chiiiese policies in practice." Adding that because of haviiig openly protested these harmful policies [O 

the Chinese Party leadership in 1957-8. most of them, explained the Dalai Lama, were dismissed from their 
posts and man- "disappeared." Reacting specifically to Phunivang's brutally harsh treatment meted out by the 
Chinese Cominunists. the Dalai Laina declared the following: " I I  made me realize that the Chinese leadership 
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ln 1946 certain intemal dissensions surrounding the printing of the Tibet Mirror led 
Gergan Tharchin to hand in his resignation from the Scottish Guild Mission once again. By 

was not truly Marxist. dedicated to a better world; for al1 these people were nothing but Chinese chauvinists 
posiiis as Communists: a collection of narrow-minded fanatics." 

Ackiiowledging that at one tiiiie he had indeed toyed with the notion ofjoining the Chinese Communist 
Pai-ty, His Holiness had let it be known on numerous occasioiis in the late 1970s ihat he was still "attracted by 
Marxist theory," though making clear that he believed in an "authentic Marxism, not the sort one sees in  
countries claiming to be Marxist"-a not so subtle reference to the then Soviet Union and to the People's 
Rcpublic of  China. "lt seems to me." he had candidly declared, that "these countries are mixing up hlarxisin and 
iheir national political interests and also their thirst for world hegemony"; with "the Chinese," he flatly noted, 
having "twisted the Marxist ideology." Believing as he does that Buddhism and "pure Marxism" share certain 
basic ideas and possess "niany coiniilon grounds [that] can be combined," the Dalai Lama nonetheless disa\lo\vs 
the Marxisin as it lias been "applied in China and the Soviet Union." By pure Marxism he has meant an 
ideology tliat in practice is "free from power or national politics and only for the welfare of the working class." 
Pleasantly surprised on one occasion by China's highly anti-religious Mao Tse-tung who had personally 
cxpressed to hiin genuine praise of Lord Ruddha for having been "anti-caste, anti-corruption, and anti- 
exploitation," tlie Dalai Laina would come to admire very much Marxism's "egalitarian aspects." And even 
thouyh His Holiness would not go so  Far as to state that Marxism is 100% good, he has nevertheless stated that 
"it had some good points." 

On yet another occasion in 1979 the Dalai Lama emphasized that his quarrel with Beijing was no longer 
about Cominunist ideology as such but was over the issue of "preserving the cultural and national identity of 
TibetansV-a coiicern with which Phuntsog Waiigyal would still heartily agree to this day. In fact, given the 
leiigthy discussion just concluded concerning the life and thought of Phuntsog Wangyal, the latter, it can be 
statcd without hesitation, would give ready assent to what His Holiness had also declared in 1979; namely, thai 
lie had nothing against Communisni or Chinaper se but "was concerncd with the attitude [manifested by the 
Chinese governinent] towards Tibet as a nation [and] for which [l am] carrying on a moral struggle." 

'The Dalai Laiiia would further elaborate on these themes in a lengthy private conversation he had in 
London in 1984 with his Christian friend of many years, George Patterson. In reply to Patterson's query as to 
whether tlis kloliness could "live in a politically Marxist Tibet" so long as both Tibetans and Chinese couid 
love and forgive one another. the Dalai Lama had replied: 

I can live wi th  Marxism either inside or outside Tibet, and have said and writteii this on a number of 
occasions. What tlic Chiiiese have done in Tibet is fundamentally due to ignorance-ignorance of Tihetan 
history. culture and rcligioii, and even an ignorance of some of Marxisni's own thcories. Their being 
without rcligious belief means that i t  is my responsibility to help thein iise towards Nirvana. rather than 
siiili to lower levels of rebirth because of their present deplorable conduct. 

Later in the conversation he added that "in spite of tlie horrific nature of the crimes coinn~itted by Chilla 
against Tibet I inust still have no hatred in my heai-t for the Chinese people. The kind of love 1 advocate is the 
love you can have t'or someone who has doiie you harm." Since 1979 and 1984 there has been little change l n  

the views and concerns expressed on the matters herc discussed by eithrr Phuntsog Wangyal or His Holines. 
For the sources wliere the above statemeiits and ideas expressed hy the Dalai Lama can be found. s e t h e  

following pages in the TR foi tlie year 1979: (Jan.):28; (Feb.):28-9; (Mar.):12; (4pr.):22; (May):27; and 
(Aug.):27. For lulao's "Lord Buddha" praise, see John Knaus, Olphmts ?f rhc Cold Wnr, 125. And forhis 
statements in 1984, see Patterson, Reqtrieni for Tibet, 220. 

Apart froin the assessinent of Phuntsog Wangyal's Iifr and thought already presented that in some respects 
is at variance with the Dalai Idaina's, the reader caii tïnd fui-ther contrary views to much else which hasbeen 
discussed here by consulting Jamyang Norbu's more recent comments and observations to be found in Ilis2°?5 
Internet Website essay previously cited. in particular, its Parts 1, I I I  and IV; see as well sonie of bis earlier 
writings. 
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then the Second World War had corne to an end. Over much of Ewope the atmosphere of 
peace and calinness now prevailed. The Continental countries were giving thcir attention to 
reconstructing their shattered economies. The battered cities were being resurrected from 
the curse and devastation of war. Likewise, in Asia and the Pacific similar reconstmction 
effoits were gradually being mounted everywhere except in China, where that country's 
Civil War between the Nationalist and Communist forces had already resumed in eamest. 
now that the common enemy of both-Japan-had been soundly defeated by the Allied 
Powers. 

As for the operation and management of the printing press. it had remained a Mission 
concem that handled the printing work right up tlirough 1945 and well into 1946. Yei. 
iiiterestingly enough, tlie only print inatter which was produced by the Mission's lithographie 
press operations during the War period had been the Tibetan newspaper. And thus the small 
Press department of the Guild or Scots Mission would be referred to in its literature and in 
its inissionary corresponderice as not on11 the Mission Press but also-and quite often--the 
Tibetan Press. Nevertheless, the litho press itself and the paid labor was provided by the 
Guild Mission and therefore it natiirally had a paramount share and voice in the managemelit 
of the Mission's Tibetan Press. The nionthly bill for 500 copies of'the Tibetan nenspapcr 
had continued to be borne by the Political Office during the War period: out ofwhich 100 to 
150 copies were distribiited throiighoiit District Da rjeeling, in Sikkim, Bhutan. Kashmir, Leh 
Ladakh, and the Simla Hill States: whilt: the remaining copies were always sent through the 
Political Officer to Tibet for distribution among the Tibetan officiais-lay and ecclesiastical- 
and the public.'" 00 far as EditorPress Manager Tharchin's allowance was concerned, 
during this period the Political Office had allocated a monthly remuneration of Rs. 80,-. 
which was on top of his regular monthly salary fiom the Mission treasury.IhOa 

Upon the conclusion of the War, however. things radically changed. In the spring of 
1946, sometime during early April. the Rev. George S. Mill, by this time w as in charge 
of the Tibetan work of the Mission, had directed the Press Manager not to print tlie paper 
any longer since the War was now over. As a consequence of this, Mill and Tharchin 
entered into a lengthj, discussion that led io a heated arguinerit over various issues associated 
with the printing of the Tiher Mirror and the Babu's future relationship with the Tibetan 
Press and with the Guild Mission itself (see later below for the details). 

This was apparentlj not the first time these two had clashed over policy and practictr 
with regard to the newspaper and its printing press. For a year earlier the Tibetan Press 
Manager had already found it difficult to work under Mill's directiori. At one point, in fact. 
the situation had beconie so unpleasant for the Tibetan that he actually toyed with the 
intention of resigning fiom the Mission even then. Among the Tharcliin Papers. for exainple. 
can be foiind two slightly differently-worded handwritten inked drafts of a resiçnation letter. 
From their wording the reader can easily deduce that Tharchin had struggled in his mind 
over the question of to ~i'hotn the letter should he sent: the Mission Council, Rev. Mill 
hiinself. or to one specitic person on the Council. But the reader can also deduce that 
because the resignation was never submitted, the Tibetan had struggled within himself o ~ e r  
the issue of whether to even send it. Since both drafts appear together on the back of a tom 
piece of stationery paper. one can assume that the tu.0 versions were writteri on the same 
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day : 30''' April 1945-the date of the tom paper's upper-hand draft, the lower one having no 
date aftised. Side by side, they make for interesting reading, to say the least, with bath 
shown below just as they had been composed: 

To The Mission Council 
Eastern tiimalayan 

The Rev. GS. Mill, 
Mission House, 

Kalinipong 
Dated Kalimpong the 30th April 1945 

Dear Sirs, 
Please accept my resignation from 

the d [sic] 1" June 1945. 
As 1 am unable to work under you. 

Yours faithfülly 
Tharchin 

My Dear 
As 1 am unable to work under the 

present missionary in charge, Mr. Mill, 
1 submit my resignation from the 1'' June 
1945. 

Kindly accept my resignation from 
the work from 1 " June 1945. 

[Paper tom at bottoin where 
signature would appear] 

Now the reader should pay special attention to the date of these drafi resignation letters: 
30 April 1945. For this is the precise date on which Mill would dispatch a most intriguing 
letter about Tharchin and the Guild Mission Press to ail important British official at the 
Political Office in Sikkim. This letter, together with a follow-up one of Mill's to the same 
ofi;lcial nearly a year later, both of which are discussed below in relation to Tharchin's 
actual resignation in 1946, can probably go a long way to explain the Babu's reason for 
having toyed with the notion of resigning in 1945. (Since, incidentally, copies of both Mill 
letters were found among the Tharchin Papers, one can confidently assume that either the 
Scottish missionary or else the British official had purposely given them to the Mission 
Press Manager for his information and guidance.) In the end, of course, the Indo-Tibetan 
had decided not to resign in 1945 but to try to cope with the relationship between himself 
and Rev. Mill as best he could. 

Almost exactly a year later, however, Tharchin would be confronted with a situation 
which from his perspective was totally unacceptable. Mill's directive to cease publication of 
the Tibetan newspaper had been so surprising to the Babu that it precipitated the length~ 
heated exchange between these two men alluded to earlier, and would culminate in Tharchin's 
definite resignation from the Mission service. This unpleasant incident would take place in 
the Anderson office building (which at that time most likely still housed the Guild Mission's 
administrative offices and which still stands today in near perfect condition). Just here, 
though. some needful background information must be interposed for better understanding 
why Mill's directive was issued in the first place. There was more to it than siinply because 
the War was now over. For behind the scenes there had emerged the outlines of a fascinatin6 
struggle for immediate control of the Tibetan Press between Rev. Mill representing the 
Mission Council and the newspaper editor and Tibetan catechist. 

Some months before the end of the War, Rev. Mill had written an unusual letter to A. J .  

Hopkinson at the Gangtok Residency of the Political Office Sikkim. This British official Ilad 
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recently been appointed Officer on Special Duty in Sikkim as a means of grooming him to 
eventually become the new Political Oficer, replacing Sir Basil Gould. In his letter of 30 
April 1945. a copy of which, as intimated earlier, was found among Tharchin's personal 
papers, Rev. Mill first extended his regret at having been away when Hopkinson had lasi 
visited Kalimpong. But he then noted that as a result of Tharchin's interview himself with 
Hopkinson on that occasion "regarding the [litho] press we use for printing the Tibetan 
newspaper," wrote Mill, "Tharchin departed for Calcutta and has only just returned. All the 
explanations [he gave] of what passed at your interview with him leave me completelp iri 

the dark." 
But Mill then went on in his letter with these intriguing words: 

As at present we have no Tibetan-speaking missionas on our staff, Tharchin has a 
freer hand than he normally would have, and . . . 1 know that he has great ideas aboui 
controlling a large Tibetan printing establishriient, n.hich incidentally the Mission has 
at present no ieason to share with him . . . * 

From the middle of 1942 the Political Officer in Sikkim, finding [thai] this Tibetan 
Newspaper offered a means of spreading reliable infonnation, arranged for an increase 
in the circulation and for the payinent to the Mission of the expenses of publication. 
Since that time the press lias solely been used for ihis w r h .  

The esisting press [the litho one donated to the Mission in 19281 is old and w.om 
and not in good repair, and 1 have been colisidering \vays and means of replacing ii by 
a iiew. oi- food second-hand. press of about the same capacity, but in the present 
circumstances the funds for this are not easily obtainable. i do not consider that the 
work undertaken now or likely to be available justifies either the initial cost of inslalling 
a large potver-driven press or the running expenses thereof. 

These words were followed up by the missionary making a pitcli for sonie iimircdassistancs. 
in so doing, perhaps seeking to nip in the bud, as it were, the desire of Tharcliin to acquire a 
much larger, inodem press that would be more in line with his ainbitious printing agenda 
alluded to earlier in Mill's letter. Politely, but not ~ i t l iou t  possibly sotne guile in his words. the 
i~iissionriry concluded his letter as follows: 

As tlie press has been for iieaily three years solely used for the Tibetan Ne14spaper 
iinder airangemcnt \+ ith the Political Department of the Government of India and as 
ilothing has beeri coiitributed towards depreciation or replacement during that tirne, 
but only the publication costs, if you see your way to assist the Mission by rrplacing 
the press with a sound one of siniilar kind, or to helping the Mission io do this, you 

* I'erhaps as a prrcauiion against an! difficulty arising for the Xlissioii fiom this quarter, Mill, jus1 a monih 
prior to this letter, Iiad niade a formal declaration in person before the Court of Kalirnpong's Sub-Divisional 
Magistrate by meaiis of a \vritten affida\;it. This afidavit he declared hefore the Magistrate hirnself. and it 
reads: "1. Rev. George Scott Mill. Church of Scotland Missionan presently in charge of the Guild Tiheian 
Mission, Kaliinpong, declare that I an1 the publisher of the newspaper entitled TIBEIAN NEWSPAPER 
(Yul-chog Sosoi Sargyur Melong) and printed aiid published at the Mission compound. Kalimpong." It is 
staiiiped with the Magistrate's seal, and a copy. doubtless provided Tharchin by Mill. is dated 2 klarch 1945: 
ThPaK. 
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rnight [? solve ?-typed word here smudged] the financial problem that has held me UP 
so far. 

This, 1 trust. clears the position of the Mission and 1 hope to hear from you oti this 
matter at your conveiiience. [emphasis added] 

What then developed, however, would leave Mill and the Guild Mission's ruling Mission 
Council somewhat miffed and greatly troubled. This becomes clear when reading the 
missionary's letter of a year later to Hopkinson, the latter having now been elevated to be 
the new Political Officer in Sikkim. "1 understand froin our Tibetan catechist, Tharchin," he 
pointedly began his letter of 4 March 1946, 

that there are arrangements almost completed for sending a power-driven press, of 
much larger capacity than the existing one here, to the Giiild Mission. As 1 mentioned 
previously, i t  is very difficult to get iàcts out of Mr. Tharchin. but if this be your 
position, then before anything further is dorie 1 shall be glad to have a clear 
~indcrstanding of that position, the obligations of the Mission, and the terms on which 
the press is being sent here. 

The "arrangements almost completed" to which Rev. Mill here referenced, was most likely 
what Tharchin would be writing about six months later to Hugh Richardson up in Lhasa. For 
in his letter of  11 September to the British Mission Head at the Tibetan capital, the Babu, by 
then ha\ ing severed al1 relationship with the Scots Mission and its Press, stated the following: 
"Last February," which was but a month before Mill's follow-up letter to Hopkinson, "1 
ment down to Calcutta to see the press at the Survey office. It is a very large one and [is] 
thought [to bel too big for the purpose, so it was stopped [i.e., was no longer being considered]. 
But by the kindness of Mr. Hopkinson and your honour [Richardson], 1 am eagerly hoping 
and waiting to get a better one and [privately] publish the Newspaper, if not weekly then 
f~r tn ight ly . ' "~"~  

Apprehensivc u fn  hat must have appeared to Mill aiid the Mission Council to have been 
an end-run atteiiîpt by Tharchin, in knowing or unknowing collaboration with the Political 
Officer, to set aside the Mission's much more liinited vision than Tharchin's for the lùture 
activities of thc Mission Press as those activities might involve the Tibet Mi,-ror S coiltinued 
publication, the missionarq' was moved to declare the following further observations to the 
Political Officer: 

As the introduction of a power press means increased costs of operating and a far 
larger capacity for [pririting] work, 1 shall be glad to have this statement [on the Political 
Oficer's position] 10 lay before the Mission Council which meets in the beginning of 
April. 

I am sorry to bother you \vit11 tliis bu1 Mr. TE,archin's \,icws 011 the busiiiess are 
vague that 1 am once again in thc dark, and the arrangenient for a press of about the 
sanie capacity as that [wliich] cve presently ha1.e seeins t u  liavt. hecn departed froin. 

Yours sincerely, G. S. Mill. 

Ob\/iously, Babu Tliarchin's ambition to see created within the Guild Mission's Press a 
"large Tibetan printing establishment" with himself at its head ran counter to what the 
Mission Council had in mind for its future printing endeavors. To put it blontly, the ~oiillcil 
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was greatly troubled by what it perceived to be Tharchin7s subtle attempt behind the scenes 
to obviate its decision-making authority and by what it believed to be the expansion of his 
personal vision in wanting to continue printing, with no end in sight, his Tibetan newspaper 
and the printing of other Tibetan-language publications. 

Things would soon come to a head between the Mission and its Press Manager, 
eventuating in the aforementioned heated exchange which empted between Mill and the 
Babu at the Anderson building. According to both a summary of this incident which Tharchin 
had recorded in ink on a long sheet of stationery found among his Papers as well as his end- 
of-life "memoirs," here is what had transpired. The Tibet Mirror editor had been told days 
earlier by Rev. Mill that at the upcoming April Council meeting he would ask the members 
about the offer of the Political Office to equip the Mission Press "with a better press for the 
Tibetan Newspaper." "It seerns," however, wrote the Babu in his summary, that Mill "did 
not put this question" before the Council, but instead raised the question of "whether the 
Newspaper is [to continue being] print[ed] or not" (emphasis added). Mill, reported the 
Babu, "informed me that the Council decided not to print the Tibetan Newspaper" an) 
longer and announced tliat "from 15' July the Mission is not going to print" it. ln response to 
this bombshell revelation, the shaken Tibetan newspaper editor countered with the proposai 
that he would print the paper privately on his own but that he could continue to "work for the 
Mission." ~ i ' l l  strongly dernurred, flatly stating that the Tibetan work in the Mission wns 
"full-time, not part-time," in nature, and added, wrote Tharchin in his summary. that "either 
1 have to stop [printing] the Newspaper" at the Mission Press "or [else] resign" from the 
Mission altogether. In a fit of anger, Tharchin now blurted out that he would rather resign 
from the Mission service than desist from producing his Tibetan news journal. 

Indeed, from other documents among the Tharchin Papers, it is learned that what both 
Rev. Mill on behalf of the Mission Council and Gergan Tharchin on his own initiathe did 
thereafter was to legalize each's intentions before the Court of Kalimpong's Sub-Divisional 
Magistrate. As for Mill, lie submitted a signed letter to the Sub-Divisional Officer on 3 June 
1946 which briefly reads: "1 have the honour to inform you that with effect from 1 "  Jul) 
1946, the connection between the Guild Tibetan Mission and the Tibetan Newspaper (Yul- 
chog Sosoi Sargyur Melong) printed and published until now by me as Guild Missionan.. at 
the Mission coinpound, Kaliinpong. will cease." And with respect to the Babu, he also made 
a declaration before this saine Court, but with a far different intention in mind. This is 
learned from the earlier referenced letter to Richardson at Lhasa which he ~ o u l d  write 
soine six months follomring his heated encounter with Mill. But also learned from this same 
letter is the fact that the Mi!l-Tharchin confrontation Iiad açtually provided the cataljvst lor 
the creation of the Babu's on  n pri\,ate printing fim and for the origin of its name: The Tibet 
Mirror Press. Wrote Tharchin to Richardson conceming what he had been doing to keep 
the Tibet Mir-ror. from going out of existence: 

1 am . . . trying iny hest to cany on with the publication of the Tibetan Ne\vspaper. l'our 
Iionour might [liave] lieard that the Mission has refused to prini the paper in their 
Tibetan Press since 1" July. They told me that if 1 \vish to \vork for the Mission 1 iiiust 
stop the publicatioii, which 1 refùsed & have [had] tci resign the Mission Work. 1 ha\ e 
iilv owii siiiall old L.itlio hand press [the one obtained in 1934 at Dar-jeeling]. on \\ hich 
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1 can print two pages at a time, which 1 [had] kept at the Mission Press. It is taken out 
[i.e.. removed from the Mission Press premises] and [Il declared in the Court. The name 
of the Press was declared as "The Tibet Mirror Press." Since July 1 have printed the 
Paper at the Mirror Press. Now 1 am trying my best to publish it every month on exact 
date."'"' 

Meanwhile, on or about the first of May 1 946I6Od at 10 a.m. Rev. Mill came to Mackenzie 
Cottage, the place where for many years, until recently, the Tharchins had been living, 
having inoved to here a decade earlier from Polhill Hall. The arriva1 of the missionary at the 
Cottage would unfortunately usher in one more fiery altercation between Mill and the Babu. 
Said oiie person who knew Mill well, the latter was a tall, slim, erect figure with piercing 
eyes.Ih' "You have not vacated the house! How is that?" spoke the Reverend sternly. 
"Why should 1 vacate?" Tharchin retorted. "You have resigned from the Mission service," 
Mill replied. The Tibetan shot back with, "Can y o ~ i  produce my resignation paper?" Mill 
was rnum. This verbal defeat had wounded the Tibetan Mission head, and his adamant 
attitude now softened soinewhat. Whereupon the printer, wishing now to be polite, confessed 
to Mill: "1 agree that 1 had verbally resigned from the service. And 1 still stick by my 
resignation. But liow can 1 vacate on exactly the first of the month? 1 will require several 
days to shift al1 iny belongings. And perhaps two or three months may be necessary since 
accoininodation is not that easily available in the town area." Apparently, however, Tharchin 
had had die last word: for in the course of the argument which had erupted between these 
two men, tiie man froin Poo had told Mill quite bluntly: "Your way of talking annoyed ine, 
inore so because you affrvnted me [in the Guild Mission's Anderson building offices] before 
a higli-rankinp official whoin 1 know very well. This angered me and 1 assunied you were 
deliberately insulting me before this third person."*'" More than likely the unidentified 
official was an individual within the British Indian government. He could possibly have been 
the Political Officer Sihkim himself corne down from Gangtok to Tharchin's hi11 town on 
govemment busii~ess tliat may even have had some connection with the Babu and the Tibd 
Ml rro r 

Just here some words of explanation are in order. It is quite true that the Cottage, situated 
down tlie hill a very short distance from the Tibetan Mission House, had served, e\ er since 
its construction in the mid- 1930s, as the residence of the pastor or shepherd of the Kaliiiîpong 
Tibetaii churçh congregation.'"' Moreuver, in the case of Gergan Tliarchin, whose pastoral 
care of the Tibetans ever since 1924 has already been recountçd in the preseni narrative's 
previous volume (see Chapter 16). Mackenzie Cottage had served not only as Iiis and 
fainily7s place of residence since 1936 but also as the Tibetan catechist's cliiirch office a h  

weII as the office for his Tibetan newspaper and the Mission Press which lie managed fiir 
the Mission. 

"y this tiine the ieader ~ i l l  doubtless have becorne aware ofthe tàcl that this Iierctofore obscure, ~ o o r - ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  
Iiido-Tihetan nevei allowed hiinself io be intiinidated by the foreigii inissionaries ulio exercised final sutlloi."! 
o\.Ci- affairs in  the Scots Mission; on the contrary, Thaichin adainaritly held bis grouiid if fi0111 his \.ie\vfoini 
principle or i.ightcous conduci was involved, and did not hesitaie at al1 to colifront those whose behaviorI1e 
deeined unrighteoiis or totally uncalled for. In nlany ways, Ile was rectitude incarnate; yet there was al5o3 
qiiiet. gentle and coinpassionate side to his character which the readei will coine to recognizc more fulh before 
tlie conclusion of the present biography. 
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This, therefore, is the background against which one rnust consider Tharchin's words of 

response to Rev. Mill in their altercation over the Babu's failure to vacate the Cottage in a 
timely manner. The mention by Tharchin of the need to shift his belongings and of the 
possible necessitj of two or three months to find a suitable downtown area accommodation 
had solely to do with: (a) vacating Mackenzie of al1 things telated to Tharchin's newspaper 
office; and (b) finding in the downtown business area a suitable location and sufficient 
space to which he could shifi his Tiher Mirror printing operation. It had nothing whatever to 
do with vacating Mackenzie as the place of his farnily's residence, now that he would no 
longer be associated with the Guild Mission as the manager of its Press. This is because 
some six months prior to the altercation, Tharchin and his fainily had removed thernselves 
and their personal possessions froin the Cottage to a new place of abode. 

Having for some time been in search of new and larger residential quarters for his 
family's needs, the Babu had in 1945 purchased some land along the upper reaches of K.D. 
Pradhan Road that would become his place of residence for the rest of his life. Situated in 
a lovely section near the Tirpai area of Kalimpong on the way to the Graham's Homes 
Establishment and Deolo Hill beyond that, this narrow, elongated plot of ground-with the 
vistas overlooking on one side the rest of Kalimpong and on the other the massive expanse 
of Kanchenjunga and the deep-cut valley of the river Teesta below-would be the site of 
the Tharchin family's first of two homes of their own: "Dechhen Khang-Zang." which in 
Tibetan means "The Good House of a Big Family," and named in part afier Tharchin's wife - 

Karma Dechhen. The second and more spacious home, located at the opposite end of this 
same narrow-ridge piece of property, was ultimately completed in 1960, providing much 
larger quarters for the Tibetan pastor, his family, and the stream of guests who would find 
their way to his open door of hospitality.IH Accordingly, it was to the newly-built Dechhen 
Khang-Zang that the Tharchin family had relocated itself by the latter part of 1945. 

This fact is known from a passage in a personal letter the Babu had sent to his tnend and 
frequent guest in his home, ex-Captain David Snellgrove, at the time still present in lndia 
even though his wartime military service had concluded a few months earlier at Delhi (for 
more about this future world-renowned Buddhologist, see two chapters hence). Tharchin 
had written the letter from his Tibet Mirror office at the Cottage on 5 January 1946. In it he 
wrote in part as follows: 

Though 1 write this letter from Mackenzie Cottage, \ve are not now staying there. We 
have our own small house just between the bazar and Tirpai Monastery, 15 minutes 
~ r i l k  [up] from Mackenzie. We moved to it on 1711 1/45 [Le., on 17 November 19451 and 
are staying there and \ve like i t  as our own. Eirery day 1 go dowm to Mackenzie Cottage 
for \vork [in either the ilewspaper office or that of the church, or hoth] and come back 
Iioine at 530 or 6 p.m. The new place is much higher [in ele\.ation] and we feel [it is] too 
cold. and without fire [ive] can't [couldn't'?] remain, but in summer I think il will be very 
nice, t i o n ~  where Lve can see al1 round the Kangchhenzodnga [sic] v i e ~ s  and even the 
[niiile-cara\.an] road via Nathu La to Tibet.'"' 

One can therefore confidently deduce from this letter that the demand by Rev. Mill to 
vacate had only to do with Tharchin's newspaper office files and associated paraphemalia 
as well as those papers aiid personal effects from the church office which were his own. 
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(As will shortly be leamed, however, the Cottage would once again be made available io 
Tharchin, providing office space as before for both church and newspaper.) 

Now in due course, it would appear that Mill did finally get an officia1 written resignation 
notice from the Tibetan pastorlpublisher. Like the two 1945 drafts, what apparently is a 
copy of the actual version sent to the missionary in 1946 was found among the Tharchin 
Papers. Handwritten neatly in ink without any inserted changes or corrections and signe4 il 
is nonetheless undated and written as from Mackenzie Cottage; leading the present wnter 
to conclude that Tharchin must have subsequently decided to send a typed copy and retain 
this handwritten version as his file copy. Yet, though the latter is undated, the resignation 
note giving a month's notice most likely was submitted to Rev. Mill along about the Iflof  

June 1946 since in a letter to the Political Officer in 1949 reviewing the Tibet Mirrori 
publishing events for 1945-6, the Tibetan publisher stated that "fiom 1'' July 1946 the 
missionary [Mill] stopped the printing of the paper and 1 myself started to continue the same 
with my own litho hand press."Ih6 

It would seem from this much later date for the resignation that Rev. Mill had in the end 
consented to Tharchin's statement about the need for more time to be granted him to find 
suitable business quarters for his press and newspaper office requirements. And hence, the 
catechistlnews editor had timed the submission of his note of withdrawal from the Mission 
accordingly. The resignation notice, reflective of the fact that during the intervening period 
since his blow-up with Mill Tharchin had regained control of his emotions, reads as follows: 

Mackenzie Cottage 
Kalimponç 

Tne Rev. G.S. Mill 
The Guild Tibetan Missionary in Charge 
Kalimpong 

My dear Sir, 
Regretfillly 1 submit my resignation from the 

Giiild Tibetan Mission's Catechist-Work. 
Please accept this as one month's notice. 

Yoiirs obediently 
Tharchin* 

* Once again, Tliarchin had found himself at odds with Scots hlission authorities over liis newspaper In a' '  
probability, though one cannot be certain, ils continuance and the use to whicll the Mission's litho press M a s  
being put ran counter to the objectives ofthe Mission. Froin Rev. Mill's and the Mission Couiicil'b p ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ " '  
these ob.iectives were more "spiritual" in nature than those of the Mission Press Manager, the latter beiw more 
political, iniellectual and social in character, though certainly not devoid o f a  definite Christian fjcet tothen'. 
either. Again, as in the earlier narration ofthe disagreements between Tharchiii Babu and Dr. Knox (sce afPill 
previous voluine, Chapler 19), what has been here presented relative to Rcv. Mill is but that side of thestor! 
which is mostly from the perspective and recollection of the Babu; missionary Mill, who died some timeagO 
in Scotland. would doubtless have shared a different perspective on ilie riitirr i~iatier  Neienheless. finin al' 
indications which Iiave corne to the attention of the present writer, the inissionary was not ille easies' 
individual to get along with; and perhaps, too, he, along with his fellow Council niembers, ma) have been 
sho~sigli ted in their v i e c  of the role Tharchin's press work could and sbould play as an instrumenl 
Christian witness to the Tibetan community-so unlike the broader view taken hy Rev. Dr. Graham (see 
Volume II, Chapter 19 of the present narrative). 
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By the tiine of this notice Tharchin had been successful in finding the new quarters he 

required to be able to continue with his newspaper and private press operations, now that he 
was no longer connected with the Scots Guild Mission. Up until this time the Mission litho 
press and printing functions had remained housed in the Tin Dhuray quarters behind and up 
from Polhill Hall. But upon vacating Mackenzie and the creation of the Tibet Mirror Press, 
Tharchin would operate his own press device-the litho machine bought at Darjeeling-in 
his new-found quarters. The latter consisted of several rooms situated opposite to Polhill on 
the other side of the main road in Kalimpong and hence very centrally located within the 
town's business center. Coincidentally, in a subsequent day these same rooms would be 
occupied by the Students' Book Stall that for a time was operated by Tharchin's son Sherab 
Gyamtsho (the Book Stall would later close down). In the days when these rooms were 
occupied by the Babu's litho press operations their monthly rent would be a mere Rs. 31-. 
Today, Tharchin had long afterwards noted humorously, this amount could purchase no 
more than one kilogram of rice! 

In the meantime, the Kalimpong newspaper publisher would remind the Political Office 
of certain difficulties connected with his printing press operations and the publication of the 
Tiber Mirror. For one thing, the litho machine purchased so cheaply at Darjeeling in 1934 
was beginning to give out. For another, Tharchin was faced with some financial difficulties, 
at least by the end of 1946, coinpelling him to specifically petition the Political Office for 
monetary assistance. This it provided, granting Tharchin a substantial monthly subsidy for 
the year 1947. But it would corne at a price-a certain degree of press freedom would be 
forfeited. For in his letter of thanks to the Political Officer Sikkim in June 1947. and marked 
in ink on Iiis own office copy: "Secret," the newspaper editor, after expressing his "gratitude 
to the Government of India for their willingness to subsidise my paper to the extent of Rs. 
200/- per mensem," went on to state immediately thereafter: "1 assure the Govemment that 
the news and views of the Government of India will receive adequate space in my paper. 
and that nothing adverse to their interests will be printed." This perfectly worded statement 
was probably an echo on his part of the wording that most likely appeared in a letter which 
the British authorities must have sent the Babu that announced the subsidy grant and spelled 
out the conditioiis which they expected the news journal's publisher to follow if the subsidy 
were to continue to be offered. Furthemore, the Babu indicated his willingness "to send 
complimentary copies to Tibetan notabilities [i.e., notable Tibetans in Tibet and elsewhere] 
who may be recommended by the Political Officer in Sikkim."'"' 

Nevertheless, given his approach to the geopolitical concerns he had regarding Central 
Asia at this time and his particular religious predilections he continually held out for his 
ethnic hoineland (al1 of mhich is fully described two chapters hence). the Christian Babu 
had little difficulty in accepting these conditions in exchange for both the monthly subsidy he 
supposedly was about to receive and the additional aid he would obtain shortly hereafier. 
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That aid would be mandated under an agreement which would be struck between the 
Government of India and the newspaper publisher (see below). . 

Yet such conditions did not mean that the Babu's journalistic standards would be lowered 
or that when challenged by the Political Officer as to the accuracy of his paper's news 
reporting he would obsequiously bow to the Officer's wishes or demands when the Editor 
believed his reporting was in fact accurate. A dramatic example of this occurred in 1949, 
when by that time Harish Dayal was the P.O.S. This is reflected in an exchange of letters 
between these two which are a part of the Tharchin Papers. "1 understand," wrote Dayal to 
Tharchin on 20 June, "that in the issue of your newspaper of 1" May 1949, there is an item 
to the effect that the Govemment of India have appointed one Mr. Sen to advise ... the 
Maharaja of Bhutan. This news is entirely incorrect, and 1 shall be glad to know the source 
of the report." "The publication of incorrect news," the Political Officer added tartlp, "1s 

always undesirable, and it is particularly undesirable in the case of a newspaper whiçh 
receives assistance from the Govemment of India." 

The Tibet Mirror publisher was not in the least intimidated, however, for in his reply of 
25 June he politely but firmly stood his ground. "1 have the honour to state," he began, "thai 
. . . 1 have not said that the Government of lndia have appointed one Mr. Sen to advise . .  
the Maharaja of Bhutan! This translation [from the Tibetan] is entirely incorrect. Pennit nie 

to request your honour to kindly ask the translator concerned to read the item carefully once 
more and translate accurately." Furthermore, to underscore that he accurately knew wlieieof 
he wrote, Tharchin added the following sensitive point in a most diplomatic fashion: "For 
your kind information, 1 am enclosing here a list of [Tibetan] words used in the nefis item 
referring to the appointment of Mr. Sen, with their English meanings, from which your 
honour will see that 1 have not [stated] anything [to the effect] that Mr. Sen was appointed 
by the Government of India as adviser . . ." And with regard to Dayal's request to know the 
Babu's source for this report, Tharchin was not about to reveal it to the Political Officer, 
cleverly fending off the request for the time being by stating: "If the appointment of Mr. Sen 
by the Government of Bhutan is [i.e., proves to bel incorrect, 1 shall be very sorry for the 
incorrect news, but 1 shall rectify it in my next issue and then 1 shall reveal the source, ... 
which 1 thought a reliable one." 

But Dayal had also requested of the Editor that "in fùture 1 shall be glad if you will obtaln 
confirmation from me of any reports on important matters affecting the Government 01 
India and their relations with Tibet, Sikkim and Bhutan." To which order Tharchin had no 
hesitation in responding affirmatively. All in all, however, Tharchin's reporting of eventsln 
India in the pages of his news journal, according to the British official Hugh Richardson. 
"was generally satisfactory from the British point of ~ i e w . ' ' I ( ' ~ ~  

Yet it must be noted that the grant of the monthly subsidy for 1947 was apparently sho*- 
lived, if in fact any one single monthly amount was ever issued to Tharchin during the entire 
year. For the publisher would later indicate that because the newspaper suddenly becailie 
self-supporting, he would not be able to avail Iiimself of any part of what would have k e n  
a full-year's subsidy of Rs. 2400/-.'h6' The reasons to account for how the Tihct ~ ~ i ~ f l ' ' '  

had become a fully self-supporting enterprise in 1947-and at no other time before orsince 
that year-are quite interesting. The Babu would explain four years aherwards how th]" 
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rurn of fortune for his newspaper had al1 corne about. He did so in a letter of retrospection 
lit: had sent in April 1951 addressed to one of the Political Oficer's subordinate oficials 
stationed at Kalimpong, the Tibet Liaison OfFicer (with a copy of it forwarded to the P.O.S. 
himself). In it Tharchin requested (unsuccessfully, as it turned out) that the Government's 
program which had proved so beneficial for his newspaper in 1947 be reinstituted in 195 1 as 
a means of  solving his paper's currently grave financial difficulties. Wrote Tharchin (with 
some minor editing added for needful clarity): 

From August 1942 to 1946 1 received a subsidy from the Govemment, also a monthly 
Rs. 2001- for the year 1947. But that year the paper was self-supporting and therefore 
the amount was never demanded fiom the Govemment [? by the Political Office Sikkim 
?]. How the paper thal year was able to be self-supporting was because the Political 
Oficer, together with the Tibet Liaison Officer, made a plan requiring that al1 the Tibetan 
Traders who obtain permits [from the T.L.O.] for exporting goods [fiom India to Tibet] 
had to subscribe to the Tibetan newspaper for a year. At the same time al1 Govemment 
notices conceming Tibet trade were now to be published in the paper. Also, al1 Traders' 
names and addresses, and the quantity of [export] goods they obtained were likewise 
to be published in the paper so that the Traders may know to whom and how much 
goods were allotted from the Tibet Quat-[? Quota?-typed word undecipherable 
here]. Hence, in that year the paper's subscriber list went up to about 1,000, and so the 
paper was self-supporting.* 

But from the first quarter ofthe year 1948, the permit system was abolished [as well 
as al1 other features of the plan which had flowed from the permit system, including the 
required subscriptions to the Tibet Mirr~r].'~~ 

Nevertheless, despite the Govemment's abandonment of the permit and subscription 
program at the beginning of 1948, Tharchin could report that Political Offïcer H~pkinson , '~ '  
realizing afresh the strategic value of the Tibet Mirror. "moved [Le., petitioned] the 
Government of India that [because] the newspaper is doing great work for the friendly 
relations between Tibet and India. the Govemment should kindly help to buy a proper 
p r e ~ s . " ' ~ ~ % s  part of this petition, Hopkinson came forward with a plan to finance a new 
printing press enterprise for Gergan Tharchin by means of an interest-fiee loan that was to 
be repaid by installments but with the understanding that the Babu would be required to pay 
interest on any given installment should there be any delay in the submission of its payment. 

An agreement was therefore duly "entered into between the Political Officer acting on 

* Actually, the numher of subscribers that year would eben surpass this figure of 1,000; for Tharchin would 
record for himseif on a sheet of paper the fact that during the month of Februas. alone he was able to enlist 40 
new subscribers, al1 of thern traders frorn Tibet, making a total of 1.252 subscribers to the Mirror by the end 
of that nionth. But by the end of the following rnonth, the total had risen to a whopping 1,983! It was no 
Wonder, then, that the earrnarked monthly subsidy ofRs.  2001- "was never demanded from the Goveriinient," 
afier ail. For wlien one considers that those 40 new trader subscriptions garnered for the .&firroi- endeavor a 
total of Rs. 9551- alone. there was no need! After 1947. however. the Babu would never again know a 
prosperous suhscriber experience like this. In fact. the Tibetan newspaper would never again be trul'. self- 
supporting. 
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behalf of the Government of India and my humble self," wrote Tharchin several years 
a f t e r ~ a r d s , ' ~ ' ~  and as leamed at the end of the previous chapter, the plan was put into 
effect as soon as possible thereafter. The contents of the loan agreement, however, would 
require some little while to implement. for not only would the improved printing press ha\,e 
to be obtained but also larger quarters would need to be established and made ready to 
house this more modem press. 

With respect to this latter requireinent, Tharchin-in line with the agreement with the 
British-would purchase through the relevant local Kalimpong government office a srnaII 
plot of land along Rishi Road in the Tenth Mile area of Kalimpong where he would erect 
what would become the permanent site for his Tibet Mirror Press. The land purchase 
occurred in late 1937. An intimation of t l~is  fact is made clear froni the contents of a copy of 
a document found among the Tharchin Papers which had been prepared in early November 
of that year for the Political Oficer (Hopkinson) by the latter's Tibet Liaison Oficer, H.S. 
Bullock, who was always stationed at Kalimpong (for more on this official, see later in the 
present chapter). 

The document in question is entitled, "Tibetan Newspaper-New Printing Press: Repori 
of Conference with Mr. Forsgren in Darjeeling on 29Ih October, 1947." Forsgren was 3 

friend of Bullock's and was also. according to Tharchin, "an expert in press and printing." 
Earlier, in niid-July, Biillock had taken the Babu over to Darjeeling for a discussion with tliis 
expert on securing a better press and related matters. The subsequent conference held 
among these same three individuals in October at Darjeeling was specifically convoked foi 

the purpose of discussing the proposed new building to liouse the better press that would 
arrive in Kalimpong in late December just before New Year 1948. Bullock's report IS ver} 
infonnative, and provides additional concrete evidence ofjust how involved the British were 
in the entire process for establishing Tharchin's more modem printiiig press and the building 
site for housing it. Wrote Bullock to his superior. Hopkinsoii, with a copy of the letter 
earmarked for Tharchin: 

1. Mr. Forsgren thinks the proposed new building to house the press and subsidiary 
machinery will be large enough (i.e. 22 ft x 20 fi), provided everytliing is arranged 10 

the best advantage. 
2. He reconimends: (a) That the position ofeacli piece ofinachinery be carcfully planned 
before the floor is laid and that thick wooden planks be let in flush with the cernent 
floor so that each may stand on its own wooden base, as wood acts as a very good 
cushion. 

(b) The machinery will not need bolting down, as i t  is hea~ny eiiough to remain fimly 
[iii place] by its own weight. 

(c) I f  it is anticipated that the press shall, at ariy future time. be electrically driven, 
provision should be made for the motor to be placed as near as possible to the press so 
as to have the driving belt as short as possible. 

(d) The main light should be from the North, if possible, and the composes sllould 
stand so as to get full advantage from the North light. 

(e) There must be provision for wanning the building in very cold weathrr, not o n l ~  
for the bcnefit of the workers, but also because the efficient ninning of the  machiner^ 
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is iinpaired if the atrnosphere is very cold. It will be useful if the stove is of a type which 
will hum up waste paper cuttings and such rubbish. 
(1) The wnter tap and washing place for type (in the proper solution) mus1 not be 

overlooked and must, of course, be placed in the most suitable position. 
3. AI1 the foregoing recommendations should be thought out and planned before the 
actual building operations are ~ommenced.'~~ 

Apparent1 y by design, the location of this new Minor Ress structure would be convenientl y 
situated in close proximity to Mackenzie Cottage, connected as the new Press shop would 
be to it by means of a short zigzag footpath up a hillside which rose directly behind Tharchin's 
soon-to-be-constructed Rishi Road Press building. For though the Babu, as leamed a few 
pages earlier, had been required to vacate the Cottage premises in mid-1946, he would 
subsequently return to it later when encouraged to rejoin the Scots Mission and its Tibetan 
work by two of the Mission's most influential missionaries (see Chapter 25 for details). And 
thus the pastorlpublisher would have restored to him the facilities of the Cottage for housing 
once again the offices of both church and newspaper." 

In line further with the loan agreement, Tharchin would travel down to Calcutta in the 
summer of 1 947Ib9 to make arrangements for the purchase not only of Tibean types but also 
of a more up-to-date printing press that would then be installed in the new Press shop back 
in Kalimpong. Originally Tharchin, in his petition to the Political Ofice for financial support, 
had also requested the Government to supply him with "a second-hand Litho machine" to 
replace the Da rjeeling one he had gotten back in 1934. As it tumed out, however, Hopkinson 
had apparently countered with the plan mentioned earlier which called for the purchase of 
a more suitable, improved printing press that would include hand-setting movable Tibetan 
type. This counter-proposal and plan of the Political Officer was the result of the findings 
laid out in Tharchin's report of his visit to Calcutta during August to investigate the availability 
and pricing of lithographie devices. In his report Tharchin revealed that expert personnel at 
several press dealers had informed him that litho machines titted for stones were "now 
going out of date," that a litho press fitted for "zinc sheets" would "be better," although such 

* Still another factor which may have contributed to Tharchin's choice in late 1947 for where io locale his ne\+ 
press shop had to do with his already well-established secret intelligence service he had been undertaking for 
the British having to do with matters related to Tibet. It so happened that this very period in the Babu's varied 
career-the latter half of the 1940s-was the time-frame for his most active and sigiiificant participation in 
intelligence-gatliering efforts on behalf of the British Raj. And one of his most iinportant fellow agents and 
future superior in this clandestine activity, Lha Tsering, happened to have had his residence situated directly 
opposite from where Tharchiil's Tenth Mile-Rishi Road Press building would now be constmcted. A coincidence? 
Or &as it  a choice made by design? More likely the latter, since following the initial arriva1 into Kaliinpong two 
years earlier ofTharchin's most reliable subordinate undercover agent, Hisao liimura, frequent meetings would 
commence to occur at Lha Tsering's home that would be attended by the Babu, Kimura, Eric Lambert, Lha 
Tsering and others involved in the spy network. And as it turned out Tharchin and Kimura would oflen have 
reason to be either at the Press building or 31 nearby Mackenzie Cottage. or at both places, on any given da? 
or evening. Thus. weie the Press building to be established at such a strategic location, how convenient ii hould 
be foi these two-and other associates of theirs in the secret network--to be able to unobtmsiveiy slip across 
Rishi Road to this key intelligence agent's home! (Sec two chapters hence for further details.) 
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a device from England "may not be available for two or more years"; further, that second- 
hand litho presses for Stones "are becoming expensive and . . . may go up in price even 
more" due to the fact that English firms were no longer making them, and that it kas 

therefore suggested to Tharchin that he should instead "buy a letter press" such as "a letter. 
printing treadle ma~hine."'""~ 

Accordingly, a Treadle Brown printing press17" was purchased and shipped up 10 
Kalimpong by late 1947,""" along with tools, types and equipinent, the cost totaling nearl! 
Rs. 14,000/-. Interestingly, according to Tharchin, this entire Govemment of India-sanctioned 
loan to him would be paid out from what the British termed a "cess fund." The rnonies in 
this particular cess fund were derived from dues collected by the Tibet Liaison Officer 
through an organization called The Cloth Syndicate. To this Syndicate belonged many traders 
from Tibet and India at Kalimpong who sought from the T.L.O. the issuance of highly-prized 
permits for exporting into Tibet various Indian-manufactured cotton and woolen goods-as 
well as yam, kerosene oil, and sugar-which at that time were in great demand in the 
Snowy Land. ''Oh 

Although the original "Draft Agreement" fonvarded earlier by Hopkinson to "Foreign, 
New Delhi" called for seven annual installments, Clause 2 in the agreenient was amended 
to provide for fourteen semi-annual installments as follows: "Mr. Tharchin will refund the 
purchase price in half-yearly instalments, payable on 1" March and 1" September, beginning 
1" March 1948." This was then followed by a list of fourteen dates and the payment 
amount for each of them, the amounts ranging from Rs. 5 1 O/- at tlie beginning to as iiiucli as 
Rs. 16351- at the end, and totaling exactly Rs. 13,5901-.171 

As the extant documents reveal, the proprietor of the new Tibet Mirror Press was able 
to clear off, down to the last rupee, the entire loan; although on several occasions during the 
seven-year period he had been compelled, because of adverse financial circumstances, no1 
only to request a delay of one or more months to repay a given installment but also to 
borrow from friends, usually interest-free, the amount needed. Although the delay requested 
was always granted, it necessitated tlie Govemment-in accordance with the agreement- 
to affix an additional interest. 

Most interestingly. on one occasion, Babu Tharchin's financial position had become so 
stringent that he had toyed with the idea of sending a letter to Indian Prime Minister 
about his dire situation. This was in 195 1, and although he had prepared the letter in proPer 
formal typewritten form on Tibet Mirror Press letterhead stationery and had composed it in 
very good English, the only copy found among the Tharchin Papers-which was clearl! a 
drafi-was undated and unsigned. though his name was typed in at the end, leaving adequate 
but still empty space above it for his signature. For these reasons, it is uncertain if the Babu 
ever sent the letter. 

ln tliis very lengthy draft letter, Tharchin gave a rather full summary of the histol). ofhis 
multifarious career up to 195 1 as well as a history ofthe Tibet Mirror, including the mention 
of various subsidies granted him and the receipt of other foms  of Governnient assistance 
under both British and Independent India. With reference to the loan agreement of 1947-s- 
the Babu candidly confided his inability to pay the seventh iristaIlment due on 1'' March 
1951, for which he was nonetheless granted by the lndian Political Officer for Tibet "a 
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grace of three months time," which meant, he added, that "1 will have to pay interest for the 
same as laid down in the Agreement." Explaining the several factors accounting for his 
failure to repay on time. the Babu pointed out that ever since he had begun publishing 
materials by means of "the proper press with hand-setting types," it was necessary "to 
maintain an adequate staff with an average monthly expenditure of Rs. 8 0 1 -  against the 
monthly income of [only] Rs. 4001- [derived] from job works," resulting in a monthly loss of 
Rs. 4001-. Adding that because his newspaper "is not a paying concern," his "present financial 
position is not sound," leaving him "deeply engrossed in debt." 

Babu Tharchin's solution to his problem, as he now saw it, was to "venture" to address 
this letter to the Prime Minisrer per5onally on the matter. "with the fervent hope" that it 

would receive Nehru's "liberal and sympathetic consideration." But the Babu then let fall. 
at last, and in al1 seriousness and sincerity, a most dramatic request: 

1 most humbly pray that through your honour's good office, the Government of India 
may consider iny helpless condition to repay the balance of instalments and thai 
the press may be presented to nie as a gifi froni the Government by way of rcmission 
of the balance of instalments in consideration of the humble senticc rendered by 
me during the [Second World] War and after through my newspaper, failing which 
the Governineni may be kind enough to grant me a monthly subsidy so rhat 1 may be 
able to continue the paper and senle both the Governments of lndia and Tibet as 
heietofore, and for which act of kindness 1 shall e\.er pray for your longevity and 
prosperity to rule over us. 

Your most obedient and humble subiect, 
(THARCHIN)."'" 

Let it be noted here that if this arch defender of both India's and Tibet's best interests did 
send the letter, neither the Prime Minister nor his Govemment ministers ever granted what 
he Iiad audaciously requested of them. Nevertheless, the letter, if even but an unsent draft, 
is indicative of the fact that Gergan Tharchin would leave no Stone untumed in his untiring 
effort, against al1 odds, to keep his precious newspaper alive and mnning for the benefit 
especially of his ethnic homeland at a time of ongoing crisis for her people. 

Meanwhile, the Babu's first ever modem press would now develop gradually; and, 
according to the needs, additional equipment such as a machine for casting type (see below) 
was purchased and likewise placed in the new Mirror Press shop. Further changes and 
alterations were made to keep the enterprise as up-to-date as possible. For the first time he 
began to do printing with proper movable types. This was in tùlfillment of his long-held 
dream of having a modern printing press. In fact, it was because of this specific hope and 
intention of his that decades ago he had originally scribbled his first letter to Rev. Waismaa 
of the Scandinavian Alliance Mission Press at Ghoom. Long afterwards and on several 
occasions Tharchin Babu. with great emotion, could be heard repeating the refrain: "MF 
dream caille true!" His constant desire had ever and always been to learn pnnting and to 
iristall his own modem printing press-with type fonts, matrices, casting machine, and all. 
And at last that desire, that dream. was realized. 
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The story of how he obtained his matrices is equally fascinating. In 1902 the British 
Government of India had printed Sarat Chandra Das's Dictionay of the Tibetan language.I7: 
A decade and more later, the Indian government had also printed his Tibetan Grammur 
( 191 5). And in preparation for accomplishing these two printing tasks, the Government had 
niatrices made for small, medium and big Tibetan types. As it tunied out, in fact, al1 three of 
these different Tibetan alphabet fonts were used to typeset and print the famed Das 
Dicrionaty* as well as his Gram~nar. Upon the completion of the printing, however, the 
Government had no longer required the matrices. And hence they were disposed of in an 
auction. They were bought by the old Press Equipment Firm located at the tiine on Lower 
Chitpur Road in Calcutta. The Tibetan publisher would first be introduced to these matrices 
at this Firm in 193 1 when he accompanied Rev. G. T. Sitling to Calcutta. One day during that 
year's visit he happened to speak to the manager about Tibetan-language matrices. to which 
inquiry the manager had replied, "We have something like that out of which Chandra Das's 
Dictionan' had been printed." Immediately exhibiting an interest, Tharchin was show 
these matrices. But unable to afford purchasing them for the price demanded, tlie Babu had 

* This detail is according to the Babu's friend, Sonam T. Kazi, who on occasion had accompanied Tharchin on 
tlie latter's business trips to Calcutta where the Das dictionary had been printed and published. lnterview with 
the Kazi, Oct. 199 1 .  This. incidentally, was not the earliest Tibetan metal fonts ever to be cast, thougli like the 
Das D i c t i o t ~ a i ~  and Grummar ones. an earlier casting did occur at Calcutta. This earliest instance saw the 
creation of those fonts which had been cast in 1832 at the direction of the Asiatic Society of Bengal Tor the 
Society's printing of the Tîbeton Grammar and Tibctan-English Dictionar), authored by the great Hungarian 
Tihetan scholûr-lingliist, Csoma de Koros (1784-1842). This information is per Jamyang Norbu's Internet 
website essay, "Newspeak and New Tibet." Pari I I I ,  unnumbered page, at www.TibetWrites.org. For more re: 
Csoma, see the End-Notes for Ch. 78 of the present work. 

The ver j  earliest Tibetan type to be cast, however, took place nearly a century earlier at Rome. For John 
Bray has pointed out that the Catholic Capuchin missionary to Tibet. Francisco Oratio della Penna (1680- 
1745), who labored 20 years in Lhasa during the first half of the 1 8Ih century, would be the catalyst in 
this earliest casting of the Tibetan type accomplished. Having already completed by 1732 both a Tibetan- 
Italian dictioiiary manuscript containing some 35,000 entries and "a counterpart Italian-Tibetan dictionary," 
the missionary had then traveled back to Rome the following year for the purpose of gaining further support 
for his Çapiichin mission at the Tibetan capital. And it was while remaining at Rome tilt about 1741 that della 
Penna, according to Bray, would supervise "the preparation . . . of a set of inovable type-the tïrst to be created 
for Tibetan-and carried this back to Lhasa. together with a printing press." Bray cites several sources for th's 
information, the most important of which is a German-language article by Johannes Schubert, " ~ ~ ~ o g r a ~ h ~ ~  
Tibetanna." in Gutenberg Jahrhuch (Mainz, 1950), 280-297, in which this earliest example of Tibetan tYPe Is 

discussed at some length. See the opening pages of Bray's scholarly monograph. "Missionaries, Oficials and 
the Making of the 1826 Dictiona~,ofthe Bhotanta or Bouton lanpage," soon to be published in ~enrrolasiatisc~~ 
Studien, an advance copy of which was kindly sent the present writer by the author. 

lnterestingly enough, among the numerous Tibetan dictionaries comprising Gergan Tharchin's personal 
library was a copy of this monumental work by Das, which had been sent from Great Britain as a gift to the 
Indo-Tibetan. lnscribed on its flyleaf were the following striking notations, the first of'which reads: "To 
Tharchin: In inemory of his associations in the Master's service with the late Rev. Evaii ~ackenz ie .  
Kalimpong and district. [Signed:] Glenmoriston Manse. Scotland." A date, if indicated. is no longer visible.And 
just helow this inscription was added the following in ink by the Babu: "Received with many manY [sic] 
thanks.-Tharchin, 7/9/34 [i.e.. 7 Sept. 19341." 
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to takc his leave of the manager without thern. Year after year thereafker on every trip to 
the Beiigal capital, the newspaper publisher would unfailingly pay a visit lo this old Fim and 
make inquiry about the old Tibetan matrices. 

Every time Tharchin would bargain for these matrices the manager would up the price 
so higk that the visitor was unable to buy them. The manager had quite çandidly said on the 
occasion of Tharchin's first visit to the Firm in 193 1 ,  "We bought these matrices at an 
auction for Rs. 1800/-, and we are willing to sel1 them for Rs. 4000/-." But on iuiother 
occasion the manager, blufing, said to the Kalimpongian that the whole set had been mld. 
Yet Tharchin Iiad learned froni the Firm's shop workers that the matrices were in actual 
fact lying around in the company '9 godown. Later ïharchin used a bit of psychology on the 
manager, observing: "The matrices are too old. However, 1 would like to buy them as 
souvenirs." He convinced the manager that the types were outmoded, so much so that the 
latter finally offered to sel1 the entire lot for the Babu's much lower otrer of Rs. 4ûû/- than 
what the manager had asked for previously. What had also aided in making the manager 
more willing to sel1 the niatrices and to seIl them cheaply uas  the fact that 111archin had first 
cleverly softened up the manager's personal clerk-assistant one day when the manager 
was absent hy having gifted the clerk with a small amount of the much-prized and expensive 
musk. And when visiting tht: manager himself the follou ing day, again having a supply of the 
inusk liandy, the manager became most compliant and the deal was sealed the very next 
day at Rs. 4001-. The time of this transaction was April 1945. 

The Kalimpong publisher then brought to the notice of the Government's Political 
Department the importance of imrnediately buying the available matrices at the price Tharchin 
had successfully negotiated. "As far as my information goes," he would report to Political 
Officer Gould. "there is no firni in India except the Baptist Mission [Press] in Calcutta 
which [today] has Tibetan matrices; moreover, it has only one kind. whereas these matrices 
. . . are of three kinds [i.e., three sizrs]: big medium and small. 1 think that if the Baptist 
Mission [Press] had known about these matrices. 1 am sure they would have bought them 
[even at] a hiph price. ..." "1 hope," added the Babu in his report to Gould, that "these 
matrices may be very useful to the Government [of India] as well as to the Tibetans in 
future tiines to come." His most salient argument to the Indian government was that "if u e  
do iiot buy them some Chinese customers may buy them at any monient." The Political 
Officer was convinced. When the transaction was done Tharchin had purchased al1 the 
matrices iil the set except for a few which were missing. He would later be reimbursed in 
full by the Indian govemment. Even so. as numerous as these matrices were, the set from 
Calcutta would not prove to be as complete as the one lie much later acquired from Japan. 
That, too, had an interesting story behind it, but whose end was not at al1 satisfiing to the 
Tibetan publisher. 17?" 

Tharchin Babu came to know Professor Shoju Inaba from the Land of the Rising Sun. 
Inaha. who had specialized in Buddhist Lore, graduating in that subject area in 1937 from 
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Otani University, Kyoto,'went on to become a Professor at his alma mater after spendiq 
the long War years in the Japanese A m y .  From the end of the Second World War lnaba 
had commenced devoting himself entirely to a comparative study of  the Buddhist texts in 
Sanskrit and their Tibetan translations, and even extending his research to a study ofTibetan 
translations of Buddhist texts which had been written in Chinese. The ultimate result of311 

these labors was the publication of his much applauded Classical Grammar of the Tibetan 
Language which appeared in Japanese in 1954.*'73 But his research as preparation for the 
publication of  this Grammar had brought him to Kalimpong for the purpose of consulting a 
rare manuscript of Tharchin's that proved to be quite helpful. 

Four years following the publication of his Classical Grammar, Inaba would make a 
second visit to Kalimpong in Company with two other Japanese researchers. This had occurred 
during the spring of 1958 and is known from a letter written by one of Professor Inaba's 
conlpanions that was found among the Tharchin Papers. It is dated 20 June 1958 and 
postmarked Nalanda P. O., Patna in India: 

Dear Mr. Tharchin: 
Many thanks to you for your kindness and hospitality extended to us during 

oiir stay in Kalimpong. Afier a longjoumey here and there in India, on tlie 15"' June at 
Patila 1 left Prof. Itlaba [who was] starting for Japan via Calcutta, and the next day 1 
returned to Nalanda. 1 believe that Prof. Inaba has now reached Japan safely [by 
air]. . . . '7J 

Nalanda, of course, was the site of an ancient North Indian Buddhist university where great 
Buddhist masters taught their disciples. While at the Babu's hiIl station, lnaba had consulted 
some rare Tibetan books which Tharchin had in his personal library. 

Now it so happened that Inaba had a firsthand knowledge of the theoretical and practical 
aspects of the printing press. And apparently wishing to remunerate his Kalimpong host for 
his kind hospitality during the two visits to the hill station and for making available to the 
Japanese scholar his rare manuscripts and books on Tibetological studies, lnaba inquired of 
the Babu if there was some way he could repay his host for the many kindnesses shown. In 
response Tharchin requested a set of Tibetan matrices and a casting machine for rnakiilg 
Tibetan type, to which the Japanese scholar readily agreed. There thus was inaugurated a 

* Writes Roy Miller in 199 1 of Inaba's place in Japanese and Western scholarly study of Tibetan granimatical 
literature: "the best Japanese Tibetological scholarship in this tield . . . has prodilced a number of useful and 
informative studies that European Tibetology continues to neglect to its own loss. Espccially notable in  thls 
respect have been tlie contributions of lnaba Sh6ju. particularly his rernarkable 1954 lllonograph on the Tibetan 
grammatical tradition as a whole (and now to be tised and cited in the revised and expanded edilion of 1gE6). 
Tliis book is the only attempt to date in any language at providing a comprehensive account of the entire 
Tibetan grammatical literature. lnaba provides a systernatic if succirict account of the principal categoriesand 
feattires of  Tibetan grammar, then iinder each rubric he cites the passages in which the given graminatical 
categoiy or feature is treated in the first two treatises [those of Tibet's Fiisi Grammarian and, tradition 
maintains, tlie creator of the Tibetan script] (if it does appear tliere), followed bY a rePresentative selection 
froin the principal later coinmentaries." Miller alço heaped rnuch praise on Inaba's revised and expanded 19R6 
edition. See his paper, "On the Utility of tlie Tibetan Granimarians," in E. Steinkellner, ed.. Tihetuil Histor'," 
andLa~wuagr (Vienna, 1991 ). 365-6. For additional details on the content of  Inaba's rnonograph. see theend- 
note iiidicated at this point in tlie Text above. 
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long drawn-out episode lasting some five years and generating literally dozens of letters 
back and forth between Japan and India on the subject which began as early as 1957 and 
did not conclude till 1962. (All such letters are to be found among the Tharchin Papers.) The 
writers of this seeniingly endless collection of letters were the following individuals: Tharchin 
and Inaba, of course, along with their mutual friend Hisao Kimura who frequently acted as 
a façilitator between the Tibetan and lnaba when any difficulties arose; the Political Oficer  
Sikkim and other Indian govemment ofticials when the time came to secure the necessary 
lmport License; S. Kuriyama, the Calcutta representative and Technical Adviser of the 
Overseas Merchandise Inspection Company ofTokyo; and Y. M. Takasaki ofOtani University 
in Kyoto who caine to be situated at Gangtok, to be near the Namgyal lnstitute ofTibetology 
there as a representative of Professor Inaba's scholarly Tibetan interests, and later situated 
at Calcutta for the purpose, unfortunately, of having to assist the Babu in seeing that the 
type casting machine, which suffered serious damage during transshipment either between 
Japan aiid Calcutta or between the latter place and Kalimpong, was repaired and restored 
to working order to the satisfaction of the Tibetan publisher. 

In all, Shoju lnaba would remit to Tharchin by sea mail from Japan a Tibetan type casting 
machine. one or more sets of matrices, and related equipment and materials. And thus by 
this shipment from his Japanese benefactor, Tharchin would be able to install for himself a 
foundry device for making Tibetan printing type. In retrospect, however, the Babu may 
have been sorry he ever got involved with the Japanese Professor in the first place. This is 
because it would appear, from al1 the extant correspondence, that lnaba had taken exceptional 
advantage of Tharchin's kindness and generosity by having extracted from him. at nearly 
every step along the way, additional scholarly assistance of one sort or another which in the 
end proved to be a severe drain on the aging Kalimpong resident's precious time and energ!. 
For what had supposed to have been iiiitially merely a facilitation of the transshipmeni of the 
matrices and casting machine by Inaba as a "thank you" for al1 previous kindnesses extended 
hiin by the Babu ended up serving as what seemed to be a plo) to gain Inore and more 
scliolarly assistance from Tharchin as a means of furtliering the Professor's ever-expanding 
Tibetan studies, his research lectures. and the leamed publications uhich would result fioin 
both these endeavors. 

For instance. in a letter fiom his home at Osaka dated 15 June 1959, Inaba first thanks 
the Babu for tlie latter's research assistance rendered to him not only at Kalinipong but also 
bj. the mails, declaring that "due to your kindness. 1 am progressing steadily in my Tibetan 
studies. My gratitude knous no hounds." Iinmediatelq thereafter. howe~er ,  the Japaiiese 
scholar asks for another favor. He explains to Tharchin that he must go to Tohoku Universit!. 
in Sendai Japan at the end of June where. he writes, "1 must express my stiidy about [i.e.. 
preseiit a paper on] the date of King Sgam-po," a reference to Tibet's celebrated King- 
Emperor Songtsan Gainpo. But he desperately needs Tharchin's help, having enclosed in 
the letter a number of photos for the Babu to arrange and give translated accounts of each, 
one of wliich is that of the King-Emperor and tlie account given which, he acknowledges. "1 
cannot read clearly. Therefore, I beseech >.ou to arrange an account . . . and send it to nie as 
soon as possible." But he then ot'fers a tempting blandishment, as it were, apparently hoping 
hy it that it would encourage the overly-burdened Babu to fulfill the above favor iinmediately. 
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For in the next breath lnaba refers again to the Tibetan types at his Otani University which 
he had previously promised to arrange for sending to Tharchin in thankfulness for the latterYs 
helpfiilness at Kalimpong. But he then asks the Tibetan what he thinks of the types al 

Tohoku to where he will be going soon to deliver his paper. "If you like the latter," writes 
Inaba, "1 will try to negotiate with the possessor of Tohoku's types . . . And if the negotiation 
is successfiil, 1 will present to you one complete set of the reproduction of the Tibetan 
matrices as a gift." 

Two months later, again wnting from his Osaka home, Professor Inaba asks another 
scholarly favor and offers a new deal. In his letter of 4 August he declares this: "All matrices 
1 will present to you for your kindness of [read: in exchange for your] arranging and translating 
the Hlrlau Drhtlier." Two years go by, and still nothing of matrices and casting machine 
has arrived from Japan. Then comes a letter from the Japanese scholar at Otani University 
dated 6 August 196 1 indicating that he has tlnally sent "one set of matrices" and would now 
be "sending the [casting] machine." He quickly adds: "1 have done the best for you." 

Yet it would appear tliat Inaba is somewhat miffed at Tharchin for still not having done 
the work on the Hlrlarl Dehrher which the Japanese had asked him to do two years earlier 
in exchange for the matrices. For immediately after declaring he had "done the best" for 
Tharchin, the Professor takes aim and writes: "1 see you cannot translate the Hulan Debther 
into English, because you are too busy and too old." The reader will soon learn that these 
three calendar years, 1959 to 196 1, were busy years indeed for the aging Tibetan who 
would sce his beloved ethnic homeland engulfed by civil uprising and spreading \var and 
witness a continuing stream ofrefugees spilling over the border into Kalimpong, Darjeeling 
and elsewhere along Tibet's Himalayan frontiers. The humble Tibetan from Poo must needs 
come to their aid as best he could, which thus kept hini much occupied. 

Nevertheless, Inaba would not give up his desire for more assistance froni the B a h .  If. 
lie adds in the samr letter to Tharchin, you are too busy and too old, what about "Rev. 
zin Wang po" H ho "is in your home" right now? "Will you please ask him to translate it?"B~ 
this time Tharcliin's nephew had become a Hinayana Buddhist monk and would soon be 
engaged in helping the Babu and others in revising the Tibetan New Testament (see the 
present volume's Chapter 28). If Tharchin's monk nephew would do the work, lnaba went 
on, tlien "1 will remunerate hiin through Mr. Takasaki" at Gangtok. The Japanese scholar 
concludes his letter thus: "Hopirig that the [casting] machine will arrive at your home safel~, 
Yours sincerely, Shoju Inaba." 

Well, the machine, matrices, and so on did finally arrive at Calcutta in Septeinber 1961. 
with Babu Tharchin taking delivery at Kalimpong in late October. As noted earlier, howe\'er. 
the machine arrived in a broken state, creatiiig many lingering probleins and liustratine 
disappointments and even ill-health for the Tibetan publisher as he repeatedly for 
nionths, with Mr. Takasaki's assistance. to get the machine to work properly even aftei I t  

had been repaired. During the next six months or so, in fact, the correspondence hack and 
forth among al] the relevant participants was replete with evidence of Tharchin's increasing 
discouragement and seiise of defeat over the entire matter. 

Indeed. in a postscript to a letter of 22 June 1962 sent to Kimura, the Babu poored 0 ~ 1 t h ~ ~  
angst over the whole affair: 
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1 think 1 wrote you about the type casting machine whicli was sent by Prof. Inaba. [Yes, 
he had lirst written the bad news 10 Kirnura on 7 Dec. 1961, and indicami he had not 
yet reported to lnaba the machine's arriva1 and failure to operate, out of fear that the 
Professor "may also be sorry to hear the news."] It arrived here in broken condition. 1 
tried to repair it but it is not working. I spent over two thousand [mpees] but il is 
useless. He has sent an old second-hand machine which is out ofdate. One ofhis men, 
Mr. Takasaki, was here for a few hours and he saw the machine and tried io operate it 
but he was not able to cast [any] type. 1 am very sony about it and thereafier 1 became 
sick [having been laid low for six months with heart weakness brought on in part by 
this machine episode-present author] and so sad and [have) not written any letter to 
him yet but 1 shall write soon, as 1 got a lerter fiom him and Mr. Takasaki is also back to 
Japan by now. ' 7 5  

As a matter of fact, Tharchin was so overtaken with grief and frustration over the entire 
episode that as will be learned below, he would still not write the Professor for another three 
months yet, thus meaning that an entire year would go by before the Professor would hcar 
from Tharcliin! This additional three months' delay in writing lnaba was most likely dut: to 
what would probably upset the Babu even further: some unpleasant news he would receive 
by letter from Kiinura in July (see below) that was in response to his two troubling letters 
about the casting machine. 

Nevertheless, in his late-in-life memoirs prepared some ten years later tlie Babu tried to 
put the best face on the episode. Never once mentioning the broken condition of the machine 
nor breathing a word about al1 the trouble he had experienced for five years, h s  siinply 
acknowledged the following: 

Havint approached the oficials ofthe Political Department who . . . managed to secure 
the required Import License for me frnm Delhi.. . . i t  was [noiietheless] understord that 
I mysclf\\ould still lin\ e to pay the dup. oii the machinel?. In all, ihe entire eqiiipiiicnt 
selit me by Professor Inaba, including the matrices. cost over Rs. 20001-. Even so, the 
saine equipment would have cost between Rs. 6000 and 8000. 

Wliat. though, about Professor Iiiaba back iii  Japan? Did he tïnally cease and desist 
from liis habit of proposing offers in exchange for scholarly favors? Not in the least. In a 
letter of 30 May 1962 (the one the Babu made reference to in the postscript to his 22 Julie 
lettcr to Kiinura) he was pursuing his old patterii once again. But since Tharchin failed to 
reply, and thinking the Tibetan may have been ill, Inaba repeats the proposal he has in mind 
in a subsequent letter of 4 July: 

Have you received niy registered letter of 30Ih May 1962? You don7 send your letter. so 
I fear that you have taken ill. 

1 have a plaii that 1'11 do the best more and inore. For instance: [I'II] send the 
inatrices of the larger and sinaller characters [of Otani University's matrices sent the 
Babu in August 196 1 and which Tharchin received in October that saine year] if you 
want and if you help to promote our studies of Tibetolom, 

an initial refereiice to a specific favor he delineates later in the same letter. But then. 
sensiiig tlie Babu may have had enough of the good Professor, the latter, after noting that. 
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I have proinised [such books]. 1 never promised. 1 [only] promised to buy ii [Le.. pay 
the customs duty, which arnounted to some 800 mpees, on Inaba's shipmeni] & 1 did 
so; but [now of] no use to me. 

1 am writing hini soon. His man Mr. Takasaki was here & he saw the machine which 
is broken & [still] not working, although 1 spent lots & repaired [it]. 

In time, of course, the Professor did finally receive a response from Tharchin to his 4 
July and, by extension, to his earlier registered letter of 30 May 1962. And though the Babu 
did grant the transfer of permission regarding the translation of the Deb thrr dmur po 
document, Inaba also received a litany of unpleasant words from Tharchin concerning the 
shipment and its aftermath, along with a mild rebuke about the so-called promised books. As 
to the latter, the Kalimpong scholar had the following to Say in his letter of 12 September 
1962: 

Some of your friends at Nalanda wrote me that 1 have promised to send Tibetan books 
which [they] will come and pick up sometime. But 1 do not remember that 1 have 
promised to send any books. Yet if I have some spare books for your University 1 am 
quite happy to do so. Now, the Tibetan books [have] becorne very rare and valuable. 
as we cannot get any more from Tibet. 

But Tharchin also made it clear that only "if this [casting] machine [finally] gives good 
service" would he and Inaba be able to "still do some mutual work." He concluded his 
belated reply to the Japanese scholar in the following fashion: "By reading this letter. you 
will understand al1 my dificulties, disappointments, and ill-health." Clearly, the forthright 
missive from Kimura and the letter from Nalanda had opened Tharchin's eyes wider than 
heretofore, enabling him to decipher, perhaps, the real designs of Inaba and how his 
extraordinary kindness and generosity had been grossly taken advantage of b}, the Japanese 
Professor. Indeed, by this time he might, had he been asked, have readily agreed with 
Iiiaha's own candid acknowledgment, made in a letter to the Babu back in 1959, that he 
may have become "a perpetual nuisance" to Thar~hin . ' '~  

How different in character and persoiralis; it may be observed, uas another acquaintance 
of Tharchin's from the Land of tlie Rising Sun at about this sarne time. This was the 
celebrated Tokan Tada (1 890- 1967), who was meekness incarnate, not in the least pusliy or 
self-assertive as Inaba had too often been. Tada, like Hisao Kimura, would become a much 
valiied friend of the Tibetan publisher; and, though being inuch older than Kiinura, Tada. 
who was born in the same year as the Babu, would not have many years lefi to live afier his 
visit with Tharchin at Kaliinpong in the early 1960s (see below). But several decades earlier 
the Babu and the famous Japanese scholar had most likely already inet for the first tiine at 
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Ghoom during the period 19 12-1 3 when both were living at the tiny hill station; see Volume 
II, Chapter 18 of the present narrative for the details. In that same chapter mention was 
made of how this fine man had achieved the geshe degree at Lhasa's Sera Gompa during 
his decade-long stay there between 19 13 and 1923. 

Tada had been a close friend, adviser and disciple of the Great Thirteenth Dalai Lama: 
and the latter, shortly before his death in 1933, had written a letter to Lama Tada in Japan in 
which he reviewed their relationship and stated, among other things, that upon Tada's amvai 
at Lhasa in 191 3 he had "stayed at the Sera Monastery as my disciple, studied Buddhism for 
many a year, and practiced the other courses required . . ."17' Yet even before his arriva1 at 
the Tibetan capital, Tokan Tada had had the privilege of first meeting His Holiness during 
the latter's exile in India (1 9 10- 12); and once in Tibet, wrote the future Japanese monk, "1 
enjoyed the patronage of the Dalai Lama ..., and it was he who gave me Lamaist 
comrnandrnent~.~ ' '~~ 

The Japanese Lama would not leave the Tibetan capital to return to Japan till the end of 
1923, which thus meant that Lama Tada was present in the Sacred City of the Gods during 
the period of Gergan Tharchin's first visit there. Conceivably, therefore, these two may 
have met each other for the second time in Lhasa, though this is uncertain. It  is known for 
sure, however, that the Japanese monk would not depart the capital till late October or earl! 
November 1923, bound for China.I7%nd hence, the time-fraine for the presence in Lhasa 
of the Babu and the monk would have allowed for a second encounter between these two. 
Nevertheless, certain is it that the two of them did eventually meet again when Tada, no 
longer a moiik and now married* and a University Professor, visited Tharchin Babu il1 the 
latter's home in late March of 1961 .-t. This is confirmed by a personal letter of thanks which 
the Japanese ex-Lama had sent to Tharchin immediately following the visit. Handwritien il1 

Tibetan script and mailed as an Inland Letter from Calcutta's fained Rainakrishna hlission 
Institute of Culhire, it is dated 1 April 196 1, and reads in English translation as follows: 

* The es-monk years later \vould relate to Hisao Kirnura that upon his niarriage in Japan he tèll constraiilcd Io 
return his priestly robes and a copy of Iiis vows to the Great 'Thil-teenth, and offering an apology for Iiavin& 
broken thern. The Dalai Lama, on his part, responded by sending 'Tada a fii-ie Tibetan lady's dress \\'ith i! 
coloi.f~il apron and instructing the ex-Laina to fiilTill the duty of  "practicing BuJdliisin \+.hile living al homc. 
Kirnura, Japunese Agen,, 105 note. 
t According to Sonam T. Kazi, Tokan Tada had made a niuch earlier visit to KaliInpong-in late 1 9 4 F w h e n  
both Kiinura and the Kazi were themselves there. Yet neither oftliern, nor Tor matter Gergan Tliarchili. had 
the privileâ on tliat occasion of meetiiig the farned Japanese 1.ama. Duriiig iIie IYhOs, I ir i~~evrr.  el1 uu"ld 
do soi but wliereas Tharchin, as noted in the l èx t  above, would nicet tlie cs-l>ania in Kalimpoiig, the othei't"o 
would for the tirst tiine do so later in Japan. Intervie- with S. T. Kazi, Ott. 199 1 ; aiid leiier. the Kari 10 aulhor' 
Montclair NI UStZ. 6 Jan. 1992. 
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Dear intellectual beyond ocean, Mr. Tharchin:* 
1 Thupten Gyaltsetit would like to express that 1 am much thankful for your helping 

us extensively when we visited you, and for your giving us severai presents as we 
were departing. Your kindness will always be remembered. [We] reached Calcutta 
without any problems on the way fiom Kalimpong, and we are staying al [the address) 
mentioned above. In future, kindly send advices al1 the time [i.e., keep on witing me]. 

As a matter of fact, the correspondence between the Tibetan and the Japanese had 
been initiated when Hisao Kimura had "introduced" Tokan Tada to the Babu by letter in the 
mid-1950s. This had corne about because these two Japanese had gotten to know each 
other fairly well since both of them for a time lived near each other in Chiba, lapan. In a 
subsequent letter to Tharchin, Kimura had made reference to this introduction of sorts: 

1 believe you are in receipt of a letter from Mr. Tokan Tada. Wlien I saw him recently, he 
said he would very much like to be a correspondent of your newspaper in Japan; he 
would send you available news in Japan regularly and in return he will expect nothing 
from you except the newspaper that you publish. 1 hope you will write to him sometime. 
1 think 1 told you about him . . . He is a friend of Tsarong Chenmopa, has been a geshe 
of Sera, and publisher (editor) of "List of Tibetan Buddhism Textbooks." 

Correspondence did indeed ensue between the famous Japanese Buddhist Lamdscholar 
and the equally well-known Tibetan fiom Poo. Tada's letters were always handwritten in 
beautihl Tibetan calligraphy and graciously worded. And as exemplified by the above letter 
("he will expect nothing from you except . . ."), Tada, in contradistinction to Professor Inaba. 
never exploited the Babu's legendary generosity for persona1 gain. This is again evidenced 
in another letter Professor Tada wrote to Tharchin on 1 May 1959: 

* This is one of a variety of unusually interesting salutations Tibetan and non-Tibetan Buddhists frequentl? 
used when sending letters to their good friend Babu Tharchin. Other examples are the following, culled from the 
Tharchin Papers: 

[Dear] Sky-R'ide intelligent-eyed, bosom friend Rabula: 
Dear widely-kno%ing, intelligent and matchless Mr. Tharchin: 

-Taktser Rimpoche (eldest hrother o f  Dalai Lama XIV), 
Japan. 24 Ma' 1953 

Most benevolently-ohserva~it dear Tharchin Rabula, 
Thnusaiids of petals of  the ail-knowinp, Leader o f  the News. dcar Tharchin: 

-Stagtsang Raspa. Chief Guru. Hcmis mon as te^,, Leh. 
Ladahh. Deceniber 195 1 

Widel!.-observant. Mr. Tharchin Bahula: 
-Tashi, ai Pharijong. Tibet. F e b r u a ~ .  1954 

Widely-observant dear Mr. l'harchin La: 
--Privatc Secretar! io H . H .  thc Maharaja 01' Sikkim, 

17 August 1943 
t This Tibetan name whicli Tol\an Tada adopted means: Sign of Victory (Gyaltsen) 1s Buddha's Religion (Thup 
= Buddha, [en = Religion). 
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Dear Sir, 
Am glad for [your] being healthy and for your flourishing activities. 1 am also doing 

well due to the grace ofthe Three Jewels. Last year 1 had sent you a pictured biography 
of Buddha [i.e., a photo-biography of Buddha]. Have you received it? Please send a 
copy of the "Letter-writing book" of yours [a reference to Tharchin's own work he 
published entitled Tibetan Letter Wrifer] to the following address: Prof. Shinden Sakai, 
Koyasan University, Koyasan, Wakayama Japan. 1 am sending you money [as payment 
for it] by post, etc., according to your wishes. In your letter earlier you had mentioned 
you had sent a "Letter-writing Book," but 1 did not receive it, so 1 shall be grateful if 
you could send it immediately. 

In future, do take care ofyour beautiful flower-like health, and write me whatever 
you want, [not unlike the] flowing water of the Ganges. 

Let there be an accumulation of auspicious, healthy, good things (and) may there 
always be happiness. [This final greeting in Tibetan reads: Tashi Delek Phunsum Tsok 
Tendu Dewa Thop-Pa Shok.] 

There would be other letters back and forth between the two fiiends, until one day the 
Babu received the grievous word of Tokan Tada's death. He leamed of it fiom another 
Japanese scholar, Professor Ninkaku Takata of Koyasan University, who had visited in the 
home of Tharcl-iin La on 28 December 1967. In a letter he wrote to Hisao Kimura the vey 
next day, the Kalimpong publisher expressed his deep sorrow over the loss of his friend: "1 
am so sad to hear . . . that the great scholar Professor Tokan Tada passed away just about 
five months ago." 

The year 1948 was an important one in the history of Gergan Tharchin's Press. The 
very day in March of that year on which the Treadle Brown machine was installed provided 
the occasion for marking the longed-for formal inauguration of the present Tibet Minor 
Press. It will be recalled from a few pages earlier that Tharchin Babu had established bis 
new private Press Company two years previously-in July 1946-and at the same time had 
legally declared its name to be: The Tibet Mirror Press. Yet the only printing device he had 
to depend on for the next two years in producing his Press publications was the outdatedl 
almost primitive, litho machine from Darjeeling which by the Babu's own acknowledgmenl 
could only produce two text pages at a time! With how much patience he had to exercise* 
therefore, in hoping, longing and waiting for this very special day in March 1948 to arriveat 
last! 

Now the iiiaugural cereinony was attended by the Political Officer, Mr. Arthur J ,  

Hopkinson (1  894-1953), the able British resident in Sikkim (who was also in charge of 
India's relations with Tibet and Bhutan). In those days Tibet still carried on inucl-i trade and 
commerce with India. The Land of Snows imported large cluantities of woolen and corton 
goods. For that purpose, as mentioned before, a special Tibet Liaison Officer was stationed 
in Kalimpong by the Political Office headquartered at Gangtok, Sikkim. His duty was to 
issue export pennits for nianufactured cloth goods, yarn and other products. And thus. oot 
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only the Political Oficer but this Liaison Oficer, H. S. Bullock, attended the Mimor Press 
inauguration as well. And in honor of the occasion Bullock would give a party later t h t  day 
at his hill station residence. And as was the case with the inaugural ceremony, so was it the 
case with the party, that many high government oficials were invited and many Tibetans 
were present. Indeed, Tharchin had recorded the fact that at the inaugural event itself there 
were "over a thousand Tibetans" in attendance.'" 

The date was 22 March 1948, the day likewise on which the very first issue of Gergan 
Tharchin's Tibet Mirror newspaper ever rolled off of a genuine prinfing press-in this 
case the Treadle Brown machine. It was therefore a doubly happy event, to be celebrated 
with much joy after so many years of trial, difficulty and challenge. Moreover, the enterprising 
proprietor of the new Mirror Press, realizing the unique opportunity which this huge crowd 
of attendees would afford him, was intent on acquiring "as many new subscribers [to his 
newspaper] as possible on the day of the [ceremonial] opening." And to this end, he had 
further written Hopkinson in advance of the event, "1 shall have a man detailed to collect 
subscriptions and give formal receipts back at the Press and, with Mr, Bullock's permission, 
at [the party af terward~] ." '~~~ 

The Political Officer himself was the featured speaker of the day at the inaugural 
ceremony. If the readers are perchance good students of Indian history, they may wonder 
how it could be that a Britisher in 1948-more than a half year after lndian independence 
had been implemented-was still the Political Oficer or Resident of the lndian govenunent 
for Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet. That apparent anomaly does require a bit of explanation, 
which at the same time can provide a brief look at the life and career of this British frontier 
officer involved in Tibetan affairs. 

Hopkinson, bom in England the son of an Anglican Church clergyman. had been educated 
at Marlborough College and Oxford University. He subsequently saw service in the Great 
War of 191 4- 18 and was, in fact, wounded in action. Trained in the lndian Civil Service, he 
would eventually be recmited into India's Political Depariment. Indeed, he would pay his 
first visit to Tibet in 1926 as an officer of the Indian Political Service where until 1928 he 
remained at Gyantse and Yatung as British Trade Agent. after which he was assigned 
elsewhere. But in 1943 Hopkinson, by now a longtime "political." was dispatched to Sikkim 
on special duty where he rendered assistance to the Political Officer. The latter was 
Tharchiil's friend, Sir Basil Gould, who because of staff shortages in the midst of World 
War Two had been allowed to extend his term as P.O.S. on several occasions. But according 
to British frontier cadre historian, Alex McKay, Gould would suffer "a mental and phpsical 
decline" during 1944-5 (though he would later recover). And thus Hopkinson would in June 
1945 replace Sir Basil, who termed his successor "an old ffiend of Tibet." 

As the new P.O.S., he naturally assumed responsibility for conducting the relations between 
His Majesty's Govemment and Tibet. Commenting a year later about his predecessor's 
stature as Political Oficer, Hopkinson revealed soinething of his ambition as Gould's 
successor: "1 think BJ was a great man with big ideas, . . . and if 1 could do half of what he 
did here, 1 should be well pleased." In this regard, McKay has written that "some observers 
found Hopkinson a less commanding figure than a Political Officer was generally 
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expected to be, but his reports were incisive and his vision extended beyond the immediate 
concerns of cadre and empire." 

In the same year of his assurning the post of Political Officer, Hopkinson's work called 
for a visit to Lhasa, where he spent several months on an official visit to the Tibetan 
govemment. Now although two years later, on the day of the Transfer of Power in India, 
Hopkinson's service under the British Crown perforce ceased, nevertheless, at the requesi 
of the new and independent Govemment of the Indian Dominion, he continued to serve in 
the same capacity as he had previously been serving the British Govemment of India. Asa 
consequence, for an entire year Hopkinson had the distinction of being "the only British 
oficer holding the Resident's rank to serve in India" following the transfer of ultimate 
govemmental authority from Britain to her former Crown posses~ion. '~l (Upon his retum to 
England, incidentally, Hopkinson would study theology and, like his father before him, be 
ordained an Anglican minister; but he would die shortly after comrnencing his ministry) 

This, then, explains how Hopkinson, who would not withdraw from the post of Political 
Officer till 1 September 1948,''' could attend in March of that year the inaugural ceremony 
of the new Tibet Mirror Press in the capacity of Indian Political Oficer for Sikkim, Bhutan 
and Tibet and be featured as that tùnction's principal speaker. Indeed, i t  was most fitting 
that it was this particular British official who would be the main speaker on this occasion 
For he had been the one who two years earlier had responded positively to Tharchin Babu's 
appeal for Government assistance in upgrading his Press. And doubtless this appeal Ilad 
been put fonvard on the grounds, among other arguments, that his newspaper could and 
would continue to serve the strategic interests of India in Central Asia just as it had done 
during the World War only recently concluded. 

That Hopkinson had realized the value of Tharchin's newspaper and Press to both Indi3 
and Tibet is amply demonstrated by what he would express on paper both a year earlier and 
just a few months following this particular ceremony. As to the first expression of the 
newspaper's value, this he had obliquely indicated in a letter to his Tibet Liaison Officerat 
Kalimpong, who at that time was Major A. E. Pash. Hopkinson was requesting his T.L.O.t@ 
instruct the Babu to write a letter to every non-paying recipient of the Tibet Mirror, withthe 
hope and expectation that these non-payers would be induced to begin paying for the papeL 
thus generating more revenue for Tharchin's Press. These letters, the Political Oficer 
observed, "sliould be drafied in scrupulously polite language [and] . . . should poillt out thai 
the paper has been issued for [ X number of ]  years, that i t  is unique, or very n e d i  and 
that it is desirable to continue to keep up tliis ~iiiique Tibetan newspaper: but that in thi 
changing times it will not be possible to do so unless subscribers pay." Hopkinson the" 
added. significantly, and, it is believed by the present author, quite sincerely, the followinf 
statement: "The demise of the paper would be a tragedy."IR'" 

As regards the second expression Hopkinson offered up concerning the Tibcf MirrOrs 
value, this British official would compose a paper for himself in which he would set forth,' 
kind of valedictory review of Indo-Tibetan relations covering the previous three yearsofI1(' 
tenure as Political Officer and which also contained soine of his concerns for Tibet's uncedain 
Future. Dated 1 August 1948, which was exactly one rnonth prior to handing over 
responsibilities to his indigenous Indian successor, the retiring Political Officer for Tibet was 
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inoved to state in his private précis that the Babu's newspaper should continue to be helped 
and encouraged, presumably by the lndian govemment. Wrote Hopkinson: ". . . al1 reasonable 
help and encouragement is desirable for the Kalimpong-edited Tibetan newspaper. Now 
promoted from a broken-down litho-machine to a regular printing press, this paper has 
progressed greatly, not without effort applied from without. It has proved its popularity and 
usefulness and possesses an even greater potential usefulness, which further effort and 
patience will develop . . ."'n3 

With this quite positive assessrnent he had come to of the continuing value of Tharchin 
Babu's Press and newspaper, it was most fitting indeed that Arthur Hopkinson be the one to 
address the impressive crowd of attendees on this inaugural occasion for forrnally launching 
the new 'Tibet Mirror Press. He spoke from a brief that had been prepared for him by the 
Babu in advance. In his short address Hopkinson cited a little bit of the publisher's persona1 
history : 

Refore going to Ghoom Tharchin did not know Hindi, so he bought a Hindi primer in 
Delhi and began to study the language on his own initiative. While in Delhi his original 
desire had been to start his own Tibetan printing press, and with this intention Tharchin 
scribbled a letter of introduction and sent it offto . . . Ghoom. Not knowing any English, 
he had copied onto the envelope of his letter the address exactly as he had seen 
inscribed on the back of his Tibetan New Testament; namely, "Printed at the 
Scandinavian Alliance Mission Press, Ghoom, Darjeeling." 

The Political Officer very gladly referred in his briefremarks to the fùlfillment ofTharchin's 
drearn. He traced the history of the various press devices the Babu had used: from the 
original Roneo duplicator and double crown Iithographic press which both had been made 
available to the Babu for his use in 1925 and 1928, respectively, right up to its present form 
as represented by the Treadle Brown press.* Finally, Hopkinson remarked significantly: 

* It iilaq be recalled from Volume 11, Chapter 19 that Gergan Tharchin had purchased as a memento fiom 
Kalirnpong's Mani Press its small litho machine which had been "rented out" to him. as it were. in 193 1-2 that 
he inight continue issuing his newspaper following his resignation from the Guild Mission that year. Interestingly. 
the Bahu would act similarly concerning the double crown lithographic press whose use by him dated back to 
1928. This litho device. of course. Ilad served as the chiefrneans of printing the fiber Mirror for nearly the nexi 
two decades; and hence, at about the time of the establishment ofthe new Mirror Press building with its rnuch 
more inodern printing press-the Treadle-installed therein, Tharchin the romantic had approached the Scots 
Mission with a proposal. As a follow up. lie had then sent a letter of rerninder to its Mission Council. Found 
arnonç the ThPaK was a signed handwritten but undated draft, which reads as follows (as edited briefly by this 
author for clarit!): 

Sonlelime ago I had requested that if the Mission is not goinp to use the old Litho press anymore. 1 am 
prepared to buy it. thouph I iio longer require i t  in rny press uork. But hecause the said press \vas originally 
received for tlie purpose of  the Tibetan newspaper and \ras used so man! ),cars for printing the ne\vspaper, 
therelore. if the Mission \\fould he so kind to seIl it to me. I am prepared to pay Rs. 500:- for both the 
rnachiiie and Stones. If so. 1 shall be grateful tn have i t  soon. as I wish IO iiistall this in m! new small press 
huilding so that I may kerp i t  there to slio\v ho\% the Tibetan neuspaper had gotten its sta r i . . . .  

The Mission agreed to the proposal, and thus this device. too. was acquired by Tharchin Babula as a way of 
satis@ing Iiis deep sense of history with regard to the developrnent of his larned newspaper and Press. 
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"One should remember that the Tibetan newspaper is very vital and important to the Tibetan 
people." 

Not only was this vital role recognized on this side of the Indo-Tibetan border; likewise, 
the Tibetan government of that day-whether it have been the ruling Regent, Kashag and 
other high officials or even the new Boy-King Dalai Lama Iiimself-offered tangible proofs 
of their appreciation of the important place the Kalimpong publisher and his press had by 
this time achieved on Tibet's cultural and political landscape. Especially was this so with 
respect to the Tibetan newspaper which the newly inaugurated Mirror Press would henceforth 
be responsible for the continuance of its publication. For just a year later (in October 1949) 
Tharchin Babu would be the recipient of a large gift from the Government of the Great 
Closed Land as its way of expressing gratefulness to the Indo-Tibetan publisher for his 
work in keeping the insulated country apprised of what was happening outside her borders. 
In a letter to the lndian Political Officer of that time, Harish Dayal, Tharchin disclosed what 
he had received recently from Lhasa: 

. . . just a few days ago 1 received a letter, together with the sum of Rs. 5001- froni the 
Govemment of Tibet. In the letter it  is m~itten [and here the Babu provided ail English 
translation] that "as you have been sending your Tibetan newspaper to the Dalai 
Lama, Regent. Kashag and al1 the other officials ofthe Government, the Government is 
pleased with this and herewith sends you Rs. 5001- as a present (solre).. .." 

At about this saine time the Babu would receive another substantial gift, a private one, from 
one of these "other officials of the Government": the Dalai Lama's Junior Tutor, Kyabje 
Trijang Rimpoche. He it was, it will be recalled, who, along with the Senior Tutor, had 
introduced 'Tibet's Boy-King to the Tibet Mirror. Writing retrospectively later about what 
he had received from this high official at Lhasa a few years before, the ever grateful 
Tharchin, in a letter to the Rimpoclie and written in Tibetan, had this to Say: 

A few years ago [probably 19491 Your Eininence had sent me a letter and gift of Rs. 
hundred note that became [for me] a chief treasure. 1 had dispatched a Thank Yeu 
Letter through Dekyi Lingka, but it is uncertain whether Your Eminence had received it 
or not. Recently. due to various problems, 1 could not send you the [latest] Newspaper 
on thne, but 1 am very eager to send it soon.. .. In future, kindly send me [in relation to 
the Newspaper] your advices (on doing the right things and avoiding the wrong 
things) . . . With khata and three books. From Tharchin, on Tibetan 1" month 1 OIh da)'. 

But, then, less than two years later the Tibet Mirror editor was extren~ely happy t0 

receive what was probably the first of a series of personal letters and gifts which wouldbe 
sent him by Dalai Lama XIV himself in recognition of Gergan Tharchin's ongoing contribution. 
through his newspaper and otlier publications, to the entire Tibetan commuiiity. This initial 
expression of gratitude from His Holiness occurred in early 195 1, a mere month follo~in$ 
the transference from Lhasa of the Dalai Lama's Government and himself to the ~humbi  
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Valley town of Yatung in southern Tibet because of the growing threat fiom Red China. It  
was the beginning of troublous times for bo t .  Tibet and her 15-year-old "god-king." In 
another letter to Political Oficer Dayal, Tharchin took great pleasure in reporting the following 
item of news: 

. . . I am very glad to inforrn your honor that on 27Ih January 1 received a very nice letter, 
with Rs. 3001- as a present, from His Holiness the Dalai Lama at Yatung. He is very 
pleased with the newspaper and asked me to continue it. 1 have been longing to go up 
to Yatung and pay my respects to His Holiness as well as al1 the officiais there. but so 
far 1 failed [to do sol but still 1 am trying my best.IBJ 

Though circumstances of one sort and another would prevent the Kalimpong publisher 
fiom ever making the short journey across the Jelep La to Yatung, there would be other 
opportunities to pay his respects during the traumatic years for Tibet which la i  ahead. And 
on these latter occasions the Dalai Lama would express his gratefulness for the Tibetan 
newspaper with even larger inonetary gifis as a way of encouraging the Babu--alwfajs 
short of funds for his newspaper operation-to carry on the uork of keeping him, his 
(;overninent and his people informed. As the news jounial editor would himself explain 
tliree years later regarding the indispensable informational role of the Tihrt .24irror for the 
Tibetan people but also regarding the constant financial situation lie faced in keeping the 
journal afloat: "Since 1925 1 am publishing a small monthly Tibetan newspaper. but it was 
never self-supporting and 1 have fallen under heavy debts.. . . The Tibetan people were just 
beginning to know the value of the Newspaper, then unfortunatcly the Cliinese Communists 
arrived and now thej are trying to stop its circulation in Tibet and 1 am facing great difficulties 
with iny publishing urork. Of course 1 am an anti-Communist and 1 generally write and guide 
the Tibetan public and it [has] helped very niuch but . . . they never send their subscriptioii 
[ p a y m e n t ~ ] . " ' ~ ~ ~  For now, however, it must have gladdened Tharchin's heart to know that 
the joung ruler of Tibet was not only reading the Ebet Mirror but also appreciating its 
pages enough to have taken the time and effort to offer his sincere thanks and financial 
support for it, a most tangible recognition indeed of the impact the paper was having on this 
and other power centers within his ethnic homeland. In fact, it is the opinion today of the 
Exile Govemment of Tibet tliat despite its small circulation back then, "the impact of the 
Tibet i2firmr: though confined to a small circle of Tibetan aristocrats and an even sinaller 
circle of Tibetan reformists,. . . was enormous. It broiight news of the world to an isolated 
Tibet."'R' 

With the acquisition in 194718 of a modem printing niachine for his recently established 
prii~tc!\~-owned and operated Tibet Mirror Press, Gergan Tharchin would launch a campaign 
to garner additional comn~ercial and business advertisers for the Tibet Mirror beyond those 
he had previously enlisted. In the post-World War 11 era which was now eirerting its impact 
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on Tibet, the Government of the Great Closed Land was beginning to realize that if she 
were to survive as a viable nation able to hold her own in the modem world, the counbk 
would iieed to have greater contact with the outside world than her closed-door policies if 
the recent and not-so-recent past had permitted. To this end, in fact, the Tibetan govemmeni 
had sent forth to the West and elsewhere in 1948 a Tibetan Trade Mission which, it was 
hoped. would engender on a niore modem footing trade and commerce between the World's 
Roof and other countries beyond her past trading contacts with what used to be British 
lndia and with China. 

With this ever-so-slight opening up of the Closed Land to greater trade, and now that 
British lndia was Independent India, Babu Tharchin thought he saw an opportunity to interest 
additional business and commercial companies in lndia and abroad in advertising in his 
Tibetan newspaper. Indeed, in his solicitation of  new advertisers, the Babu would again and 
again emphasize Tibet as a newly developing country w ith every good prospect for business 
and trade opportunities and how his nervsynpe/- could facilitate those prospects for these 
compaiiies. For esample, in a letter he sent to the Sahny Cominercial Co. at Bonibay on 12 
Jilly 1948, here is Iiow he approached the matter: 

. . . Soinetime past 1 met your proprietor Mr. Amrit Singh Sahny herc at Kalimpong, and 
he has seen my Paper aiid advisedine to write. Now herewith 1 send a copy ofiny Paper 
topetlier with a card of niy advertisement rates. 1 am sure you will like to advertise in my 
Paper aiid tiy to pusli your business into the Closed Land for toreigners but not 
restricted for trade. There is every prospect for business in the future, as Tibet is just 
beginniiig to develop the country along with the rest of the world. Other leading cos. 
are also doing the same, which you will notice by the advertiseinents printed in the 
Paper. 

And three days later, the cliaractei of Tharchin's then current tliinking on the subject came 
through in siiiiilar fashion when soliciting the Cooper Allen & Co. and The North West 
Tannery Co., both located at Cawnpore: 

Dear Sirs, 
1 ain sure that i f  you [had known] it before that there is a Tibetaii Newspaper which 

is read by ail . . . hi@ Tibetan officiais as well as by traders. 1 am confident you would 
too have ivanted to advertise in this Paper, wliich is the only paper that goes to Tibet. 

Herewith 1 send a copy of the Tibetan Newspapcr for your interest as a sample, 
togetller with a card showing the advertisiiig rates. I am sure you h i I l  like to have a 
business connection with Tibet which is ilon a vast developing country. There is 
every prospect for trade in near future. . . . l u ' "  

At about this same time there appeared an article about Tharcliin Babu and his newspaPer 
in an important and highly respected trade journal publishrd in London called the ~ . i > r l d ~  
Press .Ve'eii:s und Advrrfi,sers ' Rrvieii! Its appearance constituted a further recognition 
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of the significant role the Babu's news organ was assuming in keeping the Tibetan nation 
informed of  what was happening outside its borders. Charmingly entitled, "lts Distribution 
Route 1s by Mule over the Himalayas," the article-submitted by the journal's lndia 
correspondent-commenced its report on the Tibet Mirmr and its publisher in the following 
engaging manner: 

Unique in Asian journalism is the "Tiberon Mirmr "-the only paper printed in the 
Tibetan language-which celebrates its 25"' birthday shonly. Published in the North 
Bengal hill station of Kalimpong, this 8-page paper has several strange features that 
would make many hardened Fleet Street journalists raise their eyebrows. 

The article, which appeared in this weekly trade journal's 25 May 1950 number, page 13, 
went on to describe some of the "strange features" of the Babu's unique news publication: 

Althougli edited by a layinan. C i  Tharchin, both compositors are lamas dressed in the 
customary Tibetan red robes; distribution is by mule trains, \#hich [literally] pass by 
the office door on their four-weeks trek over the Himalayas to Lhasa; if the deaûline for 
publication is not attainable, the editor postpones it for another month; requests for 
back copies come from distant monasteries to which deliveries take as long as four 
montlis to effect. 

Following this foreign correspondent's discussion about the Mirror S publishing hislov. 
the difftcult logistical distribution to its most distant subscribers, and about Tharchin's petsonal 
and professional background ("a native of Gartok district in western Tibet" and "a Buddhist 
scholar of considerable distinction"), he took special notice for his readers of what he had 
pleasantly found upon looking through one of the newspaper's most recent numbers: 

A copy of the FebmaryIMarch [1950] issue which 1 exarnined showed the paper to be 
well printed in the curious Tibetan script, with plenty of block photos of the Pandit 
Nehru-President Tmnlan meetings in the USA and with a hvo-color photo of lndia's 
new President, Rajendra Prasad, on the fiont page. On page 7 was a paragraph relating 
to the trip of two Fleet Street newsmen, Ward Price, of the Dai!\ Mail. and Sydney 
Smith, of the Daily Express. to Yatung. in Tibet, the English names standing out in the 
~iîidst of the script. 

Indeed. so intrigued was the Press News correspondent by the script used iii Tharchin's 
newspaper that he included in his article an actual reproductiori of the particular paragraph 
in the Tibet Mirror that was devoted to these two newsmen, with their English naines and 
the names of their famous London newspapers highlighted amidst the surrounding quite 
neat and clear Tibetan script! 

During this same period now under discussion another but very different instance of 
quiet recognition of the vital role which Tharchin's newspaper was playing in Tibet would 
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manifest itself. This would come fiom an altogether unexpected quarter and would even 
precipitate the possibility, as remote as it was, of the Babu relocating himself and his Press 
to Lhasa. It may be recalled from Chapter 17 of the present narrative's previous volume 
that as early as 1937 certain progressive-minded individuals at the Tibetan capital had 
approached the newspaper publisher with that very idea in mind.* In a letier quoted from 
earlier which he had written that surnrner from Lhasa to Sir Charles Bell, Tharchin had 
informed his esteemed English fiiend of the following bit of news: "AI1 the officials are very 
much interested [in the Tibet Mirror] and some other officers advised me to bnng a small 
litho press to Lhasa and also keep a radio [as an outside source for obtaining news which 
could then be incorporated into the newspaper] and publish a small daily newspaper in 
Lhasa. The Regent, Prime Minister and the Shapes are al1 very much interested." 
Circumstances then were not at al1 conducive to bring about such a move and the idea of 
shifting the paper and its press machinery to the Tibetan capital was shunted to the 
background. By the beginning of 1949, however, talk about the notion and even specific 
proposals to effect it commenced to surface from a totally unanticipated direction. And 
though Tharchin's establishment of a Press and newspaper at the political and ecclesiastical 
heart of Tibet never became a reality, it makes for quite a remarkable story and provides 
further evidence of the stature and respect which by this time Babu Tharchin and his Tibet 
A4irror paper had achieved among certain circles in both India and Tibet. 

lt al1 began quite innocently enough, it would appear, as gleaned from a series of letters 
written to and from the Tibetan publisher that were discovered among the voluminous Tharchin 
Papers. BIS this time (the late 1940s) the Scottish Mission Church (Presbyterian) in Kalimpong, 
of which the Tibetan "pastor" Tharchin was a part, had become a member of an amalgamation 
of affiliated denominational Churches in the northern areas of India known as the United 
Church of Northern India (UCNI, and precursor to the much larger present-day CNI, the 
Church of North India). Now it so happened that at this time, and for many years prier, 
Tharchin's Western missionary colleague, Scottish Mission medical missionary Dr. Albert 
Craig, was sewing as the Superintendent of the Mission's Charteris Hospital in Kalimpong. 
Yet besides performing his superintendency at the hospital, Dr. Craig had also taken a keen 
interest in the medical, social and religious welfare of the Tibetan community in ~harchin's 
hiIl station and had become increasingly conversant-no doubt through his ever closer 
association with the Babu-with the religious if not the political situation in Tibet and amoW 
Tibetans on both sides of the Indo-Tibetan frontier. Indeed, just three years hence, he would 
be strongly encouraging the Tibetan catechist Tharchin to return to the Mission from which 
he was still estranged, resume his "pastoral" work among the Tibetan community in the hiIl 
station, and be ordained as a minister of the Church of Scotland. 

Currently. though, Dr. Craig had other thoughts on his mind when on the 26Ih of March 
1949 he penned a letter to the recently-installed Moderator of the UCNl's General Assembly, 
the Rt. Rev. Dr. A. Ralla Ram of Allahabad, who had paid a visit to Kalimpong just a few 
months before and had met and established a friendship with Dr. Craig and his family. 

* But so, too, it may be recalled from earlier in the present chapter, both Phuntsog Wangyal and Ngawanr! 
Kalsang-two of the earliest Tibetan Communists-had approached the Babu in 1944 with the sarne proposal. 
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Dr. Kam had no doubt informed the Hospital Superintendent that he was also serving that 
same year as the Convener of the General Assembly's newly-fmed Foreign Mission 
Committee and was on the lookout for a land where the United Church's Foreign Mission 
might plant its first ever missionary work abroad. And so, as a follow-up to Dr. Ram's visit 
to Kalimpong, rnissionary Craig had written a fiiendly letter in which he had apparently. and 
on his own initiative, suggested that the Foreign Mission Committee might seriously wish to 
consider establishing its initial work abroad in Tibet. And though it is not clear from the 
extant correspondence available (since Craig's letter was not found), it would appear that in 
his letter to the Moderator Dr. Craig had even mentioned Tharchin and his Tibetan newspaper 
within the context of suggesting Tibet as a foreign field of missionary endeavor. 

Now it is probable, from his interaction with Dr. Ram during the latter's visit to Kalimpong. 
that Craig was already aware of Ram's keen personal interest in Tibet as a region for 
planting a mission work; and therefore the enthusiastic response he received fiom the 
Moderator written just two weeks later most likely did not surprise him at all; on the other 
hand, he may have been taken totally aback by the speed with which the United Church's 
Foreign Mission Committee Convener now advanced a very concrete set of proposals by 
which to put such a plan into iminediate effect! For in his reply to Dr. Craig of 91h April, the 
Rev. Dr. Ram set forth the broad outlines of his scheme to plant a work in Lhasa. His entire 
letter reads as follows: 

1 am grateful to you for your very kind letter of 26"' March. You hardly know w h t  a joy 
it will bring to me personally ifour Foreign Mission should actually be located in Tihet. 
My initial difficulty is that 1 am told tliat Tibet is a closed land for Christian Missionaq 
work. 1s it that that baffling countq only objects to European missionaries. and that 
Indians and Tibetans doing this work are acceptable to the authorities in that land? 
When 1 was in Kalimpong the same opinion was given to me by everybody. which you 
have now expressed iii your letter. Everyone said that Mr. Tharchin is the man H ho 
sliould take up this work. 1 am at once w~iting to him and a copy of my letter is 
enclosed. 

1 believe that no sooner the details regarding Foreign Mission work in Lhasa are 
settled yoiir Church Council would be only too delighted to send him forth with the 
blessings of the whole Church and laying hands on him as an ordained minister of the 
Gospel. 

1 should have no difficulty in letting him go to Lhasa with his Printing Press and the 
espense of the journey would be gladly borne. 

Your letter is truly a breeze from the hills and has proved to be a tonic in hot 
Allahabad. 

With my kindest regards to you and the family, 1 am. Your grateful fiiend. A. Ralla 
Ram. 

I t  is of interest to note that Dr. Craig must have passed on this very letter to Tharchin. 
since the original of it, along witli the said enclosure of a copy of Rarn's 7Ih April letter 
addressed to the Tibetan newspaper editor, were both found among the Tharchin Papers; 
whereas the original of Ram's letter to the Babu was nowhere to be found, although when 
Ram had by late May not received any reply from Tharchin, a c o ~ y  of it which the Convener 
promptly forwarded to the Babu i t las found among the latter's Papers, accompanied by a 
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brief 20"' May cover letter from the Convener which said: "On the 71h of April 1949,1 wrote 
you a very important letter, but 1 have not so far had a reply fiom you. Fearing that the letter 
has L rone astray, 1 am writing you again on the subject and am sending herewith a copy of 
the letter 1 wrote you at that time. Looking forward to hearing from you soon . . ." Most 
likely, therefore, Dr. Craig, upon receiving his own letter of 9Ih April from Dr. Ram with its 
enclosure of a copy of the latter's letter to Tharchin, had no doubt approached the Tibeta" 
publisher for a thoughtful discussion on the matter; but upon learning that Tharchin had 
never received the original of his own letter fiom the UCNI Moderator, he had given to the 
Babu the two letters he had himself safely received so that Tharchin could reflect upon 
them and their solemn implications, react back to the Siiperintendent, and respond to Ram 
accordingly. 

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Ram's 7hApril letter to Gergan Tharchin is, to Say the least, an absolutely 
astounding one. Upon a first reading of it and the one sent Dr. Craig, the Tibetan publisher- 
evançelist-pastor must have been lefi reeling and stirred to the very foundations of his 
being. For it is a missive whose subject and proposals must have initially moved him to tears 
of great joy at the prospect of being able to fulfill at last a long-held ambition of possibly 
leading a Church mission of his own to his ethnic homeland, planting a work in the very 
heartland of Tibetan Buddhism, preaching the gospel of Christ unhinderedly there, and 
continuing to open the eyes of his blood brethren to the ever-changing world outside their 
country's borders through the publication ofhis newspaper on a daily basis as his contribution 
in helping to effect an absolutely essential reformation of Tibet before it was forever too 
late. Here, then, in its entirety is what the highest ecclesiastical official of Tharchin's 
"umbrella" Church body had to Say and propose to him for his earnest consideration: 

My dear Mr. Tharchin: 
A few inonths ago 1 was in Kalimpong and 1 wanted very much to have ail interview 

with yoii, biit at iliat time you were away. 
You are doubtless aware that the United Church of Northern India is very anxious 

to start Foreign Mission nork abroad, and to me personally it is Tibet that calls more 
than any other country, and al1 of us will Iiail the day when the Church in Northern 
lndia erects an outpost in the capital of Tibet to undertake missionary work. 

1 personally feel that we can find no better person than yourself to lead this mission, 
and if you should be our first missionary in Tibet I shall greatly welcome such an 
adventure. Let me inake my proposals to you in definite tenns: - 

( 1 ) Would you be willing to become Our missionary in Lhasa, Tibet? If'you should 
agree to this proposal 1 shall approach the Eastern Himalayan Church Council to 
ordain you to be our first missionary. 

(2 )  1 understand that you are running a Printing Press froin which literature pours 
rorth into Tibet. What \\ i l1 you do with tht: Press in case you had to go to Lhasa'? ln 
case you wish to carry it to Lhasa we shall be responsible for al1 the expenses that you 
will iiicur. 

( 3 )  You ha\ c to kiiidly lielp iiic in determiiiing the salai4 and m hatr\,cr allowanceS 
y011 find necessary. I M i l1 do al1 1 can to inahe your burden as liglit as possible in tllis 
respect. 

( 4 )  If you are able to undertake this missionary work of preaching through the 
printed page and in any other ways, would you like that mle shoiild also associate a 
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Christian doctor with you so that medical and evangelistic work may go on togethrr? 
Please advise me as to what should be done in this respect. 

I hope you will read over my letter prayerfully and that you will send me your 
decision in as near a future as possible so that 1 may movc in this matter as quickly as 
possible. 

Looking fonvard to hearing from you soon. and with my kindest regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

Sd. A. Ralla Ram, 
Convener, Foreign Mission Committee 

of the General Assembly of the 
United Church ofNorthcm lndia 

Could any other proposal of like content have been more stunning and all-embracing in 
its scope? It was as though a huge magic flying carpet had descended to earth and beeil 
placed at the Babu's disposa1 which, were he merely to give the word, would c a q  him, his 
family, his Press and his vibrant Christian faith to the Vatican of Central Asia's vast realm of 
Mahayana Buddhism where, now relieved of al1 the perennial financial anxieties associated 
with Press and family obligations of yesteryear, he and his mission could undertake whai 
countless Christians had prayed for but which few if any others before him had been able to 
do: spread the Light of Life in a Land Dark and Closed for centuries. He and his esteemed 
friend and co-worker in the gospel of long ago, Sadhu Sundar Singh, had always longed and 
hoped for just such an opportunity as this of penetrating the tradition-bound Land of Monks 
and Monasteries with the message of Christ in an iinhindered way; and now at long last it 
seemed as though that dream was about to coine true! 

Yet strangely enough, Gergan Tharchin apparently temporized for the longest while before 
answering the proposal, during which time Dr. Ram sent him at least one follow-up letter on 
9 Noveinber inquiring what might be his decision on the proposai that at this late date b a s  
still on tlie table for the taking. Even in this instance, however, the neuspaper publisher 
waited for nearly six weeks more before beginning what the records show as an original 
and carboii copy of an zrnfinished missive he attempted to compose that was dated 19 
Deceinber and typed on his Tibet Mirror Press letterhead s t a t ione~ .  Its brief text reveals 
his continuing uncertainty and lack of any action taken in securing the required permits fcbr 
such a venture: 

Mq dear Dr. R. Rani, 
Thank you for your kind letter of 91h November 1949. 
If it is Ciod's will that 1 should go to Lhasa. 1 am willing to go. But 1 have to apply to 

the Tihetnn goveinment to get the permission. as well as. I have to take perniission 
from tlie Cioveminent of India. 

TI-iere is no evidence extant as to whether the letter finally sent, if such was ever sent at ail, 
was couched in tlie above language or was subsequently revised to reflect any fùrther or 
different thinking on the matter. Nonetheless, as will be seen shortly. Tharchin was still 
temporizing on the issue into late February of the following year. 
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brief 20"' May cover letter fiom the Convener which said: "On the 71h ofApril 1949,l wrote 
you a very important letter, but 1 have not so far had a reply fiom you. Fearing that the letter 
has gone astray, 1 am writing you again on the subject and an1 sending herewith a copy of 
the letter 1 wrote you at that time. Looking forward to hearing from you soon ..." Most 
likely, therefore, Dr. Craig, upon receiving his own letter of 9Ih April fiom Dr. Ram with its 
enclosure of a copy of the latter's letter to Tharchin, had no doubt approached the Tibetan 
publisher for a thoughtful discussion on the matter; but upon learning that Tharchin had 
never received the original of his own letter fiom the UCNI Moderator, he had given to the 
Babu the two letters he had himself safely received so that Tharchin could reflect upon 
them and their solemn implications, react back to the Superintendent, and respond to Ram 
accordingly. 

The Rt. Rev. Dr. Ram's 71h April letter to Gergan Tharchin is, to Say the least, an absolutely 
astoiinding one. Upon a first reading of it and the one sent Dr. Craig, the Tibetan publisher- 
evangelist-pastor must have been lefi reeling and stirred to the very foundations of his 
being. For it is a missive whose subject and proposals must have initially moved him to tears 
of great joy at the prospect of being able to fulfill at last a long-held ambition of possibly 
leading a Church mission of his own to his ethnic homeland, planting a work in the very 
heartland of Tibetan Buddhism, preaching the gospel of Christ unhinderedly there, and 
continuing to open the eyes of his blood brethren to the ever-changing world outside their 
country's borders through the publication of his newspaper on a daily basis as his contribution 
in helping to effect an absolutely essential reforrnation of Tibet before it was forever t00 

late. Here, then, in its entirety is what the highest ecclesiastical officia1 of Tharchin's 
"umbrella" Church body had to Say and propose to hiin for his earnest consideration: 

My dear Mr. Tharchin: 
A few months ago 1 was in Kalimpong and 1 wanted very much to have an interview 

with yoii, biit at that time you were away. 
You are doubtless aware that the United Church of Northern India is very anxious 

to start Foreign Mission work abroad, and to me personally it is Tibet that calls more 
than any other country, and al1 of us will hail the day when the Church in Nort1.ier-n 
lndia erects an outpost in the capital of Tibet to undertake missionary work. 

1 personally feel that we can find no better person than yourself to lead this mission, 
and if you should be Our first missionary in Tibet 1 shall greatly welcoine such an 
adventure. Let me make niy proposals to you in definite tenns: - 

( 1 ) Would you be willing to becoine our missionary in Lhasa, Tibet? If you should 
agree to this proposal 1 shall approach the Eastern Himalayan Church Council to 
ordain you to be our first inissionary. 

( 3 )  1 understand that you are running a Printing Press froin which literatiire pours 
forth into Tibet. What will you do with the Press in case you had to go to Lhasa'? In 
case yoii wish to carry it to Lhasa we shall be responsible for al1 the expenses that you 
\vil1 incur. 

( 3 )  You have to kiiidly help me in detenniiiing the salary and M hate\.er allowanct.~ 
y011 find necessary. 1 bill do al1 1 can to niakc your burden as liglit as possible in tliis 
respect. 

(4)  If you aie able to undertake this missionary work of preaching throush the 
printed page and in any other ways, would you like that we shoiild also associate a 
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Christian doctor with you so that medical and evangelistic work rnay go on togelh? 
Please advise me as to what should be done in this respect. 

1 hope you will read over my letter prayerfully and that you will send me your 
decision in as near a future as possible so that 1 may move in this matter as quickly as 
possible. 

Looking fomrard to hearing from you soon. and with my kindest regards, 
Yours sincercly, 

Sd. A. Raiia h, 
Convener, Foreign Mission Committee 

of the General Assembly of the 
United Church ofNortheni lndia 

Could any other proposal of like content have been more stunning and all-embracing in 
its scope? It was as though a huge magic flying carpet had descended to earth and been 
placed at the Babu's disposal which, were he merely to give the word, would carry him. his 
family, his Press and his vibrant Christian faith to the Vatican of Central Asia's vast realni of 
Mahayana Biiddhisin where, now relieved of al1 the perennial financial anxieties associated 
with Press and family obligations of yesteryear, he and his mission could undertake what 
countless Christians had prayed for but which few if any others before him had been able to 
do: spread the Light of Life in a Land Dark and Closed for centuries. He and his estecmed 
friend and CO-worker in the gospel of long ago, Sadhu Sundar Singh, had a l ~ a y s  longed and 
hoped for jiist such an opportunity as this ofpenetrating the tradition-bound Land of Monks 
and Moriasteries with tlie message of Christ in an unhindered way; and now at long lasi it 
seemed as though that dream was about to coine true! 

Yet strangely enough, Gergan Tharchin apparently temporized for the longest while before 
answering the proposal, during which time Dr. Ram sent him at least one follow-up letter on 
9 Nokcinber inquiring what might be his decision on the proposal that at this late date was 
still on the table for the taking. Even in this instance, however. the neuspaper publisher 
waited for nearly six weeks more before beginning what the records show as an original 
and carbon copy of an linfinished missive he attempted to coinpose that \vas dated 19 
Deceinber and typed on his Tibet Mirror Press letterhead stationery. Jts brief text re\ cals 
his continiiing uncertainty and lack of anj. action taken in securing the required perrnits for 
such a venture: 

My dear Dr. R. Rarn, 
Thank you for your kind letter of 9Ih Noirember 1949. 
If it  is God's will tliat 1 should go to Lhasa, 1 am willing to go. But 1 have to apply to 

the Tibetaii goveinment to get the permission, as well as. 1 have to take permission 
from tlie Govemment of India. 

There is no evidence extant as to whether the letter fiiially sent, if such was ever sent at all, 
was couched in the above language or was subsequently revised to reflect any further or 
different thiiiking on the matter. Nonetheless, as will be seen shortly. Tharchin was still 
temporizing on the issue into late February of the following year. 
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One of the reasons most likely to account for the Babu's ongoing hesitation was the 
lingering tense and even ominous atmosphere in Lhasa and in much of the rest of Tibet that 
had been created by the sudden and explosive expulsion order handed down in the Iate 
spnng of that year by Tibet's National Assembly and Cabinet and discussed a few pages 
earlier. Given the uncertainty which iiow obtained at the Tibetan capital and the triumph of 
Mao and the Communists in the Chinese Civil War just concluded, together with Tharchin's 
continuing intimate involvement in undercover intelligence-gathering activity on behalfof 
the lndian govemment (see Chapter 24a for the details), Tharchin was in no position to give 
a definite answer. On the one hand, the proposals by Dr. Ram and the UCNI were most 
tempting in the extreme, and he was not about to make a hasty negative judgment were the 
Sino-Tibetan situation to stabilize sufficiently to allow for a relocation to Lhasa; on the other 
hand, the Babu had to consider seriously the dangers which might befall him, his family and 
his niission in Lhasa were a becalmed international situation between the two countries 
which would have encouraged him to shift his residence to the Tibetan capital to suddenly 
explode in his face for the worse and negate the very reasons for having relocated to 
Lhasa. Furtheniore, as will be learned two chapters hence, the newspaper publisher had by 
this time become a target for il1 of the Chinese Communists. 

For the time being, therefore, Tharchin, it would appear, had decided to bide his time and 
wait and see how the fast-changing events in the international arena might play out. This, in 
fact, becaine his stance well into the year 1950. For in the last extant document found 
amont, the Tharchin Papers which dealt with this subject, the Christian publisher was still 
waiting to know what the will of his God was in the matter. Writing on 24 February to 
Nonnan Ellis of the Baptist Mission Press in Calcutta, the Tibetan publisher-evangelist 
made the following observations, he apparently having in the meantime approached some 
Tibetan government officials about the proposa1 to shift his Press to the Tibetan capital: 

. . . 1 am so glad as you were in Nagpur [India] for tlie Christian Council of the Literature 
Board and i-iientioned especially the needs of Tibet at this time. 1 received some papers 
about the Conference in Nagpur. [They were] very interesting, and we hope that the 
Christian Presses will do great helps to Tibet, Bhutan and Nepal, as well as to India. 
Now the Tibetans are takiiig inore and more interest in modem printing works, and 
several officials suggested to me to go to Lhasa with my sinall press. 1 am piaying that 
if it is God's will 1 will go there.. .. 

In hindsight, and given the now well-known obsequious attitude of the Nehm governn~c.ilt 
of lndia towards Peking's emergent Maoist regime at this early stage in Sino-Indian relations 
regarding Communist China's designs on Tibet, it is extwrne/y doubtful that the lndian Foreign 
Office would in the slightest degree have allowed Gergan Tharchiii to relocate his staunchb 
anti-Chinese Communist publishing house in Lhasa or to plant a Christian inission there: and 
even if the Tibetan government would have pronounced its owrn blessing upon these prilnaQ 
features of the Rani proposal. As a matter of tàct, so obsessed had Nehru becoine by this 
lime-and despite his betterjudgment-in viewing the Coinmunist Cliinese as post-~olonial 
allies and CO-leaders in Asian and world affairs, that before the year 1950 had corne to 
close the lndian government had essentially abandoned the loiigstanding dc,fricro recognition 
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ofTibctas autonomy which New Delhi had inherited from the departing British Kaj. Caving 
in to mounting Chinese pressure during that entire year, India, having in January 1950 granted 
diplomatic recognition to Peking's Communist Government, decided in the end to avaid 
debating the issue of Tibet's status vis-Ù-i~is the international community %%en later that 
saine year the matter was raised by a few lone supporters of Tibetan independence at that 
year's General Assembly session of the United Nations. 

Furthermore, by late 1949 the lndian government had become very much aware, as had 
Tharchin himself, that the Kalimpong publisher and his newspaper had been singled out 
specifically by the Chinese Communists as having been chiefly responsible for provoking 
the Tibetan govemment's precipitate action earlier that year of expelling al1 Chinese from 
the Roof of the World (see Chapter 24a for details). In addition, during the ensuing decade 
both the Chinese and Indian governments would be exchanging diplomatic notes which 
were jointly and harshly critical of Tharchin's newspaper for its articles "hostile to the 
Chinese Govemment and people" on the one hand and for its "anti-Government of India" 
editorials opposing the latter's Tibet policy on the other, with both Go\,emments equallq 
determiiied not to allow the Tibet 'blirr-or to mar "the friendly relations between lndia and 
China" (see Chapter 27 for details). 

And hence, for the Nehru govemment to have given its imprimatur to the proposed 
private mission to Lhasa would have greatly antagonized Beijing. That development. one 
may be sure, the Delhi authorities would never have permitted to happen had such a request 
from Tharchin ancilor the UCNl Foreign Mission Committee ever reached the desks of the 
relevant lndian govemmental bureaucrats for their approval. 

In the end, the proposed Ram foreign missionary venture proved to be highly misguided 
and far too unrealistic for this late date in Tibetan history, given the geopolitical realities of. 
the Sino-Indian, Sino-Tibetan and Indo-Tibetan relationships of that day. These realities and 
these relationships would prove to be even more unsuitable and far less salutan/ for relocating 
to Lhasa some three years later when still another cal1 would be issued for the Babu to shifi 
himself and Iiis Press to the Tibetan capital. The peculiar circumstances surrounding the cal1 
would once again, however, not be conducive to the relocation of the Tibet Mirror Press and 
its proprietor to the heartland of Central Tibet (see next below). And thus, the missionary 
dream m hich Gergan Tharchin had for so long prayed of one day personallj spreading the 
C'liristian message far and wide in unhindered fashion throughout the Great Closed Land 
would remain unfulfilled during his lifetime. He would have to be content with the longstanding 
more restrictive inethods of communicating the gospel inside Tibet: intermittent and mostlj 
anonymuus tract distribution (with iiiuch of such evangelistic literature continuing to be 
printed at the Babu's Press), word of mouth transmission one-on-one, and infrequeiit 
publication and distribution there of his Tibet i2firror- new spaper with its one page de\ oted 
to Christian themes. Nevertheless, Babu Tharchin coiitinued to pra) till his \ e p  last breath 
that others after him ~vould have the privilege which had been denied to hiin and to so man) 
others before hiin. 
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As alluded to already, yet another and niore bizarre summons to relocate his Press to 
Lhasa would be received at Kalimpong by the Christian Babu. This, however, emaiiated 
from a familiar Communist source! The author is indebted for infonnation about it to the 
sometime-resident trader at Lhasa, the Ladakhi Moslein Abdul Wahid Radhu. The latter 
had leamed of it fiom the Communist source himself, Phuntsog Wangyal, witli whoni by 
now the reader is well acquainted. It so happened that Radhu had arrived in Lhasa (for a 
stay of two years) just a inonth before Phuntsog would himself arrive at the head of the tirs1 
contingent of the dreaded People's Liberation A m y  to enter the Tibetan capital. This would 
be the late summer of 195 1. 

Sliortly after his triumphant retiirn with the PLA, Phunwang would contact Tharchin 
down in Kalimpong to conic up to Lhasa with his Press. This suinmons would most likely 
have. occurred in early 1952 and concerned itself with the work of the Translation Biireaus 
which tliis very earlq Tibetan Coinniunist had helped establish at the Tibetan capital. Il will 
be recalled from earlier in the present chapter that the primary purpose of these Bureaus-- 
and others like thein elsewhere in Tibet and perhaps also in western China-had been tu 
translate into Tibetan the works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Mao as an essential preparation 
for the eventual and total transfoniiation of Tibet into a socialist society. Here is how, in his 
autobiographical volume, Radhii had infornled his readers about the cal1 whiçh went out to 
the Christian publislier: 

To accelernte the printing of al1 this new iiterahire, according to what Phinang [Phuntsog 
Waiigyal] told me, they had recourse to an old press which a certain Tharchin possessed 
in Kalimpong where he published a jounial in Tibetan, Pho-i Mc.long [sic] (The Mirror 
of Tibet). after having for a loiig time printed \vorks ordered by Christian missionanes. 
Tharchin \vas called on to return to Tibet to participate in this work of   pro gr es^."'^" 

How ironic that this suminons from the Communist Phunwaiig ~vould arrive during the 
precise period in which the Babu would be engaged in an intensive theological s t u d ~  alid 
training as preparation for being ordained a Christian ininister by his Church that took place 
in eai-ly 1952! 

Given this tlevelopment in the Babu's life and given also his already several-years-1011~ 
editorial views expressed in the Tibet Mirroi. sharply critical of Communist China's 
hoi-rendous treatment of his ethiiic homeland and of the Marxist-Leninist anti-religious 
philosophy which inforined that treatinent, one can state with absolute certainty that Rev. 
Gergan Tharcliin would not in the slightest degree have taken kindly to such a cal1 to relocate 
himself and his Press northward. His earlier fear that his Press and newspaper might 
possibly be hijacked for Coininunist purposes iniinical to Tibet would now seem to have 
justified. Phuntsog Wangyal's sanguine expectation ihat Tharchin. with his adinittedl~ 
progressive reformist views about Tibet, would have beeii iiiterested in participatiiig in this 
~ o m m u n i s t  venture up in Lhasa, was, to put it mildly, considerably offthe mark. The Tibetan 
Coinmunist Iiad apparently concluded from his inany conversations with the lndo-Tibetan 
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back in 1944 that he well knew Tharchin's true thinking and desire concerning Tibet: but he 
had seriously misread the Babu's heart. As it turned out, Phuntsog Wangyal and his 
Communist coinpatriots would have to inaugurate a press and newspaper of their own at 
the Tibetan capital. 

That tlie Tibet hlirror, and its printing house, the Mirror Press, came to be widely respected, 
appreciated and greatly valued for their varied contributions to tlie Tibetan-speaking people 
in general and to the govermnental and cultural circles in particular was no beaer demonstrated 
than by what happened less than three years following the new Mirror Press inauguration. 
As the month in the Silver Jubilee year ofthe Tibet Mirror s publishing history approached, 
and the day when its Tweiity-Fifih Anniversary Issue was about to roll off the press, messages 
of recognition, congratulation and felicitation poured in from many quarters-including, it 
may be recalled, a congratulatory message from Lhasa sent to the Mirror :F editor by none 
other than Gedun Chophel. Space would not be enough to quote them al1 fully. Only a 
representative few can be cited here; but al1 of them stmck a particular note of profound 
appreciation which the one or the other of them had for this or that aspect of the fibel 
Miri-or that each liked best or from which each benefited the most. The cornplete text of al1 
the following appeared in English (as well as what appear to be summaries in Tibetan) in the 
Silver Jubilee Number of the newspaper that was issued as Volume 19, nos. 1-2 dated 1 
Deceinber 1950- 1 January 195 1 and which appeared in late January 195 1.  

Writing from Gangtok, Mr. Harish Dayal, representing the lndian govemment in his 
capacity as the then Political Officer in Sikkim who had succeeded Arthur Hopkinson later 
in 1948, considered it "a remarkable achievement" that the newspaper had continued for so 
long "in spite of various difficulties." The Tibet A4ir.1-or-, he noted, "performs a caluable 
function in bringing the Tibetan reading public into touch with affairs throughout the world." 
The "iieatness and clarity of printing" in both text and illustrations "might furnish an example 
to many better-known joumals," he concluded.* 

* During his feu years in office 35 the Political Officer in Sikkirn. Dayal would become one of the Xlirt.or- 2 
sta~lnchest ridvocates within Independent India's governmental bureaucracy. Even when he had to be the bearer 
of [lie negative response fiom the Indian government ("all Ministries ofGovernment are ha\,ing to reduce their 
eapenditures," he euplaineci) to one of Babu Tharchin's several appeal letters he had submined from time to 
[ilne (this one sent the P.O.S. on 77 July 1949) for the purpose of being granted a resumption of a prcviousl! - 
lapsed monthly siibsidy. Daval had nonetheless sotlened the blow by declaring in his sincere lrtter of regret 
ihat "if conditions justify and if "1). own budget allows. I shall consider the possibilit~ of estendine 
occasional rissistaiice 10 you from fun& at nly disposal." Dayal to Tharchin. Gaiigtok. 5 Sept. 1949. ThPaK. 
This cornmitnient the Political Officer did in làct làithfully fultill on several occasions thereafter. the most 
notable instance haking occuired jus1 pi.ioi to Da! al's transfer to a ne14 post abroad. On behalfofthe Political 
Officer, a contribLition of 500 r;pees to\vards the Tibetan nenspaper was remitted to the Babu from Rai 
Bahadur Sonam Tobden Kazi. India's Trade Agent at Yatung. \vho happened to be at Ganptok al the time. In his 
letter of.78 Feb. 1957 to rharchin. the Kari \\,rote: "Reference our talk '.esterda?. piease get RS. 500:- fiom 
blessrs. Jetniall & Bhoiiaj. Agent at knlirncing. The P.0. in Sikkiin has been pleased 10 contribute the abow 
silm out of the funds a; his disposal." ThPaU. 
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Froin the Himalayan Hotel in Kalimpong came a stirring message o f  support from 
Tharchin's longtime friend David Macdonald, the retired British Trade Agent at Gyantse 
and Yatung in Tibet. It is worth quoting in its entirety. 

All readers of the Tibet Mirror and al1 Citizens of Kalimpong will join with me in 
wishing Our fellow Citizen and Editor, Mr. Tharchin La, al1 possible success in the 
production of the Jubilee Number of the magazine. 

The twenty-fifth Jubilee is a big event in the history of a paper and Mr. Tharchin La 
must look back with keen interest in the early struggles before his paper established 
itself and gained its present high authority. Mr. Tharchin La is a Tibetan scholar, and 
his deep knowledge of Tibetan culture is always evident in the Newspaper. He has 
long been associated with this part of the world and has paid many visits to Lhasa. 

As a School Teacher at Ghoom, Kalimpong, Yatung, Gyantse and Lhasa, he has 
eamed the gratitude of his fomler pupils, and from his long stay in Our midst has 
eamed a reputation as a higllly respected citizen whose truth and integrity is widely 
recognized. 

The nbet Mirror is the only Tibetan Newspaper in the world and is a strong bridge 
between India and Tibet. It is also circulated to niany coiintries overseas. 

We al1 wish Mr. Tharchin La the greatest possiblc success in the managersllip of 
the Tibet Mirror-. May he and his wife have a long, happy and prosperous l ik.  TASHl 
DELEG.'!" 

From the SUM Institution in Kalimpong came a message o f  reminiscence sent by the 
Rev. William M. Scott, a former Head of  the Scots Mission, as follows: 

1 well remember the appearance of the first number of the Tibetan Newspaper, and 1 am 
very glad to be able to send to my friend, the Editor, congratulations on the completion 
of 25 years of publication. 

Mr. Tharchin has overcome many difficulties during these years and 1 admire his 
courage and determination in keeping the paper going. Long life and success to hini 
and to the Tibetan Newspaper. 

The  editor of the (Darjeeling) Himalayan Times, Suresh Chandra Jaiii, joined his voice 
to  the growing chorus of well-wishers and those who  expressccj their indebtedness to 
Tharchin and his newspaper: 

Indo-Tibetan culture is obliged to the Tibet A!ii.ror and its foiinder Tharchin La \vho 
have been real assets in its advancement al1 these twenty-tive years. Tliarcliin La has 
fought his battle single-handedly and has emerged froin i t  successfully showing to the 
world what it means io have sincerity of purpose. 

On tliis happy celebration of the Silver Jubilee of the Titwt  mirr ru^- I extend Tharchin 
La my warmest greetings and pray to the Almighty fc>r his long life to enable liiin to 
serve the cause which he has undertaken. The Tihet hlirror, 1 hope, will continue to he 
the torchbearer of everything that is noble in Tibet and Iiidia. 

From His Highness the Maharaja of Sikkim, Tashi Naingyal, came a lengtliy accolade 
on behalf especially o f  the Tibetan-reading public in his country. "It has given ine great 
pleasure," the Maharaja began, "to learn that the Tihet iMiwo,- is celebrating its Silver 
Jubilee this month .... Mr. Tharchin's publication lias done a most useful service to the 
country, pailicularly to the Tibetan-speaking people. It is widely read iii Sikkiin and rightb' 
appreciated for the sanity o f  its views and charity o f  thought." Its circulation in Tibet. he 
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noted, "has been appreciable, and it probably is the only vehicle of world news to most of 
the people of that land." Constant and faithful service to one's country for twenty-five 
years, continued the Maharaja, "must be a proud performance for any journal; but for the 
Tihct Mirror which is printed in a script comparatively little known in India, this glorious 
record should be particularly flattering." From a relatively humble beginning that saw it 
piiblished in lithographie type, he observed, the Tibet Mirror Press now possesses "modem 
printing machines of its own." Commenting on the pictonal aspect of  the newspaper, the 
Maharaja acknowledged that this "has always been its most pleasing feature." In conclusion, 
His Highness wished the publication and its editor Mr. Tharchin "very great success in the 
modem democratic era." 

The Sub-Divisional Officer of Kalimpong, M. C. Pradhan, added his plaudits to the 
newspaper's longevity but recognized the fact that "it has been a great strain on its editor 
sree G. Tharchin" in maintaining its publication "al1 these years." And M. K. Pradhan, the 
Vice-Chainnan of the Kalimpong Municipality had this to Say in his note of appreciation to 
Tharchin Babu: "1 heartily congratulate you on your efforts to seek honestly and with industry 
io serve your country. Please accept my good wishes for its prosperity and wider circulation." 

N. Dutt-Majumdar of the Judicial Department in Calcutta gave recognition to the "valued 
service rendered to the Tibetan-speaking people" in India and elsewhere by the newspaper. 
"1 hope," he added, that "it will be able to maintain its high standard in the years to conie and 
be a distinct contribution in the world ofjoumalism." The Deputy Cornrnissioner for Darjeeling, 
N. Raychaudhuri, expressed the view that Tharchin's newspaper had done "a great deal to 
foster very fiiendly relations between the Indians and the Tibetans" through its "mutual 
appraisement of each other's culture and civilization." 

And from the Babu's close colleague and superior in clandestine Tibetan Intelligence 
operations, Lha Tsering (see hence in Chapter 24a), came forth the following heartfelt 
encomium on Tharcliin La's newspaper achievements: 

1 send you my hearty greetings on the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of your Tibetan 
newspaper . . . 1 remeinber how, twenty-five years ago, you started your paper with 
meager resources, how you struggled single-handedly through difficult times; until 
now. yours is a modern and up-to-date Press. A newspaper, particularly in Tibet, is the 
chiet'source of information to enlighten the Tibetan people about world e\.ents and 
the international political situation; and yours. the only one in Tihetan, is admirably 
serçing the purpose. 1 know that it is greatly appreciated by the Tibetan-knowing 
public and that it is eagerly waited for and read by al1 Tibetans and Tibelan-knowing 
people. 

I t  1s rernarkable that you, a Khunupa [i.e., a Khunuwari], should have embarked on 
such an enterprise, and 1 wish you and your paper long life and increasing prospenty. 

Yours sincerely. 
L. Tseritig 
Assistant Director, 
Subsidiary Intelligence Bureau, 
Ministry of Home Affairs 
Government of lndia. 
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Among those congratulatory messages that cited the newspaper on its Jubilee celebration 
was an unusual one by S n  Krishna Das Mukerjee of Parganas, West Bengal. He wished to 
draw the attention of the Indian govemment "to the acute financial difficulties linder which" 
the journal had been "struggling during the 25 years of its existence, though tlie Ideal ofthe 
paper to foster the Indo-Tibetan cultural and spiriiual fiiendship has al1 along been kept in 
the forefront under the able guidance of the learned editor." Mukerjee made an eloquent 
appeal to the Govemment of India to "come forward and liberally finance the paper" so that 
it might not only grow in size but also be published more frequently-"say, once a week." 
The Tibet Mirror 5 subscribers in India and abroad, he added, "eagerly await the next step 
of the Govemment . . . in this direction." 

One final congratulatory message should be inentioned. It came fiom His Royal Highness 
Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark (1 908-80) who at the time was still based in Kalinlpong 
conducting anthropological research in several directions. It will be recalled that oneof his 
munshis in the Tibetan language was Gergan Tharchin himself. Moreover, the Babu's Press 
would even print and publish for Prince Peter one or two of his smaller works of scholarship 
in the ensuing years of their fiiendship.* In his note of appreciation for the newspaper and 
its publisher the Prince wrote: 

Ii is now twelve years since 1 first made the acquaiiitance of Mr. Tharchin and of his 
Tibetan newspaper liere, in Kalimpong. Since then, 1 have come to appreciate to the 
fiill tlie good work that is being done throughout Tibet by the publication and, 
consequently, to wish it a long life ofcontinued, regular appearance. 

1 take great pleasure in congratulating its founder on the occasion of the twenty- 
five yerirs Jubilee. This is indeed a splendid record of which Mr. Tharchin can be justly 
proud, and which al1 well-wishers of the Tibetan newispaper rejoice over. 

May there still be many, many years to come in which we shall have the pleasure of 
reading the Tibetan Newspaper! 

The Tibet Adirror would indeed continue to appear for another decade and more, years 
that were fraught with incredible upheavals and momentous events both within and without 
G e r ~ a n  Tliarchin's beloved Tibet. precipitated as they were by the aggressive and bellicose 
designs of the Conimunist Chinese to the east. This tumultuous period aiid the Babu's d e e ~  
involveinent in it al1 by rneaiis of liis print medium are recounted in soine detail in the 
chapters that are yet to follow in the present narrative. Just here, however, it may be well to 
allow the reader to have another close-up view of the Tibetan newspaper, this time as it 

* A f c \ ~  )'cars later, however, lie and his White Kussian wife Princess Irene, would bc. expelled by the Indiaii 
governinent tor his having spoken out publicly on several occasions against India's passive policy during 
1950s regarding Tibet. "Long iesident in Kalimpong," notes John Knaus, "the prince .. . publislied Ili5 

[anthropological] studies ofthe Tibetans and regional hill tribes. This and his friendship with [tlie Dalai Lama 
elder brotlier] Gyalo Thondup led to suspicions that he was a spy. Thondup. a frequent tennis partner. 
disinissed this as nonsense. He noted that the prince's interest in Tibet was liinited to ineasuring their skulls. 
7.000 of thein so far, as part of his e~~c)~clopedic  study of Hiinalayan polyandry. (Aftei- his banishinent troll1 
India to Denrnaik [in 19571, Prince Peter took an active role on behalro[l'ibctiin refugcc childi-en.)" Knausq 
Oi-p1iar7.\. of'the C'old H,?tr, 17 1 . 
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appeared in the early 1950s to the eyes of a keen European observer who would become a 
good friend of the publisher's. - 

This latest delineation of the Tihet Mirror is to be found, surprisingly, among the pages 
of a rather scholarly yet highly readable volume that has already served as a valuable 
source for the writing of the present biography. In his book, Where the Goa5 Are Mountains; 
Thrcc Yeur..\ 17mong the People of ' t l~e  Himalayas, Baron René de Nebesky-Wojkowitz 
has recorded, anlong other things, his impressions of Kalimpong, the particular place chosen 
as home base for his ongoing research and writing about the Tibetan culture and religion to 
be fouiid along the Indo-Sikkimese borderland. Because he remained at Kalimpong from 
August 1950 to Februarq 1953, the young Austrian Baron had innumerable opportunities to 
observe and record the life and iimes of the people and society in the Indian hill station itself. 
And it was wliile he was at Kalimpong during this period that the Austrian became intimately 
acquainted with Gergan Tharchin, who now and then obliged the European, as the reader 
will learn in tlie following chapter, by serving as the foreign scholar's interpreter on a nurnber 
of occasions when the Baron wished to have interviews with significant people in the area. 
As a inatter of fact, Tliarchin's name appears on many pages of the Austrian's volume. 
which thus reflects further the important place the lowly man from Poo had by this time so 
well assumed in his community. 

Now Nebesky-Wojkowitz devoted considerable space in his book to Tharchin's influcntial 
newspaper. He is therefore worth quoting at some length here since what he wrote can 
providc a very good idea of the further development of the journal's format and content 
since the time when some twenty years earlier it had been critically reviewed by "Tibetan" 
in Shanghai's prominent English-language weekly, the North-China Herald (see earlier in 
the present work, Volume II, Chapter 17). The Austrian Baron began by briefly describing 
the physical location of the editorial offices of the newspaper and then proceeded to discuss 
the paper and its content in great detail: 

In the middle of the Tibetan quarter stands a comgated-iron shed, from which a steep 
flight of steps runs up to a small Stone building. The two buildings house the editorial 

1 en'.\ offices and press of the oddest newspaper in the itnrld. This is the Mirrol- q/ V 
jiom Al1 Sides uf'thc M*brld, as its title means literally . . . Until thc occupation of the 
Land of Snows by Red Chinese troops. this was Tibet's only newspaper. It \vas founded 
as long ago as 1925. The editor is Kusho Tharchin. an affable Tibetan who prefers 
European clothes and has mastered English as thorougllly as the tortuous formulas of 
honorific Tibetan. This paper is an exception among Tibetan printed works: it is not 
printed ivith wood blocks, but with lead type . . . 

The Mirr-or. generally consists of only six or eigllt small pages of print, but it offers 
a wealth of absorbing ne\vs to hini I\ ho can read it. Thttre are columiis headed "Nefis 
from Lhasa," or "Reports froiii Bliutan." Next to the latest rumors fiom the carakan 
roiites* stands a report on the most recent sitting of the Tibetan Council of Ministers, 

* Ever the enterprising publisher of news, Tharchin Babu soughi to interest lndian and other Government 
o t sc io l~  in various places along the caravan routes to subscribe to the 7ihet ,\.lirror. A letter hr wrote to the 
Political Oflicer at far-offSadi>,a in Assanl is a classic case in point. Sadiga sat astride the trade route from lndia 
to eastern Tibet aiid heyond. l l i s  particular letter tlie Babu sent in 1948 to the then Political Officer there. Mr. 
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followed by intelligence from the land of the U-ru-su (Russians) and the Sog-po 
( Mongolians). froiii Gya-nap (China), Ko-ri-ya (Korea) and Ri-pin (Japan). In between 
are to be found the "Legend of the Parrot that spoke several Languages," proverbs, 
the "Honey-essence of Good Sense contained in the Wise Sayings of tlie Laina White 
Lotus," and news of the opening of a new "skywayV-the Tibetan term for an airline.. .. 
A column under the heading "Ne\vs froni India" contains the outline of a pcace speech 
by Pandit Nehru and in the section "News froin the Western Continent" inay be read a 
declaratiori by President Ai sing-hu-war (Eisenhower) on the Formosa coiiflict. The 
naine of the island is spelt Phonnosa, for the Tibetan language possesses no "f'. 

Wesleni persona1 and geographical nanies are transliterated into Tibetan characters 
according tu the English pronunciation; but the familiar names are not always easy to 
recognize in their Tibetaii guise. Thus the section "Ne~vs from the Western Continent" 
contains an account of the Diugophe E-den-bara's (Duke of Edinburgli's) Canadian 
tour, a note about international discussions taking place in Pe-ri-si (Paris) the capital of 
Pha-ran-se (France), and the gist ofa declaration made by Char-cha-hi1 (Churchill), al1 
of them telegraphic reports, "wind-tidings," as the Tibetans Say. 

Most issues of the paper cany a few photographs. A picture of the young Dalai 
Laina often graces the front page, but a photosaph of the Coinn~unist National Assenibly 
at Lhasa is quite likely to appear as well. A few pages farther on a true marvel is shown: 
a new-laid egg, the natural inarkings on whose shell form the party symbol of Chiang 
Kai sliek's Kuomintang. The back page of the Mirror. also has interesting information 
to offer. Under the heading "Coininercial News" it gives the current prices of Tibetan 
wool, fox and snow-leopard skins, black and white yak's tails, hog's bristles, and 
musk. Nest to this are annouilcements by the Association of Tibetan Merchaiits in 
Kalinipoiig and a few advertisements, such as the stateiilent that Ballisandas Shyainrata 
pays the highest price for musk, or a price list of the goods just arrived at Haji Musa 
Khan's shop on the Tenth Mile."" 

This fine summary of the contents of Tharchin Babu's news journal dating from the 
early 1950s has anticipated in one very important respect the rernarks most recently put 
fonvard by the exile Tibetan literary critic, scholar and novelist, Jamyang Norbu, on the 

L. Sharnia, informing hini of an article he had published in the paper about Sadiya "and the iiiipoitant irade 
route" whicli ran through it and enclosing two copies of tlie pertinent issue of the Miii-oi as a way to whet the 
Officer's interest in the newspaper. In the article. wrote Tharchin, "1 was able to publish a îew photos ofyour 
honotir and some news of the Sadiya Trade route." Then reminding the Political Officer that his predecessor 
"used to subscribe to 30 copies froin November to the end of March in e v e y  year for distributioil to the 
traders," the Babu next expressed the hope that Sharma might "favour the same aiid order me to send 
copies" by post. Tharcliin added, suggestively, that he "thought that copies, if distributed to traders who Pass 
thiough Sadiya, will be very pleased to read the article." He went on to say that inany Khampa traders ai 
Kalimpong had shown "very inuch interest in the article," and held out the prospect that were "the Sadiça 
route pioperly developed," lie was "sure that al1 the Eastern Tibetan traders will come to Sadiya" aiid tllatlhe 
latter ~ ~ o u l d  "develop into a big trade centre like Kalimpong." Tharchin to Sharma, Kalimpong. 26 No\... 194S. 
ThPaK. In early 1950 the news publisher would receive a request by letter not froin the Political Office hlit 

from the Assistant Central Intelligence OtTicer there, statinç that "a copy ofthe Tibetan Newspaper is iequircd 
for iny office use" and requesting that its subscription to hiin be supplied "rit a very early date." T.T. Samdup 
to Tharchin, Sadiya. 25 April 1950, ThPaK. 
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tremendous contribution which the Tibet Mirror had made in modmizing the Tibetan 
languagc. Taking radical exception to those apologists of Communist China like Melvyn 
Goldrtein and Han Suyin who have expressed in their writings "wholehearted enthusiasm" 
for Beijing's so-called reforms in the Tibetan language, Norbu accuses them of having 
totally ignored the contributions of others in the modernization of Tibelan languagc and 
liteiature. I i i  this regard, he cites the considerable modemizing influence exerted on Tibct 
and her language by publications like the Tibet Mirror, the linguistic activity of Christian 
missionaries, British military and diplomatic advances into Tibet. the acquisition of products 
that were continually being imported into the country and which were the results of' 
conteniporary Western technolcgy, the impact of trade and commerce on Tibet-pmicularlj 
during the period of the Second Wor Id War, aiid "most significantly," the niodernization 
prograin of the Great Tliirteenth. These al], in Norbu's opinion, constituled "the true 
begiiinings" in the process of inodernizing Tibet and her language and had al1 begun to occiir 
a half-century and more prior to Communist China's invasion and occupation of Tibet. 

Norbu has enunciated and discussed thesc and related ideas and claims in a Iengthy fi\.e- 
part essay entitled, "Newspeak and New Tibet: the Myth of China's Modemization of7'ibttt 
and tlie Tibetan Language." In this essay he has taken Goldstein to task in particular t'or 
having been conipletely silent on what Norbii tinnly believes 1% as tlie considerable influence 
which the Tibet ,l/lil.ror, in its nearly four-decade publishing historq., had crerted on 
modernizing the Tibetan language by having contributed in a major uay to the creation of a 
neil Tibetan vocabulary of political, technological and scientific terms. In fact, this well- 
known Tibetan critic lias gone out of his way to heap much praise on Babu Tharchin and his 
pioneering newspaper for this particular linguistic accomplishment. 111 a most laudatorj, 
disciission of the Babu's contribution, Norbu in effect has placed the Indo-Tibetail editor in 
the forefront of those who need to br  credited for having achieved much in this literarq 
endeavor "long before Commuiiist China's language 'reforms'" had been inaugurated "or 
for that matter [long before] Goldstein's own language books and dictionaries" had been 
published (see the introduction to the latter's Modern Lircrar3. Tihetalt. 1973; the foreu ord 
to his Tihctan-English Dictionary of Adoderu Tiberun, 1975; and his inuch later \ olume. 
Esse~i tials of Modern Literari~ Tihetan, 1 993). 

Highly detailed and extremely well-documented. Noi-bu's essay presents a most persuasi\ e 
case for his claim that well prior to Coinmunist China's "reforms" of the Tibetan language 
(which, he argues, were "ill-conceived, unnatural, arrogant and imposed" and "seriousl> 
damaging" both to "traditional writing and literature" and to "the spoken language"), Tibet 
had already witnessed significant beçinnings in "the creation of a modem Tibetan vocabulan " 
and that this "evolutionary organic process" had been "undertaken mostlv byTibetans 
themselves" and done so "in a matter-of-fact. non-academic and non-official n~ay." And 
according to Norbu, Gergan Tharchin, through his famous newspaper. had coniributed greatly 
to this process. Yet this lengthy successful episode in Tibet's modern linguistic and literar) 
history both Goldstein and Suyin, "the mother ofall Chinese propagandists herself' (see her 
1977 volume, Lhuscl t l ~ e  Ope11 Cifil: o Journe.,- to Tibet), had cliosen to ignore. 
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Here. then, is the laudatory manner in which Norbu, writing in 2005, commenced thar 
part of his essay which is centered on the Indo-Tibetan publisher and his contribution to 
'Tibet's niodern language: 

Any discussioii on the tnodemization of the Tibetan language would be inconceivable 
\\itlioiit inentioning the ma-ion contribution ofthe pioneering Tibetail-language paper. 
ilie Tih~t !Wirr.or-, aiid its founderleditor, the Keverend Gergan Tharchin. It is therefore 
astoiiishing that no\\ here does Goldstein niake any mention of either. The first issue of 
the Tibet iCfirt.~r appeared iii October 1925 and carried on for thirty-eight years until 
1063-64. The circulation was certainly srnall, but copies were passed on and re-rad on 
quite an extensive bssis. Tlie 1 31h Dalai Laiiia, a personal friend of Tharchin's, who 
ei~couraged and supported him in his venture, received the paper regularly as did 
some other lamas and aristocrats. Other Tibetans in Lhasa also subscribed. Copies of 
the paper even reached Chamdo and Derge. 

Norbu then quotes from Tibe~an scholar Tashi Tsering's biographical sketch of the Babu 
which bears repeating here within the present context, even though the passage has previously 
appeared already in the present narrative (see Voluiiie I I ,  Lhapter 17, where a slightly 
different text version caii be found). Writes Tsering: 

Inspired by the British liberal press, the A4irror published articles on world events and 
espccially reported what was takiiig place in lndia, Tibet and in tlie region of Kalimpong. 
Ii was a rich source of information on the uorld of High Asia at the time. It reported on 
tlie rnovements and diplornatic activities of govemrnent officiais of Bhutan. China, 
Rritaiil, Sikkim and so on, as well as the goings-on within the aristocracy and the 
endeavours of Tibetan scholars. The paper also debated the question of the status of 
Tibet and the position of Tibet vis-&vis China. 

The Mirror carried profiles of contemporary political personalities such as Gandhi. 
Staliii and Hitler as well as prominent Tibetans. It also reported on the doings of the 
geat  military powers. developments in weapons and tlie latest scientific discoveries 
and in\.entions. In~portant international events such as the Olympic Games as well as 
the anniversaries of the India Empire were also reported. 

But Norbu next provides a summary of the results of his own admittedly cursory rellieu 
of the hdirror. This sunimary reveals an amazing amount of data suppoi-ting his contention 
that the Babu and his unique news publication had contributed greatly to Tibetaiis' knowledge 
of modern de\~elopments in business, commerce and trade, in science and technology, and in 
politics. But most importantly, this summary also makes clear the considerable coiitribution 
the Babu made in modernizing the Tibetan language (e.g.. his coining of new Tibetan temis 
and other creative vocabolary) which was essential in  aiding his ethnic countrymen in their 
understanding of, and communicating among themselves about, these various cultural 
developments. Explains the Tibetan critic: 

The Mirvor rail classified ads, aiid reported on the Kalitnpong \~fool market as \vell as 
international gold and silver prices. An occasional feature \vas a science and technology 
section u.here new inventioiis and natiiral pheiiomena \\ère explained. The June 1939 
issue carried an article on how eclipses (ze-r-in) occur, accornpanied by a diagram of 
the Sun, the moon and the eartli. Another explained the workings of the camera with 
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the kiiid of school ttxt-book diagram of a cutaway box-camwa with the two symboli~ 
lines representing light reflecting off the top and bottom of an upright person. 
intersecting at the lens. entering the camera and casting an upside-down imqe ai the 
film on the back. 

Some of the advertisements in the Mirror clearly denionstrate how the products of 
modem technological civilization had already made substanrial inroads into Tikt .  
The May 1927 issue has an advertisement for a folding bellows camera, Priino No. 12. 
along with a notice on par-shok (photographic paper) and par-men (photographic 
chemicals). In the June 1926 issue there is an ad for alann clocks (ckirrsoe-Wlor Io), 
specifying that these could be ordered by mail. The April 1926 issue fcatures an ad for 
a horn gramophone (.lepar dhungcliin-chen) on the fiont page. The ad goes on to 
mention that with thc gram\;p!lone you could listrn to melodious sonys, opera arias 
(ti~lntthal-) and music (huaTja) from many different counuies. In fact, the .%iirror ofJune 
1927 has an advertisement for a series of sir; gramophone records of Tibetan light 
classical music (roesl1ajdnangma) and L h m o  opera arias. 

Since the first issues of the .&firror were mimeographed, it is possible that the 
Tibetan term for 1his. nrirnpar (oil-print), could ha\.e been coined at the time. The 
Mi1.t-or \vas later printed on a lithographic niachine that Tibetans called dopar (stone- 
print) which is close to the Latin. The letterpress uas called chuûdru, cenainly derivcd 
froni the Tibetan term for individual letteri;, \.rt7gdr-rr (letter-secd). . . . 

Much of the political vocabulary Tibetans use today seems to have appeared in the 
hlirrnr: rarrgwanp (Freedorn), rangzen (independence), miser-pulkhap (republic). 
chopri-il~utigpo (nehtrality ), chohsi (politics), chah-bung or miser (citizen), w.6 (adopted 
froni the English "vote" but spelt as meaniiig "worthy or desenlin@" ic96pa). i~.o.shok 
(ballot-paper). ii:odrr (cleciions), silot? (prime minister), siùzin-rhib.ap latrr .siJ:itl 
(president), chigyal luj-khung (Foreign Bureau), ttr14~o (ideology. doctrine) and 
ghurigtren (Cornniunist China). Earlicr in the '1\venties and 'thirties the Tihetan u ord 
for Communism (more in reference io the Soviet model) was lrlanp niarpo from tlie 
Mongol "Ulan" for red and the tautology marpo u.hicli is red in Tibet.. .. WC cannot, of 
course, credit the creation ofall of such political ternis to the Mirror. but some ofthem 
were probably coined there. Nonetheless, the fact remains that tlie modem Tihctan 
scientitic and political vocabulary that Goldstein and Han Suyin claiin exclusi\ely as 
Con~munisl China's achievement was long before in currency at the Mirror and in the 
conversation of educated Tibetans. 

The A4irr.01- was also well qualified to underiake such a linguistic task, for at ditferent 
times in its history it had such renowned intellectuals as Gedun Chophel. the Duke of 
Changlochen [Changlo Chen Gung] and others. working on its editorial staff. My 
deliring into hlirror tnaterial has been cursory, and nlost of the informatioii I lia\.e 
rcceived has conie froni Professor Elliot Sperliiig, w ho. some years ago, generousl~. 
presentcd his valuable collection of original Mirror back issues to tlie Amnye Machen 
Inslitute. It would make a worthwhile research project for an aspiring Tibetologist to 
go through the back issues of the Mirror and \q.ork out the contributions of this 
pioneerinp journal to the de\:elopment of modem Tihetan language. 

Yet Norbu, with niuch supportive data, effectively makes the point in the remainder of 
bis Part I I I  that besides Gergan Tharchin there were many. many others-mostly Tibetans- 
u'lio also played key roles in the modemization process of the Tibetan languiye. Nonetheless. 
bis concluding comrnents are rnost apt here; for upon reading them one can more readil~.  
appreciate "the major contribution" which the Babu had made during the many yem of the 
Tibet hlirror- h existence. Argiles Norbu by way of conclusion: 
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It  cannot be eniphasized eiiough that this essay does not set out to prove that Tibet 
\\ 3s. cven in a marginal sense, a technologically and scientifically developed country, 
cquippcd witli a niodem vncabulary capable of expressing al1 contemporary scientific 
aiid political thought. There is absolutely no disputing the fact that we had so inuch 
iiiore to di) to modcrnize and reform our ssciety.. ..The argument 1 am making is that, 
jiidging by the pioiieering efforts of Tibetans in the past, no inatterhow seemingly 
inodest, to bring electricity, modem communicatioiis and facilities to their country and 
people-and even think up apt and sometimes clever and arnusing terms for these 
inany new objects and ideas-it is clear that Tibetans could and would have done the 
job of modernizing their country and their language largely by themselves ... (as has 
Iiappened in neighbouring Bhutan and Ladakh) . . . [if only] Tibet had been lefi alone.. . lX'  

Tliat, of course, was not to be, as the next chapter in the present iiarrative will inake 
abundliritly plain. Even so, given the actual history of defircto independent Tibet duriiig the 
first hrilf of the twentieth century that included in that history the kind of modest but steady, 
progressive. largely indigenously-undertaken cultural, scientific and technological advance 
as described and documented by Jamyang Norbu, no one today can deny that the contribution 
of Gergan Tharchin and liis Tibet Mir-ror newspaper in fiirthering that advance had been 
considerable. And for that the Babu could be justly proud. 

As can readily be discsrned from this rather full delineation, Tharchin's paper, as the 
publisher hiinselfwas wont to Say, "had everything in it"-and more-that would appeal to 
niost e v e v  Tibetan reader. So much so that especially during the first decade of Coniinunist 
China's occupation of Tibet ( 1950-59) the demand for it by the literate citizenry of the land. 
as might be expected. increased considerably. So coricerned during this decade were the 
Chinese about the newspaper's growing cultural influence, its anti-Cotnmunist editorial policy. 
and perhaps even by its openly Christian orientation, that again and again-having banned 
the paper in Tibet-efforts were made by the anti-religious Chinese to prevent its further 
entrance into the Great Closed Land. In mid-year 1954, for example, Tharchin was ino\,eJ 
to write Hiigh Richardson about the following developments: 

1 ain trying to continue my Tibetan newspaper [in] spite of the Chinese Communist 
ob-jections [against Tibetaiis] reading it, but still the prtper goes [into Tibet] and now 
the Tibetan public knows the value of the paper, and 1 am getting rnany letters to be 
puhlished in my paper . . . ''O 

Several inethods were employed by the Tibet ,Mirroi* proprietor in making sure copies 
of the news journal reached readers inside his ethnic homeland. In a letter sent in ~eptember 
1961 to a correspondent who had been offering financial support for Tibetan refugees il1 

India, Babu Tharchin described brietly how he was able to do so tliroughout the decade of 
the 1950s: 
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In 1950 the Chinese Cornmunists came into Tibet. I started to -rite against the 
C'ommunists, so they have band [banned] the paper. The Tibetans wcre lonying to 
read r i t ]  but 1 could not send by Post [any longer]. From time to Lime secretly some 
traders or pilgriins used to take a feu. copies and tliey [those inside Tibet] used to read 
it  secretly. But since 1959 [the paper was] iotally stopped [fiom gaining cnirance into 
Tibet]."" 

And as late into this saine critical decade as December 1957 the Christian Babu could wrilc 
the following to a Christian recipient of his letter conceming his news journal's then present 
situation and ask for prayer on behalf of its informational, cultural and evangelizing outreach: 

The Chinese Communists are trying their best to stop the paper going into Tibet, but 
so far they have failed and the demand is increasinp more. But 1 have to send them (i.e., 
copies of il] throuph reliable friends and it goes even in10 the monasteries. and the 
inonks there are very pleased with my paper. 

Please do pray for it and [for] the [printed Gospel] messages [so that they] may 
yield [spiritual] fruits in tinie to come. 

. . . May God bless us al1 during this coming Christmas [and] may our Lord Jesus 
Clirist be reborn in every heart. "' 

Gergan Tliarchin's riews journal could not, however, continue to be published forever. A 
day would finally come when the presses of the Babu's beloved newspaper would have to 
cease. Indeed, for al1 practical purposes the Mirror (but not the Mirror Press) came to an 
end with the September 1961 issue, although several more numbers of the paper (seven in 
all) did make their appearance from December 1962 to November 1963 when in this latter 
month the curtain did finally fall on the Tibet hfirror 5 illustrious publishing history with the 
publication of Number 6 of Voluine XXVIII.* But not before the Babu would make oiie last- 
ditch effort to secure the resumption of a long-lapsed Govemment subsidy in support of thc 
newspaper. In an apparent bid to open up a new and most likely final chapter in the T i h t ~  
.l4iirror :\ long and distinguished publishing history, the indefatigable newspaper editor had 
felt inipelled to send a lengthy letter to India's Political Officer Sikkim on 16 December 
1963. In it the Indo-Tibetan Babu reviewed the highlights iri the chroiiology of events 
surrounding the publication of his news orgaii up to the moment when he had fallen i l 1  t s o  
years earlier and b a s  striiggling to keep the paper afloat (see next belou ). He ended his 
appeal letter to the Political Officer in the following manner: 

Altliougli no\s there are several Tihetan papers, yet al1 the Tibrtans in lndia as refugees 
[including] e\.en H.H. the Dalai Lania like my paper \:ery much. and they request me to 
contiiiiie its publication as they have great confidence about the news published in it, 
and 1 an1 tniiie my hest to do so. But no\+- I find [it] very hard. with my financial 
position. for upkeeping the staff, to continue its publication unless 1 get sonie help. 1 
therzfore pray Your Honour to consider my case and prant some subsidy as 1 used to 
ect before.. . . for which act of liindness 1 shall be ever grateful Io Yciur I~onour."'' 
L 

* 1 his puhlishing histo1-y datillg from September 1961 to the fibel .\/rrror S final demise in Nobember 1963 is 
per t\\o lettris Tliarchili seni froln Kalimpone to the Assistant Prehs Registrar. OtFice of  the Regihtrar of 
Nem spapers. h4 inistr> o f  lnforlliation and Aroadcasting. in New Delhi. dated 7 5  July 1963 and 6 March 1965. 
office copies for \+ hicii are anioiig rlie ThPaK. 
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His appeal for Government assistance, unfortunately, would once again fa11 on deaf cars 
as Iiad happened several times earlier. Meanwhile, a year prior to this final appeal, the ailing 
editor-publisher took the opportunity in the December 1962 number of his paper to explain 
what had happened so abruptly and without warning the year before. Writing in the third 
person, Tharchin Babu coniided in his readership as follows: 

Since September of last year (Le., September 196 l), the publishing ofthe Tibet Mirror 
Mas suspended. The reason for the suspension was the editor's ill-health due to old 
age and his having to undergo medical treatment [for heart weakness-present author]. 
According to the doctor. al1 his work liad to be stopped immediately, and a coinplete 
rest for about six inonths-in a quiet place-was advised. Conversing with people at 
hoine (as was his habit with a constant Stream ofvisitors \vishing to discuss, frequently 
ai great length, the geopolitical situation in Tibet between lndia and China-present 
ailthor], and concenîrating on the paper work, could have been very fatal for the 
future. So al1 newspaper work was stopped. 

Meanwhile, since a few months back. by God's grace and through the good work of 
the doctor, the ailment improved a little. But the energy to work as before was withered, 
and therefore it was thought better to give up the newspaper work completely. For the 
Tibetan folks, the weekly "Tibetan Freedom Paper" and the "Govemment's Daily News" 
are being published; and hence no necessity is any longer found for tlie paper of the 
old inan [Tharchin]. But several kriown people asked the reason for the paper's closure 
and requested that it be published again, if possible. 

In making these last attempts at resuming the suspended dissemination of news to the 
Tibetan readership, the ever faithful Babu, even in the final seven issues of his beloved 
paper, gave a good accounting of himself in doing his best to provide the kind of news 
coverage for wlhich the paper had always been famous. In the December 1962 issue of the 
12Iirr.oi-, for example, the editor had apologized for the disniption of its publication and lot 
the great accumulation of news stories unreported during the interim period, but went on to 
explain in a sort of suminary what his readers could anticipate finding iii tlie pages of this 
current issue: 

In September ol'the previous year, only a few pages could be publislied. Because of 
tliat, and due to a health breakdown, 1 am now giving the delayed and incomplete old 
news about the sudden damage of the United Nations General Secretan ' 5  plrine, the 
graiid observance of the birth centenary of the great teacher. Dr. John A. Graham. lield 
at the school and cliurch of the Di.. Grahain's Homes, his daughter Mrs. Odliiig's and 
Major Slieriff's wife's visils to Kaliinpong by air, etc., and the otlier incornplete news. 
Ii is reclucsted that al1 note ihese news items carefully."" 

Once agairi, Iiis Tibetan readers would not be disappointed in the kind of news c o v e r w  
they had consistently coine to expect when receiving their copies of  the newspaper that 
always seenied to live up to the English translation of its Tibetan title: Mit-rot- oj ' !~ 'e ivs. f~~)t t l  
,411 Sides of' the Wor.ld! 
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I t  should he pointed out that Tliarchin's age and failing health had çompelled hiin t o  
cease publishing the Tibet Mirror at a time, acknowledged by the editor himself in the 
paper's Septembrr 196 1 issue (see above), when Tibetan refugees had already begun to 
produce in Da qeeling their own weekly newspaper in 1960 which they entitled, signifiçantly, 
Rangwtrt~g-rneaning in Tibetan, Freedom." The late Dawa Norbu, editor-in-chief of the 
Tibetnn Review in the 1970s and a close f iend of Kalimpong's late editor, told of a humorous 
literary device the Babu perpetrated in one ofthe final issues of the Tiber Mirror. No doubt 
with a twinkle in his eye, he saw an opportunity to pull a pun on the word rangwung when 
for a moment he waxed poetical with the following quatrain that appeared in his newspaper: 

When there was rangwang, 
There was no "Raiigwang"; 

Where there is no ranpung, 
There is "Rangwang"! '" 

In the years that were to follow the voluntary demise of the Tibet Mirror there 
commenced to appear a plethora of Tibetan penodicals published wherever Tibetan refugees 
began to settle in larger numbers: in places both near and far away from Kalimpong in other 
lands around the globe. Not the least of tliese was the beginning of the smn-to-be respected. 
i f  not always liked, Tibetan Review, the English-language rnonthly magazine just mentioned, 
and now piiblished at New Delhi. A "remarkably free and at times hard-hitting" independent 
journal (Nowak), Tibetar~ Review has over the years since its inaugural issue come to be 
widely acknowledged in many parts of the world as being a considerably valuable penodical. 
Its value, notes Paul lngram of the London-based human rights organization known as 
OPTIMUS (formerly the Scientific Buddhist Association), "lies in the fact that for man). 
jears now under various editors it has not hesitated to take an independent line and has 
sometimes even found itselfat odds with the Tibetan [exile] authorities . . . It contains much 

*Iiideed. coinpetition from other newly-sprouting Tibetan periodicals such a s  the Ran,ppong (Freedom) was 
one o f  the reasons Tharchin Babu had given to India's Registrar o f  Newspapers to explain the ultimate 
cessatioii o f  his newspaper. In what pro\ed to hr his final annual repoit froin Kalimpong to thai Ciovernmeni 
Office, the Babu in July o f  1966 \vas resignedly compelled to  açhnowledge the inevitable: 

... 1 \\~ish to state ... here [that] the reasons for cessation of m!. publication [arc] chietly due ( 1 )  to i l l -  
health. ( 7 )  to lack of finance, niid ( 3 )  io conipstition from otlier papers. 

Formerl!.. ni' paper \vas the »nl!, 'ribctm nrlbspaper. but no\+ the Cio\.emrnent of lndia puhlislies a dail' 
bulletin froni Gangtok, Sikkim. which is freely distributecl [niost likely the "(io\ernmentqs Dail! Piews" 
Tharcliin had referenccd in bis .bfi,.ror:v December 1962 issue]. There is as well a daily newspaper entitled 
~ ~ c c d o r ? i .  puhlislisd in 1)ai:jeeling . . . [aiid \r hich] gets Iùnds froni various sources [supporting] the refugees. 
1 llcrc is aiiother papcr cntitlcd C'entra/ jjiy-kti, :Yc.ic..\ publishcd in Calcuits b!. the KhlT [i.e.. the KUO-Min- 
l 'ang or Chinese Nntionalists 01' l'aiwaii]; and so. al1 these puhlishers have funds and means. whereas no 

[ l i ~ r  niel i s  tlic second rîason ... las stated abo\rl." 

Source: Tliarchin to Ofticc o f  the Registrai of  Neivspapers for India. Ministy of  Inforiiiation and Broadcasting, 
Press Villa. Sinila, Kalimpong. 4 July 1966. ThPaK. 
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\ aliiable iiiforniation and gives space to those sympathetic to the Chinese presence in Tibet 
as well as giving the Tibetan outlook on a wide variety of matters connected with Tibet."Iq' 
There woiild also arise another widely-read though more scholarly-oriented periodical for 
Tibetan exiles and academics, the Tibet Journal. 

Nevertheless, despite the recent appearance of several different news publications for 
Tibetans. it would seem, from what the Babu would report to Hisao Kirniira by letter a 
coiiple of years later, that many Tibetans were still requesting him to continue the Tihrt 
hfii-]-or. This, he added, was because "they like my paper the most." Then, after citing three 
new Tihetan newspapers which were now available-one published by the Nationalist KMT 
down i i i  Calcutta and two by the Tibetan Exile government at Darjeeling-the Tiher iLli~.iwr 
publisher proudly declared the following: "Even so, 1 ain glad that now the Tibetan people 
know the value of a newspaper." But tuming the discussion in his letter next to what lie 
himself liad been able to contribute to Tibetan journalisin, the Babu had this to Say abolit tlie 
humble role he had played in its rise, likening journalism to a Road which, by force of 
circunistances, had developed in stages: "1 have sui-veyed the [present] Road, a sinall part 
of which 1 had started; but now the Road has been widened and lengthened [by otliers]." 
And even though the Mirror editor had wanted to respond positively to tliose inany Tibetans 
who wished to see his contribution to that Road continue, he knew in his heart of liearts that 
i t  niust coine to an end."" 

Despite the Mirror S inevitable discontinuance, Thubten Sainphel, speaking as spokesman 
for the current Exile Government of Tibet, could nonetlieless assert that "for nearly four 
decades of its existence the Tibet Mirror chronicled some of the most important events in 
tlie history of modem Tibet. I t  encapsulated an entire era during which Tibetan nationalist 
and reformist stin-ings collided with the weight of tradition and conservatism. Naturally 
Tharcliin Babu and the office of the Tibet Mirror became the meeting point of intellectiials 
and reformists who wanted to inodernize Tibet so that i t  would effectively counter the 
challenges posed by a resurgent China."19' I t  was therefore a journalistic record of 
accoiiiplisliment ofwhich Gergaii Tharchin coiild once agaiii be justly proud. 

Yet long before Gergan Tharcliin had ceased piiblisliing his own news organ. thert: 
cluickl\. began to arise within Coinmunist-occiipied Tibet herself new journalistic organs of 
irifoi-ination dissemination. This was not a surprising development to Gergan Tharcliin in the 
least. In fact, he had predicted i t  wl1ei-i publishing the 1 Noverriber 1950 issue of his Tibl't 
Mir.ror8 iiewspaper, which was less than a inonth following the invasion of the Great Closcd 
Land by Red China. "Milien the Chiiiese airive in Lhasa," he had proplietically wan.ied. 
"surely the first thing that they will do is to establish a printing press, because they knolv that 
thc distribution of newspapers is inore powerful than any military."'"A Doubtless his discussions 
with Phuntsog Wangyal and Ngawang Kalsang back in 1944 had partly contributed to tllis 
assessment. Unfortunately, these newspapers wherever the! would now be found in Tibet 
would iiot be reflections of the freedorn of the press as is known in denlocratic lndia and 
inuch of the West, but would be news organs that had to follow "the party liiie." As e a r l ~  as 
195 1, just a few months after General Chang Ching-wu had entered Lhasa with his Chinese 
Cominunist Party cadres (see next chapter), the Nctv York Tirnc~s could report that "il1 

eastem Tibet, the Cliinese have established a large, inodein printing press to publis11 a 
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newspaper and Marxist literature in Tibetan."lw Though the Times article was datelined 
Deceinber 1 95 1 , more than li kel y the reference to a Ti betan-language newspaper and Ti betan 
editions of Marxist literature in East Tibet is the same publishing activity as that which the 
contemporary Tibetan historian, Tsering Shakya, has more recently reported as having been 
established in the Northeast ethnographic Tibetan territory ofAmdo a year earlier, probably 
even prior to the surrender in early October 1950 of al1 Tibetan Anny troops in East Tibet at 
Chamdo in Kham Province just to the south of Amdo. Writes Shakya: 

In the 1950s, a f  er the Communists had established effective control over Tibetan- 
speakiiig areas, they set out to publish Communist propaganda literature in Tibetan. 
The first Tibetan-language newspaper was started in 1950 in Amdo, from where it was 
issued every ten days. Monks from Labrang monastery were recruited to the work of 
translation from Chinese and the paper also carried speeches given in Tibetan by the 
Panchen Lama and Geshe Sherab Gyamtsho [the same Amdowa monk discussed earlier 
in the present chapter who was Gedun Chophel's teacher]. The first Communist 
literature to be translated was the Eight Point Proclamation of the PLA, which embodied 
the basic policies of the CCP. Whenever the PLA entered Tibetan-speaking areas it 
uas this documeiit that was distributed. 

But Chaindo, too, would become a publishing center for the enterprising Chinese 
Cominunists in their intensive efforts to indoctrinate the Tibetan populace into the thinking 
and ways, ultimately, of a radical socialist state. As Amaury de Riencourt has observed: 

The Communists did not concentrate wholly on Lhasa. They had also decided to 
develop Chamdo into the real political and administrative capital ofTibet, since it  was 
easier to control because of its proximity to China than distant Lhasa. That is where 
they set up a printing plant and it was From there that they began flooding Tibet with 
printed Coinmuiiist propaganda and Marxist literature, along with a regular newspaper. 

Furthemore, author Francis Moraes could report in his book, The Revolt in Tibet ( 1 960), 
that within just two years after Lhasa's occupation the Chinese Communist Political 
Departinent of the Tibet Military District there had begun to publish a monthly newspaper 
called Tihetcin Nei.c~s. And this. he added, was reinforced three years later (on 22 April 
1956) hy the appearance of a daily newspaper, the Hsi-fsan~ Jih-pno (the 7ïhel Duil!. 
lvc'it.s), a Conimunist news sheet published in Lhasa and intended primarily for the working 
cadres. This was printed in both Tibetan and Chinese, and within its pages could be found, 
regi~larly translated into Tibetan, the works and speeches of Chairman Mao. But the Tibet 
D<libs (as i r  later came to be knowii) also senred as tlie mouthpiece oftlie Chinese-controlled 
indigenous-metnbered Preparatov Cornmittee for the Tibet Autonoinous Region. This daily 
Paper was no doubt the vety publication which the founder of the Tibetan Communist Party 
and leading Tibetan cadre within the Chinese Comrnunist Party at that time, Phuntsog Wangyal. 
was himself responsible for inaugurating in early 1952 at the Tibetan capital. Although 
according to this Tibetan Communist the ultiinate name ofthe newspaper he and his colleagues 
had created bore a variant masthead name to the one mentioned above (his being entitled in 
English as the Lhasa Dajliy), it was doubtless the same publication. (And more than likely 
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he had been inspired to commence this publication in part by his association for six months 
some ten years earlier with Gergan Tharchin's Tibet Mirror down in Kalimpong and bis 
lengthy discussions with the Babu about the benefits to his refonnist cause of publishing a 
newspaper.) The paper at Lhasa could also boast some very prominent Tibetan intellectuals 
among its translators of the material fkom the Chinese language into the indigenous one of 
Tibet. Explains Tharchin's erstwhile friend Phuntsog Wangyal in his published political 
autobiography of 2004: 

1 headed a new research committee that translated news and directives into Tibetan. 
This meant inventing new terms in Tibetan, so 1 brought some of the best-known 
Tibetan intellectuals into the committee, men like Janglojen Kung [Changlo Chen Gung, 
who by this time, as will be noted in Chapter 24, had retumed to Lhasa from exile 
abroad], Tsadrü [Tshatrul] Rimpoche, Geshe Chodrag [Tharchin's "Bad Mongolian 
Lama," Geshe Chodak], Demo Rimpoche, and Kheme Dzasa [aka Dzasa Kunsangtse, 
the Tibet Amy ChiefJ. We . . . worked together translating materials fiom the [Peking] 
central government. In the begiming, once a week we posted a "newspaper' in Tibetan 
on the walls ofthe Barkhor. We initially called it "Brief Communications in Tibetan" . . . 
Then we mimeographed the newspaper and distributed it oiice a week, then once 
every three days, and finally once a day. A few years later this officially becaine the 
Lhasa Daily. 

And as Tsering Shakya has observed, in spite of a very high illiteracy rate in Chinese- 
occupied Tibet, these Communist propaganda-oriented "newspapers becatne one of the 
main media of communication." In fact, the various Tibetan communes and work units 
which were eventually established throughout the land "were encouraged to institute group 
reading and discussions" of the contents of their biased pages.'O0 

It had become obvious in a very short time, therefore, that whatever fieedom in the 
printed dissemination and exchange of ideas and infonnation there had been in and around 
Tibet as exercised for so many years by Gergan Tharchin and others on behalf of his ethnic 
countrymen was now totally extinguished in the occupied land. In its place rose an increasillg 
chorus of laments-for example, among the inhabitants of Lhasa-that prompted Tibetans, 
amidst near-famine conditions and astronomical food prices in the 1950s, to "ask each 0 t h ~  
bitterly when the incessant procession of Chinese troops into their city would at last bring 
with it food instead of more 'chop sticks and empty rice bowls,' weapons, loudspeakers, and 
yrinting pvesse.~"!'~' 

Gergan Tharchin's age and failing health would prevent not only the continuance of Ilis 
celebrated newspaper, these personal factors as well as lack of funds would also ultimatell' 
preclude from being published what one tiiend of the publisher would shortly hereafter 
refer to as the Kalimpong editor's "crowning literary endeavor": the publication of a @at 
lexicon of the Tibetan language. When European-bom but Canadian-reared missionarY 
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Margaret Urban visited in the Tharchin home for two weeks in the spring of 1964, she 
asked the venerable owner of the Tibet Mirror Press if he printed anything else besides the 
newspaper. "Oh, of course," came the instant reply: "tracts, those that 1 deem appropriate.. .. 
Also, a school atlas should come about. But above all, 1 have one very important work ready 
for printing and only awaits financial help." This was  a reference to an immense Tibetan- 
Tibetan dictionary the Mirror Press proprietor had compiled over many, many years and 
which was briefly touched upon in the discussion about Geshe Chodak.+ Miss Urban went 
on to detail it in the following terrns: 

a collection which encompasses his life work . . . a pea t  Lexicon with 58,55 1 words: the 
classical Tibetan described in modem Tibetan. The University of Washington is very 
interested in this work. They have underwritten halfthe printing costs, Rs. 16,000 [i.e., 
$3500 x Rs. 4.57141-1. But Tharchin can first begin with the work ifpatrons will assure 
for him the other half. One thousand copies have to be published, with Washington 
taking ten copies, and the others for which he must personally deliver to people. )Je 
believes that the major university libraries in Europe and America would each gladly 
acquire a copy and naturally, also, the linguistic research institutes. 

As was intiniated two chapters earlier when discussing the Bad Mongolian Lama, the Babu 
Iiad begun compiling the Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary as far back as 1930. and by 1950 he 
was seeking advice from various scholars in Tibetan studies about its proposed publication. 
In that year he had written the famed Tibetologist in Paris, his good friend Professor Jacques 
Bacot. The latter wrote Tharchin as follows: 

Many thanks for your kind letter .... As for your Tibetan dictionary, it is true that it 
would not be sold easily without the English words. With English words, it is fit for 
India, England, America, and the whole of European scholars and great libraries. 

Over time Tliarchin would even write Dalai Lama XIV about the matter, seeking his advice 
and prayers with regard to al1 things this Indo-Tibetan educational publisher might be able to 
do which would be beneficial to Tibetans. This he did in July 1965, the Babu writing His 
Holiness in part as follows: 

Due to financial problems 1 could not publish till now my new more detailed Tibetan 
dictionary having 60,000 words and consisting of more than ZOO0 pages that 1 have 
coiiiposed afier years of hard work.. . . Even though 1 am 76 years old this year [and in 
order] to ii~ake a lasting inipact upon the education of future generations of the Tibetan 
people, 1 have already published many Tibetan cultural books, stories and folklore, 
moral teachings, biographies. and textbooks, and am still praying from the bonon1 of 
my heari to compose and print many neu. ones [of which the Tihetan-Tibetan lexicon 
was to be one]. Tllerefore 1 am urging you to pray for the fulfillment of my cherished 
goals and give me advices regarding everything that is beneficial to Tibetans. 

* Sec again the last sectioii of Chapter 2 1 n.here is provided a detailed analysis ofthis dictionay's forniat and 
cOiltents. 
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And as indicated earlier, Tharchin would also correspond with Hugh Richardson about the 
dictionary project, once the latter had arrived as a visiting scholar at the University of 

Washington at Seattle in America where he woud be teaçhing Literary Tibetan and other 
related subjects. 

Tmly, Gergan Tharchin was most anxious to see his ambitious linguistic undertaking fully 
printed and published before he took his leave of this life. But even as Tharchin had been 
describing the project to his 1964 visitor Miss Urban, the latter "looked at him fearfully." 
"Will this 75-year-old sickly man," she asked herself, "actually live long enough to see this 
possibility go to print? It would mean his crowning literary endeavor, whose value would be 
not only for the Tibetans but especially for the missionaries who so want the possibility of 
meeting the Tibetans in love-which means [being able to communicate with them] in their 
mother tongue." An echo, surely, of the sentiments expressed nearly a century earlier by 
another and greater Tibetan lexicographer, the Moravian linguist Heinrich August Jaesclike 
(see further about him in Chapter 28 below). 

Having begun corresponding with Dr. Turrell V. Wylie in 1956, who would in time become 
the Execiitive Chairrnan of the Inner Asia Project sponsored by the Far Eastern and Russian 
Institute at the said University of Washington, Tharchin had eventually interested Professor 
Wylie in his Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary. These two would even meet during a briefvisit with 
Tharchin at Kalimpong by the Professor in August 1964. Yet even prior to this visit, and 
through the sustained efforts of Wylie, an agreement had been happily struck on 1 June 
1964 by letter between the Babu and Hellmut [sic] Wilhelm, the Director ofthe said lnstitute 
at the University, whereby a subsidy of $3500 would be sent to Tharchin in four equal 
installments of $875. Wrote Professor Wylie in a letter to the Babu in 1965: "Your Dictionar), 
will be . . . a valuable and everlasting contribution to Tibetail studies . . ."And two years later, 
concerned over Tharchin's slow progress in printing the lexicon, Wylie wrote again 
enthusiastically about the dictionary, as follows: "1 and my students are looking fornard 
anxiously to the day when your great Dictionary will be printed and available." 

Yet the Washington University stipend only represented half of the Babu's estimated 
cost of printing this highly ambitious linguistic enterprise. The other half, after much 
correspondence back and forth, Babu Tharchin was able to obtain throiigh his personal 
acquaintance and friendsliip with the surviving widow (Flora) and daughter Dorris [sic] of 
the late Dr. Albert L. Slielton, the well-known American inedical missioiiary to the Tibetans 
in East Tibet during the first two decades of the twentieth centuy. Indeed, as a conseqlience 
of the visit in the spring of 1964 with the Tharchins by Dorris, who had married a Dr Still. 
this other half of the Babu's estiinated printing cost was finally acquired. It was secured 
through a friend of Mrs. Still's in the American state ofArizona where slie uas  herseIfthen 
living. This friend, Walter W. Ross, happened to be an officer of a pious national colle~iate 
organization known as Beta Sigma Phi. Convinced of the worthiness of this lexicogapliical 
endeavor afier much correspondence among the Babu, Mrs. Still and Mr. Ross (the latter 
two based at Scottsdale in Arizona), and involving even a requested investigation made 
the American Consul-General at Calcutta by Mr. Ross, the latter-after al1 voting ballotson 
the dictionary project from al1 over America had been counted--was ultimately authorized 
in August 1966 to forward to the "highly gratefiil" Rabu an English drafi of over 1875 
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Now during the University of Washington academic year of 1965-66, Professor Wylie 
was to be on sabbatical leave, and so he reported this fact to Tharchin in advance and 
indicated that Hugh Richardson would be taking his place in teaching Professor Wylie's 
Tibetan language and literature courses. Towards the end of that academic year, the Babu 
wrote Richardson at the University on 29 August 1966, enclosing as samples the newly 
printed pages 97- 1 12 of the Tibetan dictionary, and stating why the printing of the dictionary 
was proceeding so slowly: 

The work goes rather slow, but 1 was [engaged in] printing some other books for the 
[Tibetan] refugee children [throughout India]. 1 was able to distribute freely 1000 
copies of [my] English-Tibetan-Hindi Pocket Dictionary, as 1 got funds for it. Now the 
Tibetan dictionary is also going on much quicker. Only these few lines with my humble 
respects to self and Mr. T.V. Wylie. 

Nearly a year more would go by and Professor Wylie, not having heard fiom Tharchin, 
wrote a letter of inquiry on 12 May 1967, enclosing a University check of $875 as the third 
installment of its support subsidy "for your Tibetan dictionary publication." He added: 

1 hope that your work on the dictionary is progressing well. 1 have not heard from you 
for so many months that 1 wonder how you are. Please firite to me and let me know if 
you receive the check al1 right. Also, would you send me a brief report on the current 
status of your dictionary publication. This is needed for our files here. 

In response to this anxious inquiry, Tharchin sent Wylie a lengthy letter explainine the 
reasons for the slow progress in printing his dictionary. Dated 10 June 1967. it read in part as 
follows: 

Thank you so much for your kind letter of 1 2Ih May 67 enclosing a cheque for $875 as 
the third instalment ... The work is going on althougii i t  goes very slowly. The first 
letter [of the 30-letter Tibetan alphabet] is finished. A completed portion of [it] . . . will 
be sent by separate cover for your kind information lit \vas indeed sent later that year; 
see below-present author]. The second letter has been started and the rest may go 
quicker, [now that] 1 am getting half of its cost fiom Beta Sigma Phi through a missionary 
lady who was in Eastern Tibet. [Here the Babu esplains in great detail about Dr. Shelton, 
Mrs. Shelton, Dorrjs Shejton Still and the latter's one-wrek \.kit \\rith him in 1964. and 
abolit the Tibetan books which in 1922 had been printed for the Tibetan children by 
Mrs. Shelton. and about bis desire to reprint these out-of-print books for free distribution 
to the Tibetan refugee children.1 Mrs. Still and 1 talked together about the reprinting of 
the books as well as my Dictionary, about which 1 told her that 1 would get the half  COS^ 
[ofpriiiting it] . . . fiom the kind fa\.our of Washington Uni\.ersity. and 1 have to find out 
the [other] half.. .. By this \vay 1 was able to gel helps [i.e., the other half subsidy for 
printinp the dictionas. and some financial assistance for reprintinp the Shelton books] 
. . . So far 1 liave distributed [free ofcharge] about 1000 copies nfmy . . . Pocket Dictionary, 
4000 [of my] Hindi-Tibetan Self-Taught, and 3000 of [my] Tibetan Primer of Current 
Hand Writing. The [Shelton] Geography and Story Book are in the press. This way the 
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work goes very slowly, but one Compositor is always engaged with dictionary-work 
and the rest attend the other works. 1 have eleven persons on the staff. 

1 am . . . hoping to finish [the Tibetan dictionary] if possible at the end of 1968 & 
latest in 1969.1 am adding some more words too & 1 hope this work may be usehl to 
scholars as well as the Tibetans. Nowadays there are many small [dictionary] books 
coming out but so far 1 have not seen as large [a one] containing [as] many words as 
this one [ofmine]. 1 heard that in Germany Dr. Hafman [i.e., Dr. Helmut Hohann] & 
some Lamas are compiling a large dictionary and i t  may come out afier 3 or 4 years, so 
Ihear .... 

Since last October my wife's health was not good and on 5/12/66 she had to be 
admitted into the hospital and was there till6/2/67 [Le., between 5 Dec. 1966 and 6 Feb. 
19671.. .. Now she is gradually recovering her former health. My own health is not so 
bad and am able to attend to the works and go through the proofs, etc. 

Having been sufficiently satisfied with this lengthy status report on the project, Wylie 
some eight months later wrote to the Tibetan lexicographer that the University was prepared 
to send the fourth and final installment of $875 once he received from the Babu another 
status report on the then current progress in printing the dictionary and "an estimate of 
when you expect to complete the printing." 

Exactly a month later, on 22 March 1968, Tharchin gave reply. He wrote that two days 
earlier lie had sent to Wylie a copy of the second portion of printed pages, i.e., pp. 207-338, 
which covered the second Tibetan alphabet letter, and reminded the Professor that during 
the last part of 1967 he had sent the first portion of pages (pp. 1-206) covering the first 
Tibetan letter. He went on to indicate that once the third letter has been completed, the 
remaining 27 letters of the alphabet would have far fewer words involved; and "so, it mas 
go quicker than the previous ones." He was not sure, he continued, if the project could be 
finished by the end of 1969 as previously promised, but "in 1970 it will surely be completed 
and 1 trust in God that 1 may survive till the completion of this work." The Babu further 
noted that once the work has actually been completed, "Prefaces, etc." would need to be 
added at the beginning of al1 the volumes. He now estiinated that the entire dictionas when 
finished would run to some 3,000 pages in length. 

But tuming, then, to the matter of his staff, the Mirror Press publisher observed that sir 
of his twelve staff workers were "totally engaged" in work on the dictionary, whereas the 
other six were "engaged with the printing of the school educational books for fiee distribution 
to the Tibetan refugee children, for which 1 am getting funds [fiom Mrs. Shelton, Mrs. Still 
and Mr. Ross]." He and another Tibetan scholar (a reference to the Babu's nephew-in-law 
Ringzin Wangpo) "are almost [totally] engaged in revising, adding new words and 
proofreading" tasks related to the dictionary project. Finally, the tireless pblisher extended 
his apology for not having nearly completed the project by this time as earlier promised. 

With this seemingly very favorable status report in hand, the University of Washington 
sent a check for the final installment, which was dated 8 April 1968. In his letter of 
acknowledgment and thanks of 14 May Tharchin wrote the following: "1 hope you mkhi  
[have] received the 'kha' portion of the book [the second Tibetan letter]. The 'Gha' [third 
letter] is being continued, half of which is nearly completed. The work is going on continuaIl? 
although it is slow, but 1 am trying my best to complete the work as soon as possible. P.S. As 
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soon as the Gha portion is finished, 1 shall send a copy." 
No other letter would apparently pass betwem these two correspondents since none 

other was found among the Tharchin Papers. However, a letter which Babu Tharchin 
wrote to a fiiend a year and a half later represents the only other piece of correspondence 
extant having to do with the Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary printing mdeavor. Written on 20 
November 1969, the relevant portion of it reads as follows: 

The [printing of the] large Tibetan dictionary on which 1 [have been] working for the 
last several years is purely a Tibetan-to-Tibetan one and there is no English in it [not 
quite accurate; see Ch. 21's discussion].. .. So far 1 have completed four letters 
containing nearly 3,000 words. The whole work contains about 60,000 words with 
about 3,000 pages [each measuring] 7" x 9 112" when it is ready. So it will be the largest 
of its kind so far published [anywhere]. 

Clearly, these various concluding extant letters go a long way to explain why it was that, 
unfortunately for scholars, linguists and Tibetans everywhere, Tharchin Babu, for a whole 
host of reasons, had to terminate the printing of his immense lexicon. Looming large as one 
of the chief reasons was the fact that at this particular period the Indo-Tibetan deemed his 
first priority in his Press work to have been to make available to the refugee population as 
soon as possible the printing and reprinting in Tibetan of those various publications which 
could assist in meeting the educational and cultural needs of the Tibetan r e f u g e e s A t h  
student and non-student alike. This therefore drew away fiom the dictionary project at any 
given moment sometimes half and sometimes the vast majority of his Press staff during the 
years from 1964 onward. Reluctantly setting aside the dictionary endeavor in favor of 
focusing on the several refugee needs, Tharchin had to endure delay afier delay in furthering 
his lexicographical publication. 

Another major reason was his second wife's ongoing health problems that eventually 
culminated in her death in 1974. Accordingly, his tirne and attention had to be divided between 
his professional work and family responsibilities. Moreover, his own health would prove to 
be not much better than his wife's during this same lengthy period, especially with regard to 
his enlarged and weak heart condition for which he suffered considerable pain and 
discomfort. As a matter of fact, the Tibetan lexicographer would suffer "a sudden heart 
attack" in early March of 1966 requiring him to be hospitalized for some two weeks before 
returning to his "normal health." 

Still a third major reason was the lack of sufficient funds to see the dictionas project 
through to completion. For the Babu had grossly miscalculated the total amount which 
would be needed to undenvrite the completion of the printing work-given the increased 
staff required, the cost of a huge quantity of paper, shop and press maintenance, etc. No 
evidence can be found in the extant documents among Tharchin's papers which indicated 
the receipt of any further support fiom Professor Wylie and the University beyond the 
original agreement's final installment sent the Babu in 1968. In fact, one can reliably assume 
that at some point, the University-faced with total silence fiom Tharchin's side-had 
decided it would not be Wise to offer any further financial support in view of the fact that the 
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Mirror Press was unable to uphold its end of the agreement. Furtherrnore, no evidence cari 

be found of any additional monetary aid having come fiom the Ross-Beta Sigma Phi source 
for continuing the Dictionary printing. And as it tumed out, according to Tharchin's son 
Sherab, who had carefully perused for this author the two fat printed volumes of the dictionay 
which were found in the Babu's personal library, his father had only been able to fully print 
up through the tenth letter of the Tibetan alphabet and just barely into the beginning of the 
eleventh. 

Tharchin, of course, had fervently hoped to complete by 1970 at the latest the entire 
printing of what-had he been successful-would have constituted one of his most significant 
contributions in expanding the availability of more and more works of Tibetan language and 
literatiire to al1 and sundry in opposition to the negative activities of the Cominunist Chinese, 
who, he had noted in his June 1967 letter to Wylie, "are trying to destroy it." But, alas, this 
extraordinary linguistic undertaking the Indo-Tibetan scholar, despite his best efforts, could 
never completely realize diiring the final twelve years of his life. Most reluctantly, and with 
great sorrow and disappointnient, such a grand achievement Tharchin Babu woud have to 
leave to others to a c c o m p l i ~ h . ~ ~ ~  

There is one more matter which ought to be mentioned in passing with respect to the 
Tibet Miruor, its Mirror Press and the latter's various other publications over the years. In 
gathering additional material pertinent to the writing of the present narrative and that was 
available at a number of scholarly resource libraries in the United States, the present author 
noted the happy circumstance that the Kalimpong publisher and his Press are considered 
important enough to be represented at a few of these libraries in their holdings. 

A significant example of this is the Collection on Tibetan history, literature and culture ai 

America's national library in Washington DC, the prestigious Library of Congress that is one 
of the world's truly great research centers. The professional Library Staff there responsible 
for this Collection have seen fit in recent decades to add to its holdings a number of original 
issues of the Tibetan newspaper (plus even a partial run of the paper on microfiche) as 
as inany of the numerous works Gergan Tharchin's Tibet Mirror Press had produced 
throughout the inany years of its printing and publishing history. These have included works 
written or edited by the editor-publisher himself in addition to those other Tibetan publications 
he deemed important enough to print or reprint in order to meet the informational, educational 
or cultural needs of the Tibetan-reading public. For it must not be overlooked that besides 
the publication of his widely-acclaimed news journal, Tharchin was known as well for 
encouraging and popularizing a body of Tibetan 11) literature which he felt would h e l ~  to 
stimulate further interest in the rich literary heritage of his ethnic people. As .lam~ang 
Norbu has recently observed, Tibet's body of indigenous literature, third largest in Asia 
(second only to lndia and China), "was not just religious as some like to insist." ~drni t tedl~ .  
he went on to Say, much of it was, "but there were also books on history. biography. ~ o e t s ,  
epic poetry, grammar, language, geography, . . . music (secular as well as religious), paintin~. 
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medicine and architect~re." '~~'  And many such kinds of secular texts, whether collected, 
authored or edited by himself or by others the Babu desired greatly to p m o t e  and disseminate 
ainong a growing Tibetan readership by means of his Mirror Press. 

There were those works he published, for example, which were didactic in character: 
such instructive stories as The Story of King Hashang Deo and His Young Minister, The 
Dispute between Tea and Beer, and The Dispute between the Mother and the Baby Mice. 
Indicative of  how helpful and in great demand were such didactic publications as these is 
the letter Tharchin received in 1954 frorn the Headmaster of one of the Sikkimese schools- 
in this case, the Sir T. N. High School at Gangtok. The subject of the letter: Tibetan Books 
for Schools. Wrote the Headmaster: 

1 was pleased to see your translation of Tlie Smrrl qf King Hashan,q and His Yoirng 
h1inistt.r- [a story demonstrating the principles of siatecrafi] into Hindi together with 
the Tibetan original. My Tibetan Teacher tells me that this story is the first chapter of 
Tibetcrn Reader No. 5 by Lama Mingyur. Could you kindly let me know if you have 
printed Chapter 111 of the same book containing the story of King Songtsen Gompo of 
Tibet with or without the Hindi translation? If you ha1.e not got it, could you not kindly 
print the same tor us? As you are perhaps aware. Tibetan is being taught in al1 the 
schools in Sikkim and these books are in great demai~d. If you have got any such 
Tibetan books printed which can be used tiom Class 1 to Class VI11 in schools, you 
should kindly let me knoiv so that 1 can order specimen copies of the same. 

Doubtless the Mirror Press publisher was only too glad to give response and to direct the 
Headniaster towards a whole range of such instructive materials which his Press had printed 
already or was contemplating doing in the future. 

Being an active educationist himself, the Kalimpong publisher, as was intimated earlier in 
the present work, also produced a number of manuals and instructional materials that could 
be most Iielpful in the study of the Tibetan language; in addition, he published a number of 
popular self-help dictionaries for the study of not only Tibetan but of Hindi, Sanskrit and 
English as well. These various manuals and dictionaries-as well as grammars-becanie 
so popular, in fact, that it was necessary to issue niany subsequent editions and'or printiiigs. 
And finally, the prolific publisher issued from his Mirror Press a number of philosophical and 
devotional Buddhist texts for an increasingly wider and more sophisticated readership anlong 
Tibetans everywhere. An annotated representative list of the numerous volumes authored 
or edited by Gergan Tharchin andior printed by his Tibet Mirror Press at Kalin~pong has 
been prepared for the interested reader of the present narrative (see the Appendices)."' 

Before concliiding this discussion ofTharchin Babu's neivspaper and his various publishing 
achievemcnts, a few words need to be appended as a way of rounding out the "on again. off 
again" stor) of the Tihd Mii-r(>r I friendly "rival" piiblication that had periodically surfaced 
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besides the usual news section, an interesting excerpt from a biography of the famous 
Catholic saint Francis ofAssisi; a Tibetan legend; and a section dealing with the very practical 
matter of hygiene. 

By this time, of course, Tibet had already been invaded by Red Chinese forces, and Br. 
Vittoz noted with evident disappointment the fact that copies of Communist propaganda 
reviews in Tibetan had recently found their way through "the Bamboo Curtain" into Indian 
Tibet which by comparison made his paper "look shabby" when placed alongside "the 
gorgeous color photographs displayed by the Chinese." But with a significant flourish of the 
pen he ended his report on the subject by adding with obvious pride mixed with defiance a 
statement that, if he ever had the occasion to read it, would have struck a responsive chord 
in the heart of Gergan Tharchin, the staunch anti-Communist Christian publisher thai he 
was. 

But we are proud to think that the only literature opposing atheism in Tibetan consists 
of the review printed in Leh and another one published in Kalimpong at the other 
extremity of the Himalayas by a Christian who was brought up in the old Moravian 
station of Poo.* 

When both Br. Vittoz (in 1956) and Br. Phuntsog (in 1959) departed Ladakh, there was 
really no one left who could continue to produce the newspaper. According to Bray, however, 
the well-honored name of La dvags yho nya was briefly revived one final time in 1978 and 
1979 when it served as the title of a Ladakhi government news sheet edited by one of the 
leading figures of the present generation of Ladakhi writer~.~') 

This chapter would be incomplete if it failed to include Gergan Tharchin's fond reflections 
on Marco Pallis (1 895-1989), a naturalized Englishman, whom he knew so well during the 
years 1 925 to 1 937 when the famed Tibetan scholar from Britain-called familiarly by one 
American newsmagazine "a Kalimp~ngian"?~~-was resident off and on at Polhill Hall. But 
he would also have many encounters with Pallis throughout the 1940s and strike up a 
frequent correspondence with him that only ended with the Indo-Tibetan's death. Born in 
Liverpool, England, of Greek parents, he like Tharchin was a supporter of India's stniggle 

* Interestingly. at about this same time, Tharchin Babu was expressing sirnilar comrnents about Chinese efforts 
to propagandize Tibetans wherever found both inside and outside Tibet and about his atternpts to combat such 
Cot-nmiinist propaganda activities through bis newspaper. Wrote the Babu to a close friend, himself an ethnic 
Tibetan official then in West Bengal's state administration: 

.. . the Chinese are printing a v e q  beautiful lllustrated Magazine in Peking and sending freely al1 over Tibet 
as well as here at Kalimpong ... . Besides this. now they have started a press at Lhasa and ... are bringing out 
a newspaper wliich is nothing but their own propaganda. Still m!. newspaper is going into Tibet and 1 am 
getling innny letters [advising] to publisIl articles against the Communists and I am doing so ... My paper 
is read in tlie District of Darjeeling. Sikkim. Bhutan, Assam. Almora, Garhwal, Himûchal Pradesh. K U ~ U  
Valle) and Ladakh in Kashmir hy al1 the Bhutia [who are] lndian subjects. and the paper is doing gond Io 
keep oui the Cornmunisi propaganda. Tharchin to T. Wangdi. Kalimpong. 8 J ~ l y  1954. ThPaK. 
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for independence. In 1933 Pallis had the distinction, with Dr. Charles Warren, of making the 
first known ascent of Riwo Pargyul, the highest peak (above 22,000 feet) on the Tibetan 
frontier that is visible from Simla and located but two or three days' march from Tharchinls 
home village of Poo; at which village Pallis and his party lodged for one or two days in early 
August on their way to their historic rendezvous with the mountain. In fact, he devotes 
considerable space to the village and people of Poo in his well-received volume, Peaks and 
Lamas, already quoted from several times in the present narrative. Indeed, it was during 
this 1933 adventure along the Hindustan-Tibet Road so familiar to the young Tharchin that 
Pallis, according to the Tibetari Review, "made his first persona1 contacts with Tibetans and 
Buddhism and began to leam the Tibetan language, which he soon mastered."'06 In fact, 
Pallis had diligently studied the language so well that he could engage in difficult religious 
disciissions without any difficulty. His discovery of Tibetan Buddhism and related subjects 
is told about in the book already referred to, and which, as his first work, went through 
several editions and was also translated into French and Spanish. It marked the beginning of 
his writing sympathetically with understanding about the Buddhism of Tibet "well before it 
became fashionable." 

So said Hisao Kimura, the 24-year-old ex-Japanese spy who became a close fiiend to 
both Pallis and Tharchin in Kalimpong during the latter half of the 1940s. At his own expense, 
Kiinura related a serio-comic encounter-his first meeting, in fact-with Pallis which 
underscored the Westemer's love and understanding of Tibetan Buddhism. It occurred 
during the autumn of 1947. One day while working for Babu Tharchin in the latter's Press 
office, young Kimura saw two Englishmen, one of them Marco Pallis, come in and greet the 
Babu like old friends. They had come to pick up a package of finely crafted Tibetan thankas 
or scroll paintings which Tharchin had received from Lhasa by post from a mutual fiiend of 
al1 four gentlemen in the office that day, Geshe Wangyal. He was a respected Kalmuck 
Mongolian Lama-scholar who had been a guest many times already in Tharchin's home 
(for more details on his life and career, see two chapters hence). Opening the package, the 
two visitors fell quickly into a leamed discussion between themselves on the religious meaning 
and significance of what they were then viewing, with Tharchin Babu and the Japanese ex- 
spy listening intently. Suddenly the latter broke into the discussion: 

"Excuse me, Sir," 1 interrupted, and the three heads tunied to me. "110 you really 
believe that someone from the West like you can understand how we Orientais think'? 
Ii seems to me very arrogant of you." 1 do not know quite why 1 said it. For al1 my 
experiences 1 had still not grasped the fundamental truth that as a Japanese 1 was as 
different from inost Asians as any European was. 

"Whether we come from East or West, young nian, we are al1 huinan beings," 
answered Pallis, "and I believe tliat men of good will caii always iinderstand one 
another-if they care to put forth the effort. 1 first came to this part of the world as a 
moui-itain climber, but soon discovered there are greater peaks to climb than physical 
ones, and have spent many years studying under leamed Lamas in Sikkim and Ladakh- 
particiilarly under Geshe Wangyal who spent some time as a guest at my home in 
England. May 1 ask the name of your Lama?" 

Of course 1 had none. My relations with Geshe Wangyal were coinples: he had 
loaned me money, and I suspected that he knew 1 was Sapanese and Mias protecting rne. 
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but 1 had never received any religious instruction from him. "Everything is my teacher." 
1 replied a little huffily. "The wind, the sky, and the nomads of the grasslands." 

He laughed gently, not a man to take offense easily. "A good answer-particularly 
for avoiding the issue. Mr. Tharchin is coming to dinner tomorrow night at my house. 
YOU must come along." 

"You will have trouble arguing religion with these men, Dawa Sangpo [Kimura's 
spy-alias], in English or Tibetan. Let me introduce you to Mr. Marco Pallis and Mr. 
Richard Nicholson. Our friend Geshe Wangyal tells me Mr. Pallis is one of the best 
students he has ever had: from any country." 

This inauspicious beginning was to lead to a long and lasting friendship, and 1 was 
soon to learn how wroiig my prejudice had been.?"' 

Pallis, as he liimself intimated to Kimura, made two other journeys in the Himalayas: one 
from March to May 1936 in Sikkini, the other during the summer of the same year in 
Ladakh where he became a good friend and admirer of Joseph Gergan, the devoted translater 
of the Tibetan Bible and one of the first two Tibetan nationals ever to be ordained a Protestant 
Christian ininister (in 1920). But he also admired and appreciated another spiritual fruit of 
Moravian Mission endeavors in Northwest lndia besides Joseph Gergan: Gergan Tharchin 
of Poo, but now of Kalimpong. One token, in fact, of his esteem for the Babu was his gifi to 
this Indo-Tibetan of a copy of the second edition of L. Austine Waddell's volume, Tlir 
Buddhism of Tibet or Latncrisn~ ( 1894; London, 1934), presented, as inscribed on its flyleaf. 
"To Tharchen [sic] from Marco Pallis, Kalimpong 1936." Tharchin, in tum, thought extrrmely 
well of Marco Pallis and was to some extent indebted to him. "He was one of my best 
benefactors," the printer and publisher recalled. "Through his generosit) he helped me 
much in the press work." 

Yet the Babu was not alone in his admiration of Pallis. There were others-whether 
fiom West or East-who, if they were interested in the deeper things of life and remained 
in Kaliinpong for any length of time. would eventually meet up with Pallis and come to 
appreciate his friendship immensely. One of these was the educated and thoughtful Ladakhi 
Moslem trader, Abdul Wahid Radhu. During the early 1950s he would join in with "a 
distinguished group of Europeans who studied Orientalism and ethnology in Kalimpong"; or. 
"more simply," Radhu clarified, "took advantage of the inexhaustible resources that the 
region offered amateurs of mountain climbing." This small circle of individiials, one of 
whom was Marco Pallis, would meet at the famed Himalayan Hotel operated by Tharchin's 
boson1 friend and fellow Christian, David Macdonald. Other members of this exceptional 
group of thinkers and scholars were the Tibetanist and gifted linguist. George Roerich; the 
anthropologist, Prince Peter of Greece, who, incidentallq, b a s  the one who had introduced 
Radhii to the author of Pr~aks and Lamas; and the Tibetolopist from Austria, Baron Rentr 
de Nebeskv-Wojkowitz. In speaking of this remarkable circle of men. Radhu acknowledged 
that "the n~os t  important encounter that 1 made in Kalimpong u a s  alien to the domains of 
business as well as politics. This enCounter was to &ive me access to the unlimited avenues 
of the Spirit." And of this circle, Radhu had singled out both Roerich and Pallis for special 
n~eiition.'"~ 

Maiii others. including Tliarchin's good friend Sonam T. Kazi, held him in v e ~  hi:h 
regard, too, the Kazi declaring that "everybody loved Marco Pallis."'o' 
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Tibet's Tragic Fall to the Red Menace, the 
Babu's Confrontations with Chinese General Chang Ching-wu, 

and the Tibetan Social Reformer Rapgri Pangdaîsang 

. . . till thou know that the Most High mieth in the kingdom 
of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will. 

Daniel 4:25 

The ptlilosophy of history comprises those religious, social and political ideas that 
motivate, guide and control the history of man. The history of the world traces the 
development of man from the state of aboriginal serfdom to the highest political and 
cultural freedom attainable. From the Christian viewpoint, God has made every man a 
free moral being created in His image, and therefore man logically seeks to find the 
highest freedom that can enable him to realize his latent potentialities. In modem times 
this freedom has taken the form of fundamental rights claimed by every enlightened 
citizen and has also taken the form of national sovereignty, the latter of which claims 
freedoin unconditional and unreserved in both the intemal and extemal affairs of a 
nation.' 

But what of the rheology of history? This perspecti~e seems to have escaped the 
thought of many if not most modem thinkers, perhaps because in this day of scientific 
inqüiry, they feel inclined to shy away from the concept of an all-ruling Deity and the 
belief that He could possibly be involved in the factors and forces of history which 
shape Iiunian destiny. Perhaps only in the penod of the ancient Hebrews and in the 
early Christian era has man seemed to have been interested in looking upon God or 
Jehovah as the molder of human history. The highest expression of this viewpoint was 
offered by the ancient Hebrew prophet Daniel who, after deep thought and meditation, 
came to the conclusion. quoted already at the very head of this chapter, that "the Most 
High ruleth in the kingdoin of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will." Froni the 
Christian perspective, God is sovereigii in al1 His ïvorks, and none of the political and 
Iiistorical developments-great or small-escapes His attention but on the contrar). 
takes place with His permission if not afier klis best wi11.* 

* Once again, the author is iridebted to Ciergan Tharchin's arnanuensis for his brief but thoughtful essa? which 
in substantiallq edited faim now constitutes the test ofthese first t u o  paragraphs of the present chapter. It has 
been excrrpted frorn Babu Thaichin's unpublished "mrmoirs" and can be found in iis original unedited verjion 
in GTUM T\bhls, Ch. 31, p. 1 .  It should be noted. houeï,er. that the present author urould here rnodiS. 
SOmewliat the above essag's staternent found in tlie second paragraph's third sentence. As one of the present 
ai~thor's scholar-friends had remailied after reading the essa',, there hure been thinkers much later than "the 
early Christian era" who have indeed looked upon the Divine '.as the molder of Iiuman history." he adding that 
certainly up tliiough Reformarion rimes and u-el1 beyond that era there have been those philosophers and 
historians who Iiave espoused a Christian interpretation, "e\.en if [such] is not entirel? fashionable today." The 
name of Sir Herbert Rutterfield. for example, cornes quickly to inind to the present writer. Buttertield 
( 1900- 1979) had been Regiiis Professor of Modern History ai England's Cambridge Universil between 1963 
and 1968. And diiring 1965-67 Sir Herbert had delivered a highly acclaimed course ofGifford Lectures ai the 
Universil?; of Glasgow that unapologetically included one lecture which he had entitled. "The Establishment 
 fa Christian ln t e rp re ta t i~~  of World History." It can be found in Herbert Bunerfiled: U'rirings on Chrisrianin 
andff;stc>i:i, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), edited and introduced by C .  T. Mclntire. 
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ONE SIJCH IIEVELOPMENT which suddenly burst upon the world scene occurred at the precise 
midpoint of the twentieth century and irreversibly set afoot, in the words of one writer, "a 
vast, alniost incomprehensible change in the history of Tibet."2 For at that moment there 
was set in motion a fulfillment of a prophetic pronouncement which the Great Thirteenth 
Dalai Lama had included as a part of the political testament he had left to posterity just prior 
to his demise in 1933. Extremely concemed about the growing Red menace which had 
swept into East Asia out of European Russia in the 1920s, Tibet's Dalai Lama had grown 
intensely alanned over the fate of his own Buddhist domain after witnessing from afar what 
Coiiiin~iiiisni had only recently perpetrated upon both Society and religion in the fratemal 
Hiiddhist land of Outer Mongolia north of tlie Gobi Desert. For just a few years prior to tlie 
death of the Grand Lama of Urga in 1924 a iiew Soviet state had nearly overnight been 
created under the name of the Mongolian People's Republic, making it the world's second 
Coniinunist nation after the Soviet Union itself. This had al1 occurred in 1921 .* Then and 
there, \vanton havoc and destruction had soon become the order of the day, with the atheistic 
Cominunists inaugurating a methodical program designed to annihilate Lamaism totally among 
this people of one to two million. "Living Buddhas," explains one writer on Tibet, "were killed 
or imprisoned, monasteries were destroyed,' monks unfrocked and put to work." (Riencourt) 
Not only were monks and lamas put to work, they were also forced to enlist in the Bolshei ik 
army or else killed outright. A Russian Soviet state had replaced a Buddhist theocratic one in 
a very short tiine. 

Alinost imrnediately thereafter, and even prior to this development, tlie Soviets had begun 
to show palpable interest in Tibet. Sir Charles Bell, who othenvise believed "there is no 
danger of Bolshevisin in Tibet" inasinuch as i t  was unsuited to Tibet's religion and culture, 
could nonetheless report froin Lhasa by letter to Delhi in early February 192 1 that a Russian 
agent was enrolled in disguise at Drepung Monastery. In fact, recent research by Russian 

* A sketch of the recent history of both Outer and lnner Mongolia rnay be helpful liere. This mst arca. 
inhabited mostly by the Mongolian peoples. stretches froni Manchuria in tlie east to well beqond the ,41a Shan 
Mountains in the west, aiid from the Iaiids of the Buriat Mongols in Siberia south throughout thc two 
Mongolias to China's Great Wall. Now tlic division of this Mongol territory between Outer and Inner datt.5 
froin the Ching or Manchu Dynasty in China (1644-191 1). Inner Mongolia describes the aiea concliiered b~ 3 

nomadic people froin the northeast, the Manchus, in the early years of the Ching nast).. In 191 1 the Chin: 
go\ierniiieiit of ('hina u a s  overthrown and Iiinei Mongolia, which had only been noniinall> linder Chinese 
control. was incorporated into the Repiiblic ofChina. Ten !;cars latei sa\v the tlieociritic Buddhist govcriilllent 
of Outei hlongolia ocerthiown by coiii~nunist forces and tlic establishnient of  tlie Mongolilin Pcoplc's 
Republic-an unofficial satellite of Moscow. Witli the collapse of the Soviet Empire in  1989-90, ot'coiirsr. 
Oiiter Mongolia regaiiied its independence as the Rep~iblic ot'blongolia. hlcanwhile, however, the Japancsc 
\vho invaded China in 1937 ushering in the Sino-Jnpanese War 01 '  1937-45. woii 0vc.i. lnner Mongolia to theii 
side by encoiiragiiig its aspirations towards autoiioiiiy. Tao weak againsi tlie Japanesc forces, China couid »i11.~ 
staiid b\.. helplessly as Japaii set up a puppet i-egiiiie in Inner Mongolia called Menpjiang. To round out t l l ~  

story, after World War I I  the Chinese Coinniunists assumed power in Inner Mongolia. Thry also lookd \+i th  
liinited fa\ or Lipon Mongol auiononiy and consequently established the Innei Mongolian Autonoiiious Regioil 
in 1947. 
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histonan Alexandre Andreyev has most definitely revealed that Tibet had b e r n e  "attractive" 
to the Soviet leadership-from Lenin and Stalin on down-yet not so much for the Snowy 
Land's own sake, explains this historian, but for two primary reasons that involved the 
position and influence in the affairs of  Central and South Asia of Soviet Russia's 
long-standing imperial rival: Great Britain. These reasons for Tibet's attractiveness to the 
Soviets were, first, as a would-be "launching ground for ideological penetration into India," 
the "citadel of British imperialism" in the words of one of the documents found by Andreyev 
in the USSR's Foreign Policy Archives; and second, as a place where Russia could "reassert" 
its influence by a resumption-through the utilization of "the traditional Mongolo-Tibetan 
connectionW-of friendship with the Dalai Lama: who himself had even encouraged, albeit 
in desultory fashion, such resumption. Both these reasons had as their clear aim the 
destabilizing of British presence on the Indian subcontinent and in the neighboring additional 
colonial areas of Great Britain in Asia, with the ultimate goal being her expulsion fiom the 
continent altogether. 

To this end, then, as early as the spring of 1922, there arrived in Lhasa in disguise on 9 
April the first of several covert Bolshevik "Lhasa expeditions," this one consisting of eight 
individuals-six Kalmucks and two Bunats. For security reasons they al1 posed as Mongolian 
pilgrims. Though one of the Buriats was the nominal leader of the mission (ironicallq, he 
would die en route to Tibet), the actual head of it was a high-ranking Kalmuck cavalry 
oficer and Bolshevik "propagandist," Vasily Khomutnikov, who would cary  out al1 political 
negotiations in the Tibetan capital. The expedition's members, known widely among the 
Lhasan population as "the Red Russians," would remain for three weeks and were receik ed 
in several audiences by His Holiness as well as by some of Tibet's highest Government 
oficials, including Tsarong Shape, Tibet's A m y  Chief. 

Though not inuch of anything specifically was accomplished, due chiefly to the Dalai 
Lama's uncertainty about the religious and social well-being of his numerous CO-religionists 
now living under the new Soviet regime in Russia and Mongolia and doubt about the stabilitj 
of the Bolshevik government currently holding sway in Moscow, the Communist leadership 
of the USSR was apparently content with the mission and happy about what was learned 
tllt'ough its members' direct contact with the Tibetan governmental hierarchj. Though the 
Dalai Lama, writes Andreyev, was then currently engaged in an "unwilling flirtation with the 
British," this first Soviet mission to the Tibetan capital made it clear to its Lhasan hosts that 
Russia was verv much prepared to assist Tibet, as her Sovereign had requested, in gunpouder. 
cartridge and shell lnanufacturing (since she could not secure this kind of expertise fion1 the 
British). Moreover, Moscow promised to send telegraphists to operate a radio-telegraph set 
it had sent as a gift to the Dalai Lama. Fuirhermore. when asked by His Holiness, Khomumikov 
emphaticaiiy asserted that the Tibetan people could "fully rely on Soviet assistance and 
Support" against any encroachment by foreipn powers, this latter phrase of which meant 
especially the British. Finally, the expedition leader. before his departure fiom Lhasa on 1 
May, was careful to secure an agreement - with the Tibetan Sovereign for a second Soviet 
mission to coine in the near future-a mission which the Bolsheviks now Iioped would lead 
to "fonnalizing the relations" between the two countries. 
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Two years would elapse before the arriva1 at the Tibetan capital of this second Bolshevik 
expedition. But amve it did, and once again in secret, consisting of a twelve-man party, al] of 
whom were Mongolians except for their leader. The latter, Sergei Stepanovich Borisov, 
would pose as a Mongolian pilgrim, by narne, Tsering Do j i .  By design he had been carefully 
chosen to lead this party because of his Turkic descent and dark skin, which thus gave him 
the appearance of a Mongolian and would therefore be someone far less likely to arouse 
suspicion and be turned back as a foreigner at the frontier checkpoint in northem Tibet, 
Nagchuka, that was situated astride the caravan route leading south to the Tibetan capital. 

Now it so happened that this secret delegation had been organized at Moscow by none 
other than the former confidant and assistant tutor for ten years to the then teen-aged 
Thirteenth Dalai Lama, the enigmatic Buriat Mongolian Lama Dorjieff. Even at this moment 
he still served the Dalai Lama as the latter's Plenipotentiary Representative to the Russian 
government that was now a Bolshevik one. Never once having ceased his endeavor to 
forge an alliance between Russia and Tibet for the primary purpose of uni@ing and protecting 
the Buddhist peoples of Russia, Mongolia and Tibet, Dorjieff had been able to ingratiate 

- - 

himself not only with the former Tsarist government but with various Communist regimes 
which subsequently came to power at Moscow. With this in view he had apparently been 
willing to compromise with the Soviet authorities as he sought diplomatically and in private 
to resolve the most sensitive issues just as he had done with some success earlier during the 
Tsarist period. The Buriat Lama had even been willing to launch a refonn movement in 
1922 among the Kalmuck and Buriat Buddhist c o ~ u n i t i e s  as a way of adapting Buddhism 
to Bolshevik atheism. Dorjiefî's most radical innovation had been to convert the monks into 
what he called "socially useful laborers" by establishing monkish agricultural communes. It 
was at this time, in fact, that he had coined the now famous slogan: "Buddhist Doctrine is 
largely compatible with the current Communist tradition." It would appear, adds Andreyev, 
that Dorjieffwanted Buddhism-which to him was fundamentally a godless ethical teaching 
rather than a "religion"-"to merge with or even replace the officially supported atheism" 
of the Soviet state at some point in the future.* 

Dorjieff's compromise measures were no doubt designed to gain the necessary supp~fl 
of the Russian Communist state for his chief goal in the early 1920s: the creation of what he 

* Andreyev opined that this unusual capacity to compromise and show flexibility had helped Dorjieffto 
survive in the turbulent '20s. But by the end of the decade when the Cornmunists tightened their control ove1 
their ideological opponents-whether real or invented-Dorjieff's refom movement and his other initiatives 
failed. Moreover, "the Soviet state refused to make any exception for the Buddhist Church as ~orjieffhad 
secretly hoped, and from then on until the mid-'30s his efforts would be mainly directed towards preserving 
the Buddhist tradition which was slowly eroding in Russia." At age 84, and realizing, writes Andreyev, "thal 
his life's work was niined," the Buriat Lama on 1 September 1936 finally resigned his post as Tibetan 
representative in the Soviet Union and withdrew frorn the political and religious scene altogether. ~ u b l i c l ~  
accused in 1937 of being a Mongolian and Japanese spy, he was soon arrested by Stalin's stooges and charged 
with treason. Taken to Ulan Ude prison, notes Andreyev, "he was interrogated once, severely beaten, land] 
pleaded guilty of being the head of an alleged pro-Japanese counterrevolutionary espionage center . . ." Less 
than a year later Dorjieff died in State police custody in the prison hospital at Ulan Ude on 39 Januaq' 19J8- 
"after a life of incomparable variety" (French). See Andreyev, "Agvan Dorjiev's Secret Work in Russia and 
Tibet," TR (Sept. 1993):13-14; Andreyev, "The Buddhist Temple in Petersburg ...," in Per Kvaeme. ed.7 
Tibetan Studies, 1:s; and Patrick French, Younghusband, 260. 
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temed the Great Central Asian Buffer that would be comprised of Siberian Buriatia, Mongolia 
and Tibet, an entity which would thus separate Bolshevik Russia fiom the supposed imperialist 
presence of Britain and Japan. This, he envisaged, would bnng peace and prosperity to ail 
three areas and especially to their Buddhist subjects. But for al1 this to happen there must be 
a rapprochement established between Lhasa and Moscow, an objective of the Dalai Lama's 
which the Buriat Lama had failed to accomplish to any satiifactory degree during the 
previous Tsarist period (see once again the present narrative's second volume, Chapter 16, 
for the details). Given by the Bolsheviks the authority to do so, Do jieff comrnenced organizing 
clandestine "scientific and propagandist expeditions" (his words) which would be dispatched 
to Tibet for the purpose of spreading the ideals of Communism and establishing at last a 
diplomatic relationship between the Muscovite Bolsheviks and the Lhasan Buddhist theocrats 
headed by the Thirteenth Dalai Lama. The task would be as challenging in the 1920s as it 
had been at the turn of the twentieth century between the Tsarist court and this same Dalai 
Lama. Yet he would pursue this course with the same relentless dedication as before. But 
with respect to these current undertakings of his, writes historian Andreyev, the objective 
observer of this "Tibetan Bismarck," as the Great Thirteenth's enterprising envoy was 
sometimes called by the Soviet press, "may be surprised at Dorjieffs cornmitment to both 
an atheist and theocratic regime at the same time." In his own eyes though, Andreyev is 
careful to explain, "this 'double game' that he played obviously served the lofiy purpose" 
which in his own words he would make clear in his end-of-life Testament (1936): "the 
rapprochements between great Russia and great Tibet." 

Those whom the clever Dorjieff would now select as members of this new "Lhasa 
expedition" were a minimum of five young Mongolian monks: four Kalmucks and one 
Buriat (the latter to die at Nagchuka fiom intense exposure during a blinding blizzard 
encountered on the way).* Equipped by the Narkomindel, the Soviet counterpart of the 
former Tsarist Ministry for Foreign Affairs, this second mission to Tibet, like most ail of 
them, was instructed to carry with it a radio station, a cinematographic projector, and a 
quantity of weapons and ammunition for the Tibetan A m y  (whether this latter instruction 
was actually canied out in every "expedition" is unclear). And the overall agenda of this 
particular mission was to be reconnaissance in character: in the words of Do rjieff himself, 
'70 find out the intemal situation in Tibet, the attitude to it ofthe neighboring powers, especially 
the English, as well as to determine the strength of the British influence and that of other 
diplornatic intriguers in Tibet." And in the present instance, the important matter facing the 
resourceful organizer of thiç mission was to somehow get Borisov (alias Tsering Do j i )  past 
the highly sensitive checkpost of Nagchuka and on his way d o m  to Lhasa. AS a helphl 
cover for the Turkic-Russian leader, therefore, Lama Do jieff had made the twelve-man 
mission appear as though it were a party of Buddhist pilgrims. And after an incredible 

* Interestingly, one of these four I(almuck lamas selected. a beloved men'-three-year-old disciple ofDorjieffs, 
would becorne a very close friend of Gergan Tharchin's and one of the numerous inforrnants within the Babu's 

Tibetan intelligence-gathering network whose undercover activities the newspaper publisher 
conducted on behalf of  the British in India. His name: the future Geshe, Thupten W'angyal, known 
affectionate~y by al1 and Sundv as Geshe La. The Geshe would also serve as Mongolian interpreter t0 Sir 
Charles Bell and private guru to Marco Pallis. See the following chapter for detailS. 
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two-months' journey fiom Urga by caravan, that consisted of over a hundred carnels alone. 
- 7  

Borisov and his party, having successfully gotten by the Nagchuka authorities (who were 
later punished for not having detected the leader's true identity), finally arrived at Lhasa, 
The date was 1 August 1924, and the mission would remain at the Tibetan capital for some 
three months. The mission's primary endeavor was to come to terms with Lhasa about 
Russian assistance to Tibet with respect to military aid, education and trade. In addition, one 
of its members, a professional photographer by the name of Bakhanov, was permitted to 
conduct a lengthy journey around the country and take some 700 photographs of the land 
and even made a documentary film about Tibet. Tsarong Shape not only entertained the 
Soviet emissaries but even conducted them on a tour of the newly established Mint and 
Armory (he had done the same thing for British Political Officer Bailey a few weeks 
earlier). 

It  is not known for certain what precisely transpired during the political discussions 
which Borisov had with His Holiness, but according to Andreyev, the Dalai Lama, "though 
outwardly fiiendly, was still reluctant to enter into official [i.e., diplomatic] relations with the 
Soviets, saying that he doubted the stability of their regime." This latter observation by 
Mahayana Buddhism's spiritual leader may have been the result of counsel given to the 
Tibetan ruler by the British Political Officer for Tibet, Colonel Bailey, who had arrived iil 
Lhasa at the request of the Tibetan govemment on an official mission of his own just two 
weeks earlier. During his one month visit Bailey had continually and forcefully wamed the 
Dalai Laina and other Tibetan oficials of the dangers of Bolshevik intrigues in Tibet. Yet SO, 

too, had Borisov begun to wam Lhasa of Britain's own intrigues! It would appear, however, 
that the Dalai Lama was more disposed to accept more seriously the wamings about Soviet 
intrigues than about those of the British.* Especially might this have been true in the face of 
what Andreyev has described as "a stream of negative information" which had been "tricklin_e 
into Lhasa from Urga" that spoke "of the excesses of the 'Red rule' in Outer Mongolia and 
Soviet Russia." 

Though this kind of information was not new to the Lhasan officialdom, a story which in 
early 1924 had been told them by a much venerated Tibetan rulku who had returned to 

* Russian historian Aiidreyev. no apologist for Britain, has assei-ted that there is already enougli substantial 
evidence uncovered today to support the belief that during the 1920s and early '30s the Bolshcviks poseda 
serious threat to the secui-ity and independence o f  Tibet. In a Tibetan Studies paper he delivered in 1995. 
Andreyev inade the following observations: 

The stiid) o f  the Cornintern [Conirnunist International] archives and the few a\ailable Sovict rnililar! 
records ~h0\4 that the Red nicnace about wliich tlie British had hecn pcrsistently ibarning the Tibetans \ras 
clearly not sorne irnaginary "Bolshevik hogy." In fact, i i i  1927-28 Red Arrny strategisis Iiad already 
considcred ihe possibility of intervention into Tibet. possibly ,joiritly w i i l i  the Moiigolian troopj. 10 

libcrate the country frorn the British [influence]. One interesiiiig clut. is provided by a niernorilildum 
cornpiled on the basis of intelligelice gathered [in 19771 b!. (tlie Kaliiiuckian-So\.ict inilitary iiiielligsnce 
ageiil] Iilinihae\ in Tibet. which givcs a detailcd evaluation 01' the Tibctan arm) and terrain and di>cusscs 
the abenuc b) which "a Eiiropean arrny . . .  frorn the North" could rnarch to Lhasa. Tlie Coiiiintcrn Icatlçrs 
in the sarne ycars also spokc of the nccessity IO e'ttend the revoliiiioriary work f'roin O~itei- Mongolin 
Arndo and Tihet. Yet. this is not surprising as 1927 M a s  the year whsn the Sovicts nere inakiiig acti\e 
preparations for the global war with the British w.liich then secined iininiiient to tlieni. 

See Andreyev. "Bolshevik Intrigue in Tibet." in Krasser et al. (eds.). T ~ b ~ t u n  S t ~ ~ d i e s ,  1: 13. 
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Lhasa from Buriatia left an especially deep negative impression upon the Buddhist Tibetan 
leadership. He had related how mistreated he had been by the Bolsheviks who had arrested 
him, taken away his personal property, and confiscated donations he had collected for the 
prestigious Gomong College within Lhasa's Drepung Monastery. Even Tsarong, leader of 
the Anglophile party in Lhasa, though having "dernonstrated his sincere disposition" towards 
the Soviets, nonetheless expressed to Borisov his misgivings about establishing too close a 
tie with Moscow. "Your Govemment," he declared to the Bolshevik mission leader, "is 
oriented on the indigent, and my country is ruled by wealthy people like myself. Think what 
will happen if your teaching penetrates into Tibet. To what results will this lead?'This fear 
of the "Red Doctrine" by those in the Tibetan govemment had made them, according to 
Bailey, "intensely suspicious of al1 travelers fiom the north and determined to keep Bolshevism 
ou1 of their country."* 

How different was this cument stance of the Dalai Lama and his Govemment ministers 
in 1924 from that which three years earlier Do jieff had represented by letter to Narkomindel 
as being the position of the Tibetan leadership. That was when, in mid-1921, the Buriat 
monk had first proposed this expedition to Lhasa. "At present, fiom the information that 1 
receive," Dorjieff had sanguinely written to the Soviet Foreign Ministry, "the Dalai Lama 
and his entourage hold the same political views, and there should be no doubt about their 
willingness to resume their Ftiendly relations with Russia, the more so when they know the 
stand of the Soviet power and its noble principles of protection of any oppressed ethnic 
minority." By 1924, however, there had been a significant shifl in Soviet thinking and 
practice towards the newly subjugatedpeoples within the vast domain of the USSR, 
particularly towards the latter's various Buddhist minorities. And as a consequence, this 
change in policy was suficient to have begun to transform the Tibetan ruler into a reluctant, 
hesitant, even wary, player in Dorjieff's clever "double ganie" with the Soviets. 

Indeed, by 1927, it would be made clearer than ever to the Dalai Lama that the Bolsheviks 
were now bent on pursuing a more insistent policy of attempting to bring into the Soviet 
sphere of influence, with its inimical Communist ideology, the country and people of tlie 
Snowy Land. For in the spring of that year (which, coincidentally, happened also to be the 
Year Gergan Tharchin had enjoyed his private audience with the Great Thirteenth at Norbu 

* Bailey must have been greatly encouraged by this intensification of anti-Bolshevik feeling in Tibet. fearful as 
he himself had become of the Communist thrcat to not onlp Tibet but also British interests in lndia ever since 
the Bolsheviks had toppled the Tsarist reginle of Nicholas I I  in 1917. But he was not alone in viewine this 
Perceived threat from Moscow. ~ j s  former superior on the 1904 Mission to Lhasa and friend of his father's. 
Sir Francis Younghuçband, \vas at this moment voicing these same sentiments back in England. For in 
1927he heard to declarc that the chances of Bolshevik expansion was "a v e y  great deal more serinus than 
the old threat to lndia bv the Tsarist Goverrnment." Quoted in Patrick French. Younghusba11d. 4 12 note 10. 

Moreover, historiandAndreyev bas asserted that "British fears of Bolshevik principies penetrating int0 
India via Tibet" were net without justification. "After al] that we know today about Soviet intrigues in Lhasa" 
he obsei\.es, such fears "seem to have been much more well-grounded than concurrent Soviet concerns that 
their ad\!ersary [Ri.itaiil] was seeking annexation of Tibet." On the contra% notes Andreyev. "the British. 
despite tllcir considerable activities in the country in the early half of the 1920s, which so alarined bloscow. 
had desire to turn Tibet into one of their colonies or protectorates. Their ultimate goal was to rnake Tibet a 

StrOng and friendly buffer, orje thal would effectiveIl. insulate the lndian northem and northeastcrn borders 
from Bolshevik Russia and Cliina." Soi-jet Russiu and iThet. 37  1-7. 
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Lingka), a determined Soviet-Mongol mission made its appearance at the Tibetan capital 
and would still be there during much of the period of Tharchin's own lengthy visit that began 
in mid-September (the Soviet mission not departing Lhasa till early December). About this 
particular mission, Andreyev has made clear that although officially representing itself as 
Mongolian, in reality it was meant to represent Soviet interests and was to be under the 
headship of a Soviet oficial who was appointed by the Soviet Foreign Ministry, Narkomindel. 
Undeniably, Andreyev opined, this constituted "one of the crafiiest designs of Soviet diplomacy, 
unprecedented, so it seems, in world diplomatic pra~tice."~" Hugh Richardson, who would 
later be intimately involved in Tibetan affairs for the British Government of India, has 
provided-from the British perspective-an introductory description of this mission and its 
agenda. Writing retrospectively in 1945, Richardson noted the following: 

; . . there amved at Lhasa a party of Mongolians whose behavior soon revealed them as 
Soviet propaganda agents. Their arrival was reported to the Political Officer [Bailey] 
by the Prime Minister ofTibet who asked for advice. A verbal message was sent to him 
and to the Dalai Lama that it would be advisable to send the party away immediately. It 
appeared that although the officiais and people of Lhasa were perturbed by this visit, 
the Tibetan Government was likely to hesitate to turn the party out of Lhasa. The 
Political Officer, therefore, dispatched Rai Bahadur Norbu to Lhasa to press the Dalai 
Lama to get rid of the emissaries. Norbu found the Dalai Lama reluctant to take decisive 
action, apparently for fear that Tibetans in Mongolia might be ill-treated. The general 
feeling at Lhasa was strongly against the Soviet; and there were rumours that the 
party was seeking to play on the old relationship between Tibet and Mongolia and to 
arrange for the exchange of representatives.. .. At last, after about five months, the 
party were [sic] surnrnoned to audience with the Dalai Lama, and after a further interval 
they left Lhasa in December 1927. 

Interestingly enough, at some point after Tharchin's arrival at the Tibetan capital but 
before the Soviets' departure, the Tibetan publisher was requested by the British to take 
photographs of this mission's members, since for whatever reason it was impossible for Rai 
Bahadur Dzasa Norbu Dhondup, in Lhasa at the time, to obtain them himself. (It will be 
recalled from Chapter 18 in the previous volume of the present narrative that he was the 
trusted Indian Political Service aide whom Tharchin had first met that very year during this 
second visit of his to the Tibetan capital.) As would be noted by Tharchin in a letter to Sir 
Charles Bell a decade later, "In 1927 when 1 was in Lhasa there were some Buriats sent 
from Russia [according to Andreyev they were a Mongol mixture of both Kalmucks and 
Buriats], and our Rai Bahadur was also there; he could not get the photos of them, but 1 took 
[photos] and sent them to him [which were then forwarded to] Col. Bailey," still the political 
Oficer  for Tibet at that time.* 

Headed up by two Mongolian oficials, Gomboidchin and Amulang, this new Soviet mission 
came in the guise of a Mongolian embassy with the primary objective of paving the way for 

* Tharchin to Bell. Kalimpong, 25 Dec. 1937, Bell Papers. This, incidentally, constituted one-and perhaps 
the very f i r s t - o f  many instances over the years of Gergan Tharchin's intelligence-gathering activities on 
behalf of the British Raj. Much more will be revealed in the following chapter about Tharchin's clandestine 
intelligence efforts for the British Government of India. 
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ultimately concluding a Mongolo-Tibetan treaty of fnendship not wilike the one Do jieff had 
effected at Urga on behalf of the Dalai Lama back in January 19 13. As the Soviet Communist 
International (Comintern) representative at Ulan BatoriUrga would in late 1927 observe, 
Red Mongolia could serve as "a bridgehead for promoting revolutionary work in the greater 
part of Asia, primarily in Tibet and Amdo, still untouched by Comintern's revolutionary 
influence." To this end, then, the Mongolians within the mission sought the creation of an 
official Mongolian representation at the Tibetan capital that in the words ofAndreyev "would 
allow the Soviets to install their own agent in Lhasa"+3b; whereas the Soviet mernbers of 
this 1927 embassy hoped to take up those matters unresolved during the Bonsov expedition: 
m i l i t q  aid (e.g., providing military instructors and artillery equipment to Tibet's army, military 
training of Tibetans in Russia and the Mongolian People's Republic), trade and education. In 
addition, the agent of Soviet military intelligence attached to the mission, the Kalmuck, 
Matsak Bimbaev, together with another Kalmuck, Arashi Chapchaev, representing Moscow's 
Narkomindel (the Soviet Foreign Ministry), were assigned to take several hundred 
photographs (which indeed they were able to accomplish). As a matter of fact, according to 
Amaury de Riencourt, the members of this mission soon began to "spread money around, 
took photographs of al1 the strategic passes and fortified positions, and promised military 
help to Tibet in case of trouble with the British or the Chinese." The British, they added, 
"send only guns," but the Russians "will send men also." So reported Sir Charles Bell. 

Yet, however much Moscow had anticipated a fiiendly reception of its embassy at the 
Tibetan capital, the general atmosphere proved to be anything but amicable. The Lhasan 
authorities, in fact, were quite alarmed by the presence of these Mongolian and Soviet 
emissaries, whose movements were now to be closely monitored by Tibetan secret agents 
and reported on to the Dalai Lama. So alarmed was the Lhasan officialdom that the weapons 
which these Soviet visitors had camed for self-defense along the journey to Tibet were 
taken fiom them and kept in custody at the Norbu Lingka Palace. "Bolshephobia" had 
definitely become the mood in the Tibetan capital, so much so that Political Officer Bailey, 
with the Soviet mission still present in Tibet, was moved to report in June 1927 that "the 
people of Lhasa are genuinely afiaid of Bolshevism and it seems that the Dalai Lama is 
taking a line of action in accordance with public opinion, as represented by general talk." As 
was learned fiom Richardson's 1945 sumrnary of events surrounding this mission's visit, so 
cautious was His Holiness by this time that five months would pass before he would permit 
its members to have any political discussions with him. 

Two events in particular can help to account for this growing apprehension towards the 
Red Russians and their ideology that appeared very intolerant of Buddhist traditions. First, 

* Itwas this. afier all, which al1 along during the 1920s had been the primas. goal of the Bolshevik regime at 
Moscow in mounting these various expeditions to Lhasa. And with respect to this current mission of 1927. it 
Was in support of this very goal, States intemational legal historian Michael van Walt van Praag, that 'Yhe Dalai 
Lama was shown [by this mission's leaders] a document he had signed in Mongolia in 1904 with Russian 
officialS. by which he had agreed to the establishment of such an agent in Lhasa." Howeuer, adds the legal 
historian, the Tibetan Sovereign immediately rejected this new proposal, deftly making the point "that the 
[l9O41 agreement had heen made with the Czariçt govemment and not with that of the Bolsheviks." Walt van 

The Starus qf Tibet, 75. 
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Moscow had recently passed a decree, applicable quite pointedly to the minority Buddhist 
areas of the USSR, forbidding the "education of the religious cult" and the "ordination of 
persons below the age of 18." In early 1927, even before the amval of this latest Soviet 
mission, the Russian All-Union Buddhist Council, under pressure from the Bolsheviks, was 
forced to adopt this age limit for the "khovaraks" or novice monks. This forced action, 
together with the prohibition that barred both Buriat and Kalmuck children from monastic 
schools, was viewed by the Tibetan leadership as incontrovertible evidence that Bolshevik 
Russia was now bent on the destruction of the entire foundation of Buddhism in that country 
as had recently been the case in Outer Mongolia. Indeed, away off in Moscow, Dorjieff, 
jiist two years earlier, had himself taken aim most strongly against this very piece of Bolshevik 
legislation, asserting in a letter to the Soviet Foreign Minister, G V. Chicherin, that "with this 
law in force, the Soviet Government's solemn declaration of religious freedom [as pronounced 
in the decree of 23 January 191 81 becomes, with respect to Buddhism, a inere fiction." 
Moreover, it was a fùrther mockery, added Tibet's courageous Emissary to Moscow in his 
letter to Chicherin, for those in power to declare full religious liberty on the one hand but 
concomitantly condone anti-religion activities on the other. All this, he warned Chicherin, 
inust surely inflict unwanted damage upon the Soviet image in Tibet and Mongolia. How 
truly would the second event (see below) prove Dorjieff's assertions to be most accurate. 

News of the second event would reach the ears (and eyes) of the ruling circles at Lhasa 
through Rai Bahadur Norbu Dhondup, the personal assistant to Bailey. Norbu Dhondup had 
obtained newspaper clippings from Buriatia which reported the trial in June of 1927 of 88 
secessionist lamas from two Buriat "datsans" or monasteries. These clippings he showed to 
His Holiness, the Kashag, and other high officiais. This thus meant that both the trial and the 
reporting of it was taking place even as the Soviet mission members were attempting to find 
some seniblance of welcome for themselves at the Tibetan capital. Instead, these two 
current events had created a very bad impression among the Tibetans about these Bolshevik 
intruders into Lhasa. And as a consequence, the Dalai Lama, when he finally did permit 
hiinself to engage in political discussions with Gomboidchin, declined the latter's proposal to 
set up a Mongolian embassy in Lhasa; which thus eliminated any chance for the Soviets to 
establish their own agent there. 

But what probably contributed the most to the failure of Gomboidchin and Chapchaev to 
achieve their dual diplomatic agenda had to do with the latest and highly ingenious action of 
Buriat Lama Dorjieff. Required by Moscow to write a letter of support to the Dalai Lama 
commending the Soviet mission to His Holiness, Dorjieff wrote an official message that 
was delivered by Chapchaev and which said that "the Mongolian governinent was VerY 
good" and that the Dalai Lama should do "as this mission requested." But the crafiy Buriat? 
loyal to the end to Tibet's High Sovereign, had composed aprivatc letter that was sent totlle 
latter through the hand of a trusted Tibetan trader. In sharp contrast to the ofticial missivel 
this second letter read: 

Mongolia is not a peaceful country, as . . . formerly. The Ciovemment is deadly against 
religion and moiiks and they are helpless. Please do not have anything to do with the 
mission. 1 had to write a letter at their dictation to Your Holiness for these Rolshevik 
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agents to take with them, but please do not take any notice of that Ictter. 

Thus, after spending more than seven relatively h i t l e s s  months in the Tibetan capital, 
the mission was withdrawn in e a l y  December 1927 in favor of Moscow sending to Lhasa 
"a clever Soviet-Mongol agent." Described by Hugh Richardson as ''this mysterious figure, 
a large red-faced man, possibly a Buriat, whose name was Po-lo-teW-meaning the "Fat 
Mongolian," in reality, Po-Io-te was merely a cover name for Bulat Mukhrain, a Mongolian- 
based Soviet agent who had been a member of the 1924 Bolshevik expedition to Lhasa 
organized by Do jieff. MukhraidPo-lo-te was an economics expert who would subsequently 
work for the Soviet Trade Representation in Urga/Ulan Bator and be tasked to reconnoiter 
the trade market in Mongolia and East Tibet during 1926-7. It was afier this assignment that 
Po-lo-te must have been sent to Lhasa, where he arrived in 1928 and where, according to 
British records, he would remain till 21 Febmary 1930. This latest Soviet emissary to the 
Tibetan capital, however, was no more successful with the Tibetans than had the previous 
embassy of 1927, he too returning home empty-handed "after receiving nothing more than 
an audience with the Dalai Lama." This, according to Richardson, who furthet reported 
that though Po-lo-te was initially believed, in M a c h  1930, to have been traveling south 
towards India, he would later disappear in the direction of Nagchuka to the north, presurnably 
heading back to Mongolia. 

But while in Lhasa, MukhraidPo-lo-te had "lived openly in expensive style" (Bell and 
Richardson) and had struck up fhendship with leading Tibetan oficials. Moreover, noted 
Riencourt, he provided them with many details on a presurned happy life which the Mongolian 
populace now apparently enjoyed under Communism, and conveyed as well to his Lhasan 
listeners the supposed "contempt" of the Mongolians "for the deceased Grand Lama of 
Urga." This latter observation was far fiom correct. It is quite true that the populace had 
good reason to hold their country's highest spiritual leader in contempt. For both the late 
Grand Lama and his immediate predecessor had led, in the words of John Snelling, extremely 
"rakish l ive~" -~~h  of them having given himself up "with enthusiasm" to a life of drinking 
and debauchery, "both homosexual and heterosexual." Nevertheless, in the case of the 
predecessor, writes Snelling, his compt  lifestyle "had not impaired the reverence in which 
the grieviilg populace had held him" at his untimely death; and, adds Snelling, in the case of 
this latest deceased Grand Lama of Urga, who proved to be the last of the line, "he lived on 
until 1924, still held in high awe by his people" despite his having offended "monastic 
~roprieties by taking at least two consorts" and indulging in other forms of debauchey 
which had ended in bis death frein syphilis. Well aware of the falsity of MukhrainiPo IO-te's 
claims about the situation in Red Mongolia, still the Dalai Lama went ahead and received in 
audience the deceptive Soviet-Mongol agent anyway. Yet it took place not because His 
Holiness was intirnidated bv this intmding agent of Moscow's but because of his deep 
desire to leam as much as possible about the Soviets and the "incomprehrnsible doctrine" 
of Cornmunisin which they espoused. 

lncreasingly over the years, but especially during the late 1920s. His Holiness came to 
realize that "the barbarie red communists," as he would cal1 the Bolsheviks just a few years 
hence. were as inhumane and repressive to his co-religionists in the Soviet Union as they 
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had been and still were towards his fellow Buddhists in Mongolia. And if that were tme, 
which could now not be controverted, then it was abundantly transparent to him that Tibet 
could face no better were this same incomprehensible doctrine-through miscalculation or 
misplaced trust in Moscow-allowed to penetrate his own Buddhist land and society. ClearIy 
this Pontiff of al1 Asian Mahayana Buddhists was deeply troubled by Soviet inability or 
unwillingness to acknowledge the spiritual position he exercised vis-à-vis his Russian co- 
religionists. In speaking with Arashi Chapchaev, the Kalmuckian agent for the Soviet 
Narkomindel attached to the 1927 Lhasa expedition, the Dalai Lama expressed his regret 
over the fact that whereas "the Chinese and the English acknowledged [my] authority in 
religious matters over [their] Buddhists,. . . Russia, though it is considered to be much closer 
to Tibet, has not yet done so in regard to her own Buddhists." In fact, it is Andreyev's belief, 
amply supported by the evidence, that it was this continuing lack of acknowledgment by the 
Bolsheviks and Stalin's crackdown on religion in the early 1930s "that finally estranged the 
IWO countries."' 

A picture of the true state of things which during the latter 1920s His Holiness had thus 
gradually been able to form in his mind fiom talks with the Soviet agent Po-Io-te, with 
members of the 1927 Mongol mission, fiom verified stories about bad events having occurred 
among Buddhists under Communist rule, and fiom various other sources at the Dalai Lama's 
disposal (his efficient network of secret agents in Outer Mongolia and farther afield, for 
one; Babu Tharchin's fledgling newspaper, for another) did not please the Dalai Lama in the 
least. To the contrary, it filled him with a profound dread for the future of his countrymen. 
Indeed, during the remaining years of his reign on the Lion Throne of Tibet, this astute 
Lama-King, after thoroughly pondering the then current state of affairs both within and 
without his domain, reluctantly came to the conclusion that the same catastrophe which had 
befallen Mongolia would sooner or later overtake his own beloved Buddhist nation and 
people. Such, then, was the condition of the Buddhist Pontifî's heart and mind as he penned 
his now famous political testament that was formulated in the very year he passed away, 
and which was subsequently printed and distributed everywhere throughout ~ibet~-with 
the help, among other instruments of communication available by this time, of Tharchin's 
Tibet Mirror (see the following chapter for the details). 

Now in the Dalai Lama's farewell document to both Government and Nation there is to 
be found one of the most chilling passages in al1 of Tibetan literature; for in it His Holiness 
felt impelled to portray for his countrymen a doomsday vision of what he foresaw happening 
to the Land of Snows. It reads as follows: 

. . . this present era is rampant with the five forms of degeneration, in particular the Red 
Ideology. In Outer Mongolia, the search for a reincamation of Jetsun Dampa [the 
Grand Lama of Urga] was banned; the monastic properties and endowments were 
confiscated; the Lamas and the monks were forced into the anny; and the Buddhist 
religion destroyed, leaving rio trace of identity. Such a system, according to the reports 
still being received, has been established in Ulan Bator [the new Communist name for 
the old capital of Urga]. 

In future, this system will certainly be forced either from within or without on this 
land [Tibet\ that cherislles the joint spiritual and temporal system. 1 .i!it.ss Ive leam 
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how to protect our land, the Holy Lamas, including "the triumphant Faîher and Son" 
[the Dalai and Panchen Lamas], the Upholders of the Faith, the Glorious Rebirths, will 
al1 be elirninated without a trace of their names remaining. As regards the monasteries 
and the priesthood, their lands and properties will be destroyed. Moreover, our political 
system, inherited from the Three Great Kings, will be reduced to an empiy name: rny 
oficials, ecclesiastical and lay, will fmd their lands seized and their property confiscami, 
and they thernselves made to serve the enemy like slaves or wander about the country 
as beggars do; and my people will be sunk in fear and miseries and slowly pass their 
days and nights in a reign of terror. Such an era will certainly 

Recent history will attest the fact that as incredible and bizarre as this passage may have 
appeared at the time of its declaration, less than twenty years would be required before 
each and every one of these dire predictions of His Holiness would commence to take 
place. Their fulfillment had their initial unfolding, in fact, during the closing months of 1950. 
For late that year witnessed the beginnings of Communist China's invasion of her smaller 
neighbor to the West and the o v e m n  of its temtoq.  By this and subsequent aggressive 
actions the Han invaders fiom the east brought to an end the only period of tme and complete 
independence the Tibetans had ever enjoyed in modem times and effected the near-total 
extermination of ail that was held dear by them. For when one contemplates, as exile 
Tibetan scholar Jamyang Norbu has recently done, what Tibet and her people had been like 
on the eve of the invasion, one can more readily appreciate the dimensions of the tragedy 
perpetrated on the World's Roof by Comrnunist China. "There is no disputing that in the 
essentials," declares Norbu, Tibet, immediately "prior to the Chinese invasion was a 'going 
concern,' unlike so many starving nations, debtor nations, b a n h p t  nations, imrnigrant- 
exporting nations, failed states, narco states, rogue states, and genocidal states in the world 
today. Tibet threatened none of its neighbors, fed its population unfailingly, year after year. 
with no help fiom the outside world, owed no country or intemational institutions a penny, 
maintained basic law and order without persecuting minorities (e.g., Muslims) or massacring 
sections of its societies from time to time, as China does. Tibet required absolutely no 
outside intervention to Save or resuscitate its culture and language."' AI1 this and more was 
lest to the Tibetans with the unleashing of China's aggression against the Land of Snows. 

But lest the reader incorrectly assume from the passage excerpted fiom the Great 
Thirteenth's Last Testament that he saw the coming disintegration of his homeland as solely 
attributable to the externa] menace of the Red Ideology, it should be clearly understood that 
in the same document His Holiness had taken aim with almost equal vigor at his ecclesiastical 
and lay officials. "It is evident that if you do not devote yourselves to the service of the State 
but continuously indulge in self-seeking, prejudice or nepotism, the long-terni common objeaive 
will not be realized. And then nothing will help, and regrets will be useless." Moreover, in a 
letter written just before bis "passing to the Heavenly Fields," the Dalai Lama expressed 
OnCe more his deep anxiety and continuing distress over the infernal menace he saw: 
namely, the conduct of both bis religious and secular officials: "If they carry on their indulgence 
in dishonesty and pleasure-seeking, a violent cyclone of change will unequivocally arrive, 
and then it will be too late."R These dire predictions were only too tmly proved to be accurate; 
for consequent upon the misconduct, frivolity and dereliction of duty by Tibet's lay and 
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clerical officialdom as described here by His Holiness, the cataclysm of change he - 
prophesied carne to fulfillment in incredibly tragic dimensions at the hands of the Chinese in 
the years following 1950.* Surely Napoleon Bonaparte was right when he once remarked: 
"Let China sleep; when she awakens, the world wiil be sony." 

* The Great Thirteenth's friend and ardent admirer down in Kalimpong would himself pick up on this 
prophetic refrain ofTibet's Grand Lama in the early 1950s as the terrible fulfillment ofthe Dalai Lama's woefui 
predictions for the Land of  Monks and Monasteries was unfolding. Tharchin. who was something of a poet, 
would at tiines find intellectual and emotional release by comrnitting to scraps of paper various poetic inusings 
which came to mind as he sat in his newspaper office conternplating the awful news he daily received 
concerning 'Tibet's increasingly horrific plight. Evidence of an instance of this the present writer discovered 
among the ThPaK. For he happened to notice on the back side of a letter envelope from Japan postrnarked 
January 1953 sorne inked scribbling in Tibetan in the Babu's farniliar handwriting. Asking the longtirne Tibetan 
friend ofthe Tharcliin family, Phurbu Tsering, what this might be, lie leamed from hirn that it was an incornplete 
poem composed in Tibetan alphabetical style, Tharchin having only reached the 12Ih letter of the 30-letter 
Tibetan alphabet, with each line of the Babu's poem having begun with a new alphabetical letter in proper 
sequential order. Fascinated by the finding, the author asked the Tharchin family's friend to translate the lines. 

In essence the poem, not unlike the Dalai Lama's Last Testament, with which Tharchin was thoroughly 
familiar, took airn at the superficial, self-serving, materialistic lifestyle which had apparently continued to be 
rnanifested among Tibet's "prominent people"; many of whom, it is well known, had in Kalirnpong coinfortably 
re-seitled themselves, their persons and possessions, if no longer their former properties, they now being free 
from the risks and dangers which other citizenry they left behind in Tibet were presently confronted with. 
Whether the unfinished poem, ifcompleted, ever appeared in the iïbet Mirror, only a search through Tharchin's 
newspaper can determine that; nevertheless, the few lines of the poem that are available are enough to show 
that the would-be poet had in rnind leveling a sharp rebuke against these prominent individuals who through the 
decades had been a source of deep frustration for the Babu. But the inconiplete poem also contains a warning 
of trouble ahead for thern should they not heed his cal1 to abandon their foolisli, lighthearted and pleasure- 
seeking way of life of yesteryear and begin to exhibit sensible, serious and resolute character traits which these 
crisic tirnes for Tibet cried out for in her leaders. 

In translated form, then. the twelve lines of Tharchin Babu's poem read as follows. with sorne bracketed 
rnaterial added for clarity: 

Please listen, al1 [you] prominent people. 
[ I  am] expressing to you sorne heartklt advicc. and not merely 

[soinething] from the mouth [i.e.. hr wishes to speak in sincere 
reality-transistor]. 

Please slowly consider i t  properl? [carefully]. 
Please consider the future of our religious land [here he identifies 

hirnself, as he ofien did, with the citizens of Tibet-present author]. 
In loatïng and squabbling, 
Do not gct lost in senseless talk. 
If you lose yourselves in tea, drinks and feasts, 
Beware, [like] the fish, [you] ma). be caught in the net [entrapped 

in trouble--translatorl. 
Due to the benevolence of the Dalai Laina. 
The day of peace and happiness will ultiniately appear. 
By now one should [already] be tactful [be conducting oneself 

properly'?] and working hard; 
[By no&] he should be firm and strong, imrnovable 1i.e.. stable aiid 

resolutc, no longer frivolous and weak-willrd-present author]. 

In reality. i t  may be added, these rnusings of Kalimpong's arch-defender of Tibet's best interests. though of 
course without stating it so, constituted a cal1 for these effete elites of the Tibetan cornmunity to become like 
him! 

In this regard. one is rerninded of the observations made by the late Dawa Norbii in respect of the 
materialism of Tibetans in general and of the well-to-do in particular. Sorne Westerners, this youngei. refugee 
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From the downfall of the Manchu dynasty in Pelung and the consequent Chinese expulsion 
from Tibet in 1912 (ending once and for al1 as it also did the long, historic but tenuous 
"patron-priest" relationship between Emperor and Dalai Lama) till the Chinese Comrnunist 
invasion, there had only been in Tibet's recent history a period o f  thirty-eight short years of 
absolute self-mle, free from al1 interference in her affairs from the outside, in particular 
from China.* It would seem that every Chinese government-whether Imperial, Nationalist 

Tibeiaii had noted, "feel that the East is spiritual and the West materialistic, and Tibet is placed in the 
'spiritual' category. 1. as a Tibetan, find that we Tibetans are more materialistic than the average Westerner, and 
certainly more so than the lndians. There are a number of wealthy Tibetans who wisely ran away before the 
1959 revolt and who have comfortably settled in India. When I was studying in Dr. Graham's Homes. at 
Kalimpong, one of them, a millionaire, approached the principal and asked for a free scholarship for his 
daughter because she was 'a poor refugee.' If you step into a Tibetan refugee's hut in India, and then visit an 
lndian peasant's home, you will find that the refugee has collected more property within a decade than the 
average Indian farmer over a generation." RedStar over Tibet. 96. 
* Some governments, especially that of the Chinese. have rejected this claim by the Tibetans to have bern 
totally free and independent even from Chinese suzerainty during this period. According to Tsering Shakya. the 
Chinese have acknowledged that during this 38-year tirne-fiame "their authority in Tibet was absent" but have 
argued that its absence had been due to "foreign aggression (i.e., British machinations)" and have therelore 
reasoned that her authority's absence "did not create a legal situation." As a countenveight to the International 
Commission of Jurists (see below), whose "unashamedly pro-Tibetan" interim report of 5 June 1959 on The 
Question o f  Tibet and the Rule qfLou1 (fully published September 1960) had accepted the Tibetans' account of 
events "without question" (Shakya), the Chinese would convene a meeting in October 1959 ofthe International 
Association of Democratic Lawyers. This organization consisted of lawyers from the Communist bloc but 
included as well some leftist l a v e r s  from a few Western nations. Its meeting concluded that between 191 3 and 
1950 the situation in Tibet was "ex iniuria ius non creatur [The law does not arise fiom wrong]," by which was 
nieant that indeed, though China had no presence in Tibet during this period and though Tibet had acted as an 
independent nation throughout this same period, the Chinese claimed that al1 this was not because Tibet was 
legally separate from China but because the latter at this time had been weak and foreign intenentions by the 
British had created the situation. Ergo, the law does not apply here since the actions ofthe British were wrong. 
See Shakya. Dragon in the LandofSnows, 223 with 498 notes 47.49 and 50; and see also Shakya's email of 
further explanation sent to the present author dated 14 May 2007. 

But Michael C. van Walt van Praag, a Washington DC-based legal expert in international law. and later legal 
adviser to Dalai Lama XIV, concluded and had published some 75 years later an exhaustive inquiry into the 
entire historical status ofTibet as a separate and independent entity among the earth's famil? of nations. With 
respect to the 38-year period under discussion here, after a lengthy and thorough iriquiry. \Val1 van Praag came 
to the following conclusion: "An examination of the events between 19 1 1 and 1950 thus leads to the ine~itable 
conclusi011 that, throughoul tliis period, Tibet was a fully independent State possessing al1 the attributes of 
statehood. Few scholars seriously challenge the notion that Tibet possessed actual independence nr least 
between 191 1 aiid 1950. Thus, for esample. the International Cominission of Jurists [a non-govemmeiiial 
organization of 35.000 lawyers in over 50 nations. mostly Western. and havirig consultative status with the 
United Natioiis' Economic and Social Council], the kgal scholar C. E. .4lexandrowicz, and even the last officia1 
Chinese Representative in Tibet. Shen Zonglian [Shen Tsung-Lien], who conceded that 'since 191 1 Lhasa [i.e., 
Tibet] has to al1 piactical purposes enjoj,ed full independence,' supported this conclusion. What the present 
study sliows is that Tibet possessed both actual and formal iiidependence throughout this period ..." ~ h e  
Slatz{s of'fibet ( 1987), 140 (emphasis Wall van Praag's). The quote by this autlior froin Shen was taken from 
bis book, Tihet a,ld/ke fiberans (1 953), 62. Cf. the opinion of England's Sir Algernon Rumbold. who cornes 10 

the same ~ o n c l ~ s i ~ ~ .  and States that Tibet had even "become de facto independent" before 191 1-12 as a 
consequence of her refusal to iiilpleiilent agreements about her countp which had beeii signed by Brilain and 
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or Communist -had always professed to regard Tibet as a dependent Chinese province. In 
the thinking of Nationalist leader Sun Yat-sen, for instance, the Chinese nation consisted of 
five races: Han, Manchu, Mongol, Moslem, and Tibetan. And this had in due course becorne 
an officia1 element of his political program. Yet Dru Gladney has noted that though Sun had 
indeed recognized these five peoples of China, his ultimate aim was nonetheless 
"assimilationist" in character-that is, "to unifi and fuse al1 the peoples into one Chinese 
race." Sun himself stated the matter most forcefully: "The narne 'Republic of Five Nationalities7 
exists only because there exists a certain racial distinction which distorts the meaning of a 
single republic. We must satisfy the demands of al1 races and unite them in a single cultural 
and political whole." Sun would modifi his stance on the matter in the 1920s under Cornmunist 
influence; even so, its essence remained the same. In the words of June Dreyer, the Hans, 
"fiom their ethnocentric view, . . . do not believe that the culture and territorial claims of 
minority groups are equal to that of the superior Han civili~ation."~ 

Sun's Nationalist successor, Chiang Kai-shek, was no different on the issue. For in 1943 
he would declare, under pressure from various nationalist groups within the Kuomintang, 
that the Tibetans were Chinese. He would further assert, in his book Chinuk Destiny 
(1 947), that the Tibetans and other minorities al1 had common ancestors and that whatever 
differences existed were attributable "to religion and geographical environment. In short, 
the differentiation among China's five peoples is due to regional and religious factors, and 
not to race or b l ~ o d . " ' ~  

And as for the Chinese Cominunist leader Mao Tse-tung, he, too, in the words of Professor 
Lee Feigon, would begin "to reflect [an] increasingly zealous nationalist sentiment" of his 
own on this sensitive issue.ll As was clearly documented in the previous chapter's discussion 
of Gedun Chophel, a radical transformation in attitude negatively by the Cornrnunists towards 
the Tibetans and other minorities "on the territory of China" would occur between the early 
1920s and the early 1950s, ultimately resulting in the official Chinese Communist position 
that Tibet and other minority areas were ''an integral part" of China. And Beijing has continued 
to propagandize this position by every means ever since. 

Let it be noted here, for example, that more recent Communist propaganda from the 
Chinese capital, and communicated worldwide, continues even today, as it has done for 
decades now, to create misleading accounts of an alleged Tibetan dependence on, and 
submission to, China in the past. Franz Michael, a scholar on modem Tibet, has cited the 
instance of "postcards made from a painting in the Potala in Lhasa wbich show the Fifth 
Dalai Lama and the Ch'ing Emperor Shun-chih sitting on their respective thrones opposite 
each other with the Dalai Lama's hands in lecture posture, obviously elucidating ~ ~ d d h i s t  
tenets to the listening emperor. The Chinese, however, describe this scene as indicating the 
'obedience' of the Dalai Lama to the emperor, indicating Tibetan submission to the Chinese 
governmen t." 

China in 1890 and 1893. See Rumbold, "Tibet's Political Status Revisited," TR (Apr. 1993):21. 
It should be added that with respect to the grand sweep ofTibetan history, Walt van Praag, on his page 140. 

went on to Say, in anticipation of the subsequent documentation to be found in the last half of his volume, that 
Tibet "was indisputably a separate State throughout its history, despite the sometimes considerable foieign 
interference in its affairs." 
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Yet not only the visual arts but the performing arts, too, have been brought into the 
service of China's campaign to distort Sino-Tibetan history. At a conference in 1992 a n m a  
by Tibetan and Chinese exiles it was reported that the Communist regime at Beijing, in an 
attempt to prove that Tibet has been a part of China ever since the seventh century, produ& 
a propaganda play about the Chinese princess who had married King Songtsan Gampo of 
Tibet. It was entitled Wencheng after the narne of the princess. Ironically, however, it had 
apparently had the opposite effect, as asserted by one Chinese exile at the conference, the 
respected Shanghai journalist Wang Ruowang, now banished by the Communists but made 
farnous by China's former paramount leader, Deng Xiaoping, for having characterized him 
as being more responsible than any other individual for the pro-democracy movernent that 
in 1989 culminated in the tragic Tiananmen Square Massacre at Beijing. One observer at 
the conference reported that the exiled joumalist made the comment that this very play "had 
actually revealed that Tibetan relations with China were those between two separate States"! 

In an attempt similar to that of the Wencheng play to portray Tibet's integral link with 
China, the Chinese Cornmunists have fiequently asserted that Buddhism had come to Tibet 
from China, not fi-orn India. In support of this assertion the Communists cite the fact that the 
Chinese wife of Songtsan Gampo-the same Chinese Imperia1 princess of the above- 
mentioned play-had brought a Buddha image with her to Lhasa that is still reverenced 
today in Tibet. But they usually fail to mention that Princess Wen-ch'eng had actually been 
offered as tribute to the Tibetan king on the basis of his military conquests against China. 
These Chinese propagandists likewise fail to mention the fact that Songtsan Gampo's 
Nepalese wife Brikhuti Devi had married the King many years prior to Wen-ch'eng's owri 
marriage to him: and she, too, had brought her own Buddha image to the Tibetan capital. 
Moreover, no mention is made of the fact that Tibetan Buddhism's most holy temple, Lhasa's 
JO-khang, had been built not by China's princess but by Bnkhuti from Nepal. It needs to be 
observed, too, that the great theological debate of the late eighth century in Tibet between 
the Indian and Chinese Buddhist masters had been won by the former, hence "confirming 
the Indian basis of Tibetan Buddhism."12 And finally, the late Dawa Norbu has recounted the 
pathetic attempt made during the 1950s at Beijing's lnstitute of National Minorities to 
indochinate Tibetan students, brought there fiom their homeland, into believing that fiom 
ancient times Tibet had always been part of the Great Chinese Motherland: and again using 
the argument of the matrimonial alliance between the Chinese princess and Tibet's first so- 
called Great Religious King. The Tibetan students, however, were much srnarter than their 
Chinese teacher. For when the latter would assert in the history class that "ever since 
Princess Wen-Cheng Kung-Ju married the Tibetan King Songtsan Gampo, Tibet has been 
Part of China," the Tibetan students would immediately retort: "Then Tibet became part of 
Nepal as well, because Songtsan Gampo also married a Nepalese princess." A ~ I  the 
vanquished Han instnictor could do was exclaim defensively: "What do you backward Tibetans 
~ O W ?  Nothing! The Han race is the bravest, cleverest and most able in the world." Since 
1959, of course, debate like this, added Norbu, was now forbidden in the classrooms-and 
anywhere else." 

Never<heless, despite such convenient ignoring of the facts. incredibly. Beijing's 
Communist propaganda mil] has continued since 1949 to grind out baseless arguments 
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supporting its claim that Tibet has always been a pafl of China. If 1949 was the year i n  
which the Communist regime at Beijing commenced putting forward its insupportable 
arguments for claiming Tibet as having been a part of China, was there no Tibetan who 
could put forth any rational counterargument against this absurd claim? Apparently not, in 
the view of Dawa Norbu. In his semi-autobiographical work first published in 1974, this 
younger generation Tibetan had lamented the fact. Tibetans, he wrote, "lived in a world of 
their own, and this self-imposed isolation was undoubtedly one of the biggest factors 
contributing to our tragedy. Tibet was too innocent. When reading Heinrich Harrer's Seiren 
Years in Tibet at school [in Kalimpong], 1 found to iny sadness that not one person in the 
whole of Tibet could repudiate the Chinese claim over Tibet in 1949. The international legal 
status of our country was at the mercy of the big powers outside. We had neither the 
knowledge nor the desire to squabble over legal and political semantics.. . . All we wanted 
was . . . to be lefi alone."IJ 

Yet the late Hugh Richardson observed that long before the Communist assumption of 
power in 1949, the Nationalists had similarly propagandized on this crucial point, this British 
diplomat in Tibet having especially noted the total inability of Tibetans to articulate the tnith. 
Writing in 1 944 about Nationalist China's continuing propaganda during the preceding decades, 
Ricliardson's earlier observations had anticipated Dawa's much later ones: "China's aim is 
to establish control over Tibet. Insofar as she seeks to do this by propaganda, the problem is 
to effect a radical change in the Tibetan attitude. The method is largely to present Chinese 
hopes as accomplished facts, and to keep on assuring the Tibetans that they are members of 
the Chinese state . . . Much of Chinese propaganda . . . is directed at the foreign press. Here 
the Chinese have the field to themselves and they have taken advantage of Tibetan 
inarticulateness to present to the world a stream of tendentious wish-projections in the guise 
of facts. Their publications speak of Tibetan affairs as a Chinese domestic concem, and 
claim a control over events in Tibet which is quite at variance with the truth.. . ."" 

Likewise, the last British Political OfFicer Sikkim would in August 1948 sound a similar 
warning about Chinese Nationalist propaganda and Tibetan and world press naïveté. 
However, because it had been expressed within the contents of a private personal paper 
had apparently coinposed only for himself, the Officer's superiors in the Independent Indian 
government whom he had been serving for a year may never have become aware of hls 
words of warning. The paper, cast in the form of a kind of valedictory review of Indo- 
Tibetan relations for the preceding three years and combined with a concern for Tibet's 
uncertain future, had noted, among other things, the desire ofTibetans "to avoid any tatigible 
cause of offense to the Chinese." But, then, A. J .  Hopkinson went on to observe that the 
Chinese "have never abandoned their extreme claims on Tibet." Pointing out, as had 
Richardson before him, "the tendentious presentation of supposed news about Tibet" as 
China's ever-old, ever-new method of "influencing world opinion," the P.O.S. went on to 
note that because of this "deliberate misrepresentation," the case for Tibet's separateness 
from China had in the past "often gone by default." Bringing the situation up-to-date? 
Hopkinson declared the following: 

In ihe last few weeks it has become apparent that the Chinese are mounting a fresli 
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offènsive on these lines, with the unwitting assistance of a British [news] Agency like 
Reuters, and of a patriotic but unwary lndian Press. In particular, the Tibelans and the 
world are being told by kind Chinese friends that it is in the Tibetan interest to denounce 
the 'unequal treaties' which form the basis of Indo-Tibetan relations and Tibet's main 
defense against China. Since in this matter indian and Tibetan interests are identical, 
it is desirable for lndia to give such quiet help as she can to Tibet, by warning the 
Tibetans of the existence of this propaganda and ensuring that the case should not go 
entirely by default, and warning Our own news agencies and press not to lend 
themselves to unpatriotic propaganda.16 

Interestingly, but not surprisingly, at about this same time, there was at least one press 
person in lndia who, far tiom lending himself to "unpatriotic propaganda," was about the 
business of warning the Tibetan people of mounting Chinese propaganda aimed at lulling 
Tibetans into accepting the false notion that Tibet had indeed been a dependency of  China 
throughout her history. Having inaugurated a series of articles on this very topic in the Tibet 
Mirror, Gergan Tharchin was intent on focusing particularly on those political and military 
events of more recent times which in his view would help to demonstrate beyond any doubt 
that Tibet is, was and always had been an independent kingdom: ruled at first by her Great 
King-Emperors of old and later by her long line of Priest-Kings-the Dalai Lamas. Alluding 
to earlier articles he had already published in the series, the Babu would currently ( 1  950) 
prepare for publication a further article, but now centering his attention on Tibet's more 
recent history. 

Totally rejecting, on the basis of his historical analysis, the increasingly declared Chinese 
daim that his ethnic homeland had always been an integral part of the Chinese Motherland, 
Babu Tharchin proceeded to set forth his counterarguments to this claim in t u o  inked drafis 
of a proposed article, written in English, which the present author found among the Babu's 
personal papers. In these two drafts-both of them four or five pages in length and both 
bearing a similarity in argument to each other-Tharchin begins his presentation w ith citing 
the outbreak of war between Nepal and Tibet in 1876. A treaty signed that year ending the 
conflict was negotiated, he notes, between these two Govemments themselves exclusively. 
with the Chinese completely absent fiom the resolution of the conflict. A similar scenario 
occurred some thirty years later at the time when the Treat), of Lhasa was signed in 1904 
that brought an end to hostilities between Tibet and Britain. As was the case in 1876, so nou. 
again in 1904, writes the Babu significantly, "1 do not find the Chinese in the [Treatj.] 
pichire" at a11, despite the fact. he carefully points out, the Chinese Emperor's representative, 
the Amban, had been present at the Tibetan capital at that very moment. "These [historical 
details1 . . . show that Tibet was not under the Chinese as it is claimed." 

Butjust here Tharchin raises a most interesting rhetorical question: If. then, the ~ m b a n  
and the soldier escon posted to Lhasa by Peking "had no connection with the affairs of 
Tibet," why was it that the Chinesr: Imperia1 Govemment paid the British that which \vas 
called for under the 1904 Treab provisions, namelq. the payment by Tibet ofa  war i n d e m n i ~ ?  
"This can easily be explained:'' asserts Tharchin confidently. Given the fact that "the Dalai 
Lania [was] the spiritual head and guru of the Emperor," the latter therefore "was oblifed 
t0 do so." "According to the religious viewpoint," the Babu Kent on t0 explain. "one [il] this 
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case, the Chinese Emperor] must sacrifice one's wealth, even one's life [, if necessary], for 
the sake of one's spiritual guru, and not speak of [holding onto] one's wealth; so, that was 
the reason why the war indemnity ofTibet was paid by the [Imperia]] Chinese Governmenl." 
Furthermore, it should be clearly understood, Tharchin additionally explains, that the Amban's 
military escort had been "meant solely as bodyguards to protect the Emperor's spiritual 
teacher, the Dalai Lama." Accordingly, when the Chinese people overthrew the Emperor in 
191 1 - 12, the Amban and his escort "were sent back to China by the Tibetan Government." 
And ever since then, declares Babu Tharchin, "the Chinese have had no connection" with 
Tibet-"[not] even from the religious point of view." 

In sum, therefore, Tibet's more recent history, when analyzed carefully and correctly, 
asserts Gergan Tharchin, clearly disproves the specious claim made by the Chinese that 
Tibet has always been a part of China." 

But there have been others as well who, like Babu Tharchin, have taken the tinie and 
trouble to respond to such a patently absurd claim. Paul Ingram, for one, has cogently 
shown the vacuousness of the Chinese pretension to have ruled in the past over a vassal 
Tibet. As Secretary of the London-based non-political Scientific Buddhist Association (but 
later known as OPTIMUS), Ingram, as chief author, submitted in the mid-1980s that 
organization's lengthy and quite thorough Report to the United Nations Commission on 
Human Rights in which, among other matters, he addressed this very question in the following 
passage taken from his historical recitation on Tibetan-Chinese relations, beginning with the 
expansion of tlie vast Tibetan Empire that had extended itself even into China herself. 

In 763 tlie Tibetans captured the then Chinese capital at Chang'an (Sian) but by the 
1 O"' century the Tibetan Empire had collapsed, leaving considerable nurnbers of ethnic 
Tibetans outside the borders of political Tibet. For the next three hundred years or so 
relations \bith China were at a minimal level. 

Chinese claims that Tibet has always been part of China derive from a period when 
botli Tibet and China were part of the Mongolian Empire. In the 12'h ceiltury the 
Mongols began to extend their influence and Tibet (though not conquered) submitted 
in 1207 while China was ovemhelmed by about 1280. The on!klpt.riod ivhen Tibet and 
Chino uvre in the sanie political grouping was when Tibetans and Clîinese iver'e 
hoth subjectpeoples under Mongolian rule [emphasis Ingram's]. The Tibetans were 
able to free themselves from this mle in 1358 when. in an intenial power struggle, 
Chaiigchub Gyaltsen wrested power from Ille Sakya minister, Waiigtson Wangtsen, 
terminated al1 relations with the Mongols, and started a new lineage known as Phagmo 
Drupa. The Chinese followed suit soine ten years later, when in 1368 they were able to 
drive out the Mongols and establish the native Ming dynasty. 

It seems that the Chinese, in continuing to claim that Tibet \vas part of CI~iiia, 
inherited the expansionist and imperialist designs of a conquering empire whose nile 
they eventually threw off. It has sometimes been pointed out that by usinp similar 
arguments lndia could now lay claim to Burma on the grounds that they were once 
both part of the British Empire! 

When the Communists came to power in China in 1949 thcy continued to claim, on 
the basis of the above position, that Tibet was part of China, and deliberately chose to 
follow the expansionist and imperialist designs of former imperial dynasties \those 
legacy they supposedly despised, and it seems unlikely that Marx, \$hose \vriiings 
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they supposedly follow, would have approved of such a policy which contradictcd his 
support for the right o f  self-determination of peoples. lnstead of rejecting the 
imperialistic legacy of former emperors, Tibetans point out that the Communists 
enthusiastically supported such claims, grounded as they were in a remote imperial 
past, and achieved a degree of success which any Chinese emperor would have envied. 
The question of the right to self-detemination of the various non-Chinese peoples 
played no part in their policies. Such a right should have applied either to peoples who 
were ruled by the imperial Chinese but struggled against such rule, or to those who 
successfully resisted incorporation into the imperial Chinese Empire. Throughout most 
of their history the Tibetans fall into the latter category. 

I t  is worth pointing out that had the retreating [European] colonial powers adopted 
similar arguments and pursued them with such ruthlessness and dedication, then the 
European empires would have lasted for longer than they did. or might even be intact 
today. 

What in fact seem to be distortions of history are to be found in various Chinese 
writers of both the following Ming and Ching Dynasties, particularly when it claimed 
that Tibet was a "vassal state" of China.. .. It is surely an important fact that at a time 
Ljust after the tum of the twentieth century] when large parts of the world were still 
under colonial rule Tibet was one of the first countries to declare its independence and 
repudiate what it felt were the expansionist pretensions of a late imperial power. I t  is 
also tragic that at a time [right after World War Two] when many countries were at lasi 
freeing themselves from foreign domination, Tibet was forcefully incorporated into 
the Chinese State, "the one big Motherland." The Chinese Communists, while 
applauding liberation stmggles in various parts of the world. continue to deny the 
request voiced by Tibetans both inside and outside Tibet, that they should be allowed 
to decide their own destiny by plebiscite under United Nations supervision.. .. It may 
be argued that what one finds amidst a welter of historical detail is a depressingly 
faniiliar phenomenon-namely, the interference of a large power in the affairs of a 
smaller one.IS 

Hugh Richardson, who for a considerable period had held jointly the post o f  British 
Trade Agent in Tibet and Head of the British Mission at Lhasa, has provided a masterfully- 
developed explanation for what motivated China's aggressive designs on Tibet, no matter 
"ho u.as in power at Peking, which bears quoting. In his well-received h i s tov  of Tibet he 
writes: 

An explanation will iiievitably be sought for the overpo\vering desire to possess Tibet 
which led the Chinese Cominunists to acts of aggression. There was no hostile move 
by the Tibetans to account for it. The only answer that appears essentially satisfactory 
goes deeply into Chinese character and the Chinese past. 

The Chinese have. as is well known. a profound regard for history. But history, for 
them. was not simply a scientific study. I t  had the features of a cult. akin to ancestor 
worship. with the ritual abject of presenting the past. favorahly emended and touched 
UP, as a rnodel for current political action. I t  had to conforrn also to the niystical view 
of China as the Center of tlie World, the Universal Empire in which every other counw 
Ilad a natural urge to beconle a part. Tlle conflict of that concept of history with the 
violent intrusion of the outside ~ . o r l d  in the latter pari of the nineteenth centuw led to 
the ohdurate irredeiltistn u.ith which the Republican and Nationalist _eovernnlents of 
China persisted. against al1 the facts, in claiming that Tibet had always been pan of 
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the Chinese fold and was longing to return to it. In the absence of any voice of protest 
from Tibet, their persistence made some effect even on the minds of other countries. 

In spite of the adoption of Western political ideas, the Communists, like their 
predecessors, continued to be influenced by the traditions of their ancestors. They 
inherited the sarne peculiar historical perspective embittered in the more recent past by 
resentment at the humiliation and exploitation inflicted by the West; and they were the 
first Chinese to have the power to convert their atavistic theories into fact. They saw 
their opportunity, calculated that no one was likely to oppose them, and acted. 

Many other reasons have been suggested: that the occupation of Tibet appeared 
to be a strategic or defensive necessity; that there were ideas of economic development 
or more living room; that Tibet might become a reservoir for reactionary feeling and 
reactionary organizations; that the zeal of newly converted Communists drove the 
Chinese to spread their doctrine wherever they could. Those considerations might 
give color to the Chiriese action and they have varying degrees of force in their own 
right but. it is siibmitted, they were no more than secondary to the main object of 
making good an ancient preten~ion. '~ 

Yet this ancient pretension was totally opposite to the historic realities ofTibet's relationship 
with China and to the undeviating wishes of the Tibetan people, who had always cherished 
their freedom and had the right to enjoy it. But now in the late 1940s the portents of danger 
for her citizens were ominous in the extreme. One portent which struck fear and foreboding 
into the hearts of both rulers and ruled alike in Tibet was the repeated drumbeat of subtle 
and not so subtle hints and outright threats which constantly punctuated a variety of political 
conferences, speeches, newspaper reports and radio announcements that emanated from 
various quarters in the ruling circles of Tibet's vast neighbor to the east." 

It iniist be understood that during the Nationalist regime at Peking, Tibet had pennitted a 
Chinese mission to be stationed in Lhasa almost from the moment an envoy had been seni 
from the Chinese capital in 1934 for the presumed purpose of innocently conveying China's 
condolences upon the much mourned death of the greatly beloved Thirteenth Dalai Lama 
which had occurred in December ofthe previous year. A Chinese Historical Archivai source 
document housed at Nanking today described the purpose of the envoy's visit as follows: 
"Huang Musong's Entering Tibet under Orders to Confer Titles and Mourn the ~hirteentll 
Dalai Lama" (Huang Mzlsong fengshi rtr Zrrng cefeng hing zhichtr Dailui dtnhi huogoo 
shu)." This highly prominent envoy, General Huang Mu-sang, Vice-Chief of Chiang Ksi- 
shek's General Staff, had continued his stay longer than normal in the Tibetan capital. 
however, and thus by this means China had successfully pushed her way back into Tibet 
afier having been expellçd decades earlier witli the downfall of the Manchus in 191 I-l!.* 

* 'i'liis less than subile insinuation of China back into Tibet and Tibetan affairs only contïrrned the Grea' 
Thirteenth's fears and misgivings about the Chinese \\hich in the late sumnler of 1933 he candidly espressedto 
the then British Political Officer for Tibet, Frederick ("Derrick") Williamson, just a feu1 short nionths before 
his death. Williamson's wife. in her published inemoirs. relates how, in an audience he gave to her husbandq 
"His Holiness was very frank and clear with Derrick about his attitude to the Cliinese: he did no1 wani 
Chinese official ever to visit Lhasa, as al1 the Chinese wanted io do u a s  to pave the way for a rene~al  
Chinese domination." Margaret Williamson, ,Mernoirs ofa Polirical Officer k W&J. 1 1  5-6. 
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In fact, the gradually enlarged staff of this so-called Mission of Condolence in Lhasa 
would in time under the Nationalists become a branch office of the Mongol ian-Tihn 
Affairs Comrnis~ion!~' 

But now, with the threat of a Communist military success in China against the Nationalist 
forces looming as most probable, what with the Comrnunists about to storrn Peking, the 
alamed Lhasa government had once more, in July 1949, expelled al1 Chinese oficials Erom 
her soi1 (see again the previous chapter, and also the next one, for details) lest the staff of 
thechinese Mission at Lhasa simply transfer their allegiance from the defeated Nationalist 
government to the People's Republic and thus gain for the Communists an automatic but 
most unwanted foothold in Tibet. Accordingly, the Mission staff, teachers and al1 other 
Chinese personnel were ordered to leave the country within a week's time!'3 

Summoning to its office the acting director of the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs 
Commission at Lhasa, the Kashag informed him that the Government would be expelling al1 
Chinese associated with China's Kuomintang government. Not only this, but the Kashag 
also, for fear of Cliinese protests being mounted on Lhasa's streets, established a curfew in 
theTibetan capital that would last till al1 Chinese departed. This, in fact, the Chinese would 
do, the Government dispatching them south to India in three separate batches on 14, 1 7 and 
20 July. Furthemore, the Kashag sent a telegram to both Chiang Kai-shek and China's 
President Li Zongran informing them of the expulsion order, and stating that its action had 
been taken out of fear that Communist elements might infiltrate the country and attach 
themselves to the Chinese Mission at Lhasa. For had not some of the Commission's staff at 
Lhasa already begun talking about serving the "new government," just as had occurred in 
various areas of China? There was even a move afoot at the Tibetan capital to declare the 
country independent. as had been done by the Great Thirteenth Dalai Lama back in 19 12, 
but nothing came of i t Z J  

Nevertheless. by this dramatic act of expulsion the Tibetans had made it emphatically 
that they considered themselves independent of China and wished to remain so, no 

matter who would be in power at Peking. In the end, observes historian Tsering Shakya. the 
expulsion of the Chinese Mission had been "a shrewd move" by the Tibetans, for it not only 
terminated any Nationalist Chinese influence but it also signified that there would be no 
trace of Chinese au th0 t - i~  in Tibet when the Communists assumed power in China just 

months later. It thus left the Commun.ists "with the problem of how they could assert 
theirauthori9 in Tibet" since "it was clear that there was no scope for an interna1 Communist 
revolution there." In fact, in the view of Hugh Richardson. writing from the Tibetan capital 
less than a rnonth following the expulsion order. the Tibetans "seem 10 have postponed the 
likelihoOd of Communist activities in Lhasa by removing suspicious persons. but wh0 can 
Say for how long?"" 

As a countemeasure to these actions, later that same month of July the C~mmunist 
P e ~ ~ l e ' s  Political Conference, meeting in Peking. adopted a pointedly-worded resolution 
"hich stated that Tibet would be retained as a part of the People's Republic of China. Such 
a resolution had been issucd even before the latter political entity had been oficially proclaimed 
as an established reality months later! 

Then. as early as the beginning of September 1949. a full year and more prior 10 China's 
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actual invasion, the Chinese Communists declared for the very first time-in the then cument 
international context-what their future policy towards Tibet and other potentially concemcd 
parties would be.* This was communicated to the world simultaneously by ineans of bath 
Peking Radio (on 3 September) and, the next day, a threatening editorial put out by iht. 

official New China News Agency (NCNA): Tibet, as well as Sinkiang Province, is "an 
integral part of China." Furthermore, the message declared, the Chinese were determined 
to "liberate" Tibet, at the same tiine waming the "British and American imperialists and 
their stooge, the lndian Nehru government," not to dare help Tibet lest they risk "cracking 
their skulls against the rnailed fist of the great Chinese People's Liberation Am~y.''?~ 

Less than a rnonth later, having totally defeated the Nationalists, the Chinese Communists 
officially proclaimed the People's Republic of China at Peking on 1 October 1949. Tweiity 
days later in his very first speech, the Chinese Communist Party Chainnan Mao T'se-tung, 
afler vowing that the tirne had at last arrived when the Chinese themselves (and not the 
Mongols or the Manchus) would rule their land, solemnly proceeded to declare that the 
priinary and most urgent goal of the new Chinese People's Republic was to "liberate Tibet." 
As though in response, ten days later on 1 November, the Tibetan Foreign Affairs Bureau 
sent what one Tibetan historiail has tenned "a strangely naïve letter" to Mao which, among 
other things, (1) fiankly declared that "from the earliest tirnes up to now Tibet has been an 
independent country whose political administration had never been taken over by any Foreign 
Country," (2) boldly requested assurances that Mao would not launch an attack on Tibet, 
and (3) confidently indicated that the Tibetan government wislled to "open negotiations" 
with Peking on the retum of al1 ethnic Tibetan territories then being held by China!" On 3.1 
November Radio Peking brazenly announced that its Young, thirteen-year-old puppet, the 
Panchen Lama, had appealed to Chairman Mao to "liberate Tibet." 

This with respect to the Panchen Lama was but one yet very important part of what t h ~  
Chinese Communists had been doing as preparation for "liberating" their iinmediate 
neighboring land to the west. In the words of lndian historian and political scientist Bhabanl 
Sen Gupta, the Red Chinese had "devised a Tibetan strategy" well before they Iiad assumed 
power in Peking. Suinmarizing what had been happening during the many inonths leadil% 
up to their takeover at the Chinese capital, Sen Gupta described Mao's Tibet strategy in the 
following terms: 

[The Communist Chinese] brought about a complete split between the Dalai Laina and 
Panchen Lama, building up the latter with his great influeiice in Sinkiang, Mongolia. 
and coiisiderable parts of Tibet as a counterblast tn tlie former. Warlordisnl in the 
northwest and southwest provinces of China was wiped out with astonishing 

* Actuall~,  it is believed that the first time ever in which the future iiitention 01. the Chiiiese ~oi1linunis~~ 
towards Tibet had been made known p~iblicly had occurred nearly thirty years earlier. This M'as occasionedb! 
tlie issuance of the Chinese Comrnunist Party's Manifesto at the Party's Second National Congress Iield hach, 
in 1922. Among the principal aims enumerated in this document (besides, of course, the most principal oneo' 
the unification of China under their rule by defeating the Nationalists) was "the achievernent of a gcnliine 
republic by the liberation of Mongolia. Tibet and Sinkiang." This intention of  liberating these areas borderin! 
on China Proper, notes Michael van Walt van Praag, would reinain "an importailt component" ofthe ~o l l lmun i s~~  
declared policy "for the next thirty years." The Starus o f  Tibet. 88. 
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swifiness. Tibet was thus exposed to the Chinese Communist power; the revolution 
was knocking at its gate. The gcographical bamer that had been in Tibet's favor al1 
through history collapsed. Some Tibetan leaders in East Tibet were planning a 
revolution [a reference to the Khampas; for more on this. see again Chapter 23 and also 
see later in the present chapter]. The Communists established contact with them and 
asked them to work for a larger and deeper revolution against "a feudal, reactiomuy 
regime." They were promised al1 kinds of support. [George] Patterson says that this 
was an extremely clever move; the East Tibetans had no alternative but to accept if for 
the Communist forces were about to enter Tibet. Patterson himself flew to India and to 
Delhi in a vain attempt to persuade the lndian govemment to intervene on behalf of 
Lhasa. By January 1950, Peking was able to win over the East Tibetan leaders . . .:" 

Accordingly, on the first day of January 1950 it was announced by the Chinese People's 
Government that as one of  its chief tasks during this new year "the Chinese People's 
Liberation A m y  must liberate Tibet fiom the British and American imperialists." Exactly 
four months later Radio Peking blared forth that "it is the duty of  the Chinese Republic to 
liberate Tibet." These broadcasts and those which were to follow were aired in both Chinese 
and Tibetan (the latter often spoken by none other than Gedun Chophel's former tutor and 
now Chinese Communist Party cadre, the famed Geshe Sherab Gyamt~ho'~) .  Not to be 
outdone by Peking Radio, the ~ i b e t a n  government commenced responding to these various 
broadcasts from China with some of their own. For on 30 January the Tibetans commenced 
broadcasting from Lhasa-in Tibetan, Chinese and English-a half-hour program daily. 
Declared Radio Tibet repeatedly during the ensuing weeks: Since Tibet had no imperialists 
on her soil, Tibet had no need of liberation; and furthermore, that the centuries-old Tibeto- 
Chinese relationship had been that of priest and patron and not one in which Tibet had ever 
been a part of China. Far froin it, Tibet, these broadcasts made clear, was an independent. 
theocratic, and peace-loving nation.*3" 

AS tliough wishing to niake certain the world-and especially Tibet-had understood 
the earlier message of September 1949, Peking Radio found its voice once again and fired 
anothei verbal çalvo repeating its earlier claims and intentions but now elaborating much 
further on what Chinese thinking, expectations and dernands were in regard to the Roof of 
the World. On 22 May 1950 Peking would now address an appeal directly to the nilers and 
people of the Closed Land urging them to effect "the peaceful liberation of Tibet" 
theinselves. The broadcast made clear that Tibet was part of China and that its geographi- 
cal remoteness would be no prob]em for the so-called People's Liberation A m >  (PLA). It 

* Ironically, less than a veai and a half later, Tibet's delegates to Peking wouid sien an Agreement with 
çomlliunist China wllose~realllble and first article \vould in effect repudiate al1 such notioiis. For the former 
'vould state that Tibet Iiad been a part of Cliina for the past "hundred years or more," that imperialist forces 
present in Tibet Iiad created disuIlity between the Tibetan and Han nationalities. that additionally-but in 
accLisatoiy fasliion-*'the Local Government of Tibet [had] not oppnse[d] imperialist deception and 
provocation, but [had] adopted an unPatriotic attitude towards the great motherland." And the initial article to 

Agreement wollld declare that "the Tibetan people shall return to the big Iànlily of the motherland. the 
Republic of Chilla." Tlie ve* next day following the signing of the accord. the Chinese w o ~ l d  hast a 
for the Tibetan delegation at whicli Chairman hlao would opine that he nished to "welcome Tibet 

hack the Motlierland." Quoted in Shakya. Dragon. 69. 
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intemal affair, Mao was now intent on pushing ahead as rapidly as possible with his well- 
laid-out plans to move against Tibet, if necessary by force. 

It was lefi to none other than Communist China's new Premier, Chou En-lai, to sowid 
publicly the final note of alarm and foreboding. He had already pnvately conveytd the 
stance of his Government to the Indian Ambassador in Peking on 22 August. In reply to the 
envoy's expression of India's hope that the Chinese would settle the Tibetan question 
peacefully, Chou made it clear that the liberation of Tibet was a ^saçred duty" of his 
Government but that China was anxious to avoid military action in the îûlfillment of its goal. 
But on the 30' of September, which was the first anniversary of the People's Republic, he 
declared the Govemment's stance publicly. With an apparent indifference to the diplomatic 
talks then underway in New Delhi, the Chinese Premier announced that Tibet "must be 
1iberated"-that his Government was determined "to liberate the people of Tibet and stand 
on guard at the Chinese fiontiers." The very next day, after only two or three weeks of 
conversations, the talks in India ended inconclusively. The Indian hosts then suggested, and 
the Tibetan mission subsequently agreed, to proceed to Peking for direct negotiations there 
with the Chinese. In the meantime, however, and unbeknown to the Lhasa government until 
quite a few days after the event, the m i e s  of "liberation" commenced to roll into Tibet with 
lightning speed and without warning on the 7' of O~tober.~' canceling automatically the 
projected visit to Peking of the Tibetan mission as far as the latter was concemed. The 
invasion was so sudden and so surprising that apparently not even the Chinese Ambassador 
at Delhi was aware of it till after the attack had been la~nched.~' The mission (which, 
incidentally, had as its English-language interpreter Jigme Taring) returned to Lhasa 
disillusioned about the prospects for a peaceful settlement to the now widening dispute. 

This date of 7 October for the Chinese invasion of East Tibet. in the view of Tibetan 
historian Shakya, was not an arbitrary choice but was h u g h t  with considerable significance 
from Red China's perspective. It is his belief that the Chinese decision to invade Tibet at this 
particular moment "was taken in conjunction with their thinking over the Korean situation." 
Concerned about American intentions, Peking. writes the historian, was fearful that the 
U.S. would use the war in Korea, which had begun on 25 lune 1950, "as a pretext" to 
attack China herself. Doubtless aware that Tibetan offïcials in Delhi had been meeting witli 
America's ambassador to India, China could not rule out U.S. interest in the region. Indeed, 
notes this historian further, China "had a legitimate fear" that America was determined "to 
undemine the new Communist govemment" in Peking. So that on 7 October when American 
troops on the Korean peninsula crossed the 381h Parallel, the Chinese felt compelled to take 
action on two fionts simultaneousl)~ on this same date: they deployed PLA forces in strength 
in active niilitar), support of North Korea, and some 40,000 PLA troops crossed the river 
Drichu in East Tibet and attacked Tibetan forces there. And hence, adds ShAya. Peking's 
decision to emplov force "*as net only aimed at bringing the Tibetans to the negotiating 
table" at last but ''iras also an explicit waming to foreign powers"~speciall) America- 
"thal China was prepared to use military means to find a solution to the Tibet problem and 
woilld resist any foreign intervention."" 

Meanwhile, capitalizing on their early and quick success in East Tibet over the StronS 
and coiirageous but tao small an a m y  of defenders composed of the warlike Khampas of 
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Kham, Amdowas of Amdo, and a few contingents of regular Tibetan soldiers,* under the 
leadership of Kliam's Pangdatsarig brothers and others, the Chinese Communists now sent 
another of their amies  down from the southem oases of Chinese Turkestan and across the 
Kunlun into northwestem Tibet. From there the Chinese A m y  found its way to West Tibet's 
capital of Gartok and another West Tibetan town, Rudok, both of which were occupied 
almost immediately, Lhasa never having thought in the least "that this unexplored, allegedly 
inaccessible frontier could ever be violated by armed invaders." But Communist agents- 
both Russian and Chinese-had already explored in advance the unknown terrain of the 
Kunlun mountains in their search for accessible passes that would permit the Chinese to 
invade directly from Turkestan into West Tibet and thus circumvent "the stratospheric defiles 
and gorges of the colossal Karakoram" and, significantly, avoid Ladakh's neutral territory. 
These "secret preparations," writes Amaury de Riencourt, "went unnoticed" totally by Lhasa, 
and no Tibetan troops were deployed to defend West Tibet, leaving it completely defen~eless.~' 
All in all. by early October of 1950, the Chinese, emboldened by Tibet's "amateurish plan to 
coinbat an inva~ion,"'~ would attack the Tibetan frontier at six different places simultaneously, 
causing the first Tibetans to die for their country.41 

With a massive contingent of 250,000 troops, the Chinese had confronted Tibetan defense 
forces that numbered a mere 8500 men, who, it could obviously be said, were quickly 
vanquished. In fact, it was almost as though al1 which the PLA soldiers had to do was to 
show up with their weapons at the ready, for after but a few skirmishes between the 
opposing forces, Tibet's outrnatched defenders soon thereafter surrendered to overwhelming 
Chinese power. If ever Mao's famous dictum-"Power grows out of the barre1 of a gunW"- 
rang true, it was borne out quite readily in this instance! 

Now it so happened that this particular victory by the PLA had been effected by the most 
tnisted of Chairman Mao's commanders, Minister of Defense Lin Piao, who had planned 
the entire strategy for the Tibetan invasion. But ironically, the PLA's commander-in-chief 
Geiieral Chu The had fixed the precise date of the invasion only after receiving confirmatory 
reports from Chinese agents in Kolimpong that neither India, Nepal or any Western country 
would come to Tibet's aid. Moreover, these same agents at the hi11 station had also confirmed 
that the entire Tibetan A m y  could muster only 8500 soldiers.j3 Already at this early stage in 
the struggle, Tharchin's hill town was becoming what Indian Prime Minister Nehru would 
later tetm "a nest of spies." 

* Many of whom-as had their Tibetaii predecessors during the Younghusband invasion of 1904- 
superstitiously believed that ainulets, relics of ones' guru lamas, or the telling of their iosary beads would 
protect thein froin the enerny's weapons. Writes Dawa Norbu: "There were fantastic stories of how a certain 
captain, or some gallant Khampa warrior, was bullet-proof. The big guns, tanks, rnortars and hand grenades «f 
the Red Chinese could not kill Our soldiers. This beliefwas popiilar arnong the Kharnpas. and rnany an honest 
Khampa has since told me about the true incidents he witnessed. [One Khampa] even told ine: 'If ?ou have a 
profound belief in your lama, and wear his relic to protect yourself against weapons, you wiII never be injured. 
even when the bullets hit your heart. They will bounce back.' As the world knows. the ... Tibetan arrny was 
a mockei-y when pitted against the . . . veteran g~ierrillas of the Red Arin!.. . .. The Tibetans believed right up to 
1959 that they \ \ z ~ u l d  be saved by the gods and the Precious Tiinity [Ruddha, Dharina. Sangha]. Riit. alas. 
victory is on the side of the big battalioiis; and the gods were fast asleep." RedStar. over Tibet, 10.1-5. 
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Some three weeks after the fall of Chamdo and Gartok/Rudok, Peking issued a brief 
communiqué on 25 October 1950 which amounced that units of the PLA "have been ordered 
to advance [farther] into Tibet to fiee three million Tibetans fiom the imperialist oppression 
and to consolidate national defenses on the western borders of China."J4 As subsequent 
events would demonstrate, the Peking government decided not to carry out this military 
order-at least for the time being. This decision was due in part to some timely diplomatic 
maneuvering by the Nehni sovernment which had resulted in convincing the Chinese that 
for their own self-interest it would be better were they to proceed slowly in their Tibet 
policies.'' But the decision was apparently due in part also to Peking's understandable 
desire for a peaceful resolution to the Sino-Tibetan controversy, if at al1 possible, rather than 
having to employ costly armed force against "a determined.," possibly "well-equipped guerrilla 
army in the high, frigid mountains ofTibet" to achieve their objective. As Melvyn Goldstein 
has further pointed out, such an avoidance "would eliminate the possibility of a lengthy 
guerrilla war . . . and reduce the potential for international intervention." Indeed, Warren 
Smith has ohserved that this tactic of Peking's in halting the PLA's advance at what the 
Chinese Communists defined as the border of "Tibet" and "calling on the Tibetans to 
'negotiate"' had the effect of "defusing much international criticism of China's actions.'.~ 

Ergo, it is believed, as was noted a few pages earlier, that Mao's government opted for 
a strategy of marking time for a short period so as to allow the implications of its order to the 
PLA, ifcarried out, to sink in thoroughly in the thinking of the Tibetan leadership: a strategy 
which Peking Iioped would serve to prod Lhasa into sending to the Chinese capital Mithout 
further delaying tactics the long-demanded emissaries for negotiating a peaceful seulement. 
Counting heavily on both dread of the PLA and the Tibetan pacifistic mindset that preferred 
peace over violence at almost any cost, the Chinese Communists had apparently read the 
Tibetan leadership's psyche correctly; for Lhasa not long afterwards would dispatch the 
Dalai Lama's diplomatic delegation to Peking. This strategy thus achieved the first step in 
Mao's great desire for a political settlement rather than simply conquering Tibet militaril~ 
which would have been a relatively easy thing for his PLA to do. Garnering a political 
settlement approved by the Dalai Lama, notes Goldstein futher, would legitimize China's 
daim to Tibet "by having the Dalai Lama accept Chinese sovereignty and work with the 
PRC [People's Republic of China] to gradually reform Tibet's feudal econo~n)."'~ 

Back in the Tibetan capital, meanwhile. and now thoroughly alarmed by these ominous 
October events, especiall) afier word came that "a two-pronged armed expedition" not 
o n l ~  had been marching on Ganok but was even intent on marching al1 the way to Shigatse. 
Tibet's governinent leaders, in the words of Riencourt. felt "impelled to take drastic steps." 
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Tliese leaders, who-"with their strange coinbination of  innocence and extreme 
sophisticationw-had heretofore been "unable to discern the dimensions of the oncoming 
threat,"jx immediately corisulted the Nechung Oracle, and even a second State Oracle, the 
Gadong. As Tsering Shakya has observed, it was obvious that various officiais in the Lhasa 
governrnent "did not know how they should respond to the invasion." Some factions were in 
favor of total war with the Chinese while others believed a settlement by negotiation should 
be pursued. "One thing was clear," explained the historian: "no one was willing to take 
charge." By consulting State Oracles at times of crisic decision-making, it would ensure 
that "neither the Kashag nor individuals" would be "held directly responsible for unpopular 
or dangerous d e c i s i ~ n s . " ~ ~  

Now the Nechung Oracle was one of the most important figures in al1 of Buddhist- 
Shamanist Tibet, whose task had always been "to connect the Government with the o c ~ u l t . " ~ ~  
This action would probably not have been necessary had al1 the leaders in the Tibetan 
governinent heeded the prophetic words of the late Dalai Lama and taken bold and strong 
measures to stem the tide of reactionary monastic and aristocratie conservatism, complacency 
and even wishful thinking vis-à-vis the outside world during the 1930s and '40s. Had they 
done so, one current researcher oii Tibet believes, "the great mountain ranges might have 
saved tliem or gained thern valuable tiine in which to attract international support for their 
cause. But it was not to be."5' Lamentably, today's Dalai Lama has remarked, "it was 
alinost like everyone went to sleep after he [tlie Great Thirteenth] passed away."" In the 
end, the Tibetan governinent coiild turn to but one source left to them for securing wisdom 
and guidance in the gathering crisis: they sought out the occult Nechung Seer. 

This cliief State Oracle or Medium was nanied after the terraced Monastery of Nechung 
sitiiated just below the inuch larger and far more grandiose Drepung Monastery only a few 
niiles outside the Tibetan capital to the West. It l-iad for centuries been the residence of6'the 
greatest mystery of Tibet," where was "made manifest the presence of a protective deity 
whose secret oracle" guided the destinies ofTibet and was "consulted" by the Government 
prior to any important decision being taken.*5j Born Lobsang Jigme in 1930 at Lhasa, the 
future Oracle entered the Nechung Monastery in 1936; and only after receiving a direct 
vision of the Dharmapala (Nechung) at the age of fifteen was he confirrned by the Tibetan 
governrnent to be the Medium of Nechung later the same year (1945). He was therefore 
the first among the monks of the Monastery to become a medium of the Nechung Oracle. 
al1 otlier previous niediums ofNecliui~g having conie from outside the Monastery itself, the 
Mediut11 iiot being an inherited tradition but always "falling on fortuiiate ones having the 
right karmic connections." From 1945 onward. Lobsanç Jigme would even serve as the 

* Heinricli I~iarrer, Seven lkar.s in Tibet, 114. For an interesting discussion of the Nechung Oracle and a 
fascinating description of a traiice performance by the Oracle witnessed by Harrer during a consultation with 
the former hy Government and religious leaders, see ihid.. 173-6. Harrer notes that tlie consultation with 
oracles is derived from pie-Biiddhistic times when the gods deinanded huinan sacrifices. and it was believrd 
that the ritual had continued almost unchanged since those earlier days. Although tliere were many oracles in 
Tibet. the Nechung Medium \vas the principal one propitiated by the Tibetan government. See the end-note 
indicated in the Texi above for a fiirtlier discussion concerning Tibet's oracles. 
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~ b b o t  of Nechung Monastery and would later escape to India with four eldtr monks of the 
M ~ n a s t e r y . * ~ ~  

But before his exile south would prove necessary a decade later, the Nechung Oracle 
would in the present crisis direct that temporal power should now be assurned by the fifteen- 
year-old Dalai Lama, even though there were three years lefi to his rninority. Shakya has 
reported the remarkable interaction which had occurred even earlier between the highest 
Government officials and the Gadong State Seer. The latter had been asked specifically: 
"What course of action, violent or non-violent, should be adopted in order to protect and 
perpetuate the religious and political system of Tibet? And who should bear the responsibility 
for the political and religious system of Tibet?" But because Gadong was unclear in his 
response, and just as the Oracle was about to emerge fiom his trance possession, Govemment 
officials sought further clarification by declaring: "At this cntical stage in the history of 
Tibet, when the very survival of Tibet's religion and polity is in danger, we are hampered by 
Our ignorance. You are the protector of the Dharma and all-knowing. You must give a clear 
prophecy." To which the occult medium this time gave a much clearer pronouncement: "If 
the All-Knowing and All-Seeing Guru [i.e., the 14Ih Dalai Lama] assumes responsibility for 
the religious and political system, then the Dharma, Tibet and al1 beings would benefit." 
Nechung, when also inquired of, had come forth with the same pronouncement. No one in 
Tibet envied the teen-aged King of Tibet for the responsibilities which would now devolve 
upon him. The young Dalai Lama would later acknowledge his inward reaction when 
requested by the Tsongdu Assembly to assume full powers of state: ". . . I  saw that at such a 
serious moment in our history, 1 could not refuse my responsibilities. 1 had to shoulder thern. 
put my boyhood behind me and immediately prepare myself to lead my country, as well as 
I was able, against the vast power of Communist China." But he had gone on to say the 
following: "So 1 accepted. with t repidat i~n."~~ 

Even with this done, however, there was little the Boy-King could do to stave off the 
inevitable; so that in tlie face of the increasingly adverse situation in the Tibetan capital, the 
Dalai Lama was advised by his closest Ministers-il1 consulting again with the State Oracle, 

as usual had the last word-to leave Lhasa. For it was greatly feared that were he to 
faIl into the hands ofthe Chinese, they would doubtless make harmful political capital out of 
his spiritual and now temporal authority. 

According to Heinrich Harrer (who was in Lhasa at the tirne), this decision to flee the 
capital was détemined in the following manner: 

. . . in the presence of the Dalai Lama and the Regent h+ O balls of kneaded tsontptr Lvere 
made, and after being tested on a pair of gold scales io ensure they were of exactly the 

* He would be greatly responsible in re-establishing the tradition ofthe Nechung Monastev and in successfullj 
completing tlie rebuilding of a neu. inajestic monastep at Dhararnsala (in NU '  Indial. The Ven. Lobsang Jipme 
Passed awa. on 26.4pril 1984 after nearly 40 years as the State Oracle of Tibet. See Tashi Tsering. "Nechung 
Medium Passes Away," TR (May 1984):5-6, which is also the source for the information and quote in the Text 
above dealing with the Nechung's biography. Sec also, from a Christian perspective. the unusual encounter 
~i1 i -1  this very same State Oracle which bas been described by Gergan Tharchin's v e v  close friend and 
Christian ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in the \rork arnong Tihetans at Kalimpong. missionary Dorothy Christianson. who served 

for sonie 3 years, beginninç in 1950. Her remarkable account, published in 1988. can be found at this 
point in the end-riotes to the present chapter. 
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same weight, they were put in a golden basin. Each of these balls had rolled up inside 
it a slip of paper: on one of these was written the word "yes," and on the other "no." 
Meanwhile the pechung] State Oracle had hypnotized himself and was performing 
his dance. The basin was placed in his hands and he rotated it with ever-increasing 
speed until one of the balls jumped out and fell on the ground. When it was opened, it 
was found to contain the "yes" paper, and so it was decided that the Dalai Lama 
should leave Lhasa.5h 

On December the 16"', therefore, His Holiness was compelled-in obedience to the 
venerated State Oracle-to leave the "Habitation of the Gods" and go down to Yatung in 
the Chumbi Valley of southern Tibet.57 Dressed as a comrnoner, and accompanied by his 
two tutors and his Cabinet officials, the young Dalai Lama slipped out of the Tibetan capital 
in the dead of night not knowing what destiny held out for him. Ironically, just as the Great 
Thirteenth had been protected from the Chinese by Tsarong II in a similar flight south out of 
Lhasa forty years earlier, so his successor on the Lion Throne would today be protected by 
this saine Great Hero of Tibet, and under equally crisic c i rcumstan~es .~~ Indeed, this protector 
of Tibet's Dalai Lamas would never waver in his devotion to the current occupant of the 
country's Throne so long as he had the breath of life left to him. One day in 1958, for 
exainple, while on a visit down to Darjeeling with his younger son, Tsarong was heard to Say 
the following to the Dalai Lama's elder brother Gyalo Dhondup in response to the latter's 
attempt to persuade him to remain in India: "My long life has given me al1 that man can hope 
for in this world. 1 now feel that my final day is near and I don't want it to come upon me in 
a foreign country whilst the Dalai Lama is in Lhasa. Whatever life 1 have left belongs to him 
[for he] personifies the now suffering Tibetan nation whose very existence is threatened." 
Abdiil Wahid Radhu, who was present and heard Tsarong utter these words, noted that 
Tibet's Great Hero dutifully did what he professed, returning shortly afterwards to the 
Tibetan capital where, wrote Radhu, "he was to accomplish his d e ~ t i n y . " ~ ~  

That the Dalai Lama had himself become fully convinced of the line of argument taken 
by Iiis Ministers is evident from what happened as he and his caravan were making their 
way a day's joumey out from Lhasa. News of his flight southward spread rapidly everywl~ere. 
and even before the day's end thousands of monks came en masse to meet their "god- 
king." "They flung themselves before the hoi-ses' hooves and begged me not to leave them," 
His Holiness recalled, "and cried that if l went away they woiild be left without a leader, at 
the mercy of the Chinese." None of the officials with the Dalai Lan-ia appeared to know 
what to do to get the crowds to disperse; but just when i t  seemed the caravan might not be 
able to continue its journey, the young Tibetan mler took control of the situation hiinselt: 
calinly explaiiiing to the distraught crowd of moiks that "he could do inore for his countrymen 
if he did not fall into the hands of the enemy and that he would return as soon as an 
agreement with them had been reached.17And with that reassuring word from their sovereign. 
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"the sea of red robes parted, permitting the caravan to proceed."bO 
One Tibetan, who as a young girl had been living at Lhasa during this critical period, 

gives anguished testimony conceming the reaction of her fellow Tibetans to the Dalai Lama's 
departure from the capital: 

Without him they felt like a family that had lost its father, a fiightened people who had 
no one to guide them and intercede on their behalf with the gods. There were many 
suicides in those unhappy days, but al1 who thought clearly realized that the alternative 
was worse. If the Dalai Lama were captured by the Chinese, it would be a disaster, for 
ii would eliminate any faint chance that we had for an honorable ~ettlement.~' 

Before the Tibetan "god-king" departed his capital, however, he engaged himself in two 
ancient rituals that were full of dramatic import. Late in the evening prior to the date set for 
leaving, the high officials who were to accompany the young ruler gathered togeîher with 
him at the Potala. Here, drinking in somber silence, they al1 had a final cup of butter tea, then 
"left their cups standing refilled in symbolic anticipation of a speedy return." At about 2:00 
the next moming the Royal party commenced its joumey south but not without stopping 
briefly at the Norbu Lingka's Mahakala Temple to allow the Priest-Sovereign of Tibet to 
offer a khata in a symbolic gesture of f a r e ~ e l l . ~ :  With this done, the official party was off to 
Yatung. camying in a litter the seriously il1 older brother of the Dalai Lama, Lobsang Samden. 
The rest of his family had preceded him by several weeks. On this day, though, Cabinet 
Ministers and other high-ranking oficials al1 accompanied the Dalai Lama to the Chumbi 
Valley. There the Tibetan Priest-King would take up residence at the Dungkhar Monastery 
situated high up on a mountainside nearby to the town of Y a t ~ n g . ~ ~  Here he and members of 
his entourage would remain for many months contemplating what their reactions should be 
to the plethora of intemational events which would vitally affect the future of Tibet and her 
people. 

During this critical period for the young Tibetan ruler and his Govemment ministers it 
was always the intention and desire of the Tibet Mirror publisher to visit DungMiar and pa) 
bis respects to the Dalai Lama. whom he had last seen over ten years ago at Lhasa. In the 
intervening time His Holiness had continued his avid reading of Tharchin's newspaper. 
attempting by this and other sources of information to keep abreast of events both inside 
and outside his domain. "As for the Dalai Lama," wrote the Babu on 19 Febmas  195 1, "1 
am planiiing to go to Yatung soon and pay my respects to His Holiness.. .. Just two weeks 

1 received a very nice letter from the Dalai Lama and he is v e v  pleased with my 
neWS~aper.. . .*' In fact. enc]osed with the letter, he added. "1 received Rs. 3001- as a present 
[for my paper] and that was a great help to me. 1 praise the Lord for His wonderful waYs 
and 1 trust in Him fùrther." 
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community's immediate recognition of his Communist regime at Peking, there were some 
oficials both in Britain's Foreign Ofice and in the British Commonwealth Relations Ofice 
who had suggested, several months prior to Delhi's actual recognition of Mao's 
govemment, that India should make her recognition of the People's Republic of China 
conditional on the latter's guarantee ofTibet's autonomy; and even though Tibet would have 
imrnediately lost her de facto independent status, every objective observer at the time- 
whether inside or outside Tibet-was compelled to acknowledge that because of the then 
current international political situation she was bound to lose it anyway, no matter how the 
Lhasa-Peking dispute was eventually going to be settled. Such conditional recognition was 
the least that could have been done by India, then currently in a very good position to 
bargain with Peking on this point. And if successful. this would well-nigh have assured a 
peaceful resolution to the dispute, at least for the time being, thus avoiding the dreaded 
invasion of Tibet by the PLA.) And as for Britain, notes McKay, her diplomatic recognition 
ofTibet's independence "would have been an action of great significance to its future." He 
went on to observe that such recognition could have been granted in 1949-50, "when Anglo- 
Chinese relations were already poor" anyway. "It was a gesture," he added, which London 
should have made but refused to do, leaving Tibet "with an ambiguous status in international 
law" and providing al1 other nations in the world an example of indifference to f o l l ~ w . ~ '  
Indeed, as Tibet historian Warren Smith has perceptively remarked: "China's constantly 
reiterated claim that Tibet was part of Chinese territory, even when Chinese authority had 
ceased to exist in virtually al1 of Tibet except Amdo, was effectively contradicted neither by 
Britain nor by Tibet and was therefore accepted as fact by the international community."6N 

Lefi desperate by the discouraging diplomatic rejection of its repeated request for support 
which emanated fiom the two supposedly closest fiiends of the Snowy Land. the Tibetan 
Eow-nment now presented several petitions to the UN0 requesting intervention by that 
intemational body, but few took any ~ ~ a c t i c a l  interest in saving this isolated nation from the 
Communist aggression. Far worse, the delegates from Nationalist China on the island of 
Taiwan (Formosa) and from the Soviet Union-both countries having veto power in the 

Security Council-inCorrect]v clairned that Tibet \sras part of China and therrfore the 
issue was an intemal affair of the Ciinese with the United Nations having no jurisdiction 10 

intervene. Interestinely enou&, Nationalist China's üN delegate attempted to have it  bath 
waYs. declaring first that ''Tibet had been a part of China for 700 years and al1 Chinese. 
 hat te ver their party or religionq regarded it as such"-thus seeking to safeguard the 
Nationa~ist~ '  own position l,is-à-iyi.y Tibet for the future. But. then. he condemned 
the hnmunis t  invasion of Tibet because it would lead to a "heritage of hatred between the 
Tibetan branch and the Other branches of the Chinese family."" On the other hand. 
the British delegate lameIV  said that the legaJ status of Tibet mas unclear. even seemin& to 
Suggest that despite the thirtv-eight years with no Chinese in Tibet. the latter mipht still be 
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legally subject to China's suzerainty.*'' But then, too, the Indian representative's attitude 
was not that much better, it leaving the Tibetans extremely disappointed. Even though, like 
the British administration before it, Delhi was ready to recognize some sort of genera] 
Chinese suzerainty over Tibet, the Indian government at least had the courage to point out 
that "Tibetan autonomy is a fa~ t . "~ '  Nevertheless, that country's delegation to the international 
body on the one hand expressed belief that the issue could be settled by negotiation and still 
preserve Tibet's autonomy7' but on the other hand meekly let it be known through its LINO 
representative that the best way to ensure this was to drop the idea of discussing the issue 
in the UNO's General Assembly! The consequence was that the inclusion of the Tibetan 
appeal on the UNO's General Assembly agenda was unanimously postponed by that 
organization's General Committee and thus no action taken whatsoever. 

If ever evidence were needed to demonstrate just how isolated from the international 
community the Closed Land stood at this critical hour, this action by the UN0 clearly provided 
it. Upon hearing the news the Dalai Lama terrned it a "grievous blow" which filled him and 
his Govemment officiais "with consternation." "We had put Our faith in the United Nations 
as a source of justice," he added, and "were astonished that it was on the British initiative 
that the question had been ~helved."~'" To quote Alex McKay, "it was Tibet's misfortune 
that, having been released from the influence of a fündamentally benign imperial power, she 
was [now to be left to the mercy of] a ruthless and barbaric imperialist dictatorship, wliose 
exploitation and oppression of Tibet and its people still ~ontinue.""~ 

It should be stated here in passing that India was later to rue the day that she ever took 
an early position of an implied de facto and subsequently a clear-cut de jure recognition of 

* In sharp contrast to this British diplomat's statement was that of another and more knowledgeable Governinerit 
official, and issued just five years earlier. Published in 1945 in an ofFicial British Governinent of lndia publication 
on Anglo-Tibetaii relations over the decades. Hugh Richardson, soon to be the representative of the British 
governmeni in Lhasa, indicated the broad ainis of British policy towards Tibet. And the very first of these 
aims, he wrote, was "to help Tibet to reinain independent," and weni on to declare: "WC recognize and foster 
unostentatiously Tibet's de facto independence by dealing directly with tlie Tibetan government to whoni ive 
refer al1 attenlpts by the Chinese government to deal with LIS to the exclusion of the Tibetans." 7ihetarl IJrrci.y. 
82. 

Two years later, "after lndia achieved independence in 1947 ..., Richardson," writes Paul Insram, "war. 
instructed to assure the Tibetan government that HM government would continue to take a friendly interest i n  
the welfare and autonomy of their country." Tibet: the Facts, 340. What therefore the British did three years 
later at the lJNO is even more incredible-even shameful-when one realizes what took place in the British 
Parliament that year prior to the obsequious conduct of Britain in the UN'S General Asseinbly debate o\cr 
Tibet. For speaking in Parliament on 6 November 1950, a member of the British Foreign Oftice. Ernest DavieS. 
not o n l ~  recalled the assurance which Richardson had tendered the Tibetan govcrninent in 1947 but had theil 
gone on as well to describe "Tibetan autonomy since 191 1 as ainounting to de./hc.to independencev! [hi(/. 

Richardson, in his work cited by lngram that is entitled A Short Histor~.of'Tihet (New York. 1962). presents 
a succinct analysis ofthese events on pages 183-9. In referencing these events by the British, Ingram, Secretan 
of the Scientific Buddhist Association, a London-based impartial! non-political human rights orgaiiization later 
known as OPTIMIJS, offered this comment as chiefauthor of the SRA Report submitted to the IJN ~omrnission 
on Huinan Rights: "What many people regard with surprise is the fact tliat il was a policy of Appeaseinent, 
similar to that followed in its relations with Nazi Germany in the 1930s, which resulted in Britain effectivel! 
handing Tibet over to China at the UN in 1950, despite former close links and a dejàcto recogiiition ofTibelai1 
independence . . ." Tibet: the Facrs, 141. Apparently, Britain never learned the obvious lesson froin her recenl 
most painful history and wzs therefore bound to repeat it. 
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Tibet as constituting an integral territorial region of the Chinese People's Republic. This 
bbslippery slope*' gradualism in fonnalizing India's policy towards her northem Himalayan 
neighbor over the next few years was plainly enunciated by an official ofNehni's government 
on 30 May 195 1. This was but a week following the signing at Peking of the infamous so- 
called Agreement between Tibet and China which would establish the legal basis of Chinese 
Communist rule in Tibet (see a few pages hence for the details). In speaking with Counselor 
Steere, an American Embassy oficer  at New Delhi, India's Ministry of Extemal Affairs 
Secretary General, Sir G. S. Bajpai, declared the following with regard to the thinking of the 
then Government of India (GOI) on Tibet: 

lndia is the heir to British policy which had sought [to] achieve a buffer State in Tibet 
againsi Russia and China. The GOI, however, is not disposed [to] create or support 
buffer States [and the] GO1 recognizes that throughout the centuries Chinese influence 
and control in Tibet had fluctuated with the strength of the regime in power. Weak 
Chinese govemments lost nearly al1 influence, strong govemments regained it. [In the 
final analysis] it was inevitable that the present Chinese govemment should gain 
control of Tibet, and there was nothing that the GO1 could do about it."' 

Apprised of this candid declaration, the American Ambassador at New Delhi, Loy Henderson, 
was moved to term this attitude by India towards Tibet as one of "philosophic acquiescence." 
the consequence of which would be officially enshrined in the Indo-Chinese Panck Sheel 
("Five Principles") accord of 1954 that now granted Indian recognition ofchina's unarnbiguous 
sovereignty over Tibet. 

However, there would be another-and for lndia, a most grievous-consequence of this 
"philosophic acquiescence." For within but a few years India found herself having to cope 
almost continually with innumerable Chinese Communist incursions on her border areas and 
ultimately with outright war that broke out between the two nations in October 1962 which 
resulted in a stinging defeat for India. Following on the heels of this hurniliating defeat. 
Nehm, having finally come to his senses, though far and away too late. is reported to have 
said: "Wi: have been living in a fool's paradise of our own making."" E\.en SO, Nehru would 
have been far more honest and forthright to have employed the first person singular in his 
belated admission, since it was largely he who had designed India's tragically failed policy 
on Tibet. 

Indeed, in 1950-5 1 considerable opposition had developed within Nehru's Cabinet, the 
Foreign Office and Parliament over the Prime Minister's China policy and his handling of 

Several key officiais in the Indian govemment had even urged Nehru to proceed 
~loii-IY 111 recognizing the People's Republic of China. And with respect to his policy on 
Tibet. when it came up for debate for the first tirne in Parliament in December 1950, Nehru's 
handling of the Tibet issue came under strong attack not only from leaders of the Opposition 
butalso from several prominent members of his own Congress Party. Typical ofthe contrary 
views expressed were those made by the following members of Lok Sabha, India's lower 

of' Parliament. Congress Party front-bencher N. Ci. Ranga. for one. referred to "the 
millions of [Chinese] people pouring into Korea'' and rhetorically inquired: "1s it possible for 
those People, under more or Iess siinilar circumstances, to pour into India, tao" from Tibet'? 
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For another, S. P. Mukherjee warned the Prime Minister that once ensconced in Tibet the 
Chinese would keep al1 border territory which they deemed to be their own. On the other 
hand, Opposition leader M. R. Masani declared that Mao's revolution in China "had 
Asia into two-Cornmunist and non Communist: those of us who are not prepared to go al1 
the way with the Chinese must faIl on the other side of the fence." While Congress member 
M. A. Ayyangar, later to become Speaker of the Lok Sabha, asserted the following: "AS 

against the 450 million Chinese, if we with our 350 million had armed ourselves and were 
ready for an offensive, China would not have ventured on Tibet."73 

Nor did the Indian Prime Minister have any room to plead that his advisers had misled 
him. For it has come to light that "many Indian statesrnen" had warned him early on concerning 
the dangers of allowing the Chinese to extend their influence into every part of Tibet. "ln 
particular," reports Paul Ingram, "Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, first Home Minister as well as 
India's Deputy Prime Minister, and very close friend to Nehru, it might be added, "wrote a 
long letter to Nehru pointing out the danger to India's long and largely undefended border." 
The date of the letter: 7 November 1950, exactly one month following China's initial incursions 
into Tibet's eastem and western sectors.'" 

Others over time since 1950 had also passed on warnings to various Indian government 
officials of an impending disaster in Tibet, but such warnings were met with an inflexible 
mindset that was opposed to doing anything remotely helpful which might have assisted in 
countering the dark drift of events within the borders of India's northem Himalayan neighbor: 
not even a willingness by these officials to at least convey to their government superiors the 
substance of these warnings. A. W. Radhu, for example, upon returning to India in late 1953 
afier a two-year stay on business in the Tibetan capital, was shocked at the totally negative 
response he encountered from officials. Radhu, a Ladakhi Moslem trader well known bp 
this time in the Darjeeling District of West Bengal, could later relate the following, eager 
had he been to go immediately to Calcutta and make contact there with the lndian 
administration about the deteriorating situation in Tibet at the hands of the Chinese 
Communists. In Sikkim and at the Teesta (Tista) Bridge on his way south, however, he inet 
with helpless reaction to what he had to report. Wrote Radhu later: 

[At Gangtok] 1 met a highly placed Indian official, native of Sikkim, Mr. Lhatsering, 
head of the regional information [Le., Intelligence] service [see the next chapter for 
more about this official and his relationship with Gergan Tharchin]. He told me fiankly 
that his Govemment had a very staunch stance toward the Tibet queStion and was not 
niuch in agreement with my own view ofthe facts, so that he didn't consider it worthwhile 
to transmit what I had to Say to his superiors. 

1 also sent a note to friends 1 had in the police service in Kalinipong, in particular 
Mr. [N. N.] Namshu [a close friend, incidentally, of Tharchin's] who ga\,e nie a 
rendezvous on the Tista Bridge on the road between that city and Gangtok. tlc lisiened 
to me attentively but also in a troubled way because the current poliiics of lndia 
directly contradicted the picture 1 made of the situation in Lhasa as well as for the dark 
perspectives of the future that 1 foresaw for Tibet." 

I t  was obvious that by this time Nehru's thinking and approach to "the Tibet question" had 
already seeped down and had exerted its desired effect on the minds of officials in the 
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Indian government situated outside Delhi who themselves might have wanted to take some 
action but felt it futile to do SO. Consequently, Radhu saw that it was useless to pursue the 
matter further. - 

Unfortunately, Nehru, writes Ingram, though understandably sympathetic with regard to 
China's sufferings in the past at the hands of various colonial powers (even as India herself 
had suffered), had nonetheless allowed this sympathy to "blind him to the expansionist 
designs of a renascent China whose Marxist ideology had somehow become interwoven 
with a determination to achieve the territorial ambitions of ancient dynasties."'Vn fact, as 
one of India's most astute political scientists has pointed out, Nehru's concem, by his own 
admission, "was not with Chinese communism but with [an expansionist drive of] resurgent 
Chinese nationalism, [about] which, as a student of history, he had noticed an irnperial 
imperative."" This observation of Bhabani Sen Gupta's has been borne out by B. N. Mullik, 
Nehru's Director of the Central Intelligence Bureau, in his book of political memoirs, hfy 
Years with Nehru: the Chinese Betrayal (New Delhi, 197 1). On page 84 he writes: "Pandit 
Nehru was never blind to China's imperialist ambitions . . . In vanous talks he had stressed 
that the Chinese leaders were goaded by their extremely nationalistic and imperialist tendencies 
and Communism was only a cloak under cover of which they were trying to further their 
nationalistic ambitions [in Tibet and elsewhere]." Moreover, shortly after the Communists 
had come to power in China, Nehru happened to be in Srinagar, capital of Kashmir, where 
he had occasion to address a gathering of Indian A m y  oficers. In his address he clearly 
expressed what this event in China portended for the world and for India. The "Chinese 
revolution," declared the Prime Minister, "has upset the balance of power and . . . the center 
of gravity had [now] shifted fiom Europe to Asia, thereby directly affecting India."" 

Al1 this being the case, Nehru was woefully derelict in not having acted upon these keen 
insights of his into China's imperial pretensions and her new world position by actively 
Pursuing a consistent policy of containment rather than accommodation and appeasement 
fowards this East Asian giant when it came to the latter's aggressive desigils on Tibet. AS 
Tibetan historian Shakya has observecl, "practical considerations" for India's own self- 
interest meant that Nehm bbshould [have] at least provide[d] some fonn of aid to Tibet so 
thal she could resist the Chinese penetration." But "his naturai inclination was to aloid any 
... confrontation with China, another Asian country that had suffered under [Western] 
imperialism.79 

Interestingly, during the ensuing months and years since India's earb  position on the 
of Tibet the brave little editor from Poo, Gergan Tharchin, made no secret of bis 

dis~leasure with the Indian govemment9s actions and more particularly with the foreign 
policy decisions of Prime Minister Nehm (for whotn he othenvise had great respect). In a 
long interview held just a few months befol-e Tharchin Babu's death. Dawa Norbu, the then 
editor-in-chief of the fiberan Review, aslied the Kalimpong publisher d i a t  he had felt 

India's Tibet policy in those long-ago days. To which the still clearheaded founder- 
editorofthe fiber Mirror, now an elderly man of cighty-tïve, responded with V a t  feeling: 

When India recognired Tibet as &*part of  China," 1 strongly pmtested and wrote that 
Thet has never heen a pan of china. 1 said that when a petty man makes a mistake. il 
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is a petiy mistake. But when a great man like Nehru makes a mistake, it is a greut 
mistake. A majority of Indian leaders now admit, at least in private. that India made a 
great blunder in recopizing Tibet as part of China. Even Nehru in his later yrars 
realized his error, but it was then very difficult to reverse a historic mistake. However, 
1 hope lndia will gradually change her policy towards Tibet. Sir Charles Bell, whom 1 
knew well, wrote in his books what would happen if China was allowed to occupy 
Tibet. Support for Tibet's independence is no act of charity. It is in India's in tere~t .~~ 

The events of subsequent years since those earlier days of the 1950s have proven Gergan 
Tharchin to have been quite correct in his critical judgments. 

Leaving aside, however, the pointing of fingers of blarne at the international cornrnunity- 
especially at Independent India and Great Britain-for failing to support Tibet's legitimate 
claims of autonomy and independence, the Roof of the World and her govemment must 
shoulder a far greater share of responsibility for the monstrous disaster which befell her 
country and people during the critical decade of the inid-twentieth centuql. As Tibetan 
historian K. Dhondup has written, "It was one of the darkest periods in Tibetan history, 
when corruption at every level was rampant and an undercurrent of tension and rapid 
deterioration in social and moral standards was gradually sweeping across Lha~a . "~ '  From 
his lengthy review and study of the literature on Tibet's more recent history, the present 
author is coinpelled to agree totally with what is one of the earliest and certainly one of the 
severest indictments by a Tihetan of his country's complicity in her national tragedy. 

In a book that combines autobiography and social criticism of the most engaging kind 
and published a generation after Red China's initial aggression against Tibet, the late Dawa 
Norbu devoted several pages to an analysis of "who or what was to blarne" for his country's 
failure to take advantage of the "golden opportunity" she had between 19 12 and 1950 to 
"make herself independent dejurr as well as de jùcto" in the eyes of the world. If during 
this period, as Norbu has pointed out, the West was preocciipied with two world wars and 
China was too absorbed in her civil war between the Nationalists and Communists, then 
why did not Tibet exploit this situation to the filIl by establishing international relations with 
outside powers which would have effectively buttressed her claim to de i~rr-e as well as d ~ '  
facto independence and which would have resulted in the critically needed recognition b~ 
those outside powers? She had nearly forty years at her disposal; was this not "surely, 
ample time" in which to have done so, asked Norbu. As it was, he lamented, her last-minute 
efforts to do so were too little and too late. Why, then, siich failure, indeed?* 

* Apropos of this. Melvyn Goldstein has recorded what Pi-inie Minister Nehru had bluntly told the ribelan 
Mission on 8 September 1950 at Delhi on the eve of China's invasion of Tibet: ". . . Tlie Chinese believe Tibet 
is a part of China. Tibet thiriks that because China didn't accept Siinla [the Simla Convention, 19141. il i s  
independent; but at that tiine Tibet did iiot make aiiy clear decisions. That was a inistake. Aiid 1att.i.. wllen You 
had the lime and the opportunity to do soinething [about "independence"] you did nothing and that \4ils a 
inistake. During this time China has been veiy clever and has proclaiined widely in the international c@mmuniq' 
that Tibet is a part of China." Quoted in Goldstein. Histoty of Modern Tibet-Volume 2.  45. 
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This youngn generation Tibetan singled out three prime causes for ihe dcbwle, i l l m t i n g  
each most tellingly. First was the utter simplicity, complete innocence, and ignorance of the 
generality of the Tibetan populace-much of it due, Norbu could have legitimately added, to 
the misguided and unprogressive policies of the country's leadership: both cleric and lay. 
The extremely progressive (by Tibetan standards of the time) thirteenth Dalai Lama had 
benefited much from the experiences he had encountered during his two lengthy periods of 
exile abroad. In fact, he made every possible effort to open up his country to the outside 
world following the restoration of  Tibet's independence in 19 12. Nevertheless, Norbu 
obsewed, "his small steps seemed giant strides to the unworldly Tibetans." A case in point 
was the proposed plan to construct a road fiom the Indo-Tibetan frontier up to Lhasa via the 
important towns of Phari, Gyantse and Shigatse. Soon, though, the inhabitants along the 
proposed route commenced appealing to the Govemment to cancel the plan immediately, 
contending that if vehicles replaced beasts of burden, the tax-paying families would be 
unable to meet their tax obligations. The result: the Govemment was left powerless to 
effect the plan. Had the road been built, however, a vital artery would have been available 
to a new Tibet. 

But a second prime cause for the Tibetan disaster was the fanaticism of the lamas who, 
believed Norbu, were no less ignorant than the Tibetan masses. As an example of this, he 
cited the incredible power wielded by the monks which in the end compelled the Tibetan 
government to close down so soon after their opening the two English primary schools that 
had been established, one at Gyantse in the 1920s and a later one at Lhasa (see again 
Voliinie I I ,  Chapter 1.1 and its end-notes for the details). Norbu went on to explain that the 
rationale used by the fanatically conservative lamas, wliich had artfully been fed to them by 
Cllinese spies residing at the Lhasa monasteries, was "that any Western influence 
(~resuinabl~ Chnstianity) would be detrimental to the Buddhist Dharma." So obsessed 
with their Buddhist faith were these ecclesiastics that they were oblivious of the fact that 
k i r  every action \vas an apparently unconscious attempt "to preserve the status quo and 
Perpetuate their privileged order." As a matter of fact, added Norbu, it was their sincere 
belief that iio inatter what thev did, it "was right and in the interest of Lamaism-the 
Tibetan national aspiration." as a consequence, it was the high ecclesiastics amongst 
the vast monkish community at Lhasa who. as the arch-reactionary members of the Tibetan 
Wvernment, were ultimately triumphant over the developing progressive wing in a "cold 
"a[" u1hich had broken out and had remained constant for decades thereafter between 
these two elements for supremacy in the leadership and direction of the Govemment. I t  
Was Dawa Norbuqs coiitention that "the reactionaries tnumphed because they claimecf to 
be the vangiiard of LamaiSm..' I t  therefore became the stubbom belief of the Tibetan 
govemment during the tirst half of the twentieth century, dominated as it had becorne by 
~ucll an ~nrefomii~t  element within its ranks, that "its basic duty was to work for the collective 
Buddhaliood of Tibetans." This stubbom stance, it may he asserted. tumed out to have had 
Precisely the opposite effect: it wrought upon the entire Tibetan populace a collective bad 
karma. 

Yet "above ail," declared Norbu, it was the aristocratie ekment of Tibetan socieq- 
"and specifically the govemment officiais" among them-who must bear the chief blame 
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for the tragedy which befell the Roof of the World. "Indifferent to their duty, they indulged 
in petty political squabbles and loose li~ing."*~'An al1 too typical but tragic instance of this 
lamentable conduct was what happened when the news reached the Tibetan capital about 
the fall of the entire Charndo garrison to the invading Chinese Red army in October of 1950. 
For it is said that when the messenger attempted to deliver the urgent communication, he 
learned that the relevant officiais were preoccupied with playing mahjong and could not be 
disturbed. Indeed, he was instructed to wait until they had concluded their game!83 

But in what is perhaps the most searing indictrnent ever penned by a Tibetan about 
Tibetans and their entire socio-political and -religious polity. Dawa Norbu, after singling out 
for special mention two would-be Tibetan refonners-Tsipon Lungshar and Gedun Chophel- 
concluded his critical analysis as to the reasons for Tibet's monumental fiasco with the 
following lament that is nothing short of a confession of colossal national failure: 

1 do not Say that Lungshar or Gyedun Choephal could have saved Tibet. However, 1 
would assert that we Tibetans were responsible for our tragedy to a large exient. It 
would be unfair to condemn individual lamas, individual monasteries or individual 
aristocrats. The whole system was rotten to the core, and could not withstand twentieth- 
century pressures. 11 was ready to fall, and it fell disastrously. 

. . . Tibet's self-sufficiency as a nation in every conceivable way never ceases to be 
a source of pride for me. She had her own scheme of values, her own institutions, and 
other marks of a highly sophisticated civilization. [Yet] the Tibetans were so dceply 
entrenched in these values that they were unwilling to exchange them for any better, 
and clung to the old at al1 costs. This is the heart of our national traged~.~'  

With a totally negative national legacy like this handed to hiin, what could the young 
Dalai Lama and his weak-willed government do but be carried along, willy-nilly, by events 
which by this tiine were entirely beyond their control. It was therefore coiisidered and 
subsequently decided by the new "god-king" and his advisers to accept reluctantly the 
request of the Chinese and send to China's capital a delegation, "in the hope," said His 
Holiness, "of inaking an honorable treaty."" The head of the delegation, Ngabo Ngawang 
Jigine, who at the time was Govemor of Kham holding the rank of Shape, had been taken 
prisoner in East Tibet by the invading Chinese People's Liberation The Tibetan 
goveminent only agreed to open i~egotiations with the Chinese on the firm condition that the 
latter's a m i e s  would not advance any farther into Tibet. 

* "The Tibetan aristocrats used to eat the best food and Wear theii best costumes when they inet iogether. in 
u caonresr ofriches. I t  was an expensive custorn for the cornnioners, who had to give food aiid drink to their 
superior friends on such occasions. ... Well before Communist influence reached Tibet. the ordiiiary Tibetan 
regarded the aristocrac) as social parasites; he knew that the wealth of the  nobility was the fruit of his sweai 
and toi]." Norbu. Rcd Sfor o i w  Tibet. 16 1 .  167 (ernphasis added). For additional-even liaisli-critical 
rernarks about the Tibetan aristocrats expressed by others, including those by Tharcliin. see the end-note 
indicated at this point in the Text above. 
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~ ~ t u a l l y ,  the Tibetan delegates at Peking were presented with an already drafted ten- 
pin[-and iater, a seventeen-point-agreement which they would sign after protracted 
b'negotiations." Having reviewed both drafts long afterwards, historian Shakya could report 
that the Communist Chinese "had not deviated" from the earlier of these two drafis which 
the PLA had issued following their success over the Tibetans at Chamdo the previous October. 
"There was a striking similariiy," he writes, "between the content of this document and the 
17-Point Agreement" finally signed at Peking and "supposedly reached after mutual 
consultation." As this historian makes clear in his modem history of Tibet, however, the 
Chinese would not permit the Tibetans at these so-called negotiations to add any new item 
to the agenda but handed them tlie one, and then, the later drafi for discussion. "It became 
apparent," he adds, "that what was expected of the Tibetan delegation was ratification" of 
the proposed final draft. Indeed, in their discussions thereafter with the Chinese side on 
each ofthe seventeen points, the Tibetans ended up for the most part in making only "some 
minor changes in the wording," which in fact "suggested that there was a general agreement" 
with the 17-Point draftR7 

These drafts were made, incidentally, on the Chinese assumption that Tibet was a part 
of China; which, obsenled one biographer of the Dalai Lama. raised the interesting question 
ofwhy China found it necessary to negotiate in the first place. Roger Hicks has perceptively 
argued that "if the Chinese really were the sovereign power, what need was there to 
negotiate?" Despite the Communist Chinese attempt to interpret the Agreement as an internai 
matter, notes historian Warren Smith, the Agreement nonetheless possesses "some of the 
characteristics of an intemational beaty." ~ k h e r m o r e ,  he adds, "the ver). necessity of a 
treaty between Tibet and China is indicative of their separate status.. . . China's language on 
Tibet's 'retum to the Motherland' is an admission that Tibet was separate from the Chinese 
state." But Smith observes as well that reference in the Agreement to the Tibetan govemment 
as the '"local govemment of Tibet' implies that the Tibetan Govemment was merel' the 
local govemment of a region of China, a characterization that the necessity of concluding a 
treaty with Tibet would seem to ~ontradict."~' 

As it tumed out, according to the Dalai Lama's account published some ten years 
afterwards. the delegation at Peking was net permitted to refer any proposais made b~ the 
Chinese back to His Holiness for further instructions, and "was coerced b\. threats." he 
declared. "into signing away" Tibet's sovereignty. About this coercion the Dalai Lama uas  
lunher 10 Say later that the members of bis delegation, now forciblv isolated from any home 
adi'ice in Tibet, yielded to compulsion and signed the document. but not without first refusinf 
''10 a f f i ~  the seals which were needed to validate it. But the Chinese forged du~licate 
Tibetan seals in Peking, and forced Our delegation to seal the document with them." In 
Michad biographv of His Holiness, the author reveals tliat in real i t~ the kee~inl? 

the Dalai Lamaqs official ieal at Yatung rather than allowing it to be taken with the 
Th tan  delegales to Peking had been a pre-arranged stalling tactic on the part of the Tibetan 
govemment in order to play for lime. But rather than acquiesce to this tactic Peking "decided 
'0 fabricate counterfeit seals and get on with its occupation of Tibet.'''9 

However, Melvyn Goldstein, in bis volume on the history of modem Tibet, disputes such 
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statements as asserted here by the Dalai Lama and Goodman, and by others.* After an 
extensive research into the matter, which included interviewing one or two of the Tibetan 
delegates who had been present and signed the unwanted agreement, Goldstein (and for 
that matter, Tibetan historian Shakya, too) could declare that "the later claims that the 
Chinese had forged the seal of the Tibetan government is erroneous" (his emphasis). He 
writes tliat the Chinese, in response to their own inquiry, had already been apprised of the 
fact that the Tibetan government seal was not with the Tibetan delegates; and furthemore, 
Chief Tibetan Delegate Ngabo and the other delegates told the Chinese that they had none 
of their own personal seals with them either. Which, with respect to persona1 seals, was 
true for al1 the Tibetan delegates; however, Ngabo had kept secret the fact that he had with 
him the Governor of Kham seal, which, as a Kashag member, he could have affixed to the 
document had he wished. (Ngabo would later claim he had refused to use this one original 
seal in order to show his disapproval of the Agreement.) "The Chinese," writes Goldstein, 
"therefore made new seals for eacli delegate that included only the delegate's proper name. 
These were used in the filial signing." Goldstein added that "since Ngabo did not have the 
authority to sign the agreement on behalf of Tibet"-which fact had been made clear to the 
Chinese repeatedly, and which they understood and accepted, "al1 China's gains depended 
on the reactions of the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government."tgO 

* See. for example, Dawa Norbu's assertion in Red Star over Tibet (p. 125) that "the Chinese Communists had 
made the Tibetan delegation sign the Agreement at gun-point"; see also Paul Ingram's statement on p. 8 of Tibet: 
tlie Fucts: "The ' 17-Point Agreeinent' was concluded .. . [and] the Tibetaii delegates were told to sign or face 
war." Actually. writes Tsering Shakya, near the end of the negotiations at Peking the Tibetan delegation 
informed the Chinese that "they were now willing to sign the Agreement." 

Esiled Tibetans and their supporters have also usually clairned that the Agreement was not valid since the 
seals had beeii forged. But the historian has likewise pointed out that this argument is disingenuous since it 
implies "that the Chinese had surreptitiously affixed the seals to the document, which was not the case. The 
delegation was fully aware that the Chinese had the seals newly inade." Dragon, 68, 475 note 76. 

Intercstingly, the British Foreign Office would subsequently tell the Americaii ambassador in London thai 
its legal adviser had suggested that Tibet could repudiate the Agreement if it could show (a) that "duress" had 
beeii applied to individual Tibetan delegates at the Peking negotiations or (b) that the Tibetan delegtion had 
"exceeded" Tibet's "instructions or acted at variance with them." Quoted in ibid., 79. Obvioiisly, the first of 
these grounds is inadmissible. As Melvyn Goldstein has correctly observed more recently, although it was true 
that "the Chiiiese negotiators on several occasions made threats to continue the invasion into Central Tibet i f  
certain points [in the draft agreement] were not accepted, . . . the Tibetan negotiators were never tliernselves 
physically threateiied. and were free to refuse to sign an agreement right up to the end." The Slloiv Lion andthe 
Drugon (19971, 135 note 17. Compare al1 this with Goldstein's rnost recent explication of what happened 
surrounding the document's signing at the Chinese capital; see his !fistor7. qfhfoder-n Tibet---Volimic 2 (2007). 
106-7. The second of these grounds, however, is admissible, since Ngabo had Iiimself written later that he had 
beeii instructed that before signing any agreement lie would have to consult witli Yatung. His not having done 
so would have been grounds enough for the 'T'ibetan government to repudiate the Peking accord. See Dragon. 
70. 7 1 .  476 note 109. Why the Dalai Lama and the Kashag did not is because they "were unable to rnake UP 
their minds as to whether to denounce the Agreement oi'to work with the Cominuiiists." Moreover. thev had 
uished first 10 hear "what the Tibetan delegation had to say." Ihid., 79, 71. 
t That this latter point made by Goldstein had very much entered into the Peking negotiations is made clear in 
Tsering Shakya's discussion of the Agreement. In anticipation of signing the final draft of the 17-Point 
document, Ngabo. explains the Tibetan historian, "told the Chinese that there would be no problein if the Dalai 
Lama and the Kashag approved [the Agreeinent]. But should they repudiate [it] and the Dalai Laina escape 
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In any event, on 23 May 195 1, the Tibetan delegation at Peking felt they had no choice 

but to sign this misnamed "agreement" which as its official title indicated anlaounced "m-s 
for the peaceful liberation of Tibet." It constituted, declared Hugh Richardson, the first 
agreement between these two countries after a lapse of 1 130 year~!~ '  (It needs to be noted, 
however, that Richardson failed to take notice of the Three-Point Agreement signed at 
Lhasa on 12 August 19 12 between these same two coutries-and witnessed to by the 
signatures of Nepal's envoy and other Nepali oficials-that ended hostilities between them 
and led to the evacuation of al1 Chinese fiom Tibetan territory; see again Chapter 16 of the 
present work's previous volume.) But this Agreement also, in the words of Goldstein, gave 
Mao Tse-tung the political settlement which "he felt was critical to legitimize unarnbiguously 
Tibet's status as a part of China." However, the historian went on to observe, this legitimation 
was achieved by allowing Tibet "to retain its feudal-theocratic government and economy. at 
least for the foreseeable future." In fact, it was a "concession" which, Goldstein added. 
"clearly set Tibet apart from other nationality areas since it was only with Tibet" that Peking 
"entered into a written agreement with the traditional govemment allowing it to continue to 
r ~ l e . " ~ ~  Interestingly, less than a year following the signing of the Sino-Tibetan Agreement, 
Mao acknowledged the distinctive character ofthis minority entity now unwillingly enclosed 
within the Chinese enibrace. He admitted that "our army finds itself in a totally different 
minority nationality area," for he well recognized that it was only military power and not an! 
support from the Tibetan people which had made it possible for the Chinese to enter Tibet, 
and readily acknowledged that whereas the Tibetans "are inferior to us in military strength, 
they have an advantage over us in social infl~ence."'~ 

Now the main feahres of the so-called Agreement of 23 May 195 1 were: (i) a constitutional 
fiainework for a regional government of Tibet, the Agreement's first article mandating that 
"the Tibetan people shall retum to the big family of the motherland, the People's Republic of 
China"; ( i i )  an affirmation that the Tibetan people had the right to exercise regional national 
autonomy under the leadership of the Chinese People's govemment; (iii) a confirmation and 
a definition of the status. function and power of the two Great Lamas of Tibet; (iv) a 
promise to uphold the freedom of worship and not interfere with the country's traditions, 
including the protection of the monasteries; (v) an agreement on the inte~ation of the 
Tibetan Anny into the Chinese Army; (vi) an agreement not to compel the people to 

abroad. the- \vould need sonle fornl ofguarantee [frein the Chinese] that the pouier and the status of the Dalai 
w o ~ l d  be protected. Therefore. the Tibetan delegation proposed a new clause to the Agreement ..." to 

effect. '1.0 which "the Chinese made no objections, but insisted that this [guarantee clause] should n0t be 
included in the main Agreement but f o m  part  fa separate clause" which ultiinately became the first article of  
asevell-part secret codicil attached to the main document. Dragon, 68. This thus indicated that the Cornmunist 
Chinese clearly understood that on the Tibetan side the Dalai Lama and his Governrneni wo~lld have the last 
"~ rd .  net the delegation sent to Peking. 

An historical analysis ofthese events hy the international legal historian and legal adviser 10 Dalai Lama 
XIV, Michel van Watt van Praag, would seem to support Goldstein's concluding point. For in his anal'sis he 

that before signing the docunlcnt. Ngabo and his colleagues had 'barned the Chinese that the? Here 
'kning on14 on behalf of the delegation and had no authorih to bind either the Dalai Lama or the Tibetan 
government and people." Thlie Starus ?f Tibet, 147-8. 
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accept reforms; and (vii) the appointment of a Committee that not only would wield 
administrative power at Lhasa but would also establish regional military headquarters for 
Tibet there as well. It became "clear to al1 of us," observed the Dalai Lama later, "that if we 
rejected it, more bloodshed and destruction would inevitably f o l l o ~ . " ~ ~  

On 28 September 195 1 the National Assembly, whose makeup of over 300 members 
was predominantly clerical, held a lengthy discussion on the Agreement at the Tibetan 
capital. Prior to its discussion, however, Ngabo and the other four members of the Tibetan 
delegation who had signed the document at Peking appeared that same day to explain its 
terms to the Assembly (and to clear, if possible, Ngabo's name of the accusations and 
negative stories about his conduct which had begun to circulateg5). For earlier these five 
had privately discussed among themselves the Kashag's heretofore unconcealed reluctance 
to accept the Peking accord, and the five had therefore agreed that Ngabo should convey to 
the Shapes in the Cabinet that if they had any problem with the Agreement, they should 
convene an Assembly and have Ngabo speak to it, which thing the Kashag did. Whereupon 
Ngabo, says Goldstein, delivered "a detailed and rather impassioned speech" before the 
Assembly that lasted well over an hour. In his conclusion the man who would be branded in 
future by many of his countrymen as a traitor candidly declared the following: 

I f  you feel that this Agreement will help the joint secular and religious form of 
govemment and the activities of the Dalai Lama, then accept it and put it into practice. 
But if you think it is wrong, then you can punish me, saying that we have ignored the 
inner instructions. For the five of us, whatever you want to take, our body, life, property, 
whatever you have to do, go ahead and do it and we will have no regrets. 

In the course of the discussion which then followed this extremely fearless statement, 
the majority of the Assembly members, reports Goldstein, argued that the Agreement 
"promised that Tibet could maintain its religious government and monastic system together 
with the estate system on which it was based . .." In essence, therefore, the Assembly- 
representing the country's traditional elites who wished at al1 costs to preserve the existing 
social order that would ensure their power and privileges-had sided with Ngabo's view 
that the document neither threatened the Dalai Lama's status and power nor endangered 
Tibet's religious and political system. And with that naïve judgment arrived at among the 
majority of its members, the Assembly recommended to the Dalai Lama that the Agreement 
be approved. 

Hence, on 20 October, and at the urging of Tibet's new secular overlord, General Chang 
Ching-wu, the Dalai Lama prepared a letter of acceptance of the document. But when it 
was shown to Chang, he objected to its use of the tenn Gya-Bod (China and Tibet), because 
from his perspective the word China obviously embraced Tibet, while use of Tibet and 
China implied separate countries. The General demanded that the letter employ the tems 
U-zhung (Central Government) and sanas-zhung (Local Government). Accordingly, four 
days later, on 24 October 195 1 ,  the young and soon-to-be greatly weakened Sovereign of 
Tibet cabled his letter of official confirmation of the Agreement's acceptance to the Absolute 
Ruler of China and now of Tibet as well, Mao Tse-tung. It read sirnply but portentously as 
follows: 
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The Tibet Local Govemrnent as well as the ecclesiastic and secular people unanimously 
support this agreement, and under the leadership of Chairman Mao and the Central 
People's Government, will actively support the People's Liberation Army in Tibet to 
consolidate national defense, drive out imperialist influences from Tibet and safeguard 
the unification of the temtory and the sovereignty of the M~therland."~ 

Just two days later, units of the unwanted People's Liberation Army would make their way 
unhindered into the Tibetan capitaL9' 

Consisting of seventeen clauses, this so-called treaty between China and Tibet came to 
be known among Tibetans as the infamous Seventeen-Point Agreement. "Unjust though it 
was," wrote His Holiness, "1 and my Govemment tried to abide by the agreement" in every 
respect in order to "save my people fiom a worse disaster." "We could only hope," he 
concluded, "that the Chinese would keep their side of this forced, one-sided bargain." Yet 
abiding by this treaty was not something the Chinese, who had imposed the unwanted 
document on the Tibetans, could pride themselves on having done in the slightest: they "broke 
every promise they had made in it."9R 

Meanwhile, in confident anticipation of the Tibetan government's eventual acquiescence 
to the Agreement, three forces of the so-called Liberation Army of China were poised to 
make farther incursions into the country fiom three directions, one each fiom east, north 
and West. (As was leamed in the previous chapter of the present narrative, an advance 
contingent of the force coming overland fiom the east included, besides Ngab-the chief 
Tibetan delegate at Peking-some six hundred selected "liberation troops," with the main 
force to follow several months later.99) A fourth party, however, left Peking on June 161h 
with the intention of proceeding more quickly to Tibet via Hong Kong, Singapore and India 
instead of the much slower long  verl land route through eastem Tibet. As one observer has 
note4 writing some eight years later, "it is an interesting piece of irony that even today, with 
the improved roads from China to the roof of the world, travelers in a huny still reach Tibet 
through India."Ioo This fourth party-more political and administrative in character-was 
led b~ Major General Chang Ching-wu (whose nanie's variant spellings also appear in the 
literature as: Tan Chen Woo, Zhang Jingwu, Zhang Jin-wu, Chiang Chin-HU or Chang 
Chung Win), who was the then director of administration of China's Revolutionary Military 
Council and director of the People's Amed  Forces Department. The latter was responsible 
for organizing the militia (the People's Amed  Forces) that had played an impo~ant  role in 
the Korean War."" The forty-six-year-old General had now been appointed by Peking as 
the Cmunissioner and Administrator of Civil and Military Affairs in Tibet to implement the 

23" peace agreement (which he himself had signedlo') that in essence called for the 
absorption ofTibet by China, since under the treaty the latter would have complete control 
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over Tibet's defense, foreign affairs and communications.* Prior to this latest assignment 
General Chang, a veteran of Mao's famed Long March during China's civil war, had served 
his Communist superiors in various military and administrative posts for some twenty years.1"' 

This party, ultimately numbering about thirty persons in all, consisted of the three other 
delegates from the Dalai Lama's Tibetan government who had initialed the treaty in Peking 
on behalf of His Holiness,lo4 four other Tibetans, with the remainder being General Cliang 
and the inany other Chinese officials. (On the other hand, the fourteen-year-old Panchen 
Lama, after having attended, at the instigation of the Chinese, the treaty talks in Peking 
"where he was received with every conceivable honor," was to go to Tibet via the overland 
route from China. This would be his first time ever on Tibetan soil, after which he was to be 
installed at his Monastery of Trashilhunpo in Shigatse. This he accomplished by the spring 
of the following year. ' O 5 )  

Now the twenty or so Chinese members of the Mission from Peking consisted of scientific, 
teclinical and administrative staff personnel that by its composition foreshadowed an atternpt 
to carry out wide-ranging reforms in the entire life and culture of Tibet. In fact, fifty such 
young technicians would have passed through Kalimpong on their way to Tibet by September 
195 1, including wireless operators, doctors, military experts, engineers and  miner^."'^ Even 
as soon as late May, just a few days following the signing of the 23 May Agreement, there 
liad already arrived in Kalimpong an advance guard of the General's. In the diary of one 
European resident of the lndian hill station at this time, there is an entry for Late May 195 1 
which notes that this advance party consisted of "several young men in the gray uniform 
worn by al1 officials of the Chinese People's Republic. They are staying at the Himalayan 
Hotel, but they scarcely ever leave their rooms and anxiously avoid coming into contact 
with other guests. Invisible, but clearly perceptible, the Bamboo Curtain has begun to go up 
in Kalirnpong.""" 

Meanwhile, the senior members of the Chinese Mission fiom Peking, with Chang as its 
leader, togetlier with the Tibetari "treaty" delegation (minus Ngabo), stopped off for a few 
days in Calcutta. Arriving together in the same plane from Hong Kong on Sunday July 1 "  
the Peking and Tibetan party, al1 declining to be interviewed at the Calcutta airport wherc 

* The reason peisonally given the young Dalai Lama by Chairman Mao for the presence ofthe Cliinese in Tibet 
would prove over time to have been highly disingenuous. "When I visited Peking in 1954," wrote His Holiness 
long atierwards, " 1  met there [with] Chairman Mao Tse-tung .. . [who] told me on several occasions ihat the 
Chinese were in Tibet only to help Tibet harness its natural resources and use thein for the developinent 01' the 
coiintry; General Zhang Jingwu ... [was] in Tibet to help me and the people of Tibet, and not to rule the 
Tibetan government and people. and that al1 Chincse officials in 'Tibet were there to help us and to be 
withdrawn when Tibet had progressed. Any Chinese official who did not act accordingly would be sent back 
to China."O\.er halfa centuiy later Chinese military and civilian peisoiinel are stiII very much preseiit in Tibet. 
Sec Point 2 of Note from the Dalai Lama delivered in 1993 to China's government leaders at Peking, and found 
in "Dalai l a n a ' s  Correspondence with China Revealed," TR (Oct. 1993): 10. 
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they had been met by the Red Chinese ambassador, headed straight for the Chinese 
Communist Consul-General's residence where General Chang issued a lengthy written 
statement. In it he expressed the same old wom-out statement about Tibet being "an 
inseparable part of China's territory" and employed the sarne tired phrase about "the peaceful 
liberation of TibetW-doing so five times! He further claimed that by the Seventeen-Point 
Agreement recently "signed" by both parties "the Tibetan nationality has now attained 
liberation and returned to the great farnily of the People's Republic of China." 

That same Sunday evening a dinner party, given by Chinese representatives in India, 
was held at the Consul-General's residence in honor of General Chang, his Peking Mission 
members and the Tibetan delegation, attended also by soine prominent Chinese residents in 
Calcutta. The press themselves noted that the Tibetans "were virtually held incommunicado 
. . . at the residence" during the entire period of their stay in Calcutta. The only statement to 
the press was the one previously quoted, and al1 attempts by reporters to talk with other 
members of both groups were met "with a flat refusal" on the ground that only General 
Chang was "acitliorized to make statements."loR He and his Peking Mission would prove to 
be equally unwilling up in Tharchin's home town to gant  interviews or give out any important 

- .  

information to the press. 
The two delegations now flew on together in the sarne plane to Siligwi's nearby Baghdogra 

aerodrome, escorted by three members of Calcutta's Chinese Consulate-General staff. 
From the aerodrome the\: al1 traveled up to Kalimpong. arriving there the afternoon of Jul!, 
4Ih. They had earlier already received an unexpectedly "tumultuous" greeting, to say the 
least. For lining both sides of the winding Himalayan road froin the Teesta Bridge up to the 
enter ofthe hill station, roughly an eleven-mile distance, had k e n  thousands of local Chinese. 
Indian Communists, and local Tibetans bearing Red Chinese flags. "Tliere was not the 
slightest hint," historian Tsering Shakya has noted, "that the Tibetans might be opposed to 
the Agreement" only just recently signed at Peking.")' Subsequent events in the nest f e ~  
days. however, would alter that perception. 

Bath the Chinese and Tibetan populations of the town now welcomed the two delegations 
in an appropriate dignitied faShion, marking the occasion by presenting a jarse bouquet of 
flowers to the future temporal mler of Tibet."" Members of the welcoming p a p  included 
Tibetan government ofticers, lay and lama Tibetans, and local Chinese merchants. It even 
included a few members ofthe local Indian Communist Party, who, it was reported in the 
Press. would thrmselves proceed to Tibet."' Baron René de ~ebesky-Wojkowitz. the Tibet 
scholar fioin Austria and close acquaintance of Gergan Tharchin. has provided an eyewimess 
account of tlie welcome. A quote fiom this young Austrian Baron's di- of the lime ltogether 
with a few bracketed insefis from the nmcs correspondent's retrospective account cabled 
to London) delineates the event in great detail: 

... the tiine has conle. The Chinese militaq govemor is expected in Kalimpong in the 
early üftemoon. A feu Tibetan oflicials. who would like to get well in with the Chinese, 
are goinp to meet him at Teesta Bridge. Several hundrsds ofTibetans in their feast-da). 
clothes have assembled on the outskirts of  the town, where the new lord of the Luid 
of Snous uill he officially uelco~ned by Tibetan dignitarirs. [These various Tibetan 
officiais and lando\+.ners ha\re turned out in force to make obeisance to the 
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representative of a government which can hardly be expected to deal lightly with 
people of their class.] One of the men is holding the Tibetan standard with the two 
lions and the "wishing jewel," but beside him stands another with the red, five-starred 
flag of Communist China. Not one of the many reporters, who filled the streets of 
Kalimpong a few minutes ago, is here to record this historic scene. The world is no 
longer interested in the fate of the little country ofTibet: the headlines are now devoted 
to the dispute over the oil refineries at Abadan. So the last act of the Tibetan tragedy 
is watched by only three Europeans-Prince Peter, my countryman Harrer,. . . and myself. 
[George Patterson was in Calcutta; see below.] 

The Chinese are already a good hour late when suddenly a whisper runs through 
the patiently waiting crowd. An escort of Indian police on mud-bespattered motorcycles 
and jeeps roar past, then a convoy of cars appears on the road leading into the town 
fiom the Teesta Valley. The first cars in the column are decorated with Chinese flags; 
they are brand-new American vehicles, bought for the occasion by a wealthy Tibetan 
merchant [Yangpel Pangdatsang]. He is manifestly hoping to find grace in the eyes of 
Tibet's new masters by a display of loyalty. A dozen Chinese officials and army oficers 
alight fiom the cars. [They were immaculately dressed in tight-fitting, gray Cotton suits 
of military cut, buttoned up at the neck, and wearii~g what were described as "liberation 
caps." of the same material as their clothes, which gave them an unmistakably 
revolutionary proletarian appearance.] Their simple light-gray uniforms, devoid of any 
badges of rank, are in striking contrast to the shimmering brocade garments of the 
Tibetan dignitaries. Two worlds are confronting one another. Slowly, bowing deeply, 
the Tibetans go to meet the Chinese, carrying white ceremonial veils. To my surprise, 
in the front rank of the Tibetan group 1 catch sight of a few nobles who, at the time 
wl-iei~ Tibet turned to Britain for support, were regarded as outstanding anglophiles. 
[The local Tibetans stood whispering as the kutrus (officials, members of the nobility) 
bowed in fiont of the Chinese Communist General, offering him the traditional white 
silk khatas, which he seized quite brusquely with never a smile on his face.] 

A Chinese reporter, likewise in a gray uniform, is busily engaged recording al1 the 
phases of this scene with his carnera. 1 watch a Tibetan, with polite mien, put a khata 
round the Chinese General's neck; the Chinese pulls the veil off impatiently, but holds 
it  in his hand. The faces of the Tibetan nobles fall, but the silent spectators do not bat 
an eyelid. Do they realize what an historically important moment they are witnessing? 
Only a few Nepali Communists, who have tumed out to welcome their confieres with 
streamers and red flags, sliout thernselves hoarse with enthusiasm. 

The exchange of greetings is brief. Then the Chinese reenter their cars and drive to 
the house provided for their stay in Kalimpong. This building is notoriously haunted; 
for this reason it has reinaincd empty, in spite of its fine appearance and excellent 
position. Did the Tibetans intentionally arrange for the Chinese to put up there? In two 
cars right at the end of the convoy 1 catch sight of a few resigned and weary-looking 
Tibetan dignitaries. These are the rnembers of the deputation that signed the fatal 
agreement with China in Peking."? 

The name of  the building into which the Chinese were accornrnodated was the ~ r e e n w o o d  
Cottage located near the town's dak bungalow. By the end of  their stay here the Chinese 
party had indeed dubbed this cottage "the haunted h o u ~ e . " " ~  

One of the local Chinese residents who was patiently waiting at Greenwood Cottageto 
welcome the General and his party happened to be a very good friend o f  Tharchin's. This 
was F. M. Shen who, like the Tibetan, was a Christian. Born in 19 1 1 in his far-off homeland, 
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Shen had emigrated to Kalimpong in late 1941 or early 1942 not long after the attack on 
Pearl Harbor had plunged the United States into the broadened Sino-Japanese War against 
Japan on the side of China and the other Allies who now sought to push Imperia1 Japan's 
far-flung forces back to that country's home islands. In Kalimpong Shen soon stmck up a 
professional relationship with Babu Tharchin, the two of hem collaborating together in 
printing tax books at the Tibet Mirror and in creating a Chinese-Tibetan dictionary. So close 
had these two become that at the wedding ofthis Chinese in 1944 the Tibetan publisher had 
gifted him with a set of expensive carpets. Shen would go on to serve as one of the teachers 
in the local Chungwha (Chinese) School. 

Now on the occasion of Chang Ching-wu's appearance in Kalimpong, Shen made a 
point to be on hand at the 81h mile roadside where many other overseas Chinese had gathered 
in a temporarily constructed reception center to welcome the General. But there would be 
another reception one mile farther up the road-at 9h mile-where General Chang received 
a warm welcome fiom both Indian and Chinese Communists who were on hand to greet the 
new Overlord of Tibet.'I4 Then, after Chang and his entourage continued on up to the larger 
reception which awaited the party as earlier described, Shen and a few other of his fellow 
Chinese residents sped up to Greenwood Cottage to await the Chinese delegation's eventual 
arriva1 there. Remaining at Greenwood till after 10 p.m. that night, Shen would have an 
opportunity to speak personally with the general himself. His impressions of the future 
Governor over Tibet were most interesting. He found, first of all, that Chang possessed a 
skong sense of dedication to the task which had been handed him by his Chinese masters, 
but a man who did not seek to flaunt his power and authority. Shen also found him most 
approachable, at least among gatherings of his own ethnic countrymen; indeed, reported 
Shen, General Chang made it known that he "wished to meet as many Chinese as possible 
during his stay" in the hill station. All in all, said Shen, "1 had a far better impression of the 
General than had most other Kalimpong Chinese." 

Perhaps that was why Tharchin's Chinese fkiend did not feel intimidated by Chang's 
rank or position; on the contrary, he apparently felt confident enough when finally the 
opportunity presented itself for hirn to speak a few moments with the General to put to 
Chang a singularly fascinating question. It was one to which a definitive answer many even 
today might say still eludes the Beijing govemment after nearly six decades of China's 
occupation of Tibet. For Shen's inquiry which he placed before his powerful eduiic c o u n m a n  
was quite simple but at the same time profound: "Can you confrol Tibet?" As most recent 
history in the Land of Snows will confirm, Tibet's new masters have had a far from easy 
time administenng this ~oublesome ethnic minority. In his interview with the present wrifff, 
Shen did not indicate what, if anything, the new overlord of Tibet had to say in response. 
Perhap~ the General himself had doubts and reservations!"' 

As for the Tibetan delegation, they "were not allowed about in town much," and "were 
dificuit of approach" anvway, most likely because, in the opinion of a London 7imes 

"they fear& to themselves in the eyes of their new Gxnmunist 
masterS." The TirneSman added, however, that it was nonetheless possible "to gaher fiom 
Ihem that they had net enjoyed their trip to the Chinese capital" where they had reluctantl~ 
Put their signatures to the most unwelcome "Agreement" of 23 May.'I6 A day or so later 
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would find the delegation departing for Yatung, anxious to report as soon as possible to the 
Dalai Lama and his Government what had transpired at Peking. For by the 7Lh of July and 
for three more days thereafter, the delegates would be gathered with many Tibetan government 
officiais who had assembled at Yatung to receive personally face-to-face the delegati~n'~ 
report. ' l 7  

Meanwhile, and as was noted earlier, General Chang and his Chinese Mission would be 
as closemouthed in Kalimpong as they had been down in Calcutta. Reporters sought an 
interview with Chang on July 5Ih in order to "get clarification of their programme," but were 
refused. From the very outset of his stopover in the Himalayan hill station, he made clear his 
intention to keep the press at a m ' s  length. For the future master of Tibet issued a brief 
statement "through an intermediary" that it "was unnecessary" for him "to meet" with 
reporters inasmuch as "they could find everything" they needed to know "in his statement 
made to the Calcutta In the meantime he and his Chinese delegation would be 
entertained by members of the Kalimpong Chinese merchant community, as well as fêted 
continually by their other compatriots who over the years had made Kalimpong their horne.'l9 

Originally planning to be in Kalimpong for only a few days, Chang's Chinese delegation 
was unexpectedly forced to prolong its stay because of the surprise exit from Tibet to 
Kalimpong and on, then, by air to the United States, of the Dalai Lama's eldest brother, 
Thubten Jigme Norbu (aka: Taktser Rimpoche, his priestly title), who had been one of the 
closest and most trusted advisers to His Holiness. He had been greatly aided in his July 6Ih 
escape from Calcutta to America through the clandestine assistance earlier of George 
Patterson,"O a young Plymouth Brethren missionary from Scotland formerly working in the 
Kham and Amdo areas of Tibet's eastern frontier with China until the Communists arrived 
but who was now living in Kalimpong. Only a year before, Patterson had made his way 
from East Tibet to Calcutta to forewarn the Indian and various Western governments ofthe 
impending invasion ofTibet by the Chinese Communist regime with its intent, then, of usiw 
the Roof of the World's strategic and near-impregnable location as a springboard for ultimateb 
conquering the rest of the Himalayan kingdoms and gobbling up al1 of Southeast Asia. 
including the lndian subcontinent itself. Unfortunately, his forewarnings had for the most 
part fallen on deaf ears. Until there could be a sorting out of the international political 
repercussions and implications which flowed from Norbu's escape (he had been threatened 
in Calcutta by the Chinese to leave India and go either back to Tibet or off to China), 
General Chang's departure from Kalimpong for Yatung to see the Dalai Lama and then 
travel onward to Lhasa was considerably delayed.I2' 

The implication the Chinese feared most ofNorbu's surprise arriva1 in the United States 
was that he could be carrying instructions from his brother the Dalai Lama for negotiating 
some kind of American assistance, whether political or military or both, on behalf of the 
Tibetan people against China. As a matter of fact, according to Patterson, when Norbu had 
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puietly slipped into Kalimpong fiom Yatung, he had corne armed with a letter "authorizing" 
him "to speak on behalf of the Dalai Lama and conclude an agreement with any outside 
power which would help Tibet" and which would "also make arrangements for the Dalai 
Lama's escape." At his mother's house in the hi11 station Thubten Norbu quickly made the 
acguaintance of Patterson. A short while later the Dalai Lama's brother weit to tke Sconish 
missionary's own residence nearby where, with armed guards stationed outside, he privately 
told Patterson that "it was with America that the Dalai Lama wished to make a secret 
agreement." He asked the Scotsman to precede hirn to Calcutta and make arrangements 
for his escape to America. For it must be understood, as was disclosed later in the press, 
that Thubten Norbu "considered himself a 'marked' man by the Communists," and could 
therefore not move about freely without raising undue suspicions. 

One of the reasons the Communists had marked out this man for particular surveillance 
was the fact that they had learned from hard experience earlier that they could not trust 
him. For at the time they had assumed control over the Tibetans' Kumbum Monastery in the 
East, where the Dalai Lama's brother was a renowned Incarnate Lama, Abbot of Taktser 
Labrang, and only recently elevated to be the Abbot over the entire Kumbum monastic 
complex, the Communists-thinking they through intimidation and intense pressure had by 
this time converted him to their side-dispatched him to Lhasa to persuade his brother the 
Dalai Lama to submit to Chinese rule. Earlier the Taktser Abbot had been taken from 
Kumburn against his will and indoctrinated somewhere in China proper, where he had been 
told to cooperate or he would "disappear"; and, further, if he cooperated and proved 
successful in persuading his brother to submit peacefully, Thubten Norbu was promised the 
Presidency of a new Tibet. To their utter consternation, the Communists realized how badly 
the)' had been duped into believing they had won Taktser Rimpoche to their cause. For 
h a d  of persuading His Holiness, he had sounded a grave waming of danger to him and 
others within the Lhasa government!* Needless to Say, the Chinese did not want to be 
trlcked again in the present circumstances. 

Patterson did what Norbu now asked, and then sent word for the Dalai Lama's brother 
corne to Calcutta for "final discussions" with "United States representatives" and the 

necessar~ "cable conversations with Delhi and Washington," after which "a preliminary 
agreement was drawn up to be communicated to the Dalai Lama." According to Patterson, 

called for (a) the United States to support the Dalai Lama and 120 members of his 
Co~mment  "for an indefinite period" in any country the Dalai Lama chose, but preferably 

*Taktser's indoctrination had also included the orninous instruction that if he failed to persuade his brother 10 

~ " ~ m i t t o ~ h i n e s e  rule, the Rimpoclie was to eliminate the Dalai Lama! In either case, he would be awarded the 
Principal Pest of head over a new Tibet under China. 

Interestingly, Thubten Norbu would receive a simijar promise of a top job in one of the other Himalayan 
kingdoms bordering on India if he would only Submit to Chinese instructions. This promise came from none 
Oiher than Chang Ching-wu While bath were most recently down in Calcutta! This was told 10 John Knaus 
the former Rimpoche in an interviejr  decades later. N'rites Knaus: General Chang had .'urged Taktser to return 

where much work awaited, and, declaring expansively that Nepal. Bhutan, and Sikkim remainedtobe 
Iiberatedq' Promised him a good;ob in one of these future Chinese provinces. Taktser attributed this surpns!ngl~ 

Offer-curiously like the previous one of the post of governor-generai of Tibet if he would assassinate 
brother-to typical Chinese arrogance.. .." Orphous of r h ~  Ci>/<i Ifilr. 93. 
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an Oriental nation; (b) America to bring the issue of China's aggression against Tibet before 
the United Nations; (c) America's financial support of Tibet's struggle for fieedom; and (d) 
United States military assistance at the proper time if, as was supposed, India would refuse 
the Dalai Lama's approach to her for such aid. On his side, His Holiness would (e) be 
required to do only one thing-but to do it twice: repudiate the Seventeen-Point Agreement 
prior to leaving Tibet and, once on Indian soil, to immediately and publicly do so again. 

It should be mentioned that initially not al1 writers and scholars of this period in Tibetan 
history had believed credible the story Patterson told of contacts between Tibetans and the 
United States govemment and the latter's guarantees of support in exchange for the Dalai 
Lama's renunciation of the Seventeen-Point Agreement and his seeking asylum abroad. 
One person who for some length of time had discounted it is Warren Smith, a longtirne 
student of Tibetan language and history. In a book review he wrote, Smith not only took 
Patterson to task but also criticized John Avedon, another writer on Tibetan affairs, for 
repeating the Patterson story in his book, In Exile from the Land of Snows (New York, 
1984, p. 36). "To my knowledge," stated Smith in his review ofAvedon's work, "this story 
is mostly the optimistic imaginings of Patterson himself, who played a role in the contacts." 

With the publication in 1989, however, of Melvyn Goldstein's scholarly in-depth treatrnent 
of Tibetan history for the period fiom 191 3 to 195 1, the Patterson story could no longer be 
dismissed as non-credible. For the American historian convincingly demonstrated-on some 
thirty to forty well-documented pages which included original American, British and Indian 
diplomatic and political sources as well as interviews with some of the key participants- 
that America had been deeply involved in negotiating some such agreement with the Tibetan 
governrnent along the very lines of Patterson's story. Goldstein's history further demonstrated 
how from March through September 195 1 United States involvement in Tibetan affairs had 
escalated dramatically and continued to do so even in the face of Britain's and Independent 
India's unfavorable opinion if not outright hostile opposition towards such involvement and 
America's rather unrestrained sympathetic approach. So committed, in fact, was Arnerica 
to Tibet at this time that at a certain point in India's ongoing reticence to do anything to 
ameliorate the worsening Tibet situation, the U.S. State Department had informed the British 
that the Americans were no longer willing to "appease India and were content to suffer a 
deterioration in relations if that were to be the result of their taking action which  the^ 
thought was justified by the need to counter aggre~sion."* '~~ So committed were the 
Americans that they even cornmenced taking direct initiatives without consulting the Indian 
govemment. Frequent trips were made to Kalimpong, for example, by Delhi Einbassy staff 
and Calcutta Consulate oficers for meetings with W. D. Shakabpa and other Tibetan oficials. 

' On their part the British had al1 along been skeptical of the U.S. initiative, believing that her State Departmeni 
was not receiving "sound advice" from her diplomats in New Delhi. Moreover, the British saw the Arnericans 
pushing action too hastily and not giving lndian thinking proper consideration. They told the U.S. that it was 
not a matter of "appeasing" lndia but recognizing that India's position carried great weight in Asia and thal* 
accordingly, it would be "obvious cornmon sense to try to get her on Our [the Anglo-American] side on this 
issue." The British were also concerned that public repudiation by Tibet of the Seventeen-Point Agreement 
rnight adversely "affect prospects of  success of  Korean peace moves" to end the War there. Quoted in Shaba, 
Dragon, 78-9. 
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~ n d  according to Patterson long afierwards, the Americans tried keeping these visits secret, 
disguishg thernselves as tourists; although Tsering Shaicya has report that lndian Intelligence 
officers had been successful in keeping Arnerican visitors to the hill station under surveillance 
and were aware that they were meeting with Tibetan oficials there.'23 
Thus, except for the matter of U.S. military assistance, the cornmitment of which did not 

appear definite enough to satisfj the Tibetan government, the above-mentioned five-point 
outline of an agreement between Yatung and Washington was in one form or another the 
subject ofnumerous communications that passed back and forth between high-level American 
and Tibetan representatives. And interestingly enough, in his much later writing that when 
published in 1996 was hailed as a monumental, well-researched history of Sino-Tibetan 
relations, Smith, without referencing the Patterson story, nonetheless provided further 
docurnentary evidence that clearly supports the story in its essential ~ u t l i n e . ~ * ~  Serious 
negotiations did take place and over a protracted period of time, but ended in failure at the 
last moment. * i25 

The diplornatic traffic back and forth &nong the various centers most directly involved- 
Yatung, Kalimpong, Calcutta, New Delhi and Washington-even included a reference to 
Tharchin Babu's newspaper. In a cable to Washington's State Department on 24 May, just 
aday following the signing of the controversial Agreement at Peking, U.S. Ambassador at 
Delhi', Loy Henderson, outlined his activist Embassy's proposed help to Tibet. Among other 
things, he wrote, the Embassy would "conduct more fiequent informal liaison with Tibetan 
representatives in Kalimpong" and "provide information and assistance to the Tibetan- 
language newspaper there . . Already a year earlier, the Embassy had become a 

' T h W h  Goldstein's research had uncovered ''the American-Patterson-Harrer plan," this did not mean that 
thishistorian has viewed it in a positive light. On the contrary, he has deemed it to have been "a tnily bizarre 

plan for the Dalai Lama that w a  baed on the fancihl notion, suggested by interlocutors such as Harrer, 
Patterson and Taktse Rirnpoche, that the Dalai Lama was k i n g  physically prevented frorn seeking asylurn by 
pro-Chinese elements surrounding him." F~f ih~nn0t -q  writes Goldstein, "to a large degree," the Americans 
' k r e  influenced by his brother Taktse Rimpoche, who was assuring them that the Dalai Lama was really 
OpPosed to the [17-Point] agreement and wanted to go into exile." Moreover, the Arnericans, in this historian's 
Opinion, had also been "fed misleading infornation" by bath Harrer and Patterson. And finally, notes Goldstein, 
"thise~isode reveals how poorly the United States ~nderstood what was really going on in Lhasa and Yatung." 
H i s t o ~ o f  Modern Tibet-Volume 2 (2007), 162-3, 159, 15911, 163. And in an earlier published work, Goldstein, 

terrning the escape plan "bizarre" and describine "the whole premise" of its "operation" as "absurd," 
went on to assert that the reason His Holiness had remainecl in Tibet was not because he ws a "captive" at the 
handsof bis oficials and unable to flee abroad, as some Western diplomats in lndia had corne to klieve. but 
because a majority of his advisers had deemed the American offer of support to be "lacking" in substance 
SuffiCient to their satisfaction. The Snoic Lion and the Dragon ( 1 997), 50. 

For a Counterview+specially that having to do with the American support offered-the reader should 
cOnsultthe study by John Knaus, Orphans of the Co[d War (1 999). Arnong other things. Knaus has noted that 
the had made it clear from the outset of ber dealings with the Tibetan ruler that her cornmitment was 

'"damental and of long duration, having nothing to do with the conflict then being waged on.the Korean 
peninsula. lt could very well have been, believes Knaus, that had the young Tibetan niler held 'JP h1.s end of the 
agoement which had initial]y been struck with the U.S., China rnight have thought twice-at this moment.ln 

geopolitics. and despite the "agaries of the Korean Truce Talks-before resuming ber ex~ans!onlst 
designs westward farther into Tibet. For she, tao, like America, might have had to consider the possibill~. of 
atwo-front war. In fact, had the Dalai Lama lefi Tibet, believes Knaus, the Chinese leadership might even have 

checked: at least for the time being. (See pp. 94-5,99-100.) 
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subscnber to Tharchin's news journal to receive two copies of every issue, and had also 
requested that "two copies of al1 available back numbers" of the Mirror be forwarded to its 
Publications Procurement Offi~er . '~ '  It was apparently assurned that Tharchin's news journal 
could serve a useful purpose by keeping the Tibetan populace within and without the Closed 
Land informed of particular news and information which could help bolster the people's 
sagging morale in the face of what now appeared to be a most grievous situation for Tibet 
vis-à-vis the Chinese. 

Eventually, Ainerica's terms of agreement, with information regarding arrangements for 
the Dalai L'arna's reception in India, were forwarded to Yatung. In the meantime, however, 
Taktser Rimpoche's presence in Calcutta (where he had arrived on 24 June) became known 
to the suspicious Chinese. Later, upon the arriva1 in the Bengal capital of General Chang 
and his delegation from Peking, the Dalai Lama's brother put out the excuse of being unwell 
as the reason for refusing to see anyone, especially Chang. Ultimately in this game of hide- 
and-seek, the Chinese Ambassador made a point of coming al1 the way from New Delhi to 
Calcutta to "bring pressure" on the Rimpoche to leave India, which he promised to do. But 
whereas the Ambassador and the Chinese delegation thought by Taktser Rimpoche's promise 
"to leave India" he had meant to depart for Tibet or China, the Rimpoche "had meant- 
deliberately-the United States." 

That Thubten Jigme Norbu's mind was already bent in eamest towards America was 
evident by the kinds of questions he had privately put to the Tibetan scholar from Austria. 
Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz. This had occurred in an interview the Dalai Lama's brother 
had granted the scholar in the Kalimpong home of the Gyayum Chenmo, the Great 
Distinguished Mother of Tibet (the mother of the Dalai Lama) just a few days before he 
slipped down to Calcutta. Nebesky-Wojkowitz had originally gone to pay a visit to the home 
of his neighbor the Great Mother herself, asking Gergan Tharchin to accompany him as his 
interpreter. Upon arriving they leamed that she was il1 and confined to bed. In her place 
came her son the Rimpoche Norbu from Kumbum, who in years past, incidentally, had been 
a visitor in Tharchin's home on a number of  occasion^."^ This incarnate Lama impressed 
the Austrian as "an exceedingly interesting conversationalist." Noting down in his diary 
what happened next, the young Austrian Baron-whose untimely death would later end a 
most promising career in anthropology and Tibetology-records that "with Tharchin's aid 1 
attempted to discuss with him . . . various problems of Lamaism." Very soon, however, he 
noticed that his host "became the questioner and 1 the answerer"; for now the eldest brother 
of His Holiness began to show great interest in the state of Tibetan studies in the West. "In 
particular, he inquired whether there were Tibetan books in American libraries, and W h o  

dealt with the Tibetan language and culture at American universities." The conversation 
ended up lasting almost two hours. "1 was astonished," noted the diarist, "by my host's thirst 
for knowledge, but a few days later the mystery was explained. Indian newspapers gave 
the surprising news" that Thubten Jigme Norbu "had flown from Calcutta, accompanied bS 
a servant, for a longish stay in America.""' Tharchin and the Austrian were two of the few 
last people to see and talk with Thubten Norbu privately before he made his way down to 
Calcutta and to freedom. 
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Having extracted what they thought was a sure promise fiom the Dalai Lama's brother 
to Ieave India for Tibet or China and thinking, therefore, that no more danger could emanate 
from this quarter, General Chang and the rest of his delegation departed Calcutta for 
Kalimpong where but a few days later, however, they were stunned on July 8h at the news 
beamed around the world by press and radio that Norbu had arrived in New York! This 
piece of intelligence, wrote Patterson years later, "threw Kalimpong into a ferment of 
expectation." Had the Dalai Lama's brother gone to America for help? Was she about to 
send troops to assist Tibet? And was His Holiness himself about to come to India? Rumors 
commenced to fly thick and fast in what Robert Ford has wryly termed "the political gossip 
factory of Kalimpong"! I3O 

Yet if Kalimpong was so deeply affected, "it was nothing," Patterson reported, "to what 
was happening in the Chinese camp." Chang and his delegation. he observed, "naturally 
expected" that because the Dalai Lama "now had a direct link with the United States 
through Taktser, he was in a position to reject the Seventeen-Point Agreement-and their 
presence in Tibet."* Al1 their worst fears about America's possible intervention on the side 
ofTibet now surfaced. From the Chinese viewpoint there was by this time some warrant for 
suspicions about United States intentions with respect to Tibet. In 1949 the celebrated 
American news commentator and friend of American Presidents, Lowell Thomas, together 
with his son, had been given special permission to visit Lhasa that summer, an event that had 
been well publicized by the Tibetan authorities. And upon his return to the United States in 
October, Thomas through his daily radio program began to inform the Amencan public about 
the Tibetan cause and advocated the shipment of "arms and advice" to Tibet. Furthermore, 
in his son's book on their visit to Tibet published in New York the following year, Thomas 
argued that "there is suficient manpower in Tibet for defense purposes, if it is properly 
equipped and trained." Not only this, but early that same year (1950), the conservative 
American cornrnentator Philip Jessup likewise broadcast an appeal for the United States to 
support anti-Communisrn in Tibet. Additionally, charges commenced appearing in the Russian 
Press to the effect that the just-concluded Thomas visit was part of a "diw adventure" to 
unlink Tibet from China for the purpose of establishing the World's Roof as a  colon^ and 
military base" which would be directed against China's new Communist government that 
had only recently been proclaimed by Peking on 1 October 1949. Fearful that America 
might, in its own way with Tibet, repeat the history of the 1930s when the Japanese had used 
Manchuria to launch their attack against China, the latter was determined that such would 
never happen via Tibet.I3' 

* Apro~os  of this, Warren Smith bas reported that even though the Dalai Lama had requested his eldest brother 
Io delay his departure from Calcutta for America. the Rimpoche would not do so. For Taktser. Smith writ.es. 
belicved that the very decision made hy His Holiness "to receive the Chinese delegation at Yatung implled 
Tibetan capitulation, and therefore it was important for him to reach the United States, where he ~ o u l d  
represent an independent Tibetan voice." Smith, paraphrasing a message sent On 3 July 1951 bl' the Calcutta 
Consul Generai to the U.S. Secretas. of  tat te, Ebetan Nation. 3 1 1 n. On the other hand. Melvyn Goldstein h a  
"qted that Taktser had "put his own spin on events when he spoke with the Americans." in that according to 
Ibis historian he Iiad declared to American officiais at Calcutta that his brother "was surrounded by Communisi 
SYm~athizers and agents who might ohtain control of the Dalai Lama and Tibetan government at an? t'me. 
Goldstein. Histon qf Modern Tibet-Volunie 2. 148. 
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Still two other events in 1950 would create further alarm at Peking. First, according to 
Patterson, reports began to circulate that a Czechoslovakian newspaper had quoted its 
Calcutta correspondent as having observed American oficials supervising the unloading of 
arms fiom a ship docked at this port city's harbor side. But second, "a copy of a booMet on 
top-secret military briefing for [the use of] American troops on Tibet" had been making the 
rounds in Kalimpong, "and its existence," wrote Patterson, "was undoubtedly known to 
Chinese agents there." Entitled Armed Forces Talk No. 348: Tibet: Roof of the World, it 
was published by the United States Amy. In addition, the erstwhile missionary reported that 
Gergan Tharchin himself "had received several pages of typed foolscap" excerpted from 
this booklet "and had been asked to publish it [in] the Tibet Mirror." The Tibetan newspaper 
editor, he added, had even taken "the original" of the booklet fiom his newspaper office files 
"to show to me." But Tharchin, Patterson observed, "was perturbed" enough that it impelled 
him to consult some oficials; and "on their advice he did not publish" the material. Yet 
because it had already been circulated in Kalimpong to some extent, the knowledge of the 
material's existence must have heightened Chinese expectation of America's intrusion into 
the Tibetan affair. Indeed, yet that same year, one or more of these events may have 
impelled Peking Radio to allege that, quoting Patterson again, "there was a secret 
understanding between Nehru of India and America's ambassador in New Delhi "to assist 
the Tibetans militarily." 

As though in substantiation of this allegation, and of the report, too, of the Czechoslovakian 
newspaper mentioned earlier, historian Shakya has noted that on 16 May 1950 Radio Peking 
announced as fact that the U.S. envoy to India Loy Henderson "had agreed with the 
Government of India that a large shipment of rifles, machine h s ,  sub-machine guns, grenades 
and ammunition should be sent to Calcutta for transfer to Tibet via Darjeeling. U.S. guards 
were to accompany the convoy and there was to be no Indian inspection." Although Delhi 
categorically denied the report of such an agreement that was later definitely found to be 
untme, China continued to be fearful of America's involvement in Tibet. It was Peking's 
increasing perception that the U.S. was bent on undermining the recently-installed Communist 
govemment in China. This fear and this perception, adds the historian, were further 
strengthened when later that same month of May it became known to the Chinese that 
another of the Dalai Lama's brothers, Gyalo Dhondup, had suddenly tumed up in Taiwan 
where he had met with Generalissimo Chiang on the 2 l", with Radio Taipei having reported 
a few days'later that the purpose of Gyalo's visit had been to seek out military aid from 
America. 

And now with the startling news of Taktser Rimpoche's defection to the West, the 
Chinese delegation, in the words of Patterson, were currently "stranded in Kalimpong, net 
knowing whether to proceed" to Yatung "or to retum to Calcutta, New Delhi or Peking." 
The longer they hesitated, he added, "the more face they lost." But to proceed precipitousl~ 
to Yatung without a reliable assessment of the situation would be even a worse folly if the 
Dalai Lama and his Cabinet were simultaneously to depart Yatung for India with no one in 
the Chumbi Valley to welcome General Chang when he arrived there! For it must be 
understood that a ver=  significant aspect to General Chang's mission was to convince the 
young Lama-King of Tibet-if he were not convinced already-to return to Lhasa, since 
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this would at least ensure thepossibility of the Peking government making of him a Puppet, 
through whorn, if successful, it could exert more effective control over Tibet and Tibetans. 

But now, a whole new set of circumstances would confront the Chinese were the 
Americans to indeed interpose themselves on behalf of Tibet. Years later, in fact, the Dalai 
Lama was reported by Anna Louise Strong as having told individuals in Peking, during a 
lengthy 1954-5 visit there, that both British and American agents had been at Yatung 
"discussing with the Dalai Lama's ministers what His Holiness should do." The questions 
uppermost in these alleged discussions were: Should the Dalai Lama take flight into India or 
return to Lhasa? Should he wage war with China or negotiate peace? Moreover, the Priest- 
King of Tibet is further reported by Strong to have also shared with various ones in Peking 
that "the Americans had offered him arms and money if he would fight the Cornmunists." 
As will shortly be seen, however, any plan to have His Holiness take flight to India collapsed 
at the very last moment, thus undermining whatever agreement might have been in the 
offing with the Americans, and ensuring that the new Chinese rnaster of Tibet would not at 
ail lose face at Yatung. Otherwise, had it not been for the untirnely appearance ont0 the 
Yatung scene frorn Lhasa of Tibet's three chief Abbots and her State Oracle, the General 
would most likely have failed in his mission to the Churnbi Valley.'32 

Despite the unexpected delay, however, the Kalimpong visit by the Chinese delegation 
provided opportunity for Chang and the others of his party to engage in al1 sorts of intrigue 
and "tea-time espionage." As Patterson once observed, "Intrigue becarne alrnost a necessiv, 
nofjust a pastime" in K a l i m p ~ n g . ' ~ ~  As a matter of fact, for the next ten years the border 
district of Da jeeling and Kalimpong was to become, in the words of one later visitor to the 

"a notorious trouble spot where Chinese spies, American spies, members of the Tibetan 
active resistance movement and shady intriguers of al1 sorts bobbed in and out like evasive 
noodles in a murky  SOU^."^^^ Moreover, one recent writer on modem Tibetan history has 
colorfully described Kalimpong itself as "home and host" at this time "to a wildly international 
g o u ~ B h u t a n e s e  royalty, Bengali intellectuals, Russian theosophists, Scots missionaries. 
the Afghan and Bunna Rajas, Ladakhi Cliristians, Armenian traders, Khampa muleteers, 
Mamari businessmen, Chinese school teachers; English civil servants. and American 
advennirers among others."135 Furthermore, the state of political confusion then existing al1 
along the Indo-Tibetan border, but especially in the District of Darjeeling, was rernarkable, 

Say the least. Tibetan ~ f i c i a l s  were suspected of having many pro-communists among 
'hem, a high percentage of Communists were to be found in the local Chinese communitv, 
and an Indian Communia representative was even in a position ofpolitical power within the 
Kalimpong constituency itself. Given this state of affairs, it was not difficult for Chang and 
his~olleagues to make contacts with various Communist elements therr. "1 know of at 
One grOup ofinflUentia] Indian Communists," reported Patterson, "Wh0 came to Kalim~ong 
as 'tounsts' and had clandestine meetings with the delegati~n.'"'~ In addition he notedthat 
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General Chang even visited the mother and sister of the Dalai Lama in Kalimpong in order 
to extract certain concessions fkom the family of His Holiness. He was unsuccessful in his 
atternpts.'" 

Gergan Tharchin, too, was sought out by General Chang and his group.* Chang was a 
man who, as one foreign writer on these unfolding events put it, "made an effort to be jovial 
and friendly, but such virtues were foreign to his nature." In actual fact, the writer went on, 
"he was really pompous, arrogant, short-tempered, and extremely sensitive about the 
prerogatives of his position."? The General was the sort of person, he added, whom the 
Tibetans would "delight in deflatingW-which was precisely the kind of counter-response 
the future secular lord ofTibet was about to receive, but with no persona1 ill-will intended, at 

* In fact. during one of the conversations he would have with the Babu, the General had even plied the Indo- 
Tibetan with questions about Patterson. Chang having learned from his contacts with Communist elernents in 
the hill town about the missionary's critical involvement in the Calcutta affair with the Dalai Lama's eldest 
brother. As learned by the present author frorn two letters and an ernail which Patterson sent hirn, Tharchin 
would subsequently inform the rnissionary of Chang's interest in him and would additionally convey to the 
former missionary certain reports which he had heard of "Coinmunist intentions (both local and Chinese) to 
'get rid"' of hiin. Indeed, it had been reported to Patterson by others that the General had turned "livid" at the 
news of Thubten Norbu's escape to America, that "his furore was directed mostly" at the missionary, and that 
i t  had been Chang himself who "had given orders to get rid" of Patterson. The latter stated in one letter to the 
author that these reports about his intended liquidation had been "corroborated to [him] by the lndian Security 
Chief who offered to provide" him "with a gun license for safeîy!" And in an ernail, Panerson further stated: 
"My Tibetan servant [a Khampa] . . . [had been] escorting me-without my knowledge-to and from the town 
bazaar [and] told me 1 was being followed by certain unknown individuals, who might have [ultirnately] been 
scared off by the presence of iny Kharnpa servant, so no attempts were actually made!" Nevertheless, added 
Patterson, "rny servant attacked one of the people [a Cornmunist] following me and beat him up" so badly that 
it "put him in hospital." He would later explain in one of his books that his Khampa servant had "calmly 
inforined the onlookers" who had witnessed the beating "that the Communist had tried to kill his ... rnaster, 
and that ifanyone else had any ideas the sarne would happen to them. Whether it was this threat, or continuing 
divine providence, 1 was never rnolested." 

Patterson, incidentally, had first met Babu Tharchin shortly after his arriva1 in the hill station from East 
Tibet in 1950. "1 was very friendly with Tharchin." he wrote in one of his letters to the author. And "because 
we were both Christians, we related well." As a matter of fact, one prominent Kalimpong resident has reported 
to the present author that these two Cliristians had attended church services together at the Tibetan service 
held at the Macfarlane Memorial Church and also together sornetimes at the services held at the Graham's 
Homes Chapel. Their becoming acquainted with each other was during the time when, as the Tibet situation 
began heating up, the Babu's hill town had comrnenced attracting a growing nurnber of foreign correspondents 
who had corne there in search of news concerning the World's Roof. Naturally, they had begun to approach 
their fellow journalist Tharchin for information. This, in turn, wrote Patterson, led the careful Babu to corne to 
hirn-now a foreign correspondent himself-with queries about the "status" of these visiting journalists and 
about Patterson's personal "estirnates" of them. "Our meetings together," wrote the erstwhile inissionary, 
were held "at the Tibet Mirror Press, although we sornetirnes met in Tharchin's home." 

Letters to the author, Bonita CA USA. 22 Dec. 1998 and 28 Jan. 1999; also, email to the author, 19 Jan. 
2001 ; see also Patterson, Requiem for Tibet, 13 1-3, for further details related to the threats on Patterson's life; 
and the information re: joint attendance at church services is per interview with Achu N. Tsering, Jan. 1998. 
t A similar estirnate of this man's derneanor has been provided by Abdul Wahid Radhu, the Ladakhi Moslem 
trader. He had halted for a few days at Yatung while traveling to Lhasa on business. Hence, he was there during 
the entire period of General Chang's own stay at this Tibetan town, and thus had the opportunity to observe 
the future Chinese Cornrnunist ruler of Tibet in his public activity 011 the streets of Yatung. whenever net 
meeting with the Dalai Lama. Wrote Radhu long aftenvards: "The general demonstrated affability, srnilingat 
people in the Street. especially those of rnodest state, and patting children. However, he was not able to fool 
anyone because his attitude srnacked of the pride of power." Radhu, Islam in Tibet, 240. 
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the hands of the lowly newspaper publisher on several occasions during the Chinesc stopovcr 
in Kalimpong. The General, in the words of this sarne foreign writer (Lowell Thomas Jr), 
"was not [to bel met with humility as a conqueror," but would be "greeted with proud dignity 
as a guest." And in Tharchin's case, this implied, as he soon made clear to Chang and his 
delegation, that not unlike many other Tibetans on both sides of the border, the Kalimpong 
publisher still regarded Tibet as independent and that, as Thomas had phrased it, he like the 
other Tibetans "expected the visiter's stay" in the Land of Snows "to be imperrnanent."''R 
This expectation, insofar as it pertained specifically to General Chang himself, would prove 
in the end to be tme. 

After an initial conversation with the Chinese delegation's head on routine matters. the - 
ardent anti-Communist Tharchin presented a few sample copies of his Tibetan newspaper 
to Chang. The General remarked to the publisher, "We are very pleased to have heard that 
you are the first man to have brought out a pnnted Tibetan newspaper." As he said this he 
began tuming over the pages of these sample copies of the Tibet Mirror in a cursory 
fashion. It so happened, however, that on one of the pages the new Communist mogul of 
Tibet spotted a picture of Chiang Kai-shek.* Immediately his countenance completely 
changed. The Red Chinese oficial's face became absolutely red! He also became quite 
angry. He suddenly closed the newspaper and the conversation came to an abrupt end. 

Without realizing it Tharchin had just been treated to the kind of behavior which would 
become al1 too familiar to the young Dalai Lama in the troublous years which lay ahead for 
him at Lhasa. "1 got to know [the General] quite well," His Holiness remarked long afierwards. 
"He was, 1 think, a decent man, a man of good heart. But very short-tempered. Without 
waming his face would suddenly turn bnght red and his voice would rise. then moments 
later he would be so calm it was difflcult to believe he was the same person. A true Chinese. 
Unfortunately he later suffered very much during the Cultural Revolution, and now he is no 
more."139 

'This Chinese general was a successor to Sun Yat-sen as President of China ruling over the countn- from 1928 
to 1931, and again from 1943 to 1949. when the Chinese Cornrnunists came to power. Although during the 
Pest-Wodd War Two struggle for suprernacy in China between Chiang's Nationalists and the Cornrnunists 
Thaichin in his newspaper had supported General Chiang in opposition to the Conimunists. eventuallv the 
T h a n  publisher and rnost of the Tibetan exile c o m r n u n i ~  in Kalinlpong and else\rrhere would becornc 
alienated from the Chinese general, who after the fall of the Nationalists on the rnainland had fled ~ i t h  his 
siiPPorters to the island of Taiwan (Formosa). This was becnuse of Chiang's view (to be discussed more full! 
ln the next chapter) that Tibet was a province of China. the one thing about whicll he and the Conlinunist 
leaders had always beerl in agreement. Over the years since 1949 Taiwan had continually refused to budge on 
lhis point, and by 1965 the exile communiv's relationship with Chiang's govemrnent on the island was for al1 
'ntents and purposes destroyed, even thou& the latter's support Iiad been enlisted on the side of the pro-Tibet 
'ebels a decade and more earlier by the Chinese wife of the Dalai Lama's elder brother Gyalo Dhondup. Sec 
Chris Mullin. "The C1A: Tibetan Conspiracy," Far E0sret-n Economic Revien, (5 Sept. 1975):31. 

Interestingl)., as late as mid-1962, Tharchin, despite his growing disenchantment with Chiaiig. hoped 
nonetheless that his Kuominlang (KMT) forces on Taiwan n~iglit still mount a counterattack against the 
Communi~t Chinese mainland. For in a Jetterto Hisa0 Kimura in Japan he wrote the foiiowing on 22 June: "We 
read in the paper that [Han] [are] corning to Hong Kong from China. 1 think sooner or later the 
COmmunist Govt may net be able to stand. 1 do net know what the KMT on Formosa are doing. It is  hi!$ t'me 
that they rnust no\v do [something]; if so. al1 the mainland people rnay revolt and join with KMT.  Some Say that 
Amerka is holding back! It may be that the tirne is no1 yet ripe." Th to K Ltrs File. Subsequent events in China. 
Tibet and along the Taiwan Straits would prove this wishhl thinking highly unrealistic. 
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A more formal reception was held for the members of the delegation, both Tibetans and 
Chinese, in the local Chungwha (that is, Chinese) School on July The reception at the 
School had been organized by the local Tibetan and Chinese populations as well as by the 
Kalimpong branch of the lndian Comrnunist Party. Ironically, in the years after its founding 
in 1941 by Kalimpong's small Chinese colony of mostly merchants and artisans,141 this 
particular school, situated a quarter of a mile distance from the town's center along the 
Bong Road, had been aided by the then Kuomintang (Nationalist) government of Chinai142 
Even many of the teachers for the School had been sent by the Kuomintang g0~ernment.I~~ 
Now, though, there waved from atop its roof the red, five-starred flag of Cornrnunist China.Iu 

On the occasion of the Chungwha reception, some two hundred people were gathered 
within the limited confines of the School's small main hall or auditorium that served then, as 
it still does today, as an assembly hall, theater and gymnasium. At the front of the hall was 
a raised platform or stage on which, facing out towards the general audience, were seated 
the members of the Chinese Mission-including General Chang. Seated there as well were 
other dignitaries, invited from the local Chinese and Tibetan communities to be present at 
this very special event, some of whom would also address the assembled crowd. Invited, of 
course, was Gergan Tharchin; yet, not surprisingly, he chose not to sit on the stage with the 
Red Delegation but among those seated at a row of long tables that had been placed,directly 
in front of the general audience located just below and back from the stage a short distance. 

Tharchin's Chinese friend quoted from a few pages earlier, F. M. Shen, who at this tirne 
was still a teacher at Chungwha, was an eyewitness to this unusual event and could recall 
that the program began with a brief speech given by the School Board's President welcoming 
al1 the dignitaries. Thereafter various individuals rose up to speak, the first one being Chang 
Ching-wu himself. Shen recalled that the General was attired in the now familiar "Mao suit" 
and "floppy cap"-his entire dress being light bluish-gray in color. After addressing the 
assembly for about fifteen minutes, the General was followed by a number of other speakers, 
a mixture of both Chinese and Tibetans. 

As it turned out, reported Shen, "the very last speaker on the program" was the maverick 
newspaper publisher himself. "Because Tharchin was who he was and was both Tibetan 
and Christian," noted Shen significantly, "the atmosphere became tense immediately upon 
his taking the stage." Long after the event the Babu himself confided that inwardly at that 
moment he had felt he "was compelled to get up and go to the front to address the elite 
gathering." "Every word, whether spoken by Chinese or Tibetans," he added, "was being 
recorded [by the Chinese] with meticulous care as fast as delivered." The recorders must 
have been taken aback by what they heard Tharchin Babu say. For the substance of bis 
very short speech, delivered in his beloved Lhasan Tibetan dialect, was as follows: 

. . . In Tibetan we have a proverb which says that everything is changing. For example, 
there is happiness and then there is sorrow. Everything turns like a wheel. This it 
seems is quite true, even today. Just the other day (and here the speaker pointed to the 
wall) there were different kinds of pictures on this wall, but now Chiang Kai-shek's 
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picture has disappeared and Mao's has taken its place. Tibet for centuries has been an 
independent country. The Chinese claim that it was under China. This state of a f f a k  
will not last pennanently. It too will change. The Chinese will have to give up their 
claim to Tibet. Tibet will once again enjoy its original freedom and independence, fiee 
of al1 Chinese control. 

When asked while having his "memoirs" prepared to comment on the impact his speech 
had had on those present, Tharchin observed that "the Tibetan section of the audience was 
so happy to hear these remarks that they clapped heartily, thereby indicating their endorsement 
of my statements. The Chinese were noting down every word 1 was speaking." 

After the speech was concluded, the Young, patriotic Tibetan boys present carried the 
brave little man fiom Poo on their shoulders for many meters as though he had been the 
hero of a victorious athletic team! General Chang and his Red Chinese delegation naturally 
felt very awkward and embarrassed at having had to witness this show of defiant courage. 
"They were realiy red!" Tharchin had exclaimed, his face beaming with satisfaction once 
again at the recollection of what he had done on that memorable day long ago.* 

It will be of interest to know that four years later almost to the day, another similar 
memorable gathering of Tibetan and Chinese notables would be held, but in Lhasa, and at 
which another and f i r  more famous Tibetan would stand up and speak in open defiance of 
Tibet's would-be masters fiom the east. The incident was recounted by Jigme Taring's 
wife, Mary La, in her autobiography published long afierwards. It was to be the inauguration 
of the unwanted Chinese-imposed all-Tibetan Preparatory Committee for the Autonomous 
Region ofTibet which would directly rule the Land of Snows for, but under the aegis of, the 
hated Hans. For the occasion representatives fiom al1 over Tibet, as well as several important 
Chinese political and military leaders, gathered themselves together at the capital for what 
was billed as a gala show of supposed unity and harrnony for the future of Tibet within the 
embrace of the People's Republic of China. Speeches were to be given by such notables as 
the Dalai Lama himself, as well as the Panchen Lama, the Sakya Lama and other important 
Tibetan Lamas, together with China's highly decorated Marshal Chen Yi, General Chang 
Ching-wu, and other Han dignitaries. 

But it was to be Tibet's former great military and political leader Tsarong Shape who, 
like Tharchin earlier, would become the hero of the day for Tibetans: he had the courage to 

* Al1 details and quoted material found in h i s  and the preceding three paragraphs are based on information 
gleaned frorn either (a) the results of the present writer's own on-site visit to the S c h o ~ l  in 1991; (b) the 
substance of the interview he had with eyewitness Shen, Mar. 1991; (c) Tharchin's own recollections and 
comnent~ as recounted in GTUM T w M ~ .  Ch. 21, pp. 2-3; or (d) a rare photograph ofthe event found among 
the ThPaK that is believed, though net confirmed, to have been taken by Tharchin and which shows the long 
tables, the crowded audience behind those seated at the tables, as well as a large portrait of Mao hanging high 
UP on the wall behind the audience. 

Tsering Shakya, writer on Tibet's more recent history, mentions this event and cites an eyewitness who 
recalls the Babu making the speech but net his having been carried on anyone's shoulders. The eyewitness: 
Phuntsog Tashi Takla, Dalai Lama XIV's brother-in-law and member of the Tibetan delegation that had 
accom~anied General Chang fiom Peking afier the signing ofthe 17-Point A ~ e e m e n t .  See S h a b a  1998. PP. 79- 
80, with end-notes 1 12, 1 13. However, eyewitness Shen of Kalirnpong's Chinese cornmunity. intemiewed by 
the present author, confirrned the report given by Tharchin in the latter's "memoirs" of this having occurred. 
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Say what al1 tme patriotic Tibetans were thinking that day and wanted to hear but were 
themselves too fearful to voice. For when his tum came to step to the platform and speak 
"as a famous man of Tibet," Tharchin's good fiiend Tsarong simply but fearlessly declared 
in unalloyed candor: "We Tibetans have always resisted invaders and have never given 
away Our country to anyone." That was al1 he said, wrote Mary La, who was there to hear 
it; but "then," she added, with obvious pleasure, Tsarong "walked off the platform and we al1 
looked at each other and smiled . . Had they known about each other's brave performance, 
these two fiiends, celebrated in their own way as famous sons of Tibet, would most certainly 
have taken great pride in each other's courage and forthrightness! 

Two days later, July 7'h, a grand feast was arranged for the entire Chinese delegation at 
the home of one of the Pangdatsangs: "a large modem house set in a beautiful garden . . . in 
the Eleventh-Mile district" of Ka1imp0ng.I~~ NOW it was somewhat ironic that the delegation 
was to be entertained in this particular home, said to be a "magnificent house" belonging to 
"one of the richest men in Tibet, the noble and merchant," Yangpel or Yarpel Pangdatsang 
(or Pangda Tsang, as the name also appears in the literature).14' Just here, however, some 
background needs to be given. 

Prior to the Communist invasion this noted family of three lay brothers* had been for 
years the leading family of the largest tribe in eastern and southeastern Tibet. These were 
the fiercely proud, independent and warlike Khampas of Kham Province, "a land of brigands 
as ruthless as they were handsome, and at times as cruel as they were carefiee." Besides 
enjoying a reputation as untamed bandits and rebels, the Khampas made the fiercest of the 
greatly feared and respected dob-dob, the infamous and physically enormous soldier-monks 
of Tibetan Buddhism. To the latter, wrote Hisao Kimura, who had had firsthand encounters 
with both these Khampa elements when on spy missions in East Tibet, there was attributed 
a saying that went: "No murder, no food; no pilgrimage, no absolution. On! onward on your 
pilgrimage, killing men and visiting temples."t Though admittedly the Khampas were to be 

*Actually, besides Yangpel, Rapga and Topgyay, there was a fourth brother-the eldest one, in fact-whose 
personal narne was PuNyirna, but who, like the other three brothers, was known by Pangdatsang, the narne of 
the fainily estate in their native Kharn. Born in about 1885, he for a tirne served as a lay official with the rank 
of Letsenpa (or sixth rank), but by the mid-1930s had becorne a rnonk. Who h Wlio in Tibet (1938), 5 2 .  
Interestingly, Carole McGranahan has noted that with respect to the sphere of Tibetan politics. there would 
develop arnong this trio of lay brothers a "familial division of labor": Yangpel's dornain was "Lhasa social 
politics," that of Topgyay was "everyday politics," and Rapga's assigned realrn was "political theory." As it 
turned out. each area of responsibility suited the natural inclination and personality of each of thern. See ber 
2001 Ph.D. dissertation, "Arrested Histories: Empire and Exile in 20Ih-Century Tibet," p. 160; and seepassim 
for this latest in-depth study ofthis unique family and the role each rnember had played in more recent Tibetan 
history and politics; see especially pp. 174-215 for Rapga's life and career. 
t Kimura, Japanese Agent in Tibet, 156. Elsewhere in his book, the Japaiiese explained that the large 'ribetan 
monasteries like the one at Kurnburn, where he first made acquaintance with the doh-dob. could not survive 
only on donations but were functioning economic entities that adrninistered estates and sent out trading 
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biefly allied with the Chinese Communists militarily (but not ideologically in the strictest 
sense), they would in time become, together with the Amdowas, the strongest opposition to 
the Chinese invaders. For the Khampas would come to realize by about 1954 that the Hans. 
in the words of Dawa Norbu, "were not liberators but suppressors" and would thereafter 
commence a revolt against the Chinese occupiers that would eventually spread from East to 
Central and South Tibet and culminate in the ill-fated Uprising of 1 959.14R 

nie two oldest lay brothers, Yangpel and Rapga, boih hadhouses in Kalirnpong, but of 
the three lay brothers it was primarily Yangpel the eldest who handled the financial and 
business affairs of the family and was more likely to be found at Lhasa, at Yatung and at - 

Kalimpong rather than in Kham. Having built up a vast commercial empire, with warehouses 
which were easily the largest in Lhasa, Kalimpong and Kanting (forrnerly Tachienlu), the 
business of this rich trading family had extended even to Peking, Shanghai and Calcutta. 
According to Amsterdam University historical geographer Wim van Spengen, the origins of 
the Pangdatsang family "consortium" date back to the privileges it had obtained frorn the 
Great Thirteenth following the end of Chinese occupation of Tibet in 19 12. In the hands of 
the Pangdatsangs and a few other Tibetan merchant families rested the handling of the - 
most important items of trade; in particular, wholesale wool. The Pangdatsangs and others 
therefore established agents in such trade centers as Kalimpong, and earlier, Darjeeling, 
requinng them to build and maintain huge godowns for the storage especially of wool for 
later shipment to Calcutta and on from thire to foreign markets in America and Europe. 
Though there were some rich private merchants, like Tsarong Shape, in Lhasa, most trading 
families-including the Pangdatsangs-"served in one way or another," writes van Spengen, 
"the interests of the Tibetan government and the monasteries on which its power rested." 
With the Dalai Lama's proffered privileges and his blessing, it took only a fev+ years for 
Nyigyal Pangdatsang, the father of Yangpel, to create "a trading imperium that extended 
across the length and breadth of Tibet." Sending his eldest lay son Yangpel to Peking for the 
Purpose of establishing a commercial agency there, the Pangdatsang patriarch subsequently 
dispatched as well two other sons to eastem Tibet for tapping into the Southwest China 
hade. By these moves and others this Khampa merchant family was eventually able to 
control a considerable portion of the lucrative Tibet-China trade. But with the outbreak of 
disturbances along the Sino-Tibetan border in the 1930s, most of the Khampa corPorate 
'"ding families-like the Pangdatsangs, the Sadutsangs and the family of Andnitsang, the 
later resistance-leader against the Red Chinese in the 1950s-soon settled in the strategic 
entrepôt of Kalimpong; which enabled Yangpel, after his father's death. to rise rapidly 10 

becorne without question the most important and probably the most powerful trader of 
Tibet. IJ9 

So pervasive was this family's presence everywhere and so influential because of its 

'aravanS. Becaiise of [his, "these brawny and less çcholarly fellows" perfomed not on14 menial tasks around 
the JZOlnPas but also. the inore reçponsible among the dob-dob sen~ed as caravan leaders. while the so 

Served as muleteers and pJards. "They spent more of their time practicing sword tighting and wrestling than 
they did in prayer, and were v e v  fond of dueling-particularly over handsorne )'oung boys. l - h e ~  uere a 
fyrsome sight with their robes glistening with butter, their tir0 curly locks also groomed with humer. and the 
""gs  the^ painted around their el,es with soot." ItiiJ., 62. 
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wealth-especially that ofYangpel-that one particular story, hurnorously reflective of this, 
has gained wide currency over the years among the Tibetans of Kalimpong and elsewhere. 
Yangpel Pangdatsang, so goes the story, was one of the richest men in Tibet, and certainly 
the wealthiest trader of Tibet.* He owned a great deal of property, too, in Kalimpong One 
evening, a group of his caravan mule drivers were drinking heavily and having a good time 
together as they sat along one of the main roads of Kalimpong. Having in the course of the 
evening taken it upon themselves to defecate right on the road, the group of muleteers were 
reprimanded by a passerby for having done so and told not to do it again on the main road 
but elsewhere. To which the drunken men responded by uttering in al1 candor, and employing 
the much coarser term for what they had done, the following colorful retort: "The sky is 
Pangdatsang's; the earth is Pangdatsang's; so if we can't defecate here on the road, where 
else can we de fe~a te? !?" '~~  

One indication of the influence this rich Tibetan merchant had in his country's political 
affairs was the fact that in 1948 Yangpel had the distinction of being chosen by the Governrnent 
as one of four officiais to be sent on a world tour that would last nearly two years. The four 
members of this goodwill Trade Mission "had been carefully selected for their culture and 
progressive ideas, as it was desired to show the world that Tibet was a civilized ~ountry."'~' 
Yangpel Pangdatsang was one of two members of the Mission who could speak a little 
English "and had some idea of Western habits and customs." (The other was Surkhang 
Depon, the younger brother of Surkhang Shape, probably the most powerful and influential 
of the Kashag's four Shapes and a son, like the Depon, of Surkhang Dzasa, Tibet's Foreign 
Minister.) Going first to India, they then flew to China, next to America (they being the first 
Tibetans ever there), and finally on to Europe, returning to Tibet sometime in 1950. A further 
indication of Yangpel's influence was the fact that in the 1930s he served as the Tibetan 
govemment's Trade Agent in the British-controlled trade mart at Yatung in Tibet's Chumbi 
Valley-a most important post that "allowed him to control al1 trade in and out of Tibet,""? 
and in the late 1940s and on into the 1950s as Tibet's Trade Agent in Kalimpong.ls3 And by 
the time of the arriva1 of the Chinese delegation in Kalimpong (July 195 l), this eldest of the 
lay Pangdatsang brothers was Governor of Yatung and the rest of the Chumbi Valley (or 
Dromo) and had a personal following of about two hundred armed Khampas there;"4 and 
furthemore, it was rebel Khampas like these, and Tibetan soldiers too, who by the late 
1950s would come to be concentrated in southeastem Tibet and would be able to provide 
the constant rearguard protection for the Dalai Lama in what became his celebrated jour ne^ 
over the mountain passes into India in March of 1959."' 

It needs to be further understood, however, that the Chinese were not the only target of 
the Pangdatsang hostility. For many years prior to the Communist invasion fi-om the east. 
the Pangdatsangs and others had been targeting certain elements within the Lhasa govemment 
to the West as well. As one English writer on the Land of Snows has aptly described it7 

* "There was a cornpetitive spirit between Yangpel Pangdatsang and General Tsarong, each clairning to be more 
wealthy than the other; but it was clear that Pangdatsang was far more than the General. though TsaroW 
eclipsed Pangdatsang in other ways-for exarnple, so far as social and political influence were concerned. he 
excelled Pangdatsang considerably." So said Gyan Jyoti, son of  one of  the wealthier commercial and business 
farnilies in Kalirnpong at this tirne, in an interview with the present writer, Feb. 1993. 
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merelationship behveen the Khampas and central Tibet was "much like that ofthe Highlsnd 
Scots and the English" in Great Britain! '%Absolutely loyal to the throne of the Dalai Lama, 
they nevertheless "could not brook the interference and financial trickery of the govemors 
sent into eastem Tibet fiom Lhasa."15' Furthemore, they looked upon most of the mling 
oficials surrounding their "god-king" as far too autocratie and feudalistically backward in 
their mle and grossly opportunistic and compt in their official conduct. They wished to 
bring Tibet economically, politically and socially into the twentieth century, but it was their 
perception that the only way to achieve this would be to overthrow the mling cliques then in 
power at Lhasa. "Agitating with other Khampa leaders for a stronger position vis-à-vis 
both Lhasa and Chinese powerh~lders ,"~~~ one of the methods they utilized later against 
the Lhasan powerholders, but for only a short time, was to clandestinely tearn up with the 
Chinese Cornmunists to the east with the intention that once the overthrow was cornplete in 
Lhasa they would then on their own terms deal with the Red Chinese. In fact, the Khampas 
"were apt to faIl behind whichever side-Lhasa or Peking-offered the most attractive 
ternis for absentee mle."*'fl From al1 this one can perhaps discern that the Khampas, 
though greatly devoted to the Dalai Lama, felt only nominal loyalty to Tibet's central political 
establishment with its lay and clerical aristocrats. In the opinion of John Knaus, they generally 
held the distant govemment at Lhasa in contempt, deeming themselves to be "Khampas 
first and then Tibetans."I6O 

The third and youngest in this trio of lay brothers was Topgyay. He above the rest of 
these family brothers was looked upon as the accepted military leader of the Khampa tribe. 
At the time of the Great Thirteenth's death, Topgyay had remained at the Pangdatsang 
estate where he and his followers would be engaged in revolting against Tibetan government 
troops during the period of confusion which followed the Tibetan Pontiffs passing.Ibi 
lndisputably a charismatic leader, Topgyay was greatly "loved" by the Khampas "for his 

'The motives of the Khampas and their leaders, it should be pointed out, were not al1 of one sort, even as Hugh 
Richardson and Warren Smith have made clear in their histories ofTibet. Commenting about the 1950 Chinese 
Communist invasion into eastem Tibet, Richardson observed that the main attack (which was around Chamdo, 
Ihe tenter of Tibetan administration on the eastem border) consisted not only of Chinese troops but also of "a 
large admixture of Kharnpa irregulars from across the Yangtse," Many of  them "were deluded by Communist 
proPaganda" which had indiscriminately played "on every sort of local grievance" aiid which had ot'fered the 
K h a m ~ a s  "an independent eastern Tibetan governrnent" that Iiad long been one of their dreams. Others, noted 
Richardson, "were pursuing their own feuds"; white still others arnong these collaborating lihampas "were 
S 1 m ~ l ~  out for loot." 

, On the other hand, Smith in bis history has described the Kharnpas as ofien differing with regard to 

'whether they prefemed to reform the Tibetan governrnent or to form an independent poli5 in eastem Tibet; 
'Ome naively thought that the Chinese wou]d assist in those goals. but few if any were pr0~0nents of Chinese 
'Ontrol over Tibet." In 1949, notes Srnith, Khampa leaders refused the Communist Chinese offer 10 support 
Ihe Kham~*' opposition agenda against Lhasa so long a. "Khan were constituted as an East Tibet Autonomous 
Region" and so long as .ïhç Khampa movempnt became pan of the Communist libehtion of Tibet." Hurrled!). 
attem~ting to restore relations with Lhasa "for a united resistance" fnllowing the PLA's entrance into Kham l n  

' 9 s o ~  Khampa leaders were nonethe]ess "no longer tmsted by Lhasa" because of their well-known collrfboration 
with the Chinese. Moreover, writes Smith, "the most damaging effect of some Kharnpas' collaboration" was 
Perha~s  the fact that the Commbnist Chinese "were able to propagandize about their acceptance b~ the 
Khampas" and were therefore able to "obscure the actual nature of their entrance int0 Tibet." Sec Richardson. 
T i b e i a n d ~ i ~  Hist<iry, 183 and Smith, Tihetan Nation. 274. 
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reckless and swashbuckling ways." "No challenge, whether political or personal," declared 
George Patterson, who knew him well, "was too great for him to attempt."Ih2 Indeed, one 
of the political challenges which Topygay happily accepted and fulfilled with aplomb was to 
assist in forging Khampa unification by helping to settle intemal differences then present 
among the Khampas. He became the leader of a political group that was formed for this 
purpose. Gathering in various parts of Kham and hosting parties with al1 kinds of popular 
activities such as horse-riding, picnics and dancing, he and his group had adopted as their 
symbol the mthun pu spun bzhi, the "four hannonious brothers": the elephant, monkey, 
rabbit and bird-a symbol of fiiendship and ~ n i t y . ~ ~ ~  

Present at Lhasa in 1949 when the Tibetan government issued its surprising expulsion 
order for al1 Chinese and certain other undesirables to leave the country (see again the 
previous chapter for the details), Topgyay was one of the East Tibetan undesirables forced 
to leave, along with Phuntsog Wangyal and his followers at the capital.IbJ In 1950 he and his 
brother Rapga, both of them now on the scene in eastern Tibet, together with two leaders of 
the Amdowas in the northeastern ethnic Tibetan area of Amdo, were planning to revolt 
against the Lhasa government. This had not been the first attempt to do so. Earlier these 
same two brothers had unsuccessfully led a revolt in 1934 against the Lhasa government in 
Kham i t ~ e l f , ' ~ ~  but they then turned their Khampas against a Chinese Nationalist anny 
which had been sent to oppose them, again failing to achieve a victory. In fact, these two 
had met with defeat at the hands of "an unlikely combination of Tibetan troops sent by 
Lhasa to assert its remote authority, Chinese Nationalists defending Chiang [Kai-shekl's 
uncertain claims, and [Mao Tse-tung's] Chinese Communists who were just then passing 
through the territory on their Long March to Yenan."i66 

lmmediately thereafter Rapga (1902-76)-"the intellectual, theorist and political 
schemerV-was obliged to flee to China, where in 1935 he had an interview with Chiang. 
Employed and supported financially by the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Commission in 
Nanking, Rapga went next to Kalimpong. There he met with certain Indian nationalists, 
whose anti-imperial democratic agenda for India he greatly admired. He then returned to 
China in 1938 via Tibet, whereas his servants had to depart India in disguise, bound for 
China on a ship out of Calcutta harbor. His family and friends in Kalimpong would later 
claim that Rapga had to leave lndia at this time because his meetings with the Indian 
nationalists had been deemed by the British to be unacceptable. While in China he would 
meet several times more with the Generalissimo, who would personally support Rapga with 
cash as well as with goods which he could sell. According to Carole McGranahan, British 
Indian officials now "considered him to be an 'active Chinese agent"' seeking to create 
trouble in Tibet while residing on lndian soil, whereas instead, she writes, Rapga was "an 
active agent for a reformed and united Tibet" who "was intent on using the Kuomintang to 
achieve his goals . . . despite their intentions for [using] him" to achieve Nationalist China's 
goal of ultimately "assimilating Tibet." Her substantial research into the matter clearly supPofls 
this contention of hers.Ib7 

As can be discerned from the foregoing information about Rapga, the latter, in contrast 
with his more military-minded younger brother Topgyay, was very inuch the thinker and 
student of politics. He was "quiet and studious, and a keen Tibetan classical scholar." This. 
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according to Britisher Robert W. Ford, who served the Lhasa govemment as a ~ a i n e d  radio 
operator in Kham during the late 1940s and knew him fairly well there. It was said, wrote 
Ford later, that Rapga knew more about the Buddhist scriptures than most Incarnate Lamas. 
He also could speak and read English and Chinese, both self-taught, and knew much more 
about international affairs than any of the Tibetan oficials in Kham. Another of his fnends 
and admirers, who knew Rapga far more intimately than Ford, George Patterson, went 
even further: that Rapga knew more about international politics than the entire Lhasa 
govemment put together!I6' Not only well conversant with the international scene, Rapga 
was likewise well aware of politics in both China and India, having been both an eager 
reader of newspapers and avid radio listener.I6' Moreover, reading books was one of his 
favonte activities, he having surrounded himself with many volumes on al1 sorts of subjects. 
And the story has been told by one of Rapga's former servants about his reading while even 
on horseback and of his being so absorbed in what he was reading that he was not even 
aware of his horse crossing a river!I7O 

Much the devotee of Dalai Lama XII1 and a strong adherent of both the Chinese leader 
Sun Yat-sen and the Indian nationalists like Chandra Bose and Nehru, Rapga was given the 
opportunity by Gergan Tharchin to explain his political activities up to this moment in an 
article of Rapga's the Babu would publish in the Tibet Mirror S issue of 24 December 1936. 
In it the Khampa intellectual had noted that following the Great Thirteenth's death "there 
was a feeling of tension in Markham [an important town in Kham]. Intrigues between the 
ministers in Lhasa, whose activities were in opposition to the Pontiff, were the cause of this 
tension."I7' He would later acknowledge that during the political chaos in Tibet which erupted 
after the Pontiff's death, he himself was not sure where he belonged-the Tibetan political 
world, in the words of McGranahan, having literally come crashing down around him.'" 

Only upon his return to Kalimpong following his 1938 sojourn in China did Rapga begin 
to get a grip on what he wanted to do with his life for the benefit of Tibet. He would now 
bing his intellectual and political skills to bear on seeking ways to effect what he viewed as 
along overdue improvement in the socio-political and religious polity of his beloved Land of 
Snows. But though a highly intelligent man capable of expressing himself well in English and 
knowledgeable of political concepts totally foreign to Tibet. Rapga. recalled Ford 10% 

afiemard~, was nonetheless a very complicated individual. "He was easily the best educated 
Khampa 1 met," Ford wrote, .'but 1 could never rnake him out.""' 

VerY few could. But there was perhaps one particular individual in Kalimpong a h 0  could 
out Rapga, for there the latter made the acquaintance of anotherpersona non grata 

from Tibet by the name of Kunphela. It will be recalled that Kuchar Kunphela (?1905-63) 
hadbeen the latter-day favorite of Dalai Lama XII1 mhom Tharchin had first met at Lhasa 
in the audience chamber with His Holiness back in 1927, but wh0 had faIlen out of favOr 
with the Tibetan govemment upon the death of His Holiness in 1933 and the inevitable 
Political intrigues that ensued thereafier. 

BY 1937 Kunphela, who had previously wielded U ~ U S U ~ ~  power and influence in bath 
civil and militaV affairs at Lhasa,"' was now reduced to managing a Tibetan wool godown 
i n  Kalimpong Where, as was leamed earlier, he became a close h e n d  of Tharchin's. Here 
he also met and became associatrd with R a p p  Panpdatsang in 1939. collaborating with 
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him and with another close fnend of the Babu's, Changlo Chen Gung, in establishing what in 
its literature in English was known as the Tibet Improvement Party but which in Tibetan its 
name would be more accurately translated as the Western Tibet Reform Party (or, the 
Association for Improvement of Western Tibet) and which, when the Chinese was used O" 

the Party's letterheads, would translate even more strongly as the Tibet Revolutionary Pav .  
These three founding members of the Party, in the words of Heather Stoddard, "were 
celebrities in Kalimpong," so much so that "their comings and goings were reported by 
Babu Tharchin in his Mirror newspaper.""' Tharchin was sympathetic to many of the 
Khampa intellectual's socio-political ideas and to the goal which the Improvement Party 
espoused of bringing about a unified modem democratic Tibet able to resist any encroachment 
from outside powers. McGranahan has recorded the fact of the close friendship between 
the Indo-Tibetan newspaper editor and the Khampa reformer. "From his house in the center 
of Kalimpong," she writes, "Rapga would often walk to visit Tharchin at the Tibet Mirror 
Press [office] in Mackenzie Cottage or at his home on the ridge above Tenth Mile." Like 
many other Tibetans of that time, he would come to the Babu "to discuss politics, world 
events, news from Tibet, and drink bottomless cups of tea." And because the Babu was 
trusted by al1 Tibetans in the hill station, not least by Rapga, the latter must have discussed 
with this "secret political player" from Poo the ongoing development of his Improvement 
Party and its aims and objectives for Tibet.'76 

At the time of its greatest following, according to Rapga, in information he personally 
gave decades later to one Western scholar on Tibet, there were some three to four hundred 
sympathizers whom he wished to see gathered into the Party-both in Kalimpong and at 
the Tibetan ~apital '~~-that  already included as a participant non-member, as was leamed 
in the previous chapter, the Amdo monk-scholar and social reformer Gedun Chophel during 
his years in India. What this group sought was not merely a change in regents at Lhasa but, 
in the words of its 1939 charter signed at Kalimpong by these three Tibetans, the "liberation 
of Tibet fiom the existing tyrannical Government" and the establishment of a democratic 
republic which would be a part of the Chinese n a t i ~ n . " ~  This new govemment would replace 
what in their view was an outmoded feudal regime that had for so long been dominated b~ 
self-seeking powerful families and priestly cabals. 

In the meantime, Rapga was applying himself, reported Patterson, to studying English 
more and honing up further on politics. And as his knowledge of these disciplines iinproved, 
he next set himself to translating into Tibetan several works by the father of the Chinese 
revolution, Sun Yat-sen-in particular, the series of lectures he gave in 1924 setting forth hls 

vision for China, his Three Principles of the People (nationalism, democracy, livelihood- 
the latter essentially a program of state socialism: the equalization of land ownership and the 
regulation of ~apital)"~-as well as excerpts from Karl M a n  and treatises on intemational 
law. And according to Heather Stoddard's 1975 interview with Rapga himself, the latterhad 
stated that he not only used the original Chinese edition of Three Principles but also compared 
it with Gergan Tharchin's loaned English version of it, with the Babu having probably assisted 
him in translating this work of Sun's into Tibetan.IXo Moreover, as was noted earlier, RaPEa 
even "wrote political articles for the Tibetan newspaper published in Kalimpong, the Tibet 
Mirror . . . ,"'" which doubtless generated some interesting debate among Gergan ~harch in '~  
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newspaper readership! Though Rapga did hold views that for a Khampa warrior were 
remarkably leftist, it was incorrect for him to have been labeled a Communist as some did. 
Nevertheless, the Pangdatsang brothers-who had a strong affinity for China and were 
sympathetic to her Republican ideasl""-had long harbored the h o p  of one &y inwducing 
liberal social policies into their nation once "the Lhasan lords," explained French author 
Michel Peissel, "could be replaced by a unified Tibetan govemment." These Khampa leaders, 
noted this scholar in Tibetan ethnology, "could hardly restrain themselves seeing the abuses 
committed by the religious authorities, and loathed the compt court entourage of the Dalai 
Lama that fawned before the Chinese." The Khampas, he added, "rose not against Communist 
ideology, but against the Peking emissaries and the [Tibetan] col laborat i~nis ts ."~~~ 

Here, then, in the words of McGranahan, is what Rapga and his fellow dissident 
intellectuals wished to achieve by means of the Tibet Improvement Party: "the group hoped 
to incite political change in Tibet, specifically, the shift from a conservative and feudal 
government to a more progressive modem one'-in fact, a reform of the Tibetan govemment 
"along the lines of Nationalist China."183 As Political Oficer Hopkinson would perceptively 
describe it, "Rapga's main theme was that [Nationalist] China meant progress, and lndia 
(British India) the opposite." And even though, he added, "the symbol adopted" by the 
Improvement Party "was crossed sickle and khukri," Rapga "was Kuo-min-tang, not 
~ommunist."~~ 

In summary, one could say that many, if not most, of Rapga's primary ideas and aims for 
effecting the desired modernizing changes in Tibet were modeled on those of Sun Yat-sen 
for China; as a matter of fact, for Rapga, recalled George Pattenon, Sun's Three Principles 
of the People "was his bible." Moreover, the husband of Rapga's niece would later declare 
that his observation of Rapga-upon receiving a copy of the latter's Tibetan translation of 
the Three Principles from the translater himself-was that the Khampa reformer's 
admiration for Sun was so great that it appeared as though he were exhibiting dodpo (faith 
and devotion) towards the Chinese leader as if he were some Lama or god!'" Some of 
these ideas and aims were the following: popular democracy (by which was meant people's 
sovereignty, or control of the govemment by the people, but keeping "sovereignt~" and 
"ability" separate; for whereas the people's political power must build the state, the latter 
must be administered by experts); lay education, by which was rneant the transformation of 
the monasteries into education centers for dealing with the near total illiteracy of the Tibetan 
People outside of the monastic population; initially, as stated in a 1945 Tibet Improvement 
Pa@ document detailing the Party's development since 1939, autonomy for Tibet within the 
political fiamework of Nationalist China, but a few years later, a cal1 for Tibet's "complete 
independence" and non-cooperation with China "in any forni"; an4 finall~, the need to 
develop nationalism by uniting together into one Tibet's local and regional areas and 

for the preservation, wrote Rapga, of "the Tibetan race, religion and language" that 
haci been "produced through the effons of past generations, Dharma Kings, scholars and 
translators," but with local officiais, he told Robert Ford, "having more Say in mnning their 
own affairs .. . >'186 

McGranahan has noted that education and literacy were the essential features in Ra~ga's 
reform program for transfoming "Tibet's tribal and feudal sociev into a functional 
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democra~y." '~~ He had later acknowledged to Heather Stoddard that at this time of intellectua] 
ferment in his own thinking, "many new ideas were spreading through Tibet," but these 
ideas were only becoming known "among the elite and educated people" who, he niefully 
explained, "would only make use of [them] for themselves." Added Rapga, meaningfully, 
"the masses were too ignorant to be receptive and they had no rights wha t soe~er . " '~~  
McGranahan went on to cite a highly informative passage fiom one of Patterson's books 
which discussed part of Rapga's plan for bringing Tibet into the twentieth century, and 
whose central focus was education. Wrote Patterson in 1960: Rapga and his fellow refomers 
"wanted to introduce . . . sweeping reforms, reducing the power of the monks .. . and 
introducing roads, hospitals and schools. Rapga had even drawn up a scheme whereby the 
pnesthood would be divided into eight grades, according to their abilities, and be used through 
the monasteries as a preliminary education system for Tibet, instead ofjust being a parasitic 
growth. Those who did not conform to any of the eight grades were to be forbidden the 
pnesthood and returned to their families and manual labor."Ig9 

It was Rapga's intense desire to open up many of Tibet's myriad monastic institutions to 
the lay population for education and literacy, which for him constituted a key essential for 
introducing reforms into his country. Wrote this Khampa intellectual in his personal diary for 
21 October 1949: "[Il thought about what could be done for the ignorant and powerless 
Tibetan brothers and sisters." Furthermore, he publicly proposed the creation of a vernacular 
language to supplement Tibet's classical scriptural Tibetan which for centuries had been 
used in al1 written forms. Indeed, in calling for a modem Tibetan language, Rapga asked that 
"scholars match contemporary meaning and language." Viewing literacy as an essential 
aspect in the development of Tibetan nationalism, he therefore urged scholars to laud 
appropriate components of Tibetan culture, declaring: "Eat one's own food, praise one's 
own people."'90 

Now Rapga, as leader of the Reform party opposed to the Lhasa govemment, was 
reported to have been getting money from the sympathetic Chinese Nationalists. (In fact, 
according to Melvyn Goldstein's history of modem Tibet, documents which he quotes 
verbatim reveal that not only Rapga but also Changlo Chen and Kunphela were mentioned 
by name as being in the pay of the Chinese.) Moreover, it was rumored, wrote Ford, that 
Rapga "had been found distributing bulletins decorated with the hammer and sickle." At this 
time, of course, it was Britain's policy to maintain Tibet as a buffer state in countering 
possible hostile Chinese actions against lndia and to preserve in place the starus quo 
conservative regime in Lhasa. And hence, because al1 these reputed and known activities 
by Rapga's Improvement Party were unacceptable to the British Government of India, and 
because these Party collaborators were known to be sympathizers of, and had even associated 
themselves with, the anti-imperial Indian Congress Party of Gandhi and Nehru, Rapga and 
Kunphela were declared by the British to be "undesirable elements" with "terrorist" proclivities 
and Chinese associations, and were therefore expelled from lndian soi1 and eventually ended 
up in China. This was in mid-1946. The event which had prompted this final action hy the 
British was what had occurred on 19 June 1946: the British had raided the homes of Rapga 
and six others (including Changlo Chen's), al1 ofwhom were under suspicion of being spies, 
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engaghg in revolutionary activities, andtor counterfeiting Indian paper currency.* It was 
obsemed Goldstein, that Changlo Chm was spared 6om experimcing similu deport~tim 

action and  permitted to remain in Kalimpong "only by the intervention of ["Rani Choni Doje 
ofSikkim" and ofJ the Bhutan royal family, whose children he was t~toring."t'~' 

@ Noevidence of counterfeiting activity was discovered in any of these homes. Interestingly, two other of thex 
six homes raided by the British were: (a) that ofTharchin's very close Chinese scholar-artist friend, F.M. Shen, 
who was rnentioned earlier in the present chapter; and (b) that of the Chinese spy. Jarnpal Wosul (Jampa 
Wosel), who figures in the following chapter about Babu Tharchin's clandestine career as an intelligence agent 
for the British. The main source for documenting these raids is Goldstein's A Histoly ofModern Tibet, 458,  
458n. See also Carole McGranahan, "Arrested Histories . . .." Ph.D. dissertation, p. 194, quoting Heather 
Stoddard's interview with Rapga in 1975, in which the latter reported, in part: "A number of people in 
Kalimpong had their houses searched and they were then interrogated . . . by the most important CID officer in 
India, E. Lambert.. . ." 
t As was intimated in Volume II, Chapter 20 of the present narrative, Changlo Chen Gung would remain at 
Kalimpong t i l l  most likely the latter part of 1947, at which time he turned up in China. For it is known from 
A. W. Radhu's testimony (see the next Text paragraph above), that at the Nationalist capital of Nanking he was 
reconnected with Kuchar Kunphela for a time. Meanwhile, and subsequent to Changlo Chen's depanure frorn 
Kalimpong for China, the Tibetan government at Lhasa had finally authorized his return to Tibet. This had 
occurred on 15 November 1947; see Heather Stoddard, Le mendiant de I'Amdo, 3 13 note 70. (The present 
author hereby acknowledges his error in having stated in Chapter 20 that this had most likely occurred in 195 1, 
he not having come across t i l t  much later Stoddard's undeniable evidence to the contrary.) It is uncertain, 
however. if, as did Kunphela (see again Chapter 20 for the details), Gung Kusho returned to Lhasa via Calcutta 
and Kalirnpong or by way of the long overland caravan trail through western China. More than likely, he chose 
the easier former route which, as with the Kuchar, would probably occur sometime in 1948. If he did return to 
Tibet viaTharchin's hiII station, then he might possibly have resumed for a while his earlier scholarly pursuits 
with the Babu, especially in translating into Tibetan additional portions of Charles Bell's Porfrait of the Dalai 
Lama (London, 1946) that as noted before would appear serially in the fibet Mirror, beginning in 1950. In any 
case, by lare 1948 or early 1949, bath Chang10 Chen and Kunphela (who himself for certain arrived in Lhasa on 
1 November 1948) would be back in the Tibetan capital well prior to Communist China's invasion of Tibet in 
October of 1950. 

From Phuntsog Wangyal's political autobiography published in 2004 it is now learned that besides Changlo 
Chen's participation in the creation, publication and ongoing maintenance of a TibetadChinese newspaper at 
Lhasa, this intellectual was shown other marks of social and political rehabilitation. These were bestowed 
uPon him during the early 1950s; and interestingly enough, it was the Tibetan Communist, Phuntsog Wangyal. 
whose direct personal influence on events made al] these marks of rehabilitation of Tharchin's scholar-friend 
possible. 

Itwas he, for example, who in 1951 brought Chang10 Chen and other Tibetan intellectuals into the research 
cornmittee which ended up producing the aforementioned daily newspaper. Then, in verY earb 1952 Phuntsog 
established a modern public school at Lhasa, with Trijang Rimpoche. one ofthe two most senior tutors to Dalai 
lama XIV. as its principal. But the person who actually performed the day-to-day duties of a principal yas 
Changlo Chen, who was appointed the s,-hoo]'s vice principal. Popular with the students from the beginning. 
th,is school taught Tibetan, Chinese, math and other substantive subjects. (Tsarong Shape, incidentall~. along 
with Phunts~g Wangyal himself, were the vice directors of the school.) And finally, later that Same Yearv 
Phunt~og was the driving force behind the establishment of a joint grain authority between the Tibetan and 
Peking governrnents for the crearion of a central storage facility at the ~ibetan capital fiom whichwould besold 
grain 10 the populace on a regulariced basis. The inauguration of this authoriw, noted Phuntsog. "had a 
Secondan, benefit because it enabled us [Surkhang Shape, Ngabo. Langdün, and Phunmg Wang~al himselfl t0 
Persuade the Tibetan government to allow a number of progressive former Tibetan officiais ... [OreJoinas full 
Tibem officiais working for us." ~~0 of these former oficials were Changlo Chen Gung and Kuchar Kunphela. 
To al1 intents and purposeç, hoth were now fully rehabilitated-socially and politically. Sec Wang~al* A 
fiberan Revoi~t ionoi~,  177-9. 

While Changlo Chen, incidentally, would still be alive and workinpat the Tibetan capital in the critica'year 
Of 1959, the Kuchar would die of ilInesses at Lhasa on 22 December 1963. In the accOunt of Ilfe 
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Apparently, however, Changlo Chen would later decide to leave India ~oluntar i l~ ,  afier 
which he himself ended up in China as well. lt just so happened, too, that at about this same 
time-late 1947-Abdul Wahid Radhu would also find his way to China, having gone there 
on a business venture connected with his family's trading Company. This Ladakhi Moslem 
trader would be in China some eighteen months. Arriving first at Shanghai, he shortly 
afterwards went on to Nationalist China's capital, Nanking. Being the Nationalist Chinese 
capital, it would naturally attract a considerable number of Tibetans who over time would 
create a sizable enclave of residents; especially so after 1930 when the Lhasa authorities 
decided to establish the Tibet Bureau there that year which would serve as the 
representative office of the Tibetan g~vernrnen t . '~~  Here at Nanking Radhu fortuitously 
met up with Gyalo Dhondup, one of the elder brothers of Dalai Lama XIV. And through him 
he would encounter once again the aforementioned trio of Tibetan progressives he had 
lately known so well in Kalimpong, and whom the British had branded as undesirable 
elements. In fact, Rapga Pangdatsang's Nanking home had by now (early 1948) become 
the rendezvous point for Gyald and the other three Tibetans, since Kunphela and Changlo 
Chen had taken up residence with Rapga. Radhu, who became a regular visitor in Rapga's 
home, would later remark that though cordial personal relations existed between Gyalo and 
Rapga, there was political disagreement between the two: the Dalai Lama's brother 
standing as a firm supporter of complete independence for Tibet whereas Rapga nt this 
period having, in Radhu's words, become "the man of the Chinese" who by his persuasive 
influence "had pulled his two lodging guests "into the Chinese ~ r b i t . " ' ~ ~  

Yet Radhu's assessrnent of Rapga's afinity towards the Nationalist Chinese was only 
partially accurate. For it becomes clear in perusing McGranahan's scholarly study on Rapga 
and his Reform Party that his interest in international politics, and more particularly in those 
of China and India, "had but one purpose"-which was for them "to be applied [beneficially] 
to his ow country, Tibet."194 Explains McGranahan further: 

Taking his cues from Sun Yat-sen, and heeding the prophecy of the 1 3Ih Dalai Lama, 
Rapga believed that the conservative and unsettled Tibetan government could not 
survive post-World War II realignments of state sovereignty and regional power, 
including the threat fiom China. The Tibet Improvement Pariy was his response to 
these concerns. lv5 

narrated by his wife. it would come to be known, as summarized by historian K. Dhondup who translated itq 
that Kunphela had apparently given hirnself up entirely "to the building of the new Tibet in collaboration with 
the Chinese and took up every work given him with dedication and efficiency." ln fact, during the latteryears 
of his life, rnarked early on by his marriage in 1954 to Lhazom Tseten Dolkar and the fathering of their three 
children, he had especially devoted himself, in the words of the Tibetan historian. to working "in one department 
or the other under the Chinese," but that the wife's account of this concluding period in his life fails to "contaln 
even a glimpse of his feeling ofeither joy or sorrow, laughter or pain under the new systern." Which easily leads 
to the suspicion of a biased account having been written, published originally in Tibetan "under the supervision 
of the foreign power now ruling Tibet." See page v of K. Dhondup's Preface and his Translater's Note on PP. 
21 7-8 that concludes the historian's translation of L. T. Dolkar's biographical account. "Kuchar ThuPteil 
Kunphela," part of the Appendices section of Dhondup's The Water-Bird and Other Yeors. 209-18. 
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However, Rapga made it clear that though he had connected hirnself and his Party to the 
Koornintang to g m e r  assistance for his design to refom Tibet, such shaild not be interpd, 
as did the British, as signiGing his political subservience to the Chinese Nationalists. Declared 
Rapga when interviewed long afterwards: "The Party was not dependent on the Kuornintang. 
We ks8Freated it in order to introduce reforms into Tibet, because if the country were not 
tochange its [governmental] system, it would be incapable of resisting an aggression coming 
from outside, such as [that ofl the Chinese Communists."'" 

One particular contemporary and close fiiend of Rapga's, Gergan Tharchin, confirms 
this expressed view of the Khampa reformer. Said the Babu to Heather Stoddard in 1975: 
Rapga "is a subtle and very intelligent man. He was seeking the support of the Kuomintang, 
while not wanting to be under its conuol. The group's objective was the unification of 
Tibet.. .."IY7 TWO "other witnesses residing at Kalimpong" whom Stoddard would likewise 
interview in 1975 and who, along with Tharchin, had "acknowledged the weak bonds which 
united" the Kuomintang and Rapga's Party were F. M. Shen and Abdul Wahid Radhu. 
Shen, like the Babu, told Stoddard that "the Party was linked to the Kuomintang without 
being under its control"; and Radhu observed that Rapga "thought he could manipulate the 
Kuornintang, wanting to use its members, whom he considered as being comipt, parvenu 
and influenceable. He was aiming at the future of 'True Tibet,' at the same time juggling 
important sums of Chinese money."lg8 

Two other contemporaries and friends of the Khampa intellectual were George Patterson 
and Geoffrey Bull, fellow Christian missionaries of the Plymouth Brethren denomination, 
Who knew and associated with Rapga and Topgyay in Kham during the late 1940s. Both 
entertained not the slightest doubt about Rapga's true interests: they were for the welfare of 
Tibet. Bull especially gave expression to where Rapga's heart tmly la?. Wrote the missionary 
later in a letter fiom Kham to Patterson in Kalimpong: 

Rapga, being the brilliant man that he is, with the very highest interests of his country's 
complete independence at heart, will compromise no pnnciple and endanger no 
enterprise by haste or impatience. He has just been reading Marx's Diulecrical 
Materialism but, while interested fiom the point of view of philosophical discussion, 
he neverthelqs repudiates and rejects completely the Communist system. Cn-operation 
with the Chinese, in any fom, is obviously repulsive to him and he feels that such a 
policy must eventually result only in Tibetan e~tinct ion. '~ 

H e m ,  far from being a "Chinese stooge," an "inefficient Chinese agent." a medium on 
Indian soi1 for "Chinese intrigues" in Tibet, or that his Tibet Improvement Party served as 
"thing more than "a Kuomintang fiont" or as "a branch office of the Kuomintang in Tibet" 

aspersions or assumptions voiced by the British), this Party's founder was later deemed 
b~ the Tibetan historian W. D. Shakabpa to have been "a great [Tibetan] patfiot."'('As was 

earlier, Rapga and bis Party's connections with Chiang and the Kuomintang should 
"Otbeconstrued as "political subsen>ience" to China but as a political scheme to bring about 
a beneficial end for Tibet. Indeed, it is McGranahan3s considered view that Rapga and bis 

in reform had deemed the lmprovement Party to have been a fiberan. net a 
effort.'" Nevefiheless, when it became clear to Rapga that China was intent on 
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assimilating Tibet ("Gradually," wrote the Khanipa despondently in his diary in Febmary 
1949, Tibet "will naturally flow like a small river into the ocean [of China]"2o", he would 
ultimately sever al1 ties with the Nationalists and with China herseIf.* In Patterson's view 
Rapga had been "an astute and far-sighted politician" whose ideas and agenda for Tibet had 
clashed with long-held British policy of preserving Tibet's status quo. Not only had he been 
misunderstood by the British, Rapga, as Tharchin Babu would himself assert later, had also 
been misunderstood by "the nobles" at Lhasa and by the other members of a mostly 
provincial Tibetan government there.?03 In short, like many of the other modern-day Tibetan 
refonners, this brilliant intellectual from Kham was a man very much ahead of his time. 

Rapga, who had become disilliisioned with his political association with the Nationalist 
govemment and would publicly resign from the Kuomintang Party in February 1948,'04 left 
China and found his way back to Kham in time to take part in the plans of his brother 
Topgyay for the Khampas' second attempt at rebellion against the Lhasa govemment, in 
concert with the A m d o w a ~ . ~ " ~  But with the unexpectedly rapid advance of the Chinese 
Communist invaders to the east (who had by this time overthrown the Chinese Nationalists), 
their plans for a revolt to tlie west had to be shelved for the time being. Whereupon the 
Khampas and Anidowas turned their sights away from Lhasa and instead once again towards 
the greater enemy, the Chinese. Only they, it seemed, were capable of putting up any 
effective opposition to the well-amed and disciplined Cominunists. The Khampas and 
Amdowas "had the anns, the courage and the ability to take on the Chinese and defeat 
them." Even so, they too failed to withstand the overpowering onslaught of the Chinese. 
What had still remained as part of Tibet in the old provincial areas of Kham and Amdo 
quickly fell to the Cornmuni~ts .~~"  

Nevertheless, the Pangdatsangs and their followers continued to nurse their intense 
dislike for the generality of Lhasan officialdom, though remaining constant in their fealty 
towards the Dalai Lama and respect for the members of his family. In fact, it was Yangpel 
Pangdatsang, notes the Dalai Lama's eldest brother, who in Kalimpong "put me in touch 
with" Yangpel's missionary friend P a t t e r ~ o n , ~ ~ '  the one whose invaluable assistance, 
mentioned earlier, effected his escape fi-om Calcutta to America. It was also Yangpel who 
only a few months before had indicated to Patterson that he would make Iiis armed Khampa 
followers in Dromo (the Chumbi Valley) available "to take the Dalai Lama [then at Yatung] 
from reluctant fellow-traveling [Tibetan] oficials by force if necessary ... if the Dalai 
Lama personally requested him to do sou-which thing His Holiiiess in fact did. But in the 
end the entire well laid-out plan of Patterson's collapsed. It had been conceived in Kalimpong 
in collaboration with the Americans20R and involved those there like Heinrich Harrer, the 

* As early as 1947 Rapga-now back in China-had begun to experience growing dissatisfaction with the 
Kuomintang. "1 sent my opinion to Tobgyal [his brother] . . .  in Kham," he wrote in his diary on 29 October. 
"telling him that we should no longer be representatives for the Kuomintang, but should work for Tibet's 
cause." Less than a month later, on 10 November, Rapga spoke again of his concern about the Chinese. he 
writing: "1 paid for news about Greater Tibet, Kham, and the troubles of Chinese control [over Tibetan 
territory] to be published in the newspaper." The ultimate break with the Nationalists came a few rnonths later 
when on 27 February 1948, the Khampa reformer would record the following: "My statement of resignation 
from the Kuoinintang was published in the newspaper." All three diary entries are quoted in McGranahan, 
"Arrested Histories," Ph.D. dissertation, 2001, p. 209. 
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Dalai Lama's mother and sister and other relatives who lived near Patterson, as well as of 
course Yangpel's Khampas. The plan collapsed with the sudden a p p e m c e  at Yatung of 
the leaders of the most influential segment of Tibetan society: the Abbots of "The Three 
pillars of State" monasteries who were adamant that the Dalai Lama should stay with them 
in Tibet, and when also the Nechung or State Oracle, the Medium who is resorted to on the 
most serious occasions involving the nation's life, twice at Yatung "directed" when under 
spirit-possession that His Holiness "must return to Lhasa."*2oy 

These clandestine expressions of help and support of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama and his 
farnily by the Pangdatsangs just prior to the amval of the Chinese delegation in Kalimpong 
made it doubly ironic, therefore, that the luncheon feast in honor,of General Chang and his 
entourage should be held in the rebel Khampa's home. Yet the rich rebel Khampa leader- 
merchant had hardly discarded his ioyalty to Tibet altogether. For although in his diary 
Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz had recorded that this "same man who bought the new cars to 
receive the Chinese" into Kalimpong also "gave a banquet in their honor" a few days later 
that took place "on the first floor of his modem house," the diarist noted as well that within 
the sarne house but "undemeath, in a ground-floor room converted into a chapel," Pmgdatsmg 
had "two dozen lamas pray al1 night long-. . . they . . . praying for the destruction of al1 Red 
Chine~e"!~~~ 

Now it so happened that the humble Tibetan fiom Poo had also been invited to the 
luncheon feast. And as Gergan niarchin entered the banquet hall, Chang Ching-WU tried to 
be friendly with him. ''When the actual dinner commenced," Tharchin explained, "a glass of 

* I n  fact, the final blow to the plan came in the fonn of an additional intervention of the gods: A bowl containing 
Iwo halls of tsampa was placed before an image of the goddess Palden Lhamo. lnside one hall was a srnail 
'~ll~d-up piece of paper on which was written: "Retum to Lhasa"; inside the other, its paper read: "DO not 
'etumto Lhasa." The bowl was then spun quickly round and round till one ofthe balls fell out ont0 the ground. 

this bal1 being opened, it was learned that its paper signified that Tibet's ruler should return 10 t l . 1~  
capital. What else, indeed, could the Boy-King do but obey the Three Pillars of State, the State Oracle. and 
Tibet's venerated Goddess! Such intense rel;g;~us pressure brought to bear upon the ruler of the world's then 
most religious country lefi this Young Priest-Sovereign with no other alternative, regardless what his personal 
Preference might have been. AS one of the ".S. State Departmerit's highest officiais at the tirne, Deail Rusk. 
would ruefully recall several decades later, this intervention from the gods Iiad even overruled the assurances 
given 10 Tibet by the most powerful country on Earth! 

To make certain, incidentally, that no conspiracy had been set afoot by the majority ofTibet's officialdom. 
"hich was in favor of a remrn, the suspicious Surkhang Shape, wh-wishing to make. in the ~ o r d s  of hlel\.ua 
GoidStein. "a hst-ditch attempt to thwana' the majority opinion, had been the one to sugpest tha1,this ''dlvlne 
loney beheld before making a final decision-had, in concert with lunior ~ u i o r  ~ r i j a n p  ~irnpochr.  immediatei? 
OPened the othcr bal1 to sec i f  its piece ofpaper had the same, or opposite. message. It had the latter, and tllus 
Iheir were laid to rest. See Shakya, Dragon. 84: Knaus. Orphans of the Cold uar.  100; and 
Goldstein, Hisror- ofModerH fibe,-V0lume 2, 145. Interestingly. it would appear that the Junior Tulor 
wavered in his &in ion  on whether His Holiness should return t0 Lhasa Or net. even though persona' 
anendant would tell Goldstein i n  ,992 that bath Junior and Senior Tutors of the Dalai Lama were in fav0r of 
"Of going into exile. Ihid., 142. 
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wine was given to me for a toast. 1 accepted the glass but did not drink the contents of it. 
My religious conviction prevents me from drinking wine, and so it was not my custom to 
drink it," as previous chapters of the present biography have clearly indicated. "lnwardly," 
added the Tibetan, "the members of the Chinese delegation were very angry with me but 
outwardly they did not exhibit any signs of disturbance or annoyance." Tharchin, in rounding 
out the story, went on to say that 

thc Chinese Communists were very clever. For after two or three years attempts were 
made by the Chinese to win me over to their side. In the early 1950s they had [, by the 
1954 treaty with India,] a trade consulate in Kalimpong and they used to try to woo me 
by promising to purchase an unusually large number of my Tibetan newspapers, they 
presuming tliat for the sake of financial gain 1 might relent in my attacks against the 
Chinese Communists and thus in this way the general public would be won towards 
the Chinese cause also. 

Once even a Tibetan aristocrat (obviously sent by the Chinese) came to see me 
Iiere with presents. He said in the usual roundabout aristocratie way that 1 should not 
publish any more anti-Chinese articles. Instead 1 should concentrate on the "progress" 
made by China in Tibet. If 1 agreed the Chinese would order 500 copies of every issue 
of the Tibet Mirror,and they would also make sure that 1 wouldn't run at a loss. 

But their calcutations went completely awry, for 1 refused. Their attempts to buy me 
off proved a colossal failure. It was a big fiasco. In fact, it boomeranged, since 1 went 
on publishing article after [adverse] article about the Chinese Communists-which 
embarrassed them no end."' 

The Globe Magazine, the magazine part of a newspaper published in America, featured 
an article under the caption, "One Man War with Mao." In the article, which appeared 
some time after the Chinese invasion of Tibet, the correspondent made reference in this 
unusual fashion to Tharchin's struggle against the Chinese Cornrnunists. He had apparently 
been impressed by the outspoken character of the Tibet Mirror S pages in their expression 
of outrage over the invasion and takeover of Chamdo in East Tibet by the Chinese and their 
subsequent unjustified actions and policy statements. Among other things the w-riter described 
how the Kalimpong publisher was using his Tibetan newspaper as an instrument in what 
had now become an ideological struggle against the Communists. The Tibet Mirror, reported 
the Globe correspondent, had recently featured a series of articles by Tharchin whose 
purpose was to present the truths and facts of the past as a means to offset the Chinese 
Communist propaganda then emanating from Peking and elsewhere. "ln my articles," 
explained the founder-editor when interviewed years later, "1 ofien used to refer to Tibetan 
history, and in particular to the 'Great Religious Kings' which prove Tibet's independence." 
On the other hand, he complained, the Chinese were saying that "Tibet is 'backward,' and 
my endeavor" to counteract this line of propaganda "was to demonstrate in my writings that 
Tibet was far fiom being a 'backward' country; it was a great civilization." The Tibetan 
newspaper, Tharchin added, still musing over the Globe article, "had everything in it" with 
which to defend the Tibetan cause of freedom and independen~e .~ '~  A copy of the clipping 
€rom the Globe shortly after the article had appeared was kindly sent to Tharchin by an 
admirer of his. But one day the Mirror publisher gave it to a Tibetan official on loan, W h o  
unfortunately never returned it. 
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Although the article was never retumed to Tharchin, the contents of the lost clipping 
were never far fiom his mind throughout the tumultuous decades of Indian-Tiôetan-Chinese 
relations which ensued from 1950-5 1 onward. During the closing months of the Ebet M i m  k 
existence, for example, the Tibetan publisher had occasion once again to make reference to 
the now celebrated Globe article. In the December 1962 number of the Mirror, Tharchin 
Babu issued an appeal for information his readers might deem to be worthwhile publishing 
in his newspaper as a way of helping to carry forward the stmggle against what he termed 
"the world's general enemy-the Communist Chinese." Reminding his readers first that 
this enemy had only recently "infiltrated across the Indian border from Tibet as hidden 
thieves," the Tibetan-and now Indian-patriot-publisher declared in no uncertain terms 
where he stood vis-à-vis the monstrous threat posed by this voracious neighbor to the east. 
Describing himself as "the old man," Tharchin then wrote in part as follows: 

On this issue the old man had opposed the Communist Chinese most funously by 
means of his newspaper twelve years ago. 1 had seen and read a foreign newspaper 
article with the headline, "ONE MAN WAR WITH MAO" . . . which was written about 
the old man and his newspaper. But now, it is not "one man" but more than 400 million 
Indians who have decided to strongly oppose Mao. and that has pleased me much. 
The old man thought of going to the battleground, placing the gun on the shoulder 
and facing the enemy; but this is not possible due to old age. Therefore. taking up pen 
and by means of the newspaper, the fight against the Chinese-a protest fight-has to 
be resumed again. 

Then explaining that because of ill-health and financial problems the Mirror had had to be 
suspended since the previous September ( 1  96 l), the revivified publisher went on next to say 
that "due to a strong will powerv and the counting it a "privilege" to "serve the Govemment" 
by means of the press, he was now intent on "starting the [newspaper] work once again." 
The publisher concluded by requesting "advice" from his longtime readen "for maximizing 
the good things and minimizing the evils," and ended by making the following promise: "If 
anY infornation submitted is wonh giving coverage and is beneficial to both India and Tibet, 
1 will entertain it most gladly.""3 AS was pointed out in the previous chapter, however, this 
Was one of the last issues of the famous newspaper for Tibetans ever to be published. 

Afier three days of soning out the possible implications for the Chinese of the stunning 
received July 8L" that Thubten Norbu had anived in New York, General Chang apparently 

it ~ o l i t i c a l l ~  safe and diplomatically free of embarrassment to go to Yaning. For on the 
' I l h  ~ u l ~ ,  the General and his Chinese delegation-accompanied by a ~presentative of 
Ihe Tibetan government sent down to Kalimpong by the Dalai Lama to act as a guide for the 
pany traveling to meet His Holiness-were offtowards the Chumbi Valley via the 14.000- 
f O ~ t  Natatu La that crosses the mountainous Sikkim-Tibet border. They had s to~ped f int  in 
Gangtok on the same day, but no interview was ~ermitted; and on the next day (the 12') the 
P a q  went on its way to Yatung where it arrived on the 14lh. 
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At the latter place the General would be prepared to present gifts to the young Dalai 
Lama upon his visit to the Dungkhar Monastery two days later. He would then be prepared 
for both of them to proceed together to Lhasa, with his intention of "symbolically" entering 
the Tibetan capital with His Holiness. By this time the latter must surely have begun to grow 
anxious at Yatung about the impending encounter; for by his own admission, recorded later, 
the Dalai Lama had weeks earlier mused to himself that he "was not looking forward at al1 
to meeting General Chang.=I4 

Even so, the moment he had hoped would somehow never arrive did nonetheless finally 
come when on July 161h the sixteen-year-old spiritual potentate of Tibet experienced the 
first of many future encounters with the new secular lord of his homeland. An incredible 
burden of responsibility was obviously weighing down heavily upon the Boy-King at this 
critical time, and those who saw the young Dalai Lama could not help but take pity on him 
for the role which had been thmst upon him almost without mercy. One of those who visited 
His Holiness at Yatung shortly before the arriva1 of the unwanted Chinese General was 
none other than the former Tibetan A m y  Commander-in-Chief himself. Reported General 
Tsarong's "daughter," Mary La, long after the event: 

Tsarong had met His Holiness at Yatung and he said afterwards, "1 could not help 
shedding tears-he is so young, but taking such great responsibility." Tsarong was as 
loyal to the Fourteenth Dalai Lama as he had been to the Thirteenth; he used to Say, 
"How lucky we are to have such a lovely-looking Dalai Lama-had he been a short, 
ugly-looking person, what to do? We have to love him!"2'5 

Though encouraged by General Tsarong and other well-wishers who came by to offer 
their support and advice, the still quite young Tibetan ruler had remained in a quandary for 
some time. Harboring serious doubts within himself about retuming to Lhasa, he also had to 
contend with some of the monastic advisers around him who "insistently" counseled that 
"he should come to terms with Peking" and retum to the Tibetan capital and rule within the 
embrace of his country's new masters. So reported Heinrich Harrer who, having spent 
some time in Yatung and its environs on his recent exit from Lhasa to India, had become 
well-informed of the Dalai Lama's feelings and the intemal state of affairs within the Tibetan 
govemment there. Confided the sixteen-year-old Priest-King's former tutor to America's 
ambassador at New Delhi, Loy Henderson, in late March 195 1 : "The Dalai Lama does not 
know which way to tum for advice." For though in his conversation with the ambassador 
the Austrian had described his royal pupil as "more intelligent and better informed on world 
affairs than any of his advisers," Tibet's young mler was nonetheless inexperienced in 
handling such an incredibly complex international situation."" 

Moreover, he could not really expect to obtain sound advice from the majority of bis 
Govemment officials, since they were incapable of rightly disceming the true nature of the 
situation posed by the Chinese Communists. For it had been reported to the Americans in 
late June by W. D. Shakabpa that more than half of the Tibetan officials had no 
understanding of the implications of the situation which the Govemment was responsible 10 

resolve. And consequently, hinted Shakabpa, because of a lack of a better solution in their 
thinking, there was increasing pressure being placed on Tibet's d e r  to siinply accept the 
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peking Agreement.* Indeed, following up on this report by Shakabpa, the U.S. felt it 
necessary to send a second letter to the Dalai Lama which addressed this very m a w  but 
now with much more directness and candor. Delivered at Yaning on 6 July, the letter kgan 
thus: "We sent you a letter two months ago about the danger of the Chinese Communists." 
I t  continued: "Some of your advisers probably think that they understand the Chinese 
Communists and can make a bargain with them. We do  not think they understand 
Communism or the record of its leaders ..."?17 Little wonder, then, that the Dalai Lama 
knew not who really to turn to among his officiais for quality advice! Indeed, it was 
Ambassador Henderson's view that "unless someone in whom this young man might have 
confidence should give him advice, he will fall into the Chinese Communist trap, or he will be 
in an extremely unenviable position in India."?'7a 

Hence, between the momentous event of 23 May at Peking and the anxiously anticipatexi 
arriva1 of General Chang at Yatung in mid-July, His Holiness had been stmggling within 
himself to know how best to deal with the decision now confronting him. As John Knaus has 
observed, the Dalai Lama's position in the entire matter "was crucial." Here, he writes, was 
what faced Tibet's Boy-King: 

Ifhe returned [to Lhasa], he would legitimize Chinese control, but he might be able io 
mn interference for his people. If he crossed the border into exile, he would presenre 
the institution of his office and perhaps become a rallying point for an effective 
challenge to the Chinese, but his people would feel abandoned and he risked becoming 
an irrelevant international relic. He was caught in a painhl political and moral tug of 
war, pulled in several directions by his own conscience, the demands of his new 
Chinese overlords, the uncertain promises of his newly-found American friends, the 
concerns of his family, and the divided counsel of his advisers.:" 

Now on the day fixed for Genera] Chang's first meeting with the Dalai Lama, which 
tOok place at the latter's hi]]side monastery residence, a messenger came ninning up fiom 
Yatung to Dungkhar with the message of his imminent amval. "At this news." adrnitted the 
Bo~-King long afterwards, ''1 felt both great excitement and great apprehension. What 
w ~ ~ l d  they look like, these people? 1 was half convinced that they would al1 have homs on 
lheirheads. I went out ont0 the balcony and looked out eagerly down the valley towards the 
'Own. scanning the buildings with my telescope.. . . Suddenly 1 spied movement. A group of 
my oficials was heading in the direction of the Monaster)'. With them. 1 could make out 

men in drab gray suits.'''lv The youth then went back inside his quaners and stationed 

* Ironically, own advice to His Holiness turned out to be highly unreaiistic and what the.4merican 
Consul at Calcutta would t e m  "a rnistake." For the Tibe1a.n diplornat revealed to the Consul that he adbised the 
Dalai Lama to wait in Yatung 10 talk with the Chinese delegation. confident was he that the Ti-tans could 
Obtain changes in the terms ofthe seventeen-Point Agreement; hui if not. His Holiness would stlII beable to 
esca~eto  India. See Warren SrnitIl. Tihrfon h'ation. 3 1211. 
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himself near the curtained windows that looked down upon the approach to Diingkhacs 
entranceway below. Peering fiom behind the curtains, the Dalai Lama now beheld at vev  
close range a rather "short, slight man in his mid-forties9'--he who would become his and 
Tibet's nemesis-and also two of the General's officials. As the young Tibetan ruler years 
later was wont to recall this momentous event, his Chinese visitors that awful day, who 
besides being dressed in gray suits also wore peaked caps, appeared to him to look "extremely 
drab and insignificant among the splendid figures of my officials in their red and golden 
robes" of high office. He went on to add, however, that "had 1 but known, the drabness was 
the state to which China was to reduce us al1 before the end, and the insignificance was 
certainly an illusion."*220 

The Boy-King, together with the members of his Government, now received with 
restrained dignity the Chinese General. Chang, interestingly, had insisted that he meet the 
Dalai Lama on equal terrns. The latter's officials, however, had made sure that the General's 
seat was placed a little lower than that of His Holiness, thus signiQing, in accordance with 
Tibetan protocol, the Dalai Lama's ~ u p r e m a c y . ~ ~ '  The General's first of'fïcial duty was to 
present "Chairman Mao's letter to the Dalai Lama at the meeting," after which al1 present 
sat down and commenced to talk for a few hours together."' In his most recent autobiography 
( 1990) the Dalai Lama has provided a fuller account than before of what transpired here: 

Our meeting together was coldly civil. General Chiang Chin-wu began by asking me 
whether 1 had heard of the Seventeen-Point "Agreement." With the greatest reserve, 1 
replied that 1 had. He then handed over a copy of it, together with two other 
documents. ... Of these two supplementary documents, one dealt with the Tibetan 
Ariny. The other [containing the secret clauses] explained what would happen if 1 
elected to go into exile. It suggested that 1 would quickly realize that the Chinese had 
corne in genuine friendship. 1 would then certainly want to retum to my country. That 
being so, 1 would be welcomed back with open arms. Therefore, there was no point in 
leaving. 

Next, General Chiang asked me when 1 intended to return to Lhasa. "Soon," 1 
replied, not very helpfully, and continued to act as aloof as possible. It was obvious by 
his question that he wanted to travel back to Lhasa with me so that we could enter the 
city together, syrnboli~ally.~~~ 

It would appear that the youthful Tibetan ruler had waited to make his final decision 
about returning to Lhasa until afler the General's amval. In his first autobiography (published 
in 1962), the Dalai Lama had written that ever since the 23 May Agreement had been 
signed at Peking, some but not al1 of his officials had thought he "should go to India for 
safety before it was too late." Only after "some argument" had ensued, he recalled, did 

* Amaury de Riencourt was lefi with a sirnilar bleak impression when just two weeks earlier he had witnessed 
at the Singapore airport some of  these sarne officials, both Chinese and Tibetan, as they were en route to 
Calcutta and 011, then, to Lhasa via Yatung. Recalled the French writer on Tibet: "1 saw thern on their WaY 
through Singapore on July 1 ,  195 1. The contrast between Kunsangise and his stalwart Tibetans. wrapped in 
their brilliant silk brocades, and the shabby uniforrns and nondescript caps of the Chinese Reds was startling 
The Chinese stood rnodestly behind the srniling Tibetans, but there could be no doubt as to who were the real 
masters." Lost Woi.ld: Tibet, 307. 
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eveyone finally agree that "1 should wait until the General came, and see what his attitude 
wi before we decided."" According to Nai-min Ling, a compiler in Hong Kwg of a 
sourcebook on Tibetan events covering this period, General Chang "had gone to Yatung and 
persuaded him to retum to Lhasa." The compiler's source for this information was two- 
fold: a Comrnunist publication on major events in Tibet published in 1959 at Peking, as well 
as the statement quoted above from the Dalai Lama's initial personal mern~irs.'*~ 

In his more recent autobiography the Dalai Lama has shared much more intimately what 
had been the factors in his thinking to bring him to the decision to wait. While the eldest 
brother of the Dalai Lama had been marking time at Calcutta in late June-early July in 
anticipation of his departure for America, he, along with others, had repeatedly urged His 
Holiness to leave Yatung for India at once. They held out the hope that allies in the struggle 
against the Chinese could be found, notably the United States, who would "be sure to offer 
their support." These individuals had pointed out that America was vigorously opposed to 
Comrnunist expansionism and was even then fighting in Korea in support of that ver- purpose. 
"1 could see the logic of their arguments," acknowledged the Dalai Lama; nonetheless, he 
felt sure that because the Americans were already engaged in combat on one front, this fact 
would surely lessen the likelihood of their eagemess to open up a second one. But besides 
the letters from Thubten Jigme Norbu and others pressing him to flee to India, the Tibetan 
d e r  reported receiving a letter, not any different in content, from another close fnend: "1 
ais0 received a letter in similar vein fiom Heinrich Harrer," he confided, "who . . . was now 
in Kalimpong. He firmly stated his view that 1 should seek exile in India-and was supported 
in this view by a few of my officiais." Significantly, added His Holiness, the Senior Tutor to 
the Dalai Lama, Ling Rimpoche, "was equally adamant that 1 should not." 

Faced with this dilemma created by the contrary opinion of his various advisers, the 
Boy-King reasoned within himself along the following lines: "If my brother's letter was 
anything to go by, it seemed that there might, afier all, be some hope of winninl3 foreipn 
SuPPon. But what would this mean for my people? Should 1 really leave before even meeting 
with the Chinese? And if 1 did, would Our new-found allies see us through thick and thin?" 
He seriousiy doubted it. As he ~ ~ n t i n ~ e d  his ponderings. two particular considerations 
COnstantly intruded themselves into his thinking: 

Firstly, it was obvious to me that the most likely result of a pact with America or anYone 
else was war. And war meant bloodshed. Secondly. 1 reasoned that although America 
\vas a very powerful country, it was thousands of miles away. China on the other 
band, \vas Our neighbor and, whilst materially less powerful than the United States, 
easily had numerical superiority. ] t  niight therefore take many years to resolve the 
dispute by armed struggle. 

Funhemore. the Dalai Lama, who had apparently read his history well, retumed to bis 
d e e p l ~  felt suspicion that because of the character of Arnerican democracy. he could net 
bnng himse~f to believe that the people of the United States "would put Up with unlimited 
easualties. lmagining a time when the Tibetans would be on their OWiî OnCe again, the 
careful-thinking Young of Tibet niused that "the result W O U I ~  then be the same- China 
'Ould have ber way and, in the intenm, there would have been the loss of countless ]ives* 
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Tibetan, Chinese and Amencan, al1 to no purpose whatever." In the end, thought His Holiness, 
"1 . . . concluded that the best course of action was to stay put and await the arrival of the 
Chinese General. He must be human after all."*2'h 

More than likely, though, the teen-age ruler of Tibet had already fairly well made up his 
own mind, if not that of his advisers, to return to Lhasa, having probably come to that 
conclusion three or more days before the General's arrival at Dungkhar Monastery. For on 
11 July, Tsipon Shakabpa, Tibet's representative at Kalimpong, who was acting as an 
intermediary for receiving and delivering numerous messages back and forth between Yatung 
and sympathetic foreign governments like the United States, received word from the Dalai 
Lama to the effect that he would be meeting with the Chinese General and would return to 
Lhasa in ten days (that is, on 2 1 July). In the light of this decision, hrthermore, His Holiness 
had instmcted al1 Tibetan officials in Kalimpong to retum to Yatung with the Chinese delegation 
that would be leaving that very day; and a large number did, in fact, depart on the eleventh 
with the delegation.**' Certain it was that by the next night the decision in the young Dalai 
Lama's mind to return to his capital had crystalized in his thinking beyond the point of 
alteration. For it may be recalled that according to George Patterson the previously mentioned 
plan conceived in Kalimpong for the nocturnal escape on July 12Ih of His Holiness to India 
had collapsed that very night, dashing whatever hope there might have been in that direction 
of avoiding a return to Lhasa. This date, in fact, has now been more or less confirmed by 
what historian Melvyn Goldstein reports in his published history of the period. In it he notes 
that on the very next day, the 13', the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta received two telegrams 
from its American diplomat at Kalimpong which stated that Tsipon Shakabpa had notified 
him that the Dalai Lama had indeed approved seeking asylum in India but that his advisers 
had favored his returning to Lhasa. Furthermore, Goldstein has documented that a month 
later, in a telegram of 14 August transmitted to the American Secretary of State from the 
U.S. Embassy at Delhi, it was revealed that the Dalai Lama had sent two personal letters to 
his dear fiiend Heinrich Harrer in which he had indicated that "he would have preferred to 
leave Tibet" but "had decided [to] return to Lhasa in accordance with [the] 'wishes and 
opinion of the majority of Tibet'."'2X For as historian Goldstein has pointed out, "the largest 
group" at Yatung within this governmental majority included, besides the lay oficials there. 
"virtually al1 of the monk officials"; and they were supported in their view not only by the 
powerful "abbots of the Three Monastic Seats" but also by (a) the Kashag's two Prime 
Ministers who had been left behind at Lhasa to manage affairs there while the Kashag was 
at the Dalai Lama's side in Yatung and (b) "by other top officials at Lhasa."""" 

* Interestingly. the young teen-ager would later report what subsequeiitly would occur between himself and bis 
older teen-age brother Lobsang Samden when both saw General Chang up close for the tïrst time. It  h o  

happened that the Dalai Lama's brother had the opportunity to position himself in a rooin iinrnediatel! 
adjacent to where the initial meeting between His Holiness and the Chinese general waî to take place, and 
this vantage point he was able to peek into the meeting room. In relating the incident the Dalai Lama fii.st noted 
that neither he nor his brother had ever seen "a Chinese 'Communist"' before. So when the meeting ended, 
Lobsang Samden quickly ran into his brother's room and "said with amazement" to him: "'Oh. these people are 
also human beings."' "That," repoited the Dalai Lama about his brother, "was his tirst expressiori afier lie saN 
the Communist Chinese." Quoted in Goldstein, Historj~ of ,440dern T~hct - C i ~ l ~ i n i c  2. 198. 
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the light of the entire foregoing discussion, one would be hard pressed to disagree with 
theappraisal ofthe situation surrounding the Dalai Lama's moment of decision that was put 
fonvard at this very time by the U.S. consular official stationed at Kalimpong who had been 
in contact with Shakabpa and others during the final weeks leading up to the decision. A 
surnmary of it, included in a message sent from Calcutta's American Consul to the U.S. 
State Department, reads as follows: 

During this critical week he [the liaison official] was convhced, afier talking to nurnerous 
persons, that most of the Tibetan officiais with any knowledge of outside affairs are 
anxious for the Dalai Lama to leave Tibet. Apparently, however, they are unable to 
counterbalance the tremendous weight of superstition and selfish oficialdorn including 
delegations fiorn monasteries, oracles of incredible influence, and the misguided wish 
of the Lhasa Government itself to preserve, within Tibet, the religious integrity of 
Tibetan life as personified and symbolized in the Dalai 

What therefore most likely was al1 which now remained to be settled with the Chinese 
officiais was the question of logistics for the return journey to the Holy City. The Dalai 
Lama had been rather pleased with his first meeting with General Chang Ching-wu at 
Dugkhar, which to him had apparently allayed his earlier misgivings. "My first impression." 
he reported in 1990, "was rather as 1 had suspected. Regardless of al1 the suspicion and 
anxies 1 felt beforehand, during Our meeting it becarne clear that this man, althou& supposedly 
mY enemy, was in fact just another human being, an ordinary person like myself. This 
realization had a lasting impact on me." With the passage of time. however, an older and 
wiser Dalai Lama would corne to me that first impression. At this moment, though, there 
Was the unpleasant task, fiom the viewpoint of his Tibetan oficials, of coordinating the 
mavernent and supply of the two respective entourages-the highly unwelcome Chinese 
One belonging to the General and bis many followers, and the even more numerous one 
belonging 10 His Holiness. With the demise of the ~atterson/~merican-~angdat~ang-Dalai 
$ma plan of escape to India fiom Yatung, triggered as it was by the Nechung Oracle's 
Insistence that the Young "god-king" retum to the place of his throne. the opponunity at this 
Juncture for repeating Tibetan histom had thus passed. The Dalai Lama now set bis face 
'Owards the Habitation of the Gods. 
ln a mule. yak and pony caravan that numbered about one thousand animais in al]. the 

Lama. a ~ c o m p a n i ~ d  by bis Govemment, depaned Yatung. as previously mnounced. 
On the 2 1'' of July. Also, just ~0 days behind the relipious n ie r  of Tibet. but foronl?' pan 
Ihe joumey, was General Chang himse]f with his own entourage. wh-having de~aned  
Yatung on 23 Julv imnlediatelv afier receiving the lndian Political Officer Sikkim- 
Da~al'"'-probably wçnt as far as Shigatse. A proposed side visit by the Dalai Lama t0 

Sakya Monastery had to be abandoned, however, when the new Chinese master of Tibet 
and Party recommended it as "unnecrssary," thus con~pelling His Holiness to take the 
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Tibetan, Chinese and Arnerican, al1 to no purpose whatever." In the end, thought His Holiness, 
"1 . . . concluded that the best course of action was to stay put and await the arrival of the 
Chinese General. He must be human after all."*220 

More than likely, though, the teen-age ruler of Tibet had already fairly well made up his 
own mind, if not that of his advisers, to return to Lhasa, having probably come to that 
conclusion three or more days before the General's arrival at Dungkhar Monastery. For on 
11 July, Tsipon Shakabpa, Tibet's representative at Kalimpong, who was acting as an 
intermediary for receiving and delivering numerous messages back and forth between Yatung 
and sympathetic foreign governments like the United States, received word from the Dalai 
Lama to the effect that he would be meeting with the Chinese General and would retum to 
Lhasa in ten days (that is, on 2 1 July). In the light of this decision, fiuthermore, His Holiness 
had instnicted al1 Tibetan officials in Kalimpong to retum to Yatung with the Chinese delegation 
that would be leaving that very day; and a large number did, in fact, depart on the eleventh 
with the d e l e g a t i ~ n . ~ ~ '  Certain it was that by the next night the decision in the young Dalai 
Lama's mind to retum to his capital had crystalized in his thinking beyond the point of 
alteration. For it may be recalled that according to George Patterson the previously mentioned 
plan conceived in Kalimpong for the nocturnal escape on July 1 21h of His Holiness to India 
had collapsed that very night, dashing whatever hope there might have been in that direction 
of avoiding a return to Lhasa. This date, in fact, has now been more or less confirrned by 
what historian Melvyn Goldstein reports in his published history of the period. In it he notes 
that on the very next day, the 131h, the U.S. Consulate in Calcutta received two telegrams 
from its American diplomat at Kalimpong which stated that Tsipon Shakabpa had notified 
him that the Dalai Lama had indeed approved seeking asylum in India but that his advisers 
had favored his returning to Lhasa. Furthemore, Goldstein has documented that a month 
later, in a telegram of 14 August transmitted to the American Secretary of State from the 
U.S. Embassy at Delhi, it was revealed that the Dalai Lama had sent two persona1 letters to 
his dear friend Heinrich Harrer in which he had indicated that "he would have preferred to 
leave Tibet" but "had decided [to] return to Lhasa in accordance with [the] 'wishes and 
opinion of the majority of Tibet'."22W For as historian Goldstein has pointed out, "the largest 
group" at Yatung within this governmental majority included, besides the lay officials there. 
"virtually al1 of the monk officials"; and they were supported in their view not only by the 
powerful "abbots of the Three Monastic Seats" bot also by (a) the Kashag's two Prim 
Ministers who had been left behind at Lhasa to manage affairs there while the Kashag was 
at the Dalai Lama's side in Yatung and (b) "by other top oficials at Lhasa.""'" 

* lnterestingly, the young teen-ager would later report what subsequeiitly would occur between himselfand bis 
older teen-age brother Lobsang Sarnden when both saw Genernl Chang up close for the first tiine. I t  so 
happened that the Dalai Lama's brother had the opportunity to position himself in a rooin iinmediatel!' 
adjacent to where the initial meeting between His Holiness and the Chinese general was to take place. and frein 
this vantage point he was able to peek into the meeting room. In  relating the incident the Dnlai Laina fiist noted 
that neither he nor his brother had ever seen "a Chinese 'Communist"' before. So when the meeting ende4 
Lobsang Samden quickly ran into his brother's roorn and "said with amazement" ~o him: "'Oh. these people are 
also human beings."' "That," repoi-ted the Dalai Lama about his brother. "was his first expression after he saw 
the Comrnunist Chinese." Quoted in Goldstein, Histoiy. of'il4odcr.n Tihcr--l.ollinic~ 2, 198. 
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In the light of the entire foregoing discussion, one would be hard pressed to disagree with 
theappraisal of the situation surrounding the Dalai Lama's moment of decision that was put 
forward at this very time by the U.S. consular official stationed at Kalimpong who had been 
in contact with Shakabpa and others during the final weeks leading up to the decision. A 
summary of it, included in a message sent from Calcutta's American Consul to the U.S. 
State Department, reads as follows: 

During this critical week he [the liaison official] was convinced, after talking to nurnerous 
persons, that most of the Tibetan officiais with any knowledge of outside affairs are 
anxious for the Dalai Lama to leave Tibet. Apparently, however, they are unable to 
counterbalance the tremendous weight of superstition and selfish officialdom including 
delegations from monasteries, oracles of incredible influence, and the misguided wish 
of the Lhasa Government itself to preserve, within Tibet, the religious integrity of 
Tibetan life as personified and symbolized in the Dalai Lama.22Q 

What therefore most likely was al1 which now remained to be settled with the Chinese 
oficials was the question of logistics for the return joumey to the Holy City. The Dalai 
Lama had been rather pleased with his first meeting with General Chang Ching-wu at 
Dungkhar, which to him had apparently allayed his earlier misgivings. "My first impression," 
he reported in 1990, "was rather as 1 had suspected. Regardless of al1 the suspicion and 
anxiety 1 felt beforehand, during our meeting it became clear that this man, although supposedly 
mY enemy, was in fact just another human being, an ordinary person like myself. This 
realization had a lasting impact on me." With the passage of time, however, an older and 
wiser Dalai Lama would corne to nie that first impression. At this moment, though, there 
was the unpleasant task, fiom the viewpoint of his Tibetan oficials, of coordinating the 
movement and supply of the two respective entourages-the highly unwelcome Chinese 
One belonging to the General and his many followers, and the even more numerous one 
belonging to His HolinesS. With the demise of the pattersonl~merican-Pangdatsang-Dalai 
Lama plan of escape to India from Yatung. triggered as it was by the Nechung Oracle's 
insistence that the Young "god-king" return to the place ofhis throne. the opponunity at this 
juncture for repeating Tibetan hist0l-y had thus passed. The Dalai Lama now set his face 
fObards the Habitation of the Gods. 

In a mule. yak and pony caravan that numbered about one thousand animais in al]. the 
Dalai Lama, accornpanied by bis Government. depaned Yatung. as previously announced. 
On the 1 '' of July. Also, just two days behind the religious mler of Tibet. but for on]? pan of 
'heJoumey, was General Chang himself with his own entourage, who-having depaded 
Yatung on 23 Julv immediately afier receiving the lndian Political Oficer Sikkim. Harish 
Da~al"n--probab~y went as far as Shigatse. A proposed side visit by the   al ai Lama to 
S a k ~ a  ~ o n a s t e r y  had to be abandoneci, however, when the new Chinese master of Tibet 
and bis pany recommended it as "unnecessary," thus coiiipelling His Holiness to tAe  the 
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the direct route via Gyantse to Shigatse. Chang Ching-wu may have viewed as ''unnecessa~" 
and wasteful of precious time the Dalai Lama's desire to fulfill religious obligations at Sakya; 
but for himself the General did not at al1 think it unnecessary or time-consuming-nay, he 
felt it most essential-that the entire traveling caravan purposely "halt at several places" 
along the way to enable him "to reconnoiter thoroughly" the route to Shigatse! At the latter 
place His Holiness took a slight detour that enabled him to visit the Monastery which less 
than a year later (on 28 April 1952) would become the ecclesiastical home of his Chinese- 
indoctrinated rival, the young Panchen Lama, who was still on the way to Trashilhunpo 
overland fiom China. 

At this point, then, General Chang left the Grand Lama and his entourage and hastened 
on to the capital, which he reached on 8 August. In the end, Chang's earlier intention of 
arriving together with His Holiness at the Tibetan capital had to be abandoned, for as the 
latter had explained later, thankfully "my oficials had managed to avoid this" unwanted 
scenario during the Tibetan-Chinese discussions back at Dungkhar.13' The new overlord of 
Tibet would be disappointed a second time and made angry by the way he was received at 
Lhasa. The Kashag had decided that Tibet's two Prime Ministers should not go outside the 
capital a few miles' distance, as was the official custom at times, to greet the General and his 
entourage. This was because the Tibetan government continued to deem Tibet's ultimate 
power to be with the Kashag. Were the Prime Ministers thernselves to go meet the General, 
it would imply an acknowledgment by the Tibetans of the Chinese representative's supremacy. 
Chang and his officiais, more conscious of ceremonial protocol than even the Tibetans, took 
umbrage at this symbolic action. Not until a week later would Chang meet the Prime Ministers 
for the first time. This entire incident, in fact, would be the beginning of strained relations 
between the Prime Ministers-especially Lukhançwa-and the General that would only 
corne to an end when several years later the Chinese would force the Dalai Lama to sack 
Lukhangwa and have a new Prime Minister appointed. Meanwhile, it was to be Lhalu, the 
former Governor of Kham, who would lead the reception committee to greet Chang and his 
of fi ci al^.^^^ Nine days later, the Dalai Lama and his caravan at last made their colorfil 
though dolefiil entrance into the capital under the watchful eye of the new secular lord of 
Tibet. On the 1 7Ih of August 195 1 the spiritual, if no longer the temporal, leader of the Tibetan 
people had finally retumed home.*2" 

* Though the U.S. State Department and the CIA had failed, despiie the inost vigorous and sustained efforts 
imaginable, to prevent the Dalai Laina's retiirn to Lhasa, tlley did not abaildon f~iither atteinpts to eitricate hi111 

from Tibet. In fact, only a few months following his return, Slate and C I A  launclied a iiew effort to persuade 
Tibet's Boy-King to allow them to rescue him frorn the clutches of the Chinese. In an interview long afterwards 
with the Dalai Lama's eldesi brother Thubten Jigme Norbu, who at the time of  this new etTort was living.ius1 
outside Washington DL, John Knaus learned of its outline. If His Holiness would agree to the plan, and ifhe 
could "make il out of his capital," then the Americans would seriously consider "intercepting the Dalai Lania 
aioiig Iiis route" out of Lhasa "and flying him to safety." And to this end, the CIA and the new Assistant 
Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs. John Allison. who was as eager as his predeccssor Dean Rusk to Le1 
His Holiness out ofTibet. had requested his brother "to determine" ifthe ice were sufticientlq thick for a plans 
to land on either of two lakes within a radius of 50 to 100 miles of Lllasa: Yamdrok Tso to the south or Nain Tso 
to the north of the Tibetan capital. They had also planned for Tibet's ruler "to bring 30 people with hini and 
promised to support a considerably larger retinue in exile in India, Ceylon or Thailand." However. t h i s  
audacious plan was politely declined by the Priest-King. although he asked his brother to maintain contaci 
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The decisions which would now be taken by the National Assembly and the Dalai Lama 
over the next two months at Lhasa, as noted earlier, would in the end signify the 
commencement of the disman tling of Tibet's centuries-old religiousl y -based pol ity. Having 
at first innocently taken at face value the honest- and sincere-sounding words and clauses 
of  the Seventeen-Point Agreement, many Tibetans had deemed it a matter of little 
consequence if, writes historian Tsering Shakya, "Tibet was regarded intemationally as a 
part of China," since according to the Agreement "their social and cultural autonomy were 
jto bel safeguarded." Moreover, absent fiom the document were the dreaded words 
"Socialism" and "Communism." It had simply stated that "various reforms" would be 
implemented in accordance with the local conditions and the wishes of the Tibetan people. 
And heiice. adds the historian, there were "strong factions" in the country who believed that 
ihe Agreement was not only acceptable but that a "Communist China" and a "Buddhist 
Tibet" could even "CO-exist peacefully." Little did they realize that with the Tibetan 
government's naïve acceptance of the Agreement signed at Peking, a radical socio-political 
transformation would be set in motion that by steps and by stages would eventually sweep 
away every vestige ofTibet's long-cherished independent national status and of nearly al1 of 
her former socio-economic and religious culture. 

Even so, it cannot be overlooked, this same historian has perceptively observed, that the 
Chinese would never have obtained Tibetan acceptance of the Agreement "had they confined 
themselves to diplornatic means" alone. Only after they had invaded the Snowy Land, and 
attempts by Tibet to gamer intemational support had failed, did the Tibetans seek out a 
dialogue with China. "Once the Chinese had shown their might," he adds, "the Tibetans had 
no choice but to reach a diplornatic ~ompromise."'~~ Nevertheless, it was a compromise. it 
need hardly be said, with which most al1 of Tibet's leadership who were responsible in 
acquiescing to it-fiom the Dalai Lama on down-would come to regret having entered 
'nt0 one day; and that, not long hence. 

Meanwhile. down in Kalinipong, Gergan Tharchin would continue as before to take an 
active role in Tibetan affairs. He hoped, if possible, to contribute to a lessening of the 
negative impact upon bis ethnie brethren both within and without Tibet of what had been 
"nspinng over these many months. During the ensuing decade, however, he would be 
geatly grieved, though not entirely surprised. by the horrendous cascade of events that 
w~uld overtake his ethnie homeland. For the Babu it would be a time of unrelentinl: 
disappointment. pain and sorrow. 

- 
"ith the ~ m e r i c a n s  and "net allow misunderstanding" over the collapse o f  the previous exit plan fromyatung 
a, few months earlier "to cloiid the relations" between the two countries. Orphans of file Cold v* 1 7. The 
'!me-fram within which had occurred correspondence to and from the Dalai Lama relating to this matter was 

winter season. late 195 1 to early 1957. 





C H A P T E R  24a 

Undercover Agent for the British Raj and the Role 
of Tharchin's Newspaper vis-ù-vis Occupied Tibet 

"Tharchin . . . was my most useful source of information on Tibet." 
-Eric Lambert, Head of British Intelligence on 

Tibet for India's Northeast Frontier Region, 
1942-7 (letter, Lambert to the author, Dublin, 
16Dec. 1991) 

The Lord said to Moses,. . . "Send . . . spies to explore the land of Canaan . . ." When 
Moses sent them out, he said to them, "Go north from hence into the southern part of 
the land of Canaan and then on into the hiIl country. Find out what kind of country it 
is, how many people live there, and how strong they are. Find out whether the land is 
good or bad and whether the people live in open towns or in fortified cities.. .." After 
exploring the land for forty days, the spies retumed to Moses and . . . reported what 
they had seen. 

Nurnbers 13: 1 -2, 1 7- 19,256 TEV 

"1 want you to go and discover whether or not it is m e  that China is making 
Preparations for an a m e d  invasion of Tibet," announced Tharchin. "Of course you 
realize that this will mean wandering around the border areas of eastem Tibet. These 
regions are remote and lawless, and can be dangerous in the best of times.. .. You may 
as well know that you won't be the first person I've sent. In fact you will be the third. 
The first seems to have died of illness and the second just disappeared." 

"Who will 1 be working for?" 1 asked a little foolishly. "Me," Tharchin answered 
sensibly. "Not only do 1 want the news for rny newspaper, but I'd like to wam the 
TJbetan government if there is any danger." 

1 knew that behind "me" were the figures of Eric Lambert and Lhatseren, but that 
hardly inattered.. .. In spite of al] that 1 had been learning. 1 was getting restless. and 
was ready to jump at the chance of an adventure such as this. ... Here. tao, was a 
chance . . . perhaps to help a country to retain its independence.. . . 1 apeed nght then 
and there without any more questions. 

-Dialogue between Gergail Tharchin and Dawa Sangpo (aka 
Hisa0 Kimura) in November 1946; recounted in Kimura (as 
told to Scott Berry). Japottese Aprnt in Tibet (London, 
1990), 155-6* 

* As indicaled elsewhere, Jclpoiiese hY Hisa0 Kiiilura constitutes the single best source for evidence of 

Tharchiil Babu's underCover acti\lities on hehalf of the British. Consequentl. Kimura's published account of 
events and statements related die Babu's involvement will be cited quite frequently throughout the present 
chapter. Hence, the ieadei should be aware that whenever informatioii andior passages have been extracted 
from this Particular work, it will be indiçated direc[ly within the narrative's Text (rather than documented in the 
Notes lor the chapter), and wil, appear in parentheses 1 the appropriate place on each occasion b) using the 
S'mple deSienation J,4 followed by the pertinent page(s); e.g.. (JA 155-6). 
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FOR THOSE STILL ALIVE TODAY who had known him, and even known him weli, it may come as 
a rude shock to l e m  that Gergan Tharchin had been a spy. Not in the usual sense of that 
term, of course; but a secret intelligence agent, nonetheless. Not even the closest members 
of his family-not even his two wives-had been aware of it. For this was a matter, in the 
survivalist tradition of al1 spies everywhere, which Tharchin had kept very close to his 
chest. So secretive had he been, in fact, that not a single one of the many fiiends, relatives 
or close associates of his whom this writer has interviewed or corresponded with had ever 
known or suspected this facet of the Babu's multifarious career. Not even the latter's most 
fiequent informant at the Tibetan capital, Sonam Topgay Kazi (not to be confused with the 
older Sonam Tobden Kazi, a British Tibet fiontier cadre officer and later Independent India's 
Trade Agent, Yatung), who was acquainted with most of the intelligence men surrounding 
Gergan Tharchin, was ever aware of the Babu's secret involvement in British undercover 
operations.* A passage from one of his numerous informative letters sent to the Babu from 
Lhasa makes this clear: "1 cannot follow or understand what you meant by ATS23.Is it to be 
written on every letter cover or what?"' Yet, just as Hisao Kimura, the former Japanese spy 
who would now work under Gergan Tharchin as an intelligence agent for the British, had a 
code number-in his case ATS5 (JA 16 1 )-just so, ATS23 was most likely the code number 
which had been assigned the Babu by British Intelligence, but the Kazi was completely in 
the dark as to what it ~ ign i f i ed .~  

* This despite the fact that the Kazi, himself the son of a Sikkimese landed aristocrat and Gobeniment ofticial, 
had been approached on one occasion in Gangtok by the son-the Raj K u m a r - o f  that country's ruling 
Maharaja asking if he wished Io be recruited by Eric Lambert for an lntelligence post. Per interview by the 
present writer with S. T. Kazi, Oct. 1991. Had he accepted, the Kazi would have rnost probably been posted 
as an agent right on the estate of his father, Tsetan Tashi Kazi, that consisted of some 60,000 acres which 
extended up to the very edges of the Tibetan border (and touching not only the Tibetan frontier but that of 
Bhutan and ofcourse India). For as wiII shortly be leamed, one ofthe specific places where lntelligence Chief 
Lambert had sought to plant secret agents on this side ofthe border with Tibet was in the tiny but strategically 
situated kingdom of Sikkim. And the young Kazi's ancestral estate could not have been more strategically 
situated itself since the main Indo-Tibetan trade route ran right through it! 

Nevertheless, young Sonam Kazi, who never did meet Lambert, was not interested in the offer at the time, 
since "things were going well" for his future. However, not long after being posted in early 1949 to Lhasa as "an 
English- and Tibetan-knowing assistant" on the Indian Mission's clerical staff, and already beginning to tire of 
this line of work because it no longer held his interest anymore, young Sonam began to pester Tharchin to 
inquire of Lhatseren (Lambert's replacement as Intelligence Head and one whom he knew fairly well) about a 
posting in Tibet itself which Lhatseren had rnentioned to the Kazi when the latter was last in Kalimpong. For 
example, on 18 June 1949 he wrote the Babu as follows: "Did L. [i.e., Lhatseren] find any suitable person to 
post in Tibet as he was saying last time? Please do write me something on it." And exactly one month later, 
again he inquires: "How about the post under L. Tsering in Tibet? 1 wrote you many times but no reply calne 
from you. Please do let me know it." And still once more, two weeks later, desperate for more interestingwork 
the Kazi brought up the matter again: "May 1 once again remind you if that post which we talked about is still 
vacant; if so, 1 will apply for it." He would keep reminding Tharchin of this even three and four years later. 

Yet the Kazi was never tapped for the post by Lhatseren. he remaining at Lhasa till March of 1956. 
Perhaps the Babu had secretly not wished to see young Sonam's life endangered (for the latter was almost like 
a son to him); or else Lhatseren for whatever reason felt the young Sikkimese was more valuable as a news 
informant at the center ofTibetan politics than as an intelligence operative out in the field. In any case, the Kaz1 
was unaware of the Babu's own covert involvement with both Lhatseren and Lambert. 

For the letters either quoted from or alluded to above, see the Kazi's letters to Tharchin, al1 from Lhasa, as 
follows: 28 June, 28 July, 14 August 1949; 7 September 1952; and 20 April 1953; ThPaK. 
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Or take as another example, one of the closest and dearest fiiends of the Babu, Atuk 

Tshering, whose distinguished Police and Intelligence biographical profile was outlined in an 
earlier chapter. At this time he was Kalimpong's Inspector of Police, but later he himself 
would rise through the ranks of India's Central Intelligence apparatus, eventually even 
working under Lhatseren who would replace Eric Lambert as Intelligence Chief for Tibetan 
affairs. Yet never did he become privy to Tharchin's covert work for the British and Indian 
govemrnents, though he may have suspected something of the sort since some individuals 
like Atuk were very much aware .of the fact that the Tibet Mirror office served as a 
clearinghouse as it were for al1 kinds of Tibetan news and information. His suspicions are 
intimated, in fact, in a letter he wrote to the Babu at the height of the shocking news of 
Lhasa's sudden and seen~ingly unprovoked expulsion of al1 Chinese from the country in the 
spring/sumrner of 1 949. In i t Tharchin's fiiend, then a Deputy Superintendent of Police wi th 
the I.A.R.F. (Indian A m y  Reserve Force?) at Barrackpore India, indicates something of the 
newspaper publisher's key role in matters Tibetan: 

My dear Gumj i :- 
. . . 1 know you inust be very very [sic] on accoimt of so many developments taking 

place in those regions in which you are vitally interested. You musc be getting large 
numbers of correspondence inquiring about these things. 1 cm imagine so many 
secret agents running after you for some reason. 

1s there really a revolt in Tibel? Has the Chinese Mission been expelled fiom Tibet? 
1s Pandit Nehru visiting Tibet or Sikkim in near future? Can you enlighten me, please. 

1 hear that Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors of Darjeeling Police, who know Tibetan, 
are being selected for [the Ministry ofJ Extemal Affairs work. Do you h o w  when [more 
likely, where-illegible here] they will be enlployed'? 1 am so s o q  that 1 mi here. 1 want 
so 10 be in that line [of work]. . . .' 

Little did Atuk Tshering perceive uith any degree of certainty that his newspaper fiisnd up 
"alimpong was cenbally involved in that ver-  line ofwork with those serving in Intelligence; 
foras David Snellgrove could report (sec next below), Tharchin was ver). closemouthed in 

he shared about his relationships with other people. 
To $ive but one other example of how unaware others around Tharchin were. there is 

the instance of the well-known Tibetologist, Professor David L. Snellgrove. He had first 
met Tharchin Babu in late 1943 and would go on to become a fairly close associate of his 
~ ~ e n e v e r  he was in Kalimpong dunng the 1940s and '50s. Yet Professor Snellgrove was 
greatly surprised to leam fiom the present writer about the Babu's covert activities. He 
himself had been involved in Radio Intelligence handling "top secret" material while an 
~ f i c e r  in the British Indian Amy's  Signal Intelligence Directorate at New Delhi dunng the 
warYear~ of 1943 to 1945. By a chance meeting one day on a Calcutta-Siliguri nipht train 
Captain Snellgrove made friends with a fellow officer in the British A m y   ho was bound. 
on kave, for bis home in Kalimpong. This was none other than Lieutenan! Lha Tseringy a 
Sikkimese-~ibetan afier the War would work most intimately with niarchin in Tibetan 
intelligence-gathering operations for the Indian govemment. Indeed, at the conclusion of 
theirtrain travel together, it was Lha Tsenng who introduced Caphin Snellgove to Tharchi*. 
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his longtime friend and fellow resident in the hi11 town. Yet in al1 of Snellgrove's interaction 
with the Babu in the years thereafier, he never suspected the Tibetan publisher to be anything 
other than the persona by which al1 others knew him. As he himself long aflerwards remarked 
in his letter to the author: 

. . . niy work was then "top secret" and 1 therefore never talked of it to Lha Tsering. He 
likewise said nothing about what he was doing, and 1 knew that one did not ask such 
questions. Until 1 read your letter 1 knew nothing ofTharchin's activities on behalf of 
the British Ra.;, for he too was ofnecessity discreet. As far as 1 recall he never talked to 
nie about his relationships with other p e ~ p l e . ~  

These, then, are but three randomly-selected illustrations, fiom ainong many which could 
be cited, of what was indicated in the Preface to the present work: that this entire aspect of 
Babu Tharchin's later career had for the longest tiine reniained quite hidden fiom view. 
Intimations of it had only begun to surface here and there as the writer went deeper into his 
research on the life of this ~inusual inan. Until more recently, however, the Babu's covert 
involveinent in British intelligence-gathering efforts could never be firmly corroborated. 
Now, tliough. it has been substantiated in the most unambiguous terms-thanks to several 
sources both published and iinpublished. Doubtless, as time goes on, additional pieces of 
infonnation about this clandestine facet to his career will come to light; but enough data 
have been revealed already for a fairly well defined picture to emerge of Gergan Tharchin's 
undercover activities on behalf of the British Raj. 

Yet these activities of the Babu were essentially of two types, not just one. There was 
the qfici~11 kind, the sort of effort that was solicited of him by Government officiais on their 
own initiative and which will be the primary focus of the present chapter; but there was also 
an irnofficial kind of intelligence activity Tharchin had engaged in which he voluntarily 
conimenced doing as far back as 1927 and perhaps even earlier. Indeed, as to this latter 
type of activity. by his own admission, for quite a lengthy period he had hahitually gathered 
intelligence information about Tibetans and Tibetan affairs in an unofficial inanner and had 
then submitted the same, unsolicited, to various authorities in British India who were vitally 
concerned with developments on the Roof of the World. 

The niost revealing acknowledgnient of this practice was made by Tharcliin in his quite 
unusual letter of Christmas Day 1937 to Sir Charles Bell marked Privcite and Conjdential 
and quoted from at some length on several occasions previously in the present work. In the 
letter can be found a most remarkable passage. It in fact fonns part of a lengthy infoimative 
postscript in which the Babu took the opportunity to recount retrospectively what he had 
been doing ever since the mid- 1920s (a time-frame which postdated the year of Bell's final 
retirement from official Tibetan involvement: 192 1, the very year which had marked 
Tharchin's first major visit to the Land of Snows): 

During many years 1 did supply much news to Mr. D. Macdonald, to Mr. Laden La, also 
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to Rai Bahadur Norbhu Dhondup, and somctimes to the Political OtTicer.. .. In 1928, on 
my way back from Lhasa, 1 paid my respects to Mr. [Arthur J.] Hopkinson, the then 
British Trade Agent at Gyantse [and later to be the Political Oficçr]. and gave valuable 
information, and he rewarded ine with a sum of Rs. 1 00!-.5 

Al1 these gentlemen the reader has by now become well-acquainted with. They were of 
course highly-placed officials in the British Govemment of lndia involved almost exclusively 
in their official duties with Tibetan affairs, and there is no doubt they al1 benefited in their 
work in one way or another from this unofficial but credible and reliable source of information. 
As Bell himself averred t o  Tharchin in response to the Babu's dispatch to him of  some 
valuable intelligence he had gathered firsthand while at the Tibetan capital: "Thank you very 
much for your letter ..., and the interesting iiews that i t  contains. It has been a great 
pleasure to receive it, especially because you are outside the official circle, and so  can give 
independent n e ~ s . " ~  

As but one example of the kind o f  intelligence the Babu had supplied Bell with, yet no1 
only Bell but other interested British officials, can easily be gleaned from a letter he had sent 
the former Political Officer in Febmary 1937 from Kalimpong. The particular passage from 
among several in the letter which could be cited exhibits how thorough and detailed this - 
would-be intelligence agent could be in the task he had c.oluntarily set for himsell'of keeping 
oficials informed of important developments related to Tibet: 

Kusho Nyar Chen Rinipoche [Ngagchen Rimpuche], the high oficial of the Tashi 
[Panchen] Lama, is here at Kalimpong and is going soon to China. [N71o s Who in riber 
(1938) shows three stars opposite this person's enlry oii page 38. signifying his beiiig 
among "the most imporiant" Tibetans in the country: indeed, he raiiked iiest to the 
Panchen Lama at Trashilhunpo, and was personally involved, after fleeing to China 
with the Panchen in 1923, in the decade-long negotiations both at Lhasa and in China 
for the Panchen Lama's retum to Tibet.] 

One high ofticial of China who was in Lhasa for the past 3 or 4 years lis the one 
who] had come with Hong Musang [General Huang Mu-sang. Vice-Çhief of Chiang 
Ksi-shek's General Staff, and the leader ofNationalkt China's Condolence Mission to 
Lhasa in 19341 and stayed in Lhasa. With him there Lvere several young men who knew 
English and also were doing lots of secret senice in Lhasa, tliough this official had 
Pretended to be leaming the Tibetai religion and stayed in the large n ionas t r~  oi' 
Drepung. His youiig nien were making maps and taking tlie temperature of Lhasa. 

This official [i.e., the high official of China inentioned abo\:e], whose narne . . . is Lee 
Oyon [Major Lu Wu-yuan], arrived here on his way to China and left day before 
yesterday. ~e is taking [i.e., he took] with hirn a learned Geshe, by name Sherap Gyatsho. 
Who was at Norbu Lillgka alid made the revision ofthe Kangyur when the Dalai Lama 
was in life. He is one of the most learned Geshes in Lhasa at present [and \vas the 
nio~ikish inaster at Drepung, it  wiII be recalled, of Gedun Chopliel]. He \vas callcd by 
the Cliiiiese govt to Nankin€ for a pay of 1000/- Chiiiese dollars per inonth and he is 
going to make a Tibetan-Cliinese Dictionary. 

On arriva1 of this Chinese official [Major Lu] here at Kalimpong 1 saw a telegram 
received tlirough wireless fion, Lhasa which was sent hy the Taslii Lama from "Kiqudo" 
[Jyekundo] in Quod-letters." 

* " . 
... ln Quod-letters:. This is perhaps a inisspellinp for Quad-letters; which. if correct, C O U ~ ~  posaibly sipnih. 

lhat the telegram in question was sent in an unusuaI coded format. I t  was far more comrnoii back then for 
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This willingness of Tharchin's to report such sensitive material about Tibet he had most 
humbly attributed to his sense of loyalty and patriotism as a British subject out of sincere 
concem for India's best interests. For example, in a letter sent from Lhasa to Sir Charles 
that was chock-full of confidential news on Tibetan politics, govemment and foreign relations 
which he had collected while there during the summer of 1937, he concluded by saying: 

Now 1 close this letter. 1 may get more news and definite news about the new Dalai 
Lama and will let you know. Regarding political news, if 1 had some [extra] rnoney to 
spend 1 could get many [news items], but 1 am unable to do this now, nor do 1 think it 
wise to do so [at the present moment]. Anyhow, 1 am a loyal British subject; so, 1 am 
trying to gather some more news and will let you have it again. 1 may stay here one 
month more. 

And on another occasion Tharchin explained further to this former Political Officer for 
Tibet his motive for providing such intelligence to him. This he did in a letter he sent froin 
Kalimpong to Sir Charles later that same year-the same Christmas Day letter quoted from 
above that was marked Private and Confidential because of the sensitive nature of its 
contents, relating as it did to the two exiled Tibetan oficials, Kuchar Kuiiphela and Changlo 
Chen Gung, who had found their way to the Babu's hill station. Near the end of the letter 
Tharchiii wrote in a similar vein with regard to his loyalty: "These Tibetan officiais are not 
doubting me [i.e., They trust me], and tell al1 to me; but for the sake of our British govemment 
1 am bound to infonn you and also the Political Oficer, as 1 am a loyal subject of our 
Go~ernment."~ 

And on still another occasion, writing in 1963 to Independent India's Political Officer 
Sikkim at Gangtok, Babu Tharchin was moved to declare: "As regards my loyal services, 
Your Honour might be aware that there is a large file in Your Honour's office which will 
relate al1 about my loyalty and works done for the Government [of India]."9 

Yet anyone wlio knew Gergan Tharchin's heart in more than a superficial manner would 
realize immediately that behind these sincere professions of British loyalty and concem for 

enciphered messages to be encoded in five-letterlnurnber groupings than in four- (or quad-) letterlnumber 
groupings. This per Colonel (Retired) Cliff Walters, Director of London's Royal Signals Museum, who suggested 
this possible explanation for the phrase to Alan Wallace, Editor of The Wire, a publication ofthe Royal Signals 
of Great Britain organization. The latter, in turn, comrnunicated to the present writer the Colonel's suggested 
explanalion in an enlail dated ?O September 2006. Nevertheless, as Alex McKay has observed to the present 
author. there is a question here whether the enciphered telegram has reference to Chinese codes (which by this 
tiine. McKay remarks, "the British could read anyway") or to British codes. In his opinion, "it could have been 
either." Email. McKay to the author, Thailand, 20 September 2006. 

By this time, of course, the Chinese had a radio transrnitter iiistalled at Lhasa which, together with a radio 
operator, had been brought there by the Condolence Mission of 1934. Not to be outdone by the Chinese, 
British set up their own transmitter which the Gould Mission to Lhasa of 1936-7 had brought with them. And 
accordirig to McKay, this Mission's Radio Officer, Sergeant Dagg, had soon worked out the Chinese Mission's 
frequency and thus "the British were able to iritercept [the Chinese transmitter's] messages." And although the 
British-installed telcgraph line was made available to the Tibetans who in certain instances employed theirown 
codes, this telegram from the Panclien Laina, who was then situated just inside China along the Sino-Tibetan 
border, and sent to the Cliinese rnilitary official Major Lu Wu-yuan in Kalimpong, rnight well have been, in 
McKay's opinion. a message intercepted by the British and that Tharchin's referenced Quod- (or Quad-) 
letters might therefore have signified a Chinese-encoded message, or else some kind of rendering ofChinese or 
Tibetan cliaracters. Email, McKay to the author, London. 14 September 2006. 
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India's best interests lay what was perhaps a deeper concern for the welfare of his ethnic 
homeland. Uppermost in his Christian heart and sou1 was his love and concern for the best 
interests of Tibet, whose viability as an independent nation free fiorn foreign influence or 
aggrandizement-whether at this time it be Chinese or Russian in origin-stood as the sine 
qua non for eventual penetration of the country by the message of Christ. For he, like so 
many Himalayan heralds of the gospel of Christ before hirn, had made the Christian 
conversion of Tibet and its people a specific daily matter of prayer for many. many years.* 
Love for his ethnic countrymen and the unquenchable longing to see them, fiorn his 
Christian perspective, delivered from gross spiritual darkness rnotivated him to do al1 in his 
power legitimately to ensure that the Land of Snows remained free and independent. And to 
that end, this stalwart advocate for Tibet felt it was his duty-nay, his moral obligation-to 
infom the British authorities in India of any intelligence he deemed significant which could 
assist them in maintaining the stability of this strategic buffer on the Subcontinent's northern 
fiontier. This meant keeping a wary eye on not only interna1 threats to that stability but 
external ones as well. And fiom the Babu's viewpoint, what had posed the greatest threat 
to Tibet's well-being ever since the late 1920s was what his fi-iend the Great Thirteenth 
Lama of Tibet had once termed "the Red Ideology": initially, that of the Soviet variety; but 
subsequently, and more ominous in its appearance, of the Chinese sort. 

'This heartfelt attitude and desire on the part of Gergan Tharchin was no better exemplified than by what he 
had written in 1928 in a letter to the American missionary to the Tibetans, Victor G Plyrnire ( 188 1 - 1956). 
During 1927-28 the latter had made a lengthy trek from Tangar (Donkyr) in Northeast Tibet al1 the wa?. 
westward to the strategic Central Tibetan checkpost of Nagchuka located some 100 miles north of  Lhasa. 
There he had hoped to gain permission to travel down to the Tibetan capital where he intended 10 share the 
gospel. But because a wave of "Bolshephobia" had swept over Lhasa at this tirne, the Tibetan government- 
susPecting Piymire, as  did the British, of k i n g  a Bolshevik spy-forbade him to head south but instead 
~rdered hirn to exit Tibet by traveling farther westward and crossing the border into Ladakh. Tharchin and 
a n o h  Christian, both of whom at that moment happened to be in Lhasa. heard of Plymire's niarking time at 

northern checkpost waiting for an answer to bis ultimately unsuccessful petition made to the Lhasan 
authorities for permission to enter the capital. Some rnonths later, by letter from Kalimpong to the American, 
Tharchin explained how he and bis fellow Christian at Lhasa had b e g n  to pray immediately for the m i s s l o n a ~  

he might sornehow be permittecl to corne to Lhasa. He then added these words: 

?Y !he grace of our Lord Jesus 1 got v e p  good opportuniiies [while at Lhasa] 10 testilj for the Saviour 
~ n d ~ i d u a l l i  [which \vas described in some detail previousl!. in Volunie I I .  Chapter 18 o r  the present 
narrati\e-author]. 1 praise ... the Lord for al1 His \vonderlùl wcrrk; [and] thouph the land [()Il Tibet is no1 
OPened !et for the Gospel fully, . . . He is doing \ronderfull! throupli His chose11 nicsseiigcrs.... 1 alri sure the 
wOrd of Gad [i.e., the Bible] is  ... life 8: lighi and will !ive lik & light io sonie [Tibctans].... 1 am pr3) ' in~ 
verY milch for Tibet and do hope in the Lord thai [in] His own lime [Ilel will choose the land for His 
Kingdom.... Let us pray that we [na) ... work hard to win ... [Tihetaiis] b! the pobrer of the Spirit. 

twenty years later the Christian Babu would still be expressing sentiments siniilai to these he had 
sharedwith missionary Plymire. This he did in a letter he would write in 1948 to an offïcer ofthe Wang Press 

nea rb~  Kurseong, Jesuit Fr. M. Werv. The Babu was seeking to purchase from Wong some idle TIktan 
'Ypes it Possessed which he urgently "ieded to add to his nwn insufficient supply for continuing to prlnt bis 

Mlrror newspaper. And in the letter Tharchin would declare in part the following: 

MY soie ambition in publishing the paper is that Tibet should knon the outside world and also PrcPare for 
lhe kingdom of God .... The Tibetans are beginning io ... realise the importance of i t  [the p a ~ e r ]  and I 

in rimes 10 corne. if it is ~ ~ d ~ s  will, the door [to Tibet] nii l  be opened for al1 missionarles.... 
... request you to help me hy lettiiig me [have] the .Tibetan types so rhai I ma! be able to develop 
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Not to be lost sight of in al1 this is the fact that Gergan Tharchin's "come-of-age" period 
politically was this very time-frame now under discussion. Prior to this period, of course, he 
had imbibed deeply of India's nationalistic aspirations. Born in 1890 just a few short years 
following the establishment of the National Congress Party which would soon boast the 
freedom-minded Mohandas K. Gandhi as one of its leading inembers, it would not take long 
for Dorje Tharchin to support-at least in his thinking and attitude if not by any overt 
action-the eventual independence of India from the Empire. It will be recalled that at the 
age of twenty-one this Indo-Tibetan from the cultural backwater of Poo village was by then 
sophisticated enough to recognize the divided opinion which existed among the Indian populace 
over the grandiose Delhi Durbar event of 191 1 at which Their Majesties, King George V 
and Queen Mary, had in person been proclaimed India7s Emperor and Empress. Though he 
had thoroughly enjoyed the color and magnificence of the occasion as one of its many 
attendees, the youthfùl Dorje had not himself been taken in by its imperial pomp and glory. 
By then already something of a student of history and politics, he had perceived sharp 
differences in the reaction to the event by elements within the Indian society. "The visit of 
Their Majesties to India," he had condescendingly observed, "captivated the minds of the 
feeblest only. Indeed, the overt loyalty of the common people seemed to me staggering- 
beyond the limits of human imagination; whereas the patriotic, independence-minded section 
of the people, who were in the minority at the time, attached no significance and paid no 
attention to the celebrations whatsoever." As was remarked earlier in Chapter 4, although 
as a young man Tharchin had been greatly moved by what he had witnessed of India's 
British Raj in 19 1 1, he had already grown quite sympathetic towards the nationalist movement 
in general and its most prominent leader Mahatma Gandhi in particular, for whom he had the 
highest regard.* Freedom and nascent nationalism were beginning to sweep India and the 
world, and the Tibetan from Poo would not be left behind in their wake. In the words of one 
recent writer on Gergan Tharchin, "British citizenship and Christian beliefs did not necessarily 
make one an accomplice to empire."9"As a matter of fact, so supportive of the long Indian 
drive for self-rule and indepe.ndence had Tharchin been throughout the latter stages of its 
history that on the day when independence was finally achieved in 1947, the exultant Babu 

my publication for the good cause to help Tibet and prepare for futtire [inissionar\.] uork. 

Tharchin to Plymire, Kalirnpong, 15 Apr. 1928. Plyinire Papers, Collection 341, Box 2, Genernl Correspondence 
1908-193 1 ,  Billy Graham Center Archives, Wheaton IL U S A ;  transcript ofthe letter kindly sent by einail to the 
present author by John Bray, Tokyo. 28 May 2007; aiid Tharchin to Wei-y. Kalirnpong, 28 June 1938, ThPaK. 
* Doubtless, one of the reasons for the Babu's admiration of Gandhi was the latter's emphasis in his lire on 
religious and moral values and of his known respect foi Jesus and the Christian Sciiptures. See end-note Ch. 
indicated just a few lines hence in thc Text above, for an extensive historical review of  the Mahatma's contact\ 
with prominent Christians throughout his career (including Sadhu Sundar Siiigh), as well as a briefdiscussioll 
on the role which Tharchin's newspaper played in rnaking the lndian leader such a popiilar figure in Tibet. 
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hadpersonally wired Nehru the Prime Minister, congratulating him on the birth of the new 
nation!9h) 

But there were other political and social winds beginning to blow through Asia and 
across much of the rest of the world. These were the deceptively appealing currents of 
Communism, Fascism, and Militarism of a grossly totalitarian sort. These, too, were vying 
for the allegiance of men's hearts; but in the mind of Gergan Tharchin, by now a thorough- 
going product of the nationalistic and fieedom-loving movements of the West, these other 
currents would in his estimation prove most inimical to the well-being of the Himalayan arc 
ofnations and its various peoples; especially was this his view with respect to Tibet, and if 
inimical to Tibet, then by logical extension most certainly inimical to India too. But of these 
competing doctrines of political and social revolution, thal which appeared the most menacing, 
because its presence was much closer geographically, was Communism: in particular, the 
menace posed by what had already taken place in nearby Outer Mongolia by the late 1920s 
and by the upheaval of civil war between Communists and Nationalists that was spreading 
havoc everywhere within the borders of Tibet's vast and most immediate neighbor to the 
east. 

I f  the Babu was an admirer of India's nationalist-minded and freedom-loving Mahatma. 
he was likewise an admirer of Tibet's progressive-minded and Communist-hating God- 
King, Dalai Lama the xiiith. For though the latter was a confirmed Buddhist and Tharchin 
astaunch Christian, the two nonetheless saw eye to eye with respect to the anti-religious 
danger posed to Buddhist Tibet were the decades-long Civil War in China to end in victoq 
for the Communists. For those leading the Communist surge there, especially the likes of 
MaoTse-tung, were self-proclaimed prophets of the end, ultimately. of al1 religious expression 
intheir country except the "pseudo-science of Manism-Leninism" itself. Once united and 
Sfrengthened under the arbibary mle of Chairman Mao, would a heady, kibrant, and now 
exultant C ~ m m u n i ~ t - ~ ~ i ~ ~ t ~ d  China be satisfied with remaining witliin her nonnal borders? 
Bath knew that Chinese history-ven rather recent history-would belie any such sanguine 
thOughf, since even China's Republicans had not remained content; for had not Yüan Shi- 
kai. President of the new Chinese Republic, issued an officia1 decree in April 19 12 which 
had declared that Tibet should be considered a province and an integral pan of China?'" Yet 

fie Kuomintang (Nationalist) Party founder, Dr. Sun Yat-sen. who was a far more 
re~ublican- and democratic-oriented Chinese leader than his predecessor Yuan ever was or 

be. had himseIf been above exhibiting his own intentions that had as their ultimate 
the incorporation of Tibet and other ethnie ininority areas into the Chinese nation. For 

had he net established in the early 1920s the Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs ~ommission? 11 
Was a high-level bureaucratie whose administrative standing, as was the case with its 
cOmllar~ during the Manchu dynasty, would be of equal rank with the other govemmental 
ministriesi" and Whose creation had obviously been designed for the eventual drawing in of 
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these so-called minority entities into the political and military fiamework of the greater 
Chinese dominion. 

Moreover, in 1928, the Nationalists, now under the leadership of Sun's hand-picked 
successor, Chiang Kai-shek, had demonstrated more forcefully than heretofore the historical 
fact of China's two-centuries-old possession by military conquest of much of the ethnic 
Tibetan temtory of Lhasa's ancient imperial eastem province ofAmdo by linking this temtory 
that year with Chinese western Kansu Province to forrn the new Chinese province of 
Chinghai. Fiirthermore, the area just to the south ofthe aforesaid Amdo, which is in that part 
of Tibet's region of Kham situated east of the Yangtze River and which likewise had been 
wrested froin Lhasa's sovereign control by Manchu China in the eighteenth century, would 
witness repeated attempts by the Chinese to reassert themselves as the rightful owners of 
this large and prosperous region whose Chinese provincial name had been known as Sikang 
from its very creation by the Nationalists in 1936. The Chinese attempt in 1917-19 had 
ended in defeat at the hands of stronger Tibetan forces which had been greatly strengthened 
by Tibet's piirchase fiom the British in 19 14- 15 of 10,000 long-barre1 Lee Metford rifles; but 
after several attempts in the early 1930s' the Nationalist Chinese were victors over the 
Tibetans at last, p;hing back the latter to the west bank of the Upper Yangtze, thus more or 
less reestablishing China's western boundary with Tibet that had been in effect-with 
variations thereof+ver since 1727. Right up to 1950, in fact, the Yangtze's upper reaches- 
known to the Chinese as the Jinsha River and to the Tibetans as the Drichu-would remain 
as the de,fùcto border between the two countries. These various administrative measures 
and military actions dating fiom the downfall of the Manchus in 191 1-12 would accordingly 
bring the Chinese right up to the edge of political Tibet's eastem fiontier and would serve as 
warnings to an ever-watchful Dalai Lama of far worse developments for the Land of 
Monks and Monasteries were the materialist-minded, anti-religious Communists to win the 
struggle for supremacy over China.*" 

Now one of the reasons for the Babu's admiration of the Great Thirteenth stemmed 
from the prophetic warnings the Inmost One of Tibet had issued to his people concerning 
the Red Menace. These wamings, it may be recalled, were enshrined in the Grand Lama's 
parting political testament written just before he passed away in late 1933 (see the previous 
chapter for al1 the relevant passages). Profoundly impressed by tliese warnings, the future 
freedom-figliter for Tibet, once the Testament had been made known, never forgot it and 

* One of India's keenest writers on Asian politics has pointed out that "there is litile difference between the 
territorial perspectives of Sun Yat-sen, Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Tse-tung . . ." with respect to the land ofthe 
Tibetans and that of other so-called separated minority brethren who, in the view of al1 three of these Cliinese 
leaders, should have always been united with "the one big Motherland" of  China. Bhabani Sen Gupta. The 
Fzrlcrunt ofAsia ( 1  968. 1988). 138. For an excellent in-depth historical analysis of al1 three of these territorial 
perspectives. see Warren Sniith Jr ,  fiberun Nuiion ( 1  996), its Chapter 10. "Chinese Nationality Policy and the 
Occupation of  Tibet." Even up to today. notes Paul Ingram. Nationalist Sun's successors in Chinese 
rule--whether the Nationalists under Chiang and those who followed him in rule on Taiwan Island or the 
Communists under Mao and his successors in riile on the Mainland-al1 of  thein without exception have vfrY 
much seen eye to eye on this particular issue down through the years. Ingram, Secretap of the Scientific 
Buddhist Association (but later called OPTIMUS), has made this abundantly clear when preparing the latter's 
human rights report on Tibet that was issued in 1990. See note 75  of this present chapter's End-Notes hhere 
this matter is further outlined in some detail. 
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never allowed his newspaper readership to forget it, either. For he would now and then 
reprint the late Lama's remarkable document in the Ebet Mirmr as a reminder of the 
corning danger and as an instrument to rally disheartened Tibetans to stay the course against 
the Chinese threat and not yield to its b l a n d i s h r n e n t ~ . ~ ~ ~  Indeed, just shortly after the 
Communist government of China had been victoriously installed at Peking in October 1949, 
it let it be known that it took umbrage at Tharchin personally for having published the late 
Lama'sTestament earlier that year, citing the Babu and the publication of it in his newspaper 
as thereason for the Tibetan govemment's precipitate action in having expelled al1 Chinese 
from Lhasa only a few months after its publication. This is known from a letter Tharchin 
wrote to the then Political Officer in Sikkim, Harish Dayal, dated 5 December 1949: 

1 have heard fiom some sources that the Chinese are blaming me for having published 
the last will or instructions of the late Dalai Lama in my February issue this year which 
had made the Tibetan government think about and plan to turn out the Chinese from 
Lhasa. And 1 also heard that 1 was instructed by the Indian govemment to publish the 
said article, though it is not true." 

TO the contrary indeed, Tharchin on his own initiative had simply done what for many 
years past he had been doing continually: following the dictates of his heart in using whatever 
instrument or opportunity at bis disposal to help counter, if he could, the mounting tide of 
danger he, like the late perceptive Dalai Lama, sensed was about to engulf his beloved 
Tibet. And for him the Tibet Mirror and its news-dispersing capability was just such an 
insrniment at his disposal. As a matter of fact, the editor had come to look upon the printing 
and circulating of his Tibetan newspaper as a definite countervailing force against growing 
Chinese propaganda aimed at a Tibetan population that was predominantly ignorant of what 
was going on outside its borders. Typical of Tharchin's conception of the role which the 
fiber Mirror should play in Sino-Tibetan relations in particular is the following statement he 
wrote during this period as justification for making an appeal for additional financial support 
toensure its continuance: 

It is very hard for an old man of over 60 years of age to attend to al1 [duties of mnning 
the newspaper] that at present bas a shortage of funds and staff.. .. This is the only 
PaPcr which is keeping the min& of tlle Tibetan public in Tibet as well as in India and 
[the minds of] al1 Tibetans or Bhutias in the border lands, from yielding to the 
Communists' propaganda. The Editor is ge~ ing  letters from Lamas in the monasteries 
asking that the paper be sent, but tliey never send in the subscription payments. The 
Editor wished he were a rich man so that he could print several thousands of copies to 
send in and guide [the min& ofJ the Tibetans in Tibet.. .. He is praying to Cod that he 
maY get some help to continue its publication . . . He eamestly appeds to al1 the freedom- 
loving rich people to extend their han& to help the Editor sn that he may prepare a dam 
againsi the Communist flood which bas now already reached into Tibet.'' 

I t  cari be seen from tliis statement of the Babu's, so typical of other and similu ones 
Scattered throughout the Tharchin Papers, that he had taken most seriously to hean the dire 
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Testament wamings of Tibet's Larna-King about the inevitable era of the Red ldeology he 
saw coming, and his concluding words of admonishment to al1 who loved Tibet that 

unless we l e m  how to protect our land [from that destructive era],. . . ail will be eliminated 
without a trace . . . remaining.. .. Moreover, our political system, inherited from the 
Three Great Kings, will be reduced to an empty name: . . . and my people will be sunk in 
fear and miseries and slowly pass their days and nights in a reign of terror. Such an era 
will certainly come. 

The editor-publisher of the Tibet Mirror had therefore seized upon the Testament as 
simply another but very dramatic weapon, among others in his growing arsenal, which he 
could use in the struggle which he felt had to be waged against the oncoming Red Tide. 
More than likely, in fact, Tharchin deemed the reprinting of the Testament's text as but his 
own particular contribution he could make in helping to fulfill the Great Thirteenth's admonition 
for Tibetans everywhere to "make every effort to safeguard [themselves] against the 
impending disaster," to "use peaceful means where they are appropriate; but where they 
are not appropriate, [to] not hesitate to resort to more forceful means"I3"; in short, to "leam 
how to protect their land" fiom the approaching long dark era of Communism.* For were its 
anti-religious and anti-God creed to be imposed upon Tibet's people, what hope, the Christian 
Babu thought, could there possibly be for the entrance, at last, of the Christian faith after so 
many miitless centuries of waiting and hoping? Not in his lifetime, certainly, and perhaps not 
for another ten generations to come. The Great Closed Land, if enveloped by yet another 
form of spiritual darkness, would continue to remain closed to the gospel of Christ. 

* Indeed, the Tibetan publisher was always on the lookout for ways to use his press to the best advantage as 
a means of contributing to this lofty ideal. Another and quite unusual example of the Babu's clever employment 
of his printing press to further the political well-being of Tibet and to try to help ensure her independence in 
the face of the approaching danger was what had rnotivated Tharchin to reprint in 1950 a Tibetan-language 
literary work which he had first published back in 1936. The title of the work in question and the name of its 
author as they appeared on the title page of the booklet were: A Song of Lhasa Memories & .4 Poenl in 
Alphabeiical Order Composed by H. E.[the late Sawang] Shekarlingpa at Darjeeling in 191 1 ,  on the Occasion 
0f.H. H. the 13'" Dalai Lama S Visif fo India. Writing to Harish Dayal, the Indiaii Political Officer at Gangtok, 
just after the young 14Ih Dalai Lama had been compelled to flee to Yatung frorn the Tibetan capital in December 
1950, Tharchin. having enclosed a copy of the reprinted work, explained what he hoped to accornplish by its 
publication. Arnong other things, the letter reveals the skepticism he harbored towards the general Tibetan 
leadership, whorn for the most part he deemed to be woefilly weak-willed and more concerned about their own 
interests and personal security than those of their horneland people. The arch-defender of Tibet wrote in pari 
as follows: 

1 think i f  the officiais of Lhasa [who were now at Yatung] have to corne to lndia again [as had happened 
in 1910 when Chinese troops approached and then occupied I.hasa], 1 may seIl [these copies Io] thrm . . .  
Il  may help to rernind them thai they rnust noi forget Lhasa and [tliey rnust] try their besi to do soineihing 
so that they may go back to Lhasa as the 13Ih Dalai Lama was able to do and kept Tibet independeni. 
Tharchin to Dayal, Kalirnpong, I R  Dec. 1950, ThPaK. 

This famous poern by the poet and scholai Shelkar Lingpa contains forty-six stanzas, each concluding with 
the unforgettable refrain, so rneaningful for anyone who rnight be in exile from his Tibetaii homeland: ''1 
rernernber Lhasa" {Lhasa dran). Jarnyang Norbu has provided a translation of one of these stanzas from the 
celebrated poern: 
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Given, then, this kind of overarching religious and political perspective that so decisively 
determined Gergan Tharchin's outlook and approach to the geopolitical concerns he had 
with respect to Central Asia, an outlook and approach that governed his thoughts and actions 
during the decades which were to follow the mid-1920s, it should come as no surprise that 
the Babu inevitably took on the role of a voluntary gatherer ofconfidential intelligence on 
Tibetans, Tibetan affairs and the Chinese: at first, of course, the Nationalists (who always 
harbored their own designs upon Tibet), but increasingly, too, the Cornrnunists, as the outlines 
ofa Red victory in the Chinese Civil War gradually began to emerge. He was imbued with 
a moral imperative, as it were, to keep himself and those in high places informed of what 
was going on inside and outside the Roof of the World. 

Yet it is doubtful if at the beginning it was at al1 a conscious matter with him. Over time, 
however, he must have commenced taking stock of the unique place and position he by 
degrees began to assume on the political and cultural landscape of Tibet. Here he was, a 
ising Tibetan educator, a publisher of works on the Tibetan language and literature, a budding 
Tibetologist who would fiequently visit the Land of Snows in pursuit of further scholarly 
shdies, and most important of al1 the editor and publisher of the only really viable Tibetan 
newspaper in existence-with al1 that this latter undertaking might mean in terms of gathering 
and disseminating information and news. The development of his multifaceted career, it 
seemed, had been a preparation for just such a troubled hour as this in the affairs of his 
ethnie countrymen. As one Kalimpong citizen once remarked, "In the Tibetan society G e ~ a n  
Tharchin would come to enjoy the highest respect because Tibetans recognized that he was 
indispensable to their cause vis-à-vis China."I4 At some point, therefore, the Babu must 
have realized that his growing access to information and his ever increasing capacity to 
gather it constituted an unparalleled opportunity for him to serve bath bis ComtrY of birth 
and bis country of ethnie identity: whose political destinies, he felt, were inexgicably bound 
uP with each other as they were together more and more confionted by the rising threat of 
the Red Menace. Indeed, "even though the Press is a private one in my name," the Babu 
hadretrospectively written in 1963 about this dual responsibility of his, "yet its works were 
always done for the Govemment [ ~ f  India] as well as for the ~ibetans."" 

Amidst the rnany shops and stalls in the busy market square 
The thousand delightful rnovernents of soft supple bodies 
Al1 gathered there,the beauties, none rnissing, 
Showing off their sweet smiling faces .. . 
. . . 1 reniernber Lhasa. 

The ~ther stanzas, explains Norbu, "describe the surrounding landscape. institutions and religious life in 
Lllasa." One cari therefore w e l l  understand why Tibet's arch-defender chose this particular work t0 as 
a reminder 10 those who rnight tao easily be willing to forfeit what had beeii reeained back in 191 1-12: Tibet's 
Independence. See Norbu's Internet Website esSay, "Newspeak and New Tibet." Part 111. unnurnbered page. at 
w'+'w.TibetWrites.org. 
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It is linle wonder, therefore, that this educator-scholar-publisher soon became a magnet 
for those Tibetans who wished to speak privately what was on their mind. Perhaps they 
wished their confidences to go  no funher than the publisher's ears. On the other hand, they 
may have hoped or  expected, for whatever motive, that what they said would find its way 
into the public prints-but of course given attribution anonymously. But then again, it is even 
conceivable that given the Babu's increasing connections with well-placed British Indian 
officials, some of these very same people who were drawn to Tharchin hoped or even 
assumed that what they conveyed in private to him would more than likely be communicated 
in time to these officials. Nevertheless, al1 those who sought out the Babu's ear knew they 
could trust him to use his discretion as to what should be revealed, when, and to whom; and 
by the same token, what should not be revealed at al]. 

That Tharchin Babu had the ear of influential and powerful Tibetan leaders is no better 
exemplified than by what happened to him upon arriving in Lhasa for his second visit there. 
This was in 1927, only two years following the inauguration of his Tibetan newspaper. 
Within the context of  the present chapter's focus, it would do well to repeat here from the 
preceding volume's Chapter 18 the present author's account of how the Tibet Mirror publisher 
Iiad been inundated with requests to see and converse with him: 

Tharchin ... expected to see several Tibetan officials as well as old friends and 
acquaintances, al1 of whom in the past months and years had received and read his 
Tibetan newspaper. Indeed, shortly after his arrival, reporied Tharchin . . ., "1 paid niy 
respects to al1 the Tibetan high officials and they were very glad to see me again in 
Lhasa and were very kind to me." He went on to indicate . . . how his interaction with 
these officials created for him an incredibly busy schedule from the very outset of his 
visit to the Tibetan capital. "1 Iiad no time to stay at home," Tharchin explained, "every 
officer sending servants; sometimes two, but even three, will come at a time to cal1 ine 
[to their masters' homes], and 1 go with the man who comes first, and then 1 have to 
stay the wl~ole day" with that official . . . Some of these same individuals would even 
conie themselves personally to the newspaper publisher's Lhasa residence to pay 
their respects to him because they recognized and appreciaied the origiilal and lasting 
contribution of his newspaper to the people of Tibet. Other individuals, however, of 
higher rank and influence, requested the Kalimpong publisher to çall on them at tlieir 
Iiomes that they too might tender their thanks to him for his publishing efforts on 
behalf of Tibet and discuss a wide range of other topics with the Babu. 

One such individual was Tsarong Shape, whose significant talks with Tharchin at 
tliis time were touched upon in Chapter 17. The humble Tibetan from Poo mentioned in 
his letter to Rev. Graham how this powerful and influential official "called me again, 
and 1 was the whole day with hirn," after which "1 came back at 9 p.m. . . ." It was on this 
occasion, incidentally, that the Babu had received the startling but heartwaming 
coinment fiom the lips of Tsarong . . . that "Tibet may become civilized through your 
newspaper." 

n e s e  myriad conversations in 1927 established for al1 time Tharchin's place as a confidant 
to so many at the center of power in Lhasa. With each succerding visit to the capital. the 
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çircle ofthose in positions of influence and authority who sought him out would enlarge. Yet 
SO, too, did the same occur down in Kalimpong whenever these and other individuals of high 
rank or importance would have reason to visit there, which grew increasingly more frsquent 
with every passing year. (Indeed, as but one example, it has been reported to the present 
author by Achu Tsering, son of the late Intelligence Officer Lha Tsering mentioned earlier, 
that on several occasions he had observed Tsarong calling on the Babu at his newspaper 
0ffi~e.I~~) But in Lhasa there was a small coterie of his closest fiiends in high places to 
whom he would always go  for news and information of a sensitive sort, whether it be 
concerned with interna1 Tibetan politics or, as was increasingly the case, with the growing 
Chinese threat, Nationalist or  Communist. One such friend, of course, was Tsarong Shape, 
the former Commander-in-Chief of the Tibetan A m y .  It was at the latter's Lhasa residence, 
i t  will be reinembered, that Tharchin stayed while on his next visit to the capital in 1937. And 
while still a guest at Tsarong House that sumrner, the Babu had a compulsion to relate by 
leiter to Sir Charles Bell the contents of a highly confidential conversation he had just had 
with the Sliape, a further example of the trust and confidence Tibetan officials reposed in 
him; for in the letter the Babu wrote the following intelligence: 

1 had a very private talk with Tsarong . . . and he also told me that Tibet is bending 
towards China. All the officials talk with me openly as they do not doubt me [the 
Babu's quaint way of saying that they trust him]. Also, Tsarong told me that the 
discipline of the Tibetan Army is very bad; it is not good as before; the old rifles are 
1101 good, but of course they hope to get new ones; but when the A m y  is not good, 
not properly trained, he fears that even with good rifles, that will not be of much help. 
He has lots of ideas to improve the Army, but it seems that he alone can't do much, and 
neither does he have any power to act.lb 

Yet in this same letter is another fascinating passage whose contents are illustrative of 
still another interesting facet to the Kalimpong publisher's intelligence-gathering activiv. 
Given the generous, helpful and compassionate nature of Gergan Tharchin, which became 
legendary among al1 who knew him, the recipients of his kindness were more than eager to 
recom~ense him in the best wav they knew how, especially if they occupied any kind of 
Sensitive or influential p s t ,  high or low, in the Tibetan or Indian or even the Chinese 
govemmental h~ireaucr~cy:  they would pass on news or confidences to him which he might 
relish having. It took on, in fact, the apperironce of a quid pro quo development that on the 
c O n h ~  was something which arose quite naturally, as the passage in question fiom Tharchin's 
letter to Sir Charles amply deinonstrates: 

At Gyantse 1 met the Dewan BahadUrsi they are rather in trouble. for 1 have to get RS 

701- frorn hirn, as he took one pony frorn me; but now 1 can't get it. Here in Lhasa 1 met 
bis former wife whose voice is not good [nieaning unclear]. She becarne the wife of the 
Chinese official's interpreter and she asks me to w~ite her respects to you and also she 
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says she wants to write you a letter soon. 1 can get lots of information fiom her 
husband, as he interprets everything between the Chinese officia1 and the Tibetan 
govemment. He is one of my fiiends. Six years ago he and his mother came to Kalimpong 
and they were in great trouble at that time. 1 tried to give a little help, so now he is very 
grateful to me. He also asks me to give his respects to you." 

Now anyone who knew Gergan Tharchin well enough would know that there was 
absolutely nothing ultenor behind his kindheaned generosity: such compassionate helpfulness 
was something deeply rooted in his Christian faith as well as in his humble beginnings of 
great poverty. As a matter of fact, it was not unlike the agape love (an expression of h i n e  
love) which his Lord and Master, Jesus, exhibited constantly in His daily walk on the earth: 
He did so, expecting nothing in return for having done good. And it was this example of 
Jesus which by the power of God's Spirit the Babu sought to emulate in his own daily life. 
Moreover, in the instance under discussion, Tharchin could little have realized six years 
earlier that the recipient of his kindness then would come to hold later such a sensitive 
position as interpreter to the Chinese representative in Lhasa!-surely an indication, if any 
were needed, that there was no ulterior link between his generosity and any desire to gain 
clandestine information. Nevertheless, as the above passage makes clear, though there was 
no thought of any recompense for Tharchin's acts of kindness, there was, willy-nilly, a by- 
product to his compassion which he could neither gainsay nor deny: if, as in the case at 
hand, the one benefited by it was in a position to do so, he would show his gratefulness by 
providing the Babu with items of news or some confidential intelligence. Even so, what in 
essence transpired with the grateful interpreter was merely another opportunity, among 
many which routinely presented themselves, for the Babu to take advantage of in ferreting 
out intelligence data that might be helpful in countering what he saw was an ever-present 
threat to Tibet fiom China. That the source of the information happened in this case to be 
someone who had earlier benefited fiom Tharchin's generosity was something purely 
accidental. Finally, though, it must be acknowledged that because the instance of ~harchin's 
helpfulness just now delineated was not uncornmon, its fieqiient occurrence could conceivably 
lead to the belief on the part of a less knowledgeable observer that there might just be a 
base motive to much of Tharchin's kindness. It must be stated in reply, however, that the 
reason this apparent quid pro quo phenomenon was not a rare occurrence was, to put 11 

quite simply, because the Babu's agape liberality was not a rare occurrence, either! 

NOW it is obvious that for the Babu's intelligence-gathering endeavors to be a success, 
and whether they be undertaken for the sake of his Tibetan newspaper or for the enlightenmellt 
and guidance of British officiais, he could not be the only contact point or collecter of n e w  
The political and geographical terrain was too vast, the issues too cornplex. and the 
personalities involved too many for just one person to ferret out al1 relevant intelligence. I t  
would require a sizable network of individuals who by vimie of their status, oftice or location 
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were in a position to observe the activities and movements of important persons or be in the 
know of events, conversations, developments and even telegram, letters and reports which 
w~uld be joumalistically or politically significant. Such a network, of course, could not be 
developed ovemight; it had to be painstakingly built up over a period of tirne into a viable and 
effective group of informants whose basic code of honor was secrecy, honesty and accuracy 
and whose loyalty to the cause-whether that be the progress of the Tibet Mirror, the 
defense ofTibet fiom the threat of any new incursion into Kham by the Chinese Nationalist 
Amy, or the growing anti-Communist stniggle-was unquestioned. 

It can be stated here with a great deal of certainty that over the years since the founding 
ofhis newspaper Gergan Tharchin was able to create just such an informal group of people 
whom he could depend upon to keep him informed regularly of any newsworthy item of 
information or intelligence they might come into possession of wherever they might be. 
They became the eyes and ears as it were of Gergan Tharchin himself; and they were 
situated in such strategic places as Lhasa, Shigatse, Phari, Gyantse, Yatung, and naturally 
Kalimpong itself. The Tharchin Papers are replete with messages and letters which were 
sent to the Tibetan publisher informing him of this or that piece of news or confidential 
disclosure. Here is but a sampling of such communications received at various times from 
various informants at various places scattered throughout the informal network. They reveal 
a wide variety of subject matter deemed significant enough to have been sent by the 
in fonnants. 

Lhasa, I O  January 1929: 1 have no news to mention about Tibet which is worthy 
of information to you; as everything seems to be going smoothly. 1 would advise you 
that you should mention as much as possible in your newspaper about China and HH 
the Tashi Lama [the Panchen Lama who had fled Shigatse and Tibet in 19231, as 
everybody in Tibet seems to appreciate information about China. 

Gyantse, 31 October 1942: The two American gentlemen [Tolstoy and Dolan] who 
are proceeding to Lhasa to interview the Dalai Lama are arriving here on the Zd Nov. 
and they will leave for Lhasa after a few days stay at Gyantse. 

Lhasa. earl-y 1948: Do you remember the name Ma Kuang Ching? Mostly he was 
called Shiao Chung Ching here.. .. Recently he sold his house funiiture, for he is going 
back to China via India. His star* wi]] be very soon. He is a tail thin fellow with narrow 
moustache. Indian Mission in Lhasa bas got his photo and 1 saw it. At his departure 
from Lhasa to lndia 1'11 wire you like this-"Goods lefi here." 

Lhasa, 6 March 1949: There is not much agitation of the Communists in Lhasa of 
today, it seems.. .. The mmour goes strongly that Mapu Fang's 2000-man A m y  has 
already left Siling but no one knows hhere they have gone to.. .. 1 write once again t0 
Say that correct information cari be collected if there is enough pay so that news 
collectors can be kept by me; othemise, we can get only hearsay news. 1 have got 
connection with: Thring,  Kapshopa, Ragarshar, Tsarong, Monks of Sera, Dray Phone's 
[Drepung's] two big Lamas, and others. No news is heard of Panchen Lama. It is said 
they [the Chinese Nationalists] may bring two incarnations. The present [Tibetan?] 
amies were also suspected to have sent to check whether any Chinese escorts are 
with the Panchen Lama.. .. p.S. Wire me when you get this letter and let me know if 
[these news itenis] are ofany value. ~ f g o o d ,  just say, "Good health." 

Yotitng, 8 Augu.yt 1949: On the 26Ih July five [of the many expelled] Chinese have 
amved froni Shigatse, on 301h 1 ] from Lhasa, 1 '' Aug. 18 from Lhasa. on 71h 40 Chinese 
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with the Head of the Chinese Mission, including children, have arrived and al1 of them 
are staying at Chumbi.. . . The I.T.A. [Indian Trade Agent] Yatung has arrived here on 
291h July from Gangtok and now he is busy, and went yesterday to Chumbi to meet the 
Head of the Chinese Mission. Tibetan and Chinese officials are coming here for lunch 
at Agency. 

Yatung, 14 March 1952: The Head of the [Communist] Chinese of Lhasa has 
requested of the Kashag and the Dalai Lama to appoint Ngabo and Ragashar as Vice 
Commanders-in-Chief. They agreed and appointed them. Chinese soldiers have reached 
Phari on 1 lIh March. 1 think they will soon proceed towards this place. 

Lhasa, 7 September 1952: All the [Tibet Mirroi*] papers were returned to yoii . . . 
The Chinese are suspecting that we [at the Lhasan Indian Mission] might be helping 
[i.e., supplying] you with news, etc. So it's better that they were returned to you this 
time. People came to know of your recent issue ofthe paper [that was returned] because 
the Chinese oftice had a copy brought up by someone from Kalimpong. 1 got about six 
inquiries asking if 1 have the paper. Most of them know what the paper contained. As 
you tliink [Le., As you have written in the newspaper], it is quite right: people are glad 
with you, but the other party [that of the Communists?] is not!!! 

Yuiung, 29 Decemher 1952: . . . about the two Indian Conimunists: they are still at 
Chuinbi with strict guards. Now, 13 buildings are nearly completed at Chorten Karpo, 
aiid the Chinese are shifiing their rice at Chorten Karpo whicli was piled up at Chumbi. 
No more interesting news. 

Yaiirng, 1 May 1953: On 24Ih April the Chinese here presented a Thr-angshi [movie, 
play?] about the Korean War: As the U.N. was about to win the war in North Korea, 
Chinese Comrnunist soldiers poured into North Korea, killing many U.N. troops, mostly 
Americans. At last, while American troops were retreating from North Korea, hundreds 
of [North Korean soldiers?-undecipherable] poured into [Southem?] villages and 
lefi al1 buming. Also [in the Thrangshi] they showed bombing by Americans of civilians 
and children, and they explained in Tibetan that Americans and British are our deadly 
enemy, so we must be careful of them in future, and the show ended. 

Yatung. 22 Mal1 1953: Chinese bridge near Yatung bazar not completed but men 
and animals are allowed to pass over this bridge as the old one is dismantled.. .. The 
construction of road from Lingmalling is said to be quite broad but muddy, and people 
Say it is impossible to use carts. 

Kdimpong, undared memo marked "Confidentiul": The man who is the right- 
hand man of the present Panchen Lama sent for his second wife and family from 
Peking; the wife with five children al1 dressed in Chinese and speaking Mandarin left 
Kalimpong this morning for Shigatse.l8 

But if the resourceful Tharchin was served by faithful and diligent "stationary" infamants, 

he was likewise served by an amorphous group of transients who found their way, for 
whatever reason, to  the Babu's hill station. There they would stay for shorter or longer 
periods, as the spirit might move them. One particularly identifiable class of transients s e ~ d  
the Babu v e y  well: these were the ubiquitous Mongolian lamas-Mahayana Buddhist (0 
the core-who were always welcome at the Tibetan capital, no questions asked. Often 
traveling to Lhasa on pilgrimage or else enrolling at Drepung and the other Lhasan inonasteries 
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for higher monastic studies (several hundreds of them always being in residence at there 
immense religious institutions at any given time), these Mongolians would also break away 
from their stay at the Tibetan capital to make their way south through Tibet bound for 
India's own holy places. And natwally Kalimpong was the first major halting place for them 
upon reaching the Land of Buddha's Birth.I9 

Now over the years Tharchin Babu had shown special favor towards these pilgrim 
monks and lamas from Mongolia as well as towards many Tibetans on pilgrimage too. 
News of this particular favor had naturally spread through both communities at Lhasa and 
even throughout the general monkish population of Tibet and the two Mongolias heinselves- 
Outer and Inner. For instance, the ex-Japanese spy Hisao Kimura, while on a secret 
intelligence mission for Tharchin ana thc British which took him into East Tibet and just 
inside the neighboring Chinese province of Chinghai, happened to stumble upon a Lama at 
a small temple across the river from the monastic town of Jyekundo. He was none other 
than the incarnate Lama, the Jyekundo Rimpoche. This distinguished personage, Kimura 
would report later, "had made a pilgrimage to the holy places of India and visited Tharchin 
on the way; so that our introduction from the latter assured us kind treatment."2" The 
former Japanese agent has written much more about Tharchin's connection with these 
pilgnms in his memoirs of the period when he himself was posing as a Mongolian monk and 
working for the Babu at his Tibet Mirror Press: 

In the spring of 1946 . . . a large nurnber of Mongolian monks and lamas came from 
Lhasa on pilgrimage.. . . Since Tharchin made it a habit to be helpful by printing leaflets 
and guide maps to the sacred   lac es," as well as cleanng out a warehouse across from 
the printing press for the pilgrims to use, he was often the first person they called on. 
This was extremely valuable to his position in the intelligence netw ork. and il was also 
a chance for me to make important contacts, for as a Mongolian in his e~nploy il fell 
upon me to take care of the Mongolian pilgrims.. .. [Then too,] the Tibet Mirror Press 
was a place where Tibetans [and Mongolians] on pilgrimage or other business could 
always be sure of a temporary job. (JA 152.185) 

With the prospect of a place to bed down gratis, timely assistance for their eventual ho1~- 
 ilg grimages in India, and the possibility if desired of temporap employment, it was not 
Sur~rising that Tharchin was treated to a steady stream of Mongolian visitors; inany of 
~hom,  as hinted at by Kimura, could provide valuable information to an interested and 
clever conversationalist like the Babu about developinents in the remote regions of Central 
and East Asia. Such information these pilgrims might have been able to leam in the course 
Of lenpthy travels along the caravan kails which stretched for hundreds and thousands 

Of miles across this vast ares of the Asiaii continent. These ancient routes extended fion1 
the two Mongolias and southem Siberia in North and East Asia, southwestward through 
nofihem China and eastem and northeastem Tibet, then down to the sacred Tibetan capital 
iiself, and finally southward to the Jelep La and into India. It  was an enormous region of 
trackless wastes and mgged rnountains but also of lush valleys and fertile fields and forestsi 

was a region infested with scoundrels, thieves and brigands of evev  stnpe bent on 
pillage. rape and murder; yet it was an area. too, which could yield up, to a traveler alert and 
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astute enough. its myriad secrets about wandrring rebellious nomads, unending civil wars, 
intemecine conflicts among warring factions, clans and tribes, the latest political news of 
more than passing significance, as well as ominous signs of troop concentrations and even 
clandestine plans for attack on an unsuspecting neighboring country. Surely an incredibly 
rich source of infonnation rnany of these Mongolian travelers and Tibetan pilgrims were- 
a mine of intelligence just waiting to be tapped by a resourceful, skillful and strategically- 
placed person like Tharchin who quickly comprehended the unique situation that was his 
and exploited it to the full. 

In this regard, an example of what might occur upon the arriva1 of Mongolians on Gergan 
Tharchin's doorstep was the experience encountered by the Japanese spy Kimura who at 
the time had been posii-ig as Dawa Sangpo, a Mongolian monk supposedly studying at 
Lhasa's Drepung Monastery. He had been accompanied in his long spy journey from Inner 
Mongolia by the Danzans, a Mongolian pilgrim couple who were themselves posing as 
Dawa's sister and her husband. Dawa had been introduced to the Tibetan publisher by an 
Outer Mongolian thanka painter and artist named Dharma, whose name, typically,~had 
been given these three travelers during their stay in the Tibetan capital. Dharma had at one 
time been a monk-pilgrim himself at Lhasa but who now lived in Kalimpong with his Lhasa- 
bom wife and their children. Here is how Kimura described what had transpired upon 
initially meeting the talented undercover agent for Tibetan intelligence: 

At first 1 thought Tharchin, who was small and dark with a thick moustache, looked 
more Indian than Tibetan, but his friendly and open directness reassured me. Though 
he was fluent in Tibetan, Urdu, Hindi, Nepali and English, we had no common language, 
and'1 had to rely on Dhamia to interpret.. .. 

"What can you do? Do you have any skills?" Tharchin asked, looking a little 
dubiously at the ragged pilgrim who had presented himself. 1 had made an attempt to 
tidy up, but nothing could disguise the patches and holes in my old robe. 

"Nothing special," 1 answered nervously, wondering what he would Say if 1 told him 
1 could speak, read and write Japanese like a native. 

Dharma came to my rescue. "He told me that he read books on the new age at a 
Japanese school in Inner Mongolia. I'm sure that can't be held against him now that - 

the war is over." 
Mr. Tharchin laughed at that, then thought for a moment and gestured toward a 

map on the wall of his Press office. "Do you know what that is?" he asked. 1 told him it 
was a niap ofAsia, and he asked me if 1 could point out the route 1 had taken to come 
to India from Mongolia. Starting at Zarin Sume 1 carefully traced the route we had 
followed through Ninghsia to Tsaidam then south with the caravan to Lhasa, and 
finally the three-week jouniey across the Himalayas. He then asked me if 1 could read 
the place names. 1 obliged him, telling him that the Japanese school had taught the 
English alphabet. He looked at me intently for a moment . . . 

"All right," he said finally, "you can help with the printing for a while. Fifieen 
rupees a month." It would not keep the three of us, so 1 asked about the Danzan 
couple. They were just simple nomads, 1 said, but they could do al1 the things a nomad 
could do. "There's always wool to be spun," he said after a moment's thought. "Bring 
them up lo the house and 1'11 introduce them to iny wife. She's in charge of that sort of 
thing." 

And so Kalimpong became our home . . . (JA 136-7) 
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Friendships were thus readily made and information of varying significance just as readily 
extracted over time and sorted out thereafler. Moreover, upon returning w e k s  or months 
later to those places from whence they had begun their journeys, certain of these pilgrim- 
travelers, Dawa Sangpo included-and no matter whether Mongolian or Tibetan, couid 
now be trusted to serve as couriers bearing confidential messages back to Lhasa and other 
Tibetan centers of importance, where Tharchin the intelligence network chief had his 
informants. They might even be dispatched back to faraway Mongolia whcre the Babu 
might perhaps have a few spies of his own lurking about. It was an inforrnal arrangement 
conducive to conducting clandestine fact-finding work of every description, and the Babu's 
Tibet Mirror Press provided the perfect cover for it. So perfect was it, in fact, and so subtly 
and careîully conducted was Tharchin's undercover network operation, that over the years 
of its existence none of the Babu's regular associates in the Press nor any of his fiiends, 
relatives and family members involved on and off in the publishing work was ever aware 
that such an ongoing intelligence-gathering and -disseminating activity had ever taken place. 
In this respect, at least, Tharchin Babu could be regarded as a spy indeed, and a very good 
one at that! 

Now at some point in the development of Gergan Tharchin's inforrnal intelligence 
apparatus, the British Govemment of lndia-having been aware for some time of the Tibetan 
~ublisher's extracurricular act ivi t ies4ame to realize that it might be helpful to its own 
intelligence operations on Tibet to tap into the Babu's undercover network by establishing 
an officiai contact with it. This it did by the year 1943 or 1944. and perhaps even earlier. But 
the staunch, ever alen, and single-minded advocate for Tibet's well-being made it cristal 

that he would only engage in this cooperative venture for the sake of his beloved 
ethnie homeland. For did he not intimate to one of his many admirers from a younger 
generation of Tibetans where bis head and sou] tmly lay-"with Tibet"?'"' As k;imura 
would himseif report long afiemards: was to leam that Tharchin was cominined to the 
welfare and the independence of Tibet, and though 1 did not know it at the time [of initially 
meeting him], he had extensive contacts with the secret world of British intelligence-with 
which he willingly cooperated as long as it was for the benefit of Tibet." ( J A  136) 

As can be discemed from the foregoing narration of Gergan Tharchin's emergence as a 
British secret agent concemed with the World's Roof, the Raj. in the words of historian 
Alex McKay, "did net rely so]e]y on the [British frontier] cadre for information on Tibet." 
From his excellent study on ~ i b p t  nnd the British Ra,: the Froiitier Cadre 1904-1947 
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(1997). one leams that there were many local, indigenous sources of intelligence at the 
cadre's disposal which greatly enhanced the ability of the British to gather al1 kinds of 
intelligence essential to the creation and maintenance of British India's foreign policy vis-à- 
i!is Tibet and those Central Asian powers having an interest in the Snowy Land like Russia 
and China. 

It  would do well, therefore, to provide the reader some historical background on how and 
through whom the British Raj in India had over the years and decades developed its wide- 
ranging intelligence-gatliering capability regarding Tibet. But for this one must go back to 
the days right after the Younghusband Mission to Lhasa of 1903-4. And here the present 
author is indebted to McKay and his seminal work already cited. 

The British historiai1 first of al1 mentions the help India received from Nepal's 
representative in Lhasa who regularly fonvarded lengthy situation reports-admittedly of 
"mixed value," based as much of them were on rumor-to his home Government at 
Kathmandu. The latter would in turn pass thern on to Britain's representative at the Nepalese 
capital. 

But another, and quite intriguing, intelligence source for the British were various Christian 
missionaries based along the Sino-Tibetan border. Imbued with their ongoing desire to gain 
entrance into the Great Closed Land, they incorrectly believed their support of increased 
British or Chinese authority would result in their finally being permitted into the Forbidden 
Land. McKay has docuiiiented how such missionaries as J. R. Muir and James Edgar 
would fieqiiently send "long reports," fowarded to India via Peking, on conditions in eastem 
Tibet. mucli of which had reliable military value. Muir, for example, in one ofhis reports, had 
even provided a small map he himself had drawn which, he wrote, "will show better the 
disposition of the troops on the fiontier." And according to McKay, Edgar-a distinguished 
loiigtime AustralianINew Zealand missionary to Tibet who at one time actually ministered 
just inside the Closed Land-had "actively solicited intelligence assignments" from the 
British! These, and other missionaries like them, writes McKay, "were, in effect, unpaid 
spies." It ought to be noted in passing that though Gergan Tharchin was not above receiving 
reinuneration offered now and then for his uiiofficial contributions to British intelligence 
gathering, he bas  not unlike Muir, Edgar and other missionaries with respect to what inotivated 
them to serve as a source of news and information on Tibet: the great hope coinmon to them 
al1 of witnessing at long last the open and iinhindered entrance of the gospel of Christ into 
the Land of Monks and Monasteries. 

The presence of British Trade Agents inside Tibet widened greatly the Raj's capability 
there to collect intelligence, since these cadre officers would no\v be close by to those 
Indian Buddhists who theinselves dwelt in Tibet and might be willing. as two of the latter 
indeed were, to provide regularly, in the words of one annual Gyantse Trade Agent Report, 
"valuable information about Lhasa and Tibetan affairs." These two willing Buddhist residents 
from the Indian subcontinent were two close relatives of Sikkim's Maharaja and who lived 
on large estates located just a few miles outside Gyantse. Additionally, the British could 
count on Lhasa's Ladakhi commercial community and the ubiquitous Indian traders as 
further sources of information. Both groups could obviously travel inore freely in Tibet thm 
could the Trade Agents and, reports McKay, would be expected "to deal with the Agents in 
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ihe normal course of business." A fùrther consequence of the Trade Agents' presence, and 
laier that of the British Mission at Lhasa, was the fact that Agency staff, Mission swvants, 
and even Medical Oficers on duty at these Agencies and Mission were al1 good sourcts of 
infonnation-whether that have been in the form of bazaar gossip, popular opinion, or the 
physical health and fitness of medical patients !Yom the wealthier and therefore more 
influential sections of Ti betan society. 

Prior to the Younghusband Mission, Chinese authorities in Tibet had employed couriers 
as their method of contact with their home Govemment. But with British introduction into 
Tibet of both telegraph and postal services, the Chinese opted in favor of these more modem 
methods of contact. Consequently, notes McKay, the British cadre "gained invaluable insight 
into Chinese plans" since both their letters and telegrams were "routinely intercepted and 
read in India" before they were forwarded on to China. 

And then, of course, there were the "secret agents7'-usually indigenous employees of 
the British-who were dispatched fiom both the Trade Agencies and the Political Oficer 
at the Gangtok Residency. McKay points out that ever since the days of Trade Agent 
William O'Connor, a monthly "Secret Service allowance" had been provided the Trade 
Agents for making payment to their infomants-+ne of whom, it will be recalled, would be 
Gergan Tharchin himself. The lists of recipients of these funds, adds McKaj, "reveal the 
wide range of informants used," especially by O'Connor: (a) "nationals whose interests 
coincided with those of the British"-e.g., Indian traders, Bhutanese officials, and even the 
Nepalese representative posted to Gyantse (whose regular monthly payment amounted to 
50 mpees); (b) villagers, who might each receive one or two rupees for their cooperation; 
(c) Servants of Lhasa oficials and the Panchen Lama's clerks at his Trashilhunpo Monastery, 
al] of whom received payments of between 10 and 50 rupees each; (d) the clerk of Gyantse's 
Prestigious D ~ o ~ ~ g p o n  or District Oficer; (e) various monks at monasteries in Lhasa and 
throughout Central Tibet, al] of whom becarne paid infom~ants, some of them on a regular 
basis; and even (f) infamants in the Chinese Arrny during its presence at Lhasa and elsewhere 
in Tibet and among the employees of the Chinese Ambans when they, too. wrre still present 
ai  Lhasa! "No possible source," explains McKay, "was ignored." Antecedent to al1 thesr 
twentieth-centuv "secret agents," of course, were the farned nineteenth-centuy pundits 
who had so well-served the Survey of India in gathering al1 kinds of intelligence about Tibet 
(sec later in the present chapter regardhg their clandestine activities). 

New the process of gathering information, this British cadre historian had gone on to say, 
" w " ~ Y  no means one-sided. n o u g h  they denied it, Britain, China, ~ u s s i a  and other powers 
Such as Japan al1 spied on Tibet and on each other's activities there." Furthemore. McKay 
maka clear that the Tibetans themselves monitored the British most carefully. resulting in 
Oneinstance in the dismissa] in 1908 of one of the Gyantse Trade Agency clerks on charges 

passing con fiden f i a l  Papen about Tibet to the Chinese in Lhasa (this had been none 0 t h ~  
than Gergan TharchinYs Mission School ~eadmaster of a later da- at Ghoom, Karma Sumdhon 
Paul. Who rnany years afiemards was exonerated of such charges by the VerY Person  ho 
hacl originally dismissed him: F. M. Bailey, at the time of dismissal the Gyantse Trade Agent. 
b u t b ~  the time of exoneration in 1922 the P.O.S. at Gangtok; see again V~lume 1. Cha~ter 5 

the present work for the details). The Tibetans couid be "refreshindy honest" about 
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their watchfulness of the British, added the historian humorously; for when one particuIar 
visitor to Tibet in the 1930s inquired of the "guides" whom the Tibetan govemment had 
provided her if they were reporting her activities to the Dalai Lama, they replied without any 
hesitation, "Of course."22 

From this brief historical background on the development of British India's intelligence- 
collecting endeavors, it becomes clear that the Raj's employment of Gergan Tharchin as an 
undercover agent was not in the least unique. As has been leamed already, he, like many 
others who were engaged by the British to perform this kind of clandestine work, was 
indigenous, loyal, reliable, discreet, and talented. What was unique about Tharchin, however, 
was the fact that in linking up with him, the British Intelligence community would now have 
in their network of spies and informants someone who had organized, developed and trained 
a network of indigenous, loyal, reliable, discreet, and talented informants of his own! 

Furthermore, and perhaps of equal significance, the head of this informal network of 
informants had what proved to be a perfect cover for carrying out such surreptitious activity: 
he published a newspaper which naturally required-no suspicious questions asked-having 
a number of individuals here and there who, if not news reporters in the normal understanding 
of that phrase, were nonetheless gatherers of news and information of vital interest to their 
superior who just happened to be the proprietor, editor and publisher of the only viable 
Tibetan-language news joumal in existence. And hence, the Babu's news publishing operation, 
with its far-flung network of contacts for gathering information, was looked upon by al1 and 
sundry as an essential, even indispensable, activity for these crisic times in Indo-Tibetan 
history and was thus accepted as something quite natural and innocuous. 

Given, then, this kind of activity which Tharchin's newspaper enterprise made possible, 
could anything be more desirable as a suitable means of concealment for engaging in a 
clandestine collection of intelligence? Little wonder, therefore, that British Intelligence in 
India dealing with Tibetan affairs would be extremely interested in gaining access-even if 
only indirectly through linkage with its head-to such a network that by this time was 
already in place, had proven itself to be both experienced and capable, and whose net 
inconsiderable number of "agents" were scattered far and wide throughout much of central 
Asia. Ergo, the link-up was well-nigh inevitable. 

As a consequence of this link-up with the Babu's Tibetan-related clandestine operation, 
it was not long before Tharchin's name began to appear on the distribution lists of official 
Govemment memoranda. Such a list would appear at the end of each memo's text, indicatin!! 
which need-to-know individuals were to receive a particular communication. That the Babu's 
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name was now included was evidence that this new undercover agent for the British hj 
would be kept informed, to the degree it was felt necessary, of what the relevant oficialdom 
was itself being apprised with regard to the Roof of the World. For instance, in March 1946, 
Tharchin's narne appears at the end of a memorandum sent by none other than the Political 
Officet for Tibet, A. J. Hopkinson, and addressed to the British Mission in Lhasa. This 
official memo gave detailed data on the Tibet Goodwill Mission's reception in New Delhi, a 
day-by-day report that identified those prominent political leaders who were present on 
every occasion mentioned, including foreign dignitaries from other countries such as 
Afghanistan, America, China, Holland and Persia. Listed on this particular memorandum, 
as one of those recognized to receive it, Tharchin's name is found among the likes of British 
Intelligence Chief E. T. D. Lambert himself; also, Major G. Sherriff, Crookety, Kalimpong; 
as well as the British Mission, Lhasa, and the British Trade Agent, Gyantse and Yatung.'j 

But then, too, it was also not long after the link-up with Tharchin's covert operation had 
occurred that on the streets of Kalimpong there discreetly began to appear in the Company 
of the Babu a somewhat shadowy figure, who apparently chose by design to remain that 
way during the next half-decade. This individual, whose name has appeared once or twice 
already, was Eric T. D. Lambert from Ireland, who headed up the Indian government's own 
Tibetan Intelligence program between the years 1942 and 1947. Since Lambert constituted 
the most important point of contact between these two undercover enterprises relating to 
Tibet, it would do well to devote a little space to his persona1 histo~-y.2J 

Eric Thomas Drummond Lambert was an important mid-level Oficer of His Majesty's 
public service in India who held a variety of posts as a member of the Indian (Imperial) 
Police between 1929 and 1947. Son of the late Septimus Drummond Lambert, Eric was 
bom in Ireland in 1909, was educated at the Royal School in Dungannon, and spent one or 

academic years at Dublin's famed Trinity College in 1928 and 1929 before going off to 
India in the latter year. There he would spend nearly his entire career on the Subcontinent in 
the Northeast Frontier Region before retiring from the Imperial Police in mid- 1947. 

Within a few years following his arriva1 in India Lambert, at only age 26, was made 
Political Officer for the Brahmaputra-Chindwin Survey and would serve in that post for two 
Years (1935-6). Two years later he became the District Commissioner of the Naga Hills, 
and throughout the Japanese invasion of that area during the Second World War Lambert 
was with the Nagas and other Assamese hill tribes. During the War year of 1942 Lambert 
served as British India's first Political Oficer for the Tirap Frontier Tract. His duties during 
these years as a political officer have been described by Sir Percival Griffiths as having 
been, to say the least, "very diverse." Explains Sir Percival further in his extensive histoy 
of the lndian Police: "He had stopped human sacrifice amongst an aboriginal tnbe; he had 
Surve~ed the densely-forested border ares; and earlier in 1942 he had organized the rescue 

many thousands of [war] refugee~."'~ But by far his most fascinating and unusual 
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experience during this same year of 1942 involved his association with China, Britain's allg 
against Japan. For Lambert was commissioned by the Chinese Nationalist Army as a General 
in the Chinese Armed Forces with the task assigned "to find and evacuate the Chinese Vh 
A m y  from Burma to Assam India," a most remarkable assignment to be asked to undenake, 
indeed, but one which, given his knowledge and experience in that region of the world, he 
nonetheless successfùlly accomplished against al1 odds (including "an attack of high fever") 
between June and August of 1942.26 In fact, writes GrifEths in his book's chapter on the 
Indian Police in time of war, "it is impossible in an account which must be limited to a few 
paragraphs to convey any idea of the hardships involved in Lambert's expedition or of the 
courage and resolution, combined with his unique knowledge of the frontier areas, which 
enabled him and his party to acc~mplish it. It is very satisfactory to record that, in addition 
to being decorated with the King's Police Medal, he was invited to China, feted for a week 
by the Chinese Army and decorated with the Chinese A m y  Medal of the 1" cl as^."^^ 

Following his stint as the Tirap Tract's initial Political Officer, Lambert was shifted from 
there to become Assistant Political Officer in 1943 for the strategically-important town of 
Sadiya and its vicinity and the same position in Pasighat the next year. "From here," 
Lambert wrote in a letter to the present author, "1 visited the Tibetan frontier due north [by] 
going up the Dihang and crossing the Siyom.. .. The nearest 1 ever got to Lhasa was to 
Gyantse in 1944."'Wuring that same War year Lambert would also serve as the Chief 
Civil Liaison Officer of the XIVLh British A m y  in Assam. After his retirement fiom the 
Imperial Indian Police in 1947 at only the age of 37, he went on to fashion a new career for 
hirnself with the Foreign and Commonwealth Office that would take him to many foreign 
lands over the next two decades. As such, Lambert carried out his duties for the FCO in 
several countries of Southeast Asia, and several in West Afiica, South America (especially 
Venezuela) and Central Asia (in particular, Nepal and Afghanistan).* 

But by far the inost intriguing service he rendered the British Raj, and which is most 
germane to tlie present discussion, was his half-decade of duty as the one in charge of 

* As a consequence of his long years of Government service in many parts of the woild, Lainbert was honored 
in a number of ways. In 1943. he received the KPM (King's Police Medal); in 1946. the OBE (Oficer-ofthe 
order-of tlie British Empire); in 1969, the CMG (Companion, Order of St. Michael and St. George); in 19.12. 
as already alluded to in the Text above, the Chinese Arrned Forces Distinguished Service Award (First Order, 
First Class); and in 1983, the Cruz Militar from the Venezuelan govemrnent. Lambert also became ~residentof 
the Kepublic of lreland Branch of the Burma Star Association, a Corresponding Mernber of Venezuela's 
Academy of History. and a Trustee of the National Library of Ireland. Among his publications have been 
Assam Cjoiritly v. ilh Alban Ali), 1946; articles in the Journals of the Royal Geographical Society and Royal 
Siam (Thailand) Society; Man in lndia; The hish Sivord; and Voluntarios Briranicus y Irlandeses en la Gesta 
Bolivuriuna, 1982. It should be noted, incidentally, that on the title page of a copy of Assani found in lhe 
Babu's personal librarq there is inscribed in ink by Lambert the following: "To Mr. Tharchin. with the 
compliments of the authors." Finally, i t  should also be stated that I>ambert had bcen a Fellow of the Royal 
Geographical Society and the Royal Anthropological Institute. He would die at Dublin in 1996. 
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British Intelligence for the entire Northeast Frontier Region of India that included within his 
juiisdiction for this activity both Kalimpong and Da jeeling. Without question, his many 
years of wide-ranging experience in that Region provided Lambert with a superb background 
well-titted for this much more covert task on behalf of his Govemment. This more clandestine 
undertaking included, of course, intelligence efforts as they related to Tibet. In fact, Lambert 
has himself provided a brief job description of this aspect of his overall undercover 
responsibility. In the same letter to the author cited before, the Intelligence Chief had this to 
Say: 

From the end of 1942 till my retirement fiom the Indian Police [and] fiom lndia [entirely] 
in June 1947 1 was responsible for Tibetan Intelligence, employing agents in Lhasa and 
elsewhere on the Indian side ofthe Tibetan border, and in Bhutan. Nepal and Sikkim.. .. 
The main object was keeping the Chinese and Japanese at bay. 

Keeping the Japanese at bay with respect to Tibet had naturally been the first order of 
business during the latter stages of especially the Sino-Japanese conflict which, along with 
the hostilities within the entire Asia-Pacific theater of World War Il, finally ended in 1945. 
But during the entire period of his stint as Intelligence Chief, Lambert had been concerned 
as well with keeping at bay any military incursions into Tibet from neighboring China- 
whether that have been Nationalist or Comrnunist in origin. The Civil War in China between 
these two elements had automatically resumed in the last half of 1945 when by that time it 
became increasingly apparent that their common enemy-the Japanese-were heading for 
certain total defeat at the hands of the Allies on the Asian mainland and elsewhere along the 
East Asian Pacific rim. And as the Nationalists began to experience defeat upon defeat in 
their struggle against ihe Communist forces, Lambert and his successors, and certain 
associates like Tharchin. were gradually to tum their attention more and more towards the 
Commurîist Chinese threat to Tibetan (and, by extension, British Indian) interests and less 
and less towards that of the Nationalist Chinese. 

Nevertheless, though ever alert to the possibility of a Communist victory in the civil war, 
during the heady days of the mid- 1940s it was clearly upon the Nationalists that British 
Intelligence, including now the undercover efforts of Gergan Tharchin, was chiefly focused 
with respect to Tibet. As tlie Babu would himself say in late 1946 in explainine why at that 
tilne lie was recmiting Kimura for a sensitive spy mission to East Tibet: 

The British have always understood the wisdorn of keeping Tibet as an independent 
buffer state, and India, under self-government, uill continue that p~licy."~ The problem 
is that right now the British have their hands full with trying to figure out how to hand 
over power. We're worried that the Chinese [read: Nationalists] inight take advantape 
of this, swoop into Tibet, and take over before anyone knolïs what is happening. 1 
want you to go, therefore, and discover whether or not it is true that China is making 
Preparations for an anned invasion of Tibet.. .. Not only do 1 want the news for my 
newspaper, but I'd like to wam the Tibetan govemnient if there is any danger. (JA 155, 
156) 
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Now Lambert had his overall Intelligence headquarters centered in the Assamese  ci^ 
of Shillong at a place called "Oaklands." And though there was only a small staff to açsist 
him in the Tibetan unit of this Central Intelligence Office (C.I.O.), it was a good staff. In his 
letter to the author, Lambert briefly described who they were, one of whom was the son of 
a most distinguished British civil servant who had served India many years vis-à-vis Tibet, 
and with whom the reader has by this time become acquainted. Wrote Lambert: "Rai Bahadur 
Norbhu Dhondup's son Charles was my Tibetan assistant. 1 had also a Bhutanese, a Sikkimese, 
and another younger Tibetan clerk and assistant who was very helpful." Indeed, it was this 
younger Tibetan assistant, unidentified by name by Lambert, who would in time prove to be 
one of the key communication links between India's Tibetan Intelligence unit in Shillong and 
Babu Tharchin in Kalimpong whenever Lambert could not himself visit the distant hill station 
and meet with the Babu directly. For in the Tharchin Papers can be found a number of 
letters which this clerk-assistant had sent fiom the C.I.O. to the Babu during the mid-1940s. 
One of them in particular is most revealing (see below). 

Now this Tibetan clerk-assistant was in fact a young Christian man from Kalimpong 
named Nima Isaacs whose employment in the Tibetan Intelligence unit at Oaklands had 
been arranged for with Eric Lambert by the Babu himself, in keeping with the latter's 
frequent practice of sending needy unemployed young men to Shillong and elsewhere for 
jobs.29 Born in January 1926 into what was apparently a Christian family (since at his birth 
he was given the name Joseph), he was baptized in 1945 and given the name Nima on thai 
occasion, which occurred just prior to his going to Oakland~.~'  Young Nima arrived on the 
scene in Shillong on the 2nd of June 1945, and in his first letter the following day to his 
beloved benefactor Tharchin (who was almost like a father to him) he wrote, but in not very 
clear English, the following tender missive: 

My dear Babula, 
... 1 met al1 the clerks besides [i.e., in addition to] Mr. Lambert and Norbhu La 

[Charles, the son of the Rai Bahadur]. They arranged for my boarding and asked me to 
take rest up to Monday morning.. . . 1 could neither see Norbhu La nor go to the [Welsh 
Presbyterian] Mission but still 1 am trying my best. 1 am not completely joined to this 
office [Le., the C.I.O.] because my Salieba [sic; Sahib?, i.e., theTop Chief, Lambert] had 
left for Delhi and 1 have to wait for him. More in my next. Closing with best love to 
Amala [Tharchin's wife Karma Dechhen] and to Phupu [nickname for the Babu's 8- 
year-old son Sherab Gyamtsho]. 

Yours lovingly, 
Nima Isaacs 

Apparently the staff could not wait for Lambert's return, which would not be till nearl! 
two months later; for in another letter sent by Isaacs from the C.I.O. to the Babu and w r i m  
in late July. young Nima wrote that he had been doing some clerical work in the office 
anyway and now wished to impress the Chief when he would ultimately retum b~ 
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leaming and doing his duties as well as he could: ". . . 1 am trying my best to improve in this 
~ff ice job and also in order to become a permanent clerk. Up to date, 1 am attending my 
office in proper time. In a real matter [Le., in a really important matter] 1 am very careful, 
that 1 heard of Mr. Lambert who is about to come, for it is sure that 1 have to show my 
experience [to him] in the same [Le., in the important matter mentioned previously] . . . ." 

Suffice it to Say that young Isaacs must have impressed Lambert his Chief, because he 
did go on to become a permanent clerk. More than that, however, he became an able 
assistant to the Britisher who later termed his job performance as having been "very helpful." 
He would also serve as an able Tibetan assistant to Lambert's successors after he left India 
in 1947. For early the following year (1  948) Isaacs was sending highly sensitive inquiries to 
the Babu and writing them in very good English for having only been on the job less than 
three years and not having been that well educated in the first place upon his amval at 
Shillong three years earlier.)' By 1948, of course, India was no longer under British control; 
moreover, the Central Intelligence Office had been moved from the Shillong city district of 
Oaklands to its new headquarters known as "Dhnibendra Bhawan" and located in the city 
district of Shillong called Kench's Trace. One of the sensitive inquiries forwarded to the 
Babu by Isaacs shows not only a marked improvement in his general knowledge of things 
and in his ability to express them in English; it likewise discloses a keen interest by India's 
Tibetan Intelligence unit in the activities of prominent Nationalist Chinese leaders, in this 
case the infamous warlord Mapufang, China's notorious Moslem ruler of one of that country's 
most strategic interior provinces; but the letter from Isaacs in addition provides strong evidence 
ofjust how much the C.I.O. was dependent upon Gergan Tharchin's intelligence apparatus 
for the acquisition of covert data relative to Sino-Tibetan affairs. Wrote Isaacs on 5 February 
1948: 

We recently are in receipt of the information that two secret agents of President MA of 
Chinghai Province are in Calcutta now. It is stated that one of the agents is passing 
under the name of LOBSANG TEMPA. His face is pock-pitted and he is 6 fi. in height. 
As desired by D.c.I.O., could you very kindly let me know their actual narnes and 
present activity, and past activities, if any?. . ." 

Another and even better example, however, of just how dependent upon the Babu the 
C.I.O. at Shillong was for acquiring significant Tibetan Intelligence data can be discemed 
from the text of what appears to be a rough drafi version of a hro-page typewritten memo 
found among the Tharchin Papers. It was dated by the Babu in his familiar inked handwriting 
as "9J5150'-i.e., 9 May 1950-and entitled, again in his handwriting, as "Men Who Came 
Down from Lhasa Last Year": a reference to the sudden expulsion of al1 Chinese and other 
undesirables from Tibet as a consequence of an order to this effect having been issued in 
the late spring of 1949 bv the Kashag on behalf of a hastily convened National Assembly 

weeks earlier. From intemal evidence it becomes fairly certain that the memo had been 
Prepared by Tharchin in response to an inquiry from Shillong that had most likely been 
Comln~nicated to him by Nima 1saac.q. But even if this were not the case, the information 
contained in the mcmo must surely have been fonvarded to Shillong since this extremely 
interesting doCuinent discloses, ainong other things, the following: (a) additional data 
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regarding the movements and activities of the Tibetan Communists, Phuntsog Wangyal and 
his Khampa followers, following their collective expulsion from Lhasa (see two chapters 
earlier for details); (b) the fact that an intelligence file had been established on P. Wangyal 
dating back to at least 1945 but most likely much earlier; (c) sensitive information about the 
interna1 political division at Lhasa over the expulsion decision; and (d) data on Chinese 
Communist machinations and the attempt by China to insinuate herself into Tibetan political 
affairs. The memo reads in part as follows: 

WANG CHIA - in Tibetan his name seems to be Wangyal; if so, he might be Phuntsog 
Wangyal, the man from Batang who went back to China last yeàr with the 
Chinese from Lhasa. 

PO CHlH - in a Chinese newspaper it is written Chi Po; if Chi Po, then in Tibetan Gelpo 
might be his name. 

TSAI LIANG - in Tibetan Tshering Namgyal might be his name. It is said that these are 
ail fiom Batang sent by the following party to Peking. 

KETA - in Tibetan, Kalsang Dragpa might be his name, and some think that [he is] a 
relative to the brother-in-law of Sadutshang [who, as mentioned two chapters 
earlier, was the rich Khampa merchant who currently resided at Kalimpong] . . .. 

KSlA KE TAO TENG - in Tibetan he is Jage Tobden or Shake Tobden, one of the head 
leaders of the Yang Babas [of] Phuntsog Wangyal; about him we may have 
some references in connection with Phuntsog Wangyal(1945). 

PANGDA DOCHl - this is Pangda Topgye, the youngest brother [of the famed 
Pangdatsang brothers from Kham where Batang is]. 

CHANG LANG CHIEH - in Tibetan, Tashi Namgyal, and said to be Kesang Tshering's 
man [i.e., the follower of Kesang Tsering, the alias for Thubten Wangchuk 
(Thuwang), the younger brother of Phuntsog Wangyal mentioned two chapters 
earlier]. 

It is said that some time past the Chinese newspaper in Calcutta published that the 
three men-namely, Wang Chia, Po Chih and Tsai Liang-arrived Chungking from 
Peking, afier their visit to Peking, and met the S.W. Chinese High Political Oficer or C.- 
in-C. Leu-Pechen [General (subsequently Marshal) Liu Po-chen, the then Commander 
of(Communist) China's powerful 2d Field A m y  and Chairman ofthe South-West China 
Military Affairs Commission], the one-eyed General who was said to have been trained 
in France, Germany and in the Russian High Military School. At present he is said to be 
in Chungking. 

It is heard that the subjects of the Tibetan government are getting tired [fed up] 
with the Government.. .. 

It is heard that Mr. Shakabpa [one of Tibet's Finance Ministers] was the man who 
had planned the turning out of the Chinese in Lhasa, and now many officiais are 
thinking that this was done wrongfully to mislead them. Also, there is mmour that 
some ofthe [Kashag?] members are for [forming a mission for] going to China and Mr. 
Shakabpa is not pulling well [i.e., his thinking is not influential anymore?], and some 
are not willing [for such a mission] to go. 

It is said that the [Communist] Peking government conferred a high title upon the 
elder brother of the Dalai Lama, TAKTSER RIMPOCHE, who is said to be at Kumbum 
Monastery [where he was an abbot of one of that inonasteiy's subsidiary gompasl; [it 
is] also said that he should lead the new [Chinese-indoctrinated] Panchen Lama to 
Tibet. It is also said that if he does so, then the T. Ci [Tibetan govemment] inay net 
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stop the Panchen from entering Tibet [as had been the case with his predecessor 
whose several plans to retum to Tibet had always been accompanied by Chinese 
insistence (and just as always rejected by Tibet) that he be escorted back by a contingent 
ofchinese soldiers-an obvious attempt by China to gain influence in Tibetan intemal 
affairs]. 

It is also heard that some Mongolian party arrived at Nagchuka [the well-known 
halting stage and checkpost north of Lhasa, only a five-days' trekking distance from 
the capital], but do not know yet who they are. The T. G is said to have received a radio 
message from there. 

If any evidence were needed, this memo surely demonstrates how effective at this 
critical juncture in Tibetan affairs Babu Tharchin's informal undercover apparatus had been 
ingathering news and covert data of every kind for Lambert and his successors in Shillong's 
Tibetan Intelligence unit. It ought to come as no surprise, therefore, that the British Intelligence 
Chief should have so categorically asserted, as he did in his letter to the present writer, that 
"Tharchin was my most usefùl source of information on Tibet." The Kalimpong publisher 
had not only been serving-and serving well-his country of ethnic identity but also his 
country of birth. And the Government of the latter must certainly have entertained no regrets 
at having linked up with the Babu's clandestine network of informants; since that 
Govemment's intelligence program centered at Shillong was more than arnply compensated 
for whatever cost, effort and time were involved in maintaining this contact in the distant 
frontier hi11 station of Kalimpong. Yet Lambert and his Shillong office would be compensated 
even more by Tharchin's undercover activity on behalf of the British Raj, as the following 
Pages will make abundantly plain. 

Just here, however, there is need to take note of the further development in British 
India's Intelligence program vis-à-vis Tibet, since the historical narrative presented a few 
Pages earlier primarily concemed itself with the first one or two decades of the twentieth 
centur~. Once again, the present author is indebted to Alex McKay, the historian who 
~ublished in 1997 a thorough study on Britain's fiontier cadre concemed with Tibet. 

McKay pointed out that during 1936-7 there had occurred a reorganization of British 
India's intelligence-gathering program on Tibet. This was shortly after Basil Gould and 

Richardson had a s s m e d  their posts of Political Oficer Sikkim (P.O.S.) and Head of 
Lhasa's British Mission, respectively. First of all, it would appear that the preponderance of 
RSPonsibility for collecting intelligence in lndia's NE fiontier region was transfemed fiom 
the po.S. to the C.I.O. at Shillong. It needs to be understood that India's overall Central 
Intelligence Bureau (CIB) had been created by the then Viceroy, Lord Curzon, in April 1904 
and placed under the responsibility of the lndian govemment's Home Affain Depanment. 
lthad dose liaison with the Govemment9s Foreign and Political DePament; and afier 1944 
al1 telegrams relating to Tibetan matters would be Lbcopied" to the C1B.s Shillong officethat 
washeaded up by Lambert and whose Tibet unit, as leamed earlier, had a srnaIl but capable 
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staff. Its capability would be further enhanced with the soon assignment at Kalimpong ofa  
Deputy C.I.O. that would be responsible for handling Tibetan affairs (see next below). All in 
all, Lambert's headquarters at Shillong, reports McKay, would exert "an important influence" 
on British India's "Tibetan policy in the 1 9 4 0 ~ . " ~ ~  

It was intimated earlier that the Intelligence Chief would visit Kalimpong on occasion, as 
he often did in other parts of his far-flung Intelligence and Imperia1 Police jurisdictioii. 
These infiequent visits to Tharchin's hill town were opportunities to see and converse directly 
and privately with Indian security personnel there and with the well-known Tibetan publisher 
as well. Any new developments on the Tibetan intelligence front would naturally be discussed 
and any problems resolved right on the spot, if possible, or else the unresolved ones would 
be brought back to Shillong for further study and final action. Usually-but not always- 
these consultations in Kalimpong on matters of Tibetan intelligence would be conducted 
discreetly among Lambert, Tharchin and another well-known resident of Kalimpong, Lha 
Tsering. Around the hiIl station, however, the latter individual was more popularly known 
simply as Lhatseren. 

It will be recalled that Lhatseren or Lha Tsering was the individual mentioned at the 
beginning of the present chapter as having been the one who had first introduced British 
Captain (later Professor) David Snellgrove to Tharchin Babu in late 1943, the Britisher 
never suspecting then or at any time aftenvards that these two longtime friends (who "were 
very close!" noted Lha Tsering's son to the a u t h 0 9 ~ ~ )  would shortly be involved together in 
covert Tibetan intelligence endeavors on behalf of the British Raj. But Lhatseren would also 
introduce the future British Tibetologist to other prominent persons then residing in Kalimpong: 
those such as David Macdonald, the ex-Tibetan official Kuchar Kunphela, the Prime Minister 
of Bhutan, Raja Dorje, and his wife Rani Choni Dorje: al1 well-known friends of Gergan 
Tharchin by that time.3d 

Lha Tsering was bom in Darjeeling Town in 189819, was educated there, but left school 
at an early age to enlist in the British Gurkha A m y  and would eventually be stationed at 
Quetta in what is today Pakistan. During the Great War of 19 14- 18 young Tsering was with 
the Gurkhas in Mesopotamia and elsewhere in the Middle East as an infantryman. Afier the 
War he made his way to Kalimpong where he would establish his home and later went back 
to Quetta. Early on in World War II Lha Tsering was given an Army Lieutenant's co~ninission~ 
and would be stationed at Ft. William in Calcutta. In due course he was made a liaison 
oficer for Burma and Assam. The Lieutenant was soon assigned Intelligence work that 
was concerned with war refugees in Burma, Assam and Singapore who were seeking 
asylum in lndia fiom these war-tom areas. His assignment involved screenirig such refugees 
to determine wlio should and should not be allowed into India. His work included visiting the 
security camps located in Assam and Burma. 
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~ust prior to the conclusion of the War the British, with apparent significant assistance 

tom Lhatseren, created a new Department-called the Subsidiary Lntelligence Bureau 
( s ~ ~ k w i t h i n  the central government of India's Ministry of Home Affairs. Lha Tsering was 
then placed in charge of the SIB's Northeast Frontier region with headquarters at Shillong 
and given responsibility of gathering intelligence information from captured Japanese and 
their collaborators.34"By early 1945, however, the Army Lieutenant would be stationed in 
New Delhi, where both he and David Snellgrove, mentioned earlier, lived in close proxirnity 
to each other. But towards the end of World War II  the Lieutenant would begin itching to 
shifi from his Army service into something less boring and more worthwhile. At least this 
was what Captain Snellgrove had intimated at the time in a letter he sent to Tharchin fiom 
the lndian capital in mid- March of 1945. It was tinged with a bit of wry humor in the telling: 

Lha Tsering is now living very close and frequently comes over to see me. He is very 
displeased with Delhi, rants against the enormous expense of merely living, and is 
scheming to leave. If the Army cannot find a job worth doing, he threatens to return 
home and grow oranges.35 

"Presumably," added Snellgrove, "he left soon afier th i~ . " )~  He did indeed leave the 
Indian capital, yet not to grow oranges in the backyard of his Kalimpong residence but to 
have himself shifted by the A m y  back over to Calcutta for the duration of the War that 
ended officially in early September 1945. This can be inferred fiom a recently-used mailing 
address of Lhatseren's which Tharchin had provided Snellgrove in a letter he had written to 
the latter in early January 1946. The address read: "Lt. Lha Tsering, I.C.(2), Censor Station, 
Cal~utta."~~ But upon leaving military service in the early autumn of 1945. he would enter 
upon a new career in government. For Lhatseren, who spoke fluent Tibetan,)' went on to 
becorne a member of an elite group of Sikkimese of Tibetan descent who came to occupy 
important posts in govemment and education (JA 138), the first of which was his assumption 
ofoverall responsibility at Kalimpong for that hill station's security. (JA 138) 

Jndeed, he and his family's background is most impressive, to say the least. For one 
th@, his father, Rai Bahadur Achuk Tsenng, had been the longtime confidant and Personal 
Assistant to the distinguished British Political Officer Sikkim, Sir Charles Bell. He would 
serve Bell extremely well for some twenty years, and was an individual about whom the 
Political Officer could not Say enough that was commendable. Speaking ofAchuk fiom the 
days when he had first assumed the post of P.O.S. in 1908, Bell would later write: 

My predecessor's confidential clerk having left, 1 took in his place Achuk Tsering. who 
had first worked with me in Kalimpong [on that district subdivision's census] and 
Sikkim and was now to be associated with me for many years in Tibetan work. 
Truslworthy and industrious was Achuk Tsering, and to a high level of general 
intelligence he added a deep political insight into Tibetan affairs. A man of great 
acunien. [his] opinion on questions of Tibetan, Bhutanese, or Sikkimese politics was 
invaluable. His death in Lhasa, during the early days of my bear-long diplomatic] visit 
there twelve years later [1920-211 was a great shock and heawy blow to us all, and 
especially to me, [for upon arriving at Lhasa] it was to [him] 1 looked as [one ofl my 
[two] chief confidants and advisers on the troubled sea of Tibetan politics.'" 
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This chief confidant to Bell had unfortunately fallen victim to the dreadful flu epidemic 
which for one to two years had swept the world beginning in late 19 18; although it has been 
reported by historian Alex McKay, who interviewed Achuk's grandson Achu Namgya] 
Tsering in 1994, that the Tsering family had "always suspected fou1 play" as having been the 
real cause of Achuk's death. 

Calling Achuk Tsering one of the British frontier cadre's "most trusted sources of 
intelligence" vis-à-vis Tibet, McKay went on to Say that it was "a role his son," Lha Tsering 
"was to inherit in the 1940~." '~ As proof of this the son would himself in a few years' time 
become Eric Lambert's immediate successor as the one in charge of India's Intelligence 
headquarters at Shillong shortly after the British official's retirement fiom India in June 
1947. Just two months later, in fact, this Sikkimese-Tibetan friend ofTharchin Babu's would 
inherit Lambert's Intelligence p0st.l' He would remain in this position through 1949, at 
which time India's Central Intelligence Bureau (CIB) would shifl this Intelligence operation 
fiom Shillong over to Kaliinpong. But with this shift would come a promotion as the Assistant 
Director of the SIB for the important lndian state of West Bengal within the central 
government's Home Affairs Mini~try.~'  He would voluntarily retire from Govemment service 
in 1964."" 

Meanwhile, by late 1945, which was some two years prior to Indian independence on 15 
August 1947. Lhatseren would be assigned to Lambert's Shillong office, beginning in January 
1946. This is known from the same letter of the Babu's to Snellgrove cited above and dated 
5 January 1946. In it Tharchin wrote: "Mr. L. Tshering [sic] is joining at Shillong for a year, 
but 1 am not sure whether he has already [officially] joined." It would not be at al1 surprising 
to leam some day, incidentally, that the Babu had himself recommended to Lambert the 
name of his talented friend for this assignment, just as he had done in the case of Nima 
Isaacs. Obviously, this assignment with Lambert would last much longer than a year. For by 
early 1947 Lhatseren, having demonstrated his talents and accomplishments to his Chief's 
satisfaction at both Kalimpong and Shillong, would be chosen personally by Lambert- 
when granted authorization to do so from Delhi's CIB office-to be his ~alimpong-based 
Assistant tasked "specifically to deal with Tibetan affair~."~' In other words, within Lambert's 
Intelligence apparatus Lha Tsering would now become a D.C.I.O. (T)-that is to say, a 
Deputy Central Intelligence Officer concerned with Tibet." 

In this new capacity he would become vitally interested in the same concerns with 
which both his Chief and his longtime friend Gergan Tharchin were occupied: keeping the 
Chinese at bay with respect to the Roof of the World. And hence, his presence woiild be 
necessary at inany of the unheralded meetings Tharchin would have with Lambert. These 
meetings would occur at various venues in the hill town: at Lhatseren's "Fairview" house 
(located conveniently down a short, slightly-inclined footpathjust opposite the Babu's Tibet 
Mirror Press along Rishi R ~ a d ~ ~ " ) ,  at Tharchin's own residence. and sometiines in the 
seclusion of a garden nestled among a nuinber of bungalows situated,just down the hiIlside 
from the hotel belonging to Tharchin's bosom friend David Macdonald ( 1870- 1962): the 
famed Hiinalayan Hotel. ( J A  15 1 with 153) 

This two-stoqr stone-built family establishment. located a short distance froin ~ a l i m p o n ~ ' ~  
town center, was surrounded by spacious gardens which I-iad been supplied with a wide 
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variety of Himalayan flora and fauna. In the earlier years of the twentieth century the liotel 
had been the family home of the now retired British Trade Agent in Tibet and for a bnef 
~eriod Political Oficer  at Gangtok in charge of British India's relations with Tibet, Bhutan 
and Sikkim. With his large farnily grown up by now, Macdonald had convertcd his family 
home into a delightful lodging place that even today still remains in the hands of the Macdonald 
family."" It was here, incidentally, that the former British ot'ficial had written his two mosq 
farnous works of non-fiction: Land of the Lamaï ( 1929) and Twenty Years in Tibet ( 1932). 

Whether this closest friend of the Babu's was ever made aware of the laffer's involvement 
in undercover endeavors for the British Raj may iiever be known for certain; however, 
since one of the key venues for the aforesaid clandestine Intelligence gatherings was in 
very close proximity to the Himalayan Hotel, it would almost guarantee that unless told 
outnght Macdonald and Iiis farnily would have suspected something of the sort. Furthemore, 
it could quite well have been that Tharchin was instructed by Lambert to inform this highly 
respected retired British official of what uould sometimes be takiiig place nearby as a 
preemptive move to preclude any such speculation or mmor arising in the first place. In 
fact, given the sterling reputation of David Macdonald, his unquestioned loyalty to British 
lndia interests, and the recognized devotion he had to the cause of Tibet and the Tibetans, it 
could very well be that he had been sounded out by Lambert personally and requested to 
keep in the strictest confidence what would occur now and then just below his hotel. 

There was probably yet one other venue utilized for such clandestine meetings: the 
P.W.D. Rest House, also known as the Dak Bungalow. It  was located not far from the 
Himalayan Hotel itself, though along a separate but nearby town road that ran southeast of 
the Macdonald hotel. Rapga Pangdatsang has related hou when the British had been tipped 
off about his Tibet lmprovement Party in 1946, security personnel, it will be recalled from 
the previous chapter, had descended one June night upon the homes of quite a feu fiiends 
and Party colleagues of his (some of whom happened also to be Tharchin S fiiends! ), 
searched thoroughly for any incriminating evidence, and, according to Rapga fürther. "uere 
then interrogated at the Dak Bungalow by the most important CID officer in India, E. 
Lambert.. . . Changlochen and Kumbela were interrogated, as well as in) self. For one wholr 
week, 1 myself answered Lambert's questions."" Presurnably, therefoi-e, the Kaliinpong 
Dak Bungalow was also available to Lambert and compaiiy for their secret Intelligence 
meetings. 

Now it happened that it was in the secluded garden just below the Himalayan Hotel that 
Eric Lambert had his first meeting with the now ex-spy for Japan. Hisao Kimura. It took 
place in early December 1945, and the catalyst for the get-together, which would include 
Lhatseren as well, Ilad been Gegan Tharchin himself. who had only met the Japanese a 
month or so before. As will shortly be leamed, over the next four years the former secret 
agent for Japan's Imperia1 Government would now be serving the British Imperia] 
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Govemment (and later Independent India's) as one of the Babu's most loyal and effective 
subordinate undercover agents assigned to gather intelligence out in the field. It will soon be 
seen, however, that theirs was more akin to a father-son relationship than that between 
superior and inferior or recruiter and recruited. And as a consequence of their frequent, if  
not constant, interaction during this four-year period, there developed a deep and abiding 
friendship between the two which would remain long after the still youthful Japanese returned 
to his homeland in 1950 to chart out a course for his life in a totally new direction. 

Indeed, Hisao Kimura, who would ultimately join the faculty of Tokyo's Asia University 
in its Central Asian Studies Department, was the first of several individuals from the Land 
of the Rising Sun whose academic study and research in various areas of Tibetological 
inquiry would be much valued and appreciated by Gergan Tharchin. For al1 three-Kimura, 
Tokan Tada and Shoju Inaba, who each one achieved highly-regarded professorships at 
several of Japan's more prominent universities and whose life's work has to some degree 
already been toiiched upon here and there in the present narrative4emonstrated an enduring 
scholarly interest in the history and culture of Tibet and in the Babu's own interest and 
involvement in them. As a inatter of fact, they al1 three had even paid visits to the Tharchin 
home at one time or another during their long and illustrious careers. Furthermore, al1 three- 
as well as another renowned Japanese scholar in Tibetology, Bunkyo Aoki-carried on a 
correspoi~dence with the Tibetan publisher, much of it still extant in the voluminous Tharchin 
Papers. (Anyone, incidentally, with more than passing interest in these four unusually gifted 
Japanese academics would find their correspondence with the Babu well worth investigating.) 

It iiow remains to flesh out in greater detail than heretofore the intelligence career of 
Kimura, for in so doing much will be brought to light conceming Gergan Tharchin's own 
undercover activities for the Indian governnient, since Kimura's account stands'as the best 
single source available to date for unveiling this aspect of the Babu's life and work that had 
hitherto been completely unknown except to a small coterie of its participants. 

The first and last image was that of space, of endless windblown plains: snow-covered, 
parched, or brilliant-green depending on the time of year. Away from the borderlands 
there were no cities at al1 and what gathering places existed were located in the 
monasteries, the only permanent dwellings in the grasslands. 

11 was in a khural, a small monastery of about thirty monks, near the Outer Mongolian 
border that my training began in earnest one night in March of 1941, as 1 sat feeling 
very small, alone, and very frightened in a dimly-lit chape1 silrrounded by silent, 
unwashed Mongolian monks. In the background were sculptured figures with great 
bulgiiig eyes, bared fangs, and lolling red tongues; some of them garlanded with 
necklaces of skulls or freshly severed heads. The Mongolians might regard these 
wrathful deities as benevoleiit protectors, but to me they seemed like gods of evil. 

Thus begins Kimura's moving tale of youthful years and high adventure as a secret 
intelligence agent, first for Japan and then for Great Britain. His spy years had their beginning 
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in far-off Inner Mongolia and would only come to their farewell conclusion a decade later 
on Gergan Tharchin's doorstep in Kalimpong. Kimura's unforgertable opening section 
continued: 

1 had been given a bowl of noodles for my dinner and 1 bied to appear nonchalant a 
1 shoveled them down. The eyes of the monks, staring out from their dark faces, 
differed from those of the deities behind them in the dim circle of light only in that they 
moved constantly up and down my chopsticks. Like the imager they said nothing but 
only stared at me, as outside the wind howled across thousands of miles ofgrassland, 
barren and dry at this time of year. My six months of intensive Mongolian languagc 
studies seemed to have done ine no good at all, and every word 1 uttered was met with 
bland, uncomprehending stares. 

Exhausted and still shaken from three days and 450 miles of bad roads in the back 
of a truck, 1 spread my sleeping bag and got ready for bed. No one moved. What could 
1 do? 1 blew out my candle and lay down. Still no one moved. It was another fiftecn 
minutes before 1 heard the swish of robes as the monks left, still without ever uttering 
a word. 

Yet sleep would not come with the thought of the eerie figures al1 around me 
emitting 1 knew not what malevolent ponrer. That 1. lying alone and afraid in the dark, 
was someliow an instrument of Japanese policy seemed altogether beyond belief. 
Why was 1 here? Did 1 really have a place among the Mongolian people? Everything 
was so strange, would 1 ever get used to it? It was late when 1 drified off, but as soon 
as 1 awoke 1 realized that as outlandish as my surroundings were to me, 1 was even 
more bizarre to my surroundings; for there were the monks already, in a circle around 
my sleeping bag, staring . . . waiting.. . . (JA 1-2) 

Born in the late summer of 1922, Hisao Kimura would grow into young adolescence 
during the 1930s amid Imperia1 Japan's already intensive militaristic buildup for achieving 
further conquest and expansion deep into the Pacific and farther inland from the East Asian 
mainland. Eighteen years old when finished with his high school education in the spring of 
1940, young Kimura had no interest or desire to enter the military. even though he was very 
much an idealistic Japanese patriot. As a way to circumvent conscription. he sat, but 
unsuccessfully, for the Merchant Marine Academy exams. He next volunteered to s e n e  in 
China under the organization known in Japanese as the Ko Ah In, an administrative office 
which engaged in civilian works in those territories which Japan had either already conquered 
or yet coveted. And at this time she coveted botli Mongolias: lnner and Outer. (For a brief 
sketch of the recent history of the two Mongolias the reader is referred back to the beginning 
of the previous chapter.) The Ko Ah In, explains Scott Berry, has been variously rendered 
in English as the "Asian Development Board," the "Uplifl Asia Board," the "Greater East 
Asia Ministry," and the "China Affairs Board." Though the first two of these translations 
are more or less literal, it was the latter two, explains Berry further, which "capture better" 
the actual nature and spirit of what this organization did. ln practice, he adds, it "was a kind 
of private Foreign Ministry m n  by the military to circumvent civiiian intervention in its 
affairs."". Kimura was accepted in short order and soon found himself in Peking; almost 
immediately thereafier, however, he \vas en route by train to his ultimate posting near the 
town of Kalgan in Japanese puppet-administered Inner Mongolia but not that far fiom the 
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border of the Communist-oriented People's Republic of Mongolia-+r, as it was still known 
then, Outer Mongolia. It was September 1940. 

For several years Kimura would remairi in Inner Mongolia, initially at Kalgan but later on 
at an experimental livestock fann not far away. The farm was operated by the Development 
Board and its allied organization called the Good Neighbor Association. Because the latter 
had firm links with Japanese Intelligence, the farm frequently served as a training ground 
for potential agents. Despite the pessimism he had expressed in his book's opening section 
quoted above, the would-be Japanese spy did finally master the Mongoliar. language, and so 
perfectly that he had absolutely no foreign accent. 

But though Kimura had avoided conscription two years earlier, now at age twenty he 
was faced with the same problem once more. For he no more desired to be drafied into the 
Japanese armed forces during the year ahead than he had wanted to before. Once again, 
though, he was able to circumvent it, but only because of a stroke of luck which came his 
way at about t l~ is  same time, late 1942. Just here, however, a little historical background 
may be helpful. 

I t  was al this juncture in the War that Chinese Nationalist Generalissimo Chiang Kai- 
shek's armies were beginning to be supplied by the Western Allies with war materiel for his 
struggle against the Japanese. These supplies were being transported to Chiang's wartime 
capital of Chungking by means of cargo aircraft flights "over the hump" from India- 
"hump" having been the term coined by the Arnerican military that was applied to this air 
route which made its way over the Himalayas ofNortheast India, North Burma, and China's 
Yunnan Province. But this was proving to be a most precarious supply route that required 
these cargos to be transported at extremely high altitudes over the largely uncharted 
Himalayas. As a result the American President Franklin Roosevelt sent on his personal 
behalf a two-man team of U.S. A m y  intelligence officers to Tibet to try to persuade the 
Tibetan governinent to allow the Allies to transport military supplies through her land into 
China. But the team was also dispatched for the purpose of evaluating this prospective new 
land route, that would begin from Darjeeling in India and end at Lanchow in China, which 
might therefore serve as an altemative to the Burma Road which by this time had been cut 
off from Allied use by the Japanese. Accordingly, these two officers-Colonel llya Tolstoy, 
grandson of the celebrated Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy, and his Tibetan-speaking companion, 
Captain Brooke Dolan-journeyed to Lanchow by way of Tibet. Their negotiations with the 
Tibetan govemment, however, proved to be totally fi-uitless. Among other reasons which the 
Tibetans had put forward to explain their refusal was the fear expressed by the Government 
that this land route through Tibet could afford opportunities for the Chinese to station officiais 
on Tibetan s ~ i l . ~ ~  Kimura himself put it quite succinctly in explaining that Govemment's 
rejection of the American President's proposal: "with no love for the Chinese. no stake in 
the struggle [against the Japanese], and a desire to prove that they were independent, the 
Lhasa government insisted on retaining strict neutrality." In fact, Tibetans had coined a new 
term at this time as a way to give forma1 expression to Tibet's neutral status: chodvilpallgha 
(lit., alliance renunciation) and thus called themselves a chotlr*ilPanghae-g\jalkhap-a 
neutral country.J0a Furthennore, as a pacifist Buddhist land, the Tibetans "did not want to 
contribute to the war effort." ( JA  23, 178) 
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Lhasa." (JA 27) Only in his early 'twenties, the still.quite youthful Kimura had now adopted 
the life and lifestyle of a secret agent, with al1 that that meant of danger, hardship and 
private inward loneliness along the surreptitious pathway of an enemy spy. 

Too long and adventurous a journey to detail here,J7 it is sufficient to add, though, that 
Kimura was never able, because of circumstances beyond his control, to fulfill his mission; 
at least to the extent of following his original travel plans and of comrnunicating his less than 
full findings back to his superiors: for except for one very early message sent, he was 
unable thereafter to forward any more by courier or other means because of finding himself 
too far behind enemy lines to do so. Furthermore, he was eventually overtaken by wartime 
events elsewhere which lefi the young Japanese patriot absolutely devastated upon receiving 
intimations of them in Lhasa nearly two years after departing Kalgan: Imperia1 Japan had 
surrendered unconditionally, the war was over everywhere, and he himself was a spy without 
a country wandering about secretly in an alien land. 

Yet not able to bring himself to believe that al1 this could possibly be true, the dazed and 
disconsolate Kimura decided, after only three weeks in the Tibetan capital, to go south to 
Kalimpong. There he hoped to obtain better news sources and a clearer understanding, than 
could be had in insulated Lhasa, regarding the complicated international situation; and, if al1 
he had heard was nonetheless true, he hoped, if possible, to make his way secretly from 
there to Burma. That land, he felt, rnust certainly "still be occupied by Japanese forces." 
( JA  124) He would travel to the Indian hill station still disguised as a Mongolian but now, as 
so many others of his supposed countryrnen were frequently bent on doing, he would be 
bound for this equally sanctified land of religious devotees to make pilgrimage at her holy 
sites. 

If he were to do so, however, a most basic problem would need to be resolved, and 
resolved quickly; for he and his companions had long since run out of money! After al], 
Kimura's spy assignment had originally been funded for only one year, but it was now two 
years later and he had nothing. Only one source seemed open to him for timely succor in 
Lhasa, yet behind it there lay a most intriguing tale, the latter episode of which would involve 
Babu Tharchin. 

In the previous chapter mention was made of the Great Thirteenth's profound lament 
expressed in his political testament over the fact that the Soviets, in their takeover of Outer 
Mongolia in the early 'twenties, had banned the ecclesiastical office of the Grand Lama of 
Urga known as the Jetsun Dampa. This highly important CO-religionist of the Dalai Lama's 
and incarnate head of Buddhism in the Mongolian regions had died in 1924, and because 
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the ban on the Office itself, this automatically meant a prohibition against any search for a 
new Incarnation. In fact, it was this very ban more than anything else which, in the opinion 
of Kimura, had led the Thirteenth "to immediately distrust anything to do with a doctrine 
called Communism." (JA 125) 

Now the ban placed by the new Soviet Mongol government on such a search effort had 
been promulgated, Kimura noted, out of fear that such an "all-powerful incarnate 
Bodhisattvaw-the Mongolian equivalent ofTibet's Dalai Lama exercising both political and 
spiritual poweP+ould quite easily serve as an unwanted "rallying point for dissidents." 
(JA 125) The Japanese military on the ground in nearby lnner Mongolia had been well 
aware of this Communist fear and thus viewed their own secret plan to finance a search for 
a new Jetsun Dampa-when the opportune moment presented itself-as a clever way to 
use religion for their own nefarious purposes. For if successful, Kimura had pointed out, it 
would have garnered for the Japanese much support within lnner Mongolia and have created 
no end of problems for the Communist govemment of the (Outer) Mongolian People's 
Republic. (JA 1 6, 124) 

Indeed, hand in hand with this cunning design to insinuate themselves by means of religion 
into Outer Mongolian affairs, the Japanese military had secretly begun arming numerous 
monasteries there in the 1930s with the intention of eventually effecting a revoit which 
Japan could then exploit. This, of course. when discovered by the Communists, brought 
about a new Soviet anti-religious campaign late in that same decade which closed down or 
else eliminated nearly al1 the remaining monasteries which had been lefi open or still 
untouched after the Soviets' original campaign during their takeover in 192 1 and ensuing 
years. (JA 6-7, 125) But this more recent campaign had created a stream of refugees 
southward into Inner Mongolia's grasslands area where several large refugee centers had 
been eagerly established by the Japanese with the promise held out to these displaced 
persans that they "would help them retum." (JA 6-7) Here the devious Japanese began to 
tare for these refugees extremely well, since the military, Kimura revealed, had already 
drawn up plans to invade their homeland and were even iiow intending to use the refugees 
''as collaborators." (JA 1 5- 16) 

New it so happened that one of the most important refugee leaders at the main camp, 
whom Kimura himself met while visiting there on one occasion, turned out to be one of 
Outer Mongolia's preeminent Buddhist monks, the high incamate Lama named DiIowa 
Gegen. It was but the briefest of encounters then tllat was just as quickly forgotten (JA 16)' 
O ~ I Y  to be recalled long afiewards when their paths would cross a second tinle. For ironicall~. 
Kimura would meet this Lama years later once again but under far different circumstances: 
the venue on this occasion being Kalimpong and in none other place there than Gergan 
Tharchin's home, where Dawa Sangpo's benefactor Tharchin would ask the Japanese SPY 
to serve the DiIowa tes on tllis first of many visits by this distinguished ecclesiastic in the 
Indo-Tihetan intelligence agent's living room! (JA 153) All this, though, lay in the distant 
hture. Currently, however, in far-off Inner Mongolia. it developed that the Dilowa. 
with one of his disciples, wcre the ver). ones whom the Japanese militaq had now chosen 
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to dispatch to Tibet for the purpose o f  searching out the supposed reincarnation of the: 
Mongolians' lately deceased Grand Lama. And in support of  this search team's efforts, the 
Japanese authorities had provided a large amount of  money that with the passage of time 
and the traversing of  many miles would end up in the Tibetan capital-yet not in the hands 
of Dilowa Gegen but in those of his tmsted Lama disciple named Namgyal Dalama.* (JA 
125) 

* This mission tearn, it ought to be mentioned, was actually the second which the Japanese had dispatched to 
Lhasa. The first, under the leadership of another Mongolian Lama, Ngachen Rimpoche (Mongolian narne: 
Anchin Hutuku). had failed of its goal in 1939-40. Scott Berry, Monks, Spies and a Soldier of Fortune. 171-4. 
(It may be recalled frorn earlier in the present chapter that this was the high off~cial, a most trusted adviser of 
the Panchen Lama, who was repoi-ted by Tharchin to Sir Charles Bell as having shown up in Kalirnpong from 
Lhasa on his way back to China in February 1937. His ranking in importance by the British in their Who 5 Who 
in lïbet publication of 1938 had shown three stars attached to his name entry, signifying that he was among the 
most iinporiant individuals of Tibet at that tirne.) This particular agent of the Japanese had probably been an 
unwise choice in 1939 because of his persona1 involvement on behalf ofthe Panchen Lama in the decade-long 
(1 927-37) negotiations connected with the in-the-end unfiilfilled desire of His Serenity to return to Tibet with 
a Chinese rnilitary escort. Lhasa had rejected every proposal along this line put forward by the Panchen's 
adviser, fearing the consequences were Chinese soldiers permitted back into the country. 

One or two wartime years later the Japanese would try again, this time dispatching the Dilowa Gegen, "a 
far more respected lama froin Outer Mongolia ..." But as will be learned, this mission would also fail of its 
purpose, and would be the last atteinpt by the Japanese "to place an agent in Lhasa." Probably the overriding 
reason for no further atternpts was due to the horrific setback the Japanese Army suffered (55,000 men lost!) 
when it launched a major attack at the Outer Mongolian border site called Nornonkhan (or Khalkhin-gol, the 
naine of the river there). "Following this rout," explains Berry, "the Japanese decided to concentrate on 
consolidating their position in lnner Mongolia rather than make any more attempts at expansion." Ibid., 174. 

Both Bell and John Snelling have provided sorne important background information which helps to explain 
why it was to Tibet. and more specifically to Lhasa, that the Japanese had had to dispatch the Dilowa in quest 
of the successor Incarnation to the late Jetsun Darnpa. Speaking in late 1936 about events which were then 
occurring in Mongolia, Sir Charles made note ofthe following: "The Soviet authorities closed the rnonastery of 
the Grand Lama of Urga, who stood to Mongolia in alrnost the same relationship as the Dalai Lama to Tibet. 
They have not allowed his Reincarnation to be discovered and proclairned. This Incarnation has always of late 
been a Tibetan. which constitutes another connection between the Mongols and the Tibetans. The last Incarnation 
was born iii the village [of Shol] outside Lhasa, at the foot of the Dalai Lama's palace. The Tibetans say that 
they ~ i l l  search for a successor, but they have not done so up to date." Bell, "The Struggle for Mongolia," 
JRCAS(Jan. 1937):60. 

And Snelling has supplied further helpful information, noting that the predecessor Jetsun Darnpa had also 
corne frorn near Lhasa, born there in 1850, the son of a layrnan; and once declared the new Incarnation, he was 
brought to Urga in 1855, only to die quite preinatiirely in 1868. "There followed an uncertain interregnuni," 
writes Snelling, "during which the appearance of the next [Jetsun Darnpa] was awaited.. .. Omens and portents 
bearing upon the nature and place of the new birth were also eagerly examined and interpreted." Yet the 
Mongolians thernseives, Snelling makes clear, were not to be the "ultirnate arbiters" in these occult proceedings: 
"that privilege was retained in Tibet." 7 hus in 1869 there was dispatched a special search expedition to Lhasa. 
where was discovered the new Incarnation, born there in 1870 "into the farnily of one of the Dalai Lania's 
closest ofticials." He, along with his fainily, were finally brought to Urga in 1874, where lie lived on till 1924, 
"having enjoyed for a brief period," adds Snelling. "the distinction of being the first and only ruler of an 
autonornous Outer Mongolia." These last two Incarnations, the seventh and eighth, would ihus end the line or 
this highest of Mongolian Incarnate L.amas that could be traced al1 the way back to 0nd6r Gegen ( 1  635-1 723). 
See Snelling, Buddlfism in Russiu, 18-20,308. 
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These two Lamas had indeed attempted to reach Tibet together in search of the ncw 

incarnate head but had done so by traveling via Hong Kong and Calcum rather than by me 
far more dangerous overland route. As it turned out, however, the disciple had been able to 
reacli Lhasa whereas his master had not. Dramatic events had intervened, the recounting 
of which would now be told Dawa Sangpo in the course of his quest for ready cash he so 
desperately needed. His informant was Baarin Jimba, an Inner Mongolian monk acquaintance 
ofhis who had unexpectedly turned up in the Ti betan capital by the time Dawa himself had. 
Running into each other by chance along the Barkhor one &y, the Japanese agent had 
soon apprised his "fellow" monk of his current financial plight. Hearing this, Jimba suggested 
to him that the way out of his problem was to go see Namgyal Dalama ( JA 124), explaining 
as he did so how it was that Dalama was there but not the Dilowa: 

Your anny put up a great deal of inoney for the search mission, and Dilowa look the 
attitude that if he could accomplish religion's work it did no1 matter where the money 
caine from. The Japanese would conle and go, but the light of the Dharma was forever. 
They were to go by sea to Calcutta then up through Darjeeling to Lhasa, but Dilowa 
never got past Hong Kong. A Kuornintang agent in Inner Mongolia tipped off 
Chungking, and the news was relayed to the British. When the ship docked in Hong 
Kong the British detained Dilowa and handed him over to their Chinese allies. They've 
liept him confined in Cliungking, but since he is free to receive followers he has built 
up a network al1 over Mongolia and Tibet. They Say that even though he is under 
confinement he knows as rnuch as anyone about what is going on everywhere from 
Kalgaii to Lhasa. (JA 125) 

Indeed, in response to Dawa's query as to why Dalama was in the Tibetan capital and not 
at his master's side, Jiniba could only laugh and explain further: 

Who do you think Dilowa's man in Lhasa is? Somehow Dalama was forgotten in Hong 
Kong-as was most of the money. There was no reason not to continue his pilgrimage 
so he simply went on, and when he got here used the Japanese money as capital to sel 
Iiimself up in the money-lending business. You'll find him as shrelvd as they corne, but 
likable and very ethical. Everything he does is for the Dilo\va, and he li\,es simply in 
spite of the ulealth he was entnisted with. He's not too worried about increasing it, but 
it is a point of honor with hiin that it does not slip through his fingers. (JA 125-6) 

And with that the helpful Jimba conducted the penniless "Mongolian monk" to the 
faShionable area of Lhasa where the Dilowa's trusted disciple was presently living, which 
ha~pened to be right next door to the mansion where the corrupt Regent Taktra himself 
dwelt! By contrast, "1 was taken to a neat and clean room on the second floor," Kimura 
recalled later. "u?ith ornate pillars, an elaborate altar, and an empty throne. Jimba told me 
that tllese quarters. aiid the throm, were kept in readiness should Dilowa suddenly arrive." 
(J.4 126) 

Silrprisingly to Dawa Saiigppo, the Di]owals disciple was most accommodating; for in the 
of a very brief conversation, Dalama extended a loan of fi@ dotse (or about a 

thouSand lndian rupees) to the imporerished Japanese-"enough for me and my two 
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companions to get to India and have a little lefi over," he had told the easygoing money- 
lender when asked how much he would need. (JA 126) Later, when these two would meet 
again in Gergan Tharchin's warehouse hostel for Mongolian pilgrims that was located jus1 
opposite the Babu's Press, Kimura would learn privately from Dalama why he had so 
readily given up the loan money to one whose disguise he had immediately seen through and 
whose identity as a Japanese he had also recognized. "You said you would try to repay me 
if you ever returned to lnner Mongolia," the Lama began explaining. "But 1 knew you would 
never return there. Yet 1 thought to myself: 'Where did al1 this money come fiom?' Of 
course the answer was that it came from the Japanese who wanted us to find the Jetsun 
Dampa. Now there was a Japanese in trouble standing before me. How could 1 refuse?" 
(JA 153) 

Having thus replenished their empty purses, Dawa and his two companions, after quick 
and appropriate preparations, departed the Sacred City of the Gods and headed south as 
pilgrims towards the Sacred Land of Buddha's Birth. Three weeks later they found 
themselves atop the Jelep La that looked out upon the massive Kanchenjunga Peaks and 
the well-traveled trail down the mountains which would bring them to Sikkim and on down 
farther to their immediate goal in India: Kalimpong. (JA 126-7) What now awaited the 
Japanese spy was anything other than what he had anticipated: a remarkable chapter in his 
life, to Say the least, and one that would see the surprising convergence of his own much 
shorter intelligence-gathering career with the much longer one of Gergan Tharchin's. In 
Glenn Mullin's apt words: "Spies do seem to have spy karma." For within a very short time 
following his arriva1 in the fabled hill station, he would come face to face with the notable 
Tibetan from Poo. It al1 came about in the following manner. 

Initially settling into a Tibetan settlement inn in Kalimpong's Eleventh Mile, the Japanese 
spy decided he would attend the local cinema on his first night in the hill town. He was 
conducted there at the urging of a new-found friend, a Buriat Mongolian monk named Guru 
Dharma, who told Kimura that al1 his questions about the war just concluded and Japan's 
fate would be answered by viewing the current newsreel that was always shown before the 
main feature film. Kimura described the terribly painful expérience he now had to endure: 

. . . 1 was thankful for the darkness that hid my apprehension as the newsreel came on. 
What 1 saw next was devastating. Though 1 could understand little of the English 
commentary, the pictures told the story al1 too clearly. There was first an aerial view of 
Tokyo, almost completely leveled, the Imperia1 Palace being the only recognizable 
feature. Then came the figure of the once proud and haughty General Tojo, the architect 
of the disastrous Japanese policies in Asia and the Pacitic, looking very small and 
rather shabby beside an American MP guard, after a failed suicide attempt. This u.as 
followed by a scene of Japanese troops [in Burma] doing the unthinkable: surrendering 
their weapons to the enemy. The cinema broke into cheers. "Gurkha soldiers just back 
froin Bunna," Guru Dharma explained in my ear. "They did most of the fighting there." 
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Worst by far were the scenes of poverty in the bumt-out cities as a ragged population 

stmggled for sumival among the ruins. Where now was the glory of our new industrial 
civilization? Where was that extra bowl of rice for every lapanese, the promised result 
of our colonial expansion, in which 1 too had believed when 1 first went to Mongolia? 

My eyes swam with bitter tears .. . This was the end. There could be no more 
believing it al1 to be rumor or propaganda.. . . [Yet] in spite of the rumors that had 
prepared me, the certainty of defeat was just too much to take in. I . . . wandered around 
the quiet streets of Kalimpong, not really noticing where I was, able only to feel the 
pain, the shame of defeat, the helpless anger at 1 knew not what, and a great hollow 
emptiness inside.. . . 

1 slept poorly and was up ag'ain early the next moming, when 1 climbed the hill 
behind the town and found a large rock where 1 sat for most of the day, unable to think, 
only to allow the pain and the disgrace to wash over me in waves. 1 was to come here 
every day for the next week.. .. Behind and below me was the pleasant-looking linle 
town filled with Buddhist and Hindu temples, as  well as Christian churches and Stone 
cottages that could have been out of picture books 1 had seen of Europe. It al1 made no 
sense. Why should such a town be here in India, peaceful and serene, and why should 
1 be in it, when my country lay destroyed and suffering? ( JA 130- 1 )  

No doubts now remained in Kimura's mind about the Allied victory, Japan's total sumender, 
.and the current situation in Burma. Gone was the thought of going there! In fact, he realized 
that for the time being he could not even think of going home nor of turning himself in to the 
British nor of allowing himself, under any circumstance, to be arrested. Though full to 
overflowing at this moment with homesickness beyond the telling. he now reasoned thus 
within himself 

Going home . . . 1 knew . . . was impossible. 1 had no money, and even if J had I could 
hardly just go to Calcutta and get on a ship to Yokohama or Kobe. 1 would be arrested 
on the spot. Tuming myself in would be as bad. How were defeated spies. even 
inefficient ones, treated by the British? And what would happen to my friends, the 
Danzans, if 1 were arrested? They were accomplices. 1 could not let them suffer. That 
would be but poor payment for al1 they had done for me.. .. No, Japan, 1 decided, was 
for the moment in the past. It would be best if 1 forgot who 1 really was, gave up any 
idea of retuming home, and looked to my future like any destitute Mongolian pilgrim. 
(JA 132,134) 

Accordingly, afier fulfilling his promise to his two Buddhist companions of taking them to 
the sacred site of Buddha Gays down on the Indian plains, the ex-Japanese Spy-now 
resigned to his new but unwanted circumstances-returned with them to Kalimpong and 
''set nght out to look for a job." (JA 134) 

On the advice of Gum Dharma, Dawa Sangpo went to see David Macdonald in search 
an OPening for employment at bis Himalayan Hotel. He described the finely built N o -  
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story Stone structure, "with its wide verandahs and manicured garden," as akin to "a small 
piece of  England in the Himalayan foothills, and 1 felt more than a little intimidated on first 
approaching it. But though Mr. Macdonald had no openings, his manner soon put ine at ease 
and I was to get to know him well in later years." (JA 135) 

On the other hand, the other Dharma in Kalimpong whom Dawa had initially corne to 
know, the talented Outer Mongolian artist and thanka painter, now recommended that he 
see either one of two people in town for help: Ang Pemba, Dharma said at first, or else 
Tharchin Babu. After thinking it over for a moment, the tlianka painter himself opted for the 
latter person as the one his new friend should see initially. When asked by Dawa who the 
Babu was, the artist replied: "A very strange man," but, he quickly added, "a ver) good one. 
He owns the newspaper here. It's the only Tibetan newspaper there is, and it goes froni 
here to Lhasa and Sikkim-in fact everywhere where there are Tibetans to read it." (J,4 
135) 

In response to Dawa's inquiry about the artist's allusion to Tharchin's strangeness, Dhaniia 
had iiothiiig but the highest praise to heap upon hiin despite his non-conformity with nearly 
al1 Tibetans in not being a Buddhist, explaining that the strangeness he had had in niind 
stemined froin the Babil's particular religious persuasion: 

He is Tibetan-well no, Kinaiiri. but that's almost the sarne. They cal1 him Kunu Tharchin 
because lie's from soinewhere called Kunu on the other side of Nepal. But he has the 
same religion as the English. Can you iniagiiie that? A Tibetan but not a Buddhist! 

I t  was hard to imagine, mused Dawa to himself, as Dharma continued his laudatory words 
about the Babu: 

Though not a Buddhist, he's open-minded, not like the missionaries. He ofien uses his 
printing press to priiit maps and guides of the holy places of India foi pilgrims. Everyone 
who comes through ineets him, and some learned scholars and high Lanias stay witli 
hiin every year.. .. As soon as 1 open the eyes on this painting 1'11 take you there. The 
oflice is only just up the hill. (J,4 136) 

Slipping into a pleasant existence in the delightful hill station, the Mongolian couple and 
Dawa Sangpo were well cared for by the Babu: the Danzans would climb the town's e s t  
ridge to the Tharchin garden (not far froin the very rock, noted Kimura, "to which mY 
depression had led me every day after 1 had seen Our defeat reported in the cineina"). 
where they would spin wool; and the disguised Mongolian nionk would help witli the Press 
work down below. In the course of his work routine, Dawa exerted himself to pick up the 
Tibetan language as much as he could, since this was what al1 the other workers spoke. And 
soon, he said, "1 was able to hold my own in basic con\ersation." (hi 138) 
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There came a clay, however, when because of a new flare-up in the Chinese Civil War 

the ex-spy quite innocently happened to draw a cartoon and a map about the conflict. 
TharcIlin's pleasure with this talent was so great that fiom that day forward Dawa would 
work at the Press office in Mackenzie Cottage located farther up the hill. There he was 
assigned the task of dispatching the newspapers and keeping in order the suhscribers' list, 
which, since he was now conversant with Tibetan. he was able to compile in Romanized 
script. (JA 1 38-9) 

Bui thcre was another, and h r  more significant, consequence to his cartoon and mapmaking 
perfonnance: for just a few weeks after his employment at the Press had begun. the Tibetan 
piiblislier requested the disguised ex-spy to draw a map of his recently-concluded Central 
Asian journey that had brought him to Kalimpong al1 the way fiom Kalgan. (It was now 
inid-Nobeinber 1945, slightly less than two months following his first arriva1 in the Babu's 
honic t~wn.~")  1t was to be accompanied by "brief explanations of which side was holding 
\vhat territory and their troop strengths at the tinie." ( J 4  139) Though he should have 
suspected soinething, explained Kimura later, he just wanted to please his benefactor. Little 
did he know then that this latest drawing of his would catapult him into the "secret world of 
British Intelligence." ( J A  136) As a matter of fact, it led immediately to Dawa's first of' 
several meetings with Eric Lambert and the first of many more with Lhatseren. This initial 
encounter between the ex-Japanese spy and his British Indian counterparts in covert activities 
occurred. as noted earlier in the chapter, down the hillside fiom the Macdonalds' hotel. It  
was now early December. Here is how Kimura long aflerwards descnbed his first face-to- 
face meeting with the Intelligence Chief fiom "Oaklands," interspersing as he did his own 
private thoughts which came to mind during what was for him a somewhat tense interview: 

A fe\v weeks [afier dra\ving the map of my journey] Tharchin came into the oflice and 
told me to make myself as presentable as possible. 1 had given up my old monk's robe 
and was lettins my hair grow. so 1 ran home to comb it and change into the less ragged 
ol'tny two Tibetan chubas, then followed him to the bungalows below the Himalayan 
Hotel. There, seated at a table in a garden we found Lhatseren and an Enylishman. 1 
H'ifi i~nmediately tense, wondering if 1 was going to be arrested. 

The En~lishmaii was iiitroduced as Eric Lambert, a policeman who was head of 
Intelligence for the northeast froiltier region,. . . and uthose headquarters was . . . in 
Sliillong. He held up the iiiap 1 liad made and asked nie, through Tharchin, if 1 had 
drawn it. 1 answered tllat 1 had. looking froni Tharchin to Lhatseren, then to Lambert, 
and realizinp suddeiily tliat everything 1 had done unwittingly had been reporied 
throiigli intelligence channels. 

"l'\.e helird that you are hopinp to go back tu your home in lnner Mongolia." 
Lambert continued. 

"\i'es." 1 answered, relieved. It seemed 1 was still believed to be Mongoliai. 
"We inight be able to help you," he arent on. 1 could see what he was driving at. 

With the presrnt tumoi1 in China, a well-placed agent could lielp sort out fact from 
tictioii. The firît ihing that occurred to nie was not that 1 would br employed by the 
intelligence service of our recent eneniy, but that this could be my ticket. if not al1 the 
N ~ Y  back io Japan. at least to far closer than 1 was at the moment." 

"Do you iinderstand a iy  English." he asked. suddenly addressing me directly. I 
did not recognize the word "any" but got the gist. 
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"A little," 1 answered, grateful for the Mongolian pronunciation training that had 
taught me how to make an "L" sound. If 1 had answered "a rituru" it would have been 
a dead giveaway. 

"What would you think of leaming more?" This was too much for me and it had to 
be repeated in Tibetan. 1 responded enthusiastically. "Perhaps we could help you with 
that also," he answered, dismissing me and then speaking rapidly in English to Mr. 
Tharchin. 

"You made a good impression," said the latter to me on the way back. "He wants 
you to start at Dr. Graham's Homes in the spring." . . . "ln the meantime," he added, "try 
to keep progressing in Tibetan." (JA 139-40) 

This very thing Dawa would continue to d o  most diligently while waiting for the time to be 
enrolled for English at the Graham's School, which came the following March. 

In the meantime the nomadic Danzans, itching to be on the caravan trail again, had 
decided to retum to Mongolia at the first opportunity; for since they had been to Buddha 
Gaya, the country of India, they felt, had nothing more to offer them. In January of 1946, 
therefore, they set off on a journey that would nonetheless mean not Mongolia but Shigatse 
and finally Nepal, where they would settle down near the famous shrine of Namo Buddha 
just east of the Kathmandu Valley. (There Danzan's wife would die of an old affliction a 
few years later, after which Danzan, heartbroken, went off with a wealthy Ladakhi trader 
who had wanted a monk to care for his family altar.) With his close friends and traveling 
companions of more than three years now gone from his life forever, young Dawa could 
never remember having ever been so totally alone. ( JA  146) 

Not for long, however, since the Babu, "with his usual quick perception," Kimura recalled 
much later, "sensed my loneliness" and offered his kindly help once more. Yet it not only 
meant timely emotional and psychological succor for the Japanese; it also proved to be an 
unexpected boon to his Tibetan-language training. Wrote Kimura: 

Tharchin invited me to move into the office and to have my meals with his fainily. Every 
morning 1 would climb the east ridge to the Tharchin house, have breakfast, and return 
to tlie office about ten. At noon a servant would bring us lunch, then at five a horse 
would be brought for my employer while 1 followed him home on foot for supper. 1 
enjoyed these family evenings, and they were good for my Tibetan. Of al1 the people 1 
met in my travels, the Tharchins were some of the best. (JA 146) 

Sonam T. Kazi, who was in his final year at Kalimpong College when Dawa Sangpo first 
came to the hill station, can testify to the frequent presence of the young Japanese with 
Tharchin. Very much like a son himself to the Babu at this time, the Kazi remarked to the 
present writer about having "often seen Kimura" (but as Dawa Sangpo, of course) "at the 
Tibet Mirror Press office and also at the Tharchin haine.""' 
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A further aid in assuaging Dawa's acute loneliness came in the form of "roommates" 

who would now and then show up at Mackenzie Cottage as guests of the Tharchim. Since 
the Cottage had a number of other rooms besides the space set aside for the Press office. 
several guests could be accommodated there at any one time. One such person who 
provided Company for Kimura was a Kalmuck Mongolian Lama narned Geshe Thupten 
Wangyal. By this time Geshe La, as he was affectionately known by many in Kalimpong, 
was an extremely close friend of the Babu's* who would also become, in the words of 
Dawa Sangpo, "one of my staunchest friends and supporters." (JA 147) Normally a 
resident of Lhasa, on his various visits to KalimpongS1 the Geshe would invariably bring with 
him for the Babu's use the latest confidential political, religious and social news, since he - 

was on friendly terms with numerous influential individuals at the Tibetan capital. 
Indeed, for al1 practical purposes Geshe Wangyal had established his residency at Lhasa 

on a continuing basis ever since his atrival there in mid-sumrner 1924 to continue his study 
for the lharampa geshe (or doctor of Buddhist philosophy) degree at Drepung. Interestingly, 
this initial arriva1 date at the Tibetan capital had succeeded by just six months the conclusion 
of Gergan Tharchin's first of many visits to Lhasa. And thus, it may well have been that 
their acquaintance and subsequent close friendship through the years which followed may 
have had their beginning in Lhasa rather than at Kalimpong, perhaps during the Babu's 
second visit in 1927. Certainly by Tharchin's own testimony he had met many monks and - - 
Lamas and other clergy among Drepung's population fiom 1 927 onwards, and Geshe Wangyal 
may have been one of them. In any case, the future Geshe had ample time and opportunity 
to cultivate fnendships with varioui powerful and influential individuals in both Government 
and Buddhist Church. 

Now it so happened that Thupten Wangyal's family was part of the Kalmuck (or Calmuck) 
Mongolian people who inhabited what today is called Kalmukia, a region of European Russia 
situated northwest of the Caspian Sea in the lower Volga River valley that in the 1930s had 
a population of about 150,000. As was leamed in the Notes for Chapter 2, these Kalmucks 
of European Russia were a legacy of the breakup of the vast Mongol Empire of the Middle 
Ages which had at one time mled over the entire stretch of Asia east and west. Having 
been part of the western Mongolian clans, the Kalmuck people, beginning in about 1632, 
had emigrated to the lower Volga valley al1 the way from the Central Asian region of 
Dmngaria (today 's westem Mongolia and Sinkiang), bringing with them their ardent devotion 
to Tibetan Buddhism and remaining faithful to that religion even though nearly al1 others of 
the western Mongolian clans would eventually become Moslems. 

very close friendship that developed between these two can be appreciated through an amusing story 
"hich Thaichin's son Sherab Gyamtsho onCe related to the present writer in 1994. The younger Tharchin 
recalls that when he was in bis late teens, and whenever the Geshe would be a guest of the Babu's, the three of 
thcm would sometirnes relax together in the eveiiings by playing several garnes around the carrom board, a table 
game requiring a considerable degree of skiIl to win. On his part, however. the Mongolian Buddhist ~ a m a  would 
Iake the board game so seriously that whenever he lest he would irnmediately retire to the nearest washbasin. 
wash bis hands, and quickly return to the carrom table while clasping his hands together in repeated c i rc~lar  
motions, hoping this and the ritual he had just concluded performing would bring himself becter I U C ~  for the 
next mm!! Interview with S. G Tharchin. Dec. 1994. 
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Born in 1901, the future Geshe would mark out for himself what proved to be a most 
fascinating career. Accepted into his local monastery at age six after pleading with his 
family since age four to be adinitted as a novice monk, the future Lama would be transferred 
three years later to a Kalmuck temple-monastery complex called a cho-ru. This religious 
institution had only recently been established for metaphysical studies by none other than 
the famous (or in famous, depending on one's perspective) Buriat Mongolian Lama, Ngawang 
Lobsang Dorjieff, the bête rzoire of Lord Curzon and Colonel Youngshusband. Though a 
Mongolian from the far distant southern Siberian region of Russia situated around Lake 
Baikal and inhabited mostly by Buriat Mongols, this highly influential Lania had nonetheless 
taken great interest in the spiritual welfare of his fellow Mongoliai~s, the Kalinucks,  ho 
had settled in European Riissia. Throughout his life. in fact, this Buiiat Lama would frequeiitl~ 
visit the Kalmuck area for the purpose of teaching and promoting the Buddhist religion. And 
on one of these visits, Laina Dorjieff, upon hearing of Thupten Wingyal's precocious abilities 
for a inonk so young, conscripted the boy monk into the cho-ra he had founded (he having 
proven to be a star student and an unsurpassed debater among his fellow-monk ininates). 
Moreover, immediately thereafter, Lama Dorjieff became young Wangyal's "root-lama"- 
that is to Say, his most important persona1 spiritual guide and meiitor-he giving him al1 the 
principal vows and initiations; and, further, as the boy's "main sponsor" he would ultimately 
send the young monk to Lliasa to study for the geshe degree. 

Before that, however, but after he had taken his full monastic vows, this young Kalinuck 
monk would be privileged to travel with his root-lama Dorjieff from the Volga River city of 
Volgograd north to Moscow, and, by prearrangement, would later meet the intrepid Buriat 
Lama in distant Ulan Ude (the capital of the USSR's Buriat Republic) not far from the 
shores of Lake Baikal; from whence he and a few other Kalmuck lamas seleçted by 
Dorjieff were dispatched south by caravan to distant Tibet to furtlier tlieir higher studies in 
Mahayana Buddhism. It will be recalled froin the previous chapter, in fact, that Dorjiefihad 
been tasked by the Bolshevik governinent in Moscow to organize several clandestine "Tibetan 
expeditions" to Lhasa for diplomatic and intelligence-gathering purposes. Dorjieff had 
therefore carefùlly chosen Thupten and the other Kalmuck monks to serve as part of a 
Mongolian Buddhist pilgrim cover or disguise to aid the leaders of this new and second 
Tibetan expedition to get by the highly sensitive checkpost of Nagchuka situated just north 
of Lhasa a five-days' trek away. And having succeeded in passing tlirough the checkpost 
without difficulty, this party of supposed Buddhist pilgrims-\vho by design had been 
iiitenningled with a huge trading caravan as a way of avoiding detection-lieaded soutli\w-d 
towards the Tibetan capital. There, on 1 Aiigust 1924, young Wangyal, writes James ~asho ld  
in his portrait of the future Geshe, "ai~ived safely in Lhasa after a year of traveling by foot. 
train [the Trans-Siberian Kailway], caravan and horses across Asia and encounters with 
near starvation and bandits." 

Through the good offices ofhis fainous sponsor Dorjieff, Thupten and the other ~alinuck 
monks were enrolled in the Goinong College of Drepung Monasteiy. Here young wangJral 
would spend the next decade memorizing and meditating on the five ma-jor Buddhist texts: 
the Tripitaka S three "baskets" and the Buddhist canons and conimentaries contained in the 
Kangvur and TEIZ~~ZII', respectively. "Unfortunately," notes Nashold, "before he fiilished 
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his studies, Geshe-la ran out of money. Simultaneously he realized that the degree and title 
of geshe were not important. Interna1 realization was the real goal. But a close friend, 
discouraged by Cieshe-la's exainple, also refused to complete his degree unless they both 
tiiiished." It rieeds to be understood that these Kalmuck students in Tibet nomally receivd 
tinancial and inaterial support from fainily and fiiends back in Kalmukia. But at a certain 
point in  young Wangyal's experience at Drepung, no further support had been forthcoming 
from Krilrnuck-land due to another severe outbreak of Bolshevik repression against this 
religious minority there. The money which this future Geshe did have with him had "supplied 
his needs well until it became time to retum home to obtain the money needed to make the 
required offerings for hic degree." So explains another biographer of Geshe Wangyal's life, 
Joshua Cutler, who was apprenticed under the Geshr in America during the last thirteeti 
jttars of the Laina's life. b 

Deciding in 193 1 to return honie in order to acquii-e tlie necessary funds for completing 
the geshe studies program, the Kalmuck Lama traveled by way of Peking. But Cutler has 
noted that the future Geshe ended up traveling no farther home than the Chinese capital. 
This was because he had been wamed by a few Buriat monks at the particular Peking 
monastery wliere he was residing, the large Tibetan Buddhist gompa called Yung-ho-kung, 
that great persecution was being meted out upon al1 monks living in Communist Russia at 
that tiine. Accordingly, writes Cutler, "Geshe-la became a citizen of the world" and stayed 
on in Peking and northern China for several years. Here he would lean-i English, but Iierc 
also the enterprising Kalmuck Lama set about eaming moneg for his postponed Drcpung 
studies by working on a translation project sponsored by Western donors which a iiumber of 
Russian scholars had then organized. His responsibility in the project was to supervise the 
coinparison of various editions of the Tibetan Buddhist canon. For performing this task, 
reports Cutler, the future Geshe "made a respectable nioilthly salary of 30 Chinese dollars." 
But the Mongolian Lama garnered some additional funds by teaching for an entire year 
among a settlement of western Mongolians in Inner Mongolia known as the Ijlin Tourgüt. In 
addition, he served as a tutor in Tibetan and Mongolian to the French Consul at Pehing for 
nearly a year. 

Having now collected sufficient funds "to make offerings for tlie geshe degree," the 
Kalmuck Lama long afterwards related to Cutler, he "set out to return to Tibct via India." 
This would iiiost likely have beeii in late 1934.': But Geshe La's return joiirney to Lhasa 
~ o u l d  unexpectedly yet happily be interrupted for inany months more. For upon reaching 
Calciitta, he was introduced to none other than Sir Charles Bell. Because Geshe La, writes 
Cutler, "had acquired a working knowledge of the English language while in Peking." he 
"was thus qualified to become Bell's translater" on a proposed joumey the well-known 
Enplisliman was bent on inaugurating ver). soon. He had alreadg paid a long overdue r e m  
visit to Tibet's interior during June to October 1934. But now Sir Charles would invite this 
accomplished Mongoliail Lama to acconlpany hiin and his family as his interpreter during 
bis intended travels to China, Japan. Manchuria and Iiiner Mongolia (in that order). 

Before retuming to Tibet, therefore, the future Geshe allowed himself to be further 
delayed in obtaining bis higlier studies degree in Buddhist philosophy by accepting the 
gracious invitation this "great Englishman, scholar and explorer" had eïtended to him. 
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Needless to Say, it was a chance of a lifetime, a most rewarding expenence not to be 
missed, since Geshe La would accompany Sir Charles on the entire joumey, during which 
the Kalmuck Lama's linguistic abilities in many languages and dialects would serve the 
Englishman immensely. Indeed, in a lecture on his East Asian travels which Bell delivered in 
London before the Royal Central Asian Society just a year after his return to Britain, Sir 
Charles included some highly interesting remarks about his traveling monk companion: 

When 1 lefî India for Eastern Asia [in February 19351 1 took with me from the Tibetan 
frontier a Mongol who had spent nine years in the large Drepung Monastery, four 
miles outside Lhasa. There are several hundred Mongol monks in this monastic 
university.. .. This Mongol, named Wang-gyal, and 1 talked Tibetan to each other, a 
very convenient arrangement, because hardly any of the Mongols that 1 met, none of 
the Chinese, and none of the Japanese understood it. Some Mongols, indeed, had 
picked up Tibetan words from books, but they did not know the pronunciation and 
could not in the least follow a conversation. Away there in the heart of Tibet, 
Wang-gyal not only learnt Tibetan, but learnt also several Mongol dialects, including 
those of the districts that 1 visited, because Mongols corne to Drepung from al1 parts 
of Mongolia.. . . 

. . . 1 owe a great deal to my Mongol companion, Wang-gyal, and to the Mongols 
that he brought to see me. That name Wang-gyal means "Conquering Power"; actually 
he was the meekest of men. It is a Tibetan name. Mongol people and places, especially 
on the religious side, often have Tibetan names, a custom which, with many others, 
shows the strong link between the Mongols and the Tibetans. 

Now it was Sir Charles who happened to mention to the future Geshe the name of 
Tharchin's very close fiiend, the English Tibetologist and author on Buddhism, Marco Pallis 
(see again the concluding pages of Chapter 23). And upon departing fiom China (Sir Charles 
having left for Europe and London via the Trans-Siberian Railway in late September 1935 
following the unfortunate death in Peking from meningitis of his wife Cashie), the future 
Geshe came to Kalimpong in late 1935 where he met Pallis (perhaps through an introduction 
provided by Tharchin himself?) and agreed to serve as the Englishman's sutra instructor 
and private guru. But before doing this the Mongolian monk returned to Drepung at Lhasa 
where he finally completed al1 required debates, oral examinations and other requirements 
for receiving the lharampa geshe degree, including the obligatory and costly offerings and 
gifts. 

Then retuming to Kalimpong, Geshe La would now travel to England in the late spring of 
1937 at the invitation of Pallis and most likely with the help and assistance of Gergan 
Tharchin in the matter of travel arrangements, passports, etc. There, according to Cutler, he 
stayed for nearly four months as a guest of Pallis in his home. But he also established "a 
Tibetan Room" at the home of the Englishman's brother." "One of the first and youngest 
Lamas to visit the West," Nashold points out, "Geshe-la was deeply impressed by his visits 
to the great English Gothic cathedrals where he heard organ music, choirs, passages from 
the Bible and services that convinced him that Christ was as great a Bodhisattva in the 
West as Buddha was in the East." From England the Geshe chose to retum to Lhasa via 
China and northem Vietnam rather than by way of India and Kalimi,, it I',. d o w  right Kimura 
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was to say that Geshe Wangyal was "one of the most widely traveled of Mongo1ia.n Lamas." 
(JA 146). It should be pointed out here, however, that according to Cutler, "because of his 
longtirne association with the British" over the years, stemrning, as it did, "from bis job as 
translater for Sir Charles," the Geshe came "under the suspicions of the Tibetan gove-mt." 
In fact, adds Cutler, "he was always womed that he would be falsely accused and arrested 
as a British spy." Nevertheless, though not a British spy per se, Geshe La, because of his 
assistance rendered to the Babu as one of the latter's many informants across Central Asia, 
one would be hard put not to observe here that he was, indirectly, serving British-intelligence 
interests vis-à-vis the Roof of the World-whether he realized it or not! 

Now as with Geshe Chodak-another, but in his case disreputable, Monpolian Lama- 
there was an entrepreneurial side to Geshe Wangyal which made it possible for the latter to 
come to Dawa's financial rescue in Lhasa later when the ex-Japanese intelligence agent 
would be serving as a spy for the British. Kimura reported, and some personal letters of the 
Geshe to Tharchin confirm, that this Kalmuck Mongolian Lama possessed a keen business 
acumen. In fact, according to Kimura the Geshe "had amassed a fortune in trade between 
Lhasa and Peking." (JA 146) This was doubtless a result of his several visits to Peking 
described earlier and where he had had the advantage of being able to establish commercial 
relationships right on the spot. But besides the financial gains which flowed from the Peking 
connection, much else of his wealth, it seems, was acquired in association with the first or 
second richest man in Tibet, Tsarong Shape. For upon his return to the Tibetan capital in the 
surnmer of 1946 from this current stay with Tharchin, the Geshe would unte to his Kalimpong 
host from Tsarong House thanking the Babu for help in "gaining 20 loads of cloth" in India 
for his business and then stating: "1 will talk with Tsarong about your getting your commission 
according to the business.. . . Please wire through Tsarong and 1 can send the draft through 
Tsarong's in Kalimpong." (The Geshe would add, incidentally, a closing sentiment to his 
letter for Dawa, whom he had by now corne to know and care for very much from their 
having lived together in Mackenzie Cottage: "Please remember me to your family and to 
Dawa Sangpo.") 

Twenty loads, however, was not what this high-stakes enterprising monk-entrepreneur 
had originally wanted and expected to make available to his man) customer friends in 
Lhasa, to whom he had promised three times that amount. For in an earlier letter to Tharchin 
from Gyantse, Geshe La, after noting that the shipment would onl). be twenty loads, niefull). 
remarked: "1 have written to my friends that 1 am sending 60 loads; so it will be shameful to 
me when 1 see them in Lhasa."" 

Nevertheless, though having grown into an extremely wealthy man from his continually 
expanding trading ventures, Geshe La, writes Kimura, was most generous in putt in^ bis 
money to ~ h a t  was considered in Tibet was the finest possible use: undewriting the huge 
cost involved in "giving 'tongo"' for the entire vast monastic inmate population of Drepung 
or of any other Lhasa monasteiy on behalf of a prospective but penunous graduate about to 
meive the geshe degree who would nomally have been res~onsible hiinself for the expense 
of throwing the feast. Kin~ura would comment long afierwards that "Geshe Wangyal used 
bis fortune to finance his poor but studious countrymen. so that no desewing Kalmuck 
Mongol ever went without a degee for want of funds." (JA 146) C'ould the p n m q  motivation 
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for such eetreme generosity have stemmed fiom his experience of having had to delay the 
achieving of Iiis owii geshe degree due to his own financial straits? More than likely this 
was so. For Cutler has remarked that Geshe La had "used his capital and many contacts to 
make nloney with which he assisted many poor scliolars to obtain their geshe degrees, 
especially the Mongolians, who. like him, were cut off from support back hoine." More will 
be said about the Geshe later in the present chapter." 

Another person who provided timely Company for Kimura was a Chinese-Tibetan 
rooinmate who was nonetheless fliient in English. His name was Twan Yang (nickiiamed 
Twanyan)" and he could not have arrived at a betier moment. It was March now, and 
Tharchin had just taken Dawa Sangpo to the Graham's School to be enrolled for English 
study. To satisfy the School's requirement that a meinber of the local British cominuniiy 
niust recoinmend a prospective enrollee, Eric Lambert had arranged that the former British 
Resident ai Lhasa. Major George Sherriff, would do so. Dawa would receive private lessons 
two liours daily froin an Englishwon~an on the staff there and he would also be given free 
L I S ~  of the school's library. 1313) Giveii his confessed aptness for language study, the 
intensity of the course prograin now embarked iipon at Graham's, and especially the presence 
of his new roommate, Kimura was bound to make good and steady progress. Twan Yang, 
o n 1  26 years old by the tinie lie had arrived on the scene, had already had a full and 
fasciiiatiiig life for such a young nian. Indeed, the present writer had the privilege just a year 
beforc his deatli in 1993 to hear firsthand in Gangtok the personal odyssey he had experienced 
during those earlier years. 

Born in 19 1 9 in Kalimpong of mixed parentage (a Tibetan mother from Kham; a Chinese 
father froni Szechiian), Twanyan was totally orphaned at the age of seven with the death of 
his titI1t.r (his mother lia\ ing died when he was but three). Because the family had lived just 
opposite Polliill Hall ~ . h e r è  the Tharchins were then residing, the latter were fully acquaintrd 
with the situation and had befriended Twanyan many times over during his tender years of 
childhood and early youth, the Babu hiinself seiving, as it were, as a "godfather" to Iiim. 
Wliat followed, liowever, were five miserable years for the growing boy, who was bandied 
about Ironi "adoptive" family to "adoptive" famil), in Kalimpong till one day he was sent off 
bq his siirviving relatives to serve as houseboy for a Sikh family who were bound for the 
Punjab in India. 

Yet tliè iiext fivc years proved to be almost as bad for Twanyan as the previous five had 
been, an ill-fated period of difficulty and suffering at the hands of others which would only 
come to an end down in Calcutta with the happy circuinstance of acquiring .'aiiother 
godt'rither" (his tenn), the Dutch scholarllinguist, Jolian van Manen, n hom Tharcliin hiinself 
had come to kiiow several decades earlier at Gliooni. "Like a latter-day Kim," writes 
Kin-iura, youiig Twanyan "had wandered al1 over lndia until the Dutch scholar had taken a 
liking to Iiiin aiid had educated him"; which explains his later fluency in English: both spoken 
and written. That his written English was quite fluent is attested by a finely-crafied, sensitively 
coniposed two-volunie autobiographical work Twanyan had written in the late 1930s and 
early '40s while still with this Dutch benefactor before the latter's deatli in March 1943.'' 
"Unfortunately," continued Kimura, "Twanyan had contracted tuberculosis soon after the 
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 utc ch professor's death. He had now just come out of a sanatorium in Patna, and so was 
badly in need of the kind of friendship and assistance the Tharchins offered him" again. (JA 
148) Twanyan's retum meant that Tharchin, ever mindful of why Dawa Sangpo was engaged 
in irnproving his language skills. would be able to put some ofthe future British spy's duties 
at the Press on the latter's Tibetan roommate, since he felt that Dawa's studies were as 
important as his work at the ofice. Twanyan's presence, added Kimura, also provided the 
Japaiiese student with an excuse to explain the fast progress he was rnaking through his 
English study's early stages; "for of course," concluded Kimura. "it \irlould neber do to let 
Miss Biiinfield know that 1 had once studied English at a inission school in Kyushu Japan"! 
(JA  148-9) Obviously, therefore, Twanyan had proved to be valuable in a number of ways.'# 

Not long afier Dawa had begun his English studies there arrived at Tharchin's premises 
a large nurnber of Mongolian nlonks and Lamas on pilgrimage. l t  \sas the spriiig of 1946. 
and among theni was Naitigyril Dalama, the money-lending disciple of Dilo\lva Gegen who 
had befriended Dawa Sangpo in so timely a fashion just six months earlier back in Lhasa. 
Kimura's heart would "skip a beat" when in prikate conversation in Tharchin's "pilgrim 
warehouse" across froin the Press Dalama disclosed that at the Tibetaii capital he " k n e ~  
right amay" that Dawa was Japanese. Noticing the latter's discon~titure at this disclosurc. 
the Dilowa's disciple quickly offered some reassunng words: "Doii't w o m . .  . . I t  would 
certainly do ine no good to reveal your identity, and you seem to be doing no one an) h m . "  
(JA 152-3) 

Yet if the Dilowa's disciple would rernain discreet, so would his master when he too 
arrived in Kaliii~pong-though not down froin Lhasa but up froin Calcutta. "1 \sas not 
surprised that Lama D i l o ~  a Gegen himself turned up," Kimura confided to his rnemoirs of 
the period. For at one ofhis subsequent meetings with Eric Lambert, the latter, he recounted, 
"had mentioned to me in passing at Lhatseren's house that the British [no\!- that the World 
War was over] were attempting to secure his release from Chungking." 153) D i l o ~ a  
was indeed released, in November of 1945,* afier wliicli, wrote Kimura. "he flew straight 
t0 Calciitta, and then came up to Kalimpong to prepare to continue on to Lhasa." (5.4 153) 

Tlie High Lama would be lodged at the Himalaya11 Hotel for a few days while Tharchin 
look extra care to make 11is warehouse especially suitable for the honored guest. The Dilowa 
woilld itiake his first cal1 on the Babu at the latter's home shortly afier his arriva1 in 
town. "1 was asked to serve him tea," the still disguised Mongolian monk wrote later. The 
High Lama, he explained, 

* Deduccd frorn infortnation that is included oii his British lndian Residential Permit. a copy o f  which 1s among 
the TIlPiih;. Sce the following footnote for the details. 
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sat in the Tharchins' guest room, tall, dignified and commanding even after the years 
of house arrest, and 1 knew as soon as 1 looked into the searching, intelligent eyes 
behind the large round glasses that he had recognized me; even though we had met 
only once years ago. 1 was relieved that he said nothing. (JA 153) 

Later, though, when the two could speak privately, the Dilowa told the ex-Japanese agent 
he agreed with his disciple that there was no reason anyone should know his identity. "He 
even gave me some information from that vast spy network of his about some of my less 
fortunate countrymen," related Kimura in his memoirs. (JA 153-4) 

But if the High Mongolian Lama offered inside information fiom his spy network to 
Dawa Sangpo, there is no doubt he offered similar kinds of information-and more-to 
Gergan Tharchin. For the Dilowa had great respect for the Tibetan publisher, whose various 
good works on behalf of Tibet through his newspaper and in other more hidden ways had 
long before this come to his attention. Moreover, it had been Tharchin who had assisted 
behind the scenes in securing for the illustrious Lama a visitor's visa that would allow him to 
remain in British India for a full four-month period.* And even now he was being comfortably 
entertained and al1 his personal needs met by the kindly and generous Babu. Hence, as 
these two would converse together over many days, there would be no hesitation on the 
Dilowa's part in sharing out of his rich store of covert information that which could be 
helpful to both Tharchin and the British in their joint intelligence-gathering operation against 
the Chinese (although it is extremely doubtful that the Tibetan host would have taken the 
Lama completely into his confidence about his connections with British Intelligence). 
Furthermore, how conveniently situated the Dilowa now was for making himself available 
to both Tharchin and Lhatseren during his lengthy stay: a guest in the Babu's pilgrim 
warehouse right next door to Lhatseren's own house and both located just opposite the 
Tibet Mirror Press! (JA,  cf. 15 1 with 152) Without question the two of them skillfully exploited 
this circumstance as much as they could on behalf of Lambert and the Tibetan Intelligence 
unit in far-off Shillong. 

But though Tharchin and Lhatseren were continually working in tandem in support of 
their clandestine Intelligence program against the growing Chinese threat towards Tibet, 
they were not always effective at their work. They, like the younger Dawa, were not 

* Issued in Calcutta, the Dilowa's Residential Permit reveals that his Passport had been issued for "Mr. Tilowa 
[sic], a foreigner, of Chinese-Mongolian nationality . . . dated 26 Nov. 1945," which no doubt had been obtained 
at Chungking and later "bearing visa No. 81 dated 6 Feb. 1946 for India, and is perrnitted to reinain in British 
lndia iintil 1'' June 1946." ThPaK. He would thus be on his way to Lhasa frorn Kalimpong by the eiid of May 
1946. a date which is confirmed by what Kirnura would hirnselt'write concerning his re-arriva1 back in the 
Tibetan capital on the 1" of January 1947: "The Dilowa Gegen . . . had conle to Lhasa six rnonths before me . .." 
( J A  162) 
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perfect spies either. A case in point was the curious, almost serio-comic, incident in 1946 
involving a young Chinese man who went by the Tibetan alias of Jampal Wosul or Wosal 
( n ~ t  to be confùsed with a well-known Tibetan with a similar name of Jampa Wosel-aka: 
Champa Yeshe and called Chang Fangkun-who had been persona1 physician to the Great 
Thirteenth, was exiled fiom Lhasa in 1934, later opened a photographie shop in Kalimpong, 
and who, like Jampal Wosul, would be accused of spying for the Chinese and be deported in 
the same year in which Jampal Wosul would suffer the same fate!). Young Wosul had 
apparently been recruited by the Nationalists only after his arriva1 in Kalimpong. The writer 
is in debt to both Kimura and Sonam T. Kazi for the details-to the latter especially, who 
provided, among other persona1 data, the alias used by the young man. The way the ex- 
Japanese spy tells it, Lhatseren had had quite a laugh over having finally to arrest and deport 
this "seemingly innocuous lame Chinese youth who taught at the local Chinese Primary 
Scho01"'~ because of "what had lent humor to the situation": the young man had been 
operating as an intelligence agent "right under the noses of both Tharchin and Lhatseren," 
he having lived directly opposite the Babu's Press building and immediately adjacent to 
Lhatseren's house! (JA 1 5 1 ) 

According to the Kazi, Jampal Wosul had previously taught at the Chinese School in 
Lhasa before coming to Kalimpong. Then at the hi11 station he began studying English, 
perhaps at the Graham's School where Dawa Sangpo was now himself an English student. 
So that the Chinese youth's language study, together with his lameness and his Primary 
School teaching post, had apparently served him so well that for the longest time the British 
had been unable to penetrate his cover, during which, reporied Kimura, he had been receiving 
"large remittances every month through the Kalimpong branch of the Bank of China"! (JA 
151) Yet not only Lhatseren and the British Intelligence network had been deceived; even 
Tharchin had been drawn into the young Kuomintang's clever little game. For at one point, 
reports the Kazi, Jampal Wosul had professed to having converted to the Christian faith, had 
eventually been baptized at the Graham's Homes Chape1 sometime around 1945, and had 
even invited the Babu to speak at his baptismal service, which the Indo-Tibetan dutifully 
fulfilled on the occasion, as witnessed by the Kazi himself. 

In recounting this bizarre tale to the present writer, the Kazi concluded by commenting 
that when aftenvards the British finally discovered that Jampal Wosul had been involved in 
spy activity at Kalimpong,* the young Kuomintang agent "was ordered to leave the hill town 
within twenty-four hours!" Which for Lhatseren and Tharchin must not have been shori 
enough at al1 to satisS, their embarrassed souls. Needless to say. both their faces nlust have 
remained red for quite a long tiine." 

'Confirmation o f  which most likely was derived from the results of the raids that on 19 June 1946 the British 
authorities made on the home of  this Young man and on the homes o f  six others that sarne day. The latter 
included Tharchin's fiiends Rapga Pangdatsang and Changlo Chen Gung. w h w l i k e  Jampal Wosul-~ere in 
the PaY of  the Chinese Nationalist government; and even the house o f  F. M.  Shen: another close Tharchin 
friend. All seven individualS. it may be recalled frorn the previous chapter. had been suspected of  spylng. 
revolutionary aciivities, and/or coiinterfeiting Indian paper currency. See Melvyn Goldsteiii, .4 Hisron of 
Modein Tiher, 458, 458n. 
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The presence of a Jampal Wosul, however, was not by any mearis an isolated phenoi~ ieno~  
in Kaliinpong. In describing the large Chinese elenient that was then liviiig in the hill town, 
most o f  whonl were from Yunnan Province, Kimura went on to  point out that they were a 
constant source o f  anxiety io Lhatseren's security staff since the Chinese govemnient of 
that day, which was still Kuomintang, "often sent agents to Kalimporig disguised as Tibetans." 
( JA  138) Moreover, in step with the quickening Pace o f  change in the international political 
arena, Tharchin's honie town-as was  intiinated briefly in Chapter 24 and as will be made 
far inore clear in Chapter 27-would develop into a hotbed o f  espionage and intrigue tliat 
would \vitness its greatest intensity in the 1950s and '60s but which even now at tlie time of 
Kiiiiura's residence during the latter 1940s could inspire the former Japanese spy to record 
loiig afterwards his recollections o f  what the towii's uiidercover society liad beeii like back 
th en : 

Like the tree-clad slopes of a dormant volcano, the calm everyday surface of 
Knlimpong's life disguised feverish underground activity. This was mostly Chinese- 
inspired, with agents sent via Tibet to ferret out what they could about ecents in Iiidia; 
biit there were also anti-govemment Tibetan exiles and reformers, aiiti-Chinese 
Tibetans, White and Red Russians, and a whole medley of other agents working for a 
variety of causes in this cozy little t ~ w n . ~ '  

To complicate the situation tl~ere was a vicious rivalry between three separate 
Chinese intelligence senfices uider the Defense Department, the Transport Department, 
and the Tibetan-hilongoliaii Affairs Comniission. These tliree went at each other with 
3 determination and a savagery that made the well-kno\vn jealoiisies between the 
British MI5 and MI6  [names, respectively, for the National Security Division and the 
Espionage Department of Military Intelligence] look like a decorous tea party by 
coinparison, and occasional mysterious murders in Lhasa or Kalimpong were sometimes 
found to be the result of this inter-5ervice feuding. Dharma [Dawa's Mongolian paintes- 
friend in Kaliinpong] could tell me something about this since his eldest daughter had 
inade the niistake of inarryinç a Tibetan merchant narned Lobsang, who in reality 
tiirned out to be a Sikaiig Tibetan, a graduate of the Central Military Academy in 
Nniiking working as an undercover agent for the Defense Depariment. AAer the couple 
iniived to Lhasa he was assassinated by a Yuilnanese operative from tlie rival Transport 
D~partnient.~' 

Tliere were also a nuinber of Russians, Kazakhs aiid Uzbeks in Kalimpong, wliose 
rictkities echoed the days of the Great Game. 1 remeniber in particular a tall and lia~idsorne 
yoiing Russian who n'as inarried to a White Russian beauty. He disappeared quite 
suddenly in 1938, and 1 probably would have forgotten al1 about hirn had I riot made 
his acqiiaintaiice again in 1950: in the Presidency Penitentiary in Calcutta [wliere Dawa 
was awaiting his return to Japan]. He had been arrcsted for espionage, but the Soviet 
governnieiit would not even acknowledge hiin as one of their citizens. His situation 
aroused my sympatliy, for like me lie was a spy without a country. cast adrift on the 
shoals of international espionage. (JA 150- 1 )  

Not until the early to  mid- 1960s woiild Tharchin's hill station begin to  experience the end 10 
the singular fascination which drew to her precincts so  many people in various guises 
representiiig so  inany competing nationalities and interests. 
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Meanwhile Dawa Sangpo expressed concem over the i n c m i n g  nwnber of people in 

Kalimpong who knew his real identity. Though he was certain he could rely upon Namgyal 
Dalama and Lama Dilowa Gegen to keep it to themselves, he now wondered if some of 
their followers "would prove as discreet." As for the Babu himself, writes Kimura, "1 did 
not leam until much later that Tharchin was in fact tipped off by some of the Dilowa's own 
followers about me in the auturnn of 1946, but that he felt it made no difference and continued 
to treat me as always." (JA 154) Another person who eventually came to know the tnie 
identity of both Dawa and his future accomplice in intelligence, Kanimi Nishikawa, occupied 
an extremely sensitive post in Kalimpong. But fortunately for Dawa and his Japanese 
companion, this individual turned out to be a very close friend to Tharchin. This was N. N. 
Namchu, at the time the border hill station's Frontier Inspecter. While briefly discussing 
Hisao Kimura in an interview with the present author, Sonam T. Kazi offered the following 
information: "A Christian, Narnchu by name, had been a Central SIR (Subsidiary lntelligence 
Bureau) Officer at Kalimpong.. . . He h e w  that Kimura and Nishikawa were not Mongolian 
lamas but were J a p a n e ~ e . " ~ ~  

If any proof were needed of the Babu's continued goodwill-but more importantly his 
continued trust-towards Dawa Sangpo, such was more than arnply shown in what happened 
next. It may be recalled from Chapter 20 that at about this time the American Tibetologist 
Theos Bernard showed up again in Kalimpong with the desire to visit Lhasa once more, and 
if not permitted to go there, to travel to Indo-Tibet as far north as Ladakh for further 
research and Tibetan antiquities-collection. Having become acquainted with Dawa while 
waiting to hear fiom Lhasa about his application for entrance into Tibet, Tharchin's American 
friend asked the disguised Mongolian monk to go with him as guide and interpreter, now that 
his English "was up to it." Though the ex-spy had very much wanted to go, his employer 
Tharchin demurred, saying he "had 0 t h  things in mind" for Dawa and dispatching instead 
one of his own servants as a companion for Bernard. ( J A  154) 

Dawa Sangpo would soon learn just what Tharchin Babu had in mind, the substance of 
which would immediately dispel any doubts the former Japanese agent might have had at 
this time about his employer's willingness to continue reposing trust in him. One day late in 
November of 1946, Tharchin called Dawa into his office where they could talk most privately. 
66 . 

1 m sure you realize that Tibet considers itself an independent country," he began by May 
of introduction. What then followed, which was more of a monologue than a dialogue between 
the NO. was a brief history lesson on Tibet and her relations with outside p~wers-in 
~articular, China and British India. Yet it was not with the latter Government with which the 
staunch defender of Tibetan interests was concemed. Far fiom it, the history teacher quickly 
made plain, informing hir molnentary s ~ d e n t  of Bntain's wise policy of keeping the Roof of 
the World "an independent buffer state," with India, under its forthçoming self-government. 
"continuing that policy."64 No, what concemed him today was not the British or even a 
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soon-to-be Independent India; it was Nationalist China he was most anxious about. Using 
the plural number for the first time in his discourse on recent Tibetan history, the Babu 
explained what he meant: "We are worried that the Chinese might take advantage of British 
preoccupation with the handing over of power to India, swoop into Tibet, and take over 
before anyone knows what is happening." With that the publisher-turned-history professor 
now paused for what must have been a very tense moment for both speaker and hearer. 

Quite mystified over what his employer was leading up to that could possibly involve 
him, Kimura later confided to his memoirs what was going through his mind at this moment: 
"1 had no idea either of the reason for this history lesson, or who he meant by 'we'." He 
would not, however, have to wait long to find out. For his mentor suddenly looked up at hirn 
and, in the most succinct fashion possible, quite matter-of-factly announced: "1 want you to 
go and discover whether or not it is tme that China is making preparation for an armed 
invasion of Tibet." 

Rapidly overcoming his stunned surprise at what he had just heard, Dawa exhibited 
immediate excitement over the prospect of a new adventure, he having grown a bit restless 
since his arriva1 in Kaliinpong more than a year before. Sensing his enthusiasm, the British 
intelligence operative now changed his approach towards Dawa, wanting to make certain 
the future British spy "understood the realities of such a joumey": a journey which would 
entail wandering around remote and lawless border areas of eastern Tibet that "at the best 
of times," he warned, "can be most dangerous." 

As though the Babu were attempting to undersçore even further the hazards involved in 
such a mission, Dawa would next leam in this private talk with Tharchin that during the past 
months of language-training his employer had been in a desperate search for someone to 
recruit who would be able to survive even the beginnings of the dangerous mission he had 
proposed to him. "You may as well know that you won't be the first person l've sent," the 
Babu continued nervously. "In fact, you will be the third. The first seems to have died of 
illness. The second," he added oininously, "just disappeared." That Tharchin by now knew 
of this disguised Mongolian monk's tme identity but would nonetheless proceed to recmit' 
him anyway for this risky mission, especially after the two previous failures, reveals as 
perhaps nothing else could just how much trust and confidence in Dawa Sangpo he did 
indeed repose. Moreover, the fact that the former Japanese spy survived what would prove 
to be an incredible ordeal and was able at its conclusion to submit his written report persoilally 
to Shillong confirms Gergan Tharchin's judgment of Dawa's character and his ability to 
succeed. 

Ali that, however, lay in the future. Confident himself of his own abilities after what he 
had been through during what he termed his "hard traveling experience" as a Japtr/7csc 
agent, what Dawa Sangpo now wanted to know from Tharchin was for whom he would bt. 
working. To this somewhat foolish question he got a quick and direct reply, that nonetheless- 
though for very good reasons-was not an altogether candid one: 

"Me," Tharchin answered sensibly. "Not only do 1 want the news for niy paper," he 
continued, "but I'd like to warn the Tibetan go\#emment if there is any danger." Of 
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course 1 knew that behind "me" were the figures of Eric Lambert and Lhatseren, but 
that hardly mattered. Here was a chance to put my newly-acquired skill in Tibetan to 
use, and perhaps to help a country to retain its independence. 1 think that subconsciously 
it might have been a way of atoning for having been part of an oppressive colonial 
establishment. 1 agreed right then and there without any more questions. (JA 154-6) 

It would not be until many years afterwards that Kimura would learn what might have 
been the official origin of his spy mission to the Sino-Tibetan border. Somehow he became 
privy to the contents of "a highly classified document" entitled Aidto Tibet that still exists 
today in London's India Ofice Library. Dated 27 April 1946, the paper had originated in the 
Office of the Colonial Secretary of His Majesty's Imperia1 Government. Of interest here is 
the fact that its conclusion had clearly asserted that any foreign domination of Tibet would 
"constitute a direct threat to the security of India," had identified China and Russia as 
potential enemies, and that Nagchuka north of Lhasa and Chamdo the provincial town of 
Kham far east of Lhasa were the most strategically significant areas to be investigated. (JA 
156n) 

It may be of some significance here to note that much of this document's conclusion is 
strikingly similar to the warnings and concerns which had been expressed personally just 
hvo or three years before by Phuntsog Wangyal and Ngawang Kalsang to both Gergan 
Tharchin and Sir Basil Gould, and indirectly through Tharchin even to Eric Lambert as well. 
The time had been mid-1944. Perhaps the British had not tumed a totally deaf ear to their 
warnings, after all. (See Chapter 23 again for the details.) 

Interestingly enough, though, just three months later the British General Staff in London, 
in a memorandum issued in July 1946, declared that "from a short term point of view there 
is no practicable means of aiding Tibet against a major enemy, and there is no real threat to 
India from that direction, and the Government of India do not propose further to consider at 
present the possibility of offering military assistance to Tibet. They will, however, continue 
10 meet as far as possible reasonable requests for the supply of arms and amrnuniti~n."~' 
Nevertheless, by November of that same year, Eric Lambert was now requesting Tharchin 
to find someone to recmit for undertaking a spy mission to East Tibet to determine for 
certain that no action inimical to lndia was being contemplated by any "major enemy" 
against Tibet. 

Events would now move fonvard rapidly. That Tharchin-and onl) ~harchin-was 
immediateiy in charge of this recruitment and the subsequent issuance of instructions is 
made clear by the following details: 

( 1 )  the Babu had ordered Dawa to depart as quickly as possible after the proper 
Preparations; 
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(2) he himself personally issued the new British spy the necessary funds irnrnediately- 
"rather more," thought Dawa, "than he would have been able to afford to invest in a news 
story-particularly if this was the third attempt"; and 

(3) he promised his recruit he would be "well p a i d  if he returned successfully, which 
promise a year later the Babu himself fulfilled, personally dishing out a final payment that 
he, Tharchin, had received a second time from the British government; a payment to Dawa 
which, recalled the secret agent long afterwards, "came to so much more than 1 had expected 
..." (JA 156, 187) 

Obviously Lhatseren and, to a far greater degree, Eric Lambert were definitely keeping a 
low profile; just as they no doubt had done when Tharchin had personally recruited and then 
commissioned the earlier two operatives chosen for the same covert mission. Now that 
Lambert had approved Tharchin's choice of Dawa Sangpo, he and Lhatseren were leaving 
most of the affair up to their trusted colleague, still further evidence of the Babu's significant 
involvement in British Intelligence related to Tibet. 

Maintaining a low profile did not mean, however, that Lambert and Lhatseren were not 
interested in the progress of the secret mission. On the contrary, whenever it was feasible 
and information was available, Lambert would be kept informed by Tharchin of his operative's 
movements. For instance, found among the Tharchin Papers was a half-sheet of the Press's 
printed letterhead stationary on which the Babu in his own hurried handwriting had drafted 
a brief unsigned letter that in its final form was apparently sent off to Lambert at Shillong 
(since though the salutation merely reads "Dear Sir" for security reasons, interna1 evidence 
would strongly suggest the Intelligence Chief was the intended recipient). The draft in its 
entirety reads as follows: 

The Tibet Mirror Press 
(etc.) 

Kalimpong P.O. 
(etc.) 

Date 194. 
Ref. No. 

Dear Sir, 
1 am [in] touch with Mr. L. T. here. [L.T. was one of Lha Tsering's-Lhatseren's 

identity codes or abbreviations.] Our friend [most likely a euphemism for Dawa Sangpo] 
lefi from Lhasa end of Feb. 

The name of the sister who is gone to China with the young man is Dekid Alice. 
[Here ends the drafl letter at the bottom of the top half of the sheet of printed stationery.] 

A few remarks about this missive in relation to Dawa and bis mission need to be made 
here: (1) most probably Tharchin had learned of Dawa's departure from Lhatseren and bis 
Security-Intelligence people, information which doubtless Lhatseren had himself already 
passed on to Lambert; (2) the date of this draft letter is more than likely in the 1940s and net 
some other decade, as is circumstantially evident from the printed "4" in "194 ." on the 
stationery used; (3)  fiom Kimura's account of his spy journey for the British that appears in 
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Jopanese Agent, i t  is known that the spy left Lhasa for Kham on or about the 16" of 
February, and hence Tharchin was a bit off in his comment on the deparhire date, but 
prhaps he may have had in mind the date when Lhatseren's staff had received fiom Dawa 
either a verbal message carried down to Kalimpong by a trusted courier or a second letter 
(using coded language, of course), which, in either case, would most likely have arrived by 
the end of Febmary; (4) the remaining contents of Tharchin's letter, which concemed new 
infonnation for Lambert, had nothing to do with Dawa since (a) his destination was East 
Tibet and not China, (b) no female accompanied Dawa on this spy mission at any point 
along the way, (c) the Babu would never want to disclose on paper the destination of "our 
fiend," and (d) this remaining part of the letter was probably in response to an inquiry by 
Lambert for the identity of the female who had accompanied a certain China-bound "young 
man" (another euphemistic code, no doubt) who was perhaps under suspicion by British 
Intelligence; and (5) assuming al1 the preceding to be tme, then the date when Tharchin had 
drafied this note containing a passing reference to Dawa's movements would most likely 
have been sometime in early to mid-March 1947. 

Dawa would now be off on his second spy mission, having remained in Kalimpong for 
well over a year. Because of this the young Japanese now felt himself to be the heir to a 
great tradition which had been created by al1 those early Japanese individuals who at one 
tirne or another had traveled to and lived in Tibet, since al1 five of them had been quite 
familiar with the now-famous Indian hiIl station. The several books which told of their 
Central Asian travels, the spy would acknowledge long afierwards, "had often been my 
cornpanions on those long winter nights" he had endured at the experimental farm in Imer 
Mongolia. Four of these travelers were Enga Teramoto (1  872- 1940), adviser to His Holiness 
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama; Bunkyo Aoki (1 886-1956), another monk-adviser to the Great 
Thineenth, who in a sense became a successor to Teramoto and was reputed to have had 
a Part, along with the Shape Tsarong II, in the design of the new Tibetan flag;65a Tokan Tada 
(1890- 1967), likewise a monk but also a gifted and devoted scholar who served as another 
and even closer friend to His H ~ l i n e s s ; ~ ~  and the soldier of fortune, Yasujiro Yajima ( 1  882- 
1963), who ended up a military instructor of the fledgling Tibetan Army whose training at his 
bands had been so effective that its contingents were able to defeat the Chinese frontier 
forces in East Tibet in 191 7.66"ut even the fifth of these individuals-the Zen monk Ekai 
Kawaguchi ( 1  865- 1945), the celebrated explorer and traveler to Tibet's Sacred Lakes and 
On then to Lhasa at the turn of the twentieth century-had been to Kalimpong, for it was to 
here that he had first escaped for bis life fiom Tibet in 1902.* "1 felt hurnbled to be traveling 

' Indeed. exactly a decade later, four of these five ~ o u l d  find their way to Tharchin's hill town at one time or 
another, three of them-Yajima, Aoki and Tada-ven briefly lodging together there at the same time in the 
Same Ilouse in early 1912; and n0t long afterwards, who should pass through Kalimpong shortly following 
Yajima's departure on his second journey to Lhasa and Aoki and Tada's relocation into a cottage together over 
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in the footsteps of such men," Dawa had mused when on his first spy mission, "and 1 ... 
wondered if 1 would in fact prove inyself worthy."t (JA 104-5, 137) 

Now, though, poised to commence this current spy mission, the exJapanese agent humbly 
wondered if he might not be following in the steps of those who belonged to another and 
perhaps even more illustrious tradition: what Kimura termed the "great tradition of 'native' 
agents in Central Asia." Pondering over what they had done in times past, Kimura singled 
out the three most prominent contributors to the Tradition: the Russians, Chinese and British. 

at Ghoorn for the study of Tibetan and Buddhism but the farned Zen monk himself as he was making his way 
to Sikkim for a visit. Furthermore, adds Scott Berry echoing Kimura's moment of pride, there would come an 
historic moment three years hence when these same four Japanese travelers would be physically gathered 
together in the Tibetan capital on the sarne day: New Year 19 15 (Western calendar). A unique event, to be sure; 
it heing even more rernarkable when one leains that for a brief period of five months during the year 19 1411 5 al1 
four had been residing in Lhasa but at different places and pursuing different agendas! Of these four, Kawaguchi 
would depart the Tibetan capital for his homeland first, on 15 January 1915. Next \vould be Aoki in late 
January 191 6, followed by Yajima two years later. The last ofthis quartet, Tokan Tada, would bid the Tibetan 
capital farewell in late 1923. None of thern would ever return to Tibet again. Teramoto, of course, had taken his 
own leave frorn Tibet long before this series of departures. See Berry, Monks, Spies and a Soldier o f  Fortune. 
101-3. 121, 141-7, 148, 158, 263. 

It should be noted, incidentally, that later following their retum to their homeland, three of these tive 
travelers to Tibet would enter upon scholarly/professorial careers in Tibetology. Berry has summed up their 
subsequent lives as follows: 

Like Kawaguchi, Aoki taught Tibetan and Tibetan studies, in tiis case ai Tokyo lrnperial University, and 
their acadernic rivalry rnay have been one cause of theii conflict over certain rnanuscripts ... They were 
never on good ternis after their return to Japan. Aoki ... certainly ... [had an] irnpeiialist outlook. lor when 
he was asked to sel up a Tibetaii Operation during the Second World War, he replied enthusiasiicallq .... 

... [Tada] taught at Tohoku, 'Tokyo and Keio Universiries. and like Aoki he served the militarists. 
though he seerns to have done so rather less willingly ... [, he having to bel more or less coerced inio 
cooperating w i t h  the rnilitary [on one occasion having to do with Japanese efforts IO take over Iiiner 
Mongolia from the Chiiiese] .... 

... In spiie of later learning excellent English and even teaching for a time in the U.S. during the 1950s. 
'l'ada reinains one of the more obscure Japaiiese visitors to Lhasa. 'This is piobably because he was first and 
foremost a scholar raiher than a travelei or an adventurer, and he had very liitle to say about hi5  travrls 
or his life in Lhasa .... For example, when asked [by his students] how lie had entered Tibet. Iiis standard 
reply was: "1 walked on the earth." Ihid.. 162, 162-3, 171, 163. 

t It is Scott Berry's consideredjudgrnent that Kirnura and his companion on the upcoming spy mission for tlie 
British, Kazumi Nishikawa, "were undoubtedly to becoine Japan's greatest overland travelers. Only Kawaguchi 
compares with thern, and even he spent only about half the amount of tiine on his rernarkable travels as the! 
did." In fact. each of theni would spend "eight years in disguise in a nurnber of Soreign countries. and each 
crossed the Himalayas something like seven tirnes." Ibid., 177. Berry went on in his admiration of especiall? 
Nishikawa as a travelerlexplorer from lnner Mongolia to and within the Snovq Land: he "was piobahl) 
inost naturnl traveler of al1 the Japanese to visit Tibet. He had that compulsion to see what \vas over the 11e-d 
hill that is fatal to the born traveler in the way cards or dice are to the gairibler, or gin to the alcoholic . ... Indeed. 
the only travelers with whorn he can really be cornpared are the Pundits and Kawaguchi, and perhaps Alexandra 
David-Neel. Even Kimura's trip [from Kalgan to Lhasa with the Danzans] . . . had been easy compared to bis 
[over siinilar terrain and territory]. . .. He traveled not only in the physical sense but, rniich like Kawaguclli .... 
he becarne deeply involved with the people, their ways of life, and their thoughts, wherever he went." Ihid.. 
292. 269. 
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The Russians had traditionally used Buriat Mongolians, and the most famous-a 
scholar rnonk narned Dorjiev-had becorne so influential with the Thirteenth Dalai 
Lama that he was one of the main excuses for the Younghusband Mission. The Chinese 
found ethnic Tibetans bom in Szechwan, Sikang and Yunnan to be useful spies to 
sneak through Tibet into India where they could lose themselves in the Chinatowns of 
the major cities. But it was undoubtedly the British, with their pundits recmited fiom 
aniong Sikkimese and hillrnen from Tharchin's [Indo-Tibet] area who had established 
the most rornantic tradition of undercover work. (JA 161) 

Romance had unquestionably surrounded their achievements. The appointment in the 
1860s and '70s of the Pundits, a remarkable brotherhood of Indian explorer-spies known 
collectively by that name, had derived its ongins fiom the fact that by this period of the 
nineteenth century it had become quite apparent that there were huge gaps in the accurate 
geographical knowledge of the temtories beyond British India's borders. And it was because 
of the "Great Game" geopolitical and military rivalry between Russia and Britain in Central 
Asia-with Tsarist power having reached as far south as the Parnirs, the Hindu Kush and 
the western borders of Chinese Turkestan-that made it imperative by the 1860s that British 
India become thoroughly conversant with the topography of western Tibet, and even 
Turkestan farther to the north, both conceivable gateways for Russian penetration south to 
the Subcontinent. Especially was it vital that the terrain of the Roof of the World be mapped 
out and studied for such strategic purposes. For nowhere, observes Charles Allen, "was this 
deficiency most obvious than in the vast unexplored regions of Tibet, where the famous 
Chinese imperial edict-that no Mogul, Hindustani, Pathan orferinghi should be admitted- 
was now being enforced with ever-increasing strictness." Feringhi, derived fiom the name 
Frank, referred to al1 Europeans. Yet, if foreigners such as these were not allowed entrance 
into the Forbidden Land, there were certain groups of people of mixed Tibetan origin who 
wcre allowed to cross the border. One such people were called the Bhotias or Shokpas 
Who had settled along the Tibetan border areas of Garhwal and Kumaon in northwestern 
India not far fiom Tharchin's birthplace of Poo. Other such peoples were to be found in 
Sikkim and Lower Bengal in northeastern India near the Tibetan fiontier. It was fiom the 
Nortlieast, in fact, where the illustrious Babu Sarat Chandra Das and his traveling Lama 
cornpanion, Ugyen Gyatsho, had hailed.h' 

Thanks to Rudyard Kipling. of course, the Pundits have forever been romantically linked 
with the Great Game political struggle between British India and Tsarist Russia. Yet these 
Pundits Iiad never been bbplayers" of the Game in an)- political sense. despite what Kipling in 
bis famous novel Kir71 or British public opinion in lndia may have wished to believe. For 
although "secrecy, disguise and political subterfuge were certainly vital ingredients in their 
work." adds John MacGregor, even so, ". . . their niasters were always the Survey of India." 

The latter had for long made preat use of lndian assistants. but it had never occurred to 
its officiais. ilotes MacGregor, "to train them beyond a certain level or use theni in anything 
but a s ~ b o r d i n a t ~  capacin;." But in 1863 it uras proposed by Captain T. G Montgomerie of 
the Survey of lndia at ~ i h r a  Dun, and upon the reconimendations of Edmund Smyth- 
Kumaon's first Education OflFicer and one who knew the Bhotias very well there-to select 
nlost carefully a nuniber of men froin among these ethnic Tibetans "to be trained in ail the 
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necessary skills, given an appropriate cover and disguise and then sent off on various missions 
across the border." The very first to be appointed by Smyth was the renowned Nain Singh 
Rawat from the Garhwal-Kumaon districts; the very last to be selected, though not by 
Smyth, was the even more renowned Chandra Das from Chittagong in Lower Bengal (now 
Bangladesh). MacGregor was led to say of Das that "not since [Samuel] Turner had the 
Govemment of India so benefited from an observer who was articulate, perceptive, and 
tmly scholarly in hi's approach." 

"Partly because of the clandestine nature of their work," writes Allen, and "partly because 
that work has been regarded, since Indian independence, as being in some way unpatriotic, 
the achievements of the Pundits have never been widely acknowledged." Yet "it was through 
them that the outside world . . . gained detailed information about the Tibetan in te r i~ r . "~~  In 
fact, one of the highest encomiums ever paid to the Pundits was that which one prominent 
English traveler in Tibet felt led to express in his volume recounting his experiences he had 
in 1922 in the Great Closed Land. Geologist Sir Henry Hayden, having just then retired as 
Director of the Geological Sumey of India, had gone to Tibet in response to the Tibetan 
govemment's request for the services of a geologist to advise regarding the development of 
Tibet's mineral resources. Before he and his companion left Lhasa for the Tibetan highlands 
on a lengthy scientific and naturalist expedition, they had an audience with the Thirteenth 
Dalai Lama. Wrote Sir Henry some years afterwards: 

No praise can be too high for the magnificent work done in Tibet by the Pundits; 
although their names are household words to those interested in the geography of 
Tibet, they are probably unknown outside that very small circle, yet the value of their 
work, both for quality and volume, places them in the highest rank of scientific 
explorers.. . . They were sent out . . . to wander through Tibet,. . . traveling in suc11 guise 
as the exigencies of their journeys might dictate. The consequences of detection were 
such that they carried their lives in their hands, and they were rarely able to take with 
them more than the most elementary equipment, such as a pocket compass and a 
sextant and other insignificant articles that could be hidden in their clothing or in a 
wallet. In spite of these handicaps they traveled thousands of miles, crossing Tibet 
from top to bottom and from end to end, and produced maps of their routes, for which 
those of us who have had the good fortune to revise their work under more favorable 
auspices have nothing but unstinted p r a i ~ e . ~ ~  

Following in the footsteps of such distingiiished predecessors as these, Dawa Sangpo 
realized, would not be an easy exercise, given their talent, training, wisdoin and courage; 
nevertheless, he would try his best to measure 11p to the high standards which they Iiad set 
so long ago. "Musing on just who was behind my recruitment for this mission," he afterwards 
recalled, "1 could only wonder, particularly with Indian independence just around the corner, 
if when al1 was said and done, the last real Pundit might just be Japanese. Just like them 1 
even had a number-ATSS-although 1 was not to leam of this until later." (JA 16 1 ) Whether 
or not, however, Hisao Kimura actually did constitute the last of the Pundits, of one thing 
this Japanese undercover agent was sure: he would leave Kaliinpong no longer in the pay of 
His Majesty's Imperial Government of Japan but in that ofHis Majesty's Imperial Govemrnent 
of India. 
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Joining a caravan of some 100 mules and 10 drivers bound for Lhasa, Dawa left 
Tharchin's hill town on 10 December 1946. (JA 157) He would traverse what was by now 
familiar temain, and twenty days later he arrived at the Tibetan capital just as preparations 
for the three-week-long Monlam New Year's Festival were getting underway. (JA 161, 
163) Upon his arriva1 Dawa went straight to one of the buildings in the fashionable Ko 
Kansar neighborhood where previously he had received the timely "loan" of money from 
Dilowa Gegen's disciple Namgyal Dalama that had enabled him and his two companions to 
come down to Kalimpong. Today, tiwever, he: would not need to borrow any funds, but he 
did deliver a letter from Tharchin to the Dilowa, who had preceded Dawa's arriva1 here by 
six months. The Dilowa, together with a large retinue, had now occupied the entire second 
floor, the space which his faithful disciple had for so long kept in readiness for him. And 
even though, as earlier noted, the search for the new Jetsun Darnpa eventually came to 
naught, the Dilowa would remain a primary source of information for the Babu for as long 
as this High Lama remained in Lhasa.* 

* DiIowa Gegen would in fact rernain here only until 1948 or 1949 when through the assistance of Owen 
Lattimore, an erninent East Asian scholar and professorat Jolins Hopkins University in .4rnerica, he \\.as taken 
to the United States to serve as the head of al1 Mongol Buddhists in that country. Settling iri Farmingdale NJ 
he becarne the spiritual leader in particular of  sorne one hundred Russian Kalmucks who had found their way 
to America as displaced persons from arnong the thousands of their ancestral countqmen afho like thern had 
been caught up in the vagaries of the European War of 1939-45. The Dilowa would also s e n e  as research 
adviser on Mongolian affairs at Johns Hopkins University's School of lntemational Relations, of which 
Professor Lattirnore was Director for a number of years. The Buddhist leader would eventuallj die of cancer 
in New York on 7 April 1965, but during the intervening years he had maintained contact u ith Tharchin by 
correspondence. Sornetimes the DiIowa would write letters hiinself: e.g.. there is one to the Babu among the 
Tharchiil Papers which he had sent from the Uni\etsiv which was postrnarked 30 March 1951. But his 
correspondence with Tharchin was prirnarily handled through the letter-writing assistance ot'Professor Lanimore. 
Among others who tooh an active interest in the Dilowa and the Farmingdale Kalmucks were the novelist Peul 
S. Buck; the Ainerican scholar on Tibet. Yale Universis Library Adviser on Tibetan Literature Wesley E. 
Needham; and Eleanor Oison, curator oforiental collections at the nearby Newark (NJ) Museuni. During the 
I940s and '50s, in fact, Needham carried on a correspondence with Tharchin as wel1. 

As for Dalarna, he too went to America, after hearing of the Dilowa's deteriorating state, stayed with hirn 
for sometinie before the DiIowa died. and then remained in the United States until his own death later. Prior to 
Dalama's passing the Dilowa's disciple had worked at the University of California. See Japonese Agent. 2 19- 
20; Don Ross. "N. J .  Buddhists Open Temple in Former Garage; 14'"-Century Tibet Customs Blend with New 
U.S. Ones for Kalrnuck's Cereinony." New York Herald Trrbune, 2.1 Nov. 1952, p. 17, where is shown an 
excellent photograph of the DiIowa at the dedication cerernony. along with one of ~ i s ;  Buck Who W a s  in 
attendance; and for exact death date of the Dilowa, Dalama's staying with hirn. and Dalama's University job. 
Sec letter, Dawa Sangpo [signed in Tibetan script] to Tharchin, Chiba City Japan. 18 March 1966, ThPaK. 
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During the entire Festival period Dawa would enjoy the sights, sounds and celebrations 
connrcted with it. He also visited Mrs. Tharchin's mother where he met Rigzin Wangpo, 
the Babu's nephew by niarriage. Only with the conclusion of Monlam did the playing out of 
certain circumstances which had overtaken him some three weeks earlier permit his 
departure for Chanido and the Sino-Tibetan border. These circunistances revolved around 
another Japanese tlien present in Lhasa, who like Kimura, had been a spy for Japan posing 
as a Mongolian monk, and was now, by his own desire and choice, engaged in religious 
studies at the vast Drepung Monastery nearby. This, of course, was Kammi Nishikawa (b. 
19 18), who in the end would become-though indifferently, if riot reluctantly, agreed to by 
Dawa-the latter's traveling coinpanion on this latest spy mission of his. Scholarlwriter 
Scott Berry, who utilized Nishikawa's account published in Japanese in 1968 and both of 
Kimura's narratives of Iiis Central Asian travels (the first piiblished in Japanese in 1958; the 
second, and much fuller account "as told to" Berry himself, published in English in 1990), 
reports on how it had al1 come about. He did this in his highly insightful volume, Monks, 
S p i ~ s  and tr Soldiet* of Fortune: the Japanese in Tibet, published in 1995. 

Having arrived in the Tibetan capital on 1 January 1947 and learning that Nishikawa (as 
Lobsang Saiigpo) was doing well in his Drepung studies, Kiinura requested a inonk connected 
witli Dilowa Gegen's retinue to alert Lobsang that he, Dawa Sangpo, was in town. These 
two had only briefly met back in Inner Mongolia and just as briefly for only a few times 
down in Kalimpong; and hence, they hardly knew each other at this point. The next day 
Nishikawa came by to see Kimura, who revealed to Lobsaiig the spy assignment to Khiim 
he was soon to comiiience undertaking for the British. According to Kimura's account, 
Nishikawa said that he would like to see Khani and was told by Dawa that he could accompany 
hiin if he wished, though Kimura let it be known in his publislied narrative that he privately 
felt that were lie to have a fellow Japanese witli him, it might expose them botli to more 
danger. He would be happy enough, Kimura inwardly mused, to join by himself alone a 
caravaii going east, he having thoroughly enjoyed his just-concluded caravan trip up to 
Lhasa fiom Kalimpong. As it turned out that day, Nishikawa would decline tlie offer, pleading 
a desire not to betray his Drepung instructors, in particular, his personal guru there, Yeshe 
Lama. 

On the following day, 3 January, however, Lobsang Sangpo returned to Kimura to Say 
that he had decided to team up witli him, after all, if Dawa could wait till  he liad fulfilled his 
2 1 -day Monlain-related religious duties which were to begin the very next day, 4 January. 
Kimura, appareritly not wishing to lose face by going back on his offer made tlie day before 
nor wantiiig to disappoint Iiis fellow Japanese, agreed. 

Nishikawa's published account, as reported by Berry, tells quite a different story. He 
portrays Kimura as one who was perplexed and fearful about even going on the intelligence 
inission he had agreed down in Kalimpong to undertake. Summarizing Nishikawa, Berry 
records him as reporting that Kimura broke out moaning that "if he did not complete bis 
journey [to East Tibet] lie could iiot retum to India" and yet, that "he was afraid if he did go 
to Kham he would not retuni alive. He was even considering trying to sneak back to lnner 
Mongolia." 
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Needless to say, the above portraya1 of Hisao Kimura flies in the face of al1 that is 

known about the character and personality of Kimura and smacks of a brazen atternpt by 
Nishikawa to make himself appear to his Japanese audience to be, by comparison with his 
countryman Kimura, superior and certainly more courageous. Nishikawa's next words, as 
translated and provided by Berry, ring even more hollow: 

Hearing his anguished words, the only thing 1 could think of to cheer him up was to 
ask if he wanted me to help him. It was natural that here under a foreign sky 1 should 
make this offer to my only countryman. Perhaps by taking this chance to explore the 
unknown road to Kham never taken by Japanese or foreigners before, we rnight some 
day help Our country. My pûtrintism and sense of adventure made my blood boil with 
desire to go. 

Though Berry, as noted earlier, is fù l l  of admiration and praise of Nishikawa as a traveler of 
the first rank, he himself felt compelled to question the tmthfulness and sincerity of this 
passage, especially the concluding two sentences. "It was quite a mental feat," writes 
Berry, "to work patriotism into this rationalization. Had he not [already earlier reported in his 
travel account that he had] initially disapproved of Kimura's accepting the [spy] job on the 
grounds that it was not 'for the sake of Japan"'? 

Berry went on in his critical commentary of Nishikawa and his travel narrative: "It is 
noteworthy that except for a few comic incidents early in his travels, Nishikawa never 
shows hirnself in a bad light. Kimura is honest enough to admit to an 'imtability and harshness 
towards my neighbors' brouçht on by years of enforced deception. He tells of losing his 
temper and doing things he was later ashamed of." On the other hand, Nishikawa. in his 
travel memoirs, "portrays himself as a paragon-a belief bom, perhaps, of his extraordina9 
physical prowess coupled witli his old-style Japanese patriotisin." 

Be al1 that as it may. in early February, Lobsang Sangpo got the perniission from Yeshe 
Lama to withdraw teiiiporarily froin Drepung. on the excuse, reports B ~ T  in suinmarizing 
Nishikawa, that he wished to go on pilgriinage for two or three weeks to Tibet's oldest 
monastery, Samye. Explained Nishikawa disingenuously (as translated by Berry): 

1 felt terrible about deceiving this teacher [Yeshe Lania] who had trusted me and who 
had talien care of me. I t  was also a shame to leave a place where 1 was trusted, fed and 
clnthed, and to break off my studies in the middle. The only thing worse would have 
been to betray Kimura. 1 would not have been able to bctray him e\.en if 1 tried. 
Jripaiiese blood tlowed through our veins, and we Iiad corne here with the sarne motive. 

According to B e q ,  however, Kimura in his travel record insists that "hr was quite indifferent" 
whether Nishikawa would accompany hiin or not. Nevertheless, once the Festival was 
over. these two Japanese would detinitely be traveling together-for good or ill-bound for 
the Sino-Tibetaii border. In the meantime, now having to wait till Monlam had concluded. 
Dawa Sangpo immçdiately rented a small room above a noodle shop located behind the JO- 
khang Cathedral, bought siipplies for the anticipated joumey eastward and. in the shops and 
restaurants around town, quietly learned al1 he could from those knowledgeable 
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about the road ahead.69a 
So taken up with Lhasa and its New Year festivities would Dawa now be, however, that 

it did not dawn upon him till much later that his funds received from Tharchin were fast 
being swallowed up by his lengthening pleasurable stay at the Tibetan capital. "At this 
time," he continued, which was four days further beyond the Festival's end, "1 was thinking 
to start for Kham because the Lhasa life needs much money; already more than 113 of my 
money has gone, so 1 thought it will be better to start earlier . . ." Earlier, indeed! 

Just here the reader should be made aware that al1 the information and quoted material 
in the preceding paragraph, as well as the fact of his delivering Tharchin's letter to the 
Dilowa, are not to be found in the published account of this covert mission for the British, 
which appeared as part of the contents of Kimura's later English-language volume dealing 
with his spy adventures in Central Asia and entitled Japanese Agent in Tibet. On the 
contrary, this published account, though quite substantial, illuminating and articulate, is not 
complete. Yet neither, for that matter, is Dawa's "Journal" account complete, though it is the 
source for the information just mentioned (and found in its opening pages). 

This document the present author was fortunate to discover among the Tharchin Papers. 
It is written in longhand in both ink and pencil on 42 unnumbered pages of ruled paper that 
appear within a 46-page school exercise booklet. On the booklet's cover is written in red ink 
by the Babu the following semblance of a title: "Dawa Zangpo's Journal from K'pong to 
Kyi Kodo, Sent by G. Tharchin 1947." (Kyi Kodo was the Babu's Romanized spelling for 
the spelling used by Dawa in his Journal for Kikudo, that was in turn a form of Romanized 
spelling he had adopted for the more familiar form of spelling for the town name of Jyekundo, 
the Tibetan-populated former Amdo-provincial settlement that after 1928 was located just 
inside China's Chinghai Province; it represented the farthest point of travel eastward from 
Lhasa for Dawa before he and his fellow-Japanese companion on the joumey turned back 
towards Lhasa and Kalimpong, having accomplished their mission.) Inside the booklet at 
the top of the first page of text there is but the one word, Journal, written by Dawa to serve 
as his title to the work. This discovered document thus constitutes another valuable source 
for details concerning Kimura's undercover mission to Kham and Tharchin's direct 
involvement in the spy mission. 

When taken together, therefore, Dawa's unpublished Journal and Kimura's published 
account of 1990 can give a much more thorough picture of the mission than each could 
provide in isolation. For example, in the opening pages of the Journal Dawa had only supplied 
the most meager information regarding the journey between Kalimpong and Lhasa, his 
account mainly consisting of entries which were shom of any details other than dates, 
place-to-place travel destinations for each day, and either the distance covered or number 
of hours spent on the trail. But the published account (JA 157-61) gives considerable space 
to such matters as the spy's relationship with the Khampa caravan drovers, quarreling 
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which erupted between caravans when they met each other fiom opposite directions on the 
trail, habits of the drovers while encamped, the secret agent's own participation in caring for 
the mules, descriptions of the halting places, etc. 

On the other hand, whereas the published account is completely silent about Lhalu Shape, 
the Journal mentions on its 5h page Dawa's visit to his house in Lhasa and certain of the 
operative's personal observations: 

1 went to Sawang Lhalu's house with a letter of introduction fiom Mr. Tharchin 
[identifying Dawa as a Mongolian monk pilgnm on his way home and-in the manner 
of a passport-asking that he be permitted to pass througl~ unhindered]. Lhalu was 
soon going to Chamdo in Kham [as that province's new Go~ernor], '~ so 1 thought 1 
may get some help fiom him later on. But this day 1 could not see him. 1 offered the 
letter through a servant and the reply to me was: "Come at Charndo if you want 
anything." He was regarded as a pro-British man, but we cannot Say. However, he i s  
not [on] good [terms] with any of the Chinese. 

And on the Journal's 19th page, Dawa records what later happened upon his arriva1 at 
Chamdo: 

At evening we got to Chamdo at last. Miles: 5 17 fiom Lhasa to Chamdo (written on the 
milestone). We needed 46 days. 1 went to Sawang Yuthok's simshog [or sim-shag, the 
honorific Tibetan tenn for "residence"] with a letter of introduction from Mr. Tharchin. 
Here also, 1 could not see Yuthok [who was being replaced as Governor by Lhalu who 
had not yet arrived], but he sent me the reply through his assistant: Anything do you 
want? So 1 asked for the passport. Then Yuthok said (through his assistant). There will 
be no need of passport, no one will stop you in Tibetan temtory. So 1 had to leave 
without a passport [and] this caused great trouble afier a few days.* 

In contrast to the Journal's full disclosure of the interaction between Dawa and Yuthok, in 
the published account (JA 169)' and though it does mention the visit to the Governor (but 
without identifying him by name), al1 that is said is the following: "Although 1 approved of 
little that 1 heard of the Govemor and his policies, 1 knew it would be wise to stay on the 
right side of him, so 1 presented the letter along with a khata at his headquarters in the 
rebuilt monastery above the town." These are but two of many instances wherein a more 
thorough view of the mission can be had by placing the two accounts side by side for 
review. 

Yet the question needs to be raised as to just how. when and where Dawa was able to 

* This staternent of Dawa's. incidentally, is direct evidence that at Iras: this entry had to have been set down 
man), (and not even just a few) days aAer the event which it tells. for the "great trouble" of  their later being 
arrested and incarcerated did net begin till  18 days afterwards. Another sirnilar and even more significant 
as when Dawa rnight have created his Journal is found on the document's 1 SIh page. just one rnonth into the 
Joumey frorn Lhasa that would last,four. and a halfrnonths. There Dawa has an entry which reads: "... Any 
kind of food is very very cheap. 1 think Showando was the cheapest place for food ti~roughout myjournqy." 
(emphasis added) I t  would appear frorn these entries, therefore. that Dawa had cornposed rnuch if not al1 ofthe 
Journal after the conclusion of the mission. This particular issue is raised and discussed in the next paragraph 
of the Text above. 
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create the Journal. As will be learned subsequently, the former Japanese agent was asked 
to make a report to the Tibetan Intelligence unit at Shillong, in advance of which he would 
spend time writing it up in English. It is the belief of the present author that Tharchin had 
most likely suggested to Dawa that he set down in diary form the substance of where he 
had gone, what he had encountered, whom he had met, and what he had observed al1 along 
the way. This could then serve as a basis for writing up the said report. The Babu may have 
even told Dawa before the latter had departed Kalimpong for Lhasa that he would be 
expected, immediately upon his retum fiom the mission, to create such a diary of his 
undercover assignment while events would still be fiesh in his mind. This he apparently did; 
yet Dawa Sangpo did far more than just record places, events, people and observations; he 
even set down his innermost thoughts and reactions to particularly unusual circumstances. 
The most remarkable example of this was an entry he made for an episode which occurred 
a little over a month into the journey out from Lhasa. It can be found on the 1 7Ih page of his 
Journal and is, to Say the least, quite vivid, highly personal and very poignant in character: 

Early morning we began to climb. Earth is frozen like iron. Beyond the first pass there 
spread out the endless snowfield and passes. Nothing could be seen but white. Second 
pass. Third pass. Fourth pass. FiRh pass. Oh! it  was terrible (we had to cross six 
passes altogether). ~arelessly, we did not prepare the colored glass [against the 
possibility of snow blindness], our eyes were completely harted [hurting]. 1 [became] 
exhausted on the top of the fifth pass. 1 threw my body ont0 the snow, lay there & 
covered tlie face with hands; the Sun was just upon our heads. Giddy! Cannot open 
the eyes, tears coming out continuously. And 1 thought: Why do 1 have to suffer like 
this, Why carne 1 for this joumey, What wrong have 1 doi~e against God's will, etc., 
with bitter [acts of] repentation [repentance]. 

Now because Dawa's Journal is so highly detailed and specific in providing dates, timings, 
distances traveled, place descriptions, and personal observations, one can only assume that 
he and his disguised companion must Iiave devised some sort of surreptitious technique for 
recalling later such incredible specificity since, like the Indian explorer-Pundits of old, no 
incriminating notes could be carried on their persons or in their packs lest on being searched 
at any point along their journey such damaging evidence be discovered. At least twice, in 
fact, thorough searches iclere made of Dawa's and Lobsang's persons and belongings. At 
one place, for instance, the local chief of the Khampa border guard "searched us thoroughly 
and took apart our pack frames. This did not wony us since we were careful from the 
beginning to carry nothing suspicious . . ." (JA 170; see the parallel entry for this event on the 
24Ih page of Dawa's Journal) 

But besides whatever unobtnisive method they had devised between themselves it ought 
to be pointed out as well that Dawa also had the luxury, once back in Kalimpong, of picking 
the brain of his companion Nishikawa. For the latter, instead of going back to his inonastic 
studies at Drepung out of fear of having to face his guru Laina afier so long an absence, had 
decided after arriving at Lhasa from Jyekundo to travel on southward to Kalimpong with bis 
companion and compatriot. ( JA 184) And hence, this meant that these two could sit down 
together, compare their own personal recollections of the adventure so recently concluded, 
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and thus provide Dawa with a more accurate and M e r  body of information f ~ r  creating the 
Journal than he could otherwise have recollected by himself. 

There are, to be sure, a few discrepancies between the two accounts of Dawa's journey 
to East Tibet, but they are minor in character. Two instances of this come to mind: ( 1 ) On 
the 37Ih page of the Journal Dawa has it that the grievous loss through thievery of their one 
cooking pot for making hot tea had occurred bcfore reaching the town of Seratse Karnatong; 
in the published account, however, Kimura intimates (JA 182) that the theft had happened 
ajter deyarting the town. And (2), the Journal record, showing specific date entries, makes 
it clear on its 26Ih page that the two spies were detained under house arrest at a place 
beyond Chamdo for fourteen days; the published record, on the other hand, States (JA 176) 
that it was only ten days. Nevertheless, such discrepancies do not in the least diminish the 
overall trustworthiness and value of either document. 

I t  should be noted, finally, that Dawa, realizing how much Tharchin (and presumably 
British Intelligence) would be interested above al1 in every single thing Chinese, was always 
careful-almost to a fault-to indicate in his Journal every place visited in Tibet where 
either Chinese were currently present or had at one time been settlers or traders or soldiers 
there: even recording that they had been at a given place as long ago as dunng the late 
Manchu Imperia1 period that ended in 191 2. A striking illustration of this appears on the 9Ih 
page where Dawa, in referring to the important crossroads town of Giamda, records the 
following: "During Chinese Ching Dynasty about 80 soldiers were here; at present here 
lives a Dzongpon .. . froin Central Tibetan government. The few Chinese traders who 
settled down are here." 

All in all, the Pundits of old would have been proud of Dawa Sangpo; for his Journal, 
more so than the published account, evinces the fact that, like them, he had been an extremely 
keen observer and a master of detail, he even having, like them, employed personally-drawn 
pictorial illustrations in the margins to support some of his observations or to clan@ recorded 
data. Nothing had escaped his notice, it seems, whether that have been concemed with 
topographical and geographical features; the local weather; horticultural and ayicultural 
data; village and town layouts; measured distances covered; important landmarks; local 
history; domestic and community industry; trade and trading centers; people and their dress; 
ethnic and racial identities with particular habits and customs; etc. But. of course. uppermost 
in his mind was the detailing of any and every sign of what he had been sent to East Tibet to 
ferret out: whether or not the Chinese were indeed planning to launch an invasion of the 
country. 

This now well-seasoned British operative's answer to that key inquiry, so far as 1947 
Was concemed, was thoroughly and unequivocally negative. Though generally not stated 

Dawa's answer cari nonetlleless be found in certain key passages which appear in 
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the published account, nearly al1 of which have their parallel message in the Journal. A 
sarnpling of several from the published account will suffice to indicate that the British spy 
had accomplished his mission admirably despite the untold hardships, dangers, and nurnerous 
close calls to life and limb. 

1 .  At Chamdo, an excellent source of information for Dawa proved to be the caravan 
inns where "the caravan men were normally straightfonvard and honest"; here is how and 
what he found out there: 

. . . a few cups of chang were usually sufficient to get whatever they knew out of them. 
1 was able to conclude after a week in Chamdo that there was no unusual military 
activity in the area [along the "tea road" between here and the Chinese town ofTatsienlu 
well to the southeast where the "road" beganl-and that the road to Tatsienlu was so 
infested with bandits that it would amount to suicide to try to go there at this time of 
year without a strong caravan. But since at this season the caravans were al1 going the 
other way, it was now time to continue on north to Jyekundo, another important 
caravan town where the Chinese were supposed to have an airfield and barracks. 

2. Just outside Jyekundo in Chinese territory, at the dilapidated and hardly now used 
Panchen Lama Goinpa, was an airfield that had been located, surveyed and marked out by 
the Americans Tolstoy and Dolan in 1942 but which had never been used during the War. 
Having traveled in the dark one evening, Dawa and Lobsang-Nishikawa had finally pitched 
camp for the night. Later the British agent would write of what they had stumbled upon: 

In the morning we awoke in the middle of the very airfield 1 had been searching for. In 
fact little construction, Save a few drainage ditches, marked this field [which was] a 
good natural clearing on a gentle slope . . . There was only one building, a mud hut that 
looked abandoned, but the airfield seemed serviceable enough and probably could 
have been called into use at any time [but which so far had not]. 

3 .  At Jyekundo itself, Dawa and his companion again fiequented the caravan inns and 
collected more information: 

As in Chamdo, the caravan inns provided a ready source of intelligence, and 1 gathered 
that the Moslem A m y  [of Chinese warlord Mapufang] had little interest in Tibet. ln 
fact while we were there the Moslem cavalry was mobilized and went in the other 
direction to fight the Outer Mongolians. The motorable road that had been constructed 
between here and Sining was no longer even passable, and local residents told me 
they had only ever seen two motor vehicles. Three days in Jyekundo were enough to 
find out everything we needed. 

4. The two travelers were now more than ready to leave Jyekundo and head for 
home: 

When we left town it meant we were on our way back to Lhasa, starting on what was 
supposed to be a motorable road to Nagchuka: but since there was no way for vehicles 
to get even as far as Jyekundo [from China's Sining far to the northeast], this road was 
useless and just petered out after three days anyway." 
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Although "proud of having survived," Dawa, together with his confrere in espionage, 
had found the final two or three weeks of their joumey back to Lhasa physically touch-and- 
go: always tired, always hungry, and always "with no choice but to go blindly on." Yet amve 
they did at the Tibetan capital, but totally broke, al1 their fùnds having been exhausted inany 
weeks before. So it seemed quite reasonable to the British undercover agent that he could 
simply knock at the British Mission's door in Lhasa and request some money for the final 
leg of his joumey down to Kalimpong. Full of confidence, Dawa was not, however, prepared 
for what awaited him there. "My reception," he wrote, "was somewhat less enthusiastic 
than 1 had anticipated." (JA 183) 

Hugh Richardson, whom Dawa had already met at Kalimpong more than a year before, 
was still at Dekyi Lingka al1 right but now serving in a different capacity. "There are two 
reasons why 1 cannot help you," came the rather cold reply of the Britisher to the spy's 
request for.funds. "One is that 1 am no longer the British Representative [he now serving 
Independent India]. The other is that even if 1 were, you have no right to divulge your 
mission. if true, to anyone, even to me"! ! (JA 183) Interestingly, although Richardson had al1 
along been aware of Tharchin's Intelligence connections with Eric Lambert,7? he more than 
likely had also been aware before this moment of Dawa's mie identity and his connection 
with Gergan Tharchin. Nevertheless, the Mission Chief at Lhasa was perfectly correct, in 
the interests of security and confidentiality, to have chided Dawa for what he Iiad just done. 

Feeling rather dejected by this response, especially after his strenuous efforts of the 
previous months, Dawa left Richardson empty-handed, noting as he did so that the Mission 
compound now had flying above it the flag of newly-independent India. Years later in Tokyo 
Richardson and Kimura would meet and enjoy "a good laugh over the identity of the gaunt 
figure who had walked in, confidently expecting a loan." Three decades after the Tokyo 
encounter, having outlived the much younger ex-spy, Richardson would find himself reviewing 
the manuscript of Japanese Agent prior to its going to press. He would "remember with 
affection" its protagonist. (JA 184, 184n., and Publisher's Preface) 

Right now, however, it was déji vu time for Dawa. who once again found himself 
financially strapped in the Tibetan capital, unable on his own to get down to India. Fortunately 
for him and his compatriot, Dawa's former roommate at Mackenzie Cottage, Geshe Wangyal, 
Who had continued to garner profits from his various business enterprises, was in town and 
was more than wi l l i~g  to loan them the needed f ~ n d s . * ~ ~  (JA 184) Exactly one week in the 

"awa would see Tharchin's close friend a few times more in Lhasa over the next two yean before the 
JapWIese was expelled in 1949. The Geshe would himself leave Tibet, escaping via Gyantse to Kalimpong j ~ . t  
before the Chinese Communists arrived in the Tibetan capital. (JA 220) The date of  the latter event, as 
learned at the end of  the previous chapter. was mid-August 195 1 .  The rest of  the Geshe's extraordinary career 
(including his involvement with the American CM) is laid out at some leiigtli for the reader in the end-note just 
now indicated in the Text above. 
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Tibetan capital would now be enough to get their health back, and off they went to Kalimpong. 
Wrote Kimura later: "With full bellies and no fear of robbers, Our [strained] personal relations 
improved, and the three-week walk through southern Tibet in the summer was a real 
p leas~re . " '~~  

The independence of India now meant that most government posts fonnerly occupied 
by the British were to be filled by Indians. One of these-Eric Lambert's Intelligence post 
at Shillong-would now be occupied, noted the ex-British spy, by none other than Lhatseren,'" 
"whom 1 knew well." (JA 184) But it also meant that the prospect earlier held out by 
Lambert to Dawa for the British to plant him as an agent in Inner Mongolia was for al1 
practical purposes completely out of the question: since, among other reasons, the British 
official had himself retired from India altogether in June well before lndependence had 
been implemented in mid-August 1947. 

Having been asked, most likely at the instruction of Lhatseren, to go to Shillong to make 
his report on the clandestine mission just concluded, Dawa, it is now believed, wrote out 
while yet in Kalimpong the Journal that was found among the Tharchin Papers. The fact 
that it was among the Babu's Papers and marked up with a title which he had given it would 
logically lead one to theorize with some degree of certainty that he had requested his 
undercover agent to prepare it for his (that is, the Babu's) information and guidance. But it 
was perhaps also meant to serve as an aid to Dawa in preparing the report for Shillong. 
Tharchin would naturally have been most interested to learn immediately what the Chinese 
might have been up to along the Sino-Tibetan border. And if, as a result of the intelligence 
gathered, warnings had needed to be sounded through the proper channels to the Tibetan 
authorities, he at least, if not his Intelligence colleagues in the Indian government, would 
most likely have done so. At this time, however, which was the autumn of 1947, nothing of 
the iund needed to be done. The situation would radically change, though, in just another two 
years with the triumph of the Communist Chinese over the Nationalists who had been tao 
preoccupied defending themselves against the Red onslaught to have been at al1 concerned 
at this time with attempting any military effort to bring "back into the fold of the Great 
Motherland" what they as well as the Communists had always felt was China's wayward 
Tibetan minority nati~nality.'~ 

Now once the Journal had been completed (doubtless with the help of Lobsang-Nishikawa 
whom Dawa had meanwhile "set up with a job as typesetter at the Tibet Mirror Press") (JA 
184), it is probable that the unemployed British agent had then used the Journal as the basis 
for writing up the report he would soon be filing with the Tibetan Intelligence unit at Shillong. 
Interestingly, Lobsang had not only assisted Dawa in creating his Journal but he liad also 
drawn a map as his contribution to the report which was to be submitted at Shillong. This he 
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daims having done, as is mentioned in his published account of 1968 and cited by Suia 
Berry. In fact, writes Berry, Nishikawa clairns further in his account that Tharchin had b e n  
so impressed with the map that "he could see," asserted the Japanese with not a little 
egotistical pride, that "1 was not an ordinary person, but someone who could be useful." 

So impressed was the Babu, adds Lobsang-Nishikawa, that when Dawa departed for 
Shillong, Tharchin asked the latter's accornplice to stay behind and create another and 
larger intelligence map of their spy travels. "It was a huge affair," explains Ben-y, "about six 
feet square, which took hirn about six weeks to cornplete"; and because Tharchin, being the 
secret agent that he was, did not wish anyone to learn what the disguised Japanese was up 
to, instructed him to work "in a closed and windowless room"! 

Whether Dawa composed the report at Kalimpong or Shillong is not known for certain; 
but the stronger likelihood is that he did so at Shillong where instructions on just exactly 
what the Oaklands officiais were looking for and wanted to be included in the report would 
have been given to Dawa personally while there. In any case, "1 continued on to Assam," 
Kimura would later explain, "where the turmoil 1 found in the Intelligence headquarters at 
'Oaklands' made me wonder if anyone would ever read the report that it took me three 
weeks to write in English." (JA 184) 

He would be very much mistaken, however. For early the following year Dawa would 
have in hand the best evidence possible for knowing that his report had indeed been read 
and that his mission had been deemed a success: he was paid, and paid handsome!~. Here 
is how he described the transaction which did not take place till after his retum fiom Shillong 
back to the hi11 station: 

New Year 1948 found me still in Kalimpong, and in January Tharchin paid me for the 
mission to eastem Tibet. Someone must have been happy with my information. for the 
payment came to so much more than 1 had expected that even after giving a third of it 
to Nishikawa 1 was still better off than 1 could have imagined. It occurred to me. in fact, 
that 1 now had more money than at any time since one of those anniral paydays in 
Kalgan when 1 would happily squander it al1 in the pleasure quarters . . . ( JA  187-8, 
emphasis added) 

That "someone" would most certainly have been Lhatseren, for only he could have authorized 
Payment and provided Tharchin with the funds to pay the former spy for his services. It 

' According to Berry, Nishikawa had at first insisted in his published travel narrative that Tharchin had never 
Penetrated his disguise as the Mongolian monk Lobsang Sangpo. "lt was very important to Nishikawa to 
believe that no one ever" did penetrate it, notes Berry. It was apparently important for his ego. Later, however. 
he would admit that the Babu rnust have suspected as rnuch. For had he not corne to know about Kirnura 
disguise, Berry rhetorically asks? "New suddenly," adds Berry, "an abnomally tall man who could draw 
maPs, an ability never found in any Tibetan or Mongolian. turned up." Moreover. Kimura had asserted that his 
countVman's Mongolian speech had not really been that good. lt is therefore inconceivable that the 
considerably astute Tharchin would net have been able to see through Nishikawa's disguise. Ayonks, Spies and 
aSoldier ~fFoi-rune. 307, 308. Nishikawa, incidentally, gave no credit to Kirnura for sening him up with the 
Press job. in keeping, vpically, with bis desire to downplay Kimura's commendable quatities. Ibid., 307. 
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should come as no surprise, incidentally, that throughout his published narrative of their 
travels together, Nishikawa never made mention receiving any money from Dawa, insisting 
instead, reports Berry, that he had always been on the edge of poverty. Lobsang had even 
accused his compatriot of having wastefully consumed, prior to his arriva1 at Lhasa to 
commence his spy mission, more than half the funds initially issued to him by the British 
through Tharchin down in Kalimpong. This and other outlandish accusations made by 
Nishikawa against Kimura the latter would later dismiss as "entirely f i ~ t i o n a l . " ~ ~ ~  

Meanwhile Dawa, a secret agent without an employer, resumed his duties in Tharchin's 
Press office where he soon found hiinself "slipping back into the old routine as though 
nothing had happened." (JA 186) "The Tharchins," he noted, had even "invited me to stay at 
their house"; perhaps, though not mentioned, because Mackenzie Cottage was now fully 
occupied with other guests. (JA 199) Although for some time past he had not felt any pangs 
of homesickness for his country and people (no doubt in part due to Nishikawa's presence), 
the Japanese expatriate nonetheless had the feeling in the back of his mind that he "could 
not be an exile playing a role forever" as Dawa Sangpo. Even so, for the time being he 
needed to Save up some extra money for the expensive trip back to Japan which he now 
sensed was inevitable even if it was "still somewhere in the indefinite future." (JA 188) 

Accordingly, the unemployed spy turned to investing some of his newly-acquired 
undercover pay in kerosene for transport by mule to the Tibetan capital where, he explained 
in his memoirs of the period, it "held out the prospects of a good return." (JA 188) But on the 
return journey from Lhasa, as it tumed out, Dawa could now bring down for the markets of 
Calcutta the gold and silver belonging to the "Bad Mongolian Lama" Chodak (see again 
Chapter 2 1 for details) and exchange the cash gamered for dyes, gold paint and ltalian coral 
which from Kalimpong he could then, along with his regular kerosene shipments, transport 
back up to Lhasa for sale. (JA 198-9, 201) Not bad in the least for this fledgling young 
businessman who saw in al1 this an opportunity to make his money grow sufficiently enough 
to underwrite al1 costs involved for the eventual return to his homeland and enough lefi over 
to begin the process of establishing there a new life for himself. 

Yet Dawa's new trading career also made it possible for him to serve as a useful and 
reliable courier for Tharchin who was always writing letters to his numerous friends at the 
Tibetan capital: those like Phuntsog Wangyal, Gedun Chophel, Dilowa Gegen and Geshe 
Wangyal. Tharchin knew he could depend on Dawa to deliver them safely to these friends. 
But he could also carry clandestine messages destined for the Babu's several contacts 
within his informal intelligence network who were located in towns and settlements along 
the caravan trail up to Lhasa and in the capital itself. Though for al1 intents and purposes bis 
spying career might be over, Dawa could still nonetheless be usehl to Tharchin both in the 
Press office and on the field in Tibet. 
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In the meantime both Tharchin and Dawa would continue to serve the interests of the 
Indian govenment's Tibetan Intelligence unit in Shillong and its new Chief, Lhatsercn. This 
is known from an examination of two related documents found arnong the Tharchin Papers 
whose dates have been verified as being early 1948. (These documents likewise reveal the 
fact, incidentally, that since Dawa's visit to "Oaklands" during the autumn of 1947, the 
Central Intelligence Office had by New Year 1948 moved to a new Shillong city district 
called Kench's Trace; moreover, its headquarters would no longer be known as "Oaklands" 
but "Dhrubendra Bhawan.") Now the first of these documents, a one-page sheet of text 
meant for Tharchin, is marked URGENT at the top and its text is in Lha Tsering's inked 
handwriting; and though it is undated, by comparing its contents with that of the othef 
document and using other evidence available, it is definitely known that it was composed in 
early January 1948. It is also known by a comparison of the two that this urgent missive had 
been delivered to Tharchin by Dawa himself on behalf of Lhatseren who was in Kalimpong 
at the time but was heading back to Shillong, having missed seeing the Babu due to his 
unavailability for some reason and therefore leaving the message with Dawa to deliver 
safely into Tharchin's hands. Having requested in the communication certain intelligence 
from the Babu, Lhatseren had instmcted him to send the information to him c/o Dhrubendra 
Bhawan in Shillong. 

The second document-a typewritten letter to Tharchin sent by Lhatseren and signed 
"LTsering" [sic]-mentions having left the first document of instructions with Dawa. This 
second communication is dated "'Dhrubendra Bhawan', Kench's Trace, Shillong, the 1 Sth 
Feb." and is addressed "Dear Mr. T." From both interna1 and extemal evidence, once again 
the year for the date has to be 1948, especially since the chronology of Dawa's movements 
in the Kimura volume confirms that the only year during his on-and-off stay in Kalimpong 
when he could have been there in a January was 1948. In both communications Lhatseren 
had been seeking urgent intelligence on a number of matters, but on two in particul=, one of 
which was common to both requests for information: it concerned the whereabouts of 
Topgyay, the youngest of the three lay Pangdatsang brothers and the acknowle&ed military 
leader of the Khampa warriors in East Tibet. In the earlier of the two requests, the Intelligence 
Chief inquires: 

A servant of Thangniey stated that he saw Tobgay, brother of [Yangpel] Pangdatsang, 
at Phari in December last [1947] when he was coming down to India with his master. 
Tobgay was reported to be going up to Lhasa with his family. 1 don't think it is me; 
however, please find out. 

And in the second of the two requests for intelligence, Lha Tsenng writes: 

1 have not heard from you for a very long time and 1 hope you are not ill. 
1 left several instructions with Dawa for which 1 am waiting reply fiom you. 
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Please let me know the following immediately after carefûl inquiries. 
(1) All about Abdul Wahid,76 where he was born and educated. What he was 

doing previously before he lefi for China. Why he went to China etc., etc. 
(2) [Here there is a repeat inquiry relative to the Pangdatsang brother, and then he 

adds:] 1 think 1 wrote you once already in this connection. Please send me al1 the 
news which you have collected so far as 1 have not heard fiom you now in more than 
a month. 

It is obvious fiom al1 the above that India's Tibetan Intelligence unit in Shillong, now 
headquartered at Dhrubendra Bhawan, was still very much dependent upon Tharchin's 
informa1 intelligence apparatus-and urgently so. In addition, though no longer employing 
Dawa as a secret agent on the field, its staff could still find ways in which to use Dawa on 
behalf of its ongoing operations. 

So far as Dawa was concerned, however, this would al1 soon come to an end. Having 
returned to Lhasa by July of 1948 on another of his numerous business trips, the ex-British 
spy would now linger in the Tibetan capital for nearly a whole year and was therefore 
present when the Government in early July of 1949 issued its stunning expulsion order 
calling for the departure of al1 Chinese residents fiom the country within a week. (JA 201, 
205) Yet, as was learned earlier in Chapter 23, the deportation edict held profound meaning 
for Dawa himself. This was because he and others the authorities deemed undesirable, 
such as his Tibetan Communist intellectual fiiend Phuntsog Wangyal, were also ordered to 
leave Tibet. As Kimura would explain long afterwards: 

The Governrnent used this as an occasion to get rid of anyone they considered politically 
undesirable, as well as ethnic Tibetans from western China, and this inevitably involved 
true patriots and innocent bystanders. Phuntsog Wangyal was one of the former, and 
1 was one of the latter. Phuntsog was a man who had perhaps been a little too fearless 
and open in making his views known to the Govemment, 1 had been a little too open in 
my association with him. My shares in the ill-fated [Chinese-owned and -0perated 
Lhasa] restaurant were another point against me. ( JA 205-6) 

Though the deportation order was meant to be implemented within just one week, it 
would not be till well into July and perhaps not even till early August before Dawa, in 
Company with Phuntsog Wangyal and his newly-wedded Moslem bride, would even leave 
Lhasa, let alone Tibet (the latter itself not finally occurring at the Jelep La till many weeks 
after that!). Meanwhile, unaware of what was about to break in on their lives not many 
days hence, Dawa and his Kharnpa friend were continuing to enjoy life in Lhasa together. 
This is known from a letter sent to Tharchin by his indefatigable Lhasa-informant Sonam 
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K&. 1 t is clear from the Kazi's letter of 19 June that Dawa and P h u n m g  were still very 
much at the Tibetan capital. So  also still there was Phuntsog's younger brother 'lhuwang 
(aka Kesang Tsering) who, too, was to be marked for deportation. But the letter indicates 
as well that Hugh Richardson would now make an unusual request of Dawa for the latter to 
undertake in New Delhi on his next trip back to India, whenever that would be. The nature 
of the request tends to confirm the notion that Dawa's command of the Tibetan language 
had considerably improved since his early days at Kalimpong. Here is what the Kazi could 
report of these matters to the Babu: 

Dawa Sangpo is in Lhasa and so is Phuntsog Wangyal. They are great friends and are 
quite happy.. . . [Kesang Tsering] is also with them.. . . There is talk heard From Dawa 
Sangpo of [a] Tibetan Broadcast fiom AlII. R. [All India Radio]; . . . Dawa was asked by 
Mr. Richardson to do it. He refuses to go [to New Delhi?]. 1 told him [i.e., Dawa] to 
suggest Cho La Tsewang,La and me for this job. 1 would translate it and Cho La [a 
relative of Tharchin's Lhasa-bom wife Kama Dechhen] can make it a better Tibetan 
and broadcast [it] in a Tibetan tone. 1 don't know what will turn up.. .." 

The background to this request by Richardson is probably to be found in the latter's 
publication for the British Governrnent of India prepared by him in 1944 for his Government 
and published in 1945. Entitled Tibetan Precis, it constituted a summary overview ofAnglo- 
Tibetan relations conducted over many decades. In the section on "British Propaganda in 
Tibet," the British diplomat made the following comments within his discussion of the larger 
context of Britain's two major policy aims in Tibet (helping her to remain independent, and 
preserving and improving the existing good relations between the two countries): 

The Chinese ~ationalists] have recently increased their broadcasts in Tibetan in 
which they seek to make the Tibetans feel that they belong to China. We have not yet 
succeeded in arranging broadcasts in Tibetan fiom India in answer to this, and if we 
were to do so our object would be not so much to controvert Chinese claims by direct 
argument, as to divert attention fiom their programmes by providing a supenor counter- 
attraction, and to show that the Chinese have not a monopoly of the air. 

The fact that there are only a few radio receiving sets in Lhasa should not be 
allowed to obscure the importance of this activity. News travels fast in Lhasa, and the 
possessors of sets are persons likely to influence opinion. 

Furthemore, just a year earlier, Political Oficer Hopkinson had indicated that during 
Wodd War II the Tibetan govemment, finally having awakened to the need for establishing 
a Tibetan broadcasting service, had itself requested of the British that efforts be made to 
accomplish this; but back then, he added, it "never got beyond the experimental stage." 
Such efforts, he later wrote, "are not worth pursuing unless at least, which has [hitherto] not 
been the case, the Tibetan govemment are willing actively to CO-operate by deputing suitable 
Personnel." What Richardson was now proposing to Dawa Sangpo in 1949 was apparently 
a consequence of this kind of thinking and proposed action Richardson had much earlier 
enunciated in his p u b l i c a t i ~ n . ~ ~  
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With respect to the Kazi's observation concerning Phiintsog's apparent joie de vivre, 
this is confirmed by Kimura's description of what happened once the deportees finally 
made their exodus out of the capital and began the long march down to the Chumbi Valley 
under the wary eye of a Tibetan A m y  escort: 

Of the fi@ or sixty people on that trek, including soine Tibetan wives who had chosen 
to accompany their Chinese husbands, only the young couple looked happy. Escorted 
by Tibetan troops our unwieldy caravan, which included city-bred women and children, 
took more than twice the normal time to get to the Chumbi Valley. Once we arrived in 
Churnbi we were held up for another three weeks, for this exodus had taken the lndians 
by surprise, and they needed some time to prepare for the arriva1 of such a large 
number of people being expelled as potential Communist agents. (JA 206) 

In the Chumbi Valley the Babu had another faithful informant, Migma D ~ r j e , ' ~  who 
apprised Tharchin of the situation there. In the first of two infonnative letters sent in August 
1949, Migma, a Christian civil servant on the staff at the Indian Trade Agency at Yatung, 
could report the following, including a naïve reference to Dawa himself. Me began as follows: 

On the 26Ih July, five Chinese arrived fiom Shigatse, on 30th 1 1 fiom Lhasa, on l Q  Aug 18 
fiom Lhasa, on 7'h 40 Chinese with the Head of the [Chinese] Mission including children 
have arrived and al1 of them are staying at [the nearby town of] Cliumbi. 

It was no doubt witli this latter batch that Dawa and his Communist friends had left Lhasa. 
As though to underscore the seriousness with which the Tibetan government had viewed its 
decisive action, Migma wrote: "There is no question of their expulsion, and if anybody 
[were to] raise such question, he would be shot"! He then continued with his report: 

Chinese traders are in [undecipherable word; jail?], those [Chinese] who 
are jobless, and in monasteries like half-Chinese, or Koko [i.e., from the Kokonor area 
of China's Chinghai Province], or Mongolian [which would therefore include the 
disguised Hisao Kiniura], are in this Party. Many people of this place Say there is one 
young Mongolian who studied English and Tibetan with you about two years; he is 
short and white complexion [obviously a reference to Dawa, though Migma was not 
aware of his having been a secret agent for the lndian govemment]. 1 think these 
parties have to wait a few days for their passports etc. 

As Kimura himself had stated, it would in fact be a long wait for these depoi-tees before 
they would be able to resume their joumey to the Indian border. In his second letter ïharchin's 
meticulous informant could write on the 22"* of August that a total of 124 Chinese men, 
women and children (including the non-Chinese expelled from Lhasa) had left the Chumbi 
area for the Jelep La in three batches: the first consisting of 50 leaving on 16''' August; the 
second, including the Chinese Mission Head Mr. Chen, two days later; and the third, with 30 
deportees, two days after that. With respect to the first two, Migma wrote: 
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1 was with them up to Kupup. Escorts were about twenîy Tibetan soldiers with two 
buglers and two bagpipes [along with many Tibetan oficials]. They came to just 
below the Pass at Kupup side where there is a level ground. There were three tents, 
and tiffin and tea etc., managed by the Tibetans for Mr. Chen's pady, having a Chinese 
eating party . . . On the top of the Pass there were only four Sikkim police to take over 
charge. 

Unfortunately for the first and third batches, Migrna added, "there was no t i f in  etc." for 
the~n!~O 

Arriving in Kalimpong on or about the first of September 1949, Dawa sought out his 
various friends to Say a final goodbye. There is no record in cither the Kimura volume or the 
Tharchin Papers about his final time with his "surrogate father" and Intelligence superior, 
Babu Tharchin. But there is one curious document among the Papers which miçht be 
related to an attempt by the former British spy to bid farewell to his former Intelligence 
Chief Lhatseren. It is not too much to assume that he was in the Kalimpong area at this time 
in connection with very important security arrangements for so many "undesirables" and 
"potential Communist agents" fiom Ü - ~ s a n ~  in Tibet who had so abmptly and unceremoniously 
inundated the Darjeeling District on their way down to Calcutta. 

From other sources of information it is known that Lhatseren was the kind of person 
who could easily be curt and quite dismissive of people, especially if interrupted, irritated or 
aiigered by them for some r e a s ~ n . ~ '  And the present document-a note by Dawa-is 
illustrative of precisely this kind of reaction on the part of whoever was the subject of the 
note. It is a brief inked handwritten message to the Babu, obviously composed in Kalimpong; 
but unfortunately it is undated. The note in its entirety reads as follows: 

Dear Babu La 
Just to inform you 1 went just now but 1 could not see Iiim. [he] saying too tired to 

talk with me; 1 was turned out. Of course, 1 could guess that lie was a bit angry about 
me, [rest of sentence crossed out which reads: but if this is the way to treat me]. 

So if you kindly send this note [obviously another note attached to this one] to him 
tomorrow or this evening, 1 should be grateful. 

Yours sincerely 
Dawa 

If  the person in question visited by Dawa was indeed Lhatseren, then the anger towards 
Dawa alluded to in the message was probably due to the former spy: (a) having associated 
himself too closely with known Communists; (b) having thus been numbered among those 
whom the Tibetan government now deemed persona non grata within its territory; and (c) 
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having forever forfeited the possibility of his once again serving as an undercover agent on 
behalf of Tibetan Intelligence. 

What had therefore most likely happened was that upon Dawa paying his respects to 
Tharchin and his family the Babu had then apprised him of Lhatseren's anger and 
disappointment over the former agent's indiscreet conduct in Lhasa and the disastrous 
consequence from Lhatseren's perspective which had ultimately flowed from that. Upon 
hearing this, Dawa-either at the suggestion of Tharchin or on his own initiative-irnmediately 
decided to visit the Intelligence Chief personally to try to salvage the situation before leaving 
that very day Calcutta-bound. He may have had in mind to give an explanation of his close 
friendship with those whose aspirations were bent entirely towards effecting a needful 
Tibetan reformation before it was too late, and to try to be reconciled with his former top 
boss. 

From the opening sentence of the note it is clear tliat the Babu knew without any 
identification necessary who the "hirn" was since it is obvious that the two of them had 
talked about "hirn" just prior to Dawa going to see Lhatseren (if that is who "hirn" was). But 
having failed in his attempt to see his former friend of earlier spying days, Dawa, already 
delayed and in a hurry to be off south to meet Phuntsog Wangyal in Calcutta and not finding 
Tharchin in at either his office or residence, now writes for the Babu a hurried note of 
explanation of what had just happened at Lhatseren's home and encloses a second.note 
asking that it be delivered either that evening or the following day to Lha Tsering in one final 
attempt to be reconciled with him.* 

Concluding his time in Kalimpong as rapidly as possible, Dawa would leave for Calcutta 
but stop off bnefly near Siliguri to bid farewell to Nishikawa. By this time the latter had 
already lefi the Mirror Press, even though the newspaper editor had offered him a thrre- 
year contract to stay and work on the Tibet Mirror and had even offered to find a wife for 
him. In his published travel account Nishikawa makes it clear that he had accepted Tharchin's 
initial job on the staff primarily because of the reference books and dictionaries which 
would be available in the Babu's library and office for studying Hindi, Urdu, Nepali and 
Tibetan. "Wherever you travel," he would later recall saying at this period in his life, "language 

* If the present author's assurnption is correct that Lhatseren was the "hirn" in Dawa's note, it is not known 
whether these two were ever reconciled. Interestingly, the Intelligence Chief is rnentioned in one of Kirnura's 
letters to Tharchin he sent frorn Japan in 1956. In it he kindly offers sorne assistance to Lhatseren with respect 
to a certain security rnatter involving Japanese visitors to Kalirnpong; but again, he ernploys Tharchin as an 
intermediary rather than dealing directly with his former Chief. He writes: "Please tell Mr. Lhatsering [sic] that 
1 can supply the information (if he needs) about rnost of the Japanese who will visit Kalimpong area in future. 
1 do not inean any offense; 1 came to know the fact recently that a Japanese went to the lndian Ernbassy in 
Tokyo and protested against certain treatrnent he received in Kalirnpong. (1 can well imagine why he was 
treated in that way.) It might be nothing at all, but still it will be better to carry out the thing unnoticed." Dasang 
[= Dawa Songpo] to Babula, [Japan], 25 Oct. 1956, ThPaK. 
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is more important than money." Nevertheless, anxious for future travel and exploration, 
even to such distant places beyond lndia like the Middle East and Buma, he had quit the 
Press job and departed Kalimpong for a better-paying one as a railroad laborer down near 
Siliguri, intending later to go first to B ~ r m a . ~ ' ~  (Too long a story to detail here, it is suficient 
to Say that like Dawa, Lobsang Sangpo would eventually end up back in Japan to begin his 
life anew and intent on publishing his own narrative of his travel exploits that, unfortunately, 
would include a raft of less-than-charitable comments about Kimura.)*8'h 

Hastening on, then, to Calcutta, Dawa was hoping to have a rendezvous there with 
Phuntsog Wangyal, for he had been thinking to accompany him and his bride to the Tibetan 
Communist's new location in Yunnan Province of western China at a place near the Tibetan 
border,'? and fiom there, perhaps, eventually making his way back to Japan. And if, by the 
time he did meet up with Phuntsog in Calcutta and definitely wished to go to China, he 
would travel with him and his wife along with the rest of the "Chinese" deportees. As it 
tumed out, however, Dawa's time in Tharchin's hiIl station had apparently delayed him too 
long; for upon his arriva1 in Calcutta he leamed that his fiiends had already lefi for Yunnan 
(see J A  208-9), more than likely because of pressure fiom the lndian authorities who no 
more wished to see these "undesirables" on their soi1 any longer than necessary than had 
the Tibetan government on theirs. The next best thing was to try to obtain a visa at the 
Chinese Embassy, "though by this time," Kimura noted, "there was little enough of 
Nationalist China left." (JA 208) But while waiting for this to come through, the Japanese 
expatriate was suddenly overwhelmed with deep pangs of homesickness for his countr) 
once again. "The next day," Kimura wrote in his memoirs, "1 tumed myself in to the Police 
Security Control," now throwing himself on the mercy of the Indian government. (JA 2 10) 
Only after an inordinately long repatriation procedure was Hisao Kimura, alias Dawa Sanepo, 
finally placed aboard a ship bound for Japan. The date was 10 May 1950. (JA 2 11 ) 

By this time, of course, the predominantly American occupation of the Japanese home 
islands was in full swing. Because of his background and talents the former underçover 
agent was soon introduced to the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS), a senice 

0fAmerica's Central Intelligence Agency. "Once more," wrote Kimiira in the Epilogue 
to his memoirs of the period, 

1 would be involved in intelligence, for yet a third countq, but this would be by far the 
least risky and highest paying job 1 had ever done. All 1 had to do was monitor daily 
programs in Mongolian from Radio Moscow. Radio Ulm Bator, and Radio Peking, 
write out summaries in English of the contents of  any items ordered by Washingon, 
and write an annual report on the characteristics of the broadcasts. It was a very 
cornfortable position, and 1 worked happily for twenty-seven years. (JA 2 13) 

6' Less-than-charitable comments" is an understatement, deserving that an explanation be given. This the 
reader can find i i i  the end-note indicated above. 
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At one point during the latter period of his service with the FBIS, Kimura had begun teaching 
Mongolian part-time at Tokyo's Asia University and continued to do so till 1977, which was 
the year following his departure from the FBIS. For in that year he achieved tenure as a full 
professor in the University's Central Asian Studies Department. 

In the meantirne, by 1952 Kimura felt secure enough financially to finally marry and 
begin raising a family. (JA 2 14) But his ties with his dear fhend Babula would never cease, 
despite the many miles which now separated them. Indeed, as was noted earlier, his first 
encounter with Tharchin back in the autumn of 1945 had inaugurated a most unusual and 
close friendship between these two that by means of a frequent correspondence and one 
return visit to Kalimpong and the Babu's family that occurred in the latter 1960s would last 
till Tharchin's death in 1 976.n3 In fact, fiom the very beginning of their separation Kimura 
would evince in his letters the special place he had in his heart for Tharchin and his family. 
This is evident in the earliest extant letter of his from Japan that was found among the 
Tharchin Papers. Dated 6 December 1950, barely seven months since he had departed 
Calcutta, he wrote from Tokyo as follows: "On receiving your kind letter and a few copies 
of your newspaper some time ago, 1 was deeply impressed and indescribably glad to leam 
that you and your family are keeping so well. Since 1 came back to Japan 1 am having a 
pretty busy tiine for the preparation of a new life to start . . ." But then, because the first 
Christmas this non-Christian would experience back in his home country in over ten years 
was coining soon, Kimura's thoughts naturally reverted to those times in the Tharchin home 
which had meant so much to him during his first lonely days five years before in far-off 
Kalinipong. For in a postscript to his letter-after signing it "Dawa Sangpo or Kimura, 
HisaoW-the former secret agent of Tharchin's was moved to reminisce: "As the Xmas 
approaches 1 often recall the warm gathering on the occasion of Xmas at your home. 
Please pass on my best wishes to the people who might gather round you on the holy night 
this year." 

Tliere would be other times in the years ahead, however, when the ex-Japanese spy, 
~ i o w  pressed beyond measure with so much responsibility, would indulge in wistful 
reiiiiniscence of those long-ago years of freedom when as a vagabond of sorts lie had 
wandered aloiig the vast open stretches of grasslands and barren wastes of Central Asia. 
For iii  a postscript to one of his many letters sent to the Babu and marked for the latter's son 
Sherab, this bosom friend of the Tharchin family, writing in 1962 and still signing it out of 
habit as Dawa Sangpo, had this to Say of days gone by: 

. . . thank you for your letter. 1 am glad to hear that you are helping your father well. 1 
must write you a long letter one day. However, 1 regret to Say that 1 have almost [Iiad] 
no free time [for] around a year. Sometimes, 1 recall iny life in the old days-1 was free 
like a bird; but ilow. heavy responsibility ties me up, day and night, at the office and at 
home. Man's responsibility grows bigger and bigger as he gets older. Please be a good 
assistant to your father.. .. 1 will send you some Japanese coins. This much today. 

On his part Tharchin, throughout the many years which were to follow, would have bis 
own way of reciprocating his Japanese friend's sentiments of warmth and friendship. That 
he had continually retained a very w a m  place in his heart for Kimura is reflected, for 
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example, in a sentiment he had expressed about him in a letter he wrote to a pharmaceutical 
firm in Tokyo in 1967. The Japanese had introduced the Babu to a "heart medicine" for his 
enlarged and weak heart fiom which he had been suffering considerable pain and discomfort 
for quite some time. It had proved to be remarkably helpfiil and so he wrote a letter of 
thanks to the finn's Director in which, among other things, he indicated that it was "through 
my best and kind friend Mr. Hisao Kimura" that he had come to know about the firm and its 
effective medicine. At the same time he also wrote a letter to Kimura to let him know he 
had finally sent a "thank you" to the pharmaceutical Company, a letter in which the Babu 
had opened with the heartwarming salutation, "My dear Mr. Dawa la"-a further indication 
of his continuing warm feeling he felt towards his former secret operative.* And in a 
subsequent letter which Tharchin sent Kimura three months later, the salutation was worded 
even more warmly: "My dear kind friend Dawa la."" 

It should be noted as well that Kimura maintained an ongoing interest in things Tibetan. 
A review of the correspondence he carried on with the Babu, covering a period of some 
twenty-five years, makes it clzar that the Japanese never lost interest in Tibet nor in Tharchin's 
involvement on behalf of her best interests. Whether it be renewing his subscription to the 
Tibet Mirror; or asking about Phuntsog Wangyal's whereabouts,t discussing the latest 

* Just the year before, Kimura, who as earlier noted still often signed his letters to Tharchin as Dawa Sangpo 
(even sometimes doing so in Tibetan script). told the Babu a charming story in one of his leners which is 
illustrative of the enduring relationship which existed between the older Tharchin and the younger Dawa, and 
also reveals the latter's wonderful sense of humor: 

There is an interesting s t o q  which might amuse you. A famous Japanese playwripht asked me to tell him 
sornc twenty Tibetan names which he needed in his play. From the list he selected Tharchin as the name 
for a crown prince and Dawa for the younger-brother prince. As the story of the pla' goes, the Crou:n 
Prince-who is mwried to a French lady-came back to his kingdom in the Himalayas. but the lady \vas iiot 
happl with the Crown Prince who was so strict \vitJi hirnself and faithful to a spiritual life. His hrother. the 
younger Prince, sympathized and fell in love \r.iih her, and the), tried to run away from the kingdom; but 
the? both die together in a snoH a\alaiiche. It is obvious thai the playwright had gotten the idea from the 
marriage of Sikkim's Ciyase Rimpoche. It was a beautiful musical drarna and \vas quite popular in Tokyo. 
Just imagine. Japanese actors shouting on the theater's stage: "Oh. Crow-n Prince Tharchin ..." and "Dear 
brolher Dawa ..." I hope this imaginary scene will make you smile. 

Letter, [signed as Dawa Sangpo in Tibetan script] to Tharchin, Chiba C i b  Japan. 18 March 1966. ThPaK. 
t The reader will be interested to leam that Kimura would once again be able to meet his Communist friend- 
net just once, but several times-whenever the spy-tumed-scholar/professor would need to travel through 
Beijing on his various researchtlecture joumeys into East and Central Asia. These encounters, of course. did not 
occur till afier Phuntsog Wangyal had been released from prison in 1978 following the end of Mao's disastrous 
Cultural Revolution. Meanwhile, Phuntçog's Moslem wife from Lhasa had died during his nearly menw 
Years' irnprisoninent in Beijing's notorious Qincheng Prison. Writes Scott Berry, who shared the fact of the re- 
eiIcountet-s between these two friends of yesteryear: "The fate of Phuntsog Wangyal shows clearly how little 
China's takeover of Tibet had to do with socialist principles." Monks. Spies and a Soldier ofFortclne. 328. 
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developments surrounding the Tibet Autonomous Region Preparatory Committee, and 
inquiring about the "Mimang" resistance movement inside Tibet; or enclosing copies of the 
Chinese laws governing trade and customs affairs in the Tibet region; or arranging for bright 
Tibetan boys and girls to be brought to Japan for education and training (which proved most 
successful); or reporting on Mao Tse-tung's latest interview-this one with American journalist 
Edgar Snow-for the benefit of the Babu's newspaper; or commenting at length about 
China's failing diplomatic efforts worldw.ide but simultaneously strengthening her intemal 
administration over her border regions like Tibet, and China's push forward on an intermaniage 
policy with Tibet, Inner Mongolia, Sinkiang and other minority regions leading to the 
"chinanization" of al1 the different bloods: al1 these issues and concems the former Japanese 
spy would continually write about in his many letters to his dear Tibetan fiiend.85 Nothing, it 
seemed, escaped his attention when it came to Tibet and Tibetan affairs relative to China's 
takeover and administration of the Roof of the World since 1950. 

Though Kimura would never be as vimlently anti-Communist as his Indo-Tibetan 
correspondent, both had been adamantly opposed to Communist China's imposition of herself 
forcibly upon Tibet. In the concluding pages to his volume detailing his Central Asian spy 
missions, Kimura made it clear which side he came down upon in the seemingly endless 
Sino-Tibetan struggle of the last half-century. "Tibet," he emphatically declared, "can only 
be looked at today as one of Socialism's sorriest failures: an unwanted revolution imposed 
from the outside on a people with no desire for an understanding of twentieth-century 
revolutionary change." Though Chinese Socialism of the Communist variety, he admitted, 
may have done much good in China herself during the early stages of the Communist 
revolution there, when that same Socialism "is imposed fiom outside on peoples who are not 
so desperate [as were the Chinese under the Kuomintang government] and have not called 
for it themselves, it is doomed to failure." There was no doubt in the least, he concluded, 
that "Tibet was in need of change, but it needed its own kind of change, in its own time and 
under its own leaders." (JA 221,222) 

To much of this the Babu could give his wholehearted assent. As was noted earlier, he 
himself had repeatedly wamed the Lhasan aristocrats that unless changes were effected in 
the Tibetan polity, China would impose her own kind of change and in her own violent way. 
As a matter of fact, Tibetans in Kalimpong and elsewhere, it was said, had looked upon 
Tharchin as something of a prophet in the 1940s and early '50s in respect of Tibet's future. 
For fiequently during this period, in sermons he would deliver in the Tibetan congregational 
service or in the combined Tibetan-Nepali service, both held at the Macfarlane Memorial 
Church, the Christian Babu would issue wamings of impending disaster he foresaw was 
coming upon the Tibetan nation at the hands of the Chine~e.~"ndeed, it came to be the view 
of one prominent Kalimpong Buddhist leader and close friend of the Babu that because of 
the accuracy of the predictions, "Tharchin must have received insight and blessings from 
his je su^."^' Sadly, however, few Tibetans had paid any heed. 
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One can be fairly certain that Gergan Tharchin never ceased his services in the 
Intelligence program as long as the Indian govemment sought his assistance. Indeed, given 
the fact that, as one scholar on Indo-Tibetan affairs has observed, there appears to have 
been a high degree of institutional continuity in India's govemmental bureaucracy, at least 
during the initial period of her independence, it is reasonable to assume that Babu Tharchin 
maintained his connections with Indian Intelligence for some little while after Hisao Kimura's 
involvement had been ter~ninated.~'~ It must be added, however, that no evidence from the 
Tharchin Papers or from other relevant sources has thus far surfaced in support of this 
assumption. 

On the other hand, one can be absolutely certain that the Babu gradually came to see 
that the greatest weapon in his arsenal with which to cany on the struggle against the 
Chinese threat was his Tibetan newspaper. Like numerous other defenders of the tmth 
before him, he felt an editor's pen could be mightier than a soldier's weapon of war-an 
echo, of course, of the well-known Western aphorism that "the pen is mightier than the 
sword." Apropos of this, in fact, is the story which was told to the present writer by Tharchin's 
daughter-in-law Nini. Following China's invasion of Tibet in 1950, many Tibetan fiiends of 
the Babu began frequenting the newspaper publisher's home, engaging in animated 
conversations from moming till night about the political and military situation that was then 
engulfing Tibet. During these talks, which she could not help overhearing, Nini often heard 
the editor of the Tibet Mirror declare to them a now-famous line of his: "The Kharnpas in 
Tibet are fighting the Chinese with swords and guns; but 1 am fighting them with pens!" 
Others in Kalimpong interviewed by the present writer-those such as Tharchin's son 
Sherab Gyamtsho and the then President of the influential Tibetan organization Pache, 
Jorga by name-have likewise recalled having themselves heard this same observation fall 
from the Babu's lips on numerous  occasion^.^^ 

Among other things, therefore, this strategically-placed newspaper editor realized that 
there was a rich potential for airing various ideas and opinions on the Tibetan situation as a 
means of engaging in public debate on the issues involved. As was learned two chapters 
earlier, Tharchin provided space in the Mirror for the scholarly and politically-oriented 
writings of Gedun Chophel who though ver-  much a Tibetan nationalist had also "flirted" 
with Socialist/Communist ideology. It not only published articles by pro-republican writers 
but also even by advocates of a pro-Chinese policy for Tibet. 

In al1 this one can discem the fact that Gergan Tharchin was conducting himself as a 
good editor who was more than willing to provide a forum for writers with different points 
of view to express themselves fieely. Indeed, according to the prominent and close Buddhist 
hend of the Babu's in Kalirnpong alluded to earlier, the Venerable Kusho Wangchuk, Tharchin 
"was always thinking about Tibet and her future and would continually publish his own 
opinions on the matter in the Tibet Mirror, at the same time also soliciting the public's 
various opinions so that he might publish them as well in his news~aper."~' 
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One such opinion was sent to the Babu by his very close and dear friend Atuk Tshering 
whose thoughts on the issues of the day he always greatly valued. A former Kalimpong 
Inspector of Police, later Deputy Superintendent of Police with the I.A.R.F. at Barrackpore 
India, and still later a Deputy Central Intelligence Officer with the Subsidiary Intelligence 
Bureau for West Bengal in the Central Government's Ministry of Home Affairs, Atuk, just 
a few months prior to China's invasion of Kham in 1950, wrote a remarkable letter which 
must have lefi a deep impression on the newspaper editor; for it echoed some of the sentiments 
which had been expressed some twenty years earlier by the Great Thirteenth in his political 
testament. In the letter Atuk is found making reference to those in Tibet who in days gone 
by had put their faith and trust in the Russian Tsar and his nobles: those such as the Kushoks 
(Lamas believed by the Buddhist Church to be the reincarnations of their monasteries' 
original founders); but where, Atuk intimates, were the Tsar and his aristocratic coterie 
now? All slaughtered in 191 7- 18 by the Russian Bolshevik Communists! As though to Say, 
let the present Tibetan leadership be forewamed. His letter, sent from Barrackpore, reads 
iii part as follows: 

My dear Guruji, 
. . . The news according to the papers is not good. The Chinese have claimed Tibet. 

But there appears more to object [about], [for] even Tibet herself keeps quiet. Why? 
She must protest and proclaim to the world that she is free and [that] she will remain 
free. If Reds attack, she (Tibet) must fight her. Everybody knows, and 1 think Tibetans 
themselves know, that if the Reds come into [Tibetan territory], everything the Tibetans 
have [had] from ages past will be lost for good. So it coines to the same thing whether 
they live or die. Rather is it 100 percent better if one dies with glory. It is very very [sic] 
high time that the Tibetans realize their real situation. Let the Kushoks know that there 
is not a single sign of the Tsar or his nobles in the whole of Russia. They were al1 
slaughtered. Well, this is my opinion about our forefathers' country. Well, what do you 
say ? 

Yours sincerely, 
ATshering 

The Babu could not have agreed more.90 
ln line with tliis and similar editorial practices at his disposal, the publisher perceived that 

the news organ could serve at least five purposes in the struggle for Tibet's survival as an 
independent country (a personal struggle which, as was learned in the previous chapter, 
came to be known affectionately as his "one man war with Mao"). These purposes, al1 
interrelated, were: (1") inform the Tibetan and other interested publics about al1 relevant 
events pertaining to Tibet in her affairs with her neighbors; (2"") correct whatever 
misinfornation and disinformation would be disseminated in other newspapers, whether 
Indian or Western; (3rd) counter Red Chinese propaganda that was by now being broadcast 
in Tibetan over the airwaves; (41h) educate the Tibetan and supportive publics on the right 
perspective to take vis-à-vis China; and (SIh) but by no means least, warn, admonish and 
instruct the Tibetan government itself on what could and should be done internally to increase 
Tibet's chances to survive the external threat. 
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No better nor fuller expression of thesc aims can be found arnong the Tharchin Papers 

than the letter Tharchin had written to the first lndian Political Oficer for Sikkim, Bhutan 
and Tibet. This was Harish Dayal, fomerly the Deputy Secretary in New Delhi's Extemal 
Affairs Ministry handling Tibet matters. He it was who at the end of August 1948 had 
replaced Arthur Hopkinson as Political Officer (and about whom Hopkinson had subsequently 
declared that it had been for him "a real pleasure to [have been] able to hand over [the p s t ]  
to an oficer so sympathetic to Tibet and the Tibetan~"~'). Currently, Dayal and his wife had 
just returned from their first visit to the Tibetan capital and therefore the Babu had taken the 
occasion to apprise the new Political Oficer of the state of affairs in respect of his Tibet 
Mirror. Dated 5 December 1949, the letter was sent on the eve of momentous events 
which were about to occur the following year. Written primarily as an appeal for a resurnption 
ofa previously-lapsed Indian government subsidy in support of the newspaper, the letter in 
reality ended up being a raison d'étre for-~ontinuing the news organ in the face of the rising 
threat fi-om the East. The pertinent passages read as follows: 

Lately there have been many news items in the other papers about Tibet; 1 am not sure 
whether 1 should put them in my paper or not. 1 shall be gratefùl ifyour honour advise 
me whether 1 should translate [and print in the Tibetan paper] these news items about 
Tibet.. .. 

Most of [such] news rnay not be true, but the Chinese Reds from Peking are said to 
be broadcasting in Tibetan now and then. 1 think this is the time that the Tibetan 
government ought to take interest in the Tibetan newspaper and tell and give advice 
to the public through the paper so that in case any propaganda of the Reds comes to 
Tibet, the public should not open their ears. There are many rumours and talk going on 
among the Tibetans who are coming to India, and also they take back many rumours 
which they hear here. The Tibetan government ought [therefore] to contradict the 
news which are published in [other] papers. 

1 am not sure whether 1 would be wise to do so, but 1 ha\~e sometimes been thinking 
to request the Tibetan government that they ought to send [for publication in the 7ïber 
Mirror] articles and advices to the Tibetan public and to distribute the paper in every 
Dzong in Tibet and in the monasteries as well. If the public is wamed in time, it rnay be 
benefited. 1 meet Tibetan people high and low. but almost al1 of them are speakinp 
against their own Government. I think it is high time for the Tibetan govenunent to 
uplift the people and give good guidance. Perhaps your honour might advise them 
[Le., the Tibetan govemment]. 

1 am thinking to contradict in my paper the news items which are published in other 
papers, and also to show and try to prove that Tibet was not a part of China; but 
without the support of the Tibetan govemment [which obviously was itself divided on 
this issue-present author], 1 think it rnay not carry any weight, as well as p e  a] risk to 
myself; and also, people rnay not understand in Tibetan [?because of the complexities 
of the historical issue?]. 

Kindly favour me with instmctions and guidance so that 1 rnay publish the right 
[Le., the appropriate] news for the benefit and protection of Tibet so that the public 
rnay not be misled. inasmuch as Tibet is most important to our country India. 

In response to his request for instructions and guidance, Dayal was quick to give 
reply by letter from Gangtok. Dated just two days later. it too can be found among Tharchin's 
Personal papers. The relevant parts of it are as follows: 
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... 3. As regards news on Tibet: much of what is published in Indian papers is 
inaccurate and if you propose to translate any such material for publication in your 
own newspaper, it would be best for you to consult me beforehaiid about its accuracy, 

4. A statement given by the Tibetan government to Mr. Lowell Thomas [the noted 
American radio broadcaster, it will be recalled. who only recently concluded a lengthy 
summer visit to Tibet and Lhasa at that Government's invitation] has already been 
published in the Indian papers. You might publish a translation of that in your 
newspaper. You might similarly publish any other public statement that the Tibetan 
government issues. 

5. 1 hope you will be able to find another agent in Lhasa to seIl your paper. You 
might also try to get an agent in Ladakh. Ladakhi delegations sometimes visit India, 
and if you are able to interest them they might agree to help. 

Tharchin was gratehl for the advice proffered by Dayal and sought to implement what 
was suggested. Moreover, grasping hold of anything at this critical time which could assist 
in keeping Tibet fiom falling into the hands of the anti-religious Chinese and thus not only 
preserve the World's Roof as India's defensive buffer but also keep alive the long-held 
dream of one day witnessing the entrance of the Christian gospel more fully into that Closed 
Land, the Tibetan newspaper publisher had even pririted a quotation from a former British 
Political Officer for Tibet, including it in an "advertiseii-ient" of his which had appeared in 
the Tibet Mirror during the late spring of 1950. The quoted material had most likely served 
as the centerpiece of a socio-religious essay (or "Gospel Advertisement") which the Christian 
editor had himself composed for this particular issue of the paper and which doubtless had 
then been placed on the one page devoted to Christian theines that with few exceptions 
appeared in every issue of the Tibet Mirror: Writing to Sir Basil Gould back in Britain about 
what he had only recently done in regard to this, Tharchin had opined as follows: 

. . . The [Tibetan] delegates for China are in Delhi and it is said tllat they very soon are 
going to Hong Kong and contract with the Peking government. There are lots of 
nimours going about regarding Tibet. 1 remember that once in Lhasa you had said that 
al1 the powers ought to keep Tibet as a museum for the world. 1 have used it in my 
advertisement in my paper which you might have seen.. . .9' 

Such, then, were the Babu's perspective and ongoing endeavors on behalf of both lndia 
and his ethnic homeland less than a year prior to Communist China's invasion and partial 
occupation of Tibet in Khain on the east and in the Gartok-Rudok area on the west. Just a 
little over two years later, with the entire Tibetan nation now under the control of the Chinese 
Communists, the Babu's perspective on the role of the Tibet Mirror had substantially altered. 
Though the paper would continue to be staunchly anti-Communist, the primary aim would 
now be to rally the Tibetan public and those leaders still independence-minded to maintain 
and strengthen their resolve to resist the foreigner, with the hope held out that soine good 
turn of foi-tune might come their way by which the foreign yoke could be cast off. Here he 
seems to have had in mind the galvanizing of support among the Tibetans living outside the 
borders of the Land of Snows who were scattered far and wide along the Himalayan arc. 
This altered sentiment on the aims of his paper was voiced by the Tibetan publisher in 
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another and final letter of appeal to Political Oficer Dayal who would soon be taking up a 
new Government post in the United States. Under date of 23 January 1952, this follow-up 
appeal for resumption of a Government subsidy reads in part as follows: 

1 am not sure how long time 1 can continue to send the paper to Tibet; perhaps the 
Chinese may stop it going in, unless 1 change my policy. So far 1 am writing for Tibet 
and anti-Chinese. 1 think even if it is stopped fiom going to Tibet, if 1 am able [with 
subsidized help] to continue it, it m be useful to the Tibetans and Bhutias in India, 
Kashmir, Leh Ladakh, Himachal Pr 3 esh. Almora and Garhwal, Sikkim, Bhutan and 
Assam. So, there are many Tibetans [in these places besides] the traders coming and 
going who may get some help [fiom the paper]. Also, the time may come again to help 
the Tibetan people. 1 am getting letters from the Tibetan public at Lhasa, Shigatse and 
Gyantse: they are not pleased with the Chinese Communists. Some even wrote me that 
my paper is doing good help to the public and asked me to continue it and send in time 
[Le., in timely fashion]. But they do not pay. First of all, there is no proper [method of] 
communication [by which] to send their subscriptions [in to Kalimpong]; secondly. 1 
have tried my best to arrange [distribution] agents but so far failed.*"" Since the 
retum of the Dalai Lama fiom Yatung 1 have been sending 50 copies to the Tibet 
Foreign Office [in Lhasa] through T.T.A. Yatung; and for Shigatse, Gyantse, Phari and 
Yatung 1 send by post about 100 copies, for half of which 1 am being paid. 1 heard that 
the Chinese in Kalimpong are not pleased with my paper. as they are talking that 1 am 
not writing in favor of the Chinese. Even some of them requested me to change my 
policy and if 1 do so [, Say they], there may be good business [for me].'-' 

Now 1 humbly pray your honor to request the Governrnent to grant me some 
subsidy as 1 used to get till 1946 . .. [Let me] be favored, so that until my end. 1 rnay 
serve our Government as well as Tibet. 

The Political Officer responded the following day with sincere regrets about the lapsed 
subsidy, adding that he would try again but that "as 1 have told you before, it is unlikely that 
the Government of India will be able in the present circumstances to renew your s~bs idy . "~  

' The matter of securing a distributing agent at Lhasa and at other places in Tibet like Phari. Shigatse. Gyantse 
and Yatung posed a continuing problem for the newspaper publisher. However. during the latter 1940s and 
ea r l~  '50s. Babu Tharchin was successful in arranging to Iiave agents perform this service, and do so on a free 
hasis or else the Babu was willing to paq the agent a commission as \ \e l1  as cover the agent's espenses inbolved 
in delivering the sizable "bundle(s)" of individually addressed copies of the newspaper to each intendrd 
recipient within the particular locale where the agent or his business representative was located. 

There would come a day in the early 1950s. however, when Babu Tharchin could no longer secure such 
agents. but would have to rely on the willingness of the lndian Mission at Lhasa to perform S U C ~  service. 
Eventuallv. the Babu could net even depend any longer on the Mission. under increasing pressure as it was 
from Tibet's Chinese Cornrnunist occupiers to cease serving the paper's publisher in this way. Nevertheless, 
at some of the Tibetan cornrnunities Iike Gyantse and Yatung, he did have various mernbers ofhis newspaper's 
informal intelligence netw0t-k io act as bis distributors; e.g., there was Migma Dorje at )7atung, to whom he 
would send 15 or 20 copies for distribution. 

See the end-note indicated at this point in the Text above for the identity of Tharchin's several otxcial 
agents. and for additional details of interest. 
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The Government never did, in fact; yet this disappointment did not deter the indefatigable 
newspaper editor from continuing the publication of the Tibet Mirror anyway, though not as 
frequently and regularly as he and his ever-widening Tibetan-speaking readership within the 
Himalayan arc of nations would have liked. He must have been encouraged, nonetheless, 
by the communication he received one day later that sarne year from his faithful Lhasa- 
informant, Sonam T. Kazi. For in a letter dated 8 August 1952 the Kazi could report: "Your 
paper is much liked by al1 those expecting the IIIrd Great War! [presumably between Arnerica 
and Russia/China] They are those who like freed~rn."~~ And towards the end of the year 
Tharchin could himself report by letter to a transplanted Tibetan in far-off America that the 
battle for the minds of the Tibetan people had not been lost, even if the land of the Tibetans 
itself, which he viewed as his land too, had come under the control of the Chinese. This had 
therefore given him hope that some day freedom would again retum to the nation. "We are 
very sorry for Our country," he wrote in Novernber, 

as it is gone under the Red Chinese. We have tried our best but failed to defend as 
there were no helps [fiom outside powers]. Anyhow, still we are hoping that very soon 
again we may be able to get fiee from the bondage of the anti-religious, the ungodly 
Communists. It is wonderful that so far they have failed to win over the hearts of the 
mass of the Tibetan public, who are quite against the Red Chinese.* 

Yet, ever rnindful of the contest which still remained to be fought, he added this concerning 
the role his beloved Tibet Mirror should continue to play: 

1 am also trying my best to guide the Tibetan public through my small newspaper. But 
now 1 am hearing that the Red Chinese are trying to stop it. But still the public are 
taking more interest than before. 1 can send [the paper in] through private traders who 
are anti-Red, and also [through] monks. 1 wish that 1 could print several thousands of 
copies and send up [into Tibet] but 1 have no funds to do so. Still 1 am trying my best. 

Finally, he wished to reassure his Tibetan correspondent in America about the editorial 
stance of his newspaper and about the assumed fact that China had not yet begun to issue 
a rival Tibetan newspaper of her own, matters which had deeply concerned this transplanted 
Tibetan: 

Yes, so far the Chinese have not yet been able to start a Tibetan paper in Tibet [not 
accurate; see again near the end of Chapter 23 above for clarification-present author]. 
And yes, the paper is still anti-Communist . . . and so far it is not heard that the Chinese 
have directly stopped [the paper's circulation in Tibet], but they are just ~ a t c h i n g . ~ ~  

* Even a decade later, the newspaper publisher, still actively engaged journalistically on behalf of his ethnic 
brethren in Tibet, could with pride assert the following: "All the Tibetans in Tibet are suffering very much but 
it is wonderful that still the Tibetans' minds are so strong and not yielding to the Chinese Communists." Letter 
to Hisao Kimura, Kalimpong, 22 June 1962, Th-to-K Ltrs File. More than likely he felt that the Tibet Mirror 
had been partly responsible for this continuing unyielding attitude exhibited by the persecuted Tibetans inside 
the Snowy Land. 
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Watch, the Chinese Communists carefully would throughout the entire decade of the 
1950s. They would pay particular attention to the way Mao's opposition pen-warrior in 
Kalimpong would devote coverage in his newspaper to what Tibetans most everywhere 
would come to perceive to be extremely alanning events that would commence to unfold in 
East Tibet in 1956. 

Already, during the first five years of the decade, Tharchin had kept his readers abreast 
of al1 significant information on what was then happening inside Tibet from east to west as 
best he could determine from various sources available to him, including Indian newspapers 
and radio newscasts. And because of such thorough coverage, his news journal had begun 
to be in great demand fiom Governent agencies and officiais, Intelligence officers, 
University Departments keenly interested in Central and East Asia, public affairs and other 
cultural organizations, news agencies, and even bookstores! A cursory review of the Tharchin 
Papers-elicited, for exarnple, the following evidence of this dramatic upsurge in interest in 
Sino-Tibetan, Indo-Tibetan, and Sino-Indian developments: 

On 25 April 1950 the Assistant Centrai intelligence Onicer, Sadiya, Assam, requested 
by letter that a subscription to the Tiber Mirror begin for his Office "at a very early 
date." 

On 2 1 June 1950 the Indian Trade Agent, Gartok, West Tibet, wrote ordenng four 
copies of the newspaper be sent him "till M e r  instructions." 

On 14 January 195 1 the Secretary of the Inner Asia Project Department of the 
University of Washington's Far Eastern and Russian Institute, Seattle USA, requested 
that a subscription to the Mirror begin "immediately." 

On 17 February 195 1 the Assistant Director of the Subsidiary intelligence Bureau 
at Shillong, Assam, requested that a copy of every issue of the Tibetan newspaper be 
sent him on a regular basis fiom that day forward. 

On 16 April 195 1 the Current Book House in Bombay requested a subscription, to 
begin with the fust issue for 195 1, with two copies of every Miwor published to be 
sent; and further requested, but was denied it by the Babu, that the entire back run of 
the newspaper, 1925-50, be sent. 

On 28 June 195 1 the Central News Agency at New Delhi ordered a subscription to 
Tharchin's newspaper. 

On 1 February 1952 the Political Officer, Abor Hills, Pasighat, Assam, requested a 
subscription be inaugurated for his Office fiom that moment onward. 

On 20 November 1952 the U.S. State Department's International Broadcasting 
Service in New York requested, through the American Vice Consul, Calcutta, that a 
Mirror subscription begin with the year 1953 and that its issues be sent regularly to 
the Broadcasting Service's Research and Library Unit's Chief, CIO the latter's New 
York office address that was provided. 

On 13 December 1952 the Assistant Information Officer, Documents Section, of the 
Indian Council of World Affairs, New Delhi, requested that future issues of the Tiber 
Mirror be sent him, beginning fiom January 1953. He also requested a copy of al1 back 
numbers of the journal if available. 

On 15 April 1955 the American Embassy, New Delhi, entered a subscription to the 
Mirr-or to begin immediately. 
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On 19 October 1955 the Political OtEcer Sikkim, on behalf of the Under Secretay of 
the North East Frontier Branch, Ministry of External Affairs, New Delhi, requested 
Tharchin to supply the Under Secretary with a copy of his newspaper on a regular 
basis henceforth. 

On 20 December 1955 the Tibetan Interpreter assigned to the Siang Frontier Division 
Office of the North East Frontier Agency ordered a copy of the Mirror be sent replarly 
to him on a subscription fee basis paid by him in advance. 

Every office, agency, and private organization involved in one way or another in things 
Tibetan, it seemed, greatly desired to be kept informed of al1 developments by means of 
Gergan Tharchin's indisputably unique publication that in every issue was brimming with 
any and every conceivable news item having anything directly or remotely to do with Tibet. 

Moreover, Tharchin's frequent penetrating print discussions on the Tibetan situation, in 
the words of anthropologist/historian Carole McGranahan, were "always in reference to 
global political events of the day." He reported to his reading audience, for example, and in 
lamentable tones, it should be added, that the Government of India had told the Lhasa 
government that no military aid would be given it, only advice; and also, that India had 
herself decided not to raise the Tibet issue at the United Nations. In addition, notes 
McGranahan, during these same early years of the decade, Tharchin had "insisted on 
discussing the issue of Tibet as one of state sovereignty, not as a dispute between China and 
Tibet." Indeed, his printed views, McGranahan observes, were a reflection of those held a! 
the time by many Tibetans, and were in fact the v e r =  views which were disseminated 
widely among the Khampas of East Tibet "by virtue of the longstanding trade connections 
between Kham and Kalimpong." 

Furthemore, these early years of Tharchin's newspaper coverage of events inside 
Chinese-occupied Tibet would witness for the first time, writes McGranahan, his acceptance 
and use in the Tibet Mirvor. of eyewitness testimony and even of "qualified second-hand 
stories." Such testimony, of course, the Babu had been able to glean from an increasingly 
steady stream of refugees who commenced to arrive in Kalimpong from the World's Roof, 
but especially from East Tibet, where, by the mid-1950s, the situatioii would become 
exceedingly ugly for the Tibetans at the hands of the Red Chinese. 

Having already sounded several general alarms to Tibet as a whole during the late 1940s 
and the first two years of the 1950s, it would be in Babu Tharchin's 1 October 1952 issue of 
the Tibet Mirror that he would directly address the people of Kham for the first time, urging 
them to set aside their differences with Lhasa for the time being and appealing to them as 
Tibetans to unite as one people and community against the common foe. As translated by 
McCiranahan, the Babu's appeal read in part as follows: 

To the communities of Kham both under Tibet and under China: 
You are aware of how much you have sut'fered under the Chinese occupation. for 

many years. Today's new China follows the religion-less Russia. They might treat you 
nicely for a short while, but sooner or later they will treat you even worse than [other] 
Chinese [governments] did before. They will surely destroy the Tibetan race and 
religion. Therefore, it is important that you act for the sake of Tibetans and to protect 
Tibetan history. Those of you who are under Tibet might have been deprived by some 
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Tibetan govemment officiais in the border areas, but it is better to suffer a little at the 
hands of your own leaders than to betray your own people and religion by being 
misled by China. There will be a time to address the mistreatment of your people to 
kind lamas and leaders some day in order to solve internal problems. Right now these 
internal problerns must be left behirid, and effort put forward to regain your 
independence. 

And in the conclusion to his appeal, Babu Tharchin-now employing the editorial "weW- 
identified himself culturally in the most intimate manner with the citizens of his ethnic 
homeland: 

We, the tsarnpa eaters, chuba wearers, dice players, raw and dried meat eakrs, followers 
of Tibetan Buddhism, Tibctan language speakers, the people from Ngari Korsum, 
U-Tsang Ruzhi, Dokham Gangdrug, the thirteen trikors of Tibet, we must make the 
effort to end the [Chinese] occupation. Afier freeing ourselves from the occupation, 
then you can deal with intemal troublemakers, and have leaders from the thirteen 
trikors of Tibet. For this everyone must put in [the] effort. This request is made by the 
publisher. 

Nevertheless, because this was still "the grace period" throughout much of Kham, it 
being several years yet before the introduction of drastic and destructive reforms there by 
the Chinese Communists, as well as it being a time when it was assumed by many Khampas 
that life would go on without too much change, Tharchin's appeal was largely ignored. 
Additionally, observes McGranahan, "Chinese activities in Kham were pitched as benefits- 
medical facilities, educational opportunities, and road building." Furthemore, Amaury de 
Riencourt has noted that the Chinese Communists even collected together quantities of the 
cherished brick tea "for purposes of propaganda distribution to the ~ i b e t a n  population" in 
Kham. And, "under the expert advice of the cultural anthropologist Li An-Che," he added, 
the Chinese "emphasired1'to the Khampa citirenry "their conciliatory attitude towards the 
Lamaist religion and local Tibetan cust~ms."~ '  

Despite these clever blandishments by the Chinese, however, the Babu would not give 
up. McGranahan, again translating fioni the Tibet Mirror. reports that he issued one further 
appeal to Tibetans before the aforementioned reforms began, exhorting them to become 
"Titos"; which was to Say that, like the East European Yugoslavians who revolted against 
the Russian Communists' tight embrace, they should revoit against the Chinese. Singling out 
the Khampas in particular, he declared that in order to regain independence in their land, the 
Tibetans must manifest courage and wisdom as did Tito ofYugoslavia: "1, the old man. know 
that there are many Titos in Kham and Tibet. You couragrous Titos, you must yourselves 
soon stand up like Tito." 

With the coming of the oppressive "democratic" reforms in 1956, which Mao himself 
Personally initiated and which came to be known as "the High Tide of Socialist 
Transfomation"-a euphemism for co l l ec t~ i za t ion .~~~  the situation in East Tibet triggered a 
radical change in the Tiher Mirrork coverage of events there. This was because of the 
drastic nature and the highly destructive consequences of these hated reforms. The latter. 
as described by Mary Craig, included the introduction ofthc commune system of collective 
farming which involved the forcible confiscation of the people's meager possessions 
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and was implemented "without any regard for their customs, wishes or needs." Far worse, 
their children were now to be taken away, forcibly if necessary, for education in China. 
There was also the imposition of high taxation, the confiscation of estates, the arraignment 
and subsequent execution of landowners for "crimes against the people," and even the 
roundup of thousands of nomad farmers who previously had fieely roamed the steppes of 
Arndo and Kham in pursuit of their livelihood. Moreover, these so-called democratic reforms 
called for the forcible indoctrination of the people against religion and the harassment, beating 
and public humiliation of lamas, monks and nuns by means of the infamous practice of 
thamzing or class struggle sessions in which they and other Tibetans would be "shamefully 
hurniliated, spat on, beaten and kicked till they confessed to having had "reactionary thoughts 
or behaviour." Furthemore, attendance at these thamzing was compulsory and the attendees 
were required to be "enthusiastic and positive" in their participation, "on pain of impnsonment 
or death."9R 

No wonder, therefore, that the Tibetan newspaper editor dran~atically shified his coverage 
of events in East Tibet. McGranahan notes that besides reporting the urgent news, Tharchin 
would henceforth include as well eyewitness testimony by those Khampas who had managed 
to escape the trauma which had engulfed their homeland and who had every intention of 
relating, to whoever would listen, their various accounts of what was occurring on the 
ground in Kham. They would find a ready ear in Babu Tharchin. For instance, as reported 
and translated once again by McGranahan, in the 5 October 1956 issue of the Tibet Mirror, 
the paper's editor included the first article he would publish during this period that was 
written in the name and voice of another: "a knowledgeable person fiom Kham." The 
Khampa author declared that the Chinese claim of there being no conflict in Tibet and that 
the little trouble which they (the Chinese) had encountered in Szechuan was now over "is 
an unbelievable lie! . . . The ones who are fighting are Tibetans [not Szechuanese]. They Say 
'Szechuan' because they have cut Tibet into pieces in an attempt to destroy the unity of the 
Tibetan people. These Chinese plan to destroy Tibet without the world even knowing about 
it.. . . They are covering the eyes of the world with the dust of their lies." 

Thus, upon their arriva1 in Tharchin's hi11 station, one eyewitness afier another would 
now give an account to the newspaper publisher of the Chinese atrocities being perpetrated 
back in Kham. "Their testimonies," explains McGranahan, "were efforts to secure help in 
fighting the Chinese," and Tharchin was more than happy to accommodate and encourage 
them in a number of ways. Writes McGranahan: 

He played the role of informal middleman, providing necessary introductions, 
translation services, as well as a place for meetings and discussion for Tibetans, but 
his chief-albeit under-recognized-contribution was in his publishing of as much 
information about Kham as he could gather. Thus, from 1956 onward, [Tibet Mirror] 
articles about Kharn were drawn primarily from eyewihess testimony often accompanied 
by drawings of the scenes described. As the situation disintegrated just as Tharchin 
had anticipated, his nationalist pleas continued. 

If Mao and his subordinates were bent on "covering the eyes of the world with the dust 
of their lies" about what was happening in East Tibet, Kalimpong's pen-warrior in opposition 
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to Mao was intent on laying al1 those lies bare. Indeed, issue after issue of his famed 
newspaper now rolled off the press thai would include a series of articles which unrelentingly 
exposed horrific Chinese offenses in Kham. As but one example of this, in an article he 
published in the 15 August 1956 issue, the fearless Tibetan editor recounted in stark detail 
Chinese crimes that had been undertaken against monastic institutions, their inmates, and 
against lay Tibetan religious practices. Babu Tharchin reported how monastic properties 
had been confiscated, sacred religious objects destroyed, and citizenry and monks prohibited 
fiom interacting with each other. In the name of "democratic reforms," wrote the Babu, the 
poor were handed guns and ordered to humiliate leaders, lamas, and the rich. Not only were 
these measures repressive, addcd the editor, they were also unjustified according to the 
very claim made by the Chinese that Tibet is a part of China. Nevertheless, he explained in 
conclusion, "the Tibetan people's behaviours, culture, language-everything-are different 
fiom that of the Chinese. This is proof [that Tibet is not China]." And on 1 November 1957 
Tharchin the freedom-fighter with the pen was moved to editorialize in the following fashion 
concerning the dire situation in East Tibet: "The people of Kham were killed by guns and 
bombs. Every monk and man sighted by the Chinese was to be killed. It was as if the 
Khampas were wild animals and the Chinese were hunters. The Kham areas were wiped 
out like a broom sweeping clean a floor."* 

It could be said, then, that from 1956 through at least 1960 this untiring Indo-Tibetan 
patriot-publisher never relented in printing detailed information about the situation in Kham 
in the pages of his newspaper, and included testimonies of those who were eyewitness to 
the unrnitigated horrors inflicted upon the Khampas. But the Babu also saw the need to 
launch a new publishing project by which to make those outside the World's Roof aware of 
the tme situation inside Tibet. In fact, Tharchin was so devoted to this objective that he felt 
it was his obligation to extend a special "helping hand to the great cause of the Tibetan 
people" by commencing to produce in 1958 a series of pamphlets or monthly circulars in 
English that would serve as a vehicle for informing outsiders what was actually taking 
place in al1 its ugly detail inside his beloved ethnic homeland. Found among the Tharchin 
Papers was the drafi, in typewritten form on four lengthy sheets of paper, of the first 
number in tlie intended pamphlet senes, which from interna1 evidence dated from the late 
summer of 1958. And on the initial page of this inaugural issue, the newspaper editor had 
appropriately set forth, in an Editor's Note under the heading of T H E M 1 R R O R and signed: 
From the Editor THE TIBET MIRROR, what he hoped to accomplish through the publication 
and dissemination-particularly in India and adjacent areas-of these monthly circulars. 
Wntten in very good English, thus sipiQing tliat the Babu had received some able assistance 
from another hand, the Note provided a well-developed introduction to this journalistic 
endeavor: 

With the enclosed pamphlet as the first of its series, 1 intend to publish a monthly 
circular mainly to inform you of the situation now prevailing in the neighbouring 
country-Tibet. Ever since this vast Himalayan state had been subverted by the 
Commuriists from China, it has suffered unintemptedly the iron sway of the invader's 
armed forces. There is no organ of information to the outside world except the 
propaganda material of the Communists themselves. 
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For the last eight years the patriotic elements in Tibet resisted quite strongly the 
expansionist policy of the Chinese overlords. The partisans tried their utmost to 
persuade the Chinese not to interfere in the affairs of tlieir country and the result was 
an arrned conflict between the patriots and the Communist invaders. This continued 
struggle of the Tibetans against the Chinese and the recent armed resistance by the 
patriotic National Defence A m y  came very scantily to the notice of the world outside. 
My purpose in acquainting you of these developments in Tibet is to give an idea of 
the situation within the context of world events. Tibet is not a small region to be 
ignored by the world at large, and the impact of the events i i ~  that land will definitely 
influence the world situation as a whole. Tibet has a contiguous fiontier with some of 
the world powers, and its immediate borders touch conveniently the Communist world. 

This newspaper has served the neighbouring state for the last 33 years and it has 
always stood for the cultural and political integrity of Tibet. It has always served Our 
neighbour with al1 the important news from outside. But today, with Tibet itself under 
the yoke of a ruthless Communist neighbour and having no outlet for the day-to-day 
happening inside its own country, the Mirror stands alone to give you a glimpse of 
the world behind the nearest iron curtain. This pamphlet is being published from the 
border town of Kalimpong in the Himalayas and as such it deserves [?has the 
distinction?] niore than any other of serving the cause of the fieedom-loving people of 
Tibet. The spontaneous movement of the vast masses of Tibet is a living proof of their 
determination to fight for their faith and freedom. For the last eight years they were 
solely dependent on their own resources, human or othenvise, and no helping hand 
from any quarter had been extended for this splendid cause. The international situation 
during the last few years proved rather unhelpful for their cause, and even now with al1 
the odds [against them], these simple, fieedom-loving and brave people of our great 
neighbour are fighting hard in spite of the fact that not a single country in the free 
world is helping or even giving moral support to their noble cause. 

In the light of the above facts and in exchange for my humble attempt to extend a 
lielping hand to the great cause of the people of Tibet, 1 can only hope you will take 
interest in the affairs of a country inhabited by a deeply religious and peace-loving 
people. Their country is virtually under the process of Cominunist indoctrination. It 
invokes [calls upon] your syrnpathy and moral support for the victims of a naked 
aggression. 

This quite moving introductory statement was then followed by the other three pages of 
typed text that formed the contents of this initial pamphlet. The first page was  headed up as 
follows: 

T H E  M I R R O R  
(The Only Newspaper Published in the Tibetan Language from Outside 

Communist Countries) 
NEWS FROM iNSIDE TIBET 

This was immediately followed by five extensively written-up news topics, each of  which 
was amply provided with relevant background information which would be helpful for the 
reader in understanding clearly the latest news the Editor would then rëport on. These five 
topics were: The Tibetan Government Functioning under the Chinese Military Occupation, 
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Recent Economic Exploitation in Tibet, The Resistance Movement of the National Defence 
Army, The So-Called Militia Corps, and J.  Nehm: the Indian Prime Minister's Visit to Tibet 
[Indefinitely Postponed by China]. 

All these news topics were obviously based on the information which this tireless 
newspaper editor had been able to glean and evaluate fiom his informal intelligence network 
within Tibet, from personal eyewitness testimony of those who had escaped across the 
border to Kalimpong, fiom various radio broadcasts and newspapers, and fiom his numerous 
contacts with Government oficials and other important individuals in those lands spread out 
along the Indo-Himalayan fiontier. Clearly, Babu Tharchin would leave no Stone untmed in 
his endless quest to keep the entire world, if he could, informed of what was actually 
occurring within the borders of Tibet. Every journalistic technique he could con-jure up was 
brought to bear in furthering this objective. 

In an exceptional delineation of this man's multifarious contribution to Tibetan joumalism 
at a most critical time in Tibet's history, Carole McGranahan has offered up the following 
unrestrained appreciation of Gergan Tharchin: 

While Tibetan history since 1959 has always been written as the political story of 
Lhasa, coverage of Tibet prior to 1959 was not always focused on Lhasa, or even on 
Central Tibet. [A case in point wa.s the] Tibetan newspaper reporting on Kham in the 
1950s [that was conducted from Kalimpong, India]. 

News of the Chinese invasion and occupation of Tibet received general and mostly 
sporadic coverage in the global press. The People's Republic of China controlled 
information about the situation in Tibet Save that voiced by Tibetans who fled to 
India. Before 1959, Tibetans leaving Tibet for India would always go via the Nathu La 
pass which took them straight to Kalimpong. In Kalimpong, as had been the case for 
three decades, the information center for the Tibetan-speaking world was the Reverend 
Tharchin's Yulchog Sosoi Sargyur Melong (Tibet h4irror) newspaper office. It is in 
the Tibetan-language newspaper that the most detailed imrnediate and Tibetan-reported 
news of events in 1950s Kham is available. Politics saturated the Kalimpong social 
scene in the 1950s. No one knew how things in Tibet were going to play out, but 
everyone wanted to be involved somehow. From the Dalai Lama's elder brothers to the 
Pangdatsang family, fiom Heinrich Harrer to George Patterson. as well as Indian 
intelligence officers, CIA agents posing as tourists, and aristocrats and royalty from 
throughout the Himalayas, the one person who was able to move between these 
groups with relative ease was the Reverend Tharchin. 

Tharchin Rabu . . . had built a strong connection tci the Tibetan community. He \vas 
trusted by them. and he. in turn, worked diligently on their behalf, publishing many 
Tibetan . . . tests, including a copy of the 1 31h Dalai Lama's political testament, and 
printing any and al1 information about Tibet that he could uncover.. .. Tharchin used 
the newspaper to not just disseminate news in and ahout Tibet (and the world in 
general), but also to advocate his sense of what Tibet could and should be-in a 
nutshell, a united and modem self-governed country. He published political articles 
by and about Tibetans, ... and was not above printing gossip with the qualification 
that this particular information was not verified and thus open to inspection. To [certain] 
Tibetans . . ., Tharchin was a respected and cosmopolitan figure [, one of them having 
declared] that the little he knew about Westemers, he learned from Tharchin Babu. 
When Tibetans would amve in Kalimpong fiom Tibet,. . . they would go to Tharchin's 
office to share with him stories about what was happening in Tibet.. . . 
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. . . Tharchin's liberal, Christian, and Tibetan sensibilities were diametrically opposed 
to Chinese communism. Throughout the 1950s, he published detailed information and 
commentary about the situation in Tibet, often including impassioned pleas to the 
Tibetan people to oppose the Chinese oppression. His reporting combined his views 
with information given to him by [numerous] Tibetans . . ., as well as culled from other 
newspapers in India.. . . 

[Moreover], through the pages of Tiber Mirror, and through his translation 
assistance, Tharchin was instrumental in fostering the development of the new 10 
rgvus in the Tibetan exile community [i.e., ordinary Tibetans-both lay and monastic- 
recounting personal, village, even battalion narratives (arnong others) as parts of 
Tibetan history and intended to be heard by broad audiences]. His acceptance of 
eyewitness testimony, and even qualified second-hand stories, contributed to the 
development of community validation of personal and local stories as news in the 
1950s.. . . and thus, as histories today.. .. 

. . . Alongside stories of specific areas and monasteries [in Kham and elsewhere in 
Tibet], Tharchin published detailed information about forms of torture, suicides, and 
struggle sessions [the infamous fhamzing events]. He was a one-man newspaper in 
many ways, serving as publisher, editor, and chief writer. In terms of disseminating 
Tibetan-language information about what was happening in Tibet in the 1950s, his 
newspaper was invaluable; and, in terms of providing information to the English- 
speaking world, he served as translater for Tibetans who traveled to New Delhi to 
meet with lndian politicians and international media. The Reverend Tharchin, a 
[Kunawari] Tibetan converted to Christianity, was one of the strongest voices for 
Tibet in the face of the Chinese communist invasion. His editorial nationalism is evident 
throughout [the] 1950s issues of the Tibet Mirror newspaper, and is an important part 
of the story of how we now tell the history of this period in Tibet.'@' 

Meanwhile, the Babu had not given up hope of securing a resumption of the coveted 
subsidy fiom the Indian govemment. Indeed, he would employ every legitimate tactic possible 
in his attempt at doing so; even sending, for example, an unusual appeal to, of al1 people, the 
Director of the School of Foreign Languages at Delhi's Ministry of Defense! This he had 
done in early 1954. In his letter of appeal to the Director, Tharchin had first laid out before 
him a brief publishing history of the Tibet Mirror, citing as well its anti-Chinese Communist 
editorial policy, and including the mention ofpast subsidies granted him fiom both the lndian 
and Tibetan govemments. But he then cleverly explained to his letter's recipient why he 
was now directing an appeal for financial assistance to him: 

1 write [to you] about my [financial] difficulties [inasmuch] as your department [in the 
Defence Ministry] seems to be taking great interest in the Tibetan language. 1 am sure 
that sooner or later there will be great trouble [for India perpetrated] by the Chinese 
Communists from Tibet; at that time the [Tibetan] language as well as the Tibetan 
newspaper is [Le., will bel most usetül [in India's defence]. 1 therefore request your 
department to move this [request for assistance] to the Government and if possible 
help me in the publishing ofthe paper as well as [in the publishing of] the [?language?] 
books in Mss.'" 

Yet, as before, no positive response ever emerged fiom this remarkable indirect attempt at 
gamering Government support for his cherished Tibet Mirror. Babu Tharchin would 
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nonetheless carry on in issuing and distributing the newspaper as best he could under the 
circumstances and for as long as he possibly could. 

A day would come, however, when, too old and financially strapped to continue, this 
notable warrior with words had to lay down his own particular weapon of w a .  forever and 
cease publication of his famous newspaper. In the words uttered decades later by a much 
younger contemporary of the Babu's in the Kalimpong sub-division, Gergan Tharchin had 
"single-handedly and unflaggingly . . . taken on the might of the Chinese Comrnunists" by 
having issued through his news journal during this homfic period for his Tibetan countrymen 
"a barrage of anti-Chinese, anti-Comrnunist and anti-Mao Tse-tung articles"-w ith Chairman 
Mao having always received "the author's full ~on tempt . " '~~  Inevitably, however, the Tibetan 
newspaper editor's celebrated "one-man war with Mao" had to come to a close. Gergan 
Tharchin would now leave to others to carry on the fight of pens vs. guns. 

Yet these were very tense days at the time when the Babu had finally handed the torch 
on to other and younger defenders of the tmth. For, as was indicated two chapters earlier, 
this had occurred in the early 1960s at the height of the Border War that was then raging 
between Chinese-occupied Tibet and India; and members of the Tharchin family were 
greatly concemed, as were others, over the possibility of Chinese incursion into the Darjeeling 
District itself. But if that were to occur, what might happen to the Babu, they wondered in 
dismay. During this period, of course, the retired newspaper publisher, ever eager to keep 
abreast of international news affecting Tibet, had continued to monitor numerous radio 
news broadcasts (he having utilized not just one but some three or four radio sets that were 
tuned to different stations for their news pro gram^!'^!) and had continued his subscriptions 
to a variety of newspapers and other  publication^.'^^ And in reading the alaming news 
accounts every evening about the ever encroaching Chinese military movements towards 
Darjeeling's border area, Tharchin's European wife Margaret (Kama Dechhen having 
died some years earlier) more than once was heard to Say to her husband "Darling dearie 
Babula! See, they're getting closer; the situation is worsening, it is not good at al]; and 
surely, if they finally break through and come to Kalimpong, you will be their very first 
target: their very first person to be arrested; you may even be killed!"* To which the 
fearless anti-Communist publisher and fkeedom-fighter for Tibet would respond each time 

This was not rnerely the natural ernotional outburst of a loving wife concerned for her husband's safety. A 
very close friend of Tharchin's, Pandey Hishey-a Tibetan-speaking Buddhist Lepcha frorn Gangtok and 
another of Babula's rnany dear "sons" and who had worked at the Tibet Mirror Press between 1956 and 1960 
as its Tibetan cornpositor and proof-reader-tells of the audience both Tharchin and Margaret had had at 
Kalirnpong's Bhutan House in January of 1957 with the Fourteenth Dalai Lama. Later the Babu had related the 
details of their tirne with His Holiness to Pandey Hishey, including what Tibet's ruler had said to Tharchin 
when presenting a special gift and khato to the Tibetan publisher: "You have been a great man for Tibet. YOU 
have opened the eyes of Tibetans everywhere to the torture and persecution which the Chinese have inflicted 
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with a "Ha, ha, ha!" and laugh it off at that. Indeed, Babu Tharchin's daughter-in-law Nini 
recalls that during this entire anxious period for District Darjeeling there never ever appeared 
any sign of fear or anxiety in Babula's face but only absolute calm in his demeanor whenever 
the subject was raised. That he had been well aware for years that his life could be in 
jeopardy is clearly borne out by what he had reported to his dear fiiend Marco Pallis in 1958 
at the height of Tharchin's support through his newspaper of the uprising in East Tibet. "My 
life is not safe," acknowledged the Babu; "but," he added, "1 trust in God. 1 was told by 
several friends that they heard that the C.C. [Chinese Communists] . . . instmcted some 
persons to harm me as well as some others, and [that] they are willing to spend [up to] 1000 
loads of Chinese dollars [to accomplish it]. But if God is on our side, who can harm us?"'05 

Nevertheless, Margaret would often Say privately to Nini and her husband Sherab 
Gyamtsho, Tharchin's son: "We have to pray very much for Pala, because 1 fear he could 
be in mortal danger, just as happened to the 'five-hours walla' who was found murdered in 
his home not long ago."* And with that, al1 three of them would irnrnediately kneel down and 
pray together on behalf of Gergan Tharchin.t 

As for the Babu himself, he not only exhibited no fear, he also was even ready to take up 
arms personally against the Communist Encroachers from the North. This he made crystal 
clear in a letter he wrote to his former intelligence agent Dawa Sangpo just a month after 
all-out war had erupted along India's northern fiontiers. Though incorrect in his prediction 
over the final outcorne, Tharchin's defiant stand against China had remained unequivocal 
and undiminished. It was likewise obvious from his letter that this warrior for freedom was 
still relishing the fact of his having been singled out by a foreign news journal as having 
conducted through his Tibetan newspaper a "one-man war with Mao." Declared this 
renowned fieedom-fighter for Tibet and now for India: 

1 am sure you . . . have read in the papers that the ruthless and treacherous Red Chinese, 
whom our Govt [had] helped so much, have invaded our borders. Due to this cause al1 
we Indian citizens-fiom children to old men and women, different communities-are 
al1 united into one; and we will fight and turn the aggressors [out] in the near future. 
The shameless Red Communists have disturbed not only we [sic] Indians who are a 
peace-loving people but also al1 other peace-loving countries in the world. 

1 am now 73 [Tibetan reckoning]; still, ifmy health permits, 1 [would] like to join the 

upon our people. You have done this by means of the news articles you have published in your Tibetan 
newspaper. And for this we aie most grateful." Added Pandey Hishey: It was because of such hard-hitting . . 
articles exposing Chinese persecution and torture of the ~ i b e t a n  peopÏe as had happened in particular in East 
Tibet during the 1950s, and especially after the 1959 Tibetan Uprising in Central Tibet, that "the Communists 
were so fiercely opposed to Tharchin Babu." Interview with Hishey, Dec. 1992. Margaret therefore had e v e s  
reason to be concerned; and more so, after what happened to the "tive-hours walla" (see next footnote below). 
* One Tibetan visitor who frequented the Tharchin home was a man who was given this nickname by Margaret 
because he never stayed for less than that amount of time on each occasion he came to engage the Babu in 
conversation on the latest political and military developments relating to Tibet and now India. He was later 
found murdered at his home near the Tharpa Chholing Monastery, both places located not very far from the 
Thai-chin coinpound. He was believed to have been a victim of retaliatory action by Chinese espionage agents 
in Kalimpong because of his outspoken anti-Chinese Communist stance. Per interview with Nini Tharchin. 
Dec. 1992. 
t Ihid. 
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army and fight the ruthless Chinese Communists. Of course, 1 have fought [them] 
through my small newspaper for many years. Once a newspaper called "The Globe" 
published an article about me and my paper, and the caption of that article was "One 
Man War with Mao." Now 1 am ready to fight unitedly with forty crores of Indians [Le., 
400 million, the essential population of lndia at the time] with wrapons. and we will 
finally win the undeclared war. Please pray for us.'Oh 





C H A P T E R  25 

Heights and Depths: Tharchin Ordained 
and the Death of Karma Dechhen 

[Trustworthy] is the saying, If a man seeketh the 
[church] oflice of an overseer, he desireth a good work. 

In al1 these things we are more than conquerors 
through him that loved us. For 1 am persuadeà, that neither 
death, nor life,. . . nor any other [created thing] shall be 
able to separate us fiom the love of God, which is in 
Christ Jesus Our Lord. 

1 Timothy 3: 1 mgn; Romans 8:37-9 

ALTHOUGH GERGAN THARCHIN in 1946 had again resigned from the Mission service, he once 
more did not commit the unbiblical act of separating himself fiom church membership or the 
church fellowship. It would appear, he had noted in his "memoirs," that several Tibetan 
Christians in the past had fallen victim to the dangerous temptation of dissociating themselves 
from the church and ultimately causing shipwreck to their precious faith.' Not so with 
Gergan Tharchin. Every Sunday he attended the church services, although he had to occupy 
the less prominent role of sitting in the pew instead of preaching fiom the pulpit. Meanwhile, 
both Rev. Scott' and missionary doctor Albert Craig3 had come to recognize-perhaps with 
greater understanding and appreciation than their missionary colleagues-the importance 
of Tharchin's life and work, and in time asked him to resume Mission service. Tharchin 
listened to and appreciated their viewpoint. 

Nevertheless, it would not be an easy decision for the Babu to make; for there were a 
number of conflicting issues confionting him which needed to be sorted out, as is thoroughly 
evident fiom a signed copy of a letter he had written and sent at this time, addressed to "The 
Rev. Dr. A. Craig, The Tibetan Missionary, Kalimpong," in response to this missionary's 
repeated appeals to retum to the Scots Mission. Dated 18 August 195 1, this extant document 
from Tharchin's papers is quite revealing as regards the inner struggle this former Tibetan 
catechist was experiencing in his mind and heart over what should be best for al1 concemed. 
Here in its entirety is what he wrote Dr. Craig (with some necessary editing added for the 
sake of clarity): 

As to your requests about my joining back to the work with the Tibetan Mission as a 
Catechist, at present 1 am very busy with the press work as well as engaged with some 
teaching work, and so 1 am not now able to join in the Mission work. But 1 shall try my 
best to continue helping in the Mission work honourarily just as 1 am doing at present. 

1 shall try my best to join the work from next year 1952, if it is God's will. Ifpossible 
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1 shall try to work full-time, but if not, then 1 may try to spare some time and serve 
part-time. 

Even so, if 1 am able to rejoin and work hll-time, 1 will have to give up several works 
which help for my living needs, since my living expenditure is very high inasmuch as 
1 have to meet many high and low Tibetan people, and the customary Tibetan ways of 
dealing are rather expensive. The Mission's pay which 1 had received before was never 
sufficient and 1 thus was always under debts; and so 1 had to do work on the side, 
which 1 always thought was not right, but 1 had to do so. In this way, both sorts of 
works did not prosper. 

Anyhow, as 1 have said above, 1 shall try my best, because 1 like to work for the Lord 
better than any other work; and for this reason 1 worked in the Mission many years. 
Othenvise, before 1 had ever joined the Mission 1 could gain much more [remuneration] 
doing other work. Yet 1 did not want much worldly gain, for al1 1 had wanted was to live 
simply and without debts; but 1 am sony to Say that 1 was never able to live in this way. 
Please pray. 

In the end, afier considering not only his personal, professional and family needs but also 
the spintual needs of the Tibetan church congregation, Gergan Tharchin rejoined the Mission 
service as the Tibetan catechist from the beginning of New Year 1952. In fact, from what 
was stated in the final paragraph of his letter, it would appear that the work he liked to do 
"more than any other"-service for His Lord and His people-was the overriding factor 
which led him to make the decision he finally opted to undertake. 

Now for a number of years after 1946 the Tibetan congregation did not have its own 
ordained pastor who could take an active and personal interest in the spiritual oversight of 
the believers. Certain events impressed themselves upon the Church authorities to realize 
the need for having an ordained national pastor for the Tibetan church in Kalimpong. Under 
these circumstances Gergan Tharchin was accepted as a candidate for the ministry. As a 
matter of fact, it was largely due to the suggestion and recommendation of the Church of 
Scotland missionary Dr. Craig that Tharchin had indeed been considered for ordination to 
the Christian ministry. It is of interest to note, however, that according to one visitor to 
Kalimpong in early 1952, Tharchin was already by this time, and well prior to his ordination, 
conducting the Sunday morning service each week, which by now was being held at 8:30 
a.m. in the Macfarlane Memorial Church b ~ i l d i n g . ~  

According to the regulations of the Church, an intending pastorlminister should appear 
for certain oral and written examinations in various theological disciplines. For this purpose 
Rev. Pasang S. Targain,' a Lepcha and the longtime minister of the Macfarlane Memorial 
Church, together with Rev. C h h o t ~ k , ~  the minister of the local church at Gangtok, had been 
appointed as Examiners by the Mission Church Council to adjudge the intellectual and 
spiritual competency of a given candidate to take up church responsibilities. Among other 
exercises and assignments appertaining to his own candidacy, Tharchin was required to 
write out a standard sermon from the Holy Scriptures based on acceptable homiletical 
principles. He would of course consult Bible translations, reference works, and theological 
and other types of Christian literature, of which his personal Christian library containcd 
many, acquired over the years before and since his ordination.' 
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The Board of Examiners was satisfied with the spiritual and theological preparation of 
Candidate Tharchin for the ministry and made a proper and favorable recommendation to 
that effect to the Scottish Mission authorities at Kalimpong. The Scottish Guild Mission's 
Eastern Himalayan Church Council therefore resolved to ordain the man from Poo as the 
full-fledged minister ofthe Tibetan congregation. The ordination service, held in 1952, was 
organized in the local Macfarlane Church building. The attendance was packed to 
overflowing. Many of Tharchin's fnends and loved ones were present. Many non-Christian 
Tibetans also attended the ceremony. By 1952 there were as many as three hundred to four 
hundred Tibetans regularly resident in Kalimpong, and this number was augmented twice a 
year with the arriva1 every six months of the great mule-caravans which at that point in time 
made their way down from the Tibetan mountain passes, complete with wives and fa mi lie^.^ 
For the first time ever, therefore, many in the local Tibetan community could observe the 
Christian way of ordination. They could also have an opportunity to hear about the gospel of 
Christ. Many who attended the service offered scarves to Tharchin as a mark of respect. 
The younger ones offered the khatas over the head while the older ones offered h e m  on 
the hands in keeping with the proper Tibetan custom. After the senlice, lunch and 
refreshments would be provided for the invited guests in one of the finest restaurants in the 
town. 

At the ordination ceremony itself Rev. Targain brought the message fiom the Christian 
Scriptures. As required by the mles of ordination a passage fiom 1 Timothy Chapter 3 
dealing with the qualifications of church overseers was read out to the congregation. In his 
message Rev. Targain noted that Gergan Tharchin "is the first man fiom the Tibetan Church 
to be ordained as a minister of the Church in the north-eastern part of India. He is also the 
first Tibetan moderator of the Tibetan kirk session." Targain in his sermon expressed great 
hope that God would use Rev. Tharchin and the local Tibetan congregation mightily in the 
future for the glory of God and the evangelization of Tibet. It ought to be pointed out here 
that the first moderator of the Tibetan church kirk session had been Dr. John Graham, who 
was then followed in succession by Dr. Knox, Rev. Mill, Rev. Scott, Rev. MacHutchinson 
and last of al1 Rev. Tharchin; although, as already indicated, he was the first national-that 
is to Say, ethnic Tibetan-moderator arnong them. Indeed, the nationalistic sector of the 
community was quite proud of this moment. Tharchin recalled that several photographs 
were taken of his ordination service. Even a special movie film was taken, at the time ofthe 
laying-on-of-hands ceremony. That very movie is now preserved at the Guild Mission 
headquai-ters in Scotland. 

From rime to time certain differences of opinion would arise between Dr. Craig and Rev. 
Tharchin with respect to the policy and administration of the Tibetan church. Reconciliation 
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was always amicably effectuated in the greater interest of the church with neither claiming 
a victory over the other.* 

Over the years the church work proceeded as usual. The new pastor had contact with 
many Tibetans who used to come to Kalimpong to obtain a permit to export to Tibet the 
cloth they obtained in India. Rev. Tharchin used these opportunities to form friendships with 
the Tibetans and also to speak to them about the love of Christ. Moreover, with the availability 
by now of the entire Tibetan Bible as well as the usual Scnpture portions thereof, purchases 
could be made of both at the little bookroom which Tharchin and his Tibetan congregation 
maintained near the b a ~ a a r . ~  These would often be taken back into Tibet by those who had 
come to Kalimpong for trade and business or to lndia on pilgrimages to the Buddhist holy 
places. Then, too, as a result of these numerous contacts and fiiendships established, Tharchin 
the publisher was able to secure additional subscribers to his Tibet Mirror newspaper. This 
helped the journal to be nearly self-supporting at this particular period in its history. 

All along the way the new pastor had to fight against those tendencies which were 
harmful for the Tibetan church. Some wanted to merge it with the local Nepali congregation 
of the Macfarlane Church. It may be recalled that in the earliest days of the Scottish 
Mission in Kalimpong, especially in the early years of Dr. Graham's labors, the dominant 
indigenous element in al1 the churches of the Kalimpong district, including the Macfarlane 
congregation, had been the Lepchas. Yet even in those days it was the Nepali language that 
was the one most commonly understood and used by al1 the ethnic groups, and was 
accordingly, in the words of Graham, "the best medium for preaching" and teaching before 
mixed audiences in Kalimpong. And hence the main Sunday morning worship hour at 
Macfarlane, even in that early period, was referred to as "the Nepali service," despite the 
fact that in the service there were a number of other nationalities present and even though 
the series of ordained ministers who over time pastored the congregation were themselves 
Lepchas. I o  

Diplomatic ways were used to try to effect this merger plan, but Rev. Tharchin, who in 
January 1963 was appointed by the EHMC as the Superintendent of the Kalimpong Tibetan 
Mission,'Oa vigorously fought against it. Some suggested that he conduct the Sunday Tibetan 
church services in his private residence instead of in the Macfarlane Church building proper, 
thus falsely advising him to do so simply on the ground of his ailing health and heart ailment. 
As a matter of fact, old age was indeed creeping over him and he was counseled to take 
more rest and avoid vigorous activities." The pastor's response to al1 this was: "If 1 had 
implemented this idea then some would have used this circumstance as a pretext to fold up 
the local Tibetan church and amalgamate it with the local Nepali church. 1 did not succumb 
to this dangerous suggestion." 

* Such was the summary staternent on this aspect of their relationship as it appeared in Gergan Tharchin's end- 
of-life record which he had had prepared not long before his death. According to another and equally reliable 
source, however. the same could not be said of their relationship when i t  came to the use of certain Tibetan 
church property or of the particular funds of the Scots Mission which the latter's ruling Mission Council. the 
EHMC, had allocated to the Tibetan church for its work in Kalimpong and elsewhere. See later in Chapter 2% 
for the details. 
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To his dying &y Gergan Tharchin hoped that the local Tibetan church would be allowed 

by the Church authorities to continue to maintain its Tibetan culture, of which obviously the 
Tibetan language forms an integral part: without the use of that language in its services the 
Tibetan church, so far as Rev. Tharchin was concerned, could not be conceived of. Hence, 
this concept mled out any possibility of amalgamating the Tibetan congregation with any 
non-Tibetan-speaking church. Such a merger would be tantamount to the destruction of the 
Tibetan culture during the Sunday services, which would in tum annihilate the identity and 
existence of the Tibetan congregation altogether. This Tibetan pastor's continual and fervent 
prayer was: May God grant wisdom fiom above to the Church authorities to leave the 
Tibetan church alone to enjoy its religious and cultural fieedom. 

The Tharchins had observed their silver wedding anniversary in 1949. For the occasion 
a party had been arranged for both fiiends and well-wishers alike. But in late 1954 Tharchin's 
wife Karma fell seriously il1 and was therefore adrnitted for three months into what was 
then still known as the Charteris Hospital in Kalimpong." She was very kindly looked after 
by Scottish Mission missionary Dr. Craig, who during the 1950s was the Hospital's Medical 
Superintendent. At that time Charteris possessed a line or row of individual cabins or cottage 
units situated along the main road where the rest of the Hospital's buildings were located. In 
one of these units was where Karma Tharchin lay throughout her entire hospitalization, and 
where also her husband and their son Sherab lived during the final days and weeks of her 
life.I3 

During this period of sickness many Tibetans and non-Christian friends visited the 
Tharchins in their Hospital "cabin" to express syrnpathy and kindness. The Tharchins used 
these opportunities to witness to the non-Christians about their faith and hope in Christ. "We 
are thankful to them," noted Tharchin, "for they consoled us and remembered us with their 
prayers, gifts and cooperation." Moreover, found among the Babu's personal papers were 
letters, postcards and notes which were sent fiom near and far to him as a way of encouraging 
his saddened heart. One such communication he received just prior to Karma Dechhen's 
admission to the hospital. It was fiom his dear fiiends over at Ghoom, the two or three 
Anilas, whom the Babu dearly loved as sisters of his in the farnily of Jesus. This postcard of 
24 November 1954 was full of consolation and identification with their friend in his period of 
sadness. "Our Dear Tharchin Bro. in the Lord," began the card, 

Today Wednesday you were specially remembered by the Tibet Prayer Fellowship 
members. We feel sad at heart over Sister Dechhen's illness, [we] joining you in prayer 
for her recoçery, be it His wil l& for the glory of His name. Earnestly asking that our 
precious Sister may have a fresh revelation of God's love in Christ Jesus and [of the] 
Precious Blood [that] only [is] able & mighty to cleanse away sin & [can] shed His 
peace into the heart. It would have been good to sit at our Sister's side, but [let us] 
re-ioice that in [the] Spirit we can be very close to you. Tell our love to her in our 
Redeemer's name & to you-love. love. [Signed) Anilas. 
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One particularly touching expression of kindness and understanding extended towards 
the Babu during this stresshl period of his wife's grave illness was that shown by his very 
close friend and co-laborer in the gospel, David Macdonald. On Saturday 4 December 1954 
the former British Trade Agent in Tibet penned a note of sympathy to the Tibetan pastor and 
offered some timely help. "My dear pastor," he wrote fiom his nearby Himalayan Hotel, 

We are very sorry to hear that G u .  Ama [Karma Dechhen] is very ill. We will remember 
her in Our prayers. 1 shall gladly help you by taking the Tibetan [congregational church] 
service tomorrow moming (D. V.). With kind regards to you both fiom us all, 

Yours affectionately, 
D. Macdonald 

It was sensitivity to his situation and timely kindnesses like this which helped to ease the 
burden of Tharchin's heart during the next few months of anxious waiting. 

The last days of Karma Dechhen's life on earth were really like days in heaven for her. 
Until the very end she conversed cheerfully with all. She maintained her faith and tmst in 
Christ as greatly as she had always done. 

Now the Tharchins were able to cook their own food while they occupied the rooms of 
their private ward at the Hospital. On one particular occasion as Karma was near the point 
of death some bread had been left on the table. And what was about to ensue was an 
experience for Tharchin not unlike that of the two disciples of Jesus as they walked to the 
village of Emmaus.I4At a certain moment Mrs. Tharchin asked for the bread. Her husband 
handed a piece of it to her. From that portion she broke off a still smaller piece, closed her 
eyes and took the bread. Tharchin at first failed to realize the significance of this moment 
involving the bread. On the table there was also some orange juice in a cup. She asked for 
it, too, and her husband gave that to her as well, still unaware of what she was about. On the 
contrary, his understanding was withheld so that he could not coinprehend the situation until 
the whole act had been consummated. She took the cup ofjuice, sipped from it, and then 
closed her eyes once more. After this she quietly said, "1 am satisfied." Only in that instant 
were the Tibetan pastor's eyes of understanding opened, and he then understood that she 
was taking her last Communion with Christ by herself. Later Rev. Tharchin humbly confessed: 
"1 am ashamed of myself that 1 could not perceive al1 this earlier. In fact, 1 should have 
myself arranged it for her beforehand. 1 am truly ashamed of myself." 

Throughout that night Karma Dechhen occasionally spoke and slept. From time to tiine 
she would report to have seen wonderful things, perhaps in a vision or in her mind. In one 
instance she specifically mentioned having seen many stars blanketing the sky. In that 
visionary realin she beheld thousands ofpeople gathered together with Bibles in their haiids. 
She reported that they were either reading them or singing hymns. After narrating the vision 
she fell asleep. Her husband later asserted with great confidence and assurance that bis 
dear wife was unquestionably saved in the Lord Jesus Christ. She remained conscious until 
the very last moment before her departure fiom this world. Finally she slept her last. Calmly 
and quietly this cliild of God, simple and sincere, left her earthly home at last for the etemal 
heavenly destination she had longed for and where she believed she would be in the sweet 
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presence of her glorious Lord forever and ever. For Karma Dechhen, what a blessed hope! 
Truly did David of old declare: "Precious in the sight of Jehovah is the death of his ~aints."'~ 

Mrs. Tharchin was laid to rest in the old cemetery just beside the water tank where, as 
is commonly supposed, the first generation Christians-or more appropriately stated, the 
firstfmits of the early missionaries-were usually buried. This is confirmed by Rev. Graham, 
who in one of his earliest books, On the Threshold of Three Closed Lands, published in 
1897, had devoted an entire chapter (and aptly titled "God's Acre") to those earliest local 
saints and earliest missionaries of the Mission who were buried here. These included the 
founder of the Scots Mission himself, William Macfarlane, and the first indigenous catechist, 
preacher and foreign missionary in the Mission by the name of Sukhman, a Gurkha Nepali. 
What may have given rise to possible uncertainty in some minds as to who arnong the local 
firstfniits of missionary service might be buried here may be the fact that, as Graham noted, 
"most of the graves are marked by mounds of stones, for few of the native Christians can 
afford aught else. Here and there we see one squarely made of bricks, and covered with 
cement, or even built up in the shape of a cross. One row, indeed, there is of the familiar 
chiseled stones, but these are to mark the graves of Europeans."16 

Be that as it may, Karma Dechhen Tharchin was the first Tibetan believer fiom Lhasa 
to be buried in this Christian cemetery. Her husband observed that "from the worldly point 
of view she hailed from a well-bred and cultured farnily in Lhasa. But far more important 
than that: she was a redeemed child of God. In this fact we do rejoice." 

One week following the passing of his beloved wife, Gergan Tharchin would compose a 
"Letter of Thanks," which first appeared in print three days later on 6 March 1955 in The 
Himaluj~an Times, Kalimpong. It would subsequently be reprinted in the Babu's own 
newspaper, on a page devoted entirely to this death event, accompanied by photographs 
taken at the gravesite of Karma Dechhen. The "Letter of Thanks," punctuated repeatedly 
with the heartfelt expression, "my unbearable sorrow," reads in full as follows: 

1 offer rny thanks to al1 the Doctors, Compounders, Sisters, Nurses, Ayas and Sweepers 
in the hospital who were so kind to help at their best to rny dear wife during her stay in 
Charteris hospital. 

1 offer rny thanks to fhends who kindly visited us during the long illness ofmy dear 
wife in the hospital and comforted us through prayers and gifts. 

1 offer my thanks to al1 the friends fat and near who were remernbering us in their 
prayers and words of comfort sent through letters and helped us in various ways 
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during my dear wife's long illness. 
1 offer my thanks to al1 kind friends and various caste and creed who helped me and 

took part in my unbearable sorrow at the time of her fimeral ceremony and shared my 
heavy burden. 

1 offer my thanks to al1 the friends far and near who so kindly sent letters and 
telegrarns of sympathy and shared my unbearable sorrow. 1 could not w-rite individually, 
but through this letter 1 offer my hearty thanks to al1 of them. 

Lastly, 1 thank God who was and is good to us and to me in my unbearable sorrow. 
"LET HIS WlLL BE DONE." 
1 an delighted that on 24/2/55 God has taken my wife fiom this troublesome world to 

His Glory and has given us the assurance that we shall meet again and remain there 
always where there is no sorrow and separation. 

May the Lord help me to get ready to go there where my dear wife went happily and 
peacefully. 

"DEAR BUMO, WE WlLL MEET AT THE FEET OF JESUS. AMEN." 

Needless to Say, for Gergan Tharchin to have been separated from his dear life-partner 
of more than thirty years was a most difficult and painful experience to endure. Indeed, the 
profound sorrow he had over the loss of Karma Dechhen would apparently take its toll of 
Tharchin Babu in one very pleasing, unforgettable facet of his persona-his happy, cheerful 
mien-for the rest of his life. Gyan Jyoti, who knew the Babu well, indicated to this author 
that after Karma Dechhen died, Tharchin7s demeanor, heretofore always extremely happy, 
cheerful-even, some have said, jolly-would never be the same, even after his second 
marriage that would occur a year or so later (see the following chapter). Having become 
sad and long-faced following his dear Karma's death, recalled Jyoti, Rev. Tharchin "changed 
completely." He had been "very fortunate in having had a Tibetan wife like Kama Dechhen, 
who did everything her husband had asked of her, and did so the way he had always wanted 
things done." On the other hand, Jyoti went on to Say, with his second wife Margaret "the 
Babu was different; for though it was clear to al1 that they both loved each other quite much, 
he was never as cheerful or as contented as when Karma Dechhen was still alive." "Even 
so," Jyoti was quick to add, "Tharchin La was happy with Margaret; but there was nonetheless 
a definite perceivable difference-at least to me-in his general demeanor after Karma's 
death, he being not nearly as happy as when she had been his ~ i f e . " ' ~ ~  

Sometime afienvards the Babu would still be heard to remark about Karma Dechhen's 
homegoing to be with her Lord in these words: "It was v e r =  hard for me to part with her." 
In fact, a handwritten letter he wrote to his dear Japanese friend Hisao Kimura (Dawa 
Zangpo) just a little more than a month after Karma's death makes this abundantly clear. 
Poignancy over the loss of his beloved wife comes across in almost every line: 
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27 March 1955 
My dear Mr. D. Zangpo, 

These few lines just to thank you for your beautiful Xmas Card which we received 
when we were in hospital with my dearest and beloved wife who was very sick and had 
to be in hospital for nearly three months from 8 December 1954 to 24 February 1955. 
This is a sorrowful and sad news 1 am writing, with tears dropping from my eyes, that 
my beloved wife peacefully passed away on the morning of 24 Febnmy and [we] 
performed her last ceremony on the afternoon of 25 February. 

Now 1 have lost my Right Hand and faithful life-companion forever and 1 feel very 
bad, and now it is more than a month, but still 1 am getting bad and no peace in my 
mind, 1 only recollect[ing] my dear wife. When we got your Card just at the time of 
Xmas she was so happy and reniembered you, and we recollected the days you were 
with us. Now 1 have many things to settle and Phurpu Tshering [his son's nickname] to 
bring up, else 1 have no mind to stay here [on earth]. 

1 feel so lonely, there [was] no comforter like her, but now 1 can't do anything [about 
it for] it was God's will and 1 have to bear the heavy burden of [the] cross. 1 am sure she 
is with Jesus, as she passed away so happily with kind advice and instructions. 

Please do inform this sad news to Taktsher Rimpoche [eldest brother of the Dalai 
Lama who was in Japan at this time] and Mr. Bunkyo Aoki [dear fkiend and famed 
Tibetologist]. 1 shall also write them soon. 

With my best kind greetings to your dear wife and loke to children. 

1 am sorrowful 
Tharchin" 

In response to the above letter, which Kimura faithfully shared with the celebrated Japanese 
Tibetologist, Bunkyo Aoki penned a most touching Buddhist-oriented missive of condolence: 

Dear Mr. Tharchin, 
1 was most grieved to hear fiom Mr. Kimura of the passing of your beloved wife, 

and unable to find the words to condole with you. 1 feel very sad to imagine that you 
are suffenng from the unspeakable miseries both in your personal and public lives. We 
believe, however, that we will be delivered from the endless sufferings by the 
immeasurable Mercy of the Lord Buddha. 

1 am sure you will ever be protected and blessed with the Light of Love, which is 
emitted from your late better half, who has been bom in the Buddha realm of "De-wa 
chen." 

May you for ever be with the Mercy of Buddhas [sic], Om mani Pe me Hum. 

With kind love, 
Your Most Affectionate Friend. 

B. Aoki'' 

 JUS^ a few days before receiving this condolence message, Tharchin Babula, still grieving. 
found an outlet for his grief and sadness by composing the following three-stanza poem 
written down in two segments on two different days three days apart. It is both melancholic 
and sanguine in expression: 
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Softly, softly, weeps my heart and 

softly makes the pearly drop. 
'Cause 1 find the world so gay 

leading towards one's final stop. 

Moment by moment and hour by hour, 
the rules of life are laid. 

When one is bom, another dies. The 
moral creatures have no rest. 

1 1/5/55 

Secret are my words of prayer for 
only God may heu. 

The hidden damage that none 
can mend save this only prayer. 

14/5/55 

A few days later Babula Tharchin would receive a short but most sympathetic letter of 
condolence from one of his many "sonsw-Sonam Topgay Kazi. He happened to be on his 
way back up to Lhasa at the time he learned of the passing of Karma Dechheii. Though 
typewritten, it was obviously composed hurriedly, yet still heartfelt in tone: . 

CIO Rhenock House 
P.O. Gangtok, Sikkim 

17.5.1955 
My dear Mr. G. Tharchin, 

Extremely sorry for not being able to write you any letter since long time. 1 felt a 
great shock to hear of your dear wife's sudden departure from Our [earthly] Company. 
1 read it in the Himalayan Times of Kalimpong after many days, and then 1 heard from 
my daddy [the Sikkimese aristocrat, Tsetan Tashi Kazi] with your message to home 
people here. You must excuse me for delayed letter. 

Her kindness to me can never be forgotten by me and her memory of the past is as 
fresh as ever in my mind. 1 deeply moum for her sudden departure leaving us in this 
troubled world. May God rest her sou1 happy and peaceful in His kingdom for ever. 

Yours ever sincerely, 
[Signed] Sonam Topgay 

(Consulate, Lhasa Tibet)z" 

Two decades later when having his "memoirs" prepared, the Tibetan pastor-despite 
the recollection ofhow lonely it had been for him back then-could nonetheless look back 
on the loss ofhis precious life-partner in uplifting terms: "Aftenvards 1 grew v e r -  lonely, but 
1 accepted this circumstance as the Lord's will for my life. And besides, 1 had come to 
realize, as the Scriptures tell us, that 'in al1 these things [even in death itselfl we are more 
than conquerors through Him who loved us."' 

It was Gergan Tharchin's firm belief that those who cherish the secret of the Christian 
hope shall die in the Lord peacefully. 
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Renewed Life and Vision: Tharchin's Second Marriage 
and a Children's Home Established 

The Lord knoweth the way of the righteous. 
One [can] chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight. 

Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless 
is this: to look nfter orphans and widows in their distress . . . 

Psalm 1 :6; Deuteronomy 3230; James 1 :27 NIV 

IT so HAPPENED that the Anilas, the Misses Edla Treshbech and Hanna Juriva,' came over to 
Kalimpong to pay a visit to Rev. Tharchin. Both these ladies hailed from Finland, and were 
living at Ghoom Mission in Karmala Cottage2 situated not far from its more famous sister 
structure, Evelyn Cottage. For nearly forty years they had worked together as missionaries 
for the Ghoom Mission, with Ani Treshbech herself serving f'ifty-seven years! This in itself 
underscores what in part was said of these two missionaries by one missions writer who 
had herself been a missionary and whose own locus of Christian gospel work had been the 
District of Darjeeling too. Lillian Carlson, who knew Gergan Tharchin very well and had 
labored among the Tibetans of Kalimpong with him and others for the sake of the gospel, 
had the following to Say of these two stalwart missionaries of the Cross: 

As in al1 mission and Christian history there are many individuals who are worthy of 
special note for their untiring zeal and unflagging faith in the Lord. Suffice it to mention 
the two anilas . . . of Ghoom, Miss Treshbech and Miss J u r i k  a who in their niany years 
of service . . . were an inspiration and encouragement to countless numbers. foreigners 
and nationals alike. They were tremendous women of prayer and real warriors of the 
cr0ss.j 

Yet, as will shortly become evident, the same testimony could also be given conceming 
these two ladies' junior associate and colleague Margaret Vitants* who on this particular 
occasion had come to Kalimpong with them t 0 0 . ~  In time she would become the second 
Mrs. Gergan Tharchin. 

* The renewal application (in ?1956?) of her lndian passport indicated her given and rnaiden names as "nec 
Margareta Vitants"; biit in consulting al1 the source materials in which her narne appears. the present writer 
discovered a plethora of  spellings for both given narne and surname+specially for the latter-which various 
people conjured up when referring to her: Margaret, Margareta, Margarete, Margarena. Margret; Vitan, \;itan~, 
Vitants, Vitandt. Vitandts. Witant, Witants, Witandt, Witandts. Wittandt, Wittandts. Wittant, Witlants! Ye! 
even Margaret. it would appear, could not herseIf agree on what should be her name's proper spelling. This is 
evidenced by how in 193 1 at Riga, Latvia. she had signed her name on the flyleafofa German language voluine 
of hers tliat was found in Gergan Tharchin's persona1 librav: Margarete Wittandt!! 

It must be remarked. however. that though Margareta. or Margaret. was born of Russian parents! the famil}, 
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Now Margaret's original home had been at St. Petersburg, where she was born on 18 
December 1899, the daughter of Ludwig and Meta Vitants, both of whom-like Margaret 
herself-having been bom in a Russian Empire still mled by the Tsars. As a young girl she 
grew up in the most culturally sophisticated city of Tsarist Russia. Soon afterwards, however, 
the family removed westward to Russia's Baltic temtorial possession of Latvia. Along with 
the other sister Baltic States of Estonia and Lithuania, these three small eastem European 
lands had for two centuries been a part of the vast Russian Empire of the Tsars. In February 
19 1 8. though, these three territories achieved their independence as a result of the Comrnunist 
Revolution of 19 17 that overthrew the Romanov Emperor Tsar Nicholas II of Russia. As a 
consequence of this "Constitutional changew-as Margaret would long afterwards term it 
on her Indian passport-al1 Russians living in Latvia and in the other sister Republics along 
the Baltic Sea who remained there now forfeited their Russian citizenship and nationality 
and gained the Latvian, Estonian and Lithuanian counterparts. These three States would 
remain free and independent until 1940, when they were greedily re-annexed and absorbed 
within the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (the Soviet Union) in consequence of a Secret 
Protocol struck between Hitlerite Germany and Stalinist Russia. 

This Protocol constituted the secret part of the widely publicized Non-Aggression Pact 
entered into the same day by the representatives of these two European powers. The 
signing of this Pact, called by one author on European affairs, "the most stunning political 
event in twentieth-century history," brought into an agreement of non-belligerency a Fascist 
State and a Communist State-both heretofore passionate enemies. But "an even more 
astonishing secret protocol" lay beneath the short-lived rhetoric of the published part of the 
Non-Aggression Pact and which within a year thereafter would divide eastern' Europe 
between Fascist Germany and Communist Russia. For under this clandestine part of the 
Pact, al1 of which was signed on 23 August 1939 by V. Molotov and Herr von Ribbentrop 
(the respective foreign ministers of Russia and Germany), Stalin allowed Hitler to invade 
western Poland and Hitler permitted Stalin to occupy eastem Poland and to later swallow 
up the Baltic States in the north and Bessarabia-now called Moldavia but formerly a part 
of Romania-in the south. The invasion and occupation of Poland by the two powers began 
on 1 September 1939, the attack by the Germans ushering in the hostilities of World War 

narne of Vitants bears little resernblance to the generality of Russian names farniliar to the present author frorn 
Russian history, politics, literature, religion, sports, or whatever. Given the political history of East and 
Central Europe as that history irnpinged itself on this particular farnily (see the presentation of it to follow in 
the Text above), the non-Russian character of the farnily narne has led the author to surmise that Margaret's 
paternal grandfather inay have been of Baltic, even partly German, extraction (since her father's given narne 
was Ludwig), the grandfather having perhaps rnoved fiorn the Baltic region ofthe former Tsarist-ruled Russian 
Empire to Russia proper where Margaret would rnuch later be born in St. Petersburg and frorn which latter 
place she and her father's farnily would subsequently resettle in the nearby Baltic State of Latvia and frorn 
whence several of the surviving rnernbers of the fainily would ultirnately ernigrate to Gerrnany following the 
European War of 1939-45. 
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Two, and within weeks after that, the Soviet Union moving in to occupy its share of Poland 
in the east. And by 1940 Soviet Russia had annexed Margaret Vitants' home country of 
Latvia, as well as Lithuania and Estonia, and had also gobbled up Bessarabia. She and her 
family were once again Russian (though now Soviet)  national^!^ 

As will shortly be seen, it was because of the Soviet annexation of her homeland that 
Margaret's farnily would in the end relocate elsewhere in Europe. But in the earlier years 
while the family was still at Riga, young Margaret had belonged to the Girls Bible Circle 
(called Maedchen-Bibel-Kreisen MBK) and later, alrnost immediately after her personal 
conversion to Christ, to the Women7s Mission Prayer Group or League (Frauen-Missions- 
Gebetsbund DFMB). It was during her identification with this latter prayer fellowship that 
"the Lord," she would later explain, "had laid on [my] heart" as gospel prayer burdens the 
people groups among the Himalayan kingdoms which at that time (the 1930s) were al1 still 
"closed to Jesus." These were the Tibetans, the Sikkimese, the Bhutanese and Nepalese. 
When almost forty years old, an unrnarried single and without the backing of anyone, Miss 
Vitants went off by faith on her first journey to India in 1938, she for the most part rernaining- 
as Margaret would term it on the renewal application of her lndian passport-engaged in 
"missionary work, independently" and supported, after her marriage, by "my husband and 
Prayer League with office in America and Germany." Some twenty-five years later she 
was to recount to a close friend fiom the Baltic region, Margaret Urban, a singular incident 
which had occurred in England during the course of her travel on this first missionary 
journey overseas. Miss Urban would subsequently publish the particulars as follows: 

In London she lost her ship ticket. She was so ashamed of herself that she did not once 
let the members [of the faith mission she was with] know anything. She told only the 
head of the mission. But then the wonder occurred: the verj next morning she had her 
ticket again! The honest finder had brought it to her in the suburbs thanks to the 
address which was enclosed with her ticket. This had taken place in a city of several 
million. As she told me this incident, 1 of course asked: "And if you had no1 gotten the 
ship ticket back?"-"Then 1 would have spent the rest of my money and purchased a 
new one."-"And you would have gone into a foreign land without even an emergency 
Groschen [currency]?"-"Yes." Such is the caliber of Margaret Wittandt.6 . 

This courageous missionary fiom Latvia went on to confide to Miss Urban that because 
she could only learn the languages of the Himalayan border region via the English tongue, 
this latter was what she had had to master in India first! This would-be missionary to the 
Himalayan peoples did so, nonetheless, enduring in the process one trial after another that 
had included many sicknesses and the most difficult of medical operations. But once mastering 
English, sister Vitants went offto Landour in Northwest India7 to study Hindustani and later 
to Darjeeling to learn Nepali and Tibetan. Needless to say, with her kind of resolute 
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detemination, she successfully passed al1 her examinations, as aided particularly by Gergan 
Tharchin with respect to the latter language (for the details, see a few pages hence). 

It  would appear that Miss Vitants' first independent work as a missionary, following her 
various language studies during 1938-9, had been at Pedong laboring with one of Gergan 
Tharchin's beloved Anilas. This is learned from a copy of a letter dated 14 August 1939 
found among the Tharchin Papers and written by Guild Mission head W. M. Scott to the 
departed Dr. Knox (who was now back in Australia with his gravely il1 wife, never to return 
to Kalimpong). In the letter the Mission leader reported his impressions of a recent arriva1 in 
the hill station: "A new lady from Latvia tumed up on Saturday and left yesterday to join 
Miss Kempe in Pedong. She seems quite a decent sort and is young and keen. She is going 
to try the place, she says." Not surprisingly, given her plucky spirit and her devotion to her 
Lord, Miss Vitants remained at Pedong for some little while, became a fast friend of Miss 
Kempe's, and would apparently imbibe deeply of the selfless spirit and conduct of her older 
missionary friend (see a few pages hence about this). 

During what developed into wartime years in India not long afterwards, however, it 
tumed out to be nothing short of a very grim experience for Margaret. One must bear in 
mind that in this period India was still a part of the British Empire. And just as had happened 
during the First Great War of 1914-1 8, al1 foreigners on the Subcontinent who were citizens 
of those States in the world who were deemed by Britain to be her enemies or potential 
enemies were either asked to leave or else interned in camps which were ringed with 
barbed wire. The latter had been the fate, it will be recalled, of German missionary August 
H. Francke and other Moravians during World War One, and had also been the fate of 
Austrian Heinrich Harrer in the present War under discussion. Because of the Soviet 
annexation in 1940 of independent Latvia and the other two Baltic States, these three territories 
could have been deemed by the British to be a part of a potential wartime enemy during the 
early years of the conflict in Europe, and Great Britain would have accordingly been justified- 
from that country's point of view-in detaining Margaret Vitants or deporting her from 
India. Even so, since these formerly independent East European States had not made war 
against the British, had been taken over by Russia against their will, but had then, because 
of their inclusion in the Soviet Union, become allied a year later with Britain against Nazi 
Germany when the latter had shocked the entire world by invading Hitler's former "ally" 
Russia in June of 1941, Miss Vitants-though experiencing some anxious moments along 
the way-never ended up behind barbed wire nor was ever deported. 

Yet despite this tum of fortune in her favor, sister Margaret found life hard in wartime 
India. As her friend Miss Urban has commented, "She almost begrudged the other 
missionaries: they at least had something to eat!" Moreover, added Urban, the freedom 
which had been preserved to Margaret by the British had nonetheless tumed out to be "very 
threadbare, because everyone suspected her of being a spy. She therefore had to be extreinely 
careful lest she suddenly end up before a War Court." Near the end of hostilities, though, 
the British Government of India, again in Urban's words, finally "took pity on her and 
granted her [citizenship] in the Union of Indian States."$ This was subsequently translated 
into full-fledged citizenship of Independent India after August of 1947: what Margaret would 
later describe on her Indian passport as having become an "lndian citizen by registration." 
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And thus it was that this Russian-bom woman had adopted a thirdnationality and citizenship 
in less than ten years' time! 

For the rest of her missionary life on the Subcontinent this development continually 
worked to her advantage, in that unlike the other missionaries who were required to pay 
high taxes to the Indian authorities on everything sent them from outside the country- 
whether money or goods, sister Margaret was always released fiom this obligation. And 
thus this made it possible for her to expend al1 hnds  received from contributors entirely for 
her missionary enterprises. A huge advantage, indeed! 

Meanwhile, with the help of the various languages she had learned, Miss Vitants was 
able for some little while to carry on nicely the Christian work she had now been given the 
opportunity to perfom at Lachen and Lachung in northern Sikkim State.' This opportunity 
had been presented to her at the request of the Finnish Mission when during the only period 
of her work in India and its environs she had abandoned her "independent" rnissionary 
status by joining this Mission. These were the years 1948 to 1953. Besides serving the 
Mission at these two Sikkimese centers, she also did so in the community of Mangan hrther 
north. But she would additionally serve the Mission at Shillongto and Buxa Duar" before 
settling at Ghoom with the Anilas and other Christian workers there for the few remaining 
years of her stint with the Mission. lnterestingly, she too was ofien addressed with the title 
of respect which had attached itself to the other Anilas. Hei. title, however, became 
"Anisharpam-meaning "the new aniW-almost ffom the first moment of her joining the 
Mission in 1948, and despite the fact she had already been on the mission field for a full ten 
years! Furthemore, regardless the place at which Margaret thereafter served-whether at 
Ghoom, in Sikkim or at Buxa-this title stuck with her forever! 

It did not take long for people to recognize that in Margaret Vitants was a depth of 
spirituality which was both remarkable and rare. One person who got to know her well at 
Ghoom after 1949 would become a relative (by marriage) of the Tharchin family. This was 
Rev. Tshering Wangdi, who came to Ghoom in 1950 to live and work for a while. He had 
nothing but the highest praise for her, declaring that "she was ver}, spiritually-minded, a 
gentle woman, humble, selfless and kind" (his emphasis). Another person who got to know 
Margaret quite well in her later life was Tharchin-la's daughter-in-law Nini. For during the 
many years in which the latter had lived with the elder Tharchins. Nini had been able to 
observe up close a truly profound self-giving spirit in sister Margaret. "She always took the 
lesser quality food served her at meals," Nini remarked to the present author, "combining it 
with lemon water; for she herself never consumed meat, good quality rice or an' rich foods 
but constantly partook only of simple fare." Thus inoney was saved for the needs of others. 
On the other hand, explained Nini further, Margaret "would always serve better food for 
others, which brought her great joy whenever they heartily consumed what she plamd 
before them to eat. She would especially enjoy providing a large, good quality meal for the 
poorer classes of people who often fiequented the Tharchin hoiiie." Furthermore, Nini 
added, "like Ani Kempe, whatever she received-whether money or food gifts-Margaret 
would always distribute it to others to meet their needs." This, and so many other acts of 
self-giving which through the years she had been able to observe in Margaret had moved 
Nini to declare to the author how "inspiring" it had been for her to behold "the Nay God had 
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put together these two, Gergan and Margaret, because they both had the same spirit of 
generosity towards the less fortunate, a zeal for the Lord and His people, and such a willingness 
to sacrifice for the goodness and well-being of others."" Unfortunately, some other Christian 
workers would grow jealous of Margaret's spiritual ministry and this consequently created 
many difficulties for her, but she could testifi that her Lord sustained her very wonderfully. 
She was proven to be a true Christian servant and this fact put her detractors to shame. 

In 1953 on an Indian passport she had obtained in August of 195 1 Miss Vitants went 
abroad to gain support for her soon-to-be launched work as an independent missionary once 
more in India, thus severing her official ties with the Finnish Mission. For this purpose she 
would visit several European countries as well as England, Canada and the United States. 
But while in Europe Margaret made a point of visiting for a while with her mother and 
sisters in Germany, whom she had not seen since departing for Asia fifieen years before. It 
needs to be mentioned that because of the Soviet annexation of her homeland, Miss Vitants' 
family had ultimately moved to what afier the War became the territory known as West 
Germany. This move of the family had occurred towards the end of the European phase of 
World War Two (that phase ending in May 1945) while Margaret was away in India. And 
this thus explains why it was to Germany and not to Latvia that Margaret had gone when 
she visited with the remaining members of her immediate family in 1953. But upon the 
conclusion of this reunion of the Vitants family, she traveled extensively through Switzerland 
and several other Continental countries before heading for England, the North American 
continent and finally back to India. In al1 places she visited Margaret sought to interest 
Chnstian individuals and groups in supporting by prayer and contributions her future endeavors 
for the gospel in India. 

Upon her return to the Asian subcontinent in 1955 Miss Vitants went immediately back 
to Ghoom where she settled into a very old structure which by that time was known as the 
Samden building and located down along the "toy train" railroad tracks. This had been the 
original structure constructed by the Scandinavian Alliance Mission way back in the 1890s 
but which had subsequently been sold to a family named Samden (not, however, to be 
confused with Gergan Tharchin's friend and Ghoom Mission school headmaster of long 
ago, Karma Samden Paul) afier Evelyn (Enfield) Cottage was built much farther uphill for 
the Mission. Here Margaret, now 54 years old and an independent missionary once again, 
began to hold Bible classes for both adults and children, organize prayer meetings, and even 
arrange for evangelistic meetings. It was thus in the midst of these activities and not long 

* lnterview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, 12 Dec. 1992. She had shared these observations with the author 
within the context of having recalled for hirn what she had once heard Gergan Tharchin relate about his dear 
rnissionary friend Ani Kernpe; for Nini had favorably cornpared sister Margaret's sacrificial lifestyle with that 
ofthe Ani. "1 reniernber one occasion," the Babu had rerninisced, "when Ani Keinpe had nothiiig with which to 
purchase food for herself. Nevertheless. she had just then received a suhstantial rnonetary gift frorn someone; 
yet she never set aside any of it for her own future needs but had irnrnediately gone out and bought al1 kinds of 
foodsiuffs. clothing and shoes and proceeded to distribute to al1 and sundry arnong the rnany need) people 
around her! Truly did she exhibit a genuine rnissionary spirit!" Nini Tharchin went on to add i n  the autlioi'> 
interview with her that "Margaret Tharchin had the same missionary spirit, one which is rare to find in others 
today." 
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afier her return to lndia that she accompanied the Anilas to Kalimpong, which was sometime 
during the month of September 1955. And while in the hill station the Anilas and Anisharpa 
made a point of visiting with Rev. Tharchin and having a time of prayer and Christian 
fellowship. 

This was not the first time that Margaret had met Babu Tharchin, for over the years 
previous to this she had already had several interactions with him. Not least of these was 
the instance which had occurred in 1948. I t  so happened that in late January of that year 
Margaret had sent from the Ghoom Finnish Mission an inked handwritten letter to Tharchin 
Babu requesting a favor of him: "Dear brother Tharchin," she began, "As [the] Anilas are 
longing to have a rest in Kaliinpong and my [Tibetan language] examination is drawing 
nearer, 1 would ask you if 1 could come aiid stay with you and have you as an adviser in the 
language-1 prefer to stay with you and to hear the Tibetan language." 

Explaining further that she had previously made arrangements to stay at the Himalayan 
Hotel, she makes clear that should Tharchin's answer prove to be positive, she was prepared 
instead to pay him the Hotel rate of Rs 2. 8 (i.e., 2 Rs, 8 annas) per day. "Please, dear 
brother," she implored, "let me soon know, if 1 can come-with Christian greetings fiom us 
all-10 you and your family." As though to underscore the desire of the Anilas ihemselves to 
see Margaret have this opportunity to stay with the Tharchins for this important language 
purpose, Ani Treshbech added a kind of postscript to the note just below Margaret's closing, 
as follows: "Dear brother. Sister V. tells [us] that Mr. Macdonald had earlier promised to 
keep Sister V. at Rs 2.8 per day, but if you cannot keep her for so cheap [a rate], please 
write fiankly so." 

Given the well-known generous and hospitable nature of Gergan Tharchin and his closeness 
to these Ghoom missionary sisters, one can Say with a great deal of confidence that Margaret 
was welcomed into the Tharchin home for the said purpose. For although no extant evidence 
could be found among the Tharchin Papers of a reply having been sent by the Babu, there 
nonetheless was found the following handwritten "thank you" letter fiom Margaret to Rev. 
Tharchin which most likely is related to the assumed stay in question, since it is dated but a 
little over a month fiom the time of Margaret's original request. Dated 6 March 1948, it 
reads as follows: "Dear Mr. Tharchin, These are only a few lines to thank you for al1 your 
kindness and help to me-Praise the Lord, al1 is over [most probably a reference to the 
Tibetan language exam]-but now there will be other high mountains [of challenge] before 
me, for which 1 have to pray-and to claim up [sic]-But nothing is impossible for God- 
May He bless you and your house--\(ours sincerely, Margaret Vitants.""" 

Returning to the narrative at hand, it would now be these three stalwart Christian 
missionaries fiom Ghoom-the two Anilas Treshbech and Juriva and Anisharpa-who would 
not only pay their profound respects to the Babu but also sympathize with him in al1 his 
sorrow and lorieliness and attempt as best they could to console him over his bereavement 
at the loss of his fomier lifelong partner. As indicaed earlier, this was during September 
1955. 
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After the days of fellowship the Anilas and Margaret returned to Ghoom and continued 
to carry on their ministry as usual. The Anilas prayed much for Gergan Tharchin and pondered 
in their hearts about his future. Indeed, found among his papers was a letter the two Anilas 
had wntten a month later, on 16 October, thanking the Babu and his son Sherab for their 
"sweet" hospitality, and declaring with emphasis: "It will make you happy to know: that 
there will not be a day when we shall not pray for you, & give thanks to God that He is able 
& mightily willing to do great things in your life." A recent letter of his, they went on to Say, 
"we received late last evening, very welcome since Our thoughts & prayers were and are 
with you since we left you waving 'adieu' to us," and adding-by way of further consoling 
the Babu-"May the God of al1 comfort comfort you with His very real presence." 

But the Anilas also indicated in their letter their ongoing interactions with Anisharpa: 
"We were at Sist [Sister] Margret's place yesterday for prayer, united in spirit with many 
others on behalf of Tibet, her people, & gospel workers.. . . The hours [of prayer] were 
precious. Sist Margret told [us] she had written you about our safe arriva1 [back froin 
Kalimpong]. . . . M. came for supper last evening but before your letter came, so she will get 
to read i t  . . . tomorrow.. . . Those days you kept us [three] in your house were most delightful, 
a sweet little holiday when both of you [Tharchin and son] so lovingly served al1 three of 
us.. . . With loving greetings in Christ to both of you from the old happy Anilas." 

Now after fùrther prayer and much consultation over at Ghoom between these two very 
elderly Anilas, they thought that Margaret would make a second suitable life-partner for the 
Tibetan pastor. They proposed the name, and both concerned parties-Margaret and 
Gergan-were happily surprised. Both accepted the proposa1 of the Anilas with great grace 
and obedience, as they looked up to them like theiremothers in the Lord. Whereupon, the 
engagement took place in Ghoom on the lSt of March 1956. This is learned from a draft, 
found among the Tharchin Papers, of the Engagement and Wedding announcement, dated 
Ghoom P.O. 6 Feb. 1956, which was sent to various friends, colleagues and other well- 
wishers. It had been signed as follows: "G. Tharchin & Margaret. Isa. 30:21."* Several 
friends-including Rev. and Mrs. Targain, Mr. Chemjong from Kalimpong, as well as Rev. 
Chhotuk (C. T. Pazo) from Gangtok, and others-made a special trip in a landrover to be 
present for the occasion in Ghoom. 

Although one could describe this engagementlmarriage between the Indo-Tibetan 
gentleman and the Russo-Latvian lady as in some sense an arranged one, i t  was not in the 
least devoid of love between the two. As a matter of fact, almost from the outset of their 
relationship there began to be manifested quite a profound and heartfelt affection for each 
other that never ceased thereafter. And also, not surprisingly, given their deep spirituality, 
there was a profound recognition in their hearts that their God had brought them together in 

* This is a reference to a verse from the book of lsaiah in the Judeo-Christian Old T'estainent Scriptures. and 
reads: "And thine ears shall hear a word behind thee, saying, This is the way. walk ye in i t ;  when ye turn to the 
right hand, and when ye turn to the left." 
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a most remarkable way-al1 for His glory and purpose. This sense of oneness in heart, spirit 
and purpose for whatever their future married life might hold can readily be discerned fiom 
a spate of letters Margaret had almost daily sent to Tharchin that had been preserved by the 
latter among his personal papers. All this is likewise confirmed by several extant letters sent 
from the Babu to Margaret, copies of which were also preserved. Taken as a whole, they 
can easily be termed "love letters," for they are filled to overfiowing with words of endearment, 
deep affection and heartfelt expressions of concem for each other's health and well-being. 
But they also are reflective of an abiding sense in their hearts of an unmistakable special 
divine calling on them in their future joint life together. Indeed, there is an indication of this 
in a one-stanza poem which Tharchin, the poet that he was, had included in a letter 10 

Margaret over at Ghoom which he had sent her very early on in their romantic relationship. 
Dated 26 October 1955 and signed, "With my deep deep L. & K-Yours, waiting in His 
Will," the letter's inside blank left page was where he had penned in ink the following five- 
line prose poem: 

Although my old body is here, but 
my young heart is there, 1 do not 
know why it is so. But 1 have full 
faith & confidence in Him, that He 
has something to do better for His glory. 

Illustrative on Tharchin7s side of his growing love for Margaret are two letters he seni 
her on 3 January and 20 March 1956. Both of them handwritten in ink, they speak of his 
love for Margaret, his concem that nothing untoward happen to either of them pending their 
marriage, and of his desire that whatever they do together will bnng glory to their Lord. 
Here is what in part he wrote in both letters which he sent off to Margaret at Ghoom: 

[Kalimpong, 3 January 19561 Darling Sweet Mar, ïhank you so much deary for your 
long letter ofNew Year's Day, which 1 received at 1 O a.m. at home.. .. It is good [for me] 
to have work, but 1 have to work hard again. 1 hope the Lord will give me strength.. .. 1 
will be happy, as we are nearer [the Wedding date], [that] if anything should happen 
[with you at Ghoom], it is only 2 '/z hours away.. .. 1 am longing to see my sweet darling 
Mar . . . We need to meet in prayer & talk more for our future. 1 hope in the Lord, deary. 
that He will keep me & you some more years yet to serve His Kingdom.. .. Please do not 
be anxious for me [he had a cold, sore throat, and cough], but take great care for your 
health. Deary, pray that 1 may get more time to pray & study the Bible; at present 1 am 
engaged with many other works, but . . . whatsoever 1 do is for His glory, [and] in this 
way 1 can help others & provide work [for them]. . .. So 1 close this letter with my love 
from my whole heart . . . 

[Kalimpong, 70 March 1956.730 a.m.1 My deary Mar. 1 hope that you are quite \vell& 
nothing is gone wrong. but 1 am very anxious. since yesterday afiernoon 1 felt some 
uneasiness in my mind.. .. Deary, only the Lord knows ho\\ 1 feel when 1 do not get a 
letier, especially today . . . Deary. now only 12 days lefi [till the Wedding]. Till then 1 
hope nothing happens to both of us.. .. So many friends Me have are in prayer hith us 
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. . . Let His will be done in al1 our doings, let it be for His glory . . . . Many are jealous and 
envying . . . us. Let us be strong to face everything & 1 am sure by His grace we shall 
get through al1 these difficulties for the remaining few days . . . till 214 [2d April. the 
Wedding date], then we shall be Conquerors & victorious over every hardship.. .. It is 
now 10:30 p.m. 1 shall stop this writing with anxiety, but in prayer. Take my sweet . . . 
love, Your H[usband] after 12 days if D.V. [if God wills]. 

Typical of Margaret's expression of deepening love for her future husband and of her 
desire that God's will and glory be manifested in their future walk together was one particular 
letter fiom among many still preserved which she sent from Ghoom to her "sweet, sweet 
darling Thar." Dated 12 February 1956,4 p.m., it reads in part as follows: 

God bless and help you. My thoughts, heart & body are with you. Even [though] 1 am 
here, deary, you are so near to me.. .. Oh, . . . soon, soon we shall be together. The time 
flies. May the Lord help you with your work.. .. Sweetheart, 1 am so longing for you, 
and our love is truly growing, day by day. May it be still sweeter afterwards .... May 
the Lord bless us both, as we are getting ready for our great day-and our future life. 
What joy & love the Lord has given us! We have no words to praise Him. We are so 
poor, and yet so nch in Him-All is only by His grace and love. He knows we love Him! 
. . . Truly, deary, how will it be when, God willing, we shall be as one together? 1 don't 
know, 1 can only close my eyes and rest in Him and in you. Before me is an awesome 
step & way, but it is Jesus before and behind [me], and we both want to do His will, do 
al1 for His glory and [see] His Kingdom come. Deary, tomorrow will be only 4 months 
[ago that] we met before the Throne of Grace [possibly a reference to when they 
agreed to marry], and [yet] it seems so long, so long [ago]. Each month [since then] it 
gets sweeter & deeper-so deep, so deep, so sweet, so sweet. How good, God gave us 
such love. . . . 

On the 2"* of April 1956 at Kalimpong Gergan Tharchin and Margaret Vitants were 
united in holy matrimony in the local Macfarlane Church building. He was nearly 66 years 
old (Western reckoning), she was ten years younger. Rev. Targain officiated at the ceremony. 
After the wedding a sumptuous luncheon was arranged in the Himalayan Hotel. Delicious 
Tibetan dishes were served at the occasion. Both the wedding-service and after-service 
programs were themselves a Christian witness to many non-Christian Tibetans. After the 
entire program the newly-wedded couple departed for Ghoom on tlieir honeymoon. 

About this choice for their honeymoon the bridegroom simply commented: "This was the 
leading of the Lord." At Ghoom they lived in the very bungalow that had long served as the 
headquarters of the Finnish (Ghoom) Mission. It will be recalled that ever since those 
bygone days it had been referred to as Evelyn or Enfield Cottage. Coincidentally, on his first 
arriva1 from Delhi back in 19 12 the young man from Poo had lived in this same Cottage. 
And, again, in the same building, Tharchin and his former wife had for one inonth spent time 
together in revising the Tibetan Hymn Book. 

In this very dwelling Gergan Tharchin was now to recollect al1 these memories fiom the 
past. The owner at that time, who had purchased the building from the Finnish Mission, had 
not maintained its proper upkeep and as a result the rooms were in a wretched condition. 
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They were dismal and dirty. Rev. Tharchin reminded the owner that this residence had once 
been used for God's work and asked him how he could have neglected it so badly as to 
allow an a w h l  stench to develop. These remarks pained the owner so &eply that he was 
ashamed of himself. Later he had the entire premises made immaculately clean, neat and 
hdy. 

The following day, on the 3"' ofApril, presbytery meetings were scheduled to be held in 
Darjeeling. Both the Revs. Targain and Chhotuk made special arrangements for Rev. Tharchin 
to obtain a leave of absence, for which he had himself made an application. The request 
was granted most understandably. And after a week or ten days the Tharchins retumed to 
Kalimpong and resumed their normal work in both the Press and the church. 

After her arriva1 back at Kalimpong, Margaret invited a well-known Bhutanese family- 
the Napa P. Tsherings-to come over from Ghoom as well. It will be recalled that before 
her marriage Margaret had perfonned missionary service both in northem Sikkim (at Lachen 
and Lachung) and at the Bhutanese hiIl station of Buxa Duar. Both these lands figured 
prominently in the personal history of the Tshering farnily members, as the following historical 
sketch will make clear. Sarah, the wife of N. P. Tshering, had been bom and reared in a 
Christian family at Lachung, Sikkim, whereas Napa himself had been bom and raised up in 
Bhutan. Sarah's Christian father had for some time been an evangelist in Sikkim, but when 
he and his wife, together with Sarah and the rest of the farnily, had eventually moved from 
Lachung over to the Finnish Mission at Buxa Duar, the evangelist became a teacher at the 
Mission school there. By this time Sarah was in her teens. 

Now it was at Buxa tliat Sarah was to meet her future husband, Napa. Napa was 
Buddhist; but Sarah, whom he was soon to marry, was a Christian. When the two of them 
were finally married, Sarah was of course, by custom, taken in by Napa to live with him in 
his parents' home. In time, however, and afier the death of Napa's Buddhist parents, Sarah- 
who had remained steadfast in her Christian faith-now had opportunity to successfully 
lead N. P. and their four children to Christ: two boys and two girls (they later adopted as 
their third son a Bhutanese orphan boy). In the meantime, N. P. Tshering and his family had 
relocated to Ghoom where they were living at the time of Margaret Tharchin's invitation to 
move over to Kalimpong. 

As a result of Margaret's prayers and ministry, al1 the previously non-Christian members 
of this family were eventually baptized, and Napa Tshering himself became in due time one 
of the elders of the local Tibetan church in Kalimpong (and for the longest time remained so 
even into his old-age years). Moreover, Sarah, who had been baptized long before, became 
a helper in the Children's Home that was soon to be founded by Margaret and Gergan 
Tharchin. In addition. the elder Tshering daughter Nini was joined in mamage to Tharchin's 
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only remaining child,* his son by adoption, Sherab Gyamtsho,tI2 who became an elder and 
later, with the death of Rev. Tharchin, became the pastor of the local Tibetan church. In 
fact, these two were married in 1959 at the Macfarlane Memorial Church. The couple have 
had eight children, four sons and four daughters, though, sadly, the next to youngest son, 
Benjamin, died quite unexpectedly on 1 August 1999 in his early twenties. Sadly, furthemore, 
Pastor Sherab Gyarntsho has himself passed away, having died fiom a severe adverse lung 
condition on the 5h of May 2005,$ after having faithfully served as Superintendent of the 
Children's Home for nearly three decades; while his wife Nini, having served devotedly as 
Matron of the Home during these past decades, now continues to serve as its general 
overseer as best she can despite the loss of her husband, and most recently (October 2008), 
her eldest son David. It should be added here that Sarah is no longer alive, nor is N. P., who 
for many years after his wife's death lived with his daughter Nini and Sherab Gyamtsho at 
the Tharchin homesite along K. D. Pradhan Road but who passed away on 25 April 1991 at 
the age of 78. Though he had been a diabetic and suffered from high blood pressure, his 
death was nonetheless very unexpected; and daughter Nini was quite heartbroken over his 
demise inasmuch as she and Sherab were away at Thimphu (Bhutan's capital) at the time 
attending the wedding of a relative and had therefore had no opportunity to be next to her 
father during his last moments." 

* That the elder Tharchins had another child, an adopted daughter, is confirmed to the present author by Sonarn 
T. Kazi, a longtirne Sikkiniese-Tibetan friend of the Tharchin fainily. In an interview the present author had 
with hirn in October 1991, Mr. Sonarn T. confided the following: "During rny student days at Kalirnpong 
College [in the rnid- 1940s],I rernernber, when visiting frequently in the home ofTharchin Babu, seeing . . . the 
Tharchins' adopted daughter whose narne was sornething like Miriam. 1 rernernber she was rnuch taller than 
[their] little boy Phubu Tsering." The latter was Sherab Gyarntsho Tharchin's childhood narne. SGT himself 
has provided additional information about this adopted daughter. In a letter to the author dated Kalirnpong, 1.1 
Jan. 1991. the younger Tharchin wrote: "1 recall having a sister narned Mariurn or Mariyam (. . . for the English 
Mai>'), who was elder to me. But she died when she was around 14- 15 years of age, which was when 1 was a 
little boy. And as far as 1 can recollect, the cause of her death was illness (most probably a chest problern)." 
When cornparing S. G. Tharchin's recollections with an item of information which the present author discovered 
in a letter written by Tharchin Babu hirnself in 1949, one can deduce that the adopted daughter had been bom 
in 1928 or 1929 and that she died in 1942 at the age of 14 or 15. See Tharchin to Joseph V. Nunes, Kalirnpong, 
21 Sept. 1949, in which the Babu had written: "We had one daughter, but [she] died in 1942." 
t Interestingly. it was the result of the present author's research which, when shown to S. G. Tharchin, had 
dejinitiveiy revealed to hirn for the first tirne that he was not the offspring of his father Tharchin but his adopied 
son. The younger Tharchin had indeed received intimations of this fact frorn his friends around town and even 
once or twice inadvertently frorn his Tharchin parents, but these intimations never fully registered in Sherab's 
rnind. Only when presented with the incontrovertible evidence, both published and private, by the author did 
these intimations of long ago take on real and substantial meaning in Sherab Gyarntsho's rnind. And as a 
consequence the younger Tharchin, his rnernory now prornpted by the author's "revelations" to him. was able 
to recall an unusual incident, heretofore long forgotten, in an interview the author had with SGT at the Tharchin 
home on 9 February 1992. The relating of this incident to the author opened up for the latter a fascinating 
episode that arnong other things reveals inuch about the winsome character of the elder Tharchin. This quite 
rneaningful episode is recounted for the reader in Chapter 29a of the present narrative. 
$The funeral for Pastor S. G. Tharchin was held on Sunday afternoon 8 May at a service held within the main 
residence of the Tharchin cornpound. Many people attended to pay their last respects to him. Conducting the 
service were Rev. Samuel Lepcha of the Church of North lndia and Rev. B. K .  Biswas of Masihi Mandali (of 
nearby Algarah). Afterwards a funeral procession was led down to Polhill Hall where, in a befitiing gesture. he 
was brought inside one final tirne. For i t  had been here that for several decades the late Rev. G. Tharchin's son 
had devotedly preached frorn the Christian Scriptures to the flock of God which lie had shepherded so 
faithfully during that sarne lengthy period. Following the singing of one hyinn and offering up one prayer. 
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The Christian Scriptures declare that the "religion which God Our Father accepts as pure 
and faultless is this: to look afier orphans and widows in their distress . . ."'"n keeping with 
the spirit of this text Margaret caught the vision of establishing an orphanage for the Tibetan 
poor, needy and deserving children. She wrote to her fiiends abroad, who subsequently sent 
some financial assistance with which to commence the initial work of the Children's Home. 
Its objectives were threefold: first, to teach the children about the Lord Jesus Christ the only 
Savior of mankind; second, that through the children the parents too might receive the light 
of the gospel of Christ; and third, insofar as it was possible, to provide the necessary 
humanitarian and educational requirements for the children who were poor and needy. 

In the past, several persons had indeed endeavored to establish orphanages for the 
Tibetan children (including, it will be recalled, Tharchiri himself in conjunction with Dr. Knox 
back in 1928), but the plans could never be realized due to the non-cooperation of the 
authorities concerned. Now, though, there arose a new opportunity.* Originally, the Tharchins 
had had the idea of establishing a pure orphanage-that is to Say, the type of Home in which 
only parentless children could be admitted. But it soon became obvious to them that such 
pure cases were few in nuinber. The next idea was to admit the poor, needy and deserving 
but only from among the Tibetan children. This notion likewise proved to be unrealistic, 
since the Tharchins also discovered that there were not that many Tibetan children who 
were in need. And hence, from the very outset, the scope of admissions was widened to 
include Nepalese, Lepchas, Bhutanese, Sikkimese, as well as other children. 

Rev. Tharchin conceived the original blueprint for the orphanage but Margaret was the 
one who had the real vision for the project. Many were not pleased with this venture of 
theirs and some were outright jealous about the whole program. Nevertheless, a s  in so 
many other instances of their life together, because the Tharchins were-in the words of a 
close friend-"like two glowing coals,. . . it is no wonder that something happens."" Indeed, 
a Christian humanitarian group in Europe, when approached by Margaret, took a keen 
interest in the work and welfare of the children. This was the organization called 
Kindernothilfe E.V. (Kinder - children; Nor - need; H i f i  - relief, help, aid or assistance), 
and generally referred to, for short, as Kinder Not by the Tharchins.Ib Kinder Not was even 

Pastor S. G ' s  remains were taken from the Hall and borne to his final resting place directly beside his father. 
Therenfter, for a nuinber of evenings, prayer s e n  ices were held within the Tharchin residence conducted 

by different churches and Christian groups. During one of these prayer services, that of 12 May, the video 
recording of Pastor Tharchin's funeral was telecast on the local TV channel. But finally, a Mernorial Service 
was held at the Tharchin residence on Sunday afternoon. 29 May. as a suitable way for the many assernbled to 
rernernber Pastor Tharchin's life and work. 
* It should be rnentioned, incidentally, that besides the opportunity afforded the Tharchins and now to be 
described in the Text pages to follow above, there was also. by the mid-1960s. another orphanage established 
in Kalirnpong which catered particularly to the needs of the Tibetans. this one founded by a Brethren missionan 
couple stationed in the hill station, Rev. and Mrs. Thomas J. Pratten. See p. 4 of "The S toy  of the Christian 
Mission to Tibet (Cornpiled by Rev. G. Tharchin and Others)." unpublished typewriflen paper prepared in 
late 1966 and found arnong the ThPaK. 
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prepared to sponsor the entire program provided the Children's Home would be afiliated 
with a church. 

Accordingly, Rev. Tharchin went before the Mission Council with a request. Explaining 
to the members present at the meeting that he and his wife had recently established such a 
faith work for needy children, he made a point of bringing to tlieir attention the fact that 
those children already taken into the Home were not only Tibetans but also Nepalis and 
other hill peoples' children. In fact, he added, the very first six children to be admitted were 
half-orphan offspring of Lepcha villagers. Moreover, these children had supposedly been 
under the care of two outreach congregations of the Macfarlane Memorial Church (one 
located at the village of Totetangta near the Bhutanese border, the other, at Chebo near 
Kalirnpong). From the very beginning, Rev. Tharchin made clear, "we have been operating 
the Home on faith. And as a result of Our faith in God to supply what is necessary, a 
philanthropic organization in Germany became aware of this work and have offered to 
extend help. It would even be willing to sponsor the entire program, provided the Home can 
be affiliated with a church. 1 am therefore coming to you in the Council in order to request 
not money but only your willingness to allow the Home to be affiliated with the Mission 
Coiincil in order to meet the minimum condition laid down b j  Kiilder Not." Before concluding 
his remarks of explanation on his petition, the Babu emphasized again that he was not 
requesting any allocation of funds but only church affiliation. 

Unfortunately for the Tharchins, the attitude of some on the Council was such that, 
totally ignoring the Tibetan pastor's repeated emphasis that no money was being sought, 
these members could only project onto the Council for its consideration their fear that 
should the foreign support cease for any reason, the Mission Church Council would become 
liable for the financial requirements of the Home. Rev. Tharchiii countered by repeating 
again: "1 am not asking now, and shall not do so anytiine in the future, for a single paisa but 
only for affiliation." Nevertheless, those on the Council who had objected to the request 
repeated their imagined fear of what miçht eventuate for the Council should Kinder Not's 
support be terminated. In a final response, Babu Tharchin stood up and shouted forth to 
these objectors: "You people have no faith in God! Our God is not a poor God that He is 
unable to supply al1 our needs." 

Though Pastor Tharchin's request motion was tabled at this meeting, the Mission Council's 
ultimate ruling on the matter would only finally come after a delay of two whole years. It 
was willing, the Council said in its ruling, to recognize the Children's Home as the 
part-activity of the Tibetan church, but it was made clear that in making its decision the 
Council was not in a position-on the contrary, it flatly declined-to contribute a single 
penny towards the Home in times of crisis. 

Shortly following the handing down of this decision, Rev. Tharchin was heard to sas 
privately, in a somewhat humorous vein: "We now know why it took the Council such a long 
time to decide on Our request. They were continually afraid that they would be held 
accountable at some future date for al1 financial support. They imagined they would have to 
contribute money; yet 1 told the Council repeatedly that no money would ever be in~olved! ' ' '~~ 

So trusting in God alone, the Tharchins in 1962 founded the Himalayan Children's Home 
in Kalimpong as a work of faith. From the earliest days there had been a great deal of 
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encouragement received fiom the United States in the person of Pastor Adolfs Majorins 
(an immigrant Latvian) who, along with a small but very faithful circle of fiiends around 
Pastor Majoins there, stood behind the Tharchins in supporting this work of faith.* Likewise 
in Amenca, there was a very prominent Protestant evangelical Church leader who expressed 
deep interest in the Tharchin orphanage. Through others he and his wife had learned of this 
work of faith quite early on in its history and immeùiately fonvarded a substantial contribution. 
For a letter and check arrived in early September 1962 from Rev. C. Arangaden based at 
Bangalore. In it he wrote the following encouraging words: 

You may recali my interest in what Mrs. Tharchin and you are trying to do for Tibetan 
children and the Home you arc building for some of them. I have since then had 
opportuniw to place the matter before Dr. Sherwood Eddy & Mrs. Eddy who continue 
to be deeply interested in the retum of people to Christ and also in the well-being of 
those who are without help. They have been pleased to contribute Rs. 500 towards 
your Home for the Tibetan children and 1 enclose a cheque for the same. They & 1 
would be happy if you could use this gift. It comes with the assurance of continued 
remembrance in prayer. 

P.S. If you wish to write to the Eddys, they can be reached in Jacksonville IL [and 
he gave the address].'" 

Yet not only in Amenca but also in both Germany and Switzerland it would especially be the 
prayer support of the "Faith-sisters" of the chapters of the Womeii's Mission Prayer Group- 
to whom, as was learned earlier, Margaret had belonged from the days of her conversion to 
Christ-that continually undergirded the work of the Children's Home." So that by 1965 
Tharchin could report that "now we have 20 children, among whom there are Tibetans, 
Bhutanese, Lepchas, Sikkimese and Nepalese." He could also report, no doubt with a sense 
of accomplisliment, that "one of the girls . . . who was with us for two years has now been 
sent to the Mirik Bible School and has joined there from 1"' June '65. We pray that she may 
do well and spend her future life for the work of the Lord Jesus." But the Children's Home 
CO-founder then added that because the Hoine was not able to secure seats for al1 of its girls 
in the local Girls' High School, he and Margaret "have started a pnvatr school for them at 
our compound." This thus represented a fûrther advance in the work of the Home.':" 

In the meantiine, the question of whether the Mission Council should continue to 
recognize the Children's Home as a facet of the Tibetan Mission work was raised again a 
few years following its founding. This was reported by the Tibetan pastor as a part of his 
summary news on the Tibetan congregation of Kalimpong for publication in the Eusterti 
Hitnalayan Church News (UCNi). In his news summary submitted in January 1969, Tharchin 
could report that at the Church Council meeting held in November of the preceding year 
(and at which he was again present) it was decided to write and inquire further of Kinder 
Not about the matter, much of the Council membership most likely hoping that the Germari 
philanthropie organization might be willing to continue its Full or partial support ofthe Home 

* In a letter dated 10 April 1964. Maretiret referred to "Mr. Adolfs Majorins of the U.S.A." as "my friend." 
ThPaK. 
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even should the Council flnd it necessary to drop its Church tie to the work of the Home. 
Not mincing his words in the least, however, Rev. Tharchin added the following candid 
observations: "1 am sorry to mention here that some of our [Council] members are afraid of 
a tlnancial handicap in the future. It seems tome that they have no faith in the Almighty who 
is the owner of al1 the wealth. Anyhow, they might be wiser to drop this question till the next 
Council meeting." That was how the Tibetan pastor, living up to his near legendary 
reputation for being bold and forthnght, had fiankly and quite openly couched his comments 
for publication, al1 of which were to be included in the June 1969 number of the Church 
News. But the powers that be, no doubt smarting fiom Tharchin's candid assessment, felt it 
necessary to tone down his remarks that subseqiiently appeared under the title and byline, 
"'Kalimpong: Tibetan Congregation,' by Rev. G. Tharchin"; for an altered version of the 
more blunt segment read as follows: "It seems that the Council is afiaid that it may have to 
bear the financial responsibility, which it is not able to do"!I8 It was thus made abundantly 
clear once more that the Tharchins-had they ever had a mind to, which was completely out 
of the question in any case- could never look to the Mission Couilcil for any kind of 
monetary assistance whatsoever. 

There would be other instances of disappointment, siich as happened with Kinder Not 
itself. This organization had for some years continued to support the work with its funds, 
and accordingly the Home's annual accounts audited by the Chartered Accountants were 
sent to the Gennan group regularly for review. In fact, three years into the history of the 
Children's Hoine, Kinder Not's Director, W. Thielmailn, had been moved to write quite 
supportively, as follows: "The next remittance will be sent in the beginning of October 1965. 
Wish you the best for your work. Please give our regards to . . . Mrs. Tharchin and to al1 our 
foster-children .... We like to support your Children's Home as long as we have foster- 
parents for the children, and we are convinced that we are able to give our help also in 
f u t ~ r e . " ' ~  Eventually, however, due to certain mistakes and misunderstandings Kinder Not 
discontinued its financial support. This was, to Say the least, a very heavy blow. 

Another such instance of disappointment-keen in the extreme-stands, nonetheless, 
as a shining example of how very much Margaret Tharchin and her husband stood in faith. 
The episode is told in Margaret Urban's little volume Jesus unter Tibetern (Jesus among 
Tibetans), which doubtless had been related to the authoress by Mrs. Tharchin herself. 
Writes Miss Urban: 

A Swiss factory owner sent her a check for over 40,000 fi-ancs. She had never before 
received such a large gift. It was to her as "Yes" from God for her new undertaking. 
Right away she had begun to build the big house, comprising the Orphanage, gospel 
hall, free-time home, and parsonage. Her heart rejoiced-and then came the 
disappointment! In the correspondence back and forth which had shortly afterwards 
developed, it [became clear that it had been] assumed [by the Swiss donor] that the 
orphans would be raised in the religion of their fathers-Buddhism. From the Swiss 
man's viewpoint, this requirement had been a noble intention. But Mrs. Tharchin had 
naturally felt she had to send the gift back to the good giver with an accompanying 
explanation. Nevertheless, she still wanted to manage without the money, for she was 
not [willing to con~promise her siand ot] Jesus being the only Savior ofthese children.'" 
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From al1 this it can easily be judged that it was not always easy for the T h a r c h i n e  
especially Margaret-to cope with the responsibilities connected with the Home. On one 
occasion in 1964 Miss Urban, who as a younger missionary was visiting in the Tharchin 
home for two weeks that year, happened to comç upon Mn. Tharchin's study where the 
latter would usually be occupied in responding to letters aiid handling financial matters 
involving the Children's Home. This day, missionary Urban wrote in her book, she caught a 
glance from Margaret's eyes, which were "distant, large and full of tears as she looked at 
me." In that one tearful glance, the younger missionary explained, "1 first understood that it 
is not easy to cany out a missions task froni Jesus in such a way that the Enemy does not 
win g~ound."~ '  

Yet, despite al1 the various vicissitudes which have marked its history, to this present day 
the Children's Home has continued to be maintained through the generous support sent in 
by Christians fiom different places. In recent years more children have been admitted; but 
additional space was required in the face of even a greater need for the poor and needy to 
be admitted. It has been most encouraging to witness a move among a srnall group of 
supporters in Arnerica some two decades ago whereby funds had been provided that permitted 
the capacity of the Home to be more than doubled; and at this writing, the renovation that 
has made this increase possible has long since been completed and the increased riumbers 
of children have for some time now occupied most of the available spaces. 

During the regular vacation periods those children who wish to, and who have one or 
both parents or guardians, are sent home. In their homes they pray before taking their 
meals. At bot11 the rising and the retiring hours they again pray to Jesus. Directly or indirectly, 
the children are able to testiQ to their parents about the love of Christ.* They also have 
modeled before them Christ-like character as lived out in their presence by the Home's 
leaders and other spiritual Christians in their midst. 

Some parents are thankful because their children receive a good Christian education and 
training. Others send their children only for the sake of receiving material benefits. Regardless 
the motives, the children have wonderful opportunities to hear and leam about the love of 
Christ through their live-in experience at the Home, and through the Sunday School and the 
church and various other activities of the church. 

Now a typical day in the busy life of Rev. Tharchin during these years-which saw a 

* Nevertheless, it musi be acknowledged that more ihan likel!. because of the Christian instruction given, some 
of tlie childien never returned to the Himalayan Children's Home from their holiday periods. as n:as the case 
once in 1970. In his annual summary of Church news regarding the Kalimpong Tibetan congregation for that 
Year, tlie Tibetan pastor wrote: "The is running on smoothly as usual. although several children did no1 
return from iheir holidays-perhaps the' wanted to avoid the religious teachings being given in the Home." 
Tharchin. "Church News of the Tibetari Congregation, Kalimpong, for the Year 1970." a 3-page typed document 
submitted (early 1971 ?) for eventual publication in the Eastet.n Hir~iala~~an Chirrch .4:tw.s (UC'NI), p. 3. ThPaK. 
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large influx of Tibetan refugees come into Kalirnpong from across the border-could not be 
better conveyed than what has been described by the same missionary visitor mentioned 
earlier, Margaret Urban. In her little book already cited, in which the Tharchins figured quite 
prominently throughout its pages, she wrote: 

During my stay it al1 lay before me to experience much of Pastor Tharchin. But he has 
so little time. My visit fell during Holy Week and Easter. He worked on the preaching in 
the evenings. His extensive correspondence he also answered in the evenings. Because 
of the reporting which he needed for his newspaper, the radio would run day and 
night.. .. During the day came a stream of visitors. Almost everyone stayed for hours, 
and others were even more rude! Singles he would receive in his bedroom and his 
study. There the old sickly man [Le., Tharchin] squatted in his favorite resting place 
and smoked his water pipe [the famous hookah]. From the nearby kitchen the cook, in 
semice for decades to his inaster, brought hot tea from time to time. The conversation 
went back and forth. In between were long pauses. Advice in extemal matters was 
sought, but also help in questions of the Faith. Whom now saw 1 go through the 
foreroom?-Monks fiom a monastery-Refugees and pilgrims-David [whose Tibetan 
naine was Tenzing, a former incarnate high priest from Tibet, by this time converted 
and baptized by Tharchin] and other Tibetan young men come for their daily Bible 
study with the pastor-Even the Queen [the wife of the refugee royal couple from East 
Tibet who now lived in Kalimpong], who had a difficult burden to carry. The Abbot of 
the [Tharpa Chholing] rnonastery was ofien there, once for an hour-long preliminary 
discussion for a conference of the Buddhist school. Then was Tharchin for the entire 
aftemoon in the rnonastery for a session. 1 found out that he is a member of the board 
of directors of the school and that his advice is highly valued.*' 

Just here, it should be noted, Mrs. Tharchin had often attempted-with some success- 
to shield her husband from the full effect on his health of the constant "stream of visitors" 
cited above that would descend almost daily upon the Tharchin residence. This was during 
the event-filled decade of the late 1950s to the late 1960s which witnessed a huge influx into 
Kalimpong of Tibetans who had fled their homeland to ffeedom in India as a consequence 
of the merciless Chinese put down of the Lhasa Uprising of 1959 against Tibet's 
Communist occupiers (see the following chapter for details). It has been reported by Tharchin 
Babu's daughter-in-law Nini that from morning till night many Tibetans would visit the Babu 
for talk, counsel, or assistance of every kind. Margaret, who naturally did not remain in her 
study al1 the time, had occasion to go in and out of the inain house and throughout the 
Tharchin compound. And thus she was able to observe the people coming and going who 
were intent on visiting with Babula. And sometimes, concemed about her husband's 
deteriorating health, she would Say to a newly-arrived visitor who was waiting to see Rev. 
Tharchin: "Please, when you see him today, kindly do not talk too long because he is in need 
of more rest." Or, she might Say to another visitor, "Please, could you come back another 
day, because my husband is resting [or sleeping, as the case might bel, and must not be 
disturbed, since the previous night he did not sleep too well because of having been 
ovenvorked from so niany visitors that day." In fact, Nini, who was a permanent resident 
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within the Tharchin household during this period, could recall no instance of ever witnessing 
the Babu turning away any visitor, even when he might be in very bad health on any given 
day. Even if, she added, he were having dificulty in breathing because of his enlarged heart 
condition, and there was someone at his door seeking a time with him, Babu Tharchin would 
never refuse; though ofien, the most he could do in such a situation would be to listen and 
speak only briefly to his visitor. 

There was one instance when Margaret's protective action, though successful, resulted 
in her receiving the bmnt of her husband's notorious anger. Not having recognized one 
visitor one day who happened to be Tharchin's aristocratie Tibetan friend Phunkang, 
Margaret had politely but firmly turned away this former high official in the Tibetan 
government, whose wife was related to the Sikkimese royal family. Subsequently, Phunkang 
innocently telephoned Tharchin-la to explain that he would still like to come again for a visit, 
but that because "you were not well when 1 called on you earlier, 1 was asked by your Mrs. 
to retum another time." Tharchin immediately inquired about this from Margaret, and when 
she confirmed that this had happened, Babula erupted with an angry outburst at his wife for 
having tumed away his friend. However, a few minutes later, as he always would do 
following a display of his hot displeasure with someone over some matter, Rev. Tharchin 
instantly calmed down and apologized to his dear wife; for he realized that she had done this 
out of a sincere concern for his physical well-being. Nevertheless, he felt deeply ashamed 
that this prominent individual had been turned a ~ a y . * ' ' ~  

It should be pointed out, incidentally, that so far as the Tibetan c o m m u n i ~  was concerned, 
no matter whoever came to his door-whether high or low, rich or poor -o r  whomever he 
met on the street, Gergan Tharchin, out of identical respect for all, always spoke in the 
honorific Tibetan to them. And if the situation with any of them was dire, a familiar but 
always sincerely-expressed line of his that was constantly falling from his lips was: "Oh, 
you poor little thing!"'?b 

On yet another day during Miss Urban's two-week visit, there occurred a most unusual 
incident in the ebb and flow of life at the Tharchin home, one which at first had shocked the 
visitor's religious sensibilities but which upon further inquiry revealed to her a unique and in 
the end acceptable facet to the ministry of the Tibetan pastor. Moreover, it demonstrated 
why and how it was that Gergan Tharchin had come to be so widely respected among 

* On yet another occasion during this hectic period in the Babu's life. Jinpa Rimpoche. ihe then Abboi of 
Tharpa Chholing Monastery nearby to Babula's home, came one da' to visit Rev. Tharchin. Margaret kindly 
asked him if he could come another day. once again pleading that her husband's health was not good this da', 
he at that moment taking rest and could not be disturbed. The Rimpoche graciously departed. Several years 
later, when by that tirne Jinpa had renounced his monkish vows to becoine a Professor of Tibetan at Darjeeling's 
St. Joseph's College. Tharchin's son Sherab and his wife Nini happened to be in Dar-ieelin one da! and paid a 
visit to their friend Jinpa. In the years since his daj,s at Tharpa Cliholing it had deieloped that ahenever he 
returned to Kalimpong on visits. he would always try to cal1 on the Tharchins. father and son. But these visits 
with thein had become most infrequent. When reminded of this fact by his two visitors that da? in Darjeelinp. 
Jinpa. who possessed a humorous streak in hirn, respcnded in this fashion: "Oh, it's because you've got an 
Alsatian dog stationed in your compound!" Immediately. al1 three erupted with roars of laughter at this 
harmlessly-intended humorous reference to Margaret and tlie protective role she had lovingly assumed on 
behalf of her husband. interview witli S. G. and Mrs. (Nini) Tharchin. Feb. 1992. 
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Buddhists, Hindus and other non-Christians in the cornrnunity, both Tibetan and non-Tibetan 
alike. Here is how the missionary visitor recounted the incident of the "holy" cow: 

One moming 1 noticed from the balcony that in the right comer of the garden below 
something special was going on. On the lowest terrace the servant was digging a deep 
pit. Soon it came to resemble a giant's grave. 1 suspected that during the night a cow 
had died and would be put in there. People now gathered around, also children. 1 was 
indeed correct in my assumption, for they now dragged a cow over the steep side 
down inside the garden pit. 1 went back into my room. But the event pulled me out once 
more to the balcony. 1 could see and hear Tharchin who was standing alongside the pit 
as though at a gravesite! Yes, there he stood and spoke to those gathered. "Burying a 
cow!" 1 esclaimed to myself. My religious sensibilities were offended. 1 went back to 
my room. But as 1 heard the pastor on the steps 1 quickly shot out of my room. "What 
was that, brother Tharchin?" Though my greeting was with raised hands, horror spoke 
through my voice. The old man laughed and said cheerfully: "A mission opporhinity! 
1 could proclaim [a short word] to these unbelievers: 'See, for the cow, death is the End. 
But not so for you! We al1 await the judgment of God, and we must now decide, 
whether we want to go to heaven or to hell.'" The "holy" cow had been brought with 
al1 due respect to a grave dug out upon the ground of the Tibetan Christians. This was 
not at al1 offensive to the religious feeling ofthe Hindus and the Buddhists. But at the 
sanie time the pastor "of all" had moved ont0 a higher level and had used the occasion 
as an opportunity for evangelism. The message, as short as it was, will not be forgotten 
by any of those assembled.?' 

As if such typical and far from typical activities and responsibilities were not enough to 
keep the Tibetan pastor busily engaged, there was the ministry of prayer which ascended to 
the heavenly Throne of Grace every day from the Kalimpong parsonage and that covered 
a wide range of concerns. Joining in with the Tharchins during her two-week stay, the 
missionary visitor became acquainted with the substance and intensity of this devoted couple's 
intercessory prayers. "They stand in prayer not only for their own congregation and for the 
orphanage," Miss Urban explained, "but also for al1 those who are seeking Christ and who 
are new converts. The Tharchins are in a fight between angels and demons [for souls]. 
Tmly enough for a man of 75!" But she then went on to enumerate other challenges and 
other struggles with which the Tibetan pastor and his wife Margaret were confronted. 

During my visit 1 made the observation that he [Tharchin] is not spared difficulties. 
Some who belong to the work do not help as they should. Some do not understand the 
need for order and cleanliness. The old cook is jealous of the young servant. There are 
also thieves. The Tharchins can only pull through when they take something less 
important [?when they lower their expectations?]. A few times 1 heard Margaret say: 
"[In comparison] to al1 others. it is impossible for me, like fighting against the flaps of 
windmills!" 1 noticed that the problenis between the generations they take very senously 
and fight against such with much inner strength and time. 

Otherwise, it is a consolation to know that God builds his kingdom with the material 
that in weakness is at His disposal. If He were to wait until His laborers were fully 
ready, nothing would ever get done. From this, one learns to bear one anotlier and not 
to lose patience. 
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Which very thing is what the Tharchins themselves had leamed to do over the years. For to 
the question, Would it be more spiritual to pray to have the burdens removed?, the younger 
missionary Urban remarked that "we weighed that possibility . . . at the Tibetan P a r m a g e  
. . . where . . . [the answer came forth]: When one burden is removed, you soon find a new 
one!" It  was talks like these which Miss Urban and Margaret would have together in the 
momings over tea. Topics discussed, the visitor later noted in her book, "were on work, 
family, heart needs, the future. 1 learned the meaning of 'Now is Grace-Tirne': years earlier 
Margaret had been personally harassed on the Chinese [that is, the Chinese-occupied Tibetan] 
border. That God's grace would be freshly obtained [was the concem] which served as the 
springboard for our corporate ~rayer." '~ 

At one point in a conversation Miss Urban had with Pastor Tharchin, the latter could 
hardly contain himself when in mentioning his wife Margaret's two Prayer Groups he 
exclaimed: "We have so many fine Christians in our congregations! Think only about my 
wife's Mission Prayer Circles that have Bhutanese. Nepalese and Tibetans coming together!" 
Although she could not speak any of these languages, the lady visitor from abroad attended 
one Prayer Circle session with Margaret at which both Circles came together for prayer, as 
they often did, since most of the women could understand each other's languages. To one 
of the Circles belonged Tibetans, and to the other, Bhutanese and Nepalese. Urban briefly 
described how the women in attendance "prayed in a circle, short and heartfelt-not unlike 
as in the German and Swiss Circles. Really, it was not a long-winded flood of words."" I t  
was nonetheless effective prayer that ascended heavenward fiom these Prayer Circles 
which Mrs. Tharchin had helped to organize. It surely was but one ofmany different ministries 
she had labored so devoutly in for Christ and His kingdom interests at Kalimpong alongside 
her husband. 

Indeed, one who knew Margaret Tharchin and her husband so very well and had been in 
a position to observe firsthand for many years the character and lifestyle of both was 
Tharchin's daughter-in-law Nini. Having become a close member of the senior Tharchin's 
family household, Nini. it was noted a few pages earlier, had come to admire greatly what 
she daily witnessed in their lives together. With respect to Margaret in particular, Nini related 
to the present author how on one occasion, after Mrs. Tharchin had gone to the bazaar to 
collect al1 the foodstuffs needed for the household, Margaret then went down again to buy 
more food-just for herself What she purchased and brought back to the compound however, 
was a sizable bundle of rotten or nearly rotten vegetables. When Nini inquired of her why 
she had bought this sad condition of vegetables for cooking and eating. Margaret replied: 
"Oh, 1 saw this old lady earlier today sitting beside her vegetables trying to sel1 them; but she 
could not do so because no one would buy such from her. And 1 felt so sorry for her that 1 
just had to go back down and purchase them niyself." And besides, she rationalized, "if the 
vegetables are too far gone for me to eat, then they can at least be given to the cows and 
pigs to eat." Far from being stingy with other people who frequently dined with the Tharchins 
at their table. Margaret would deny herself good food for the sake of others' well-being. 
Such was the kind of self-sacrificing rninistry which this deeply spiritual Christian woman 
exhibited on a daily basis in ber service towards others that was without discrimination of 
any kind. Speaking of both Margaret and her husband, Nini Tharchin was moved to comment 
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il1 once again, which culminated two years afterwards in her death. Before her passing, 
however, and during a period of hospitalization, not only Margaret but her husband, too, had 
to be taken to Kalimpong's Charteris Hospital since both had fallen il1 at about the same 
time. This was in 1973, noted one of the Tibetan friends of the Tharchin family. Tashi 
Pempa Hishey remembered so well having heard at that time a false rumor that the Babu 
had died soon after being admitted to Charteris. He and his wife Yudon, eldest daughter of 
one of Tharchin's closest friends, the late Atuk Tshering, rushed to the hospital upon hearing 
the rumor; but to their great relief they found Tharchin-la alive! 

Upon seeing this much younger couple's concern for their welfare, both Margaret and 
the Babu expressed their deep appreciation to them for their visit. Said Tharchin in gasping 
tones from his hospital bed, "Yes, I'm still alive, but with great dificulty 1 am breathing." 
Margaret too, in her familiar high-pitched voice, expressed a similar sentiment, she also 
dispelling the false rumor by saying: "Yes, we are both alive and eating a little porridge and 
keeping body and sou1 together." "And now," she added, "let's pray and give thanks." In so 
doing, their prayers exhibited once again the faithful and selfless character of these two 
elderly Christian servants who were always more concerned about others than about 
themselves. Margaret prayed first, Pempa Hishey recalled, her prayer in substance being: 
"We are grateful to You, O God, for people like Pempa and Yudon who have come to visit 
old people like ourselves in the hospital. It gives us great happiness. Thuji-chhe [Thank 
You], Lord." Her humble prayer of thanks was immediately followed by her husband's, 
echoing the same sentiment and ending by thankfully declaring to their God how happy the 
two of them were that because of the Hisheys' visit, he could be reminded once again of 
Pempa's father and father-in-law, whom he loved so dearly.?' 

In a letter to the Tharchins' friends and CO-laborers involved in the work of the Himalayan 
Children7s Home and written just a few days after Margaret's passing in early 1974, her 
husband delineated in some detail the circumstances surrounding her prolonged illness and 
ultimate demise. In the letter, Tharchin wrote in part as follows: 

. . . my dear wife Margaret . . . had been ailing for the last two years. In spite of al1 our 
efforts to [help] her get well and thereafter avail us of her services for a few more years, 
the Lord was pleased to cal1 her home to heaven [and] into His etemal presence. She 
peacefully slept [into the presence of] the Lord on Friday the 25"' of January 1974 at 1 1 
a.m. . . . 

Although we find it very hard to bear the feeling of her departure, yet, by the grace 
of our Lord and His loving consolations from His Holy Word we are trying our best to 
keep our emotions under control. 

Her husband went on in the letter to indicate what had continually been close to Margaret 
Tharchin's heart: 

My dear wife . . . [had] started the children's work entirely by faith and we managed to 
maintain it by faith.. .. 

During her prolonged illness 1 and n ~ y  son had been corresponding on her hehalf 
as she was too weak to do it herself. She used to ask me and my son to write her friends 
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requesting them to continue their generous help for the children's work even after her 
passing away. It was her last wish that the children's work which she had starteci for 
the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ might be continued and developed further. 

So we earnestly request al1 our fiiends who had been earnestly supporting Our 
children's work in the past to kindly continue their valued cooperation and support 
through prayers and every possible means so that we could uphold the children's 
work to fulfill her last wish. 

In relating the funeral arrangements for his wife, Rev. Tharchin wrote further in this 
same letter that 

several fiiends and well-wishers, including many Tibetans and Bhutanese, came to our 
residence to console us. On Sunday the 27Ih of January, we took the funeral, which was 
attended by over 500 people. The [Macfarlane Memorial] church was so overcrowded 
[beyond] capacity that many had to stand outside. We prepared a short life-sketch of 
her, which was read out in the church by the local pastor. It was a great witness indeed! 

As the reader shall soon learn, Margaret's homegoing would be followed by her husband's 
own cal1 to their heavenly home in just two short years later. 
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to the present writer that "today there are very few people like these t ~ o . " * ~ "  
Surely it could be said of the elder Tharchin couple that their joint ministry both to their 

God and to man clearly demonstrated in practical reality the truth of one of the verses from 
the Judeo-Christian Scriptures which head up this chapter: "One [can] chase a thousand, 
[but] two [together can] put ten thousand to flight." These two Christians came to realize 
that the ministry each of them had heretofore hlfilled individually for the sake of their Lord 
and His coming kingdom was nothing to be compared with what their service jointly entered 
into as husband and wife had produced and would continue to produce. In any other field of 
endeavor one plus one should always signify an arithmetic doubling of the results of whatever 
efforts have been put forth. If one person can chase away a thousand of whatever, then 
two together should mean chasing away two thousand. But in Biblical mathematics, when 
two people are brought together in any worthwhile Christian endeavor, the result is an 
increase geometrically: two persons can put ten thousand to flight. The Tharchin-Vitants 
partnership in faithhl service for their Lord and His people was both powerful and effective, 
just as promised in this remarkable Bible passage. There were most certainly many challenges, 
obstacles, and even enemies of the Faith that Rev. Tharchin and Margaret had to face 
during their joint walk together; but these all, they f imly believed, could be and would be 
"put to flight" by the power of God's Holy Spirit in them. As the Judeo-Christian Scriptures 
also declare: "This is the word of the Lord . . . , saying, Not by [human] might, nor by [human] 
power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts" (Zechariah 4:6 AV). 

There came a time, however, when Margaret Tharchin would have to lay aside her 
Christian service temporarily; for she became seriously il1 and remained so for some little 
while. This period of illness, which began in October 1966, had left Mrs. Tharchin extremely 
weak, eventually requiring that she be hospitalized for nearly two months-from early 
December to the following February of 1967. Many fellow Christian laborers remembered 
her in their prayers. Her life was providentially spared-"by God's grace and doctors' 
help," wrote the Babu-in spite of the fact that the doctors had themselves initially despaired 
of saving her. It would not be till nearly mid-June of '67 that Tharchin could write to an 
American fiiend that "now she is gradually recovering her former health."25b Margaret's 
faith in her Lord grew stronger than ever before during her days of serious illness. Her spirit 
of praise and thankhlness to Christ Jesus for His tender mercies and faithfulncss was 
always something worth witnessing. 

But so, too, was the love and affection Gergan and Margaret Tharchin publicly expressed 
towards each other within the family compound which apparently friends and others could 
not help but witness with respect and admiration. Indeed, one close fhend of the Tharchins 
has remarked that these two "love-birds" could ofien be seen hugging each other inost 
atTectionately. Moreover, Babu Tharchin's son and daughter-in-law have recalled how the 
two could frequently be observed kissing each other within the residential compound and 
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how they were constantly addressing one another in such endearing tenns as "Honey, 
darling" and "Darling d e a r ~ . " ~ ~ ~  One other exarnple of this apparent public display of 
endeannent can be told here. During the great influx of Tibetan refugees into Kalimpong 
that began in 1959, there was one among them, Losang Khyongla by name, who, finding his 
way to Tharchin's doorstep a few months after his arriva], tumed out to be a high-ranking 
Lama (he was a holder of the coveted lharampu geshe degree) from the highly esteemed 
Rato Monastery near Lhasa. In his autobiography he describes his encounter in late 1959- 
early 1960 with the Tharchins, which also provides, incidentally, an example of how people 
would ofien point others to the Tharchin family if in need of help. This recognized Incarnate 
Lama wrote as follows: 

1 went, on a friend's suggestion, to the home of a Christian clergyman . . . narned 
Tharchin, who ran a Tibetan-language publishing house. He had had a Tibetan wife 
who had died, and he had then married an elderly, very gentle and kind [European] 
lady. They obviously loved each other; and when 1 visited them, they were both 
friendly, wanting very much to be helpful. But the great problem was that 1 was unable 
to speak any language but Tibetan, and besides. had no usable skills. When 1 suggested 
that 1 might be of help to them, Mr. Tharchin promised that though he needed no one 
just now, he would surely keep me in mind. 

It needs to be added, however, that a few months later, Losang Khyongla himself received, 
as would Tharchin, a letter of invitation to Mussoorie from the Dalai Lama. The former 
Rato Lama was to assist in the planning and writing of a textbook series for use in the 
Tibetan schools established in e~ile.~%ether the Kalimpong publisher had a hand in this 
invitation or not is unknown, but doubtless the two of them subsequently saw each other in 
Mussoorie (see the next chapter). 

Recalling her spiritual ministry and goodness in the past, several friends and well-wishers 
visited Mrs. Tharchin fiom time to time during this bout of illness. Some believers had even 
traveled long distances (such as fiom Lachen and Lachung in northern Sikkim) to express 
their gratitude towards her. They al1 thanked God for her spirituality and her assistance to 
them in the name of Christ. One who knew Margaret extremely well-both at Ghoom and 
now at Kalimpong-was her attending physician, Dr. Andrew Pradhan, himself a Christian. 
In an interview he gave the present author, Dr. Pradhan had been quick to describe Margaret's 
unchanging, uplifiing demeanor: "She was most hospitable, helpful, ever smiling, and always 
joyful." And Tharchin's son Sherab, present at this sarne interview, had commented on her 
profound spirituality, noting that he had constantly observed his third "mother" kneeling in 
prayer in her private study."" 

But though Mrs. Tharchin had, by her God's grace, overcome this particular period of 
serious physical weakness, she was not as fortunate later when in 1972 she fell gravely 



il1 once again, which culminated two years afterwards in her death. Before her passing, 
however, and during a period of hospitalization, not only Margaret but her husband, too, had 
to be taken to Kalimpong's Charteris Hospital since both had fallen il1 at about the same 
time. This was in 1973, noted one of the Tibetan fiiends of the Tharchin family. Tashi 
Pempa Hishey remembered so well having heard at that time a false rumor that the Babu 
had died soon after being admitted to Charteris. He and his wife Yudon, eldest daughter of 
one of Tharchin's closest friends, the late Atuk Tshering, rushed to the hospital upon hearing 
the rumor; but to their great relief they found Tharchin-la alive! 

Upon seeing this much younger couple's concem for their welfare, both Margaret and 
the Babu expressed their deep appreciation to them for their visit. Said Tharchin in gasping 
tones from his hospital bed, "Yes, I'm still alive, but with great dificulty 1 am breathing." 
Margaret too, in her familiar high-pitched voice, expressed a similar sentiment, she also 
dispelling the false m o r  by saying: "Yes, we are both alive and eating a little porridge and 
keeping body and sou1 together." "And now," she added, "let's pray and give thanks." In so 
doing, their prayers exhibited once again the faithful and selfless character of these two 
elderly Christian servants who were always more concemed about others than about 
themselves. Margaret prayed first, Pempa Hishey recalled, her prayer in substance being: 
"We are grateful to You, O God, for people like Pempa and Yudon who have come to visit 
old people like ourselves in the hospital. It gives us great happiness. Thuji-chhe [Thank 
You], Lord." Her humble prayer of thanks was immediately followed by her husband's, 
echoing the same sentiment and ending by thankfully declaring to their God how happy the 
two of them were that because of the Hisheys' visit, he could be reminded once again of 
Pempa's father and father-in-law, whom he loved so dearly.?' 

In a letter to the Tharchins' friends and CO-laborers involved in the work of the Himalayan 
Children's Home and written just a few days after Margaret's passing in early 1974, her 
husband delineated in some detail the circumstances surrounding her prolonged illness and 
ultimate demise. In the letter, Tharchin wrote in part as follows: 

. . . my dear wife Margaret . . . had been ailing for the last two years. In spite of al1 our 
efforts to [help] her get well and thereafter avail us of her services for a few more years, 
the Lord was pleased to cal1 her home to heaven [and] into His eternal presence. She 
peacefully slept [into the presence of] the Lord on Friday the 25" of January 1974 at 1 1 
a.m. . . . 

Although we find it very hard to bear the feeling of her departure, yet, by the grace 
of our Lord and His loving consolations from His Holy Word we are trying our best to 
keep our emotions under control. 

Her husband went on in the letter to indicate what had continually been close to Margaret 
Tharchin's heart: 

My dear wife . . . [had] started the children's work ei~tirely by faith and we nianaged to 
maintain it by faith.. .. 

During her prolonged illness 1 and my son had been corresponding on hcr behalf 
as she was too weak to do it herself. She used to ask me and my son to write her friends 
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requesting them to continue their generous help for the children's work even after her 
passing away. It was her last wish that the children's work which she had statted for 
the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ might be continued and developed further. 

So we eamestly request al1 our fiiends who had been earnestly supporting our 
children's work in the past to kindly continue their valued cooperation and support 
through prayers and every possible means so that we could uphold the children's 
work to fulfill her last wish. 

In relating the funeral arrangements for his wife, Rev. Tharchin wrote fitrther in this 
same letter that 

several fiiends and well-wishers, including many Tibetans and Bhutanese, came to our 
residence to console us. On Sunday the 27' of January, we took the funeral, which was 
attended by over 500 people. The [Macfarlane Mernorial] church was so overcrowded 
[beyond] capacity that many had to stand outside. We prepared a short life-sketch of 
her, which was read out in the church by the local pastor. It was a great witness indeed! 

As the reader shall soon learn, Margaret's homegoing would be followed by her husband's 
own cal1 to their heavenly home in just two short years later. 





C H A P T E R  27 

Tibet in îùrmoii: Private Audiences with Daiai Lama X W  and 
Tharchin's Response through His Press and Church 

1 Say unto you. Every one who shall confess me before 
men, him shall the Son of man also onfess before the angels 
of God ... And when ... you [are] before ... the rulers, and 
the authonties, be not anxious how or what ye shall answer, 
or what ye shall say: for the Holy Spirit shall teach you in 
that very hour what ye ought to Say. 

Luke 12:8, 11-12 

Then the righteous will answer him, "Lord, when did we 
see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you 
something to drink? When did we see you a stranger and 
invite you in, or needing clothes and clothe you? When did 
we see you sick or in prison and go to visit you?" The King 
will reply, "1 tell you the truth, whatever you did for one of 
the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me." 

Matthew 25:37-40 NIV 

Ir WILL RE RECALLED that on Gergan Tharchin's third and final visit to Lhasa in 1940, he like 
many others who were there had seen the Fourteenth Dalai Lama for the very first time 
during a more general audience given for many people at the Boy-King's Installation in the 
Potala Palace only a few short months after the young Priest Sovereign had anived in the 
capital fiom the Sino-Tibetan border area. On that occasion the spiritual mler was less than 
five years of age. It would not be until seventeen years later that Tharchin would have the 
first opportunity to talk with the young leader personally and, as will be seen, under the most 
trying of circumstances. This took place in the year 1957 and most surprisingly in Kalirnpong 
itself. Lengthier and more private audiences with His Holiness would come still later. 

It so happened that the Dalai Lama had been invited to India by that nation's Buddhist 
societies in 1956 to attend the Buddha Jayanti, or 2500" anniversary of the birth of Gautama 
Buddha. It happened further that Beijing at first was reluctant to let the Dalai Lama go, but 
finally agreed when invitations that could no longer be ignored or rejected were extended to 
bath the Dalai and Panchen Lamas by Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru himself.' It is 
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believed that at the back of the attempt to have the Dalai Lama come to India was NehruYs 
wounded pride. 

Two years earlier the Prime Minister had initiated the invitation during his first ever 
meeting with the Dalai Lama that had occurred in Beijing when both were guests of China 
in 1954. The Indian leader had begun to be miffed over the growing impression he had 
commenced sensing that the Tibetans held hirn responsible for al1 their sufferings under the 
Chinese because of his insistent pro-China policy, and, further, that they no longer viewed 
India as a friendly and sympathetic neighbor. Moreover, during their brief Beijing meeting, 
the Dalai Lama had apparently exhibited a deliberate if politely conveyed lack of confidence 
in Nehru which disturbed the Indian leader. For when the latter had inquired of the Dalai 
Lama if there was anything his country could do to help Tibet, His Holiness had carefully 
replied that India could really do nothing. Hence, before he departed the Chinese capital, 
Nehru went out of his way to extend an invitation to His Holiness to visit his land even as the 
Tibetan ruler, while both men were still in China, had proffered an invitation of his own to the 
Indian leader to visit his country. Moreover, the latter was careful to give assurance to His 
Holiness that India would assist in getting China to agree to the Dalai Lama's visit to the 
Subcontinent.? 

But Nehru and his Government had also personally given assurance to the Dalai Lama's 
brother Gyalo Dhondup and W. D. Shakabpa that if the latter would persuade His Holiness 
to accept the invitation, the Indian government "would offer hirn asylum in India." In addition, 
these two Tibetans were also told that the Dalai Lama could live in any of the Palaces of the 
Indian Maharajas and that the Government "would help hirn negotiate with the Chinese" 
about the then current deteriorating situation in Tibet. Reported the Dalai Lama's brother 
further, "Through different channels" he and Shakabpa were able to contact His Holiness 
and "urged him to accept" the invitation, regardless "what the Chinese said," which thing he 
happily did. As shall be learned subsequently, however, the Indian Prime Minister and his 
Government did not hold up their end of the understanding, and Gyalo Dhondup was later 
made furious over Nehru's reneging on his promises. Indeed, the exiled Tibetan angrily 
declared that "Nehru betrayed us . . . and . . . push[ed]" the Dalai Lama "back into the jaws 
of death." Added Gyalo long afterwards, "1 was absolutely livid and even today [1995] 1 still 
feel we were bet~ayed."~ 

Meanwhile, for the Chinese the invitation had placed them in a most awkward position. 
As one Tibetan historian has written about this development: "If they were to prevent the 
visit, they would be accused of imprisoning the Dalai Lama, but if he were allowed to leave 
[Tibet] he might come into contact with people who would encourage hirn not to return."'l 
Indeed, the Tibetan ruler's entire family would now be in India and would unquestionably 
stay with hirn should he decide to remain there and not return. In addition, the members of 
Tibet's Koshag, who would certainly be traveling with His Holiness to India, would likewise 
be inclined to stay with him, including even the alleged traitor among them, Ngabo Ngawang 
Jigme. An unpleasant quandary for the Chinese, to be sure! 

In the end, China had found herself backed into an unenviable diplornatic corner from 
which she could only extricate herselfby giving assent to the visit and take her chances with 
the outcome. As Chairman Mao would himself explain in a speech delivered at Bei.iing 
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the upcoming celebrations, these should be prepared prior to his departure from Lhasa, 
presumably for review in advance by his Communist masters. Moreover, to add insult to 
injury, the Buddhist Grand Lama was presented with a drafi of a speech to be delivered by 
him at the Buddha Jayanti which had been composed by Kalon Ngabo (considered by most 
Tibetans to be a Quisling traitor) in consultation with the Chinese! The Dalai Lama, however, 
was not to be intimidated by such tactics, especially when it came to matters religious: he 
totally rewrote the speech once he was in India.' 

With China's reluctant approval having been granted, both His Holiness and the Panchen 
Lama (now aged 2 1 and 19, respectively), ensconced first in an automobile and then in a 
Soviet-made jeep, traveled down together from Tibet to the Sikkim border; but they were 
flanked by a 200-man Chinese Communist troop escort as well as accompanied by both 
Chinese and Tibetan officials. This incredibly large escort, wrote one newspaper 
correspondent, "had assignments more practical than mere observance of protocol or lending 
color to the proces~ion."~ After the arrival of the two High Lamas in India on November 
25" it became known that His Holiness planned to seek asylum here because ofthe increasing 
unrest back home and repeated violation of promises made by the Chinese in the so-called 
Seventeen-Point Agreement. In fact, towards the end of the two Lamas' time in India, 
agents from Arnerica had in Calcutta urged both of them not to return to Tibet9 Chinese 
Premier Chou En-lai, during his own "coincidental" visit to India, which had begun just three 
days after the Dalai Lama's arrival in New Delhi, and who had heard of the young Priest- 
King's hesitancy to go back to Tibet, had first met in private at the Chinese Embassy with 
the Dalai Lama's two elder brothers, Thubten Norbu and Gyalo Dhondup, and urged them 
to encourage their brother to return to Tibet. They would end up urging His Holiness to do 
just the opposite! In fact, Gyalo days earlier had already approached India's Intelligence 
Bureau Chief, B. N. Mullik, and had told him "in no uncertain terms" that the Dalai Lama 
was intending to seek exile abroad.I0 But Chou had next sought, in private interviews in 
Delhi, to persuade His Holiness to return home by promising to delay unwanted reforms in 
Tibet for six years if he would do so. The implementation of these highly destructive reforms- 
initially introduced by the Chinese by force several years earlier in the eastern region of the 
country-were still being vigorously opposed by the people by every means possible, including 
the taking up of arms. For Tibetans clearly recognized that these supposedly beneficial 
reforms would turn their society upside down and would prove in the end to be totally 
disruptive socially, politically and religiously. In response to Chou's promise to postpone 
implementation of the dreaded reforms if only His Holiness would agree to return home. the 
Tibetan "god-king" gave no certain reply." 

Less than a month later and as though on cue from Chou, the Beijing government, while 
His Holiness was still touring India and trying to make up his ~nind, announced to officials of 
the Tibetan government at Lhasa that not until 1962 (the very six-year period alluded to by 
Chou) wbuld it be "permissible" for the Chinese "to carry out democratic reforms in Tibet." 
Apparently hoping to make it easier for the Tibetan ruler to agree to return to Lhasa, the 
announcement further indicated that even after this six-year delay, the matter of when 
actually to implement such reforms would be determined through "consultation among the 
Tibetan leaders, members of the iipper social strata and the mass of the people," and 
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furthermore, doing so solely "in the light of the conditions at that tirne.". No doubt the 
Chinese Premier, taken aback by the Dalai Lama's continued hesitancy about retuming to 
Lhasa, now hoped that this public announcement-which was conveyed to the Dalai Lama 
and his officiais down in India-would lend greater credibility to his own words of 
assurance given privately to Nehru and to His Holiness." The crafty Chinese leader'' 
would have to wait still longer, however, for a more definite reply from the young Tibetan 
king. - 

Meanwhile, in his conversations with the lndian Prime Minister, the Dalai Lama dexribed 
the desperate situation in East Tibet and shared the fear he and his Tibetan offlcials had that 
"worse troubles" would spread elsewhere in the country. He also expressed fear that the 
Chinese would ultimately dcstroy. th5 religion and customs of Tibet and that the Tibetans' 
"last remaining hopes" were "pinned . . . on the Govemment and people of India." The Dalai 
Lama ended by saying that he wished to stay in India till the situation in Tibet had improved. 

Nehru's response was to indicate first that there was nothing lndia could do since Tibet 
had never been recognized as an independent nation, that the best way out of the troubling 
situation in his country would be to retum and try to work within the framework of the 
Seventeen-Point Agreement and to pressure the Chinese to honor the promises made in it. 
As though to underscore this advice, the Prime Minister had even gone one day to the Dalai 
Lama's quarters at Delhi's Presidential guest house, taking with him a copy of the Agreement. 
There he proceeded to advise the much younger and less experienced Tibetan ruler on 
those points in the Agreement with which the Dalai Lama could challenge the Chinese. 

On the other hand, in response to the Dalai Lama's expressed desire to remain in India, 
the Prime Minister declared that it would be "the height of folly" for him to do so, that his 
place was with his people leading them through a dificult period, and that he was the only 
leader in his country who could unite al1 Tibetans. Were the Buddhist Pontiff to remain in 

* Per article, "Put Down the Rebellion in Tibet Thoroughly!" in Beijing's Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) of 3 1 
Mar. 1959 and which was quoted in Peking Reviov (1 7 Apr. 1959):7. On 10 Dec. 1956 while on his visit to 
India, Chou personally assured Nehru (who in turn reassured the Dalai Lama) that Tibet would enjoy 
autonomy and that China would not force Conimunism on Tibet. Per "Chronology of Events" in International 
Commission of Jurists. The Question oJ7ibet and the Rule ofLaw (Geneva. 1959). 8. The Chinese Premier had 
even told Nehru (who then confided it 10 the Dalai Lama) that the Chinese government "did not consider Tibet 
as a province of China. The people were different from the people of China properW-a startling admission. to 
Say the least! "Therefore," added Nehru, paraphrasing Chou. "the Chinese considered Tibet as an autonomous 
region which could enjoy autonomy." The lndian Prime Minister, noted the Dalai Lama. further reported the 
following to him: "Nehru told me that he had assurances from Premier Chou En-lai that Tibet's autonomy 
would be respected and, therefore. advised me to rnake efforts to safeguard it and cooperate with China in 
bringing about reforrns." In other words, by these reported understandings and assurances from the Chinese 
Premier the lndian leader was urging the young Lania-King to retum to Lhasa. Quotations are found in Point 3 
of a Note by the Dalai Lama that accompanied letters from him to China's later paramount leader Deng Xiao 
Ping and to its President Jiang Zemin, and which were delivered personally to them by a three-member 
delegation from the Tibetan exile govemment in lndia (led by the Dalai Lama's brother Gyalo Dhondup) on 
their diplomatic mission to Beijing in July 1993. See "Dalai Lama's Correspondence with China Revealed." TR 
(Ott. 1993): I 1 .  Even with these assurances and understandings, however, the Dalai Lama was finding Nehru's 
advice to return to Lhasa disappointing and a dificult pill to swallow. Said His Holiness shortly afterwards to 
Apa Pant. the lndian Political Officer in Sikkim: "1 am a very young man. 1 do not know which way to look. 
The medicine that the doctor p e h r ~ ~ ]  is proposing for my weakness seems to be bitter and unpalatable. 1 do noi 
know whether I would really get well with that medicine." Quoted in Tsering Shakya, The Dragon in the L a d  
of Snoivs, 1 56. 
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they wanted him to remain and organize help fiom India and other countries in their stnigglç 
for freedom."I6The Chinese Premier had already conveyed his wishes on this matter to the 
Kashag, having told its members that His Holiness should not go to the hi11 station, 
describing it as a center for reactionary groups. But now, with the Dalai Lama, Chou was 
even more insistent, stating that he should not be unduly influenced by the Tibetan émigré 
community in India, principally those who had settled in Kalimpong. He further declared to 
His Holiness that he should certainly not meet with the former Tibeian Prime Minister 
Lukhangwa, who was now residing in Kalimpong. Instead, advised Chou, the Dalai Lama 
should return directly to Tibet, where, he added, the situation had gotten worse.I7 Again the 
Tibetan Priest-King gave no certain answer, only telling Chou he "would think that over."lw 
Even India's Prime Minister Nehru, in his own final interview with His Holiness in Delhi, 
had advised the latter against going to Kalimpong. The Prime Minister was not unacquainted 
with the controversial hill town since he himself, along with his daughter Indira and India's 
High Commissioner in the United Kingdom Krishna Menon, had paid a visit to Kalimpong 
four years earlier in April 1952. And though he inay have been mildly disturbed by what he 
heard and observed then, in late 1956 his chief concern-not unlike that of Chou En-lai's- 
was that "the people there might be troublesome and might try to persuade" the Dalai Lama 
"not to go back."IY 

It so happened, however, that the Chinese Premier had earlier spoken privately to Nehm 
about Kalimpong at no little length. From a near quasi-verbatim record of their various taiks 
together in Delhi that was published by Nehru's Foreign Ofice Secretary Subimal Dutt, it is 
learned that Chou spoke quite vigorously with the Indian Prime Minister against Kalimpong 
and its Tibetan community. He complained "that some people under the influence of foreign 
Governments did not want Tibet to be under the Central Government of China and talked 
about Tibetan independence. These elements carried on their activities mainly from Kalimpong 
and received their instruction fiom some people who had returned [to there] from the 
USA." Chou also "complained that while in lndia some of the Tibetan oficials accompanying 
the Dalai Lama had come under the influence of the Kalimpong Tibetans led by the Dalai 
Lama's elder brother [Thubten Jigme Norbu] who had just returned fiom the USA." Further, 
he "complained that some local oficials in India had been unfriendly in their speeches of 
welcome to the Dalai Lama. calling Tibet a separate country and not mentioning China at 
all." 

On his part ''Nehru assured the Chinese Premier that India had no political interest in 
Tibet." He went on to Say that "the Government of India had wamed the Tibetans who had 
settled in [District] Darjeeling that ifthey indulged in any political activities, they would be 
forced to leave India.* Under the Indian Law, however, it was not possible for Governmeni 

* Though this was what he told the Chinese Premier, Nehru is reported to have privately told his lndian 
intelligence Bureau Chief. B. N.  Mullik. that "no Chinese protests would be entertained" and that no notice 
would be taken o f  the activities of  Tibetans in Kalimpong. Quoted in Shakya, Dragon .... 149. This &as 
perhaps indicative. as alluded to a few pages earlier, ofNehru's gron ing concern for his souring public irnage 
vis-à-vis the Tibetans on bath sides of  the Indian frontier that uould greatly escalate during the latter half o f  
the 1950s (see laier in the present chapter for further on this concem by the lndian Prime Minister). 
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to take any action against anybody, not even a foreigner, so long as he kept within the 
bounds of law." But Chou was not satisfied. He "was not willing to let the Dalai Lama visit 
Kalimpong," and "told Nehru that according to his information the Dalai Lama might be 
forced by the Kalimpong Tibetans to stay on in India. He feared that if the Dalai Lama 
visited Kalimpong, there might be some unpleasant incident." Besides, added Chou, "the 
Panchen Lama was not keen on passing through Kalimpong as he apprehended discourteous 
treatment from the local Tibetans." 

But the Indian Prime Minister had the last word with the Communist leader, assuring him 
"that the Dalai Lama was fiee to choose his itinerary. Whichever route he would take, the 
Government of India would take al1 necessary steps to prevent the outbreak of any disorder 
anywhere on Indian t e n i t ~ r y . " ~ ~  In fact, Nehm acknowledged to His Holiness himself that 
since "India was a free country,. . . nobody could stop the people of Kalimpong expressing 
their own opinions," adding that if the Dalai Lama "really wanted to go," his Govemment 
"would make al1 the arrangements and look after" him while in the hill t ~ w n . ~ '  

But just to make sure nothing untoward would happen, Nehru, upon leaming that the 
Dalai Lama had determined to go to the Himalayan hill station, immediately took the precaution 
of warning the Tibetan community there. Reviewing the entire incident later before the 
Indian Parliament, the Indian leader informed the Lok Sabha (the House of the People, 
Parliament's lower house) that he and his Govemment "had informed the people-the 
Tibetans and the people of Tibetan origin-in Kalimpong that they would have to behave 
themselves when the Dalai Lama went there." And, added Nehru, "they did so when he 
went there."?' 

In the end, the spiritual mler ofTibet decided he "ought to go" to Kalimpong "in spite of 
Chou En-lai's advice." He concluded that it was more than merely "a political matter," 
declaring: ''1 had a spintual duty to visit my countrymen, on which Chou En-lai could certainly 
not advise me."'3 Accordingly, at the conclusion of his months-long tour of India (December 
1956-January 1957) in Company with the Panchen Lama, the young Pontiff of Tibetan 
Buddhism left by air from Calcutta on January 22nd bound for the famed pilgrimage site of 
Buddha Gaya and then onward alone to Gergan Tharchin's hill station for what would be a 
much longer visit than the originally-planned week's stay at the controversial Himalayan 
town. He arrived to a tumultuous welcome from as many as ten thousand Tibetans and 
many thousands of others. There he was made comfortable in Bhutan House where his 
great immediate predecessor had resided during part of the time of his Indian exile from 
Tibet that had lasted from 19 10 to 191 2. He was the guest of Rani Choni Dorjee, mother of 
Jigme Dorjee, the (late) Prime Minister of B h ~ t a n . ~ ~  

Here the Fourteenth Dalai Lama would now listen to the advice of his many countrymen 
living on this side of the Indo-Tibetan frontier where opposition against the Chinese was the 
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most bitter. While in Kalimpong he "met not only the Tibetans who w a e  living there," 
recalled His Holiness later, but also met a deputation that had been sent by his Government 
in Lhasa to escort him home. And according to the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's own account 
of the matter, "they al1 suggested" that he "should stay in India, because the situation in 
Tibet had become so desperate and ~iangerous."~~ 

In the Himalayan hill station one ofthe many "Tibetans living there" whom His Holiness 
"met" was Gergan Tharchin, who would have an opportunity twice to converse with the 
Tibetan leader. The first was most likely on the occasion of a grand public reception proffered 
the Dalai Lama at the Graham's Homes Establishment (see below) where thousands were 
to gather to hear him speak. Yet neither Tharchin nor His Holiness could converse fieely 
between themselves at this function because the latter was surrounded by several 
unsympathetic political figures (especially the Chinese Communist oficials in his entourage) 
and the Dalai Lama was therefore not permitted to speak his mind much, as had been the 
opposite case three years before when he had been in Beijing. Obviously, the political 
climate had radically changed since then. 

In having his "memoirs" prepared much later Tharchin would recall how at this public 
function in Kalimpong he had noticed that various individuals were hovering about the young 
ruler of Tibet al1 the time trying to censor his comments. And Tharchin Babu was himself 
one of the chieftargets of these Chinese Communist "protectors" of His Holiness, particularlq 
in the light ofwhat had happened in July 195 1 at the hill station when the humble blacksmith's 
son from Poo had been so outspoken in his confrontations with the Chinese Communist 
delegation and its lordly Head, General Chang Ching-wu (see earlier, Chapter 24). And 
thus, because the Dalai Lama had been strictly instructed, when conversing more privately 
with some of his well-wishers, to speak to the point and not to overstep the limit, he had 
been unable to express as he wished his fnendly feelings towards the founder of the Tibet 
Mirror. Yet despite the restrictions which had been placed upon His Holiness, he was 
nonetheless able shortly afterwards-and while still in Kalimpong-to fonvard to Tharchin, 
through one of his officiais, a gift of Rs. 1000/- to be used for his Tibetan newspaper. This 
obviously indicated two things: (a) the Dalai Laina's high regard for the Kalimpongian and 
his news journal; and (b) a recognition of the value and effectiveness of the Tibet Mirror S 
anti-Chinese Communist editorial position. 

There would be a second, much more private and relaxed opportunity, however, for 
Tharchin to meet with His Holiness, but this time accompanied by his wife Margaret. According 
to Margaret Urban, to whom in 1964 the Tharchins confided information about the matter, 
the Kalimpong Christian pastor and his wife were "among the few chosen . . . to be granted 
an audience" at Bhutan House. On this occasion, though, politics and journalism were 
largely put aside as His Holiness and the Tharchins exchanged pleasantries and spoke 
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briefly of spiritual things.* Mrs. Tharchin herself was able to assure the Dalai Lama, reported 
Miss Urban, "that she and many Christians were praying for him and his people." And in 
departing fiom his presence, the pastor and his wife were also able to present to the Tibetan 
Buddhist Pontiff both an English-language Bible and a copy of the Christian Scriptures in 
Tibetan.261nterestingly, shortly after this encounter with the Dalai Lama, Tharchin had shared 
with his fellow Christian minister, Rev. B. K. Biswas, that His Holiness "was good, he 
[having] listened to al1 1 said to him [about spiritual matters], and had very humbly accepted 
the Tibetan Scriptures which 1 gave him.'126a 

Now during his stay in the Himalayan town the Dalai Lama was tendered a grand 
reception and ovation on the grounds of the Graham's Homes Establishment where a special 
rostrum had been set up in Ronaldshay Park to welcome him and where also a golden 
throne had been erected for his use. An estimated four to six thousand Buddhists alone plus 
thousands of other people assembled on the grounds on each of three days between 0900 
and 1500 hours either to express their good wishes or else to obtain the darshan blessing of 
His ho lin es^.^' On this occasion the Buddhist ruler delivered a three-hour "sermon" (after 
private meditation for two hours inside a nearby room) that consisted of the reading by His 
Holiness from one of the Tantric volumes devoted to the praise of Tibet's protective deity 
Chenrezi, whose incarnation, of course, he is believed by Tibetans to be.2R It was but one of 
several "religious discourses" he was to give both here and in Sikkim, and these occasions 
provided the Tibetan Buddhist leader with the greatest satisfaction. As he confided later in 
his autobiography, "1 was weary of politics.. . . So 1 was most happy to find that in Kalimpong 
and Gangtok 1 had time for meditation and for religious discourses to the people who had 
gathered there to hear me."29 But he also took time as well to visit twice the two cinema 
houses in Kalimpong,'O an event which doubtless manifested a continuing fascination with 
motion pictures that dated back to his youthful days in the Norbu Lingka Palace when he 
had asked Heinrich Harrer to constmct for him a private cinema-hall and had the Austrian, 
who became his tutor on Western knowledge, give him private film showings of interest." 
Furthermore, during an informa1 visit His Holiness made on a subsequent day to Graham's 
Homes to meet with the Homes' school faculty and Kalimpong's missionaries, the latter 
were able to present to the Dalai Lama a collective gift from themselves, wrapped within a 

* Nevertheless, i t  will be recalled froin the conclusion of Chapter 24a that on this same occasion the Dalai 
Lama, out of his deep appreciation for Tharchin Babu and his hard-hitting anti-Cornmunist newspaper reporting 
on the oppressive situation in Chinese-occupied Tibet which His Holiness verbally expressed to the Babu, had 
gifted the latter with a large signed photograph of hirnself that was wrapped within a white kharo which 
rneasured about eight feet in length, the largest-sized a Dalai Lama ever presents to anyone, thus signifying the 
profound respect His Holiness had for the humble man from Poo. These details are per the author's interview. 
Dec. 1992, with Pandey Hishey. to whom the Babu had reported the matter shortly afterwards. Moreover. it 
was reported to the author that Tharchin had deerned this portrait of the Dalai Lama to be one of his "prized 
possessions." Per interview, Jan. 1998. with Achu N. Tsering, to whorn the Babu had shared this sentiment. 
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silk cloth and a Tibetan khata. The gifl contained a Tibetan New Testament, several different 
Christian tracts and booklets, some English books, and a number of gospel-playing records." 

By the end of his stay in Tharchin's hill town it had become clear to His Holiness that 
every segment ofTibetan public opinion that counted was in favor ofhis remaining in India. 
Not surprisingly, the hard-line former Tibetan Prime Minister during the early years of the 
Chinese occupation, Lukhangwa, was adamant that under no circumstances should His 
Holiness return home, adding that it was useless to attempt governing their country "under 
what they both now knew was not to be a benign occupation." So, too, were the Dalai 
Lama's two elder brothers (Taktser Rimpoche and Gyalo Dhondup) of this fixed opinion, 
both of whom attempted at Kalimpong to persuade their brother to stay in India; for they 
believed, reported His Holiness later, that "with the very existence of the Tibetan people 
under threat, it was essential to confiont the Chinese in any way possible. The best way to 
do this, they felt, was for me to remain . . . It would then be possible to seek foreign support, 
which they were sure would be easy to obtain." These two brothers had even already 
approached the American Central Intelligence Agency and were developing plans for covert 
action in Tibet.33 

Even al1 three members of the Dalai Lama's Cabinet (the KashagFwho "seemed to be 
Quislings at worst or collaborators" with the Chinese "at the least," and who had accompanied 
the Dalai Lama to India-had also advised him to remain. One of these three was Ngabo, 
considered by many, if not most, Tibetans to be a prime traitor of the country. Arnong other 
things, they pointed out that in exile His Holiness could voice his opinions fieely and alert the 
free world to the true state of affairs in Tibet.34 Members of the Tibetan underground, the 
Mimang, had also urged upon him the same advice. But upon inquiring of Ngabo privately 
what this prominent Cabinet member thought, His Holiness learned that "his advice was 
that if it were possible to come up with a definite plan [for promoting Tibetan independence 
from abroad], then it might be worthwhile to consider staying." In the absence of a concrete 
plan and having only a supposition of foreign support, Ngabo felt that the Dalai Lama "had 
no alternative but to r e t ~ r n . " * ~ ~  

* Interestingly, in the discussions held ainong the Dalai Lama. members of the Kashag. Lukhangwa, and 
Thubten Norbu, Ngabo had asked what could he gained by His Holiness remaining in India. He pointed out that 
there was no indication of aid from either the lndian or any other foreign government. Furthemore. His 
Holiness would be treated as merely a private citizen, alheit a high-profile one, were he to remain in India. Only 
the Dalai Lama's eldest brother could put forward an alternative position to Ngabo's argument. he stating that 
he had obtained "foreign support"-which al1 present knew was a reference to America. But because Ngabo, 
whom he did not trust. was present, Thubten Norbu was reluctant to identif' the government by name. Ngabo 
had then countered that before committing themselves, they would need to know the nature of this support 
more definitel?. Yapshi Sey. brother-in-law of the Dalai Lama. who apparently was present during these 
discussions, recalled that the supposed American offer of support was not deemed by the discussants to be 
significant enough to have justified inentioning it again. Furthemore. i t  would appear that America was in the 
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Leaving no stone untumed, the young "god-king" of Tibet had consulted the oracles of 
his country as well. Two of the three principal ones, Nechung and Gadong, were with the 
Dalai Lama's entourage at Kalimpong. Both of them, recalled His Holiness long 
afierwards, "said that 1 should return." But during one of several consultations with one of 
these State oracles, Lukhangwa deliberately came in; "at which the oracle grew angry" and 
told the former Prime Minister to remain outside. Ignoring the oracle's instruction, Lukhangwa 
stayed and sat down! The Dalai Lama wrote later that afienvards the ex-Prime Minister 
had come up to him and declared: "When men become desperate they consult the gods. 
And when the gods become desperate, they tell lies."36 Subsequent events in Tibet for the 
Dalai Lama and his people would prove the ex-Prime Minister's intuitive observation right, 
insofar as the gods' counsel to Tibet's "god-king" tumed out to be, if not lies, most certainly 
questionable advice. 

In early February of 1957, after several days of meditation, the spiritual leader of Tibet 
summoned his highest officiais and announced he had made a decision. To his official 
family, who had hoped for the best but were unprepared for the worst, the Dalai Lama 
made known that he would be returning to the Tibetan capital. Absolutely stunned by the 
news and considering their country doomed, they "began to weep." And one younger monk 
official among them, momentarily forgetting the status of his "god," even cried out to His 
Holiness: "You are mad-it is like throwing yourself on a fire!" But the Inmost One would 
not be dissuaded; on the contrary, he began to calm his advisers and attempted to explain 
the grounds for his returning to Lhasa." 

Basically, the Dalai Lama had probably six primary reasons which ultimately govemed 
his decision to retum to his land and people: 

(1)  The Indian govemment, on which His Holiness had "pinned Tibet's "last remaining 
hopes," had made it unambiguously clear, through Nehru himself, that no help whatsoever 
would be forthcoming to him or his country. The Indian Prime Minister firmly believed that 
peace must prevail between India and China; but such could not continue were India to 
interfere in any way in Sino-Tibetan relations at this point in time. And despite certain 
tensions having recently arisen between these two Asian mega-nations, Nehru, in Tsering 

process ofchanging her policy frorn trying to influence the Dalai Lama directly to a covert policy ofdestabilizing 
China's hold on the World's Roof. The U.S. now viewed the East Tibet revolt to be a major setback for China 
that could provide an opportunity for American involvement. See Shakya, Dragon ..., 153-4, 156-7. 

This Tibetan historian went on to speculate about Ainerica's role at that time in Sino-Tibetan affairs. He 
believes that like the lndian governrnent, the Americans probably did not wish to have the Dalai Lama stay in 
India. Though six years earlier the Tibetan Priest-King's renunciation of the Seventeen-Point Agreement on 
lndian soi1 would have constituted a major propaganda coup for the U.S., in 1957 the propaganda value of the 
Dalai Lama had lessened considerably. Hence, at this later date, "Arnerican interests," he writes, "were best 
served" if the Dalai Lama returned to Tibet "and resisted the Chinese." Like Nehru. therefore, the Ainericans 
rnay have telt it to be the "height of folly" indeed for the Tibetan ruler to have rernained in India. Ihid., 157. 
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Shakya's phrase, had not "lost any of his early enthusiasm for China." 
(2) Although the Indian government could not forcibly make the Dalai Lama go back 

to his countrymen, it had likewise made it clear that should the "god-king" seek asylum in 
India, the Govemment would certainly grant it but Tibet's Priest-Ruler could not expect any 
special privileges nor would he be accorded any assistance. In the words of Ngabo, the 
Dalai Lama would simply "be treated as a private citizen" with no oppominity to serve as a 
rallying point for challenging Communist China's attempted total takeover of Tibet. Under 
circumstances of this kind it was obvious that there was little positive advantage to be 
gained by remaining in India. (Admittedly, two years later, it would be very different; but 
only because the political climate among both Govemment and people of lndia would 
dramatically change during the interim; see later in the present chapter.) 

(3) It appeared to the Dalai Lama, if not to his two elder brothers, that no support- 
whether overt or covert, diplomatic or military--could be expected from America that would 
be significant enough and soon enough to alter the situation on the ground in the Snowy 
Land that would be favorable to the Tibetan people. 

(4) Not just one, but two, of the three principal Tibetan oracles, including the all- 
important State Oracle of Nechung, had once again pronounced the judgment of the unseen 
realm: the gods had declared through both mediums that the Vice-Regent of Buddha on 
Earth shoyld retum to the Habitation of the Gods at Lhasa. 

(5) The repeated assurances and promises given in private talks with the Dalai Lama 
by the Chinese Premier during the latter's several visits to India while His Holiness had 
been there weighed considerably in the mind of Tibet's ruler in arriving at his decision. 
These assurances were the following: Tibet would enjoy complete autonomy as provided 
for in the Seventeen-Point Agreement; Communism would not be forced on the Tibetan 
people; the reforrns then being imposed against the wishes of much of East Tibet would be 
withdrawn and, as Mao had himself most recently confided to Chou who in turn had reported 
the same to the Dalai Lama in Delhi, they would be postponed for five, even ten, years- 
and even longer, if necessary-and would not be re-introduced until and unless the people 
wanted them; many of the Chinese troops and Communist cadres would be withdrawn 
from Tibet and Nehru would be invited to Lhasa to see for himself that this promise had 
been fulfilled; and that the admitted mistakes committed by the Chinese which had caused 
the inhuman treatment and oppression of the Tibetans would be corrected. As His Holiness 
would acknowledge at a London press conference in December 1991 in response to a 
question from a correspondent of Communist China's officia1 Xinhua news agency: It was 
because of promises like these given him by Chou En-lai at Delhi that he retumed to Tibet 
in 1957. 

(6) Of equal importance to Chou's promises in helping the Dalai Lama make up his 
mind to return was the insistent advice given hiin repeatedly by the lndian Prime Minister 
that his place was not in India but with his people in Tibet leading them through a most 
difficult period. Both Chou's "renowned charm and persuasiveness" and Nehru's counsel 
exerted a tremendous influence on the young Dalai Lama. Looking upon India's Prime 
Minister as a wise, experienced, and sensitive "father-figure," His Holiness took to heart 
the advice which this leader of the world's largest democracy had pressed upon him. 
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With an array of substantive reasons such as these impinging themselves upon the thinking 
of His Holiness, any objective observer would be compelled to assert that it would have 
been far more surprising had the Dalai Lama not gone back to Lhasa!38 

Later, in his published memoirs of the period, the Tibetan ruler would explain the reasoning 
behind his decision to retum in these simple words: "1 had made up my mind that one more 
chance must be given to the Chinese to carry out their Govemment's promises, and one 
more effort must be made for fieedom through peaceful me an^."^^ (Subsequently, though, 
when back in Lhasa and events in the short-terrn did not materialize as had been anticipated, 
Tibet's inexperienced young theocrat acknowledged to his closest advisers that they had 
been right and he wrong: that he now greatly regretted having twice accepted Chinese 
assurances of Tibetan autonomy within the Chinese dominion--once in 195 1 as specifically 
called for in the Seventeen-Point Agreement and once again most recently in 1957 and at 
the insistent advice of Nehru: that he now realized that while still in Kalimpong he should 
have gone into Indian exile where, the Dalai Lama further confided, he would at least have 
been able to represent his country before a watching world.)'O 

Accordingly, the Priest-King of Tibet resolutely set his face once again homeward, but 
not before he made a brief visit to the buffer State of Sikkim on his way by mule caravan to 
Lhasa. In Gangtok, as the guest of the (then) Maharaja of Sikkim, the Dalai Lama, as he 
had done at Kalimpong, attended religious functions and addressed crowds of people who 
gathered to hear him and receive his blessing. But reports of heavy snows in the mountains 
postponed his departure for a whole ten days, and nearly two months would elapse from the 
time His Holiness finally did leave the Subcontinent (departing Gangtok on 13 February) 
before he would arrive home on the Znd of April 1957.4' 

The Panchen ~ a m a ,  too, headed back to the Land of Snows. He and the Grand Lama of 
Tibet had left together from Buddha Gaya, but only as far as Baghdogra aerodrome (near 
Siliguri) did the Panchen return with His Holiness, the former deciding to forego any visit 
with the latter to Kalimpong. This was because "an ugly incident" had occurred at this 
nearest airfield to Tharchin's hill-town home when the two High Lamas had first arrived on 
Indian soi1 the previous November to begin their joint participation in the Buddha 
celebrations. Thousands of Tibetans had gathered at the airport to welcome the Dalai Lama 
with gifts and the customary ceremonial scarves. But while the scarves were being 
showered upon him from the crowds, one bystander had used this opportunity to place a 
stone inside a scarf and had then thrown it towards the Panchen Lama, "who received a 
nasty cut on his cheek." ln view of this hostile act on the part of his countrymen now 
dwelling on this side of the Indo-Tibetan frontier, the Panchen "did not venture to visit 
Kalimp~ng,"'~ where Tibetan feelings obviously ran high in favor of His Holiness, in 
opposition to the Panchen Lama who was accused of having pro-Communist leanings. In 
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fact he "was informed before he came that he was not ~ a n t e d . " ' ~  Instead, from the 
Baghdogra aerodrome the Chinese, out of fear for their lives, had the Panchen and his 
pro-Chinese companion Ngabo, flown directly back to Lhasa on 29 Jan~ary,+~ from whence 
on the 3 1'' the Panchen returned by motorable road to his ecclesiastical seat ofTra~hilhunpo.~~ 

The Dalai Lama was not, however, to remain for long in the Tibetan capital. For in less 
than two years he was compelled by the political situation to leave Lhasa once again as he 
had done before in 1950. On this occasion, though, he was ultimately to leave Tibet altogether 
and come down to India. It may be recalled that from the perspective of most Tibetans the 
Sino-Tibetan Treaty signed at Beijing in May of 195 1 had by early 1959 been almost entirely 
thrown to the winds by the Chinese themselves as evidenced by their repeated violations of 
the various clauses of the Seventeen-Point Agreement. The result of this wholesale ignoring 
of the treaty by the Chinese-especially with the forced introduction of economic and 
social reforms-eventually stirred up a stiff rebel revolt in Tibet that continued off and on 
over a period of several years. Indeed, fiom 1954 onwards, notes Tsenng Shakya, these 
reforrns had become increasingly "more radical and assimilationist" in character, causing a 
well-nigh "universal resistance" to them by the Tibetans, particularly among the Khampas 
in the East. 

Yet the revolt of 1959, Shakya has insightfully opined, was more than "a political act in 
defense of Tibet's independent status, which had been lost with the signing of the 17-Point 
Agreement," but was in essence an action "in defense of the value system of the ordinary 
man and woman, to which the Dalai Lama was central." But when the onrush of 
uncontrollable events at Lhasa over a seven-day period threatened to endanger the current 
safety and future security of the Dalai Lama, "the only solution" left to the baffled Tibetan 
leadership at Lhasa, writes Shakya, "was to rescue 'the most precious jewel' from the 
faithless Red Chinese." 

* Although as was learned earlier Ngabo Shape was arnong those who had advised the Dalai Lama to reniain in 
India, he himself returned to Lhasa. According to the Tibetan Communist Phuntsog Wangval. who was in Lhasa 
at the tirne of the Shape's return to the Tibetan capital and who spoke with him tirsthand, Ngabo had let3 the 
Daiai Lama's entourage under the "pretext" that his wife (who had traveled with him to India) was approaching 
the time of giving birth. "He obviously thought," notes Phuntsog, "that things were serious because he 
requested two tliings from [General] Tan Chansan, then the top-ranking [Chinese Communist] cadre in Lhasa": 
the first, that he be permitted to join the Communist Party; the second, which was "even more surprising," that 
if the situation reached the point wherein the Party and the PLA were unable to rernain in Tibet, Ngabo wished 
the PLA to take him and his family to China. Amazed, Phuntsog realized that the Shape believed there was a 
good possibility that the PLA would he driven out by the Tibetan government! Apparently, Ngabo seriousl? 
thought American support claims were plausible enough that the Chinese in Tibet might indeed be pushed out. 
But if SO, mused Phuntsog at the time, "what must the other Tibetan oficials be thinking?" Though his two 
requests were communicated to Beijing, Ngabo was assured by Tan that he need not be concerned about having 
to leave since the PLA, he added, would be in Tibet forever. The Party was nonetheless greatly relieved to learn 
that the Dalai Lama had decided shortly thereafier to retum to his homeland rather than live in exile. See M.C. 
Goldstein et al.. eds.. A Tibetan Rcvolutionary (Berkeley. 2004). 216. 
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Now during the well-known Uprising of 1959, Tibetans-primarily those in central Tibet 
around Lhasa and in eastern Tibet-rose up in an attempt to throw off the yoke of Chinese 
Communism and with it the unsubstantiated Chinese claim to sovereignw over Tibet. The 
avowed purpose of this rebellion was to win back the fieedom and independence of the 
country. And as indicated earlier, it was the stringent imposition by the Chinese of the hated 
so-called democratic reforms upon the Tibetans-initially upon those in the eastern 
territories-which served as the catalyst that would now galvanize the populace "to rise UP 

against the Chinese in the narne of defending religion and country."* By the winter of 1958, 
the rebels (under the leadership particularly of the Khampas from the east), now having 
resorted to guerrilla warfare, had moved into the region south of the Tsangpo River and 
north of Bhutan and continued throughout the year to strengthen their control in the area 
(known as Loka) and recruit more Tibetans to the revolutionary cause. Furthemore, 
thousands of East Tibetan rehgees (numbering more than 15,000 families, according to one 
estimate) had commenced encamping themselves around Lhasa itself, bringing with them 
news of the persecution and killing of many civilians, the destruction of monasteries, and 
other sad happenings which they had witnessed back home. The situation was soon to 
reach the breaking point early the following year, especially when the Dalai Lama, pressured 
by the Chinese military commander to deploy Tibetan troops to put down the revolt, refused- 
in this instance-to agree to do what the Chinese overlords asked or pressured him to do.46 
In March of 1959 incidents of violence broke out, and then increased, in various parts of 
Tibet and even on the streets of Lhasa. It is worth noting that despite later claims by the 
Chinese that a coordinated conspiracy had been hatched unitedly by Lhasa officials and the 
Khampas to inaugurate a rebellion, al1 evidence suggests, reports Shakya, that the Khampa 
revolt "was not instigated by either the Lhasa officials or extemal agents" (like the Kuomintang 
or America) but was "purely a reaction against the ref~rms."~'  

However, it should be pointed out that the March 1959 Uprising was primarily centered 
in Lhasa and its immediate vicinity. This is because, as historian Shakya has further made 
clear, the Chinese, alerted by the events occumng in the Tibetan capital, "had time to deploy 
large numbers of troops" to such important centers as Shigatse, Gyantse, Dingn and Shelkar 
Dzong, thus preemptively preventing rebellious outbreaks in these places of Central Tibet. 
And among the more remote areas of western Tibet, the people there were not affected at 
al1 by the Lhasa events and only became aware of the Dalai Lama's flight to fieedom when 
hearing about it on All India R a d i ~ . ' ~  

Now much has been reported about the March Uprising at the capital, most of it creating 
the impression of its having been "the showdown of Tibetan resistance." But Michel Peissel 
and other writers on the event have pointed out that the Khampas had never anticipated 
being able in one single clash to overcome the large Chinese force stationed there. It was 

* Carole McGranahan, "Arrested Histories," Ph.D. dissertation, 2001, p. 26. This anthropologist/historian on 
Tibet went on to note that "although this story of the popular armed struggle for Tibet, of  a very masculine 
version of the nation, is one that might be expected to be at the center of national narratives of modern Tibet, 
it is not; histories of the Khampa-led Tibetan resistance are examples of arrested histories that have yet to 
solidly secure a place within state-sanctioned national history." Ibid. 
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their view that whatever was going to occur at Lhasa would be but one part of a planned 
general tebellion throughout Tibet, leading to more clashes with the Chinese elsewherc and 
under circumstances much more favorable to the rebels. As a matter of fact, only a small 
proportion of the total aggregation of Khampa soldiers situated throughout Kham, Amdo 
and Loka were in the Tibetan capital at this time. Specifically, noted Peissel, the number of 
these soldiers in the holy city was only two thousand or so, of which about a thousand were 
there merely because of the New Year celebrations. The other thousand, as it happened, 
had only been sent up fiom the Southeast Loka region for the purpose of protecting the 
Dalai Lama "fiom pursuit by the Chinese" when it had become clear during the Uprising 
that His Holiness would be compelled by events in Lhasa to depart fiom the Tibetan capital.* 

In the event, ultimately, with the mounting public demonstrations and the increasing 
escalation of violence, and now fearing for the Dalai Lama's personal safety, Tibet's highest 
officiais (but not including the still today controversial Kashag Minister Ngabo who had 
days earlier sided openly with the C h i n e ~ e ) ~ ~  reluctantly urged His Holinèss to leave the 
capital.s0 In the words of Shakya, in wishing to move His Holiness out of the city, the Dalai 
Lama's Cabinet very much desired "to create political and spatial distance between 
themselves and the Chinese," as well as relieve themselves of pressure fiom the ongoing 
large public demonstrations. Phala, the Court Chamberlain to His ho lin es^,^' would be 
informed of the Kashag's decision. According to Shakya, Phala would later explain that the 
Cabinet's aim was to seek out a safe area that could serve as a "buffer zone" of sorts, fiom 
which negotiations with the Chinese could be carried on.52 Reluctantly, the leader of the 
world's last theocracy bowed to the wishes of his advisers, departing secretly for Loka 
under the protection of the Khampa soldiery. 

But what exactly gave rise to the March Uprising at Lhasa in the first place? Most 
writers and scholars on this period in Tibetan history would probably agree that, given the 
socio-political and cultural clirnate of the times in Tibet, it was a revolt just waiting to happen. 
Al1 which was needed, it seems, was a spark-in this case, a fearful mor-to ignite a 
public display of pent-up anger which just below the surface had been building up to a 

* It should be pointed out that Tsering Shakya has observed that Peissel and other writers "have painted an 
overly romantic view of the Khampas' role in the Tibetan revolt." On fairly solid grounds, he has taken issue 
with Peissel's claims ( 1 )  that the Khampas were the primary organizers behind the Lhasa Upnsing, and (2) that 
they were actually the ones who made the decision to spirit the Dalai Lama away from the capital. The Tibetan 
historian's well-documented narrative regarding this aspect of the Uprising very rnuch argues tû the conmry. 
Moreover, Peissel provides no evidence to substantiate these claims. There is no doubt, acknowledges Shakya. 
that "many Khampa refugees living in Lhasa were active in the revolt." but in his opinion Peissel bas exaggerated 
in claiming that they "organized" the Uprising. Dragon ..., 495 note 70. 

Another two historians of these events whose view is similar to the Peissel claims are George Ginsburgs 
and Michael Mathos, in their book, Cornmunisi China and fiber; the Firsr Dozen Years (The Hague, 19641, 
especially pages 120-23. 
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boiling-point among the "masses" against the Tibetan ruling elites on the one hand and 
against the Chinese overlords on the other. "In retrospect," asserts Tsering Shakya, "the 
immediate cause of the revolt seems to have been a trivial issue of courtly etiquette which 
could have been easily averted." But when linked to a rumor whose substance revolved 
around the possible endangerment to the safety of the Tibetans' precious Priest-King, the 
Uprising became inevitable. 

It al1 began with an innocent friendly conversation which had occurred at the height of 
the annual Monlam Festival. The conversation took place in the Potala Palace on 7 Febmary 
1959 during a religious dance performance there that was attended by not only the Dalai 
Lama and his Cabinet but also China's then acting representative at Lhasa, General Tan 
Guansan, and Deng Shaodong, the Tibet Military Command's deputy chief. These latter 
two individuals happened to mention to His Holiness that a newly-organized dance troupe, 
having undergone training in China, had just retumed to the Tibetan capital. The Dalai Lama 
had politely responded to this comment by indicating his interest in seeing the troupe perform 
sometime. Tan indicated he would be happy to arrange a performance at the Dalai Lama's 
suinmer palace of Norbu Lingka. His Holiness had countered with the observation that 
because no proper facilities existed to mount the show there, why not have the troupe 
perform in the recently constructed auditorium at the Headquarters Camp of the PLA? 

This casual conversation, the subject of which soon receded into the background in the 
Dalai Lama's mind, would nonetheless not long hence become, in Shakya's words, "the 
final spark which led to the Lhasa uprising." For although almost al1 Tibetan officials were 
unaware that the Dalai Lama had requested an opportunity to witness the dance 
performance, the Chinese had immediately thereafter decided that the latter would serve as 
a fitting celebration to mark the graduation ceremony of His Holiness who during the 
concluding days of Monlam was scheduled to take his final lhurampu geshe examination. 
General Tan, with nothing sinister at al1 in mind, would now repeatedly press the Dalai Lama 
to set a date for attending the show, but busyness with other matters prevented His Holiness 
from fixing a date. On 5 March, in fact, he, along with his court, would be centrally involved 
in a colorful processional transfer from the Potala to Norbu Lingka that would be his home 
and headquarters for the duration of the upcoming warm season. But, finally, when Tan 
pressed him again on 7 March, the Dalai Lama suggested that three days later, the IO", 
would be a day acceptable for him to attend the dance at the Headquarters Camp of the 
Chinese Military Command located just outside Lhasa. 

Hence, it should be clear from al1 this that in the first place it was the Dalai Lama who 
had invited himself, as it were, to see the dance performance and who also had hiinself 
chosen both the venue and the date for the event. However, only a few individuals at Norbu 
Lingka were aware that he had decided to attend such a function at the Chinese Camp and 
that it would be held on 10 March. Moreover, it seems that no discussion on arrangements 
between Tibetan and Chinese officials ever occurred till the 9Ih. Furthermore, none of the 
Kashag members were informed of the impending visit by the Dalai Lama to the Chinese 
Camp. This set of circumstances easily became "grist" for the proverbial "rumor mill" that 
when fully played out would ignite a political firestorm that ultimately ended in tragedy for 
al1 concemed. It only needed someone to take the initiative to compose the rumor and to 
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convey it to the lay and monastic populace of Lhasa, who at this particular Festive season 
had gathered from far and near in very large numbers in Tibet's most Sacred City. Enter: a 
junior monk official at Norbu Lingka by the name of Barshi. He it would be, notes Shakya, 
"who was to play an instrumental role in mobilizing public opposition to the visit" by h 
Dalai Lama to the Chinese Camp. 

Interviewed by the Tibetan historian long afterwards, Barshi recalls first having heard 
about the impending visit on 9 March morning while attending a daily tea ceremony in the 
summer palace. Upon hearing the news, Barshi instantly remembered a prophecy he hirnself, 
along with the Abbot of Gyume Gompa, had heard just six days earlier fiom the lips of the 
Nechung Oracle whom Barshi had invoked. The prophecy had warned that for his own 
safety the Dalai Lama was not to venture outside the Norbu Lingka for the time being. 
Immediately Barshi expressed to other Palace officials his suspicion that the Chinese were 
planning to abduct Tibet's "god-king" and probably fly him off to Beijing. For had he and the 
others not heard reports already that several Chinese planes had most recently landed at 
Lhasa's Damshung Airport, that the Chinese had begun assembling military trucks at their 
Camp, and that the Chinese had been pressing His Holiness to agree to attend an upcoming 
National People's Congress at the Chinese capital in April? These developments, known to 
Palace officials responsible for the Dalai Lama's safety and security, had now heled their 
suspicions that something seriously untoward was afoot surrounding the Tibetan leader's 
visit to the Military Camp to attend the religious dance show. 

Not aware of the innocent conversation His Holiness had carried on with Tan and Deng 
weeks before, various Palace oficials-from Phala on down to Barshi-now became most 
apprehensive about the visit next day to the Chinese Camp. Especially did they become 
deeply concerned when it was reported to them that the Chinese that very day had been 
telling several Tibetan oficials to dispense with the protocol and ceremony usually associated 
with the public movements and activities of the Dalai Lama, that His Holiness in the present 
instance should not have his personal bodyguards accompany him to the Camp, that Tibetan 
military guards were to station themselves only as close to the Camp as was the location of 
a particular bridge crossing that was two miles' distance away, and, finally, that they, the 
Chinese, would be responsible for the Dalai Lama's security. The Palace officials grew 
even more alarmed upon learning that not until the 9" March did the Chinese commence 
inviting to the performance and banquet various Kashag members, monastic Abbots, and 
other high Tibetan dignitaries. Panic began to reign in earnest among many ofNorbu Lingka's 
officials. 

Significantly, by the morning of the IOh, a11 Lhasa as well as most of the nurnerous 
monasteries in and around the capital had been made aware of the Dalai Lama's visit to the 
Camp that was to occur later that day. For when Palace officials on the 9th were unable to 
convince His Holiness to cancel his visit out of consideration that the unusual and stringent 
conditions never before imposed by the Chinese could only signiQ danger for his security, 
Barshi and another Palace monk official had volunteered to go immediately to Lhasa several 
miles away and to spread the news far and wide, which thing they did most efficiently and 
effectively. So much so, apparently, that one Chinese source singled out by S h w a  bas 
claimed that the Mayor of Lhasa had "on 9 March evening . . . provoked citizens" by having 
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said the following: "Tomorrow the Dalai Lama will go to the Military Area Command for a 
banquet and performance; Hans have prepared a plane to kidnap the Dalai Lama to Beijing; 
every household should send people to Norbulingka, the residence of the Dalai Lama, to 
petition him not to attend the performance." Furthermore. asserts Shakya, "some people [in 
Lhasa] claimed that they had heard that the Dalai Lama had been abducted by the Chinese 
in the middle of the night, others that the Chinese had attacked the palace. Some were told 
that they should rush to the Norbulingka to prevent the Dalai Lama from being kidnapped by 
the Chinese." 

The Tibetan historian makes clear that Barshi had never intended to ignite a revolt: al1 he 
and his colleagues had wished to do, he later said, was to keep the Dalai Lama from 
venturing out to the Chinese Camp. And the best and only way now open to them to see this 
accomplished at this late date, they thought, was to mobilize the Lhasa public to persuade 
the Dalai Lama to cancel his visit. Moreover, they could never have imagined, writes Shakya, 
"the anger of the c r o w d  which was released by their spread of the rumor that the safety of 
His Holiness would be endangered were he to visit the Chinese Camp. Nor could they ever 
have predicted the outcome of their efforts to arouse the public to the sinister plot which 
Barshi and others in the Palace had firmly believed lay behind the Chinese desire to have 
His Holiness attend the religious function at the Military Camp. Nevertheless, observes 
Shakya, "once the crowd had been prompted by the rumour that their leader was in danger, 
there was no way that .. . any Tibetan leader could influence the people" to cease their 
disruptive activities. 

And so, the surging Lhasa populace, soon to be engaged in daily demonstrations around 
Norbu Lingka and elsewhere, would first direct their anger and resentment against the 
Tibetan ruling elites for betraying their leader and their Buddhist faith, especially against 
those who they believed were pro-Chinese ("Do not sel1 the Dalai Lama for Da Yuan 
[Chinese silver dollars]," the demonstrators would soon commence shouting; "the Dalai 
Lama is more precious than a sack full of Da Yuan"); and second, against the Chinese for 
betraying the Seventeen-Point Agreement by having undermined the authority of the Dalai 
Lama. Needless to say, Barshi's mobilization of the Lhasa masses achieved his and his 
fellow officiais' stated aim: Tibet's Priest-King was compelled to acquiesce to the 
demonstrators' demand that he cancel his visit to the Chinese Camp. But i t  achieved much 
more that was wiwanted and unsought, culminating in the reluctant departure of His Holiness 
from the Holy City and, ultimately, from Tibet itself.* 

* One of the best detailed, well-documented accounts, including background, analysis. and perceptive 
conclusions as to what triggered the March Uprising can be found in Shakya, Dragor7 ..., 186-96. (In fact, the 
Text narrative provided in the above section just concluded in the present work is based on Shakya's excellent 
account.) Furtherrnore. this Tibetan historian has convincingly shown that the Chinese never had any intention 
of abducting the Dalai Lama or of taking him off to Beijing. lndeed, he quotes the late distinguished Tibetan 
scholar, Dawa Norbu, who had written that "it is clear from my own findings that Tibetan fears and suspicions 
were unfounded, and that the Chinese had no such intentions." The iden, notes Shakya, that this was the intent 
of the Chinese had been "born out of the Tibetans' fear and supported by circumstantial evidence." See ibid., 
192, 193. 493 note 40. 
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But a week before he did so a delegation of the now aroused and agitated people of 
Lhasa had on 10 March appealed to the world for help through the Indian Consul-General 
Major Chiba, the only foreign representative in Lhasa with the ability to communicate with 
the outside world. According to India's Prime Minister Nehru, "a large crowd of Tibetans 
had entered the premises of the Indian Consulate-General to speak to the Consul-General 
about the mmours [circulating] and their apprehensions about the Dalai Lama's ~afety."~' 
Significantly absent from the Prime Minister's first substantive statement delivered before 
India's Parliament on the deteiiorating situation in Lhasa was any mention of the fact that 
the delegation had asked both the Indian and Nepalese consuls to witness later that day the 
Tibetan Freedom Cornmittee's declaration of independence that would officially reject the 

. - 

groundless claim of Chinese sovereignty over the nation. Although the lndian Consul declined 
to accompany the delegation when it would deliver the challenge to the Chinese, Major 
Chiba himself nonetheless assured the members of the delegation that "he would objectively 
inform India and the world of the Tibetan resolution." The delegation had gone to these 
consulates, Gergan Tharchin would later note in his "memoirs," "so that the oficials there 
would stand as witnesses" to the resolute determination the Tibetan people now wished to 
give expression to of declaring "the independence of Tibet absolutely free from Chinese 
control in the tmest sense of the ~ o r d . " ~ ~  Michel Peissel" has described in vivid tems 
what then happened on March 

The Tibetan Freedom Committee [consisting ofabout sixty to seventy members elected 
by the people of Lhasa at the suggestion of the Dalai Lama's CabinetI5' set out to the 
foot of the Potala Palace,5R the histonc seat of the Tibetan government, the most 
famous of al1 buildings in the Tibetan world. There the Freedom Committee, as masters 
of Lhasa and the self-appointed government of Tibet, officially repudiated the 
Seventeen-Point Agreement before a huge crowd of over 30,000 people. Copies of the 
Agreement were then burnt, an act which was repeated before the JO-khang, the great 
Cathedra1 of Lhasa, the holiest place in Tibet. 

The repudiation of the . . . Agreement on the grounds that it had been broken by the 
Chinese and had been ratified and signed by the hated traitor Ngabo was followed by 
an official declaration of war against China. The Chinese were ordered to leave Lhasa 
imrnediately.' 

* Though fixing a different date for this meeting at the foot of the Potala, Tsering Shakya has nonetheless 
acknowledged that "nearly fi@ government officialsl'-but not including any Kashag members-would be 
gathered there, "al1 in support of the revoit." They, along with "the People's Assembly" or Freedom Committee. 
together with "thousands of people" present, constituted "perhaps the largest ever public demonsiration in 
Lhasa." He further noted that some of these Government officiais "took charge" of the meeting as "speaker 
after speaker denounced the Chinese and demanded the restoration of Tibet's independence. The crowd 
renounced the 17-Point Agreement, saying that the Chinese had betrayed the Agreement by undermining the 
authority of the Dalai Lama." According to Shakya, none of the Kashag members nor m y  other influential 
figure would associate themselves with these proceedings, even though "mmy Tibetan oficials openly supported 
the uprising, which the- saw as the last chance to oust the Chinese and restore the power of the Dalai Lama." 
The Kashag. continually reluctant to display any sign of siding with the demonstrators, out of f e u  of the 
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It was now the tum of the women ofTibet to make their voice heard by the Chinese and, 
if possible, by the world. Called the Women's Uprising of 12 March, just two days after the 
Freedom Cornmittee had declared the independence ofTibet, some women of Lhasa, under 
the direction of Tsarong Shape's niece, Serong Yume Kunsang (who was tenned by one 
participant, R. D. (Mary) Taring, "a Tibetan Joan of Arc"), mounted the beginnings of a 
protest march through the capital's streets that in time gathered to its banners between five 
and fifteen thousand strong at the foot of the Potala. Whereupon this massive crowd of 
women began surging fonvard in earnest through the city as a protest against the continued 
presence of the Chinese in Tibet. According to W. D. Shakabpa's account of these events, 
"a deputation of some of them went into the [Norbu Lingka] palace asking the Dalai Lama 
to proclaim independence" h i m ~ e l f . ~ ~  

At one point, Serong Kunsang directed Mary Taring (the wife of Gergan Tharchin's 
former Gyantse student, Jigme Taring) to head a delegation of women to go to the Indian 
Consulate at Dekyi Lingka60 near the Norbu Lingka Palace, to which she did.6' At the same 
time other women's delegations were dispatched to the Nepalese and Bhutanese consulates, 
with still another one commissioned to go to the Lhasan Moslem community nearby. The 
task of these varying delegations was to enlist the support of the different Govemments of 
these neighboring States in the Tibetan stniggle for independence and to seek their witness 
to the manifesto which two days earlier had repudiated the Seventeen-Point Agreement 
and had demanded the withdrawal of the Chinese from Lhasa and the rest of Tibet. The 
Indian Prime Minister himself, but quite belatedly some two weeks after the everit, 
acknowledged before his Parliament that "a large number of Tibetan women came to the 
Consulate and requested the Consulate-General to accompany them to the Chinese Foreign 
Bureau to be a witness to their demands." But, he added, "the Consulate-General refused 
to accompany them." The refusal, correctly made by the Indian and the other two Consuls, 
to interfere in intemal matters, apparently undermined the resolve of the women to proceed 
further with this particular act of defiance, for the demands were in the end never ~resented 
by the women of Lhasa. Even so, wrote one chronicler of these events, "this undelivered 
manifesto, when [later] signed by the representatives of the principal monasteries, the ~at ional  
Assembly, and the Kashag, became, in effect, a national Declaration of inde~endence."~? 

Meanwhile, these Lhasan women had quickly put together many anti-Chinese posters. 
Armed with these they lined up along the Barkhor which surrounded the central cathedra] 
and commenced shouting slogans like-"From today Tibet is independent!" and "China 
must quit Tibet!" Al1 shops were closed and no one was even on the streets, noted Mary 
Taring, "except the shouting ~ o m e n . " ~ ~  But as a massive march of women made its way 

Chinese. resisted "pressure from the public to make a declaration supporting the uprising." 
On the other hand, writes this historiail. "the Tibetan masses were no longer prepared to listen to what 

they saw as the Kashag's appeasement policy" towards the Chinese. And because those inembers of the 
Kashag (Surkhang, Liushar and Shasur) who early on in the Uprising had taken refuge in the Dalai Lama's 
wmmer palace could neither convince the Chinese that they themselves were not involved in the demonstrations 
nor suppress the Uprising, the Cabinet "had ceased to be an effective body" of leadership for the Tibetans in 
the present crisis. Accordingly, the Kashag and other Government officials holed un in Norbu Lingka would 
now commence "to address the question o f  the Dalai Lama's  seculi  . " Llragon . . 196-9. 
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along the streets of Tibet's capital, Chinese troops had machine guns trained on the brave 
wornen fiom al1 sides, and loudspeakers suddenly appeared on the rooftops of buildings held 
by the Chinese which blared forth the warning of the Chinese that al1 resistancr: to their 
occupation of Lhasa was futile. "You are like ants scratching at the elephant's feet," they 
shouted through the loudspeakers, and "China is as mighty as the sun and wherever there 
is Sun, there the Chinese are a l ~ o . " ~ ~  But they made it clear also that "if al1 Tibetans do 
not surrender, Lhasa will be shelled." Nevertheless, the women refused to bow to such 
threats, and R. D. Taring's husband Jigme, who had al1 along been photographing the Women's 
Uprising, continued his work of documenting these historic events, although he later 
recalled that he had expected to be shot at any moment Although the Chinese kept 
themselves off the streets over the next few days, reports began to be heard from al1 
sides of the massive preparations by the Chinese and of arrivals of Han military 
reinforcements. In fact, it would not be till 20 March that the PLA, having received 
instructions from Beijing, would be ordered to recapture the Sacred City from the 
demonstrators and other resistance fighters. 

In the meantime, Major Chiba at Dekyi Lingka was assuring Mrs Taring and her fello\v 
delegates that the Consulate had already sent a telegraphic message to Delhi and that 
despite his refusal to accompany them as a witness to their demands of the Chinese, Iiis 
staff would convey to his Governen t  the women's request for support and îcntinije ro 
keep Delhi informed of the situation in the Tibetan capital. Indeed. during the week tkiai 

followed, the Indian telegraph, in Peissel's words, "was constantly kept busy night and daj 
informing New Delhi (and, so the naïve Tibetans believed, the world) of what was happening 
in the holy city." Unfortunately for Tibet, "a shamehl conspiracy of silence [initiated] by 
Prime Minister Nehru himself' was the tragic fate that awaited these cables from the 
faithhl Chiba. For they lay on desks in Delhi piling up day after day without their contents 
ever making an appearance in the press that would reveal to the world the true plight of the 
people and the drarnatic events then taking place in Lhasa. Only a f e ~  articles by George 
Patterson (the Scottish ex-missionary based in Kalimpong) appeared in the (London) Doilj- 
Télegraph that explained a sense of the tnie and tragic dimensions of what was happening 
in Tibet. These, however, were publicly denounced by Nehru himself in the lndian Parlianitni 
as being "exaggerated and misleading reports" which had been propagated b j  Patterson. 
who, he said, had already been warned that he would be expelled fi-om the Indian border 
areas if he did not cease writing such incorrect reports about ekents iii Tibet. Yet India's 
leader had been fully aware for an entire week that much of what Patterson was reportirig 
was tnie and not to be dismissed "as bazaar rumours emanating fiom [Tibetan] exile ofiicials 
and former nii~sionaries."*~' 

' In the most searing indictrnent o f  Nehru which the present author came across in al1 his rnany hours o f  
iesearch on the Tibet crisis of 1959, Paul lngram paints a near diabolical portrait o f  the Indian Prime Minister's 
direct involvernent in "this sharneful conspiracy of silence" and the tragic consequences which flowed from it. 
Ingram, Secretary ofthe London-based human rights organization previously known as the Scientific Buddhist 
Association but later called OPTIMUS, was the chief author o f  a Report prepared by the SBA for subrnission 
to the United Nations Human Rights Commission. The Report. originally published in 1984, has been revised 
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But so were hundreds of Tibetans living in Kalimpong also aware, who, now aroused, 
sent repeated telegrams to the Prime Minister requesting his Government to intervene on 
behalf of Tibet and humanity. Moreover, a deputation of Tibetans residing in northern India 
and led by the most recent former Tibetan Prime Minister, Lukhangwa, went to Delhi and 
met with Nehru and other Indian leaders to plead for their intervention and help. But India's 
top leadership turned a deaf ear to al1 these appeals. Furthermore, when asked in 
Parliament on 17 March about the precise condition in Tibet, the Prime Minister's repeated 
satiric reply was "that the news of alleged unrest in Tibet" was nothing more than "bazaar 
rumours," adding that the state of affairs in the Land of Snows was simply "a clash of wills 
rather than a clash of arms" and that "there is [no] large-scale violence there"! This 
"deliberate lie" on the part of Nehru was inexcusable, and constituted a profound betrayal 
of the Tibetan people, whose desperate oficial appeals through Major Chiba, wrote Peissel, 
the Indian Prime Minister had "no right whatsoever to ~ i t h h o l d . " * ~ ~  

~ ~p - -  

twice with new material, most recently in 1990, again undertaken chiefly by Ingram. Of Nehru he offers the 
following unspaiing assessrnent (the central thrust of which the present author would be at great pains to put 
forward any dissent): 

It is a fact that Nehru prevented the outside world frorn learning the full truth about Tibet since he did not 
wish to ernbarrass the Chinese or to prejudice the possibility of  sorne kind of  rnpprochemrnt with them. K .  
M. Pannikar [Nehru's pro-Chinese Arnbassador at Beijing who described hirnself as "a radical liberal" and 
who apparently worked in tandem with his top lndian boss whorn he also labeled "a liberal"] received many 
hundreds of  telegrams frorn Lhasa during the long crisis yet they did not see the light o f  day and Tibet's 
tragic plight went alrnost uiireported. These actions were not those of  an aggressor. 

Elsewhere in the Report. Ingram added these words of stinging rebuke of the top lndian leader: 

There is no doubt that Prime Minister Nehru bears a heavy responsibiliîy for the destruction of Tibet. His 
anxiety not to offend the Chinese resulted in a systernatic censorship which prevented information about 
Chinese atrocities frorn reaching the outside world. Because his preoccupation was with the ihreat posed 
by Pakistan he constantly underestimated the threat posed by the Chinese and tacitly acquiesced in 
the destruction of  an entire civilization. Much could have been done to rnitigate the catastrophe and at 
the very least arrns and munitions would have proved an invaluable help to Tibetan freedorn fighters as was 
the case with the Afghan rebels who withstood the Russian invasion .... Nehru ... went to extraordinary 
lengths to prevent news ... frorn reaching the outside world. If he had actively assisted the Tibetan freedorn 
fighters large parts of Tibet could have been denied to ihe Chinese with the result that India's long northern 
frontier would not have been so difficult and costly to defend as it now is. Tibet: the Farts; a Report ..., 
18-19.  

* Not only Western writers have branded Nehru's conduct a betrayal of Tibet, Tibetans themselves have so 
labeled it. In a semi-autobiographical account of his experiences growing up inside Tibet during this very 
period, the late Dawa Norbu had related how at first Pandit Nehru had been perceived by Tibetans as "the 
wisest man in the world." As perhaps the only outside world statesrnan to have been generally known arnong 
the Tibetans, the latter, acknowledged Norbu. had hoped the lndian prime minister ( temed by thern the Delhi 
Gyalpo, or King) might prove to be their "political saviour" and assist Tibet in extricating herself frorn "the 
intricate mesh of the Chinese liberation." In short, Norbu declared, in the rninds of himself and his fellow 
Tibetans, Nehru "was Our only hope." Indeed. he added, at the outset ofTibetls troubles with Red China, "no 
Tibetan would ever have drearnt ofthe policy which he in fact adopted towards Tibet-a policy which neither 
synchronized with the prevalent intellectual mood [in India], nor with the lndian people's wishes." In the end, 
therefore, lamented Norbu, "al1 that the Tibetan people received for the trust and faith they put in Pandit 
Nehru and Holy lndia was a cold, passive sympathy." Unaware, at the time, of the great chess game of 
international politics which both Nehru and Chou En-lai had al1 along been playing, Tibetans later came to 
realize sadly and with bitter anger that their land, in the words of Dawa Norbu, had been "murdered" as a result; 
and that "upon Tibet's grave" had subsequently been "engraved" the Five Principles of Co-Existence (or Panch 
Shila) that thanks to Nehru and his Chinese confreres had constituted the substantive clauses of the 
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The Dalai Lama and members of his Govemment and family, however, knew better than 
Nehru what the tnie state of affairs was in their homeland. On the aftemoon of  the very 
day and at about the very hour (four o'clock) in which the Indian leader was publicly 
spreading his sophistries in Parliarnent, two Chinese artillery shells rained down upon the 

Sino-lndian Agreement signed on 29 April 1954-an Agreement which lndian political leader Acharya Kripalani 
would subsequently tanly describe in a Parliarnent speech as having been "born in sin, because it was 
enunciated to put the seal of our approval on the destruction of an ancient nation which was associated with 
us spiritually and culturally." For this Agreement had in essence signified that lndia now recognized total 
Chinese sovereignty over Tibet; and when told this by Norbu in the early 1970s, a refugee Tibetan laborer 
working on the roads in India could only exclaim in profound agony: "We have k e n  betrayed!" RedSrLIr over 
Tibet, 147-8; and for the Kripalani quote. see George Panerson, Requiemfor Tibet, 16 1 . 

But it could equally be said that India, too, had been betrayed-by China, despite Nehru's assessment at 
the time that by this Agreement India had accomplished "nothing bener in the field of foreign affairs" and 
despite, further, his defense of the Treaty as being "not only good for our country but for the rest of Asia." 
From the perspective of Tibetans and many Indians, they as neighbors of Red China would demur on both 
counts. In Tsering Shakya's apt words: "Nehru naïvely assumed that the Agreement [had] secured China's 
acceptance of the Sino-lndian frontier-and peace." For al1 quotes in this paragraph, see Shakya, Dragon ..., 
119. 

lnterestingly enough, Dawa Norbu would later note with cogency how Nehru had desired to redeem 
himself, as it were. in the eyes of his several lndian critics but especially among the Tibetan refugees who, like 
the one above, had felt "betrayed" by the Prime Minister's disastrous China policy with regard to Tibet. For 
the top lndian leader, beginning in 1959 itself, now "showed keen personal interest in the Tibetan refugee 
problems" and sought to place these problems "high on India's domestic agenda in the 1960s" as a way of 
compensating for his "inabilityV-nay, his unwillingness, it ought to be added-"to do anything for Tibet" 
during the entire 1950s. See Norbu's article, "Refugees from Tibet . . .," TJ(Summer 2001 ):9. 

As but one very dramatic example ofthis, in June 1959, just two months after the Dalai Lama had received 
permission to take asylum in India, the Tibetan leader and the Prime Minister met in Delhi for formal 
discussions regarding the rehabilitation of the Tibetan refugees in India. The two leaders were able to map out 
a comprehensive educational program, with one key result of these talks having been the creation of what the 
Dalai Lama in his account of this event termed "an independent Society for Tibetan Education within the 
lndian Ministry of Education" but which would later be known as the Central Comminee on the Education of 
Tibetan Refugees. This development, significantly. had been at the initiative ofNehru himself. Wrote the Dalai 
Lama later, the Prime Minister had exhibited "such interest in the future education of the refugee children that 
it was as if he considered the matter to be his own personal responsibility." Nehru waxed even more eloquently 
on the subject by declaring that there should be separate schools for the refugee children in order to preserve 
the Tibetan culture, wherein, he also obsenled, the children would not only be provided "a thorough knowledge 
of their own history and culture" but also that "it was vital" that they "be conversant in the ways of the 
modem world." To which His Holiness had "wholeheartedly agreed." But then, in a most gracious and 
magnanimous gesture of cornmitment, the lndian leader let it be known to the Dalai Lama that "the lndian 
government would bear al1 the expenses for setting up the schools," which thing the lndian government had for 
the most part bome even up to the time of the Dalai Lama's published memoirs (1990). Moreover, on the v e y  
afiernoon of these discussions Nehru had had his Govemment announce the Society's formation. "1 was highly 
impressed." recalled His Holiness, "with such a rapid response." Dalai Lama XIV. Freedom in Exile, 149-50. 
Cf. Margaret Nowak, fiberan Refugees, 55-6. where she asserts, however, that the date for these formal 
discussions had occurred in May 1961. But that late date would fly in the face of the urgent need for such a 
comprehensive program to have been devised and implemented much earlier. 

Though Nehru most assuredly was sincere in his concerns, a question needs to be asked. Given his near 
total lack of concern for Tibet's welfare during the crucial decade of the 1950s. and given the fact additionally, 
as the Dalai Lama has hirnself observed, that "lndia's own children" at this time suffered from a "lack ofeven 
[a] basic education" for themselves, could this highly personal involvement by Nehru with the welfare of the 
Tibetan refugees have been an attempt to assuage pangs of guilt over the disastrous consequences of his failed 
China policy on Tibet? Dawa Norbu would most likely have answered in the affirmative. 
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Norbu Lir~gka.~' That spelled the coup de grâce to any further hesitation by the Dalai 
Lama to quit Lhasa. For having that same day consulted the Nechung Oracle, who had 
declared under possession that no longer was it safe for the Dalai Lama to remain in Norbu 
Lingka,*b8 Tibet's embattled "god-king" now readily agreed with his Prime Minister Surkhang 
and his Court Chamberlain Phala that he and the others must leave at The only 
stipulation he required, reported Noel Barber, was that he would not make for India "unless 
it became imperative." Before leaving, the Dalai Lama also left a persona1 letter behind to 
be delivered to the Freedom Committee two days after his departure, in which he thanked 
the Committee for their loyalty and pleaded with them not to open fire on the Chinese 
"unless they were attacked."'O 

Meanwhile, in the face of the unvamished tmth which the Indian Prime Minister had 
with great insensitivity sought to ignore, the young Priest-King of Tibet and his small coterie 
took leave of Lhasa secretly and in the end departed the country entirely." But as George 
Patterson has termed it, it would be "an almost incredible venture." For here, he explained 
in graphic detail, was what the Dalai Lama and his entourage would be up against: (a) tens 
of thousands of Chinese troops positioned in and about the Tibetan capital; (b) the major 
portion of a 300,000-strong Han army stationed south and west of Lhasa, and "reaching to 
the borders of India"; (c) a roaming horde of some 50,000 Tibetan civilians constantly 
present on the capital's streets and who were "committed to keeping the Dalai Lama safe" 
inside the Norbu Lingka palace; and (d) the nearest Khampa guerrillas a distant 40 miles 
away in the Loka area south of the capital.72 Against such tremendous odds as these, 
nevertheless, disguised in Khampa soldier's garb and wearing a fur hat, the Dalai Lama, 
with his party (including his mother and sister dressed as Khampa men), slipped out in small 
groups from his summer palace just outside Lhasa73 on the night of 17 March 1959. 
Fortunately for al1 of thern the leaders of the crowd of Tibetans surrounding the Palace, 

* This was not al1 the State Oracle had declared; indeed, the Nechung medium was even more specific and 
highly detailed in what he next uttered while still entranced, he instructing the Dalai Lama precisely what the 
god Pehar who had taken possession of the Oracle wanted hirn to do. Explained Kundun long afler the event: 

To my astonishment, he shouted, "Go! Go! Tonight!" The medium, still in his trance, then staggered 
forward and, snaichiiig up sorne paper and a pen, wrote down, quite clearly and explicitly, the route that 1 
should take ou1 o r  llie Norhulingka, down to the last Tibetan iown on the lndian border .... That done, ihr 
medium. a yoii!ig nioiik narned Lobsang Jigme, collapsed in a fàint, signifying that [the god] had left his 
body. Just then, as if to reinforce the oracle's instructions, two mortar shells exploded ... outside. 

Quoted in Craig, Kundun, 2 17. 
t It is accurate to Say that Phala was the primary planner and organizer of the Dalai Lama's exit from the Norbu 
Lingka and rendezvous with the Khampa soldier escort south of the river Tsangpo. The Kashag had granted full 
authority to hirn to do whatever he thought best to effect the safe departure of His Holiness from the Palace 
and frorn Lhasa itself. It is also accurate to say that Phala had the assistance of an old Japanese-made radio 
(which had to be wound up by hand) belonging to two Tibetan agents ofthe Arnerican secret service, Washington's 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), and by this means the party of His Holiness could inforrn the Arnericans of 
the situation on the ground by maintaining radio contact with the CIA through what was then East Pakistan 
(now Bangladesh). But it is not correct to assume frorn this, as Chris Mullin has implied and others have 
asserted, that the CIA had engineered the exit and escort of His Holiness to safety. Other Western writers have 
even gone so far a s  to assert that "the logistics of the operation were too coinplex" for the Tibetans to have 
executed the task by themselves. But these and other related clairns on the CIA's role have been refuted by 
other writers and scholars. See the above-indicated end-note for further on this matter. 
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infomed of the exit plan and "sworn to secrecy," assisted in making it possible for the Dalai 
Lama and his party to pass through the huge crowd u n d e t e ~ t e d . ~ ~  Then, under cover of 
what some have termed a miraculously-timed s a n d s t o m ~ , ~ ~  they successfully made for the 
rebel-held temtory south of the Tsangpo River, where they then turned southeast and wended 
their way in the direction of the Indian border east of Bhutan. 

His Holiness indicated years afterwards that as soon as he and his entourage had left 
Lhasa, an "inner group" or committee of leaders among them was established, composed, 
he said, of "myself and eight other people." Its purpose was to discuss every important 
decision which was to be made during their trek south by southeast. "We would sit together 
and discuss the practical points each night," the "god-king" explained, adding that "originally 
our plan was to establish our headquarters in southem Tibet."76 The Dalai Lama had hoped 
that somewhere within the Khampa-controlled area south of the river Tsangpo he might be 
able to set up his Government and commence to contact afiesh and negotiate with Tibet's 
Chinese overlords, and that in the opinion of some in his party, the Communists might even 
ultimately request him to retum to Lhasa. "There was still hope," His Holiness was to Say 
later, "that the Chinese would see reason and respect the assurances [they had] given 
Tibetans. But the way the Chinese soldiers were let loose upon the innocent peace-loving 
Tibetans [at Lhasa afier my departure] lefi me no alternative but to cross over to India 
which every Tibetan considers his second home."77 

At one point during the weeks-long journey south, the Chinese-upon leaning of the 
spiritual ruler's successful departure fiom under their noses-suddenly announced that 
they had dissolved the Tibetan govenment. (Early on, they had assumed that the Dalai 
Lama had been killed in their senseless shelling and assault upon the Norbu Lingka Palace 
and upon the thousands of his supporters who had ringed the outside of the structure to 
protect him from being abducted to China by the Communists, as had been rumored.) "Of 
course," wrote his Holiness later, "they had no authority, legal or otherwise, to dissolve the 
Govemment." But in making that announcement, the spiritual monarch pointed out, the 
Chinese were now "breaking the only one of their promises in the Seventeen-Point 
Agreement" of 23 May 195 1 78 "which had so far nominally remained unbroken: the promise 
not to alter my  statu^"^^; for in the strictest sense of the word the Dalai Lama was the 
Govemment of Tibet! 

What then transpired along the snowy mountainous area of southeastern Tibet, which at 
that moment was being traversed by the Dalai Lama and his govemment Ministers, actually 
served as the origin of the Tibet government-in-exile that just a few weeks later would find 
a home for itself in Mussoorie and still later in Dharamsala in the northwestem lndian 
Himalayan foothills. For the Grand Lama and his Ministers now believed that Tibetans in 
remote districts of the country might think the Chinese announcement had been made with 
the Tibetan ruler's acquiescence. To forestail such a danger developing. the inner group of 
leaders, while still traveling among the trackless wastes of Tibet, decided during one of their 
nightly discussion sessions "not simply to deny" the Dalai Lama's acquiescence in such a 
charade, but in fact "to create a new temporary Government" right on the spot. "And we 
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decided to do that," His Holiness was to write later, "as soon as we came to Lhuntse 
Dzong," the next stopping point on their trek southwards. That, in fact, would be the very 
next day. 

At this large fortress community (located just 60 miles fiom the Indian border) and on 
the upper level of the dzong, the new temporary govemment of Tibet was first of ail 
consecrated by a religious ceremony, to be followed immediately by a secular ceremony 
conducted on a lower level of the castle. At this latter function the young "god-king" and his 
Cabinet Ministers were present, along with a considerable assembly of local Tibetan citizens. 
Recalls the Dalai Lama of this event: "A proclamation of the establishment of the temporary 
govemment was read out" before the assemblage, and "1 formally signed copies of it to be 
sent to various places al1 over Tibet."80 At this moment the area around the dzong was 
entirely fiee of Chinese control and peopled currently by many Khampas and Tibetan soldiers. 
Moreover, it was fiom here that the Dalai Lama's Cabinet would soon seek to realize its 
original plan conveyed to Phala of conducting negotiations with the Red Chinese. His Holiness 
would later write that he now felt "positive" about Tibet's future. The feeling, however, 
would be short- l i~ed.~ '  

It  ought to be pointed out in passing that His Holiness would long aftenvards reveal that 
the news of the establishment of a new Tibetan government, when shared with the Prime 
Minister of India by the Dalai Lama a month later at Mussoorie, caused a moment's fiightful 
consternation. For only four days earlier, the Indian ruler had publicly declared that the 
Dalai Lama, by that time on Indian soi1 and granted asylum, would be fiee to pursue religious 
activities but not to engage in any kind of ~ i b e t a n  politics or take any steps which might 
embarrass the Indian government vis-à-vis China. This had apparently not intimidated the 
Tibetan ruler. "1 mentioned to Pandit Nehru-1 think on the 24Ih ofApril 1959," recalled His 
Holiness accurately in an interview he gave some twenty years after the event, "that we 
had established a Tibetan temporary government, shifted fiom Lhasa to southem Tibet. 1 
mentioned this casually to the Prime Minister. He was slightly agitated (laughter)." To 
which Nehru, once regaining his composure, flatly replied: "We are not going to recognize 
your government." The Indian leader's reaction would leave His Holiness somewhat 
surprised, if not bewildered, since, as he immediately explained to the interviewer, "this 
govemment had been formed [in March] while still in Tibet and 1 was already [by April] in 
India-"!" But the young Dalai Lama could not at that time be expected to be conversant 
with the intricacies of Sino-Indian power politics as they were even at that moment being 
played out through a spate of crafty diplomatic maneuverings. It is of interest to note that 
the Indian Foreign Office Secretary, Subimal Dutt, who had accompanied the Prime Minister 
to the meeting, would report that "the Dalai Lama spoke calmly and showed no trace of 
bitterness against anybody despite the physical and the mental strain through which he had 
passed." As for the Prime Minister, adds Dutt, the four-hour talk with the Dalai Lama "had 
a strange effect on Nehru for the rest of the day. He was in a reflective and reininiscent 
mood." His Holiness would long aftenvards write of "a profound feeling of disappointment" 
he had after the meeting. And as indicated earlier, he felt that Nehru was now displayinf. 
"signs of a guilty conscience" for having insisted that he return to Tibet back in 1957."'" 
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Now it was decided at Lhuntse Dzong that the Dalai Lama should withdraw to a less 
conspicuous lamasery at Teulay two miles distant when news reached the party that Chinese 
troops were setting out from the Sikkimese frontier area in a grand sweep eastwards along 
the northern border of Bhutan. This bit of intelligence made it clear to al1 that the presence 
of the Lama-King in Loka would attract a concentrated Chinese attack that if launched 
would require a mobilization of many guerrillas to protect the Tibetan "god-king." This 
assessment ofthe situation now precipitated talk for the first time of his exiting Tibet altogether. 
"Exile in India," observed Michel Peissel, "was the obvious solution to the Khampas' 
problem." From there, he added, it was hoped that His Holiness "could rally the support of 
an apparently indifferent world and help the rebels more successfully than fiom Loka"; 
whereas to remain where he and his Khampa escort were could only lead, as the Dalai 
Lama himself would later Say, "to more fighting and more deaths of the brave men who 
would try to defend me." Moreover, earlier news brought by runners from Lhasa which 
recited the barbarous and unmerciful attacks unleashed by the Chinese soldiery upon the 
mostly unarmed civilian population and the Tibetan holy places like the JO-khang had convinced 
His Holiness by this time that the Chinese were not interested in new contacts and negotiations 
with him ("While 1 rernained in Tibet," he had hoped throughout the journey, "the Chinese 
might see some advantage in coming to terms") nor that they could be trusted to respect the 
assurances they had repeatedly given the Tibetan people. "From that moment," he 
subsequently confided, "it was inevitable that 1 should leave my country. There was nothing 
more 1 could do for my people if 1 stayed." 

At Teulay Monastery, then, was where, afier a brief discussion, the decision was made 
that in the interest of al1 concemed the Lama-King of the Land of Snows should go to India. 
"This decision," Peissel noted, "was taken with the full agreement of both the Khampas and 
the Dalai Lama."83 Even before this moment, it should be noted, the Dalai Lama's Court 
Chamberlain Phala, in one of his last acts prior to departing Lhasa, had taken the precaution 
of sending a lower-level Govemment officia1 to the Indian Consul-General's office at the 
Tibetan capital notiQing this individual, Major Chiba, that Tibet's Grand Lama was leaving 
Lhasa "to join the Khampa resistance fighters, . . . might have to flee to India, and asked [the 
Consul-General] to inform Nehru and his officiais ..." This Major Chiba apeed to do. 
dispatching an encoded message to this effect by telegraph. The Indian Prime Minister, to 
his credit, would promptly give assent to this request, if such might prove necessary, when 
subsequently approached in New Delhi by the Dalai Lama's older brother Gyalo Dhondup. 
lndeed India's Foreign Office Secretary Dutt sent a response telegram to the Consul- 
General on 19 March, two days afier the Dalai Lama had lefi Lhasa, informing him that 
lndia would gan t  His Holiness asylum; but as it turned out, Major Chiba was unable to 
forward the message on to the escape party. Delhi, however, would be able to do so later by 
other me an^.*^ 

Continuing on their way. then, as rapidly as possible, and in a southeasterly direction. the 
Dalai Lama and his Party were "providentially" able to stay one or two trekking stages 
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ahead of the pursuing Chinese. And thus they were able to escape the snare of elements of 
the People's Liberation Amy-"which, informed sources Say, had instructions to the effect 
that the Dalai Lama dead was better than the Dalai Lama alive in a foreign country." 
Indeed, in his most recent autobiographical account (1  990) the Dalai Lama tells of the story 
which circulated that when Chairman Mao had received a report afier the March Uprising 
which indicated that order had been restored, the senior Chinese Communist leader is said 
to have asked, "And what about the Dalai Lama?" When informed that he had escaped, 
Mao retorted, "In that case we have lost the battle."8s 

During the two-week journey the outside world, gradually becoming aware only that 
something awful and tragic was unfolding in Lhasa, speculated greatly about the Tibetan 
d e r :  Was he dead or was he still alive? And if the latter, where was he? And was he 
escaping through the Himalayan passes to India? The speculation was largely fed by the 
world's press as it combed the Himalayan foothills for any clue as to his whereabou t~ .~~  But 
by the end of March the entire world knew that the Fourteenth Dalai Lama had safely 
arrived over the border into India, where eighteen days later at Tezpur in Assams7 he 
declared in a statement read out on his behalf to the world's press that he had come to India 
voluntarily and not that "Tibetan reactionaries" and "rebels from Lhasa" had taken him out 
of the country by force as was claimed by the Chinese in Beijing.88 

The Chinese made other claims, however, which greatly displeased the Indian government 
of Pandit Nehru, many of the members of his ruling Congress Party, and other political 
factions throughout the Indian subcontinent. These unwarranted claims and charges made 
over a lengthy period against India or against certain individuals or elements within India 
brought forth response after counter-response fiom spokesmen within the Indian government, 
including quite often the Prime Minister himself in Parliament. A general feeling of resentment 
if not outright anger and hostility began to develop against the Chinese action in Tibet. There 
was particular outrage voiced by the Indian Parliament against what its members viewed to 
be an unjustified interference in that deliberative body's sovereign right to engage in debate 
over any question it saw fit, including the Tibet issue-a matter which the Chinese Communist 
govemment, however, felt was its own intemal affair. And incredible as it may seem, once 
again-as was the case in 195 1 and 1956-7-both Kalimpong, Gergan Tharchin, and certain 
other members of the Tibetan community there were to intrude themselves in a prominent, 
if not central, way in the turmoil that burst forth upon national and international politics in 
India at this time.s9 

Even before the Dalai Lama's feet had touched Indian soi1 on 3 1 March 1959 the New 
China News Agency had issued in Beijing on the 28Ih a lengthy officia1 communiqué dealing 
with the rebellion in Tibet. Among its many statements and charges was one which declared 
that "Kalimpong [was] the center of the rebellious elements' activities abroad" and even 
more so, that the very "commanding center of the rebellion was in Kalimpong."" More 
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than likely taking its cue from the Chinese capital, the Secretariat of the National Council of 
the Communist Party of India (CPI) issued its own statement on Tibet to the Indian press 
three days later. In it was a repetition of these and other allegations against India emanating 
from both the Chinese government and the Chinese Comrnunist Party. That part of the 
Secretariat's press release having to do specifically with Kalimpong, which was soon to be 
dubbed by the Western press as "India's window on Tibet,"9' read as follows: 

The People's Government ofChina, with the full sense of responsibility, has drawn our 
attention to Kalimpong, which, according to it, has become the command center of the 
rebels. We al1 know that many shady happenings are taking place at Kalimpong and 
that a lot of doubthl foreigners are visiting this place. In the interest of both countries 
as well as the inviolability of our national soil, ow Government should immediately 
investigate the affairs in Kalimpong and place the tmth before the people.Y2 

It is difficult not to believe that the issuance of this statement had b e n  orchestrated 
from Beijing. For on the same day as this CPI statement (3 1 March 1959). there appeared an 
even more strident attack by the Chinese against the hill station in an article in the People k 
Daily (Beijing's Chinese-language newspaper, Renmin Ribao). In it was leveled the charge 
that "the clique of reactionaries in Tibetv-who, it said, do not wish regional autonomy but 
seek "the so-called 'independence of Tibetv'-were "utilizing their position in the Kashag" 
and "utilizing Kalirnpong, which is outside the country, a s  a center of collusion with imperialism, 
the Chiang Kai-shek bandits and foreign reactionaries . . ."93 A month later still found the 
People 5 Daily insisting that Kalimpong was a base for the Tibetan rebellion. "It is true," 
the newspaper observed, "that the traitors' activities in Kalimpong are sometimes open and 
sometimes secret. Our Indian fiiends may not be aware of it, but this does not warrant the 
conclusion that we, too, are surely not aware of it.'q4 

Still intent, if it could, on further blackening the reputation ofTharchin's hill town in the 
eyes of the watching world, the Chinese Communists would issue several months later a 
summary of the Tibetan Uprising that appeared in an important Beijing govemment monthly 
journal called Hongqi (meaning Red Flag). The article in the journal devoted to this surnmary 
chose to report the Uprising by chronicling day by day the events which had unfolded at 
Lhasa earlier that year. When it came to March IOth,  the article's author showed little 
restraint in his hostile attack on the Indian hill station and many of its Tibetan residents: "At 
this juncture the gang of [Tibetan] traitors, clustered round Kalimpong in India and who had 
long been canying on criminal activities in league with imperialist agents and the Indian 
expansionists, became frantically active; they turned Kalimpong into a center of activities to 
direct the r e b e l l i ~ n . " ~ ~  

Actually. al1 these allegations were reiterations, but now more strongly worded, of charges 
made eight months earlier in a five-point protest aimed specifically against Kalimpong and 
which was part of the text of a lengthy diplornatic note that had been presented in Beijing to 
the Counselor of India on 10 July 1958 by the Chinese Foreign Office. It was not released 
to the Indian public till 7 Septeinber 1959 when it was published in New Delhi by the Indian 
government's Ministry of Extemal Affairs as part of a White Paper entitled, Memorandu 
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and Letters Exchanged and Agreements Signed between the Government of lndia und 
China 1954-1 959. 

It now was the tum of India to respond. On the 30Ih of March 1959 in Parliament's Lok 
Sabha, Prime Minister Nehru categorically rejected the charges against Kalimpong made 
by the Chinese two days earlier, although several days later (2 April) he did acknowledge in 
Parliament that Kalimpong had in fact been "a center of trouble," and constituted, he said, 
what "has often been described as a nest of spies," even admitting that he had been told by 
a knowledgeable resident of the town that "there were more spies in Kalimpong than the 
rest of the inhabitants put together"! These alien visitors to the hill town-who were engaged, 
noted Nehru, in "a complicated game of chessn-had gathered there fiom various nations 
and had taken upon themselves a variety of political colors and hues; yet al1 of them, he 
indicated, had been under surveillance at one time or another for the past few y e a r ~ . ~ ~  
Nehru had even personally confided to Chou En-lai during the latter's visit to India a couple 
of years earlier that the hill town "is a center of espionage, primarily American and British." 
(This confidence had been made known verbally and later published at Beijing by none 
other than Chairman Mao in his now famous secret speech, "On Contradictions," delivered 
before China's Supreme State Conference on 27 February 1957, and who had doubtless 
been informed by the Chinese Premier himself. In this same speech Mao had himself 
described Kalimpong as "a place in India where they specialize in sabotaging Tibet."97) 
"But to imagine or say," reassured the Pandit in late April before the same Parliament 
House, "that a small group of persons sitting in Kalimpong organized a major upheaval in 
Tibet seems to me to make a large draft on imagination and to slur over obvious fact~."*'~ 
Moreover just a week earlier in Parliament he leveled a charge of his own when he declared 
that Chinese Communist intelligence agents were themselves in the Indian hill station.99 The 
Indian leader no doubt had in mind here some of the personnel who manned the huge, fully 
staffed offices of the Chinese Trade Mission which had been established in Kalimpong in 
1954 with, ironically, Nehru's blessing. It was well known that besides facilitating the shipment 
into Han-controlled Tibet of much-needed rice and various militarily strategic items such as 
kerosene and petrol (and even the crossing of soldiers from India into Tibet via Sikkim in 
attempts to attack the Khampas fiom the rear), this so-called Trade Mission or Agency had 
also provided an easy cover for conducting Chinese espionage activities in the hi11 town.tiO" 

* Despite Nehru's disclairners. there was an elernent of truth to what the Chinese had been saying about 
Kalirnpong. For an explanation, see the end-note here indicated. 
t Elie Abel, foreign correspondent for the New York Times, in a dispatch frorn Tharchin's hill station datelined 
3 April 1959, made the following observation: "There is not rnuch doubt that Kalirnpong pulses with undercover 
politics and espionage. It has a Tibetan Trade Agency, which flies the Red flag of Peking and keeps watch on 
the [Tibetan] exile Colony." At this time, wrote Abel, out of Kalirnpong's total population of 15,000. Tibetans 
nurnbered 3000, the Chinese 500, and the rest consisted of Nepalese, Bhutanese and Sikkirnese. as well as 
lndians frorn near and fai. Times, 4 April 1959, p. 2.  

There had basically been two very long, large and quite spacious buildings which had cornprised the 
Chinese (or Tibetan) Trade Mission in Kalirnpong that the Red Chinese had leased frorn none other than 
l'angpel Pangdatsang shortly after the signing of the so-called Panch Shila Treaty of 1954 between Mao's 
People's Republic of China (PRC) and Nehru's India, one of whose clauses had perrnitted the creation of the 
Mission on lndian territory and had further called for the transfer to the Chinese of the pre-existing Tibetan 
Trade Mission. lt seerns that Yangpel had always rnanaged, sornehow, to insinuate himself into al1 rnatters 
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Another charge brought against India by the Beijing government-and which was in 
reality a complaint expressed as Point Three of  the diplornatic protest cited earlier-was 
the intolerable state of  affairs (fiom the Chinese viewpoint) wherein the Nehru administration 
was allowing what the Chinese Foreign Office termed "a reactionary newspaper" to publish 
material "hostile to the Chinese Government and people." In its complaint it made specific 
reference to Gergan Tharchin's news journal, "the Tibefan Mirror" (sic), and declared that 
it was "openly published in Kalimpong."l0' This specific complaint had been revealed for 

Chinese. And this case was apparently no exception; because in retum for leasing or "loaning" these two 
spacious structures of his to the Chinese, the latter-through their Calcutta Consulate-had made Pangdatsang 
the Vice-Agent of their Trade Agency! (This quidpro quo arrangement is per the present writer's interview 
with Gergan Tharchin's knowledgeable Chinese friend and longtirne hill station resident, F. M. Shen, Kalimpong, 
March 1991 .) But it should be noted that Tsering Shakya has stated that Yangpel had been appointed not the 
Vice-Agent but the actual Chinese Trade Agent, which thus aided somewhat in reducing Tibetan opposition to 
the Treaty itself. See Shakya, Dragon ... , 1 19-20. 

These no longer extant Pangdatsang structures had been situated on a hill dope that even today still 
descends from Tirpai Hill Road almost directly down fkom the Tibetan Buddhist gompa known as Tharpa 
Chholing and, incidentally, located but a few minutes' walk fiom Gergan Tharchin's residential compound on 
K. D. Pradhan Road that feeds into the Tirpai Road. The main building of these two structures had housed the 
offices of the Mission while the second had provided resident space for what soon became an extraordinarily 
large staff. This latter structure. in fact, had been one ofYangpel Pangdatsang's own residences on the hill slope 
prior to 1954; and the extensive level area adjacent to it, incidentally, had most likely served as the venue where 
the future secular lord of Tibet, General Chang Ching-wu, had been received and welcomed to Kalimpong on 4 
July 195 1 by Pangdatsang himself, other Tibetan dignitaries. Chinese community leaders, and members of 
India's Communist Party. This according to Ven. Kusho Wangchuk of Tharpa Chholing, in an interview with 
the present writer in 1992. (Indeed. it may be recalled from Chapter 24 that it had in fact been Yangpel's very 
vehicles which had transported the General and his large entourage up the road to Kalimpong from Baghdogra!) 

Now on one of his many visits to the Tharchin home in the hill station the present writer was told by 
Gergan Tharchin's grandson David that rumors-still rife even today among the townspeople-had for years 
circulated throughout Kalimpong during the 1950s and early '60s to the effect that the Trade Mission's office 
building had ari underground level, undetectible fkom the structure's exterior. and that it had become the center 
for untold clandestine activities conducted by the Chinese Conimunists on behalf ofthe Chinese government. 
David Tharchin, in coinpany with PhUrbu Tsering as interpreter. took the writer to see a local Tibetan resident 
from Kham and Lliasa, a Mr. Jorga. He had lived in Kalimpong since 1941 and during the 1950s had served as  
one of four executive cornmittee members of Pacha (he would later become its President), an organization 
consisting of members who al1 represent various organizations within Kalimpong's Tibetan community. In the 
interview which followed, Jorga confirmecl the existence of the rumors but could not confirm the existence of 
the underground level; though on visiting the Trade Mission's office one time and speaking to the Chinese staff 
there, the latter had happened to mention to him that there \vas an underground area access to which, they said, 
was by means of steps leading down from a trapdoor located at one corner of the carpeted wooden floor on 
which they and Jorga were then standing. The Tibetan was never shou n the trapdoor by these staff members. 
however. Interview with Mr. Jorga at his home in Hat Bazar. Kalimpong, December 1992. 

It was the writer's interview with Ven. Wangchuk the following day which confirmed the existence of the 
underground level, for the Venerable told the writer that the owner ofthe building. Pangdatsang. whom he had 
known well, had constructed the underground space at the time he had had the structure built long before and 
that Yangpel had probahly used it for storing his and his family's valuables. With the occupation of the 
buildings by the Chinese in 1954, the Venerable came to know many of the Trade Mission's staff because of his 
fiequent visits there and his apparent ability to relate to the Chinese due to his having been enrolled for sixteen 
Years (1 93 1 -47), froin the age of 12, at the Panchen Lama's ecclesiastical seat of Trashilhunpo Gompa where 
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current mood of the nation. 

Now the text of the pertinent part of the Indian Note of Response is worth quoting here 
in its entirety for several reasons. On the one hand it indicates more fi~lly the sensitivity the 
Indian government had, prior to the 1959 Tibetan uprising, towards not only Tharchin's 
newspaper but also other publications that were outspoken in their sympathy towards the 
cause of Tibet in her struggle against China. And it reveals on the other hand how important 
it was to Nehru and his Governrnent to maintain at al1 costs a fiiendly relationship between 
India and China, regardless of what the latter might feel it could now with impunity freely 
inflict upon the Tibetan people without fear of reprisal fiom India. The full text of Point 
Seven of the Indian Note which addressed Point Three of China S Note reads as follows: 

7. The Government of the People's Republic of China refer to a newspaper named the 
Tibetan Mirror. There is no daily or weekly newspaper of that name published in 
Kalimpong. A monthly penodical called the Tibetan Mirror is published there. The 
editor of this newspaper is not a Chinese [i.e., a Tibetan] but an indian national. The 
Govemment of India have noted with displeasure that some of the articles published 
in this periodical are objectionable and calculated to affect the friendly relations between 
lndia and China. The law in India is, however, such that it is not easy to take executive 
or legal action against newspapers in India which severely cnticize other fnendly 
Governments. In fact, strong cnticisms are voiced by some newspapers against the 
Governrnent of India themselves. However, the Government of India are most anxious 
that an unimportant magazine like the Tibe~an Mirror should not adversely affect the 
relations between our two friendly countries and are directing their local officers to 
administer a severe warning to this periodical. If it continues to create mischief, the 
Government of India will take whatever other action is feasible.'OJ 

That was the policy and intent of the Indian government in 1958. Between that time and the 
Tibetan Uprising the following year, capped by the Dalai Lama's departure fiom Lhasa and 
eventual exile in lndia, there was no appreciable change in the editorial policy of the Tibet 
Mirror. It continued to take a strong stand with Tibet and against China. And in the meantime 
the political winds in the Indian subcontinent had so radically changed that Tharchin need 
not have feared any further reprisal towards him and his newspaper for continuing-if he in 
fact ever did-"to create mischief." Gergan Tharchin would not be intimidated, not even by 
the highest councils of Government. 

Indeed, this very matter the Babu would reference in a letter he wrote several years 
afienvards to the Political Officer Sikkim. Dated 16 December 1963, it had been sent at a 
tirne when public opinion in India had definitely turned against China in the aftermath ofthe 
Sino-lndian Border War a year earlier. Reminding the P.O.S. of the Tibet Mirror S longstanding 
anti-Coinmunist editorial posture that had continued even in spite of the Nehru government's 
waming of 1958, Babu Tharchin wrote as follows: 

My paper has been an anti-Communist one since the beginning of the year 1950. 
Gradually the Chinese Communists tried to entice me by [offering to] pay Rs. 5001- 
monthly if 1 [would] change my anti-Communism, but 1 refused. Thereafier they started 
to ban the paper. but it went secretly into Tibet, and [as a result] the Tibetans' minds 
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were always kept against the Chinese Communists. The Red Chinese were so much 
against my paper [that] they even protested to Our Government, and at last our 
Government had to serve me with a warning ordering me not to publish anything 
against the Government of China. It was not the intention [?wish?] of our Government 
[to do sol, but by the pressure of the Chinese Government Our Government had to 
serve the warning to me. But still I carried on with the anti-Communist propaganda. 
(emphasis added)'05 

Though having been denigrated by Pandit Nehru's govemment as "an unimportant 
magazine," the publisher of the Tibet Mirror, despite having been administered "a severe 
warning," would not retreat fiom his long-held convictions on the issues of the day but 
would continue to present the news in a fearless manner and to print the editorial views of 
its courageous editor. In such troublous times as were now upon them, there dwelt on both 
sides of the border a Tibetan populace that, holding a far different estimate of "their" 
newspaper than did the government of the Indian Prime Minister, gladly welcomed without 
reservation each and every issue of this journalistic voice into their midst. 

As was accurately portrayed in Point Seven of India's Note of Response, the Tibet 
Mirtaor. was not alone in its excoriation of China and even criticism of Nehru's govemment. 
In fact, the Uprising of 1959 and its immediate aftermath made Tibet a cause célèbre 
among India's liberal intelligentsia-whether they have been newspaper editors, journalistic 
pundits, political thinkers, creative artists and writers, or politicians. Indeed, historian Bhabani 
Sen Gupta has pointed out that "a section of the Indian elite" had never been "reconciled 
to the notion of "Tibet's being a part of the Chinese People's Republic." He went on to 
describe the temper of the times within the Subcontinent and among China's ruling circles at 
this critical juncture in Sino-lndian relations. 

With respect to India, the press vehemently protested in anger and indignation over 
China's violent conduct dunng the Upnsing, while influential Parliamentary voices "proclaimed 
the strangulation of Tibet by the Hans" and took to task the Indian Prime Minister "for al1 
the faults and blunders of his China policy dating back to 1950." Cried out Opposition leader 
M. R. Masani, in the Lok Sabha debate of November 1959: "The story goes back to 1950. 
Ever since the Chinese Communist revolution a policy of sentimental misreading of history 
[a reference to the supposed 2000-year-old friendship between lndia and China touted by 
Nehru during the 1950s but convincingly disproven since then] has been inflicted on this 
country.. .. Communist history is always expansionist; it is always iniperialist." Another 
well-respected Opposition leader, Jayaprakash Narayan, declared that India should iiow 
lead world opinion against the Chinese aggression in Tibet. Ashoka Mehta lectured Nehru 
and hoped that the latter would now realize that "the instinctive expansion of China has 
been further aggravated by the fact that China is today ruled by Communists, because it is 
the Communist power in that country that has made it possible for them to achieve the total 
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mobilization of the energies of the people.. . ." And former Congress Party President U. N. 
Dhebar, in the same Parliamentary debate, declared that lndia was now confronted with a 
nation (China) which was "itself in the grip of a clique, most perfidious, most brutal and 
ruthless." This last statement, observes Sen Gupta, "expressed the prevailing lndian 
perception of China" at that time. 

Furthemore, continued this lndian historian, "these leaders were speaking no longer for 
themselves but for large sections of the lndian elite whose perceptions of China" would be 
"completely reversed after the 1962 border war." After 1959 and especially following the 
border war, Indians, notes Sen Gupta, "looked upon China as an ungratefiil power that paid 
for [Indian] friendship with treachery and aggression." 

As for Nehru himself, John Kenneth Knaus has summarized in a most insightful series 
of observations, what now confionted the Indian leader both personally and politically as a 
consequence of his "spontaneous and unqualified grant of asylum" to the Dalai Lama and 
of the latter's arriva1 on Indian soil. Writes Knaus of the "embarrassing problem" posed for 
Pandit Nehru by the intensified Chinese presence in Tibet: 

For nine years he had been juggling the harsh facts of an increasingly oppressive 
occupation in Tibet against his public advocacy of China as a worthy cosponsor of 
peaceful coexistence. Five years earlier he had tried to wash his hands of the mcssy 
probleni of the Tibetans' claim to independence by recognizing China's sovereignty. 
But Tibet's unwilling subjects refused to accept it. Their early resistance in the remote 
border regions could be ignored, but now the use of superior force by shelling an 
armed populace-right on the doorstep ofthe Indian consulate-and the Dalai Lama's 
dramatic flight for his life were front-page news in the lndian and the international 
press. * 

As a leader in India's long and arduous stmggle for its own independence against 
a foreign power, Nehru sympathized with the aspirations of subject peoples. While his 
country had finally been granted its independence in a peacefùl turnover of authonty, 
it had corne only after decades of resistance and was accoinpanied by ugly internecine 
bloodletting. As a Kashmiri Brahrnan he had an additional sense of identity \cith remote 
and neighboring mountain people who had presenled their cultural integrity against 
alien invaders over the centuries (this had been demonstrated by his offer to Gyalo 
[Dhondup] back in 1949 to protect Tibet's cultural treasures). He was also u-el1 aware 
of the significaiice of the world's premier Buddhist comin_e io reside in the land of 
Buddha's birth. He must also ha\;e felt some discornfort thai ii \vas lie who had pushed 
the Dalai Lama back to his country two years before with assurances ofthe benevolence 
of his Chinese overlords, which had proven to be unfounded. HI was also aware. 
however, of lndia's limited capabilities should it want to provide any effective milita- 
assistance to its northern neighbor. He was presiding over an overpopulated. underfed, 
and undeveloped nation. Its military budget, wliich it ~ o u l d  i l1  afford. was 
ovenvhelmingly devoted to preparing for a war with Pakistan, not China. particularly 

* "ln 1959. the international situation, although still very rnuch under the influence of the Cold War, was 
uneventful. Tihet therefore stole the world's headlines. Coming so soon after the Hungarian revolt [1956]. the 
Tibetan conflict waç quickl. identified by the press as 'another Hungaq' ... Tibet was treated as a cSausr 
célèhre in tlie media .. ." Tsering Shakya. Dragon ..., 212. 
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not on behalf of legatee semi-dependents fiom whom India had been trying to divest 
any responsibility for the past twelve years. 

Nehru had to find a way to defend himself against the inevitable domestic criticism 
of his past policies, which had accepted China's takeover of this long-established 
buffer and India's inability to do little more than provide hospitality to the prime 
casualty of the situation. He also had to handle this defense in a manner that would 
preserve his options with the Chinese, with whom he wanted and felt obliged to 
preserve at least the façade of peaceful coexistence. The Cold War had arrived on his 
doorstep in the person of the Dalai Lama. Although Nehru wriggled hard to keep aloof, 
the welcome provided to the Dalai Lama and his entourage, and the hospitality 
subsequently shown to the Tibetan refugees, reflected well on him and his people. His 
initial statements in Parliament on March 23 tried to play down what was happening in 
Lhasa as an internal affair. The U.S. embassy noted, however, that "by announcing 
that his govemment had put the Chinese on notice to safeguard Indian personnel and 
property in Lhasa and by expressing a pious hope for the safety of the Dalai Lama, 
Nehru had revealed some slight shifi from his previous Pollyanna attitude." 

[Indeed,] in a strong extemporaneous reply [to Beijing's criticism of India's stance 
regarding the then most recent events in Tibet], Nehru recalled that Zhou Enlai had 
already assured him that Tibet was not a province of China, "but was autonomous and 
the Chinese Communists intended that it remains so." Nehru then cited the geographic, 
economic, cultural, and religious ties between India and Tibet, and described the 
fighting in Lhasa, saying "Indian sympathies go out to the Tibetans." . . . [Moreover, a 
few days later] the Prime Minister held a press conference at which the U.S. embassy 
felt he made it  clear that his position concerning events in Tibet was based upon a 
"mixture of frustration, anger and pmdence." His anger and frustration were evident in 
his questioning of Chinese charges that the Dalai Lama had fled his country under 
duress, and his pointed repetition of the statements Zhou Enlai had made to him two 
years earlier that China regarded Tibet as autonomous. The pmdentiai element in his 
position was demonstrated by his reaffirmation of the great importance he placed on 
retaining friendly ties between India and China "even though they might differ greatly." 

As for the Chinese Communists, on the other hand, their basic response to India's oficial 
statements and outbursts of Parliament leaders and others was quite simple and direct: a 
rebellion by reactionaries had erupted in an area of China's own territory, and they had the 
indisputable right to deal with it as they thought best, and it was therefore no one else's 
business. Nevertheless, writes Sen Gupta, Beijing did not object officially to India's grant of 
asylum to the Dalai Lama."'' "What it did object to was the political importance India was 
giving the Dalai Lama and the rebellion in Tibet," and to what for the Chinese was the most 
disturbing aspect to it all, which was, in the words of Sen Gupta, the championing "by 
sections of the Indian elite of Tibet's nght to independence and self-determination." Alarmed 
by the pressures then being brought to bear upon the Indian Prime Minister in Parliament 
and press and by several organized groups to raise the issue of Tibet at the United Nations, 
the Chinese, adds Sen Gupta, feared that "India was about to nullify the foundation of 
Sino-Indian friendship by interfering in China's internal affairs." 

Additionally, Sen Gupta points out, almost immediately following the Dalai Laina's 
establishment of himself and his entourage at Mussoorie among the Himalayan foothills of 
Northwest India, the Chinese let it be known that they resenteu ::ic ;~ .ay  in which Nehru 
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was treating His Holiness, permitting the latter to meet newsmen, foreign diplomats, and 
Indian dignitaries. They likewise resented the fact that various statements by His Holines5 
were being issued through the Indian governrnent's officia1 Information bureau and that the 
Kashag was being permitted to function in lndia. But the Chinese also attributed "to 
reactionary political pressure on Nehm the contradiction" between the Prime Minister's 
assurance that the Tibetan leader was not to function politically in India and the actual 
nature of the Dalai Lama's functioning, which to the Chinese still appeared to be quitc 
political. 

Nevertheless, sensing at this moment the need to cultivate friendship with India further, 
especially if her Prime Minister continued to maintain his policy of willfully ignoring almost 
completely the unfolding adverse events inside Tibet-as was evidenced by many of his 
statements and actions thus far in the current crisis-lhina's own Premier, Chou En-lai, 
issued the following statement on 18 April 1959: "We are grateful to Jndia and the great and 
friendly Premier Nehru for issuing a statement that his country will not interfere in China's 
interna1 affairs, and that India will strengthen ffiendly Chinese-Indian relations though the 
Dalai Lama has been taken there by counter-revolutionary elements."*'07 

Returning now to the unfolding developments surrounding this same, supposedi) 
coerced and abducted, Dalai Lama, let it be asserted again that he had corne to India 
voluntanly, where on the 3'* of April 1959 he was officially granted political asylum.'"" 
As a consequence of this, however, it could be said that His Holiness had, in effect, arrived 
in his countrymen's "second homev-the Land of Buddha's Birth-as a refugee. From this 
moment onwards, in fact, this was what, according to his oldest brother, he now "regardea 
himself' to be: "as only the first fugitive amongst his oppressed people."loY Indeed, th.\ 
personal identification with the Tibetan exiles as refugees is a refrain which the Dalai Lama 
many decades afterwards continued to employ when dictating the latest of his several 
autobiographies that was published in 1990 under the title, Freedom in Exile (see, for 
example, page 174, "For us Tibetan refugees . . .")'lu 

Although many Tibetans had already preceded him over the years since the Chinese 
invasion began in 1950, that exodus"' was nothing compared to what would now follou. He 
was to be the vanguard, as it were, of countless of his countrymen who, upon learning uf  
their esteeined leader's escape to freedom, were soon to follow his example and pour 

* "For China, the growing rifi with India was the rnost serious consequence of the Lhasa uprising. For the 
Indians. the revolt in Tibet had brought home the instability of the Hirnalayan plateau and the dangers that 
represented. Nehru's policy on Tibet remained, at best, confused. For many years he had been convinced lhat 
confrontation between the two giants of Asia could be avoided. [In 1942 Nehru wrote to his sister: "The future 
of which I dream is inextricably interwoven with close friendship and sornething almost approaching union 
with China."] Now, however, he began to accept that the widespread resistance in Tibet had irrevocably altereil 
the course of Sino-lndian relations." Shakya. Dragon ..., 276. and the quote of Nehru's can be found on p. 5 0 5 .  
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across the border themselves as refugees into India.Il2 One reliable estimate has claimed 
that just between April and May 1959 alone there were over 7,000 Tibetans who crossed 
over and sought asylum in India.* 

Although pockets of resistance to the Chinese continued in various areas of East and 
Central Tibet, the entire country would in the end come under the complete control of the 
PLA by 1960. The Communists had effectively used every means to put down the revolt but 
not before a reported 100,000 Tibetans had died and another estimated 60,000 to 80,000 had 
fled as refugees during the first few months immediately after the March 1959 revolt had 
erupted.'I3 And over the next few decades there would be many, many more Tibetans who 
would attempt to escape to India in safety, but a large number of them would never be 
successful; and even among those who were, many would not be able to survive an entirely 
different set of traumas which awaited them there. In a report cited earlier originally prepared 
for the United Nations Commission on Hurnan Rights in 1984 but re-issued in a revised 
updated version in 1990, the Scientific Buddhist Association, a London-based human rights 
organization later known as OPTIMUS, gave a summary view of the traumatic events 
surrounding these refugees and their attempts to reach the freedom of the outside world 
before they might be overtaken either by the oppressive Chinese or by death-or both. As 
chief author of the Report, Paul Ingram sets forth a grim picture of what happened to these 
courageous Tibetans between 1959 and 1989: 

It is not known how many died escaping the Tibetan holocaust during the last thirty 
years. Refugees who survived record seeing mountain passes covered with dead. 
Furthemore, very large parties, sometimes numbering tens of thousands, are reported 
as setting out from the southem and central provinces of Tibet, most of them never to 
be seen again, having either starved.to death or been buried alive in avalanches or 
shot down by pursuing Chinese. Many Tibetans who actually reached India died of 
starvation, the heat or tropical diseases, to which they were (and still are) particularly 
susceptible, having come from high altitudes. Often forgotten is the fact that large 
numbers of the refugees attempting to walk from eastern to central regions of Tibet 
during the mid- and late 1950s (in order to be near the Dalai Lama) were either caught 
in bitter fighting, or machine-gunned both from the air and on the ground by the 
Chinese, or herded into labor camps where they disappeared. Of the many thousands 
who did reach Lhasa and cainped outside the capital, large numbers were killed in the 
subsequent fighting. We can never know how many Tibetan refugees were killed but 
several hundred thousand seems a plausible enough figure given the length of the 
crisis and the extent of social dislocation, and there is no doubt that the nunlber of 

* Per Tsering Shakya. Dragon ..., 207. At first, adds this historian, the lndian government was "ambivalent" 
about the refugees crossing into its country in considerable numbers. Ihid., 496 note 89. I n  fact, though, Nehru 
would soon let it be known that he was opposed to lndia having to accomrnodate such a large nuniber ofthem. 
and wrote to Britain's Prime Minister in early April of 1959 that efforts by Western goveininents to provide 
assistance to the refugees would not be "helpful" and "might serve to encourage Tibetans to leave their 
country." Ihid., 214. Furtherinore, at about the saine tii.1-le, Nehru's Foreign Office Secretary Dutt wolild be 
telling the British High Coininissioner in lndia that hii; country cannot declare an "open door" foi al1 Tibeian 
refugees. Ihid., 496 note 7. As the refugee influx increased. however, there w-- flot rni:,:h Delhi could do io stem 
the flow and still retain a reputation for showing huinanitarian compassion. 
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refugees killed foms a considerable proportion of the . . . Tibetans who have died as a 
direct consequence of Chinese mle.'14 

Surely, Chinese Communist rule of Tibet has been one of the most oppressive regimes to 
have darkened the pages of human history in modem times. I n d e 4  in the opinion ofAlexander 
Solzhenitsyn, himself no stranger to extraordinary cruelty at the han& of Communist 
persecutors, what was perpetrated in Tibet by the Chinese during this thirty-year period 
constituted one of the worst ever. Declared this celebrated survivor of Russian Communism 
in a speech he delivered at Tokyo in 1982: "The holocaust that happened in Tibet revealed 
Communist China as a cruel and inhumane executioner-more brutal and inhumane than 
any other Communist regime in the ~ o r l d . " " ~  

Despite these incredible odds, however, it is tnily remarkable that within just a few years 
following the Dalai Lama's exodus, some 88,000 of Tibet's citizens and leaders were 
nonetheless able to come out from their national seclusion into India and Sikkim alone, with 
thousands more successfully fleeing and settling down in Nepal (1 5,000) and still more in 
other Buddhist areas such as Bhutan, and some 3000 scattered in western Europe and 
North America; making a total of an estimated 1 10,000 refugee~.*"~ Thousands of them. in 
particular, found their way to Kalimpong, some of whom pennanently settled down in Gergan 
Tharchin's little hiIl station to begin their lives al1 over again. 

Rev. Tharchin himself was later to view this refugee phenomenon as a situation which 
his God used to open that closed land's citizens to the gospel of Christ. Writing in the early 
1970s, he was to observe that "God's hand is undoubtedly involved in the Tibetans' flight to 
India," and that "though geographic Tibet was more closed to the gospel than ever before, 
God has brought . . . into India" this unparalleled wave of Tibetan citizenry where "national 
Christians and missionaries" are now "ministering to them.. . . For the first time these isolated 
people" are being "exposed to a culture other than their own.. . . And relative openness is 
being experienced, as the Christian nationals and missionaries laboring among them are 
happily finding.. . . Accustomed [earlier] tu working with small numbers of Tibetans," 
missionaries "were electrified by the flood of refugees which accompanied the Dalai Lama's 
flight in 1959.""' 

Yet the condition of those tens of thousands of Tibetans who proved to be successful in 
escaping to safety across the border was appalling in the extreme, even as Ingram in the 
SBA Report has intimated. A mountain people had come into a tropical climate with diseases 
to which they had no immunity; in addition, they had arrived in the worst physical, material 
and psychological state imaginable: destitute, hungry, without country, home, relatives and 
livelihood, and speaking a language few understood. In short, it was human chaos magnified 

* More recent figures issued by the Central Tibetan (Exile) Administration at its Northwest India headquarters 
of Dharainsala now indicate that more than 120.000 Tibetans are living in exile, with only 5000 ofthese living 
outside Central and South Asia. Furthermore. statistics now show that between 1959 and 1962 some 30,000 
Tibetans fled across the Himalayas into Nepal, after ~vhich, "aber a period,"an exodus ofTibetan farnilies tiom 
that country to lndia left "about 14,000 long-term settlers in Nepal." See Vybyan Cayley's "Introduction: a 
Nation in Exile." in her book. Children of 7ïbet (Balmain, 1994). 1 1-1 2. 
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to the third power. In the face of such an emergency, what then followed was an extraordinary 
spate of Christian (and also non-Christian) social, medical, educational, economic, as well 
as evangelistic outreaches to a dislocated, confused and suffering people-al1 of which 
greatly helped to ease their plight as they made an effort to begin a new life abroad.*Il8 
Conceming these many years of varied assistance towards the refugees the Kalimpong 
pastor was later to recall especially the evangelistic outreach, in certain aspects of which he 
doubtless took an active part himself 

When the Tibetans began to flee into North India, missionaries from several missions 
who had long evangelized around the nation converged on the refugee communities. 
They were joined by missionaries from new groups too . . . These evangelicals sought 
to coordinate their work and witness with Tibetans through the Christian Service 
Council and with an annual conference and the interchange of information for prayer. 
As many as thirty-two Christian workers gathered together to discuss Tibetan radio 
programs, the revision of the Tibetan New Testament, the provision of evangelistic 
literature, the precautions necessary in overt evangelism due to [the then] Indian 
government restrictions, and al1 issues related to Tibetan e~angelism."~ 

Meanwhile, upon his arriva1 at Mussoorie in Northwest India on the 2 1 of April(1959) 
the Dalai Lama had begun to establish both his residence and Tibet's government-in-exile at 
this old British-built hill-station resort situated about 7000 feet high some 130 miles northeast 
of Delhi above Dehra Dun in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. For he and those with him 
had been granted asylum by the Government of India since the exile government, already 
informed by the Nehru administration of the latter's refusal to recognize it, would pose no 
political embarrassment for lndia vis-à-vis Red China so long as it would simply serve as an 
emotional rallying point for the refugees. From the office of the Dalai Lama less than a year 
later Gergan Tharchin received a formal letter asking that he corne over to Mussoorie for a 
meeting on how to deal with the education of Tibetan rehgee children.120 

* One Tibetan who has given eloquent testirnony to the assistance rendered him and his farnily during this dire 
period in their lives is the late Dawa Norbu (d. 2006). Very young when he escaped to lndia in late 1959. Norbu 
and his farnily eventually settled in Darjeeling Town the following year. Writing graciously of the help he 
received frorn various foreign volunteers, Norbu (in his Red Star over Tibet. p. 246) sounded the following 
positive note that nonetheless concludes with words of criticism towards his wealthy countrymen who had 
preceded hirn to lndia years before: 

The volunteers came to rny rcscuc. These strangers, who had no  racial. religious or  national al'finities with 
us, only a cornrnon hurnan bond. loved and cared for us when we inost needed them. We children were 
bkinny, pot-bellied. pale and yellow-cornplexioned through malnutrition. We had sores al1 over oiir bodies, 
due to unhygienic conditions, and an inability to adapt quickly to our ne& environment. Biit the foreigners 
treated and n~i rsed  us like real parents, without a patronizing air o r  a n s  sign o f  revulsion ai our iinhealthy 
state; whereas Our own kin. the sons and daughters of  Tibetan aristocrats and wealthy Tihetans, stiidying i i i  

colleges or working around Darieelinp. did iiot corne to help LIS. Perhaps ihey werc risliamed oE us. 
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It must be recalled how impossible it had previously been in Tibet for schools established 
along Western lines with the latter's more progressive curriculum to remain open for any 
length of time. For one thing, the Chinese, who had always feared undue British influence in 
Tibetan affairs, and who had always had its sympathizers within the Tibetan governen t  
who listened to them, were known to have brought pressure to have schools closed which 
had either been established by the British or else were modeled along British lines. China's 
main ally in this exclusionary bent towards outside influences had, of course, been the 
ecclesiastical element within the ruling circles of Tibet. The powerful Buddhist clergy had 
always had a monopoly on the education of the Tibetan young (whose schools had "primarily" 
been "for those marked as actual or potential elites") and were vehement, if not fanatical, in 
their unending opposition to foreign-that is to Say, Westem-influence intmding itself into 
this highly sensitive sector of Tibetan life and culture. Foremost among their concems was 
the great fear the lamas had that the religion of the State would suffer irreparable harm at 
the hands of Westemers who by and large were Christian in their outlook. It was this fear, 
ofien inflamed by the Chinese, which in the end quickly closed down the few Westem-type 
schools that had been fortunate enough to have been established. (See again Volume II ,  
Chapter 14 of the present narrative for a discussion on Tibet's pre- 1950 educational system 
and her fear of Western intrusion into the same.) 

Nevertheless, the exigencies ofTibetan life had today been radically altered as the result 
of a decade of invasion, occupation, upheaval and war within the Land of the Lamas. And 
now in exile, the Dalai Lama, who while growing up had gradually become conversant with 
Western life and thought, was determined to pursue a different course when it came to the 
education of the young, though still not neglecting to preserve the primacy of the Buddhist 
faith and its religious culture in the educational curriculum. What he sought was simply a 
more balanced approach to education than had heretofore been adhered to in the homeland. 

John F. Avedon, a close persona1 friend and biographer of His Holiness, has pointed out 
that although the Dalai Lama (and for that matter, those imrnediately around him in the exile 
government at Mussoorie) was not that much versed in modem education, two recently- 
arrived expatriates were very much so: one of them, Jigme Taring (1908-91). had been 
Gergan Tharchin's former pupil in his Gyantse school back in the 1920s; the other was 
Jigme's wife, Rinchen Dolma (Mary La). These two, it may be remembered, were among 
the first Tibetans to have been educated in India, and in Avedon's words were tmly "a 
pioneering couple" who could be of inestimable assistance to His Holiness in helping to 
solve the serious education problem now confronting the exile government of Tibet. 
Because Jigme was a prince-the nephew of the Choegyal or Maharaja of Sikkim, and 
because Mary was the daughter of a long-ago senior kashug minister under the Great 
Thirteenth as well as a descendant of Tibet's celebrated eighth-century physician Yuthok 
Yonten Gonpo, it was the opinion ofAvedon that "with their background as security against 
criticism fi-om Tibet's xenophobic establishment," the Tarings, as the "foremost proponents 
of modernization in their generation," represented in exile "an invaluable asset to the 
fledgling govemment." Indeed, it was into their very hands that the Dalai Lama had only 
recently fully entrusted the guidance and principalship of the Mussoorie School. an 
institution which His Holiness had himself founded in March of 1960 as the v e p  first 
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ïibetan residential school for rehgee children.'" 
That the confidence reposed in the Tarings by His Holiness was not misplaced is attested 

to by what Jigme himself wrote in a letter to Tharchin just six years into the school's 
existence. at the same time recognizing the Babu's own contribution in furthering the school's 
remarkable progress: 

Sri Bhakt Darshan, [India's] Deputy Minister of Education, visited our school recently 
on 27.6.66 and he was very much impressed with our school. He even mentioned in his 
speech that it is a unique school of its kind, and he went on to Say that al1 educationists 
would be learning a lot from this school if they could pay a visit, which was of course 
a great honor for us. 

1 think this is al1 due to your kind prayer when we first sat down in this very room 
where 1 am writing this letter and planned this existing school. 1 shall be sending you 
some photos in my next letter.. .. With kindest regards from us both with prayers.'?' 

But currently the exile-govemment mler was in need of further advice and direction as 
to how to proceed with handling the education of many more children who with their parents 
were daily fleeing for refuge across the Indo-Tibetan fiontier. And the Kalimpong educator, 
author and publisher, whom His Holiness had summoned to his Mussoorie headquarters in 
the spring of 1960, was one of those whom the Dalai Lama would look to for counsel. Just 
here, however, the text of an official report prepared and published a decade later by the 
Bureau of His Holiness at Dharamsala can provide some necessary information. In this 
report that dealt with ten years of rehabilitation among the Tibetan exiles in India, several 
lengthy sections were devoted to educational matters. The Bureau's authors wrote these 
sections on behalf of the original members of the Tibetan govemment-in-exile who had 
arrived at Mussoorie in April 1959. If anything, these portions of the report clearly reflect a 
much more progressive approach on the part of these heretofore conservative advisers of 
His Holiness than would probably have been the case back in Tibet. 

The authors first of al1 noted that these government members "were faced with a serious 
problem" when they commenced devising plans for the education of the Tibetan children 
"along contemporary lines." They had wished from the very beginning to adopt as the 
educational policy of the exile govemment the need "to place equal emphasis on the study 
of various subjects in both the sciences and the humanities, and on the study of the many 
aspects of Tibetan culture-its history, religion, literature, etc." But the problem which 
immediately surfaced was the stark fact that there was a "complete absence of Tibetan 
textbooks for school-going children" to help implement this lofty and highly commendable 
policy. 

The Dalai Lama had therefore suggested that this critical matter be discussed at a 
meeting to be convened by him at which the following persons were "invited to take part": 
the "members of the old Kashag" who had escaped from Lhasa with His Holiness or else 
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had preceded him to lndia prior to 1959; "the Principal of the Tibetan Schwl at Mussooriew 
(Jigme Taring);Iz3 "religious scholars from the four [major] çects" of Tibetan Buddhism; 
"Mr. Tharchin"; and "Mr. Lobsang Lhalungpa." The latter was but two years younger than 
Tharchin, had entered Tibetan government service in 19 1 1 ,  and had at one time served as 
Secretary to the Kashag.Iz4 This nobleman, it may be recalled, was also the one to whom in 
1947 Tibet's Regent had given oversight responsibility over al1 Tibetan students studying in 
India, they numbering well over a hundred at this program's zenith.* The specific purpose 
of the meeting was to "lay down the general principles and guidelines which should be 
followed in the preparation of such textbooks" for the future education of so many young 
T i b e t a n ~ , t ' ~ ~  of whom the Dalai Lama could report that there were alone over five thousand 
under sixteen years of age. "The children have been a special anxiety to me," he wrote 
several years later."' His Holiness was intent upon doing everything possible to encourage 
the progress of literacy among his people. 

Now since Tharchin's advice had been solicited, he and his wife Margaret naturally 
traveled posthaste to the place which was now the Tibetan ruler's new home.$ And within 
a few days of their amval, the educational advisory meeting which had bmught Gergan 
Tharchin to Mussoorie was convened. According to Tharchin, it tumed out that there were 
two Christians present. Most likely the other Christian was the former Arnerican Methodist 
missionary to India, Mrs. Frederick Fisher, wife of famed Arnerican Methodist Bishop in 

* See again Volume II, Chapter 14, end-note 125, p. 449. Interestingly, Gergan Tharchin had claimed some 
credit for this very program having been established of educating young Tibetans in India. Writing in 1948 to 
Jesuit Fr. M. Wery at St. Alphonsus School in Kurseong (near Darjeeling), the Babu had declared: "1 am glad 
that now so many Tibetan high oficials' sons are coming to school [in India] and mostly they are at [Dajeeling's] 
St. Joseph's College [where a special school for Tibetans had been created as a part of the College]. You may 
or may not believe me, but 1 think these are the results of my [newspaper] publication about the importance 
of education, and about which the Tibetan government sent me letters [in response to] the good advices that 1 
have given them in various ways." Tharchin to Wery, Kalimpong, 28 June 1948, ThPaK. 
t Citing this very Committee meeting and the purpose for which it had been convened, American anthropolopist 
Margaret Nowak made the following interesting comments when discussing in her book on Tibetan refugees 
(1984) various "pedagogical innovations" which had been inaugurated by the Tibetan exile govemment to meet 
the horrific challenges then confronting it. First declaring the results of this Cornmittee's work "the priman 
example" of these innovations, she went on to note that "the preparation of a series of textbooks that would 
gradually present instruction in Tibetan language, culture, history and religion to school-going children" had 
come about as a consequence of this meeting called by the Dalai Lama. "lt is significant," she added, "that the 
participants invited to this meeting included both religious and secular power holders: the mernbers of the old 
Kashag . .., monk scholars from each of the four Buddhist Sects, the Tibetan principal of the first (and only. at 
the tiine) Tibetan school, and two Tibetan lay scholars"-the latter obviously a reference to Gergan Tharchin 
and Lobsang 1.lialungpa. See N o ~ a h .  Tibeluri Refugees; Youth and the :l1e>r Ceneratioil ofd14eaning. 65.  Clearl). 
the decisions which Tharchin and the other participants were making in this Advison Comrnittee meeting held 
great significance for the future instruction and education of the rhen current generation of ï'ihetan youth and 
those generations which were to follow. 
$ 11 is known from documented evidence that the Tharchins were still in Kalimpong on 12 April 1960. For a 
signed office copy of a letter typed on Mirror Press s t a t ione~  which the Babu had wrinen on that date to 
Professor Shoju lnaba of Japan was found among the Tharchin Papers. The two must have therefore departed 
on thai very day since i t  would have required 2-3  days' travel time from their Northeast lndian hill station to 
reach Mussoorie in the farNorthwest by the 141h ofApril, the known date of their arriva1 there (see a few pages 
hence). 
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India during the 1920s, F. B. Fisher. According to Mrs. Fisher in her book To Lighr u Candle, 
sometime during 1959-60 "the Dalai Lama . . . appointed me official consultant on education 
to the Tibetans in India who went into exile when the Communists took over."I2' Moreover, 
just a month or so before the convening of this educational advisory meeting at Mussoorie, 
Mrs. Fisher had concluded at Lucknow a month-long Teacher Training course she had 
organized for the benefit ofTibetans who would in tum go back as teachers among their own 
people in exile in India a m e d  with a knowledge of the latest teaching m e t h ~ d s . " ~  One ofher 
students in the course was none other than Mary La, who like her husband Jigme Taring, had 
escaped from Lhasa into Indian exile the year before. Ironically, these two ladies had tirst 
met each other in early 1925 at Calcutta; at the time Mary was only sixteen years old.I2" 

Now during the April 1960 advisory meeting at Mussoorie in which Tharchin served as 
a Cornmittee participant and Mrs. Fisher most likely served as a consultant, four key decisions 
were made: 

(i) Up-to-date methods should be incorporated in the teaching of the Tibetan language 
with a view to facilitating its study by the children. 

( i i )  The proposed Tibetan textbooks should include other subjects within the Tibetan 
context, e.g., Tibetan history, Tibetan literature, etc. These subjects would be introduced 
from the very beginning, gradually gaining depth with higher classes. 

(iii) For classes below Class VI11 there would be one Tibetan textbook for each class 
and this would contain sections on al1 the subjects mentioiied above. From Class VI11 
onwards there would be separate Tibetan textbooks for each of these subjects. 

(iv) A publications section should be started to bring out these books. 

As a consequence of this meeting and its decisions, an ad hoc cornmittee made up of the 
four religious scholars mentioned earlier was created to compile the desired textbooks for 
the Tibetan schools which were beginning to spring up everywhere in the Indian subcontinent. 
Commencing its work immediately, by 1963 this ad hoc group was able to produce a series 
of textbooks for Classes 1 to V of the various Tibetan schools. ln later years other groups of 
experts were able to complete the set of textbook materials for the remainder of the Classes 
through the higher secondary school level and to revise the earlier works as necessary.13" 

Although the Kalimpong publisher was not a member of any of these other groups of 
advisers and experts, it should nonetheless be observed that his contribution to their work 
was very significant in two particular ways. Firstly, it has been reported by one writer on 
Tibetan culture and who had interviewed Gergan Tharchin long aftenvards, that the latter 
had contributed his expertise in creating some of the textbook materials these groups would 
in time produce, especially those used for the leaming of the Tibetan language. Wrote 
Heather Stoddard of what she had leamed from the Babu regarding this aspect of her 
interview with him: 

Tharchin published numerous manuals and small pedagogical brochures for the study 
of the Tibetan language, which he had conceived during his teaching activity at the 
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[Guild] Mission's school [a reference to the SUM Institution at Kalimpong]. The latter 
ones seem to have served later as models to the Tibetan Govemment in exile, at the 
time of elaborating school manuals for the Tibetan refugee children in India. 1 3 '  

But secondly, it will shortly be seen that he was to play a vital role in helping to p in t  at bis 
Tibet Mirror Press some of the matenals for use in the lower school levels of instmction. 
His efforts would serve to supplement the activities of those who, now to be trained in 
Delhi, would shortly thereafier be ruming a manually-operated printing machine soon to be 
acquired and set up at Lower Dhararnsala later in 1960 by the newly established Publications 
Division of the Tibetan exile government. Ten years later, through the assistance of the 
Dalai Lama, an automatic press would be purchased which would speed up considerably 
the printing of needed materials.13* 

AAer the educational advisory meeting's lengthy deliberations were concluded, a group 
photograph of its participants was taken. Surprisingly, Tharchin Babu was highly honored in 
that he had been given the central position in the group picture. His humble reaction about 
al1 this was: "1 felt rather shy for getting such a prominent place" among somany noteworthy 
officiais and other individuals of note. 

The long-range consequence of this meeting and those of other educational groups was 
that the Tibetan ruler and his exile government began to establish various boarding schools 
in the surrounding Himalayan foothills for about a thousand children, and the preparations of 
enough additional schools began to be made for the rest of them. "All the refugee parents" 
were "eager to send their children to these schools," His Holiness could write, where they 
could "grow up healthy, and as true Tibetans." And thanks to the proper textbooks which 
were soon to roll off the presses at Dharamsala and Tharchin's own press at Kalimpong, 
they would be "taught Tibetan, religious knowledge, and Tibetan history as their main sub- 
jects; and also English, Hindi, mathematics, geography, world history, and s~ience."':~ To 
this end, and as one of his textbook contributions to this broad educational program, Tharchin- 
la provided gratis hundreds of copies of his own very substantial English-Tïbefan-Hindi- 
Sanskrit Pocket Dictionaty printed at the Tibet Mirror Press in Kalirnpong that when hl ly 
completed and published in 1967 would contain three sections consisting of a total of 625 
pages. On the other hand, a far more popular dictionary precursory to this one, the Babu's 
English-Tibetan-Hindi Pocket Dictionaty (1 965; 2d Revised and Enlarged Edition, 1968). 
would likewise be distributed fieely and widely among the increasing Tibetan refugee 
student population in India and elsewhere.* 

The Dalai Lama. having received from the Babu an advance copy of this Dictionaq's 
original edition of 1965, immediately recognized its usehlness for the refugee children and 
other exile Tibetans. "As a token of appreciation for your good work," wrote his Private 
Secretary on his behalf, "a sum of Rs. 100/- has been sent by Post, as instructed by His 

This is the saine Pockct Dicrionon-, incidentaIl., which figured significantly in the skullduaev of the "Bad 
Moligolian Lama," Geshe chodak. that was detailed in the present volume's Chapter '1. It  ais0 figures 
Proiliinently in the Babu's ongoing philanthropie contribution to the educational and cultural needs of the 
ribelan refugees within especially District Darjeeling but in other places. too, and which is discussed in some 
detail imrnediately helow and again farther on in the present chapter. 
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Holiness." Added the Secretary in his letter of 10 June 1965, "Despite your old age, your 
wisdom is still growing younger and you have brought out such a dictionary which is very 
useful according to the present [refugee] needs and for which His Holiness ... highly 
appreciates." Shortly afienvards, the author-publisher dispatched a large shipment of these 
Dictionaries to the Tibetan Refugee School at Mussoorie which His Holiness had founded 
and had placed under the principalship of the Babu's former Gyantse pupil Jigme Taring. 
Indeed, found among the Tharchin Papers is a letter of deep appreciation the Principal sent 
the Babu in which he wrote: 

We are very happy to know that you are sending us 120 English-Tibefan-Hindi 
Dicrionary [copies] for the students free of payment. It is really wonderful to receive 
such generous gifis through your kindness. We look fonvard to receive them and 1 am 
sure our children will find them most useful.. .. Our school is progressing year by year 
and 1 am sure you will be very pleased to hear al1 the great changes since your kind 
visit in 1960. 

It has been pointed out by Roger Hicks, incidentally, that as a consequence of such a broad 
curriculum, especially in the area of languages, these refbgee children would now-as is 
not uncommon in India-grow up to be tri-lingual-and in three languages which enjoy 
three different alphabets: Tibetan, Hindi and E n g 1 i ~ h . I ~ ~  

Babu Tharchin would also extend his generosity towards those refbgee students who 
were situated much closer to home-in Kalimpong itself. A former Refugee School principal 
in the early days of what would later become the hill station's Central School for Tibetans, 
T. Lhawang La, applauded the Babu for his timely benefaction in having "often" given 
gratis considerable quantities of V ~ ~ O U S  educational books from his Press to Lhawang La's 
school, which acts of charity were greatly appreciated by both Principal and students alike. 
In his interview with the present author, Lhawang La added that the Tibetan publisher 
would now and then pay visits to the school as ~ e 1 l . I ~ ~  

Indeed, a most informative passage about Tharchin's schoolbook beneficence, also about 
Lhawang La and the new Tibetan Refugee School at Kalimpong, as well as about the 
Babu's visit to it appears in a letter Tharchin had written at about this same time to the by 
now familiar well-wisher of Tibet, Mrs. Dorris Shelton Still. Apart of the Tharchin Papers, 
it is dated 26 August 1966, and the pertinent passage reads as follows: 

The printing work is going on. 1 have distributed 1000 copies of the English-Tibetan- 
Hindi Pocket Dictionary to the refugee schools. 1 was asked to send the books direct 
to the respective schools and the Dalai Lama's oflice sent me the list of schools and 
number of students in each school.. .. 

One of the largest refugee schools has been started here at Kalimpong and there 
will be over one thousand children. The children are coming from various parts, and so 
far over 800 are already in the school and more are expected. They are al1 aged froin 5 
to 10 years and are so lovely. Some days ago the Principal of this local refugee school, 
who is also the Principal of the refugee school at Darjeeling [a reference to Lhawang 
La], came to see me and thanked me for the 100 copies of the [pocket] dictionary for the 
Darjeeling refugee school. 1 told him that 1 would present books for the Kalimpong 
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school too. He told me that he is going to Darjeeling and on his return he would inform 
me. Yesterday in the afternoon he phoned me and said he is back from Darjeeling, [and 
asked] if 1 am able to come to the [Kalimpong] school today, 26/8/66 at 9 am. and speak 
to the children. So we both [Le., the Babu and his wife] are going today to see the 
children with books. 1 shall write again about our visit. It 1s only 20 minutes walk from 
our house. 

Yet not only did Lhawang La thank the Press publisher verbally, he also sent him a letter 
of appreciation, on 16 July 1966, thanking the Babu "for the 100 [copies of the] excellent 
dictionary . . . which you have been kind enough to supply to our Institution free of charge. 
These will be of great use to our students as well as staff and are being issued through the 
School Library as instnicted." Now it so happened that a copy of this letter was sent by the 
Principal to the Directors of two agencies within the Tibet exile government: the Council for 
Tibetan Education at Dharamsala and the Bureau of H.H. the Dalai Lama at New Delhi, as 
well as to the Secretary of the Tibetan Schools Society within the Indian govemment's 
Ministry of Education at Delhi. And in partial response to this action, Tharchin received a 
few days later a very wann letter from T. N. Takla, Assistant Director (Education) within 
the Bureau. It read in part as follows: 

1 would like to thank you on behalf of the Council for Tibetan Education for your 
generous gifi. As you yourself are aware, there is great need for an English-Tibetan 
dictionary, especially in the Tibetan Schools where the medium of instruction is English. 
1 have no doubt that your dictionary will be of greatest practical utility to the children. 
With kindest regards . . . 

Interestingly, appended at the bottom of Lhawang La's letter, the Principal had noted the 
following bit of intelligence: "Mr. Tharchin had been instmcted by the Director, Council for 
Tibetan Education, to distribute the books to our different schools and are being accepted as. 
such"-thus indicating that the Exile govemment's Education officials had deerned Tharchin's 
publication to be of acceptable quality in content.'" 

But so, too, had the Principal of a prestigious private school at Mussoorie deemed his 
Dictionar~ to be of acceptable-nay, of better than average-uality. Upon request from 
the Principal of The Ockenden Centre's School, the Mirror Press publisher had sent a copy 
of the Pocket Dictionary for review and payment shortly after the volume's initial publication. 
So impressed was the Principal that he ordered additional copies and wrote to Tharchin in 
glowing terms about the Dictionary's potential usefulness: 

I was very happy to receive . . . your new dictionary, which 1 really [believe] must prove 
invaluable to the numerous Tibetan children now learning English and Hindi, here in 
India. Since Sir Charles Bell's dictionary was published little has been done in this 
field, which makes your present dictionary a most welcome contribution to the study 
of colloquial Tibetan. 

The students of Our school would find your dictionary very helpful and 1 should 
therefore he most grateful if you would send a further twenty-nine copies . . . 1 shall 
send you a cheque on receipt of your invoice. 1 assure you of my very best wishes.'-" 
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Now with respect to the very small children below school age, the Dalai Lama decided 
to set up a nursery and place it in the charge of his elder sister. Near his soon-to-be new 
home at Dhararnsala (to where he was to move while Tharchin was still at Mussoorie) the 
young d e r  would be lent "two disused bungalows" by the Indian government for this 
purpose. Qiiickly the number of tiny children in the nursery rose to 800. The Dalai Lama 
had to acknowledge, however, that in those days, because of a lack of funds, his sister and 
her voluntary helpers "had to improvise the barest necessities of life for this enornious 
family" and could not afford "to give these children the slightest luxury." Yet they made sure 
that the youngsters were "loved and kept healthy and happy." Furthemore, the rations 
received for them from the host Govemment and the assistance rendered by countless 
individuals and relief organizations helped greatly to ease the burden of responsibility. And 
as the nursery children grew older over the next few years, these were gradually able to be 
sent on to the schools which had already been established elsewhere; and nowat Dharamsala. 
His Holiness could report (in 1962): "we have 300 children-al1 under seven" years of 
age."' 

Now it so happened that the arrival of the Tharchins at Mussoone had occurred in the 
midst of the Easter season; in fact, they had arrived on Holy Thursday. And on that same 
day Tharchin had requested an interview with His Holiness. Ever since the establishment of 
the Dalai Lama's headquarters here just a year before, people fiom al1 over the world had 
been making pilgrimages to Mussoorie to pray to him as their "god-king"; the Tharchins, 
however, had sought to see him this day not, obviously, for that purpose but, as they confided 
to a fiiend of theirs a few years aftenvards, "to show their love to him" and, as events 
unfolded further, "to bring a Bible to him." These simple yet loving gestures were the way 
they endeavored, on behalf of Christ, to serve this highest of Tibetan dignitaries, and not, as 
the Tharchins' friend observed, to come to the Dalai Lama and Say to him (as a one-time 
Hollywood actress had done): "If you do not convert, you will go to hell." For the Tharchins 
to have acted in that fashion, their fiiend noted, would have been most uncharacteristic of 
them.I4O 

The Kalimpong pastor and his wife had selected the particular day of Holy Thursday for 
the interview because they had other plans for the weekend of Good Fnday and Easter 
Sunday. They were intending to spend these days at nearby Landour with the Revs. Pierre 
Vittoz and Elijah Tsetan Phuntsog.I4' A year before the Dalai Lama's own arrival in the 
town, Mussoorie and the adjacent Christian conference center hill resort town of Landour 
had been selected by the Bible Society of India and Ceylon as the venue for the work of the 
Revision Committee of the Tibetan Bible charged with the responsibility of revising the 
Tibetan New Testament that "would take into account variations in the Tibetan language as 
spoken in the West, the central section around Lhasa, and the eastern provinces of Kham 
and Amdo." And these two faithful Christian servants, as key members of that Revision 
Committee, had already come to Landour in October 1959 for that very purpose, and R N  
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Tharchin would himself subsequently be involved in these revision labors as well. Indeed, 
according to David Woodward, even while Tharchin was still in the Mussoorie area, the 
Kalimpong scholar had become engaged in discussions with these Committee members on 
"revisions to the Bible . . 

The requested interview with the Tibetan Pontiff did indeed take place on that Maundy 
Thursday, which fell on 14 April 1960. Just seven months earlier, in Deihi, a Western journalkt 
and writer on Tibet was privileged to be granted his own private interview with the Dalai 
Lama and shortly thereafier set down his impressions of this rernarkable young theocrat. 
These impressions, recorded by Francis Moraes in his historical study on Tibet's attempted 
revolt fiom the Chinese, provide some indication of the mood and outlook which now 
characterized the exiled Lama-King whom the Tharchins themselves were about to see. 
Wrote Moraes: 

On September 8Ih [1959],. . . 1 was able to have an interview with the Dalai Lama . . . His 
Holiness has an extremely affable and agreeable personality. He is, moreover, a 
perceptive and intelligent young man, well informed on certain matters and eager to 
know more on various topics. His manner is fiiendly, almost informal, and he asked me 
about as many questions a s  1 asked him. What stnick me most was the sense of 
loneliness, and nostalgia which he exuded and which made his conversation in a way 
pathetic and touching.. .. 1 left him with strangely mixed feelings, for the Dalai Lama, 
while he gives the impression of being acutely unhappy over his country's fate (which 
indeed he is), also conveys an impression of relief as of one momentarily rescued fiom 
oppressive burdens. The mixture of boyishness and maturity, of melancholy combined 
with an intrinsic gaiety of spirit and charm, is also noticeable.I4' 

Gergan and Margaret Tharchin were soon given an opportunity to notice some of these 
sarne traits in the Tibetan sovereign themselves. For the audience which they had had with 
him just two and a half years earlier in Kalimpong had been al1 too brief due, it may be 
recalled, to the tight and arbitrary strictures imposed upon His Holiness by Tibet's Chinese 
Communist masters. Today, however, would prove to be a totally different affair. Arriving at 
the appointed time, these two visitors were now to experience what Tharchin would describe 
later as "a mernorable audience" with the Dalai Lama in his private apartrnents at his place 
of residence in Mussoorie called Birla House. It was a family home of Ghanshyarn Das 
Birla, one of India's leading industrialists and former longtirne host, incidentally, to Mahatma 
Gandhi whenever the latter had been in Delhi. This house the Indian government had 
imrnediately been able to requisition for the use of His Holiness while he and his exile 
colleagues could devise their long-range plans. For this audience occasion involving the 
Tharchins the spiritual mler of Tibet was seated upon a raised platform in a beautihlly 
decorated roon~.  Mrs. Tharchin sat throughout the meeting in an attitude of prayer. For 
many inonths and years she had been interceding before her God for the Dalai Lama, even 
as she had humbly acknowledged to him upon their very first encounter in 1957. Today, 
though, she remained silent. Her husband alone talked with the twenty-four-year-old Larna- 
King, about whom Rev. Tharchin was to say years later that on this occasion "1 was rnost 
impressed by his broad-mindedness and the sharpness of his i n t e l l e~ t . " '~  Both visitors 
were seated on a luxurious carpet in a lovely, immaculately spotless room. 
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At the outset of the interview, His Holiness remarked to Tharchin: "1 have met you 
before." The visitor replied: "Yes, Sir, that was in the year 1957 in Kalimpong." To which 
His Holiness responded with, "No, even before that." The Fourteenth Dalai Lama may 
have had reference to the time of his own Installation in 1940 at Lhasa when Gergan 
Tharchin, like many others, had gone to the Potala Palace to pay his respects to the newly- 
discovered Boy-King of Tibet (see earlier in Chapter 22). This was the interpretation Tharchin 
himself gave to the Dalai Lama's unusual remark in testimony given many years afterwards 
when sharing his "memoirs." It will be recalled that in 1940 the newly-installed Tibetan ruler 
was not even five years old. It may also be recalled that Tharchin had taken particular 
notice of the fact that when he had moved forward during the Installation ceremony at the 
Potala to pay his respects to the new occupant ofTibet's Lion Throne, the little Dalai Lama, 
said Tharchin at the time, "had noted my presence in a very special way." "If having met 
me at such a young age," observed Tharchin in his "memoirs," "the Dalai Lama could much 
later at Mussoorie still remember my face, then His Holiness must possess a photographic 
memory of a v e r -  high order." "This," added the Lama-King's visitor, "is a gift of  GO^."'^^ 

Perhaps, however, what the Dalai Lama implied by his odd statement, as incomprehensible 
as it may be to the ordinary mind (but presenting no difficulty ofbelief to Tibetans or, for that 
matter, to modem-day spiritualists and other occultists), was, that this Vice Regent of Buddha 
had met the Kalimpongian in his earlier incarnation as the Great Thirteenth Dalai Lama, and 
was therefore making implicit reference here to the time long ago in Lhasa when in a 
private audience Tharchin had sat down and lengthily conversed with His Holiness at the 
Norbu Lingka back in 1927. In other words, the surrent Dalai Lama may have been linking 
his own identity with that of his predecessor. 

Sir Frederick O'Connor, the Secretary and Interpreter to Colonel Younghusband during 
the latter's diplomatic-military mission to Tibet in 1904, explains out of his own expenence in 
Tibet what has just been described. At the time of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's Installation 
ceremony in early 1940, Sir Fredenck had written a magazine article in honor of this significant 
event in Tibetan history, entitled "The New Dalai Lama." In it he made the following 
observations: "No doubt the fact of their exalted station is instilled into these children [the 
young Dalai Lamas] from the time they are able to understand anything. They undoubtedly 
grow up with the certainty of their own divinity and of their identity with their predecessors. 
The Tashi [Panchen] Lama, who is regarded by the Tibetans as no less holy than the Dalai 
Lama, informed me when 1 first met him [in late 19041 that in giving me a friendly reception 
he was merely carrying out his own policy-that is to Say, the policy of his predecessors of 
over a century before." 

What specifically O'Connor had alluded to here was much better and more fully explained 
by him in his book Things Morfal (London, 1940) and in two other articles he had written- 
one for the same magazine four years earlier that dealt with the Younghusband Mission of 
1904, the other written in 1937 dealing with Tibet's place in the modern world. In them can 
be found what to most Western readers must seem to be rather bizarre passages (with the 
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bracketed matenal appearing below having been extracted fiom Things Morfal and from 
the later article): 

When the Mission and the troops went back to India 1 remained behind ... The first 
thing 1 did was to travel down to the headquarters [at Shigatse] of the second of the 
two great Incarnate Lamas of Tibet, whom we cal1 the Tashi Lama. He was then only 
about 2 1 and a man ofgentle and saintly character. He received me with great kindness. 
At our very first interview he told me how glad he was to see a British officer come to 
cal1 on him again, for he had a very pleasant recollection of the last two Britishers who 
had come to see him. 

For a moment 1 couldn't imagine what he was talking about, ["as 1 knew, of course, 
that no British officers had ever visited this part of Tibet during his lifetime";] and then 
1 rernembered that towards the end of the eighteenth century (that is, about 120 to 130 
years before) the Governor General of India, Warren Hastings. had sent two missions 
to Tibet [one led by George Bogle in 1774 and the other by Captain Turner in 1783, "of 
which his monastic records contain ful l  accounts"], both of which had reached Shigatse 
and had been very well received by the Tashi Lama of that day. And so, when the Lama 
["being, as he and al1 the Tibetans believed, the same person as his predecessors only 
in a different bodily shape,"] said he liked British officers and had always k e n  friendly 
with them, he was referring to himselj; as he believed, in his earlier incarnation ["and 
that in receiving us so hospitably he was merely carrying on his own policy and 
traditions after a lapse of some 130 years"]. ["It was a rather startling, but quite logical, 
demonstration of the creed of reincarnation as accepted by Tibetan Buddhists."] 

["Later when 1 met him again in the following year, he produced a box containing 
presents which had been sent to him by Warren Hastings, and we exarnined the contents 
together with great interest."] (emphasis O'Connor's) 

Would it be too far off the mark, if at all, to Say that something similar to what Sir Frederick 
had experienced with the Panchen Lama in 1904 was what Gergan Tharchin was himself 
now confronted with in the person ofthe present Lama-King ofTibet? Especially might this 
very well be the case when one recalls what was presented in a previous chapter about the 
OR-repeated observation by those who had witnessed the 1940 Installation ceremony for 
the new Dalai Lama, who at the time was a boy not even five years old. Typical of the 
comments which were made is the one which was voiced by Sir Basil John Gould, the 
British Representative who was present on this momentous occasion: "Those in close 
attendance on the Dalai Lama noted his preference for associates of the late Dalai Lama, 
his special kindness to the late Dalai Lama's servants. and [like his predecessor] his love of 
music and of animals and flowers." By these and other signs, Sir Basil noted, "al1 who saw 
him were convinced that he was the one and only tnie fourteenth Dalai Lama." 

As fiirther indication of the young Priest-Sovereigri's prescient recognition ofthe associates 
of the Great Thirteenth is the tnie story that is told by Lowell Thomas. Jr., the son of the 
well-known American radio news commentator of the same name. Both had come to know 
His Holiness. the Fourteenth, fairly well, inasmuch as both had visited Lhasa together in 
1949 just prior to the invasion by the Chinese. In one of his books on Tibet Thomas, Jr 
narrates an unusual incident that involved the current Dalai Lama when he and his caravan 
were approaching Lhasa for the first time in his life. A boy of only four. he and his parents 
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had traveled al1 the way from the far-distant Kumburn area of East Tibet, and as they 
reached Nagchuka-a four- or five-day march northeast of the Tibetan capital-their 
extensive cavalcade was met by the "greeting party" sent out from Lhasa. The leader of 
this party. a member of the Kashag, approached the sedan chair in which rode the boy-heir 
to the Tibetan throne, can-ying over his outstretched arms a long, rich white khata scarf that 
he ceremonially presented to the little Dalai Lama. The Child-King, said Thomas, Jr., accepted 
the khata "with grave dignity," and then tumed to his parents. "Mother," he asked, "do you 
know these people?" "No, dear, 1 have never seen them," she replied. "But 1 know them," 
he said. "1 know them all." At that, recounted Thomas, Jr., "there was a gasp from the 
officials who overheard these words. They were so touched that, without exception, they 
wept." With tears on their faces, more than two hundred officials, many if not most ofthem 
having been closely associated with the Great Thirteenth, passed by the palanquin to present 
their own khatas and other gifts. They, too, were certain that this young lad was indeed the 
one to succeed their late Lama-King on the Lion Throne of Tibet. 

A similar but less dramatic incident was told by Hugh Richardson, British Mission head 
in Lhasa at that time, who also happened to be serving as a special correspondent for tlie 
London Times. The incident had occurred when the same caravan had later, on 6 October 
1939, reached the outskirts of Lhasa itself, at the monastic site of Rigya (or Dogu thang) 
just two to three miles northeast of the capital. There on a plain at the base of some rocky 
foothills a large encampment had been spread out in a square formation, three lines deep 
around "a resplendent tent" that stood in a yellow-walled enclosure. It was about fifteen 
feet high and covered an area of some hundred square feet. This was the fained Peacock 
Tent, a name derived from the fact that on the roof-pole of the Tent were gilded figures, 
including peacocks. Outside as well as inside the satin Tent could be seen the bright color of 
yellow-a color used only for tents of the Dalai Lania. A temporary throne had been arranged 
inside the Peacock Tent for the use of the soon-to-be new occupant of the permanent Lion 
Throne which had lain vacant at Lhasa's Potala Palace for many years. 

Now as the central portion of the cavalcade from Kumbum bearing in a sedan chair the 
new Dalai Lama approached the Yellow Tent, the boyish Lama-King was carried inside and 
placed on the throne where he would presently receive divine homage from the crowd of 
Tibetan officials both ecclesiastical and lay, including the Regent Reting Rimpoche. But the 
future Priest-King of Tibet would receive respectful honor also from visiting dignitaries 
from other nations, including members ofthe British Mission who were at that time in Lhasa 
(one of whom was, of course, its head, Hugh Richardson). At this point in the account. 
Richardson, the Times special correspondent, began to describe the demeanor and conduct 
of the young "successor incarnation'' of the Great Thirteenth in the following way: 

The dignity and self-possession of the child impressed everyone. He looked about 
calinly, seeniing unmoved by the magnificence and as if he were in familiar surroundings. 
Such behavior does not surprise the Tibetans, indeed they expect it ,  for in their \iew 
the Dalai Lama is revisiting scenes of his incarnation and perfonning long familiar 
duties. Although appearing to grow tired towards the end of the [one hour] ceremony 
he did not lose his composure. He never smiled, but maintained a placid, equable gaze. 
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Much of his attention was directed to a calm inspection of members of the British 
Mission as though he were Qing to recall where he had seen such people before. 

Furthemore, in Lhasa itself two days later (8 October), another remarkable evidence of 
the young "boy-god's" prescient knowledge of those who had been associated with his 
predecessor presented itself for al1 to see and wonder at. When the royal caravan neared 
the entrance to the Holy Cathedra1 of Lhasa, the State Oracle called the Nechung-deep in 
trance and face in grotesque distortion-approached the Dalai Lama's palanquin. This was 
the same High Oracle who had been in office during the latter part of the long reign of the 
Great Thirteenth. Thrusting his head inside the sedan chair and sprinkling the Child-King 
with rice, the possessed Oracle pressed his forehead against the child's and offered the 
latter a ceremonial scarf. Yet even though nearby horses took fright of the Nechung's 
alarming appearance, the tender-aged Dalai Lama appeared totally unperturbed; on the 
contrary, wrote Richardson, he had the presence of mind to place in response a khata of his 
own about the neck of the "menacing" intmder! Some of those who had witnessed this 
unusual scene remarked aftenvards that it was as though the lad had known the State 
Oracle al1 his life. 

With the completion of two days of ceremonies both at Rigya and at Lhasa in honor of 
the "return" of the Dalai Lama, Times correspondent Richardson noted that "his calm 
assurance during the exacting two days ofhis entry into Lhasa has been a source of wonder 
and delight to the people of Tibet and has confirmed their trust in the reincarnation." 
Interestingly, the Times editors chose not to include the final words of Richardson's submitted 
"Typed draft for approval. Times," which had as this report's concluding sentence the 
following: "Indeed, such calm assurance in so young a child seems to come from something 
more than mere schooling." 

Now from Gergan Tharchin's viewpoint, the "something morea'of what he experienced 
here at Mussoorie in the presence of His Holiness was the manifestation of a phenomenal 
photographic memory which the visitor from Kalimpong termed a gift from God. On the 
other hand, what other Tibetans might have viewed it as-and akin perhaps to Richardson's 
"something 1noreM-was merely the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's identification with mlhat the) 
would term his earlier incarnation. But what Watchman Nee and other evangelical Christians 
might have deemed the "something more" to have been was a demonstration (as mas 
discussed earlier in the present narrative's first volume) of what Nee has called the release 
of "the latent power of the s ~ u l . " ~ ~ ~  Nevertheless, whichever of these interpretations having 
to do with the Dalai Lama's remark to Rev. Tharchin is taken as the correct one, the 
implications of it must be considered extraordinary.'" 

New Grrgan Tharcliin and the Grand Lama first of al1 conversed on the recent happening 
and events in Tibet. They discussed the manifold hardships through ahich the Tibetans 
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were passing as a result of the political upheaval in Tibet. To His Holiness Rev. Tharchin 
said: "God has protected you from al1 the dangers on the way and he has brought you safely 
to India. You have fooled the Chinese, so much so that they did not even know about your 
escape." In one sense, he added, "it was humorous to leam of the Chinese searching for 
your body in the debris of the dead people gunned down by the Chinese artillery."*'48 

As if to purposefully swing the conversation away in another direction, the Dalai Lama 
immediately responded: "Politics is depressing. Let us not discuss these problems further. 
Rather, we may turn Our attention to religious matters." "And so we did," reported the 
Tibetan Christian pastor years later. His Holiness had abruptly changed the talk to matters 
of religion because apparently "he must have been reading through a copy of the Tibetan 
Bible" he had ordered (from Tharchin himself) while the ruler had been at Yatung for six 
months in 1950-5 1 .IJ9 The careful reading of the Holy Scriptures had created some questions 
in his mind about the Christian faith. 

At one point His Holiness remarked, "According to Christianity you have three Gods. 
We Buddhists have also three gods. You know about Our gods very well." He was 
specifically referring to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity, which maintains of course that 
there are three distinct personalities in the one Godhead, namely, the Father, the Son, and 
the Holy Spirit-with al1 three being equal in status, glory, power and holiness. The Tibetans, 
on the other hand, believe in Sangyay Buddha as god since he achieved the state of 
Nimana, which is complete liberation of the sou1 from the cycles of rebirth. Because the 
doctrines and teachings of Buddha (comprising an understanding of al1 relative and absolute 
truth) are written down in a body of scriptures, these writings are likewise considered as 
god. And since without a preceptor or an ecclesiastical organization to help, the interpreta- 
tion of the scriptures is difficult, therefore Sangha, too, is regarded as equivalent to god; that 
is to Say, a lama or priest for the purpose of interpretation is included within this category of 
Sangha (the community or assembly of al1 who tread the path of enlightenment). And hence 
is derived the Buddhist conception of a trinity, and known among Tibetans as "the Three 
Holy Ones," "the Three Precious Ones," "the Three Jewels" or "the Triple Gem." It is of 
interest to note here that Sundar Singh, in discussing various facets of life and culture among 
the Tibetans he observed along the Spiti border region of Himachal Pradesh in northwestern 
India, gave a description of a Buddhistic trinitarian concept he had found among thein that 
was similar to this. In a letter he had penned at the time, he wrote as follows: "Concerning 
the true God these people know nothing, but in their religion they have a kind ofTrinity which 
is called Sangi Kunchek or Buddha God; Lama Kunchek or Priest God; and Ghho Kunchek 
or Scripture God."'-O The Tibetan term for this entire Buddhist trinity is dkon mchog gsum, 
the "three precious gems." His Holiness thought that the Christian idea of God and the 
Buddhist idea of god were perhaps identical, which, of course, they are not. 

* At the moment of their frantic search through the dead bodies, the Chinese still did not know that Tibet's 
leader had departed Norbu Lingka and Lhasa itself. And as they picked their way through the piled-up corpses 
which lay around the Palace, the soldiers carefully exainined each body, calling out as tliey did so. "Dalai Lama, 
Dalai Lama." It was never made clear. however, whether the Chinese were intent on killing or capturing him! 
Craig, Kundun, 222. 
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To come to the point, the young religious mler ofTibet then r e d e d ,  "1 clearly understand 

the Father. He created the people. The Son loved the people and saved them." "There is no 
doubt," he continued, by which he meant there was no vagueness or uncertainty in his mind, 
"about these two personalities in the Godhead. But what about the Holy Spirit? This is not 
very clear to me." "1 find it very difficult," he added, "to grasp the very idea of the Holy 
Spirit." 

At this remark, the Christian minister later confessed, "1 was dumbfounded," for, he 
acknowledged, "throughout my life as a Christian 1 had never given a thought as to what the 
Holy Spirit means."I5' By which he meant that he had not given any thought as to how one 
could interpret or define to another person with little or no background what in Christian 
tems is indeed meant by the Holy Spirit. The Christian visitor fiom Kalimpong nonetheless 
tried to explain and clariQ to the Dalai Lama as best he could the doctrine and Person of the 
Holy Spirit.* Rev. Tharchin further suggested to His Holiness, "Please read more and more 
fiom the Holy Bible and you will receive more light." Whereupon the High Lama remarked, 
"1 do not have a copy of the Bible. The one 1 had 1 lefi in Tibet." So his Christian visitor 
offered to present him with another copy. Subsequently Tharchin obtained an extra copy of 
the Tibetan Bible fiom his host Elijah Phuntsog in Mussoorie, had it specially bound, and 
then presented it himself later to His Holiness. 

Following their discussion concerning the Trinity, the Dalai Lama and Rev. Tharchin 
talked on general affairs. His Holiness referred to his visitor's planned program elsewhere 
on Good Friday and Easter Sunday. He inquired fiom Tharchin concerning the significance 
of these sacred days. "Christians believe," the pastor explained, "that according to the Bible 
Christ died on Friday and rose fiom the grave on the third day, that is, on Sunday. In fact, 
every Sunday reminds us of the resurrection of Christ fiom the dead. Every Sunday is an 
Easter day for us." His Holiness appeared pleased with this explanation. 

From the entire tenor of the conversation between this highest-ranking Tibetan Buddhist 
and the lowly Christian Tibetan pastor, one can obviously sense that the Dalai Lama exhibited 
more than a passing interest in his visitor's Christian faith. Moreover, there was certainly no 
attempt by His Holiness to re-convert, ifhe ever could have, his fiiend Tharchin back to his 
former Buddhist religion. This was quite a contrast to what he, in his youthful but innocent 
zeal and budding self-confidence, had attempted to do when, but fifteen years old, he had 
tried to convert the late Heinrich Harrer (d. 2006) to Tibetan Buddhism ten years before. 
During the months of 1950 in which the Austrian served as a private tutor to the Grand 
Lama of Tibet the two of thern would have long discussioris about religion. Harrer had later 

* lnterestingly, in a subsequerit interview-the final one-beween Gergan Tharchin and His Holiness, the 
latter was to refer once again to the Christian tri ni^, and to the Holy Spirit in particular. This O C C U ~ I Z ~  in 1975 
at Kalimpong. See Chapter 39 for details. 
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described this interesting sidelight to this tutorship, and its outcome, in the following way: 

The hours 1 spent with my pupil were as instructive for me as they were for him. He 
taught me a great deal about the history of Tibet and the teachings of Buddha. He was 
a real authority on these subjects. We often used to argue for hours on religious 
subjects and he was convinced that he would succeed in converting me to Buddhism. 
He told me that he was making a study of books containing knowledge of the ancient 
mysteries by which the body and the sou1 could be separated. The history of Tibet is 
full of stories about saints whose spirits used to perform actions hundreds of miles 
away from their physical bodies. The Dalai Lama was convinced that by virtue of his 
faith and by perfonning the prescribed rites he would be able to make things happen in 
far-distant places like Samye [the first monastery established in Tibet]. When he had 
made sufficient progress, he said, he would send me there and direct me from Lhasa. 1 
remember saying to him with a laugh: "Al1 right, Kundun, when you can do that, 1 will 
become a Buddhist too." Unfortunately we never got as far as making this experiment. 
The beginning of our friendship was darkened by political c l ~ u d s . ' ~ ~  

Needless to Say, each of them remained exactly where, religiously, he had been at the 
beginning. Harrer nonetheless called the entire episode "a fascinating experience." The 
young Dalai Lama, he observed, "was so sure of his divinity that he found my scepticism 
hard to grasp. He could not quite understand my reluctance to worship him, and yet he 
seemed more amused than d i~p leased . " '~~  

In all, the Tharchins stayed for what was probably three weeks to a month in the 
Mussoorie area. During this period the visitor from Kalimpong had two more opportunities 
to meet with the spiritual head of Tibetan Buddhism, at one of which Rev. Tharchin was 
able to present the Dalai Lama with the specially bound copy of the Bible he had been able 
to secure from Elijah Phuntsog. As a matter of fact, this was not the first time he had given 
the Fourteenth Dalai Lama the Christian Scriptures. Indeed, there were at least three 
identifiable occasions in which Gergan Tharchin had been personally involved in the 
transmission of a Bible to His Holiness: 

(i) lt must be pointed out that the complete Tibetan Bible had been printed by the end of 
1948, substantially aided by the longtime efforts of Joseph (Yoseb) Gergan.Is4 When this 
Bible was in time reprinted in 1950, Tharchin had advertised it in his news jounial, the Tibet 
Mirror. Upon seeing the advertisement, the Dalai Lama had ordered a copy and forwarded 
money to the newspaper publisher as payment. This reprint edition was the one the Grand 
Lama had alluded to in the lengthy audience he had granted Rev. Tliarchin at Mussoorie on 
Holy Thursday. Now it so happened that His Holiness had ordered this particiilar edition of 
the Bible when he was at Yatung (in southeast Tibet, but neai- Kalimpong) at the time ofhis 
self-imposed absence froin Lhasa during the months between December 1950 and July 
195 1 .  This coiild therefore have been the specific copy the Dalai Lama told Tharchin he 
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had lefi behind in Tibet at the time of his hast .  departure from the Tibetan capital in Mar& 
1959 that had ultimately brought him to Mussoorie a month later. On the other hand, His 
Holiness could have been referring instead to another copy ofthe 1950 reprint that had been 
specially bound and then dispatched to Lhasa as a personal gift to the Dalai Lama from the 
British and Foreign Bible Society during the latter half of 1952.155 

But then, (ii) when the Grand Lama was on his visit to India during 1956-7 in connection 
with the Buddha Jayanti celebrations, Tharchin and his wife, as was learned earlier in the 
present chapter, had presented him with two Bibles-not only a Tibetan- but also an English- 
language edition of the Scriptures-as His Holiness was passing through Kalimpong on his 
return joumey to Lhasa. (This incident was told both to Margaret Urban in 1964 and to the 
one with whom the Tibetan pastor shared his end-of-life "memoirs" some ten years later.) 
Yet this gift, too, the Dalai Lama regretfully told Tharchin, he no longer had in his possession. 
"Unfortunately," explained His Holiness when soon presented at Mussoorie with a third 
Tibetan Bible by Tharchin, "1 did not take it [the Tibetan-language one] back into Tibet, but 
lefi it behind. 1 have wondered what happened to it." The Dalai Lama went on, however, to 
add, significantly: "1 am told that it speaks of the great God who became a man and lived on 
earth. Of course, there are many such men in Tibet."15""That is true about Jesus' coming to 
this earth," answered Rev. Tharchin, "but, more thail that, it tells how He broke the bands of 
death and retumed to heaven. He is now preparing a beautiful home where there will be no 
more suffering and death, but life evermore." The humble Tibetan pastor then concluded by 
saying: "One day soon, Jesus will retum to earth and end this terrible trouble." To which the 
Great Lama of Tibet murmured in reply, "May He then come soon."'" 

This conversation conceming the Bible and Jesus, it needs again to be noted. took place 
between His Holiness and Gergan Tharchin when (iii) the latter had presented a third and 
specially-bound Bible to the Dalai Lama in Mussoorie sometime during April 1960. This 
unusual exchange between the highest religious authority of Tibet and the lowly Tibetan 
pastor fiom Kalimpong was made known by an Australian Adventist medical missionas., 
Allan Maberly by name, in his book Cod Spoke Tibertrn. Most likely Maberly's source for 
al1 these details had been none other than Gergan Tharchin himself or possibly his wife 
Margaret, both of whom had of course been at Mussoorie. This becomes clear when it  is 
understood from the book that Maberly spent no less than eight years with his family at 
Kalimpong serving as a medical missionary among the many Tibetan refugees there and in 
the surroiinding area. And hence. Maberly. in the preparation of his book published in 197 1. 
had ample opportunitv to glean froin Tharchin an account of the conversation he had had 
with the Dalai Lama when the latter had received the third Tibetan Bible. 

Now it will be of additional interest to know that the Adventist missionary also indicated 
in his volume that "on at least two occasions" the Dalai Lama had "promised actually to 
read the ~ o s t  ]ike]y these "two occasions" were when Tharchin Ilad personally 
Presented both the Tibetan- and English-language Bibles to His Holiness at Kalimpong in 
1957 and the instance at Mussoorie just now related concerning the presentation personally 
made by Tharchin of the Tibetan Bible he had obtained from E. T. Phuntsog. Interestingly 
enough, it should be added here that Re\. Phuntsog would himself have the privilege some 
ten years later of personally prrsenting to His Holiness a specially bound copy of the very 
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revised Tibetan New Testament which he and Rev. Vittoz were even then in 1960 working 
on at Landour. This would occur on 20 July 1971 at the Dalai Lama's subsequent 
headquarters in the hill station at Dharamsala. (It would require that many years to see the 
revision finished and printed, having finally been released fiom the press just two months 
earlier in May 197 1 .) Moreover, in line with the Tibetan Buddhist tradition of showing the 
highest respect for that which is deemed sacred, this fourteenth Pontiff of the Tibetan 
Buddhist Church, when presented a copy of this revised edition of the Christian New 
Testament Scriptures by Rev. Phuntsog, imrnediately placed it on his head and simultaneously 
remarked that he would read it until he had read completely the entire New Testament.ls9 
To round out the story still further, there should also be added here what Gergan Tharchin 
himself reported in an article he CO-authored with David Woodward and published in 1975: 
"The Dalai Lama has been witnessed to by many people, and has been presented with 
many Bibles."* Furthermore, noted Tharchin, "It is said that he reads them from time to 
time. May God give him understanding and opening of heart with the reading."160 

Shortly after Tharchin's several audiences with His Holiness, the Tibetan ruler and his 
Govemment-in-exile was prevailed upon to remove themselves still farther north in India to 
the city of Dharamsala located above Simla in the State of Himachal Pradesh, some 160 
kilometers from the border with Tibet and some 250 miles north of Delhi. Here the Indian 
govemment had offered him a bungalow which he could use as long as necessary.I6' One 
of the primary motivations for suggesting the move was a concem the Indian govemment 
felt for his security. The story has been told that once when the Dalai Lama was at his 
Mussoorie home in Birla House, the Indian guards claimed to have found a hand grenade 
hidden in the cloak of one of the Tibetan pilgrims. Dharamsala, it was hoped, would prove to 
be less accessible to those who might try to inflict harm on the Tibetan spiritual leader.? 

* Indeed, Tharchin Babu's daughter-in-law Nini, in an interview with the present writer at the Tharchin 
cornpound in Decernber 1993, relates how she oflen overheard the Babu Say to visitors in his home that 
whenever any new English-language Bible came off one of the various Bible Society presses he would take tlie 
opportunity to send it to His Holiness, adding in his rernarks to his visitors that "now the Dalai Lama can also 
read the Christian Scriptures in English." Still further testimony about the Dalai Lama receiving Tibetan Bibles 
cornes frorn an Arndo Tibetan, Gyarntso Shernpa, a converted Christian and friend of rnissionary Albert A. 
Carlsson ofthe Swedish Free Mission who had labored in the Christian gospel along the China side ofTibet and 
inside Arndo itself for a period of twelve years that ended in 1948 with the imminent fall of China to the 
Cornrnunists. Shernpa had heard ofthe "Arndo sahib," as Carlsson was often called, before both ofthern would 
later, but separately, find their way to Kalirnpong. There both would live for a long tirne thereafter, and on one 
occasion before the rnissionary's death in the early 1980s, he had told the Arndo Tibetan that he had personallv 
presented a Tibetan Bible to His Holiness at Dhararnsala in the 1970s. interview with Ci. Shernpa, January 
1992. 
t But there were equally important political and military considerations which prompted Prime Minister 
Nehru himself to rnove to have the Dalai Lama and his entourage relocate to Dhararnsala. Explained John F. 
Burns in the New York Times: ". . . Nehru wanted a base for the Tibetans that was less accessible fronl Tibet. 10 

discourage border problerns with China; farther frorn ~ h e  lndian capital, New Delhi, to ininirnize Tibetan 
influence on lndian politicians; and less in the lndian inainstream than Mussoorie, a favorite retreat for Indians 
fleeing the heat of the plains." Burns. "Where the Dalai Lama Muses, the Sinful Intrudes." Tintes. 2 1 March 
1996, p. A4. 
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The move northward would now take place on the 29h of April 1960. At the time, 

Gergan Tharchin was still in the Landour-Mussoorie area and was a wimess to the d e p a e  
of His Holiness. On the day appointed for the Dalai Lama to actually leave, a special 
farewell party was arranged for His Holiness during the earlier part of the &y. Many Indian 
govemment officiais and respected local citizens were invited to the occasion. Sweets were 
distributed to the children. In the final send-off local people and the children lined bath sides 
of the street and gave a large and tumultuous ovation to His Holiness as his motorcade "of 
eighty or so officiais who comprised the Tibetan govemment-in-exile" passed by on its way 
to Dharam~a1a.l~~ 

Within three years the exile govemment there would adopt a unique constitution-dated 
1 O March 1963, the fourth anniversary of the Tibetan National Uprising-that would cal1 for 
a democratic theocracy in which al1 Government officers would be elected except the Dalai 
Lama himself. His Holiness had even insisted, "somewhat autocratically. perhaps," he would 
later acknowledge, that a clause be lefi in which he had himself proposed be included in the 
constitution which calls for the National Assembly to have the ability to remove an incurnbent 
Dalai Lama from office if a two-thirds majority voted in favor. His rationale for making 
such a proposal was that he viewed this "as a principal means of formalizing the move away 
fiom theocracy to full democracy." Nevertheless, wrote His Holiness long afterwards, "the 
thought that the Dalai Lama could be deposed flabbergasted many Tibetans." "1 had to 
explain," he added, "that democracy is very much in keeping with Buddhist principles"; and 
with that, the provision was retained in the drafl constitution of 1963. A radical departure 
fiom the previous political system, this document was to remain in drafl form until the time 
when the millions of Tibetans still living under the oppressive Chinese rule would have an 
opportunity to approve it.'63 

As this volume goes to press, however, that momentous day still remains a hope unfulfilled; 
and meanwhile, further and dramatic developments have occurred along the way since 
those early years within the Tibetan exile community. For instance, in May of 1990 the Dalai 
Lama called a special congress of Tibetan people in exile, before which he announced that 
things would have to be changed: that democracy would have to be introduced in exile in 
advance of any return to Tibet as a means of providing testing and experience of this new 
form of Tibetan political arrangements. As a result, the Kashag and Assembly were both 
dissolved, with a new and expanded Assembly to be elected by the exiles in the next year, 
which body would in tum elect the Kashag members. The Dalai Lama also announced that 
the drafi constitution needed t6 be revised, he calling for a drafi guideline to be formulated 
for the refugee community-a constitution-in-exile, as it were. Said His Holiness later about 
these announcements: "Last May 1 thought it was time to put into practice democratic 
principles. 1 found that among Tibetans, there was a basic enthusiasm for democracy, but 
they needed to play a more active role, take more responsibility.. . . The Plan [i.e., the 1963 
draft] was already there, and 1 thought it was time to implement it.'"* 

But. then, two yean later ( 1  992), the Dalai Lama issued a new set of guidelines relative 
to "Future Tibet's Polity and the Basic Features of Its Constitution." This His Holiness did, 
notes historian Warren Smith, as a wag of refuting Chinese claims that Tibetan separatists 
were hoping, declared the Chinese, to reestablish a "Feudal Serf System." ~nterestinply, 
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noted Patterson, "Kalimpong's usefulness and temporary fame as a 'nest of spieskwas 
 ver."'^^ Nevertheless, the Indian government felt compelled, by the new set of circurnstances 
brought on by the hardened Chinese attitude, to go one step further. It made Kalimpong a 
"notified area," thus giving official recognition to the fact that the authorities deemed it to be 
the most important strategic point on the entire Himalayan frontier. There would be other 
spots so designated, but Kalimpong became the f i r ~ t . ' ~ ~  Truly, Gergan Tharchin's home 
town had changed dramatically since the Dalai Lama's exile to India. 

Tharchin, however, would remain as active as ever. He would continue to serve His 
Holiness in the capacity of an educational adviser to the exile govemment's Educational 
Co~nc i l ' ~ '  that would soon have as its Director, Jigrne Taring, Tharchin's former pupil back 
in Gyantse. As was noted earlier, one of the outgrowths of his involvement with the Council 
and the educational needs of the refugee school-age children was the role which his own 
Tibet Mirror Press was henceforth to play in providing textbooks and other classroom 
materials. Years lafer the Kalimpong editor-publisher took the occasion in two or three 
publications of his to describe the aid he was able to render in this regard. In the Preface to 
the first edition of his English-Tibetan-Hindi Pocket Dictionary (1965), for exarnple, the 
Babu explained his primary motive for its publication, giving credit as well to two earlier 
published language works authored by other linguists and to those on his Press staff who 
had made this present work possible: 

Since many years 1 had collected English, Tibetan & Hindi words for printing of a small 
dictionary, but till this year 1 was notable to bring it out. It is hoped that this small work 
may prove a practical handbook for the Tibetan refügee students as well as those 
lndians who wish to acquire the Tibetan language. 1 am proud to bring out this first 
edition on the auspicious occasion of our [India nation's] Republic Day. 

In conclusion 1 must acknowledge my obligation to [credit] Sir C. A. Bell's Tibetan 
Colloquial Dictionary [Manuol of Colloquial Tibetan (Calcutta, 1905)l and [Vincent 
C.] Henderson's Tibetan Manual [Tibetan Manuol (Calcutta, 1903)J which gave me 
great help. Most of al1 my thanks are due to Sri Peter Thupten Rapgey, Sri Rinzing 
Wangpo and my son S. Gyamtsho Tharchin who have helped me to bring out this small 
book and also my thanks are due to my Press staff. May God bless this small work. 

JAl HIND-JAI TIBET [Long Live India-Long Live Tibet]. 
G Tharchin 
Tibet Mirror Press 
Kaliinpong 
26Ih January, 1965. 

Three years later this educational adviser to His Holiness would be even more detailed 
regarding the aid his Press and certain of his fiiends in America had rendered and were 
continuing to render on behalf of the Tibetan refugee schoolchildren. This he would do in the 
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two Prefaces-one in English, the other in Tibetan-which appeared in the second revised 
and enlarged edition of this same Pocker Dictionary (Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1968). 
In the English Preface he had this to say: 

1 am glad to bring out this revised and enlarged edition with thousands of new useful 
words [added]. 1 hope this edition will further enhance the usefulness ofthe book. 1 am 
also glad that 1 have been able to distribute [freely] about a thousand copies from the 
first edition to the Tibetan Refugee Schools, with the [financial] help received fiom 
friends in America, about whom 1 have mentioned in detail in the Tibetan Preface. 

Since last year [1967] the first edition was out of priiit and, there still being a great 
demand, as well as 500 copies [more] still needing to be distributed to the Tibetan 
Refugee Schools, 1 [realized the need] to reprint it [in a revised and enlarged edition]. . .. 

In conclusion, 1 thank God [for] friends and workers . . . [who have] enable[d] me in 
bringing out this second edition. May God bless and grant His wisdom to al1 those 
who use this dictionary. 

Ci Tharchin. 

It is within the contents of the longer Tibetan Preface, however, that the reader of the 
Pocker Dictionaty S second edition is told much more about the contributions which Tharchin 
the book publisher was enabled to render linguistically and educationally to the many thousands 
of displaced Tibetans-both older and younger-who were now living in India. And it is 
here, too, that he identifies in some detail who these American friends were who fiom afar 
so graciously came to the aid of the Tibetans. These friends-two of whom, mother and 
daughter, the Babu had corne to know personally-were the surviving family members of 
the famed missionary to Kham in East Tibet during the first two decades of the twentieth 
century, Dr. Albert Shelton, whose life and work have previously been noted (see Volume 1, 
pp. 5 18-1 9). In the midst of briefly narrating the life, career and murderous death of Dr. 
Shelton, Tharchin states the following (as translated by Phurbu Tsenng for the present 
author and fieely edited by the latter): 

This three-lingual-English. Tibetan & Hindi-easy-to-cary dictionary was newly 
composed many years ago and first printed and brought out for sale in 1965.. . . After 
Dr. Shelton was robbed and killed, . . . both his wife and their daughter lingered some 
years at Bathang [in Kham, East Tibet] and there Mrs. Shelton newly composed in the 
Tibetan language a world historical geography volume [, a hymnal,] as well as a story- 
book called Fairy Annals [or, Tales]. Both [geography and story-book] were later 
printed at Calcutta for the benefit ofTibetan children. Since many years ago, however, 
these have been out of print. So, some years ago 1 wrote Mrs. Shelton indicating that 
these works would greatly benefit the schools if they were reprinted. [At that time] 1 
was not successful [in obtaining the necessary permission to reprint them]. 

In [spring] 1964 her daughter Mrs. [Dorris-sic] Still came to lndia for a short 
period. First she went to Dharamsala to meet H.H. the Dalûi Lama, afier which she came 
to Kalimpong . . . to meet me and stayed [in my home] about a week, and 1 inquired of 
her whether she would [be interested in] reprinting these books her mother had earlier 
printed. She assured me that soon af te~ she retumed to America she would speak with 
her mother and other friends and try her best [to collect] the required funds to have 
these books reprinted [at my Press]. Afier talking with her mother. she reported the 
good news [to me] that Mr. Walter W. Ross, the Secretary of a pious religious 
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organization, Beta Sigma Phi, together with Mn.  Still herself, would bear the printing 
expenses [that would allow for] free disiribution to refugee schools.* 

Tharchin Babu went on to reveal his intention to make available his own educational works 
for free distribution, as follows: 

Other books of eduçational benefit it is my desire to print for free distribution: 
more than 1000 copies of my three-lingual English, Tibetan & Hindi treasury of 
words (dictionary) called [sometimes] Precious Rosary. Due to the great demand 
for this dictionary and having a large number of Tibetan-language lemers in India, 
1 was only able to distribute 760 copies. With the intention to distribute 740 more 
copies from a second edition, 1 have printed . . . this revised edition . . . May this 
dictionary become the source of great benefit for the learners of language by both 
Indians and Tibetans . . . 

JAI HIND. 

May H.H. the Dalai Lama live hundreds of years and may Tibet achieve M o m  
and independence soon. 

Finally, a few months further into the year and in the Preface to the Fourth Revised 
Edition of his Tibetan Second Book which on 18 April 1968 he printed at the Tibet Mirror 
Press on his "seventy-ninth birthday" (Tibetan reckoning), Tharchin Babu wrote as follows: 

By the kindness of our [Indian] Govemment rnany Tibetan refugee schools have been 
started. The textbooks in Tibetan are being published by the Council for the Tibetan 
Education Bureau of H.H. the Dalai Lama at Dharamsala. 

1 have great pleasure in mentioning here that by the help of kind fiends in Amdca  

* Besides what has been said above already about these two children's works as wcll as what has been 
mentioned in Volume 1 of the present narrative, Jamyang Norbu has provided still further interesting information 
about tliern. He has donc this in two writings of his: (a) in an article that appeared in Lungra (Winter 1998):21. 
eiititled. "Missionary Books for Tibetan Children"; and (b) within the text of a five-part Interner Website 
essay, "Newspeak and New Tibet," Part 111. unnumbered page, at www.TibetWrites.org. What follows is a 
composite rendering of his comments from both his writings about these two Shelton works: 

When my moiher was a little girl in Eastern Tibet. an occasional treat her parents allowed her, if she had 
done her lessons well. was to browse through a pictorial geographical encyclopedia. What distinguished this 
frorn other Western picture-books was the fact of i t  being in the Tibetan language. This was the book 
written by Mrs. (Flora Beal) Shelton and published in the 1920s by the Baptist Mission Press in Calcutta. 
A çopy hnd made its way to her father, the Ciovernor of Derge. According to older Tibetans who had corne 
across this arnazing book, it not only gave accounts and pictures of Eskimos and igloos. pygmies from 
"Darkest Africa" and so on. but eben featured detailcd descriptions of places in Tibet with photographs of 
the Potala and the great monasteries of Chamdo. Derge and Lithang [in Khaml. 

Another book that gave rny mother [nuch pleasure in her çhildhood was a collection of  f a i n  tales 
translated and cornpiled by Mrs. Shelton. titled, n~propriately enough. Lhamoe .Vamthur ("goddess stories"). 
She particularly rnjoyed reading the story of "Hikki Tikki Tavi" from [Rudyard] Kipling's Jungle Book. 
which was also included in the Shelton book. Mrs. Slielton had written to Kipling, then living in Branlehom. 
Vermont [USA]. for permission to reprint the storv. Kipling himself had written about Tibetans. for 
instance the lama in Kim, and kept a Tibetan pen-cue on his desk in his house in England. SO he rnust have 
been intrigued with the idea of a s toy  of his heing printed in Tibetan. 

In the preface to the first edition (1922) of Lharnoe .Yamfhur. Mrs. Shelton wrote: "To the boys and 
~ i r l s  of Tibet this linle book of stories [is] lovingly giveo with the hope that they may enjoy them as much 
as my own two little girls ... have." This book was later reprinted by the Tibet Mirror Press and man)' 
hundreds of frce copies disiributed by Ciergan Tharchin to children at the Tibetan Refugee Sch00l in 
K a h p o n g ,  on the Christmas Eve of 1964, if 1 recall the year correctly. 
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who love the Tibetans [a further reference to Mrs. Albert Shelton and other surviving 
members of this missionary family], 1 was able to print some educational books and 
distribute freely to the refugee schools. A world geography in Tibetan and other 
educational books are still being printed in my Press for free distribution. 

This fourth edition of The Tibetan SecondBook, incidentally, was itself one ofthe textbooks 
freely distributed among the refugee schools. Still highly respected and appreciated after 
half a century of usage in various school systems in North India, Sikkim and Bhutan, this 
Tibetan language reader of over 100 pages, it may be recalled, had originally been compiled 
by Tharchin back in 1917 while he was occupying his very first teaching post as a 
Kindergarten Teacher of Tibetan in the Scandinavian Alliance Mission Upper Primary School 
at Ghoom.*I6' 

One final volume-for sale at low cost if not for free distribution-should be mentioned 
here. It, too, had been prepared for a Tibetan readership by Mrs. Shelton, though this had 
been a new work which she had begun to compose during the early 1950s and perhaps a bit 
earlier. This work, when fully completed, was her Tibetan Bible Concordance, which 
Babu Tharchin had described, in its completed fonn, as a "most important book." Most 
likely, the basis for the creation of this Bible-study reference tome has been intimated 
indirectly by Douglas Wissing in his recent biography of Albert Shelton. He writes that 
Mrs. Shelton had "never flagged in her work on Tibet. Decades after Albert's death she 
was still at it, ... submitting hundreds of pages of English-Tibetan translations to biblical 
phrases to the Disciples of Christ [Church, the Christian denomination to which the Sheltons 
had belonged] . . ."16" Mrs. Shelton and her fiiends would underwrite the entire expense of 
printing the work at the Tibet Mirror Press. Back on 29 and 30 July 195 1 she had written to 
Tharchin in the following terrns: 

About the Concordance . . ., we [here] could take up only the New Testament [part of 
the] Concordance now.. .. [Il will send the New Testament Concordance when 1 hear 
fronl you again ... You would need a fine Tibetan scholar to help in the revision & 
spelling, 1 am sure. So let me know . . . the pnce [i.e., the cost] of printing and for the 
teacher [she meant: scholar] doing the revision.. .. We [here] will [complete the] work 
now only on the New Testament Concordance . . . [and] let me know as soon as you are 
ready [to receive it for printing] and the terms, & 1'11 go out & get the inoney from my 
friends, putting in al1 1 can from my Retirement Missionary Salary. 

It is unclear when precisely the easier and shorter New Testament portion of the Shelton 
Bible Concordance was ultimately printed by the Mirror Press; but it is known that by late 
1964 the complete Concordance of the Bible in Tibetan-both the Old Testainent and N ~ M :  

* Sorne idea of the nature and content of this celebrated textbook is provided the reader at the conclusion ofthe 
piesent chapter. There the reader can find photocopies of this textbook's Title, Dedication, and Contents 
pages. as well as the opening page of the First Lesson. Always seeking ways to rnake his religious faith known 
more widely arnong his ethnic brethren, the Indo-Tibetan educator and Christian pastor had ingeniousl! 
included in the reader at least a dozen reading lessons having to do with various moral and erhical truths. tht. 
Alrnighty God, and stories derived frorn the Christian Scriptures. 
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Testament portions together-was being readied for rolling off the Babu's Press. This is 
known from his letter to Mn. Still of 9 December in which he declared: "...the Concordance 
is being made ready for the press. 1 have arranged for [staffl helpers to do this important 
work." 

And interestingly enough, the ever resourceful Babu, in looking ahead to its soon 
publication, had cleverly envisaged a two-fold purpose in printing the Concordance: the 
first a near-term use, the other a long-term one. For in another letter to Mn.  Still some six 
months earlier the ever sanguine Chnstian pastor-publisher, in speaking about this practical 
Bible tool, had written: "1 am sure the time will come that there will be a large Tibetan 
[Church] congregation in Tibet and it [the Concordance] will be useful." Until then, he 
added, with most likely a twinkle in his eye, "Tibetans will use it as a dictionary for learning 
English"! lb9  

But now the Kalimpong pastor and his wife were burdened for those refugees 
specifically who had settled down in their very own hill town. The latter had been greatly 
inundated by a floodtide of exiles fiom Tibet. Paul Grimes of the New York Times had 
reported fiom Kalimpong on Christmas Day 1959 that of the 3000 Tibetans dwelling at the 
hiIl station, 2000 of them (or one-seventh of Kalimpong's total population) were refugees. 
with more continuing to arrive almost daily.I7O Many exiled Tibetans had made it a cardinal 
point to avoid if at al1 possible the refugee centers created by the Indian government. This 
was because of the overcrowded and unsanitary conditions, as well as the overbearing heat, 
which ofien existed in them. The price of such avoidance was that literally tens of thousands 
of refugees joined the already rather large existing mendicant population of India, thereby 
living for months or years by begging and by receiving small arnounts of food distributed 
daily or weekly by missionaries or relief organizations. The National Christian Council of 
India organized a special relief fund for the refugees. Food, and materials such as milk. rice 
and clothing, were also provided. Everything was distributed fieely. 

George Woodcock, at the time on the faculty of the University of British Columbia in 
Canada, tells of an incident which occurred while on a visit to Kalimpong in January 1962 
that can give some idea of the number of people who were in such destitute straits. He 
relates how in Tharchin's home town there were "3390 refugees queued up" on the day on 
which he visited the hill station, "for a distribution ofpowdered m i k - t h e  only food available- 
by a Christian organization.""' And the compassionate Babu was himself at the forefiont in 
leading and guiding this most timely distribution program. The testimony of the Buddhist 
Lama of Tharpa Chholing Gompa quoted fiom earlier in the chapter, Ven. Kusho Wangchuk, 
clearly confirms this assertion. "After 1959," he told the present writer, "the Tibetan refugees 
received so many helps from the Kalimpong Christian community, and one of the key people 
in charge of the distribution of necessities such as wheat, clothing, tin meats. and especial!i9 
milk was our good &end Tharchin-La."17' Pastor Tharchin himself recalled how the refugees 
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used to Say, "Yishui Homa"-which is to Say, "Jesus' Milk"! Despite the straitened condition 
of the refugees and their families, it was nonetheless a beautiful sight to witness the Tibetan 
children running together and crying out, "We are going to get Yishui Homa, Yishui Homa!" 

When asked by a visiting European-Canadian missionary during this period whether 
over the years he had "actually altered the opinion of the Tibetans concerning Christianity," 
the widely-experienced Tibetan pastor replied with the illustration of the "Jesus Mi ik" incidents 
then occurring daily in the Himalayan hill station: 

Still before the First World War, as 1 was [on my way to] visit Tibet [with Sadhu Sundar 
Singh], the lamas would Say, "Christianity takes you to the eternal hell! Even if the 
shadow of a Christian falls on someone, so he will go to the eternal hell." [It was 
known] in Tibet itself that some of the lamas knew of Jesus, because they couldn't 
escape the influence of the Moravian missionaries when they went on their pilgrimages 
to Ladakh. the region west of Tibet. From others they had heard of Jesus' ascension 
into heaven. If someone took an interest in Jesus, the lamas said of him: "There again 
is one person to avoid!"-Now, however, they pay attention, at least to a limited 
degree, to this Jesus, especially in light of the great "milk-giving action" of the Christian 
Churches of the West. "Give us the Jesus milk!" cry the people. 

The missionary-questioner, Margaret Urban, noted how deeply touched the Tibetan pastor 
appeared upon uttering this unusually worded phrase of the people. "Yes," he added, "as 
food cartons and dry milk are being passed around, we play Christian songs on either the 
record player or tape player, and pass out portions of the Bible and tracts. And thus Christ's 
name is becoming known and popular [among our Tibetan people] in the mountains of the 
Himalaya~ ." '~~  Furthemore, and even though it was well known that Gergan Tharchin was 
a firm Christian, he was nonetheless sought out by both Hindu and Buddhist Govemment 
officiais for his assistance in helping to meet the needs ofthe increasing refugee population. 
Invited, for example, by Buddhist Sikkim's govemment oficials, Tharchin gladly traveled up 
to Gangtok in 1961, going there on Tibetan refugee matter~."~By 1970 Professor Woodcock, 
who also served at this time as President of the Tibetan Refugee Society of Vancouver 
(British Columbia), could report that the approximately 3000 Tibetan refugees who remained 
in the Da jeeling-Kalimpong area were gradually becoming assimilated into the local Tibetan- 
speaking community and were beginning to sustain themselves independent of relief.'" 

But there was yet another avenue of service on behalf of the Tibetan refugees which. it 
has been said over and over again by Tibetans themselves, Babula Tharchin had uniquely 
provided throughout this critical period. One very prominent Tibetan, himself a refugee at 
one time, would recall long afterwards what this unique service was which the Babu had 
rendered repeatedly. This was none other than Dhardo Rimpoche, later the Founder- 
Headmaster of the Indo-Tibet Buddhist Culture lnstitute and School in Kalimpong, one of 
the sponsors of a series of annual Birth Anniversary Celebrations at Kalimpong in honor of 
Gergan Tharchin and the many contributions he had made to both the Tibetan and general 
communities. And on one of these annual occasions, the Rimpoche had offered up in bis 
public address the following moving encomium: 

Gergan Tharchin was a very important person in Kalimpong for the Tibetans, especially 
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because of the fact that without him they could not have survivexi when they came 
from Tibet. This is due to the reality that when we arrived we were totally ignorant of 
Indian affairs, regulations and practices. Upon our anival in Kalimpong, therefore, we 
ran to his door for help and assistance of one kind and another. For example, we 
needed help in legal matters, in immigration regulations, in education for the Tibetan 
children. Because of our ignorance of Indian ways, we could only turn to him. 

Jorga, a Tibetan fiom Kharn who emigrated fiom Lhasa and came down to Kalimpong 
in 1941 and would much later rise to become President ofthe influeiitial Tibetan organization 
in the hill station known as Pacha, gave the following tribute about Rev. Tharchin when 
interviewed by the present author in 1992: "Babu Tharchin was always available to help 
Tibetans, for upon arriva1 in our town boni Ilbei they faced a variety of problems: personal, 
family, business, or political in nature. Especially was this the case for Tibetans as a 
consequence of the refugee influx following the Uprising of 1959 in Tibet." And Rev. Peter 
Rapgey, at one time a young Tibetan monk who would everitually become a Christian hirnself 
and was appointed by the Babu to be his Mirror Press Manager, once recalled to the author 
how Tibetan refugee parents, learning of Rev. Tharchin's considerable influence, would 
come to him to request that he use his influence with Christian schools-those situated both 
within and without District Darjeeling-in securing scholarships for their children or else in 
simply gaining admission for them into these same schools. "And Rev. Tharchin would do 
so," noted Rev. Rapgey, "he having been most willing to be of help in this regard, if he 
c o ~ l d . " ~ ~ ~  

Meanwhile, along with the relief program of those early days, further Christian evangelistic 
activity was being camed forward in various ways. No opposition was voiced from any 
quarter against preaching the gospel, whatever the method and in whatever the context. For 
example, Allan Maberly, the Adventist medical missionary mentioned earlier and who was 
in Kalimpong for many years during the height of the refugee problem, tells of how as many 
as two hundred patients a day would sit waiting their tum to see the missionas. medical 
oficer, to each of whom he would give a portion of Scripture from the Tibetan Bible or 
would present the complete Bible to any Tibetan "who seemed especially interested.""' 
And among those aiding tlie missionary medical officer in this evangelizing ministry among 
Tibetans were two American ladies of the World Mission Prayer League, Lillian Carlson 
and Dorothy Christianson. 

These two missionaries, as was learned in the preceding volume of the present narrati\.e 
(sec its Chapter 19). had previously been stationed along the Sino-Tibetan border in the late 
1940s but who had then been forced out of western China in 1949-50 by the Communists, 
the latter having been victorious over the Natioiialists in the Chinese Civil War. They, along 
with other missionaries in similar straits, had shified over to Kalimpong shortly aftenvards. 
To better equip themselves for ministering among the ever-increasing Tibetan c o m m u n i ~  
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during the ensuing decade, these two ladies in particular had acquired the language services 
of the by now well-known Ladakhi Moslem trader in Kalimpong, Abdul Wahid Radhu, who 
had once more settled down for awhile in Tharchin's hill station. "To meet my expenses," 
wrote Radhu later, "1 started giving . . . spoken Tibetan lessons to English-speaking people. 
Among my students were some Arnericans belonging to a missionary organization." Miss 
Carlson has herself confirmed this, for upon returning to America long afierwards she, Miss 
Christianson, and another missionary, Margaret Miller, had subsequently published a volume 
on their missionary experience in China but especially the many years of service at Kalimpong 
by the first two of these three. "As soon as possible," Miss Carlson had noted, "we hired a 
teacher [of Tibetan], Abdul Whahid [sic], who came from Kashmir and had connection 
with a Tibetan trading family." In fact, when taking their second Tibetan language examination 
in September 195 1,  these two were tested under the supervision of Rev. Tharchin, David 
Macdonald, and a Tibetan lady of nobility, Lodey Puljar. 

Now as opportunities afforded themselves-and whether at Charteris Hospital, in the 
Tibetan Mission dispensary, in the hiIl station's large Central School for (Refugee) Tibetans,"' 
in home visitation, or in other avenues of service like clothing, food and blanket distribution- 
one or the other or both of these missionary ladies would faithfully and tactfully share the 
Christian gospel among the ever-growing community of Tibetans at Kalimpong. Iiideed, one 
particular venue from among the above-mentioned institutional sites where missionary service 
was carried on was the Tibetan dispensary. It was here that especially Miss Christianson 
had many opportunities to minister to both the inward and outward needs of the refugee 
Tibetans. This was the inedical service, it will be recalled, which had been inaugurated in 
1930 by tlie Scots Mission missionary to the Tibetans, Rev. Dr. Robert Knox. Missionary 
Christianson has provided a written record of what it was like in those days and years to 
provide treatrnent to the hill station's numerous refugees and also minister to their spiritual 
needs. "We ofien felt," she wrote, "like the lad [mentioned in the New Testament Gospels] 
with the two loaves and five small fish, [and like Jesus' disciples, who said:] 'What are 
these among so many?' In many cases we did experience the Lord's multiplication, and His 
blessing made that vital difference between a ministry of life and a ministry of death." 

The missionary had gone on to relate what her daily experience at the dispensary had 
involvecl: 

The dispensary . . . was a real blessing [previously as well as currently] to countless 
resident Tibetans. What a boon it was when the Tibetan refugees poured into the area 
from 1956 to 1959. Thousands of cases of tuberculosis were treated over those years 
as well as dysentery, leprosy and venereal diseases.. .. 

The building itself was very unpretentious-a low brown wooden stnicture with 
two rooms and a kitchen. By contrast the inside was very nice. 

The larger room which 1 used for dispensing and treatment had a cernent tloor, 
plenty of shelf room, a biiilt-in cupboard, a table with three chairs, and running water. 
The other room and kitchen were used by a Christian Tibetan caretaker family who 
were rnosi helpful in many ways. 

Outside the entrance was a picture poster of the Good Samaritan [see Luke's Gospel 
10:25-371 done by a local artist. This was complete with a Bible verse and the 
announcement that the dispensary was for the people. The Good Samaritan's horse 
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was so prominent on this picture that many who could not rcad bmught their animals 
for treatrnent. 

Each &y before we distributed rnedicines 1 gave a short gospel blk, using a Scriptwc 
verse or a poster. Prior to this time our spoken wimess had consisted mostly of a word 
to individuals. Tracts in Tibetan, Hindi, and Nepali were available for those who read. 
Many of the patients were not only willing to tell al1 the symptoms of thcir diseases. 
but they eagerly poured out their family problems as well. Even in an illness ofmoderate 
severity they would ask, "1s death coming?" This gave an open door 10 speak of Him 
[Jesus] who has overcome death and is the Resurrection and the Life.ls" 

Thus, these two stalwart missionan/ ladies, each in her own way, along with other arriving 
missionaries who had a burden for the Tibetans, would find a grateful Pastor Tharchin to 
work alongside of in helping to meet not only the physical, educational, psychological and 
medical needs of these Tibetans but also their spiritual needs. 

In commenting about the unparalleled evangelistic situation created by the incredible 
influx of refugees fiom across the border, Rev. Tliarchin, as shepherd of the Tibetan flock 
in Kalimpong, had this to Say: "1 and my fiiends had plenty of opportunities to speak to the 
refugees about the gospel of Jesus Christ." A case in point is related by the same Adventist 
missionary, who had come to know Gergan Tharchin in the hill station. In his book God 
Spoke Tibetan, quoted fiom already in this chapter, Allan Maberly described for his readers 
a typical line of Christian activity that very ofien must have marked the refugee ministq of 
the well-known pastor of the Tibetan community at Kalimpong: 

Each night the refugees sat before a screen and viewed full-color pictures of creation 
and the life of Christ. The Tibetan preacher [Rev. Tharchin] spoke fervently of the 
great God of heaven who sorrowed over His suffering children. Lie painted a word 
picture of the eternal home which could be theirs. No longer, he urged, need man 
believe in being bound to the wheel of life, revolving through countless rebirihs to 
reach the tree of life. Jesus had opened a new and living way into the land of etemity. 
From the Tibetan Bible he read the words of life.'" 

Yet what was taking place on the streets, in the homes and at the refugee camps of 
Kalimpong and elsewhere was spilling over the border into the Land of Snows itself. On 
almost a daily basis Bibles or portions thereof were being presented to traders at the 
marketplaces and mule camps, "who promised to take them beyond the mountains into the 
forbidden land." These traders would then stop to engage in trade or to worship at the 
temples there, where they would then leave behind them these Christian matenals. That this 
informal colporteur work was having an effective impact inside Tibet has been beautifully 
confirmed by the classic instance recorded in Maberly's book. and which is worth quoting in 
its entirety. 

111 the secret recess of a temple cell in the sacred city of Trashilhunpo [the ecclesiastical 
seat, it will be recalled, ofthe Panchen Lama. the foremost ranking Lama in Tibet afier 
the Dalai Lama, and located at Shigatse], an old monk sat reading the Bible before a 
charcoal brazier. "Surely these are great words." he said to himself. "Never ha\.e 1 
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heard such a story as this." 
Taking up his pen, he dipped i t  in black ink and wrote in beautifùl flowing Tibetan: 

Dear unknown friends. The book you have sent over the rnountains has corne to 
rny lonely cell. My sou1 has been strangely stirred as 1 have read these words. 
Light has corne to rny poor darkened soul. Please send me more light. 

A Tibetan trader camied the letter over the mountains and down to Kalimpong, 
where Christians [were giving] the Bible to al1 who would take it. As the missionary 
read the letter from the old lama, he thanked God again for the Book that could pass 
into the heart of the forbidden land and speak in temple cells. He pressed 
Tibetan [-language Christian] tracts on a trader and begged him to take them back to 
the old monk at Trashilhunpo. As he watched the Bible-laden mule climb over the pass, 
he prayed that God might permit their safe arr i~al . '~ '  

Although for so many centuries the Enemy of men's souls had erected what appeared to 
the Christian community to be an impenetrable wall of Darkness about the Closed Land of 
Tibet, s h a h  of Eternal Light by means of the printed Word of Christ were now breaking 
through, bringing enlightenment and life everlasting to open and needy hearts. And for this 
the humble Tibetan pastor of the Christian flock at Kalimpong must have bowed in praise 
and worship again and again to the One whom he believed is over all. 
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The Remarkable Story of the Tibetan Bible 
and Tharchin's Role in Creating and Revising It 

Every scripture is inspùed of God, and . . . the sacred 
writings . . . are able to make thee wise unto salvation 
through faith which is in Christ Jesus. 

Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word 
of God. 

2 Timothy 3: 16a, 15; Romans 10: 17 AV 

VERY INTERESTMG CIRCUMSTANCES brought about the coincidence that the same location-the 
hill resort area of Mussoorie-served as the site for both the residence of the Dalai Lama 
and the work of the Revision Committee of the Tibetan Bible. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, the Revision Committee had already been at work for six months in Landour just 
outside Mussoorie prior to the arriva1 in the area of the Tibetan pastor fiom Kalimpong. By 
this happy coincidence Gergan Tharchin could have an audience with the Dalai Lama and 
could also secure fiom two key members of the Committee a suitable copy of the complete 
Tibetan Bible for presentation to His Holiness. 

How, though, had this Bible come into existence in the first place? Thar is a story wonh 
telling since its very existence represents, as one Moravian has described it, "an achievement 
of the first magnitude covering a very long period." A ninety-year period, in fact! A recounting 
of how the Tibetan Bible came into being may therefore not be out of place here. At the 
same time that its retelling can inspire the reader, it can also provide some necessary 
background for better understanding how and why it came to involve both Pierre Vittoz and 
Eliyah Phuntsog-and later, Gergan Tharchin, too-in its revision. especially with respect 
to the New Testament and the Psalms. 

From its inception the translation of the Bible into the Tibetan language had been the 
great work of both the German Moravian missionaries, \vhose evangelistic labors were 
detailed earlier, and their worthy Tibetan colleagues: the two ex-Lamas Gergan Sodnam 
Wangyal and Zodpa Gyaltsan (the latter having received the Christian name of Nathanael 
at his baptism). Interestingly enough, according to several of the later sources consulted, 
bath these men, the first much older than the second, were declared to have been blood 
hothers. Yet the evidence to support this assertion beyond reasonable doubt does not exist: 
at best the evidence is highly circumstantial: at worst some of the sources contain serious 
contradictions. 
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Nevertheless, it can be said with a great degree of confidence that these two men, each 
of them bom and raised at Lhasa, had definitely become leamed Buddhist Lamas who 
earlier had been enrolled, at separate times, in one of the prestigious monasteries in and 
around Tibet's capital. Furthemore, reliable sources have indicated that the fathers of both 
these Lamas were well-respected Tibetan noblemen who each becarne a minister of state 
in the Govemment of their respective Dalai Lamas: Lama Gergan's father having served 
the Eleventh, and the father of Zodpa Gyaltsan having served the Twelfth. Ironically, however, 
both of these God-Kings had died not long after assuming the reins of power and authority 
in their own right. And specifically in the case of His Holiness the Eleventh Dalai Lama, 
when this young Priest-King died in early 1856 of a suspected act of regicide, almost 
immediately, assert the sources, various prominent individuals, both lay and clerical, apparently 
came under suspicion of having been involved in the premature demise of this Grand Lama 
of Tibet. 

As noted elsewhere, the Dalai Lamas of Tibet, from the very inception of this line of 
Priest-Rulers, belonged and continue to belong to the reformist branch of Tibetan Buddhism, 
the Gelugpa or "Yellow-Hat" Sect founded by the Great Reformer Tsong Khapa. It had 
been the Gelugpas who had ingeniously devised a religio-political arrangement for the country 
that would endure up to the present time. As was discussed more fully in Chapter 22 of the 
present narrative, under the aegis of the Gelugpas the identity of the successive rulers of 
Tibet would be determined by successive discoveries of the presumed successive 
reincarnations of the first Dalai Lama who had long before been posthumously proclaimed 
to have been the incarnation of Tibet's patron deity Chenrezi, the god of compassion. And 
thus, notes Western anthropologist Margaret Nowak, each Dalai Lama since the first is 
deemed by Tibetans to be "at one and the same time a direct reincarnation of his iinmediate 
predecessor . . . and an indirect incarnation of [Chenrezi] . . ."' 

Now given their strict vows of celibacy, the Gelugpas, wrote one writer on Tibet, could 
scarcely have struck upon a more practical political device than this "if they were to survive 
as a viable force in Tibet." For "by making it impossible to predict precisely when, where, 
and in which body the next Dalai Lama would return.. . . they ensured against the political 
abuses attendant upon a system of hereditary succession."* Indeed, this "chance- 
discovered" system of reincarnations, asserts another authority on Tibet, safeguarded the 
country's governmental polity against the emergence in Lhasa of a ruling dynasty and was 
further strengthened by "a convention that, while granting property, honors and titles to the 

* Jampei Chinlei, in his brief but excellent historical sketch ofthe various sects of Tibetan Buddhisin, explains 
the matter further: "the pontiffs ofthe once powerful Sakya Sect had solved the problein of succession through 
marriage and family inheritance, those of the Kagyupa through the transmission of secret doctrines to chosen 
disciples. The Gelugpa sect, having adopted celibacy and given more prominence to rational thought and open 
teaching than to esoteric lore. would have found transmission of supreme authority from generation to generation 
a real problem, especially in a society unaccustorned to elections, had its leaders not relied on the idea of 
succession by reincarnation." Therefore, "a principle of great consequence for its future developrnent caille 
into operation shortly after the time of [the Gelugpa Reformer] Tsong Khapa; this was the tulku, 'living 
Buddha,' system.. ." J .  Chinlei, "Tibetan Buddhism," in N.  N.  Jigmei et al., Tibet, 169. 

Precisely how this ingenious system came about has been delineated by David Macdonald. wlio explained 
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family of a Dalai Lama, excluded them tacitly from administrative posts during the Lama's 
lifetime."' 

Yet if the chief strength of such a system of reincarnating Dalai Lamas lay in the preclusion 
of nepotism, the design's main weakness, if not outright fiaw, was to be found in the lengthy 
interregnum period of a Regency during which the new incarnation had to be discovered, 
reared and trained before he could assume the complete authority that was inherent in his 
position.-' I t  was this near fatal flaw in Tibet's centuries-old political tradition which, as 
improbable as it may seem for anyone to Say, was about to play a significant, if indirect and 
distant, role in the early beginnings of Tibetan Bible translation, as the next few paragraphs 
will attempt to show. 

Given this major weakness in the Gelugpa system of reincamating Dalai Lamas, Lhasan 
palace politics in much of the nineteenth century, and even on into the twentieth. had, as 
might well have been expected, lefi much to be desired in terms of legitimate activity. For 
this weakness in the system had provided the opportunity to "the established strongmen" at 
the Tibetan capital to engage in "one long scramble for power" during the childhood and 
adolescence of nearly every Dalai Lama.4 Rut it also spawned something even more sinister, 
the telling of  h hi ch f o m s  one ofthe soniest chapters in Tibet's politico-religious history. In 
her fascinating study on the Regents of Tibet, Indian historian Bina Roy Burman has made 
the quite startling observation that up until 1895 the supreme position in the Tibetan governent 
had mostly been held by the Regents: those appointed from the ranks of the ecclesiastical 
order to rule in the place of the Dalai Lamas during their minority years.* It was in 1895 that 
the Great Thirteenth, upon reaching his majority (usually at or near age eighteen for the 
Dalai Lamas), had assumed as was his right the spiritual and temporal poLver over the life of 
the country, a power which did not cease for him till his death in1933. According to Sir 
Charles Bell ,  in fact, no other  Dalai Lama had eve r  previously exercised complete  power  

that the vcry theory of incarnation that \vas instituted in Tihet for this purpose is said to have been originated 
in the tirst half of tlie fifieenth century by the first Dalai Lama hirnself. Gedun Dmbpa ( n e p h e ~  and disciple 
of Tsong Khapa). "wlio, as liead of the Larnaist Reforined Church,. . . declared that his sou1 would be reborn in 

persoii of a child. The ides was carried further by his [rnuch later] successor, the fifth Dalai Lama, who 
aniiounced lie uras the incamation of the Bodliisattva Avalokitesvara, tracing his godhead through King Songtsan 
Garnpo. already revered as the incarnation of Chenrezi [the Tibetan name. of course. for A\alokitesvara]. Al1 
opposition to his ideas was stamped out by violence. Later, the other sects followed the esample ofthe Yellou 
Caps with regard to succession by incarnation. and there arosr al1 over the country nurnerous incarnations of 
the \/arioiis forms of the Buddha and of early saints." Macdonald. "Tibet," .4sia (Feb. 1929): 103. 
* "During tlie intincy of a Dalai Lama, Tibet was ruled b? a Regent who \+(as invariabl:. tlie abbot ofone of the 
W a t  monasteries around Lhasa." Chris MuIlin. "Preface." in Jigmei et al.. fiber, 14. Indeed. this sisteni of 
selecting frorn arnong several Abbots of various Lhasa iiionasteries to serve as Regents of  the countq in 
alternating fasliion during the youthful yrars of the Dalai Laiiias had beeii establishrd as a political practice 
follouing the death in 1757 of Dalai Lama \'II; after 1789 tlie practice bas  forrnalized; and it  would rernain in 
effect foi. a ceiitury aiid more tlleieafter. G Tuttle, "Re\,ien. of Lr 9c Porlcken Lonro ...." Joltrticil (!fthc' 
Internariorirll .-ls.~n~-iatiotl ql'fihctat~ Sr irdj~~ (Aue. 2006):3. Interestingl?, Reting \lonasleq somr 60 mile5 
nortli of Lhasa. though much srnalier than the Big Three. has nonetheless provided a significant nurnber ofthese 
Re~cnls  due to ils prestige derived froni ancient times when a disciple of the fained lndian Buddhist Guru Atisa 
had founded in 1056 at Reting the first inonastic center ofthe Kadampa sect ofTibetan Buddhisrn. The Retinf 
Abhot uoiild in  fact he the Regen[ during the rninority of the Eleventh Dalai Lama. 
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like his throughout his entire adult life-not even the Great FiRh. Now if, noted Buman, one 
excludes the reign of the Thirteentli Dalai Lama, "then the Regents ruled 94% of the tirne" 
in Tibet! Especially had the Regents exerted an unusually long period of power and author i~  
since the natural death in office of Dalai Lama VI11 in 1804. For between that time and the 
birth in 1876 of the Great Thirteenth, the Dalai Lamas, observed Bell, had "always died 
young": the Ninth bom in 1806 had died when he was 9 or 10; the Tenth had died at age 20 
or 21 ; the Eleventh, at age 17; and the Twelfth, at 20.5 

Historians of Imperial China, which for long had more or less exerted quasi-suzerain 
authority over its western neighbor in a kind ofpatron-priest relationship, as well as historians 
of Tibet, have uncovered through their careful researches what had hitherto been suspected 
but never proven: that the Regents would sometimes have the lives of the budding God- 
Kings snuffed out before the latter could consolidate their power."he Regents obviously 
perpetrated these acts of violence against the legitimate rulers of Tibet in order to maintain 
their own artificially built-up authority in Lhasa rather than be compelled to retire meekly to 
their monasteries once these young Dalai Lamas had officially taken the reins of power for 
themselves. How true was the old Tibetan adage about their Regents, which ran: "Having 
eaten the mountain, there is no satiation; having drunk the ocean, there is no yuenching of 
thirst."' Yet there was also uncovered the fact, wrote Sir Charles, that even some of tlie 
Imperial Ambans at Lhasa had been involved in a few of the early deaths of these young 
theocrats ever since the inception in Tibet centuries before of the institution of the Dalai 
Lama. This was because these representatives of the Emperor, observed Bell, had found 
that they "could impose their wills much more easily on a Regent than on a God-King . . ."" 
After all, writes Hugh Richardson, it was the duty of the Ambans "to keep watch on Tibetan 
affairs and seek to guide them along channels favorable to Chinese inter est^."^ 

Now one of these premature deaths, as noted earlier, was that of the Eleventh Dalai 
Lama. Born on 18 October 1838 near the peasant village of Gathar in Kham, he became 
one of hvo candidates who in 1841 had been discovered, brought to Lhasa, put through the 
usual tests, and had then been considered for selection as the next spiritual mler of Tibet, the 
reincarnation of the Tenth Dalai Lama. The latter had died in 1838 under extremely suspicious 
circumstances (later fairly well established to have been murder) as he was nearing the age 
at which he would have assumed personal control of the country's Govemment."' Given the 
name of Khendrup Gyamtsho by the Panchen Lama, the Gathar child's iiame was i i ~  time 
drawn by lot from a golden um. This was the selection system which had earlier been 
decreed by the Manchus but which was not always observed by the Tibetans despite the 
determination of the Ambans at Lhasa to introduce and maintain it.* In this instance ofthe 

* "After 1792, when the [Manchu] emperor suspected that inuch ofthe trouble leading to the Gurkha War had 
been caused by the discovery of reincarnating lamas in influential fainilies, i t  became theoretically one of the 
tasks ofthe Arnbans to see that the names of suitable candidates should be drawii haphamrd froin a golden vasc 
which the emperor presented for the purpose. In practice that arrangeinent was rare]) followed aiid \then 
it was, the circumstances suggest that the Tibetans had taken care to ensure that the iiame on which the! had 
already decided came first out of the vase. In the inake-believe world surrounding much ofthe relationsliipof 
the Ching [Manchu] dynasty with its 'tributaries,' face would be adequately preserved ifthe \ase were inerel) 
seen or if it were mentioned in the dispatches of the Ainbans." H.  E. Richardson, Higk Pèclks. Pilrp Earlh, 
393-4. 
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Gathar child, though, the golden urn drawing apparently did take place on or about the 84 of 
September 1841. This was followed on the 29th by an Imperial decree calling for the 
enthronement of this three-and-a-half-year-old child in the Golden Throne Room of the 
Potala as the Eleventh Dalai Lama. And as decreed, this event occurred there eight months 
later on 25 May 1842 in the presence of the then mling Regent. 

Unlike his immediate predecessor, Khendrup Gyamtsho did achieve the seals of office 
and assume the ruling powers over the nation when having nearly reached full age he was 
installed by Imperial order upon the Golden Throne of Tibet on the first day of March 1855. 
He was, in fact, the first Dalai Lama in a very long while to have been able to enjoy, even if 
short-lived, a spell of real power and authority. As was called for, the Regent of that day 
resigned a month following the Installation and retired to his Reting Monastery four days' 
journey north of Lhasa; but only ten months later, he was back in the seat of power as a 
result of the untimely demise of the youthful Dalai Lama on the last day of January 1856." 

Almost instantly panic appeared to have broken out everywhere throughout Lhasa and 
its immediate environs. In the wake of still another premature end of what seemed to be, in 
the present instance at least, a most promising reign of an able new Dalai Lama. no one 
among various secular and ecclesiastical circles "who had had contact with the 'great 
presence'" could expect to be immune fiom the agonizing effect of mmor and innuendo 
which with impunity spread rapidly throughout the streets, offices, monasteries and homes 
in this Vatican of Tibetan Buddhism. Not unmindiül of what had happened a mere decade or 
so before when monks and ministers had clashed, when severe beatings had occurred 
causing the eventual death of a Kashag member, and when even a Regent had been banished 
for life by the Emperor, unmitigated fear now gripped the hearts of many at the Tibetan 
capital. Had the Dalai Lama indeed been murdered? If so, by what method? And by whom? 
Surely there would be a new officia1 investigation, but what would be the outcorne?'? Tremors 
of dark foreboding were rife everywhere in the hearts of the Lhasan populace. 

Given the political atmosphere at the Tibetan capital just described, it would not be too 
much to assume that a number of prominent individuals at Lhasa now came under suspicion 
of having been involved in the surprising death of Dalai Lama XI. And apparently one of 
those suspected was Lama Gergan Sodnam Wangyal. At this time he had been a close 
ecclesiastical adviser or councilor to the Eleventh Dalai Lama* as well as "a son of the 

* Uncertaint? has been expressed about whether or not at this time Lama Gergan (the latter word being a title 
in Tihetan-dge-rgan-that besides lneaning teacher, tutor or preceptor can ais0 mean counciior or adviser) 
had heen a teacher/adviser o f  the Dalai Laina or of  Tibet's second-highest ecclesiastic: the Panchen Lama al 
rrasl1ilhunpo Monasten neai S h i ~ a t s e  southwest of  Lhasa. Noting that "according to family tradition" 
Sodnani Waiigyal "had been a ,cacher ofthe Panchen Lama." John Bray went on to comment that his research 
into the rnatier had failed "tn confirm this tradition from the Moravian records." See Bra), "Language. 
Tradition and the TibetaIi Bible," Tj (Winter 1991 ):38. 55 iiote 3 1 ; see also Bray. "The Contribution of  the 
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Treasurer to the Dalai Lama"-that is to Say, one of this Tibetan Priest-King's four Finance 
Ministers or Tsipons." Realizing that the outcome of an official investigation could very 
mean persecution, imprisonrnent, banishment or worse for any of those under suspicion 
were the cause of death determined not to have been natural, Gergan, it would seem-as did 
others at Lhasa-preferred the life of a political refugee rather than face the risk of such an 
investigation. In fact, in their description of what happened to Sodnam Mrangyal at the 
Tibetan capital, several sources consulted had employed such ernotionally-charged 
statements as the following: he "fled to escape persecution as a result of some Lhasa 
political intrigue"; he "had to flee from . . . Lhasa in the direction . . . of the west"; "a Tibetan 
refugee called Gergan . . . was hiding" in territory west of Tibet; and, "this man . . . was 
suspected of being implicated . . . [And so he] migrated from Tibet."'3"n short, it may be 
said, Lama Gergan became a fugitive. 

Now this son of one of the Tibetan God-King's Treasurers, an eminent Lama of superior 
education and intellectual talent, went westward in the direction of Ladakh, traveling as the 
persona1 "attendant" of "a grand Tibetan Lama" who apparently was also making haste 
from Lhasa and for the very same reason. Indeed, Norman Driver (1907-65), a latter-da) 
Moravian missionary of the West Himalaya Mission to the Tibetans in Ladakh, and who 
authored a four-part study on the spiritual legacy of Lama Gergan's illustrious son Joseph, 
has described what this political refugee had experienced upon his liaving taken flight iii 
secret from the Tibetan capital: 

One night he silently slipped out of Lhasa, deterrnined to put as many miles as he 
could betweeii himself and that city in the shortest possible tiine. He traveled a circiiitous 
way in case anyone might report him to his masters. His priestly shaven head and soft 
hands effectively spoilt any disguise, but no one would deny a lama hospitality. His 
hosts would always believe that they were ensuriiig present çood fortune and future 
bliss for themselves by entertaining him. Some even lent him horses after he had made 
an amulet for them or exorcized a demon. 

After some four years of such wandering and of making pilgriinage to various ho14 places. 
temples and monasteries, Lama Gergan ultimately settled down on land he Ilad purchascd 
near the Ladakhi village of Hundar (aka Hemdar) in the Nubra Valley sotne fifty miles north 
of Leh. The year was 1860; and here, Rev. Driver went on to explain, this fugitive Lama 

Moravian Mission to Tibetan Language and Literature." Lungta (Winter 1998):6; and Bray. "~owards a 
Tibetan Christianity?" in P. Kvaerne, ed., Tibetan Studies. 1:69; also cf. Norman Driver. '.The Storq. of  the 
Tibetan Bible." Inter-natiorial Revie~l of i24issions (Apr. 195 1): 197-8; and J . S . M .  Hoopei, Bible Pnrt.r/~rtioll'~~ 
India, Pakistui, and C'eylon, 2d ed. (Bombay, 1963), 140- 14 1. Having colmbed through al1 the availahlc 
literature whicli might have dealt with the subject, the present author readily concurs bit11 Bray's coiilmeIli. 
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from Lhasa "was no longer on Tibetan soi1 but at an outpost of the British Empire." And 
because the Ladakhi people were Tibetans who practiced the Lamaist religion of Tibet. 
Lama Gergan, notes Driver, 

was able to make a living for himself. He did not dare to link himself to any monastery 
in Ladakh because ofthe close connections with Lhasa. but he joined with lamas when 
they performed cereinonies in private houses and shared the good food that they 
received. He also dispensed help and advice to those who sought it and mon became 
very well known and fairly prosperous.. .. Here, if the need arose, he could quickly slip 
into a nearby Moharnmedan village where spies fiom Lhasa would be niost unwelcome." 

Many years would pass before Lama Gergan would come into possession of some Moravian 
literature and subsequently make the acquaintance of the missionaries themselves, events 
which would change the course and direction of his life forever. 

Meanwhile, in this same year of 1860 but back in Lhasa, the other and much younger of 
these two Lainas under discussion, Zodpa Gyaltsan (born Ca. 1845), would now commence 
his clerical studies in earnest at one of the Iargest lamaseries in the Tibetan capital, whose 
total inmate population was said by Lama Zodpa later to have numbered three thou~and. '~  
Here he engaged himself in seven long years of study from which he gained an unusually 
thorougli acquaintance with the Buddhist religion and history. As a consequence, he, like 
Gergan Sodnam Wangyal, became a singularly gifted and learned lama in his own right. But 
also like Lama Gergan, Zodpa was himself, coincidentally, the son of "a man ofhigh rank''- 
and, coincidentally again, "nothing less than [a] Treasurer to the Dalai Lama'"'; although in 
this case the latter was the TwelJih Dalai Lama, who was bom in 1856 and died as Tibet's 
God-King in 1875 after reigning less than three years on Potala's Golden Throne. 

Upon completion of his years of disciplined study and training, Lama Zodpa, now a 
Young man of 23, launched forth on a four-year pilgrimage in 1867. Associated as it was 
with many privations, this lengthy spiritual joumey first took him south through Nepal. Here 
he doubtless visited the ancient Buddhist shrine that overlooks Kathmandu from atop the 
nearby wooded Swayambhunath Hill and which, with its reliquary tower that is painted with 
those mysterious eyes for which many Buddhist holy places are famous. looks far out over 
the plain of central Nepal. Gautama Buddha himself is believed by Buddhists to have visited 
here and to have delivered a sermon on the Doctrine before an assembled hilltop audience. 
thus giving Swayambhunath an even greater revered sanctity than that associated just with 
Lord Swayambhu. Zodpa then went on into lndia that he might see and visit the most h014; 
places of Buddhisin \v].iich were located along the sacred Ganges of the Hindus and 
elsewhere. Upon his retum to Lhasa and his larnasery colleagues for a brief respite, the 
Lama theii iesuined his pilgrimage westward towards a far-distant sacred lake in Kunawar, 
a goal, he later said, of many pilgrims. It was sitiiated near the Indo-Tibetan village of 
Shasso, a long one-da\/ march (some 14 miles of rough terrain) down the Sutlej Valley from 
Gergaii Tharchin's hotne village. But wliile in the Sliasso area he providentially met with a 
CoPY of St. Matthew's Gospel which had found its way from Poo into a prosperous 
1andowner.s home therc. The reading of the Gospel here so deepl~. affected Zodpa that he 
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was induced to retrace his steps back up to Poo that he might "learn more of the triiths it 
contained." 

Hastening to the Moravian station in July of 187 1. this young lama îiom Lhasa so inipressed 
Br. Pagell by his earnest desire for Christ and the rapid progress he made in the Christian 
faith that the Moravian felt confident in his Lord to baptize him after only seven inonths of 
association with him. One striking evidence of his spiritual transfomiation, among several 
which could be related, was what happened one day just a nionth or so following his arriva1 
at Poo. Lately, reported the missionary, Zodpa had brought to him "three small pictures of 
Buddha, painted in gold upon a kind of black paper, which he once constantly carried about 
him; now, he says, he has no more confidence in their professed efficacy, adding that he had 
ceased to pray to anyone but Jesus." It was truly a remarkable coiiversioii, one of the 
earliest and certainly one of the most influential conversions to have occurred anioiig the 
Moravians, and one which raised their hopes that al1 their previous arduous labors in lndian 
Tibet had not been in vain. A joyous and festive mood Iiad atteiided Zodpa's baptisni, oiily 
the second Ruddhist iiionk to receive this Christian rite in Indo-Tibet.* It took place at Poo 
on 18 February 1872. the ex-Laina now receiving the Christian name, as noted earliei, of 
Nathaiiael. This new Christian, who would shortly afterward serve as the tirst "native 
assistant" to Rev. Pagell at Poo and then to Rev. Heyde at Kyelang, went on to becoine both 
a Christian catechist and evangelist among the Tibetans throughout most of lndian Tibet. 
Moreover, by his continual assistance in Bible traiislation over many, many years (sec later 
in the present cliapter for the details), Nathanael proved to be, in the words of one Moraviaii 
Bisliop. "one of the best helpers in Bible translating we have ever had." 

In the ineantinie Sodnaiii Wangyal had iiiarried a Ladakhi froni the Nubra Valley, an 
area of Ladakh that was alniost totally Tibetan in population and therefore Buddhist in 
religion." This particular valley had heen abuiidantly blessed by Nature as one of Ladakh's 
tèw fei-tile areas for excellent agricultural and horticultural pursuits. Indeed. tlie otlier nanie 
for Niibra, the Tibetan word L ~ ~ ~ I P I - I * L I ,  literally and quite aptly ineans "garden of flowttrs." 
One scholar on Ladakh has described in some detail the rich topography and strategic 
geograpliy of Nubra, but also some of its poteiitially destructive aspects. He writes: 

Tlie Nubra valley is considercd the inost charining and heautilùl in thc kvhole 01'Liidakh. 
Hecaiise ofits coiiiparatively low ~iltitudc. the valley is ablc to gron a k aricty offriiils 
and therc is ;ln abuiidance ot'trecs and flowers. A festival of Ilowers. 1 ~ 1 ~ .  log  111trJ rrro. 
is Iicld every spring. The people of Nubra arc Huddhists and this festival providcs ;il1 

occasion for tlie celebration of their religious faitli. Tlicy perfor~ii varicius driiices and 
present tlowers as ofSerings to tlie Buddha. Nubra also hoasts soitie of the finest 
iiionastcries ol'Ladakh. 

Iliiclosed witliin the Western lliiiialayan and Karnhoriini ranges, Niibra lics isolatcd 
during niost of the long wiiiter seasoii. Recausc of tliis isolation Nuhra is also cnlled 
1,tIrrrn 1.0 Ic~hcr,~.s A n i  stlort po ineaniiig "lron l'riink.". . . 

Nubra iised to have close political and trade links nith its iiiost iiiinicdiatc iiciglihniir. 

* The ver) liist to br baptited a Cliristiaii \bas tlie 12adablii. Sodriniii Stohk>c5. t.oiiiierly a iiioiih rit tlie 1 adakhi 
monastcry of I4eiiiis. Sodnam, together with Iiis son Joldiiii. werc haptized togcihci at Kyclaiig i i l  I X h r .  Fi'r 
inore on these two. see later in tlie pieseiit cliapter. 
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Bdtistnn, which is now in Pakistan.. . . Since Nubra Lay on the main M e  rouk fiom L& 
io Central Asia, it readily drew the attention of various explorers and bavelers. Until 
ment tiines canvans h m  Yarkand, now in Xinjiang [Sinkiang] pmvinw ofthe Pqle ' s  
Republic ofchina, crossed into Nubra carrying carpets, felt, shawl-wool, c o r n  maon, 
borax, salt, gold and brocade and traded these for safion and abier goods firnn 
and Pun-iab. Also, Moslems h m  Yarkand had to pass through Nubra on their way to 
Leh and therice to other places in lndia or on to Mecca for the pilgrimagc. 

Thcre were two main caravan routes from Leh to Nubra. The first Icd across a high 
mountain pass, the Khardong-la, namcd after Khardonp village, which now has the 
highest motorable road in the world (it reaches 18.380 feet).. . . The other caravan route 
involved a crossing of the Digar Paîs via Sabu village. Both caravan routes led to 
Khalsnr, which lies on the lefi bank of the Shayok River, and following the course of 
the river, entered the Nubra Valley from there. 

Most villages in Nubra are situated on either side of the Nubra River. This river is a 
large tributary of the Shayok, originating froni the Sasar Glaciers.. . . 

The source of' the river Shayok lies in the Khomdan glaciers in the Karakonun 
mountains. The importance of the glaciers cannot be overestimated. Shayok floods 
oî?en create havoc in Nubra, destroyinp large parts of villages and their fields. There 
are many old songs in Nubra which refer to the power of the Shayok. One cxarnple is a 
Song of Lakjung village where miles of fertile land were tumed into an infertile sandy 
desert. Much like thc Iiidus, the Shayok is not normally a direct source of water for 
irrigation. It  is n~ore comnion to depend on narrow gorges, lungpas, which hold vast 
resenioirs ofglacier water.. . . 

. . . William Moorcrofl the Enplish explorer [oiice] came to Nubra. Moorcroft seems 
to have been impressed with the landscape and its beauty. As already noted, the land 
of Nubra is fertile with numerous trees and plentifùl flowers, including wild roses and 
wild irises. Moorcrott decided to visit Nubra aîler hearing about the hot springs in 
Paiainik wliich are therapeutic for many complaints, especially rheumatism.. . . Later, 
otlier travelers visited Nubra and they too recorded the beauty and grandeur of its 
laiidscape. IR  

It is not at al1 sitrprising. then. that aside fiom its value as a place for hidiny oneself from 
possible Lhasan spies, this deliglitful and generally hospitable locale of Ladakh was the 
place where Laina Gergan decided to plant his roots and begin his life anew and where, 
except for a brief period at Leh, he would dwell for the rest of his earthly days with his wife 
and fiimily. Having been "a lama of the red sect" of Tibetan Buddhism "allowing rnar~iage,"'~ 
Lama Gergaii had thus been fi-ee to marry. This fieedom to many was in sharp contrast to 
the celibate rules which, discussed eulier, obtained in the sect that was in the greatest 
inajority ainong Tibetan Buddhists-the reformist "Yellow Hat" or Gelugpa branch of the 
Tibetari Churcli, and whose lainaseries were in the greatest preponderance by far of al1 
Tibetan Buddhist religious houses to be found in the Nubra Valley." Indeed. some of the 
most noteworthy Lamas of West Tibet (an area, as noted before, that for the longest time 
had iiicluded Ladakh) have corne from Nubra itself and have played no mean role in Tibetan 
ecclesiastical history.?' Gergan soon became a prosperous farmer aiid landowner in the 
Valley, was eveiitually made the goya or magistrate of his own village of Hundar (Hemdar). 
one of Nubra's largest, and sired a number of children (at least four) by his Ladakhi wife. 

Uiibrrkiiown to tliese two Lainas. of course, was the fact that both of them were now 
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living within only 300 miles of each other (the distance between Kyelang and Hundar, and a 
joumey of some fourteen days). Nor could they have realized at the time that both of 
them-by 1873 in Nathanael's case at Kyelang and n ~ u c h  later in the case of Sodnam 
Wangyal at Leh-would eventually be assisting the Moravians in their language study, in 
their labors involved with Bible and other Christian literary translation efforts, and in their 
mission station schools as teachers. 

It woiild not be till the summer of 1875 that Nathanael would finally have the opportui-iie 
of meeting his fellow countryman. This would take place at Leh, but only because Gergan 
had literally come to the Ladakhi capital in hot pursuit of the Moravian missionary Heyde. 
This older of these two Lhasan ex-Lamas had already acquired an extreme interest in the 
Christian faith during previous years fiom having read some of the Christian literaturr 
published at Kyelang which had fallen into his hands; but just recently at Hundar Heyde, 
though exhibiting deep interest in Gergan whom he met there for the first time, had nlso 
expressed profound caution towards him. Here is what happened. While Nathanael was 
preachiiig Christ effectively in the Leh bazaar that summer, Meyde had been on a gospel 
tour into the Nubra Valley and elsewhere in Ladakh after a lapse of fourteen years since 111s 
very first joumey into those same parts. And when Gergan, now no longer a lama, Iieard 
that the missionary was in his home village, he hiniselftook the initiative by going instantly to 

Heyde's tent and begging the Moravian to allow him to go immediately to Kyelang tliat lie 
might learn more about Christ (there being no station or church at Le11 yet). Explaincd the 
ex-Lama: "1 have read your books and am convinced that Christ is the true Helper; for the 
sake of my sou1 1 wish to become a Christian." Heyde's response, extreniely cautious at 
this point, perhaps too much so, was as follows: 

1 could not find a trace of any unworthy motive influencing hiin in his desire to go at 
once to Kyelang, leaving his wife and children to follow, after having disposed of his 
property here. 1 told Iiim that I could not take hiin with me to Kyelang, but directed hiin 
to the living Saviour, who would nourish the spiritual life in his sou1 here ii i  his nathe 
village, exhorting hiin to be diligent in prayer and study of the word of Gad; adding 
that he could come with his family to Kyelang after a while. This decision only half- 
satisfied hini. The following morning he accompanied me to the ne-ut village; 1 gave him 
more books. had further conversation with him, and heartily commended him to the 
guidance of the Spirit, who leads us into al1 truth.'? 

That was on the 9Ih and 10"' days of July. Ketuming to Leh some two weeks later, Rw. 
Heyde found Nathanael in the bazaar still continuing to address large audiences on the 
Christian faith. "1 feel happy when publicly confessing Christ before my countrymen, no1 
anxious at all," he told his missionary friend; "and 1 feel my faith is strengthened by these 
means." It was the young ex-Lama's intention to remain at the Ladakhi capital till Septeiiibcr 
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when he, like Heyde would soon be doing just a few days hence. would himself retum to 
Kyelang. But just before the missionary's departure fiom Leh, who should unexpectediy 
appear at the Moravian's tent but ex-Lama Gergan fiom Nubra! He had come al1 thai 
distance via the arduous high mountain passes, Heyde was to write afterwards, "to hçar me 
as to when he might come with his family to Kyelang"!! It seemed. however, that the 
Cioveninient appointment as gopa of his village stood in the way of his leaving Nubra. In 
soniewhat of a quandary about how he might best comfort and reassure this insistent inquirer 
aiter the triith which is in Christ, the faithful but obviously perplexed Moravian rio& turned 
for Iielp in the situation to his young ex-Lama convert from Kyelang. 

Not realizing at this moment how Providence was about to use him to bring these two 
fellow countrymen together, Rev. Heyde took Gergan down to the bazaar and introduced 
these two Lhasan Tibetans to each other. It was this latter bit of knowledge, in fact, which 
had inost likely impelled Br, Heyde into thinking that Nathanael could render Christian 
comfort to Gergan. And to make this more coricretely possible, the Moravian would no\\ 
give tliese two an opportunity to spend a little while together and thus gain some time for 
himself to determine what to do about this earnest truth-seeker. 

According io the missionary, he "gave instructions to Nathanael to show him [Gergan] 
every attention," with the understanding that the conberted ex-Lama was to go with Ciergan 
to the latter's estate in Nubra, to where indeed Nathanacl went and "rernained in his house 
for a fortnight," telling his countryman more about Christ. What a most interesting time that 
must have been for these two and what a meaningful spiritual tum their conversation must 
have taken once they had updated one another about their personal lives and fortune. For as 
inissionary Heyde was wont to comment, after noticing the adamancy of Sodnam Wang) al's 
iiiterest in the Christian faith that was so evident in his determination to go to Kyelang with 
his family and become Christians: "This inquirer's resolution was unaltered. and his wife 
quite approved of it. We shall see what the issue will be in the providence of  GO^.''?^ 

Most of the religious writers and historians who have coinmentzd at al1 on ~ h e  lifr of' 
Lama Gergan-whether they be inissionaries or not-have declared that he never becaine 
a Christian, and if not that declaration, they have at least made the point that lie was never 
baptized into the Christian faitt~.'~ One notable exception to this litany of doubters was 
Moravian missionq Driver, mentioned earlier, who came very close to asserting that Sodnam 
Wangyal had become a Christian; for in 1954 the Moravian was wont to comment that this 
former "close coii>panion of the High Lama" of Tibet "was a Christian at hean." bu1 that he 
"never could accept baptism because that would mean his losing the respect and veneration 
of his fellow ~ o u n t r y m e n . " ~ ~ ~  

It  can be stated here, however, and without the slightest equivocation. that in the providence 
of Gad which Heyde spoke about, this wonderful man did. in fact. become a Christian even 
though during the remaining fifieen or so years ofhis life he was what could most graciously 
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be tenned an open "secret disciple." For, despite the fact that he had indeed never openly 
declared his faith in Christ by means of the public rite of Christian baptism, Gergan Sodnam 
Wangyal was nonetheless known throughout the entire Buddhist-oriented Nubra Valley as a 
believer in Christ and was one who identified himself with the Christian community. Once, 
when Rev. Heyde and his Kyelang companions weiit to see the ex-Lama but learned he 
was absent on business as magistrate of the village, "his neighbours," wrote the missionary, 
"assured us that he continued to regard himself as belonging to us" (emphasis added). That 
was in 1879, four years after there had already been established a relationship between 
Gergan and Nathanael on the one hand and the missionary and Gergan on the other. 

A year later ( 1  880), another Moravian worker, Br. Frederick Redslob, who would soon 
be based at Leh and no longer at Kyelang, received while on a missionary tour during June 
and July a visit at the Ladakhi capital from the ex-Lama of Nubra and subsequently reported 
that he was one "who by reading our [Christian] books has been roused to an eamesl 
search after tmth" and that "the work of God's Spirit in his heart is unmistakable." Moreover, 
this man whom he had just met at Leh, wrote Redslob in late September, "is nearer to the 
kingdoin of God than many others, and whom, we hope, the Lord is going to make a true 
disciple. Thus far he has been reading our books with an upright heart, and tries to order his 
walk according to the knowledge he has gained." Furthermore, Gergan had intimated to the 
missionary his intention to resign the office of Hundar magistrate which the Wmir (Govemor) 
of Ladakh, the Indian-bom Englishman W. H. Johnson, had appointed him to years before, 
so that he might be free to fulfill his long-held desire to go to Kyelang. 

Another significant and quite related reason Gergan gave for wishing to resign from 
office, as explained by Rev. Redslob, was as follows: "as headman (gopa) of one of the 
largest villages in Nubra, enjoying a position of considerable dignity in influence, he has 
anxiously striven to regulate his private life and official dealings in accordance with the new 
[i.e., Christian] ideas he had acquired. The latter aim has proved too difficult to be reached, 
and he had now come to Leh to resign his office." In a nutshell, Sodnam Wangyal had corne 
face to face with a decision between politics and ethics, and because he found he could not 
live up to the latter as dictated by his understanding of the Christian faith, he opted to drap 
out of the former. Surely, this was further evidence of ex-Lama Gergan's earnest quest 
after the truth, power and way of life that is in Christ Jesus. 

For whatever reason, however, the missionary did not yield to the entreaties of the ex- 
Lama. "He begged me," Redslob was to recall, "to induce Mr. Johnson to permit him to PaY 
a visit at Kyelang, as he was most desirous to see Our Christian people, and especially bis 
countryman, Nathanael. 1 gave him those books of which he as yet had no copy, and he was 
soon engaged in studying them, evidently with the deepest interest."?' 

Fortunately or unfortunately, only Heaven knows, ex-Lama Gergan never did get to 
Kyelang nor. apparently, did he ever again see his younger fellow Lhasan (who soinefime 
thereafter adopted a wandering lifestyle that-still remaining a Christian though not alwa~s 
consistently so in practice-took him to such distant places as Lahore, Sikkim and ~irnla):'" 
even so, Gergan had unquestionably received Christ into his heart as his Savior, if one cari 

accept as credible the bedside statements he uttered in the presence of his dear friend, Re". 
Redslob, as he lay dying of a fever in Nubra. This was in early , ' ' , aiid Iiis deleterious 
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condition had most likely been brought on by an epidemic of influenza which swept through 
the region that year and which had been exacerbated by an extrcmely cold winter. The 
missionary, having been surnmoned by the dying man to come quickly, was at his Leh station 
fifty miles away. 

But just exactly what kind of man was this whom the ex-Lama had so urgently beckoned 
to his bedside? A most interesting and laudable sketch of Br. Redslob has been provided. by 
Mrs. John (Isabella Bird) Bishop." She had traveled in much of lndian Tibet in 1889 and 
had spent a considerable amount of time with the Moravians, including Redslob, who several 
years before this had moved permanently fiom Kyelang to Leh. The latter, in fact, had 
sewed as Mrs. Bishop's escort, guide and interpreter on a three-week journey through 
northem Ladakh that took her for a few days to the very home and estate of Sodnam 
Wangyal himself. Now in her travel book, Among the Tiberans, Mrs. Bishop speaks in the 
warmest terms of this missionary, who would himself die, but at Leh, just a year afier 
Gergan's own passing in Nubra: 

He [Redslob] was a man of great height and strong voice, with a cheery manner. a face 
beaming with kindness. and speaking excellent English.. . . Right hearty was the welcome 
[he received wherever he went among the Tibetans]. Mr. Redslob loved, and therefore 
was loved. The Tibetans to him were not "natives," but brothers. He dreu the best out 
of them. Their superstitions and beliefs were not to him "mbbish," but subjccts for 
minute investigation and study. His courtesy to al1 was frank and dignified. In his 
dealings he was scmpulously just. He was intensely interested in their interests. His 
Tibetan scholarship and knowledge of Tibetan sacred literature gave him almost the 
standing of an abbot among them, and his medical skill and knowledge. joyfully used 
for their benefit on [numerous] occasions, had won their regard.. . . For twenh-!ive 
years Mr. Redslob, a man of noble physique and intellect. a scholar and linguist, an 
expert botanist and an admirable artist, devoted himself to the welfare of the Tibetans, 
and though his great aim was to Christianize them, he gained their confidence so 
thoroughly by his virtues, kindness, profound Tibetan scholarship, and manliness. 
that he was loved and welcomed everywhere, and is now mourned for as the best and 
truest friend the people ever had.. . . For during [his] dangerous illness.. . , anxious 
faces thronsed his humble doorway as early as break of day, and the stream of friendly 
inquiries never ceased till sunset; and when he died the people of Ladalih and Nubra 
wept and "made a great mourning for hirn," as for their truest friend." 

In fact, inissionary Redslob had been so appreciated, loved and respected by Tibetans 
everywhere for his niany noble and praiseworthy qualities that the Lamas in the region, long 
after his death due to typhus in 189 1,  could still be heard speaking of hirn "as an avatar, or 
incarnation of the deity !"2y 

Such, then, was the man who had now been summoned to Gergan Sodnam Wangyal's 
bedside. The latter knew that if anyone would come and come quickly to him. it would be 
this dear man. Redslob did indeed respond, and immediately, even though he was in a 
weakened physical state hiinself: he ironically suffering from, of al1 things, an iiitirmity in his 
legs!30 What selflessness and sacrificial love! After negotiating the 18,000-foot Kardong 
Pass in the dead of winter. he arrived in time to see the ex-Lama before he passed away. 
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These t\vo men had labored together in Bible translation at Leh during the last few years, 
aiid Gergan had even served as schoolmaster in the prestigious Moravian school at the 
Ladakhi capital under Mission Superintendent Redslob's personal direction. He had also 
served as the latter's niunshi or language t e a ~ h e r . ~ ' q n d  hence a bond of deep friendship, 
trust and respect had developed between them which only their mutual love and appreciation 
for Christ and the Christian Scriptures could have forged, or could have ever explained 
what was now to happen. 

The account of what occurred can be found in two different works authored by the 
deeply respected and honored Principal of the Srinagar CMS Mission School for boys, the 
Rev. Canon Cecil Earle Tyndale-Biscoe (1 863-1 949), who doubtless heard the story later 
from the Moravians at Leh andlor Gergan's surviving son. In the last moments of his life 
this former distinguished Buddhist Lama from Lhasa told his beloved Moravian fiiend that 
many years earlier he had "heard the gospel of Christ through the preaching of the 
niissionaries," that he "believed His teaching was true" and that he "believed in Christ as his 
Saviour." but that he "had not been bold enough to confess openly [presumably by baptism], 
ori account of the persecution which would follow." Now, though, he added with great 
resolution of heart, inasniuch as he "liad failed to do the first thing" he "would now do the 
second. and that was, to give my son to the missionaries that he inight beconie a real 
Chri~tian."~' And having uttered these momentous words, Sodnam Wangyal handed over 
his dearly beloved son to Br. Redslob. And shortly aftewards, Dr. Karl Marx of the Moravian 
Medical Mission at Leh would be compelled to write in his medical report that year ( 1  890) 
that "iinfortunately, our old faithful, devoted Gergan, the Tibetan teacher, succumbed to the 
win ter ~ o l d . " ~ ?  

As it developed, Gergan's son, Tsertan by name (Tibetan: Tshe-br-tan), did becoine a 
Christian-a real Christian; in fact, he became a very devotrt one, and in a variety of ways 
would eminently follow in his father's footsteps. Born in 1878 of this highly moral man from 
Lhasa, Tsertaii was the !,oungest of the ex-Lama's two or three sons. Already much 
impressed by his father's devoted translation endeavors with Rev. Redslob, young Tserta~i, 
as soon as he was capable of doing so, himself began to read the very Book which these 
two, seated as they were on the floor, so diligently pored over day after day and which they 
evidently so much loved. Even earlier, one day, when he was but seven years old, he managed 
to find in his father's library a copy of John's Gospel in Tibetan, read it through carefully, 
and, in a most touching childlike moment of determination, resolved in his heart to become a 
Christian. This decision, however, he kept from his father until 1888, which was three years 
later and but two years before Gergan's death. At that time (which would have been late 
October-early November 1888), now ten years old, he had gone with his father to Leh, and, 
as he would testie later, iipon hearing some Gospel stories, "my sou1 sought refuge in thein 
..." Young Tsertan s1ibsr:quently told his father about this, but the latter "did not sa-," 
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reported tht: son long afterwards, "whether it was right or wrong for me to a q t  Chnstianity." 
Instead, the boy's father wisely instnicted him "to act as he thought best." Yet the young lad 
had begun to be conscious of the fact that his father had already long forsaken the reciting 
of Buddhist scripture texts and was instead thanking and praising the God of the Christians 
at meal times. 

Two years later, upon Sodnam Wangyal's death at his home in the Nubra Valley, this 
bright and promising twelve-year-old youth, in willing and gladsome obedience to his fatlier's 
dying request, was brought by Br. Redslob to the Leh Mission. Shortly thereafter he went 
straight to the inissionaries one day and "begged to be allowed to become a Christian" like 
them." Eight months later, in the fall of 1890, Tsertan was indeed pemitted to declarc 
himself so; for upon confession of Christ, f o l l o ~ e d  by some instruction, this young lad, the 
son of one of the most prominent Ladakhi families, linked himself quite openly with the 
missionaries and the other believers at Leh by being baptized in the name ofSChrist and 
receiving the Christian name Joseph (Yoseb) by which he was ever afterwards to be known.'' 
(Later, incidentally, he would adopt as his own surname his father's title of Gergan.) I t  
would appear, however, tliat his adolescent understanding of the Christian faith was still 
niostly nominal and subjectively soniewliat superficial despite his years of exposure to ils 
teachings and fellowship at both Leh and Srinagar. For in a paper he composed many years 
afterwards and entitled "The Spectacle of the Human Soul," Joseph reflected upon his 
Christian baptism as follows: 

At that tiine, in aiiswer to the question, "Do you believe?". 1 replied before the members 
ofthe church, "1 believe," but, not knowing the meaning of the question, 1 ans~ered 
like a parrot.j5 

Nevertheless, in spite ofthe paucity of his intellectual and experiential grasp of his adopted 
faith at this time, Joseph Gergan was determined, after further reflection, to launch a personal 
inquiry into the other possible religious paths which were open to him, as a means of assuring 
hiniself that he was pursuing the correct one for his life in having embraced Christiani~.. 
Tliough he dismissed the Moslem faith after only three years of inquiry. Joseph's careful 
study of Buddhism, Tibetan literature and his own Ladahhi history would last a good inan! 
more-a by-product of which was that he gained a respecthl reptation as a compctent 
scholai in Tibetan studies. And as a consequence of his studious esercise i i i  comparative 
religion, his earlier tentative conclusion that the Christian faith provided the best hope of 
salvation was decisively confirmed. This was because, from his perspective. Christianit! 
pro\ ided the clearest insight into the God of love.'" From tllat point fontard ! oung Joseph 
would not be dissuaded fiom following Christ. In the fiords of a later Moravian Mission 
Superinteildent at Leh and one who knew him well, "Yoseb was one of the few Tibetan 
Christians who adopted Christianity as a way of life from sheer conviction." 

For tlie next several years Joseph would reniain within the loving care and nurnire of ihe 
Moravians at the Leh mission. Within that wholesome context he \vould at school leam and 
acquire tlie regular acadeniic subjects and skills, as well as in the fel lo~ship of the church 
imbibe inore of Christ and of the Cliristian faith. Within a year of his confirmation in the 
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them, forcing the two missionaries to repair to their original base at Kotgarh till spring would 
make it possible to return to Kyelang to resume their building labors. 

Now Hyde and Pagell had themselves only an-ived in the Himalayas three short years 
before and were therefore only too glad to see another colleague corne into the work and to 
escort this newcomer the long distance back to Lahul and the unfinished station. Several 
times during the day the two of them had ridden their ponies out along a certain section of 
the now familiar Hindustan-Tibet Road by which they knew their guest must certainly corne 
from Simla. But in vain did they look for him, and darkness inevitably descend4 on their 
campsite; and so they retired to their tents to rest. Barely had they closed their eyes, however, 
when suddenly the stillness of the night, and their sleep as well, was broken by a voice 
which rang out with the strains of a German chorale, "Wir woll'n uns gerne wagen." This 
particular hymn had been written a century earlier by one of the early illustrious leaders of 
the Moravians, Count von Zinzendorf. Freely rendered in translation, its spirit and rneter 
were as follows: 

Brethren, let us be daring, 
Ourselves not sparing, 
For future toi1 preparing, 

Our task is set; 
A cheerful aspect wearing. 
Our ease forswearing. 
And our part gladly bearing 

To win Tibet.* 

Such was the unusual greeting which Heinrich August Jaeschke-"perhaps the most 
brilliant of a series of Moravian linguists to work in the Himalayan regi~n* '~~"-extended to 
his companions in toi1 for the peoples of the Great Closed Land. Yet how perfectly apt the 
words of the chorale were in encapsulating in one brief stanza the measure of the man who 
thereafter proved to be "so worthy a colleague and so able a helper to the two pioneers of 
the Mission" ofthe Moravians to Tibet. He, like his two brethren, was self-sacrifice incarnate 
both in his life as a missionary and in his literary labors as a translater: al1 for the purpose to 
win Tibet and Tibetans for Christ. The next moming would find these three soldiers of the 
Cross making their way together on the route to Kyelang and to al1 which awaited this new 
servant of the Lord on the mission field.3' 

Jaeschke had been a lineal descendant of Michael Jaeschke, one of the original Moravian 
emigrants to Herrnhut, the Christian community near Dresden, Saxony, in Germany, which 

* John Bray lias provided a n e c e s s q  corrective with regard to this reference to Tibet. He notes that Jaeschke 
had sung out to his two companions a centun'-old hymn that ever since its composition had been frequently 
Sung i i i  Gerinan congregations and thus was well known to al1 three men. Though Tibet uas certain11 what 
Jaeschke at tliis moment had in milid, adds Bray, "the esplicit reference IO Tibet looks like a later elaboration." 
Enlail. Bray to the author, Kargil Ladakh, 26 June 2008. For although Zinzendorf had unquestionably waxed 
prophetic in some of his hymnody+.g.. he had made predictive references to the corning of the Christian 
&Pspel to such Asian peoples as the Persians and Mongols (see Vol. 1 of the present narrative. p. 5 1 ,  and its end- 
note 22)-the people of Tibet are not known to have figured arnong such references. 
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had been created in 1722 at the invitation and on the estate of Count Zinzendorf. Boni there 
on 17 May 18 17, the boy experienced a somewhat difficult though happy childhood in the 
poor but godly home of his parents who were animated by a truly Christian spirit. Soon he 
displayed extraordinary abilities at school and made rapid progress in every branch of snidy, 
but especially in languages and music. Gifted with so fine an ear, for example, Heinrich was 
able to distinguish the slightest differences of sounds, an ability which would serve him well 
in the linguistic researches which lay ahead of him. He also excelled in singing, piano and 
organ, had some proficiency with the violin, played the clarinet in concert, and was thoroughly 
acquainted with the theory of music. (These interests would not die on the mission field, 
inasinuch as he put thein to good use by playing the harmonium in the Kyelang chape1 and 
by producing in translation a Tibetan hyrnnbook.) In addition, the young man soon displayed 
an enthusiasni for matheinatics and the natural sciences, and his knowledge of botany 
proved to be extensive, so much so that in diligently pursuing this branch of learning in the 
Hiinalayas, Jaeschke in tirne classified a species of primrose which hitherto unknown now 
bears his name: P~.irnzrla Jaeschkiana. 

But it was this young man's remarkable linguistic abilities which would truly shape his 
future course. One of his former French pupils later said of his master that the latter's 
"talent for the rapid acquisition of languages was oiily equaled by his zeal in utilizing every 
opportunity tor learning tliem." For by the tiine the British Province's Directing Board of 
the Moravian Churcli had tapped him to join Heyde and Pagel1 in Indian Tibet, Heinrich 
Jaeschke liad already become fluent in seven European languages. Besides his native German 
these were Latin, Greek, Polish, Danish, Swedish and Hungarian. (He would later add 
English to this list of Western languages.) Afier soine time he also gained a working knowledge 
in several others, including Czech, French, Bohemian, Hebrew, Sanskrit, Persian aiid Arabic. 
His kiiowledge of the latter three Asian languages subsequently enabled Jaeschke to acquire 
Hindustani and Urdu with little or no difficulty. As evidence of just how thorough his 
knowledge was of the European languages acqiiired, the private diary which this unusually 
talented man kept throughout his life and which was found among his papers after his death 
reveals the fact that its pages were written in eight different languages! Little wonder, then. 
that .laesclike, afier spending soine nineteen years teaching in various Moravian schools, 
had riseii to become the CO-director of the Classical College of the Moravian Church in 

Gerniaiiy -the paedagogium at Niesky; a post from which, however, he would soon resien 
that lie, too, might share in gospel labors in the regions b e y ~ n d . ~ ~  

This, tlien, was the man who in early 1856 readily agreed to the divine summons "to 
devote himself, his knowledge and liis powers" to the West Himalaya Mission only recentl~ 
established in Indian Tibet. "His consecrated talents," noted Jaeschke's former Frencll 
pupil, "and the singular siinplicity ofhis habits and wants alike fitted hiin for the self-denying 
calling." 

* 
New because of his preeminent linguistic abilities, Jaeschke had been coinmissione~ 
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by the Moravian Directing Board to devote himself, as rapidly as possible, to the task of 
translating the Bible into Tibetan. But in order to begin to fulfill such a commission it would 
naturally require him, first of all, to acquire a thorough grasp of this new foreign language. 
This proved to be a much harder task than had been the case in the mastery of the other 
languages in his linguistic repertoire. This was because at the beginning of his stay at Kyelang 
he was seldom able to meet with any local villager who was suficiently intelligent enough to 
serve him as his munshi (language teacher). Though he did later on have the help of the ex- 
Lama, Zodpa Gyaltsan, it was the fortunate circumstance of making the acquaintance at 
Kyelang of Sodnam Stobkyes which provided the real opportunity for making serious study 
of the language-undistracted, remarked Jaeschke, by "the disturbance connected with 
building" the newly-founded mission s t a t i ~ n . ~ '  

Sodnam, who hailed from Ladakh, had, together with his son Joldan, spent more than a 
year at Kotgarh employed by the missionaries there in translating tracts into Tibetan. Father 
and son had then corne to Kyelang where Sodnam would soon be employed by Heyde and 
Pagel1 in the sarne kind of work and in rendering assistance in the Mission's printing operations. 
When Sodnam expressed a desire to pay a visit for some months to his home in Ladakh 
during the summer of 1857, "he readily agreed," wrote Jaeschke in one of his letters, "to let 
me accompany him, and to give me board and lodging in his house at Stok, promising to 
afford me every aid in his power in acquiring the Tibetan language, and in procuring me 
such books as might be useful." Having been a former monk at famed Hemis Monastery 
nearby, Sodnam would not find this difficult to do. Needing no further inducement, Jaeschke 
quickly gathered his few belongings and departed Kyelang in Company with his future host. 

The village of Stok was located some five miles south of the Indus River opposite to the 
Ladakhi capital of Leh. This town was celebrated as the site of a castle-half monastery, 
half palace-in which since 1842 have resided the descendants of what had once been a 
great line of Ladakhi kings and where the current descendant of this line of sovereigns even 
then was living. Now, though, he was nothing more than a state pensioner; nevertheless, he 
still bore the courtesy title and was the owner of the fief on which the ancient castle still 
stood."' Here at Stok, then, amidst a totally Tibetan-speaking population, the future giant of 
Bible translation for the Tibetans secluded himself away in the simple home of Sodnam 
Stobkyes where, he acknowledged, his food consisted of oatrneal, porridge and the one egg 
which the only hen ofhis hostess obligingly laid every day! From his oddly-shaped bedroom 
Jaeschke was forced to climb up to his study by means of five irregular stone steps. He 
would enter this upper-story chamber daily, and there with only a rickety table and a 
rough-hewn stool for furniture, he would pursue his studies undisturbed. In such primitive 
surroundings as these, this talented linguist was at last able to get a firm Iiandle on one of the 
most ditEcult languages in the world. This is because Tibet at that time was basically a 
country of dialects, even as one of its oft-repeated proverbs has asserted: "Evev district its 
own dialect, every lama his own doctrine." Indeed, Tibetari was a language that, with its 
esoteric Buddhist literature, is spoken with various dialectal differences al1 the way from 
Kashnlir on the west to the north of Assam on the east, but whose Lhasan Tibetan was in 
those days "taken as the standard both of classical and vernacular speech."43 In one sense 
this cultured European could not have been more happy doing what he loved best despite 
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such meager surroundings as were his at Stok; in another sense, it was but the fulfilling of 
one aspect ofthat self-denying cal1 to which he had so willingly resp~nded. '~ 

Returning to Kyelang at the end of the first summer since his arriva1 on the field, Jaeschke 
would soon be able, after hrther Tibetan studies and researches, to commence, with the 
help of his colleagues, upon a course of linguistic labors which over the next twelve years 
would produce a literary and scholastic output that must be termed nothing short of 
phenomenal. Upon settling down at the Lahuli mission station for good, he "made this little 
village a home of learning." There this mighty linguist sat, day after day, translating into 
popular Tibetan a number of very useful books, much of the work done with the efficient 
assistance of Nathanael. Here appeared Dr. Barth's (Old Testament) Bible Stories, a 
Hamony of the Gospels, a Liturgy, a Hymn Book (a revised version of which is even today 
used in the Leh congregation), a Catechism, a Geography, a Book of Fables, a Church 
History, an Arithmetic book,45 various school readers, tracts and pamphlets (an example of 
the latter: "The Most Important Christian Teachings in Questions and Answers"), and even 
excerpts from Martin Luther's Sermons! All these, incredible as it may seem, came issuing 
forth from the small hand-operated Iithographic press that with "its appurtenances" had 
required thirty coolies, engaged by the missionaries, to bring to Kyelang fiom Simla in 
1 859.46 

Eventually, Jaeschke prepared a 60-page Tibetan-English grammar, lithographically 
reproduced from his manuscript copy in its first edition in 1865 at Kyelang, and entitled A 
Short Practical Grammar of the Tibetan Language, with Special Reference to tlte 
Spoken Dial~cts.~' Still more important as an aid to Bible translation was his Tibetan 
dictionary. This was because the earlier aids to translation had been extremely limited. John 
Bray has pointed out that there were really only two or three such aids then currently 
available to the future Bible translater: "a Tibetan-English dictionary prepared by the Hungarian 
Csoma de Koros in 1 8344A and a German adaptation of the same work by 1. J. Schmidt of 
St. Petersburg (also a Moravian missionary)," and, as Jaeschke himself mentioned, F. C. 6. 
Schroeter's Dictionary uf the Bhotantu, or Bouton Language (Serampore, 1826).*'" 
From now on, therefore, it would be Jaeschke's task to study ~ i b i t a n  even more thoroughly 
than previously if he were ever to be able to translate the Bible in an effective manner. "His 
great commission to make preparations for, and commence the translation of, the Hob' 

For an excellent, detailed, scholarly monograph on the creation of the Schroeter dictionary, see John Bray's 
"Missionaries. Officiais and the Making of the 1826 Diciionor)) o/'rhc Bhotonfo, or. Bouton L r i i i ~ u a ~ c . "  
to be published in Zentralasia~ische Siirdien. It should be pointed out, incidentally, that on p. 35 «fan advance 
copy of the rnonograph (kindly provided the present writer by Mr. Bray), the author indicates thal Schmidt 
"drew heavily on Csoma. without adequate acknowledgernent" and that Schmidt "was totally dismissive" of 
the Schroeter dictionary, declaring that the latter "'crawls' ~ i t h  niistakes and misconceptions." Bray notes. 
however, that Jaeschke, in the preface to his own dictionary of 1881 (see shortly in the Text above) provides 
"a more judicious assessment"of Schroetei's lexicographical effort. 
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Scriptures into Tibetan," explained his biographer, the former French pupi], ''necessitated a 
thorough investigation of the full sense, exact range and living powers of the words and 
expressions to be used." This task he diligently performed during the nearly twelve years he 
resided among the Tibetans of lndo-Tibet, embracing as he did, added his biographer, "every 
opportunity to trace these through the rich literature of their ancien1 language down tatheir ., 
modem equivalents in the present provincial dialects of native tribes." 

At first the Kyelang press produced in auto-lithographic form a concise Tibetan-English 
dictionary in 1866 under the rather long and unwieldy title of A Romanized Phonefi'. Tibetun 
and English Dictionay, Each Word Being Produced in the Tihetun As Well As in the 
Roman Churacters. This was an interim work pending the completion, and publication in 
188 1, of his classic Tibetan-English Dieriona? (see below)."' In the meantime, however, 
a rather thorough Tibetan-German dictionary of his, entitled Hunhi~orfrrbuch der 
Tibetischei~ Sprach (Gnadau: Unitatsbuchhandlung, 187 1 ), was lithographed at various 
times between the years 187 1 and 1876 at Gnadau, Magdeburg and Herrnhut back in 
Germany after Jaeschke's return home. This was subsequently translated and thoroughly 
revised in a new English quarto edition of 67 1 pages that was first published by the Routledge, 
Kegan and Paul publishers at the request and expense of the Secretary of State for india. 
Entitled A Tihetan-English Dictionary with Special Rrferenct. to the Prevailing Dialect.;, 
to Which Is Added an English-Tibetan Vocabulary, it bore the date of "London 188 1" but 
was printed by the Unger brothers for Th. Grimm at Berlin. 

Here at Berlin these printers, having acquired soine skill in manipulating Tibetan type, 
were able to use some "new and very clear Tibetan type" that had been "cut under Jaeschke's 
direction." This same type, with some variation, would be used by the Berlin printers some 
two to four years later to produce the entire New Testament. The original specimen of 
letters for the type face used at Berlin, incidentally. had been made by a Tibetan scribe fiom 
the Zangskar district near Leh (whose religious tradition had been the same as that of 
Sangye Phuntsog, the Tibetan teacher of Csoma de Koros); and according to the authors 
of one history of the Tibetan Bible, this creation of the Zangskar scribe was "still a source of 
pleasure to the Tibetans."" As its title would perhaps indicate, the particular importance 
of the Tihetan-Englisk Dictionai-. is the fact that it distinguishes between different dialects; 
it also differentiates between periods and includes numerous examples; and hence it still is 
valuable for scholars, especially students of classical Tibetan. Even as recently as 2003 it 
was still being reprinted in an unabridged edition.* It is no surprise, then, that John Bray 
should have called it Jaeschke's linguistic masterpiece. 

Bath these works-the Graminar and the Dictionary-became almost instant classics: 
"a mine of infomlation," observed Moravian Walter Asboe, "for which al1 the missionaries 
who followed hiin are devoutly thankful." Without the Dictionary, this longtime West Himalaya 
Mission worker added, "we might as well [have speiit] a lifetime in a fniitless stmggle to 
understand the Tibetan Bible. written, as i t  is, in the classical language."'? These grammatical 
and lexicographical achievements of Jaeschke's had. without question. a decided hearing on 
the first and foremost of al] bis literary exertions: his chief coinmission. the translation of the 

* Mineola NY: Dover Publications Inc.. 2003. 
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Scriptures into Tibetan. And the very first h i t  of his labors in this direction, as was alluded 
to earlier, was the Harmony of the Gospels, which came forth fiom the Kyelang press in 
1860. This would be followed by the printing of other portions of Scripture translated into 
Tibetan by this great linguist and scholar. 

1 

Now the two main principles which seemed to have guided Jaeschke and his contemporary 
Moravians with respect to Bible translation work on the one hand and colporteur publications 
about the Biblical faith on the other were probably no better enunciated and summanzed 
than by what was succinctly written on the subject by Dr. Karl R. Marx of the Moravian 
Medical Mission at Leh. Although his main missionary focus had obviously been medical in 
nature, Dr. Marx had also briefly dabbled in translation work himself. For instance, he had 
translated into popular Tibetan the first half of John Bunyan's Pilgrim S Progress before his 
untimely death in 1891. In a letter written from Leh in February 1887, Marx wrote in part as 
follows: 

The knowledge of the [local] Tibetan dialect is not sufficient for al1 purposes. The 
[Jaeschke] New Testament is translated into the most refined literary language, and 
this must be so, as the people would think the holy words desecrated by translation 
into their everyday language. But when it is a question of making the people acquainted 
with the contents of the New Testament, it would be a mistake to make use of the 
literary language: in such a case a compromise between the two dialects [colloquial 
and literary] is nece~sary.~~ 

Jaeschke obviously subscribed unhesitatingly to Marx's first principle, in part for the 
reason given by Marx. But a far more important reason for Jaeschke's preference of the 
classical or book language over any of the numerous local colloquial dialects of western 
Tibet was the fact that this literary language, in the words of Moravian Samuel Ribbach, 
was the one language which was "fairly well comprehended by the educated in al1 parts of 
Tibet fiom East to West"; whereas "the dialects [varied] greatly, even in neighboring valleys, 
and were not understood by tribes living far a ~ a r t . " ~ ~  Furthermore, none of the local dialects 
had as yet been reduced to writing. In addition, John Bray has critically observed that a text 
like the New Testament, if translated into the chos skad-the Tibetan religious literary 
language-would more likely be taken seriously; whereas a text translated into the colloquial 
phal skad "risked being mocked as a rustic curiosity." A further consideration for choosing 
classical Tibetan, as Bray has also observed, was the fact that it "permitted greater precision 
in the expression of theological terms," although even in classical Tibetan, he notes, it was 
sometimes difficult to find "appropriate words for expressing Christian thought" in a literav 
language that had been "developed for the exposition of Buddhist philosophy."*'i 

'This challenge, Bray observes, had applied even to the word for "God." Pointing out thai the term Lho, 
employed for a local deity, was "obviously inappropriate," Jaeschke had opted to use the phrase dkon mckog, 
signifying "the precious one." Even so, explains Bray, this was "norrnally associated" with the term dkon 
mchog gsum, the "three precious gernsV-i.e., the so-called Buddhist trinity of Buddha, Dharma and Sangha. 
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Apparently these were some of the conclusions Jaeschke had come to afier a lengthy 
stay in early 1865 near the Tibetan border in Northeast India for the purpose of irnproving 
his knowledge of the Lhasa dialect and thoroughly exarnining Tibetan literature (his favorite 
work proving to be, incidentally, the 100,000 Songs of Milarepa-the "poet laureate" of 
Tibet). In January and February of that year he had first spent five long weeks at Calcutta 
during which he had consumed most ofhis time rummaging through the Museum Library of 
the Royal Asiatic Society. There, wrote the Moravian, he had obtained "some very useful 
and interesting data with reference to the Tibetan language and Buddhism." Moreover, the 
German scholar was able to bring back with him to Kyelang for ftrther study several 
important books from the Society's Library which, instead of having to laboriously copy 
entirely while in Calcutta, were most kindly presented to him as gifts by that institution's 
President and Secretary. 

From the Bengal capital Jaeschke next made his way up to Da rjeeling where his intent 
was to penetrate farther into Sikkim and to make one of its oldest monasteries (Pema- 
yangtse, the official center of religion in the country) his temporary dwelling place where he 
could engage the services of some leamed lama as would be recommended to him by 
Tschebu Lama, the Vizier of Sikkim, who at this time happened to be staying in Darjeeling. 
But Jaeschke was foiled in this desire, in part by the war then being waged in neighboring 
Bhutan between that country and the British who dissuaded him fiom such a purpose. 
Instead, the Tibetan Bible translator decided to stay at Darjeeling where he now hoped, he 
declared in one of his letters, to "make far more advance in thorough acquaintance with the 
Tibetan language here than in the western provinces" of Indo-Tibet. 

Consequently, for the next two months Jaeschke remained at the Himalayan hiIl station 
leaming as much as he could about the Tibetan language and culture from such authorities 
as Tschebu Lama and others. Only in late May did he finally tear himself away fiom this 
endeavor and depart for Simla and Kotgarh and on back to Kyelang, which he reached by 
the end of June 1865. He returned to his western Tibetan mission station fiom his sojoum 
near "the eastern provinces" imbued with an even greater determination to "keep clear," in 
the words ofhis close colleague of a later day, Frederick Redslob, "of differences in provincial 
dialects and try Our utmost to render the translation in the book language of Tibet." For 
Jaeschke had come to realize, if he had not done so before, that the Tibetan language is 
spoken in a much purer dialect in Central and East Tibet than in the neighborhood of Kyelang.% 

Even so, the old classical language of the sacred Buddhist writings differed so much 
from the colloquial, noted Ribbach, that it seemed to the simple Tibetan of that day almost 
like a foreign tongue. As Julius Weber, the German Moravian stationed at Poo, whimsically 
explained: "the colloquial is as widely different froin the literary language as the dialect of a 
Black Forest peasant from pure High German"; little wonder, then, that the literary Tibetan 
could not be so easily understood by the uneducated." A more definitive idea of what 
Jaeschke and his colleagues were up against can perhaps be ascertained from a passage 
written bv William McGovern. He was the American Tibetologist and scholar of Tibetan 
~uddhism who in 1922 and 1923 would travel in disguise through much of Central Tibet and 

Nevertheless, adds Bray, it  had been the hope of this German lin uist that "the Christian sense of  the word 
would hecorne generally accepted with time and frequcnt usagehray.  "The Contribution of the Momvian 
Mission in Tibetan Language and Literature," Lzrngta (Winter 1998):s. 
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even stay for nearly two months at Lhasa. Concerning the multiplicity of dialects he 
encountered in the Land of Mountains and Monks, McGovern wrote the following 
observations in a volume published a year aftenvards which recounted his adventures: 

Dialects are very common in Tibet; nearly every village has verbal variations peculiar 
to itself. This was, of course, one of the chief reasons that 1 got through undetected, 
for 1 could always put accentua1 errors down to some outlying dialect. These variations 
of Tibetan speech can be grouped under three or four inaiii headings. 

In the first place, the two main types of Tibetan population, the nomads and the 
towii-dwellers, have each tended to Jevelop linguistically along lines of their own, 
tliough for the most part the two types are able to understand eacli other. Ainong the 
settled coniniunities of Central Tibet, the Tsang dialect as spoken in Shigatse and the 
II dialect as spoken in Lhasa hold the field. There are probably as many people who 
speak the one as the other, though at present the greater political preponderance of 
Lhasa tends to niake the U dialect the official language of the upper classes al1 over the 
country. 

Outside of the central provinces, the principal Tibetan dialects, some of thein very 
far removed one fioin the other, are Ladakhi, spoken in the far west of Tibet, and 
Kliainpa, spohen in the great Kliani province, wliich lies betweeii Tibet proper aiid 
Chiiia. Finally the Rhutanese, the Sikkiinese and the Sherpa, or the Tibetan inhabitants 
ofNepal, have each a spccially developed Tibetaii dialect of their own. The Mongolians 
and the Chinese who have taken the trouble to learn Tibetan (and inany Mongolians, 
particularly, sprak Tibctan very well) seeiii, in nearly al1 cases, io have acquired a 
Kham ac~ei i i . '~  

In the face of such a nionunlental challenge, Jaeschke and his colleagues, confronted 
with the problem ofwhich variety ofTibetan would be niost appropriate for the Holy Scriptures, 
did their very best to resolve the laiiguage dilemina by casting their Tibetan translation ofthe 
New Testament into what Joseph Gergan of a later day terrned "a simple semi-classical 
tongue," an adaptation of the piirely classical and literary Tibetan which, it was hoped, again 
quoting Joseph, "could be understood easily by al1 classes and readers."" Indeed, after 
weighing al1 diificulties which faced the Moravian missionaries at tliis tiine, it is John Bray's 
consideredjudginent that in spite of certain well-recognized disadvatitages in liaving done 
so, "there can be little doubt that Jaeschke was right to choose the . . . book language" of 
classical Tibetan in a simplified adaptational forrn. rather than any coinmon tongue variant, 
as the basis for his Tihetan New Testament translation e n d e a v o r ~ . ~ ~  Nevertheless, despite 
the compromise, as described by Joseph, between the two extreines of literary and colIoquial 
Tibetan, the result-which still possessed a predominant classical character to it-would 
become a thomy issue that would challenge the wisdoin, ability aiid patience of the inost 
gifted and capable Tibetan Bible translators for the next one hundred years."' 

Yet given Jaescl&e's penchant for classical Tibetan, it may nonetheless come as a surprise 
to some to leam that he strongly embraced as well the second principle enunciated by 
Marx. For Jaeschke believed that gospel words in Tibetan dealing with the contents of the 
Bible, the Christian faith, and other related inatters ought to be as close to the vemacular of 
the people as possible so that Tibet& readers might be able to understand clearly the ~ibl ical  
message. Ln the Preface to his monumental Tibetan dictionary, for example, he wrote: 
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Ir seemed to me tliat. if Buddhist readers were to be brougkt into contact with Biblical 
and Christian ideas, the introduction to so foreign and strange a train of thought, and 
one making the largest demands upoi~ the character and the imagination, had best be 
made through the medium of a phraseology and dictation as simple, as clear, and as 
popular as possible. My instrument must be . . . no1 a iechnical, but the vulgar tongue. 
Thus, . . . it became my duty to embrace every oppominity, with which my presence on 
the spot favored me, to hace the living powers of words and of expressions through 
their consecutive historical applications, till 1 reached their last signification in their 
modem equivalents, as these are embodied in the provincial dialects of the native 
tribes of our own timea6? 

To this second principle Jaeschke did indeed diligently apply himself when it came to 
productions of school textbooks as well as various tracts and pamphlets aimed at enlightening 
both children and adults about the contents of the Christian faith. To this end Jaeschke had 
set about translating the Moravian Holy Week readinps into the Ladakhi dialect and, together 
with his colleagues, printing a series ofTibetan hymn books, liturgies and tracts-the latter 
having even included several of Martin Luther's sermons.b3 

With tlie exception of Hebrews and Revelation, this eminent scholar was able to translate 
the entire New Testament prior to his premature retum to Europe in late 1868 due to his ill- 
health, caused by severe rheumatism, and the breakdown of his wife's physical constitution. 
Tortured though he was by fiequent and severe headaches, Jaeschke still pursued his work 
quietly at his own home. At the same time he was able to keep in touch with his successor 
in the work on the field until his death at Hemhut in late September of 1883. In al1 these 
labors of his extending over his twelve years on the mission field-and whether that have 
been the translation of the New Testament itself into Tibetan or the translation of the many 
ancillary literary and scholastic works inentioned earlier-Jaeschke had been greatly aided 
by several gifted indigenous informants of his own. These included not only the converted 
and liiglily talented Buddhist priest from Lhasa, Nathanael Zodpa Gyaltsan, but also two 
other native speakers of Tibetan who had found tlieir way to Kyelang along the well- 
traveled pilerimage and trade route between Tibet and Ladakh: an unidentified Lhasan 
monk who had wandered for several years in western Tibet, and still another monk, Chosphel 
by name. who had llailed from Trashilhunpo Monastery at Shigat~e."~ 

Without question, Heinrich Jaeschke had been a man to whose labors was owed one of 
the great advances in the study of the Tibetan language. "This scholarly linguist," declared 
the judicious eleventh edition of the Encyclo,med~cl Brirannica in 191 1 ,  "did not confine 
hiinselfto the classical period like Csonia [de Koros of Hungary before him], but extended 
his iiivestigations to the language as a whole, and provided Europeans for the first time with 
the ineans of niaking a practical study of modem Tibetan and the speech of the people."M 
In his clironicle of Moravian Missions around the world J. E. Hutton wrote in 1923 that on 
the value of this giant ofTibetan studies "two great scholars passed judgment. Dr. Müller, of 
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Oxford, declared that in due time his work would have important results; and the real tmth 
of the matter is that Jaeschke's work in Tibetan may, without exaggeration, be compared to 
that of Liddell and Scott in Greek, or Lewis and Short in Latin."65 And John Bray, in a more 
recent scholarly study on the Tibetan Bible (1991), has written that though Jaeschkeys 
"painstaking pursuit of perfection" was "never reached to his complete satisfaction," his 
"fastidioiisness is the mark of a great scholar." And though his work, added Bray, did 
ultimately have to be revised, the great Moravian linguist and scholar had nonetheless "laid 
the foundations on which al1 subsequent Tibetan Bible translation was built." Therefore, 
"the scale of his achievement should not be ~nderest imated."~~ 

It must be observed, however, that these achievements, though undeniably great, cannot 
hide the fact that the labors by which these achievements were attained had as their motive 
not the praise of men in having made noteworthy contributions to linguistic science but the 
"well done" of his Lord in having provided the means for effecting more easily the 
communication of the Christian gospel to a needy Tibetan populace. As this great linguist 
had himself confessed in the Preface to his scholarly Tibetan dictionary, "The chief motive 
of al1 Our exertions lay always in the desire to facilitate and to hasten the spread of the 
Christian religion . . . among the millions of Buddhists who inhabit Central Asia, and who 
speak and read in Tibetan idiom~."~' And certainly no task of Jaeschke's could have furthered 
that aim more effectually than the one to which he had so sacrificially applied al1 his linguistic 
talents: the creation of the Tibetan Bible. Surely for this he must have indeed received the 
"well done" of Heaven. As an epitaph for his tombstone, in fact, the Moravians at Hermhut 
selected two short sentences in Tibetan-a quotation from Jaeschke's New Testament 
translation: "Well done thou good and faithful servant. Enter into the joy of thy Lord." 

Now, though, Jaeschke's passing from the scene had removed a linguist and translator 
of the first rank: "a man as talented and diligent as he was humble and retiring," noted his 
former French pupil, "an earnest Christian of quiet devotion, extraordinarily tender conscience, 
and rare faithfulness." His linguistic accomplishments, particularly as they pertained to the 
New Testament translation, were still highly valued some seventy years later by members 
of a translation team that even then were contemplating a third revision of the New Testament. 
For example, one of its team members, Pierre Vittoz, who was the last Moravian missionary 
from Europe to labor in the Himalaya, was moved to comment that Jaeschke "was a genius, 
a true linguistic genius, as we here and there discover with a smile after we have battled in 
vain around a verse when we find how simply he solved his problem." It  would be a long 
time before the world would again see the likes of a Heinrich Jaeschke, whose monumental 
talents and abilities towered so decisively over al1 others of his contemporaries on the Tibetan 
mission field. Said the Moravian Tibetan Mission superintendent of a later day,  alter Asboe- 
"When one thinks of Jaeschke's tremendous work as a lexicographer and translator, one 1s 
irresistibly reminded of Goldsmith's lines, which are so fitting as applied to that good and 
scholarly translator: 

'And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew, 
That one small head should carry al1 he kne~. ' ' '~ '  
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Within a few years after Jaeschke's return to Europe, however, anothcr Moravian 
missionary, by the name of Frederick Adolphus Redslob, and his wife, arrived on "the 
translation scene" in 1872. It may be recalled that this couple were to become the key 
founders of the Leh mission station in 1885 and for two years just prior to that would k 
stationed at Poo. He would at this moment, though, become the successor to Jaeschke in 
heading up the Bible translation ~ o r k . ' ~  This giant of a missionary, together with his Tibetan 
colleague Nathanael, would now supply the two heretofore untranslated New Testament 
books of Hebrews and Revelation; they together would also revise one last time al1 the 
other New Testament books previously translated by Jaeschke: so that at Berlin between 
1883 and 1885 the entire Tibetan New Testament was finally able to be printed, the complete 
cost of which was sustained by the London-based British and Foreign Bible Society.70 

Although the "father" of the Tibetan New Testament did not himself live to see it pnnted, 
he did have the joy of correcting the proofs until his growing infirmity in 1882 had required 
him to request that they be forwarded to Redslob for completion. Moreover, with Jaeschke's 
death, two brethren in Gennany, pupils of his, who had given him assistance earlier with the 
Tibetan-Geman Dictionary, were engaged to read the final proofs as the first edition of five 
thousand copies was being carried through the press at Berlin. The New Testament was 
produced, incidentally, in two volumes: volume one contained the four Gospels, printed "in 
the square shape common to Tibetan books"; and volume two contained the rest of the 
New Testament, printed in the ordinary book form. The first copies printed of both volumes 
reached Leh in 1885, to where the Moravian Mission would soon thereafier move its 
headquarters fiom Kyelang. Leh would now become the new center in which to set up the 
West Himalaya Mission's printing press as a focal point fiom which to begin distribution of 
their New Testament far and wide, although Kyelang's lithographic press would continue to 
produce its own publications well into the 1920s." 

Redslob and Nathanael next undertook the Old Testament for translation. 'rhey, together 
with Br. Heyde, soon completed Genesis and Exodus-both of which were published at 
Kyelang in 1881; and in the later stages both the missionary and the ex-Lama convert 
completed the entire Pentateuch (the first five books of the Old Testament). (In fact, it was 
Redslob who would translate most of the books fiom Genesis to J ~ s h u a . ) ~ ?  The Moravian 
Mission's Iithographic hand press at Kyelang could once more speedily send forth these 
first two books ofthe Holy Scriptures too. The Psalrns was the next project Redslob undertook 
which turned out to be his last before he died at Leh in 1891." He was assisted in this 
translation effort by one of his dear Tibetan friends, the ex-Laina Gergan, bho  himself, i t  
will be recalled, died in 1890, the very year Gergan Tharchin was born at Poo. Of interest is 
the fact that this book was done in metrical form: in meter which was fainiliar in classical 
Tibetan. I t  was eventually printed at Calcutta. Once again, the Bible Sociev, as on former 
occasions, bore the cost for the printing of al1 the above-named books of the ~ i b l e . ' ~  
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As the old century was drawing to a close, however, the "great linguistic controversy" 
alluded to earlier now surfaced in earnest as a matter to be dealt with. It will be remembered 
that Jaeschke's New Testament, although cast in an adaptational form, had nonetheless 
basically used the written or book language of Tibet; that is to Say, the "classical" or Lhasan 
Tibetan. Yet, as explained earlier, the Land of Snows, like many mountainous States, was a 
country of numerous dialects, with people of one district or valley-even of one village!- 
unable to understand the dialect of another. And hence, even though the classical was 
indeed comrnon throughout Tibet, it was intelligible to only a minority: the educated. Especially 
was the rnarked difference in language a thorny problem in understanding between westem 
or Indian Tibet-where the Moravians were at work-and the various regions to the east 
where missionaries of other mission bands were working along the Sino-Tibetan border and 
at DarjeelingIGhoom. Over the years since the publication of the Jaeschke New Testament, 
these latter workers had become increasingly critical of the choice of the classical language 
as the basis for the Bible translation. They were also critical of the publication because of 
printer's mistakes to be found in its pages. This, together with a request to the British and 
Foreign Bible Society from the Moravian Mission in 1896 that a new edition of the same 
Jaeschke New Testament be reprinted, served as a catalyst to impel many-especially the 
Scandinavian Alliance Mission workers-to demand that a revision of the Tibetan New 
Testament be made which would more fully satisfy al1 those concerned with the 
communication of the Christian gospel to the people of the Great Closed Land living within 
and without its borders. For it was their contention that the Jaeschke version presented 
more than a little dificulty to those ordinary Tibetan folk with whom they dealt and that 
furthemore it was their view that a great deal of it was either incorrect or else leaned too 
heavily towards the westem Tibetan dialect. These Christian workers in the Ghoorn/Darjeeling 
area therefore felt there was good reason to have a new version of the New Testament. 

In one sense this development was actually in line with a change of view which had 
occurred in the thinking of Dr. Marx at Leh at the time afier 1887 when he had begun to 
uphold the principle of classical literary purity in the translation of the Bible. For in the last 
letter to his brother before his death just four years later, Marx expressed his "hope that a 
translation of the Scriptures in vernacular Tibetan would be blessed to a wider dissemination 
of Divine Truth than the present books [of the Bible being] issued in Lamaistic Tibetan [i.e., 
refined literary Tibetan], which is not the spoken tongue of the people." The demand for a 
New Testament revision was also in keeping with the stated belief, expressed by Br. ~ e d s l o b  
hiinself, that "in later years . . . when the Tibetan language is more thoroughly known than it 
is at present [1882], many emendations will be made.. ."7' This was doubtless reflective of 
Jaeschke's sentiments as well, since (a) Redslob had first studied the Tibetan language 
under his tutelage back in Europe sometime between 1869 and 1872 just prior to coming to 
Kyelang7' and (b) Jaeschke had emphasized on several occasions himself that, as John 
Bray has summarized the words of the great Moravian, "his own translation could only be 
tentative and that it would need to be revised, preferably by an ec;~ . -d native Tibetan- 
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speaker with a deep understanding of Christianity," and noting further that because it would 
require at least one generation before such Tibetan-speakers could be raised up, "the first 
translations were bound to be imperfect."" Modest in his own assessment of his work, 
Jaeschke had viewed his role as simply that of a pioneer laying a basis for the emergence of 
a new and more enlightened generation ofTibetan believers who could cany on the work of 
translation.'' The making of Redslob's "emendations" and more would now begin to corne 
to pass; for as a consequence of the convincing case which was presented the Brble Society 
representative in Calcutta by the Darjeeling area missionaries that a revision of the New 
Testament be inaugurated, a small Committee representing differing viewpoints was 
established in 1897 by the Society and began to meet at Ghoom in 1 898. 

This hiIl station was chosen for its location near the Tibetan frontier and near in addition 
to representatives of the Bible Society in India, as well as for the fact that many of the 
inhabitants in and around Ghoom itself were of ethnic Tibetan stock. Moreover, al1 but one 
of the Committee members appointed were based in the district of Darjeeling. As sponsor 
the Bible Society had agreed to finance the venture and provide for the publication of the 
results emerging from the Committee, whose primary task was "to suit. as much as possible, 
the book language of Jaeschke's translation of the Bible to the Tibetan of  everyday 
conversation." Indeed, it was said some four decades aftenvards that one of the Committee's 
members, the Eurasian David Macdonald, had shared the view that it had been his intention 
in these revision endeavors to employ "such language as an average Tibetan would be able 
to ~nderstand."'~ 

The Revision Committee consisted of people whose names for the most part should by 
this time be familiar to the reader. It would have as its Chief Reviser the Rev. A. W. Heyde, 
who having had nearly forty-five years experience on the northwestem Indo-Tibetan frontier 
had been associated with the then New Testament version from its very beginning. He 
whose head was "as hoary as the snow peaks amid which he had toiled so long" would now 
be trarisferred from Kyelang to Ghoom "on temporary loan" to the Bible Society for the 
purpose of heading up the Revision Committee's w ~ r k . ~ "  Like Heyde, the other members 
were experts in the Tibetan language and a few of them were also veteran missionaries 
who had been working with the Tibetan peoples. These other members, who were to serve 
on the Committee as representatives of eastern Tibetan, were at one time or another the 
following: (a) the future British Trade Agent at Gyantse in Tibet, Dakid Macdonald (who at 
this time was still stationed as a Bengal civil servant in the GhoomDarjeeling area," he not 
going to Tibet as Trade Agent till 1905); (b) Edward Amundsen who, with his wife, were 
mentioned in Volume 1, Chapter 5 of the present narrative as having lefi their work as 
members of the "Tibetan Band" of the China Inland Mission along the Sino-Tibetan frontier 
when driven out in 1900 by the Boxer Rebellion and having soon thereafter joined the 
Scandinavian Alliance Mission (SAM) in its work at Ghoom; (c) Re\. John F. Fredrickson. 
leader of the same Ghoom-based SAM, who upon his death in late 1900 was replaced on the 
Committee by Amundsen; (d) Rev. Evan Mackenzie from Kalimpong, who, it will be recalled, 
had been the primary founder of the Christian work among the Tibetans in and around that 
hill station and who later was succeeded in the work by Gergan Tharchin himself; and (e) 
Rev. Dr. Graham Sandberg, Anglican Chaplain of the Darjeeling hi11 stationR' and a Tibetan 
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scholar of vast repute, who, though not an official member of the Committee, nonetheless 
made himself available to its members for advice and consultation.*8J 

A. W. Young, the then Acting Secretary of the Calcutta Auxiliary of the British and 
Foreign Bible Society, has provided some insight into this Committee's deliberations-at 
least in the later stages of its revision labors, which were to last into late 1902. Rev. Young 
had an opportunity in late 190 1 to visit the Committee at work in Br. and Sr. Heyde's home 
that was located either within or very near the same "strong stone building" of Evelyn 
Cottage so well known later to Gergan Tharchin and with which by now the reader must be 
quite familiar. At this time the Cottage constituted the central structure of SAM'S headquarters. 
It may be recalled that by 1898 the Mission's Tibetan Press, a gift of Fredrik Franson, had 
been put into operation. It occupied a room within Evelyn Cottage where by 190 1 it would be 
producing sections of the Revised New Testament on almost a daily basis and by 1903 the 
entire New Testament itself. 

After visiting awhile with the Heydes, Young was on that same day joined in their home 
by David Macdonald and Amundsen. Immediately the Committee got down to one of their 
working sessions, the Bible Society representative describing what then took place: 

. . . We enter upon serious discussion of methods and plans for printing the Tibetan 
New Testament. Proof sheets in the fine Tibetan character are handed round, and 
questions of type and other technical details considered; fiom that it was a short step 
to the nice question as to how far dialects should be represented, and whether or not 
two distinct Bibles will be required in the future for the people of the Eastern and 
Western Himalayas respectively. 

From problems of production we pass on to distribution, and Mr. Amundsen has to 
describe long tours undertaken, and [Gospel portions of the revised Scriptures] sold 
to Tibetan traders on the frontier, who, retuming to their own jealously guarded land, 
c a r y  the priceless treasure with them, and unconsciously become sowers of the Word 
and instruments in God's hand for carrying forward the message of salvation and 
peace. 

* It may be of interest to note that theie was yet another member of the Committee whose name has iiever, to 
this author's knowledge, ever appeared in any account of the history of the creation of the Tibetan Bible. The 
present author only came across this individual's naine when while engaged in his research in Kalimpong he 
stuinbled across a copy of an extraordinary piece of scholarship dealing in part with Christian missionar) 
activity among TibetanIBhutia-speaking peoples in the eastern Himalayas. This scholarly publication by Dr. 
Cindy L. Perry, published in 1997, mentions in several places the name of Kjenrab, "a former Tibetan monk 
from Lhasa who had converted to Christianity" in the early 1890s through the encouragement of SAM and 
Finnish Alliance Mission missionaries. He then served as a fellow worker in the Christian gospel with various 
missionaries at such places as Lachen in North Sikkim, Buxa Duar in British Bhutan near the Bhutan border, 
and with two lady missionaries traveling for six weeks through Nepal on an evangelistic tour up to very near 
the Tibetan border. Then, in 1901, Kjenrab "returned to Ghoom where he assisted in the revision of the Tibeian 
Bible into the Lhasa dialect" during the latter stages of this work. Totally, writes Perry, "the revising of the 
New Testaincnt took ten years and the translation known as 'the Ghoom Bible' was highly appreciated amoW 
language experts." See Perry, Nepali around the Mbrld, 107, 129 note 14 1, 138,422,424,425, See especially 
424 where Kjenrab is listed among the names of other individuals who comprised the New Testament Revision 
Cornmittee headed by Moravian missionary Heyde. This is al1 according to retired inissionary of the Free 
Church of Finland Himalayan Mission, Miss Vappu Rautamaki, whose unpublished Finnish-language account, 
translated into English under the title of "The Free Church of Finland Hiinalayan Mission and the ~epalese," 
appears in Perry's volume as Appendix F, 420-42. 
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While still alive, Rev. Fredrickson had been engaged in correcting the proofs and printing 
those separate portions of the revision which were ready for final printing and distribution. 
But with the death of SAM'S Ghoom Director in September 1900 the superintendence of 
the printing was handed over to Mr. Amundsen who carefully continued the work of supplying 
the separately printed revised Gospels for distribution, which according to the British Bible 
Society "were very quickly sold." 

When the work of the Revision Committee was finally concluded, the Bible Society 
issued its first complete edition in 1903, which was brought out in 17 fascicles at Ghoom. 
Soon after, however, the Scandinavian Alliance Tibetan Mission Press at Ghoom would 
issue a one-volume edition of the entire New Testament which would be the one used by 
Gergan Tharchin, when a teen-ager, in his devotions and Bible study. In 191 3 a complete 
single-bound volume edition of this same New Testament, which had separate pagination 
for each of the original 17 fascicles, was reset and reprinted, with some minor corrections 
incorporated into it, at Shanghai that resulted in it sometimes being referred to as "the 
Shanghai version." This same edition was reprinted a decade later at Shanghai. 

With the end of the Committee's devoted labors in 1902, its President Rev. Heyde was 
honored by the Bible Society in London for his work on the Tibetan New Testament revision: 
he was made an Honorary Foreign Member of the Society. By the end of May the Heydes 
themselves were back at Hermhut in Germany after an unintempted fi@-year absence! 

Despite the laudable efforts of President Heyde and his Comrnittee colleagues, however. 
the "great linguistic controversy" would not go away as most had initially hoped and expected 
would be the outcome of these revision efforts. For one thing there was a deep division 
among the Committee's membership as to what fundamental direction to take in their labors. 
In a letter he wrote in 1912 to the Bible Society in London, A. H. Francke hinted at what 
President Heyde had had to contend with in his dealings with the Committee: 

The Revision Committee would have completed its work in less time if they had taken 
Jaeschke's translation as a basis. lnstead of using it, they started afresh and were on 
the best way of making a new translation wnich was a "Ballhorn" version of the first. 
as we Say in German. "Ballhorn" means "making matters worse by trying to irnprove 
them." As soon as Ballhorn came in sight Heyde rose and led thern back to Jaeschke. 
Mr. Heyde never allowed me to tell other people what he had to go through with the 
Revision Cornmittee, and 1 am not tellingyou about it. 1 am only hinting at it." 

For another thing the work at Ghoom had actually resulted in merely apartial revision since 
only the four Gospels and Acts had been tlioroughly dealt with by the Cornmittee. Consequently, 
the New Testament revision hammered out at Ghoom which, in the words of Cecil Polhill, 
had been "revised into colIoquial Lhasa," failed to be totally acceptable to the Chnstians in 
Indo-Tibet to the west. For instance, August Francke, writing in 19 10, felt that the Scandinavian 
Alliance missionaries at (3hoom had undewalued the achievements of Jaeschke because in 
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his view they possessed a limited knowledge ofTibetan and had misunderstood the purpose 
of the Moravian New Testament which had been to provide an accessible classical Tibetan 
version rather than one cast in ordinary spoken Tibetan. Earlier, in June of 1902, at near the 
conclusion of the Ghoom revisers' labors, Francke had even asserted that the Scandinavian 
missionaries "ought to have asked the Bible Society to let them start a new translation in the 
common dialect of Lhasa and Darjeeling: which could perhaps be made a literary language 
by such means." Instead, the Ghoom revision had become a mixture of classical Tibetan 
and dialect that though easier to understand in some Tibetan-speaking areas, did not, in 
Francke's mind, constitute any substantial improvement on the work of Jaeschke. 

Then, too, Joseph Gergan would later complain, while in the midst of his own translation 
labors, that "before printing the sixty-six books of the Bible a careful correction and revision 
of the whole is v e r -  necessary. In some passages the Darjeeling revisers [of 19031 spoilt 
the New Testament." A month later he voiced another concern, as he looked ahead to what 
he felt would be the need for a more encompassing revision committee: "Before the whole 
Bible is printed in Tibetan, it is very important to have the whole of it revised by a committee 
of Tibetans from western, eastem, and central Tibet, together with a scholar who knows 
Hebrew and Greek." At least from this Tibetan Bible translater's perspective, the Ghoom 
revisers' efforts-as laudable as they most certainly were-to achieve wider acceptance 
of the results of their labors by opting, in the spirit of compromise, to colloquialize the 
Lhasan language of the educated Tibetans rather than to overtum the classical Tibetan in its 
entirety, had nevertheless not solved the problem. 

It  soon became clear that as a general rule, the Christians living in the Indo-Tibetan area 
of the Western Himalayas still preferred Jaeschke's original translation. (For the present 
reader's interest, of course, there was at least one very notable exception to this general 
preference: Gergan l'harchin, who while living during his teen years at Poo, Simla and Delhi 
had used the new revision in his daily devotions. Furthemore, the reader will recall froin 
Volume 1, Chapter 4 of the present work that it was this very version which in fact figured 
so decisively in bringing this young man to Ghoom in 19 12.) Lamentably, it may be observed, 
Ladakhi Christians soon felt compelled to consult the Urdu New Testament as a help in 
understanding what the Ghoom revision meant!" It was evident from Rev. Young's report 
of late 1901 that the Committee members were themselves aware that their revision efforts 
might still not find among Tibetans everywhere a sufficient degree of acceptance. lndeed. 
they had even mused quite openly and seriously about the very real possibility that two 
distinct Bible versions might be necessary in the future to meet the language needs of 
Tibetans living in the eastem and western Himalayas, respectively. At this point, though. 
only a few outside the Committee-for example, Francke-could bring themselves to voice 
such a sentiment; instead, successive efforts, at least witli regard to the New Testament, 
would be made to avoid that eventuality if at al1 possible. Indeed, nearly a half centurY 
would go by before the Ghoom New Testament would be replaced by the ~ublication in 
1948 of the first entire Tibetan Bible. As a matter of fact, up to this very day since 1948 the 
Ghoom New Testament lias continued to have its defenders."" 
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Meanwhile, attention would now be focused on completing the translation into Tibetan of 
al1 the Old Testament. With the death of Redslob in 1891, the mantle of responsibility would 
fall upon others. Early into the twentieth century, recently-amved Moravians from Europe 
to the West Himalaya Mission stations would pick up where others had lefi off and continue 
the translation of the Old Testament books. As early as 1900 a cornmittee of these Moravians 
had been formed for the purpose of preparing Redslob's manuscnpts for eventual publication 
and for translating additional Old Testament books. This committee consisted of the Brn. 
Schreve of Poo, Ribbach of Leh, Fichtner of Simla, and the cornmittee's greatest scholar, A. 
H. Francke of Leh, Khalatse and Kyelang (who would also, incidentally, create translated 
versions of the New Testament Gospel of St. Mark in Ladakhi and in the Lahuli dialects of 
Bunan, Tinan and Manchad). These members would subsequently be joined by Dr. F. E. 
Shawe of Leh, and the committee itself would be assisted by at least three prominent 
Christian Ladakhi converts (al1 of whom have been mentioned at one time or another already 
in the present narrative andlor its End-Notes): Paulu Jor Phuntsog, Samuel Joldan (son of' 
Sodnam Stobkyes), and Ch~mphel .~ '  

Before proceeding further, a few words need to be interjected here concerning this 
committee's preeminent Moravian member, August Hermann Francke (1870-1930). He 
was named after famed Halle University Professor, August Hermann Francke, under whose 
care and training Count Zinzendorf himself had been placed when a student back in the 
early eighteenth century. The younger Francke received his earliest education in his native 
town of Giiadenfrei in Silesia, after which he enroiled in the Moravian teacher training 
college at Niesky. And between 1891 and early 1895 Francke taught at a Moravian boarding 
school in Kleinwelka (near Bautzen). One of Francke's pupils, Hans-Wildekinde Jannasch, 
has provided a portrait of his teacher in which, notes John Bray, "it is easy to recognize the 
future Himalayan traveler and enthusiast for Ladakh's history, language and epics." 
Paraphrasing the portrait by Jannasch, Bray has remarked as follows: 

Francke bon the boys' hearts because of the way he was able to identify with them and 
enter into their lives, while also educating them by involving them in his oun \-aried 
interests. Francke made a point of learning the language of the Sorbs (a Slav minority 
in eastem Gennany)-while also embarking on the study of Sanskrit. On one of his 
holidays he traveled to Scotland where he visited castles. dreu sketches and collected 
folk songs. 

From the Kleinwelka boarding school Francke would now travel to Fairfield in Derbyshire, 
England, where he enrolled as a student in the Moravian College, studying, among other 
subjects, botli Greek and Hebrew. But because of this meager level of attainment, this 
language study would assist him little in his later Bible translation endeavors. For his study at 
the College was cut short by the cal1 he received in November of 1895 to mission service in 
India. Ordained a deacon in March of the following year, he departed for Ladakh the next 
month, where he arrived in Leh two months later. 
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Having been called as a missionary to the West Himalaya Mission, Francke, like his 
other Moravian confreres, would work and wait for an opening into the Closed Land of 
Snows. Here he would remain off and on for the next twenty or so years, only twelve of 
which, however, were actually spent by Francke as a resident West Himalaya missionary. 
This was due primarily to: (a) the necessity of having to return to Europe more fiequently 
than otherwise because of the ill-health of his wife Dora, and (b) the outbreak of war 
between Germany and Great Britain in 191 4 (see below). He soon became recognized as 
one ofthe outstanding Tibetan scholars of the first rank, in recognition of which, for example, 
the University of Breslau had in 191 1 awarded him an honorary d o c t ~ r a t e . ~ ~  A further 
indication of his high standing among the learned circles of his day is what J. Ph. Vogel had 
to Say three years later in his introduction to Francke's most memorable work of scholarship, 
his two-volume opus, Antiquities ofIndian Tibet (Calcutta, 19 14, 1926), whose first volume 
contains the results of his research travels throughout Kunawar and Ladakh investigating 
historical monuments, and the second comprising a selection of historical documents with 
translations and notes: 

It was on the strong recommendation of Dr. J. H. Marshall, CIE, Director General of 
Archaeology in India, that the Government of India applied to the Moravian Mission 
Board for the loan of the services of Dr. A. H. Francke with a view to his carrying out 
an archaeological survey of the districts which once fonned the kingdom of western 
Tibet. These mountainous regions, now belonging to the Indian Empire and therefore 
here indicated as "lndian Tibet," have never been explored by any scholar combining 
a knowledge of local history and antiquities with a thorough acquaintance of Tibetan. 
These rare accomplishments Dr. Francke had acquired in the course of his many years' 
sojourn in Ladakh and Lahul, the fi-uits whereof had been made known to the learned 
world through a series of valuable publications, among which was his History of 
Western Tibet [London, 19071. Dr. Francke was therefore singularly fitted for the 
proposed task, whilst his previous wanderings in the mountains in Indian Tibet had 
trained him to endure the severe privations and hardships which must always attend a 
journey through so inhospitable a country. We therefore owe a great debt of gratitude 
to Bishop B. LaTrobe and the Moravian Mission Board for placing the services of so 
great an explorer at the disposal of the Government of India. 

In citing Vogel's encomium of Francke's linguistic and scholarly attainments, one modern- 
day Western scholar on Tibet has taken the liberty of making what the present writer feels 
is an unjustified contrast between the attitude of Francke and that of the other and earlier 
brilliant linguist and scholar Jaeschke as to each's approach to research in the Tibetan 
language. Writes former Episcopalian minister-now Buddhist author Dr. Gary Houston: 
L b Both Jaeschke and Francke were Moravian missionaries, but Jaeschke seems to have 
been led by the desire 'to convert,' whereas Francke comes across more as a detached 
scho1ar"-with Jaeschke appearing to be "more typical of a 'missionary'." A more than 
casual reading of the vast quantity of extant Moravian literature, however, woiild, in the 
present writer's opinion, belie this assessinent of Francke when comparing the latter to 
Jaeschke. Both men's lives and careers were preeminently marked by a missionary zeal to 
share the Christian gospel by the spoken and written word among the ~ibetan-speaking 
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peoples; and whatever intellectual talents and abilities they might possess were deemed by 
them both as that which could contribute to fûlfilling fûrther the burden of their hearts of 
making known "the unsearchable riches of Christ"+specially by means of the printed 
page. But to facilitate this, each of them realized, needful academic inquiry and research 
into the Tibetan language, history and culture were required ifthe Christian Scriptures were 
to be made understandable to the Tibetan-speaking peoples in their own language. Therefore, 
they both gave themselves over to these preparatory scholarly undertakings, taking advantage 
as they did of every such opportunity which was offered them to do so. 

With respect to Francke, in particular, the missionary and scholar aspects of his life have 
most fully been laid out in John Bray's published study that appeared in 1999, too late to 
benefit Houston in his considerations. Utilizing especially Francke's letters sent from Ladakh 
during his most creative period in the West Himalaya region ( 1  896-1 906) and which had 
never been used in any previous study, Bray sought to explore "the links between [Francke's] 
dual vocation as a missionary and a researcher." These letters, added Bray, "offer an 
insight into his personal concerns and aspirations which is not available fiom any other 
source." Bray's study reflects not only upon Francke's linguistic , historical and Ladakhi 
cultural researches (the latter, e.g., being the Kesar Saga and other folk stories, folk songs, 
and folk festivals) but also upon his devotion to the strictly missionary side to his calling. 
Replete with instance upon instance of Francke's activities of this latter kind, Bray's paper 
presents him as local preacher, mission schoolteacher, personal and traveling evangelist, 
translator of Bible stories into the Ladakhi dialect, collecter of other stories for putting 
together a reader, preparer of a Ladakhi grammar, student of Buddhism, preparer of Christian 
tracts and school texts, and, of course, Bible translator. And when at one point his superiors 
had questioned him by letter whether so much time should be spent on researching and 
collecting folk songs, stories and other kinds of Ladakhi oral literature instead of concentrating 
his energies and talents on more specifically missionary and evangelistic work such as 
preaching, teaching and Bible translation, Francke replied that his various researches 
complemented his translation endeavor in that they broadened his vocabulary, provided 
insight into local religious beliefs and were a necessary means to comprehending the language 
and culture of the Ladakhi Tibetans. Lacking such comprehension, Francke pointed out, it 
would be impossible to communicate effectively. In this respect, then, Francke was not one 
whit different from Jaeschke, who himself had declared in the preface to his Dictionary that 
the one "definite object" which has "influenced my own personal linguistic researches" was 
"to make preparations for the translation of the Holy Scriptures into the Tibetan Speech." 

Now at the request ofthe Moravian Mission, the British and Foreign Bible Society made 
a contribution towards Dr. Francke's salary; and in 19 14 he left Europe again and traveled 
to lndia by way of Russia and Chinese Turkestan to carry out scientific investigations on 
behalf of the Royal Ethnological Museuin of Munich. His hope had been to visit not only the 
western Indo-Tibetan fiontier (where he had previously been stationed with his Moravian 
colleagues at Leh, Khalatse and Kyelang) but also the eastern Sino-Tibetan frontier, as well 
as travel to Darjeeling for the study there of the Lhasa dialect, and to confer with David 
Macdonald stationed at Gyantse about the Old Testament translation with which the British 
Trade Agent had also become involved. He had hoped to try to resolve with Macdonald 
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Francke's version that was based on the tentative drafts of his Moravian missionary 
colleagues."' (Al1 of these Moravian colleagues, it should be noted, but especially Francke, 
had held in very high regard Jaeschke's New Testament translation into a simple classical 
Tibetan and had wished to translate the Old Testament in a similar style.92) According to 
John Bray, who has had access to the Bible Society's archives now howed in the Cambridge 
University Library, Francke 

agreed to this arrangement but was not altogether satisfied with it because, although 
he recognized Macdonald's knowledge of colloquial Tibetan, he insisted that his was 
to be a classical Tibetan version and . . . believed that Macdonald had been partly 
responsible for the mixture of dialect and classical language in the GhoomIShanghai 
version. [Francke also] complained that Macdonald was too ready to sacrifice part of 
the original rneaning for the sake of easier language. 

As perhaps a counterweight to Macdonald's input in the review process, Francke 
recommended, and the Bible Society concurred, in having Edward Amundsen, who by this 
time since his years at Ghoom was working for the Society in western China, read through 
the drafts t ~ o . ~ )  

Nevertheless, Bray points out that as was tme iri the decade of the 1910s Macdonald 
was still far from reconciled in the 1920s to Francke's style (by the mid-1920s, it should be 
noted, Macdonald had retired from duties with the Indian Political Service in Tibet and was 
now residing at Kalimpong). This was because. writes Bray, he deemed it to be overly 
influenced by western Tibetan usage, Macdonald quoting the conclusions of some local 
learned lamas that supported his own opinions. In 1926, for exarnple, the Calcutta agent of 
the Bible Society reported the following after a meeting he had had with Macdonald: 

He States that there is an honorific and a coolie form of the language and that this 
western Tibetan form represents the coolie f o m  rather than the other. He quotes 
leamed lamas as saying that Christian tracts are written in a vulgar f o m  of Tibetan. 
'How can we believe that your religion is superior to Buddhism when the style ofyow 
scripture is inferior to ours?' . . . 1 gathered that his mode of expression would be so 
different to Francke's that he had not even the heart to indicate the difference on the 
successive drafts which we are sending him, but is just lening things go because Dr. 
Francke has the last word, as he assumes, which makes any emendations of his futile. 

In response to this report, however, Francke had this to Say: 

You may be sure that 1 value his [Macdonald's] corrections and notes very highly and 
when 1 come to prepare these chapters for our first tentative edition of the books ofthe 
Old Testament, they will al1 be studied and accepted as far as possible. 

Mr. Macdonald must not forget, however, that also in Ladakh we have geat  numbers 
of learned lamas who took their degree, so to Say, in Lhasa or Trashilhunpo, and one of 
them, a former lama [named Chomphel] from the latter place, is now one ofour Christian 
evangelists. The Ladakhi renderings are weighed against Macdonald's and other 
Darjeeling renderings and very often preference is given to the latter.w 
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It should be noted that after the unsuccessful attempt by Francke in 19 14- 15 to travel 
fiom Ladakh to Darjeeling and beyond to confer with Macdonald personally about these 
and other disagreements and problems confronting the translators and reviewers of the 
Tibetan Bible, the Moravian missionary went back to Germany never to return to the West 
Himalaya Mission again. Following the conclusion of the Great War, however, he did resume 
contact by correspondence with the Bible Society in London and the Moravian congregation 
at Leh, especially with Joseph Gergan who'had by now taken up the work of Bible translation. 
For even though Francke had become first a Lecturer and then a Professor of Tibetan in the 
Philosophical Faculty of Berlin University during the early and mid- 1920s, he was nonetheless 
to spend up to half his time on the Tibetan Bible translation endeavors (this first stage of 
revision being handled not by Tibetan Christians but by the German missionary himself at 
Berlin), for which he received a yearly grant from the Bible S ~ c i e t y . ~ '  And as had been the 
case earlier, so Francke continued his role of working through and extensively amending the 
original drafts of the Old Testament translation into Tibetan which he would subs&uently 
fonvard to Evan Mackenzie, Macdonald and others for correction and revision. Moreover, 
the Annual Report of the Calcutta Auxiliary of the Bible Society for 1927 could report that 
by that year "Mr. Tharchin, the editor of the first newspaper in Tibetan, is assisting Mr. 
Macdonald in examining Dr. Francke's draft translation of the Old Te~tarnent ."~~ 

Actually, Tharchin had replaced Mackenzie the year before in January. This development 
had occurred when the Scottish missionary had had to withdraw fiom the work due to ill- 
health. It may be recalled fiom the previous volume of the present narrative that Rev. 
Mackenzie had left the Eastern Himalayan Mission field altogether in 1924; but he had then 
been appointed by the Bible Society in London to assist in revising Francke's Old Testament 
draft translations. When it became known to missionaries in Kalimpong that Mackenzie 
would need to withdraw from the revision work, David Macdonald-at the meeting of the 
Kirk Session of Kalimpong's Tibetan congregation on 13 January 1926-had suggested 
"that Mr. Tharchin should take Mr. Mackenzie's place [in the revision of Francke's workl 
and the Kirk Session agreed to this suggestion." Present at this Session were Macdonald, 
Tharchin, and Dr. John Graham serving as M ~ d e r a t o r . ~ ~ "  

Unfortunately, the German missionary's further involvement was brought to a sudden 
end with his most untimely death in 1930, but not before he had at least been able to have 
published the Tibetan Old Testament up to 2 Chronicles, the remainder having been left in 
draft form. In due course, however, Francke's task in the translation project of checkil% 
Joseph Gergan's work and Macdonald's corrections of it was assumed by Rev. F. E. Peterl 
the only Moravian Bishop ever to be appointed for Ladakh." During the 1930s, and utilizing 
Francke's draft as the basis for their own ongoing endeavors, Bishop Peter and ~acdonald, 
as well as Gergan, continued to work on the task of preparing for the Press the entire Old 
Testament in the Tibetan language. 

Meanwhile, by 191 9 Joseph Gergan, then in his early 40s, had been asked to assuine the 
chief responsibility for the Bible translation task, though assisted at various stages by thrçe 
or four missionaries who were either on the field or else back in Europe." At about t h s  
same time, he, along with one other Ladakhi Christian, became on the same day the firsi 
and second ethnic Tibetans ever to be ordained as ministers of the gospel within the Protestant 
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Christian Church." By birth, background, temperament and intellectual training, Joseph 
was extremely well-suited to become the great Tibetan Bible translator which he ultimately 
became. Not only had he received a basic education at the prestigious Biscoe School in 
Srinagar but he had also undertaken a protracted voluntary period of careful study in the 
Tibetan language and its literature. "With the idea of ascertaining the Buddhist way of  
salvation," Joseph later reported, "1 first of al1 considered it important to leam classical 
Tibetan and its orthography. Until 1 was 20 1 studied medical treatises, books of fiction, 
legends, astronomy, the songs of Mila Repa, idiotic fables, a book called the mani bKa, and 
many hundreds of Tibetan par able^."'^ But besides these endeavors, until 1926 he in addition 
performed occasional part-time work for the Indian Archaeological Department and assisted 
Francke not only in Bible translation but also in historical research. Indeed, one of the more 
interesting ofJoseph's contributions was his discovery o f a  Tibetan text that outlined Tibetan 
Buddhist cosmology and doctrine which had originally been composed for Csoma de Koros's 
use in the Zangskar monastery where the Hungarian scholar had immersed himself for 
several years in Tibetan studies. Joseph had even researched and written a history of Ladakh 
which would eventually be published in a revised form in 1976 under the editorship of his 
son S. S. Gergan. Moreover, his interest in producing Christian literature in the Ladakhi 
vemacular impelled him to publish in 1919 a Ladakhi Gospel of St. Mark. He would also 
produce several other scholarly works of interest: a pamphlet entitled "An Abridged F o m  
of Mahayanism," a paper on funeral rituals in Ladakh, and a collection of Tibetan proverbs 
that would later be translated and published in English.'O1 Al1 these pursuits thus provided 
Joseph the literary and intellectual equipment and discipline so necessary for gaining the 
confidence to undertake involvement in a leading way in the Bible translation project. 

But whether a linguistic, literary and research scholar or a Bible translator or a pastor or 
a Nubra Valley farmer, Joseph Gergan was most of al1 a wonderful and devout Christian 
who greatly loved his Lord Jesus with al1 his heart. Once he noticed the words "Namo 
Buddhai" (of Sanskrit origin meaning "1 bow down to Buddha") in one of the issues of 
Gergan Tharchin's Tibetan newspaper and wrote to the publisher reprimanding him for 
having printed such a phrase. This the Kalimpong editor shared when narrating his end-of- 
life "memoirs" long after the event. Tharchin's reaction to the reprimand was one of humble 
acceptance of it."'' 

Beginning work on 18 November 19 19 and continuing for the next decade and more, 
Joseph would devotedly labor at the translation of the Old Testament despite the many 
hardships and obstacles with which he was confionted daily year after year. As but one 
indication ofthe frequent privations Joseph had to endure. at one point-most likely while at 
Kyelang-he wrote as follows to his former School Principal, Canon Biscoe: "1 am writing 
in my house at niidday by the light of a candle as my house is under the snow. When 1 wish 
to take exercise 1 have to get out by a hole in the roof in order to reach the surface of the 
snow and go for a ~ a l k . " ' ~ ~  Undaunted by dificulties such as this. however, this stalwart 
servant of his Lord pressed faithfully forward in the task of translation, with his work being 
checked by others. 

Like those Moravian translators before him, it became Joseph's aim to "render the Holy 
Bible into a simple, semi-classical tongue which can be understood easily by al1 classes and 
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readers." And like Jaeschke, he would afterwards readily acknowledge the imperfections 
of his own translation endeavors but anticipated, he noted, that "in future some Tibetan 
revisers will put them in order, when there be thousands of Christians in Tibet."lo4 For the 
sake of his countrymen's spiritual welfare he would volunteer his services unstintingly. As 
one historian of the Tibetan Bible has so accurately put it, the name of Joseph Gergan "will 
always stand high in the roll of those who gave themselves to the work ofTibetan translation. 
Although he knew no Hebrew, he used several English versions and the revised Urdu Bible. 
He was also widely read in Tibetan l i t e r a t ~ r e . " ' ~ ~  In this connection , Br. Joseph has lefi us 
a fascinating personal record of how he went about perfonning his translation endeavors, 
involving as it did not only the above-mentioned Bible versions in English and Urdu but also 
other helpful sources, as well as perhaps equally significantly his own innate knowledge of 
things Tibetan. About his thorough procedures and methods used before 1934, Br. Joseph 
explained, in part, as follows: 

1 keep opened before me the following versions on three Tibetan small tables: 
Authorized, Revised, Urdu, and Moffatt; and put a mler on each, in order to fix at once 
the passage. Then 1 read them all, respectively, and write at once when the expression 
of a sentence or a verse be impressed on my mind. From the beginning our translators 
have rendered according to the Authorized Version, and 1 have followed in their steps. 
Besides the above books 1 daily need the Young's Concordance to find out the original 
meaning or pronunciation. For instance, in the English Bible, Lord is used for Yahweh, 
Cyrus for the Hebrew Koresh, Ethiopia for Kush, and so on. On such occasion we 
choose the Hebrew names rather than the English. 

When we meet with different varieties of trees, precious stones, money, weight, 
measure, musical instruments and dress, etc., then it sometimes takes a long time to 
find out what it really means; and sometimes we could not find equivalent words in 
Tibetan. Then we use the Hebrew, such as ephah, homer, shekel, balsam, uritn and 
thummim, etc. Sometimes the Jews used the same expression as a Tibetan, as breath for 
strength, strength for wealth, etc.; and sometimes their expressions are quite contrary, 
as hand for power or strength, lamp for Sun, seek for worship, etc.'06 

With such meticulous care and devotion to the work as this, the Old Testament translation 
was finally brought to completion by Joseph Gergan and the others in the spring of 1934 
(although the basic translation had been accomplished much earlier in 1928) and the 
handwritten manuscript of it sent off to London. In his simple, sincere and unpretentious 
way, Joseph could with great joy write to the Bible Society in the followiiig fashion: 

The Bible translation was not as a labor for me at al1 but a real pleasure during the last 
fourteen years. I t  is a great kindness of God and your Society to accept this piece of 
ministry. As my feeling the Bible translation was the chief part of my life, so when the 
translation was finished in 1928 my heart was full ofjoy and 1 thanked Our heavenly 
Father for His blessing and grace. Now 1 like to see the whole Bible printed in Tibetan 
before my departure fiom this world."" 

As will be leamed shortly, however, the fulfillment of his desire would be a long time coming. 
For as Bray has noted, apparently, the reason for the lengthy delay was the Bible Society's 
belief during the subsequent years that the meager demand for the Christian Scriptures in 
Tibetan (in particular, the limited circulation of the Ghoorn New Testament) did notjustif? 
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their publication at that tirne. Not until fourteen more years passed would the Tibetan world 
see Joseph Gergan's drearn fully realized. 

In recognition of his labors as one who had taken a leading role in the work, the British 
and Foreign Bible Society elected Joseph that same year (1934) as an Honorary Foreign 
Member. Most certainly Rev. Gergan was one of the first, if not the very first, of ethnic 
Tibetans to be so honored by the Bible Society. At the sarne time, Bishop Fred Peter of the 
West Himalaya Mission was similarly honored by the Society in recognition of his close 
association in the work at Leh with Br. Joseph since the death in 1930 of Dr. Francke. In 
fact, Bishop Peter had replaced Francke as the one now deputed by the Society to superintend 
the completion of the whole translation effort. 

Not content, however, to rest upon his laurels, the great Tibetan Bible Translator would 
now turn his attention to the New Testament. Apparently satisfied with neither the Jaeschke 
translation of 1883 nor its revision of 1903 at GhoordDarjeeling, Joseph commenced at Leh 
the following year (1935) to work on a second revision of the Jaeschke version. Various 
Moravians, including Joseph himself, had begun to muse aloud about the desirability, if not 
the necessity, of a new revision. It has already been seen how he had complained (in 1926) 
about some passages of the Ghoom revision having "spoilt the New Testament." This in 
fact was a reflection of a similar sentiment which had been voiced at that time by August 
Francke himself.'"A few years later, in his annual report ofthe West Himalaya Mission for 
1932-33, Superintendent Peter declared the following: "Even a revision or reprint of our 
own of the New Testament would not be a bad idea. The revision carried out about thirty 
years ago in Darjeeling has not given us here in the West quite what we want." And in 194 1, 
Joseph commented again about the matter, speaking, retrospectively, of what had prompted 
him in 1935 to initiate his own revision: "Although the New Testament has been revised 
once [at Ghoom], 1 realized that there were still some words and expressions which required 
to be revised, so 1 began to revise it again in 1935, when 1 began to revise the Synoptic 
Gospels" of Matthew, Mark and Luke. One of his goals in such a revision Br. Joseph 
revealed in a letter he wrote in 1936 while in the midst of these new labors: "1 am trying to 
render the New Testament in simple language and in short sentences.. . . 1 was not confirmed 
in Christianity by the talk ofmen, but by the Bible; therefore, 1 am pressing to complete this 
piece of work as soon as possible." 

Because of his many other responsibilities, however, Joseph would be a long time 
completing his revision of the New Testament's four Gospels, but this he did finally accomplish. 
Nevertheless, because of the fact that Rev. Gergan had initiated the work on his own 
initiative, it did not have the financial backing of the Bible S o c i e ~  nor were his drafts ever 
forwarded to Darjeeling or elsewhere for review. This latter lack, John Bray has observed, 
was "an omission which was to lead to some controversy when his work eventually came to 
be publ i~hed." '~~ 
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It needs to be appreciated more than what has thus far been alluded to already that the 
great delay involved in the completion of both the Old Testament and the New stemmed i n  
part from the fact that throughout the many years of translation and revision by Rev. Gergan 
and his Moravian colleagues meticulous care was taken by the Bible Society to have their 
textual results examined by those competent Tibetan scholars mentioned earlier who were 
not directly connected with the Moravian Mission. This, as was leamed previously, occurred 
during the many long years both before and after the final copied manuscript for both 
Testaments had been sent off to the Bible Society in London. As one or more books of the 
Bible would be finished in the West Himalaya Mission, they would be sent to David Macdonald 
at Darjeeling, Yatung, Gyantse or Kalimpong for checking, where he would annotate the 
drafts in red ink and retum them to Ladakh. Moreover, as was indicated already, even Evan 
Mackenzie, during his years in Kalimpong prior to retiring in 1924 from the mission field 
altogether, would be given an opportunity to review the drafts before they were sent back to 
Ladakh."" And upon their retum to Leh they were checked once more in advance of their 
transmittal to London for study by scholars who would compare them with Tibetan texts at 
the British Museum. But then, whatever questions still arose from such close scrutiny would 
be communicated to scholars in China such as Amundsen, as well as to scholars in Bhutan, 
Sikkim and at Leh for determination of how the text should be most accurately rendered. 

Once this lengthy and thorough process had been accomplished, the Bible Society in 
London "agreed that this was a tmly inspired translation and that it should be printed." This 
assessment was made known, however, in 1941 when the Second World War was at its 
worst. Moreover, paper for printing the Bible was unobtainable due to wartime scarcity. 
Out of fear that the completed Bible translation in manuscript form might be damaged or 
even totally destroyed by the heavy bombing raids of Adolf Hitler's aerial blitz over the 
British capital, officials at London's Bible Society headquarters felt it absolutely essential 
that the inaniiscript be removed much farther north beyond the range of the Nazi bombers. 
I t  was therefore decided to place the precious document within an underground crypt of 
Ripon Cathedra1 located some 200 miles from London. 

Rev. Gergan, now "advancing in years and cut off in Kashmir [that included Ladakhl 
froin both Tibet and India, saw 110 possibility of the fmition of his lifework." Nevertheless, 
he must have been considerably comforted and encouraged when he su'bsequently leamed 
how his God had protected the irreplaceable manuscript during the Battle of Britain. For as 
the conflict between the two European nations reached its zenith, the German planes winged 
their way farther and farther north in Hitler's unmerciful pounding of Britain-and eveil to 
Ripon itself One day, a 2000-pound missile landed on a roadway beside the cathedra], 
coining to rest right up against the wall of the structure. Yet, it failed to explode! "Four feet 
away, inside the church's wall, lay the Tibetan manuscript"! The firing device appeared to 
be faultless to the bomb demolition crew when they gingerly defused the deadly abject, 
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causing the men to wonder aloud why it had not exploded. The Cathedral's sexton, however, 
had the explanation: "A divine hand has sabotaged the bomb." This would not be the last 
instance of apparent divine intervention, either. 

In 1942 an attempt was made by Rev. Gergan to move the Bible Society to act upon the 
assessrnent of 1941 that the Tibetan manuscript of the Bible should be printed. It  was a 
pressing of the issue that emerged from a conference at Leli in August of that year which 
had been attended by Gergan, Norman Driver and Mission Superintendent Walter Asboe, 
together with Harold Avery of the Brethren's Mission.' Pushing for publication of the entire 
Tibetan drafi of the Christian Scriptures, they proposed in their letters the text of the Old 
Testament as it was then constituted, plus that part of Joseph's revision of the New Testament 
which comprised the Four Gospels. Psalms, on the other hand, should be thoroughly revised 
by Joseph. In their correspondence they stressed the urgency of publishing the Tibetan 
Bible in view of Rev. Gergan's elderly age of 64 and the prospect of his living but a few 
years more. They further proposed that Joseph's Psalms and New Testament text drafts 
might be sent for review and correction to David Macdonald who in retirement at Kalimpong 
was himself very elderly as well.As it tumed out, however, Macdonald's participation would 
prove to be impossible. Despite this setback, the Leh missionaries, though recognizing the 
desirability of still having the Ladakhi drafts reviewed by an expert in eastem Tibetan dialects, 
nonetheless pressured the Bible Society to allow the preparation for publication to go fonvard 
while the ailing Joseph was still willing and able to provide his unique expertise. Even so. 
several war years more would elapse before any new action on the matter of publication 
would occur, due in great part to continuing discussions regarding the same nagging question 
of whether a translation created in Ladakh would find acceptance in the Darjeeling area."' 

Undaunted to the very end, Joseph Gergan, immediately afier cessation of war in Europe. 
asked the Bible Society Auxiliaty at Lahore to write to London in 1945 to plead that the 
manuscript be retumed to lndia to be printed there. The Lahore Auxiliary itself, in late 
December 1944, was "strongly of opinion that the [entire Tibetan] Bible should be printed as 
early as possible" from the existing manuscripts."' The Auxiliary sent off a copy of Br. 
Joseph's letter to London, at the same time offering to print the Tibetan Bible in India. Only 
after protracted discussions to determine that there truly existed a demand of a single- 
volume publication of the Tibetan Bible did Lahore receive a positive response to such an 
appeal from the Bible Society in England. It had finally recognized the urgency ofthe matter 
and now authorized its publication in India. 

* It so  happened that l i ~ i s s i o n a ~ ~  . 4 v e ~  was one of  the prime movers in moving foru-ard on the publication of  
ihe Tibetan Bible and on the financial support required to  underwrite it. b'rites missions author Liiiian Carlson 
of him and his work in India: "ln Darjeeling a number ofdifferent missions and workers have labored from time 
to lime . . . .  Harold .4ve1?/ of  the Brethren came to lndia about the time of  World War I I  and uorked u i th  

the Tibeian Tibetans in Darjeeling [and in Kalimpong also]. He was the one who Iiad the vision for printin, 
Bible in one volunie and collected funds to help finance this project." Carlson. "The Story o f  Christian 
Missions to Tibet," in Carlson et al., I f  the Vision Taro). 16. 
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Nevertheless, the "precious sheets" of the manuscript-sent back from L ~ n d o ~ - ~ ~ d  
the large quantities of paper for recopying-abtained from America-would now q u i r e  
months to be transmitted to Leh where Rev. Gergan still lived and worked. This was because, 
among other things, al1 these materials had ts be transported on the backs of mules over 
high passes and along narrow mountain tracks. The quantities of paper had been specially 
treated by the press manager and his crew at Lahore because Br. Gergan's original 
manuscript of the translation had been written on cheap Tibetan paper that had not taken 
the ink well and thus could not be clearly photographed as a preparation for printing by a 
photo-lithographie process. Which meant, unfortunately, that the text would have to be 
handwritten al1 over again ont0 these special sheets of paper. But who could perform such 
a laborious task? 

Upon learning of the problem, Joseph had gladly appealed to the Lahore Society to ship 
al1 materials up to him at Leh where he was more then willing to undertake this task. He 
also realized that at the saine time he could make some additional corrections in the process 
of copying. With the successful arriva1 of these materials at last, the now elderly Gergan 
"toiled day and night" in a period of rather less than twelve months during 1945 and 1946 
making last-niinute re-translations, revisions and corrections, and then copying the text by 
hand onto the specially treated and uniform page-size sheets in a clear and most beautifülly 
written Tibetan script. In the latter stages of the work, he was given four assistants as 
scribes or copyists, al1 of them Christians: Stepan Gapel, Joseph's son-in-law E. T. Phuntsog, 
Ezekiel Stobldan (who would later serve in Ladakh as Moravian minister at Shey), and 
Zodpa Decheii (not to be confused with Zodpa Gyaltsan-Nathanael-who by this time 
had died). This meant, though, that in the transcribing of the text for publication the finished 
product would bear five distinctive styles of calligraphy! 

Eveii with this additional help, however, in the final days and weeks of the task, it literally 
became a race against death: Joseph's. He had already recovered once fiom a recent bout 
with heart failure, having collapsed unconscious to the floor fiom ovenvork in recopying the 
text. Could he survive long enough to see the work finished? For there were times when he 
could scarcely even hold the sheets passed to him for checking the rewritten text done by 
the other four scribes. But with a tenacity bom of his God, Joseph was able to nod bis 
approval as each of the final remaining pages were finished and shown to him. 

"Then came the day, 11 August 1946, when Joseph Gergan read in Tibetan the words: 
'Surely 1 come quickly. Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus. The grace of Our Lord Jesus 
Christ be with you all. Amen."'"3 

"'Thank you, Lord,' whispered the old warrior. 'Come quickly. My task is now finished. 
This Bible will speak to the millions ofTibet.'" 

Five days after the completion of his labor of love, this faithful Christian servant passed 
to his reward in glory. He had more than amply eamed his rest."j 
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Through the years, both while he was alive and after his death, many words of praise- 
which could readily be quoted here-have been heaped upon this great and g d  man by 
those who were his colleagues, his superiors, his students, relatives and fnends. But in the 
opinion of the present author, probably no greater homage has ever bem paid Br. Josqh  
than that offered by Gergan Tharchin's good friend, Marco Pallis. It was l e m e d  at the 
conclusion of Chapter 23 above that this Britisher, who had speni several days at Tharchin's 
home village of Poo while on an extensive journey in Indian Tibet back in 1933, was to 
become a recognized Tibetan schoiirr of high rank. But Pallis was gifted in other ways as 
well: he was a scientist, a mountain climber, botanist and musician; in short, the epitorne of 
a highly cultured Western man who had nonetheless embraced the Mahayana Buddhist 
faith of the East. Now Pallis came to know and to admire Joseph Gergan when during the 
summer of 1936 he made another and even more extensive joumey into indo-Tibet, this 
time into Ladakh. And during that summer the Western traveler was rendered invaluable 
service and assistance by Br. Joseph time and again on those occasions when both their 
paths crossed each other. Pallis therefore had fiequent opponunity to take the measurc of 
the man who ungrudgingly proffered him his help. Pallis's record of these travels was 
ultimately published in 1939 under the intriguing title of Peaks and Lamas, a beautifully 
composed book that was highly praised when it first appeared and which saw several more 
editions in the decade to follow. In its pages is io be found a most moving passage extremely 
laudatoy of this deeply appreciated Tibetan Christian man; i t  is worthy to be quoted in its 
entirety here. 

Another friend in Leh, of whose generous help we cannot speak too gratefùlly, was a 
Christian called Joseph Gergan, who, in spite of his change of religion, had fonunately 
net attempted to become like a European, as is too ofien the case with convens.'" He 
was a man who truly deserved the narne of Christian; for never have 1 come across 
anyone in whoin the love of Christ and the imitation of His life were more manifest. 
There was no attempt to slur over the inconvenient portions of Christ's teaching; in 
him was seen the simplicity of a child, side by side with the wisdom of a cultivated, 
weli-fomed mind. W e n  very young he came into contact with missionaries and felt 
impelled to embrace the Christian faith. At that time his brother, in un-Buddhist fashion, 
had attempted to bully hiin. Wlien Joseph reached the age of full discretion, he decided 
that so serious a step required to be taken with open eyes, so he proceeded to devote 
soine years to a careful study of the other two Traditions possible for him. namely, the 
Mussulman and the Buddliist. After three years he decided against the tint but it took 
hini eight years fully to inake up his mind about the second. His Christianity, as  may 
well be iinagined, had both justified itself and remained free fiom bittemess: for a man 
~ 1 1 0  so iiiipartially tried to weigh up alternatives and to find out the good in them all. 
was not of the s t~ f f tha t  bigots are made of: We always spoke of him as "Gergan the 
Translater," borrowing the term [Lotsa~ja] fioin St. Marpa and the other eleventh- 
century [Buddhist] importers of sacred books into Tibet, for Joseph too was a man 
who only tried to impart to otliers a doctrine that he had first practiced himself. He had 
k e n  occupied for years on the tremendous task of turning the Bible into colloquial 
Tibetan; evenrually he completed the work, but died before its publication . . . I l *  
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When at age 68 Rev. Gergan had passed away, the manuscript for the entire Bible was 
nonetheless not yet ready to go to press. The mantle was now to fall upon the shoulders of 
his son-in-law Eliyah Phuntsog, who had promised his ailing father-in-law just a month or so 
before the latter's death that he would see to it the work was done. Once the manuscript 
sheets were finished they were taken from Leh to Lahore in Pakistan where the Bible 
Society's printing press staff placed transfers on thin zinc plates and put them through small 
"rocking" machines to obtain impressions which were brought out on white paper. This first 
set of proofs disclosed that the manuscript sheets brought down from Leh had a number of 
faults in them. All on the staff agreed that someone among the Tibetan scribes who had 
worked with Joseph Gergan would have to correct these faults ont0 the proofs which would 
now be sent up to Leh. 

But what was to follow hereafter constituted one of the most unusual sagas in al1 the 
annals of Bible translation anywhere in the world, a story which John S. M. Hooper has 
ternied "one of outstanding courage, devotion and ingenuity." By 1947 Rev. Chandu Ray 
had become the new Secretary of the Punjab Auxiliary at Lahore of the Bible Society of 
India and Ceylon. In a fascinating article he wrote on the continuing epic of the Tibetan 
Bible, he related what happened next: 

The proofs had to be sent to Leh to be corrected. This was done, but in returning them 
to Lahore they were tragically lost in the mail. Another set of corrected proofs was 
prepared and sent off both registered and insured. But a careless lad in the post office 
spilled water over the parce1 causing the sheets to stick together, which rendered them 
useless. A third set of corrected proofs was prepared, but it was now the end of 1947. 

That year had seen the rise of terrible Moslem-Hindu communal conflict between Pakistan 
and India. This had come in the wake of the partition of newly-independent India into these 
two national entities. Late that same year also brought war between the amies  of lndia and 
Pakistan over possession of Kashmir (which included Ladakh) and meant that al1 regular 
communication was interrupted. Rev. Ray continued his narration in the light of these 
developments: 

Raiders were in Ladakh, and the routes were closed. When niatters reached this stage, 
it was borne in upon the hearts of the Bible Society staff in Lahore that behind al1 the 
delays and hindrances was the fierce and successful opposition of Satan, and that the 
only solution was prayers. 

Appeal was made therefore to members of the Punjab Praise and Prayer Union, who 
gave themselves to a day of prayer; and as they prayed, wrthour any hurnar1 
commtrnicu!ion 1 Ray's emphasis] God moved the heari o f . .  . Gapel in Leh, to offer to 
conic to Lahorc to  do the corrections there. 
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This had come about as Stepan Gapel sat in Leh checkiny over the successfully delivered 
third set of corrected proofs, making whatever final corrections were necessary. He had 
become a Christian and in time came to dwell at Leh where he finally found work which 
was most satis@ing to him: that of a scribe. Having then worked closely with Rev. Gergan 
during the latter stages of transcribing the Tibetan translation of the Bible, the scribe had 
become quite knowledgeable about the sacred Christian writings themselves and was living 
a very close life with his Lord. And here he now was devoting himself to the task of 
reviewing the final set of proofs sent up from the Punjab, and in this he was quite content. 

Gradually, however, it dawned on him as he sat at his work table one day that someone 
would still be needed in Lahore to check over the master copy one final time since the back- 
and-forth transmittal of proofs could no longer be relied upon in the current troublous times 
within Kashmir and the Punjab. Furthermore, that someone would have to be one who 
could provide "the touch of a Tibetan hand." In a sudden flash of inspiration the one and 
only solution came to him: "1 will have to go to Lahore and do the work myself?" 

But to come to Lahore from far-off Leh would not be a simple task for Stepan Gapel. 
For one thing, it would mean exchanging the snowy mountain regions of his homeland for 
the unfamiliar and for him inhospitable climate of the hot and humid plains. For another 
thing, the journey Gapel would have to make at this time of year (February 1948) would be 
one mostly on foot over very high passes and the traversing of wild and desolate country 
marked by snow, sleet, fieezing rain and hailstorms. Nevertheless, 

so eager was he to come, that . . . this scribe of fi@-five years of age set out before the 
snows had melted from the passes. Bearing the precious proofs. he traveled on foot 
day after day. Missionaries had already been evacuated, so that there were none to 
help him on the way. Still he pressed on until after twenty-two days of travel, he was 
stopped by the raiders [near Kargil] and forced to retum to Leh. 

Undaunted, the courageous scribe set forth again in March or April. this time taking a 
different route which enabled him to avoid the raiders. He made his way some 240 miles as 
far as the Sindha River, a two or three days' trek from Srinagar, Kashmir's capital. There, 
though, he encountered Indian troops, a Sikh regiment of whom was guarding on the south 
side a bridge across the river. They would not permit Stepan to proceed because they 
thought him a spy! Whereupon he retreated to the north side of the Sindha and tried to 
retum to Leh; but he found his way blocked by a Pakistani patrol who nearly shot him. The 
only thing he could do was to remain where he was, living in a thatched whitewashed hut in 
a small village beyond the bridge to the north waiting the day when the trails would open up 
once more to innocent travelers. 

Meanwhile, Chandu Ray and his Bible Society colleagues at Lahore ~ a i t e d  anxiously 
for news, having heard nothing about Gapel or the precious proofs in over four months. But 
one day, continued Ray, 

on the 25"' of June, a scrap of paper \vas handed to me, on which were the words, "Here 
1 am, stuck beyond Woyil Bridge. lfyou can come. come." 

According to another account of the story. told by Allan Maberly, this cryptic message had 
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been handed Ray by an itinerant beggar from the hills who had found his way to the ministerVs 
home in Lahore. "Sahib," spoke the beggar to Ray, "1 have not come from this town, but 
have traveled many days over the mountains. See, 1 bring you a message." From the folds 
of his voluminous gown, explained Maberly, the beggar brought forth "a grubby sheet of 
paper" which he delivered into the minister's hands. As  the latter read the brief message, 
"his heart leaped in surprise." He recognized immediately that it was from the scribe of Leh 
but wondered what it al1 meant. "Where did you meet Gapel?" Rev. Ray asked his visitor, 
thankful he was still alive. "Why did he not come with you?" "Oh, sahib, you must understand 
that no one can get through the arrny to the south-no one but an old beggar who asks for 
food at the camp kitchen." The itinerant then proceeded to tell his Lahore host the whole 
story of how he had met the scribe, how the latter had then explained to him his situation; 
how, further. that Stepan had been "afraid to write more to you, but said you would understand." 
He had also remarked, added Ray's visitor, "that the papers were safe, but 1 don't know 
what he meant by that." 

The Secretary of tlie Bible Society was ecstatic with joy at this last bit of news and 
recounted later what his response to al1 this was: 

Flow 1 thanked God and made plans. 1 went to the air Company and asked, "Can 1 fly?" 
What a question! To fly from Pakistan into enemy territory! It might be possible, 
however, to get a permit to [entrain] to India and from there to proceed by plane to 
Kashmir. The govemment gave me the necessary permit and on the first of July 1 was 
waiiiiig at the Amritsar aerodrome in lndia to travel by plane leaving at 11 :30 am. At 
1 1 : 15 passengers were informed that an order had come banning entry of al1 civilians 
into Kashmir from that day. 

Maberly's account details the immediate sequel to this astounding news: 

The announcement stunned Chandu Ray. The door to Kashmir had just closed in his 
face. But God could open it again. Bowing his head, he prayed. 

He asked the airport manager the rneaning of the announcement. "Surely this order 
could not have been meant for today. Supposing ii had come five minutes later, what 
would you have done? Besides, do you have the money to refund al1 our fares? 

The manager looked trouhled. Already many of the passengers were angry with 
hirn. 

"All right," he said, capitulating. "1 have no money to refund al1 your fares, and the 
plane is filled with fuel. We will ily to Kashmir. If the government had wanted us to 
cancel this flight. ihey should have told us sooner. Please take your seats." 

The passengers looked ainazed at the sudden change. But Chandu Ray bowed Ilis 
head and whispered, "Thank you, Lord." 

Rev. Ray. full of thanksgiving once more, now depaned on tlie last plane to Kashmir. 
Upon deplaning at Srinagar airport, he marched three days to the only bridge across fIlc 

Sindha River. from whence any farther progress was denied hirn by a large concentration of 
Indiaii troops that was there. "1 had to use strategy," wrote Ray later. lngenuity now Camc 
to the fore: 
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1 had with me Gospels in Marethi and Hindi. So 1 went mong  the troops, preaching 
and giving out Gospels. 1 told the wonderhl story . . . of saving grace, welcoming and 
trarisforming sinners. 1 told what it  had done for me. The men were interested. 1 was 
given shelter for tlie night and the next morning saw the oficer in command. 1 exp la id  
to hirn that on the other side of the bridge was the manuscript of this sarne wonderful 
Book written in Tibetan and that we were anxious to print it, that the message might be 
sent to Tibet. Would he give me permission to proceed? The miracle was performed. 
He said, "Yes." 

Pressing on across the bridge, 1 met the scribe from Leh. We knelt down and thanked 
God together for [lis wonderful working power. Then, retuming with the scribe 1 showed 
the officer in command the sacred manuscript. He was deeply impressed, and pennined 
us to travel to Srinagar by army lorry. Rut now came the problem of getting back CO 

Lahore. 

But in Rev. Ray's mind, his God was about to work another miracle in this seerninglj 
unending tale of His rule and ovemile in the affairs of men on behalfof His word in Tibetan. 
At the airport Rev. Ray and Stepan leamed that al1 civilian flights out ofSrinagar had been 
terminated. Moreover, the country was now nddled with roadbloch making travel of any 
kind virtually impossible. It would therefore appear thai the two were trapped. But surel); 
thought Chandu Ray, there must be some way to obtain a permit to fly out of Srinagar even 
if on a military plane. 

The inilitary authorities at first said that there was no way; then it was suggested that 
if 1 could get a priority No. 1 pass it might be possible to travel by a plane for wounded 
men. Rut to obtain a priority pass 1 must go to the Inspecter General of'Police. Now this 
man was a Sikh, and there is inortal hatred between Sikhs and Pakistanis. No Sikh can 
live for five minutcs in Pakistan and here was 1. a Pakistani, asking a favor of a Sikh 
inspecter general! I decided to tell hirn the whole story. "But how did you ever get 
Iiere. and pass througli our lines to obtain the manuscripi?" he asked in amazemeni. 1 
said it  was m y  Lord who had opened the way and quoted the words, "All power is 
given unto Me in heaven and in earth." God's word has power. The Sikh pressed an 
electric bell. 1 did not know what he was about Io do but when a subordinate ofticer 
appcared, he said, "Write out two priority No. 1 passes." The major at the aerodrome 
could scarcely believe his eyes, but the permits were real and next morning we flew to 
Delhi. 

Yet once at Delhi Stepan Gapel was faced with the oppressive heat and hurnidity of the 
northern plains. The temperature that day, noted Ray, was 114" in the shadc! But another 
miracle, Ray noted, was about to take place in answer to the prayer of faith. 

The scribe from Leh, who had lived in snouy repions al1 his life, was almost fainting by 
my side and 1 feared that unless relief came he might die. Again a miracle saved him. 
That cvening at 6:30 torrents of rain fell, cooling the atmosphere. Continuing Our 
journey by rail we had to stand in a îhird-class carriage Ivhich was packed to suffocation 

The two weary travelers had left Srinagar for Delhi that morning by plane, had gone on to 
Amritsar by train that evening, onward then by bus to the border of Pakistan, had next 
walked the two miles of no-man's-land which separated the two borders, where they finally 
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picked up a taxi to Lahore-this al1 done in just one day! Nevertheless. the task of rescuing 
the scribe of Leh was now complete, leaving hirn fiee to finish the work that lay as a burden 
upon his heart. 

The next moming found hirn sitting at a desk in a room set aside for hirn at the Bishopls 
house. As that first day progressed, however, the air of Lahore became hot and stifling, 
bringing Stepan to the point of exhaustion. "If only 1 could breathe wind off the snow," 
gasped the scribe. That gasp of desperation gave Chandu Ray a brilliant idea. Here Maberly 
picks up the story with telling effect: 

Rushing to a large ice factory, he ordered fi@ large blocks of ice and arranged to have 
them delivered . . . 

"Fifty blocks?" The manager looked startled. "Do you mean fifty blocks?" 
"Yes, 1 do, and please send them quickly." 
They set large tin trays around on the floor and stacked the ice on the trays. They 

set two large fans in position to blow on the ice blocks and provide Gapel with a man- 
made Himalayan breeze. 

"Wonderfil, wonderfil!" cried Gapel. "You have surely given me the wind off the 
snow. Bring in the [original manuscript] sheets. 1 am anxious to see the work finished." 

Gapel settled himself at his table in the middle of his "ice cave" and took out the 
proofs he carried with him. With the corrected proofs before hirn he began the final 
tnaniiscript corrections. As he finished each sheet, the press foreman rushed it away 
to prepare the printing plates. Enthusiasm spread to the entire staff. 

Setting to work with al1 possible speed, the staff, wrote Ray, kept the printing presses 
running twenty-four hours a day, with men working in three shifts and the scribe, in his room 
kept cool by ice and fans, working up to twenty-two hours per day-sustained, Stepan said, 
"by heavenly power." 

For fourteen straight days it went on like this, but then came the exciting moment in 
August 1948 when the final sheets rolled off the press. A few hours after the bookbinder 
had added the last signature to a copy of the Book, the tirst printed copy of the Bible in 
Tibetan-"with its leaves stitched together as a bindingV-was presented by Rev. Chandu 
Ray to the faithful and devoted scribe from Leh. Al1 were thrilled to see this spiritual saga of 
ninety-years' labor finally capped with success by the production of a complete Tibetan 
Bible whose first edition, wrote one historian of these remarkable events, truly "has a heavenly 
imprimatur." (Sinker) To this very day, in fact, this 1948 version of the entire Tibetan Bible 
remains the only one ever to be published in a single-volume fonnat. Stepan Gapel  COU^^ 
now leave Lahore in peace, armed at last with al1 the canonical Christian Scriptures in bis 
own language. 

. . . With this treasure in his possession he set out on his retum journey. We escorted 
hirn as far as we could, and then, buying hirn a horse, sent hirn on his way. After thirty- 
oiic days he reached Le11 with the printed Word of God in its Tibetan translation in 
hands. 

More copies were to follow, but the arriva1 in September of this particillar copy, declared 
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the Leh Mission Superintendent Walter Asboe, "was an occasion of great joy." This happy 
event surely represented, Rev. Asboe further declared, 

an achievement of the first magnitude covering a very long period, and accomplished 
through the teamwork of practically al1 the past and present [Moravian] missionarics, 
no1 to speak of Tibetan translators and copyists; the late Yoseb Gergan being by far 
the most brilliant and outstanding translator, to whom is chiefly due the excellence of 
the Tibetan idiom contained in this complete edition of the Bible in Tibetan .... 

Little do people realize the cost in ill-health and even death which had to be paid to 
bring the Bible in Tibetan to its present state of completion. but thank God there have 
ever been in the world the choice spirits who did not shnnk fiorn their high purpose of 
self-giving in order that the Word of God might become the companion and guide, the 
solace in sorrow, the comfort in death of sojoumers on their earthly and heavenward 
pilgrimage.. . . 

The completion of the Bible in Tibetan is an epoch-making achievement for which 
our Church may be proud. The Moravian Church in Centrai Asia has been used of God 
in this unique fashion, and our just pride in this achievement should be tempered with 
the spirit of hurnility and thankfulness to God for the blessings He bestowed on al1 
concemed in this great task which He laid upon His servants in this mission field. 

The Rt. Rev. Chandu Ray struck just the right note when in ending his narration about the 
Tibetan Bible he quoted these fitting words from the Psalms: 

O give thanks unto the Lord-to him who alone doeth great wonders: for his mercy 
endureth forever."' 

As can be seen, the main story of the Tibetan Bible had revolved around the Moravian 
Mission stations at Leh, Kyelang and Poo because it was in this area that there had been a 
sustained effort extending back over rnany decades. And it was among the Tibetans here 
that the original Jaeschke version of the New Testament, together with its revision by 
Joseph Gergan, had corne to be preferred rather than the Ghoorn 1903 revised version. On 
the other hand, this latter version had come to be more widely used among Tibetans in and 
around the Darjeeling District of India, and until the coming of the Communist regime, 
among the Tibetans living along the eastem frontier ofTibet proper and throughout the rest 
of China. 

It will perhaps come as no surprise to the reader of this present chapter to learn that the 
publication of the 1948 version of the Tibetan Bible did not silence the criticisms of the 
Tibetans living in the Darjeeling region and elsewhere in the eastem areas of language 
concern. On the contrary, the Christians and congregations there continued to complain that 
this newl y pub1 ished Bible still contained too many Ladakhi colloquial expressions; perhaps 
inevitable. notes Bray, since the Darjeeling area believers had not been involved in any final 
review or correction. Even Pierre Vittoz in Ladakh, though proclaiming the 1948 Bible to 
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have been a decided improvement over its predecessors, did nonetheless accept with grace 
and a touch of humor certain of the criticisms leveled against it by some of the Dajeeling 
Christians. Writing in 1954 Vittoz, praising Joseph Gergan's language for having been "on 
the whole much better than Jaeschke's because Yoseb was himself a Tibetan," had this to 
Say about the 1948 version and its major translator: 

It is much better than the previous versions because the language is true Tibetan. 
Gergan's greatest fault is that he mixes dialect with the book language of Tibet. 1 have 
now read most of the literature printed by the Moravians in the past and it is a plague. 
Suppose in sending my accounts to London 1 suddenly without warning changed 
from solemn prose to "quids," "bobs" and "tanners"! Everyone would understand my 
meaning but it is not quite the done thing, is it? Yet when 1 read Gergan and even 
Francke 1 get that impression. What a salad it al1 is! 

A further criticism accepted by Vittoz, and one which missionary Francke of an earlier 
day had himself been aware of, was that the existing translations were, to quote Vittoz, 
"much longer than the already elongated English versions," whereas the literary Tibetan 
possessed the hallmark of conciseness. In defense of the earliest Christian translations of 
the Scriptures into Tibetan, Francke had noted in 1925 that when translating the Indian 
Buddhist scriptures into their own language the earliest Tibetan scholars had themselves 
chosen a fairly wordy style so as to adhere as closely to the original as possible. Therefore, 
Francke had argued, this was a pardonable fault in the day of Jaeschke and the other 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Moravian translators because of their fear that a 
too compressed style would risk the loss of the nuances of meaning. 

Furthermore, Vittoz went on to make the observation that in Rev. Gergan's case, the 
problem was compounded because the basis of his translation was English and Urdu rather 
than the Hebrew and Greek originals, thus creating fi-esh difficulties that would not have 
occurred had he translated fiom the original languages. This resulted in the New Testament 
Epistles being nearly unintelligible when compared with the relative ease with which the 
Gospels could be understood. Indeed, Rev. Vittoz relates how his missionary colleague E. T. 
Phuntsog, a noted Ladakhi Tibetan scholar, had found it easier to use the English version 
when reading the Epistles. Nevertheless, al1 this criticism did not in the least mean, concluded 
the Swiss missionary, "that Yoseb Gergan's work is mbbish. It is very good and very useful. 
My point is that it is worthwhile revising it in detail before reprinting, and with . . . Phuntsog's 
assistance it is possible to do it very ~ e l l . " " ~  

For these reasons and becaiise of the continued lack of uniform acceptance of al1 the 
existing versions of the Tibetan Bible, it was decided by the Bible Society of India and 
Ceylon to make a fürther attempt at preparing a New Testament which would be acceptable 
to all. And as was touched upon earlier, Phuntsog and Vittoz were in the forefront of th's 
new endeavor. In due course these members of the Revision Cornmittee of the Tibetan 
Bible came to live at Landour just outside Mussoorie and were there at the time Gergan 
Tharchin met up with them in the spring of 1960 as a consequence of his having been 
summoned to Mussoorie by Dalai Lama XIV. 
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The story which lay behind the participation of Rev. Vittoz and Br. Eliyah and the coming 
together of these two at Landour is most interesting and worthy of reporting because it once 
again demonstrated so clearly to these Christian translators their God's providential intervention 
on behalf of His divine interests. Br. Vittoz and his wife Catherine, Moravian missionaries 
from Lausanne, Switzerland, had first amved in Leh at the beginning of October 1950, no 
one realizing at that moment that they were destined to be the very last European missionaries 
the West Himalaya Mission would ever have in Indian Tibet. They immediately set to work 
studying the Tibetan (that is, the Ladakhi) language. They also became acquainted with 
classical (Lhasan) Tibetan and received instruction in both under the tuition of S. S. Gergan. 
son of the late Joseph Gergan. 

Br. Vittoz proved to be a quick learner, so much so that by the latter years of his short 
stay in Ladakh, he possessed enough of a grasp of the Tibetan language that he, together 
with Br. Phuntsog and perhaps Yonatan Paljor, could begin to make partial or even complete 
translations of several New Testament books as a way of launching, in an experimental 
manner, a preliminary revision of the entire Testament. As early as 1953, for exarnple, 
Vittoz and Phuntsog, in working on a sample section of some 2 1 verses from John's Gospel, 
were led to change 17 dialect expressions, place in different word order 10 other sentences, 
and reduce the text of this section of verses to 520 syllables from 640.'19 Then, in 1955, they 
had produced a fresh translation of Matthew's Gospel, a book, acknowledged Vittoz, "we 
did not have great dificulties in improving the existing text of composed by Yoseb Gergan." 
It would not be the case, though, with the First Epistle to the Corinthians. That, admitted the 
Swiss missionary, "was a very tough piece of work and many weeks elapsed until we 
agreed on a faithful and clear rendering." They were now convinced, however, that it was 
possible, as stated by Rev. Vittoz, to create a text that was simpler, more elegant, and fixe 
of dialect expressions. 

By this time those at Leh were clearly looking ahead to participation in a possible neh 
effort to revise the entire Tibetan New Testament. Perhaps they and others were only too 
aware of the late Joseph Gergan's declaration made at the time he himself was working on 
the second revision that "for the sake of future generations of Tibetan Christians, a third 
revision [of the New Testament] would be benef i~ia l . " '~~ What these workers at Leh and 
elsewhere were aiming towards was what began to be tenned "a Union translation" of the 
New Testament. Wrote Rev. Vittoz in his last annual report of the West Himalaya Mission 
as its Superintendent (issued in 1956): "Our attempt will be compared with similar work 
done by missionaries from the southem and eastern borders of Tibet, and it is hoped that a 
Union translation may be agreed upon, thus ending the long years of trouble arising fiom the 
multiplicity of the Tibetan dialects." 

To this end a Tibetan Bible Translation Committee organized by the Bangalore-based 
Bible Society of lndia and Ceylon (BSIC) had already met in Kalimpong that same year, 
from March to May of 1956. Its primary agenda, as outlined by the Committee's Secretas. 
in a letter he sent to al1 members just prior to the commencement of its many meetings, 
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covered the following points: 

a. To consider the practical merits of Joseph Gergan's work published in 1948. 
b. To consider whether an entirely new translation of the Bible, or the New Testament, 

is necessary, or whether a revision ofthe 1948 edition of the Bible more suitable to the 
whole of Tibet will suffice. 

c. To outline the policy regarding future editions of the Scriptures in Tibetan- 
colloquial or literary; Central, Eastem or Western Tibetan dialects or a combination of 
al1 three; a separate edition for each area.'20a 

In the end, the Committee had agreed to sponsor a complete revision of the New Testament. 
More than likely, one significant factor which contributed to the making of this decision was 
a tour made in the spring of 1955 to Darjeeling, Kalimpong, Serampore and Calcutta by the 
BSIC representative at Bangalore, the Rev. H. H. Moulton. During his visit to Kalimpong he 
met for "a whole afternoon with the Rev. Tharchinla and Mr. D. Macdonald, together with 
several missionaries." In a report to the British and Foreign Bible Society Rev. Moulton 
made it clear that "the whole question of western, central and eastem Tibetan was discussed," 
and mentioned an interesting fact which had emerged from these Kalimpong talks to the 
effect that "the Communists are doing a good deal in the way of uni9ing the language." 

In the Report submitted of its protracted meetings held in the spring of 1956 at Tharchin's 
hill station, the said Committee's Secretary listed the following individuals who had been in 
attendance for its deliberations: 

Rev. Marion Grant Griebenow ofthe Christian and Missionary Alliance, an Arnerican 
missionary from the Amdo region ofTibet with an excellent knowledge of that Eastem 
Tibetan dialect due to his thirty years' experience among the Amdo Tibetans; 

Mr. George Kraft of the China Inland Mission, a (Presbyterian) missionary from the 
same general region, but whose expertise was the Kharn dialect and whose presence 
was valued "owing to his great knowledge of this language of eastern Tibet" [he had 
amved in China froni the USA in 1935 and was based at Dartsedo (KangtingRachienlu) 
1945-5 1 ,  having assisted many missionaries in learning Tibetan]; 

Mr. George Patterson, fonnerly a Plymouth Brethren missionary in the Khain area; 
Mr. Albert Carlsson of the Swedish Free Mission, a missionary from the Amdo area 

of eastem Tibet; 
Rev. G. Tharchin of the United Church ofNorth India, whose dialectal expertise was 

noted as Lhasan; 
Mr. David Macdonald (also Lhasan); 
Revs. Pierre Vittoz and Eliyah Tsetan Phuntsog of the Moravian Mission, both with 

expertise in the Ladakhi dialect; and 
Mr. D. M. Barker of the World Evangelization Crusade, a missionary in Kalimpong 

with some knowledge of Tibetan and who served as Secretary of the Committee. 
Noted also by the Secretary was the fact that the Revs. Phuntsog and Vittoz "were 

delayed by weather and did not amve until May 13 after the main meetings were over." 
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It will readily be discerned from its composition that the Bible Society was once again 
eager to make certain that the translation which might result fiom this Committee's labors 
would be acceptable in al1 dialect regions concerned. Not surprisingly, its chief revisers 
were to be the two Moravians fiom Leh, Phuntsog and Vittoz, who would prepare the initial 
draft. These two were to be assisted by the following members, who would check the 
Ladakhi draft: Griebenow, Kraft, and Gergan Tharchin himself; who, it will be recalled, had 
been assisting David Macdonald in the latter's review and correction of A. H. Francke's 
work and that of others from as long ago as late 1927. The work of the Translation Team 
was to begin in 1957 and to last for an estimated period of three years, with Kalimpong 
viewed as "the most suitable location outside of Tibet" for the Team to meet. As matters 
would develop, however, the work would not commence till late 1959 and Kalimpong would 
bccotne impossible as the venue for the chief revisers to meet, with the ultimate choice of 
site for their three-year endeavors to be Landour (see below). Moreover, neither Rev. 
Griebenow nor George Kraft would be able to assist in a full way in the work but would be 
"consulted by correspondence" in the case of Griebenow. It was anticipated that there 
would be others available who could represent the eastem dialects and whose help could be 
secured in person or by correspondence. And "though Mr. Tharchin," noted Rev. Culshaw 
of Bangalore in 1959, "will not be able to travel to Landour to take part in the work, it is 
hoped that he may be able to visit Calcutta for a meeting with the translators once a year." 
As it turned out, of course, Tharchin-la would be able, at least once, to travel to Landour 
and participate in the work directly."' But it had now become doubtful to Rev. Vrttoz at this 
point in time if he himself would even be able to play any role in the Tearn's efforts. This 
was because he and his family's permit to stay in the Ladakh area of India had expired with 
no hope of extension without first departing on furlough. 

The Swiss missionary couple remained in Ladakh till late May 1956, at which time they 
returned to Europe on hrlough; but at the end of that respite fiom their labors they were not 
granted permission by the Indian government to return to the Subcontinent. It has been seen 
in earlier chapters that international political events have repeatedly played a role in the 
missionary work of Indo-Tibet from its inception back in the 1850s. To cite, for example, 
only what happened since the turn of the twentieth century, the two world wars made it 
impossible for most of the missionanes of either German birth or sympathies to remain on 
the field of the West Himalaya Mission; and as was leamed a few pages earlier in the 
present chapter, the communal wars of 1947-48 which erupted between the newly-established 
independent States of India and Pakistan created grave difficulties for the publication of the 
Tibetan Bible. That conflict, exacerbated by the aftermath of bittemess and unrest, coupled 
with the uncertainty and fear felt in Northwest lndia about Red China's "liberation" of 
adjacent Tibet which intensified dramatically in Ladakh by the time of the Vittoz hrlough in 
1956, caused the lndian authorities to be wary of allowing any foreigners-especially 
Europeans-to live anywhere near the northern border areas touching upon Pakistan and 
Tibet where such people might be suspected of conducting espionage activities. It was for 
these reasons that the Vittoz application to return to Leh in 1957 was turned down. 

Hoping. nonetheless, that the Nehru government might eventually relent in its stricture 
against their return, the Vittoz family decided in the meantime to accept an invitation to fiIl a 
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vacancy of the Paris Mission as teachers at a Christian leadership training school in the 
French Cameroons of West Africa, arriving there in early October 1957. It would not be till 
1959 that a temporary permit was finally secured to return to the Subcontinent; yet not to 
the work at Leh, for fears and tensions there had mounted even further in the wake of the 
Tibetan Uprising in March and the creation of a Tibetan government-in-exile at Mussoorie 
headed by the Dalai Lama. Instead, God, it seemed to these Christian missionanes, had 
other plans for the Vittoz family. 

As the result of an agreement stnick between the British Mission Board of the Moravian 
Church and the Bible Society of India and Ceylon, Br. Vittoz would be granted a temporary 
visa by the Government to enter India for the purpose of assisting in the thorough revision of 
the Tibetan New Testament-but not at Kalimpong that by this time was a restricted area 
designated as such by the Govemment. Under the agreement, therefore, both he and Br. E. 
T. Phuntsog "would be seconded" for a period of up to three years to perform these labors, 
as suggested by the Rev. W. J. Culshaw of the BSIC at Bangalore, at the hi11 resort area of 
Landour. Accordingly, the Vittoz family set sail by ship fiom Liverpool on 5 September 
1959, bound for Bombay, and then onward to Landour. Here the missionary family arrived 
in October to join in the work with Rev. Phuntsog who had come down from Leh.Iz2 

A few words need to be said about this unusual and highly gifted Ladakhi Tibetan who 
when converted from Buddhism served his Lord with such distinction al1 the rest of his life 
and made many significant contributions to his fellow Tibetans and to the Tibetan Church. 
Not least of these, of course, would be his tireless labor on the New Testament revision now 
under discussion (and on other Bible translation matters) as well as the service he so faithfully 
rendered as local church elder and as one of the early ordained indigenous clergymen of the 
Tibetan Church. 

Eliyah Tsetan Phuntsog (1908-73) was already well known in Indian Tibet by the time he 
had reached manhood since, following his study for two years at the Gelugpa Rizong 
Monastery in Ladakh noted for its high standards, he had gone everywhere preaching the 
faith of his ancestors to his fellow countrymen. An only son of one of the best and most 
noble Ladakhi families and highly respected by all, it therefore came as a happy surprise to 
the Christian community in Leh but as an absolute shock mixed with horror to the Buddhists 
when in 1934 he became a baptized follower of Christ, commenced preaching the Christian 
faith to those same countrymen to whom he had earlier fervently preached Buddhism. and 
ultimately married Rev. Joseph Gergan's daughter Sungkil. In a paper presented in 1992 at 
a seminar conducted by the Intemational Association for Tibetan Studies, and published two 
years later, John Bray sketched out for his audience the early life of this remarkable Ladakhi 
up to this point in his career, as follows: 

Tsetan Phuntsog was bom in 1908 in Sabu, near Leh. He belonged to an aristocratie 
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(sku drag) family which in earlier generations had produced Kalons (bkn blon- 
ministers) for the King of Ladakh, and still was one of the highest-ranking in the 
country. His father was one of the chief lay disciples of Riwng monastery, . . . which 
then as now was famous for its discipline and religious integrity. Tsetan Phuntsog 
himself studied at Rizong and coiisidered becoming a monk. However, his father died 
at the early age of 40: Tsetan Phuntsog was the only son, and his relations put pressure 
on him to leave the monastery to manage his farnily property.* Soon afterwards he 
married and entered Kashmir govemment service. 

Tsetan Phuntsog continued his Buddhist studies, and was regarded as a leader of 
the Buddhist laity. However, he becarne dissatisfied because he could not accept the 
absolute aiithority of his guru, as Buddhist tradition dernanded.t Ln 1928 Joseph Gergan 
gave him a copy of an English tract entitled The Travelers Guideji-om Dearh io Life 
[published by the British Gospel Book Association, Liverpool]. This was a collection 
of stories designed to show that Jesus was the only Saviour. In style and argumentation, 
it belongs very much to the Anglo-saxon evangelical tradition, but it made an enormous 
impression. After reading it, Tsetan Phuntsog signed his own name underneath a 
statement accepting Jesus as his "Lord and Saviour." 

There followed six years of indecision. Tsetan Phuntsog was increasingly convinced 
that Christian teachings were tme, but he was reluctant to declare his change of 
religion in public. He spent hours discussing the nature of Buddhism and Christianity 
with Joseph Gergan. In the course oftime a Further complication arose: he fell in love 
with Joseph Gergan's daughter Sungkil. He had by now parted from his first wife, but 
Gergan would not allow the mamiage to take place unless his would-be son-in-law were 
formally baptized. Tsetan Phuntsog's babtism finally went ahead in September 1934, 
when he took on the Christian name Eliyah plijah], and he mamed Sungiul the following 
year. [Later, added Bray, he would be accused by some of his Buddhist enemies of 
having changed his religion purely in order to m q  his new wife.] 

* But while temporarily at Rizong he had imbibed deeply of Buddhist teaching and practice as a disciple of the 
Monastery's "famous abbot." In a kind of Christian tract he would long afterwards compose about his 
conversion and its aftermath, Br. Phuntsog described in highly personal terms what it was like to have been 
"brought up in that atmosphere." He continued: 

1 was taught the Buddhist philosophy of rebirth and Karma (i.e. law of  causation), the Four Noble Truths, 
and the Eight-Fold Path of  the Hinayana or Theravada Buddhism .... I took the Panchshila. the Five 
Precepts-abstention from killing. stealing, adultery, telling lies. and the taking of intoxicants. 1 used to 
fast and prostrate myself before the idols a hundred times daily and recite the prayers a thousand times. 
Despite these devotions 1 had no satisfaction of mind. 1 yeamed for peace of min4 and 1 failed in my ideal 
of subduing unworthy desires and could not do away with the consciousness of [a] sinful nature in me. ... 

From How I Became a Chrisriari b-p Rev. E. T. Phuntsog, typewrinen doublespaced on three long sheets, 
mimeographed, post- 1956, p. 1 ,  ThPaK. 
t In the same Christian tract he later wrote and which is referenced in the preceding footnote, Br. Phuntsog 
explained the matter with his guru this way (pp. 1.2): 

... 1 studied Buddhist mysticism of the Vajrayana secl. which is believed to be one of the mosl highly 
developed forms of Mahayana Buddhism. 11 is called Guru Yoga. The supreme teacher whom one chooses 
as one's sou1 director is helieved to be the embodiment of Buddha, his doctrine [dharma] and brotherhood 
[sal1~Ein] [a kiiid of triiiity in Buddhism]. and one must regard him as one's saviour. Faih  is more essential 
than practice in this srct. The unification of the candidate's rnind with his teacher's by contemplation and 
the e c s i a s ~  obtained through il 1s believed to be Nirvana or eternal bliss. 1 practised it for some time, but 
this did not saiisfy me. as I round it more fanciful than real .... 1 hecarne convinced that a superior lama 
couid not be rn!, saviour because he had the same sinful nature as myseif .... 
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At the time, many-especially his Buddhist fkiends and rich relations-just would net 
believe his conversion was authentic and waited up to ten years for hirn to retum at last to 
his forefathers' faith. They of course waited in vain; for this change of allegiance, observed 
Walter Asboe two years after the event, was "a coming into the Kingdom through conviction 
and not convenience." Rev. Asboe, for twenty-seven years a Moravian missionary in the 
West Himalaya Mission and one of its longest-serving Superintendents at Leh, explained 
what he meant in having described Br. Phuntsog's conversion in such unequivocal terms: 

We have one convert from one of the best families in this country and one possessed 
of great character and intellectual gifts. He has suffered cruel persecution fiom his 
erstwhile Buddhist fiiends and relations,* and has come out stronger in his witness 
for Christ in proportion to the severity of the hostility he has aroused through becoming 
a Christian. A prominent Buddhist said of him that he would rather a whole village had 
become Christian than that this youth should throw over the beliefs of his Buddhist 
forefathers. This surely is a remarkable testimony to the saving power of Christ. 

A few inonths later Asboe would have occasion to report in more definitive language the 
manner in which young E. T. had been persecuted: 

His rich Buddhist relations and fiiends, horror-struck by his change of faith, abused 
hirn thoroughly, and, adding insult to injury, they contrived to involve hirn in a criminal 
charge of embezzling State iùnds [resulting in his being imprisoned]. This legal suit 
cost hirn a lot of money, and the fact that he was acquitted of the crime served only to 
increase the ardor of his enemies to bring about his min. So they looked about for 
ways and means to cause his houses and lands to be confiscated on the ground that 
he had no legal right to them since he became a Christian. This deep-laid scherne also 
came to nothing. 

After suffering these and other kinds of persecution and indignities for two years, Br. 
Phuntsog, still firm in his embrace of Christ, stood up one Sunday afternoon to deliver his 
"maiden sermon" in the small Moravian church building at Leh. In his message this intelligent 
and cultured young man, with barely two years of Christian experience to his credit, told his 
fellow believers what his greatest support had been while suffering the intrigues and 
persecution of his relatives and former fiiends. It was the encouragement which came to 
hirn from the imprisoned Paul the apostle's words in Philippians 4:4: "Rejoice in the Lord 
always: again 1 will Say, Rejoice." Present at this service was Superintendent Asboe, who 

* They even attempting, unsuccessfully, to poison him shortly after he announced his conversion. Per John 
Bray, "Christian Missions and the Politics ofTibet, 1850-1950." in W. Wagner, ed., Kolonien und Missionen, 
185. "On two occasions he was invited to feasts and returned home badly sick, apparently suffering from 
poisoning." Bray, "Towards a Tibetan Christianity?" in P. Kvaerne, ed., fihetan Studics, 1:73. He himself 
would declare later that the "malignity" of  his Buddhist persecutors brought hirn "closer" to Jesus, and "on 
many occasions 1 had the wonderful experience of  consolation and joy from the Lord, [sol that I blessed m! 
persecutors." He went on to Say: "1 shall never forget the card sent to me in prison by Mrs. Peter [wife of 
Moravian Bishop Peter then in Ladakh] with the quotation from Romans 8 2 8 ,  .. .: 'Al1 things \v«rk together 
for good to them that love God. who are called according to His purpose . . .' 1 know it to be true now from m! 
own experience." How 1 Became a Christian, 2-3. 
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afterwards described the choice of this text for this young Christian brother's message as 
"a strange paradox surely . . ., for he had encountered much that would have made other 
people weep and lament." Nevertheless, Br. Phuntsog had gone on to explain in his sermon 
that he had not ceased to rejoice despite the troubles which had come his way because of 
his becoming a Christian. Indeed, drarnatic echoes of this same theme ofjoy reverberate in 
the testimony he would share in print much later in his life. "For me," he wrote in How 1 
Became a Christian, "to be with Jesus is heaven and to be without Him is hell. He is my al1 
in all. He sustained me through al1 my trials and humiliations; and my trials and humiliations 
are nothing compared with what He endured for me. He is the joy of my hean, and although 
men may take everything from me, they cannot take away the joy 1 have in Him." "This 
surely," summed up Superintend~nt Asboe, is "a noble witness to the power of Chnst in the 
heart of a Tibetan delivered from an age-long tradition of superstition and ignorance." 

A well-educated man, Phuntsog had gone on to study al1 the great religions and to become 
a recognized master of Tibetan classical literature in a manner far superior to that of most 
Buddhists. Nevertheless, John Bray has made the observation that "as a natural development 
ofhis literary interests" Phuntsog in the 1950s "experimented with a revised foxm of Ladakhi 
spelling to make the written language closer to the spoken." He did this as a way to facilitate 
easier understanding by the people of various Christian tracts on gospel truth which he 
prepared, using the reformed Ladakhi spelling. This was an integral part of Br. Phuntsog's 
ambitious program of encouraging higher literacy standards throughout Ladakh. To this end, 
Bray noted, he undertook, with the assistance of the farned lndian Pandit Rahul Sankntyayana 
who himself came to Ladakh, to produce a series ofTibetan textbooks. These were published 
under the auspices of the Young Men's Buddhist Association that would later evolve into the 
Ladakh Buddhist Association. Br. Phuntsog, however, would come to look upon classical 
Tibetan's "complicated spelling system" as itself "an obstacle to literacy." Which thus explains 
his experiment to reform the Ladakhi spelling system that in essence, reported Bray, was 
the development of "a simplified, phonetic system of writing which removed al1 unsounded 
prefixes, sufixes and post-suffixes." Bray added that Br. Phuntsog would go on to "adapt 
individual letters to represent sounds which [fiom ages past] had been expressed by various 
combinations of letters in the traditional alphabet." This al1 was regarded by the local 
Mahayana Buddhists, though, as an unwelcome-even sinister-modification of the letters 
of the Tibetan alphabet that for centuries had been employed to write down the sacred 
Buddhist scriptures. Accordingly, his experimentation proved to be extremely unpopular 
with the devout Buddhists who, wrote Bray, came to view it "as a blasphemous attempt to 
subvert the classical language of the [Buddhist] ~criptures.'"'~ All such tinkering hith the 
language was therefore deemed to be an assault on the religion itself. 

Not to be deterred by such opposition, however, Br. Phuntsog would go on to produce 
other Christian works which added to the spiritual life of the Leh Christian community. 
Possessing a contemplative side to his personal Christian walk with his Lord, Br. E. T. felt 
led to translate into Tibetan a volume by the well-known Anglican Benedictine monk, Dom 
Bernard Clements, entitled Mhen Ye P I ~ ,  (London. 1936).* Moreover, in the 1950s he 

* Believing as he did, afier disco\ cring Christianib's rich contemplative tradition. that his Moravian predecessors 
had largely o\terlooked this aspect of the Cliristian life, Br. Phuntsog sought to put into practice in his own 
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wrote some plays for the local church at Leh and composed a number of songs that were 
Sung by the congregation in the Ladakhi dialect and set to local melodies. 

But besides these works cast in dialect, this devoted follower of Christ had also composed 
Christian poems in pure classical Tibetan. One of these was entitled "Chhagthsal GyanchumaW 
or "Eighty Praises," with each of its eighty four-line stanzas having ended with the phrase 
laphyag 'tshal lo, thus intimating the composer's humble prostration before his Lord. This 
literary achievement was termed by his later colleague in the work, Pierre Vittoz, an 
extraordinary poem "of true beauty," and which, notes Bray, "is particularly reminiscent of 
Tibetan Buddhist devotional texts." These eighty stanzas of Adoration that depict the Life 
of Christ came to be widely known in Ladakh but even found their way to distant 
Ka1imp0ng.I~~ So successful and popular had this Christian poetry in the Tibetan language 
become that it was reported in 1953 that at this same hill town a preacher-most likely a 
reference to Rev. Gergan Tharchin-had occasionally read thepoem instead of the Gospels 
them~elves!"~ Indeed, Tharchin had personally confessed to the poet when the latter went 
on a visit there, that he ofien read from the "Eighty Praises" to his Tibetan congregation on 
Sundays, so beautiful had he found this Christian poem to be. Tharchin went on to tell Br. 
Eliyah "that the Buddhists, too, like to read it" because its "style and language are to their 
taste." The Kalimpong pastor added that al1 Tibetans would be delighted to read such literature 
if it could be produced in that manner since Br. Phuntsog's Tibetan poetic style "appeals to 
the mind of the Buddhists." 

Ever the staunch Christian from the first moment of his conversion, E. T. Phuntsog, 
despite his rejection of Buddhism, was nonetheless able to preserve some measure of his 
social position. For John Bray has pointed out that because of his being one of the highest 
ranking members of the Ladakhi nobility, Br. Eliyah was permitted to sit next to the King of 
Ladakh during one of the preeminent festivals in Leh. He was even able to retum to Kashmin 
government service, in which he carried out a number of sensitive diplomatic negotiations 
during the 1940s. His greatest Government attainment came when following the conclusion 
of the Indo-Pakistani conflict in 1948 he was appointed Tehsildar (or Mayor) of Leh, the 
highest position in Ladakh7s local govemment. But opposition by Leh's Buddhist inhabitants 
led to public agitations against the Christian Tehsildar, they maintaining (a) that only a Buddhist 
should hold this Govemment post, and (b) that his tinkenng with the vemacular Ladakhi 
language constituted a blasphemous subversion of their religious heritage. Furthemore, 
even some govemment officiais comn~enced expressing concem over his language reforms, 
fearing that they might ignite a new Ladakhi linguistic nationalism. The opposition from the 

walk with his Lord an ernphasis on the "indwelling Christ" as found in the Pauline writings of the New 
Testament (in the book of Galatians, for exarnple) and on contemplative prayer. For this very purpose, he 
had set aside for prayer and rneditation a separate roorn at his RajpurIDehra Dun home. Indeed, his daughter 
Zhidey recalled that during the latter period of his life her father had becorne "more and more like an ascetic, 
spending rnost of his tirne in prayer." It is John Bray's belief, after tlioroughly studying the life and career 
of this exceptional Ladakhi Christian, that "the Tsetan Phuntsog whose spiritual inquiries took him to Rizong 
rnonastery was the sarne Tsetan Phuntsog who ended his days as a Christian minister practicing an authenticall~ 
'Tibetan' Christianity." See Bray, "Towards 2 Tibetan Christianity?" in P. Kvaerne, ed., Tiheton 
Stirdies, 1 : 75-7. 
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devout Buddhists became so heated, adds Bray, that after but two years in the p s t ,  Br. 
Eliyah resigned as Tehsildar and would only briefly serve as Ladakh's Infonnation Officer 
before withdrawing completely from Govenunent service in 195 1 .  

Meanwhile, Br. Eliyah would go on to become an elder of the local Leh church where he 
continually exhibited a readiness and willingness to help any of his brethren. Always having 
the future of the Church at heart, Phuntsog, whenever an opportunity for doing good presented 
itself, would be found without fail arnong those who would seize upon it and carry it out. 
With such a testimony of faith, service and ability as this, therefore, it came as no surprise 
that on the first Sunday of London Moravian Bishop Herbert Connor's visit to Leh in early 
March 1956 it was Br. E. T. Phuntsog who was ordained into the Christian ministq (along 
with one other brother, Yonatan Pal-ior). Long before this, of course, Pierre Vittoz had 
arrived on the scene as resident missionary and Mission Superintendent. And ever since 
1952 when Br. E. T. joined the Mission staff, he with Br. Paljor had worked "in full harmony" 
and undertaken new methods of evangelism: an area of concern that was always close to 
the heart of Br. Phuntsog. The Superintendent held him in high regard, declanng in his 
annual report for 1953 that in spite of hardships Br. Phuntsog "never failed to undertake 
arduous duties with enthusiasm; that he really devotes himself to the service of his Lord and 
Master and to his Church in everything." The missionary went on to note that "his leadership 
and his stand for the faith have been conspicuous and of inestimable value." 

It was thus a matter of great joy for Rev. Vittoz to preside at the ordination service and 
to witness the further elevation in Christian responsibility for Br. Eliyah and Br. Yonatan, 
especially in the case of the one who had experienced such tremendous persecution for his 
stand with Christ. Bishop Connor was later to describe that special &y of ordination at Leh 
with these words: 

On the fust Sunday of my visit 1 ordained into the Christian ministry these two Tibetans 
. . . The scene of ordination made me think of the early days of the Christian Church. 
Here was no majestic cathedra1 or dignified church, but an oblong building of mud 
walls, whitewashed, with a row of wooden pillars down the center. At one end was a 
platform with a Communion table and chair, a lectem, and a harmonium with stool. The 
chair and harmonium stool were the only seats in the church. On the floor were rugs- 
very beautiful rugs from Turkestan-and on these mgs the congregation sat cross- 
legged, the men on one side, the women on the other. At the back were a few Buddhists, 
Hindus and Moslems, friends of the brethren to be ordained. 

The two to be ordained had given long and faithhl service as unordained ministers 
and one of them had made great sacrifices to become a Christian. It was strange to hear 
Tibetan words to some of our familiar hyrnn tunes. The hymnbooks used by the 
congregation were al1 handwritten. The greate~ part of the service was taken in Tibetan 
by the resident missionary, Pierre Vittoz. The Bishop's address and questions were 
translated sentence by sentence and the answers of the candidates were given in 
English and Tibetai. There, in a heathen country, surrounded by contending faiths, 
these two men solemnly pledged their lives to the Ministry of the Christian Church. 
They will be holding a ventable outpost of Chnstianity. 

Whereas Br. Paljor had been ordained into the Christian ministry to be the pastor of the Leh 
congregation, Br. Phuntsog had been so ordained "as a missionary." Indeed, among other 
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Christian endeavors, the latter, together with his Western colleague Vittoz, would now organize 
a number of evangelistic treks to other areas of Ladakh where they preseiited some of the 
Christian plays and songs which, as noted earlier, Rev. Phuntsog had himself written in the 
traditional Ladakhi style. Using these literary creations as vehicles by which, in Bray's 
words, "to express Christian ideas to new audiences," these Christian missionaries were 
thus able to communicate the message of Christ in new and interesting ways. Completely 
free now from al1 govemmental and political concems, Rev. Phuntsog could devote himself 
exclusively to the ministry to which he had been called of sharing in the responsibility of 
Church work at Leh and missionary outreach elsewhere with consummate grace, skill and 
leadership. But when the cal1 came to relocate temporarily to Landour, Rev. Phuntsog 
responded with alacrity and joined his Leh colleague Br. Vittoz without any hesitation.Iz6 

Now since the visa granted Rev. Vittoz was for only a one-year stay, there constantly 
hovered over the situation at Landour a cloud of uncertainty. Because of this, the Translation 
Team, consisting of these two brethren and "representatives of other denominations," pressed 
forward as diligently as possible in the event the Team might at any moment lose the valuable 
services of Br. Vittoz, whose knowledge of the original Bible languages of Greek and Hebrew 
was quite substantial-the Greek in particular. The team members were aided in their 
labors by the likes of a Tibetan typewriter! Its timely presence at Landour had come about 
through an incredible set of circumstances that had begun in Leh back in 195 1 when plans 
were made by these two workers in Ladakh for acquiring such a device. These plans 
reached their culmination in far-off Britain when these same two brethren found what they 
were looking for at the time both were there together in 1956. The typewriter arrived at 
Landour in timely fashion just after the Vittoz family had set foot once more on Indian 
soil."' But they were also aided in their work by what Rev. Culshaw of the BSIC described 
in May 1959 as "a steady stream of Tibetan speakers and especially of educated monks" 
that was anticipated would find their way to nearby Mussoorie because of the recent arriva] 
there of His Holiness the Dalai Lama; and, added Culshaw significantly, "as far as the 
Tibetan revision is concemed, the time could not be more ~ p p o r t u n e . " ' ~ ~  

During the first year at Landour (fiom October 1959 onward) these two revisers gave 
nearly their total time to the project; but while engaged in the revision, Rev. Vittoz and bis 
wife suffered a grievous blow of monumental proportions: they had the grave misfortune of 
losing both their twin daughters in a single day! It had occurred on 12 July 1960. In a letter 
written from Landour a few days aftenvards, Rev. Phuntsog described the tragedy: 

1 am so sorry to write you that . . . the twins Isabelle and Irene died one after the other 
in one day . . . Irene died at about 10 o'clock in the morning at home and Isabelle died 
in the hospital at about 10 o'clock in the evening. They were buried the next day. You 
could imagine the parents' sorrow. It  happened so suddenly and quickly that we were 
al1 shocked. The Christians here, mostly missionaries, are very sympathetic and were 
very kind to us all. 
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Yet in spite of this great loss and the shock attendant upon it, Br. Vittoz did net give up the 
task of Bible revision. As Phuntsog added in his letter, "Mr. And Mrs. Vittoz are be&ng it 
bravely and prayerfully." "Only God's grace," observed Gergan Tharchin, "could have 
achieved such a miracle in a man's life." 

That the uncertainty about the stay in lndia ofthe Swiss missionary family was warranted 
became abundantly clear just a few months afier the loss of their twins. For in October 
1960 Vittoz and his wife were actually ordered to leave India; nevertheless, on the last day 
of their stay, when, in the words of Br. Vittoz himself, "we had already packed even the 
coffee pot," the order was inexplicably postponed indefinitely ! This meant that Rev. Culshaw's 
observation earlier in the year about an anticipated meeting of the Translation Team in 
Calcutta later that year or next could be realized. Wrote the BSlC representative on 15 June: 
"During a recent visit to Landour 1 was able to spend some time with the Tibetan revisers, 
who are making good progress.. . . Tharchin-La was able to visit Landour and work with 
[them] for a fortnight in the spring, and they are planning to arrange a Calcutta meeting in 
the cold weather. It is hoped in this way to ensure adequate consultation from al1 areas." 
Indeed, Rev. Moulton of Bangalore could report late in 1960, after a tour of lndia on behalf 
of the BSIC, that "considerable care is being taken to ensure that al1 [Tibetan] dialectal areas 
are being consulted, and so far reactions to the revision have been favorable, especially 
from Tharchin-La," to whom drafts of the revised translation had continued to be sent.'2Y 

By late 1960 the translation of al1 four Gospels was ready for the Press and by the 
following May Br. Phuntsog coiild report that the Team was at that time engaged in "fair 
copying" and making corrections, but that it would be some time yet before the work in its 
entirety was completely ready for printing. During their time at Landour the revisers would 
periodically transmit their drafts not only to Gergan Tharchin in Kalimpong but to Rev. 
Griebenow in Hong Kong as well for their comments and cor re~ t ions . '~~  Meanwhile the 
members of the Team, haunted once again by the uncertainties surrounding the Vittoz 
temporary visa, pressed forward in the work "as hard as possible." It was wise they did so, 
for after a long petiod of negotiation the Nehru govemment finally refused to extend any 
more the Vittoz residence permit. He and his wife would have to leave lndia for good in 
January 1962. But because of the Team's anticipation of trouble, its members were able to 
complete the revision, except for the final polishing. before Rev. Vittoz departed for 
Switzerland. And hence, the contributions which Pierre Vittoz could make to the revised 
translation process were assured through what appeared to al1 concemed to be their God's 
timely interventions and the wise diligence on the part of the other Team members. 

After the conipletion of the revision work that was able to be accomplished at Landour. 
the Bible Society of lndia then directed the Moravian West Himalaya Mission minister, Rev. 
Phuntsog, to take the manuscript of the New Testament revision to Kalimpong for what 
would prove to be a period of about a year (see below). There the revision was to be refined 
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further. Phuntsog would not be alone in the work, however; for this is what Br. E. Wilson of 
the Moravian Church's British Mission Board could report at the time: "He has the advantages 
there of being in touch with the Rev. Tharchin, minister of a Tibetan church in that town, 
who was himself a product of our congregation at Poo, being born and confirmed there." 
was noted earlier, however, this was not the first visit of Rev. Phuntsog to Kalimpong or to 
the home of Gergan Tharchin. In May of 1956 he had been there for an abbreviated visit in 
connection with the present Tibetan Bible Translation Team of which he and Rev. Tharchin 
were currently active members; but three years earlier, in 1953, he had paid a much lengthier 
visit there. On his way to Calcutta to attend in October of that year the Eleventh General 
Assembly of the United Church of Northem India,I3' Br. Eliyah had stopped off at Da jeeling 
for a few days, and had then traveled over to Kalimpong in late September for a full two 
weeks as guest the entire period in the Tharchin family home.I3? It was thus at this time that 
these two had become very good friends. (Interestingly enough, though these two had 
never met before this 1953 visit of Phuntsog's, they had corresponded with each other. And 
just a few months earlier, he had actually inquired of the Kalimpong pastor about the availability 
of a four-to-five-acre plot of land in or near the hiIl station on which to construct a house for 
himself and his family. For his "intention," he wrote, was "to shift to there" from Ladakh. In 
the end, however, nothing came of this tentative plan of  hi^.'^^" 

But besides the presence of Rev. Phuntsog's good friend Tharchin at Kalimpong, another 
significant reason why in 1962 the Bible Society suggested that the revision work be continued 
at this particular site was because many Tibetan refbgees and others, including some of the 
best Tibetan scholars available, had temporarily settled there. Wilson commented that these 
two revision workers, scholars in their own right, would be afforded the opportunity of 
"calling on [these other] Tibetan scholars to express an opinion on the style of the translation." 
This both Phuntsog and Tharchin would indeed do. These two would also be aided by 
consultations with those missionaries who, having worked for many years along the eastem 
Tibetan frontier, had come to the Darjeeling District when that work had summarily ended 
with the fall of China to the Communists. 

A still further consideration for selecting Kalimpong must be noted, however. Due to 
fear and great uncertainty back in Leh about the possibility that Ladakh might be one of 
Communist China's next targets for the "liberation" of the Tibetan peoples, many Tibetans- 
including members of the Moravian congregation at Leh-had packed their bags and departed 
the district altogether, seeking refuge among the high hills elsewhere in India such as at 

Kalimpong. By the fall of 1962, in fact, this same Br. Wilson, referring to ~harchin's hiIl 
station, could report that "there is already quite a community there of families who have 
moved from Leh, and one of our Leh members had opened a carpentry business there." 
"This may well prove to be a useful center," added Wilson, "where the refugees can grouP 
themselves together and still find themselves within the active fold ofthe Moravia11 ChUrch 
through the ministry of Br. P h u n t ~ o k . " ' ~ ~  

This new two-man team of Bible revisers would now set themselves the task of reading 
through the entire revision manuscript brought over fiom Landour. "We needed eigllt months 
to do this," Tharchin afterwards reported. "even though we worked intensively for three 
hours daily." They were assisted by the Kalimpong pastor's son Sherab Gyamtsho Durin!? 
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this period he served as proofreader not only for the Tibet Mirror Press but also for the New 
Testament Revision project. This he did working off and on part-time. His father, in fact, 
was to comment later when narrating his "memoirs" that his son "had played an important 
role in the revision work." It ought to be pointed out, though, that because Tharchin Babu 
was not maintaining v e r =  good health in those days, it was impossible for him to do proper 
justice to the work. "1 became so weak," the Kalimpongian host later explained, "that my 
nephew had to help in my place." This was his nephew by marriage, D. Ringzin Wangpo. 
He it was who had gone to England in November 1948 (in Company with, and under the 
care of, the retiring British Political Oficer, Arthur J. Hopkinson) to be a Research Assistant 
in Tibetan in the Department of Phonetics and Linguistics of London University's School of 
Oriental and African Studies, but who by now had returned to Kalimpong and was at this 
moment staying with Babu Tharchin.'jJ The latter spoke highly of his nephew, a member by 
this time of a Hinayana Ruddhist order, calling him "a very good expert on the Tibetan 
language." And hence, the Kalimpong pastor had requested Ringzin Wangpo to read through 
the rest of the translation with Rev. Phuntsog.* It should be mentioned, incidentally, that 
every one of these individuals just now named, including the entire Phuntsog family, were at 
this time al1 lodged together in the Kalimpong home of Gerga. Tharchin. Indeed, while here 
for this lengthy stay, the Phuntsogs-in order to make the situation easier for al1 concemed- 
cooked their own food and managed their own meals. They even had a servant who assisted 
in the household affairs. 

Upon the completion of the revision work, noted Tharchin, "we then employed three 
lamas; they carefully copied the entire text. That took a further four months to accomplish." 
But as a consequence, he added, these Buddhist Lamas gained for themselkes "al1 kinds of 
recognition of our Saviour"-yet not only through the Holy Scnptures on wllich they worked 
so carefully, but also through the lives of those around them in the Tharchin household and 
in the Kalimpong Tibetan Christian community. In this regard, the ailing Tibetan pastor 
especially singled out Rev. Phuntsog, about whom, it seems, he could not Say enough: "It 
was a blessing being around Brother Phuntsok.. . . He was, for al1 of us here, a great blessing. 
For me, in particular, he took over the preaching, the prayer hours, and much of my official 
duties. Moreover, with the refugees, who then filled the rooms of our home, Br. Phuntsok 
led talks on salvation. He instructed two refugee families in the Christian faith.. . . The men 
[of these families] allowed themselves to be baptized. but the women and the young son 
were afraid. Hence, everywhere Jesus has the possibility of using his witnesses," of whom 

* Dr. R .  K.  Sprigg cxplains, in fact, in his obituan, of D. Ringzin Wangpo, that not only was this LhasaTibetan 
"literate in Tibetnn but he was also a scholar in the fields of traditional Tibetan gramrnar and orthography." In 
addition. though not a nobleman. notes Sprigg, he nonetheless had "attended the same school as mernbers of the 
noble fainilies." He adds that out of ail Tibetans frorn Lhasa who had known Ringzin Wangpo and with whom 
Sprigg had spoken, al1 except one--*ho thought his Tibetan was marked by sorne Chinese characteristics- 
told the Englishman that Ringzin "was a representative speaker ofthe Tibetan of Lhasa." Others. S p r i g  went 
on to Say, characterized his Tibetan as "bookisli"; and Tharchin's nephew hirnself "claimed that in conversa- 
tion with Tibetans of his own educational standing he made his Lhasa Tibetan utterances as rnuch like Classical 
(or Literary) Tibetan as he could." Sprigg, "Gelong Rigzin Wangpo . . .: 1920-1985," TJ(Spring 1988):78. With 
this kind oîlanguage background belonging to his nephew. it was no wonder that Babu Tharchin had asked hirn 
10 review the Tibetan New Testarnent translation with his colleague E. T. Phuntsog. 
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Br. E. T. was a shining e ~ a m p 1 e . l ~ ~  
Yet in spite of this new review by his two scholarly friends, Rev. Tharchin wai of the 

opinion that the result of their and his combined revision efforts at Kalimpong was still not as 
it ought to be. He felt additional work was required if a more simplified language standard 
was to be achieved. It was leamed in Chapters 21 and 23 that the Kalimpong scholar and 
classicist longed to bnng out in published form a grand Lexicon of the Tibetan Language 
with well over 58,000 words which would define and describe the classical Tibetan vocabulary 
in modem Tibetan, and which-for the present purpose-could thus be an invaluable tool to 
make the Bible translation more readily understood to the average Tibetan reader. For as he 
had been wont to Say at about this same time even to a young Incarnate High Priest from 
East Tibet (whose fascinating story is later told in Chapter 30's End-Notes): "The Tibetan 
Bible has many unintelligible words and sentence-structures" which still need to be 
c o ~ - r e c t e d . ~ ~ ~ u t  owing to failing health and lack of funds, Tharchin had to abandon the 
project.* 

Despite Tharchin Babu's personal reservations about the New Testament revision which 
had at last been completed at Kalimpong, by the end of August 1962 Rev. Culshaw felt led 
to circulate a questionnaire conceming the finished draft. In the Minutes of the London 
Bible Society's Translations and Library Subcommittee for the year 1962 is recorded the 
action which Culshaw took on 27 August from Bangalore: "[He] fonvards a questionnaire 
for the revised N.T. prepared by Rev. E. Tsetan Phuntsog, UCNI (Ladakh), Rev. P. Vittoz, 
Moravian Mission, and Rev. G. Tharchin, UCNI (Kalimpong), with a committee of 
consultants." And for the following month the same Minutes could include an entry in 
boldface type which al1 concemed had looked forward to: the British and Foreign Bible 
Society's approval ofthis new text. The entry quite simply but significantly read as follows: 
"LXXXVI. Resolved to recommend that the revised text of the Tibetan New Testament be 
accepted as conforming to the Rules for Translators. (September 1962)."'37 

Even with this most welcome news, however, the actual printing and publication ofthe 
new revision would have to wait until some eight years more had passed. In the meantirne 
Rev. Phuntsog would himself continue to participate in further Tibetan Bible translation 
projects. One of the tasks which in particular interested the Ladakhi scholar and translater 
was to revise the Old Testament book of the Psalms as previously translated by Joseph 
Gergan. I t  was Br. Eliyah's desire to see this book of sacred poetry included in any eventual 
printing of the Revised New Testament on which he, Vittoz, Tharchin and others had so 
recently labored to perfect. Although the Bible Society of lndia and Ceylon agreed that this 

* Tharchin had doubtless envisioned that this literary project, if not abandoned, could have aided in the 
revision of the Tibetan Old Testament translation of the Bible as well, which to him was equally in  need ora 
revision. Indeed, he was asked about this by Margaret Urban in 1964, after having had a discussion withher 
concerning the New Testament revision: "How does it actually stand with the whole Bible? Will the Old 
Testament not also be revised?" To which his response was the following: "That is the heari CF from 
Christians. But the Bible Society does not want to. They shrink back perhaps from the cost; there is perhaPs 
also a further reason-that Tibetans in the [exile refugee] scattering would themselves soon adopt the laWuage 
of their locale and no longer need to rely on their mother tongue.. . . In 1950 [he meant to Say 19481 we had the 
first complete Bible translation in our hands. But as 1 said, the language in the Old Testament needs revision, 
to be better understood thereby." Quoted in llrban, .Jesus unter Tihetern, 13. 
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be done,'" in the end the Psalms was nevm included. It should be n o t d  here. though, that 
prior to the publication in a single volume of the entire revised New Testament, the Bible 
Society of lndia had published separately at Bangalore several of the revised Gospels and 
the Book of the Acts of the Apostles: Matthew (in 1961), Luke in 1966, and Mark (with 
Acts) in 1968.13' 

Fortunately for both Tharchin Babu and Nono Phuntsog they were able, before their 
deaths, to witness the fmit of their and the other revisionists' labors. Although in the end it 
would take nearly twelve years for its publication to be realized, the Revised Version of the 
Tibetan New Testament was at last ofîïcially released by the Bible Society of India (by 
which it was now known) in May 197 1 at the Society's head office in Bangalore." Moreover, 
it will be recalled from the previous chapter that Phuntsog had the privilege just two months 
later to present a specially bound copy of this Tibetan New Testament to His Holiness the 
Fourteenth Dalai Lama at Dharamsala. This latest Revision, at last printed and distributed 
to a waiting public, would be reissued periodically thereafter as the need for more copies 
arose.'-"'About this long-awaited third revision of the New Testament John Bray had this to 
say : 

It is generally accepted that the literary style of the [1970-711 Tibetan New Testament 
is far better than any of its predecessors and there has been no suggestion that it leans 
too strongly towards one particular dialect. However, its literary strengths have to 
some extent proved a weakness in that some less-educated Ladakhis and even 
Darjeeling Tibetans have found its classical style too dificult. Even now [circa 19901 
Tibetan Bible translation is not wholly fiee of controversy. 

Commenting further concerning the Tibetan New Testament, he concluded that 

there have been no fiesh attempts to revise the New Testament since the publication 
of the [1970-7 11 version and it is unlikely that any will be contemplated for some time 
to come. However, the Tibetan Christian Fellowship (a loose association of Tibetan- 
speaking congregations in North India) has proposed a reprint of the flawed Ghooml 
Shanghai New Testament on the ground that in spite of its imperfections it is still 
easier to understand than the [1970-7 11 New Testament. Current debates therefore still 
reflect the same dilemma that Jaeschke faced over a century ago: how to reconcile the 
demands of literary Tibetan with the desire to produce an accurate translation which 
would be accessible to ordinary people. 

With respect to the Tibetan Old Testament, however, there is some hope that a revision 
will emerge in the near-term. The source of this hope lay initially with the Moravian 
congregational minister at Leh, the late Rev. Stephen Hishey ( 1  953-2006), a son-in-law of 
E. T. Phuntsog, whom the present author had an opportunity of meeting and fellowshiping 
with over a two- or three-day period at Kalimpong in March of 1992. The son of an Amdowa 

* l t  must be observed, however, that though the Revised l'ibetan New Testanient was released to the public at 
this tiine. the actual date appearing on its copies shows the year 1970 and the notation o f  1000 copies in the 
first run-most likely an indication ihat printing b) the Bihle Society may hake indeed hegun that pear but that 
the proofreading, review and final printinp and binding of it required that the publication wlease date had to be 
delayed till May of  the following year. 
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from what had been northeastem Tibet who was bom at Tharchin's hill station and brou&[ 
up and educated during his youiiger days in the Darjeeling area and who, significantly, was 
married to a Ladakhi, Pastor Hishey had for several years undertaken a revision of the Old 
Testament. Possessed of such an ethnic and cultural background as this, Br. Hishey, in the 
view of John Bray, was "well-equipped to face the problems of producing a version which 
is likely to be acceptable in al1 Tibetan-speaking areas." For his aim, explains Bray, was "to 
produce a version in simple Tibetan phal-skad [the common or colloquial tongue]," which 
he hoped would "be more generally accessible than the chos-skad9-the "Dharma-languageV 
or classical Tibetan "book language" of the Buddhist scriptures, which most recently in 
Tibetan Bible translation had characterized the 1970-7 1 New Testament. Under the auspices 
first of Bangalore's Bible Society of India (BSI) and then the sponsorship of a Nonvegian 
Christian mission organization, Rev. Hishey eventually completed the translation of the five 
books comprising the Pentateuch of the Old Testament.* But once this portion of the Bible 
had been published in 1987, Pastor Hishey shortly afterwards ceased al1 Bible translation 
labors of his own.14' 

Nevertheless, the Old Testament translation had then been carried fonvard at the hands 
of another Tibetan, mentioned elsewhere in the present biography, Peter Rapgey of 
Kalimpong. For when in the mid- 1980s Rev. Hishey had left the BSI as its Tibetan translator, 
the Bible publisher offered the same post to Rev. Rapgey, who soon accepted the offer and 
who since then had continued to labor faithfûlly in translating the Old Testament into the 
common or Lhasan Tibetan (and basing his translation on Today's English Version-the 
TEV). Work on it continued during the ensuing years, although the original completion date 
of April 1993-as predicted by Rev. Rapgey in an interview he granted the present author 
at Kalimpong in December 1992-had to be revised. For due to ill-health, deaths in the 
family, and the resultant tension and anxiety, the Tibetan pastor was coinpelled to delay the 
work. In a subsequent interview in Kalimpong a year later, he explained to the author that 
by mid- 1994 the entire Old Testament would be completed for the BSI by him and his able 
calligrapher. Unfortunately, death once again struck the Rapgey family, but this time, Re". 
Rapgey himself. For on 15 February 1995, less than two months after the present author 

* The full bibliographic data of the work. as appearing in the voluine itself, is as follows: Rev. S. S. Hishe). 
Chief translator and compiler, The Pentufeuch (Leh: Ladakh Christian Committee for Tibetan Bible Translation1 
Revision, Moravian Church, P.O. Leh - 194 101, Ladakh, J & K State. North India, 1987, 1"  Printing 1000 
copies); Translation Sponsored by Himal-Asia Mission (formerly known as the Norwegian Tibetan Mission), 
Brugata 8, Oslo, Norway. 

It should be noted, however, that according to the observations made to the present author by solne 
knowledgeable Tibetans in Kalimpong, both Christian and non-Christian alike, what this translation or revision 
of the Pentateuch by Rev. Hishey constitutes is not a thoroughly new translation of these five initial Old 
Testament books but is essentially a revision simply of words and phrases here and there that are cast in the 
more simple Tibetan phal-skad for greater clarity and understanding of meaning for the ordinary reader. A 
series of iandom checks made throughout the five-book text revealed this fact to these Tibetans. For instance. 
when cornparing, word for word, Chapter 13 of Genesis in both the Hishey Pentateuch and the Old Testament 
portion of the so-called Gergan Bible, it was found froin aniong al1 eighteen verses of the chapter that there 
were actually only nine differences. consisting of five individual word changes and only four changes l n  

construction. Consequently, this work by Rev. Hishey, ihey have noted, is not really that much different horn 
the Old Testament version of these five books as they appeared as part of the entire Bible published in 194ô. 
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had had a brief conversation with him, Rev. Rapgey passed away, thus leaving the work 
unfinished. The current situation is uncertain, but it is hoped that once the translation bas 
been completed by others and al1 of it reviewed as is required. it  is anticipated that this entire 
new translation of the Old Testament can be published soon afierwards.l42 

Such is the hope for the near future. But what of the more distant future? In the opinion 
of Bray (and others) there may be a place for phal-skud and chos-skad versions of the 
Tibetan Bible, "according to the audience each is supposed to address." After all, notes 
Bray with much justification, in the English language "there has been a proliferation of new 
translations, each of which has its merits and admirers." Why not a similar development. 
therefore, in Tibetan? 

But Bray legitimately raises the question, for whom? The maxunum nurnber of Ladakhi 
and Tibetan-speaking Christians, he is quick to point out, remains in the hundreds or at best 
in a few thousands at the present time. "It is open to question," he adds, "whether there is 
much prospect for expansion in India." Moreover, many middle-aged Christians of Ladakh 
find it easier to use Urdu Bibles because of having been educated in an Urdu-speaking 
school system. By the same token, some younger Ladakhi believers find it easier to use 
Hindi or English Scripture versions. It is Bray's conclusion, therefore. that the Tibetan Bible's 
future L'will depend on wider social and linguistic and even political developments which will 
determine what variety ofTibetan is spoken and written, and by whom, in years to 

These somewhat bleak observations were made by Bray in 1987. Some twenty years 
later it could be reported from one Christian organization based in Arnerica devoted exclusively 
to supporting indigenous Christian evangelists and other national gospel workers abroad that 
there have been missionary stirrings among Tibetans in Nepal and India. According to 
Christian Aid Mission (CAM), commenting in April2004, it could be reported that "some 
Tibetan refugees won to Christ" in both lands "have retumed to Tibet as wimesses" of 
Christ. Moreover, adds CAM, "churches are now being planted [in Tibet] and growing in 
size." The CAM report even included a photograph of a cluster of simple Tibetan homes 
with a caption that read: "For the first time in history Christians are meeting in places like 
this one in a Tibetan village." Unlike in the past, continued the report, when Christians were 
so few in the Great Closed Land. "new believers there often found themselves isolated and 
alone in their faith." With growing churches today, however, these new converts to Christ 
"are finding encouragement for each other" and are even "seeking ways to share their faith 
in their villages." 

CAM'S report went on to point out, though, that it still remains quite dangerous for anyone 
to be a Christian in Tibet, due to the fact that Tibetan Buddhism continues to exert a 
firrn grip on most of the people. Nevertheless, the report o b s e ~ e d .  "this does not stop" 
indigenous missionanes there "from spreading the gospel" of Christ. Indeed, one particular 
minishy which CAM supports "holds fiequent training sessions for new believers, equipping 
thetn to stand firm in their faith against the opposition they are certain to face"-yet not 
only from the Buddhist Tibetans but also, it could be added, fiom the anti-religious Chinese 
authorities. I J A n  

With such developments as these now taking place, there may v e p  well be an increased 
need in having the Bible in Tibetan. afier ail. 
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Gergan Tharchin in his day was one of those who was not completely happy with the 
Revised version which had finally emerged in print in 1970-7 1 afier so many years since 
Landour. "The present form of the language," he remarked afterwards, "should still be 
modified so that the average reader will be in a position to grasp the meaning." "It needs," 
he strongly urged, "fùrther simplification." This was quite a realistic, and, may it be added, 
commendable attitude to take towards the problem by one whose early upbringing and 
continuous training thereafier had had constant exposure to the Lhasan dialect that was 
known and prized by many "as the lingunfiunca of Tibetans everywhere" but viewed 
with disdain by many others as "the elegant l a n g ~ a g e . " ' ~ ~  

Nevertheless, in the instance at hand, one should not construe Tharchin's cal1 for 
"simplification" and "modification" of the Tibetan language to mean that the latter was to be 
cheapened or debased in the process of trying to make the Christian Scriptures understandable 
to the average Tibetan reader. Always a purist when it came to his ethnic national tongue 
and particularly to its Lhasan dialect, with which he was thoroughly fluent, the Kalimpong 
scholar was a strong defender of the traditionally accepted canons of Tibetan grammar. 
That this was still his thinking right up to the moment of his death is made clear in an 
interview he gave less than a year before his passing. When the question was put to him as 
to whether he thought the Tibetan language "needed some refoms in order to meet 
contemporary needs," it drew a sharp and ready response from the elder Tharchin: 

So far it is not so reformed. But every now and then 1 come across new words which 
are, 1 suppose, signs of a new lifestyle and new realities. But 1 don't think Tibetan 
needs any reforms. There is an increasing tendency which views it that if the meaning 
is conveyed, the rest can be dispensed with. 

Some years ago the late Prime Minister of Bhutan Jigme Dorjee tried to introduce 
diastic language reforms which in essence did away with the canons of Tibetan grammar 
and spelling rules. Everything was to be written phonetically. He ordered, without the 
late King's consent, new "Tibetan" primer textbooks meant for schools in Bhutan. Mr. 
Dorjee knew that 1 would not tolerate such destruction of the Tibetan language and 
did not ask me to print them. The new textbooks were printed at [another Kalimpong] 
Press. When a copy of the new textbook was presented to the late King, he was 
furious, and of course the monks were absolutely enraged. The King at once ordered 
the destruction ofthe new textbooks. Some 10,000 copies were-burnt in the Press itself. 

To introduce such destructive "refoms" is the quickest way to cut ourselves off 
from our past historical and cultural heritage.'45 

It is difficult to discern, from the foregoing discussion of Tharchin's views on the rnattec 
where exactly the Babu would draw the line between, 011 the one hand, the simplification 
and modification for which he had called and, on the other hand, his strong defense of the 
traditionally accepted canons of Tibetan grammar and spelling niles. Most interesthg and 
enlightening it would have been had someone been able to listen in on the discussions whicli 
must surely have taken place for eight months at Tharchin's Kaliimpong residence beMeen 
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the purist Gergan Tharchin and the TibetadLadakhi language refomer E. T. Phuntsog. 
Unfortunately, as far as is known, no extant record or possible eyewitness verbal report of 
this exists or is available. 

The above vignette on what happened in Bhuîan during the latter period of Babu 'ibu-chin's 
life several years prior to his death in 1976 is an echo of a somewhat similas event which 
had occurred a generation later in this same land. Reporting in 1992 of what had transpireci 
in the Kingdom of the Thunder Dragon "in recent years," John Bray describexi in the following 
terms an interesting parallel development there where Tibetan Buddhism is still the majority 
religion: 

The traditional written language-particularly for religious purposes-is Tibetan chos 
skad, but in recent years the government has developed written forms of Dmngkha, 
which is spoken in western Bhutan, to serve as the national language. The Bhutanese 
scholars who pioneered the development of Dzonghha were senior Buddhists. They 
received state backing, and their status as religious "insiders" made it easier to 
withstand criticism fiom chos skad traditionalists. However, their early training helps 
explain why they have incorporated many of the complicated spelling rules of  chos 
skad, a feature which may contribute to the relatively high failure rate in Dzongkha in 
Bhutanese s~hools . '~ '"  

Before leaving this subject of Bible translation, mention should be made of a Gerrnan 
benefactor of Tharchin's cited earlier, Dr. Kurt E. Koch. Tharchin would meet this eminent 
Gennan missionary scholar and writer when he made a visit to Kalimpong in late Januûry 
1968.'J'b Most likely he had come to Tharchin's hill town as a result of his friendship with 
Miss Margaret Urban, the Baltic-born missionary friend of the Tibetan publisher's second 
wife, Margaret Vitants. In fact, a year earlier Dr. Koch had penned a beautifully composed 
introduction to Miss Urban's book, Jesus unter Tibetern, which has described in great 
detail the lengthy visit the authoress experienced with the Tharchins in Kalimpong during 
the spnng of 1964 and which has proven to be a rich source of information for much of the 
personal details on the later life and ministry of both Rev. Tharchin and his wife Margaret 
that have appeared throughout many of the pages of the present narrative.'& While with 
the Tharchins on his own visit to Kalimpong. Dr. Koch learned of the need for the Christian 
Scriptures to be made available as quickly as possible to the Tibetans in their own language. 
And because of his generous help many Tibetans were given an opportunity to read John's 
Gospel in a two-column fonnat of both English and Tibetan side by side and verse by verse. 
This Gospel was most likely published in 1969.'4hnAt first one thousand copies were printed 
and distributed free-of-charge to different refugee centers and schools throughout India. 
But the demand had become so great that ten thousand more copies were printed. The plan 
envisaged by this means had been to educate the younger generation of Tibetans to learn 
English along with Tibetan and at the same tirne give them exposure to the Christian gospel. 
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Due to wide distribution of the Tibetan Bibles, many lamas have been reading thr Holy 
Scnptures with great cunosity and have many questions. They have been diligently searching 
through the sacred Christian writings. For instance, many decades ago an Incarnate Lama 
known as Trijang Rimpoche from Ganden Monastery near Lhasa had visited Kalimpong for 
the first time. He was the one, it may be remembered, who as one of two chiefTutors to the 
Fourteenth Dalai Lama at the Potala had introduced the then Boy-King of Tibet to Gergan 
Tharchin's Tibetan newspaper as a nieans of satisfying his insatiable thirst for knowledge of 
the outside world. Now the life of Kyabje Trijang Rimpoche, the current Dalai Lama's late 
Junior Tutor, is a most interesting one. It represents a similar rise to influential positions 
within Tibetan Buddhism to that recited earlier in the life of the Senior Tutor to His Holiiiess, 
Kyabje Ling Rimpoche (see end-ilote 3 1 for Chapter 22 above). 

Trijang Rimpoche was born Lobsang Yeshe Tenzin Gyamtsho in 190 1 at the village of 
Tsal Gungthang. His father had been a descendant of the Seventh Dalai Lama's family. At 
age three he was recognized by the Tibetan Buddhist Church as the reincarnation of the late 
Lobsang Tsultrim Palden, the 851h Ganden Ti Rimpoche. Like Ling Rimpoche, Trijang 
developed into "an extraordinarily brilliant scholar" who was said "to have learnt the Tibetan 
alphabet in a single day." He received his formal education at famed Gaiiden Monastery 
and at the Chu-zang hermitage nearby. Agaiii like the Senior Tutor, Trijang Rirnpoche achieved 
the lharampa geshe ("Doctor of Metaphysics") at a very early age-when only nineteen 
years old, two years younger than even his fellow Tutor had been when he too achieved this 
degree! After having had the privilege of takirig his full nionastic vows in the presence of 
the Great Thirteenth Dalai Lama, he went off to attend the Tantric College at Kyomo 
Lung, from whence he then became one of the assistant Tutors to the new Dalai Lama, the 
Fourteenth, teaching the Child-King reading, grammar and spelling in tlie latter's early years 
at the Potala and, as the senior of two tsenshaps, coaching the young Dalai Lama in the art 
of dialectics. He is said to have been an easygoing man "who dealt patiently with the 
childish antics" of the young Dalai Lama and his immediate elder brother, Lobsang Samden, 
"while ensuring that they kept up with their studies." 

As a renowned scholar Trijang Rimpoche wrote extensive commentaries on the Graded 
Paths, essays on outstanding Buddhist personalities, exegetical works on Tibetan grammar, 
and many other works, including his autobiography (The lllusory Drama). But besicles 
being a recognized scholar and the Dalai Lama's Junior Tutor, Trijang Rimpoche had also 
become one of Tibet's best-known and most popular lecturers on Buddhism to the masses. 
And as with the Senior Tutor, so it was with the life ofTrijang Rimpoche: it was inexaicabl~ 
bound up with the life and career of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama. Like Ling, who accompanied 
His Holiness wherever he went abroad, so, too, did the Junior Tutor. Both of theni traveled 
with the Dalai Lama to Peking in 1954155, to India in 1956157, and to freedom at TezPury 
India on that fateful journey from Lhasa in March of 1959. And when the great crisis ln 
Tibet had commenced to deepen from 1955 onward, there were clear indications, wrote 
Michael Goodman, that His Holiness was relying "most heavily upon his spiritual adviser ... 
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Trijang Rimpoche . . ." Such, then, was the measure of the man who on several occasions 
found his way to Kalimpong. 

Now according to Tharchin, many decades ago before Dr. Knox had lefi the Himalayan 
hi11 station for good in late 1939, Trijang Rimpoche had met this medical missionary of the 
Scots Mission, and had even had tea with him. "They conversed about the Christian religion," 
recalled the Tibetan pastor, "and a photo was taken of them afterwards." This meeting of 
the two, of course, had occurred before this High Incarnate Lama had been appointed as 
Tutor to His Holiness. The subject of their conversation had perhaps been sparked in part 
by the fact that Trijang-a consistent reader, if not a subscnber himself, of Tharchin's 
newspaper (which was always available at the Tibetan c a p i t a l ~ w o u l d  in al1 probability 
have taken it upon himself to always scan the one page of the Ebet Mirror that was 
devoted to Christian themes. 

It would be a considerable number of years later that this same Incarnate Lama happened 
to be in Kalimpong again. He would be there in 1960 and 1961 when dunng both years he 
visited Kalimpong, Darjeeling and other centers in the Hill District for the purpose, his 
biographer wrote, of "giving major empowennents" or teaching discourses to various Tibetan 
monasteries. And included among these was the local Gelugpa gompa in Kalimpong, the 
Tharpa Chholing, situated very close by the Tharchin family compound. On one of these 
two occasions in the early 1960s Trijang Rimpoche made a point of visiting with Tharchin 
Babu. In the past, noted the newspaper publisher, the High Lama had contributed some 
articles to the Tibet Mirr-or. which had been duly printed. Trijang Rimpoche, said the Tibetan 
pastor, evinced great interest in knowing more about the frequent references to the blood in 
the Bible, and he wondered aloud to his host why animals were killed. Rev. Tharchin explained 
to him: "Animals were not killed in order to attain salvation. According to the Bible only the 
blood of Jesus Christ has the efficacy to cleanse us from our sins." This very high personage 
of Tibetan Buddhism passed away, as would Ling Rimpoche two years later, at his 
Dharamsala residence. Both the Dalai Lama and his Senior Tutor were present at the 
deathbed of their very dear h e n d  when he breathed his last on 9 November 198 1 .14' 

On another day a lama fi-om the aforementioned Chholing gompa came to Pastor Tharchin 
and requested a complete Bible in Tibetan. He very gladly complied with his request and 
managed to secure a copy for him. Such a request was not a rare phenomenon among the 
lamas and monks of Kalimpong or among those who came over the border fiom Tibet. It 
happened to the Tibetan pastor quite ofien, in fact. Moreover, in an earlier period along the 
borders of Tibet, that is to Say, in the late 1930s, Rev. E. B. Steiner of the Tibetan Frontier 
Mission station at Dharchula in Northwest India could report that "large numbers of 
Tibetans. including lamas," were passing through the station site evew year, and many of 
them were calling at the Mission house and dispensaiy and taking away books of Scripture. 
"1 have never seen such a heart hunger in my life." wrote Steiner in a letter to the Bible 
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Society, "neither in Europe nor in America." Indeed, one group, he added, "bought al1 the 
Scriptures we had and took them into Tibet."'48 Such voluntary colportage of the Christian 
Scriptures by interested lamas and other Tibetans on the borders of their closed land would 
repeat itself again and again thereafter. 

Perhaps the most unusual development to have occurred with respect to how tlie l'ibetan 
Bible has been used to fürther the spread of the Christian gospel, and one that is fraught 
with historical irony of the sharpest kind, is what happened at the very h e a ~  ofTibet itself- 
at Lhasa-after Communist China had overrun the Land of Snows. There, i t  was 
subsequently learned, a Chinese Communist general, weary from atteinpting to bridge the 
language barrier between himself and the subjugated Tibetan people, decided one daj to 
learn tlie country's language for himself, and coinmanded that his subordinate officers do 
so, too-and fast! Yet how were they to learn in the face of having no textbooks? 

The general, somehow having recognized that the only book in both Chinese and clear 
Tibetan was the Bible, immediately put his officers to work studying Bibles which had been 
contiscated from Chinese Christians as well as copies of the Tibetan Christian Scriptures he 
had collected as a result of his order that a search be made for al1 such Scriptures. Disniissing 
his learned prejudices against al1 religion when confronted by a pragmatic problem of 
administration, the atheistic Chinese commander now became the one to precipitate the 
irony of al1 ironies throughout this conquered land of Buddhist and Bon faith. For this was to 
be the new method in learning Tibetan that was now to be adopted everywhere in China's 
new vassal state. And as Margaret Sinker so insightfully wrote in 1953: "In Tibet today 
China rules. The Tibetan Bible was compleied just in time." "A11 across Tibet," Rev. Allan 
Maberly appropriately remarked concerning this incident, "the conqueror opened the Book 
of God to learn the language of the [conquered] people." And in the process, people found 
in that book "the words of life that speak to the hearts of al1 men whether Chinese or 
Tibetan, rich or poor, conqiieror or slave." It  was hoped, said another clergyman, that the 
Chinese Communists "may learn more than the Tibetan langunge from this coinparative 
study of the Christian Sc r ip t~ res . " '~~  

The Bible assures us, the elderly Tibetan pastor once observed, that "faith coineth by 
hearing, and hearing by the word of G O ~ . " ' ~ ~ A  day will dawn, Gergan Tharchin was quick 
to add, when many, many Tibetans shall come by faith to a saving knowledge of Jesus 
Christ through reading His holy words in printed form in their own mothei tongue. It must be 
acknowledged, however, that even by the beginning of the twenty-first century that day bas 
not yet come. 
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Last Audience with the Dalai Lama and 
the Passing of the Man from Poo 

The tirne of my deparhue has come. 1 have fought the 
good fight, 1 have finished the [race]. 1 have kept the faith. 

David, afier he had in his own generation senfed the 
counsel of Ciod, fell asleep, and was laid with his fathers. 

2 Tirnothy 4:6b-7; Acîs 13:36 

ON THE 3 1 '' OF MAY 1975 Gergan Tharçhin's charming town of Kalimpong was once again 
favored with the presence of His Holiness the Fourteenth Datai Lama of Tibet. What 
had brought Tibet's spiritual leader to this region of India for the first time since his initial 
visit back in 195617 was a two-day Buddhist Leaders Conference that was held in Darjeeling 
on the 24Ih and 2 5 ~  of May and attended by over 200 delegates, scholars and political 
leaders from India, Nepal and Bhutan. The Dalai Lama's address to the Conference drew 
a colorful crowd of soine 20,000, whose size should not have been surprising since, as the 
Tïberan Revioo quite accurately observed, such a visit by His Holiness at a place lying 
so close to the "trijunction of the largely Buddhist areas of Sikkim, Nepal and Bhutan" 
would naturally arouse considerable interest. Indeed, wherever he went throughout 
the Darjeeling District as a whole the Dalai Lama of Tibet received the "most rousing 
receptions" fiom both Tibetans and lndians alike. In the words of one informed observer, it 
would seem that even "after fifteen years of exile the Dalai Lama has continued to be not 
only the spirit of Tibetan Buddhism but the symbol of Tibet as well. And his influence has 
remained undiminished." His \.isit. in fact, "had a cohesive effect," noted the Re\.irbi., on 
local inhabitants like the Lepchas, many of the Nepalese, the Bhutias and the Tibetans-al1 
of whom profess Buddliism. 

After a week in Darjeeling, His Holiness traveled the thirty miles by mountain road o\xr 
to her sister community of Kalimpong that even as late as 1975 still had a sizable population 
of Tibetan refugees, settlers from Tibet who had come decades before. and those of Tibetan 
ancestry bom in India. Here he would consecrate the recently constructed new monastery, 
the Zhang Dog Phelri Phodrang situated on the lovely hilltop Durpin Dara, to be followed by 
a "Wang" address delivered to a largely Buddhist populace. He would also visit the older 
Tirpai (or Tharpa Chholing) Monastery, the Indo-Tibet Buddhist Cultural lnstitute and the 
Central Tibetan Day School.' But the event which would prove to be the most meaningful 
and significant so far as the Tibetan family of Gergan Tharchin was concemed tumed out to 
be a private audience the elder Tharchin and his son would themselves have with the 
revered spiritual director of Tibet. 

Due arrangements for the Dalai Lama's residence cum audience were securelq made 
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by the Govemment aiithorities. The site chosen for this happened to be the Taktser (Tengtser) 
House, named afier the Tibetan home village in Amdo where His Holiness had been bom. 
Located at the Seventh Mile close behind St. Philomena Girls' High School (a Catholic 
institution), the Taktser House would also be the place where the Dalai Lama's mother 
would stay with her son during the week-long visit of His Holiness in Kalimpong that began 
on the last day of May. The chamber of audience within the House was beautifully 
appointed with a variety of flowers and window curtains. The floor was carpeted with 
costly nigs of lovely decorative designs. The windows appeared to be as high as the doors, 
and were square in shape. It being oriented in the direction of the snow-covered Himalayas, 
beyond which lay Tibet, the chamber presented a contemplative atrnosphere justly suiting 
the religious temperament of His Holiness. 

This proved to be Gergan Tharchin's final audience with His Holiness, which occurred 
one day during the first week of June, 1975. It was officially timed for five minutes but 
Tibet's spiritual niler, by a lengthy conversation, extended it to a forty-minute session: a 
definite sign and token of a special favor towards his old-time friend and the fiiend of Tibet 
as welL2 Even others standing outside for the darshan3 of His Holiness were greatly surprised 
at the favorable position the Christian pastor enjoyed in the estimate of the Grand Lama of 
Tibet. For even as the Thirteenth Dalai Lama had appreciated the Kalimpong publisher and 
scholar, so his successor likewise appreciated him for his unique services to the Tibetan 
people in providing them with the Tibet Mirror and in authoring or editing through the years, 
as has been seen, a large number of well-received educatiorial textbooks and other materials 
in Tibetan which he then printed at his own Tibet Mirror Press. 

Gergan Tharchin and his son Sherab Gyamtsho were escorted from the Tharchin 
compound to Taktser House in a taxi by Rev. Peter Rapgey, the brother-in-law of the 
younger Tharchin's wife. And upon their arrival, Rev. Rapgey was permitted to take-on 
the elder Tharchin's camera-a photograph of the Dalai Lama and his two visitors. This 
took place at the very entrance to the audience chamber just before the two of them were 
guided by His Holiness himself into the chamber at 5 p.m., the pre-arranged hour of the 
appointment. This photo, highly prized by the entire Tharchin family ever since that day, 
now hangs, enlarged and suitably framed, in a prominent place on the wall of what-until 
his death several years ago-had been the office of the younger Pastor Tharchin. The 
photograph reveals the Dalai Lama and his two guests standing at the doonvay together 
and shows the Tharchins with the traditional white khatu draped about their necks. For 
Sherab Gyamtsho would later recall that as he and his father, according to Tibetan custom, 
each extended a white scarf to the Dalai Lama's waiting hands, His Holiness in turn returned 
to them their khatas by placing each around their necks. For this occasion, moreover, and as 
a mark of respect, the elder Tharchin, besides the usual custom of offering silk scarves, 
presented His Holiness five English books on Christian themes, a few books by his friend 
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Dr. Kun K ~ c h , ~  and four monthly devotional readen in both English and Tibetan of Daily 
Strength that were published by the Scripture Gift Mission. 

Gergan Tharchin very fondly recalled the early minutes of this encounter with the Dalai 
Lama. The moment His Holiness had been informed of their presence at the entrance of 
Taktser that led into the audience chamber, reported the Babu later, the Great One of Tibet 
descended the few steps which were there (in itself a break with protocol), saying as he did 
so, "Thogpo Ningpa, Nge Thogpo Ningpa ["OId friend, my old fiiend"], how are you and 
how are you keeping your health?"-which is a customary way ofTibetan greeting. But the 
next act of the Dalai Lama was to gently and lovingly pat the elder Tharchin's shoulder and 
to remark twice: "Khye-rang Nga-tsoi Bod-gi Drok-po Nying-pa Re-da!"-"You are an old 
friend ofTibet!" At this, reporten Tharchin the younger, the latter clcarly noticed that "tears 
began to roll down my father's cheeks upon hearing the Dalai Lama's kind words." His 
Holiness then led the two into the audience chamber and motioned them to be seated. 

As the visitors took the sofa seats opposite the Inmost One of Tibet, the conversation 
began casually and in a most fiiendly manner. Now facing each other, the Dalai Lama 
gladly beckoned his old fiiend to move closer, with the words, "Thogpo Ningpa, corne closer 
to the light. You can see my face at a close-up. Can you?" So the father and son moved 
closer to the window to have more light. After His Holiness had kindly inquired about 
Tharchin's age and health he was pleased to learn that the latter was keeping good health at 
such an advanced age in his eighties. During the conversation (and pointing to his elderly 
guest) the Dalai Lama reinarked to his official Secretary, "He is my great friend and also of 
al1 the Tibetans, as he has done much for Tibet." 

Then casually His Holiness inquired as to whether Tharchin had visited his birthplace at 
Poo and whether any of his relatives were still living there. He replied negatively to both 
inquiries, replying that he was the only survivor from his family and that it had been many 
years since he had last visited his b i r thp la~e .~  The Dalai Lama then made reference to his 
own visit recently to the Kulu Valley and its environs6 and expressed his feeling that the 
poor there were too poor but who nonetheless appeared happy, which was an encouraging 
thing for his guests to hear. 

Interestingly, at about the midway point in the Tharchins' lengthy audience with the 
Pontiff of the Tibetan Buddhist Church, the Dalai Lama opened up a brief discussion once 
again on the Holy Spirit and the Christian Trinity-a subject which fifieen years earlier he 
had broached with Rev. Tharchin when the latter and his wife had had a lengthy audience 
with His Holiness at Mussoorie (see again Chapter 27). Still intrigued by what appeared to 
him to be the singular place which the Holy Spirit occupied in the tlieology and practice of 
the Christian Church, the Dalai Laina now sounded out his guest once more on the same 
matter, even repeating somewhat the ground which had been covered in his previous 
discussion with the Babu back in 1960. What follows is the clear recollection of this portion 
of the audience reported long afterwards to the present author by the younger Tharchin. 

According to Sherab Gyamtsho, His Holiness began by alluding to the Buddhist Trinity. 
"In the Buddhist faith we have three gods: Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha. Now over the 
years 1 have been hearing many times about a Trinity in the Christian faith also." He then 
added. quite sincerely: "1 tmly honor and respect the Christian religion. And as 1 have 
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traveled extensively abroad, 1 have had occasion to visit many churches; and whenever 1 
enter them, 1 have always slipped my robe down a short way as a means of showing 
reverence to the Christian God." But then the High Priest of Tibetan Buddhism shifted his 
brief comments on the Christian faith to its Trinity and the Holy Spirit. "In my ongoing study 
of the Christian religion," he began, "1 have leamed considerably about God the Father, God 
the Son-your Jesus-and God the Holy Spirit. Now 1 understand a great deal about these 
first two, but what is God the Holy Spirit? What does this mean?" 

In his response to the Dalai Lama's earnest inquiry, Rev. Tharchin replied by saying that 
"the Holy Spirit is something unusual: He is the Supreme Power that comes directly from 
Heaven. The Holy Spirit can also be described as the Personal Representative Who proceeds 
from God the Father and is sent by Jesus the Son Who is the Saviour of the world." 
The Tibetan pastor added a cautionary note, however, in his response to His Holiness: "Not 
everyone has this Power: only those who believe and become tme Christians have the Holy 
Spirit within them." Furthemore, con fided Rev. Tharchin, "1 myself have been engaged 
in more study about the Holy Spirit in the course of my own Biblical researches; and perhaps, 
later on, 1 can explain further about Him and give you more enlightenment on this 
matter."* 

Thanking his visitor for the iiisight just now shared with him, the Dalai Lama answered, 
"This that you have said has indeed helped me; nevertheless, 1 must admit ihat it is still 
unclear to me; but perhaps we can discuss this again when we next meet." That next 
meeting, though, would unfortunately never take place. 

Reflecting on the name of Tharchin's son Sherab Gyamtsho, His Holiness voiced the 
observation that he thought it was a very good name since it meant "ocean of knowledge," 
and that even to possess but a drop of it-was a great blessing.' Sherab's father at that 
moment interjected with a word to say that his son had been educated at the Graham's 
Homes Establishment school of Kalimpong but added that his education had been adversely 
affected by his mother's illness and death and by his son's own extensive sickness. He was 
happy to report, though, that Sherab had eventually recovered completely from it. 

From the way Gergan Tharchin delineated it later, his and his son's audience with the 
spiritual leader ofTibet was punctuated with many memorable remarks. Once when Tharchin 
had observed that "Tibet will be opened some day," His Holiness (turning at this moment to 

* Interestingly, the present author came across among the ThPaK one loose page frorn a diary the Babu had 
kept as long ago as 1916 and on which he had aritten in BengaliIHindi an entry which concerned a discussion 
he and his Ghoorn Mission School Headmaster Karma Sumdhon Paul had engaged in regarding the Holy Spirit. 
It rnay be recalled frorn Ch. 5 ofthe present narrative that the Headrnaster had become a Christian in 1913,only 
to renounce that faith officially seven years later; furtherrnore, it will becorne evident from Tharchin's diary 
that in 1916 Karina Paul was soiiiewhat confused about the Person and ministry ofthe Hol) Spirit. Translated, 
the d i a p  entry reads as follows: "Today I and teacher Paul had a discussion about the Holy Spirit. He put a 
challenge before me that if l were filled with the Holy Spirit and as a consequence people around hirn in Ghoom 
would be changed [for the better], then he will believe in the Holy Spirit. He further said that he would rernain 
wrapped aithin one single piece of cloth until he receives the power of the Holy Spirit." Tharchin, aged 25 at 
this i in~e,  was prornpted to add irnrnediately in this entry by way of conclusion a prayer for hiniself: "O Lord 
Jesus, fiIl me with your Holy Spirit as you had piornised [Your earliest disciples]." He signed the entry thus: 
"231211 6 Tharchin." 
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his Secretary) remarked, "He is a great fighter for our cause."* Then the Dalai Lama 
smiled as he well-recollected the words of the now famous headlined article, "One Man 
War with Mao." This, it will be recalled, had appeared in an American newspaper and had 
outlined the fearless opposition of the Tibet Mirror S editor towards the Chinese as was 
manifested by the many articles he had written and published in his paper counteracting the 
Communist propaganda during the turbulent decade of the 1950s. His Holiness also 
remarked to his Secretary in this fashion: "He is the first man to have brought out a Tibetan 
newspaper for us when 1 was small in Tibet at around the age of seven or eight years old 
and of a time about which 1 do not remember rn~ch . "~  

At some point in his audience with His Holiness the former editor-publisher casually 
made reference to the occasional correspondence that had passed between the Thirteenth 
Dalai Lama and himself conceming the newspaper and other matters. Asked by the Dalai 
Lama now headquartered at Dharamsala if Tharchin Babu had a complete set of the Tibet 
Mirror, the venerable newspaper publisher had to reply that though he had most on file, 
some issues were missing. Behind this question of His Holiness lay a sincere desire to see 
added to the collection of the then recently established Library ofTibetan Works and Archives 
(at his Dharamsala center) a complete run of the farned newspaper so that the increasing 
number of students and scholars in Tibetan studies who had begun to fiequent the L i b r q  
could have easy access to what was obviously an important source of research material. As 
it happened, this desire was subsequently satisfied when within a few years following the 
newspaper founder's death Tharchin's son Sherab generously donated to the Tibetan Library 
the back issues of the Tibet Mirror as well as other materials deemed important to be 
added to the Library's collection: a donation which His Holiness was extremely grateful to 
receive, as evidenced by letters of acknowledgment and thanks sent to Sherab Tharchin 
from the Dalai Lama's office and the Library i t ~ e l f . ~  

Meanwhile, tea, sweets and refreshments were offered. At this moment Sherab inquired 
of His Holiness if it were al1 right to take several photos ofhim and his father; to which this 
much more informally-inclined Ruler ofTibet. with a wave ofhis hand, unhesitatingly obligeci, 
saying, "By al1 means, take them!" Encouraged by this, the younger Tharchin immediately 
took three photographs. The Dalai Lama's official photographer also took some snaps. 
Later, His Holiness shook Iiands and led his old friend and his son Sherab to the door with 
most likely a foreboding in his heart that this would be their last meeting, since by then 
Tharchin was less than nine months away from departing this life. As they neared the exit, 
His Holiness reminded his two visitors to send him copies of the photos just taken. Then, 
tuming to Sherab, the Dalai Lama inquired of him, "Do you have a family?" "1 have eight 
children." Tharchin's son replied. "My wife comes from Buxa which 1 have not visited for 
some time." His Holiness then bade the father and son a kind farewell.'" Outside the audience 

* Sentiments siinilar to these and the other laudatory rernarks voiced earlier in the conversation by His 
Holiness about the Babu would he espressed some rwo decades later by the Dalai Lama's distinguished eldest 
hrother Thubten Jigme Norbu, who S a s  more than a casual acquaintance ofthe Babu's. In a letter to the presrnt 
author Professor Norbu wrote most sincerely about Gergan Tharchin: the "total o f  my familiarit! with this 
man" can he summed up by saying that he "was a great patriot and narionalistic Tibetan." Norbu to the author. 
Bloornington IN  OSA, 1 9 ~ o v .  1 996. 
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chamber once again, the old esteemed fiiend of the Dalai Lama was now greeted most 
respectiûlly by V ~ ~ O U S  Tibetan officiais who themselves were still awaiting their own turn 
to have an audience with His Holiness. 

The elder Tharchin would later give the following brief portrait of the forty-year-old 
Fourteenth Dalai Lama as he had seemed to the aged Tibetan on this unusual occasion: "His 
Holiness appeared bright-faced and in a happy fiame of mind. He was plain, simple, peaceful 
and thoughtful. Physically he looked tall, stout and strongly-built. He looked cheerful with 
kindly eyes. At the moment of bidding farewell 1 noticed tears in his eyes"-no doubt due to 
the Dalai Lama's realization that this would probably be his old fiiend's final audience with 
him. 

Indeed, as just now intimated, God's servant fiom Poo would live but a few months 
longer. As best he could he had sewed the purposes of his God long and well in his own 
generation, and could now cease from his labors. On Friday the 6th of February 1976 at 
12:30 p.m. Gergan Dorje Tserima Taschi Zering Tharchin completed his earthly pilgrimage, 
having entered very peacefully into his rest at the ripe old age of almost 86 (Western 
reckoning). He had indisputably fought a good fight for his Master and Savior and had 
finished the course he felt his Lord had laid out for him to follow, leaving behind him-in the 
words of the Citation read at his funeral-"a wonderful testimony . . . for the glory of God." 

The Citation also revealed the fact that on the day prior to his death this faithful disciple 
of Jesus had 

referred to "a new open door" in his room and inquired of his daughter-in-law as to 
who made it and when it was made; yet, as a matter of fact, no such new door had been 
made in his room or anywhere else in the house. At the moment no one took these 
words seriously, al1 failing to understand their spiritual significance. Only after his 
death was it realized that he had had a vision of "a New Heavenly Door" being opened 
for him to enter and remain in the immediate presence of his Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ for al1 eternity. 

Decades later Tharchin Babu's daugher-in-law Nini would still be able to recall quite vividly 
the fascinating details that lay behind this incident. The story itself fùrther demonstrates 
how alert and sound of mind the Babu still was, even up to the moment of his passing. 

It happened that on the night before the Babu died, two ladies from the Bhutan border 
area were visiting Nini in the Tharchin family compound. At this time also, one of the 
indigent girls being cared for in the Himalayan Children7s Home, Thamchey by name, was 
serving as a maid to Nini Tharchin by sewing the aged Tibetan pastor his evening mealS. 
That night Thamchey would likewise be serving dinner to Tharchin's son Sherab Gyamtsho. 
Nini and her two guests. These al1 were seated in the sitting room on the other side of a 
partition which currently separated the sitting room from the elder Tharchin's makeshifi 
bedroom area. But in order for Thamchey the maid to enter the sitting room and serve the 
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vanous dinner courses that evening, she had to pass through the Babu's bedroom w h a e  he 
was resting. 

Now as the serving girl passed back and forth through Babu Tharchin's quarters into 
and out of the sitting room, he began to scold her gently by asking, "Why are you moving 
through this new door instead of going through the regular entrance?"~ which Thamchey* 
politely replied to the master of the house: "But, Sir, i am going through the regolar door." 
Yet each successive time she would pass by his bed, Babula insisted that "Yes, you are 
passing through this new door!" This same scenario occurred many times that evening, with 
Nini and the others clearly able to overhear through the thin partition the dialogue which 
ensued between these two on each occasion when Thamchey walked past the aged Babu's 
bed, yet giving it no serious consideration. 

But then, when Nini Tharchin had finished her meal, she herself needed to pass by her 
father-in-law's bed, prompting the elder Tharchin, who recognized her as he had Thamchey, 
to cal1 out to her: "Phumo ("Daughter"), why is Thamchey going this way through the new 
door?" "When did you nlake this new door," he quickly added, "and why did you not tell 
me?" Mrs. Tharchin could only reply, "No, La, we never made any new door; this is the 
same old entrance." Tharchin La insisted, however, by saying: "No, Phumo, there is a new 
door here!" Three times this same dialogue occurred between the dying Tibetan pastor and 
his daughter-in-law as she passed back and forth through his bedchamber. Nevertheless. 
Nini and the others once again that night gave the incident no serious thought. 

It was only when Gergan Tharchin had unexpectedly but quietly slipped into the bosom 
of his Heavenly Father early the next afternoon, that they al1 now began to perceive the 
significance of Babula's words of the night before. "Even up to his last breath," reported 
Nini long afterwards, "we realized he had continued to exhibit a normal, sound and alert 
mind, especially at the time of his conversations with Thamchey and me. And, therefore, we 
at last recognized that this tnie man of God had been given to see what for him was a vision 
of the heavenly door through which he was shortly afterwards to enter." And thus did 
Gergan Tharchin-having remarkably "served the counsel of God in his own generation7'- 
end his earthly life only to begin his heavenly one." 

Upon his passing into the heavenly glory, there was graciously sent to the bereaved 
family a condolence message by His Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama from his exile 
headquarters at Dharamsala that was a testimony to the dedicated efforts this loker of the 
Land of Snows had made for the cause of Tibet. "We are deeply distressed," wrote the 
Grand Lama, "at the death of Mr. Tharchin. We have lost a great and sincere fiiend of 
Tibet and its people. His~ontribution to the cause of Tibet will be long cherished. We offer 
Our prayers for the deiarted soul."" Later the exiled Tibetan government's Kashag or 
Cabinet, at the time the highest Consultative Body for the Tibetan people within lndia, sent 
a message of commendation in recognition of the enduring contributions Tharchin Babu had 

* Who still lives today, in Bhutan's capital of Thimphu with a family of five children, and can therefore 
corroborate the details of this unusual incident as recounted by Nini Tharchin. Recently made a widow. 
ThamcheYqs late husband Iiad heen a high official in the Bhutanese govemment. Information per enlail. David 
Tharchin to the author, Kalimpong 7 Aug. 3007. 
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made. "The Kashag," the message read, "wholeheartedly agrees . . . that the contributions 
offered by the late Rev. G Tharchin to Tibetan language, literature and culture, as well as 
his indefatigable endeavors in upholding the Tibetan national cause, are by al1 means 
unforgettably meritori~us." '~ Even more stirring were the words of high praise which were 
offered up three years later by Gyatsho Tshering, the Director of the exile govemment's 
Library of Tibetan Works and Archives at Dharamsala. In a letter sent to the late Babula's 
son Sherab, the Library's Director wrote: ". . . the Rev. Gegan [sic] Tharchin . . . is highly 
respected and admired in the Tibetan circle. From the beginningless beginning to the endless 
end, he will be remembered as a great fighter [for] human freedom. Generations of 
Tibetans will remember him for the relentless stmggle and devoted dedication that he 
mobilized for the cause of Tibetan freedom."14 Interestingly enough, more than ten years 
following the Babu's death, one of the scholars at Dharamsala connected with this same 
research library of Tibet's exile govemment devoted considerable space to the man from 
Poo in a brief but scholarly treatise he had written on the life and contributions of some 
prominent Kunawari Tibetans born near the turn of the twentieth century. Though aware of 
Tharchin's strong Christian background, Tashi Tsering, in an unusual display of deep 
respect for this man, wrote the following appeal at the conclusion of his short study on the 
Babu: "1 urge al1 Bhotia-speaking people to combine their efforts-in [showing their] 
appreciation of his deeds-to celebrate and commemorate his birth centenary which falls 
on the 1 8Ih of April of the coming year."*I5 

* Interestingly, within a year or so following Gergan Tharchin's death a number of interested individuals 
organized thernselves into the "Late Rev. G. Tharchin Anniversary Committee" for the purpose of rnaintaining 
the memory of the late Tibetan publisher and scholar. One ofthe methods employed over the next several years 
to irnpleinent this Cornmittee's purpose was to niouni an annual Birth Anniversary Celebration to honor 
Tharchin's rnemory and to cal1 attention to the unique service he rendered to the cause of progress and 
developrnent ofTibetan language, literature and culture, with the hope that, as the Cornmittee's Secretary once 
declared, "his views and vision will find its place in many hearts who may carry thern forward for the cause of 
Tibetans and Tibet, which we pray and hope shall one day regain its true political freedom and independence." 

This series of annual celebrations would be held either in the Kalimpong Town Hall or at the Indo-Tibet 
Buddhist Culture lnstitute at nearby Bagdhara, usually presided over by the Institute's Founder-Director. the 
Venerable Dhardo Rirnpoche, and attended by a distinguished gathering, sometimes including the I'ibetan 
Welfare Otficer as the representative of His Holiness the Fourieenth Dalai Lama and Chief Guest at the 
function. Often, the Secretary, together with Tharchin's nephew-in-law Ringzin Wangpo and Mr. Janipal 
Kalden of the Institute, would speak at these annual mernorial functions. One year (1978) the Anniversar! 
Cornmittee decided to institute six Mernorial Prizes for those Tibetan students chosen best in academic 
studies, cultural skill and character-which were then given out at the appropriate tiine. During several of these 
annual celebrations cultural items such as books, newspapers and other objects of rnemorabilia relative to the 
late Rev. Tharchin were placed on display, they usually being rnounted by students of the Institute. Such 
displays would provoke great interest on the part of scholars who attended. And atone inemorial gathering the 
audience exhibited great appreciation for the lifelike portrait of Gergan Tharchin drawn by the fainous local 
Kalimpong artist Sri Bhakta Pariyar. It was unveiled on this occasion by the Institute's ~ounder-Director 
followed immediately by a khcrta being offered from the hands ofthe Rabu's granddaughter Elizabeth. withali 
opportunity being provided for others present to do the same. 'This was tbllowed by the performa~lce o f 3  
khata-otrering dance by rnembers of the Institute. At the end of the prograiil a "Vote ofTlianks" was rendercd 
up by the Babu's son S. G. Tharchin as well as by the Institute's Secretary. See "l'liarchin Anniversa' - ,  

Observed," TR (June 1978):7; "Rev. G. Tharchin Anniversary," Hiinalnyorî Observer, 28 Apr. 1979, P. '. 
"Tharchin Anniversary," ihid., 10 May 1980, p. 2; "Tharchin Anniversary," ibid., 16 May 1981. p. 3; and a 
copy of the typed-out "Programme: On the Occasion of the 88Ih Birth Anniversary of the I A e  Rev. 
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The funeral for Gergan Tharchin was held on the 9m of Febniary at the Macfarlane 
Mernorial Church. "Everybody who knew him," noted one of the Babu's younger 
acquaintances, "was shocked and saddened at the news of the death of this man who was 
regarded with affection by a11."16 It came as no surprise, therefore, that in attendance at the 
funeral service was an overflow crowd of deeply appreciative moumers who al1 had in one 
way or another been touched for good by this man who had possessed so many 
commendable qualities of mind and heart: especially had he been steadfast, forthright and 
fearless, but at the same time loving, kind and considerate. Well did the Citation that was 
read at his funeral end with these words: "This day we are thankful to the Lord for such a 
worthy life lived for Him. At this moment we join with the Psalmist who long ago declared: 
'Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints."'* (Psalm 116: 15)" 

Condolence messages poured into the Tharchin compound from far and near. Two of 
the more noteworthy ones came from two close associates of Rev. Tharchin in the work of 
the Church. From his dear friend Pastor C. T. Pazo of the Church at Gangtok came the 

Tharchin on 1 8Ih April 1978 in Kalirnpong Town Hall," ThPaK. 
Even sorne two decades afier his death, the Babu's rnernory was still being honored; for in a tourist guide 

for the region around Kalimpong published at about that tirne, due recognition continued to be given to various 
contributions and accornplishrnents of this extraordinary Tibetan: "One of the greaî men in the history of the 
Scottish Mission Church in Kalirnpong was Rev. Ci Tharchin. He passed away in February 1976 in his 87m 
year [Tibetan reckoning]. He was the only authority on the travels of Sadhu Sundar Singh. Rev. Tharchin 
cornpleted his training in the SUM Institution and served in the sarne institution as a teacher. He taught the 
Tibetan language. He worked in Tibet for sorne tirne as Headrnaster of a Prirnary School." Anand Prakash 
Agarwala, ed., Tourisr Guide to Darjeeling, Sikkim and Bhuran (New Delhi, 199 1 ), 42; and repeated verbatirn 
in Agarwala, ed., Tourisr Guide to Kalimpong (New Delhi, 1996). 8. 

A still further dernonstration ofjust how great in the hearts of so rnany is the lingering rnemory of Babula 
was clearly exhibited in Decernber 199 1 on the occasion of the wedding of Gergan Tharchin's eldest granddaughter 
Ruth. For it has been estirnated that sorne four to five thousand people, both Tibetan and non-Tihetan alike, 
came frorn far and near to attend the rnarriage and the reception which followed at the Tharchin compund. The 
reason for siich an immense number of attendees at this event was not at al1 dificult to fathoni. As the Babu's 
son hirnself hurnbly acknowledged, "What drew this enormous cmwd of well-wishers was the fact that this 
was the granddaughter of a man who was so greatly revered by one and al1 in Kalirnpong and elsewhere. The? 
came to honor not only my daughter Ruth but also rny dear father." The Chainnan ofthe Fellowship ofthe Free 
Baptist Churches in West Bengal, Rev. B. K.  Biswas. who hirnself was one of the thousands in anendance. 
added that he noticed "there were rnany millionaires present. too!" Al1 in al]. it was an arnazing testament to the 
widespread influence this man of humble beginnings had had on so rnany-whether rich or poor. high or low. 
Bhotia or Indian. Interview with both Rev. Biswas and Pastor S. G Tharchin, at the Biswas home, Nov. 1991. 
* Christians with a deeper understanding of the Bible have interpreted the phrase-"the death of his saintsv- 
as indicative of not only aphysical dimension to the rneaning of "death" here but also a spiritual one: a death 
to a person's self-life whereby that anirnating power within hirn which motivates his sou1 to serve merely his 
own self-centered interests bas been crucified with Christ on the Cross in the power of God's Holy Spirit. 
When this becoines genuinely experiential in a Christian's earthly walk. the latter is characterized by a giving 
of one's self preerninently to the interests and concerns of both God and humanity. In this more profound 
sense. then, of what this Biblical passage signifies. it is truly applicable in describing the charitable. 
cornpassionate and beneticent life which Gergan Tharchin continuallq and wholeheartedly manifested towards 
others throughout his rnany years as a devoted follower of the Altogether Self-Giving Christ (see the next 
chapter, in fact. for a delineatinn of this facet nfthe Babu's characier). And this kind ofaliving-death" sacrifice 
of themselves exhibited in the lives of the Christian God's holy ones (His "saints") is indeed considered to be 
something very "precious"+ven rare-in the sight oftheir Lord and is believed by discerning Christians to be 
most pleasing to His heart. 
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following handwritten missive of sympathy, addressed to the Babu's son Sherab and bis 
wife Nini. and dated 9 February: 

1 was grieved at the sad news of the passing away of your father . . . Mr. K. B. Thapa 
broke the news to me and expressed your desire that 1 should take the funeral service 
at Kalimpong today. But you know, 1 am old (78 years) and have become unfit for 
travel. Therefore, 1 asked Mr. Thapa to give the news of my inability to come to 
Kalimpong. 1 would conduct [Le., 1 conducted] a memorial service in Gangtok. People 
were impressed with the service in which 1 mentioned your father's outstanding faith 
in Christ Jesus. God gave him opportunity to witness for Christ in Tibet and arnong the 
Tibetans in Kalimpong! God gave him a long life to bring you up to be able to stand on 
your own feet. Therefore, thank God, for His blessings. Now, your father's spirit is 
freed from the burden of the flesh. He is free to go to heaven and to move in al1 the 
places he had been to, like Jesus after His resurrection! 

1 expect many Buddhist friends attended the funeral!! Because he, your late father, 
had helped them in many ways! . . . This much for today. Your fellow-sufferer, 

C. T. Pazo 

One of the most touching messages, also sent on the 9Ih to Sherab Tharchin, came from 
Rev. D. H. Mukhia of the CNI local church at Kurseong. Writing from the Church Cottage, 
Gangtok, where he happened to be attending a Church Camp and was staying with Rev. 
Pazo. the handwritten condolence reads: 

My dear Sherab: 
It was a deep shock to hear of the Home Calling of your loving dad. 1 was with the 

Pastor here [C. T. Pazo] when the news came. None of us could go for the funeral, but 
this letter is sent to express my deep sympathy to you and Buhani [his wife Nini]. 

1 can well imagine your great responsibility as a worthy son of your illustrious 
father. His life and work can be written in gold. And now you have to carry his mantle. 

1 thank God for the Tharchin family and the great record of history that they have 
created. 1 am sure God will give you His strength to shoulder the change which has 
fallen on you. 

May God give His peace to both of you. 

One final indication of the special place Gergan Tharchin had in people's hearts must not 
go unmentioned. For in some ways this expression of love and appreciation for him might 
have touched this Tibetan servant-leader the most could he have been alive to witness it. 
After the death of Rev. Tharchin the Tibetan church congregation he had pastored for so 
long still continued meeting for its services, as it had for many years past, in a side chape] 
area located at the front left of the main sanctuary of Macfarlane Memorial Church."' New 
upon the initiative of this congregation and at its expense, a memorial plate was installed on 
the wall directly behind the pulpit of the sarne side chape1 area just described. It was unveiled 
there during a combined Tibetan-Nepali Sunday Service that was held in two Parts on 
Sunday morning 30 October 1977. 

Participating in both services as one of several leaders on the Macfarlane pastoral staff, 
the then church elder Sherab G. Tharchin delivered a sermon in Tibetan (followed by Rev. 
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H. D. Subba in Nepali) during the First Part of these combined services that was then 
succeeded immediately by the Second Part which opened with a hymn and Bible Reading.* 
There then occurred the unveiling of the Memorial Plate in Rev. G Tharchin's honor, at 
which time there was read out a commernorative citation entitled "ln Memoriam" that had 
been prepared by a close acquaintance of the Babu. Similar in text to  much of the Citation 
which had been delivered at Babu Tharchin's funeral service the year before (and prepared 
by the same person), the passages unique to this commernorative citation read as follows: 

Rev. G. Tharchin was a man of complex qualities sharpened to the finest point and 
organized and combined into a single individual who was intensely fired by the sense 
of freedom. Deeply and aggressively determined, he endeavored to preserve the integrity 
of Tibetan language, literature and culture; and ever championed the cause of a Free 
Tibet, shong and united under a Free Banner. No wonder, therefore, that he was 
singled out by one of the world's news media as the most suitable and tmly able man 
t0 Carry On a "ONE-MAN WAR WITH MAO"!. .. 

Rev. Tharchin always cherished the vision of a strong Tibetan Church ever ready 
and willing to carry on the torch of the gospel of Christ to Tibetans and others. He 
vehemently opposed the recognition of Tibet "as a pari of China." "Tibet for the 
Tibetans" had been his philosophy, his deep conviction. No wonder, then, that the 
Tibetan Review in its December [1975] issue fondly recalled his lifelong humanitarian 
services rendered towards the development and preservation of the Tibetan language, 
literature and culture.. . . 

This day it $ a rnatter of great rejoicing for us al1 to know that the Church in 
Kalimpong has very gratefully recognized his faithful services for the cause of Christ 
and especially to the Tibetan Church; and therefore, in loving rnemory of hirn, [the 
Church] has this day and this hour [unveiled] this Mernorial Tablet in the presence of 
us all. May his life inspire us. 

And 1 heard a voice fiom heaven saying unto me, Wnte. 
Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord from henceforth: 
Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their labors. 

and their works do follow them. Revelation 14: 1 3.19 

The Memorial Plate, which still remains affixed to the wall o f  the Macfarlane Church 
for al1 to see, reads quite simply but most meaningfully as follows: 

In Loving Memory of 
Rev. G Tharchin 

The First National Pastor 
and the 

Moderator of the Tibetan Church, Kalimpong. 
Who Dedicated His Life for the Kingdom ofchrist 

and to the Glory of God. 

1924-6" February 1976 
"Precious in the sight of the Lord 

is the death of his saints." Psalm 1 16: 15'" 

* The order of worship for bath Parts. \\hich was priiited at the Tibet hlirror Press. is reproduced in the 
Appendices at the end of this present volunie. 
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C Tharchin Babula: 
Taking the Measure of the Man 

"Here is the man!"-"Look at [him]!" 
John 195-6. 

The Babu's love for the Lord Jesus waî immense.-D. K. Khaling 
He was a spiritual man, very pious, and one who dedicated his whole life to the 

service of the Lord.-Elder Victor Subba 
He was a genuine Christian with convictions.-Gyamtsho Shempa 
His Christian faith was very strong; he had very strong convictions.-B. C. 

Simick Jr 
His religious life was his all-consuming passion.-Ven. Kusho Wangchuk 
The spiritual environment at the home of the Babu and his wife was such that it was 

an encouragement and blessing to me.-D. K. Khaling 
His appearance was bright, happy, even j oll y.-Elder Victor Subba 
He was a jolly man who talked with everybody; a very pious and harmless man, who 

was quite good for everybody.-"Dr." N. Tshering 
He was a thorough gentleman, courteous, v e s  humble, and Law-abiding.-Gauri 

Shankar Prasad 
Though he was in many ways a genius, he was quite simple, humble and polite in 

his demeanor, never affecting a superior a i r . 4 y a n  Jyoti 
Humble, meek and considerate, he was also kind and generous to all, even speaking 

most politely to the most poor and humble person of whatever caste or religion.-Rev. 
Tshering Wangdi 

This remarkable man . . . was a thoroughly likable character, peculiar in many ways, 
and one oddity that was imrnediately noticeable was his attire which put him in the 
order of what is referred to in the Western world as a "westemized oriental gentleman," 
or in the less respectable language-a wog. He almost always wore a shabby, ill-fitting 
suit, complete with a watch chain and he topped al1 that with a greasy felt hat that he 
never failed to doff repeatedly to his acquaintances. His scraggy neck. stained teeth 
[-doubtless the result of his inveterate habit of smoking-] and bristly gray eyebrows 
more or less complemented the scniffq clothes he wore.-Dr. Sonam B. Wangyal 

Although a very polite. mild-mannered, ever smiling man. he could also be very 
frank, and had a short temper.-Mr. C. Wangdi 

He possessed a very fiery short temper, one that could easily be provoked; but 
then, he would just as quickly forget al1 about the matter which had aroused the 
anger.-B. C. Simick Jr 

He would get angry at his Mimer Press staff for making inexcusable mistakes, but he 
would later console and apologize to everybody at the Press for his angry outbursts.- 
Pandey Hishey 

If he had any faults, his many good qualities far outweighed any failings or 
weaknesses he may have had.-Gyamtsho Shernpa 

' Combining together the translations of this passage by Charles B. Williams and William F. Beck. respectively. 
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He exhibited his Christian faith in most practical ways. Indeed, he was "a good 
Samaritan" in the fullest sense of that phrase. An untiring humanitarian . . ., he was 
genuinely interested in and concerned about the needs of anyone: whether that person 
have been a Tibetan, an Indian, a Japanese, Chinese, or whatever. Regardless one's 
background, his home was open to al1 in need 24 hours a day.-Sonam T. Kazi 

The Babu was most generous to others, whether providing his assistance for their 
physical benefit-such as clothing, food, etc.-or his influence, which was 
considerable, in obtaining a proper desired end. Indeed, he was always ready to give 
his time, wisdom and knowledge in counseling andfor advising anyone who sought it, 
regardless that person's social station, ethnic background or religion.-Rev. Peter 
Rapgey 

1 agree totally with the observation made by others you have spoken with that in 
Kalimpong, if anyone was in need, such would immediately be directed to Rev. 
Tharchin's doorstep for help.-Ven. Kusho Wangchuk 

Babu Tharchin's hospitality to al1 who called upon him was known far and wide. 
Every time 1 went to visit him, 1 experienced it myself.-Dawa Babu 

Tharchin-la mingled so much with the people of Kalimpong that his kind and 
generous heart was exposed to thein for what it truly was.-Shanti K. Pradhan 

What, you ask, accounted for this kind, generous, giving and compassionate quality 
of the Babu's? In great part, 1 believe, it was due to the fact that he came fiom a very 
poor farnily in Rampur-Bashahr, and knew firsthand what trying to survive meant in 
such temble circurnstances.-Sonarn T. Kazi 

Babula Tharchin knew fiom his childhood experience what dire poverty was like, 
having worked as a coolie and laborer in doing the most inenial tasks. He could therefore 
easily relate to those in need.-B. C. Simick Jr 

Babu Tharchin treated me like his very own son.-S. Jain 
Babula loved me like a son; so much so, that he did not want to let me leave the 

Press staff when my father died. He wanted me to come back later fiom Gangtok.- 
Pandey Hishey 

He had a great love for children, and he showed that love to me many times when 1 
was a child growing up in Kalimpong.-Twan Yang 

The Babu was a very excellent man, and whatever he did he did so in an excellent 
mamer.-Mrs. Tashi Panlook 

He was a man whom you could absolutely rely upon in carrying out whatever he 
said he would do.-Gauri Shankar Prasad 

Gergan Tharchin always commanded respect, and his personality easily made hiin 
stand out fiom the crowd.-B. C. Simick Jr 

He was not in the least narrow-minded in his Christian walk.-Rev. Peter Rapgey 
Even though Babu Tharchin was a staunch Christian, he was nonetheless a liberal, 

broad-minded Christian in the sense that he was one who never criticized other people's 
faith but who sought to learn what was good in the religious faith of others and sought 
to help others to know the Truth.-Drasho Rigzin Dorje 

Tharchin-la was tolerant of al1 people of al1 faiths, for he was always so close to s0 
many people from so many different ethnic and religious backgrounds that he had to 
have been tolerant.-Gauri Shankar Prasad 

Rev. Tharchin's tolerance towards, for example, Buddhists, did not mean for him 
any compromising of his Christian faith or an embrace of Tibetan Buddhism; i t  meant 
rather a willingness to associate with, and not set himself apart from, Buddhists or 
those of other faiths.-Rev. B. K. Biswas 
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Babu Tharchin was a Christian and not a Buddhist, he W ~ S  through and 

through a real Tibetan.-Tashi Pempa Hishey 
Gergan Tharchin was al1 for Tibet.-Rev. Pekr Rapgey 
For the Tibetan people Babula Tharchin laid down his life; even m, he never mede 

any distinction between other ethnic peoples and the Tibetans. He was always helpful 
and friendly to al1 in Kalimpong regardless theù ethnic background.-hlrs. Tashi 
Panlook 

Though they were Buddhists and he was a Christian, al1 Tibetans needed Gergan 
Tharchin.-Ven. Kusho Wangchuk 

Gergan Tharchin was quite al home in the Tibetan culture and was himself most 
approachable by al1 Tibetans. In fact, the Babu was looked upon by al1 the Tibetan 
people-from the pooresl beggar to the wealthiest aristocrat-as a statesman and 
scholar. Because of Tharchin Babu's testimony of life, Tibetans revere his memory as 
tnily a great man among them.-Rev. B. K. Biswas 

Not al1 was "sweetness and light" between the Christian Babu and the Tibetan 
Buddhist community. This was because al1 his life he faced hostile opposition from 
quite a few-but certainly not all-Tibetan Buddhists, who though outwardly were 
very nice, polite and held him in high regard, inwardly they resented his Christian faith 
and were non-receptive to the Christian gospel.-B. C. Simick Jr 

With respect to the Tibetan language and related areas of scholarship, Tharchin 
Guru Babu was a wonderful wnter, an excellent grammarian, and published a very good 
newspaper. His study-whether at the Tharchin compound or down at the Mackenzie 
Cottage Press office-\vas always crowded a ith dictionaries, his search for knowledge 
being inexhaustible. He had an extraordinary mind.-Sonam T. Kazi 

There was not an instance among the many times 1 was at the Tharchin home that 
there were not educated, scholarly Tibetan Lamas present during mealtimes. evening 
prayers, or whatever.-Rev. B. K. Biswas 

Many scholars-both Western and non-Western-would visit Gergan Tharchin at 
the Mirror Press and in his home.-Achu Namgyal Tsering 

Tharchin Babu . . . also was a teacher in g e a t  demand: his knowledge of classical 
and colloquial Tibetan was excellent, and to tap this gift numerous European 
Tibetologists came to study Tibetan grammar under him.-Dr. Sonam B. Wangyal 

From his youth up Gergan Tharchin was a very clever, intelligent. inventive man, 
constantly inquisitive and creative, particularly in respect of mechanical things.- 
Sonam T. Kazi 

The Babu and 1 at one time served together for several years as members of the 
SUM Institution's Managing Committee. And quite ofien he would thunder forth 
about certain important issues, never yielding when principle was involved. Indeed, 
the Babu was bold and courageous in standing his ground when he felt nght and 
justice were on his side in a given issue. opposing not only the locals on the Comrninee 
but even the foreign missionary members, if he believed they were wTong. And at such 
times al1 present would become quiet and not Say a word. And more ofien than not, 
time would prove Tharchin Babu to have been correct in his judgment; and quite often 
also al1 in the end would adopt the Babu's position on those matters about which there 
had been disagreement.-P. R. Pradhan 

Tharchin Babu was no "mouse" but was a fearless man R ho could not be intimidated 
by unyone. He stood adamant for what he thought was right and righteous.-B. C. 
Simick Jr 

As a man and spiritual leader Gergan Tharchin has always been for me a source of 
inspiration and a prime example of courage and fearlessness in the face of adversity 
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and challenges in life and work. He should always be held up as a model for al1 of us to 
follow.-P. R. Pradhan 

Although Rev. Tharchin loved and respected the foreign missionaries and their 
endeavors. his vision was to see the Church ultimately indigenous and that every 
servant of the Lord Jesus should be independently supported rather than siipporied 
by the foreigners-Rev. B. K. Biswas 

Babula was one of the best and sincerest well-wishing friends 1 ever had. He inspired 
me greatly. 1 had nothing to offer him but he always gave me so much.-Dawa Babu 

1 never saw anyone else like Babu Tharchin; in fact, the Christian faith was lived out 
in his life as 1 have never seen it lived out in any other person in al1 my years, seventy- 
one thus far, on this earth.-Rev. Tshering Wangdi 

1 loved that old man!-D. K. Khaling 
Babu Tharchin was loved and appreciated by al1 and sundry everywhere, for 1 was 

able to observe during my five-year residence within the Tharchin compound how he 
would receive Christmas cards each year fiom al1 over the world and yet he himself 
never went abroad Save to Tibet, Sikkim and 8hutan.-Rev. Tshering Wangdi 

Tharchin-la was one of the finest persons in al1 of Kalimpong. The local people 
knew him very well and knew that they could always come to him for help because he 
was very kind, generous and full of compassion. Rev. Tharchin was a true Christian 
because he was always for the welfare of the locals and was always ready to help the 
needy and less fortunate ... His love and affection and fiiendliness towards all- 
whether Tibetan or non-Tibetan, high or low, rich or poor-was well known. He lived 
a beautihl life.- Dawa Babu 

To sum up everything 1 knew about him, Gergan Tharchin was an authentic sadhu- 
a saint, and a great reverend.-Elder Victor Subba 

SUCH ARE THE TESTIMONIALS concerning G. Tharchin Babula which came forth from the lips 
of those who knew this remarkable man and knew him well.*' To a person al1 agreed, 
without reservation, that Gergan Tharchin was a great and good man, one who was highly 
revered by al1 and sundry. Yet given such a "perfect" portrait of the man and his life as jus[ 
now collectively delineated, this writer cannot help but be reminded of the wise counsel 
which Pandit Nehru had given to British film director Richard (later Sir Richard) Attenborough. 
The occasion was when the latter had interviewed the Indian Prime Minister as part of bis 
decades-long preparation in advance of filming the life of Nehru's very dear hend  and 
mentor, Mahatma Gandhi. Declared the protégé of the Mahatma to the Director: "Whatever 
you do, don't dei& him."'" Sir Richard would follow Nehru's sage advice when making bis 
cinematic triumph that was simply entitled, "Gandhi." For when released in 1982, the more 
than three-hours-long film had noted both the martyred Indian leader's weaknesses and 
failings as well as his strengths and achievements: resulting in a more balanced portrait of 
the man than would othenvise have been the case. The author of the present narrative bas 
wished, as much as his rather extensive research has made it possible, to do the sanie wifh 
regard to the protagonist of its many pages, G. Tharchin Babula. 

Nevertheless, having said this, the present author must plead a paucity of evidence in net 
having found much in Gergan Tharchin's character which could be described as blarnewoflh~, 

* A few biographical details about each person who offered testimony regarding Babu Tharchin in interviews 
with this writer are provided in the end-note here indicated. The dates of  these interviews and the localities 
where held are noted in the Personal Interviews section at the end of  the present voluine. 
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Indeed, this writer is also reminded of what both the Babu's daughter-in-law Nini and 
grandson David have had to say most recently about their late esteemed relative. It .w 
happened that a person whom this writer interviewed had cited three incidents similar in 
content which supposedly had involved the Babu and that could convey the notion of a 
possible flaw in one particular area of his character. Producing considerable concrete evidence 
to the contrary conceming these incidents which ultimately went to prove to this writer's 
satisfaction that the notion presumably conveyed had been totally groundless, both Nini and 
David Tharchin, in an email the latter sent this writer, went on further to take the opportunie 
of contributing their own testimonials regarding the Babu. Writing on behalf of his mother 

Nini as well as himself, David communicated the following: 

Amala [an affectionate name for Nini] had lived with the [senior] Tharchiil family ever 
since her mamage to my father, S. G Tharchin, and was thus  in the "total know" 
concerning al1 the "ins and outs" of my grandfather, his uife Margaret, and the entire 
Tharchin household. . . . 

Amala summarizes that on the basis of al1 the years in which she had lived with and 
closely observed the Tharchin household beginning in the late 1950~1. she can assen 
today that Gergan Tharchin had belonged to an entirely different leag,ue or class of 
men fiom inost: he was absolutely selfless, most kind and compassionate, and unusually 
broad-minded in his thinking, attitude and conduct. . Even 1 myself, althouph but a kid of eleven when my grandfather cxpired, have a 
very saintly and holy remembrance of him.' 

Now granted that these two very close relatives of the head of the Tharchin clan could 
quite naturally be viewed as predisposed in favor of Tharchin Babula in their remarks; even 
so, these remarks of theirs correspond completely with the collective testimony already 
presented of those witnesses of his character and lifestyle who were more likelj to be 
impartial and objective. Their reinarks therefore add weight and substance to the persona 
which has begun to emerge conceming this far-from-ordinary individual: an absolutely selfless, 
kind and compassionate man, nearly perfect in al1 his ways by the time ofhis passing, and an 
authentic Christian saint who lived a beautiful life of service for his God and hurnanity that 
was an inspiration to al1 whose lives he touched. Indeed, there is a plethora of incidents from 
his life and career that can more than substantiate this emerging, highly praiseworthy portrait 
of the man from Poo. And thus, it only remains for the author to select from this plethora 
those representative incidents which when presented together will demonstrate beyond 
dispute that al1 which was listed earlier of what others had perceived and so gaciously said 
conceming him was very much mie and real in the life of G Tharchin Babula. Here. then- 
froni many different sources-is what this author leamed about him which has proved to be 
so uplifiing, noble and inspiring. 

* 
First and foremost, a few things need to be said about Gergan Tharchin's Christian faith 
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beyond what has previously been mentioned and discussed throughout these several volumes 
on his life and career. The author came across arnong his papers a loose page from a diary 
he had kept during the year 19 16. At age 25 Dorje Tharchin had written in Bengali an entry 
for 24 February which is indicative of his heart desire to be fully devoted to Christ and His 
will for his life. Translated, it is a prayer of supplication: "O Lord, please help me to fuifiIl 
Your purpose. Yet even in this, may Your will be done, not mine. Amen. 24/2/16." 

Indisputably, Tharchin was a man of prayer, possessing deep faith in Christ, and one who 
continually committed himself to his God to order his steps in al1 his "goings and comings" 
related to his daily walk on the earth. He wanted nothing in his life to escape the touch and 
imprint of his God on his every undertaking. For instance, as he was poised to travel to 
Calcutta on an important mission regarding the acquisition of a better press, the Christian 
Babu broke out in prayer on the day of his journey which he set down on paper in longhand, 
recording not only the date but even the exact time of day. Appropriately, he had recorded 
the prayer on a sheet of the Tibet Mirror Press letterhead stationery. Found among the 
Tharchin Papers, it reads: 

1018147 [ 10 August 19471 1243 p.m. 

O Lord Jesus, 1 do thank [Thee] for al1 Thy goodness to me. Today 1 am leaving for 
Calcutta to see a beîter press for which 1 have prayed since inany years so that 1 inay 
be able to serve the Tibetan People in a better way & that according to Thy guidance 
1 may be able to testify concerning Thy great salvation. 

So bless me: and my going out, & I leave my family in Thy hand & care to keep them 
& protect thein [fiom] every dangerous & evil thing & the same to me and my fiiend [a 
person who traveled with him]. Amen. Tharchin 1018147. 

From this prayer of faith, incidentally, one leams that afier more than two decades of 
publishing his Tibetan newspaper and producing other literary works, Babu Tharchin had 
continued to look upon al1 his publishing efforts as an undertaking in the service of his Lord 
for the purpose of spreading the Christian message of salvation among al1 Tibetan-speaking 
people wherever they might be found. As his younger colleague in the Christian gospel, 
Rev. B. K. Biswas, was wont to observe about Tharchin, "As a Christian, the Babu was a 
very happy man,.firm in his faith. Prayer for him was far more important than even the 
protection of the Tharchin compound from thievery. For when the head of the Tharchin 
household would summon everyone to evening prayers-including al1 servants-thus leaving 
areas of the residential compound unattended and unprotected from possible theft by outsiders, 
this mattered not to Rev. Thar~hin."~ His God would protect whatever He wanted to protect; 
but ifnot protected, this servant of Christ would nonetheless be satisfied with whatever was 
the outcome. He simply put his trust for al1 things in the hands of his Lord God. 

As fùrther evidence of Tharchin Babu's fervent prayer life, there was found jotted down 
in the Bengali language on a long sheet of paper the following lines of a prose poem of sorts 
which Rev. Tharchin had composed soine time on or about 25-28 October 1955, since that 
dating appears in his unmistakable handwriting at near the bottom of this long sheet. It must 
be noted, as was learned in Chapters 25 and 26 of the present biography, that Babu Tharchin 
was at this time still languishing in a somewhat melancholic state over the loss of bis 
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beloved wife Karma Dechhen, but was beginning to emerge from it, in part because of his 
developing romance by this t h e  with Margaret Vitants. With one's knowledge ofthis as the 
background, Babula's literary composition takes on added meaning. Translakd, the prayer- 
prose poem has as its first five or six lines taken together what is a close paraphrase of the 
opening lines of the world-famous prayer attributed to St. Francis of Assisi (1  18 112- 1226). 
The translated composition reads in its entirety as follows, with only some slight editing 
having been added for the sake of clarity: 

Lord, please make me an instrument of peace. 
Let me love where there is hatred. 
Let me give help to the helpless 
Give me faith where there is doubt and hope where there is despair. 
1 have faith in tomorrow because it is yet to come. 
1 am younger today; tomorrow when 1 become older, then do 1 hope 

10 become better than now. 
1 have hope for the future. 
1 have faith in seeing, hearing and touching al1 the wonderful things which at the present 

time are not seen by [my] eyes and not heard by [my] ears. 
It naturally becomes darkness if there is no light. 
If there is light then darkness automatically disappears. 
People without religion are not religious-minded. 
People who believe in religion possess virtue. 
If you do good [i .e., virtuous] things, then evil will flee. 
If you do bad [evil] things, good things will flee away. 
These two cannot remain together. 
If you worship God, then avoid worshiping fairies and demons. 
Accept the priceless God; [and if you do that,] you cannoi worship deniigods and demons. 

If one reads this composition carefully, one can perhaps detect the fact that Rev. 
Tharchin's faith in his Lord and Savior was triurnphing over the deep darkness, sadness. 
melancholy and despair which had enveloped him upon the death of his dear wife just eight 
months earlier. He was now emerging ffom "the dark night of the soul" and renewing his 
faith, hope and trust in his Father-God and looking fonvard to the brighter future He had for 
him. "Even if l go through the deepest darkness," declared the psalmist ofold, yet "1  will not 
be afiaid, Lord, for you are with me. . , . [And] 1 know that your goodness and love will be 
with me al1 my life; and your house will be my home as long as 1 l i ~ e . " ~  Surely Babu 
Tharchin had begun to lay claim by faith once more to these reassuring precious promises 
from the Christian Scriptures lie loved so dearly and read so faithfully daily. His faith had 
retumed to him in a new and living way, as is reflected in these lines of poetry he had 
composed at a most difficult period in his life. By faith he was being prepared by his Lord 
for what lay ahead-a new 'hapter in his experience that would be more "wonderful" than 
before. As the Babu had himself declared: "1 have faith in seeing. hearing and touching al1 
the wonderfùl things which at the present time are not seen by my eyes and not heard by my 
ears." And bis faith in .'the priceless God." he firmly believed, would bring al1 this to pass. 
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Another, and quite distinctive, facet to Babu Tharchin's Christian faith and life ofprayer 
was how he would react to what he perceived as dramatic news developments at the 
national or international level-especially when such concerned his ethnic homeland and 
her people. So personally was he impacted by what he deemed to be earth-shaking events 
that he would sometimes cease what occupied his attention at the moment and break out 
with expressions of joy, sadness or lamentation that would often take the form of prayer 
composed in either lines of prose or poetry. These inspired expressions he would at times 
record on paper. One vivid and very moving instance of this had occurred when news 
reached him that the former Regent of Tibet had died at Lhasa in 1947. What began with 
monks at the capital's Sera Monastery rebelling in support of ex-Regent Reting, who had 
been arrested and imprisoned for attempting a coup and retum to power that year, had 
ultimately ended iri his death not long afterwards under mysterious circumstances. 

Having prepared, for an upcoining issue of the Tibet Mirror, his summary in Tibetan of 
the latest news about the ex-Regent and now his death, the Babu had then written out an 
English translation of this summary. First providing in the summary a reminder to his readers 
what had been reported in the Mirror S previous issue on this subject, the newspaper editor 
would now pick up the story fiom that point fonvard, laying out the ensuing events in 
chronological order, commencing with 13 April 1947. But when he reached the denouement 
to the entire episode, which he recorded as having occurred on 8 May 1947, the Editor 
briefly cominented as follows: "It is sad news to report that the ex-Regent Radeng . . . died 
in [the] anesorne Palace Potala." At this point, however, Tharchin, overcome with d e f ,  
sorrow and dark foreboding for Tibet's future, now broke out with the following lament that 
at its conclusion was tumed into prayer: 

Alas! Consider the nature of this [present] world. 
Alas! Behold this phase of the degenerated age. 
Behold this consumption being [or, constituting] the end of accumulation. 
Behold this downfall being the end of elevation. 
Behold the thing which only recently was in hand is just now lost. 
Behold the unstable illiisive machinery [? of Government ?]. 
Behold the excitement by which self-victory and other vanishing [? things ?] are found 

want ing. 
Well! Well! What is the best thing to do? 
Save, Save, oh Thou God. out of Thy mercy. 
Thou wilt doubtless observe this phase of the world. 
1 know, 1 know the vanity-[that] al1 is vanity.* 
1 remember, 1 remember, the holy religion ofGod. 
Oh make me [undecipherable] [at this] very time. 

* One o f  the central thenies and an oft-repeated statement to be found in the Old Testament book o f  Ecclesiastes. 
part o f  the Judeo-Christian Scriptures. 
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As has been clearly intimated at numerous places throughout the presmt biography, 
Gergan Tharchin's evangelistic impulse on behalf of the Christian gospll was fcrvnit, dcep 
and wide. Indeed, the preaching of the gospel of Christ, however it might be carried on, was 
ever and always an integral part of his Christian faith, and he sought every opportunity to 
implement this mandate as part of his calling as a Christian catechist. Unceasingly eager to 
spread the Christian message of salvation arnong his ethnic brethren in their homeland of 
Tibet whenever he himself visited there, Tharchin likewise had a burden to do so within 
those Bhotia communities which lay outside Tibet's borders and were within a reasonable 
distance of his home in Kalimpong. 

For example, according to Nini Tharchin, the Babu would even travel by mule on Sunday 
aftemoons over to the somewhat distant town of Pedong, situated very near the Sikkimese 
border, in order to conduct Christian meetings in the home of his old friend from their Yatung 
days in Tibet together, Rev. Yeshay Isaac. Tt will be recalled from Chapters 14 and 16 of the 
previous volume that Y. Isaac had been David Macdonald's head clerk at Yatung's British 
Trade Agency, but he later retired fiom the lndian Civil Service and settled d o m  in Pedong's 
Sakyong Bustee where many Tibetan-speaking people lived. Together with Pastor Isaac. 
Rev. Tharchin would particularly focus his evangelistic efforts on winning these people for 
Christ, he willing to give up many of his Sunday afternoons and evenings for the sake of the 
gospel. For on each occasion that he went by mule to Pedong, accompanied by his faithful 
syce Norphel, Tharchin would return to his Kalimpong home quite late in the evening- 
tired, but with a deep sense of fulfillment in his heart in having obeyed the command of his 
Master Jesus to go everywhere and preach the gospel of glad tidings.' 

But there was another interesting aspect to Rev. Tharchin's evangelistic impulse which 
ought to be mentioned. This was his practice of taking under his wing, as it u-ere. younger 
Christian evangelists for further training or having them as mature colleagues in the work of 
evangelism among not only Tibetans but also other ethnic groups in the Kalimpong area. 
Three such instances of this practice can briefly be noted here. 

Born in Tibet in 1926, Pema Bhutia (later, Pema Paul Bhutia) had been brought to 
Jorebungalow near Ghoom by his mother. He, though not yet a Christian, would in time 
marry a young Christian lady from Lachung in Sikkim, Tabitha by name. She had been 
brought to Jorebungalow by Finnish missionaries. In 1948, at age 22 Pema was converted 
and baptized in Kalimpong. First serving Christ several years at Jorebungalow, he 
subsequentIy was taken aside by Rev. Tharchin, with whom Pema Paul labored in the 
gospel for several months before he was encouraged by Rev. S. Sodemba of Kalimpong's 
Himalayan Crusade Mission to pursue his desire to preach the gospel in Bhutan. Not until 
1969 would he make his first exploratory visit there. 

Simon Dukpa was another young evangelist whom Rev. Tharchin had assisted. A native 
of Chunabatti village along the road to Buxa Duar that was situated on the southem Bhutanese 
frontier, Simon became a Christian and was baptized in 1952. Thereafter he became an 
evangelist witli the Finiiish Mission in the Duars, and sometime later went to ~ a l i m p o n ~  
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where he joined Rev. Tharchin in evangelistic outreach throughout the surrounding area. 
He would later be ordained by the same Rev. Sodema, who sent Simon, along with Pema 
Paul Bhutia, to the community of Jaigaon located in the western Duars area.6 

But by far the most lasting relationship as CO-workers in gospel evangelism between 
Rev. Tharchin and younger Christian evangelists was that involving Rev. B. K. Biswas. AS 

noted elsewhere, B. K. Biswas had been bom in 1933 of Bengali parents at Dacca in what 
is now Bangladesh. Converted to Christ as a teen-ager but rejected by his offended Hindu 
parents, young B. K. would settle down, at age 19, at Algarah near Kalimpong in 1952 
where he became a Christian evangelist. He did not meet Rev. Tharchin for the first time till 
October 1956. One day while distributing Christian tract literature along K. D. Pradhan 
Road, B. K. encountered the Babu, to whom he gave a tract and with whom he shared his 
Christian conversion, everything which had happened in his life after that, and how, as a 
consequence of his Hindu parents' rejection of him over his conversion to Christ, he had 
acquired a sincere love towards all, regardless the ethnic background, religious persuasion, 
or Christian denomination. 

Greatly touched in heart by what he heard, Tharchin-la, according to Rev. Biswas, 
"immediately loved me as a son in the Lord, addressed me as such, and invited me up to his 
home." From that moment fonvard, Rev. Tharchin took the younger evangelist under his 
wing and. reported Rev. Biswas long aftenvards, "began to implant in my heart a love and 
a burden for the Tibetan people and their conversion to Christ which has never died up to 
this day." These two would remain very close fiiends till Tharchin's death in 1976; and in 
the meanwhile, they would frequently labor together in the gospel among both Tibetan- 
speaking and non-Tibetan-speaking peoples in Kalimpong and the surrounding area.' 

It is not surprising in the least that Rev. Tharchin had been extremely touched by the 
tolerance shown towards others of different ethnicity andlor religious affiliation by this 
younger Christian brother of his. For this very attitude constituted a primary feature in the 
character and conduct of this Indo-Tibetan Christian himself and was something he devoutl~ 
wished to see emulated in the lives of his Christian brethren in Kalimpong and elsewhere 
but which he noted was unfortunately often lacking (see below for more about this). Indeed, 
it was this quality of broad-mindedness in Tharchin which so many people with backgrounds 
different from his admired in him, as is evident in quite a few of the testiinonials quoted 
rarlier. In fact, it was this tolerant aspect in the Babu's character and personality which had 
attracted Rev. Biswas to him and made of the younger evangelist a better Christian. For as 
the latter himself later acknowledged to this writer: "Although 1 had already acquired a 
tolerance for other faiths as a result of the persecution 1 had suffered at the hands of mY 
parents, even so, Babu Tharchin's own life of tolerance towards people of al1 races and 
creeds as well as towards those of Christian denominations besides bis own reinforced mY 
own broad-minded attitude that much more."8 
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to this tolerant trait in Rev. Tharchin. As noted earlier, Rev. h p g e y  had declared to this 
writer that the Babu had not at al1 been narrow-minded in his Christian walk. He went on to 
point out an example of what he meant. For when attending certain Buddhist religious 
functions in Kalimpong to which he had been invited, Babula Tharchin would have no 
problem in his conscience in participating in one particular customary ritual. It involved 
dropping some finely-ground wheat flour into one's palm and tossing it up into the air and 
simultaneously wishing one another who were gathered together on this occasion good 
fortune or good health.g 

"Far fiom criticizing or condemning anyone's religious faith," recalled his dear Christian 
brother and fellow evangelist, the Macfarlane Church elder Victor Subba, "Rev. Tharchin 
was in good friendship with aII."'o Rather than engaging in negative fault-finding regarding 
someone else's faith, Gergan Tharchin, declared Drasho Rigzin Dorje of Bhutan, "had 
sought to learn what was good" in that person's faith and "to help" him "to know the 
Truth."ll 

Nini Tharchin has provided concrete evidence of Tharchin Babula's remarkable 
broad-minded attitude and practice, particularly in relation to Tibetan Buddhist monks and 
lamas. He was fiequently invited to public Buddhist functions in Kalimpong. For instance, 
he was often requested to attend certain religious ceremonies at nearby Tharpa Chholing 
Monastery which might be celebrating the Birth Anniversary of Dalai Lama XIV (and before 
that, of the Great Thirteenth) or which might be the occasion at the gompa of celebrating 
the Death Anniversary of the Great Reformer of Tibetan Buddhism, Gyalwa Tsong Khapa, 
the founder of the Gelugpa Sect of the Tibetan Buddhist Church. Invited annually to such 
public religious events, the Christian pastor would always go if he were not il1 or out of 
station, since this provided him, the tolerant Christian that he was, an opportuniv, on the one 
hand, to identifj with his ethnic brethren, and on the other hand, to give visible expression to 
his Christian faith without in any way compromising his own personal belief and walk in 
Christ before a watching world. 

For example, at the Birth Anniversary ofthe current ruling PontitTof the Tibetan Buddhist 
Church, Rev. Tharchin would always be one of the featured speakers; and within his remarks 
could always be found a brief but pointed witness to his Christian beliefs. Hundreds. if not 
thousands, of outsiders-both ecclesiastical and lay, rich and poor, high and low-would be 
gathered at the gompa, and would hear his remarks. Furthemore, when the moment came 
in the ceremonies for the assembled crowd to queue up and move in circular fashion past 
the altars devoted to the reigning Dalai Lama and to the Buddha. Bodhisatt~as and other 
personages in the Buddhist pantheon of gods and goddesses, Tharchin would join in u ith the 
participants, yet not as a Buddhist but clearly as a Christian for al1 to see. For upon arrivine 
at the Throne Altar reserved for the Dalai Laina-upon which could be seen articles of 
clothing which he had wom and a large photographic image of His Holiness that was to be 
garlanded with thousands of khatas-Rev. Tharchin. with khata in hand, would place it 
there as a mark of respect for the leader of his ethnic countrymen. but he would never bow 
in worship before the Throne and Image of His Holiness (for as he often said to friends. 
family and acquaintances conceming the Dalai Lama, "He is indeed a ~ i n g  and a wise 
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intellectual-but he is not a god"). And then he would pass by the Buddha Altar and the 
other Altars without so much as looking at them. Moreover, stepping outside the monasteq, 
whose walls were lined with the customary 108 prayer wheels, he did not so much as touch, 
let alone tum, any of them, as would, of course, al1 the Buddhist faithful. 

Now Gergan Tharchin, noted his daughter-in-law Nini, would share, as often as possible 
with family and Christian friends, these various experiences from his life for the purpose of 
breaking down the narrow-mindedness which he too frequently saw exhibited among his 
Christian brethren in Kalimpong who habitually set themselves apart from those whose 
religious beliefs and practices were not the same as theirs. As he was wont to comment 
repeatedly to his fellow believers in Christ, whether indigenous or foreign, whether dark- or 
light-skinned: "If we never associate with those of differing religious backgrounds and 
practices, then how can we bring them into the Kingdom? If we don't go to them where 
they are, how can we bring them to where we are?" "For did not Our Lord Jesus," he 
continued, "have social intercourse with the socially unacceptable of his day: the tax collectors 
and sinners, and even certain members of the intolerant religious leadership? And yet, He 
always made himself available and approachable to al1 who were open to associate with 
and listen to Him. And did not Paul the apostle of Christ declare concerning his walk before 
God and man, '1 am al1 things to al1 men that by al1 means 1 might win some' to Christ, 'doing 
it al1 for the sake of the gospel'?"* 

* Frorn Paul's First Letter to the Corinthian church, 9:22-3. Interestingly, it was a phrase from this passage of 
the Christian New Testament which figured centrally in an observation the late British frontier cadre official in 
Tibet, Hugh Richardson, had made in offering up an assessment of Gergan Tharchin's character and conduct. 
For when asked by John Bray. in a conversation he had with Richardson in 1999, to express his views ofthe 
Babu, tlie retired British official had replied that he thought Tharchin was "a bit of a trimmer and 'al1 thingsto 
al1 men."' Bray also inquired of him about the Tibetan Buddhist "double dorje" (Dorje Ge-tram) insignia with 
which Tharchin had soinetirnes adorned the ïïbet Mirror, and according to Bray, Richardson "seerned to regard 
that as an exarnple ofTharchin's 'trimming' approach." Letter, Bray to the author, London 1 O July 1999 which 
provided a surnmary of liis "conversational interview" with Richardson, 23 June 1999. 

The reader should review again on pages 26 1-2 of the previous volume of the present study the discussion 
of how and why the Christian editor had often adomed the front page of his Tibetan newspaper andtor bis 
Mirror Press letterhead stationery with the double dorje and other distinctive Buddhist syrnbols. It may be 
recalled frorn that discussion that the Babu had purposely chosen these familiar auspicious Buddhist symbols 
as a way, he hoped, of immediately putting potential Tibetan Buddhist readers of his Christian-oriented ness 
journal at ease; resulting, he further hoped, in attracting large nurnbers ofthem to the pages of his paper so that 
they would become willing beneficiaries of his attempt to spread widely among this closed and therefore 
isolated people news about the outer woild and about Jesus and His sacrificial love. And not unlike the apostle 
Paul, Tharchin, it could be said, had thus becorne al1 things to al1 men that by any and every legitimate means 
he might win soine of these Tibetan readers to his Lord and Master Jesus. 

For it must not ever be overlooked or ignored that above al1 else, G. Tharchin Babula, as was intimated 
earlier in the litany of testirnonials about hirn, was one whose "all-consuining passion in lik" had been the 
winning of people-especially arnong his ethnie brethren-to Jesus Christ. And that therefore i t  matiered 
to him whai means he would legitimately employ to further that objective. Without a clear recognition and 
understanding of this evangelistic impulse in Tharchin which rnotivated and irnpacted upon his evev action 
and undertaking, one rnight indeed look upon the Babu as something of "a trimmer." 

The fact that the comrnents on Tharchin which Bray was able to elicit frorn Richardson were meaEer I s  

perhaps indicative that this British officer, like many other people around the Indo-Tibetan who did notmo" 
in the "religious circle" of a Gergan Tharchin or a David Macdonald, failed to recognize wliat made the Bab'' 
conduct hiniself in the way ht: did as a Christian who had been greatly inspired by the modus operatidiof 
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Clearly, Tharchin Babula was merely following in the train of both Jesus and Paul. Yet, 
like them, he was greatly misunderstood; and was compelled, for the gospel's sake. to 
explain again and again his position on the matter: a concept and position which were both 
Biblical and logical. Especially did he have to explain and clarify this matter to the p r e r  
classes of Christians, who had great difficulty in understanding and accepting the Christian 
pastor's conduct in this regard. Even so, reported Nini Tharchin to this writer, with patience 
and in a spirit of humility and non-judgmentalism, Tharchin would take every opportunity 
open to him to share his testimony.12 

Yet with al1 of Rev. Tharchin's approachability, association with, and tolerant attitude 
and conduct towards his ethnic Buddhist countrymen and the other Tibetan-speaking peoples 
with whom he had fiequent if not daily contact, not everything, as was alluded to in the 
earlier testimonials, was "sweetness and light" between this servant ofchrist and the Tibetan 
Buddhist community. This assessment has come fiom three different sources, the firsl from 
a younger contemporary of the Babu's still living today and quoted earlier among the list of 
testimonials, Dr. Sonam B. Wangyal. Currently operating a medical clinic in the southern 
Bhutanese border town of Jaigaon, Dr. Wangyal is a published authority on the languages, 
customs, religion and history of the Darjeeling Himalayan region, having contributed articles 
in a number of publications like Himal, The Staresman, and The Himafq)un Maguzine 
(Kathmandu). But he has also most recently contributed a most endearing essay on the 
Babu which appeared on an Internet website in March 2008. In it, though, he mentions "the 
angst and hurt the local Tibetans carried against him for forsaking Buddhism in favour of 
ChristianityW-an angst and hurt which, however, had been greatly eased over the years by 
the Babu's unrelenting anti-Chinese Communist editorial stance that was reflected in the 
many issues of his Tibetan newspaper."" 

B. C. Simick Jr, the son of one of Gergan Tharchin's closest Christian fnends in the hill 
station, is a second source who has remarked upon the resentment and opposition of some 
in the Tibetan community towards the Indo-Tibetan over his Christian proclivity. Simick Jr 
recalled to this writer how he would often deliver a letter fiom his father to the Babu; and on 
one ofthese occasions, having apparently noticed a keen interest this yomg lad had exhibited 
in wanting to leam the Tibetan language, Babu Tharchin had gifted him with a copy of Kazi 
Dawa Samdup's Eilglish- ibetart Dic t ionu~ .  He did this, reported Simick Jr, not on1 y 
because he was the son of his good friend and fellow Christian but also because he loved 
Young people and sought to help and advise them as mucli as possible. Moreover. always on 

Christ's follower Paul to make oneself "al1 things to al1 nien" that one "might bq evep means save sotne"-and 
"al1 for the gospel's sake." And for Rev. Tharchin. be i t  further understood. this modus operandi included uhat 
has~ust been describeci in  the Text abobc; namelq, the exercise ofa broad-rninded. tolerant attitude and conducl 
tobards al1 people-regardles of race, creed or nationalie-so that he niight win some of them to Christ. 
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the lookout for potential candidates for gospel evangelism to his ethnic brethren, Rev. Tharchin 
may have perceived such a potential in B. C. Jr. And as it turned out, the latter would 
acknowledge long aftenvards that because of his fiequent interaction with Rev. Tharchin 
through the years, he was inspired by the Babu to develop a deep personal burden for the 
Tibetan people that they might come to Christ. And partly in line with that burden, Simick Jr 
eventually becarne a Lecturer in the Tibetan language at Kalirnpong College. Furthermore, 
he had apparently been able to learn from the Tibetan pastor himself as well as fiom his 
own observation of the Kalimpong scene that Rev. Tharchin had experienced opposition 
fiom quite a few Tibetan Buddhists, who "though outwardly," he remarked to the author, 
"were very nice, polite and held him in high regard, inwardly they resented his Christian 
faith and were non-receptive to the gospel of C h r i ~ t . " ' ~  

A third source for one's knowledge of such hostility was P. R. Pradhan, a younger son of 
Gergan Tharchin's highly esteemed Christian friend of yesteryears, K. D. Pradhan. Born in 
1923, P. R. Pradhan would become the Principal in 1965 of the Scottish Guild Mission's 
prestigious SUM Institution. Having served with Rev. Tharchin on several civic and 
educational Committees in Kalirnpong, P. R. was in a position to know and observe the 
Babu fairly well. Here is what he was able to relate to the author regarding the matter under 
discussion: 

Both my father and 1 recognized and appreciated the fact that like ourselves among the 
Nepali Hindu community in Kalimpong, Gergan Tharchin would be something of an 
outcast within his own Tibetan Buddhist community here. This was because he, like 
we were, was a Christian who in consequence suffered some persecution and some 
ostracism for his Christian faith; though this situation was far from universal within 
the Tibetan community as a whole. 

Nevertheless, both niy father and 1 were amazed at the boldness and courage 
which, despite such opposition, he exhibited in fearlessly proclaiming to his ethnic 
brethren-whether high or low-that "Christ is Lord!" We were continually amazed 
because we, 1 must confess, were not bold as Tharchin-la was.'' 

Let it be said here that the resentment and opposition which some Tibetans had show11 
towards Rev. Tharchin more than likely stemmed from the fact that they simply could not 
fathom how it was possible that a Tibetan could be a Christian and at the same time feel, in 
the words of Rev. Biswas, "quite at home in the Tibetan culture." They could not understand 
how it was that so many Tibetans, even some, perhaps, among these very critics of the 
Babu themselves, had found this devout Tibetan believer in Christ so approachable and 
winsome, and that many Tibetans accepted and esteemed Rev. Tharchin as a "truly g e a i  
man" within the Tibetan community as a whole." They just could net believe that a real 
Tibetan could be a Christian. They may have had little or no problem in believing thai3 

Tibetan could be a Hindu, but never a Christian. Nevertheless, as Tashi Pempa Hishei 
once declared to this writer: "Though Babu Tharchin was a Christian and not a ~uddhist. he 
was through and through a real Tibetan" (his emphasis). And Pempa Hishey was himselfa 
Tibetan Buddhist, had been one of Kalimpong's most prominent civic leaders. and had 
known Tharchin-la very well." It may be helpful here to explore this issue inore hilly andio 
do so within the context of Gergan Tharchin's exceptional life and career. 
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As best as could be determined. it can be said that at his dcath Gergan Tharchin had 
been the oldest living Tibetan Christian and the oldest living Tibetan Christian worker in 
India. In the lengthy interview granted by the elder statesman of the Tibetan Christian 
Church that has been alluded to several times in the present narrative, the interviewer, 
Dawa Norbu-who at the time was the editor-in-chief of the Tibetu~ Rcview-put to Rev. 
Tharchin an insightful final query that by the questioner's own admission was a rather 
personal one. The question was this: "1 have observed that usually when a Tibetan becomes 
a Christian, he gets alienated from his fellow Tibetans, from those in his own community. 
But you are held in such high esteem by al1 sections of the Tibetan community, and the fact 
that you are a Christian [does not get in the way] in your relations with Tibetans. How is 
this?" To which the distinguished follower of Christ from Kalimpong replied: "Throughout 
my life 1 have tried to practice what Jesus Christ taught. . . . 1 don't tell lies or cheat other 
people. 1 try to be helpful. Tibetans even in my early days might not have understood what 
was meant by iny being a 'Christian,' but they accepted me for what 1 am. Besides this. 
they know that my heart is with Tibet, though my body is in Kalimpong."" 

Interestingly, Tibet's modern-day historian Tsering Shakya has himsel f noted this inability 
on the part of Buddhist Tibetans during and after the Babu's lifetime to understand this 
outstanding member of their community who had become early on in his life a follower of 
Jesus Christ and had ever and always remained so throughout his career. Observed the 
historian to this author: "1 think the Tibetans had ambivalent feelings towards Tharchin; on 
the one hand, they admired him for his pioneering works and his innovation in bringing out 
the Tibetan newspaper and, on the other hand, his [Christian] faith confused Tibetans who 
could not understand it."IR Nevertheless, though they could not understand his adoption of 
Christ and not Buddha as his Master and Lord, they for the most part were not at al1 
alienated fiom him because they saw that the results flowing fiom his embrace of Christ 
were wholesome, uplifting and benevolent in their impact upon the lives of al1 peoples the 
Christian Babu in any way touched: but especially upon the Tibetans them~el\~es, wherever 
situated. 

In fact, far fiom their having become alienated fiom him or his having become alienated 
from his fellow Tibetans because of his acceptance of the Christian faith, Gergan Tharchin 
was sought afier by al1 and sundry within the Tibetan community. for they immediately 
recognized in him a tnie lover of al1 Tibetans regardless their religious understandings. It 
was reported in the mid-1960s by a friend of the Tharchin family that although he was "a 
~onscient iou~ Christian," this Tibetan pastor served "on the Council of [one of the local] 
Buddhist monasteries and its schools [a reference, of course, to his association with the 
Tharpa Chholing gompa], in Iawsuits, and on various cultural and business matters" penaining 
to others who were not Christian. The fiiend went on to Say, in what was quite a significant 
observation. that "the people know he gets his wisdom from the Book of the Chnstians and 
therefore respect him in the deepest way." 

Yet in al1 bis relations with bis countrymen. this converted Tibetan fiom Poo never once 
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compromised his own religious convictions. Miss Margaret Urban, who was just quoted 
fiom and who by now must be quite familiar to the reader, further relates in her little book, 
Jesus unter Tiberern (Jesus among Tibetans), an extraordinary example of Rev. Tharchints 
knack for being able to identifi in such a loving and helpful way with a people who are for 
the most part staunch Buddhists without in the least losing touch with or feeling insecure in 
his own Christian faith and practice. Some Tibetan Buddhist refugees had arrived at the 
Tharchin home one aflernoon, having just returned from a pilgrimage to the exiled Dalai 
Lama in far-off Northwest India and bearing a gifi from His Holiness for the beloved 
Christian pastor at Kalimpong. Here is how Miss Urban, who was a visitor in the Tharchin 
home at that time, has described the simple but quite marvelous and touching scene which 
took place in the living room that day in the spring of 1964 when the Kalimpong pastor was 
already in his 751h year. Here also are her perceptive concluding remarks which so clearly 
anticipated the sentiments about Gergan Tharchin expressed by the Review S editor-in- 
chief. 

One afternoon 1 heard a stomping in the passageway outside my room. That was not 
the treading of the [orphan] children. 1 opened my door and saw ten to twelve women 
and a man being led by a boy, who is also the household servant, into the living room. 
1 trotted quietly behind. Loudly and joyfully they greeted the Tharchins. Margaret 
Tharchin said to me: "They have returned f-rom their pilgrimage. My husband helped 
them get their military passes, without which they are not allowed out ofthe Kalimpong 
district. Now they bring him a gifi fiom the Dalai Lama." They stretched forth a bundle 
with red ribbon. They look fi-esh and shining fiom their long trip. How lively and 
naturally, not at al1 bashfully, these Tibetans speak! The man across fiom them now 
becomes completely quiet. Then he reaches into his clothes and lifis himself up. 
Immediately the women stand up. They gesticulate with their arms, so that there comes 
to my mind the image of a large fluttering bird. The man pushes a letter out f-rom in Front 
of his garments, and al1 bow very respectfully. They remain in this position, until 
Tharchin has unsealed and read the "Thank-you" letter fiom the Dalai Lama. Then 
they sit down and talk gleefully. 

The respectful posture that this people have before the words of their Priest-King 
shames me. 1 compared this display to the lax regard with which we [Christians] hold 
the Word of the eternal and only tme Pnest-King [an obvious reference to the Christian 
Bible]. 

Now tea was served. Mrs. Tharchin gathered me close by. The Pastor said: "My 
wife will now pray with us." 

The Buddhists immediately became quiet, bowed their heads, folded their hands. 1 
was astonished, and saw but quickly for myself that the Tibetans are indeed a ver-  
devout people. They pray much and everywhere. Margaret Tharchin prayed in Tibetan. 
As she said, "Amen," al1 in a chorus cried, "Amen." Then 1 saw a woman, just beaming, 
say soinething. All clapped merrily with approval. "What did she say?" 1 wanted to 
know. "She said: 'Before we went on the pilgrimage, you prayed to Jesus. And iiow 
you do it again."' 1 was gripped. 1 was no longer horrified over the religious crossflow. 
1 had learned in the last days, and could only rqjoice, that this Jesus in this house had 
already become a reality to them. 

That the Pastor had helped them on their pilgrimage shows me further how verY 
much he stands by the side of his people in al1 life's situations. The Word of Gad he 
simply sometimes cannot Say, but to show love he can do now and always. I t  is similar 
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for him as for us in the secular West, wherein we o k n  can no longer canvey much 
through words; and because of this, our Christian influence, exerted as it were in 
secret-as salt-can work. As a Christian, Tharchin is through and through a Tibetan. 
In his living room, for example, hangs a picture of the Dalai Lama. That does not mean: 
here a reincarnation of a Buddha is worshiped. It simply means: here the national 
leader is held in respect.I9 

This quite natural ability by Tharchin to be both an ardent Christian and  a thorough 
Tibetan points up a matter, incidentally, which up to this day the Tibetan cornmunity as a 
whole has not dealt with in anything like a fair and satisfactory manner. That was the view 
of a latter-day younger-generation Tibetan Christian leader, the late Rev. Stephen Hishey 
(1953-2006), who was mentioned in Chapter 28. At one time the pastor of the Moravian 
Tibetan congregation at the Ladakhi capital of Leh, Rev. Hishey would later serve the 
Tibetan Christian community elsewhere in Northwest India. A number of years ago he had 
been asked, in an interview later published in the Tibetan Review, whether he thought the 
existence of  Tibetan Christians "should be [made] widely known?" In answering 
affirmatively, Rev. Hishey, who had been bom at Kalimpong of a former Kumbum Monastery 
monk fiom Amdo and a mother fiom Kham, had gone on to comment on the dificult but 
necessary task which confronts the Tibetan who would share his Christian convictions with 
others of his ethnic community. Speaking rather candidly, Hishey had observed: 

Tibetans tend to not accept and to ignore Tibetan Christians because they feel that 
they are outside the Tibetan culture. But let me Say that they are Tibetan Christians 
within the culture. As 1 feel and know, 1 believe that Tibetan Chnstians have not 
accepted foreign cultures. They have become Christians within their own culture and 
have a form of worship that they follow. 1 think it is not quite nght for other Tibetans 
to Say that Tibetan Christians are foreigners.'O 

It should be noted here that Arnerican anthropologist Beatrice Miller has attempted, 
admittedly in hesitant fashion, to grapple with this very question that she herself posed as 
reflected in the title she gave to a paper she had delivered in 1990 before an international 
Seminar on the Anthropology ofTibet and the Himalaya: "Is There Tibetan Culture(s) without 
Buddhism?" Unfortunately, nowhere in her presentation did she mention or make allusion to 
Babu Tharchin, though she did cite other Tibetan or Bhotia individuals as possible illustrations 
of those whose lives might reflect at least a personal. if not a collective, Tibetan culture 
minus a total or greatly diminished Buddhist identification. The venue and tirne period, ironically 
enough, for Miller's first anthropological field work in which the initial explorations into this 
question were conducted was, she notes, "in the Darjeeling Dish-ict-both east and west of 
the Tista River" during the early to mid-1950s, and took her, among other places in the 
District area, to Tharchin's hiIl station cominunity of Kalimpong itself. In the opinion of the 
Present writer, Miller neeJ not have looked any farther than into the life and work of Gergan 
Tharchin to discover a definitive and most positive answer to her fascinating question. 
There is no doubt that given their backgrounds and predilections, Tharchin and Hishey 
would both have stronglq answered the question in the affirmative had they been afforded 
the opportunity to be interviewed by the anthropologist." 
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Yet another instance ought to be mentioned here from the life of the Babu, for it particularly 
stands forth as a classic example of Tharchin's successful attempt-as he said to the 
Review S editor-"to be helpful"; in this instance, an attempt to be helpful in fostering unity 
arnong Tibetans, one effect of which was to contribute further to his being "held in such high 
esteem by al1 sections of  the Tibetan community." A moving account of it has been preserved 
in the diary of an eyewitness-participant, the Tibet scholar from Austria, Baron René de 
Nebesky-Wojkowitz, whose close friendship with Tharchin has previously been pointed out. 
It had occurred in late July 195 1, just a few weeks afier the newspaper publisher's courageous 
confrontation with the new secular lord of Tibet, Chinese General Chang Ching-wu (see 
again Chapter 24 above). In addition, the religious ruler of Tibet, the current Dalai Lama, 
had himself met only days before with the General at Yatung in Tibet's Chumbi Valley not 
far from Kalimpong; and these two protagonists were even then traveling together by caravan 
towards Lhasa to begin a new and troublesome chapter in Titietan history. In the face of 
such oncoming dangers as al1 knew lay ahead, unity among Tibetans was therefore a very 
timely theme to be emphasized and encouraged. And Rev. Tharchin, invited to be an active 
participant in the unusual episode now to be narrated here, rose to the occasion with Chnstian 
sincerity, and demonstrated great ski11 as a unifier among factious Tibetans in his home town 
who were not, significantly, of his own religious persuasion. The Austrian Baron wrote in his 
diary thus: 

1 was present at an extremely interesting ceremony today in the Tirpai Monastery2': a 
solemn reconciliation between two rival groups of monks. Shortly before my arriva1 in 
Kalimpong [the Baron had arrived in February 19501 there was a serious dispute among 
the inmates of the monastery. When the newly appointed abbot took office he found 
that, under his predecessor, many of the monks had grossly neglected their duties. A 
section of the lamas opposed his [the new abbot's] efforts to tighten up discipline. 
The conflict grew more acute, and eventually fighting broke out between the opponents 
and the supporters of the abbot, in the course of which a monk was killed. The section 
of the monks dissatisfied with the abbot thereupon left the monastery and set up their 
own shrine in the immediate vicinity. After long negotiations, in which the Tibetan 
govemment [and also the Babu] and even the Dalai Lama himself intervened, peace 
has now been established between the warring factions. 

The solemn act of the return of the renegade monks to the monastic community was 
celebrated in brilliant sunshine in the forecourt of the temple. Here a large white tent 
had been erected, open along its whole length on the side facing the temple .. . The 
representatives of the Tibetan government and a few invited guests took their seats at 
a table inside the tent. Lengthways along the table sat [Tibet's former Finance] Minister 
Shakabpa, next to him Gyantse Khenchung2'-at present the local plenipotentiary of 
the Dalai Lama and liaison officer to the Government of India-the merchant 
Pangdatsang, . . . and finally Tharchin, the publisher of the Tibetan newspaper. At one 
end of the table sat a few Chinese; at the other Prince Peter [of Greece and ~enmarkl 
and myself. In front of the tent stood the throng of monks, and hehind them sat rows 
of Tibetan women in gala dress tirelessly rotating their prayer wheels. The rest of the 
quadrilateral was occupied by a dense crowd of Tibetan spectators. 

The cereinony began with an address by Tharchin, who explained in well chosen 
sentences uttered in honorific Tibetan, and pointing his theme [sic] with a brief o~tline 
of the history of the Land of Snows, what i l1  effects even minor quarrels could have 
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and how great were the advantages arising from unity and pious life. The m& 
listened with bowed heads to ius words of admonition, then the abbot stepped forward 
and gave the assurance that henceforth perfect harmony would prevail among the 
inmates of his monastery. Now Gyantse Khenchung arose to convey to the monks of 
the Tirpai Monastery the wishes of the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan g o v m e n t .  
Finally he read out a document conceming the renewal of the rnonastic community, to 
which the abbot and the Tibetan dignitaries present solemnly affixed their personal 
seals. With this the ceremony was over." 

Rev. Tharchin, who by this time had been chosen and appointed by these very monks as 
the Secretary of their monastery's Management Committee, could not then persuade these 
men towards his own Christian convictions, but as a recognized Christian of considerable 
stature in the community, he could serve these same men as a compassionate peacemaker 
in a troublous and disharmonious moment in their lives. And as a result, the Buddhist 
community's estimation of this fellow citizen of theirs who was nonetheless a stalwart 
believer in Christ. rose that much higher. In Tharchin's words, they accepted him for what 
he was, realizing that though his body was in Kalimpong, his heart was with Tibet, Tibetans 
and their best interests. In short, he was a true son of Tibet. 

As a fitting conclusion to this discussion, it ought to be pointed out that this unusual ability 
to bridge the gap between the mundane world of men and letters on the one hand and the 
kingdom of God on the other was one of the hallmarks of Gergan Tharchin's Christian life. 
Eloquent testimony to this trait in him has, in fact, been voiced by none other than the 
interviewer previously mentioned, Dawa Norbu (d. 2006), the late distinguished Professor 
of International Studies at Delhi's Jawaharlal Nehru University. His lengthy introductory 
remarks to the printed excerpts from the Tharchin interview are well worth quoting from 
here. A member of a inuch younger generation of Tibetans than Tharchin Babu, Dawa 
Norbu*" nonetheless came to admire deeply the longtime elderly Tibetan resident of 
Kalimpong. In fact, the younger Tibetan recalls, "when 1 was in school in Kalimpong, 1 used 
to occasionally visit the Rev. G. Tharchin, whose house at Tirpai was about twenty minutes' 
pleasant walk fiom Dr. Graham's Homes [School]. Most of my reading at that tirne was 
about Tibet and to visit him was to augment my book knowledge about Tibet's past. 1 used 
to enjoy visiting him and hearing his experiences with Tibet and Tibetans during the 1 s t  70 
years or so." But what he remembered most, continued Professor Norbu, and which seemed 
to sum up al1 which has just now been said, was Tharchin's 

innate generosity and robust warmth so familiar to the Tibetan race. And his catholicity. 
In hirn 1 saw no uneasy incongruency between his utter Tibetanness and his Christian 
faith. He has the serenity of a Tibetan lama and the action-oriented ethics of a Christian. 
Popularly known to the Tibetan-speaking world as Tharchin Babu, Gyegyen Tharchin 
was born in India's Northwest Himalaya in a village . . . whose inhabitants are ethnic 
Tibetans. He was baptized when he was about three [Tibetan reckoning], and h a  
remained throughout his life a staunch Christian. But he was also an uncompromising 
Tibetan culturally. and devoted his entire life to the study and propagation of Tibetan 

* For a surnrnary of Professor Norbu's early life and career as well as how he escaped death at the hands of his 
critics. see the end-note indicated at this point in the Text above. 
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language and literature, in which he excelled. Above al1 he was the father ofthe Tibetan 
newspaper.. . .26 

Generosity-warmth-catholicity-serenity of a Tibetan lama-action-oriented ethiCs 
of a Christian: these terms which Dawa Norbu here applied to Rev. Tharchin reminds the 
present author of a passage he came across in the writings of Englishman Marco Pallis, one 
of the Babu's highly respected friends. Though written to describe the impact a Tibetan 
Buddhist lama from Kunawar had had on him, it could quite easily describe as well the noble 
character of the Kalimpongian Christian; for the passage contains echoes of much which 
Dawa Norbu has here said of Gergan Tharchin. Once in 1933 when Pallis and his trekking 
party were halted at Harsil village for several days prior to plunging across the divide 
between the river basins of the Ganges and the Sutlej, aiid on, then, into the ethnic Tibetan 
country of Kunawar (not far from Poo), this Western traveler was "cheered by daily visits 
from a little lama" who had come over from the Kunawari village of Sarang for the purpose 
of ministering to the horse-dealers, shepherds and others who were encamped in the vicinity 
of Harsil. According to Pallis, this little lama had been the first Tibetan priest he had ever 
met. His encounter with the clergyman prompted the Babu's fiiend of later years to record 
his impressions of what he and his traveling companions saw and so appreciated in the 
diminutive laina fiom Sarang: 

With him . . . we felt ourselves in the presencr of an unseen power, whicli, if 1 must give 
it a name, might be called compassion. It is a virtue of peculiar flavor, not identical with, 
though not unrelated to, that charity which is radiated by the best Christian people. 
Our lama's love possessed a note of sereniîy that seemed to distinguish it from the 
similarly named but usually more passionately expressed virtue found among 
Europeans. 1 do not believe that this compassion, said by some to be special to 
Buddhism, really differs in essence from its Christian counteipart; but it is . . . more 
consciously linked with a certain intellectual concept, of which it is the corollary-a 
recognition of the relations that exist between al1 creatures, including men, based on 
an insight into the true nature of the universe, and not dependent on a vague emotional 
appeal. This intellectual basis is, or ought to be, just as indispensable in the Christian 
doctrine; but in practice Christians often allow the sentimental side to predominate. 

As a Christian, Gergan Tharchin, it could be said, was not of the latter ilk, but ofthe former. 
Whenever, and among whomever, he saw a need, he quickly extended a compassionate and 
helping hand, in the best tradition of the Christian faith.?' 

As a matter of fact, it was this very trait of compassion observed by Pallis in the ~ u n a w a n  
lama's virtuous ministry among the Harsil campers which prohably stood out as the single 
most praiseworthy quality in Rev. Tharchin's character. Compassion, charity (Pallis's Other 
notewonhy descriptive t em) ,  generosity, helpfulness, agape love-whatever the word or 
phrase one might conjure up to define "the action-oriented ethicsu of the ~ndo-Tibetan 
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Christian from Poo: it is clear that this was the one trait in G. Tharchin Babula's persona 
which almost without exception every single person this author interviewed unhesitatingly 
cited, and did so in the most glowing terms. For instance, it hears repeating here the already 
quoted words which Sonam T. Kazi had employed to describe to this writer this highly 
singular feature of the Christian Babu's character: 

He exhibited his Christian faith in inost practical ways. Indeed, he was "a good 
Samaritan" in the fullest sense of that phrase. An untiring humanitarian . . ., he was 
genuinely interested in and concemed about the needs of anyone: wheiher that 
person have been a Tibetan, an Indian, a Japanese, Chinese, or whatever. Regardless 
one's background, his home was open to al1 in need 24 hours a day. 

Here, also, are several personal expressions of gratefulness fiom those who were the 
recipients of Tharchin's unforgettable generosity, compassion and benevolence, as was 
referenced in letters they had written. First was one from the son of a Sikkimese Tibetan 
aristocrat in 1945: "1 hope [the] Almighty will be sure to show His favour upon such generous. 
philanthropic and hospitable hosts like you two . . ." The second letter came froin the Head 
Lama of Darjeeling's Govemment High School in 1954 at the beginning of what would 
become a steady Stream into India of refugees fiom Tibet: "Again, I thank you very much 
for doing such benevolent work for the benefit of our [Tibetan] people.. . ." And a third and 
tnily heartwarming letter anived at the Tharchin home from a Nepali Christian lady in 1945 
who had been overwhelmed by what she described as angelic kindness which the Babu and 
his wife Kanna Dechhen had showered upon her at a most critical period in her life which 
had occurred during the Second World War: 

My dear Babula & Babuni La, 
1 feel a great sense of guilt as 1 writr this, since 1 have not written to you for such a 

long time. 
1 know this gross negligence is really dreadful on my part . . . 
. . . 1 will never forget your kindness to me during the days of my terrible poverîy. 

Really. you were angels to me. 1 need not repeat what you did for me. as you yourselves 
know too. May God bless you a hundredfold for each kind deed you did, not only to 
ine but to every needy person. Really, 1 will never forget you both as long as 1 live. 
Again, may God bless you richly.. . . So cheerio and God be with you all.. .. Please take 
my heaps of thanks and salaams fiom the one who never forgets your kindness and 
patemal and matemal care to her." 

Exactly what concrete forrn, though, did Babula Tharchin's incredible giving of himself 
and his substance take? Incidelit after incident could be shared here. but space will not 
allow an exhaustive presentation. Yet a sufficient number of representative instances ought 
to be noted which collectively can provide the reader with an accurate and proper appreciation 
of this Christian man's extraordinaq kindness, selflessness and charity. 
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Rev. Biswas has recalled how at any church meetings which were held in the Tharchin 
home at which poor people were in a t tendanceand no matter whether they were Christians, 
Buddhists, Hindus or Moslems-Rev. Tharchin would not permit them to leave at the 
conclusion of these meetings until and unless they had first been fed.'Y 

The Himaluyun Times publisher, Mr. S .  Jain, remembered one occasion when a guest in 
Ciergan Tharchin's home that during a conversation he was having with his host, there 
appeared two poor elderly Tibetan women seeking help from the ever-hospitable Babu, 
who immediately gave them clothes and money for their needs. Jain also recalled that on 
another occasion when he as usual had been welcomed cordially by Rev. Tharchin and wife 
Margaret and served with tea and biscuits, he was even provided, at the end of his visit, with 
transport back down the long distance to his Times Though unstated, the nleans of 
transport may have been by horse. For Gyan Jyoti recalls one example of the kindhearted 
and considerate nature of Babu Tharchin, in that the latter had set aside four or five horses 
at his compound which were specifically meant to serve the needs of foreign tourists to 
whom he would supply his servant as guide and a horse by which the foreigner would be 
taken along the various trails around Kalimpong and vicinity.jl 

But Jyoti additionally shared the fact that Babu Tharchin would also frequently provide 
employment to many of the poor and needy ones in the hill town and to others among those 
in siinilar straits who had found their way to Kalimpong fiom elsewhere. lndeed, Sonarn 
Kazi has succinctly remarked to this writer that "if a lama was in need of a job, Tharchin 
Babu would immediateiy create one!"-more often than not it being a job he would create 
for the needy lama at his Tibet Mirror Press.j2 Furthennore, apropos of the Press, Pandey 
Hishey made the observation that whenever the Babu felt unusually happy or would 
experience a prosperous moment in his life, he would always share his bliss or good fortune 
by always blessing Hishey and the others on the Press staff with extra pocket money.j3 
Moreover, if members of his Press staff were in special need-for example, if school fees 
or stationery paper was required for their children, or if funds were needed to meet the 
expenses of, Say, a marriage or for Christmas or for a puja (worship) cereinony-the 
Tibetan publisher, out of the goodness of his heart, would often graciously advance 
the salary payments to them.jJ 

And then there is the marvelous and quite humorous story told by Nini Tharchin conceming 
two particular members of Tharchin's Press staff: the Tibetan Ngawang and the Nepali 
named Phurman. Both would come up together from the Press shop to the Tharchin residence 
for the purpose of securing an advance on their wages. Phurman especially, who was a 
Christian, would approacll the Tibetan publisher saying nothing but wringing his hands and 
bowing niost humbly. And the Babu, well knowing before Phurman has uttered a word 
he has çome, would invariably say, "What happened this time?" "Oh, I'm facing a 
difficult situation," Phurman would reply. The publisher would then gently scold Iiis staff 
member by observing: "This difficulty never seems to leave you, does it?" Phurman would 
laugh and respond with: "Babula, Babula. what to do?" Whereupon, Tharchin. being the 
generous sou1 that he was, would ask, "How much do you need this time?" And P h m a n  
would tell him, and the Babu would unfailingly oblige, because, said Nini, "Tharchin-la never 
ever sent anyone away empty-handed."35 
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Babu Tharchin WaS const~ntly showing kindness to and Young p q l e .  He 
especiall~ loved the youngsters and, like the Pied Piper in the old fiiry-tale, he &ew many 
children to himself and would "often," reported S. Jain, bnng both his own grandchiidSm 
and other children ("ofien poor ones," noted Jain) to the rimes publishet's Himalayan Book 
Newspaper and Snack Shop Store located in the center of the hill town. There the Babu 
would "treat them with al1 kinds of sweets and biscuits." Not only on weckdays would this 
occur, but especially afier the Tibetan church service on Sundays, Rev. Tharchin could be 
seen taking them in tow to the Jain's Snack Shop.)' 

Shanti K. Pradhan related how at age 12 or 13 his father, K. D., would frequently s a d  
him up to Babu Tharchin with messages, the latter always showing him "very good hospitality." 
One time, after delivering tbc message from his father, the Babu gave him what was then 
considered a luxury: a large piece of cooked yak meat!" 

Small children, it seems, could not irritate Babula. Gyan Jyoti fondly recalled to this 
writer that when he was five or six years old, his father, the head ofthe then prominent Jyoti 
commercial enterprises, would send his young son up to Gergan Tharchin to secure his 
service in writing out the draft in English of the father's business letters for sending to 
Calcutta firms that sold copper sheets. Father Jyoti would instruct his son what to have 
Tharchin-la include in the proposed English draft. But if the boy forgot to tell the Babu 
something for inclusion, his father would send him back up. Sometimes this might occur 
even a third time, yet Tharchin was never irritated or upset. This, incidentally, dernonstrated 
not only Babu Tharchin's temperament towards children but also his helphlness to others 
with a need.jR 

It  has been noted repeatedly throughout the pages of this biography of Gergan Tharchin 
how the latter had treated this youngster or thai young man as his very own son and had 
extended to him the utmost kindness, help, counsel and advice: especially the latter as it 
might relate to the young person's education andlor career. Indeed. it is remarkable how 
many times this author has encountered this phenomenon in the life of the Babu. One 
particularly fascinating example ofthis giving of hirnself and his time in such manner is what 
happened to S. Jain. As pointed out elsewhere, his father had founded Kalimpong's wreklj 
newspaper, The Himalayan Times, in 1947. But when his father died in 1956, S. Jain, at age 
24, assumed the responsibility of editor and publisher of the weekly. H o w e ~  er, when the 
newspaper failed to generate suficient income for him and his family. the younger Jain 
closed the paper afier four or five years and established the aforementioned Himalayan 
Book. Newspaper and Snack Shop Store. But at the beginning of his editorship of the Times, 
the younger Jain had approached the proprietor of the Tibet Mirn~r for some professional 
assistance. Immediately, reported the former weekly editor long afierwards, the Babu "began 
to beat me like his very own son." Particularly was this manifested in the manner in which 
the older newspaper editor/publisher would help the younger one in writing UP newsPaPer 
articles and giving advice on various matters pertaining to the puhlishing world. Furthermore, 
whenever Jain had any Tihetan news story, he would always bring it to Babu Tharchin for 
his review concerning its accuracy; and often, the older editor would edit or even r e ~ ~ i t e  
the entire story for the Tirncs publisher. The Babu would also point out to the younger editor 
any news item which the latter had overlooked so that Jain could include it in the next issue 
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of his weekly paper. All this Babula Tharchin had done gratis for his "son" S. Jain.3y 
But by far the most impressive demonstration of his fatherly love and compassion towards 

the Young, even towards the poorest of the poor among them, was when Gergan Tharchin 
and his wife Karma Dechhen had taken into their family and household the baby boy Phubu 
Tsering who would become their son by adoption and be known to everyone later as Sherab 
Gyamtsho Tharchin. But there hangs a story of more than passing interest. 

It will be recalled from an earlier chapter in the present narrative (Chapter 26) that as a 
consequence of the present author's normal research which he had engaged in for creating 
this biography of G Tharchin Babula, the late Pastor S. G. Tharchin, when shown one 
unexpected result of that research, had been made aware definitively for the first time that 
he was not the offspring of Gergan Tharchin but was his adopted son. And thus, his memory 
now prompted by the author's "revelations" to hirn which indisputably confirmed his adoptive 
relationship to the Babu, the younger Tharchin was able to recall a long forgotten incident 
whose relating of it to the author many years later had uncovered a fascinating episode that 
among other things reveals much about the winsome character of the senior Tharchin. 
Especially does it reveal the immense love and fatherly affection which the latter had 
unceasingly bestowed upon his adopted son. Except for direct quotations, the following 
account which this author had received from the late Pastor Sherab Tharchin himself on 9 
February 1992, and had then transcribed, has been couched in the third person, with but a 
brief sentence or two added by the author at the beginning by way of providing an appropnate 
introduction. 

At a very tender age, in fact an infant just barely out of his mother's arms, Phubu 
Tsering was adopted by Rabula Tharchin and Karma Dechhen. Since the latter were al1 
their years childless, they had instant compassion upon little Phubu when the infant's plight- 
abandoned by the father and the mother's inability to care for her child-was made known 
to them. Now the boy's newly-adoptive parents had told him at some point in his early years 
that he had been bom on the 16'h of August 1936, but it was not until he was in his mid- to 
late twenties that Sherab Gyamtsho was to give any serious thought to his beginnings. 

It was in the year 1962 or 1963, Pastor Sherab recalled, and after he had already been 
married several years, that one day he had a rather serious dispute about something with his 
third mother, Margaret Tharchin (Pastor Tharchin made it clear, in his telling this story to the 
author, that Margaret could not have been more kind, friendly, and giving of herself to him in 
so many loving and sacrificial ways throughout her relationship with him.) Overhearing the 
argument, his father came into the room and began to berate his son for speaking dl- 
manneredly to his mother. Because his father at this moment seemed to the son to be siding 
too much with Mrs. Tharchin in the argument, Sherab, now angered by this developmentl 
lashed out at the elder Tharchin whom he nonetheless loved greatly despite the present 
circumstance. 

Said Sherab to his father in a fit of pique: "I've been hearing from some of my friends 
around town and from those who have visited here at home that I'm not your real son but an 
adopted child; and could that be," he  now asked his father, "why you are today ill-treating 
me this way by so strongly taking Mother's side?" To which Father Tharchin-who, 10 Say 

the least, loved his son most profoundly-responded at some length and with great feeling 
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as follows: "Why should you be concemed with that? Ifyou were not my wn-whcthamy 
own or adopted-would 1 have loved you more than any other father has ever loved his 
son? Here 1 have provided you the best of care, and have shown you the deepest affection 
possible! Therefore, you should not concen yourself with this matter." 

Thus smitten, the younger Tharchin recalled later that upon hearing this, he withdrew 
from the room and went to his living quarters elsewhere in the Tharchin compund and told 
his wife Nini what had happened. Yet, still upset over the dispute he had just had with his 
mother Margaret and then with his dear father, Sherab needed a day or two to regain his 
composure. For several hours during this period he dwelt in particular upon the dialoyie 
between himself and his father; but then, not taking any more seriously than he had done 
before about what he had heard around town, within a week after the dispute, Sherab 
quickly dismissed from his mind completely the question of his beginnings. For inasmuch as 
during this same period he had also dwelt on the goodness, kindness, generosity, deq, affection 
and love which his father had continually showered upon him al1 these years (the late Pastor 
Tharchin stating to this writer that though he tmly loved his father very much. the latter 
loved him far,.far more), he had had little difficulty in dismissing the entire matter from his 
mind. 

As a matter of  fact, Sherab Gyamtsho never gave the event another thought fiom that 
moment onward throughout these many intervening years until more recently when the 
possibility of his being the adopted son of Gergan Tharchin was once again brought to his 
attention, but this time by the present author as a result of his research into the life and times 
of the elder Tharchin that had accidentally uncovered the fact and which proved to have 
been documented by a considerable number of independent sources (see again Chapter 26 
and its end-note 12 in the present volume for the said documentation). Indeed, in three 
personal interviews held in three different countries with those who had atone time lived a 
lengthy penod in Kalimpong, the author was told by al1 three that everybody in the hill station 
who knew the Tharchin family had been quite aware of this fact. 

The younger Tharchin, as always heretofore, would continue to express his deepest 
gratitude to his God and to his father Gergan Tharchin for what the latter and Karma 
Dechhen had been to him and had done for him. Moreover, he had declared to the author in 
his interview that the final proof, if any were needed, that the late Babu tmly loved him and 
treated him as his very own son was when, almost immediately afier his wife Margaret's 
death in 1974, Gergan Tharchin-by means of a will he had freshly executed that now 
revoked al1 previous "wills, codicils and other testamentary dispositions by me"4equeathed 
al1 his properties, personal possessions, and financial resources to his beloved son: "to my 
son, my only son" Sherab Gyamtsho Tharchin, who was declared to be his rightful heir- 
3 ,  the sole beneficiary and legatee of this will." (The document was in fact shown to the 
author in the course of his interview with S. G Tharchin.) "And even if it had tuned out that 
1 had definitely leamed bock then that 1 was indeed an adopted son," Sherab had recalled 
conceming his long-ago musings, "it would not have made any difference to me; for the 
indisputable proof of Gergan Tharchin's fatherly love was his willing al1 he had over to me. 
In fact, during Ilis last years followinp my mother Margaret's death. mY dear father kept 
sayinp to me again and again: 'You are my heir; ail 1 have is going to be  ours."' 
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One fùrther token, fiom among many which could be cited, of the senior Tharchin's love 
and affection for his adopted son ought to be added here. It will be recalled fiom earlier in 
this chapter that Gergan Tharchin had gone to Calcutta on an important mission in 1947 for 
the express purpose of searching out a better press for his new printing establishment: the 
Tibet Mirror Press. So important was this business trip that he had offered up a prayer 
immediately prior to departing on 10 August, committing his steps south into the hands of his 
God and Father. While in Calcutta, however, and barely into the third day of his stay there, 
Tharchin diverted his attention away fiom this important business matter long enough to 
visit a second-hand book shop where he must have spent a considerable amount of time 
rummaging through its many shelves and stacks of books in search of the kind of book he 
thought would be of great interest to his 11 -year-old son. Sure enough, he found one. The 
present author came across the book at the Tharchin compound. And on its flyleaf there 
was inscribed by Sherab's father the following: 

Tharchin, Editor Tibetan Newspaper, Kalimpong 
Bought in Calcutta Second-Hand Bookshop 13/8/47 

Presented to My Dear Son Sherap Gyamtsho. 

The book in question?-Lady Minna Jenkins, Sport and Travel in Both Tibets, with Map 
and Ttvent-y-Five Coloured Illustrations Exactly Reproduced from the AuthoressS 
Original Sketches (London: Blades, 1909). 

One final series of instances should be laid before the reader because in concrete form 
al1 of them together well illustrate, to borrow once more the insightful expressions of both 
Dawa Norbu and Sonam Kazi, "the action-oriented ethics" of this "untiring humanitarian" 
from Poo, who unstintingly gave of himself and his substance over and over again. Yet one 
can be certain that this Christian gentleman, so humble in al1 his ways, gave al1 the glory to 
his Father-God, Who by the power of His Spirit had enabled His faithful servant to fulfill 
what would be required of him in each instance. For throughout his many years Gergan 
Tharchin had constantly been asked to do favors of every conceivable sort for others, as his 
voluminous correspondence records abundantly reveal. What follows is but a sampling of 
such, culled from the Tharchin Papers; and, given the Babu's generous, kind and helpful 
nature, one can safely assume that he obliged in every instance, regardless whether the 
record indicated it or not. 

An Indian gentleman employed as Manager of a Calcutta printing firm had engaged the 
Babu to find a suitable house for him to stay in during his October 1945 holiday period up in 
Kalimpong. 

As requested to do so by a friend, Tharchin had developed and printed one or two rolls 
of photographic film and had then sent the resultant prints to the fiiend in Sikkim free-of- 
charge. 

During July 1945 a certain British Lieutenant Colonel requested that Tharchin send him 
a Tibetan painting (Wheel of Life), which he obliged the Oficer by doing. 

A British Captain in the R.A.M.C. had taken two short treks, one to Tibet and one 
Sikkim's Buddhist monasteries. And in writing the Babu aftenvards he was 66wondering" if  
the latter had "any 'curio' or memento which 1 should like to buy" as a way of remindine 
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himself of "two ver)' pleasant treks." If so, he added, then "please let me know and the 
pnce . . ." Babu Tharchin responded by sending the Captain some Buddhist bells and a 
Tibetan painting. 

The former well-known British radio operator in Tibet, Reginald Fox, later a resident in 
Kalimpong, sent to Rev. Tharchin a letter by the hand of his and his wife's prospective 
cook-bearer, Bir Bahadur, requesting the Babu to "testiS, that [Bir] is a good man-a man 
of good character and not liable to give me trouble.. . . Bir Bahadur says you know him and 
would be prepared to speak on his behalf." 

In 1943 a Chinese man in Kalimpong sent a note by a servant to Tharchin-la asking the 
latter to lend him some "simple Tibetan reading books" which he would return to the Babu 
"after a few days." Babu Tharchin did so by the hand of the note-bearer. 

In July 1948 a letter came to Tharchin fiom another Chinese man, this one down in 
Calcutta, requesting the Babu to provide Kalimpong's Police Inspecter a Statement of 
Evidence about him as a way to satisfy the Indian government whose permission to leave 
for China the gentleman needed to obtain before he would be allowed to depart India. "1 
should esteem it a great favour," he wrote the Babu, "if you would do so. ... 1 thank you 
again sincerely for the trouble 1 am putting on you." 

George Patterson fiom Scotland had given Tharchin's name and address to a member 
of the local Philatelic Society in Bournemouth England as a person who might be of assistance 
in this man's desire to collect stamps of Tibet. The time was November 1955. "lt is 
understood," wrote the Englishman to Rev. Tharchin, "that the present Chinese issues [of 
stamps] for use in Tibet are available in Kalimpong and 1 would be interested to see these. 
You must also, as Editor of a paper, correspond with many people in Tibet and therefore 
receive envelopes with . . . Tibetan stamps on [them] . . . It is these envelopes that 1 would 
like to obtain and am prepared to buy them . . . or exchange for anything that can be obtained 
in [my] country." 

In July 1954 Kalimpong's illustrious resident of many years and intirnate fiend of Tharchin- 
la's, David Macdonald, requested his lndo-Tibetan fiend to "recomrnend a Tibetan teacher" 
for three important people in the hill station who would be available to be taught by this 
teacher at the Tennis Club located near Macdonald's Himalayan Hotel. 

Tharchin received a letter from a man in Calcutta in November 1947 whom he had 
known nine or ten years earlier. The man's father, he explained in his letter. had been a 
Forest Ranger at Buxa Duar and had purchased some land in Kalimpong. His father had 
meanwhile died and the land was now "virtually" his, he "being the only legal heir" left. And 
thus, he was requesting Tharchin to make inquiries for him at the Kalimpong court. "As you 
are a resident there of long standing," the writer concluded, "1 dare Say you could easily do 

7, this for me and then if necessary 1 can pop up later.. . . 
In August 1962 a Tibetan-speaking Christian in Pedong sought a large loan from Rev. 

Tharchin for his son. The latter. because of encountering "irregular receipts of his monthly 
salav." had been falling in arrears in paying off his debts, and had therefore come to his 
father for assistance in his financial crisis. The father, however, not in any ~osition to rescue 
his son. wrote his Christian brother and friend the Babu, stating: "ln the circurnstances. 1 do 
not see any other [person] than you who can tide over his difficulties. So could you possihly 
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accommodate him with a loan of Rs. 3001- which he says he will repay by instalinent of RS. 
201- per month [beginning] from September . . . As he is coming to see you personally, he 
will himself explain . . . 1 have every hope that you will help him for the Lord's sake.. . ." 

The Sikkimese Queen's Private Secretary wrote a letter to Rev. Tharchin from G a n g t ~ k ' ~  
Palace on behalf of Her Highness in January 1956 requesting that the bearer of the letter be 
given "al1 the required information [he will need,] . . . as he is going to visit the Holy Places 
in India for the first time in his life." Tharchin was also asked to provide the letter-bearer an 
"open introductory letter" which, "according to the presumption of Her Highness, would be 
useful to him." 

In early 1947 a certain gentleman borrowed Rs. 2001- from Gergan Tharchin as a 
"temporary loan without interest." 

A prominent Kalimpong Pleader (Le., a lawyer or advocate), together with his wife and 
two children, were intending to go to Calcutta and would need accommodation sometime in 
the second week of February 1969. He therefore sent a note to Rev. Tharchin in January, in 
which he requested the following: "1 shall be grateful if you would please send me a 
recommendation to the Salvation A m y  Hostel, Calcutta, to give me an accommodation in 
the Hostel . . ." The Christian pastor did so, by letter dated 3 February. 

In a note dated 26 November (but with no year indicated), a close friend and Christian 
brother of the Babu's, a prominent teacher at the SUM Institution, wrote of some financial 
difficulties he was then facing. He was unable, he explained in the note, to see Tharchin 
personally and therefore sent the note by the hand of a servant. He went on to write: "It will 
be a most helpful act if you will kindly send me some money-for the bill which is attached 
here. Frankly, I have to pay about Rs. 1501- for the Exam Fees of my [children] . . . in the 
first week of December." If the amount is too high, he added, then "do consider, please, and 
help me as you think. With many apologies, thanking you . . ." 

Even when unable to provide the full amount of a loan request from someone, Babula 
Tharchin would nonetheless loan as much as he could spare at that moment. For instance. 
the son of one of the Babu's closest most intimate fiiends in Kalimpong was in dire need of 
a loan of Rs. 71- for just one week to help pay for the repair of his car which had unexpectedly 
broken down. Because his father was away in Calcutta the son could not receive help froln 
that quarter and so, he wrote in his note to Tharchin on 5 March 1938, "1 am writing to ask 
. . . if you could do this favour. 1 would indeed be ver-  grateful. Thanking you in anticipation 
. . ." Tharchin's notation written at the end of the missive reads: "Recd 6/3/38 & Rs. 31- 
sent." 

In February 1947 a Christian medical doctor, an Elder in a local church at Darjeeling. 
wrote Tharchin a letter of introduction conceming his friend and fellow M.D., who was 
desirous of settling in Kalimpong for his medical practice. He therefore requested the Babu 
to kindly help him find a suitable place in the hiIl station "so that he may proceed with bis 
practice to help the poor suffering [ones]." He added that he was approaching the Babu 
because the latter was "the only influential person among our Christians and othcrs... 1 
hope you will not take it othenvise but comply with my request.. . . Thatikinç you. l'ours ln  

the Lord Jesus Christ." 
Throughout the Babu's life and career in Kalirnpong there would sometiines be a lllucll 
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difrerent and special kind of favor that was requested of him. Now and then he would 
asked to chair meetings of various organizations in the hill t 0 w . g . .  the Sherpa Associaiai; 
or to chairjoint meetings between groups having mutual inter es^.^., that between Tibetan 
and Indian merchant traders; or else at times the Babu would be asked to attend an 
organization's meeting so that he might provide helpful suggestions-e.g., the convening of 
a local branch in Kalimpong of a regionally- or nationallq-known organization. All three such 
examples, when fleshed out in more detail, reveal a great deal about Tharchin the man and 
his standing in both the Tibetan and wider communities. 

In the first example cited, a Tibetan-speaking organization in the hill station known as the 
Solu Khumbu Sherpa Association, two days in advance of its General Meeting, requested 
by letter that Rev. Tharchin, though himself not a member, and certainly not a Buddhist, take 
the Chair on this occasion. In his letter of acceptance the following day, Gergan Tharchin 
wrote, in sincere hurnility, the following: "lt is very kind of you to select me as Chairman ai 
the General Meeting ofyour Community which is going to be held on 1 July 1954, for uhich 
1 am grateful to you. Although 1 am unworthy to take the Chair, but when you habe so kindlq 
honoured me, 1 shall do so. Thank you. Yours faithfully." 

With respect to the second example, there had arisen a dispute in March 1948 between 
the Indian and Tibetan merchants conceming the price of the considerable quanti- of cloth 
still remaining at the Cloth Syndicate G o d o ~ n  in Kalimpong and ho& this cloth would be 
allocated among these merchants. The Political Officer of Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet 
headquartered at Gangtok had instructed these merchants to hold a joint meeting and come 
to an amicable settlement. The two groups agreed to meet together on 8 March and requested 
that "the Editor of the Tibetan Newspaper," though not a member of either group, be present. 
He agreed, and was elected as the Chairman of the meeting. According to the meeting's 
minutes further, both merchant parties requested that the Chaiman present his suggestions 
for resolving the dispute. Chainnan Tharchin did so, but only afier requesting that both sides 
be willing to compromise, "even if there be some losses for both . . ." Once reaching the 
compromise settlement based on the Chair's proposed suggestions, the two parties agreed 
and al1 merchants present-leven Marwaris and eight Tibetans-signed the agreement 
which had been written out by Tharchin Babula. 

One should pause and consider these two examples somewhat further, for they rekeal 
seberal key qualitles about the Babu andlor his relationship with others: first sh0~1d be noted 
his willingness to serve various elements within the wider Kalimpong community; second, 
the profound tmst which al1 concerned reposed in Tharchin Bahula, even though he uas  not 
a member of any of their organizations or groups and was of a religious persuasion different 
from their own; third, the second example is particularly indicative of the Babu's considerable 
ability to help navigate people through India's commercial and business complexities of that 
day (the reader would need to pemse the pertinent documents to be able to appreciate more 
thoroughly this observation); and finally. the second example also reflects anotherof Ge%an 
Tharchin's sterling qualities: Iiis extensive \bisdom and lmoule&e in k ing  able, after listening 
10 a lengthy discussion on the issues involved, to come iip with workable proposais which 
would ineet with the approval of various parties to a given dispute. 

As to the third example cited ahove having to do u ith the much different kind of favor 
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that was at times requested of Babu Tharchin, it so happened that the Convener of what 
would be established as Kalimpong's branch of India's nationally organized China-Bharata 
Sanskriti Association had sent by hand to Gergan Tharchin a typed postcard inviting him to 
attend this Association's inaugural meeting in the hiIl station. Dated 23 October 195 1, the 
card in part read as follows: 

. . . a few prominçiit persons of this place have very kindly consented to open a center 
of the China-Bharata Sanskriti here. The idea of this association is to foster a friendly 
and cultural relationship among different nationalities of this place. 

The inaugural meeting of the said association will be held at Chitra-Bhanu, the 
local residence of Sri Rathindra Nath Tagore [son of the celebrated Nobel laureate in 
Literature] on the 24Ih October 195 1 at 6 p.m. Sj. Tagore has kindly consented to preside 
over the meeting. 

1 request you to kindly attend the meeting and help us with your very kind 
suggestions. Thank you. 

The day chosen for this meeting, coincidentally, was the very day on which the Fourteenth 
Dalai Lama of Tibet brought to an end a chain of events which had been set in motion 
almost exactly five months earlier with the signing at Beijing of the infamous Seventeen- 
Point Agreement between Tibet and China. For up in Lhasa on this very day Tibet's Priest- 
Sovereign personally but most reluctantly cabled to his land's new Sovereign, Mao Tse- 
tung, an official letter confirrning his Govemment's acceptance of the Agreement that to al1 
intents and purposes brought his country under the sovereign control of Communist China. 
There would therefore be a great need, indeed, "to foster a friendly relationship among 
different nationalities" in the hill station, but especially between and among Tibetans, 
Chinese and Indians! Little wonder, then, that Tharchin, one of the recognized leaders in 
the hill town's wider cornrnunity but particularly among the Tibetans, would be sought out to 
attend this potentially significant function. His ideas, talent and skill in the area ofreconciliation 
and peacemaking-as was made evident just a few months earlier at the Tirpai Monastery- 
would be greatly appreciated by al1 and sundry. 

Turning from these countless and varied requested favors which the Babu with kindness 
and generosity fulfilled, there are three exceptional incidents from Tharchin's life that exempli@ 
in stunning ways the sensitivity, mercy and grace this man displayed towards others W h o  

found themselves in embarrassing situations of one kind or another. The third incident . in . 
particular is most telling in this regard. In al1 three cases the author is indebted to Nini 

Tharchin for sharing these extraordinary stories. 
Babu Tharchin was always desirous of taking photos of his numerous guests 

fiequented his home. He therefore kept his expensive carnera handy by hanging it, alonç 
with other objects like unibrellas and coats, on a rack, located conveniently in the vestibule 
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just outside his sitting room. One day a somewhat needy Tibmn lady happmed to come by 
the Tharchin house for some reason and, noticing the camera hanging there, waited for an 
oppomine moment when no one else was present, snatched it  away and lefi the Tharchin 
compound. Upon discovering later that the camera was missing-but not knowing who 
took it-Tharchin immediately alerted al1 pawn shops in Kalimpong where the thief might 
seek to seIl it, describing the camera in detail, and requesting that he be infomed should 
anyone attempt to pawn it off. Sure enough, not long afterwards, a shopkeeper phoned the 
Babu to Say that he was sending a woman up to his home with the camera to return it. And 
upon seeing the Tibetan lady who had taken the camera, Tharchin was told by the woman, 
when handing it back to him, that he should never leave the camera out in such an open 
place again because it would be too much of a temptation to others to steal it. In his usual 
graciousness, Tharchin did not press any charges against the woman, and even gave her a 
60-nipees gift because he knew she was in difficult straits at that time! Needless to Say, 
however, Babula Tharchin was extremely happy to have his camera back safe and sound. 

One time a Tibetan man of considerable socio-political stature came to visit the ailing 
Babu in his bedroom. At one point during their time together, the host had to excuse himself 
in order to relieve himself. Margaret happened to observe, undetected by the visitor. that the 
latter took this opportunity to remove a rather expensive c h w r i  (knife) from the bedroom 
table and hide it within the folds of his chuba. Shortly after Tharchin retumed to the room 
the visitor took leave of his host rather hastily and made his way out the house. Margaret 
followed him outside and said to the Tibetan gentleman: "Please, Sir, let me see what you 
have inside your chuba," quickly extending her hand as she did so and reaching inside the 
folds, thus retrieving the knife. When Babula Tharchin was subsequently told by his wife 
what had happened, he scolded her, saying: "You should not have embarrassed my guest 
like that. It would have been better to have suffered the loss of the chewri rather than to 
have humiliated him like that." 

S. G. and Nini Tharchin, as reported to the present author by Nini herself a long time 
aftenvards, were both stnick with surprise and amazement at one exceptional expression 
of the Tharchins' incredible generosity, kindliness, love and sympathetic understanding when 
faced with the needs of an exile Tibetan refugee couple and their family. This was the local 
Gyalpo and Gyalmo (i.e., King and Queen) of the Kham village of Lingtsang in East Tibet. 
Having escaped from the invading Red Chinese, this King and his family had settled do\+ n 
in Kalimpong as poor refugees in a house nearby to the Tibet Mirror Press shop on Rishi 
Road. They had two sons and one daughter. and did not know anyone in the hiIl station upon 
their initial arriva1 here. But like most Tibetans in need. they had approached the helpful 
Babula for assistance. 

Having heard about Babu Tharchin's kindness and sympathy for the less fortunate, 
especially the Tibetans, the King sent a servant to Tharchin bearing a h i f e  wrapped in 
Paper. with a message inside requesting the recipient to please purchase it from him for RS. 

50/-. Feeling extremely s o m  for the indigent state of the King and his family as manifested 
by this humble request, Tharchin imnlediately rewrapped the knife, enclosing with it net-iust 
50 nipees but ten more, and said to the King's servant: "Please take this back (0 the Kin!? as 
my gifi to hinl and his fainily." 
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As a consequence of this initial gesture of kindness by Gergan Tharchin, the royal couple 
began to come up to the Tharchin home for visits with the Babu and Margaret and continued 
to do so for a long time thereafter until the deaths of the elder Tharchins. In fact, the Queen 
made it a practice, on the twice-weekly bazaar days of shopping by the Tharchin family, to 
come up and receive fiom the elder Tharchin couple a monetary gift for the food needs of 
the King's family. Moreover, the royals would sometimes come up for an entire day to be 
with their hosts, taking tea and lunch with them almost as members of the Tharchin household. 
The visitors would also make special request for and receive fiom their generous hosts, 
wool to repair fiayed or tom sweaters and other articles of clothing, curtains, and even 
cement for their kitchen floor. The Tharchins never once complained or got fed up with this 
but always gave happily of their substance. 

On the other hand, the younger Tharchins-Nini and Sherab-after observing this routine 
for some little while, inquired of Babu Tharchin why he and Margaret were carrying on this 
way when it would appear that these royals probably possessed some wealth and jewels of 
their own by which to survive as refugees. Why, then, do these "big" people need h e l p  
and so much of it? "We ought to be helping the poor people," they declared to the Babu, "for 
this King and Queen are not poor but are big people who should be able to take care of 
themselves." 

In his reply this humble Tibetan fiom the backwater ofPoo village revealed his remarkably 
insightful character, a further demonstration of his knowledge and sensitive understanding 
of human nature, as well as an acute awareness of Tibetan society. For Tharchin replied as 
follows: 

You mustn't think like that. Just now they are suffering far more than tliese inany poor 
people who have come to Kalimpong as refugees. For these royals, not accustomed, 
because of their upbringing and longstanding social position, can't work. cannot rob 
and cheat as the poorer classes can and do do; nor can they beg. Furthemore, they 
feel very shameful that they have been reduced to such an economic plight. Therefore, 
they are hurting and are full of emotional and psychological pain. On the other hand, 
accustomed to their state and condition by birth and upbringing, the poor-when 
made even poorer by their newly-established refugee status-are used to laboring 
with their hands and doing backbreaking work and can rob and do anything else for 

' 

the sake of their stomachs and not feel ashamed. For highly-placed people, though, 
these are not avenues of support open to them Therefore, we have to try to understand 
the royals' dilemma and how inwardly their hearts are pained because though they are 
hungry, they cannot find any. suitable way by which to satisfi their physical hunger; 
and hence, we must try to help them out. 

Nini has reported to this author that she and her husband had difficulty, when first heann~l 
al1 this from Babula, in understanding such an attitude and approach, and furthemore, had 
great difficulty in believing that he was right in his assessment of the royals' plighf. 
Nevertheless, by continuing to observe the life of the King and Queen on a daily basis and 
their interaction with the senior Tharchin couple, they came to realize that Babula's evaluation 
was correct. They were also able to observe the implementation further in her life of 
Margaret's favorite Scripture verse which she often quoted from Jesus hiinself "lt 1s more 
blessed to give than to r e c e i ~ e . " ~ ~  
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It was further reported to the author by Nini Tharchin that she herself sensed, without 
their ever having said so, that the royals were tntly thankful to the Babu and his wife for 
such kind generosity and that probably these two becarne two of the closest fiiends Babu 
Tharchin ever had in Kalimpong. Indeed, added Nini, the royals most likely had very few 
fnends of their own in the hi11 station, for their continued presence at the Tharchin home 
would seem to suggest that they probably never went to many other homes in Kalimpong. 
Nini also noted that the Queen made it a habit of sitting quietly by for hours on end in 
Margaret's study watching her at work at her desk, for the Queen wanted to be with her 
hostess as much as possible. And because of this, Margaret had ample opportunity to witness 
to the Queen about Jesus Christ and would even pray with the Queen almost daily with 
i~gard  to her salvation. But whether she and the King, the latter of whom had often received 
a similar witness fiom the Babu, ever became Christians cannot be stated with any certainty. 
Nevertheless, it can be said with absolute certainty that these royals were the recipients of 
Christ's love many times over from His two faithful disciples. 

Now the royal family had shifted their residence hom place to place in Kalimpong until 
at one point their final place of abode ended up being an old house situated near Bhutan 
House, quite distant from the Tharchins. And it was while they were residing here that the 
following stunning incident was played out that involved a pair of shoes. One morning the 
King paid a visit to Rev. Tharchin alone and politely inquired whether his host had any old 
pair of shoes. The Babu immediately discemed that the King was inquiring on behalf of 
himself, since at that very moment Tharchin unobtnisively noticed that his visiter's footwear 
that day was old and tom in places. Not wishing to embarrass the royal, Tharchin said 
nothing. Shortly afterwards, the King left. A few hours later that sarne day the Tibetan 
pastor spoke to Nini, saying, "Please cal1 one of the servant boys and hand him my brown 
leather shoes to be cleaned. And when the boy has finished, then please, Phumo [Daughter], 
wrap them in paper very nicely." Phumo Nini soon brought the wrapped package of shoes 
to her father-in-law, who then said: "Cal1 another boy and tell him to put the package into a 
bag and take to the King's house." Whereupon Nini got up enough courage to ask her elder- 
in-law: "Why al1 this double work of canying this gift to the King who lives so far away. 
when you could easily have presented the shoes to the King directly when he was here 
earlier this moming?" 

To which Rev. Tharchin gave a reply which once more revealed the great sensitivity and 
con~passion he had towards this unfortunate man. Said the Babu: 

No, no. we mustn't do it in that way. You see, the King must be in very greai need. 
othenvise he would never have humbled himself to such depths as to have inquired, in 
even an indirect manner. concerning his need. Furthemore, for me to have had the 
shoes cleaned and presented to him personally while he was in my home would have 
been most shameful and very humiliating for the King to endure. And so, to avoid this 
WC must offer the shoes in the way 1 have inshicted and respectfully send them to the 
King's house. 

As a consequence of al1 this, Nini humbly acknowledged that her estimate of Tharchin 
Babu had increased that much more in her mind. And in her subsequently relating the 
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incident to her husband, he had agreed that his father's handling of the situation had been 
absolutely correct. 

The King was to die just a few years following Tharchin's own death in 1976. On the 
other hand, the Queen was still alive at the time of the author's interview with Nini Tharchin 
(1992) but had resettled herself over to Nepal's capital of Kathmandu, having received 
heretofore, along with her husband, a faithhl gospel witness conceming Jesus. Yet even 
more than that, they had been the recipients, in uncountable ways, of Christ's unselfish love 
and compassion at a most critical juncture in their lives through His faithhl servants, Gergan 
and Margaret Thar~h in .~ '  

Most surely, it can be said without the slightest reservation that if ever there was a 
person who deeply understood and thoroughly practiced the Christian concept of agape 
love (a self-giving without any thought of return), it was Gergan Tharchin. And no better 
long-lasting example of this fiom his life was exhibited than what happened in his relationship 
with the boy monk Bhuchung Tashi (Bhuchung: "little son"; Tashi: "auspicious" or "good 
fortune") who would later be known to the Christian world as Rev. Peter Rapgey. So taken 
by this episode in the Babu's life was David Woodward that he would cite this expression of 
love in his article that appeared in the Winter 1991 issue of the Tibet Journal entitled, 
"Examining a Significant Minonty: Tibetan Chnstians." Here is how this former rnissiona~yl 
anthropologist, who himself had ministered the gospel for four years among Tibetans in 
eastern Tibet between 1946 and 195 1, laid out for his readers the particulars of the story as 
he knew them: "Love and unselfishness," he began, 

are far more important than siens and wonders. The Tibetan Bible carries that message 
in the words of  St. Paul: "If l have a faith that can move mountains, but have not love 
[Greek, agape, or divine love], 1 am nothing . . . Love never fails . . . And now these three 
remain: faith, hope, and love . . . But the greatest of these is love." [First Letter of Paul 
to the Corinthian Christians, Ch. 13, vv. 2,8,  131 

With that as a backdrop, Woodward continued: 

Every time I think of my fiiend, Peter Rapgey, in Kalimpong, 1 manel  at his story which 
begins with the story of two friends, one an old lama and the other a Tibetan minister. 
As the old lama lay dying, he sent for the minister and said, "1 have one last request. 
The boy monk, Rapgey, who has cared for me so faithfùlly-will you take care of him 
when 1 die and bring him up?" 

Tharchin accepted this gifi and responsibility. On the death of the old lama Rapgey 
entered [Tharchin's] home after having spent seven years in a monastery. What 1 find 
outstanding is the level of trust between the two old friends and their understanding 
of what love is al1 about. 

.. . Behind Tharchin's many activities [including this one] were the lessons he 
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learned at the feet of Sadhu Sundar Singh. He traveled with the Sadhu several times 
and witnessed the strength of his love and his commiûnent to be like Jesur Christ. 
These attitudes are attractive and contagio~s.'~ 

namrally lay much more behind this bnef narrative by Woodward. Having h h s l f  
interviewed Peter Rapgey in 1992, the present writer is able to flesh out in some detail what 
would subsequently unfold in the lives of Rev. Tharchin and the boy monk whom the former 
had taken under his protective care. But first a brief sketch of linle B h u c h ~ n g ' ~  fmi ly  
background can be helpful here. 

His father had hailed fiom Kham, his mother, fiom Kyirong in South-Central Tibct. Both 
Ilad come out of Tibet separately in the 1930s and settled down in the Darjeeling area where 
they would meet and many. Their first son died accidentally, then Bhuchung came along 
shortly afterwards, which occurred in probably 1942. Rapgey would be the name given the 
boy when ordained a monk, bestowed upon him, incidentally, by Dhardo Rimpoche (fiom 
Dhartsedo, or known also as Kangting~Tatsienlu, the famous fiontier town situated along 
the Kham-Chinese border of East Tibet), whose own name had itself been Rapgay [sic]. 

Little Bhuchung's mother would die when the boy was less than a year old. And his 
father would die when Bhuchung was only 12 or 13 years old. So the lad began living with 
his matemal grandmother at Ghoom (and later at Kalimpong), who had hirn admitted into a 
primary school located near the Ghoom gompa. Being very pious, however, the grandrnother, 
shortly after the death of the boy's father, would enroll him in Kalimpong's Tharpa Chholing 
Monastery which happened to be very close to the Tharchin compound. In order that she 
might be near her grandson, the grandmother would now live in rented quarters not far fiom 
the monastery, where Bhuchung would remain for some seven years. While there he would 
come to within two years of achievinp the Gelong monkhood (which involves the taking of 
more vows than the lesser of two lower monk levels). "My training at Tharpa Chholing," he 
explained to this author, "was devoid of much, if any, philosophical or theological inquiry but 
involved mostly the leaming of those basic rituals needed in monkhood to serve the Buddhist 
populace at such times and events as births, deaths, funerals, weddings, cleansing of homes. 
etc." 

Now Bhuchung's Tutorial Monk at the gompa, in an unusual action, pemitted to be 
fulfilled the boy's desire for an academic education. This monk (who was the old lama 
friend of Tharchin's described by Woodward) now hired an outside academic tutor, a Nepali. 
to instmct Bhuchung in the basics of English, mathematics, history, geography and science. 
This would take place in the monastev cell which both lama and the boy shared together. 
But the boy monk would eventually enter Class 7 at one of Kalimpong's private schools. 
again with the lama's permission. However, some time after he had achieved Class 10. 
Bhuchungqs Tutorial Lama fell quite ill, which was when the latter had called Rev. Tharchin 
to his bedside to request that upon his death the Christian pastor would take the lama's 
Young disciple into his family. It must be remembered that al1 the religious at Tharpa ~hholing 
were well acquainted with the Christian Babu because, as noted elsewhere in the present 
chapter, he had been serving for a number of years. and by invitation a't the behest of the 
gompa authorities. as a member of the institution's Management Cornmittee, even as its 
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Secretary, and even though they were very much aware that the Babu was a firrn follower 
of Christ. 

As promised, Babu Tharchin, upon the death of the Tutorial Lania. did indeed take this 
young Buddhist monk into his residential compound to live and grow up to manhood. This 
occurred in 1958 when the boy was about 16 years old. Though a faithful Buddhist, the lad 
quite naturally commenced hearing about the Christian gospel but at first showed no interest. 
But one day the Christian teacher of geography at his school happened to mention to his 
student a verse from the Old Testament prophetical book of Isaiah (64:6) which provoked 
some curiosity in the youth to make inquiry about the Christian faith. For this verse ("We are 
al1 as an unclean thing, and al1 our righteousnesses are as filthy rags . ..") presented a 
religious faith, Peter remarked to the author, "that in basic content and understanding stood 
precisely opposite to that of my Buddhist religion." 

The youth now began to associate himself more closely with the Christians in the Tharchin 
cornpound and in Kalimpong geiierally. Interestingly, Rev. Tharchiii wisely made iio move 
to influence or pressure Bhuchung to conform to the family's Christian faith but committed 
his new "son" into the hands of liis God and simply let him observe the Christian life ofthe 
believers around him. In fact, because of his various contacts with Christians both within 
and outside the residential compound, the teen-ager simply accepted the Christian faith as 
but one of several religious persuasions, including his own Buddhist religion, as a way of 
salvation; but now, he told the author, "1 would idrtntifj myself as a Christian if anyone 
would ask me what 1 was, even though at this time 1 liad no subjective experience of tlie 
persona1 Christ of Christianity." Now this condition of heart with respect to his religious 
understanding would last for some 15 years: from the time of his marriage in 1959 through 
al1 the years thereafter till his attendance at a Christian Conference that was held at Lucknow 
in November 1975. It was within the Tharchin compound, incidentally, where he met his 
future wife, Matey, younger sister of the Babu's daughter-in-law Nini, who was living in the 
compound with her and Nini's parents, N.P. and Sarah Tshering. Obviously, at the time of 
his baptism and marriage-both held on the same day, 17 August 1959, and both conducted 
by Rev. P. S. Targain-Bhuchung, now called Peter, was only a nominal Christian. Peter 
and Matey would continue to live within the Tharchin compound but now as husband and 
wife. It would not be till several years following the Babu's death in 1976 that they would 
establish their home elsewhere. 

In tirne, the Babu would provide Peter employment at the Tibet Mirror Press. He also, 
recognizing the young inan's talent for learning, granted him access to Iiis personal library. 
from which, Peter would Say later, he "had leamed much." Not only this, but eventuallytlie 
Babu even appointed hirn as Manager of the Press with office space set aside for him ri&ht 
within the family compound itself. This recognition by the publisher of his ability Peter 
greatly appreciated. 

Meanwhile, Peter's faith in Christ remained nominal for the longest time. Not Ilis 

attendance at the first Conference of the newly constituted Tibetan Christian ~ e l l o w s h i ~  
1974, fomerly known as the Christian Prayer Fellowship for Tibetans), of which was 

reluctantly serving as its Secretary, did the ex-Buddhist monk finally surrender his and 
life to Christ. For five days he sat listening to the preaching ministry of the guest speaker. 
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Rev. Norman Meeten from Liverpool England. The minister first op& w S i m a  Pe<er the 
Disciple and on the latter's Life with Jesus Chnn. Taking this message quite p o n a l l y ,  
Peter Rapgey, by his own testimony, related how Rev. Meeten's sermon on Simon Petm 
brought the modem-day Peter under the tfoly Spirit's conviction of his need to become a 
true believer in Christ fiom the heart; and so, he declared to this   ri ter, "1 sumendered 
myself to Christ privately" (indeed, he added, "no one at the Conference knew what had 
happened till later after its conclusion"). The date of his surrender: 5 November 1975. What 
Rev. Meeten then spoke about, which truly strengthened Peter's faith, was a follow-up 
message on how a remote Creator-God can indwell the Christian to become the believer's 
personal God by means of the inward ministry of God's Holy Spirit in leading, guiding and 
teaching the Christian iri h i  walk with Christ Jesus. 

"Rejoicing," explained Peter, "1 returned to Kalimpony from the Conference and tound 
that the Christian hyinns had a different meaniiig for me, the prajers 1 had previouly vainl) 
offered up meant soniething real when 1 now prayed. Inwardl~, there was no more striving 
and strugglinç for me, but al1 was today at rest." 

Furihermore, like his esteemed benefactor Babula Tharchin, he now had a burden for 
his ethnic kinsmen. And to this end, but unbeknowns either to the Babu or to Peter as to 
what it ultimately signified, the Babu had felt led to do what Peter would long afierwards 
deem to have been something "quite remarkable." For even before Peter's genuine heanf'elt 
conversion to Christ, the newspaper publisher had begun asking him to write up news 
stories in Tibetan that were then to be printed in the llhet Mirror. lndisputably these editorial 
assignments in Tibetan were helping him to further his skill in the language of his ethnic 
homeland in preparation for the cal1 which would come to him just a few short years following 
his conversion: the Bible Society of India appointed him to be its translater in translating the 
Old Testament afresh into Tibetan based on Today's English Version of the Bible, which 
development was touched upon in Chapter 28 of the present volume. 

Now as to the "remarkable" aspect to Tharchin Babu's editorial assignments, Peter 
went out of his way to share about this with the author. For he could later see the hand of his 
Cod in it all. He laid out the significance of Editor Tharchin's assignments in the following 
way: 

Though not realizing the significance of  it at the tiine. 1 today [ 19921 recognize tliat he 
was purposely helping me to leam language skills in Tibetan for my future professional 
benefit by asking me to write up news stories in Tibetan to be published in his 
newspaper. What \vas remarkable about this is the fact that he could quite easily have 
done these stories himself and with far less time and trouble having to be in\;olved; 
since, unlike with ml) doing it. the Babu would obviously not have to coach himselfor 
revie\v his own work for catching the kinds of  mistakes which 1 the novice might mahe 
but n hich he the accomplished editor would not himself likely make at all. His aim. 
ho\ve\,er, was to train ine for the benefit of  my future career. He voluntarily ga\.e up his 
tiriie and energy for my sake. 

Thus did the agape love so richly exhibited by Clirist's faithful follower Rev. Tharchin, 
manifest itself in countless practical ways throughout al1 the years and decades in which the 
ex-boy moiik, who çventiially became Rev. Peter Rapgey, had interacted with the Christian 
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Babu. In the apt words of David Woodward, what Babu Tharchin had so beautifully 
demonstrated in this lengthy episode in his life was "the strength of his love and the 
commitment to be like Jesus Christ." Tharchin's Master and Lord must have been profoundly 
touched by such "love and unselfishness," which, as Woodward had reminded his readers, 
"were far more important [to God and humanity] than signs and won der^."^' 

One of the Babu's "sons" closest to him has remarked to this author that Tharchin had 
been a most "clever, venturesome, intelligent man from his youth up." Continually "inquisitive," 
notes Sonam T. Kazi, his surrogate father had particularly shown an aptitude for aiiything 
mechanical and had invented a number of mechanical devices. One such device which he 
had created, the Kazi pointed out, had incorporated the use of long reeds for the purpose of 
weaving woolen cloth into tweed material. Another and quite outstanding invention of the 
Babu's-dating fiom as early as the late 1920s-had been a machine for making an especially 
effective carding brush for either combing or cleaning wool that was made of wood and 
toothed with good quality iron wires. In fact, so effective had this brush proven to be that 
Tharchin had gone into the business of manufacturing the product himself; which, as he 
indicated in a letter to a friend in 1949, had become early on "a very good paying b~siness."~ 
Indeed, as word of his product had spread literally far and wide, there had quickly developed 
a great demand for the Tharchin brush throughout much of the Himalayan border region 
east to west! * 

For instance, within the Simla Hill States area alone, an incredibly large nurnber ofpeople- 
from such places as Poo, Rampur, Kyelang, Kotgarh, Kulu and Simla-had placed orders 
for the brush during the late 1920s and early '30s. (They had also ordered, incidentally, the 
Tibet Mirror newspaper in which Babu Tharchin had advertised his wool carder.) A ~ 0 0 1  

merchant at Akhore Bazar in Kulu, Sukh Dass by name, had even ordered one hundred of 
them in May 1933. Moreover, two individuals on the staff at Gartok's British Trade Agency 
in West Tibet had sent an order by postcard to Tharchin in July 1933 which read:  WOU^^ 
you be kind enough to send two . . . wool cleaning brushes . . . per VPP [Value Payable Pest] 
. . . as has been advertised by you. Please send best wool brushes.. . . Earliest cornpliance is 
solicited. . . ." 

One can obtain a further idea ofjust how popular Tharchin's carder was by taking note 
of the quontio? pricing in rupeeslannas the inventorlmanufacturer had had to establish by 
1933 in order to keep up with the demand: 

100 @ Rs. 21- 50 @ 2121- 25 @ 2141- 3 2 (4 2161- Less than 12 @12/8/- 

* See sub-plate 5 of Plate 41 in the Photographs/Other Illustrations section of the piesent volume for an 
illustration of its registered Trade Mark that shows a won~an brushing her wool with the Tharchin carderand 
indicating as well that the brush had been patented by the Babu as a precaution. 
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Even the Private Secretary to His Highness the Maharaja of Sikkim, on behalf of the 
Sikkimese govemment, was desirous of receiving Tharchin's wool combing/clcaning 
implement. In a note to the Babu wntten in Tibetan on 12 August 1943, the Sccretary wrote 
(as translated into English): 

[To] the widely observant dear Mr. Tharchin La, 
Please hy to send immediately the Sikkim government's requirement of 12 . . . supcrior 

quality brushes via the motor vehicles coming up to Gangtok. 1 will be sending you 
money by post irnmediately after receiving the 

Meanwhile, in order to protect his future interests in this and other mechanical devices 
he had invented which had brought him considerable fame, Babu Tharchin would take the 
precaution, whenever these manufacturing iïistruments would break down or need repair, 
of dismantling them and ingeniously distributing various intemal parts to several different 
repair shops so as to avoid the possibility of any one person or shop replicating the entire 
device. So reported the Kazi to this author long afterwards. Nevertheless, by one means or 
another over time, some clever entrepreneurs were made sufficiently aware of enough 
information about Tharchin's machinery that, according to the Babu hirnself. certain people 
had "copied from me aiid [began] making very inferior quality [bru~hes]."'~ 

For example, a prospective customer at Rhenock House in Gangtok sent a postcard to 
Tharchin in June 1945 stating that he did not wish to buy fiom elsewhere "any inferior 
quality" wool carder; instead, he wrote, "1 hope you inight have finished making bour]  
superior quality wool-brush. If so, please forward 10 [of them] . . . on the quotation quoted 
by you, per V.P. Post or through anyone coming up."" Even more to the point, when 
Tharchin's and Sadhu Sundar Singh's former co-evangelist in the gospel, Tarn) ed Nasib 
Ali, wrote the Babu requesting on behalf of a friend that two of his "first-class wool 
brushes . .. manufactured in your factory" be sent as soon as possible by VP Post, he 
added the following piece ofdisturbing news: "Wool brushes like yours are being manufactured 
at Amritsar . . ., but it is said they are not as good as yours." That was in 1 946.J50me seven 
months later, Tharchin would receive a letter fiom another prospective buyer, this one 
located in Kanum, a community just down the river Sutlej from the Babu's ancestral village 
of Poo. He could report similar disturbing news: 

Dear Sir, 
I t  has been understood that you got this year some good wires of iron for preparing 

wool carding combs of the same standard as that of prewar days. 1 am in need of this 
standard wool carding coinb i f  you have got such ready for dispatching, but 1 am not 
[interested] to have any other inferior kind which is available fiom some other firms 
[such as] especially MIS Rarn Narain. Doga Brothers. etc. 

Please send three of the best wool carding combs by VP Post at your earliest .. . 
Orders for more . . . will he placed, on receipt of the present demand for the best 
[quality] . . .Jq 

Uiifortunately, the Babu could not fiIl these orders, as explained in part by him in a letter 
he wrote to a friend in 1949: "1 used to manufacture wool carders, for which 1 have the 
machinery . . . [Howevet. 1 since 1945, owing to much literature work, 1 had to give up the 
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carders business, but 1 still have the machines and I am thinking to restart the work as there 
are demands for my brand.. .."sO Two other reasons for ceasing to make the brushes were 
the uncertainties caused by World War 11 and the "non-availability of the best quality of 
wires." This the Babu had explained in an advertisement he had placed in 1952 calendar 
which his Mirror Press had printed and distributed from the beginning of that year. But he 
could report in the same ad that there would be a resumption soon of his manufacture ofthe 
brushes because "perfect wires are now available"; and hence, he could shortly commence 
supplying once again "the previously perfect long-lasting wool brush . . ." But the Babu 
cautioned that prospective purchasers should first inquire about its availability from his 
Press as well as make sure that the brushes which they might purchase have displayed on 
them the Tharchin "Trade Mark of the Woman Wool Brusher." 

One final incident in this saga of the wool brush, fascinating in the extreme, needs to be 
told, for i t  points up how clever the Babu could be and once inore reflects Tharchin's 
penchant, like his hero Mahatma Gandhi, for exposing and confionting unrighteousness 
whenever and however it might appear. The author is indebted to Sonam Kazi for sharing 
the story, which in al1 its details was subsequently confirmed to this writer by S. C i  Tharchin. 
It so happened that a Manvari merchant in Kalimpong, Shiri Ram, had stolen the Babu's 
machine for making the brush and had attempted to manufacture it as his own invention. 
Upon learning of this, Gergan Tharchin brought the thief to court, and after a lengthy legal 
battle, he won the case. This had come about when the Babu finally suggested to the judge 
that the mechanical device be dismantled and that the merchant be ordered to demonstrate 
in court how the device was to be put back together again. The judge agreed, and when the 
Marwari was unable to reassemble the parts but Tharchin was able to do so quite easily, the 
judge awarded the case to the Babu, the latter having thus proven to the judge's satisfaction 
that the machine was indeed his invention and not Shiri R a m ' ~ . ~ '  

Still another facet to G. Tharchin Babula's persona-his scholarship as a Tibetologist, 
especially in the area of Tibetan language and literature-has been well substantiated at 
various places throughout this niulti-volume study on the Babu's life. It would do well in this 
regard to repeat here the testimonial from Sonam Kazi. 

With respect to the Tibetan language and related areas of scholarship, Tharchin Guru 
Babu was a wonderful writer, an excellent grammarian, and published a very good 
Tibetan newspaper. His study-whether at the Tharchin conipound or down at the 
Mackenzie Cottage Press office-was always crowded with dictionaries, his search 
for knowledge being inexhaustible. He had an extraordinary mind. 

The present author can confirm the Kazi's observation about the numerous Tibetan dictionaries 
which Gergan Tharchin had privately collected. For he counted no less than 25 different 
Tibetan dictionaries and grammars in the Babu's personal library, still intact at the ~harchin 
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compound, and which had been published in such widely diverse places as India, C h i n l  
Japan, Germany, England, Italy and the United States: thus reflecting favorably upon his 
scholarship as an excellent Tibetan linguist. One prominent lndian rholar 's  testimony in 
this regard is that of Nirmal C. Sinha, who at the time of his testimonial concerning the Babu 
was the Editor of the lnformation Service of lndia with his office situated at the Residency 
of the Political Of i ce  in Sikkim's capital, Gangtok."" In a letter to Tharchin found arnong 
his personal papers and dated 23 April 1958 Sinha (much later to become Calcutta University's 
Centenary Professor of International Relations) mentions the next issue of The Bulletin on 
Tibetan Culture a n d  Afairs, to be published soon. He then states: 

One of the articles will be on the 1 Yh Dalai Lama . . . Among other articles there will be 
one on the Tibetan element in Indian music. The English script's . . . translation into 
Tibetan will undoubtedly be a tough job [for you], since it contains many technical 
terms on music. These terms are familiar in English and Sanskrit. but 1 wonder whether 
their Tibetan equivalents are readily available. However, no one can do a benerjob of 
it than you.. .. 

Also reflective of the Babu's scholarly interest and work in Tibetology is the fact that 
he, together with Sinha and 22 other individuals, would found at Gangtok that same 
year (1958) the Namgyal Institute of Tibetology (indeed, Sinha would be installed as its 
Founder D i r e ~ t o r ) . ~ ' ~  Found in Tharchin's library were a number of gift volumes from the 
Maharajkumar of Sikkim, Crown Prince Palden Dhondup Namgyal, President of this same 
Institute, in recognition ofTharchin Guru Babu's founding support and continuing contribution 
to the work of this prestigious scholarly institution. One such volume. entitled Rgyan-Drug 
Mchog-Gn-vis, had affixed on its flyleaf a pre-printed gift label on which was indicated that 
this was a gift bestowed with the compliments of the Maharajkumar, etc.; and typed below, 
but still on the label, was found the following: "To: Sri G. Tharchin, Founder Member." And 
written in ink by the hand of the Babu was added: "Recd with thanks. G Tharchin 5/6/ 
62"-i.e., 5 June 1962. 

Not only was Babu Tharchin a scholar and linguist in his own right but also many other 
scholars in Tibetological studies fiequently sought him out for scholarly assistance of one 
kind or another. As noted earlier, Rev. Biswas, Achu Tsering and Dr. Sonam Wangyal were 
in a position to have observed the following: 

There was not an instance among the many timrs I \vas at the Tharchin home that there 
were not educated, scholarly Tibetan Lamas present during meal times, evening prayers, 
or whatever. 

Many scholars-both Western and non-Western-tvould visit Gergan Tharchin 
at the Mirror Press and in his home. 

Tharchin Babu . . . was a teacher in great demand: his kno~vledge of classical and 
colloquial Tibetan was excellent. and to tap this gifi numerous European Tibetologisis 
calne to study grammar under Iiim. 

As a matter of fact. throughout his many years as resident and civic leader in the strategic 
frontier hill station of Kalimpong, Tharchin came to enjoy an association with prominent 
academic scholars fi-oin al1 o\.er the world who excelled in various fields of endeavor. His 
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Press credentials also contributed in gaining for himself an entrée into the circle of 
distinguished individuals who made their presence known in the hill town fiom time to lime. 
Besides the many different personalities whose scholarly association with Tharchin in one 
way or another has previously been noted and discussed here and there in these several 
volumes, there are a few others who ought to be mentioned here. For in discovering the 
Babu's singular interaction with some of them, this writer was able to learn a great deal 
more about Tharchin and his character. In fact, in two of the four vignettes now to be 
narrated, the results of this author's research has uncovered some truly splendid qualities in 
G. Tharchin Babula which would not otherwise have come to light. 

The first outstanding scholar who should be mentioned is Professor Dr. Helmut Hoflinann 
of Germany, one of the great Tibetologists of the twentieth century. Through his contacts in 
the 1950s with the Babu at Kalimpong both men became very good fiiends, and the Tibetan 
greatly assisted the German scholar in providing him with hard-to-obtain historical and 
biographical works of Tibetan literature. An indication of their close interaction and friendship 
can be found in the Professor's letter to the Babu of 15 ?December? 1954 from Munich. In  
part he wrote the following: 

My dear Mr. Tharchin! 
After my return to Germany 1 am sending to you my sincere thanks for al1 the 

interesting hours 1 have spent with you. Anyway, 1 expect to return to Kalimpong next 
year, probably in September or October. 1 was so sorry that 1 didn't find you at your 
bureau [office], neither at your private house, as Dr. Hamm will have told you. With 
great pleasure 1 remember our meeting when we had the privilege to see you at the 
Himalayan Hotel. 

Please rememher that you have promised to me to procure a complete copy of the 
hKa thang S ~ L '  Ingn which is indispensable for my study. Ifyou have got this print. Dr. 
Hamni will pay the price and will send it to Germany. 

Please don't forget [to send] your interesting Tibetan newspaper which 1 am eager 
to peruse. 

With rny best wishes and greetings . . . 

Hoffmann would visit India again in 1956, sending an alert to Tharchin from Bombay iii a 
letter he sent to his Indo-Tibetan friend dated 16 October. In it he wrote: "1 expect to depart 
for Delhi this evening [and] look forward eagerly to see you again and think to arrive at 
Kalimpong about the beginning of Noveinber.. . ."'? 

The prolific Indian author of numerous volumes on Central Asia, East Asia. and the 
Himalaya borderland, Ram Rahul,*" was another prominent scholar who interacted, and 
considerably so, with the Babu. In fact, his association with Gergan Tharchin over niany 
years could almost be described as one of "son to fatlier" and "father to son." A distinguished 
political science professor and eventual Head of the Central Asian Studies Department at 
Delhi's Indian School of International Studies, Rahul's relationship with the Babu begaii as 
early as 1949 and perliaps a year or so earlier. This was when Ram was in his inid-twenties 
and Tharchin was nearly 60 years old. Not to be overlooked in their budding relationshi~ 

* For a lis1 of iiiany of this distinguished academic's publications, see the end-note lierewitli indicated. 
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was the fact that as always. whenever the humble newspaper editor recognired piniculm 
talents in someone who might be helpful in providing suggestions for improving hi9 news 
organ, he had solicited input from that individual. So was it with the rising scholar Ram. This 
is evident from a letter which the lndian academic had sent Babu Tharchin in response to 
the latter's action in having dispatched to him for this purpose a copy of the latest issue of 
the Tibet Mirror. Dated 25 August 1949, the relevant part reads as follows: 

My dear Tharchin La: 
1 have just received the Tibetan newspaper and would like to congratulate [you] on 

its clear program. Of course, there are . . . many things which you ought to improve as 
soon as possible. We shall discuss these when 1 visit Kalimpong next. 

Sure enough, soine nine months later Rahul, now intent on visiting the hjll station once 
again, wrote Tharchin-la in May 1950 inquiring: 

. . . Can 1 stay with you for some tirne? 1 shall be doing some work for you in your Press 
matters [most likely this signified his wish to f o l l o ~  through on his commitment to 
offer his advice on improving the Babu's newspaper]. 1 know my friend Dr. [George] 
Roerich rnay insist that 1 stay with him. But then. if 1 stay with you I rnay learn something 
about a Tibetan press. 

The Babu replied the very next day after receiving his young friend's letter, and no doubt 
had insisted that Ram stay with him.5J 

Yet not only could Ram be helpful to the Babu, the latter could be helpful to this rising 
Indian scholar on Central Asia. For instance, he was able to supply, at Ram's request, data 
on Tibetan government leaders and other Government information the academic needed in 
writing an article on Tibet for one of India's influential newspapers, The Staresman, as well 
as provide him with Tibetan language books which Tharchin had published-both his own 
Hindi-Tihetan Sev-Taught and the several GouldlRichardson works on the Tibetan 
language." 

Wliat made the association between these two even more special was their rnutual 
interest on the personal level as it pertained to cultural and religious values as well as to the 
intangible things of the spirit. Especially does this come across in some of the other letters of 
Rahul to the Babu that are extant among the Tharchin Papers. For example. in an unusually 
composed, highly personal letter under date of 3 1 Januav 1966. Professor Rahul wrotr 
from Delhi to his "surrogate" father at Kalimpong as follows: 

Dear Rev. Tharchin: 
I am leaving hem in the next few days for field work in the Himalaya . . . in connection 

with a research project on the land and the people of the Himalaya. 1 am hopine to k 
visiiiilg you for a couple of days around February 1 W h .  On this occasion 1 should like 
to discuss with you certain questions which 1 would have discussed with my own 
fàther if he were now alive. Therefore, 1 am making this letter I+ holly personal, mainly 
to enable you to have an image of the nuances of mysell: 

I havc grown up iii the whole breadth of Nature. Both the wide open plains 
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immediately northwest of Delhi, the country of iny birth, and the great Himalaya 
mountains, the playground of my youth, came to condition and discipline rny early life. 
The Himalaya came wholly to f i I l  the years of my youth. My explorations into the 
question of life also began early. On 15 August 1947 [India's day of independence fiom 
Britain, incidentally], 1 came on the way of the Buddha and changed my name Ram 
Narayan to Ram Rahul [the reader will recall that the name of Gautama Buddha's only 
son was Rahula]. The ethical idealism of the Buddha, above all, has corne to influence 
al1 rny human values and attitudes as well as my eyes and ears. 

[Here Rahul next laid out important details for Tharchin regarding his academic and 
scholarly career fiom 1943 to the present moment. He then continued with what follows.] 

My interests are more than scholarly. 1 am for a world where there is no fear of any 
kind. 1 would never like anybody to suffer any harm or insult by or on account of me. 
1 have always lived dangerously [in various Hirnalayan exploits he had undertaken] 
but have never allowed personal aggrandizement or self-gain to deflect me fiom this 
course. 

This resume is not fully comprehensive. For instance, it includes neither my 
connection with expeditions such as the 1952 Mount Everest one nor al1 my abiding 
values. Anyway, 1 hope it conveys to you the sense of my life thus far. 

With my high regards and respects to you both and my affection to al1 the young 
folks.. .. 

There was obviously something quite winsome about Gergan Tharchin which throughout 
his adult life had drawn so  many youths and young men to his side. And they were not only 
Tibetans, either, as has just now been attested by the case o f  Ram Rahul. Inspired by the 
Babu's approachability, Ram and other young men were highly appreciative ofhis willingness 
to take a genuine interest in their personal lives and the furtherance o f  their careers and of 
his availability for counsel, "fatherly" advice, and assistance in a variety o f  ways. Indeed, 
another of Professor Rahul's letters found among the Tharchin Papers is particularly revealing 
along this line, and serves as a most moving tribute to the Babu's selfless character, indicative 
as it also is of the father-son relationship which had grown and flourished between these 
two over the years. 

Speaking first of  his dear ailing mother now nearly 90 years old, Rahul is readily reminded 
o f  the Babu's sterling qualities whenever he  thinks of her immense contribution to his life. 
Dated 26 July 1965, when by this time he had been serving as the Indian School's Central 
Asian Studies Department Head for over six years, Ram wrote from Delhi in part as follows: 

. . . She has been a wonderfül mother to me in spite of my having lived most dançerously. 
My great regret is that 1 have not even been able to stay with lier for any considerable 
period of time. 1 shall always remain deeply beholden to her, not as a son but as a man, 
for her having lived her entire life for my growth and developnient. Frequently when 1 
think of her, 1 also think of you. You have been always so kind, affectionate aiid 
gracious to me, more fatherly than friendly. 1 always long to run up to you in the hour 
of both joy and sorrow, but the circumstance of my life is always so dampening.. .. 

Please do let ine know if there is anything you may want ine to do for y011 or on your 
behalf'here.. . . Do you have any plan for a visit to the Dalai Lama? If  so, do please stop 
by here for a couple of days. 
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References here and there have previously been made to yet another ouutanding 
personality from academia with whom Tharchin had been associated off and on d u M g  his 
adult life: the world-renowned Buddhist scholar, David L. Snellgrove. It will be recalled that 
when these two first met, which was in 1943, the would-be scholar was then a Captain in 
the British Indian A m y ' s  Signal Intelligence Directorate at New Delhi handling top-secret 
information and documents, a position which he continued to hold till the end of World War 
11. Having become interested in Tibetan language, literature, history and religion during his 
travels then and during the years irnmediately following the War, Snellgrove would frequently 
visit Kalimpong where he began to interact with Babu Tharchin in pursuit of his Tibetan 
language and cultural interests. And over the years a substantial correspondence had 
developed between the two on a variety of subjects. The present writer came across a 
number of letters between them which are a part of the Tharchin Papers. And the Professor 
was kind enough to provide this writer with photocopies of still more letters which had 
passed between the two men. 

One particular letter fiom among those provided the author by the British scholar is of 
special interest, for it reflects again Tharchin's ongoing encouragement of young men with 
potential or actual linguistic talent and interest to pursue a scholarly career+specially, if 
possible, in Tibetan and related fields. The letter, one sent by the Babu to S n e l l p v e ,  was 
written only a few months following the end ofwartime hostilities in the Asia-Pacific theater. 
Dated 5 January '1946, its relevant passage is as follows: 

We are very glad to hear [fim your previous letter] that you had a nice time [at Delhi] 
during Xmas with Maharaj Kumar [Sikkim's Crown Prince] and Kazi Sonam [Sonam T. 
Kazi] and we hope in time to come you may be able to join in Sikkim or Tibet. We 
always remember you and hope in near future we may see you again. 1 am sure you are 
longing to be back home [in Britain]. But please do try your best to continue the study 
of Tibetan and come out for Tibet. And in time to come you may be a great scholar for 
Tibetan literature work, which is so vast that up to now no one has been able [to go] 
into it thoroughly except some time past by German scholars, but [even] they were not 
[able to] enter into the depth ofthe ocean [i.e., they were not able to plumb its ocean's 
depth]. 

And when Captain Snellgrove later became Professor Snellgrove, Tharchin-along with 
the latter's wife Karma Dechhen, his nephew Ringzin Wangpo, and his close fiiend Geshe 
Wangyal-would be counted among the British Tibetologist's many "fnends and helpers" at 
Kalimpong who assisted him in his various Indo-Tibetan studies during the 1950s. 

One final scholar fiom among many with whom Tharchin Babula had had fiequent, 
close and friendly association was the famous European anthropologist, Prince Peter of 
Greece and Denmark, and for that matter, his White Russian wife, Princess Jrene. It may 
be recalled from prevjous chapters of the present work that the Prince had first become 
acquainted with Gergan Tharchin back in 1938, would later reneu- his acquaintance with 
the Babu upon his second visit to Kalimpong in early 1950, and had secured Tharchin-la at 
the time of his earlier visit to the hill station as one of his more important Tibetan-language 
munshis. But because of the invasion of Tibet by the Communist Chinese in October of 
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1950, these royals would have to be content with marking time in the frontier town for many 
years thereafter, since the Prince's intention of leading out Group 2 of the Third Danish 
Expedition to Central Asia to further his anthropological research in Tibetan polyandry would 
be postponed indefinitely and ultimately canceled altogether. 

Meanwhile, Prince Peter was taking pleasure in reading and benefiting from Tharchin's 
newspaper. And as was noted earlier in Chapter 23, he was most happy to provide the 
paper's publisher a Note ofAppreciation extolling the virtues of the Tibet Mirror for inclusion 
in the news journal's Silver Jubilee issue that would appear in January 195 1. But the Prince 
was also working closely with the Mirror Press publisher in the content and preparation of 
a small scholarly volume on Tibet's aristocracy for eventual printing and publishing by 
Tharchin's Press. There hangs a most interesting story, however, whose conclusion reveals 
Tharchin's readiness to humbly accept deserved criticism, to suffer justifiable financial loss 
without complaint, and also reveals his apparent willingness to be transparent about his 
having committed a major blunder in his printing career. In fact, no one would have known 
of this episode and its humiliating consequence for Tharchin unless he had himself preserved 
among his personal papers the one document which would provide al1 the evidence necessary 
to establish the indisputable fact of his gross error in judgment. 

Yet this preservation of documentary evidence was not something accidental on Tharchin's 
part (as a subsequent discussion of other incidents in the Babu's life will shortly make 
clear), and is indicative of something of the greatness of this man's character, in that he 
never attempted to hide from others his weaknesses, mistakes or flaws or to gloss over 
unflattering, embarrassing or humiliating events and episodes in his life. If he was found to 
be in error about some matter, Tharchin Babu was quick to admit it, take full responsibility, 
and suffer the consequences. Thus did he conduct himself upon receiving a scathing letter 
of rebuke fiom Prince Peter, the one piece of evidence alluded to above which Rev. Tharchin 
saw no reason to conceal or destroy. 

The letter in question was neatly and perfectly typewritten on the Prince's personal 
stationery that was adorned with a crown logo sipifLing royalty and sent fiom his Kalimpong 
residence known as Tashiding under date of 10 August 1954. The letter's opening single- 
sentence paragraph is a double exclamatory declaration that sets the tone for the entire 
missive that is excruciatingly grim in its unrelenting criticism ofthe Babu: 

Dear Mr Tharchin, 
You have printed the 250 booklets and have dismantled the type!! 
Then of  course you can't correct the mistakes. You Say that you printed [the 

manuscript] after Mrs Muir had read two proofs, but who told you to print then and 
not to send further proofs until the text was correct? 

Really, 1 am astounded. No printer 1 have ever dealt with before has ever printed 
before 1 have given him a written slip ordering him to print. And 1 certainly never gave 
you that. 1 shall ask Mrs Muir, but 1 am sure she never told you to print either. 

The fact is that you were still sending us "proofs". Why, your last letter speaks of 
a "proof"! If you had dismantled the type, these were not proofs, they were actual 
printings. That is why 1 never realised that you had printed, and was under the impression 
you were still sending me genuine proofs. 

What do we do now? 1 really can't accept the booklet in its present form; it has 100 
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many faults. Rernember 1 am going to send it round the world, to scholars and librarim, 
and 1 really can't send such bad work IO them. 

1 realise that it  will be a loss for you to reprint and also to destroy the 250 bad 
copies. But you should not have printed without orders! 

Of course if 1 can help you avoid a loss 1 shall do so. However rnuch it is your fault, 
1 don't like you being in such a mess and would like to help you. But how? 

Perhaps you can print for me, 250 new copies, afier sufficient proofs have been read 
to make the text perfect, and try and seIl the 250 bad ones for yourself. That would be 
a way out of it. 

But please come and see me, and we shall talk it over. In any case, 1 can't take the 
250 bad copies. They have been printed withoui my approval and 1 feel no obligation 
to take them from you. 

Really this is a most unfortunate business. 1 still can't gel over your pnnting without 
my telling you to do so!! 

Yours truly, 

[Signed] Prince of Greece 

G Tharchin Esq. 

The small volume thus referred to, consisting of 41 pages when published, is entitled, 
Aristocracy of Central Tibet; a Provisional Lis! of  the Names of  the Noble Houses of 
u-i%ang, and was finally printed and published by Tharchin's Tibet Mirror Press on 10 
November 1954. Tharchin-la must certainly have gone to Tashiding with "his tail between 
his legs" fully prepared to offer up one rnea culpa after another to the furious Prince, who 
by this time had most likely regained his composure, as must be assumed fiom the few 
softer, gentler statements expressed in his letter. For he nonetheless counted Babu Tharchin 
as one of his very good friends. And apparently what these two gentlemen had agreed upon 
in resolving this unpleasant business was that Tharchin, acknowledging his blunder, would 
most willingly provide Prince Peter 250 perfect new copies gratis and that the publisher 
would offer for sale on his own the 250 "bad ones" at a very low price. For the publisher 
had indicated elsewhere that of the total 500 copies ultimately printed, he had provided "half 
[of them] free and half at Rs. 21- each." That the Prince-despite the contretemps-was 
still appreciative of the Babu's scholarly assistance and printing expertise in making this 
English-Tibetan publication a reality is clear fiom the faq that he lefi sthding and unchanged 
on page 3 of al1 500 copies the following statement of gratitude: "1 should like to express my 
most gratefül thanks . . . to G Tharchin . . . for al1 the names [of Tibetan aristocrats] with 
which he had supplied me and for publishing this paper . . . 9 ,  

Finally, this particular embmassing episode in Rev. Tharchin's life lends added weight to 
this writer's firm belief that the preservation of Prince Peter's letter was no accident since 
it was very much in keeping with the Babu's customary practice thmughout his career of 
not haviifg discarded any of his personal and professional papers, and even if a particular 
item could prove to be humiliating or darnag'ing to his reputation. He wished his life to be, as 
it were, an open transparent book to all. In this connection, it may be recalled from the 
present narrative's initial volume (see.its page 528) that on one occasion six years before his 
death the Babu had instructed his daughter-in-law Nini not to discard any of his letters, 
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documents, scraps of paper or whatever which she might have noticed lying about; for, he 
had remarked to her, these might be "of value someday." Any random perusal of the Tharchi" 
Papers today will bear out the truth of this report which Nini passed on to this writer in an 
interview with her and S. Ci  Tharchin in 1992. Even if the "value" of an item to be preserved 
might connote something negative or unflattering about himself, the Babu would not discard 
or destroy it, as is clear in the instance of the Prince's letter. On the contrary, he would Save 
the document in the interest of full disclosure concerning himself-"warts and all." 

A hrther example of this practice of the Babu's transparency was the fact, previously 
commented upon (see Chapter 26 earlier), that he did not destroy a considerable number of 
his and his wife Margaret's most intimate "love letters." Additionally, twelve years later 
there would occur yet another and highly revealing incident in his life that adds further 
support to the notion that Gergan Tharchin had no intention of concealing anything from 
others, regardless if a given item preserved arnong his papers might, as this later incident 
will show, appear on the surface to be true and therefore extremely unattractive or even 
potentially darnaging to his reputation. 

The incident now to be mentioned was a letter from someone in Poo sent to him in 
March 1966 which had indicated that there were still living in the Babu's old home village 
three sons of his, that the letter-writer was a son of one of these three, and that he was 
therefore Tharchin's grandson. Knowing that the contents of this and a previous letter of 
the sender's were totally false as it pertained to the above claims, Tharchin had completely 
ignored them. Not only did he not respond to the letters-at least not to the first missive; he 
also made no attempt to conceal or destroy the second letter but had faithfully kept it among 
his papers. An investigation into the matter conducted in several directions by this author in 
conjunction with the Tharchin family yielded no evidence of any kind which supported the 
Poo villager's claims; and the v e r -  fact that Tharchin preserved the March 1966 letter 
lends immense weight to the belief that the letter's contents were entirely specious and that 
if anything it represented an unsuccessful effort to blackmail the senior Tharchin, who had 
risen from the total obscurity of Poo to become the famous publisher of the Tibet Mirr.0~ 
newspaper. If so, it would constitute the first of two such blackmail atternpts against the 
now-renowned Tharchin clan living in Kalimpong. 

For twenty years later the Babu's son, Pastor S. G. Tharchin, would become the "victinl" 
of a second such instance of a blackmail letter, this one, undated, having been received on 
19 November 1986 and shown to the present author by the pastor. It had dernanded 1200 
lndian rupees and also, of al1 things, a Nepali New Testament! Full of nonsensical charges 
and statements, not one of which had a shred of truth, the letter was signed anonymousl~ as: 
"Govemment official," and stated that if the demands were not met, he, in league with two 
other such officiais, would take action against the Tibetan pastor. Like his father before him, 
Pastor Tharchin completely ignored the letter, and, as had been the case with his fatherand 
the latter's two "bombshell" letters, nothing hrther was ever heard from the letter-writer- 
Both Tharchins knew who they were before their God and simply filed awaY the 
correspondence. 
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As a man of many recognizable talents and abilities Gergan Tharchin was called upon on 
countless occasions to assume various positions of civic responsibility throughout his long 
residence at Kalimpong. He was most willing to serve in these capacities over and over 
again. Yet how he found the time amidst his own unbelievably busy schedule-and even 
more so, how he had the necessary energy-to serve his fellow residents at the hi11 station 
in so many ways is something quite exceptional. By no means an exhaustive list, what 
follows is an incredible record of membership on the Boards and Cornmittees of civic, 
religious, governmental and humanitarian organizations and institutions which he had occupied 
al one time or another and for longer or shorter periods during his long and distinguished life 
in Kalimpong. They are listed in no particular order (and al1 such service rendered by the 
Babu can be well documented in countless places throughout his personal papers): 

Founder and longtime member, Tibetan Welfare Association, Kalimpong 
Catechist, and then ordained Pastor, Tibetan church, Kalimpong 
Head, Tibetan Mission, Kalimpong 
Moderator, Kalimpong Tibetan Kirk Session 
Member, Kalimpong District Comrnittee, Eastern Himalayan Mission Council 
Member, Executive Committee, Kalimpong Sub-Divisional Cornmittee for the Gandhi 

Birth Centenary Celebration, 1969 
Member, Managing Comrnittee, Kalimpong Govemment High School 
Member, Board of Directors, Kalimpong Indusaial Co-Operative Society (formerly 

aka: Kalimpong Indushial Arts and Crafis Association) 
Member, Advisory Committee, Charleris Hospital 
Member-along with David Macdonald, George Roerich, B. C. Simick S r - o f  

Kalimpong's local Cornmittee of India's Central Board of Examiners responsible for 
creating and adrninistering Tibetan Language Examinations to Indian Civil Servants, 
prospective Civil Servants, missionaries, et al 

Member, Standing Finance Committee, Kalimpong Municipality 
Meinber, Institute of Culture, Kalimpong 
Member, Managing Committee, Institute for the Blind, Kalimpong 
Member, Health Welfare Committee, Kalirnpong 
Meinber, Management Committee, Tharpa Chholing Gompa and School* 
Member, and atone time Chairman, Managing Committee, SUMl 
Teacher, Tibetan Language Classes-Sponsored by Kalimpong's Sub-Divisional 

Govemrnent Ofice 
Member (for sonle five years), Kalimpong Municipality Committee 

Obviously civic-minded to the core of his being, Tharchin was one who could never Say 
"No" to public service on behalf of his town's citizenry, so long as his health permitted. If 

* The Christian Babu was no1 only a member, he also in 1950 became by appointment the S e c r e m  o f  the 
Management Committee. and remained so for some five years. The later Abbot o f  the gompa, the Ven. Kusho 
Wangchuk, reported to this author in 1992 that it was because Rev. Tharchin was tolerant of ail people, 
regardless their religious background and because his aim was to help al1 people, wain regardless their reiigious 
background, that the Tharpa Chholing monks had appointed him as Secretary, since the) wishedto have in that 
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this Indo-Tibetan frontier community's narne could rightly be atîached to the name of 
- .  

another former illustrious Kalimpong citizen, the Rev. Dr. John A. Graham ("Graham of 
Kalimpong"), in recognition of his remarkable selfless service to the community spaming 
more than half a century, then perhaps it could equally be so, in the opinion of some, with 
respect to Rev Tharchin. 

This, in fact, was the sentiment expressed by one of the most prominent more recent 
leaders in the hill station, Tashi Pempa Hishey. He had come to know Babula Tharchin very 
well, having known and interacted with the latter from 1952 till the Babu's death in 1976. At 
the time of this author's interview with Pempa Hishey in November 1992 this senior Kalirnpong 
leader was serving as the Commandant of the hill town's Home Guards; as Chief Warden 
of its Civil Defense; and as a Patron of the Graham's Homes Establishment, into whose 
school he himself when seven or eight years old had been the first Tibetan ever to be 
admitted, which act had been arranged for personally by Dr. Graham in 1939. Because both 
Pempa Hishey and Gergan Tharchin would serve together for some five years as fellow 
Commissioners of Kalimpong's most prestigious Committee, its Municipality Cornmittee, 
with Pempa serving as its Chairman, the latter was able to observe Tharchin Babu up 
close. Because of these impressive credentials, therefore, the following laudatory testimonial 
offered up by this prominent Tibetan Buddhist that favorably juxtaposed the two prominent 
Christians of Kalimpong-the Revs. Graham and Tharchin-cannot be lightly ignored or 
dismissed but must be taken rather seriously. Declared this latter-day Kalimpong leader to 
the author: 

These two most senior gentlemen of Kalimpong were both most highly respected and 
revered by the local citizenry. Indeed, because of their Christian way of living, thinking 
and doing, the influence of Protestant Christianity had spread far and wide throughout 
these hills. Due to their inspiring and exemplary lives, each of them gained a large 
following from arnong both the Christian and non-Christian communities. This was the 
consequence not of sword or force but of love, affection and devotion which they so 
generously rendered on the behalf of others. And even today [1992], long afler their 
deaths, Rev. Dr. Graham and Rev. Tharchin are both still greatly respected and revered 
in the memories of those yet alive who knew them and benefited richly from their 
humanitarian service for the welfare of o t h e r ~ . * ~ ~ "  

In view of these effusive words of praise, it surely would not be inappropriate for many 

office "a real good religious man, even though they al1 knew he was a devout Christian." Moreover, added the 
Venerable, whenever he had himself gone to the Tharchin home to seek advice from Rev. Tharchin, which was 
quite frequent. al1 such advice received would "without exception" prosper and bless the monks and monasteV 
lndeed, the death of Gergan Tharchin, the Abbot noted with feeling, was "a great loss" to Tharpa ~hhol ing and 
to the Tibetan people. Interview, Nov. 1992. 
* For another favorable, even fuller, delineation of the place which Rev. Tharchin had assurned in the lifeof 
Kalimpong, and though expressed by a non-resident Western scholar, see the end-note indicated at this point 
in the text above. It was provided by none other than the well-known British scholar and writer on Tibet and 
Tibetans, Heather Stoddard. She had conducted a rather extensive period of research into the lives of those 
Kalimpong, including the Babu, whose careers had significantiy intersected with the celebrated Amdo monk- 
scholar, Gedun Chophel. She had even been able to interview Tharchin Babula at great length a year before he 
died. 
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Kalimpongians and non-Kalimpongians who biew and appreciated Gergpn ThPirhin f w  his 
exceptional life of service rendered in the hi11 town he loved and helped so much, to honm 
the Christian Babu by bestowing upon him the m e  mark of distinction as had bcm wsqucntly 
conferred previously on Rev. Graham; narnely, "Tharchin of Kalimpong." One is remindeci 
of what was reported in the preceding chapter as having occurred on the occasion of the 
rnaniage of Tharchin-la's eldest granddaughter Ruth in late 1991. Sorne four to five /housund 
Tibetans and non-Tibetans alike had come from far and near to attend the reception which 
followed at the Tharchin compound. Indisputably, this was a palpable dernonstration ofjust 
how great in the hearts of so many was the lingering fond memory of Babula Tharchin: an 
amazing testament, indeed, to the widespread influence he had had on so many-whether 
rich or poor, high or low, Bhotia or non-Bhotia. 

There was one very special feature of Rev. Tharchin's character which al1 those who 
ever encountered it could never forget. It was alluded to by P. R. Pradhan in one of his 
testimonials among al1 the others which were included within this chapter's opening pages. 
This was the Babu's habitua1 unyielding stand he took on the matter of principle, righteousness 
or justice. It was no better displayed than when he served on this or that committee within 
the infrastructure of the Scots Guild Mission. And it was probably most insistently exhibited 
by Rev. Tharchin in the meetings of one specific Guild Mission committee, the all-important 
Eastern Himalayan Mission Council (EHMC). For it was in the meetings of the EHMC, of 
which Gergan Tharchin had been a longtirne member, that the Tibetan pastor would never 
hesitate to speak out forcefully if others present championed what he perceived were 
wrong-even unjust or unrighteous-policies, programs, proposed actions, or decisions of 
the Council; and he would boldly do so regardless if the subject or issue being discussed 
pertained to the Tibetan Mission under his care or concerned matters unrelated to it. 
Furthemore, he would speak out in such manner even if he were the lone voice to be heard 
when others present, who knew the true situation involved. prefened to sit back and Say 
nothing. 

In one Council meeting, for instance, at which not only Rev. Tharchin but also his son 
Sherab and Tibetan church Elder Napa Tshering (Nini Tharchin's father) were present, the 
Tibetan pastor stood up and spoke most vigorously on the specific issue then before the 
Council, declaiming his point with great feeling and passion. Dr. Albert Craig, who was 
present as well, and who at times had attended the Babu as his physician and who therefore 
was aware of Babula's heart condition (enlarged), would urge the pastor to please sit down 
and be calm, for, he added, "You are my patient, Babula, and this, if continued, will be very 
harmful to your heart." To which the passionate pastor rang out with: "Never mind my 
heart! If 1 die in this meeting, it does not matter; but 1 cannot sit by and say n~thing!"~" 
Rev. Tharchin was willing to sacrifice his health and even his life itself for the sake of 
standing for what he believed would be the furtherance of tnith, integriiy and righteousness 
on a given issue. In-short, he was Rectitude Incarnate! 
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Apropos of this very line of discussion, it had come to the knowledgt: of Nini Tharchin, 
who shared it with this author, what Rev. S. Molommu had had to Say about these EHMC 
meetings and Rev. Tharchin's robust conduct. Kev. Molonimu had at that time been serving 
as the shepherd of a small church congregation at Kizom near Darjeeling. During the time 
when he had himself served on the Mission Council he had been able to observe Thar~hin '~ 
conduct at the meetings, aiid described it in the following terms: "Babula always stood for 
what he felt was right. He was absolutely fearless in his confionting fellow members ofthe 
Council-no matter whether white- or dark-skinned, whether of high stature or low in 
man's estimation-who took a position he believed was wrong." "No one except Rev. 
Tharchin," he added, "was brave enough among us locals to speak out. He's the only one 
among us who can fight!" 

Many were the times, fui-ther reported Nini, that she heard the Babu lament openly 
about the docility of the indigeiious pastors in failing to spcak up at the EHMC meetings. 
"Why is it," he would often Say, "that these people always remain silerit? They are nothing 
but 'yes men'-whether what is said or proposed is right or wrong! But when outside the 
meetings, in their conversations ainong theinselves or with others, if these same people Iiad 
not liked something which had occurred in the meetings, they would readily complain when 
outside; yet they never complained or spoke up in the Council for what is right, as 1 myself 
do." 

Moreover, it would come to Nini's attention that these saine so-called yes men would 
admit later that they had kept quiet on a given matter during the Council meeting when 
actually, they acknowledged, Babula had been right in speaking up.'' 

In one of the meetings of this same Mission Council there would be played out in part a 
most unusual episode in Rev. Tharchin's life that demonstrated (a) his sense ofwhat should 
be his pastoral responsibility to members ofthe flock under his care, and (b) his loyalty and 
faithfulness to individual Christians whom he had committed himself to support. It al1 began 
when in the early 1950s a young Christian brother arrived in Kalimpong fiom a far distant 
place elsewhere in India who began to engage in Christian ministry in some of the surroundi~ig 
area. This brother frequently attended the Tibetaii Christian congregation's Sunday services 
held at the Macfarlane Church building; and in consequence he becanie acquainted with a 
young Christian sister in the Tibetan church. Both began to show interest in each other to 
the point of expressing a desire to be married. Because Rev. Tharchin was pastor. he 
naturally had a shepherd's concern for the welfare of al1 the members of his flock, including 
this young sister. Not knowing hardly anything at this time about the background, family and 
lifestyle of this recently-arrived brother to these parts, Pastor Tharchin harbored reservations 
in his heart, sensing before his God a certain unease in bis spirit regardhg the suitabiliQ of 
this brother as a prospective husband for this sister in his flock. 
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Now Kalimpong's Tibetan church, like al1 other congregatims within the S a s  Ciuild 

Mission, had its own Kirk Session (later called the Tibetan Chumh Exeeutive Cornmime), 
of which at that time Rev. Tharchin's son Shçrab bas hirnself a member and could therefore 
vouch to the present writer that this very matter had corne before ttie Kirk Session's 
membership which at that time consisted of four or five individwls selected by the pastor 
from the coiigregation. Such a matter would thus normally never be brou&t up anddixussed 
at a meeting of the EHMC but would be handled at the pastoral level of any given church 
congrcgation through its Kirk Session that was always chaired by the church pasror. Somehow, 
though, word of this prospective marriage and Pastor Tharcliin's acute reservations about it 
cane before the Mission Council. Ir1 the course of the discussion which follouecl, it devsloped 
that al1 the Council members excqlt Rev. Tharchin expressed happiness about the mamage 
proposal and voiced their encouragement. Tharchin, on the other hand, stood and cxplained 
his objectioris to it, and did so quite strongly as a pastor with a sincere shepherd's concern 
for a meinber of his flock. 

Nevertheless, at this point in the Council's deliberation on the matter, one of its mernbers, 
a young lady missionary fiom the West, rose up and commented directly to Rev. Tharchin: 
"What's the ham?  Let them get married!" Now it so happened that this young woman had 
only arrived in  Kalimpong a scant few years before. Upon hearing this comment from her, 
Pastor Tharchin immediately arose and responded with a strong rebuke: "Sit down and 
keep quiet!" Then employing a well-known colorful saying which was often uttered by both 
Tibetans aiid Nepalis alike, the pastor promptly added with great feeling: "Yesterday you 
were an egg; and even today you are but a chick! What doyou know about this Kalimpong 
situation?!?" The young woman immediately burst into tears and rushed out of the meeting. 
declaring between sobs: "1 don't want to stay here any longer!" Another Council member, 
a brother, ran out after her and brought her back into the meeting. But Tharchin-la stood his 
ground and made no apology. "To this day," noted the Christian pastor long afierwards. "this 
is the reason 1 believe she has never liked me."* 

It should be added here that the couple went ahead with the marriage anyway, but were 
married by another Christian minister. Yet, from his perspective, as mnarked UPn bY' him 
many years later, Rev. Tharchin felt that subsequent events had c~nfinned the merits of bis 
contention that it was not a suitable marriage, and spoke rather candidl~ to the husband 
himself about it face to face. Even so, and despite his ongoing negative assessment, ~harchin- 
la, in keeping with his profound sense of loyalty, never tumed his back upon the husband but 
remained a loyal supporter of him through the "thick and thin" of the young man's life 
thereafier. In fact, one day just a few years before Pastor Tharchin's death, the latter, not in 
a spirit ofself-justification, pride or egoism but in a spirit ofhumilit~. helpfulnesand spinml 
enlightenment, took the opportunity to observe to the husband the following: 

See. al1 in the Council were your friends and supporters who favored your rnaniage, 
and 1 was your lone "enemy." But look at your situation today: 1 am the only one who 

* See later i i i  this chapter for a brief discussioii ot'the way Rev. Tharchin had confronted this lady missionan; 
which is viewed by the author as evidence of a flaw in the Babu's character at this tirne in his life. 
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is helping you and showing you the Lord's love and care. Where, though, are ths, 
who earlier were your "fkiends" and supporters? 

Babula Tharchin, though unaffaid of speaking candidly to someone, never turned his back 
on anyone, no matter what the c i rc~rns tances .~~ 

The Mission Council meetings were also the venue for what would witness two unpleasant 
miniature verbal tussles between Rev. Tharchin and Dr. Albert Craig, events which would 
elicit ffom the Babu an insistence on right and just conduct from a fellow Council member. 
Dr. Craig, it may be recalled, had been the major "encourager" in having Babula Tharchin 
decide to return to the Guild Mission and its Tibetan work; and he had also been the major 
catalyst in recommending that Tharchin be ordained as a minister in the Scots Mission. 
Nevertheless, it was intimated earlier in the present volume (see Chapter 25) that the 
relationship between Rev. Tharchin and medical missionary Craig had not always been 
arnicable when it involved issues having to do with the use of certain Tibetan church propes 
or of funds which the Mission Council had allocated to the Kalimpong Tibetan Mission for 
its missionary ministry among the Tibetan community. From Tharchin's perspective, Dr. 
Craig's conduct in these two specific areas created a great deal of trouble for the Christian 
pastor. 

The first of these revolved around the use of the Tibetan Mission House, a spacious 
structure that was situated up the hill slope fiom Mackenzie Cottage. During the late 1950s 
and early '60s and even onward, the House was being used by Rev. Tharchin and the 
Kalimpong Tibetan Mission for various aspects of the Tibetan missionary work, such as 
meetings and social events, and for providing shelter for guests of the Tibetan Mission and 
other Tibetan Christians. At any given time, however, not al1 of its space was being utilized 
on a permanent basis. So on a nurnber of occasions in the early 1960s, the Charteris Hospital 
Superintendent Craig would go up to Rev. Tharchin's home to speak about the Babu 
allowing him to "borrow" temporarily part of the Mission House space to house Hospital 
staff till  such time when additional staff quarters that were anticipated would soon be built 
by the Hospital were erected. After several such conversations Tharchin, taking Craig at 
his word that he would vacate the House space as soon as the other quarters were buil1 and 
being assured by the Hospital Superintendent that these new quarters were going to be 
erected not long hence, gave his consent. Year afier year went by, however, without the 
medical missionary fulfilling his word, despite the Tibetan pastor's strong reminders made 
repeatedly to Craig and the Mission Council at the latter's meetings, with the superintendent 
responding again and again that the quarters for his staff would soon be erected and the 
Mission House vacated. Craig, though, lefi the mission field in the late '60s without having 
fulfilled Iiis word given before God and man. 

A funher issue which from Tharchin's viewpoint would additionally mar CraigSs 
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relationship vis-à-vis the Tibetan pastor had to do with the fuiancial -unt of thc Ti- 
Mission. Apparently, Dr. Craig had for some time had his eye on the account thst though n 
part of the overall Guild Mission fun& had been separately eamuked specifically fw Ihe 
ministry of the Tibetan Mission arnong Tibetans. The latter's account funds had consisted of 
what in those days was considered to be a handsome surn: something like 12,000 to 13,000 
lndian rupees. In a Council meeting on one occasion Dr. Craig had sought pemission to 
divert this account's h d s  for financing his travels to Bhutan and his medical work among 
the royal family there. At this EHMC meeting as "observers" were Tharchin's son Sherab 
Gyamtsho as well as Nini Tharchin's father, N. P. T s h e r i n g 4 t h  of them Elders of the 
Tibetan congregation. Now when Craig sought this permission, Rev. Tharchin arose and 
vigorously objected to such ail unjustifiable request since the said fund had been exclusively 
allotted by the Council for Christian work arnong Tibetans. 

It so happened that a few days later a Lepcha member of the Mission Council, L. P. 
Rongong, who had been present in the meeting that day, met N. P. Tshering on the street. 
The Lepcha had been most sympathetic to the Tibetan work, and upon meeting Elder Tshering 
on the street he took him aside and told him "to never let Craig touch that money" and that 
it should only be used for the missionary work arnong the Tibetans. Brother Rongong added, 
meaningfully, that Rev. Tharchin had been right in objecting to Craig's high-handed attempi 
to divert the funds for his own personal ministry in Bhutan. Nevertheless, as in so many 
other Council meetings dealing with other issues, Rev. Tharchin was disappointed that though 
no one in this current Council meeting-whether Westerner or local-spoke in support of 
Craig, neither did anyone-including the Lepcha-speak up in defense of the Tibetan ~astor 's 
position on the issue. 

Now because of these and other instances of what Rev. Tharchin viewed as improper 
conduct on the part of Dr. Craig, the Tibetan pastor would subsequently say the following 
privately on several occasions to farnily members: 

I at first thought that Dr. Craig was tmly a follower of the Lord, that he uas an honorable 
and sincere man. But 1 do not now feel thai way about him because his intentions were 
not good, his heart was not clean, and he had no sympathy for the Tibetan work but 
only cared about the work among the other ethnic peoples king  ministered to by the 
Scots Mission. He deceived me in the entire matter regarding the Tibetan Mission 
House, and when he finally left tlie mission field pemanently, he never took any 
respotisibility to settle the matter wiîh me, he having departed with his Hospital people 
still occupying the borrowed quarters in the Mission House. If he were a tme and 
honorable Christian he would have made eLrery effort to make the matter right. e\.en if 
it required an outlay of his omm money to resettle those occupants elsewhere as a way 
of resolving the problem he himself had created at the Mission H o ~ s e . ' ~  

Still another quite impressive trait in the character of G Tharchin Babula was what B. C. 
Simick Jr had perceptively referred to in the testimonial of his that was quoted among the 
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litany of testimonials laid out at the outset of the present chapter. It definitely bears repeating 
here: 

Tharchin Babu was no "mouse" but was a fearless man who could not be intimidated 
by unyone. He stood adamant for what he thought was right and righteous. 

And in no more appropriate context was this so vividly and clearly illustrated than in the 
following narrated series of "mn-ins" which Rev. Tharchin had experienced with that 
confounded nuisance of his concluding years on the earth: the Darjeeling Diocesan Council 
of the Church of North India (CNI). 

The Guild Mission's Eastern Himalayan churches, as leamed earlier in the present 
narrative, had at one point in the 1950s al1 become affiliated with the United Church of 
North lndia (UCNI). However, in late 1970 the UCNI's District Darjeeling churches, including 
Pastor Tharchin's Tibetan congregation, had come under the CNI. With the establishment of 
the CNI, the newly-formed administrative council, to be known as the Darjeeling Diocesan 
Council (DDC), commenced passing al1 kinds of new ecclesiastical rules and regulations, 
and created as well a new Constitution: al1 of which legal developments were now to govern 
the adniinistration of the various churches comprising the Diocese of Darjeeling. And among 
these new ecclesiastical regulations that were proposed in the DDC meetings and soon 
passed was the requirement that al1 pastors must undergo a re-ordination under the new 
"umbrella" of the CNI. However, at the time this particular provision was being proposed at 
the Diocesan Council meeting, Rev. Tharchin stood up and objected with vigor by declanng: 

All these years 1 have served the Lord and his people, and now my hair is gray. 1 
already long ago had been ordained by the Lord [at his ordination service back in 
19521 and there is therefore no need now for the Iiands of you younger people to be 
laid on my head. 1 must Say here and now that 1 shall never permit your hands to be laid 
on rny head in any re-ordination ceremony, for it is no1 necessary. 

Naturally, the resolution was passed over his lone objection, al1 other pastors present (al] 
of whom by this time in the Council membership being indigenous not foreign, dark-skinned 
and not white) having remained silent. And within a short time thereafter al1 pastors, including 
Rev. Tharchin, were informed that they were to gather in Darjeeling at the Bishop's residence 
on a certain date and at a certain hour for their re-ordination as CNI pastors. All of them 
except the Kalimpong Tibetan pastor (and perhaps one or two others) went and had bands 
laid on them. When Rev. Tharchin's absence was noted, the Diocese began to send personal 
letters of reminder to him that he had not yet been ordained again. But with the receipt of 
each reminder Tharchin-la answered back politely but firmly with a negative response. To 
Nini Tharchin's best recollection, this spate of letters back and forth went on for more than 
six months. 

But then one day, who should show up at the door of Rev. Tharchin's home but the 
Secretary of the Diocesan Council, Miss A. Dorothy Wallace, together with the CNI 
Moderator who had traveled al1 the way up from Calcutta! These two had arrived at the 
Tibetan pastor's residence to talk with him specifically about his failure to agree to be 
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re-ordained. lnasmuch as the Moderator of the entire CNI had never heard Rev. Tharchin's 
explanation directly (though Miss Wallace, of course, had at the Cowicil meeting), the 
Kalimpong pastor would now repeat for this High Dignitary's benefit the reasons he had 
presented already to the Council that explained why he had refused to submit himselfto any 
re-ordination. These two Church officiais then put forth a proposal, couched in terrns of 
compromise, as a way for them, as representatives of the CNI and the Diocese, to resolve 
the impasse which had been created by Tharchin-la's adamant refusal. The Moderator. 
recalled Nini Tharchin, who was herself present during this entire and rather humorous 
scene,* spoke first, explaining the nature of the compromise, followed by a few words from 
Miss Wallace. 

The substance of the proposa1 was that if Rev. Tharchin did not wish to have hands laid 
upon his head, then would he be willing, they asked, to simply shake hands on the matter 
with the Moderator and let it go at that? To which the Tibetan pastor replied by saying, "Yes, 
1 am willing to shake hands with you, Moderator, Sir, but 1 am not willing to have any hands 
laid on my head." And with that, these two gentlemen-the lowly pastor from Poo village 
and the High Church Dignitary from Calcutta-shook hands, afier which, following an 
exchange of a few pleasantries, the two visitors took their leave of the "troublesome" 
Babula! 

Interestingly, according to Nini, Rev. Tharchin subsequently reported to his family that 
he had heard that some pastors, like P. S. Targain, C. T. Pazo and others who had been 
present at the DDC meeting when Tharchin Babu had voiced his objection to the entire 
re-ordination idea, admitted, upon their reflection over the matter afierwards, that Rev. 
Tharchin had exercised "correct discernment" (their words) on the issue and that they now 
wished they had not agreed to such a proposal and were sorry they had remained silent. 
Instead, they acknowledged that they, without thinking, had impulsively gone along with the 
action taken and had consented to be re-ordained. Yet thereafter, they added, their hearts 
had grown very uneasy; as though to Say that their God's Holy Spirit had inwardly spoken to 
their consciences by having raised the central question at issue: How could you men, who 
for so many years had sewed your Lord so faithfully and had baptized so many believers, 
feel the need to be ordained as servants of God al1 over again? 

Pastor Peter Rapgey, Nini's brother-in-law, whom the author interviewed in December 
1992, has shed further light on the reactions of these same pastors and others, as well as on 
the reaction of Rev. Tharchin to their negligence in speaking out. At the time of the unfolding 
of this controversy, Rev. Rapgey was still living within the Tharchin compound. He could 
recall that some of these same pastors had come up to the Tharchin home sometime following 
the DDC meeting at which the re-ordination proposa1 had been discussed and passed. He 
reported having overheard them Say to Rev. Tharchin that "what you said in the Council 

* Babu Tharchin often liked to have members o f  his family sit with him and his guests. So  from lime to time his 
wife, or his son Sherab and his wife. or if Sherab was out o f  station, just Nini, would be preseni when visitors 
came by. And on this occasion. it happened that Tharchin's son was away, the Babu's wife was absent, and 
thus Nini, immediately after bringing in refreshments from the kitchen at the very outset o f  the proceedings. 
was requested by the host to sit with him; and hence, she was an eyewitness to this bizarre scenario. 
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meeting was good and right." To which the Babu had responded: "Then why did you not 
support me at the meeting itself instead of remaining silent?" Their answer was: "We were 
afraid of hurting the feeling of others [read: missionaries] who were present there." To say 
the least, Rev. Tharchin had occasion once more to have been greatly disappointed with his 
pastoral colleagues in the Christian gospel.60 

Nevertheless, Mr. Rectitude Incarnate had had the last word with the DDC in having 
stood his ground in not allowing its ecclesiastical officiais to lay hands on his head. In this 
entire episode he had demonstrated that he "could not be intimidated by anyone," not even 
by the High Church Dignitary from Calcuttta! 

The second of G Tharchin Babula's "run-ins" with the troublesome DDC would occur 
but a year or so following the unfolding to its conclusion of the first one just now narrated. 
It would be the occasion once more for Rev. Tharchin to display the strength of the singular 
trait in his character which is currently under discussion: the Babu's inability to be intimidated, 
he adamantly standing for what he thought was right. 

Now it so happened that in late 1972 a group of dissenters split away from the CNI's 
Macfarlane Memorial Church (MMC) and formed a separate church group that came to be 
known as the Presbyterian Free Church of Kalimpong (PFCK). According to S. G. and Nini 
Tharchin, the factual background to account f ~ r  this split is as follows. Rev. P. S. Targain, 
the pastor of the large Nepali-speaking congregation that comprised the MMC, died in 
1973. But a year or two earlier, he had retired from the pastorate, with the understanding, 
said many at the time, that Rev. M. H. Subba, who had been ministering for many years 
with the youth and young people of the MMC, would be Rev. Targain's "hand-picked" 
successor. But the few Western missionaries who still remained in Kalimpong in 1972 
began to stir up controversy by spreading word that a very qualified person of Targain's 
stature sliould be selected as his successor; meaning, by implication, that Rev. Subba was 
no? qualified. Yet al1 thought that for sure it would still be Subba who would be selected. 
However, by this tinie the MMC had become afiliated with the CNI, which finally chose- 
not M.  H. Subba but-Rev. H. D. Subba. Almost immediately supporters of M. H. Subba 
within the MMC commenced leaving by twos and threes until well over 100 members had 
lefi, along with M. H. Subba, who became their pastor in what became the PFCK. Yet this 
breakaway church group had no place to meet and no property. 

So, this Free Church sought permission to meet at various venues in the hill station. 11s 
leaders approached Rev. Tharchin and obtained his permission to meet in a hall on the 
grounds of the Tharchin compound the very next Sunday following this group's organization 
as the PFCK. This hall, a very large room that later would become the Boys' Dormitory of 
the Himalayan Children's Home, had been set aside for many years by Rev. Tharchin for 
spiritual activities such as prayer and moming and evening devotions with the children ofthe 
orphanage. Without any hesitation Babu Tharchin had given his assent IO this Freo ChUrch's 
request 10 meet, because he always wished to help others, especially Christians, no matter 
who they were or what were the circumstances. And thus. this church group met just this 
once on Gergan Tharchin's property. 

Additionally, this group of Christians had also been allowed several months earlier to 
hold a Christmas Service and Love Feast on the grounds of the Graham's Homes 
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Establishment on 25 December 1972, and a week later on New Year's D ~ J ,  1973 mey wm 
pemitted to meet on the SUM Institution's Carmichael ground. According to thc ywnger 
Tharchin couple, the leaders of al1 three of these places were in sympahy wiui Rev. M. H. 
Subba, in that either (a) they felt he and his supporters had been ill-treated by the MMC, or 
(b) they believed any group who wished to meet to worship and serve Christ should not be 
ostracized but be granted freedom to worship as they pleased. or else (c) they subsctibed to 
both these reasons. 

However, CNI oficials within its Darjeeling Diocesan Council were anything but pleased 
with the above-described developments, they deeming such meetings to be anti-Diocesan in 
character and purpose, and believing they should be stopped. Accordingly, the Council took 
aim initially at the Kalimpong Tibetan pastor. For during the DDC's Executive Committee 
meeting held at Darjeeling on 15 March 1973-attended by Darjeeling's Bishop, the Rt. 
Rev. D. D. Pradhan, along with six Presbyters, four Messengers (including the Treasurer, 
Mr. H. Lama of Kalimpong) and the Committee's Secretary, Miss Wallace-it was decided, 
"on hearing [read aloud] a letter [to the Council] written by Mr. H. Lama regarding the 
situation in Kalimpong, . . . to write Rev. G. Tharchin La asking for an explanation as to why 
the dissident group in Kalimpong were allowed to hold a meeting in his hall . . . on 25/21 
73.. . ." In pursuance of this decision Secretary Wallace sent a letter to Tharchin, quoting the 
above minutes of its 15 March meeting and asking for a "reply as soon as possible." Not in 
any hurry to respond, the Tibetan pastor waited an entire month to provide a written 
explanation to Wallace. 

Coincidentally (or perhaps on purpose?), the Babu's letter of 24 April happened to fall 
just one day before the plenary Diocesan Council was scheduled to meet in Kalimpong at 
the MMC. Prese~it at both moming and afternoon sessions of this day-long meeting as the 
ailing Rev. Tharchin's representative was his son, the Tibetan church elder S. G Tharchin. 
And at its morning's opening session that day, the DDC discussed the Kalimpong dissident 
group's activities and its support from various quarters. Quohng from this session's minutes, 
it is learned tliat the "DDC decided that ( i )  No anti-Diocesan activities be allowed to continue 
in the [Darjeeling] Diocesan area; and (ii) No member of the CNI shall allow any anti- 
Diocesan activities even in their private property.. . . Y *  

Meanwl~ile. and at the same 25 April meeting of the plenary DDC, but later that same 
day, the Coiincil, having become aware that Miss Wallace had just received Rev. Tharchin's 
letter dated the day before in response to hers of 24 March. would now tone down the 
resolution passed earlier that day and quoted above. This had occurred as a consequence of 
not only Pastor Tharchin's letterjust received. which was soon read aloud before the Council 
(see below for text), but also his son's declarations expressed at that very moment in the 
meeting. For Sherab Tharchin asserted that the DDC had no authoril whatsoever over any 
religious event or activity which might take place within the private residential compound of 
Rev. G Tharchin, and even if  he wished to allow a Buddhist or Hindu gathering ofsome sort 
and even though Rev. Tharchin was a member of the CNI. And the Tibetan ~astor 's  letter 
was equally forthright in demonstrating that he would not be intimidated by the ~ouncil 's  
assumption of prerogatkes it deemed legitimate but which he considered bogus. Wrote 
Tharchin to Secretary W:illace: 
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. . . the qiiestion . . . conceming my hall being given [over] to the dissident group in 
Kalimpong to hold a meeting does not arise at al1 as the hall does not belong to the 
DDC [but] . . . is entirely my private concern with which the DDC has nothing to do. 
Besides my private hall, 1 leamed that the same group was allowed to hold [their] 
Christmas Service and Love Feast at the Dr. Graham's Homes ground . . . and they were 
also allowed to hold their meetings at the suM1 Carmichael ground . . . 1 wonder why the 
DDC dare not ask these respective institutions for an explanation as it has done to me 
without any hesitation even for my private concern. Therefore, 1 would like to ask the 
DDc to withdraw this point from the minutes witli an apology. 

Smitten by this "double whammy" fiom the Tharchins, father and son, in what the latter 
had perceived to have been an unwarranted arrogation to itself by the Council of a right not 
its own, the DDC, though it offered no apology, did withdraw, under obvious pressure from 
the Tharchins, the wording of the earlier session's minutes by passing a considerably watered- 
down new set of minutes on the issue. For whereas in the discussion on the matter during 
the earlier session of the DDC that day the Council had asserted its right, by virtue of the 
Graham's Homes Chapel Church being CNI, to exercise its authority over the Homes ground 
as well, it now noted in the day's later session of the Council meeting "that the Dr. Graham's 
Homes Church, and not the school [grounds] is under the Diocese." And with respect to the 
day's earlier DDC session minute which had categorically stipulated that "no member ofthe 
CNI shall allow any anti-Diocesan activities even on their private property," the Council, "in 
supersession" of this earlier minute, now minuted that "the DDC decided to request members 
of the CNI not to allow anti-Diocesan activities or encourage such activities even in their 
private property" (emphasis added).6' 

Obviously, the Council members had met their match and more in the person of Rev. 
Gergan Tharchin, and had been forced to retreat fiom their previously enunciated arrogation 
of powers not their own. Once again, Mr. Rectitude Incarnate had proven that he could not 
be intimidated by anyone, not even by the full force of the DDC in their attempt to do just 
that. 

A still further example of the Diocesan Council's cavalier treatment of Rev. Tharchin 
and of his refusal to be intimidated by its members in what he deemed to be their unjust 
decisions collectively arrived at is the incident in surnrner 1973 involving Mackenzie Cottage, 
medical missionary Dr. Janet Duncan, the Tibetan church pastor, and what was apparently 
becoming a perverse DDC. 

At Darjeeling on 21 July the Executive Committee of the DDC met and made several 
decisions which, if carried out, would impact negatively on Gergan Tharchin, still very much 
the pastor of the Tibetan church in Kalimpong. This meeting's minutes reveal that the 
Committee, having requested Dr. Duncan "retum to Kalimpong as soon as possible," had 
decided that fiom 1 January 1974 Kalimpong's White Flat structure (aka; the Anderson 
Building) was to be her residence. But the Committee also stipulated in these same minutes 
that once repairs to Mackenzie Cottage were completed and a "kutcha kitchen'" provided 

* More correctly spelled kacha, a Hindi word meaning "weak" or "Fragile"; thus, "a kacha kitchen" would k 
one that. usually situated on the floor, is created by using soft, clayish material in its construction. 
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for h a  there, the Cotîage would be her temporary resibnce till New Ym's Day 1974. 
Furthemore. the Committee tasked irs Treasurm H. Lama, based at Kalimpong to implnnent 
the said repairs and kitchen installation: actions which obviously meant Rev. Tharchin would 
need to entirely vacate, almost at once, the Cottage premises which at that time was still 
Pastor Tharchin's Church office. Yet nowhere in these minutes was there any mention of 
Rev. Tharchin, nor had there been any thought expressed of consulting the Tibetan pastor in 
advance of the Committee's decision. In fact, only when on 3 1 July a copy of this meeting's 
minutes was handed to Rev. Tharchin by one of his church members who had received it 
from Treasurer Lama (which in itself betokened a cavalier attitude on the part of the 
Committee) did Pastor Tharchin learn of this entire matter. 

Immediately "greatly insulted" by the orniand, discourteous, even unnghteous treatment 
the DDC was intent on meting out upon him, Tharchin sent off a registered letter the very 
next day to the Committee's Secretary, Miss Wallace, with a copy of it forwarded to Mr. 
Lama that was accompanied by a personal cover letter addressed to the Treasurer himself. 
In the letter to the Executive Committee he excoriated its members severely for the way 
they had handled the matter: 

1 am very much surprised to read the minute No. 12 1 D(b) about the residence for Dr. J .  
C. Duncan. 1 wonder how you could pass this resolution without my consent, knowing 
that Mackenzie Cottage is in my charge, since its construction Fad been undertaken 
to provide] residence for the Tibetan Pastor, and you are al1 well aware that 1 am still in 
service as Tibetan Pastor. To pass such a resolution in my absence or without my 
consent and to decide to take away my residence while 1 am still in service is nothing 
but a great insult to me. 

Before taking the decision about Mackenzie Cottage you could have at least 
consulted with me, but now 1 am not going to vacate it for anyone else. The house 
requires repairs for which 1 had been thinking since long ago to request the P r o p e q  
Committee to grant some financial help, and in case of refusal by ihe Property Committee 
to sanction any grant, 1 have been thinking of doing it myself [presurnably at his 
expense]. 

And in his personal cover letter of 2 August to Treasurer Lama, who was of course 
himself a member of the Executive Committee, Rev. Tharchin did not spare him of criticism, 
either. In fact, he was nearly as severe in his excoriation of him as he was in his letter to the 
whole Committee, and was quite fiank as well: 

. . . 1 do not understand how the Executi\fe Committee could take such a random step 
like tliis.. ..A copy of [my response to the Committee's minutes] is being sent herewith 
for your information. since you are being entrusted to implement the decision of the 
Executive Committee. 

1 am very mucli sorry to point out that although the Executive Committee appointed 
you to implement their decision to get Mackenzie Cottage vacated for the so-called 
accommodation of Dr. Duncan, yet you could have suggested that the Executive 
Committee take my consent, like any sensible man would do. instead ofboldly accepting 
the responsibility to turn me out of Mackenzie Cottage. 

Having thus been macle aware of how deeply hurt and insulted the Tibetan pastor was 
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by the Committee's decisions, the Treasurer should have instantly realized that he and his 
fellow Committee members were truly at fault here and should have moved quickly to try to 
help make amends. For example, Lama could have imrnediately gone back to the Cornmittee 
to seek redress of an obvious wrong inflicted on Rev. Tharchin and to suggest that the 
Committee extend an apology for its gross insensitivity and mishandling of the entire matter. 
Instead of doing something like this, however, the Treasurer, assuming a defensive mode, 
hastily replied to the Tibetan pastor the very next day with a letter of his own, dated 3 
August, a letter whose contents can only be described as pathetically irresponsible, petty, 
and cowardly. For in it he neither addressed the central issue raised in Tharchin's two 
letters to members of the Executive Committee-the cavalier and unethical treatment of 
the CNI's Tibetan church pastor-nor was he manly enough to accept the Babu's justified 
criticism of him and to offer an apology for his own inaction at the Committee meeting by 
having failed to do what he. "like any sensible man," would and should have done: he should 
have suggested to his fellow Committee members that they consult with and take consent 
first from the Tibetan pastor before making the arbitrary decision they unwisely and incorrectly 
made. 

On the contrary, in his letter the Treasurer tried to associate Tharchin's "sensible man" 
criticism of him with the issue of sanctioning repairs and the equally unrelated matter of 
who might ultimately benefit fiom them. Here is how his short letter reads, a classic example 
of a bureaucrat or politician in office who in very few words is found (a) skirting the core 
issue which had been presented to him for his consideration by raising a bogus one, (b) 
deflecting a critic's justified criticism of him by cutely attempting to tum the critic's words 
back upon their author, (c) admitting no wrongdoing, and (d) offering no apology for an 
incorrect, even perverse, decision made by him and his fellow Executives in positions of 
leadership: 

Dear Mr. Tharchin; 
Thank you for the letter just received with a copy of [the] letter to the Secretary, 

DDC. 
1 am nota sensible man; therefore, 1 am not at al1 keen to repair Mackenzie Cottage 

for the temporary stay of Dr. Duncan because ultimate benefit of the repairs and 
construction of a kitchen will be yours after December. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. Lama6? 

Despite the decisions wrongfully made by the DDC's Executive Committee and its 
meinbers' failure to acknowledge their mistakes and make redress, Mr. Rectitude Incarnate 
had in essence had the last word once more in bis "mn-iris" with the DDC: he had adamantl~ 
stood his ground in the face of unethical, unjust conduçt of the most unbecoming kind and 
had refused to vacate the Cottage. Once again Babula Tharchin proved to be the 
man, and would not be intimidated by anyone, especially by those in positions of authorit~ 
who had abused the power of their office. 
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Before concluding this chapter, whose purpose throughout has been to take the measum 
of the man Ci Tharchin Babula, it is needful to focus bnefly on this exmrdinnry ~ a l i t y ' s  
flaws, failings and weaknesses. However, as was indicated at the outset, the author has had 
to acknowledge that his extensive research did not uncover very much which could h 
described as blameworthy. As a matter of fact, by the time of his passing, there was little in 
his life one could point to which could be classed as a lingering ongoing flaw in his character, 
so great had his God's Spirit of Holiness transformed his character and persona. Yes, there 
had been the Babu's debilitating addiction for most of his life to tobacco-whether that had 
been his smoking of the hookah or of cigarettes. But thanks to his God's "severe mercy" in 
the mid-1960s, the Babu was able to conclude his earthly life with nearly a decade of total 
liberation from the deleterious habit. 

And, yes, Babu Tharchin had been in considerable debt to the Indian government over 
the installation of a better press for his publishing activities which had been made possible 
by a hefty Government loan having been extended to him. His debt problern had been 
further exacerbated by his having perhaps been far too generous in contributing financially 
to the needs of so many people, forcing him at times to seek loans fiom others to enable him, 
his family, and his publishing career to survive. Yet, before his passing from this life. G. 
Tharchin Babula had been able to pay back every single paisa he owed, and still leave to his 
heir, Sherab Gyamtsho, something like Rs. 1 0,000/-.63 

Then, too, there had been the matter of his fiery short temper, which-like his tobacco 
addiction-had been one ofTharchin's few life-dominating weaknesses with which he had 
to struggle throughout most of his adult life. Even so, he had possessed the humility to 
acknowledge his angry outbursts whenever they occurred, consoling those at whom his 
anger had been aimed, and offering an apology afier having calmed down. Furthemore, 
this Christian man had followed the Biblical injunction ofnot allowing "the sun to go down 
on [one's] anger" but had kept very close accounts on this s c ~ r e . ~  

And finally, one could probably fault the Babu on a good number of occasions for the 
manner with which he had sometimes leveled his justified displeasure at people for what 
they had said or done out of ignorance or inimaturity. A case in point, as noted earlier in the 
chapter, was the harsh manner with which he had shown his displeasure and disagreement 
with the young lady missionary, recently arrived in Kalimpong, against whom he had employed 
the "egg-chick" analogy during one of the Mission Council meetings. Babula Tharchin 
could have expressed his disagreement with her in a courteous fashion and still have been 
able to convey the substance of his displeasure without publicly humiliating her the way he 
did. One could also fault him for not having apologized to the woman for the munner. not the 
suhsrunc~t., of his disagreement and displeasure over what she had ob\liously uttered out of 
gross ignorance of the true situation then under discussion at the meeting. 

Nevertheless, other than these few though noteworthy blemishes in his character, much 
of which the Babu had nonetheless overcome by the time he had reached the twilight of his 
earthly pilgrimage, one is coinpelled by the entire sweep of this chapter's contents to give 
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wholehearted assent to the observation which, as quoted earlier, Gyamtsho Shempa had 
once made, that if Gergan Tharchin "had any faults, his many good qualities far outweighed 
any failings or weaknesses he may have had." Moreover, after reviewing this chapter on 
the character of Tharchin Babu, the reader can perhaps understand how Rev. Tshering 
Wangdi could have declared, after having lived as a guest in the same house for five years 
with the elderly Christian pastor, the following glowing encomium: 

1 never saw anyone else like Babu Tharchin; in fact, the Christian faith was lived out in 
his life as 1 have never seen it lived out in any other person in al1 my years . . . on this 
earth. 

By way of conclusion, the author would remind the reader of what he had said in the 
Preface to this entire multi-volume study on the life and times of this humble Christian 
servant fiom Poo: 

Here was an outstanding Indo-Tibetan personality who, though far from faultless, was 
nonetheless a man of great character and integnty, of intense courage and boldness, 
unquestioned loyalty and patriotism, deep sensitivity and compassion, and, not least, 
a man of faith, hope and love.. .. It is therefore to be hoped that those who [have now] 
read this work will [have] come away from it with a profound understanding and 
appreciation ofjust who Gergan Dorje Tashi Tserima Zering Tharchin was and what he 
meant to so many. 

To quote again one of G. Tharchin Babula's many admirers: 

HE LIVED A BEAUTIFUL LIFE. 



C H A P T E R  30 

The Vision of Future Tibet 

Where there is no vision the people perish. 
The hope set before us . . . we have as an anchor of 

the soul, a hope both sure and stedfast. 
Proverbs 29: 18 AV; Hebrews 6: 1 8b- 19 

SHORTLY BEFORE HIS DEArH in 1976, Gergan Tharchin had in hope and with prophetic insight 
declared much about Tibet, Tibetans and their political and religious future in the light of the 
past. Especially did he often speak about and hope for a Free Independent Tibet. Yet some, 
if not all, of what he had to Say, as the reader shall soon learn, has failed to t>e realized. 
Ultimately, only time will tell if the core essence of his prophetic vision is still to be taken 
seriously. For if the longstanding and still current deadlock between Dharamsala and Beijing 
can serve as a tmstworthy guide, one is forced to concede that time is fast ninning out for 
the Babu's vision to fully come to pass. Nevertheless, nothing negative or defeatist, it seems, 
could dampen Tharchin's ardent optimism concerning the future ofhis ethnic homeland and 
people. 

First of all, Tharchin opined, "1 have full faith that Tibet will regain its independence. The 
doctrine of Chinese suzerainty over Tibet will be thrown to the winds. Many will be able to 
go back to the land. By that time the country will be altogether changed. It will be a new 
Tibet." 

"Tibetans," he continued, "have seen the outside world. They have received education 
abroad. As a result of this, their outlook on life and modem political affairs has to a large 
extent changed. Formerly, education had not been as widespread. Whatever little education 
had been obtainable had primarily been given in and through the monasteries. There will still 
be some monasteries, but they will not be as before. Too great a change has now been 
wrought by the present Chinese occupation for them ever again to be the same. Even so, 
according to a Tibetan proverb, 'A bad cause will be changed into a good cause."" 

What the Han invaders fiom 1950 onwards had done, of course, was to set about, in the 
words of one writer on Tibet, "disbanding the several thousand monastenes, enjoining monks. 
nuns, and lamas to take productive jobs and cease their 'parasitic' existencev2 An even 
more severe judgment on the matter had come decades earlier fiom Gergan Tharchin's 
American Buddhist fiend, Theos Bernard, for whom the Kalimpongian had served as guide 
and interpreter to Gyantse and Lhasa in 1937. At Gyantse's rather small but prestigious 
monastery. Bernard, having been uniquely favored there when the lamas had bumed a 
thousand butter lamps in his honor, was nonetheless+ven prior to his amival at Lhasa's 
much vaster monastic centers-already commencing to observe the contrasts of existence 
then current in the "spiritually" governed land of Tibet. From atop the Dragon's Back wall 
guarding the monastery heights of Gyantse he was able, in his words, to "peer for miles over 
the peasantry, who maintain this enormous population of religious dependents.. .. In Tibet 
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the easiest avenue which leads to the greatest power is that of religiori." "The whole thing," 
Bernard in summary suddenly blurted forth, "is a crime against nature." Similar sentiments 
to these, though somewhat more muted, were voiced a few years later by Tharchin's good 
fiiend and fellow Tibetan, David Macdonald. It will be recalled that before his conversion to 
Christ, Macdonald, whose mother had been a Sikkimese of Tibetaii stock, had been a staunch 
Buddhist. Writing in 1943 after spending twenty years at Gyantse, Yatung and elsewhere in 
the country, he was regretfully compelled to comment that "the maintenance of the 
monasteries forms a great drag on the lay portion of the population, for the lamas are non- 
productive, and have to be fed and clothed by their lay fellow countrymen.. . . The people 
put up with this state of affairs partly on account of their superstition, aiid partly because 
practically every family in the land has at least one member, a lama." And more recently 
yet, the Indian Pritne Minister Nehru, while on a visit in July 1949 to Ladakh's most famous 
Tibetan Buddhist monastery at Hemis, was overheard to Say during the performance of 
ceremonies and ritual dances by the hundreds of monks there: "What a waste of time. I'd 
like to be able to draft al1 these monks into the army and make them work. What they're 
doing is no good to anyone and doesn't improve anyone's life." 

Yet such observations about Tibet's monastic institution were not voiced only by 
outsiders. Even the second highest prelate in the Tibetan Buddhist Church, the Pancheii 
Lama hirnself, waxed quite candidly about it. For it is recorded by Gordon Enders, an 
American adviser to His Serenity during the late 1920s and '30s, that this high Lama, while 
in exile in China from his native land, had expressed similar criticisms. One day in the future, 
he told Enders, "1 can see a free and happy Tibet-a Tibet wherein the common folk are not 
slaves to a cumbersome and top-heavy priesthood." I t  was his belief, wrote Enders, that 
were Tibetans provided with "a healthy interna1 economy," an "overcrowded priesthood" 
would naturally thin itself out. "Then we will have as priests only those who belong in the 
priesthood," while for those "intelligent boys who are unfitted to be priests, commercial 
pursuits will be provided. Marriage and family life will revive; and iny country will grow fat 
and prosper." Another Tibetan, in this case a well-known Conlmunist from Khain. 
expressed similar sentiments concerning his country's huge monastic population. Asserting 
retrospectively on how he, as a young revolutionary and would-be reformer, Iiad viewed the 
matter back in 1945, Phuntsog Wangyal long aftenvards had this to Say: "1 . . . felt that there 
were too many monks in Tibet who simply lived in inonasteries and did not contribute 
directly to society." Still another Tibetan, Dawa Norbu (d. 2006), writing about recent 
Tibetan history, had been equally forthright in his criticism of his country's monastic systenl 
as it had developed to the early 1950s. A native of the ancient and prestigious monastic town 
of Sakya, whose hillsides were studded with numerous rnonastic institutions, Norbu was 
most indignant when assessing the life and character of many of these institutions and t h r  
inmates throughout his homeland. "In those days," he first explained, "the monasteries were 
run like feudal estates, possessing a third of the country's land, and employing the I ~ Y  
population to farm and do other manual work." But he then added that many of them "had 
degenerated considerably since their pious beginnings. The monks' scholarship, assuming 
they had any, benefited hardly anyone except themselves; and encept for the occasiona' 
monk, they were possessive and materialistic." 
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But probably the most severe assessment of the monkish situation in the Snowy Land 
came from the noted omithologist of Bombay, Dr. Salim Ali. In 1945 he had made a lengthy 
scientific joumey throughout the Sacred Lakes-Holy Mt. Kailash region of West Tibet to 
study the life and habits of the birds of that high elevation area. A self-confessed "down-to- 
earth materialist" skeptical of al1 religion, Dr. Ali could understandably, therefore. not be 
viewed as a very sympathetic witness to what he beheld of the religious environment in 
Tibet; nevertheless, his views confirm those made by others. the whole," wrote Ali 
later of his impressions, 

1 was repelled, and sometimes nauseated, by what passed for Buddhism in Tibet at the 
time of my visit and amazed at the profound reverence given to its philosophy in the 
outside world. There must doubtless be, and certainly are, some devout and deeply 
learned scholars of the prevailing brand of Buddhism in Tibet, but 1 could discern no 
spark of spiritualiiy or enlightenment among the swarms of initiates and young lamas 
who hung around every gompa and dzong. ïhey seemed to me just a pack of dirty, 
lazy, ignorant louts leading a life of idle parasitism, who could have been more useful 
to themselves and to society as normal human beings. 

In an apparent recognition of these and other serious defects in Tibetan Buddhism, the 
current Dalai Lama has himself not hesitated to add his own voice of criticism. Indeed, in an 
astonishing admission which even included a word of gratitude towards his country's hated 
Chinese oppressors, Tibet's Fourteenth Grand Lama humbly acknowledged that what had 
been needed for too long a time in his homeland was a thorough cleansing of the entire 
Tibetan Lainaist religion. "You have to admit," he has been quoted as saying, "that our 
religion needed purifying. For that, at least, we can be grateful to the Chinese." This the 
Dalai Lama had declared sometime prior to 1988. More recently, though, His Holiness has 
not hesitated to cnticize as well the monastic emphasis which the upholders of the Tibetan 
Buddhist religious tradition back in his homeland had for centuries continually fostered. In 
an interview he gave to the editors of the influential Himal magazine in February 199 1 at his 
Dharamsala residence, His Holiness remarked quite openly and frankly on the past religious 
excess among his countrymen: "Some younger Tibetans feel that Tibet had too much religion 
in the past, that we lost our country because of this. They are partly right. There was too 
much concentration on monasteries and too little contact with the outside ~ o r l d . " ~  

Such isolation and consequent ignorance of the outside world meant that Tibet had few 
if any fiiendly nations who could be counted on in a crisis; and this had thus played right into 
the hands of the Chinese Communists who could with near total impunity march into its 
smaller neighbor to the west and proceed to thoroughly overturn an ancient culture and 
attempt to eradicate religion fiom the Land of Monks and Monasteries with little or no 
interference from outside powers. Nearly six decades have now passed since China's 
invasion of Tibet; and although Tibetans there still refuse to give up their religion. the 
Coiiiniunist attempt to wipe it out coinpletely has been, willy-nilly, remarkably effective thus 
far-at least with respect to most of its external appearances. Indeed, declared Dawa 
Norbu, by the end of the 1960s the Red Guards of Chairman Mao had been able.to destroy 
soine 95 percent of Tibetan Buddhism's material manifestations so central to the religious 
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life of the Tibetan people. That this is not an exaggerated estimate is attested by what 
Heather Stoddard, Head of the Tibetan Department at the Institut National des Langues et 
Civilisations orientales of the University of Paris III, had asserted in an academic article she 
wrote in 1994. Citing this very estimate of what the Cultural Revolution had inflicted, Stoddard 
went on to declare: "1 have been to Tibet four times, traveling extensively through Amdo, 
Gyarong and Central Tibet, and sincerely believe that this figure is not an exaggerated 

Actually, this frightful statistic should not be surprising when one is apprised of the tme 
nature and aims of the Cultural Revolution, particularly as it was played out in Tibet. For it 
must be understood that this Revolution, unleashed at the behest of Chairrnan Mao himself 
against the entire People's Republic of China, had nonetheless been more vicious and had 
lasted longer in the Land of Monks and Monasteries than in any other part of Mao's Great 
Motherland. In the words of Professor Lee Feigon, the Cultural Revolution was an attempt 
"to obliterate al1 local and regional distinctions and to amalgamate everyone and everything 
into the Great Proletarian Culture." Aimed as it was at "'sweep[ing] away the freaks and 
monsters' of political power and traditions," explains Professor Feigon further, Mao's 
infamous Red Guard groups "struck minority areas [like Tibet] particularly hard. Hatred of 
superstition easily melded with traditional Chinese prejudices against non-Han minorities. In 
any case, foreign religious traditions were ovenvhelmed by a movement striving to carry 
out a radical vision of sameness."" 

At its core then, the Cultural Revolution, as personally enunciated by the PRC's 
Great Helmsman, had been launched for the purpose of erasing the past by annihilating "the 
Four 0lds"-old culture, customs, habits and ways of thinking; with the definition of' 
"old" having been left to Chairman Mao's young Red Guards-his brutal agents 
of implementation-to determine. Let loose by Mao in the summer of 1966 "in a crazed 
attempt to restore his flagging persona1 power," the Red Guards, writes Mary Craig. "were 
allowed to rampage at whim." And especially for Tibet, the "last bastion of 'the old."' 
this meant, adds Craig, "an orgy of undiluted horror." She went on to describe in the 
most gruesome detail what happened in Tibet during a ten-year "period of collective 
insanity" now known as the Cultural Revolution: 

Buddhism was the main target. Most of the remaininç monasteries . . . were destroyed 
[from 6,259 monasteries and nunneries which had existed in 1950 there remained only 
five by 19791, sacred scriptures were burned or used as paper for the latrines. statues- 
stripped of their gold and silver-were mutilated and beheaded. Tibetans were forced 
to throw their prayer-wheels into the river and replace their mantras with the Thoughts 
of Chairman Mao. Even to be seen moving one's lips in prayer was a crime punishable 
by death. Celibate monks were made to copulate in public, abbots of great monasteries 
were crowned with dunce caps and ritually humiliated before being murdered or sent 
to the gulags in the far north to be worked and stan~ed to death. [In iàct, of the sonle 
600,000 monks, lamas and other institutional religious practitioners present throughout 
Tibet back in 1950, most by 1979 were either dead or had disappeared beyond any 
trace!] Anyone remotely connected with the Dalai Lama or the old system was throm 
into prison and subjected to thamzings. "The word hell," wrote one observer [Harrison 
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Salisbury of the New York Times], "is too sofi to describe what happemi in those 
years." . . . *6 

As a matter of fact, al1 this was very much in line with a variant of Mao's earlier and 
most famous dictum-"Religion is the opiate of the masses": which variant the Communist 
Party Chairman had expressed personally to Dalai Lama XIV in private at Beijing in March 
1955. China's Great Helmsman had wanted to give the High Priest of Tibetan Buddhism 
some parting advice about governing his land during their last meeting before the Dalai 
Lama would depart back to Tibet. As was always the case in their previous private 
conversations together, the nineteen-year-old Tibetan spiritual leader was currently seated 
with his host busily taking notes of their talk. Suddenly Mao drew closer to his guest and 
said: "Your attitude is good, you know." Abruptly thereafter, however, the Chinese dictator, 
having misinterpreted the youthful Buddhist leader's enthusiastic support for reform in his 
country as signiQing his openness as well to what would be destructive religious reforms, 
would now reveal his hue hand by brashly commenting as follows: "Religion is poison. 
Firstly, it reduces tlie population, because monks and nuns must stay celibate; and secondly, 
it neglects material progress." 

To which His Holiness, made immediately fearful by Mao's arrogant candor but able to 
keep his reaction to these startling statements inside himself. would later write dowm what 
had gone through his mind at that moment. '"So,' 1 thought, 'you are the destroyer of the 
Dharma [the Buddhist law for al1 things], after all.'" Fortunately for the Dalai Lama, Mao 
ended the conversation after only a few minutes more; yet not before the teen-aged Priest 
had felt a violent burning sensation sweep over his face. Until that moment the unsuspecting 
Pontif'f of the Tibetan Buddhist Church, heretofore quite entranced by "the sweet 
reasonableness" of the much older Mao, had naïveiy supposed that a peaceful solution to 
the Communist Chinese occupation of Tibet could be achieved. Now, though, the Dalai 
Lama, having perceived in an instant the Communist leader's deceptive conduct, realized 
tliat China's anti-religious despot had totally misread him, was "fundamentally opposed to 
what he stood for," and was bent, indeed, on annihilating religion fiom the World's ~ o o f . -  

Now among those fortunate enough to have escaped the carnage and destruction which 

* For an excellent well-documented exploration into the histoq and implications of the Cultural Re\olution, in 
particular as it related to Tibet, consult Warren Smith Jr, fiberan Nation, its Chapter 13, "The Great Proletarian 
Cultural Revolution in Tibet." Smith's opening paragraph (page 541) seis the tone for the entire chapter: 

The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution began as an attempt by Mao IO overcome rekisionism and 
bureaucraiisrn in the CCP [C'liinese Cornrnunist Party] by means of  a revikal of the forms. spirit and 
conscioiisness of collectivisin. Mao preferred to create the new hl. first destro).ing the old, rather than 
building the new on tlie foundation of the old. This rnethod. Mao said, was like "writing on a clean slnte." As 
the Cultural Revolutioii was to demonstrate, however. destruction \cas much easier to accomplish than 
creation. Mao unleashed the Red Ciuards to destroy the "four olds" ... The cultures and traditions of rninorities 
[like those cif Tibet] epitornized the "four olds" and were thus a particular target. 
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followed in the wake of the Chinese invasion and occupation of Tibet were a number of 
monks and lamas who subsequently found themselves having to grapple with the new reaIities 
of life down in India. And for some of them Rev. Tharchin was able to provide succor in 
various ways as well as he made attempts to reach them for Christ. Interestingly, in the mid- 
1960s the Tibetan pastor could report the following development to a guest in his hoine who 
happened herself to be a Christian missionary: "As the great exodus began in 1959-60, the 
Tibetan monks [who had fled first to Kalimpong] said to me: 'Arrange a Protestant monastery 
in your house, and we can thereby learn to read the Bible! '-'The Evangelical [Protestant] 
Church knows no monasteries,' 1 had to answer ~ a d l y . " ~  "Surely," Tharchin went on, "some 
monks think only about external provisions, but 1 have noticed it well, that not a few are 
internally tom apart and restless. The monks are the unhappiest. Surely, the whole ofTibet 
is now one huge Concentration Camp. But the monks have never learned to work, and are 
now being forced to build streets and the like, [as though the Chinese are] following the 
Biblical iiijiinction: 'If any will not work, neither let him eat'!9 The Buddhist monks cannot 
work, but they also don't warit to, because they are not accustomed to it;* only spiritual 
exercises do they wish to fulfill. So thousands [of them back in Tibet] are perishing, mostly 
from starvation. [But for those monks who are now safely here,] a Protestant monastery 
would in their eyes mean: 'Our living would be cared for, then we would have time to cany 
out the things you would want us to do. It  would be a type of Bible School.' In any event, 
these are their thoughts . . . " I o  It was because of what he saw as the consequences of the 
Communist occupation for the above-mentioned monks and lamas at that point in time (1 964), 
together with even more temble results of the so-called Cultural Revolution during the ensuing 
ten years or so that ended in 1976, which had prompted Tharchin to state in his prepared 
"inemoirs" shortly before his death that same year that whatever monasteries would remain 
in the free, independent Tibet to come "would not be as before." 

On yet another note, in what was ofien a wannly enthusiastic and quite frank expression 
of his thinking, the elderly Tharchin continued by saying: "Some are doubtful regarding the 
brigllt future of Tibet. Their faith is shaky. Formerly, they had believed that no outsider 
would be able to invade the country. They had believed that the gods would protect the 
people of Tibet." But now they are disillusioned about it. Their false beliefs did not 
any comforting fruits." 

* Indeed, their Buddhist religion forbade theni to do any manual labor. Explainecl Dawa Norbu: "To touch an 
agricultural impiement was an act of sin; for agriculture entailed the sin of killing insects." He went on to 
describe what had happened to the monks at Sakya, his home community in southern Tibet. ~ rev ious l~ .  he 
wrote. thcre had been some 500 inmates at the Great Sakya gompa. but by late 1959 there only remained J6 
aged monks. Given their share of land, animals and agricultural tools, this large nurnber of monks had been 
turned out to pursue "earthly," not "heavenly," work. Yet the Monastic Ordinance had forbidden them "even 
to touch an agricultural instrument, let alone work with it." Nevertheless, these reverend lamas had now "Io 
labor like rnundane farmers." RedStar over Tibet, 22, 222.  
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These who were doubthil and fearhil did no4 in Babu T h a r ~ h i n ' ~  vicw, poossss the 

"Anchor of the soul" that is the birthright of every Christian and that can produce an 
unshakable faith in the face of the most awful contradictions of existence. This m e n d o u s  
phrase just now quoted fiom the book of Hebrews in the Christian New Teotvnent Sip turcs  
has reference to the Christian's "sure and stedfast" hope in Jesus Christ. based as it is on 
the sure promises of the Christian's God. Tharchin was now greatly posscssed of'this 
quality of faith and hope that was so deeply anchored in the imermost recesses of his being, 
and those who ever met him in the twilight years of his earthl~, walk came away from even 
the shortest contact with him fully aware of it. 

A case in point was Englishwoman Lois Lang-Sims in her brief encounter with the 
resident publisher of Kalimpong in April 1959. This was at the height of the turbulent and 
fearful crisis then besetting Tibet itself, the terrible effects of which were beginning 10 be so 
much witnessed among the rising tide of forlorn and helpless refugees coming in droves 
across the border into India. Already a Tibetophile for some time now, Miss Lang-Sims had 
at the tinie been the Organizing Secretary of the well-known Tibet Society in London whose 
membership included Tharchin's longtirne friend, Marco Pallis. Her previous training had 
been as a Catliolic: nevertheless, she had joined the Buddhist Society in London. although 
she later said, "1 never regarded myself or wished to be regarded as a Buddhist." Yet 
because of what was happening among the Tibetans, Miss Lang-Sims had come to lndia a 
second time so soon afier her first visit of November 1958 with the hope that she might be 
able to render some form of senrice to thein if only she could receive guidance from someone 
which could make her life inore meaningful in the face of such traumatic and tragic 
circumstances. For in a sense, though still claiming to be a Christian. she herself was in 
quest of an abiding practical faith that had thus far eluded her. 

Staying at the Himalayan Hotel ofthe Macdonald family in Kalimpong. she had developed 
a close friendship with Annie-La, the eldest daughter of David Macdonald. who managed 
the Hotel with her usual efficiency and no nonsense. "At Annie's suggestion," wrote the 
English lady, in her book The Presence of riber. "1 went to see Mr. Tharchin, who was the 
editor of the only Tibetan newspaper in India, the Tiber Mit-ror, and one of the ministers of 
the local [Tibetan] church." It was on the morning of her last day in Kalimpong. "He was an 
old man," she continued. "and 1 found him recovering from an illness, having got out of bed 
in a dressing-gown to welcome his guest." "It had been my hope." she confided in her 
volume, "that in this fragile old Tibetan. whose reputation for simple goodness extended 
througliout the neighborhood and whose newspaper was the one existing publication to 
cany to the Tibetans in India news oftheir country's struggle for independence, 1 might find 
someone at last who could suggest to me how 1 could be of use." 

Afier the customary introductions, Miss Lang-Sims was treated to a sample of that 
sin~ple yet stalwart faith for which Tharchin had come to be respected if net altogether 
understood. "Mr. Tharchin," she continued, "had no suggestion to make." '"What can one 
do, you ask?' he replied. 'One can pray. There is nothing else.' 1 asked him why it was that 
he alone of the Tibetans 1 had met in lndia appeared to be unafraid" for the future of Tibet 
"and uneinbarrassed" about declaring it so. "'1 am a Christian.' said Mr. Tharchin, as if the 
explanation were obvious." 
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This quite artless, unstudied response from the 70-year-old Tibetan Christian left Miss 
Lang-Sims puzzled. "1 wondered, and have many times wondered since," she mused, "how 
far he was justified in replying to my question with this simple statement." Yet, upon fiirther 
reflection, she came up with a most perceptive though adrnittedly brief analysis of the 
weakness of Buddhism when compared with the Christian faith; and it went a long way in 
explaining and even justi&ing in her mind the kind of cnsp, unalloyed answer of faith Tharchin 
had indeed given her. She shared in her book the conclusion to which she had come: 

. . . it is probably true to Say that the teachings of Christianity provide for the ordinary 
inan and woman a far niore positive weapon against fear than is available to their 
Buddhist equivalents. In fact, 1 believe il to be true that Buddhism is essentially a 
limited religion, intended exclusively for the Sangha or community of monks, who 
alone are tlie true Buddhists-and that this is why in Tibet the idea grew up that the 
laymen were totally dependent upon the Lama priests. The question would require a 
book to itself if one were to attempt to deal adequately with it: 1 intend no more here 
than to suggest a possible justification for Mr. Tharchin's claim that his courage was 
a direct product of his Christian allegiance.I2 

The tentative conclusion which Miss Lang-Sims came to here with respect to the inadequacy 
of Buddhism-that is to Say, Tibetan Buddhism-may have within it a kemel of truth, 
perhaps even more than a kemel. 

Certainly, the intellectual inquiry into human consciousness which the scholarly lamas 
had diligently conducted for countless centuries was not sufficient to fortify the Tibetan 
masses spiritually for the traumas which the twentieth century had brought them, beginning 
with the decisive-and for them, quite shocking4efeat  of the nation at the hands of the 
small Younghusband-Macdonald Expedition of 1904. It is one thing for Tibet's monastic 
system to have stimulated the intellect to heights of incredible achievement in the realm of 
human psychology that is probably unparalleled in the history of intellectual thought. As 
University of Chicago Psychology Professor William Soskin has perceptively declared: "In 
an unbroken line extending back nearly two thousand years, Tibet's lamas have conducted 
some of the most systematic studies of human consciousness the world has ever known. It 
is quite probably no exaggeration at al1 to assert that what Tibetan lamas over the time span 
have leamt about the human mind is the full complement to the achievements of Western 
science in unraveling the mysteries of the physical universe ...." But it is quite another 
matter for that same universally adhered-to religious system in Tibet to have apparentl~ 
been unable, in a time of crisis, to provide to "the ordinary man and woman" the strength, 
courage and solace needed. The people were spiritually ill-prepared by their lamas for the 
terrible decade of the 1950s; moreover, they could not look to their lamas or the latter's 
achievements to sustain them; for even many of the priests, on whom, as Lang-Sims bas 
accurately observed, "the laymen were totally dependent," had themselves becorne 
disillusioned and fearful and were themselves left bereft of a sufficient anchor to their own 
souls. TO paraphrase the earlier statement of Gergan Tharchin: ''Their false beliefs and their 
inattention to the whole man did not bring any comforting fruits."'j 

Certainly the younger generation Tibetan, Dawa Norbu, quoted already several times 
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earlier in the present chapter, was one who had also had misgivings about Tibet's monks arid 
lamas-at least some of them-and their apparent inability to have been of real service to 
the ordinary people ofhis country. Writing in his semi-autobiographical volume on his cnly 
years in his homeland, he made the following critical observations: "The monks' scholarship, 
assuming they had any, benefited hardly anyone except themselves; and except for the 
occasional monk, they were possessive and materialistic." And in another place in the 
volume, he writes: "As for the monks themselves, few of them lived up to their ideals. Most 
were mediocre, though sincere and religious enough. Their material dependence on the 
working population was not parasitic according to the Tibetans for in the old world they had 
a specific fünction which they discharged conscientiously. But there were some hypocritical 
monks who, under the robe of religion, exploited the masses, as the Chinese Comrnunists 
say. To them, entering the Sangha was a religious vocation which provided a lucrative 
living, and they led a life within the confines of a holy monastery as earthly as the lay 
Tibetans outside, if not more so."" 

Though quite advanced in years even at the time when approached for counsel by Miss 
Lang-Sims ( 1  959), and though he had seen and experienced and read about much that was 
negative and defeatist in Tibetan history, this ever sanguine elderly man nonetheless refused 
to wring his hands in abject resignation; he instead was able to continually bring a positive, 
forward-looking outlook to the Tibetan situation. For instance, in 1965 the Christian pasior 
could write for inclusion in a Darjeeling District Church Newsletter the following passages 
full ofnearly totally unrestrained optimism: 

Thousands of Tibetan refugees used to be here at Kalimpong but now most of them 
have gone to various places to settle down. They have heard the Gospel 8; the seed 
has been sown; but at present, it seems that there is no result or fruit; yet the seeds 
which have been sown will never return [empty]. In due course and in God's own time 
Tibetans will be saved, for whom also Christ suffered on the cross and shed His 
precious blood.. . . 

Seeing the small number of tlie [Kalimpong] Tibetan Congregation, some rnay 
possibly think to wind up the work and the few Christians can be combined with the 
local mepali-language] church congregation [that meets at Macfarlane]. But some of 
us still have the hope that the time rnay come [when] thousands of Tibetans rnay be 
saved. Some rnay also be thinking that Tibet herself is now finished and there is no 
hope for evangelising. But 1 am hopeful that the prayers and hard labours of many 
devoted missionaries on behalf of Tibetans for many years rnay be heard and the time 
rnay come when Tibet regains her independence and opens the door which was formerly 
shut and that many missionaries rnay be able to go in. The Comniunists in China will 
not last long and then the Communists in Tibet will go [away] automatically." 

Moreover, even a decade later at the very close of his life-with the situation in Tibet 
appearing no brighter than before-Tharchin was still forecasting better times for his 
countrymen. "Atter regaining independence," he predicted, "the exiled refugees. headed by 
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His Holiness, will return and establish a new government in Tibet*I6 which will be kind and 
favorable to the Christians, for they have helped Tibetans very sincerely and sacrificially."l7 
It is for this reason, he believed, that the Dalai Lama himself has had such a high respect for 
the Evangelical Protestant Church. 

Perhaps as he uttered these words this good friend of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama had 
had in mind an instance in the then recent past in which was demonstrated this high regard 
that His Holiness has had towards the Christian faith.18 But first, some background must be 
given. It is more readily known today that back then Tharchin had been instrumental in 
bringing a young Incarnate High Lama, later known as David Tenzing, to heart acceptance 
of Jesus Christ and, when earnestly requested by the former Tibetan priest, had even baptized 
this young man. As far as the Kalimpong pastor was aware, this had constituted the first 
time ever that an Incarnate Abbot of Tibet had identified himself with Jesus in the rite of 
Christian baptism. And shortly afienvards, Tharchin had briefly recounted the event in the 
Tibet Mirror which, as Margaret Urban obsewed, he well knew "al1 educated Tibetans 
would read."?laa As could be expected, said the publisher-pastor to Urban, "the response 

* Many Tibetans today, especially many of those arnong the Tibetan exile cornmunity, would not share this 
sanguine view which the Babu had expressed with regard to the reestablishrnent of Tibetan independence and 
the return of his Holiness and exile Tibetans to their homeland. This is because of adarnant Chinese opposition 
to any and every proposal for negotiation of the so-called Tibet issue put forth by the Dalai Lama. As is now 
well known, the latter had caused much controversy back in 1988 as a result of his "Strasbourg Proposals" 
which he had publicly enunciated before rnembers of the European Parliament who met in that French city to 
hear His Holiness speak. The division of opinion arnong Tibetans still continues to this day over what he had 
announced there in terrns of basic conditions for talks with Beijing on the future of Tibet. 

The fundarnental preniise underlying these Proposals was that Tibet's Priest-King would be satisfied with 
an arrangement whereby, so long as the Tibetans could be guaranteed self-government in Tibet, her foreign 
affairs and defense could be left up to the Chinese to manage. And thus the Dalai Lama, in the interests ofthe 
general happiness of his people, would be willing to withdraw his longstanding claim for independence and 
would seek "a voluntary association with China." In Tibetan historian Tsering Shakya's opinion, this offer b~ 
the Dalai Lania "was in rnany ways realistic, and historically this had been the position of the Tibetans since 
1950. as long as China could guarantee that Tibet would enjoy 'genuine' autonorny." 

Chinese reaction was not long in corning. On the central issue raised by these Proposals, Beijing was quick 
to point out that their entire prernise was grounded in the assurnption that Tibet had frorn tirne irnmernorial 
been an independent country and that therefore the Chinese invasion ofTibet in 1950 was a hostile act against 
a sovereign nation. Furtherrnore, the Dalai Lama's concept of "association" with China again presupposed that 
Tibet was an independent country and that the 17-Point Agreement concluded back in 195 1 could be considered 
not unlike an agreement arrived at between two sovereign States. This, for the Chinese, was "a distortion of 
history" and cornpletely unacceptable. And hence, so far as China was concerned, His Holiness had net 
conformed to Beijing's fundarnental dernand-as a basis for talks between the Dalai Lama and China-thai 
Tibet rnust acknowledge that she had always been a part of the Chinese rnotherland. 

Because of China's out-of-hand rejection ofthe Dalai Lama's Proposals and because of the strong opposition 
within the exile cornrnunity and within its Governrnent administration at Dharamsala (principally fronl the 
Dalai Lama's eldest brother Thubten Jigrne Norbu and frorn another elder brother, Gyalo Dhondup, who atthe 
tirne was Chairrnan of the Tibetan Cabinet), His Holiness would be compelled to withdraw his Proposais l n  

August of 199 1 .  
For more on this issue and the still ongoing controversy surrounding i t ,  see the end-note indicated at tllls 

point in the l èx t  above that includes as well al1 the relevant sources for this Text and end-note discussion on 
the rnatter. 
t A fairly cornplete narration ofthis unusual event-much more detailed than the Babu's newspaper account- 
is provided the reader in the end-note herewith indicated. 
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was prompt." A representative sample of the kind of reaction to this story by the gmml 
readership was one particular letter sent to the newspaper's editor. In it, rrponed Thuehin 
to Miss Urban, the correspondent wrote to him that though "his work w a  hcld in high 
respect," he nonetheless "should refrain from converting highly-ranked Tibetans." 
"Understandably," added Urban, the Christian editor could only reply to this reader of his 
newspaper that "he himself does not conven-Another One does." By which response the 
Christian pastor was making clear here an important distinction in accordance with his orthodox 
Christian theology: that human beings do not and cannot convert others to Christ, only Chnst 
himself by the gracious drawing power of God's Holy Spirit can do so. 

Now the Dalai Lama, who was known to have read the Tibet Mirror S account of 
David's remarkable conversion and his even more startling submission to baptism, never 
himself offered any response to this quite newsworthy religious event among Tibetans. Yet 
he did not really need to do so as far as Gergan Tharchin was concerned. For the pastor- 
publisher had already been made well aware of the high respect His Holiness had for 
Christianity and that the position previously enunciated by Tibet's Highest Buddhist Priest 
with respect to such instances of conversions of Tibetan Buddhists to the Christian faith 
was quite tolerant and accepting in tone. As reported by Tharchin to Miss Urban and 
translated from her German, the statement of the Fourteenth Dalai Lama on the matter was 
as follows: "A change of religion [by a Tibetan] does not abolish [that one's] national 
affiliation." By which His Holiness meant, explained the Babu to Urban, "that a Christian, 
too, can be a Tibetan." Further, she reported, "It is his opinion also that a Christian can find 
official [that is, Government] employment, but naturally only in the Tibetan civil service."* 
Tharchin made clear to Miss Urban that this type of thinking on the part of the Dalai Lama 
was completely new and quite modem in outlook in Tibetan history, "and stands in sharp 
contrast to tradition, where a separation of spiritual and secular service had previously been 
unthinkable." And hence, even though the lamas, as reported by Urban, had "stiffened their 
stance since the baptism of David-the young people having especially been admonished to 
close themselves towards the Christian messagem-it was nonetheless refreshing and 
encouraging to the Christian pastor of the Kalimpong flock of Tibetans to witness a far less 
consetvative and certainly more tolerant attitude on the part of His Holiness.lY 

Just here a passage from an article by the Rev. Dr. David Woodward on the Tibetan 
Buddhist-Tibetan Christian dialogue is most apropos. An Asian-bom teacher theologically 
educated at Princeton Seminary in the USA and sometime literary consultant, Woodward is 
very much acquainted with Tibetan communities in India and Nepal, having also previously 
lived and labored in the Christian gospel as a missionary with the Worldwide Evangelization 

* Interestingly, it has been reported to the present author on two or three occasions by Tibetans whorn he has 
interviewed-al1 of thern Christian individuals-that at sorne point early on in the exile period of the Dalai 
Lama (?the 1960s?). he had issued a pronouncement to the effect that an> Tibetan u ho wished to embrace the 
Christian faith could do so. free frorn an) persecution or oppression from the Tibetan cornrnunity. and could 
live therein with al1 the rights and privileges which allolher Tibetans enjoy. As this volume goes to press, the 
author rnust acknowledge that he has been unable to cohlirrn this as fact; although it should be added that such 
a pronouncement would not be inconsistent with nurnerous other statements which His Holiness through the 
years has uttered dealing with the exercise of religious\liberty within the Tibetan cornmunit). 
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Crusade in Chinese-controlled Kham east of the Yangtze River between 1946 and 195 1. ln 
addressing the problem of the ongoing tension that has existed in many quarters between 
the conservative, tradition-bound Tibetans-who insist that in order to be a true Tibetan one 
must also be Buddhist-and the Tibetan Christian who considers himself as yet a part of 
"the Tibetan family" though now no longer a Buddhist, Woodward has pointedly remarked 
on the Dalai Lama's efforts to eliminate such tension and to foster instead a sense of 
community and openness among Tibetans towards those within their ranks who have opted 
for a different faith by which to live. He writes: 

. . . there exists a custom in parts of Ladakh, that when family members gather, they 
have the right to share the same cup as it is passed around. In fact, that sharing is a 
symbol of their family unity. Even if one member is not a Buddhist (for instance, ifhe 
has converted to the Islamic faith), he is still welcome to drink of the same cup. 

Within the Tibetan farnily the small Christian community had often been excluded 
from sharing the family "cup." As late as 1987 two Tibetan families who had become 
Christians were unceremoniously expelled from the Tibetan camp in India in which 
tliey had lived.* This, of course, is not in the spirit of His Holiness the Dalai Lama and 
his continual preaching of tolerance and acceptance of people of other faiths than 
Ruddhism. He makes no compromise with die-hard Tibetan conservatives on the issues 
of love and unselfishness. What a reffeshing and surprising religious leader he is with 
his pursuit of knowledge and openness to progress! He even jokes about some of the 
more recent revisions in Buddhist practice, saying on one occasion, "When we were in 
Tibet, there were certain ceremonial activities that took up a lot of time, but the substance 
was not much. Al1 those exist no longer. That's good, 1 think. Also, because we are 
refugees, we have beconle more realistic. There's no point now in pretending . .. We 
must conduct research, and then accept the results. If they don't stand up to 
experimentation, Buddha's own words must be r e j e ~ t e d . " ~ ~  

That Tharchin in the 1960s and '70s had net misunderstood the Dalai Lama's reported 
liberal attitude towards Christianity and other world faiths is confirmed by subsequent 
statements voiced by His Holiness. In his latest autobiographical volume published in 1990 
entitled Freetlom in Exile, the Tibetan Buddhist Pontiff exhibits an approach not too dissimilar 
from that found in most countries of Western Christendom where diffèrent religious 
persuasions can compete freely for the allegiance of men's minds and hearts. Certain is it 
that in the following more recent expressions of his views on the subject His Holiness bas 

* The present author needs to relate something along this very line of what he himself was able to learn when 
he spent a week at New Delhi in early 1992. While there, the author had occasion to visit a large Tibetan r e f u ~ ~ ~  
camp nearby. ln the process of interviewing a Tibetan family of Christians whose former connections wi'h 
Kalimpong had brought the author to the camp in the first place, i t  was learned by hin~ that the inembersofthis 
family. Who had carried their newfoiind Christian faith with them to this Indian-created refugee CaInP. had 
suffered persecution and various forms of ostracism of the worst kind in the course of their early months. 
perhaps even years, of residence there. This Christian family reported to the author that only by the W C r  and 
mercy of their God in conjunction with herculean efforts on their part in convincing others at the camp Ihat 
they were as Tibetan as they themselves, were the members of this famiIy finally accepted. t l l~ugh quite 
reluctantly at first, as a part of the Tibetan camp community. Happily, it cari be reported, small Christian 
meetings for prayer and the Breaking of Bread (Holy Communion) were by that time taking place at the canif)* 
with this particular family forming the nucleus of such Christian gatherings. 
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waxed extremely tolerant when compared with the attitude and actions which had bctn 
rnanifested by the generality of lïbetan lamas in the past (sce the ewly ch.ptcn of the 
present narrative), notwithstanding the reputed liberal approach to other religions with whkh 
Buddhism itself has long been identified. As a Tibetan Buddhist monk, as- the Fourttcnth 
Dalai Lama, 

1 try to contribute what 1 can towards better harmony and understanding k tween  
different religions .... 11 is my firm belief that al1 religions aim at making people better 
human beings and that. despite philosophical differenccs, some of those fundamental, 
they al1 aim at helping humanity to find happiness. 

And in another passage tiom the same volume he declares: 

Wliilst on the subjeçt of the spread of Buddhism in the West, 1 want to say that 1 have 
noticed some tendency towards sectarianism amoiigsi new practitioners. This is 
absoliitely wrong. Religion should never become a source of conflict, a further factor 
of division within thé human community. For my own part, 1 have even, on the basis of 
my deep respect for the contribution that other faiths can makc towards human 
happiness, participated in the crremonies of other religions. 

And in a final utterance, in which His Holiness. by his choice of words, would appear. 
without actually saying so, to niake the distinction which nineteenth- and early twentieth- 
century Westerners had constantly drawn between the Tibetan people ("society") on the 
one hand and the Tibetan monastic institution on the other (see earlier in Volume 1, Chapter 
2), the Dalai Lama takes pains to distance himself from every kind of religious sectarianism, 
whether within the Tibetan Buddhist Church itself or arnong the world's religions: 

. . . Following the example of a great many Tibetan lamas both ancient and modem, I 
continue to take teachings from as many different traditions as possible. For whilst it 
is true that some schools of thought felt it  desirable for a practitioner to stay within his 
or her own tradition, people have always been fKe to do as they think fit. Furthennore. 
Tibetan society has always been highly tolerant of other people's beliefs. Not only 
was there a flourishing Moslem comniunity in Tibet, but also there were a number of 
Christian missions which were admitted without hindrance. (It needs to be pointed 
out, however, that without exception the typical pattern was, that aller an initial welcome 
by the secular. rulers of the time, a growing opposition by the Tibetan pricsthood 
ultimately forced the termination of these missions; see the next paragraph below and 
espccially its documentation-present author.] 1 am therefore firmly in Sa~or ofa liberal 
approach. Sectariaiiism is poison." 

It was no wonder. then. that Gergan Tharchin could late in life express the virw that 
"there will one day br freedoin of religion in Tihet. Beïause of the gratitude of Tibetans 
towards Christians. Christianity and Christian ekangelisin will find open doors and open 
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hearts. Christianity will spreaà, inasmuch as no restrictions will be imposed on its propagation. 
The [permissive] establishment of the Roman Catholic Church in Lhasa [long ago, and then 
abandoned,] evidences the fact that former Tibetan governments were tolerant [to a very 
large extent] towards the Christian religion.?? Actually, the pre-independence (British Indian) 
government, for the sake of its political interests, had discouraged and even prevented 
evangelistic activities in Tibet." But this is now a different age with a different set of 
circumstances which will be conducive to the spread of the Christian message and its 
attendant literature." 

Not long before the utterance of these words, which were in fact voiced but a short 
while prior to his death, Tharchin had expressed himself in similar vein as part of an article 
which he had CO-authored with David Woodward that appeared in a collection of essays 
and reports on the general theme of The Church in Asia, published in 1975. Writing in the 
third person, he made these various observations in the chapter entitled "Tibet": 

Tibetan churches today . . . are small. There are no doubt also isolated Christians in 
various places, perhaps from fi@ to one hundred . .. True to their nomadic traits, 
Tibetans can be found today al1 over India as well as in Nepal, Bhutan, and some [more 
distant] foreign countries, where there are a number of settlements for Tibetans ... 
Many of them at some time during theirjoumey have had Christian witness, especially 
in Kalimpong and Darjeeling, and many have had contact with Christians in schools 
and hospitals on the border. 

Tibetan Christians are eager to prove to their fellow Tibetans that, if anything, their 
faith in Christ has made them more ready to serve their countrymen. Tharchin has 
consulted with the Dalai Lama on educational matters. Chekub [a TEAM Mission 
evangelist] has received the commendation of the Dalai Lama for his labors with the 
sick. Phuntsok [Le., E.T. Phuntsog (d. 1973), the Ladakhi Tibetan Moravian Mission 
pastor mentioned elsewhere in the present work] has the wide respect of many Tibetans 
for his help to the colonies of Amdo refugees in Rajpur and Clementown. Thus 
increasingly the [Christian] witness to Tibetans is coming from fellow Asians and fiom 
among their own people. And there is strong hope that the tiny church, now meeting 
in quiet Bible study and prayer groups along the border, will grow steadily .... The 
prospect for Tibetan evangelism today is the brightest in history. The accessibility in 
settled communities and the relative openness of the refugee Tibetans, particularly in 
India, are resulting in conversions and the birth of tiny churches. And with possibly 
relaxed tensions between East and West, the future may see some of these rien 

Chnstians able to send in Christian literature or even to retum to their homeland to 
witness openly for Christ.*24 

* Tharchin's CO-author Woodward, a much younger man at that time than he himself was, has niore recen!l~ 
provided an update on the presence, thinking and numerical strength of Tibetan Christians existing bath inside 
and outside Tibet as ofthe early 1990s. In an article which he published in 1991 Woodward wrote the following 
passages extracted at various places from his fascinating essay on the then current situation of Tibetan 
Christians. whom he termed "a significant minority" within the Tibetan community at large: \ 

. .. the higniticance of Tibelan Christians is not in numbers. They are a lin? in the larger Tibetan 
society,  but ihey are not just numbers. They are l iving examples o f  the adventurcsome Tibetan spirit .  
The? are people with fcelings, hopes, prayers, and compassion. .  . . 

As far as  Tibetan Christians are concerned, they realize that they can be misunderstood. The result I s  
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Were Tharchin alive today he would most surely rejoice to see b t  the fint a m t i a l  neps 
in making possible these advances by the Christian Church into the Tibetnn homelmd hss 
long since occurred; namely, the generally peaceful democratic revolutions which so 
unexpectedly broke out in the Soviet Union and throughout eastern Europ as a whole 
during 1989-9 1, and the much hirther rapprochement that has occumed over the y e m  
between the United States and Comrnunist China since the initial renewal o f t i a  had haltingly 
begun in the early 1970s. Both of these developments have markedly essed the tensions 
between East and West-an outcome for which the aged Tibetan pastor had hoped md 
earnestly prayed. 

But now Rev. Tharchin would go on to make a most interesting theological assertion as 
he continued to gaze prophetically into the future of Tibet. "It h a  been pointed out." he 
reasoned, "that God neverjudges a nation unless and until He has given that land an opportunity 
of freedom. Otherwise, any nation could easily speak up that since her people had ken in 
slavery they were not free to worship the true and living God." In that case, "such a plea 
would be justifiable and the divine judgment of such a slave people would therefore be 
meaningless. Only after Tibet regains her full freedom will God judge that nation in the light 
of the gospel of Christ (Romans 2: 16)."*' 

On the then local church situation at Kalimpong the retired pastor repeated some of the 
same observations he had made before: "The Tibetan church congregation in Kalimpong is 
very small. It consists of a few families comprising a handful ofChristians. lt is truly a little 

that they tend to aim for their best behavior. They have to try harder to convince their Buddhist ncighbors 
that they are normal, productive, and unselfish citizens .... 

... Christianity did not become a religion of  Tibet until Tibetans themselves embraced it. Now the 
Tibetan Christian community, affiliated and unafiliated, whom I estimate at 2.000, is suficiently tisible 
to merit serious study. Its significance is not its size, but that it is representative of another world religion 
in the Tibetan context .... 

Now let us address ourselves to a consideration of Tibetan Christians. A study has been made of 32 who 
became converts as young people or adults. They were asked what was the length of tirne [rom when the! 
first heard of Christianity until they actually decided to become a follower of Christ. The aberage length 
of time was ten and a half years, obviously not a matter of impulsive choices. 

They were also asked, "Was there anything related 10 your Tibetan history, culture, or religion which 
heightened your interest in Christianity?" Eighteen percent listed "parallels in the sacrificial s)stern-' 
while 12% also lisied "religious docmine" and "family structure'' as the most significant factors. 

... Some Tibetan Christians have been strongly influenced to believe by the beauty and clarit! of 
Christian scriptures while others attribute their initial response IO be the result of dreams or healings or 
other inanifestations of poicer from a Christian source .... The climate of our age has mo\ed towards a 
scientific examination of the sarieties of religious experience. strange as some of them ma!. appear. I f  
would br a mistake to limit ourselves in philosophical questions or io assume that Christianity in Tibet is 
simply a "teaching" rather than a dynamic "practice" which in its o\vn way addresses life's major crises. 

... How much religious faith has been tested in the past 40 ycars and how effective it has proved! Afier 
the years of silence 1 was to discover eight different places in eastern Tibet where Tibetan Christians licc 
today. 'They are also in Lhasa .... 

Woodward, "Examining a Sigiiificant Minority: Tibetan Christians." TJ(Winter 1991):59.62,66.67-8. 
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flock. Some shortsighted persons have thought of destroying the existence and identity of 
this small church by amalgamating it with the local Nepali church.?%ese so-called leaders 
presume that Tibet is finished and that it will not be possible to evangelize i t  anymore. I 
strongly believe that in the future as at present the Tibetan congregation will, at al1 costs, 
resist the attempts which have as their intent to nuIli@ the cultural motif and congregational 
wishes of the Tibetan church. Moreover, the nearness of Kalimpong to the neighboring 
areas ofTibet, Sikkim and Bhiitan make it even more necessary to maintain the identity; and 
in fact this has been the farsighted vision of many saints who love these ethnic groups." 

As to the future evangelization of the Land of Snows and its Tibetan people everywhere, 
it might be well to take notice here of what Rev. Tharchin's son Sherab Gyamtsho said in an 
address to a large international assembly of Christian workers on behalf of his absent father. 
In 1974 the well-known ,A~nerican evangelist, the Rev. Dr. William (Billy) Graham, and 
others of like inind, asseinbled thousands of evangelists from 150 nations for the Lausanne 
Congress on World Evangelization held at Lausanne, Switzerland. This international gathering 
produced what came to be known as the Lausanne Covenant which provided a banner and 
umbrella under which evangelicals could work together in spreading the Christian message 
throughout the earth. While there, many of those present were given an opportunity to 
address the assembled delegates. Rev. Tharchin had been invited to attend the gathering 
and to speak, but because of his age and failing health he himself could not be there to 
deliver the address he had been prepared to give. Iiistead, he sent his son in his place to 
deliver it for him. On behalf of his ailing father, therefore, the younger Tharchin spoke 
before the assembled Congress on 17 July 1974. 

In the address he noted that thoiigh the occupied land ofTibet "is closed to the proclamation 
of the gospel of Jesus Christ, we still believe and pray with hope that God in His good and 
great Providence shall liberate this land so that the doors will be open for the entrance of the 
Christian gospel." There is a prayer group, he went on, called the Christian Prayer Fellowshi~ 
for the Tibetans in India. For these many years the members of this group have been 
praying for Tibetans "that they might be brought to the knowledge of the true and living 
Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ." Continuing to speak from his father's prepared address, 
S. G. Tharchin requested prayer "so that when the opportunity cornes, both the national and 
refugee Christians may be willing and prepared for service in taking the inessage of the 
Cross al1 across the Himalayas to the heart of the closed land of Tibet." Ultimately, he 
concluded, "with this hope alone in view, we are preserving Our Tibetan culture. IanguaEe 
and literature, and we want to claim Tihet,fir Christ."?' 

As if to underscore and ampli@ upon what his son had declared on his behalf at Lausanné, 
the elder statesman of the Tibetan Christian Church as a whole had this to Say later concemi% 
recent developments then occurring among the displaced Tibetans living in India: 
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Many of God's people are burdened for the evangelization ofTibet. M a y  &&y are 
taking the gospel to the Tibetan refùgees in different places in India Young men are 
being prepared and trained to enter their homeland to preach about the Lord Jesus 
Christ when the door llinally] opms. The Bible Society of India his bem kcmly 
burdened for Tibetans. They are printing tracts and portions of the Bible for thtm. 
Moreover, some Tibetan . . . Christians have long since prepared themsclves in Tibetan 
translation work; for example, one is  Daniel Sechung, a Tibetan refugee convut. Ataotmcr 
Tibetan young man, who studied and graduated frorn college as a result of Rev. T. J. 
Pratten's helpful and encouraging ministry in Pedong and Kalirnpong, has gonc to 
Siinla to help in the area of Christian literature. 

Then, too, Gergan Tharchin himself, along with his youthful assistant Peter Rapgey, became 
involved in writing, revising. correcting and translating a great amount ofChristian matenals 
tliat proved to be quite suitable for radio gospel programs.'"A strong living Tibetan Christian 
Church that would c a r 7  on with the responsibility of bearing the torch of the gospel of 
Christ to Tibetans everywhere, but especially to those in the Closed Land of Snows, was the 
constant hope and prayer of Rev. Tharchin to his very last heur.* 

By way of conclusion, the ever hopeful, optimistic, lowly man from Poo gave his prophetic 
summation to the whole matter: "Al1 these indications point" to the belief "that in God's good 

* From the Christian perspective it would appear there has recently been a Heavenly response to the prayers 
of this Tibetan pastor, as well as to lhose ot'others concerned with the spread of the Christian gospel among 
peoples affected directly by the Tibetan religious culture. For there is tangible evidence today of reneued and 
successful evangelistic efforts among Tibetans in both Nepal and India, as well as within the as yet for the most 
part Closed Land of Tibet herself. The reader is directed back to what was reponed in the latter part of Ch. 28 
as having begun to occur in these very areas during the opening decade of the 2 1" centun. The same is currentl? 
true with respect to the lndian frontier area immediately adjacent to, and even inside of. the generally clo.sed 
Tibetan-speaking country of Bhutan; see again the concluding page of Ch. 13, Vol. Il. 

But there has been another interesting development in the religious situation in Tibet which rnost likel? has 
a rnalicious political dimension to it. For the longest time. ofcourse, Beijing has pursued a relentless opposition 
to the current Dalai Lama and greatly persecutes those inside Tibet who exhibit any semblance of loyalty and! 
or revereiice towards His Holiness, classing such adherrnts of the Dalai Lama as nothing more than "a splittist 
clique" of malcontents who seek to divide the Chinese people and lead them away frorn the Communist ideal 
o f a  unified great socialist motherland. 

Apparently utilizing any and every means at hand to defeat this "divisive clique." the Chinese, it would 
appear, are no1 above compromisiiig their principles and laus if such furthers Beijing's attempts to eliminate 
the Dalai Lama's followers inside the World's Roof. Commenting on how Communist China has suppoxdly 
viewed "al1 religions to be the opiate of the masses" and that one should therefore expect Beijing to enforce 
Chinese law against every kind of missionary activity wherever found within the motherland. an article 
appearing in the Tiheton Rciiew during 1997 went on to cite recent report. which intimated thai Chinese 
authorities in Tibet had been "conniving with the activities of Christian missionaries" on university campuses 
inside the Snowy Land. The substance of these reports. if true. would thus seern to imply that "the battle for 
a Christian Tibet will not have a Chiiiese obstruction to contend with" so long as such a battle between 
Buddliisim and Christianity "holds the potential to wean Tibetans away frorn the Dalai Larna." See "Chinese 
Bibles for llliterate Tibetan Buddhist h.lonks?" TR (Mar. 1997): 1 S. 
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time Tibet will enjoy true political freedom under His Holiness the Dalai This will 
provide opportunities for the proclamation of the kingdom of God in the hearts of men. The 
kingdom of God is not of this world. It is a spiritual kingdom. It is to be birthed within man. 

"The thought has continually come to me of how the Germans, the Swiss and other 
people once tumed to Christianity; so, it can also happen to my people. 1 see a glorious 
picture before my eyes: the Fourteenth Dalai Lama-if not he, perhaps his successor- 
bends his knee before the true High Priest, Jesus, and takes his whole people with him in 
this [act of] homage. 1 pray for this. The door to Tibet in the past [had for the most part 
been] closed to the only Saviour. There was, however, success for Him in that during the 
last one hundred years or so, a few Tibetans along the border regions were won to His 
service. Now, hundreds and perhaps thousands more have come to Him in the exodus that 
has been scattered to many countries. Can it be that al1 [other Tibetans] will still be able to 
resist Jesus,. . . the true  GO^?^' 

"This is a great task, an impossible task, and therefore we see that only God can achieve 
its fulfillment; for what is impossible with man is most certainly possible with God, even as 
the Christian Scriptures have ~ a i d . " ~ '  In conclusion, declared the aged Tibetan pastor in his 
end-of-life "memoirs," and now quoting from the very last book of the Christian New 
Testament: 

". . . Behold, 1 have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it . . ." (Revelation 3 9 )  
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was subsequently converted into a large portrait of sorts (as shown above, bw aedacad in sizef and reproducad 
in 5000 copies as requested by Gergan Tharchi, with the t i d y  asisraace af T w m g  Sb+ who happead 
to be traveling to Calcutta w h  he had had these copies made for the ~ ' i S b e € a n .  V i s h g  the Tibetaa 
capital with Sir Basil Gould in F&. 1940 on tbe occmim of the W b  of the a e t ~  Dalai Lama. GT had 
su~cessfuliy sold nclvly al1 &eee ''portraits" to many of Lhasa's citizess snd to m%ay of the visitors who hid 
flocked to the 1ïiretan capital and fur. As a remit, thbst, ' i l m d h - w  -" bccame t 
topic of conversatien nmong the Lbsrirui populace, mpcciaily becmm d w b t  b d  thGa happcncd inside 
Tibetan Buddhim's bliest site, the JO-khaw Caùiedrat. For upon aatpiing L p c i ~ ~ b s  o~;e again for Itie 
first time during this visit to Lhasa, the CtYistiao Babu wa$ utt&y aasrtoa bt gplarsed bsyond m m  t~ 
discover that hundreds of these same "portrait-photos,'hhich aaturally dmmd E b  €%&4ian Scnptwr OR*E 
cards resting on the young Buddhist Dahi Lama's Irrp. h d  ben pliccrl oie (ù1 ddrv afthc #nanemus h g c s  of: 
the Buddha housed ~ ~ l u & n g  the prinless Jorn Rimpodit itsdf! fttd (frt Itiogdom of God kgua to 
make entrance into the bat Cl& ;Land at last, the ever--id Cririirtien 4~~@b€ d withSa lthnsem 
He fervently prayed SQ, more earnestly thm ever. 





01 I ~ ~ ~ C L L I I ~ L L J  LII 115 fic_i~il pr1gc L U \  CIGS ~1 h e  event and related background stories. 
A d%Ikm@x of opinion was exgressed later between the Chinese delegation, led at the Tibetim capital by 

General Wu Chiuig-h~ia (shom on Plate-page hl, and the British delegation headed by Basil llatcr Sir Basil) 1. 
Gould. The latter is shown in thc grow photo that was taken immediateiy a f k  the ddegation's receptioa on 23 
Feb. by the n t r  Ddai Lama at whic! Gould. through the hands of tbe young Rien-King's atMding Lad 
Chamberlain. had had placed round the British official's neck the lengthy white kata. Several highly-?la& 
Tibetans who had witnessed the days-long ceremony left the distinct impression with the American vis- m 
Lhasa in 1949, Lowell Thomas, Jt, that Wu had played a mle and feceived atîention in no way diffcimt from ai1 
the other foreign representatives. Added the Arnericaa tniveler and author, 'The British envoy's position in the 
ceremony was lit least equal to that of the Chinese representative." 

One consequace for the Dalai Lama's parents (see family photo) resuiting from the elevation of dieir son 
Lhamo Dhondrub to be Tibet's new Priest-King was the bestowal upon the mer, Chdryong Taring (19Oû-47). 
of the title of Gung or Duke by Tibeîan authorities just @or to the Enthronemeat, whicb also entirled him to wesr 
the clothcs appropriate to that titled rank. And his rnother ever aftcrwards would be addressed as the Gyayum 
Chenmo, the Great Distinguished Mother of Tibet, a mle she filled with distinction. In the same photo of the Dalai 
Lama's family displayed here (and taken in 1940) can also be seen two of the Boy-Ruler's older brotb- Gy& 
Dhondup (left) and Lobsang Samden. Al1 four fmily members were of course hm& guests in atmdance et the 
Installation of îheir younger relative, who bestowed blessings upon rhem with both hands during the augrist 
Sitringasol ceremony. On the other hand, the new Dalai Lama's eldest bmîher, Thubten figrne Noit>u. wSlo. d l  
he much later would mounce his vows, was known as Tengtser flaktset) Runpodie (lown in photo wibi pealtad 
hat and dressed in his religious gannents), was left behind back ia Amdo to w u e  his ob-O- a8 a 
recognized incarnate Lana. Ht and Gyalo would play pmminent-and at times c ~ 1 t r o w i ~ 1 6 8  in 
Tibetan exile-govanment's pditical a m t s  in the decades which hy ehead. 











speclal pariod in &e 
life md work of the 
Andowa, Geûusi 
Chophel (1903- 
51): Par left phota 
shows the Amdo- 
born Geshe Sherab 
Gy amtsbo beinp 

by Bunira's Mme Mnister U Nu in the early 1960s. Several decades earlier, however, he had been tb9 
&î%âmW =cher In Lhasa at that time. was vesy close to the Great Thirteenth Dalai Lama and, between 1929 a d  

v$aI sht petsonai guru of hiai felIow Arndowa, Gedun Chophel, the now-legendary Tibetan rnonk-scholw wrha 
b &e fatter year mentioned uneqectedly came down to India for what proved to be a quite lengthy period (see 

ato, a n t a  figrire, shming hirn as he looked shorrly after his arriva1 there.) The next photo (belaw 
Uis m e  responsibie for Gedun's surprising relocation: Pandit Rahul Sankrityayana (1893-1963), the 
un linpiat, Buddhist schoh, and staunch Comunist. For in 1934 the Pandit had traveled to Lhasa' 

Tii@%l meet Gs.&n at Gashe Sherab's Mvate quarters within Drepung Monastery, and on the spot had invited the 
Arndowa to &&wl with h h  and ~ssis t  in semhing out additional manuscripts in the Tibetan monasteries 

!$ fb Pandit's jbumy inOo Tibet and Nepal and on future forays into the Snowy Land. Readily ngreeing 
@Y*- !h&dQfKjWd$ hinv9t&tinn, Oeâun Chophel would not return to Lhasa till some twelve y m s  later. 
h L  But Sankrityayana had made an earlier research trip to Lhasa iU 

1113-30, at which time he made the acquaintance of onother future monk- 
schular, a Buriat Mangolian Lama by the name of Chodak (see next platu 
page at (d) illustration). This Lama, who would lawr achieve the degree of 
geshe, wuuld likewise be invited to accompany the Pandit back to India, 
whtre at Kalhnpong he would acquaint himself with Oergan Tharchin and 
eevw&l years rrfterwards wmld strike up a close friendship there as weU witb 
Gsdua Chophel, In time, however, Geshe Chodak would be dubbed the "Bad .- Mongoiim Lama" by Thamhin himwlf bacause of his l e s ~  than sterling 

r conduct. Among other things, he woilld allege that the Geshe and aa 
accomplice from Kalimpong wem guilajr of publishing at New Delhi in the 
latter 1960s a pirated edition of Tharchin's very popular English-Ttbetam- 
Hindi Pocket D i C t i o ~ t y  (Kalimpong: Tibet Mimrr Press, 1965). Yet despita ,' 

t his perceived character flaws, the Geshe devoted some thirteen years in 
c oomposing and ultimataly publishing at Lhasa in 1949 a now well-known 

. - - 7 and highly touted Tibetan-Tibetan orthographical dictionary (see at (e) 
bam&n), The Babu would noaettieless allege that this dictionary's format, plan and design had been p ~ r l a h d  
b Ms own Tibetan-Tibetan dictibnary during the Lama's initiai lengthy stay at Kalimpong dtirhg the ervly 
W b  and while in the employ of Tharchin. Indeed, Geshe Chodak had failed to give any credit to Th~fchin, 
Q%W B period of aeveral years had introduced him to. and instnicted him in, the ways of a modern dictionaty. 

Meanwhile, one of the alluded-to subsequent forays into Tibet by Sankrityayana and Gedun Cbophd 
~ ~ P i m d  in 1938, when thcse two travbled together on a six-month expedition into southeni Tibet, accompanieil 
In/ two other individuals, both shown in the upper right photo on the next Plate page and flanking the local TibetPri 
~hkdwin (center figure): next to Oedun Chophel (who appears at extreme left) is Fani Mukherjee, the expeditiOnks 
photographer, and Kanwal Krishna (second from right), an fndian artist of some note, whose painting of 
( a d l e  right illustration) was executed in late Septernber while the expedition was at the famed monastic town of 
&a. In the two lower illustratione, on the other hand. cm be seen reproductions of two of many line drawings b f  
the Amdowa scholar-artist himself, these two found in his 1938 sketchbook. And in the upper left photo on the 
8hhd plate page can be seen Gedun'i vivid depiction of the saintly poet laureate of Tibet, Milarespa. 

On this same plate'page three of this montage is shown one of several scholarly articles in Tibetan whicb 
Gedun Chophel contributed over the years to Babu Tharchin's Rbsi Mirror, the consequence of which was 
îmher enhancement of the Babu's paper as not only a journaiistic outlet for news but also a literary venue for the 
appearance of 8cholarly material of better-than-average quality. 

During his 1 1-year absence from the Tibetan capital Gedun Chophel would meet and collaborate net 0. 
with Pandit Rahul bat also with another rising non-Tibetan scholar in Tibetology: the brilliant Russian linguisfi 
Worge Roerich (sec Pl. 8). lt was most unfortunate, however, that in Roerich's two-volume tome. The Blue Annala 
(Calcutta, 1949. 1953). this Tibetologist saw fit to give but the most meager recognition of Gedun ChophelVs 
hdp-only a brief one-sentence reference to him in the Introduction. Whereas, in actuality. the Tibetan mon& 
echdar had rendered to the Russian invaluable and quite substantial assistance in translating this most difficnlt 
8(ici*~t Tibetan religious rt.catise. Indeed, in the opinion of many writers on the Amdo-Tibetan, Gedun Cho~hel 
&ouid have been designated this preseigious publication's CO-author-not Roench alone. .d 
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ovenütally bmght €egeriiei scientisrs and scholars h m  vari* 
lands to colled spcirnens and coodact refiewcâ and mdy fa  e 
~ ~ W ~ o f s c i e o t i f ~ ~  mdculhrraa fieldsofkqdry. It wasfraEa&p 
~ ~ ~ h i t e t h a t m ~ , a s D i n ; a o r , a a d a m t ~ b n t i i a n t i ~  
monk-scbolar W u n  Chophel (see previoua Pletc gages) woujiYl 
COU- on î k  &~ue~.Tbeappezl&phQtoofGawlgo@ 

horseback, dated 1933. was most likely talcen in Kulu. 
With the death of Nicholas at Naggar in Dec. 1947, Mrs. hcricb aad gun Gaorge d& && rai- 

t~ Kalimpong. Having carried on a îrequent correspondence wi& Gaigan ~~ - the G Q ~  - 
of his residence in Kulu. George Roerich, a few y e m  pffor to his f ~ k k  de& hed mqwrteâ Tkambin to n m ~ $ ~  
for and obtain for mother and son what turned out to be rented quarttrr f k a  Major Oeorge Sheniff at the 
former Kalimpong home called "Crookety" where George Roerich could conth~lt! to c q  on his n ~ e a ~ c l r  4 

wriring eirc one of tbe tmsmùhg TZZntolbgiats 9 sll &m. 
hdeed, for rhe next 10 years &qcB hEs itiorher, 9od waiE 
oïxasionally on vidt, SWatmba~, w d d  mide at ChoWy; 
Not titi 1957 wouid R w k b  Bcpart tbe hall d m .  now 6b 
establish his residence at th W i i s s i u i  capMiof MOMX~& 
Here he pursuad his deotifis aad liaguistic reseairh 
at the InsWbr of ~~ Siudies of the USSR AC-y 
of Sciences, wtiwe ite bdcame a Profam iLnd Chai- af 
the Culture and Bhilosophy Sactor of its Department d 
india, Palrisua, C e y h  and hk@. He wauld die of a heiut 
attack at Mosww en 21 May 1960. rhe other phoîo sf 
hunshownhenùaving~oalcenshordybcforrhisdGPtlt 

It was whüe sril1 rcrsiidiag at CmActy. i- 
that Roerich's mahw Hejtaa f 187 9- 1955) would 

away. Though till her death she rernained a nominal Christian, hcr g e o u h  djgim~ intuesis l q  elsewhertiae 
both Buddhism and the occult. In fact. one of her published works wa8 F ~ i o n s  ofahrddliim (New Yoidt, 
1930); and in keeping with her religious intuests. her remaine were laid to N% f@re&nt to the i n d  
established Tibetan monastery in Kalimpong, the Zhang Dog Phelri mdrmg (a CD~W phom of it 
here). 

Said former long-time Kalimpong resident, Gyan fyoti, of -&: "He wris a sctdar aod 1 
@m. Over a 6- or 7-year pUi& 1 got to know him 9 wdl. RO&Ch W a  d & W y  B u ~ ~ - ~ c ~ ~ ~  if @# 

b&&g a Buddhist outnght." Purlhamare, in m&a$ M in-*~g c o w s ~  - 8 ~ n  b a r i ~ l i  stod aaotk-f dqti, 
f&nd of Jyoti's, the latter oiwrved: "George Ruerich was m m  i m M  in hddbiam tba  in ~~r ls t4 i iu t )k  
Mii~uc-but in me oppsite gemt-to .6aam Tbmhia's &kg wow W ia W ~ a i t y  vhea BsrSIM( 
m65~ tWG--hingh Oj@Xdkt $!k!l&blI# i - a  A- @0d f t b i d ~ . ~  



Pl. 9a-j This is a photo mo ;e O 

Khampa Tibetan revolutionary Phuntsog 
Wangyal, bom 1922 (aka: Phunwang), one 
of the very first ever Tibetan Communists, 
who would go on to become the top Ti- 
betan cadre within the Chinese Commu- 
nist Party (CCP) hierarchy at Beijing/ 
Lhasa. Here shown are individuals and 
scenes from his extraordinary life and 
times, chronologically arranged and spread 
river two plate pages. 

First, the upper left photo of 
Phunwang, age 18, taken in Chungking, 
China, 1940, when already a member for 

I several years of the CCP and having 
founded, with his friends there in 1939, 
the Tibetan Communist Party. 

The second photogaph (upper 
middle) shows Surkhang Shape, the young 
Kashag minister (among four such rninis- 
ters comprising the Regent 's/Dalai Lama's 
Cabinet of advisers) at Lhasa during the 
1940s and '50s. It was he whom 
Phunwang and one of his fellow compa- 
triots personally urged at numerous times 
to institute ureent refoms for the coun- a 

try, but such urgings ultimately fell on 
deaf ears. They therefore tumed else- 
where for help. 

Third (above). Phunwang and fel- 
low Khampa, Ngawang Kalsang (b. 1913), 
his close Tibetan friend from childhood 
and now fellow Communist, shown hem 

I with Gergan Tharchin at the latter's 
Kaiimpong home in mid- 1944, where they 
sought the Babu's assistance in soliciting 
British Indian support for their revolu- 
tionary activities in East Tibet againstpe 
Chinese Nationalists. 

In particular, these insurrect' 
ary activities were being waged ag 



&e fosces of the two m m  fkb- 'v- 
andpowedu? provwal w ~ ~ i a ~ t -  *" 
em China, Mapufang a d  !A W W  . . 
(sbown in the fourdi and the fifth photo% p. .. 
(naid& left and right), hoth of theni Na- -. - &- :,: 
~ ~ s t - a p p o i n t s d  Govmolp8, mpec- 
fively. af W g h a i  hvince  (whosc: ter- 

A 
fitory included part of OfwSbet) and 
S&um Province (th& indued a b g e  
ponion of Kham-Tibet). 

In the sixth photo esn tKi seen the 
vroay first contingent of Conmuaiût Chi- 
mse troops entering Lhasa, whom 
I%u~wrng w a  tapped by Beijing to guide 
isba the Tibetan capital on 9 Sept. 195 1, 
&ID fillfïiiing his *tic prsmise made 
to GT seven years earlier rhat "if the Ti- 

&e Chifiese Amy b Tibet." 

L 
beuui govemment does not 'iistm [to my wminga: to 
reform the country b e h  it's to0 late], I shall bring 

The seventh photo (rtt tq of this plate page) 
shows CCP Chahmm Mao Tse-wlg and other key 
dfi~ials of China's ~~ fgov-1 officiaiiy meet- 
h g  with the Dalai and Panchen lamas, Beijing, 1584. 
widi Phunwang (at the photo's extceme right) swing 
as chief iriteqreteq at most fhnctims, public and pri- 
vate, Md during that en& btween one or the 
0 t h ~  of Tibet's two Hi@ LamPis and Chinese leaders, 
including Mao. in the photo, fnmi lefi, ane: MO- 
Smden (one of the Ddai L a m ' s  brdhesa), Liu Ckphg, 
Li W i  Deng Xiaoping, Liu Shaoqi, die Deliri Lama, 
Mao, the Panchen Lama, Chou En-lai, Chmg ChUlg- 
wu, Xi Zhongxun, Fan Ming, Nslclgnuigong T&UM (a 
W n g  officiai of the Panchen Lama), Wang h g ,  and 
Phmwang. 

In the eightb photo can be seen ùie Dalaa lama 
(second from left), at Chengdu in S & w  a0- 
on his rem joumey to Lhasa ûnm Beijing in 1955, 
where he is met again by Chou En-lai and ~ ) S O  Çhan 
Yi, both standing to the right af His Hdinesa, with thP; 
ubiquitous Phuntsog Wangyal at far right a d  
Szechuan's Communist Ciovemot Li D a z b q  nt ftw 
left. 

After 1958 Phunwming's f.0muies w d d  W 
sour in the extreme. Having nonetheless suMd h- 
ehcribable torture and solitary confinement in W 
most infmous Beijing prison for 18 y~~ 
h n  incarceratcd there on tnimped-up chargGs by W 
Chinese Communist cornrades-miunwang was is 
rimg futly rehabilitated and dowed to live in a 5- 
bedmorn apartment in Beijing's eliîe Muxidi &&id 
(the ninth photo shows him seated at his desk fit qp 
74 h 1996). 

The tenth and final photo of this ~ O P I . ~  

m a l s  a happy Phunwang at age 80, rdcen at Cieve- 
land OH USA in 24302, to where he had gone to moonsuft 
wi& the editers ofks plitical memoirs, puWWP?h 
aw. 



Pl. 10a-e During the 1930s, '40s and '50s 
the three Political Officers Sikkim handling Tibetan 
matters for British India andlor later for Independent 
India are pictured at top, left to right: Sir Basil J. 
Gould, who retired Aug. 1945; Arthur J. Hopkinsoa 
who succeeded Sir Basil and who retired Aug. 1948, 
a year following the transfer of power from British 
to Independent India, the latter having requested 
he rem& in this post for that length of time but 

~I@W ta sewe the Republic of India; and Harish Dayal, an Indian, who succeeded Hopkinson and 
*da* ffrom the post in.1953. The careers of these three Political Officers, along with that of the 

of the British (;uid latterly Independent Indian) Mission at Lhasa, Hugh E. Richardson (shown 
in llftifm at Dekyi Lingk8, Lhasa), intersected significantly with the life of Gergan Tharchin ddng  
@@ Wde~ hdctlbd. H~phson ,  Richardson would be asked by Independent India to stay on 
W W o f ~ w  the IndiamMir~~sdori at the Tibetan capital, he indeed remaining at that post till Sept. 

dtrsf which he mtbdfrom the Wan Civil Service that same year and returned to Britain in 
~ 1 ~ 1 .  
i ' - L i b  steverai of his predecessors, Political Ufficer Dayal took an active interest in GT's 
/W@fX', mc0tPî~ng th infIuuitial role it played in the socio-political and econornic life of the 

nation. In the 1W photo above, e.g., the Indo-Tibetan editor is seen showing Dayal some of 
n@W~papr's press work whik the Political Officer was on a visit to the 'ITbet Mirror office on 

@-TK&< -.2< ! :. ' " one oocasion. 



PL 11 n e  &&&y lGwh&mga s d t ,  die wddk W d  highwt (2a,156'), hi on a& 
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togeam wttb bis acquisition af aece~oary toola aad addithmal 
equipment, it could be said chat Babw Tbarchin now 
possesrcd a modern printifhg jmss. 

T h e a e x t s t e p w j o m ~ T ~ a r r W o t a  
This GT accomplished throirgb soaic tirud bargainieg wkh r 
press fim in Caicuttn, agrin w'kb tBe agmcment of the Britid 
who aurhorized tiim to purehase the Tibetur-type m . t n a s  

w&h had been created a haif centyry eealier to print the monumental tome of fera& lndlan cxplonr d RndlD 
tirJr b British, Satat C. Das (next photo): his ïlüeran-Englislr Dicn'owry w M  Smskrit Synonpms (CaLcattl, 
1902). - Eveuuially, GT W d  9iruo aogniine, by gift 5mm the fa@an&âe T b t ~ h l i s t  W u  InabP lsae pseviaris Pb&) 
a ~ ~ g ~ , a h a w n f a t 8 e ~ ~ . M i o t b e p u p ~ d i q l a + h u e c p n & ~ i B c a c w ~  
@&%& his aibd p u  ~ u r  3 H  &ra ia Calcutt~ in 1948 s î m k g  in front of Tris Sta&mm ne- 

&&-- ms +metao cd ig@Mr fw a yQ= ~t9m-601. DN.llt-ml- 

~ & & d a y D y m b a t o f a w d l ~ d h o l i d r y .  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e s o f h i s o l r m f â e R m i s ~ t v e r o f b ~ ~  

hl. f,SUuoB on 22 Maieh 1% ibir lUf&W 

ta bc a d y  four dsMdts af the Ti- M W ' s  Ill=- 
T#yoRalw Bbiplicrtw; the ~#canB. Segt waog atirlrogrrpiia 

" ' I  - < 
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JOB AND BOOK PRINTLR. EINDER. LITHOQRAPHCR IN  ANY LANOUAQt. 
PUBLiSHER OF THE TfBETAN NSWSPAPER. SCHOOL BOOKS IN TIBLTAN 

AND UNQUAOR BOOK ETC. 

(Solo Prop. THARCHIX) 

KALIMPOIO. P. O. (Wat. B9ng81). 
Rly. Station Kelimpong Ropway. 

The Tibet Mirror Press. 

TIBET MIRROR PRESS. KALlMPONG P. O. 

hi8 new mode@ 
Press office'a 
s t a t i o n e r y  
Ietterhead design; 
and a major 
milestone achievd 
with the issuance of 
the Tibet Mirror's 
Silver Jubilee 
number, whose 
many pages were 
filled with 
encomiums from 
n u m e r o u f i  
influential people 
lauding GT's greltt 
achievement, $ i d g  

:tan people and natim 
of publication. 



MR. 'IWARCHlP& 
861bwar*F Ik tum,  

~aguerti ths phM8uia op 

R LV.P.vo 
@'CYP" UY-"HIOI Cm".. 

of his printing 
p r e s s  
o p e r a t i o n s  
would serve as 

of the new Tibet 
Mirror Press. 

TMP's inauguration, in fact, was formally celebrated at a very special fundion held just outside the 
Press building and along both sides of Rishi Road. And to this special event the justifiably proud 
and joyous Babu Tharchin had invited many individuds: hi@ govemrnent officiais, numemus 
Tibetans, and prominent local and District citizens. 

The invitation car& sent out (see upper left) gave al1 the particulus, espsially the word th: 
the Political Off~cer in Sikkim, Mr. Arthur J. Hopkinson, would be the fe;trtued speaker. GT is himself 
shown in the upper right photo addressing the numemus attendees who had gathered on 22 March 
1948, the very day on which the fist issue of the Ebet M i m r  izad rolled off the new Treadle printing 
press. And in the panoramic photograph can be seen the Pofitiwl CHGcer speaking before the 
assernbled crowd of listeners as he briefly traced the development of the Press fmm the earliest days 
of its history right up to the present moment. He concluded his ~miuks with the observation that 
"the Tibetan Newspaper is very vitai and irnpomnt to the Tibetan people." 

Afterwards, many attending dignitaries, including Hopkinson, were ma& to refreshments 
provided through the courtesy of the then retired Tibet Liaison Offi= (see bottom photo, most 
likely taken by GT himself). Thus ended this eventful day in the publishing career of Gergan Tharchin 
after so many years of trial, difficulty and challenge. Y--r . .. 
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Its Distribution Route Is By Mule 

Y a s  the -name is p r6 t ed  in ~ n g .  
lish, in 1925, enlisting the gooc' 
offices of the  la:-. Dr. Graham 
(founder of tlie Kalirnpone 
Hornes) who lent hirn a Ronec 
duplicator. Lster - in Septern. 
bzr, 1928-a litho handpress wa: 
installed. and since March, 1947, 
a hand-setting letterprex, which 
is oPYated by his lama Profes- 
sional writer Sonam Tshewang. 
It is a rnonthly but, as  the editor 
explained wlth choerful candeur. 
"1 sgrnetimes have to make it a 
onCe two-monthl~." 

A copy of 1 he Februnry /March 
issue whic1.i 1 exarnined showed 
the paper to be well printed in 
th: curious Tlbetnn script, with 
pienty of block photos of the 

or Pandit Nehru Pi'esident Truman 
meetings. ln USA a?d with a 
two-colotir photo of India's npw 

1 met  Mr. Tharchln. ~ 5 , ? ~ y z . ~ .   il^ M.,] qq+ Pvaldrnt .  Rajrtidi'a Prasad. on 
n his simple edltorial v the front. p'igr On pag? 7 w ~ s  

to  the  rear of hls ~ 1 ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ' q . ~ f j 4 ~ .  Werd Rice a pnracrranh r~1:itiny to the trip 
press a l  10th Mile. he  - of two Fleet S lvr~t  n"wcnien. 

~ * i ' q ' ~ c - ~ r .  de il^ Exp- @& W;ird Pi.jce. of l h ~  Daily Moil.  

Tq.w.fj.F;i.~.4q.w sidnep and Sydnrv Siiiitli. of the Dni lu  
Y -  y E ~ p r e s s .  to Yntiiti?. in Tibetan. 

Smith ~ ~ q . ~ ~ 9 ~ . q S ~ q ~ ~ q ~ ~ ~ ~ .  the  Enqllsh nainps standing out 
t he  l ï be t an  capital in the rnjdst of the script.. 

4 5 ' ~ ~ ' " 4 N . q q  4.qpk.fi. --- 
Q'W F9.*~q:~q~vT~~.@pTp 

w7.45.n, ~ 7 . ~ . y G  ?.%. %, Classifirtl Jo~irnal  
- - 

Exlract from-" Tibetan Mirror." Raisrs I'ricr 

Con:m*nrinl: willi tiir .Ilin*' 
: s ~ ~ I ~ \ ,  ~ I I P  1 ,  ( 1 1  1 1 ~  fX-y~ar-o!d 
~ f l l p s  (111d I Y ~ ~ P ~ I .  n c l i ~ ~ ~ r l i t r ~  is to 

'Ulster Farmer ' I>P i.nisrd t n  i i ~ i ~ i ~ i i ~ ~ r i r i  IX" rOll!. 
and 1 l lc  yi*:ii 1;. , i l l ~ ~ ~ ' r l p ~ i ~ 1 1  1 "  
1 ' 1 ~  G r !  'l.l,,. ! j , , l ) , , l  c:ll'rll'.5 8 

Jii bilecl 

Pl. 16 Babu Tharchin inust have been surprised but pleased to rcceive for an intciview one day the 
correspondent in lndia for Rritain's widely-circulated WorldS Prc~.v.r Np\t<.s  ancl to h;ivc Inter learned a 

rnost charrning article favorable to  his T i h ~ /  Mirror  newspaper had subseqiieritly ;ippeared in the London 
weekly. The article was publislied just a few inonths prior io the celebration of  thc Mirtvt.:~ Silver Juhilee 
anniversary. and must have added Iiistre [O an aireacly auspicious coinsicnccniciit of yct ;riiother pniod Of 

newspaper publishing. As it turned oiit. howrver. it would he an Iiorrific prriod ~f ieii yc;irs aiiil iiiorr f i i l l  of 
adverse iiews in the extreme for his beloved ethnie countrynien withiii the Gie;i[ Closcd 1-aiid. which bis 
Tibetan Newspaper. unfortunaiely, would have to chrciiiicle. The dale ol.March 1917 in ilic nriiclc. iiicidciliall~. 
should have read March 1948. 



- -- 
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By G. THARCHIN 

mvmm. 
R u W  lrau ru M I -  

"uuaahl- wmtu.l Pm Of ud 
W U  l h c  rp ln tud  bead nnd Empmr d a m a .  but Iiu. ial 

O w  of me Emœmr. ~ c u > r d m ~  one .mme ml honi P. Onp d 
10 the m l l r ~ o w  poil of .iov. .ne wanu. dlvhdy  i.l.eud hep tbi 
mU.d UC~IOCZ h l i  Ille c v u i  lo Calda> Ru*." 
W h  01 wmlth Ior the OU& n.1 
W U  the R U o n  why the WU ln. 
d*mnlty of TIhct w u  p i ~ d  bg me 
ChLn- OuvernnienL Whpn thc 
b r r r n i  or ChIn. w u  d e a m n a  

Ambv i  and hla aoldlcn poad 
hY Ih- w c n  r n l  b.ch 10 ih. 
TlbeLin OorernmenL mncs tbcn 
Uic C h i n a  had no u>nnerllon. .vrn 
lrom the mlU lmu min t  of v i a  

PI. 17 The Indo-Tibetan newspaper editor up in Kaliinpong had by 19.50. and perhaps much eul ier ,  
becorne known \vell enoiigh io India's own newspaper editoi-s for them to have agreed Io ~ u b l i s h  in their papers 
now and theil article'; »f timely interest by the Bahu. Above. e.p.. is oiie he wrote for Tlle Hindusrl~an Standard. 
one of CalcuttaTs better-known dailies. Recopnired as an authority on Tibeian his tov and culture by this time. 
GT couid bc assurcd of an ever-widening audience for his writinps. And frequently he would use thesearticles, 
] iLe  ,hc oilc heie. to convey to non-Tihetaiis the case for w.I i j  Tibct should be considered a free and independent 
ilation. Ile,,er lO be \,ieweci-as was brco1ning iiicreasingly fashicinable ~ ' i i h i n  the internatioilal c o m m u n i t ~  in 
1 9 s 0 - ~ ~  a lantl undri. the sureraiiiiy. if not the sovereigiity. «f China. 11 is unfoflunate. though. that the bio- 
prof i l r  of itle ~ ; ~ t , ~  h;,d several glai.ing faciual enors  in ii .  This. Iiowever. it is certain. never bothered this 
iourilalisrjc frrc.dOr11-fighier t'or Tihei. so lnnp a4 his iiie~s;ipe ()il(! 



Y .1Lyfrohnaiter 
( 9 s r  'ueen Victoria Raad *or, 
New ilelhi. 3- 11 # 1969. 

Dear Slr 

I ihould lfke t a  get th8 Tihetrn Zuytuage paper 
The Ti8etw U m o s  with al1 the Wak nu1uber8 ainos 
Jatfl~ry f96â snd up t o  th end of tMr  year 1953. 
If you rend nte the b i l l  1 ahal1 - m i t  the money. 
Pluare smd your reply ai ~ r l y  as golisible. 

Youre f~ithfi; i l lyr 

The Tibetan Newspaper. Pl. 18a-e No matter where 
interested readers of his Tibet Mirror 

- 

D 
REQDi NO. C. 1386. 

The Tibetan Newspaper. 

KAiJMPûUG. P. O. news journal rnight be-whether at New 
(-BIWwmw,) 

21, 
Delhi, at farned University of California, 

J Berkeley (see next Plate page), at 
Chamdo in the Tibet-occupied West 
Chinese province of Shikhang (Sikang), 
or even at Peking-Tharchin Babu's 
Tibetan Newspaper would be faithfdly 
c%p&hed to them. Here shown are a 

CID; &$W of request for the paper (even foi 
'S$%t&6 back issues) from GT's now 
relocated friend Peter Aufschnaitcr 
another letter of request from the well 
known scholar in Oriental Studies ai 
UC, Berkeley, Professor Ferdinand D 
Lessing, and two mailing labels tha 
were to be wrapped around the outsidf 
af the 1st Oct. 1953 issue of the Tibe 
Mirror and sent on their way to Rapgi 
Pangdatsang and the Peking Dafus 
Shikai: whether by air, train, foot-of b! 
mule/pony/y ak caravan, if necessary ! 

The small photo shows th1 
indomitable editor of the Tibet Mirro 
holding up for an American guest twi 
recent issues of his newspaper. Thi 
was in 1960, just 3 years prior to hi 
news organ's demise. The baton fa 
journalistic freedom on behalf of th 
Tibetan people would soon be passe 
on to a younger generation of fighter 
for truth wielding the editorial pen. 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

Translation from Tibetan: 
Dear al1 the pi-ecious clear miikers of news, 

Requesting you to send by air mail set of Mirror news published by you. Please clearly 
niention the aniiual subscription rate and how to send the money from here. Do take care of your 
health. Septernber 77. 



@?wIQ d*bh€k 1- C3î! w ~ d d  avgv f& 
te W a a ~  part of an ~ v w o q  bue &MI 
new6paper h ~ ~ o d r q  hw Reedam Dy. (15 
Aug. 194'7) to Intiim permnalities and &&9 

.sf sWe (wch as the colaful one shown ber& 
for fhe year 1953, with "lai Hind" s i p i m g  
"Lang Live India!"). For on the inside pages 
of this particular issue were articles and 
accompanying illustrations which lauded two 
Indian men for whom the Tibet Mirror 
publisher had the highest regard. These were 
the Father of Modern India, Mahatma Gandhi 
(shown at Santiniketan, 1925, with his two 
closest friends, Charles Andrews, seated left, 
and host Rabindranath Tagore), and 
Independent India's first Prime Minister, 
Pandit Nehru. There was even, not 
surprisingly, a lengthy article and 
accompanying photo on the famed Sherpa 
mountain climber Tenzing Norgay and his 
successful assault, with Sir Edmund Hillary, 
of Mt. Everest earlier in the year. Yet swh 
personalities and public affairs having to do 
with India were of consuming interest to 
Buddhist Tibetans as well, since India, be it 
remembered, was the Land of Buddha's Birîh. 
Furthermore, a great deal of credit has been 
given to Tharchin Babu for having made such 
Indian personalities like the Mahatma and 
Nehru popular figures in Tibet as a result of 
reports he would publish in his Tibetan 
newspaper about them. So much so, for 
example, that articles about Gandhi 
ultimately sparked the developrnent of a 
relationship by correspondence between the 
Great Thirteenth and the Mahatma d u k g  
the last three years of the Grand Lama's life. 
Even the successor and current Dalai Lama 
came to look upon Gandhi as his boyhood 
hero through reading the articles about the 
Indian leader which he read in the pages of 
the ZFber Mirror. 

As Ch. 24a of the present narrative 
makes clear, GT viewed the political 
destinies of both his land of birth and 
land of ethnic identity to be inextricabl~ 
bound up with each other as they togethCr 
were more and more confronted by the rising 

4kW of the Red Menace h m  China. He was thedort: quite sincerely as much concerned for Ïndia's best 
~?%W&WS he Wi3S for thme of his ano&s&al hameland. For only India, GT had felt, could guarantee the 
M m  of Tibet sufficimfly .to pomible the eventual entrance into the Great Closed Land at last of the 
Bb-6 d christ a d  tht! Christian Gag~ersio~t of ber people, a development for whi~h he had been hoping 
W V k  duda%& of his du12 iiife. W p ~ s a g e  of time and a long string of adverse events both in India and in 

hsm@lf ~0dd in th6 9nli'1pm~lie th htêiIlme;nt 9f that hope to be unattainable, at least in his lifetime and 
gWh@s for severai gn tmmh p1,omae. 



vitme. W m  S.T. Ead to GT 
fil 1949: "It is heard 
~ a ' s l  tyramy i8 no b s  tb t  aE 
&%hg for which iw wlas ~ . ' '  3% h 
i ~ a  reference to k t i ng  h a v a  ben acrated 
md imprisoned for baviag 
(unsuccessfully) conspird ia 1947 to 
owerthrow his successor and regain th 
Regency for himself. He wauld 
mbsequently die in Potala hison under 
the most mysmious ciirunisuticrr. Most 1 
hisronans believe he was liquidate. by his 
enemies, of whom he had rnany. 80th 
Regents and most of their Kaskag A 

ministers and advisers failed to take 
seriously Dalai Lama XIII's prophetic 
wamings concerning the oncoinhg intemal 
and extemal dangers that would Uueaten 
the nation's very survivai. Indeed, today's 
successor Daiai Lama has lamented that 
"it was almost like everyone went to sleep 
after [my predecessor] passed away." 

t 
r l  

Meanwhile, during the increasingly 
tense and uncertain years of the late 1940s 

e 
and early '50s, India's Prime Minister 
Nehru (shown below with his daughter Indira Gandhi trt Lada%hss Hemis Go i cm ily 1949) had beoomk 
very much aware by this time, as an ashite studmt of Asian àistory, of Ckoese n a t i w s  "impanaX 
imperative." Nevertheless, he insisted on pairsuing a policy of accotWndati~~ rnd appwmmnt cbf a&& 
concerning the latter's hostile relations with Tibet instead of imtitutiag aad mrtinWhg a ccrnsisteat poiicy 6iP 
cuntainment of this aggrandizing East Asian giaint. i h î y  M a ' s  ~ W C ~  h 19432 at bae henr4r @fe 
this same giant, whose troops now shed giiiuul nt India'$ &bm nlonties$. did âht k emi! 
accepted first de facto and later de jum m g n i  
Republic. Lamented the Mme Minister: 'We han 
accurately and honestly. he should have used "f' 
"many Indian statesmen" (including sonte of NebrPi's dosest k ~ I S  f b t  . - 111. 

which had been implemented and tenaciously p d .  - . , .. ;,ai.-\ 



\ai& Me boy mot& attendaat is the Buriat Mongolian Lama, 
Ngarmg Lobsang Dorjieff (1 854- 19983. for nearly the fiLst 
fm dwties of the 20th ceiinty the official emissary to Rusisna's 
dia$ sircl-both Tsarist and Commuuist-of Dalai Lamr 
Xm (1876-19-33) (next photo). With the rise to power in 
1917 of the Bolsheviks in Rusaia and while still very much 

-8," and Who h d  alsri W n  iwmetèd to takc photographs of the mission's members and activities. For 
m o n  blai Bahadur wdts @natale to takg. them. 

Enter Gergan Th~ir~kin, who happened to be in the Tibetan capital nt the time and who was now requested 
W Fske the desired ~hotos  in place of the Dzasa. He successfully accomplished this task, after which Norbhu DhoduP 
farwarded the photagraphs to Colone1 Bailey who insûucted the Rai Bahadur to reimburse the Babu for his services. 
m1 that Thamhin bad just done thus eonstihited what was perhaps the very fist of many instances over the ne? 

decades of the Indo-Tibetan's offlcial intelligence-gathering activities on behalf of the British Raj. At about thls 
sarine time. coincidentally enough, the Christian Babu. upon learning about the matter, had been moved to praY for 
aû American rnissionary to the Tiberans, Victor Plymire (pictured in the photo immediately above at right). Who, 
having trekked during 1927 into early 1928 al1 the way from NE Tibet westward to the Central Tibetan check~ost 
~f Nagchuka, had been marking time there waiting for permission to proceed south to Lhasa where he hoped to 

the gospel of Christ. But because of a wave of "Bolshephobia" that had swept over the Tibetan capital, due 
in  great part to the intentions and activities of this latest Soviet mission then present in Lhasa, the Tibefan 
gwernment-suspecting PIymire, as did the British, of being a Bolshevik spy-denied the missionary p ~ i s s l Q n  
t@ trek southwwd but ordered him to exit Tibet by traveling farther westward and into Ladakh. In this instance* 
ThaK:hh's prayers on behalf of the gospel were not answered. 

By this time having become quite wary of the Soviet governmmt's growing interest in his countv and of 
its increasing oppression of severaf ethnic Buddhist minorities within Rus~ia's geographical sphere of inf1ue.e 
andfor control, the DaIai Lama-pictured here seated on Tibet's Lion Throm in 1930 just three years before hl8 
&th-heeded the secretly cornmunicated counsel of his faithful emissary Darjieff "to not have anything do 

the mission" by skillfully temporizing with the latter's members long enough so that nfter seven months tpY 
fh&y voluntarily departed Lhasa relatively empty-handed. It was the consequence of this and the other Soviet 
i n r i '%~i~n~  to Lhasa, together with confirmed reports of the negative excesses of Red rule in Outer Mongolla and 
h ~ i a  viss-a-vis hi5 many CO-religionists there, which led the Dalai Lm@. in the y w  of his death, ta issue hl3 now 
f&MtW Political Testament full of profound dread for the future of Tibet at the hands of the Red Menace which 
Be aocutately prophesid would engulf his land and people. 



PI. 22a-w amcrnei iqwncsfrnTi l l l i r i  
oC the fooliah policy 4% idWr N&ru war lid 
Roof of the World coroaid Ioag6r M ma& tkhr 
succour in h&c m m  -y of &u: 7 OeE. 
19.50 and the immadiaw atarmath in  Pari 79- 
In the photo ar left cap bt stm !he site od the f i  
battle between Tibet's g r d y  o u t n m k d  de&- 
forcer and the invdirg Qinese-Qmdo in - 
Kham-when the PLA saldiers of China c m d  
ovcr the river Mekong's hcadwatera in10 nive$ 
during the early par? of Oet. 1950. 

Alermsd in tbe extreme, Tibet's 
governaent leaders, having nowhere else to tpfa 
to, iro-iy conmitad the Medium monk of tk 

Necàung State Oracle. Lobsrn  
glgme (i930-841, st the ~echwig  
Temph loçated ai the foot of the 
hmenee Drepung Lamasery. jurt 6 

k-w miles wes< of the Tibetan cajW 
(srte boih monk and Temple in 
photos nt left). This reciidence of 
"W $rcaiest mystery of Tibet" wes 
w h r e  was "made manifesr t&c 
preimw of a proteetive deity w b  
sec~tt oracle" guided the daxbh af 
Ttboi nnd was eonsulted by the 
Sbwmatc~it prior to any iniporpat 
W ~ o n  being taktn. In ibe peau 
crisis the Oracle directcd I a t  
temporal power should new bs 

~ ~ p O t D o f h W n ,  tuken atabort 
y& mmhcd in hie rainority. He watiad 
&&' kit n a w d y  In oonsutt;rrmo Açlk* 

These Ministers-in consultation again wiùi the State Oracle of Necbung, who 9s us@ W tke 
wrd-advised the young Dalai Lama to leave Uiasa in rhe face of the kreasing possibility $y& TÉbaqii 
capital could easily be capnuGd at will by the overwhehingly strong e w n y  foroes of fhËuchi.eQoe wam ths 
latter to choose to do so. Fe&l Eurther that he, too, couid fa41 into the h d s  drhednsdsd. €%in& @ekdisDi@ 
Lama and his Minism, in obedience once more to the venerab1e N a h q  -le. oow klt -m 
Lhasa and travel down to Yamng in the Chunibi Valley of soiimeFn Tibet. 5ep iWi~  mi 49 tkc. iw,'m 
Holiness went by mule caravaa, he hlmself being trsnsporbd in 0 pal@ (pse phj t~  abo*E - 



&O-Y&Mg Tibieta young mesr-King wodd nvw take 
wwimt &z pmlofnots dDwgkhar Manmtwy Jm pMW 

@tbfi)g~i~abd up side oh a srnall mauntain, H m  hb W O ~ B  
d @r~~~t&@t~t?rnths  w ~ e  &ci&@ w ~ r h n r t ü ~ ~  

w y h  abrad. It would be 3 M a  pis@ ~ h e ~  
, m i a o w h ~ w  Leadar of Tlb~t wa~ld  

. . 



reluctantly have his histone rendezvous with the future Chinese Communigs o v d d  &Tibet. Chmal Chmg 
Ching-wu (shown here nding frorn Yahing to Lba, Jdy 1951 1. Hm. too, he WOUW coarurut 90 ~airy ott bis 
other duties as High Priest of Tibetan B u e n i ;  for in the photo (abon ri&) H m  Winea(si?adto;g oea#* 
in peaked headpiece) cm be seen receiving relia at Dungkîw. Time and qpin Gesgan l ' b m h  b.d-y 
wanted to visit the young Tibetan nilet (now situaml close by to -1, but d k r  &C prrpp Obduk, 
ill-health, or other circumstanes prevcnted Mm from doing so. Nevcrrbeha, iE crw ti6 &wWh~ lanr &te Dalei 
Lama, though having relocated. continue& to remive on a regular bs is  ik W s  Tibate Wwqw#cr Moi 
the latest international developmcaas telated to Tilal. 

- ---.-a-, --*dm- 

Nntur;ill). the gre;itest &\-elopiiiriit of al1 wa\ the e\eritiial Siiio-Tibrtaii "iiegiitiatiiin\" thai u c r c  
inore &in to a , j i ~ i ~  r r ( . c , o i l t / ~ / i  that had heen prepared on paper i i i  ~d\.aiic.c by the Krd Chinew and \soi~ld non 
hc iiiiposerl hy theni iipon the hapleks Tibetaii\ witli t'eu 1noJiiïc;itioiis. Eiitered into hct\wen a iiiost rcluctünt 
Tibet aiirl :ln cuultaiii People'\ Kcpuhlic of China. thest. \ci-ciilled negoti;itions ucrc  cxi-ried (in for \cveral 
iiioiitlis ;II Hci.jin2. resulting in the infainou\ '.Seventreri-Point Agrecnient." 11 u a\ a one-\idrd d t ~ u i n e n t  uhich 
o\.c~i-\\~lieliiiiilgly favorrd the Ctiinese. \ince wirli iiiipunit) ever! one 0 1  i t \  pro\ isitlii\ nould he \ iolaied or  
o\:ei-t~iriicd hy Bei.jing n'itliiii but a f e u  yearh hcreafter. 

TIlç ;iho\,e Icft photo \ho\tp> the Tihetan delegatioii. Iiraded h!. N p h o  Ng3n ang Jigme (the one seated 
011 the ;il c)itrelll~ lef.1 ;iiicl \,ho \v(>iild lalei- he hr;tndcd 3 tr;iiiiir h! niitii! Tihetan\~.  uriting out in thrir 
Bci.jiiif hote] i-ooiii the rihc.tnii copy of the soon-IO-be hated docuiiieiit. T l i ~  \~c.iiiid l'rciiii Ielt lïgurc. incidrntall!. 
i x  Bahil T ~ l ; l r c ~ ~ l i ~ l . ~  Kli:lnlpü \ jsitcir of  yesteryear. Phunisof \'aiif! al. \ V ~ O  h:id c.t)n\ tSi.\ed \$ iih the Babu o \ e r  
11i;iiiy iiiciiitli\ ;II K:iliiiipoiig duriiig 104-4 ;irid \4.Iio b>, (hi\ tiiiic tiad hec.onie the nio\t inipiir-tant Tihctaii cridrr 
\ \ . i t l i i l l  B ~ i j i ~ l g . \  Collllllllni\t go\,crniiient hieriirch!. Hr IVOLIIJ :il\(> hc the (>lie \'.Ili, ;i k m  iiioiith\ f'rorii no\+ 

/ 'QI pei~~oii;illy gui(lc. on I'oot ;i first coiitiiigçnt of the PL.4 into the Tihztan capital. 
+,il,l t 1 1 ~  171ii>,ii ;II right ;l,ui\c rli(>\i \ ;i (7iaiiiing Chinese Prîiiiirr Thoii En-liii IcwLiiig on a\ Ngaho. the , <.-2 *- 

01ic. <t~:ilt~cl i l l  ~ . ~ - ~ , ~ ~ t  of Iliin. al.fiyc\ I l i s  \igll;iliii.e IO the '..4greenicni" t h ; ~ ~  :il t h ~  \trohe o l ' ~  prii ~ i l  23 hl;~' 195 I 
ciitlecl 'Tihc.i'\ ~>oliii~.iil iriclcl~ciidciic~e. .,,.,,,,,,.,,. .. ..,.- -. . . 



at-riaate ~m-bad w ~ d  m p ,  W Y ~  
1 D .& ~ ~ n a a c c e s s ~ ~ ,  89 laqa MW. ~mmvaz* s"l#~: 

dmdmdna plan to h v b  the $libf$i Lama tame ta & c h  
1 &@IR$ a t k  Asian counFrye tikewiw cime tQ mP;hc h @ad' 
bmn hatched at Kdimpong by Pueerson, Hait&* H#rm 
end Yagpd zlmgdatsimg, al- wirh cmidn $1bem offi@?fslr 
lke W.D. Shdcabpa, bnd with the cooperation taf h e ~ &  
co~salar officiais at Calcutta. At the 'tasr m e n t ,  h o m a ,  

the plan cviksr,ad. rpQs Ki Wtiness and those of Ms advisers who favord the sckdc  
mi ww m ~ i  ag:& &I 6 e  gni8anw 1*9 Qe We, Oracle and the Abbots of the Three Great Monastic Scat? at' 

lc&e d m  D u n ê ~  ta vaiee 
md pmvd €0 be Wi cf3sitpval of 

n h d ,  when coasulred by &c Dafai 

mntent of aatioinal orisis seeh as th&-the 
Nuchw Oracle insistecl thrw timas in succesaion 
Ehat the Young "god-king" a w t  return to the 
pb6e of his throne. This insiRence the Dalai 
LiLtna could not ignore. Qriratly disappointed. the 
Pytaat-King of Tibet instructed his tetinue to 
#@e prPIpatation8 to return to the Tibetan 
Wtd. (in the photo at right, part of that vast 
.M&W fa sbown ~elEcing L h a . )  On 17 Aug. 195 1, 
@@ #$fritus), if na longer temporal, Leader of 
'&t P-ifriat~s p$àpla h l l y  leturneci home. years later, as a rneans of solidifying the cooperatutn 

of the Ddai Lama and of reassuring him directly. though insincmly, 
that the plans and policies of the Chinese centrai government 
were only for the benefit and upliftment of the Tibetan peopht 

p ( ~  the ne, ,asters of Tibet-Mao Re-tung and his COWU& 
assoriiatek-invited His H~liness and the Panchen Lama t~ frs$roF 
lo Beijing for an PM& visit to China so that the Bdai 
especiaiiy, could see for himse1f the blessings which %O-* 
rille had wrought fbr the Chinese people. En the end, dsB 

1 
would extend for up to a par, 1954-5,- 

Show at lef~ are î&e two tmâ$ rvriving at the BejJiw 
railway station, flanlced QU @ le& by the PLKs top COEUUN& 
Chu Te and the Chinese PmMw CYIbu an-lai an the ri&. 'f%@ 
days leter the M q i  Lama v9anld @ve Ris first me~dn8 
Chalrmdn Mao aila wwM be to@ hsw g ld  ks was tirat 'fibet ;lnp(8 
returoed to the Mo&erlh&d and rh:at mg Hdinms had agreed ta 
participate in the upcomiog National Asssmbly ciof tke ~eop164 
Republic of China. He war dso toi& by the Clrlrimiaa t h t  

C 
rnissiori of China w s  M b& pmgcess t~ Tibet by dbv@i~pinf$ @i 
nriturd ilesourcas and t~ia &e pner& rit Lhasa @we aber+ k 
assist the Dalai Lama and the Ti$Bun people. "They had WS 
gone there," iaid Mao ta hi8 puqg guest, "to exercise iifky 
of authority over the Tibetan govsmeat or pmle.*' 8ubW-c 
ciuel and oppressive actions in Tibet undertaken by the ChbeI 
would prove otherwise, sfs Ehc ww1d aaw knws. 

But c u r r d y  at Beijing, ail was srniles, sweemess and, 
&bk  si s IWO ~'lbetan visitors, as i s  evident in the oth~r  photo display4 that shows tkvt Dialai IAY-t@ 
tq. &#BQ and Panchen Lama being Irivishly entartained ou the Tibeliaa New Year's Day in Feb. 1955 by 
&&At?@, ~gecher ~ f t h  his Premier and Liu Shaoqi. It wouîd be ans thak lu t  psiva& meetimg b g h e t ,  hoWem, mt 

~ 0 d d  1P;t W1 h m  bis lips t h  now famous and quite candid E~trewell mmark th& simz an hniedia'to chiU d m  
l@ ~ Q i f  th@ Tibetaïi Buddhist Pontiff upan hearing It froni the totaUy maisrialisf-m?nded MW, W d  @ 
pXafini*t Baty Leader riaepologeticrally to H%6 Holines: "Religion is paison, an opiate of the pee~l*.'' 'I'hW 
$*-Ulmng in ththe ~Irtrm&e h Ehis Hkh Priesl ~f Tibetw Bildbth]sm-m!ved as a pottent af the t ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~  
kWas Whkh annaited the Mi Lama upon F W g  leave of lais Baijing hosw and wending Ms way ~OQEJW 

Wwh what b d  at leasr til1 nbw m h d  hie mjigious, if no ioztpr tiernporol, doaiaiai but w ~ c h  mon . 
W SM-hdng Chiwaa ~ a m m n i w  wmid cmmm~e mttki6dicrrLiy tmnstimnimg into a rsiiigias w a a r t 1 ~ ~ ~  

' 



I up for- liia 
dDW8 in tadlr 
durirg rk 
m o a i b s  

I b w m  NQV. 
i luid Feb. 1957 c i fw Mis Hc .ES front iBc 1 95f 

conccra he had for bis l a d  and people suffering under tfic 
incrcahinpiy oppnasive mIe of ihe Chiaebc Comrtwnisi m. 
Jnvited by the N c h  gwcnmicnl ami onty r ~ h c w t l q -  appved 
by Beijing, both High Lamafi of TiM l(we lPbO~e kfiI w m  
feted and veneratcd continually by the Mian peclple whuerm 
they wcnt during the Baddha J a y m i  cekbtatiu8~. They w a r  
also welcomed by Prime MUùsler Nehru (sce at kfi). Chenrhuyl 
every moment of the frcedom hc cxperieaccd in ladin. tgr 
Dalai Lmu bepuin ioying with the notion of nut reurming to 
T M  but remainiag in the Land of Bubdha's Bi&. Thac wm 
a &powing sense in-his miad tha he mi@! be ubie to effd M 
i m p v ~ ~ n r  in tlie p l i e  of his people much Betur in Sudin 
whcre he wouM at W be oMe M iiepwni his couauy WWC 
a watching world. 

But when Prime Minister Nehru got wind of ttrir 
pnssibility, he quickly arrangd a suies of maiModfs b e t w m  

himself and the Dalai Lama (sec above nght), bm& the lrner and Chinese Pm& C h  En-lui (who Gbs to vkit 
Delhi rhree times durisg this tense priod), a d  even meetings ranong dl -in an cffon to amvince 8th 
Holiness to return to his cipita). (At aU these meetings. inciâentally, it was Gergan T h d n ' s  Sikkiwcve "soa" 
50nam T. Kuzi, who served as interpreter.) bcspite swng atmpu by two of his oMer b f o t b .  by somo of bis 
Ministers. and by various representatives of the Tiktali community at large to parsud  bim CO remria in bu&, 
it was both Nehru's fatherly words (W it would be far b e i ~  to m m  home) d the W d r m 6 n t s  nf Chai Ea- 
lai which ultimately coavimed the Tibetan digigos leader to go bark to Lhasa and give the Cbtnesc *'tm mon 
chance" to fulfîll "îheis Govwnment's promises" and mse their adverse policies towarés Bis psopk %hi& darimg 
the p s t  few years had become intolarable. It was while the Dalai Lama wes M Kaljmgosg oo tlie w q  back ta Th% 
that i n  late Jan. 1957 the Indo-Tibetam jourxalistic freedom-Fightef wwld have a privw oudiencc wirh Hls 
Hdiness and pi which the latter exprossed high praise of the Babu for hi8 hwd-Mag  ncwpsipu anifkr 
exposeû Chinese tor tm and persecution of the Tibetan people dwhg rhe 195%. Tfif~ wufQ pmve to be buî th 
f i t  of sewral private audiences hc would have wlth the Tibetan Leadex opw th6 nsht 20 



unginally never intending. upo s exit 
h m  Lhasa. to make for India "unless :came 
imperative," the Dalai Lama had hoped that 
somewhere within the Khampa-controlled area 
south of the river Tsangpo he rnight be able to set 
up his Government headquarters and begin to 
contact afresh and negotiate with the Chinese, 
with some in his party even believing that the 
Cornmunists might ultimately request His Holiness 
to return to Lhasa. "There was still hope," said 
the Dalai Lama later. "that the Chinese would see 
reason and respect the assurances they had given 
Tibetans. But the way the Chinese were let loose 
upon the innocent peace-loving Tibetans at Lhasa 
after my departure left me no alternative but to 
cross over to India which every Tibetan considers 
his second home." First establishing in southern 
Tibet the origins of what would soon become the Tibet Governrnent-in-Exile at Mussoorie and later at Dharamsala 
in NW India, the Dalai Lanla on horseback (above left) and his party made their way as rapidly as possible in a 
southeasterly direction in an effort to stay one or two trekking stages ahead of the pursuing Chinese. For two 

il was like this until on 31 March 1959 the Dalai Lama finally reached the Indian frontier at a place very 
n a  the rail terminus of Tezpur in India's NE Fmntier Agency (above right). And on 3 April, asylum for the Dala 
Lama was officially granted by his "reluctant but generous host," Indian Prime Minister Nehru (immediately above 
lefi). For by this late date the ernbattled leader of the world's largest democracy had finally to corne to terms with 
the fact that a sizable number of its citizens had at last recognized how grossly faulty Nehru's policy on Sino- 
Indian relations over Tibet had been and, liberated by recent events from that poiicy's hypnotic grip on theu 
thinling, they were beginning to rnake their contrary feelings known in a most unmistakable way (right). 

m- P l l R R q  1 
The day following the Dalai Lama's departwe 

from Lhasa, Chinese retribution began to be meted 
out upon the Tibetan capital's hapless population 

. I and rnany of its physical structures, as the PLA -& systematically and aithout mercy commenced 
crushing the rebellion with an ovenvhclming force Q* 

soldiery, small arms and massive artillery fire. In facC 
this hellish put down by the Chinese occurred net 
only at Lhasa but elsewhere in the couiitry where the 

- 
Uprising had spread rapidly once news had becn 
received that the Dalai Lama had safely reached India. 

*Z 
Al1 told, it has been estiinated that during this period 
the loss of Tibetan lives al1 over the country had 
been nearly 100.000. with another 60 to 80.000 
having fled as refugees during the first few rnonths 

h @ w b  the short-lived Uprieing. Meny mch refugees would tïnd their way to Gergan Tharchin's NE India hiIl 
mfb~o he and otber W s t i ~  h the community would extend humanitarian aid, bearing witness to the love 
of to so-many needy Tibetans. 

But for many who were not fortunate to have escaped, scenes like the one pictured at left becanle al1 :Oo 

-90 once the carnage had ceased. Here at the Tibetan capital. for example, is shown the Grand Hem of Tibet 
bfm*@l", Barong Shape, along with others. being arrested and led off to prison. Many such victirns were tortured 
d eventually died or else were &hot to death outright. 



%ukm;i[nc, U C b i &   lad 

~ m ~ ~ ~ . o o  

ife and euinire of t b  Land gf 

In~upperCeftphoto,the& 
year-old General, having reiiched 
Chicutta on Suoday, 1 JuIy 195 1, is setn 
standing at the residcnce of the Cbiuec 
Consul-General where he and six 

mm& of the Mission wouM s&y theh depa~arn by air for Kali- the foiiowing W-y 
on their way to the Mission's u l t h t e  &~~ Uma. kIavliig eariier split itsetf up iato two 
groups at Hong Kang, the MîssIoa's laecond batch of membem b v e d  in Calcutta very mon after 
the f a t  had. Chang, who w1é8 w d n g  "'a uaifonn of srnaut gray linen and cioth 'liberation' cap:' ie 
shwn here standing beireath a huge pomait of i2hahm Mao. 

S h d y  &r reaching 8narchinis hiIl station, the Mission's members were escorted to 
( ~ R X X W O O ~  Cottage (color photo), loçatsd n w  Wmpoag's bungalow. Here they would bt 
accommodslted dzuing theu smy bfm mving onward to YaCuag for the fvst encounter between 
the Bay-King Dalai Lama and Tibet's new m$ater. "in spite of [this cottage's] fuie appeantnce and 
excellent position," it had been mm& for die lwgest thne thai it was "notoriously haunted." By 
the time the Mission would depart fùr Qangtok anb Tibet, the Chinese had indeexl dubbed the 
structure "the haunted bouse"! Had the K a l h p q g  * i l W s ,  wondered one temporrary Western 
resident in the hi11 town, intmtionally atranged fior the Chinese to be put up in its pmises?!? 

The third photo here shows O e n d  #mg (et ri&&) a year lairer enjoying a relaxing momeat 
at Lhasa playing Chinese chess with Phunmg Wanwal, one of the earliest Tibetan Commuoisg 
and by now the top Tibetan cadre w i w  &CCP go-ntd a p p m  at Beij*. 
w is Chang Kuo-hua, the Cornauder of îhs Tibet Miürnry kgion. For all p r r W  piupww. lhs 
Chinese takeover of Tibet administratively ww by Ki time now cornpiete. 



pl. ZA8-c During the Chinese Mission's stay in Kalimpong, there were several confrontations b e t w m  
k ThareMn and General Chang. The most dramatic occurred on 5 July 1951 at a reception held within the laml 28 ~ ~ h h  (i.e., Chinese) School (its entrance. top photo). Heretofore this School had been supported by the thaa 

%lia@&taikg (Nationalist) government of China, but sometime after Mao Tse-tung's Communist victory ovW the 
~ ~ d ~ ~ t s ,  there commenced waving from atop the School's roof the red, five-starred flag of Red China. 

The reception had been organized by the local Tibetan and Chinese populations and by the Kalimpong ce11 
sf btdla'8 Communist Party. Some 200 people were crarnmed together within the limited confines of the Sçhool's 
srnsll1 main hall or auditorium. At the hall's front was a raised platform or stage (sec photo of it today) on which, 
f ~ c 4  out towards the general audience, were seated Chang and his Mission, along with many other dignitaries 
hi te id t~ be pmsent who were from the local Chinese and Tibetan communities. some of whom would also address 
the assembled crowd. Invited, of course, was Gergan Tharchin; yet, not surprisingly, he chose not to sit on stage 
with the Red Delegation but among those seated at a row of long tables that had been placed directly in front of the 
&eneral audience located just below and back from the stage a short distance (see photo of that audience, showing 
as well a wall portrait of Red China's Chairman Mao). 

Following the School Board President's brief welcoming speech, the first speaker from among the invited 
dignitaries was Chang himself, who spoke for 15 minutes. The last speaker on the program, however, just 
happened to be the famed Tibetan newspaper publisher. "Because Tharchin was who he was and was both Tibetan 
and Christian," noted one eyewitness to the event long afterwards, "the atmosphere became tense imrnediately 
upon his taking the stage." Those Chinese who were recording every word uttered in the proceedings were 
undoubtedly shocked by what they heard the maverick Babu say in his short speech, part of which was as follows: 
"In Tibetan we have a proverb: everything is changing. For example, there is happiness and then tliere is sorrow. 
Just the other day (and here he poiiited to the wall) Chiang Kai-shek's picture [was hanging here] but lins now 
disappeared and Mao's has taken its place. Tibet for centuries has been an independent country. The Chinese clailn 
that it was under China. This state of affairs will not Iast perinanently. Ir too will change. Tlie Chinese will have 
to give up their clairn to Tibet, [which] will once again enjoy its original freedom and independence. free of al1 
Chinese control." 

The Tibetan section of the audience immediately clapped its approval most heartily, and the Young 
pawiotic Tibetaii boys present swooped up the brave Babu onto their shoulders and carried him for innny meters 

though he were the hero of some victorious athletic team! Chang and his Red Chinese Mission delegates were 
visibly embarrassed at having to be subjected to this show of defiant courage. "They were really red!" Tharchin 
had exclaimed when recollecting decades later what he had done on that memorable long-ago day. 









.,.. - ' B. 28a-c Two of Gagm Thailchhi's close acquaintances who never knew that 'I'harchin Was 

COVB~ agent for the $fil&& &) %We: [a) the then Captain David L. Snellgrove (shown 
taty ~Momn), 1ate-r € q b ~ n e  ont oh the world's greatest Tibetologid soholars; and (b) 

&W. mi@ d B.bn'l~$@~@t rnd most htidlate fricnds he @ver Iiad (se 1-e p h 6  
tb%kl~H8& at aae time or another involved tn mra intdligene 
y- d 1 W-to 1945 at New D a ,  Atulr nach hm by bis rii98 

WW the mdcs of India's Central Intcïligeaee apparatus to becme Assistan4 DkaFara of 
t%#vb@Xlkgmce Bureau &dore lis m b e n t  in 1953. . 

-,L'.:i Ihs second photo of Snellgmuc, taken wifhin &c Thmu C O ~ Q O W . ~ ~  1 1 r ~ & i  1953 193% 
hiBiad when in both hose pm the dsing scblar had made mtum v 

Wat in connection with his Tibetan and ButMhist research; and 
out asistance from Ma Endo-Tibetan hast and the latter's s * 

. - d -  ?b@ @*P phot0 of nwchh, his wife and Atuk was taken, incidentally, on the 0ccasia in 
Christim,btiptisrn at the Macfarlane Memorial Church, shown in the pbotO" 

kh* hîs death he would lapse back into Tibetan Buddhism. 



A. 29a-h Here shown are some of h 6 c  mong ehe nrummms m8l of'dmcim 
whose roles-played out in Cenfrai a& South Asim s o c i c b . ~  aod cldigbua 
affairs-exerted either a d k t  or indirect effect on L e  üfe of H h o  B3mm 6Bmâ 
Sangpo), the ex-Japanese agent wiho served both British Indian bli&weaaû- 

ïlwchia in FegardwTiaetf~.fk 
=- psoto Ca), PaB tABR - 
dockwise, (b) Chmu& (hl, fma 
upper left): Gmum mated watr tk 
T h d Ü i s a t h ~ ' # a l i i n p o n g  
home d Dechhen Kh9ng-r.Png (sr jt 
then appeared), 1948; Phun- 
Wangyal, an early Tibatan 
Conimunist; Gedun Choghd, the 
brilliant but dissolute Amdo m e  
rais nering (Lha t~e~o) ,  &mura's 
and G T s  superior in Inteltigence 
work related to Tibet, shown cm 
extreme nght in same photo with 
niarchin who is seated on ex- 
le% some membcrs of the Tibetari 
Communist Party. Lhasa. 1947, 
showing in particulru in the â e d  

mw, from left: Thuwang (akx Kesang &ring) and next to him, Phuntsog W a n ~ a l .  and in the top mw, center, 
Yeshe Chompel (Thuwang and Y. Chompel behg bmdiers-yczunger and older. mspectivelydf P. Wang*); 
Geshe Thupten Wangyal (Ge&e La), famed Kalmuck Monpliau Lam% h m  g d e d  in a Tibetan chuba; thc 
two American OSS ofTicers sent by Pre~îdent F.D. Roosevelt to Cm@d Asia in search of a new supply rouîe 
to the U.S.'s wartime aiiy China against Japan: on right. Major Uya Tolstoy, and on left, Captain B m b  
Dolan, at Lhasa, 1942; and, fiaaliy, one of the pmemi0erl.t lkiddhist manlss of Outer Moqgoiia, tBe high 
incarnate Lama, Dilowa Gegen. A 



W. 30a-e b n t e d  here is a photo montage of the beloved Kalmuck Mongolian Lama, Geshe 
Tfiupten wangyd (Geshe La), whme long and eventful life (1901-83) produced one of the most 
m~rkable  and fascinating careers imaginable, and that encompassed much of the world 
g-ogmphiceilly before coming to its close. Included among the many prominent individuals whom 
*d Cbshe interacteci with in more than passing fashion were such divergent personalities as Ngawang 
bhWig brjieff (the latter his persona1 "mot-lama"), Sir Charles Bell (whom he served as interpreter 
h bis, 1934-51, Marco Pallis (the Geshe seming as persona1 guru for four months in England to this 
fmed Tibetologist), Tsarong Shape (with whom the Geshe engaged in several business ventures), 
Hisaa Kimura, the renowned Western Tibetologist David Snellgrove, Thubten Jigme Norbu (sec 
below), and, not least, Gergan Tharchin. Here, then, clockwise from upper left, are several photos of 
Geshe La at various eventful periods in his kaleidoscopic career that included teaching Mongolia0 
and Tibetan languages at Columbia University in New York in 1956-7, and after that a stint on the 
American Trust Territory Island of Saipan in the western Pacific teaching basic Tibetan grmmarto 
illiterate Khampas being trained secretly by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency as future guemllas 
in the unsuccessful stniggle against the Chinese occupiers of Tibet, where also Thubten J. Norbu 
was sening the CIA as primary interpreter in other classroom courses organized for the KhamPas. 
(The Geshe would himself exit the CIA's Tibet program in late 1960 and devote the rest of his ]ifet0 
discipling Western converts to Buddhism and teaching and writing on the essentials of Tibetan 
Buddhism at his Freewood Acres NJ USA monastery.) In the (a) photo can be seen Geshe La with 
taken in the spring of 1937 at Kalimpong: (b) shows the Geshe on the left, sonle 20 years later (19s4) 
and looking much thinner and older, along with Tharchin, the latter's wife Karma Dechhen, andher 
nephew Ringzin Wangpo, a Theravada Buddhist monk and well-known Tibetan linguistic scholar* 
probably taken in the garden of the Tharchin compound; (c) a photo of Geshe La taken in mosf likely 
the late 1950s when involved with the CIA; (d) the Geshe, taken most probably in the 1970s; and 

y f ~ a l l y  a photo of Geshe La shortly before bis death in 1983. - Y ,. 



h m  Chrngking. China, 
where tw kaai fwmarly b e e m  
b l d  by the Citiaese 
Nationalists during Wwld Wlu Two bpt theD mleasd after hostilitits 

wwki  remain tül 1W. Durlng this peaiod the Dilowa bac- we of GT's 

c o a c d n ~  maey mattera and ovents pertaiaing to Tibet md d k r  arcas 
Crn~ai A& The enter photo above shows GT and Dilowvr &gea siadhg 
to@er io 1806 in fma€ of the Tibet Minor Press btddiag Itt vimpong. , 

In about 1949 t k  Rilowa was grmtly assisted by boîh GT a d  
Pwfessoz Owen Lgttiatore of Johns Hopkins Uaiversily, Baltimore MD 
USA (wbo would lster beconte a sanior U.S. Scate Depamnea o f f i d )  in 
gaining entraace inîo the U.S. that he mighî serve as pr im of dl Mongel - Btmddhi in t h  eouahy. SePtling in Fmingdale NJ he bEcatae ib spiriuial 1- of 100 Rwian ~ u c k s  of Mongolim 
wxstry who had faund their way to Amerka as displaced perwns from aramg Uie tlumîands of their ancestral mmtrymm..wM 

biie v@es a5 the. Eoropean War of 1939-45. The DiIowa would also s m e  aa resemh adviser on Monplian affairs at khns IJopki@sm 
, of wliich Professor Lartimore was Director for a aumber of years. The Buddhist primate would evenhlally die of cancer in New Ymli in 

directly himself or else ihrough the letter-writing assistance of Lattimore. 
: (b) the Mahayana Buddhist tanple of the Kalmucks at Farmingdale housed within what had 
1 under the front eaves of ttre tempie's entrannce); (c) rhe Dilowa Hutuldtu happily enscoaced 

of his KaIrnudi Mongolm congregation (note both 
tenajale of Pearl S. Buck Nobei Pri-wimkg Ammicari 



Pl. 32a-g A photo montage of Gergan 
Timchin and E s  first wife Kama Dechhen 
@D) during the last decade of KD's life, 
Wcing, first the large group photo, followed 
b$ tke remaining photos, clockwise, from upper 
Iok a Kaiimpong (Kpg) studio portrait, late 
194, showing GT, KD, their son Sherab 
(3yamr~ho (SGT) at age 12 (standing left), and 
KD's sister's two sons, the older Ringzin 
Wangpo (seated left) and the younger Tshering 
Nofiu-who c&me to Kpg from Lhasa to join 
the Tharchin family somewhat later than 
Ringzin had done and who, as a soldier in the 
Indian Army, would ultimately be killed in 
action by the PLA in Ladakh during the Sino- 
Indian Border War, 1962; a picture of the mother 
of these two nephews of GT (by mmiage), the photo having been taken at Lhasa, probably by GT dufing bis 
first visit there, 1923-4; the four-person photo, taken in about 1948, shows GT, KD, SGT (at age 11-12) and 
Tshering Norbu, outside the Tharchin home at Mackenzie Cottage, shortly after which the family muid 
relocate up along K.D. Pradhan Road in 1948, with the Tibet Mirror Press office now to occupy the CottaBe 
while the Press Room itself would remain down the slope from the Cottage along Rishi Road at Tenth Mile; 
next photo shows KD and son SGT (age 13-14) in about 1950 standing in an area adjacent to (~ff-camera) 
Dechhen Khang-Zang-the new Tharchin home situated along the upper =aches of K.D. Pradhan Road O* 
property purchased in 1947148 by GT; the Tharchins are shown in next photo standing with Tshedn$ 
in Kalimpong, 1950; in the next to last photo is shown the Tharchin couple standing within the grounds dtpu 
Kpg residential compound in 1950 or 195 1 ; while the last picture shows the couple several years later stanaiYr8 
together outside Dechhen Khang-Zang. just a year, perhaps, before KD's death in Feb. 1955. 



PI. 33a Karma Dechhen Tharchin shown resting in 
bed inslde one of the cottages of Kalimpong's 
Charteris Hospital. early Feb. 1955. Both Rev. 
Tharchin and his son Sherab lived with her in the 
cottage for about three months, GT sleeping on a 
bed to the right of Kanna's, while Sherab had sleeping 
and kitchen quarters in the room off to the lefi of 
Karma's bed. It is believed she died two weeks after 
this photo was taken. The funeral service was held 
at Macfarlaiie Church following her death on 24 Feb. 
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"8 , @& $&- 8% M. .$@ 

tbg ' 'ka49y Tibetans and' aan- 
~ ~ t b  iFrimds" who "d&d usvo 
ppL W Clwbris Hospital cottage "ta 
esp~ess thcir sympathy and 
$cinBnas:ss-for they cansold us and 
mnern- us with their prayers, gifb 
a d  caoperodon." So noted Gergsui 
Tharchtin later following the deah af 
hES wife K m  Dechhen. But because 
of various pressures and 
fesponsibilities he could not send 
lettas of thzuiks individually. Instesid, 
be exgresseci his gratitude pubLicIy 
thr~ugh th@ lacd District Darjeeling 
nlewrapaper, The HimaZayan m e s ,  
d i c h  he snbsqu~ntiy ~epriatad jn 
atlr: 1osu.t~. @f his own Tibez M i m t  
yiiqwspaplea, a ghown hm, 



Pl. 35a-k On this and the following Plate page is presented a collection of photos highlighting soiac 
scenes in GT's life dating from the days and years following the death of Karma Dechhm (KD). But he would  ROI^^ 

be married to his second wife. Margaret (Vitants) Tharchin (MT), who were d e d  on rhe 2d of A p d  1956. Jurt 
prior to that date, however, Margaret (upper bft) had been serving as an independent missionary aï Ghoem w h t n  
she had grown very close to three of GT's closest friends of yesteryear there. and were sfill so: the t h  Anilas-  
Finnish Mission missionaries Kempe, Treshbech and Juriva. The lauer two. together with Margaret. traveled o w  
to Kalimpong (Kpg) to console Rev. Tharchin in his continuing bereavement over the ioss of his wife. This time 
together with GT occurred during Sept. 1955, some seven months following KD's gassing. Margaret was not 
someone new to GT, for the two had met on several occasions prior to this moment Subsequent to this ~01iMSing 
visit of these three. the two Anilas, after much prayer, proposed to GT and Margaret that they should seriousiy 
consider a life together. to which counsel both consented. and who shortly thereafter were engaged at Ghoom. 

During the ensuing courtship GT, shown here fonnally dressed in Western attire in a photo taken at 
Calcutta in Nov. 1948 when 58 years old, presented to Maqaret, on 17 Oct. 1955, this very photo that on its back 
was inscribed in ink by him a message to her, as follows: "With God's love. Thmhi. 17.10.5-Pmlm 40:s. Psdm 
32:8, Isaiah 58:ll-three verses from the Judeo-Christian Script~res which convey the following thouphts: a love 
for God's will add the keeping of His teaching in one's heart; God's deaire to teach and advise Hi6 follower~ 
concerning the way they should go: and God's promise to supply His faithful oncs with strength and well-being e v e ~  
as a garden which. possessing a spring of water that never runs dry, shall always have water aplenty. 

The two would be married at Kpg's Macfarlane Church the following April in a m m o n y  oficinnd by 
Rev. P.S. Targain. In the upper right photo. iaken later that same day in the rear garden of the Himahyan Hotel 
where had just been served to many guests a sumptuous wedding luncheon inside the Hotel. can bc seen Thchia 
and Margaret, with GT's (and now MT'S) son Slierab Gyamtsho standing at far left. and at far nght Rei. and Mrs. 
Targain. MT was 55 years old; GT. nearly 66. 

Lower left photo shows the couple on their honeymoon at Ghoom Mission's celebrated Evelyn ( E n f ~ l d )  
Cottage, to where they had gone immediately following the luncheon. where they spent some ten days &fore 
returning to Kpg. The lower middle photo. tielieved to have probably been taken a ycar later. shows MT, GT attd 
son SGT (in his early 20s here) standing together outside but near the Tharchin mmpound. Kpg: while in the lest 
photo displayed on the first of these two Plate pages devoted to GT and MT. Tharchin is shown in Kurssong. the 
hi11 station just south of Ghoom, 1957. 



mpectively. 
'ho of some of the Iast   hot os 

&.e p w r  left photo on this sec- 
op11 Piete -@ cm be seen MT within the 
T I i ~ ~  c m  nd standing with a Leh x i&cWhi n0n stpm @est on the lefi and 
Hagzlir Wangpo's litde daughter s t a n d i  
nekt to MT, triken in 196516C1). And shown 
in the u p p r  middle and upper right 
photos we the two Tharcbins at leisure 
moments withifi th& residential campound 
tsken in the late 1960s and 1968, 

taken whileMT was stiii living ate cli&l~~iyed 
above and at right: the first iabn in 1971 or '72, and showhg the couple eeated at a table in theu fd 
C W O U ~ ~ * S  main house Sitting room, alang wàth two of OT's grendehildren, David and Ruth Thahin;  the 
second is a phom of the main house as viewcd Rn. the -ofthe migirial, much rmpller &dence b d l  in 
lbr GT and )(D: the Dcchhen Kang-Zuig (or"'YeUm Ho~se")~ taken one or rrm yepn befas hWgpr t$dd  
in 1974, GT would p s s  away two years lates. 



7 pi.36gb ~r,~fbtrtc*(dagi8i 
b Min*k,atl?B),rhmMificn* 

Isrrpcnçan-tèlliian-risd 
the IaercUno-Oergm rrnd Msrg- 
Photo was &bly i&m in thc mld. 
l ~ . D r . C r a i & a ~ ~ M a d i d S l b  
ptrintendçat of the Scuts Mission's 
Chamris Hospiid in Kalimpong, W 
grecUty en~cniraped GT to mmn to tbc 
Mission and the Msriw's Tibotan w& 
in Che eady 19% fntm which tbc 1- 
Tibeuuicalechisi hird msigned in 1 9 4 6 ~  
d i f f m c e a h e h a d h a d w i t h t h c ~ ~  
Mission H d .  RW. G q e  Mill. (ST did 
so, a d  lihortly afterwarQ he was ozdainad 

J 
as a Ch& of Scailwd Miniater and m 
sumed paslord service m g  the Tibeàm 
Chrisrians in and amnd the bill station. 

But during 1949 Dr. Craig hSd dm 
smed as a most eager faciiiuitot in a#inp 

implemented a gmndiose plan, involving Geigan Tharchin d t y ,  whicb hnrd betn put forth in ii l e m  a Dr. 
Craig (see below) by the highest ecclesia~tical officiai of the Scots Mission's "wnbrelh* Chu& govemSng buây, 
the United Church of Northern India: the laûer's M o d e m  d oie Canveaer dipt same y= of its GuKnl 
Assembly's Foreign Mission Cornmittee, the Rt. Rev. ûr. A. Wla h m .  In tltae end. howcver. the plan hrrd to k 
absuidoned, given the unfavorable geopolitical realitim for that iatc da& in Tibaan hi-. NNev*nbeliee& LhiE 
quite rernarkable episode. munted  in detail in die p m m t  volume's Ch. 23, @des furrtiep evidcaoe of ââc 
stature and respect which by this time Babu Tbmhin artd hi6 ' T S i  M i m  pager &ad Pdtievdd aSah 
&Ios in both India and Tibet. 



and &mad-whenmxsssary. TheHome is stü3 in opa&iq 
to zftis day, hving been faithfuliy euperh~snderl jo idy  d$ 
Eh$,$e in%am&r.ing yeeirs3 lq Pasor S.G Tharchin (nm 
b a s e d ,  2005) =ci his wife Nini, who continues m €W 
aapdty despite the loss of ber husbmd (bath sh~wa I th! 
iast photo the next mate standing wiîh the ait& 
ju$t opopsite tu the late Pastor's office that is off camWh 
and catedng as dways to the meds af the indigent childrsa, 
regadess of race, c d  ar gender. 

Wppw lefk MT is slilovm with the very first c h i l d ~  
admitbd to the newly established Home, standing togeuiee 
on the $rounds of the Thtirchin family cmqmmdt Kabpng, 
These five girls, al1 of the Lepcha race, are aiil alive todW 
and "living as good Christian ladies": a mmk, indeed, o f b  
iang-îaaitrg spiritad nuit of rhe ~ o m e  uder iwfTs and m'a 
cm. 

Upper right: a photo of GY' and MT an the roof af the original HCH ewzicme (probabb taken in 
iirairGl Mûs) ,  standing wltiî s q e  of the HCH dldren f k t  hm 1.1umbera-i as many as 1W at any &en pefi4 
#6me. 
. . ~ f a ç t l j n t h ~ p i c t u ~ e i m m ~ a t g r l ~ a b a v a c a n b e s e e n ~ ~ d ~ e c h i k ~ n w ~ w ~ b ~ d ~ ~  
%@7, They are shmm mmbdbed in front of the "yeil'ow House'* (wlth bluifhr- 
&hm$-h.tg; lthis lam n w  m%dng, *'The gaaîhau$e of a: hi$ f&Zy1)1 havfng 



English letters and Tibetan script-inscribed on a sipn 
board affixed to the upper façade of the building which 
for many years since 1948 had been the residence for 
GT and his first wife Karma Dechhen. 

A year earlier (1986) there had occurred the L 
beginningS of a needy 'renovation of the main HCH 
dormitory (shown under construction for this purpose 
in the lower left photo on the previous Plate page). This 
had been made possible through the financial conmbution 
extended to the Home by several Christians in America 
who were supporting this work among the less forninate 
in the Kalimpong area. And to this photo's right can be 
seen a subsequent picture, taken in late 1987, that shows 
the nearly completed renovated dormitory at left and. 
behind it, a partial view of the Tharchin main house. In 
the foreground, incidentally, the author is seen standing 
with two of HCH's older responsible boys at the time. 
together with the Home's custodian, along with Pastor 
Tharchin's youngest son, Joshua, with bike. 

Above left photo: From atop the stairway which 
leads up to the front entrance to the Tharchin main 
house one can look down upon the roof of the nearly 
completed renovated dormitory (late 1987) whose front 
left had been set aside for the late Pastor's office and 
front right a newly constructed guest room that later 
came to serve as additional office space. And at the 
photo's far end can be glimpsed a partial view of the 
"Yellow House" or Dechhen Khanp-Zang that is chiefly 
used today as storage space and temporary living quarters 
for staff. 

Above right: a partial view of the family garden 
area, and the rear stairway approach up and into the 
Tharchin main house. A few years after Karma Dechhen's 
death in  1955, the Tharchin family (GT. MT, and SGT/ 
Nini) moved up from the Yellow House into this main 
house following the completion of its construction in 
1960. Some of the HCH girls have their sleeping quarters 
here in the main house. 



GW&m m&tChrisdaai) mctaE, 
rriedid, erductnimd economic, ae weU 
as Chrisdan evangelidtic fautrwhes, 
ro a dlsiocated confused and suffering 
p&ople-al1 of which graatly helped 
ta easR their pIighr as they made an 
effort to begh a new life abroad. Wrote 
the late Dawa Norbu, out of his 

y o ~ g  r a f ~ e e  hPmself: "Volunteers came to [our] rescue. These 
@&@WB. M o  had no raid, seliglous ~r national affinities with us, only a e o m o n  hum@ bond, loved wd  ~md 
e9rr e& w b n  we m s t  nee8ed them .... p'heyl treated and nursed us like real parents, withmt a patronizing air or MY 
@& of revulsion gt um nnhealth~ state ..." 

' h o  suoh "sarngers" who volunteered their service were ~ergnn '  Tharshin, wlroge hsimanitWsm 
t%ew 1-6 fortmate ones became legendary and is recounted in detail in Ch. 27; md Mre. Wlthy Qlabsley 
Honisitqer) Fisber, the former American Methuûist missionary to Inàia who has b e n  mentioned several in 
fi@@pe~imt m i r i v e .  Bo& the B&u and Mrs. Fisher (top left photo), were called to Mussocde, MW hdia by tM4 
Lma XIY in e d y  1969 to render eôucational assistance to his fledgling Exile government. Bath of thena-blong 
wiq Thwhin's former stubnt at Gyantse, Prince Jigme Taring (standing with His Holiness in top right phoEPI 
@en at Dkmnsala Ert 1966 j w o u l d  serve together on an educational advisosy cornmittee. And into the M d s  of 
i!@m-s Tbhg and his wife Mary {alsb seen in top right photo) would be entmsted by the Dalai Lania the g o i w  
aatd. pdnei.palsMp of W Masswne School, an institution which His Holiness kad h i m d f  founded in M s h  Nd0 
rb f i t  Tikuii rtsitlential ssichool for reîugee children. The Prince wouid tâter write EO TharaMn B a b ~  thaddw 

I&&I for his helpfïil eontribution Ui getting the school's existence mdmway. 

Tbe structure shown in photo at lefi us& lb 
be a wool @own (warehouse) of one of the w d W a  
Marwari merchants of Kaiimpong. Lociltod rir 
Topkhana not far frem the T h m i n  wsideace dm0 
K.D. Radhan Road, i t  had belonged to  SLi Bani 
Nandkram till it was vonluntarily converted inSe f d ~  
Centcal School for Tibetans in ammd 1966 tha€ W 
becllme a msidenzial eduiiaitiond institution for Tibaa 
children. From 1959 to 1965, incidmtdly, the Centrd 
School had ocigindly b e n  located a half mile away b 
another wool godown, this one having belonged to 
anot'her and far wealthier merchant-trader, Sandutsm 
from Tibet (the one who in 1944 at K a l i m p o ~ ,  it 
may be recalled, had hosted Phuntsog WangyaI alid 
Ngawang Kabang). It had only b e n  a day school 
aside for the educational needs of the Tibetan r e f n p  
children as thev. with their varents, began sartamjUK 
across the 1nd;-~ibetan froitier in massive numbcii 1 from 1959 onward. For many years afier 1965 
residential Centra] School was under the direction of d Princi~al T. Lhawanp La (who was dso Principal of 

I 
~arjeéling's Central kbetan School), but in 1943 the 
Kalimpong School came under the principalship of 
Professor Dawa Norbu's younger brother, Kesan$ 
Tenzing, shown in the bottom left photo with hls 
wife. children and the author. At the turn of the prr?sed 
centurv he once again acce~ted the cal1 to assume this 
same bost. It waLto this ~choot,  as with many 0tbH .( schools for Tibetans, that in the 1960s and eady '7m 
Babu Tharchin would contribute, gratis, nurnero~s 
copies of his Tibet Mimor Press-published educatial 
texts and multilingual dictionaries. (For additiond 
details on this aspect of the Babu's genemsity ciad hi8 
assistance in furthering the educatioh of the Tibelm 
refugee children, see the next Plaîe.) 



Smry Book entaU& Llwm N d w  tha'u~~W 8 c ! W  %bk stmies in its 
bwme very popular mong the Tihe&m stu&t&s. OT WQUM alâo emd 
Bible Concordance W h ,  if OatZEifig$ by TEMans, muid etld tbm ia bmhg En@& as ud4 
introduce thcm to the Jadeo-ChistEaa !%x@mn But $be B a h  d d  I b w k  dbtriw $rat& 
these same refuge sm&nts during the 1- and 'm rboilos%nds of ooplts of a e~askhabkt, 
nurnbr of bis own wmks prodn3cCd 19) his busy h s s ;  e-g., Ki l%gMk-~-Hodi Pocfres 
Didonary, Ms findi-ribetag S(rWTau$trt, and bis 'I1W PNnerofCn?retzt Haid Wntiag. 

But another coasquenoe of M. StiU's yisit was iS f i n ~ ~ : i s J  d ~ i d y  Babu e v ~ d @  
re~eived fmm a friend of h m  in Anzona State where she l i v d  thd was dotlaiasé for dre p h h g  @ 
Qergan niarchin's manumental Tibetan-Tibetan Dictionary, Wpeosle &- vocabulary woiritnh 
matain an i n e d b l e  58,55 1 words w h i d  by this tirne he had a h ~ d y  sincc hevjng kgiati 
the endeavor back in 1930. Mereover, even bcfon: Mrs. S a ' s  f i n 4  W&w W. Ross of aeta m- 
Phi, had come h u g h  with the promis& hdf-sirbsidy the hidf to a' 
~ v a i a p  the Dictioouy's mol pdnting Id .Insdy bkn M W  b the Uni~essP~ & 
Wathington ( S a d e )  h cmjisar;$an with the p ~ @ h u s  
the University who bad wsmdy n@w the mt 
p o n a l  visit ts iWknpm& c h k g  AU@ @f wz~a~ae 
the then Executive Ch- k A&i 



Institute of the University of Washington (see copy below of the ofticial letter which outlined the 
agreement signed by Tharchin and the Institute's Director). 

Wrote Wylie in a letter to the Babu in 1965: "Your Dictionary will be.. .a valuable and ever1a.q- 
ing contribution to Tibetan studies.. ." Unfortunately, for scholars and linguists alike, for various 
reasons the Babu had to terminate the printing of his immense Lexicon, he having only been able to 
print up through the 10th letter fully and into the beginning of the 1 lth of the 30-letter Tibetan 
alphabet. He had hoped to have finished printing it  at the latest by 1969 as his contribution in 
expanding the availability of Tibetan literature in opposition to "the Communist Chinese" who, he 
wrote Professor Wylie in 1967, "are trying to destroy it." 

I!NIVERSI'I'Y OF WASHINGTON 
FAN EASTERN A N U  RlJSSlAN I N \ I ' l ' l ~ U l ' 6  

SIIA~-r 1. t 

M r .  G. Tharchin 
Pub l i she r  
The T ibe t  H i r r a r  Press 
Kalimpong , West Bengal 
I n d i a  

June  1, 1969 

Dear MF. Tharchin: 

Enclosed p l e a s e  f i n d  a check for $875.03, t h e  f i r s t  
payment of  our suppor t  f o r  t h e  p u b l i c a t i o n  of  t h e  Tibetan-  
Tibe tan  Dict ionary.  This  l e t t e r  of t r a n s r n i t t a l  w i l l  c o n s t i t u t e  
t h e  only formal  agreement r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  t o t a l  subs idy  of $3,500 
which we w i l l  send  t o  you i n  f o u r  i n s t a l l m e n t s .  The r.econd 
i n s t a l h e n t  w i l l  r each  you be fo re  t h e  end of 1964. 

The s t i p u l a t i o n s  of t h i s  agreement are t h a t  t h e  f i n 7 1  
copies  w i l l  acknckiledge t h e  a s s i s t a n c e  o f  t h e  Univers i ty  of 
Washington and of t h e  r o r d  Foundation; and t h a t  t h e  Univers i ty  
of Washington be g iven  t e n  (10) cop ie s  of t h e  p r i n t e d  d i c t i ona ry .  
These t e n  cop ie s  a r e  t o  be s e n t  t o  Dr, T u r r e l l  Wylie a- t h e  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  f o r  t h e  Univers i ty .  

P lease  i n d i c a t e  your acceptance  of t h i s  understanding 
by s ign ing  two copies  of t h i s  l e t t e r  and r e t u r n i n g  them i n  t h e  
enc losed  envelope. The t h i r d  copy af t h e  l e t t e r  is f o r  y o i r  
f i  l e s .  

It is our p leasu re  t o  be a s s o c i a t e d  with you i n  t h i s  
important  endeavor. We look forward with eager  a n t i c i p a t i o n  t o  
t h i s  va luab le  a d d i t i o n  t o  our  r e sea rch  l i b r a r y .  

Very s i n c e r e l y  y o w s ,  

G. Tharchin Helhnut Wiiheim, Direcror  
The T ibe t  P i r r o r  Press  Far  Eas te rn  and Russian ~ n s t i t u t e  

HW:mah 
enc: Check #26278, 5-28-64, $875.00 

2 s igned  copies  of above l e t t e r  
Return enve lope 





n The bazaar at Leh. 

f Pmct1 ebtoh (by Morauim Br. F.A. Aedslob) of the missian 
cistiopoimd, 3.d3, wakh. 

i Rev* A.W. md Ws. 



TENTATIVE EDITION. 

BBITIBH & FOCEIQX BIBLE 60-T. 

Printed rt 

The rd. AR. Tibetan Mierion Pm. 

GnOOAi, DARJEELINQ. 

[ 19031 

k A fine example (see also two of its Lexl pages next) of a wotk issued by Ghoom's 
Scandinavian Alliance Tibetan Mission Press which would also issue a very g d  production of 

the so-called Ghoom Revised New Testament during this same year of 1903. 



LESSON 1. (a 
DIALOOCE. 

TL. ii i ~ l a i d d  loniiih the byiunn ritli kr. mmmun wu- 

ni LI-& h~bi & i t iuh i~  nny e a c ù ~ p  (bainbu b wldul to i~ 

T: o~ul innriiii~ I ~ h ~ < ~ i y u  yiy.. -~~'9"7qwl 
9: Uuil i;umiuu. 1 Lu @. d' U+'-.Y. ~ W * I  n-Fl 
T: (GmpIimiiny). 8 K-IW u'aqp. ~ q N ' ~ $ g "  1 
LI: P k a  hi m i a L  Lrp. A4..h+. "IN* 1 qyfls~vq 
Am lui d l !  x i  L.- la- ~ ~ . 9 1 ~ ' ~ ~ ~ q ~  1 
Y-, h i , k  J-u. h-pi t 'rzb'a.  *YI W ~ I  
we) *iu id a ln+. MU , qSi y,.. 7 9 . ~ q ~ H i r y l  
WiU iad hmi t-. ~i w IO gsi yim. qS.q~.@lv%I 
II hi -1 1 ~ ' r  tr'ige'iy rr d u .  ~ B T ~ ~ T ' ~ P ~ I  
Not m r e g  o h .  D'a#-$ ~ . l  --m. y + k ~ a i < ~ l  
epsi .iowij b. A ha . q%+-qyc;ri l  
~ U J  ~i yye r o l p - b r  -9 m MW. ~ ~ ~ r ' i g i ~ l  

11 m.ny tima p l s r .  Tdor mm,++ nng -W. & a i ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ q q ~ ~ 1  
~ h . t w i ~ d a  ~ ' a  W, or: d'a d'o  g'i rr. qw 
Wh.ii i tbhd*d: Di ia g ' o n  " 9.i *. q F ~ * . k w ~  
Ym mod h m  it d., rappd iab H i - r b  W q 7 . 4 . ~ ? ~ 1  
Wmt ; m a l  W i - m .  

Do norHmt. W i  mu-". 

**TI 
T = R ~ i T l  

Plnaa oiin ad j .  

'fiin-ro rAr ~1 1'J pmg. 

D o  g n p - p l  &pi-,". 

D'a 1,'. r ï o  57'1 rt. 

K*l, A. 

N d i  p.,. 

1. " G d  m i o g "  is n>t l i d  h j ,  t m ~  ~hœa p h i u s  ur ard uinilub. 
B. Lit: "Thc hm01 Hia Hoami ii far-mcbing." 8 d  mmpiimenUiy Larmi ui Wium. 

3. l ü c  mouiiiutipi in khi. ù i i l u g .  is C. T. r n ~ ~ m m .  
. .. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 

LES SON^. m 
THE TBIRTY COifBONANTB. 

spiat%Wrn4'41 
(Tho âgnr- &sr lo Lha ben) The m m  inoitmM 

Iq fi "p rn. hq a.. t I V ~ U .  'a CA.. Clv o. i I. 9 .Y,-. 

'5 T*. i r S. '7 ose 4q No. '4 h % P ~a '4 W.. ' R  .W. 

'8 r-. a& n-a. % DI. 'q w,. 'q zk. 'il z... 9 AA. SW Y.. 

'q Ra. '9 IP. Bq Sk. ' U  Sa. 1q II. 'W A. 

1 Text pages (4) and (5) of the Primer of Standard Tibetan by Amundsen. 



O The cûief uanshtm or nic .irbetan ~ i ~ e ,  
the Rev. Y d  Oorgan ad w& at kh. 



r Rev. M. Grant Griebenow. 

. Cwgm Thad& (lefi) and Eliyah T. Phnrn~dk? 
(at LandOur?), 2 960. P' 

t Mrs. rnuntsolc (lett), the 'l'harchins (ceater) 
and Rev. Phuntsok at Kalimpong, 1962. 

Y Tharchin's son Sherab and his nephcw by 
; muriage, Theravada Buddhist lana D, , k;:' , .. k- *--am* I, 

Y The young Eliyah PhuntsPk, 
photo taken sometime &er hii 
Christian conversion in 1935. 



Ti* page of original 1970-7 1 Revised T i b  New 
created by Revs. Vittoz, Phunemk, Tiumiwfn. 



i . '  ' 
; .?,, . . 

k<*& 4 

Ii *-• . ,  

' 

' 1 .  ; y&;js! 9 ;' 

a. -4 

'My Pm"-David Tenzing (1942-66), whan Pastas Tharchin, centm. as he 

his conversion to Christ. 
'Odser CJompa's High Priest in E$st TSikt b&e ministexing toDavid's sp~tud 

1960s. He is flanked by two of hjs clj-MNX&W y 
CMsrian gospel. - . , '. - . ,, YS* 

' . '1# 
m L m 

Bdper l k b n a 8 ~ ,  wiiich mce belmged ta 
David L. T&g. 





PI. 41 What is shown on the ten Plate pages which follow this introduction is a variety of photos and 
illustrations which reveal a number of the more distinctive sides to the character and personality of the rem;irkablr 
man known to the world simply as G Tharchin, and which thus affords to the outside observer unique glimpses inte 
the heart of the inan that in bome instances perhaps only his fainily andlor close associates would have recognized 
as being truly Thiirchinesque. 

Beginning. then. with the first Plate page of ten. oiie can see, at upper left, G T  clad in the faniiliar Tibetan 
chuba and standing in front of the Tibet Mirror Press building. Kalimpong (Kpg). 1949150. As much as possible, he 
wished to Wear Tibetan garments as but one stratagem he could employ in encouraging olhers within his ethnir 
community in lndia to preserve certain eleiiients of the Tibetan culture he deemed to be of enduring value. Uppr 
right: G T  reading the Christian Bible while sitting up iii bed one morning in the early 1970s. He was a inan of thc 
Scriptures and of prayer, engaging in both these spiritual exercises daily throughout his life. 

Middle left photo: Though he could not have any birth children of his own, G T  and Karma Dechhen (KDI  
adopted two into their family, both shown in this group picture taken out front of the Tibetan Mission House. Kpg. 
1940: Sherab Gyamtsho. age 4,  standing in front of KD. and his much older adopted sister Marium (born 19?8191 
shown at far left. who died two years after this photo was taken. Next to Marium is KD's sister from Lhasa. whilc 
at far right, with GT's arm around him. is that sister's son. Ringzin Wangpo (here in his early 20s). Not only would 
the Tharchins legally adopt two needy children into their family, but also-at various times during his lifetimeai 
Kpg. and for lengthy periods in each case-GT took to himself within his family residence several teen-aged boys 
and young men and generously treated them as sons: e.g.. the aforementioned Ringzin Wangpo from Lhasa. Sonam 
T. Kazi of Sikkim, Drasho Rigzin Dorje of Bhutaii (shown here in middle center photo when speaking decades later 
at a SUMI anniversary function), and Hisao Kimura of Japan. 

Middle right: G T  on horseback. with his Lepcha g;irdener/syce. Mali. Ritualistically. each workday mornin: 
GT-once he had established the family compound up along K.D. Pradhan Road after 1945-would ride down the 
hillside to his Mackenzie Cottage Press office. Mali returning the horse to the Tharchin residence; after which. the 
syce would take Sherab on horseback to the latter's school at the Graham's Homes. and, again, bring him back [rom 
schooi in late afternoon. One final time, as part of this daily routine. Mali would lead the horse down to the Presb 
office in the evening and collect GT. 

Lower left photo: Shown here is a lengthy letter in Tibetan sent G T  from a high Lhasa official, 1948. 
written on thin scroll paper. Some idea of the letter's physical length can be had by noticing to ils left GT's son 
Sherab. age 12. standing next to the unfurled paper scroll which exceeds in height GT's son! Such letters recei\'ed 
from Lhasa government officiais were not uncommon. and further demonstrates how important Tibetan officia15 
deemed the Indo-Tibetan Babu to be at this critical time in Tibet's history. 

Here next is evidence of a lighter side to GT's personality. While in Calcutta one day. he had a photo studio 
depict him, illustrated on a postcard. seated in the cockpit of a small plane aloft over the city, with a friend of hic 
depicted going along for the ride! G T  niust have shared this amusing trick with his family upon returning 10 K P ~  
Besides this kind of indulgence in humor. GT was constantly pulling verbal puns on unsuspecting friends and also si 
times doing the sarne on paper within his writings for the newspaper. Furtheriilore. often gathering children aroun? 
him on the Street. to whom he would parcel out delicious sweets he always carried with him. GT at one point in  
chatter together would merrily put to them a statement or question with which he would conclude. in 
succession in three different languages familiar enough to them (Hindi. Nepali. English). each language's word for: 
,411 right-as foiiows: richchha? h l r r lchhd o.k. :) The children would invariably break out in uproarious ~ a u e ~ ~ ~ ~ !  

On the second Plate page in tliis series is shown some evidence of the fact that Gergan Tharchin. believr 
it or no[. was a romantic at heart. In the upper left photo G T  is seen smiling niischievously as lie sits on one of lhe 

benches at the famous Lovers Meet, a favorite haunt of young lovers back then and located 8 kms above nearli! 
Teesta Village. Taken of him during the 1920s when he was in his 30s. the photo probably dates to a tiine !Jrior Io 

his marriage in 1924 to Karma Dechheii. shown at iipper right in Sept. 1954 at age 57 with her husband ;il aee ''. 
happily married and dearly in love with each other. Less than a year later she would pass away. 

After KD died. and during the period ol' courtship hetween GT iind missionary Margaret Vitants ( M V )  fro? 
Latvia in East Europe. G T  gave to his future second bride a photo of' himself taken in the early 1940s when i n  
early 50s. And inscribed on its back was the following h;indwri[ten inked 1ness;ige. repr«duced on this Plate Page " 
middle left: "Love & k 2511 1155'' (i.e.. Love and kisses. 25 Nov. 1955-tlie latter tlie precise date on which hr Iiid 
presented this small rnemento to MV. Less than six months Inter ihey were married. At iniddle riglit are shown 'Iie 
two of [hem in the mid-1960s seated in thc Tharchin compound's inaiil house sitting rooni. smiling ineailiii~~~ll! 
at each other and holding haiids tightly together, the IWO of them obviously v c ~ y  much in love. FurthCr proot y' 
GT as a true romantic, if aiiy were needed. arc the still extant love letiers he wroie to his second wife ddilring 'I ie i r  
courtship and following their inarriage in Apr. 1956 after KD had died soine 14 inoiiths enrlier. 

A further hallinark of GT's character aiid personality is parti-aycd i i i  the two scenez presented ne" 
showing Tharchin as a doting grandfather: at lower left. GT is Iiowii with wilè Margaret iii the same sitling roo'" 
on the occasion of his grandsoii David's 3d birlhday. 1968. and .;ui.rouilded lefi hy soine of  the or!Jhaii;ige 
children who were treaied a ï  well-nigh regular rnemberï of  the falnily;  arid i i i  ilie lo\ver riglit photo GT is  shO\"" 
having almost concluded Iiis prayer tiine ;incl about to eiijoy a lovirig. rclnxillf tirne witll his gr;indJWliirr 



Elizabeth and one of his grandsons. early 1975. This is the only cxiant phtrcograph of the Bribu, inçidencally, which 
shows hiin sporting a beard! 

Ai the top of ille third Plate page: Evidrnce of  GT'h ihoughtfulness and love towardr hir rdoptcd son 
Sherab Gyamisho is revealed in this inscribed message hund  on ihr flyleaf of a volume GT h d  prcsenlcd to Ilim 
in 1947. It was probably considered by thai time to be a rare b(w)k. published L ~ n d o n  I W ,  and dixdiverrd by t k  

father in a Calcutta second-hand bookshop, the kind o l  reading material he no thoughi w«uld & of  grc;rt 
interest to his I l-year-old son: Sport and Travel in Both Tibets by Lady (Minna] Jeiikins. 

Middle illustration: This brief letter to his 12-year-old son reveals iwo hide* io CiT: ( a ,  thai tbough an 
extremely busy man he was a responsible pareni concerned enough aboui hir \on's luiure to iake the lime and 
trouble to put his concerns and needful parental challenges on paper so that t11e son would have hib latheras w t d s  
before him always as a reminder. Elsewhere in the present hiography of Ciergan Tharchin is recordcd the tc,cJmitny 
by SGT of his father's deep and abiding love for his son. And ( h )  the Ictier. i y p d  on an aiready-u.wd piece of psy>er 
(as evidenced by the few typed words of an incomplete writing and shown upside down oii the bame piecc 01. p a p r l  
bears witness to a peculiar trait of GT's to which the resr of the extensive Tharchin Papers bear ample wiiners: 
namely. that Tharchin the newspaper editor never discarded any scrap of paper which could be ured agaiii tnr 
another purpose. Indeed, with respect to most everything in his life GT was a consummate economizer--u.hether 
it involved his resources, money, time, or whaiever. 

Bottom photo: This is a picture with a partial view of tlie spacious forecour( of the well-hiiown (in Kppj 
Tharpa Chholing (aka: Tirpai or Tripai) Monastery of the ruling Gelugpa ( Y e l l o ~  H ~ I J  Seci »S Tihcun Buddhi\in. 
located along K.D. Pradhan Road very nearby Io the Tharchin compound. In July 1951 ira forecourt became ihe 
venue for various dignitaries. including GT. to pather together to cerernonially fornialize a prior succe\sful atlempt 
at reconciliation between two conflicting factions or  the gompa's monks and lanias who uere also prewni on iliis 
particular day in the forecourt. This event, described in detail iii Ch. 29 oi' the preseiir voluine. point\ up a funher 
and quite significant hallmark of the Babu's life: he had an effective and grearlj appreciated niinisiry of rrsonciliation 
within and without the Tibetan community, and regardless if the persons inbolved s e r e  C'hribtiani or nul. 

Turning now to the top illustration on the fourth Plate page in this series dealing with GT's many-sided 
persona, it needs to be explained that althouph what is reproduced here is an example of how ihe prcseni Tibetan 
Christian pastor in Kpg. S.G. Tharchin, was still being invited to Buddhist funciions such as the one described hem, 
it is worth noting that SGT's father, Rev. G Tharchin, had himself been invited coniinually to tl i i5 very same 
annual function, even though the inviters well knew he was a staunch Chrisrian. CiT did noi dismiss these kinds of 
invitations in the least-as would some other Christians, he looking upon them. rather. as opportunities IO bear 
witness regarding Christ and His gospel. and doing so without ai al1 coinpromising his Christian convictions. 

Bottom photo: An insight into yet another side io  the personality of this multifaceted man is proticled b j  
this photo of what appears to be the inaugural meeting. held on 1 July 1954. of the Sulu Khumhu Sherpa Assuciaiion 
of Kalimpong. And not surprisingly. for those who knew him well. the Indo-Tibetan is seen ~ a t e d  ai the desk in the 
center in his capacity as this newly-founded Association's Secretary (wiih T.N. Sherpa. shown sitring nexr Io him. 
serving as the group's President). There was hardly an organization. iown cornmittee. insrilution or organizcd 
group in Kpg-and regardless whether Christian or non-Christian. or whether political. social or religous in 
purpose-that did not have Gergan Tharchin as a mernber or as an officer. Reason: he was an exireinel!. cjvic- 
minded individual who could hardly ever say no when invited to join andlor serve. And. of course. heing the 
Christian evangelisi that he was. this indefatigahle advocate of causes for justice. righteousness. c«nipa>sion or 
progress deemed these various avenues of affiliation and service-for the pood of his erhnic c<iuntr-meri. of his 
church. community or wider world beyond-as golden opportunities io spread the Christian rne<\age by hith lite 
and word. 

Fifth Plate page in this series: GT was a creator and inveiitor, as the special chaptrr ( 2 9 a J - m  " Takinp 
the Measure of the Man"-in the present volume makes clear. Shown here is an eraniple. albeit not one io u-in any 
prize in artistry. of the man's creativity in designinp. writing up. and printing his family's Chrisimas card one year. 
Never one io miss an opporrunity to foster the notion of unity and snlidarity among the Tibeian people wherever 
found. G T  in this instance combined bis own artistic ability with an already widely-recognired ar(i\tic depiction of 
friendship and unity widely known to Tibetans as the mthuti pu spi111 I ) : / I I :  ihe "four harmvnious brothers" as 
represented by the elephant, monkey. rabbit and bird. II  just so happens that this symhol had heen adopied in the 
mid-1930s by a political group led by Topgyay Pangdatsang which had heen l'nrmed "to work towards Khampa 
unification by settling illternal differences among Khainpas" in East Tibet. This panicular Chrisimas card p<)ssihl!. 
dates from that very period. Whether the recipients were adherenis of GT's Christian faith or noi. this charniing 
greeiing tard imust have evoked warm-aild perhaps in some instances gralefui-siniles (111 their faces. And quile 
naturally, too. he had constantly come up with interesting layouts for ihe various ihsues of his beloved Tibetan 
Newsvaver and other vublished works which continually rolled ciff the Tibei Mirror Press m e r  man-. man? years . . 
of printing and puhlishing activiiy. 

But besides a ereative sireak in GT. there was an inveniive one as weii. Elsrwhere il1 the pW5ent volume 

(Ch. 29a) is descrihed his invention of a particulnrly effective uool carding brush madr (if wood and wire (sec thc 



illustratioii of ils registered Trade Mark showing a wornan brushiiig wool). for which, as word of i t  spread Iilerallv 
far iind wide, there developed a great dernand throughout much of the Hirnalayan region. Bu1 GT wax ais» th; 
inventor of one or two other devices which likcwise brought hirn fame. 

Tlie sixth Plate page of ten records aiiother of the more distinctive Eeatures of GT's character: Alihougll 
he received iiurnerous letters and notes froni the "high aiid rnighty" of this world. the farned Babu reniained a mou 
humble man throughout his long life. Whether correspondence caine frorn world-renowned scholars like Giubeppe 
Tucci of Roiiie. wealthy aristocrats from Bhutan and Tibet such as Rani Choni Dorjee and Mary Taring. risin: 
Tibetologists like Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz from Austria. or  well-placed governrnent officiais such as Sir Charle, 
Bell (CaB) and Hugh Richardson froin Britain. it did not engender pride in the heari of this lowly nian from Poo 
at all. On the contrary. his ernergence froni total obscurity into a place of prominence did not inake him any les5 
approachable by the poor and less fortunate: al1 had friendly and ready access to hirn. 

Seventh and eighth Plate pages in this series: Still another interesiing side to GT's persona was his 
penchant for photography, which. naturally, served as a ii-iost helpful adjunct in his pursuit of journalism. I n  faci, 
one can find here and there throughout the wide-ranging Tharchn Papers hundreds and hundreds of photo negaiive$- 
shots taken by GT of people, places. objects and landscapes in Tibet and elsewhere. And as can be discerned in ihe 
photos displayed on these two Plate pages, the Babu developed into a better-thaii-average photographer. 

Whether present at social, political. religious or institutional/organizational functions or out traveline 
by foot, pony or vehicle. G T  invariably had his carnera with hirn so  that he could capture on film such subjeci 
rnatters as are depicted in the following described photos, many of which ultiniately found their way into the issues 
of the Babu's Tibet Mirror newspaper. 

On the seventh Plate page, e.g., upper left. G T  caught on film a photo of Lady Edwina Mountbatten. wile 
of India's last British Viceroy, during her visit to Kpg on I June 1948; lower left. Lady Mountbatten again. visiting 
with the Choegyal (Ruler) of Sikkim at the latter's Palace in Gangtok; upper right, West Bengal Governor and Mrs. 
K.N. Katju. s h o w  here in the late 1940s with Scots Mission missionary Dr. Mary H. Scott, D.D., at the opeiiing 
ceremony of the Kpg institution she had founded: the School for the Blind; iinrnediately below the aforementioned 
photo. one can view the Tibet.Mirror editor's shot of Rani Choni Dorjee. wife of Bhutan's Prime Minister. Raja 
S.T. Dorjee, with Dr. Scott, at the sarne function. 

And on the next Plate page (the eighth in this series): the large photo at lefi, taken by GT at the Bhuian 
Durbar House. Kpg, showing Jigrne Dorjee (son of Raja S.T.), with his wife Tesla (Taisila) Tsarong. sisler of Mary 
Taring (Mary La). just as the royal couple was entering onto the Durbar House courtyard; and finally. included are 
two landscapes showing, respectively: farned Mt. Chomolhari (24,000'), the sacred Queen of the Divine Hilis. 
located just inside Tibet; and the even more massive inountain range of Kanchenjunga (28,146'). GT. incidentall~. 
had inked in on the back of both rnountain scenes the words: "Right[s] reserved." thus indicating thai apparenil~ 
he hirnself thought highly of both photographs and were thus deserving of protection 

The final two Plate pages (niiith and tenth) in this series highlight the eleiiient in the Babu's persona which 
by far stands out frorn al1 the rest of his noteworthy character features as one of his finesi: his generous. hel~ful 
and cornpassionate activity on behalf of so  inany. and which manifested itself in countless ways. Indeed. h i c  
liberality in extending acts of helpfulness, charity and/& kindnexs to everyone-whether high or low. rich or POor. 

prominent or obscure. Christian or non-Christian-becarne legendary iii his lifetirne. In fact. it was this elenlent 
in GT's character which those individuals interviewed by the present author had reniarked about the rnost: and l n  

the mosl glowing terms. lllustrative of this kindhearted generosity of  GT's  was what the renowned scholar i n  
Japanese Tibetology. Bunkyo Aoki (1886-1956). was inoved to make reference to oii the Christiiias greeting 
he had sent G T  a year hefore the Japanese scholar's death. Hnving for some l i t t l e  while aided Aoki quite liberall!' 
in providing him with various hard-to-ohtain Tibetan-language research doculiieilts (and possibly also havinf eveii 
translated for hiin soine difficuli items amoiig thein). the Indo-Tibetan scholar received an effusive "thank YOu" 
from the celebrated Japanese professor for his inuch helpfulnehs i i i  the past. 

But ais0 iiiustrative of this remarkable elernenl in GT's character were the many gifis oC books whiçh 
throughout the years of his long career he received frorn various scholars who had heen on the receiviiig end of Ihe 

Bahu's tireiess and kindly assistance. Exarnples of  these tokens «f appreciation, iiisçribed on either the flyleaf Or 

haIf-Me page of  their book gifts. are several inscriptions reproduccd on tliis aiid the I.iiial Plate pagc iii  this seric': 
Marco Pallis. who gave to GT a copy of L.A. Waddell's Tlw Huddlii.vm of Tili(,t (2d ed.. 1933); David Siicll€rO\" 
who presented the Babu wiili a copy of C.A. Bell's 7711, Peol>lc> of Tibet (1928); George Roericli. whose "thailk Y""" 
inscription to GT appears i i i  Vol 1 o f  his highly-praised 2-vol work, ~ h ( .  H / i r l .  ~ i l i i l r / , v  ( 194')), anci who aiho lai" 
gave Tharchiii the 2d vol (1953).  G T  having then inscribed a "niany thaiiks" iiotntion to hirnself on 
received the 2d vol froin Roerich; and finally, on the coiicluding ((enth) Plate page in [his sci.ies is rcpr«d~ced Ihe 

inscribed message to GT by Theos Bernard which appears i i i  a gift copy sent tlic [iitlo-Tibeiaii of one of ~ e r i ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
owii books, Hacii,eri L i ~ . s  iitirhin U s  (1939). Earlier tliat saine year he Iiad sciit G T  a copy 01' his iiiost celebrlteJ 
volume. Penthouse of the Gods (also publixhed in 1939). on whose flyleaf Iiad ;ippeai-ed ;iii eveii irioi.e efrusi"' . . 
note of sincere thaiiks. 







Yu 0ear  9herapr 
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dl the work I do and you u i r$  Aeok @er rll m# ua*. y $ o u #  
lsarn wll ond rfudu Bard mou vlAA go* dot  QJ ( r e u U ~  rlkr y.p, rom 

.id, no one ~ $ 1 1  l u r  *ou and ea9e.w e u  iill l r # L  at #W &r*n 
you murt bs wru o1.o.r bol md wat~ îwtr . RM muet p r w  k & a d  yer 

aurt obey your mother and me. 



Plate 41 : Page 4 of 10 

HEAD-LAMA, LAMAS & MANAGEMENT 
OF THARPA CHHOLING MONASTERY, 

K A L I M P O N O .  
reqzlest the pleasure of 

C 

xr . /h f f8  ........- s ..... G; ......-. Ibt ..e& --- 'a 
company to oelebrate the DeaR Anniveruary of 
G p l w a  Tuong-Khapa, the Fwnder of Oelugpa 
Doctrine, ot 8 a. nt. al the -!onoaleryta premiees 
d Tripai HiEla, Kaiimpsng on f 9,  19 Y L 

PROGRAMME :- 

8 A. M. 
1. Prooeesion with Image of Qyalwa 

Teong-Khspa with Palanquin from 
Tripai Monastery to Book Depot 
via 10th Mile and back to Monaa- 
tery via Hnrkedhoj Pradhan Roed. 

2. Meeting-Speeches by Lamas and 
Othere. 

3. Prayers and chanting of hymna. 



Plate 4 1 : Page 5 of 10 

1 , , psriiih. but haïe [( . 

Note: The wording within the circle 
around the picture of the wornan brushing 
her wool is in the Tibetaii. Nepali and Urdu 
languages and declares: "You c m  obtain first- 
class. long-lasting and autheiltic wool brush 
fi-orn Tharçhin. Kalirnpong." 

The  explanation surrounding the 
Trade Mark Illustration. when translated 
froin the Tibetan reads as  follows: "Earlier 
[during the t i m r ]  when n o  lndians and  
Tihetans had any idea of this rnost essential 
wool brush. both the Ghoorn Mission and 
the news puhlisher 1i.e.. GTJ were the 
suppliers of thern [the brushes]. Due to the 
[Second World] a a r  and non-a\.ailability of 
the best qualit! wires. the manufacture of 
the brush Iiad IO be ahandoned. But n o u  1 qi.-*,Hc-~q. ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 4 1 1 . ~ ~ % ' ~ ~ % ~ ' E 1 ' 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ! 1  [ 19511 peit'er-t a i res  are available and u e  are - intending soon t« inanufacture and supply 

the pi-eviously perfect loiig-lastiiig uool  brusli. and requesting [that in youi-] persona1 business [concerning 
the hrush. you sho~ild]  firht inquire of tlie [Tibet Mirrcir] Press. You should also (look to] see w hrther [ ? o n  the 
product obt;iiiiedG? or. ?iii aiiy product advcrtiseiiient?] the Trade Mark of the Wornan Wool Bnisher is[showinp] 
there o r  not." 



Ti-  %- 1.J 







Plate 3 1 : Piigtt 9 o f  I O  

(329 Izumicho, 
Suginami-Ku, 
Tokyo, Japan] 

PART ONE 

1 

+ -  BY 

GEORGE N. ROERICH 

BY 

GEORGE N. ROERICH 



Plate41: Page 10of 10 

In appreciation of  your faithfulness as 
1 continued my studies in that land 
where these teachings [on the Yogic 
"Way o f  Life" which are found described 
and discussed within the pages of  this book 
by Bernard] are preserved for the future 
peace and happiness o f  mankind. 



Pl. 42a-g By the late 1920s and into the '%, Babu Tharchin hsd btcome known and respactsd 
for his work on behalf of Tibet. Tibetans, and other Tibetan-speaking peoples residing in lands 
adjacent to India. So much so that he was frequently invited to rnany social functions where t k  elite 
leadership of' District Darjeeling would often be gathered to celebrate this or that occation or to 
honor visiting VIPs. 

On this and the following Plate page are reproductions of but a few repre.wntütive exarnples 
of such invitations that were extended to Tharchin and which increased in number with every 
passing year-whether, as shown here, il would be an invitation to celebraie the birthday of' Sikkim's 
Maharaja, attend the Political Officer for Tibet's Garden Party at Gangtok. altend an important ~ x i d  
event at Bhutan's Durbar House in Knlimpong, or meet such important people as India's Prime 
Minister Nehru, West Bengal State's Governor K.N. Katju. or SherpaTenzing Norgay on the occasion 
of his historic Everest triumph. As a matter of fact, there was hardly any significant social function 
involving Tibetans or Tibetan affairs to which-if held within a reasonable traveling distance from 
Kalimpong-Gergan Tharchin would not have been invited, that important an individual he was to 
those who extended various invitations. 

company on the occasion of the Birthday Csltbration o/ d i  iuw Tm at. .  t h  . k u p r ~ - . 4 1 ~ ,  

His Highnrss Sir Tashi Namgyal,  K.C.S.I., K.C.I. E . ,  .&?!?b!?!@ .... a t J . e . m f o r 4  r.r.an 

W S V P t0:-- 
Hon oeneril SecrelirY. 
Blrthdiy Cornrnlltn, 
aangtok, Slkklm 

R. 8. V. P. O 
The A. D. C.-ih Cnorga 
The Invildion om. 

THE TlB- MIRROR PR=. 
7 m ~ ~ * ~ ~ v : ~ a ~ ~ ~ p ~ 1  - 

To Tbe A a e i s u n t  P o l i t i a l  Off10er.  
%ngtok.  Sikkim. 

h u r  S i r .  

Kindly do c o n t e y  t o  t h e  F o l i t l o i l  Of f i ccr  nad 

Xts. b y n l  my h e n r t l l y  thanle. f o r  t h e i r  kind I n r l t a t i o n  

t a  mr for  :br! :srden p r t y  on the 3rd.  Yay I 'JSC.  

T 1-e,?rct ver?  much t h a t  omlng tn 111 heP1.h ! 

??n u r a b l ~  t o  orreerit mysclf  r t  Lt.e b p p y  p r t g  for  r b i e h  

Yours f r .  i t h f u l l y ,  
3-4 

, . 



T O  M E E T  
H i s  Excellency Dr.K.N.Katju. tiuvernur of West Bengal 

HIS HIGHNESS THE MAHARAJA OF S I K K I M  
requfils llie pleurure o f  the company of  

Ar. JkccPI 
a& a Statt Garden h r ~  10 be held at the W h i t e  M t m o -  
rial Hull, Cangiok, Sikkim,  on Fridoy the 1st Junt  
1951, c l  7 p.  in. 

I I 5 V P  
lu  

Tlic P r i n i c  Sicreiarr 

.- Cri S c J o i l  

K c i I ~ m ~ o n ~  







Pî. Ma-e Rev. Gergan Tharchin's r - PR 



, 

'; &&qadfi: Rw* G mmMn La$ biEtia and 
datei, and h e  capil i l  ia~sra  BIP 1 

- , @est in Psaca). 
Photos (c) to (e): The mmy katm 

draped over the jeep were placed tmew by 
the Thaschin family as a sign of deep 
mpect. Hundreds of people accompanied 
the jeep, laden with Rev. Thahin's cari 
and carrying its pallbeeirers (set photo d), 
as the procession made its way to 

, Macfaslane Mernorial Church for the 
, &meral safvsce. 



' r - .-+  
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Pl. 46a-c At the Gravesite of Rev. Tharchin. Upper left photo: Gergan Tharchin's momentarily open 
casket rests at its burial site within the grounds of the heretofore Scots Mission Cemetery (called ~ o d ' s  Acre). 
The Christian cross is being held by one of Kalimpong's Tibetan Christian Church elders, Napa P. Tshefingg 
the father of Rev. Tharchin's daughter-in-law Nini Tharchin, whose face can partially be seen (she is wehng 
h~rn-rimmed glasses, upper right). Elder Tshering has just offered up a prayer. 

Bottom photo: Rev. Subba, officiating at the burial service, surrounded by many mourners. 
Uppernght photo: The closed casket of Rev. Tharchin now lies in the ground, with its cover w n g  

tliv oudine of a cross embedded in ifs wood. 





Dear Son, 

It was w i t h  deepest  sorrow t h a t  
1 heard t h e  news of t h e  passing 
away of a good man and a renowned 
schola r ,  your Father .  

Please  accept my s i n c e r e  
sympathies. 

My -son in-law, D r  Spr igg ,as  s l s o  
Mr Marco P a l l i s  and M r  Nicholson, 
held M r  Tharchin i n  g r e a t  esteem and 
a f f ec t i on .  1 have w r i t t e n  t o  them 
and have sent khaddas from them. 

Yours very s ince re ly ,  

. 

No. 

.(<.-ci from . , 

. ... . ... . .., .................... 



m. 48a,b Top photo: Ttie Front ma of one of the side chqds wite its pdpit, k m W d  wW& 
@ WB sanctuary of Kalimpong's MaciFarlane C $ w h  and fm wbere t h u &  Lbc ylepro t$rx 
*g6m 'l'hmb had faithfufly d e l i v d - h m  this â m e  p U t p i t - d . ~ U S  Chri- 6Q 
@@ Rbem congregation seated before R h .  Atvove die pipit an the wdz a bhkwtid Phte 

of &v. Tharchia. 
Zn the bottom phota cm be seen a clase tlp of the Pigae wbmc briefut h w d W ~  b 
md Engliah. nie Eogluh rads: Yn losiig ~ ~ d ~ .  a 'Ibdi% 

WWandthe madermof5fie~i~a&,-*-wb** 
afqfi~ and t~ gl~ry of W. 19244th M. km. @bGhW b PsPlm 4 PW@" 



Pl. 49a-h The Destruction of Tibet's Religious Culture and the Country's Future 

whom are shown at Iqbt in 4 
monastery which p r o M y  M 
longer exists in presentda$ 
Tibet. For when Mao Tse-tu@ 
forces marched into the Ladd d 
Monks and Mortasteries, it ma 

i 
with the intent to thoroughiy 
overturn the country's ancieat 
culture and in particular totally 
eradicate her religion. Nearly six 
tumultuous decades have now 
passed since the People's 
Liberation Army invaded Tibet; 
and although Tibetans there still 

e it out con tely has been remarkably effective 
&.laa far-a.t least with respect to (a) its monastic inmates (by 1979, moi,. -1 the 600,000 monkish population 

eilher "dead or h d  disappeared with~ut a trace") and (b) its external appearances: indeed, knowledgeable 
on Tibet geaeralIy agree that by 1970 the rampaging Red Guards, set Ioose several years earliçr by 
MW, had destroyed some 95 percent of Tibetan Buddhism's material maiiifestations so centrd to dit 
ife of the country. Several of the other photos displayed here, along with their explanatory captions, 

#@st fa part to this astounding observation. 

T &>@ 
tep & 
pheta hg& 
aham 
~hapeBÈs$r 
c h u a b  & 
mck but 
t e c o v e d d  
w r a p p e d  
respectfull7 
with &asI  fi^ 
they had b- 
heads of 
heretofore 
beau t i fu l l~  
carved Stone 
statues which 
the Chinese 
had mutiiated. 

The Jonang Kumbum in Tibet's remote Later rescud 

muntsoling Valley was dynamited by the 1 by devout 

a n e s e  in 1959 and today lies in niins, with T i b e t a n s ,  
of 14th-century mural paintings and they were smuggled into India and are today ~reserved relies 

~hheaded Buddhas now littering the gaund. ~t housed within a temple at Dharamsala. 
&@ .tirne this mzlgnificent temple had houmd In the lower small photo one can see numerous 

swred images that symbob& images, belonging to the Tradug Dolma lhakhang now 
& .tfne Buddha's ttsachings." oblitmted as a sign of Ithe Chinese contempt for religion." 
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PHOTOiILL USTRATION CREDITS 

Plate 

l a-g a 
b 
C 

Tharchin's fiber-Mirror photo file. 
Pyne Studio, Kalirnpong, taken in 194 1 or 1942. 
Arch T. Steele, "The Boy-Ruler of Shangri-la," Saturdoy Evening Post (Philadelphia 

USA) (1 3 Apr. 1946): 15, and taken by Steele at Lhasa when he visiîed there in 
summer 1944. 

ThPaK. 
Self-explanatory. 

W.D. Shakabpa, Tibet: a Political History (New Haven CT USA, 1967). facing p. 179. 
Associated Press photos of family and of Lhamo Dhondrub. 
Alexandra David-Neel, With A@stics and Magicians in Tibet (London, 193 1 ), facing p. 94. 
This photo first appeared in the Chinese publication, Meng Zong Yuebao, 1939, and is 

reproduced in Hsiao-ting Lin, Tibet and Nationalist China k Fmntier: Intrigues anà 
Ethnopolitics, 1928-49 (Vancouver/Toronto: UBC Press, 2006), 1 14 

Rev. Frank Learner. These two pictures were published in the China Inland Mission's 
periodical, China k Millions, Nonh American edition. printed in Philadelphia PA 
USA (Sept. 1939): 135. Interestingly, the (c) photograph would also appear 
less than a year later-in fact, just a few short days following the Installation in 
Lhasa's Potala Palace of the peasant boy Lharno Dhondrub as Tibet's 14'" Dalai 
Lama-in Time magazine (26 Feb. 1940):54, with credit for the photo notai as: "F.D. 
Learner & George Fitch." 

This appeared in Life magazine (6 Apr. 1959):33, with picture credit assigned to "Rev. 
F.D. Learner and George Fitch" on p. 2 of this LifP issue. This sarne photo had also 
appeared 20 years earlier-at the time of the amival at Lhasa frorn Kumbum of 
Tibet's Boy-King-in the London Times, 4 Nov. 1939, p. 10, with photo credit 
having been assigned to Rev. Learner's goveming missionaq organization, the China 
lnland Mission. 

These two photos are incomectly credited to Archibald T. Steele, they appearing on pp. 
56 and 53, respectively, in Steele's book, IR the Kingdom of the Dalai Lama (Sedona 
AZ USA: In Print Publishing, 1993). The (d) photo also appeared in Steele's article. 
"The Boy-Ruler of Shangri-la," in Saturdmj Evening Post (1  3 Apr. 1946): 14. Both 
(d) and (e)were, of course, taken by missionary Learner. 

Leamer; but as explained in the caption, the photo-basis (b) for (f) was later convened by 
Tharchin into the large portrait-style photo shown here. Two copies were found 
arnong the ThPaK. 

Learner, and published in the ïïber Mirror (1  Dec.-l Jan. 1950/51):2. 

A Nepal-printed postcard view of the Potala, obtained by the author in Kathmandu. 
Published in Hugh E. Richardson, "Tibetan Lamas in Western Eyes," Bulletin ofTibetolog)~ 

(1988, no. 1):31. 
Self-explanatory. 
Published in the Times (London), 30 Mar. 1940, p. 12. 
Published in James Shen. "A New Dalai Lama 1s Found," Asia (Jan 1940): facing p. 25. 
Plate 33 in Melvyn C. Goldstein, A Hisror): ofModern Tibet (Berkeley. 1989). 
Published in CiT's liber Mirror: 24 Nov. 1956, p. 3. 
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Arch T. Steele, "The Boy-Ruler of Shangri-la," Satlrrday Evening Post (1 3 Apr. 1946): 15, 
Steele, In the Kingdom of the Dolai Loma (Sedona A% USA: 111 Print Publishing, 1993), 

61. 
Steele (though uncredited), published as Pl. 33 in M.C. Goldstein. A History of Modern 

Tibet (Berkeley, 1989). 
Amaury de Riencourt, Rooj'oj'the World: Tibet, Key to Asia (New York, 1950), between 

pp. 1 16-7. 
Lowell Thomas. Jr., and published in Catalogue of the Tibetaii Collectiot~ and Other 

Lamaist Articles iil the Newark Mitseum (Newark NJ USA, 1950). 15. 

ThPaK. 
Photo taken by Chicago Duily News correspondent Arch T. Steele when at Lhasa, surnmer 

1944. and was granted an audience by Tibet's Boy-Ruler ai Norbu Lingka. Without 
any credit being given to Steele by those who reproduced and published i t  (out of 
ignorance as to the photo's soiirce), it appears as Fig. 6 on page 26 ii i  Caraloyueofihe 
Ncivark 1M1rselrm Tibetan Collection (Newark N J  CSA, 1983). 

Michael H. Goodman, The Last Dalai Lama (Boston, 1986), facing p. 105. 
TR (Nov. 1981):7. 

Zhonqgzro Fojiao huagi (Beijing. 1976), PI. 178, and appearing as Pl. 9 in H.  Stoddard. Lc 
mendiant de 1 'Amdo (Paris, 1985). 

Private Collectioii, and published as PI. 50 in M.C. Goldstein, A Histoty ofModern ïibrt 
(Berkeley, 1989). 

D.C. Ahir, Himului,an Buddllisni Post und Present; Mahupai~dit Scirikt.ihoyan Centetlani 
Volume (Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications, 1993), frontispiece. 

As published in Horkhang Jampa Tendar, "l'he Geshe Chodrak 1 knew and His Dictionw," 
Latse Library Newsletter (Fall2005): 19. 

As published in Pema Bhum, "Geshe Chodrak's Orthographical Dictionary," ibid., 27. 
Private Collection. 
Painting by Kanwal Krishna, and published as PI. 26 in H. Stoddard. Le mendiant de 

/!Amdo (Paris, 1985). 
Gedun Chophel, from his Sketchbook of 1938, part of the Kanwal Krishna Collection. 

and published by Heather (Stoddard) Karmay in her article, "Dge-'dun ~hos- '~he l .  
the Artist," in M. Aris and A.S.S. Kyi, eds., Tihetun Studies in Honour of-Hugl1 
Richardson (Warminster UK, 1980), 147. 

Painting by Gedun Chophel (Collection: Mrs. Namgang Tsoino, Lhasa), and publishedas 
part of article, "English Poems of Gedun Choephel," in Lungta 9 (Winter 1995):i3. 

As published in "Notes" section of TJ (Spring 1983):56-7. 
Self-explanatory. 

Roerich 1933. couverture, and published as PI. 22 in H. Stoddard, Lc rnendiantdeI'Amdo 
(Paris, 1985). 

Sviatoslav Roerich, and published in Robert A. Rupen, "Mongolia, Tibet, and Buddhisrn 
or, A Tale of Two Roerichs." The Canada-Mongolia Reviaz. (Apr. 1979): 16. 

Frontispiece of George N. Roerich, Tibetskii iazyk (Moscow. 196 1 ). 
Postcard, printed at Rakmo Press Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi. 

Phuntsog Wangyal, and published in M.C. Goldstein et al., eds., A Tihetun Revohrtionan' 
(BerkeleytLos AngelestLondon, 2004), respectively: front cover. PI. 20, PI. 21.  

Giuseppe Tucci, To Lhasa and Beyond (Roine, 1956), 78. 
Tibet Mid-ror preparatory photo, ThPaK. 



IOa-e a-c 
d 

1 >a-e a 
b-d 

15a-d a 
b-d 

Collection Alexandra David-Neel, appcaring. respeçtively, as Pl. 13 and Pl. 12, in H. 
Stoddard, Le mendionr de l'A& (Paris, 1985). 

Tseten Tashi Studio, Gangtok, and publisbed in J.K. Knaur. O r p h  of rhe Cold Ww 
(New York, 1999), a f i  p. 146. 

Mark Leong, and appearing in Mati Fomey, "Lunatic Notions?" Fur Eastern fionornie 
Review (1 9 Dec. 1996):s 1. 

Cynthia M. Beall, and published on insi& back flap of b k  cover of M.C. Goldstcin et 
al., eds., A ïïbetan Revolutionury (BerkeleyILos AngelesiLondon. 2004). 

fiber Mirror (1 Dec.- I Jan. 195015 1). 
Appearing in David Snellgrove, "An Appreciation of Hugh Richardson," in M. Aris and 

A.S.S. Kyi, eds., filietan Stidres in Ijonour ofHu@ Richardson (Wurminstsr UK. 
1980), x. 

Appeared in Tibet hfirror. 

John C. White, Sikkim and Bhuran (London. 1 W), facing p. 58. 

Tharchin Family photograph collection. 
7îme and Life magazines'New Delhi Bureau Chief, Jim Burke. 195 1 .  See Goldstein 1989. 

p. 774. where he mentions that Burke was in lndia in Mar. 195 1 ,  having "brought 
Heinrich Harrer [down from Kalimpong'?]. . .to see [U.S.] Ambassador I.oy Henderson 
in India.. . ." See alço Goldstein 1989, p. 786, where he mentions that on 26 June 195 1 
evening. Shakabpa and the U.S. Consulate's Vice-Consul. Calcutta. Mr. N.G Thacher, 
held a secret lengthy talk at Kal impor~ '~  Rinking Farm, with Jigme Taring present a 
interpreter. 

Baron René de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Whem the Goa3 Are Mountains. trans. M.  Bullock 
(New York, 1955?), opp. p. 1 13 (detail). 

David Tharchin, 199 1. 
Frontispiece in S.C. Das, Journey to LhesaandCentral fiber. ed. W.W. Rockhill (London. 

1902). 
ThPaK. 
GT's camera photo, Calcucta 1948, which appeared later in the 7îber Mirror. 
A pliotocopy of a reproduction of this 22 Mar. 1948 issue's front page that appeared on 

the second page of the covering pages at the front of the ïïbet Mirtwr 3 Silver Jubilee 
issue (1 Dec.- l Jan. 195015 1 ). 

ThPaK. 
Upper fold of page I of the ïïbet Mirror S Silver Jubilee issue, dated 1 Dec.-1 Jan. 1950; 

5 1, ThPaK. 

ThPaK. 
All three preparatory photos subsequently appeated in the Eher Mirror: 

Pages I and 13 of Worldh Pmss News, London, 25 May 1950. 

The Hindusthan Standard (Calcutta), Sunday Magazine, 24 Sept. 1 950, pp. 1. 11 1. 

ThPaK. 
Dr. D.R. Kindschi. USA, a guest i n  GT's home, 1960; a copy of the photo was sent back 

to GT with the Dr.'s compliments; ThPaK. 
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2 1 a-e a 

Front page of the Zbet Mirror issue for 1 Sept. 1953, ThPaK. 
Krishna Kripalani, Rabindranath Tagore. a Biogruphy (London, 1962). opp. p. 167. 

U.S. National Archives Still Picture Collection, and published in J.K. Knaus, Orphansof 
the Cold War (New York, 1999), afier p. 50. 

Govemment of lndia's Press lnformation Bureau photo, issued 10 July 1949, an official 
copy of which was found among the ThPaK. 

Alexander Andreyev, and appearing in P. French, Younghusband, the Last Great Imperia1 
Adventurer (London: Flamingo, 1995). facing p. 280. 

Carroll Dunham and lan Baker, Ebet: Rejlectionsfrom the Wheel ofLije (New YorW 
LondontParis, 1993). 108. 

lndia Office Library and Records, British Library, and published as PI. 15 in M.C. 
Goldstein, A Histov ofModern nbet (Berkeley, 1989). 

Alexander Andreyev, "Bolshevik Intrigue in Tibet," in H. Krasser et al., eds., Tibetan 
Studies, 2 vols (Vienna, 1997), 11: 1 5. 

Plymire's photo appeared in Today 's Pentecostal Evangel(4 May 2008):7. 

John K. Knaus, Orphans ofthe Cold War (New York, 1999). afier p. 50. 
"Nechung Medium Passes Away," TR (May 1984):5. 
Charles A. Bell, ïibet Past and Present (Oxford, 1924), 52. 
Martin Brauen, Heinrich Harrers Impressionen aus fiber (Innsbruck, 1974), 126. 
ThPaK. 
Tseten Tashi Studio, Gangtok. and published in J.K. Knaus, Orphans of the Cold War 

(New York, 1999), after p. 50. 
Melvyn C. Goldstein, A Histoty of Modern Tibet-Volume 2: the Calm before theStorm, 

1951-1955 (Berkeley, 2007). 157. 
Marco Pallis, The W q  and the Mountain (London, 1960), facing p. 174. 
Phuntsog Wangyal, as published in M.C. Goldstein et al., eds.. A Tibetan RevolutionarY 

(BerkeleytLos AngelesiLondon, 2004), PI. 14. 
Khedroob Dhondup Collection, and published in K. Dhondup, Tibet in Turmoil (Tokyo, 

1983), 25. 
Heinrich Harrer,.and published in J.K. Knaus, Orphans ofthe Cold War (New York, 

1999). afier p. 146. 
Patterson, and published in Knaus, after p. 50. 
Tseten Tashi Studio, Gangtok, and published in Knaus, after p. 146. 
Carroll Dunham and Ian Baker, Tibet: ReJections ... (New YorkILondonlParis, 1993)- 

111. 
Khedroob Dhondup Collection, and published in K. Dhondup, Tibet in Turmoil (Tokyo. 

1983), 30. 
Life (6 Apr. 1959):33. 
Published in GT's Tiber Mirror, 24 Nov. 1956, p. 3. 
Govemment of lndia Press lnformation Bureau, and published in P.P. Karan, The Chonging 

Face qf Tibet (Lexington KY USA,  1976), after p. 24. 
W.D. Shakabpa, Tiber: a Political History (New Haven CT USA, 1967), 179. 
Khedroob Dhondup Collection, and published in K. Dhondup, Tibet in Turntoil (Tokyo. 

1983). 22, 1 13. 
Embassy of India lnformation Office, Washington DC, and published in J .  K. Knaus. 

Orphans of the Cold War (New York, 1999), after p. 146. 
An Associated Press photo, appearing in Time k article, "The Three Precious ~ewels" 

Apr. 1959):27. 
D.N. Tsarong (son "George"), In the Service of His Counm: the Biograph)' of... fioront? 

Commander General of Tibet (Ithaca N Y ,  2000), 8 1 .  
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23a-c a The Hindusthan Standord (Calcutta dai l y ppper), 4 Jdy 195 1, p. 5. 
b David Tharchin, 1991. 
c Phuntsog Wmgyal, and appcnring in M.C. Goldstein et al. ab.. A Tiberon Revolwiotmy 

(Berkeleykos AngeledLondon, 2004), PI. 16. 

24a-c a,b David Tharchin, 1991. 
c ? Gergan Tharchin ?. 5 July 195 1, ThPaK. 

25ae a George N. Patterson, Tibet in Revolt (London, 1 %O), PI. 14 (detail). 
b Melvyn C. Goldstein, A Histor), ofModern nber (Berkeley, 1989), PI. 49. 
c GN. Patterson. Fhet in Revoit (London, 1960). PI. 7. 
d C. Suydam Cutting, pubiished as Fig. 48 in Catalogue ofrhe Newark Museum 7ibetan 

Collection (Newark NJ USA, 1983). detail. 
e Heinrich Harrer, "Flight in a Sandstorm: a Miraculous Escape," Lif4 (4 M y  1959):30. 

26ae a c  David Tharchin, 1992. 
b David Tharchin, 1987. 
d James R. Minto, Graham ofKalimpong (Edinburgh. 1974). 
e Hisao Kimura, Chiberto ~ e n k o  Junen (Ten Years Incognito in Tibet) (Tokyo. 1 958). 

between pp. 122-3. 

27a-i a-d,g,h Part of Kimura's private photo collection. and published in his book (as told to Scott 
Berry), Japanese Agent in 7iber (London, 1990). appearing between pp. 120-2 1. 

e,f Both photos appear between pp. 122-3 in Kimura, Chiktto Senko Junen (Ten Yeprs 
incognito in Tibet) (Tokyo, 1958). 

1 Courtesy. Mrs. Hisao (Nobuko) Kimura, Tokyo, Japan. 

28a-c a This photo appears after p. 18 in T. Skorupski. ed., Indo-7iberan Siudies; Papers in 
Honour ... of... Snellgrove k Conrributions ... (Tring UK, 1990). 

b,c ThPaK. 

Courtesy, Mrs. Hisao (Nobuko) Kimura, Tokyo, Japan. 
ThPaK. 
Private Collection. 
ThPaK, taken. most likely in the 1950% at Tharpa Chholing Gompa. Kalimpong, near 

GT's residence. The larger photo, of which this is but a small portion. is of a gmup 
of nearly 60 Tibetans-men, women and children. 

Phuntsog Wangyal. and published in M.C. Goldstein et al.. eds.. A ïïbetorr Revolurionan 
(BerkeleyILos AngelesILondon, 2004), p. 1 17. 

Theos Bernard. most likely taken by him of the Geshe at Kalimpong in the spring of 1937 
when both were there; found among the ThPaK, and stamped on back: Exclusive 
Properîy of Theos Bernard. 

U.S. National Archives Still Picture Collection. and appears after p. 50 in J.K. Knaus. 
Orphans ofthe Cold War (New York, 1999). Dzasa Tsarong is flanked by the two 
Americans, while British Mission Head at Lhasa. Frank Ludlow. looks on. 

Gergan Tharchin's Tibet Mirror Press, Kalimpong, taken either in 1946 or later in 1948 
or 1949 before the Dilowa departed Asia for good and went to the U.S.  

3Oa-e a Probably taken by Theos Bernard. when both he and the Geshe were in Kalimpong; 
ThPaK. 

b David L. Snellgrove, who termed these four as some of his "friends and helpers in 
Kalimpong" in furthering his Tibetological and Buddhist research, and appeared as 
part of PI. 29 in Snellgrove. Buddhist Himalq~o (Oxford, 1957). 
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c Frontispiece in the Geshe's published translated work. The Door ojliheration (New 
York, 1973). 

d Courtesy, Joshua Cutler, as published in K. Conboy and J .  Morrison, The CI.4 :Y Secret 
War in Tibet (Lawrence K S  USA, 2002), 49. 

e Sarah K. Lucas, and appearing on the back cover of the Geshe's final work, published in 
paperback posthumously, The Jeweled Sraircase (Ithaca NY, 1986). 

3 1 a-e a Hisao Kimura, Cl~ibetio Senko Junen (Ten Years Incognito in Tibet) (Tokyo, 1958), 
appearing on plate between pp. 122-3. 

b-e Tibet Mirror photo file. 

32a-g a Pyne Studio, Kalirnpong, 13 Nov. 1948 
b-e,g ThPaK. 
f Courtesy, Grace Tharchin. 

33a-d (a),(d) Tharchin family photograph collection. 
(b),(c) Tibet Mirror, Apr. 1955, p. 5. 

34 Tibet Mirror, Apr. 1955, p. 5. 

35a-k a-c,g ThPaK. 
dj,k Tharchin family photograph collection. 
e Courtesy, Grace Tharchin. 
f,h.i Courtesy, S.G. Tharchin. 

36a.b a Courtesy, Grace Tharchin. 
b ThPaK. 

37a-h a b  Tharchin farnily photograph collection. 
c.e Photos taken oii author's camera by David Tharchin, 1987. 

Michael Mason, 1986. 
Author. 1987. f 

h Photo taken on author's carnera by David Tharchin, 1992. 

38a-d a Current Biography Yearbook 1969 (New York, 1970), 147. 
b Rinchen Dolma (Mary La) Taring, Baughter o f  7îbet (London, 1970), 24 1 
c.d David Tharchin, 199 1. 

38aa-bb aa S.G. Tharchin, 1964. 
bb ThPaK. 

A.H. Francke, Antiquities '/Indian Tibet. 2 vols (Calcutta, 1914, 1926), 1: facing P.' 16. 
L. Icke-Schwalbe and G. Meier, eds.. Wissenschaftsgeschichte undgegenwartige 

Forschungeiî in Norhuesr-Indien (Dresden, 1990), 2 1. 
Moruvian Missions (Sept. 191 5): 135. detail. 
Tharchin family photograph collection. 
John T. Hamilton, A History ofthe Missions o f t j~c  Moravian Clîurrh . .. (Bethlehem PA 

USA, 1901). 153. 
Periodical.4ccounrs (Sept. 1891): facing p. 306. 
"Language Problerns in Tihet," The Bible in the World (June 1905): 167. 
Vernon Mortenson, Cod Made It Grow (Pasadena CA USA, 1994), 432. 
"Fitty Years of Mission Service," Periodical Accounts (Sept. 1903):33 1. 
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j Otto C. Grauer, cornp./ed., Fredrik Framon, Founder of the Scandinavim Alliance 
Mission ofNorth America (Chicago, n.d. 1940?), 25. 

k,l Title page and pp. 4-5 of Edward Amundsen's Primer ofSIondord ïïbetan (Ghoom 
Darjeeling: SAM Tibetan Press, [1903]). 

m Luree Miller, On Top of the World: Five Women Explorers in Tibet (New York, 1976), 72. 
n Title page. The Holy Bible in Tïbetan (Lahore: Bible Society of lndia and Ceylon, 1948). 
O Public dornain, and found arnong the ThPaK. 
P Moravian Missions (Jan. 1935):4. 
9 Rev. Chandu Ray, "Therefore Let Us Praise God," The Bible in the World (July-Aug. 

1949):52. 
Photo taken by Rev. Persons, 1949, part of Collection Newark (NJ USA) Museum, and 

published as PI. 15 in H. Stoddard, Le mendiant de I'Amdo (Paris, 1985). 
Lillian Carlson et al., v t h e  h i o n  Tarn, (Minneapolis, 1988). facing p. 42. 
Photo taken during Jan.-Aug. 1962, Kalirnpong (at Tharchin Compound?); courtesy, 

Grace Tharchin. 
Tharchin farnily photograph collection. 
Moravian hlissions (Mar. 1947): 17. 
Title page of Revised New Testament in Tibetan, 1970-7 1 edition (Bangalore: Bible 

Society of lndia). 
Tharchin family photograph collection. 
Voices in the Wilderness Newsletter (Published by Advancing Native Missions, 

Charlottesville VA USA) (Dec. 1995):4. 
Tharchin family photograph collection. 

39x1-ee aadd Margaret Urban. Jesus unter fibetern (Berghausen Grny, 1967). title page and p. 49. 
ee Photo taken on author's camera by Neeraj Koirala, 1995. 

41 Page l of I O  Middle Center: SUM Institution (B.K. Subba, ed.), SIIMITE Centenaq~ Souvenir 
(Kalirnpong, 1986), opp. p. 4. 

All others: ThPaK. 

2 AI1 but Lower Right: ThPaK. 
Lower Right: courtesy, S.G Tharchin. 

3 Top & Middle: courtesy, S.G Tharchin. 
Bottom: David Tharchin, 1991. 

4 Top: courtesy, S.G Thamhin. 
Bottom: Pushpa Studio, Kalimpong, and found arnong the ThPaK. 

5 Top: ThPaK. 
Bottom: this appeared as last page of the 1952 calendar, printed by Editor Tharchin.Tibet 

Mirror Press. Kalimpong. 

6 Note: Tucci to GT. Roma. probably 5 Mar. 1940, ThPaK. 
Note: the Rani to GT, Bhutan House. Kalimpong, 14 Nov. 1942, ThPaK. 
Letter: Prince Peter of Greece to GT, "Tashiding," Kalirnpong, 12 June 1954. ThPaK. 
Letter: Taring to GT. Taring House Lhasa, 18 Feb. 1943. ThPaK. 
Letter: Baroii Nebesky-Wojkowitz to GT. Himalayan Hotel. Kalimpong, early 1950s 

(most likely 1953), ThPaK. 
Letter: Sir Charles Bell (CaB) to GT. Edgecumbe England, 13 Aug. 1937, Bell Papers. 
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c Frontispiece in the Geshe's published translated work, The Door of Liberution (New 
York, 1973). 

d Courtesy, Joshua Cutler, as published in K.  Conboy aiid J. Morrison, The CIAS Secret 
War in Tibet (Lawrence K S  USA.  2002), 49. 

e Sarah K. Lucas, and appearing on the back cover of the Geshe's final work, published in 
paperback posthumously, The Jeweled Staircase (Ithaca NY, 1986). 

3 1 a-e a Hisao Kimura, Chibetto Senko Junen (Ten Years Incognito in Tibet) (Tokyo, 19581, 
appearing on plate between pp. 122-3. 

b-e Tibet Mirror photo file. 

32a-g a Pyne Studio, Kalimpong, 13 Nov. 1948. 
be,g ThPaK. 
f Courtesy, Grace Tharchin. 

33a-d (a),(d) Tharchin family photograph collection. 
(b),(c) Tibet Mirror, Apr. 1955, p. 5. 

34 Tibet Mirror, Apr. 1955, p. 5. 

35a-k a-c,g ThPaK. 
dj,k Tharchin family photograph collection. 
e Courtesy, Grace Tharchin. 
f,h,i Courtesy, S.G. Tharchin. 

36a.b a Courtesy, Grace Tharchin. 
b ThPaK. 

37a-h q b  Tharchin family photograph collection. 
c.e Photos taken on author's carnera by David Tharchin, 1987. 
d g  Micliael Mason, 1986. 
f Author, 1987. 
h Photo taken on author's camera by David Tharchin, 1992. 

38a-d a Current Biography Yearbook 1969 (New York, 1970), 147. 
b Rinchen Dolma (Mary La) Taring, Daughter qf Tibet (London. 1970), 24 1. 
c,d David Tharchin, 1991. 

38aa-bb aa S.<;. Tharchin, 1964. 
bb ThPaK. 

A.H. Francke, Antiquities oflndian Tibet, 2 vols (Calcutta, 1914, 1926). 1: facing P.'16.  
L. Icke-Schwalbe and G Meier, eds., Wissenschaflsgeschichte undgegenwai-tige 

Forschungen in Nordwest-Indien (Dresden, 1990), 2 1 .  
Moravian Missions (Sept. 19 15): 135, detail. 
Tharchin family photograph collection. 
John T. Hamilton. A Hi.rrory of the Missions of the Moravian Churcli ... (Bethlehem PA 

USA, 1901), 153. 
Periodical Accounrs (Sept. 1891): facing p. 306. 
"Language Problems in Tibet," The Bible in the World (June 1905): 167. 
Vernon Mortenson, Cod Made Ir Grow (Pasadena CA USA, 1994), 432. 
"Fifty Years of Mission Service," Periodical Accounts (Sept. 1903):33 1 .  
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39x1-ee aa-dd 
ee 

41 Page 1 of I O  

Otto C. Grauer, comp.1e.d.. Fredrik Franson, Founder of the Scandinavian Alliance 
M i s s i o ~  ofNorth America (Chicago, n.d. 1940?), 25. 

Title page and pp. 4-5 of Edward Amundsen's Primer ofSrandard ïïbetan (Ghoom 
Darjeeling: SAM Tibetan Press, [1903]). 

Luree Miller, On Top of rhe World: Five Women Explorers in Zbei (New York, 1976). 72. 
Title page. The Holv Bible in Tibetan (Lahore: Bible Society of lndia and Ceylon, 1948). 
Public domain, and found among the ThPaK. 
Moravian .k~issions (Jan. 1935):4. 
Rev. Chandu Ray, "l'herefore Let Us Praise God." The Bible in the World(July-Aug. 

1949):52. 
Photo taken by Rev. Persons, 1949. pan of Collection Newark (NJ USA) Museum, and 

published as PI. 15 in H. Stoddard. Le mendiant de I'Amdo (Paris, 1985). 
Lillian Carlson et al.. lfrhe Vision T a r y  (Minneapolis. 1988). facing p. 42. 
Photo taken during Jan.-Aug. 1962, Kalirnpong (at Tharchin Compound?); courtesy. 

Grace Tharchin. 
Tharchin farnily photograph collection. 
Moravian Missions (Mar. 1947): 17. 
Title page of Revised New Testament in Tibetaai, 1970-71 edition (Bangalore: Bible 

Society of India). 
Tharchin farnily photograph collection. 
Voices in the Wilderness Newsletrer (Published by Advancing Native Missions, 

Charlottesville VA USA) (Dec. 1995):4. 
Tharchin farnily photograph collection. 

Margaret Urban. Jesus unter fibetern (Berghausen Gmy, 1967), title page and p. 49. 
Photo taken on author's camera by Neeraj Koirala, 1995. 

Middle Center: SUM Institution (B.K. Subba, ed.), SUMITE Cenrenaql Souvenir 
(Kalimpong, 1986), opp. p. 4. 

All others: ThPaK. 

All but Lower Right: ThPaK. 
Lower Right: courtesy. S.G Tharchin. 

Top & Middle: courtesy, S.G Tharchin. 
Bottom: David Tharcliin. 199 1. 

Top: courtesy, S.G Tharchin. 
Bottom: Pushpa Studio. Kalirnpong, and found arnong the ThPaK. 

Top: ThPaK. 
Bottom: this appeared as last page of the 1952 calendar, printed by Editor Tharchin,Tibet 

Mirror Press. Kalimpong. 

Note: Tucci to GT. Roma, probably 5 Mar. 1940. ThPaK. 
Note: the Rani to GT. Bhutan House. Kalimpong. 14 Nov. 1947. ThPaK. 
Letter: Prince Peter of Greece to GT, "Tashiding." Kalimpong. 12 June 1954, ThPaK. 
Letter: Taring to GT. Taring House Lhasa. 18 Feb. 1943, ThPaK. 
Letter: Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz to GT. Hirnalayan Hotel. Kalimpong. early 1950s 

(most likelq 1953). ThPaK. 
Letter: Sir Charles Bell (CaB) to GT, Edgecunibe England. 13 Aug. 1937, Bell Papen. 
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Letter: Richardson to GT, St. Andrews Scotland, 5 July [1954], ThPaK. 
All: ThPaK. 

Aoki card: ThPaK. 
All others: GT's personal library. 

GT's personal library. 

S.G Tharchin 
Peter Rapgey. 
Information Ofice/Dharamsala, and published in Himal (Mar./Apr. 1991):N. 

Berman Studio, Kalimpong. 
OM Studio, Kalimpong. 

Berman Studio, Kalimpong. 
OM Studio, Kalimpong. 

OM Studio, Kalimpong. 

S.G. Tharchin family papers. 

David Tharchin, 1992. 

Life (6  Apr. 1959):33. 
As published in C. Dunham and 1. Baker, Tibet: Rej7ectionsfrom the Wheel ofLife f e e w  

YorWLondonIParis, 1993), 120, 122, respectively. 
AS published in Roger Hicks, Hidden Tibet, the LandandIts People (Longmead UK, 

1988), 78, 79, 80, respectively. 
Michael H. Goodman, and published in M.H. Goodman, The Last Dalai Lama, a 

Biography (Boston, 1986), facing p. 3 1 5. 
Taken of GT seated in the main house Sitting room of the Tharchin Compound, Kalim~ong~ 

early 1970s; courtesy, Grace Tharchin. 

Lausanne 1974 Conference organizers, and found among the ThPaK. 



END-NOTES 

The reader is referred back to the "Abbreviations" page at the fiont of the volume for an 
important statement and explanation about the abbreviations employed in these End-Notes 
for documenting the use of the Tharchin Unpublished "Memoirs" (GTUM). A further word, 
however, neeàs to be appended here about this same documentation. 

The reader will notice from a penisal of these Notes that the documentation of  the use of 
the GTUM material appears in the following places within the listing of each of the Text 
chapter's End-Notes: 

(1) at the very beginning of the section of End-Notes for each chapter there appears a 
general citation which includes: 

(a) the total pagination of the relevant part of the GTUM material used in cornposing 
the Text of that chapter of the present narrative, and 

(b) a summary enumeration of the specific pages of the GTUM material fiom which 
were taken particular quotations appeanng in the Text of that chapter of the present 
narrative (see at the head of Ch. 23, e.g., which reads: GTüM TwMs, Ch. 22, pp. 1 - 
5; quotes: 2,3,4,4-5.5); 

(2) in the those important instances where unambiguity about the specific GTUM pagination 
was felt necessary to provide the reader with beyond what ( 1) (b) above already provides, 
there is indicated in some of the individual end-notes for each chapter of the present 
narrative a GTUM source citation which gives the particular page(s) that was used or 
quoted fiom (see, e.g., note 64 of Ch. 1); and finally, 

(3) in those individual end-notes themselves in which quotes andior information have 
been included that were derived fiom the GTUM material, appropnate documentation, 
with an indication of the specific page(s) of the GTUM, has been provided (see e.g., note 
44 ofCh. 3). 





GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, pp. 1-5; quotes: 1-5. 

1. F.M. Bailey, "Sir Basil Gould, C.M.G. C.I.E." (Obituary Essay), GJ (June 1957):281; Richardson 
1962, p. 148; Who Wm Who. 1951-1960 (London, 1961), 439; H.W. Tobin, "ln Memoriam: Sir Basil Gould.. .," 
JRCAS (Jan. 1957):4; see also Gould 1957, pp. 17,32. 169; and for another source for additional biodata on 
Gould found scattered throughout this discussion of his life and career, including the profile quoted about him 
as a man. see McKay 1997, pp. 143-4, 169,225,229.230.23 1. 

2. The six main sources for the information and quotations found in this and the preceding paragraph 
regarding Richardson are: Snellgrove, "An Appreciation of Hugh Richardson," in Aris & Kyi (eds.) 1980, pp. 
ix-xi; Who S Who 1994 (London. 1994). 1606; Hopkirk 1982, p. 235; Bullerin of 7ibetology (8 Feb. 1978):4; 
McKay 1997, pp. 75, 147-8, 226, 230. 23 1. 232; and Harrer 1956, p. 179. 

3. The mid-Jan. 1940 departure for Tibet fiom Gangtok is according to Gould 1957, p. 208. Tharchin, in 
having his "memoirs" prepared. had said the first week of January, but Gould's statement is probably more 
accurate. The source for al1 other information in this paragraph is GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19. pp. 1-2. 

4. All quoted phrases in this paragraph are derived fiom Tharchin Late 1966, p. 3. whercas most of the 
information appearing in the paragraph is per ibid. and GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, p. 2. 

5. See GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, p. 2. Missionary Learner had k e n  one of various Western "photographers" 
alluded to by the Boy-King's eldest brother when the latter wrote of what was happening at Kumbum during 
that momentous winter of 1938-9: "...by 1938 rumors were coming thick and fast. Finally they had spread so 
far that Chinese photographers arrived in Tengtser [Taktser] to take photographs of Lhamo Dhondmb" (the 
Boy-King's name at birth). "The interest of world public opinion had now been aroused, and inquisitive 
visitors were becoming more and more frequent at Kumbum, and they al1 wanted to see the famous child. Many 
Chinese and quite a nurnber of European photographers took pictures of him ..." Norbu 1961, pp. 134, 136. 

6. Although the photo by Learner was not the first ever taken of the future Dalai Lama of Tibet-there 
having at least been those taken by Chinese photographers who came to Tengtser as early as the latter part of 
1938 (see previous note)-it was one of the very first, if not the first, ever taken by a Westerner and predates 
by several months the first photograph taken of the young Lama-King inside Tibet. This latter instance is 
recounted by Michael Goodman in his biography ofthe current Dalai Lama. The Tibetan oficial who took the 
picture "had to keep it a secret for years because photographing a Dalai Lama was not ordinarily permitted." 
Goodman 1986, p. 60. Such a stricture no longer exists now. of course; and even the 14" Dalai Lama's 
predecessor had had one or two pictures taken of him; see the following chapter concerning this. Possibly the 
very first Westerner to take a photo of the new Dalai Lama was the German missionary Matthias Hermanns 
(see Ch. 72's end-note 9 for details). 

7. An illustration of this hat can be found in Norbu & Turnbull 1968, p. 86. 

8. For example, the ïïrnes of London, in a photo-spread of the young Priest-King's mival at Lhasa 
included a large replica ofthis very photograph (with photo credit given to the China lnland Mission) in a full- 
page picture coverage of the event on page 10 of its 4 Nov. 1939 issue. Two decades later, a world-famous 
Arnerican magazine carried the same photograph (with credit given. page 7, to Rev. F.D. Learner) in its photo- 
article. "An lncredible Land's lncredible Revolt." Ltfe (6 Apr. 1959):33. The picture's caption indicated it was 
taken bj Learner just three months afier priests in the search p a q  had found the future Theocrat of Tibet. 

In the article by Learner in Cl~inu i .tf~llions (see next note) in which his now celebrated photograph had 
tirst appeared, there were shown two other photos of the future Boy-King that were taken at the same time as 
was the more famous one under discussion. The first of these two shows the boy standing full-height. wearing 
not only hat and peasant garb but also black boots. and holding the Gospel text cards with both hands (shot 
taken by Learner): \\le otlier one (snapped by his fiiend and China-based YMCA executive, George A. Fitch, 
on Learnrr's caniera) is even more sigiiiticant. it being the tirst photograph ever taken ofthe future Dalai Lama 
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with a white man. It shows Leamer in a squat-down position with his a m  around the waist of the boy, one of 
the latter's hands still grasping hold of the Gospel cards! 

Tirne magazine, in a humorously-entitled article ("Koko Nor Kid") that appeared in its 26 Feb. 1940 issue, 
carried this sarne photo of Learner and the Dalai Lama on page 54 (and giving photo credit to Leamer and 
Fitch). 

But by far the rnost intriguing of Learner's photographs of "the boy who would be King" was one thal 
exuded drama, dignity and charm al1 at the sarne time. It shows the absolutely charming tiny boy-lama, stiII 
clutching the Gospel text cards with his left hand while standing solemn and serene, as three towering and 
formidable ecclesiastical figures, positioned directly behind the lad and garbed in their flowing red lama robes, 
look straight out at the camera with quiet but deterrnined expressions etched upon their faces. In fact, the 
central figure among this trio of "protectors" flanking His Holiness, and whose head nearly reaches the top of 
the huge doors behind him, has a forbidding scowl on his face. Al1 four stand immediately in front of the 
beautifully decorated and carved double-door entrance to the guest hall of Kumbum Monastery that provided 
the background for most of Learner's photos taken that day. [A rather large reproduction of this photograph, 
incidentally, graced page 2 of the Silver Jubilee Number of Gergan Tharchin's 251h Anniversary Issue of his 
newspaper, the Tibet Mirror (1 Dec. 1950- 1 Jan. 195 1 ).] 

9. Leamer, "The New Dalai Lama," China5 Millions (North American edition, Philadelphia) (Sept. 
1939): 135 and Learner, Tibetan Journey (London: H.E. Walter Ltd, 1949), 56 (a little volume of children's 
stories of his experiences along the Sino-Tibetan border, as told by "Wilfred," Learner's faithful horse ofmany 
years in China). 

10. The two quotations appearing in this paragraph are derived from GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, pp. 2 and 3, 
respectively; and al1 information and observations to be found in this and the preceding paragraph are per ibid., 
p. 2. 

1 1. Quoted in ibid., p. 3. 

12. Gould 1957, pp. 198-9. 

13. "Fifty-Year-Old Film on Dalai Lama." Times ofIndia, 9 Nov. 1990, reprinted in TR (Dec. 1990):18. 

14. Times (London), 9 Feb. 1940, p. 8. 

15. All British Missions to Lhasa would usually stay in a house and somewhat spacious grounds rented 
frorn Kundaling Monastery in whose park such facilities were located nearby to Lhasa. See P.O.S. 1938, PP. 
34.65. It was called Dekyi Lingka and is more fully described in the End-Notes for Ch. 27. 

16. Gould and Richardson, Tibetan Word Book (London/Bombay/Calcutta, etc.: Oxford University Press- 
19431, ix, xii-xiii. The description of the word-book, syllable-book and sentence-book given in the precedlng 
two paragraphs of the narrative text is based upon the author's own review of these volumes at the Librav of 
Congress, Washington, D.C., and upon what is described by Gould himself in the Tihetan WordRookk General 
Preface and Introduction as well as in the Introduction of his Tibetun Syllables (London/Calcutta. etc.: Oxford 
University Press, 1943). The Verbs volume to which Gould made reference and on which Tharchin alsO 
labored, came out later under the title of Tibetan Verb Roofs. As described in advance in the Tibetan wol.dB0ok 
General Preface (p. xi), the Verbs book would be a small volume that would "give-in a form which may remind 
some readers of their early efforts in Greek-the infinitive, past, future, and ilriperative roots" of well over 
several hundred Tibetan verbs. The quotation about Doring Thaiji is found in ibid., xii. 

17. The story of Ringang and the other three boys being sent abroad is a most fascinating one, and of 
particular interest to the reader with respect to the story of Ringang (see further in this note) and that of  

K Y ~ P ~ P  (see Ch. 14 earlier). As one writer on these events (Tsering Shakya) aptly put it, the sending ln APr. 
1913 of these Tibetan students to England for education and British willingness to help in the venture could be 
seen as "the beginning of a race 10 place English-educated Tibetans in the Tibetan government, and to teach 
Tibetans how to play the Great Game [of Central Asian geopolitics]." The whole affair constituted-at leas' 
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in part-a reaction by the British to a report earlier that same year and telegraphd to the London Foreign 
Office on 17 Feb. by Britain's ambassador in St. Petersburg, Sir George Buchanan, that thete had appearcd in 
the Russian press various reports indicating that 15 Tibetan students would be amving in Russia for study in 
Russian institutions and that, moreover. they would be "accompanied by the enigmatic Dorjieff," the Russian 
Buddhist Buriat Mongolian Lama who had become a resident of Lhasa and who had reportedly ingratiated 
himself with the 1 3Ih Dalai Lama (see Ch. 16 above). These reports from St. Peersburg no doubt speeded up 
the momentum which had begun much earlier when on the advice of Sir Charles Bell and w i h  the help of the 
British Government of India, the Tibetan Grand Lama instructed that four Tibetan boys be sent to England to 
be educated. They departed India on 5 Apr. 191 3 in the Company of none other than Basil John Gould (at that 
time the British Trade Agent at Gyantse), along with a member of the Bengal police (S.W. Laden La), and a 
young Tibetan Army officer, the Tsipon (Finance Minister) Lungshar (who by 1925 would replace Tharchin's 
friend, Tsarong Shape, as one of the Chief Commanding Oficers ofthe Tibetan Army but who would later faII 
from grace, as was explained in the previous chapter of the present narrative). It was anticipated that these 
boys would imbibe Western technological methods and ideas, and, upon the completion of training in different 
branches of modern enterprise, would then be useful in the development of Tibet's resources. 

They al1 returned from England by 1917 or 191 8 totally Westernized: they spoke flawless English, 
appeared to be polished men of the world, and had nearly forgonen their mother tongue. Yet only one of the 
four, Ringang, really experienced much success; but perhaps this was partly due to the fact that he enjoyed the 
favor of the Dalai Lama. Having studied electrical and hydroelectrical engineering, Ringang was eventually 
placed in charge of a hydroelectric power plant which he himself had literally brought back with him when he 
returned from England a second time in 1924, and whose constmction was completed in three years under his 
direction. It provided electricity to the city and to Norbu Lingka. However, because the site chosen for the 
plant was along a weakly-flowing small tributary of the main river Kyi, it could never produce enough 
electricity to satisfy the growing demands of a populace that, due to Ringang's expertise, had become fascinated 
with electrical gadgets of the West. Sources: Bernard 1939, p. 98; Gould 1957. pp. 27ff.; Harrer 1956, p. 182; 
Macdonald 1932, pp. 21 8-2 1,305-6; Tucci 1956, p. 75; P.O.S. 1938, pp. 13,36,44.45-6; T. Shakya, "Making 
of the Great Game Players: Tibetan Students in Britain between 191 3 and 191 7," TR (Jan. 1986):9- 14.20; and 
K. Dhondup, "The Thirteenth Dalai Lama's Experiment in Modem Education," TJ (Autumn 1984):56-7. 

Ringang (personal name: Rinzin Dorji) was in time appointed in 1933 the Dzongpon or District Govemor 
of Purang (duties: collection of revenues and administration of justice), yet never did he visit his dzong or 
fortress residence but would always remain at Lhasa (fortunately for Purang, there was a co-Dmngpon, there 
usually always being two such officiais in every Tibetan District). Instead, his wife would at times go there in 
his place! Ringang was promoted to an officer ofthe fourth rank in 1937. Since that year Ringang had also been 
sewing as one of the Nyer-tsang-nga (Municipal Oficers) of Lhasa. According to Who S Who in fibet, at this 
time he was "pro-British but cautious." P.O.S. 1938, p. 13; see also again the Dhonduparticle (see above), pp. 
56-7; and Gould 1957, p. 237. 

18. See Gould 1946. p. 256; and also, Gould 1957, p. 237. Coincidentally, another ofthe four Tibetan boys 
sent off to England, Kyipup, would serve as City Magistrate of Lhasa during these same New Year festivities 
which would last for an entire month. Ibid. 

19. See GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, p. 3. Sir Basil had these two other scholars also in mind when in the Preface 
to his Word Book he wished to single out others besides Tharchin for commendation who had rendered him 
valuable assistance. "The Old Rugbeian and former student of London University, R.D. Ringang (now known 
as Kusho Changngopa), who for many years has been in charge ofthe hydroelectric installation at Lhasa. and 
English translater and interpreter to the Tibetan Cabinet. not only gave the greatest possible help himself but 
also enlisted that of bis wife.. .and of his brother.. .and of others in Lhasa. The leamed Lama Tshatrul Rimpoche, 
who was a close confidant of His Holiness the late Dalai Lama in literary maners. gave special help in the 
revision of spellings and in ensuring that the Word Book is in accordance with modem usage." Gould and 
Richardson. Tihetrin Word Book, xii. 

20. GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, pp. 4, 5 note 1 

3 1. Chapman, "Lhasa in 1937," GJ(June 1938):503. Chapman had served as Gouid's private secretary on 
tfiis British Mission to Lhasa, 1936-7. Another person who gave solid testimony to Ringang's f a c i l i ~  in 
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English (this time, as to his writing ability) was Charles S. Cutting, probably the first Arnerican to visit Lhasa. 
In fact, this regular correspondent with Dalai Lama XlIl (though the two of thern never met) had been to Lhasa 
on three occasions: in 1930, 1935 and 1937. Cutting describes the English translations of the Dalai Lama's 
letters to hirn which were always provided by Ringang, who was Secretary to His Holiness: "The Dalai Lama's 
answering letters were done in fine Tibetan script on native paper .... But originals and translation arrived in 
intricate envelopes, addressed in both Tibetan and English, and sealed with the Dalai Lama's oficial seal. 
Ringang's translations were always typewritten, without a single typographical error. While his style showed 
a slight foreign flavor, the sentences were fluent, and there were no slips in grammar." Cutting 1940, p. 176. 

22. GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19. p. 4. 

22a. The fact that it had been Tharchin who had coined the appellation is per the Babu's daughter-in-law 
Nini as reported to the author by the Babu's grandson David in two emails sent the author: (a) one dated 
Kalirnpong, 22 Oct. 2006, Point 2.; and (b) one from Delhi, 30 Nov. 2006, Point A-both being David's 
reporting of what he had learned from his mother Nini (with the latter being referred to in both ernails by the 
endearing term Amala). 

23. Letter, Tharchin to Richardson, Kalirnpong, 10 Feb. 1962, part of the Richardson Papers, Bodleian 
Library, Oxford University, MS. Or. Richardson 41, Folio 215. Transcribed and kindly sent to the author by 
ernail, 4 and 9 Mar. 2006, by Tibetan historian Tsering Shakya, Vancouver BC. 

23a. Two sources confirm this date: (a) letter, Tharchin to the Calcutta American Consulate General, 
Kalimpong, 16 June 1965: "1 have been preparing another large dictionary in Tibetan to Tibetan since the last 
35 years. It contains over 58,000 words ..."; and (b) letter, Tharchin to Walter W. Ross, Kalirnpong, 17 June 
1965: "1 have a large Tibetan dictionary to be printed, which I started to compile from 1930. It will be verY 
useful for.. .al1 the research scholars." ThPaK. 

24. Stoddard 1985, p. 219. 

25. Re: the Lama's employment by Tharchin, GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, p. 4 reads: "...the Mongolian Lama 
was once employed by Tharchin in Kalimpong where he picked up the plan and system [for] composinga 
dictionary." And re: his promise, ibid. also reads as follows: "When the Lama returned to Tibet he had promised 
to send sorne additional books of Tibetan words for Tharchin's dictionary." 

26. Ibid., 5 note 3. 

27. Ibid., 5, which reads in part: "At this tirne [1937] the Mongolian had passed the exarnination[s] for the 
title of 'GyesheV'-which statement is then followed by a discussion on the matter of "giving 'tongo"' (whose 
significance in relation to achieving the geshe degree is explained several pages later in the Text). 

27a. Norbu 2005, Part III, unnumbered page. 

28. The quote about the Mongolian's Cornmunistic leanings, etc. can be found in GTUM TwMs, Ch. 1 9 9  

p. 5; and the information re: the Cultural Revolution's victimization of Geshe Chodak is per Horkhang 7005. 
pp. 24-5. 

29. Except for the "thirteen long years" quote, al1 other quotations, as well as the information to be found 
in this paragraph, are derived from Horkhang 2005. pp. 20-21,23; and from Stoddard 1985, pp. 21 9.31 1 
12, 332, 380. The exception can be found in T. Tsering, "Obituary: K. Dhondup.. .," TJ (Surniner I 995):95, 

30. Horkhang 2005, pp. 23, 23, 24. 
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3 1. The sources for the information and quotations to be found in this p a q m p h  are: StodQrd 1985, pp. 

719, 3 1 1 note 13. 332; Richardson 1993, p. 127; Donald S. Lopez Jr, "...a Preliminiry Study," in Kvaeme 
1994,1:492; Shakya 1999, p. 99; and for the title and date of the Tibctan-Chine* dictionary cited by Shakya, 
see Bhum 2005, p. 26. 

32. Kimura 1990, p. 197. 

34. Except where already docurnented, the source for al1 other information and quoted material in this and 
the preceding two paragraphs is GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, pp. 4-5. 

35. See T.Y. Pemba. "Tibetan Reminiscences," TR (July 1977):22-5 and Pemba 1957; and for more in fmat im 
or1 the life of this most interesting Tibetan family, see McKay 1997, pp. 8 1-2, 123, 125, 129, 164. 2 19, 226, 
230-1.333. 271. 

36. Except for the McKay quotation, which is derived from McKay 1997, p. 125, al1 other quoted material 
in this paragraph is from GTUM TwMs, Ch. 19, p. 5. 

37. See (a) "The Afterword.. .," Latse Library Newsletter (Fall2005):28; (b) Horkhang 2005, pp. 23-4; and 
(c) re: the Dictionary's fifth reprint, see Bhum 2005, p. 27. 

38. See T. Tsering, "Obituary: K. Dhondup ...," TJ (Summer 1995):94-5. It should be noted that this 
translated version ofthe Afterword's poetry omits the final four-line stanza. which nonetheless is irrelevant to 
this discussion. See additionally Horkhang 2005, pp. 23-4; Bhum 2005, pp. 26,27; and "The Afterword.. .," 
Laise Libray Newsletter (Fall2005):28. 

39. Kimura 1990, pp. 197-9, 20 1 

40. Aside from the three Prefaces quoted from extensively in the Text and which appear in Gergan 
Tharchin's English-fiberan-Hindi Pockei Dictionary of 1965 and 1968, the sources for al1 other information 
and quoted inaterial appearing in the Text pages that discuss the Pocker D i c t i o ~ r y  episode involving the Geshe 
and the Marwari are the following: for the information and quote re: the birth and its approximate date of Geshe 
Chodak's daughter, see Horkhang 2005, pp. 24-5; for Rev. Peter Rapgey's confirmation that the Bad Mongolian 
Lama and Geshe Chodak were the same person is per interview with hirn, Feb. 1992; and for al1 other 
information and quoted material-which have been derived from David and Nini Tharchin (aka: AmalaFsee 
the following emails which were sent to the author and received by him from David Tharchin on behalf of 
himself and his mother Nini: 14 Oct. 2006,22 Oct. 2006, and 30 Nov. 2006. 

41. Many years later. when the lndian Parliament was debating the Tibet issue, Prime Minister Nehru, in 
the reply he gave to the debate in the Rajya Sabha (Upper House) of Parliament, declared at one point: "I do 
not particularly fancy this constant sensational way of referring to the Dalai Lama as the God-King, and, in 
fact, I do not think he likes it either. This is not the lndian way. .." That was on 4 May 1959. Four days later, 
on the 8Ih, in a speech on the same subject of Tibet and given in the Lok Sabha or Lower House, the lndian leader 
repeated the declaration in more emphatic terms: ". ..al1 this business of God-King etc. is not to my liking.. .. 
1 may say that the Dalai Lama himself does not like this business." Quoted from Sen 1960, pp. 203,2 13. A few 
months later, it was reported by the Hindustan fimes of lndia that the Dalai Lama by that time in exile at 
Mussoorie in the Himalayan hills of northwestern India, had made it known that he "does not like the title 
Gad-King" because in his opinion "it is not correct." As further reported by the fimes. Western writers, 
sources close to the Dalai Lama at Mussoorie declared, "have wrongly described him as 'God-King' [and also 
as] 'Living Buddha' (incarnation). . ." The newspaper report went on to Say that the then 24-year-old ruler of 
Tibet “bas told bis visitors that he is not a 'Living Buddha' but a 'servant of the Master [i.e., of Buddha]'," 
Hindusran fimes, datelined Mussoorie, 28 Aug. 1959. And ten years later the eldest brother of the Dalai Lama, 
Thubten Jigme Norbu as CO-author with Colin Turnbull, wrote in a simiiar vein to that of His Holiness, as 
follows: 
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It is ofien thought, outside Tibet, that we Tibetans regard the Dalai Lama as a God. holy and 
untouchable. This is not so. The Dalai Lama is two things. He is the reincarnation of Chenrezi, and 
he is a human being like anyone else. It is the spirit of Chenrezi. which animates his body. that we 
revere. We give thanks that Chenrezi has entered hurnan form so that he can more effectively give 
us the guidance we need. It is the Buddha. through his manifest form as Chenrezi, whom we 
worship, not the body or being of a human. We believe that the body. the form of the Dalai Lama, 
while likely to be in many respects superior to others, is still essentially human. That is the whole 
point of Chenrezi's sacrifice. The body he enters. for our sake, is subject to decay. as are al1 things. 
It is subject to illness and suffering; it is subject to weakness; and death will come to it in the normal 
course of tirne. just as it cornes to al1 hurnan bodies. Norbu & Turnbull 1968. p. 234. 

Now it will be noticed by the reader that the phrase "god-king" has been placed in quote marks at this point 
in the regular Text of the present biography, and will continue to be so  marked-out of deference to His 
Holiness the Fourteenth Dalai Lama-whenever throughout the remainder of the narrative this title is used in 
reference to the current ruler of Tibet. Nevertheless, although Dalai Lama XIV may himself view the title of 
"god-king" as incorrect. it is obvious to the present author, as a result of his investigation into the matter, that 
the Dalai Lama's fellow Tibetans-almost to a man, woman and child-have always looked upon and reverenced 
him as such: their god and king. And most certainly, the current Dalai Lama's predecessor thought himself such. 
Sir Charles Bell, who was on intimate terms with the Great Thirteenth and knew him better than any other 
Westerner, has an illuminating passage on the subject in his highly respected biography of the Thirteenth Dalai 
Lama. He writes: 

What was the Dalai Lama's own attitude to his status in the Buddhist world? Did he himself believe 
that he was supreme among Buddhists, a god on earth? Among Tibetans and other Asiatics he 
clairned this suprernacy in every word and deed. As for myself, i t  was undesirable and unnecessa- 
for me to ask such a question .... Whenever the idea was in the background of Our talks, he would 
look at me with a deprecating smile, as much as to Say, "1 know 1 cannot expect you to believe it." 
And he was always ready to admit a lack of knowledge or lack of power in the presence of a few 
daily associates. such as the Court Physician. But in public it was always asserted. On the medal that 
he gave me it is confidently claimed; in his Political Testament it is placed clearly on record. Bell 
1946, p. 192. 

Moreover, the author of what may well be one of the more "definitive" biographies of the current Dalai 
Lama in the English language has gently confronted His Holiness on this sensitive inatter. Having had manY 
interviews with the Tibetan ruler over a five-year period (1979180-85) in the U.S., Switzerland and duringa 
two-month stay at Dharamsala, Michael Goodman felt free to bring up the subject with him and wrote as 
follows: 

[the] God-King ... label he does not much care for and which he has taken pains to correct. But is he 
not, in fact, a god? "There are many different types of reincarnations." he says. "My own has been 
blessed by Chenrezi, and my being has been sent to earth as his representative. So it is true." And 
is he not a king? He laughs gleefully. "The line of Tibetan kings-Songtsan Gampo and the 
others-ceased many centuries ago. But in the sense of the Sanskrit term D h a r m a  Raio. or 
Religious King, 1 am the head of the religious community. So this is true also." He pauses to adjust 
his robes. "1 rather think of myself as a bhiksu. a simple Buddhist monk." 

But though the Dalai Lama may think himself only a simple monk, "mernbers of his staff," noted Goodman, 
"still draw in their breath when addressing him and back out of the room when taking their leave, and Tibetans 
greet him with the traditional threefold prostration. When he issued strict orders to [refugeel settlement 
administrators that there were to be no grandiose preparations made for his visits, the people were horrifiedt 
for above and beyond his temporal aspect they value hirn as the living syinbol of their country." Goodman 
1986, pp. 325,326. More recently, His Holiness has written in the volume of his memoirs published in 1g90: 
the following: "1 have no difficulty accepting that I am spiritually connected both to the thirteen previous Dalai 
Lamas, to Chenrezi and to the Buddha himself." Quoted from Freedom in Exile in Mirsky 1990, P. 53. 

Furthermore, Heinrich Harrer, when writing of his many years at Lhasa in the late 1940s and early '50s* 
was wont to comment that "the Tibetan people regarded [the Fourteenth Incarnation of Chenrezi] ratherasthe 
Living Buddha than as a king" and that "their prayers were directed to him not as ruler so much as patron god 
of the land." Harrer 1956, p. 248. In addition, subsequent to his return visit to Tibet in the spring of 1982 after 
a 30-year absence, Harrer wrote that numerous Tibetans he had talked with assured him "that for them lhe 
Dalai Lama was the only one who commanded veneration." Harrer 1985. p. 68. 

Hence, in the light ofall this, there is more than ample justification in applying the title of "god-king" t0 lhe 
current Grand Lama ofTibet in the present biography. As one British Political Officer for Tibet once declared 
on the rnatter: "All that the people of Tibet in general know, or desire to know. is that in the persons of these 
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Lamas [the Dalai and Panchen Lamas] they are wonhiping actual Incamations of Divinity, and that on the 
demise ('passing away') of one of thern the sarne spirit rurppears in the body of a baby born soon afttrwards. 
I t  is, in fact. the sarne Divinity only in a different body." Sir Frederick O'Connor, *Tibet in the Modem 
World," Geographical Magazine (Dec. 1937): 108. Sir Frederick, incidentally, knew the Panchen Lama of his 
day personally and sornewhat intimately; see Ch. 27. 





GTUM TwMs, Ch. 20, pp. 1-6; quotes: 1, 2, 3, 4. 

1. Tharchin Late 1966, p. 3. 

2. There would be another instance of ihis in the JO-khang some 40 years later. This, of course, was afier 
His Holiness had felt compelled to quit Lhasa and go into exile in India, an event that would usher in a period. 
still present today, of untold hardship, oppression and seeming hopelessness arnong Tibetans in the Land of 
Snows. Yet one ofthe ways in which hope had been kept alive had been the surreptitious placing of photographs 
ofthe Dalai Lama in sacred places such as the JO-khang and Potala. Heinrich Harrer made a retum visit to Lhasa 
in the spring of 1982 after a 30-year absence from Tibet. Later he told of seeing in the JO-khang a small colored 
photo of His Holiness attached to n goldeii 9uddha Image there. He spotted another picture of the Tibetan 
"god-king" on one ofthe Potala's altars. He found still other photographs publicly displayed on the altars of 
other temples. Harrer 1985, pp. 112, 152, and caption of one of the book's illustrations opposite p. 88. 

3. Bell 1946, p. 1 14. 

4. Gould 1946, p. 256. 

5. According to the Arnerican wartirne correspondent in Asia for the Chicago DailyjVews, Arch T. Steele, 
writing in 1946 about his two-week visit to Lhasa during the sumrner of 1944, this "strange, many-fingered 
fungus" was "still preserved where it [had lirst] appeared [in the Potala]. It is enclosed today in a glass case." 
Steele, "The Boy -Ruler of Shangri-la," Saturdq Evening Posi ( 13 Apr. 1946):78. 

6. A Tibetan friend of Charles Bell, whom the latter had met in China, had at one time earlier visited this 
sacred lake. and described to Bell how the visions came: "The water ofthe lake is blue. You watch it from the 
hillside. A wind arises, and tums the blue water into white. A hole then forms in this white water; the hole is 
blue-black. Clouds form above this hole. and below the clouds you see images showing future events." Bell 
went on to explain that Tibet's proverbial "tempestuous winds" that "are never far away" arise quite suddenly 
on such lakes, adding also that hot springs were nurnerous. "My friend," Bell continued, "saw beneath the 
cloud some Chinese houses, and houses of the Calcutta type, before there was any idea that his Ciovernrnent 
would send him via Calcutta to China." Bell 1946, pp. 40-1. 

7. lncredible as it may appear, not only did the boy correctly identify the Sera Lama and two other 
members of the search Party; he also, when answering the Rimpoche's questions. replied "correctly in the 
dialect of the Tibetan court of Lhasa.. ., which was cornpletely unknown in the area" where the boy lived! See 
both Anon. 1992. p. 6 and Levenson 2002, p. 12. 

8. On page 6 of Anon. 1992. it is stated that "the boy bore al1 eight of the Dalai Lama's traditional 
distinguishing marks." Moreover. these Lhasan emissaries "satisfied themselves that the body ofthe child had 
the 32 secret !major and minor marks which are supposed to be siens of a spiritual heritage.. ." Levenson 2002, 
p. 13. 

8b. Per John Avedon's .4n 1,itewieiv with the Dalai Lama (1980), and reported in Craig 1997, pp. 72-3. 

9. A few rnonths after Learner's earlier visit to Kurnburn Larnasery that had made possible the taking of 
the photograph of the future Tibetan Boy-King which Tharchin had reproduced en masse. the rnissionary, 
writing long afienvards in his book Tibetan Journey(London, 1949). 56. "happened to be in the Lamasery on 
the very day when the little Dalai Lama was to leave Kumburn to start on his long journey to Lhasa.. ." Leamer 
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not only saw him from the vantage point of the crowd but was even able to speak with him and to give him 
some additional Christian literature beyond what he had given to the future Boy-King on the earlier visit. The 
account of what happened on this subsequent occasion is further related in the same Learner book, described 
in the previous chapter's End-Notes as a little volume of  children's stories of the missionary's experiences 
along the Sino-Tibetan border, as told by "Wilfred," Learner's faithful horse of many years in China. And hence 
it rnust be understood that the phrase "my rnaster" which appears in the quoted passage to follow has reference 
to Learner himself. He writes again on p. 56: 

Just before he was put into his yellow satin sedan chair, carried by two large black mules, my muter 
was able to say goodbye to him and he put some more Tibetan Gospel literature into his hands. 1 
wonder if these text cards and Scripture portions ever reached Lhasa. and if so, whether they are 
still there? As the sedan chair was leaving, a crowd gathered, including some hundreds of red- and 
yellow-robed lamas, to see the Dalai Lama go. Many relatives were there too. and were weeping as 
they said goodbye, but the little lad did not shed a tear. He was perfectly composed, as if he realized 
the seriousness of the responsibilities ahead of him. His parents went in  another sedan chair beside 
him. and traveled with him to Lhasa ... Was it not a wonderful opportunity for my master to see 
the Dalai Lama. and to be able to give hirn some Tibetan Scriptures? Most probably it  is the on.: 
and only chance that a missionary has ever had to meet the Dalai Lama of Tibet, and who knows 
but that a ray of Light may penetrate the closed, sacred City of Lhasa through my master's contact 
with him? 

To be cornpletely accurate, there was another rnissionary who had met the future Dalai Lama some months 
before this event and most likely even prior to Learner's earlier encounter with the youngster. This was the 
German Roman Catholic rnissionary in Amdo, Fr. Matthias Hermanns, whose missionary organization was the 
Society of the Divine Word. It so happened that in March of 1939 Hermanns had attended Kumbum's butter 
festival where he encountered Tibet's newly-discovered Priest-King and had even taken pictures of the lad. 
Two of these photographs would subsequently appear later that same year in a published article by the 
missionary, "Dalai-Lamas Wiedergeburt entdeckt [The Dalai Lama's Rebirth Discovered]," in Steyler Missions- 
Bore 66 (1939), 11-16. The present author is indebted to research scholar and writer John Bray for having 
alerted the author to this information. For additional details about Hermanns, see T. Dodin and H. Rather 
(eds.), Imagining Tibet (Boston, 2001), 39 and 53, which pages are part of two articles authored by, respectively, 
Bray and Per Kvaerne. 

10. The text of Richardson's account of the arriva1 in Lhasa of Tibet's new Child-King represents a 
composite formulation by the present writer of what this eyewitness had recounted in several anonymously 
written reports a few days following the event and which were subsequently dispatched either to the Associated 
Press of lndia or the Times of London. In fact, the latter would publish one version of these reports entitled 
"Boy God in Lhasa," in its issue o f4  Nov. 1939, p. 7, the dateline ofwhich read: "From a Special Correspondent, 
Lhasa, Oct 8." The three versions which served as the basis for this composite account of the event can be 
found in Richardson 1998, pp. 672-8. 

I Oa. Lobsang Samden would be one of three of the 14Ih Dalai Lama's brothers who would at one time or 
another become monks. But two of these three would also be identified-like His Holiness-as a Pulku or 
Incarnation of a previous holy man or great spiritual teacher: Thubten J. Norbu (aka: Taktser Rimpoche) and 
Tendzin Choegyal (aka: Ngari Rimpoche). lnterestingly enough, al1 three monk-brothers would eventuall~ 
disrobe themselves as rnonks, marry, and even express serious doubts about the entire trulku tradition of 
reincarnation. See Craig 1997, pp. 156, 157, 258, 364; and for a brief history of the trulku system of Tibetan 
Buddhism, see pp. 5-6, 9 notes 14 and 15. 

1 1. Except where already documented, the sources for al1 preceding paragraphs and pages dealing with the 
"supernatural selection process." birth, home village area, "discovery," "recognition," and caravanjoumey 10 
Lhasa of the child Lhamo Dhondrub are the following: Goldstein 1989, pp. 310-1 1; Goldstein, "An 
Anthropological Study of the Tibetan Political System," Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of Washington, Seattle* 
1968, p. 162, and quoted in Nowak 1984, p. 26; Dalai Lama XIV 1962, pp. 18,23,25,28,3 1 ; Dalai Lama XIV 
1990, pp. 3, 12, 13, 17,54; Norbu 1961, pp. 54, 56, 59, 83, 129, 130, 135, 136, 142; Kirnura 1990, pp. 30.56- 
7 , 6  1 ; Learner, Rusty Hinges; a Story ofClosed Doors Beginning to Open in Northeast Tibet (London. 19331, 
77, 1 12 (the author had already been a CIM rnissionary for 22 years in China by the tirne this book had been 
published); Bell 1946, pp. 69, 75; Bell 1924, pp. 124-5; Gould and H.E. Richardson, Tibetan Word Book 
(London, 1943), ix; Bemard 1939, p. 67; China Press (Shanghai), 23 Feb. 1940, p. 1 (which is the Fitch 
account, which also featured three of his photographs of the future Tibetan Boy-King and his colorful 
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palanquin-caravan departing the Kurnbum Lamasery for Lhasa); Gould 1957, pp. 214-5; Gcnximan 1986. p. 
13; Levenson 2002, pp. 12- 14; Craig 1997, pp. 1 1-2 1,62-5; and Avedon, An Interview with the Dalal hm 
(New York, 1980). 9. For the peninent travel movements of the Great Thirteenth during his 1904-9 exile. sec 
Tada 1965. pp. 47, 55-6. 

12. 11 should be added that the combined Losar-Monlam Festival would then be followed irnmediatcly by 
another festival lasting another month and known as the Lesser Prayer or Prayer of the Assembly, which was 
concerned with the welfare of Tibet more than that of the world at large. The Prayer Festival's p r i m q  
purpose, Michael Goodman has explained, "was to shorten the time remaining in the spiritual rcign [kolpa, or 
epoch] of Gautama Buddha, whose power has passed its zenith, and to hasten the coming of the Maitreya 
Buddha, known to Tibetans as Gyalwa Champa [Jampa] (.lll-Conquering Love)." Goodman 1986, p. 53. See 
also Norbu & Turnbull 1968, pp. 1 14,204; and Rato 1977, p. 79. 

13. This is a composite descri?tion ~f the event extracted from two sources. both written up at two 
different times by Gould: (a) the prirnary source is his memoirs, Gould 1957, pp. 2 17-9; and (b) a second 
source, cited earlier, Gould 1946, p. 257. The source for the bracketed insen about Gould's 19 12 association 
with the Great Thirteenth is Times (London), 19 Feb. 1940, p. 5. 

14. The spectacular procession just described was filmed in black and white by Kanwal Krishna, the 
professional painter from India mentioned in the previous chapter who accornpanied the British delegaion to 
Lhasa for the Installation. See "Fifty-Year-Old Film on the Dalai Lama," Times ofIndia. 9 Nov. 1990, reprinted 
in TR (Dec. 1990): 18. 

14a. Shakya 1999, p. 6; also cf. with ibid., 461-2 note I I  

15. "Fifty-Year-Old Film on the Dalai Lama," Times ofIndia, 9 Nov. 1990, reprinted in TR (Dec. 1990): 18. 

16. For Tharchin to Say this is not hyperbole at al], since. as has been seen, Lowell Thomas Jr had 
estimated that at least 5000 were present for the Sitringasol ceremony on 22 Feb. Furthermore, Heinrich Harrer 
has given similar testirnony to the phenomenon of many thousands of Tibetans attending such grand receptions 
by this same Dalai Lama during the years when he. Harrer, was a resident at Lhasa in the late 1940s. He writes: 
"1 had often had a glimpse of the Dalai Lama during the processions. but 1 saw him face to face for the first time 
during one of the great receptions in the Potala. 1 sat on a srnall rug in the throne room andcountedmore iliun 
7000peoplejilingpast their ruler: Everybody was offering presents, poor people just a copper coin while rich 
merchants carried rolls of gold brocade. Each of them got a blessing from His Holiness and left with a good-luck 
scarf." Harrer, "My Seven Years in Tibet." GJ(June 1954): 154 (emphasis added). 

17. This recollection of the Dalai Lama's had occurred 20 years later, when the two of them met again at 
Mussoorie. India, in 1960. See Ch. 27 for a lengthy discussion on the significance of such an unusual recollection. 

18. See the Gospel of Matthew 2: I 1 

19. From Revelation 17: 14, and quoted as well, as one of the two Christian Scriptures that head up the Text 
of the present chapter. 

10. An acquaintance ofTharchin's, Lois Lang-Sims, has told how at the height ofthe influx of refugees into 
lndia following the unsuccessful Tibetan Uprising at Lhasa in 1959, she witnessed this kind of darshan being 
experienced by those Tibetans who merely looked upon a photograph of this sarne Dalai Lama-the Founeenth. 
I n  ApriI of that year Miss Lang-Sims found a Dalai Lama brooch at the Kalimpong bazaar which she described 
as "an odd little trinket consisting of a round tinted photograph in a gaudy setting of gilt rays set with glass 
gems, unmistakably inspired by Woolworths," and which, she added, "was to be my passport to innumerable 
friendships at a later date." That later time did come two years afterwards when she was back in Darjeeling in 
the surnrner of 1961. While the missionaries were distributing milk there to the refugees. Lang-Sims wrote, "1 
distributed a kind of darshana [sic] with my Dalai Lama brooch. Broadly smiling, filthy. lousy, gentle people 
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swarmed about me. holding out their hands, pressing the sacred object to their foreheads, passing it from one 
to another, gazing at it in wondering love. Even the milk was forgotten as they crowded together to catch one 
flickering ray from the light of the Presence." Lang-Sims 1963, pp. 67, 192. 

2 1 .  See Tung 1980, p. 25. 

22. Yet, not only Tibetans, but many non-Tibetans, especially in India, wished to experience the darshan 
of His Holiness whenever he came to that land. On his first visit there in late 1956, he had only been in 
New Delhi w o  days when even non-Buddhists began queuing up for the darshan of the Dalai Lama. His 
biographer writes that "more and more non-Tibetans lined the street leading to [Hyderabad House where he 
was residing]: a great many Hindus, bearded Sikhs. turbaned Moslems, al1 there for the darshana [sic] ..." 
Goodman 1986. p. 244. 

23. Tseten 1971. p. 41. 

24. This final comment by His Holiness is quoted in Goodman 1986, p. 69. Except where docurnented 
already, the source for al1 quoted material found in the narrative text up to this point since Note 11  above are 
the following: Bell 1946, p. 69; Gould 1957, pp. 209, 2 1 5 2  17,22 1,222-3,224,226-9; Goodman 1986, pp. 
62.65-6; Harrer 1956, p. 252; Gould 1946. p. 258; Lhasa Special Correspondent (Gould?), "Boy Dalai Lama 
Enters Lhasa; Papeantry of His Installatioii; Mile Long Procession," Times (London), 23 Feb. 1940, p. 8; sarne 
Correspondent, "The Dalai Lama Enthroned: Pageantry within the Palace," ihid., 24 Feb. 1940, p. 5; sarne 
Correspondent. "Britain's Gifts to Dalai Lama: Bar of Gold and Bags of Silver," ibid., 27 Feb. 1940, p. 8; 
Gould to Governrnent of India, 23 Mar. 1940. quoted in Walt van Praag 1987, p. 236n.. see also p. 70; Thomas, 
Jr. 1959, pp. 47-8, 49; and Thoinas Jr. 1961, p. 29. 

25. Times of lndia (Bombay), 17 July 1940, p. 8. 

26. All descriptive details, facts of publication and quoted rnatter presented in this and the preceding Mo 
paragraphs were derived from the present author's personal perusal at the Library of Congress, Washington. 
D.C., of these three works discussed. This included a review of the body of their regular texts, a careful 
scrutiny of their Title and Copyright pages full of descriptive and factual information not otherwise available. 
a reading of their Prefaces andlor Introductions, and a perusal of the Foreword to the fiberan Word Book by Sir 
Aurel Stein that was signed 1 Jan. 1943 and which indicated that "some weeks earlier" (that is, in late 1942) he 
had received from Sir Basil an advance copy of the printing of the Word Book for his own review and for the 
writing of his foreword. 

27. Gould 1957, p. 199. 

28. Tharchin 1963, pp. 1-2; and cf. with letter, Tharchin to T. Wangdi, Kalirnpong, 8 July 1954, ThPaK. 

28a. Sherriff to Tharchin, Lhasa, 24 July 1943, ThPaK. 

28b. Two inernoranda, the said Publicity Oflice to Tharchin, Delhi, 1 1  Apr. and 4 July 1944, ThPaK, with 
each rnerno listing in two columns the Block Index nurnbers and their respective captions. 

29. Besides the Sherriff letter (see note 28a.), as well as Richardson 1945, p. 82 and Tharchin's so-called 
rnernoirs, two additional sources for the information and quoted material found in this and the previous four 
paragraphs are: (a) an only extant p. 2 of a copy of a typed letter, Tharchin to Dir, School of Foreign Languagesl 
Ministry of Defence at New Delhi, Kalirnpong, 15 Feb. 1954, ThPaK; and (b) Tharchin 195 1. 

30. The continuous Reting and Taktra Regencies had begun, ofcourse, upon the death of Dalai LamaXll1 
in late 1933. According to Tibetan custom, if not law. upon the death of a Dalai Lama the Governrnent is placed 
in the hands ofa King-Regent. who is chosen frorn among several high incarnate Lamas of Lhasa and its viciniv 
And once he cornes into power he will hold his position until death or until a iiew Dalai Laina is folind and 
becornes of age. In the present case, the Head Lama of the important Reting Monastery (located f0urdayS 
joumey north of Lhasa), had been chosen and appointed by the Tibetan Parliament (the Tsongdu) as thehead 
of the interirn Regency. He was only 21 or 22 years old at the tirne. 
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Now because people recalled that the Dalai Lama had paid a spccial visit to Reting just a year befon hc 
died, they came t~ believe that while there he had given to the Rimpoche "detailed political and adminisrnive 
guidance and advice." And that that was the reason the Tsongdu had c h o m  Reting Rimpoche to be Regent. Birt 
Tibetan historian K. Dhondup disputes this in his published history of the Great T h i n m t h .  On tht contrary, 
writes Dhondup, "the Dalai Lama himself did not issue any statement nor even vagwly hint that Radreng 
[Reting] Tulku should be appointed to the Regency nor did Radreng Rimpoche claim any special right to the 
regency." Dhondup 1986. p. 96. 

Indeed, it was not because of this misguided belief but because of his youth and inexperienu that he 
had been chosen; even as was the comment offered to Hisao Kimura by an lnner Mongolian monk. Danzanhairob 
by name, who had been at Lhasa several years during and afier Reting Rimpoche's selection and assurnprion 
to power. Tharchin's latter-day Japanese friend Kimura reported that Lhasan friends of Danzan had told him 
that the Rimpoche had been chosen chiefly on account of his age: he would be too young and therefore 
inexperienced "to have posed any threat to the established strongmen." So these friends had heard rumored 
around the many drinking shops in the Tibetan capital. Danzan added that this incarnate lama's Regency " w a  a 
scandal, but everyone was frightened of hiin because of his magical powers." Kimura 1990, p. 1 13. It would not 
be too long, therefore, before "this young and frivolous Regent," who was "mercenary and al1 too ready to listen 
to alluring offers. became increasingly unpopular." Tucci 1973 p. 52. He had expressed a desire in 1936 to resign 
as Regent, but according to one British govemment publication in lndia in 1938, he "was persuaded to remain, on 
the understanding that his orders would be unquestioningly obeyed." Moreover, "beneath a frai1 and mild exterior 
he conceals considerable determination." P.O.S. 1938. pp. 2-3. Reting Rimpoche ruled Tibet until February 
1941. at which time he abdicated in the face of the assumption of power the year before by Dalai Lama XI\'. 
Actually, though, this occult-practicing Regent, just 3 1 years old at the time, had told Government officiais that 
he had dreams which foretold his death unless he withdrew from the Regency and retired to a monastery for 
meditation. See Knaus 1999, p. 20. The Reting Regency was replaced by the election in Parliament of the 
incarnate Lama of Taktra. an old man of 75 whose views were more onhodox. An attempted coup by Reting 
Rimpoche to reassume power as Regent was foiled in 1947 by Taktra, and afier his arrest and incarceration in the 
Potala the ex-Regent died under what some have tenned mysterious circumstances. In fact, rumors were rife, 
writes Kimura, "as to how the relatively young and healthy ex-Regent had taken his leave of this world. Some 
even said he had used bis [occult] powers to spirit himself into the next." Kimura 1990, p. 172. For more on the 
Reting Regent and his ultimate demise, see Hugh Richardson, "The.. .[Reting] Conspiracq of 1947." in Aris & 
Kyi (eds.) 1980, pp. xvi-xx. 

31. From this nloment onwards, in fact, the lives of these two Rirnpoches would be inextricably bound up 
with each other and with the Dalai Lama until both their deaths just two years apart at Dharamsala in 
Northwest lndia in the early 1980s. Mrhether or not Tharchin ever became acquainted with Ling Rimpoche is 
unknown, but it is known. by the Kalimpongian's own testimony, that Trijang Rimpoche visited Gergan 
Tharchin in the latter's home and even inquired about the Bible and the Christian faith. See near the end of Ch. 
28 for the details, as well as for a brief sketch of the life and career of Trijang. 

In 1950 Ling Rimpoche was appointed Senior Tutor to His Holiness. while Trijang Rimpoche was made 
the Junior Tutor. They remained in these respective posts till their deaths. Both these Rimpoches had had 
similar careers. and were born but one year apart, the Senior Tutor (born 1902) being, in this respect. one year 
younger than the Junior Tutor. A brilliant scholar, Ling had been born at the village of Yup near Lhasa, and 
entered Drepung Monastery when ten years old. Through diligent study he had been able, in similar fashion to 
that of Trijang Rimpoche. to pass the grueling examinations for the lharampa geshe ("Doctor of Metaphysics") 
at the unheard-of age of only 21 and within an equally unheard-of tirne span of a mere eleven years when 
normally this required about 20 years of intense study! Possessed of this qualification, he was entitled to be 
adinitted to Gyudt-a celetrateci institute in Lhasa for Tantric studies. ofwhich he ultimately became prefect 
and, in 1936, its chief abbot. Three years later would see him take on additional duties ofAssistant Tutor to the 
new Dalai Lama. 

Towards the end of his career Ling Rimpoche achieved the high distinction of being elected for a seven-year 
term as the Ganden Ti Rimpoche. He was the 97Ih in the line which began with the Great Reformer of Tibetan 
Buddhism himself, Tçong Khapa, in the late 14Ih centus. While in this position as the Patriarch of Tsone 
Khapa's Throne (also known as Ganden Tripa-"The Throne-holder of Ganden"), the occupant is considered 
the Head of the ruling Gelugpa tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. (See end-note 35 of Ch. 5 of the present 
narrative for additional details on the post of Ti Rimpoche.) Ling was still occupant ofthe Ganden Throne and 
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Senior Tutor to His Holiness when he passed away on 25 Dec. 1983 at Dharamsala. the exile headquarters of 
the 141h Dalai Lama. 

Shortly before his death Ling had told an American biographer of the current Dalai Lama: "When 1 looked 
upon His Holiness for the first time, 1 was convinced he was the true incarnation of Chenrezi. Since then bis 
development in both aspects of his role has been tremendous. As a spiritual leader he is one ofthe outstanding 
authorities on Tibetan Buddhism, and politically he has matured into a leader of great capability." Goodman 
1986. pp. 339-40. 

The sources used for al1 the information found in the regular Text and in this present note about the two 
Regents and the Dalai Lama's Tutors are: ibid., 106-7; Dalai Lama XIV 1990, pp. 18,61; Phuntsok Tsering, 
"Trijang Rirnpoche Passes Away," TR (Nov. l981):7; P. Tsering, "Kyabje Ling Rimpoche-ln Memoriam," 
ibid. (Jan. 1984):8, 10; "New Head of Gelug Tradition Appointed," ibid. (May 1984):5; ibid. (Nov. 198?):5; 
and John F. Avedon, "Notes," at end of his book, Interview wirh the Dalai Lama (New York, 1980), 77. 

32. See Avedon 1984. p. 23. 

33. Harrer 1956, pp. 234, 236. The source for the subjects named which Harrer had assisted the Tibetan 
Boy-King in studying is Anon. 1992, p. 7. 

34. All quoted material, other than from Harrer, appearing in this and the preceding five paragraphs can be 
found in one or the other of the following seven sources: Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 57; Dalai Lama XIV 1990, 
p. 32; Goodman 1986, p. 1 10; Craig 1997, p. 124; Riencourt 1950, p. 151; Dixit & Tseten 199 1, p. 12; or Norbu 
2005, Part III, unnumbered page. 

35. Quoted in Thomas, Jr. 196 1, p. 50; and for the Goodman quote, see Goodman 1986, p. 1 1 O. One of the 
more interesting facets to his naïveté during the years of World War Two was the fact that his sympathies lay 
with Nazi Germany! "Not for any other reason but because the Germans had only two allies," he explained. 
"Whereas the other side had so many: England, France, the Soviet Union, America.. . . So 1 felt good when some 
news item indicated that the Germans had occupied a city or won a battle. That's my nature. 1 am always for 
the iinderdog. When I saw the pictures ofthe Nuremberg trials 1 was quite Sad: the Allied military police in their 
uniforms and some ofthe German war prisoners with whom 1 was familiar [from my reading]. It was not until 
later that I knew the full story. Someone sent me a complete set of volumes about the war-there were six or 
seven of them, 1 think-a pictorial set bound in Delhi. After reading them my attitude changed. Somethingwa 
very wrong with Hitler." Ihid., 112. 

36. Tharchin reported the contents of the 14Ih Dalai Lama's letter to him about this matter in a letter the 
Babu wrote to Hugh Richardson, Kalimpong, 7 Mar. 1962. In his letter to the latter, Tharchin had explained 
~ O W  he had resumed publication of the Tibet Mirror and as a result had received many letters, one of which 
came from the Dalai Lama. The letter to Richardson is a part of the Richardson Papers at the Bodleian Librav, 
Oxford University, MS. Or. Richardson 41, Folio 219. Transcribed and kindly sent by email to the authorb~ 
Tibetan historian Tsering Shakya, Vancouver BC, 7 Mar. 2006. 

37. Dixit & Tseten 1991, p. 12. The "out-of-date" comment is according to Craig 1997, p. 124. 

38. Other than what has already been documented, the source for al1 quotations and information in thisand 
the preceding paragraph on the value to the young Dalai Lama of Tharchin's newspaper, as well as soine 
additional data, is Goodman 1986, pp. 109-12. 

39. Quoted in Craig 1997, p. 126. 

40. For both the Harrer and Rusk observations, see K~iaus 1999, pp. 79 and 100, respectively. 

41. Al1 information and quoted material re: The Tibetan Letrer Writer are per: (a) GTUM TwMs, Ch. 
pp. 4, 6 note 2; (b) letter. The Mission Press to Tharchin, Allahabad India, 22 July 1942, ThPaK; (c) letter. 
Tharchin to The Mission Press at Allahabad, Kalimpong, 17 Apr. 1953, ThPaK; (d) letter. Tharchin to the 
Mission Press ai Allahabad, Kalimpong, 15 May 1954, ThPaK; and (e) letter, Manager, The Mission Press. 
Allahabad, 18 Feb. 1949, ThPaK. I t  should be noted that in his end-of-life source cited above. Tharchin had 
erred in stating that the printing "had not been completed even by the year 1956." For according to the (c) 
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letter of 1953 cited above, Tharchin indicated that he was now in a position to "xnd a chque" for the still 
outstanding "I.O.U." and urgently requested that al1 the printing work (which was now completed) be sent him 
"by passenger train." And in the (d) letter of 1954, the Babu inforrned the Allahabad press that al1 the printed 
forms had been received "in good condition" and that a payment check was being seni. 

42. These three facets of the notable year of 1942 in the lire of Gergan Tharchin were commentcd upon at 
sorne length by the Babu in his "mernoirs" as presented here in the Text; see GTUM TwMs, Ch. 20, p. 5. 

43. See three letten, ThPaK: (a) Tibet Liaison Officer to Tharchin, Kalimpong, 9 Sept. 1953. reminding 
the Babu that the 12Ih installnlent had fallen due nine days earlier; (b) Tharchin to T.L.O.. Kalimpong, I Apr. 
1954, enclosing the 13Ih installrnent payment, including interest for one rnonth's arrears in payrnent; and (c) 
T.L.O. to Tharchin, Kalimpong, 30 Aug. 1954, rerninding the Babu that two days hence the 14" and final 
installment was due. 





Chapter 23 

GTUM TwMs, Ch. 22, pp. 1-5; quotes: 2, 3, 4, 4-5, 5. 

1. The sources for al1 the information and quotations relative to these three disasters and their impact on 
Poo and Kyelang, on Bihar State and Madras, on the West Bengal areas of Calcutta and Darjeeling, and on 
Tibet, Kalimpong and Upper Assam-Southeast Tibet, as well as Andrews'experience in Delhi. am as follows: 
Andrews 1935. pp. 26-7.45; PA, June 1905 and Sept. 1905,possim; ibid., Dec. 1906, p. 486; Times (London), 
16 Jan. 1934, p. 12; the 1 7Ih, p. 12; the 1 8Ih, p. 13; the 1 P, p. 12; and the 23"', p. I 1 ; Dalai Lama XIV 1990. pp. 
50-5 1 with Harrer 1956, pp. 24 1-2; the description of the 1950 earthquake as being history's fifih greatest is 
found in Anon. 1990, p. 7; Patterson 1959, pp. 46-8; and The Sioresmm (Calcutta), 16 Aug. 1950, p. 1. 

2. In her seininar paper Stoddard gave considerable space to the artistic and painterly qualities of Gedun 
Chophel the visual artist. and to their development in hirn. It was not until he arrived at Lhasa, she notes, that 
word of him as an artist became known. Monks at Drepung, where Gecho hirnself lived. "went rather hungry 
ifthey had no outside source of income . . ." For Gecho, painting provided it. He hirnself said, related Stoddard, 
"that he made al1 kinds of drawings just to fiIl his belly, but that he did not draw Buddhas" (though according 
to other sources, he did execute paintings of at least Lord Buddha hirnself). She reports that in a friend's cell at 
Drepung the Tibetan artist "painted a portrait of a young and brilliant rnonk ... and a Chinese ernperor that 
looked so real it seemed to be talking." Friends of his reported later to Stoddard on his realistic style and his 
unusual use of color. They recalled "pictures of trees, of a wornan in Tibetan costume holding a stick of incense. 
drawings of Milarepa, Atisha, portraits of nobles, and so on." Thus, fiorn 1927 until his irnprisonrnent at Lhasa 
20 years later, painting and drawing would provide the Amdowa a considerable arnount of earnings for k. 
livelihood. Indeed. this gave him, writes Stoddard, "a certain independence and with that the freedom to 
travel," as travel he did for 12 years between 1934 and 1946. 

As is related in the Text of the present chapter, Gedun Chophel had as his master at Drepung, Geshe Sherab 
Gyamtsho, the most influential teacher of his tirne, and an accomplished artist in his own right. But he soon 
was outshone by his star disciple, about whom the Geshe. says Stoddard, is reported to have adrnitted "that 
while they were both learned in the Five Sciences, it was Gedun Chophel who was particularly clever at 
painting." Gradually becorning widely known and appreciated by his conternporaries, his patrons soon numbered 
not only lay folk and monks but also aristocrats, and even, in his tinal years, the Regent of Tibet. 

Wherever he traveled in Tibet and elsewhere, the budding artist always had a sketch book handy to record 
pictorially objects of religious art that irnpressed hirn deeply. Whether in Lhasa. at Reting, in Lhoka, in Nepal 
or in India, he never tired of making sketches, drawings or paintings of them. But he was not a conventional 
artist by any means. In fact, Pheni Moukherji, the photographer who in 1938 accornpanied Pandit Rahul 
Sankrityayana and the Amdo monk on one of the Pandit's more important research expeditions. this one into 
southern Tibet, once told the following story that well illustrates the Tibetan artist's scorn of convention: 

M!e used to talk about art a lot. I was educated in the Western tradition in which art is one activih 
that can be picked up at a moment's notice and put down again. but Gedun Chophel said the most 
imponant thing is concentration. The mind musi be totally absorbed in the subjcct. One day for a 
ioke he said that he would show me what he meant. He went to the market and bought a hottle o f  
arak [liquor]; hc stafled to drink. He drank and drank and kept asking whcther his face had gonr red 
!et. By the last drop he was quite inebriated. He stripped off stark naked and sat down and staned 
to draw; he drew a perfect figure o f  a man starting off at one fingertip and going al1 round in one 
coiitinuous line until he ended back up at the fingertip again. 

Gedun Chophel, observed Stoddard, opened hirnself up to a variety of non-Tibetan artistic influences, not least 
of which were the Mathura Buddhas and Ajanta cave paintings of lndia as weli as the Himalaya watercoiors of 
NiCholas Roerich (se= later in this Chapter's end-notes for a discussion on his work), and even Russian icons. 
The drawings in one of the sketch books still extant today of Gedun Chophel's work, Stoddard notes, "show 
a spare and flowin9 use ofline that seerns inspired both by traditional Tibetan painting and a keen observation 
of the human figure," On one of the pages of Stoddard's published serninar paper two fine examples ofthis are 
exhibited (p. 147). 

1Jpon his return to Lhasa in Jan. 1946 for what proved to be the final years of his life, the Amdowa put to 
good Lise the artistic knowledge, technique and subject rnatter he had absorbed while abroad. Patronized chiefly 
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by the nobiliîy, he was able to garner a modicum of subsistence from his painterly talent-and even when he 
was in prison! For the wealthy he executed portraits and decorated their houses. A specialty of his was to pain1 
tigers on the walls of these villa homes, and on either side of the entrance to a pavilion located in a ~rivate aark 

r -- - -  
belonging to one Lhasan noble farnily, Gecho painted lions in the act of catchhg deer. But inside tl;e structure, 
Stoddard learned. he created a long wall painting that consisted of "the history of Tibet from the time of the 
kings up to the twentieth century with lorries and modern buildings" (the reason for this particular subject 
matter in this painting will become clear to the reader later in the Text). All seemed to appreciate his artistic 
talent, and even the head of the committee that condemned the artist to prison was anracted to his work, for 
one day Surkhang Shape asked the Tibetan artist to draw anything he wished. "He made a circle and a few qui& 
lines," reported Stoddard, "and there was a donkey!" 

Under house arrest in Lhasa for the rest of his life after release from prison, Gedun Chophel nonetheless did 
receive commissions frorn various patrons to paint. One in particular was from Taktra the Regent, who allowed 
him to spend two months at his new private estate in sTod-lung executing Lantsa decorations in the various 
buildings throughout, though under the watchful eye of the Regent's treasurer, who looked after hirn! On 
impulse. the artist would sometimes visit the JO-khang where he would carefully examine various ancient 
images, wall paintings, or the design of the Cathedral's pillars and cross beams on its balconies. One object 
which he especially liked to view (the reason for which will again become clear to the reader later in theText) 
was the famous image of Songtsan Gampo that was housed in a small roof chape1 atop the JO-khang. 

All in all, concluded Stoddard, the few paintings and sketches which she came across in the course of her 
research on his life, though not necessarily representative, do nonetheless "demonstrate both a mastery of 
Tibetan traditional painting and an exploration into new and varied non-l'ibetan styles." Karmay [Stoddard] 
1980, pp. 145-9. 

2a. Ibid., 145 for al1 quoted remarks in this paragraph except one. The exception: the "masterpiece" quote 
is fiom Dhondup 1978, p. 10; and cf. with Hopkins 1992, p. 14. 

3. See Snellgrove and Richardson 1995, p. 245; Stoddard 1988, pp. 468, 469-70; Tharchin, Tibet Mirror 
(DeclJan. 195015 1): 17, as cited by Stoddard in ibid., 466; letter cited, Tharchin to Bell, Bell Papers; Kvaeme 
1987, p. 7 1 ; Stoddard 1985, pp. 86-8; and Radhu 1997, p. 205. 

4. This earlier visit to Tibet was the one in which on his return to lndia this same Pandit ~ankrityayana had 
brought back with him the "Bad Mongollan Lama"-discussed at some length in Ch. 21-who had been 
troublesome for Tharchin. 

5. Translated from the Tibetan and quoted in Mengele 1999, p. 53; cf. also Dhondup 1978, pp. 11-12. 

6. Tsering 2005, Part 1, p. 6. 

7. Ibid., Part II, pp. 5-6. 

8. The length of stay in Kathmandu and the dates thereof are per A-ngak Tsering Tashi 2005, p. 52; cf. 
Stoddard 1985, p. 171. 

9. Ibid. for both sources cited in the preceding end-note. 

10. Stoddard 1985, p. 17 1. 

11. Ibid., 172. 

12. Ibid., 173. 

13. See A-ngak Tsering Tashi 2005, p. 54 for the Pandit's introduction of the Amdowa to the Bah ;  but 
date of Sept. 1936 should read 1935 when compared with Stoddard 1985, pp. 173. 175. 

14. A-ngak Tsering Tashi 2005, p. 54; though again, when cornpared with Stoddard 1985, p. 175, bis date 
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of Sept. 1936 for the beginning of Gedun Chophel's 18-month stay with the Babu is incorrect; it should d 
April 1937. The pertinent Tibetan passage for this quote reads: khu nu bha bu mrharphyingyi g n a ~  su zla bco 
brgyad tsam bzhugs. 

15. Stoddard 1985, pp. 189-90. 

16. Ibid.. 175, 178. 

17. Tsering 2005, Part II, p. 2. 

18. Interview with G Shempa, Jan. 1992. 

19. Kimura 1990. p. 189. 

19a. For information on the Pandit's third journey into Tibet (unaccompanied by Gecho this time), which 
occurred in the late spring and into the summer of 1936, see Stoddard 1985, p. 174. Like the 1938 joumey, die 
Pandit would travel into southern Tibet, where he would visit such important monastic towns as Sakya, Ngor, 
Shigatse and Gyantse. 

20. See ibid.. 180. 

2 1. Tsering 1987, pp. 8, 9. 

2 1 a. See Mengele 1999, pp. 102, 1 16 for the correct date of 28 June 1938, not Stoddard's date of 29 June 
1937 cited by her in Stoddard 1985, p. 178. 

2 1 b. Lopez Jr 2006, p. 17; emphasis added. 

22. See Stoddard 1988, pp. 468-9. 

23. Stoddard 1985, p. 179. 

24. See Stoddard 1988, p. 470; French 1994, pp. 357-8; Karmay 1994, p. 7; and for the Mirror quote, see 
Stoddard 1985. p. 1 78. 

25. The first page of the article as it appeared in the ïibet Mirror has been reproduced in TJ (Spring 
1983):57. An English translation of this page has also been provided; ibid., 56. 

26. See Tsering 2005, Part II, pp. 3-4; and Norboo 1977, p. 13. 

27. For the translation into English of the titles of these Tibetan articles and letter, and a list of sarne, see 
(a) Mengele 1999, pp. 86-102 and 115-6, respectively; and (b) Stoddard 1985. pp. 329-30. 

28. See Hopkins 1992, p. 19; Norboo 1977, p. 12; and Dhondup 1978, p. 12. 

29. See Stoddard 1985, p. 303 note 162 re: their collaboration on the first ofthese translation endeavors 
mentioned; and see ibid., 103, 177 for the second endeavor. 

30. Ibid., 177. 

3Oa. Karmay [Stoddard] 1980. p. 145. 

30b. lbid. 

3 1 .  This Stoddard quote as presented here is a composite rendering of two separate discussions by her 
concerning Ciedun Chophel and the Cave Documents; see Stoddard 1985, pp. 124 and 206. 
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3 1 a. See Mengele 1999, p. 1 16, whose date of 25 Nov. 1938 is probably more accurate than the date cited 
in Stoddard 1985, p. 205, showing it as 11 Nov. 1938. 

32. See ibid., 205. 

33. See Stoddard's detailed account of this discovery in ibid., 206. 

34. One of the most prominent Western inhabitants to have lived in Kalimpong, from early 1948 to 1957, 
was the accomplished Russian Tibetologist and Orientalist, Dr. George Nicholas Roerich (1  902-60). In celebration 
of him in 1982 (when, had he lived, he would have been 80 years old), his brother Sviatoslav wrote in part the 
following homage in his honor: 

He was passionate since the beginning about history, philology, archaeology. The Orient. particularly 
Central Asia, becarne his deepest drearn. From his childhood he was interested in Egypt. Babylon 
and the Middle East. At fifteen years of age, lndia attracted hirn. and at seventeen he started to 
study Persian and Sanskrit at the School of Oriental and African Studies in  London, under the 
direction of Sir Denison Ross. He already knew Latin, Grsek and several European languages. He 
absorbed ver- fast the new study rnatters. In London he used to spend al1 his tirne at the British 
Museum. in libraries. to attend courses and visit rnuseurns. Quoted in Stoddard 1985, p. 162. 

By a considerable correspondence over many years and then in person at Kalimpong he would becorne a close 
friend ofTharchin's. (Much more will be said below about George Roerich.) 

But an even more remarkable person than George Roerich was his eminent father, Nicholas Konstantine 
Roerich (1 874-1947), who has previously been mentioned several times in the End-Notes and Text of the 
present biography: specifically in the Notes for Ch. 2 that quoted him regarding the degradation into Sharnanism 
of Tibetan Buddhism, in the Notes for Ch. 16 which dealt with the Shambala legend's role in the bizarre 
Wallace-Roerich affair, and in those Notes for Ch. 18 which dealt with the infamous Notovitch controversy. 
Also, the elder Roerich was cited in the discussion in Ch. 10's Text dealing with the Maharishi of Kailash and 
other SO-called Mahatmas. (It needs to be pointed out, incidentally, that neither father nor son Roerich ever 
became a citizen of the U.S., although both lived many years there off-and-on before finally settling in India.) 

AS indicated elsewhere in the present biography already, the father Roerich had been a painter, writer, 
archaeologist, explorer and mystic philosopher who had been born at St. Petersburg, Russia; educated at that 
city's Academy of Fine Arts; was appointed the director of that city's School for the Encouragement of Fine 
Arts, serving from 1906 till the beginnings of the Russian Revolution in 1916, when Russia's disintegralion 
drove him to Finland; and finally, he had emigrated to the U.S. in 1920, under the auspices of the Art lnstitute 
of Chicago, in relation to an exhibition tour of his paintings and associated lecturing. In Chicago Roerich would 
be the catalyst behind the creation in 192 1 of Cor Ardens, a society of art workers of al1 nationalities designed 
"to bring together in spirit sympathetic isolated individuals." In that same year he would go on to New York 
and found the Master lnstitute of United Arts, an educational institution embracing al1 the arts. The following 
year found him establishing the Corona Mundi, an international art center to foster and distribute art abjects 
and arrange loan exhibitions throughout the U.S. Out ofthese last two named institutions, which were rnutuall~ 
affiliated-and with the assistance of a generous benefactor, Louis L. Horch-there was established in New 
York in 1923 in this Russian's honor and dedicated to his art, the Roerich Museum, which opened in Manhattan 
first on 105"' Street, but then moved into its new and permanent skyscraper home in 1929 at 310 ~iverside 
Drive/l03'* Street. The Museum contained a school ofall the arts and was devoted to the exhibition ofcreative 
art from al1 parts of the world. In the words of Heather Stoddard, "the synthesis of scientific progress and 
Eastern spiritual values became the Museum's keystone," presenting as it did "the latest technical innovations" 
but at the same time evoking in "its architecture ... the grand Hindu temples and the stupa of ~ a h a b o d h l , ~ '  
Bodh Gaya." Ibid., 163. At one time, there hung here on display over 1,000 of Roerich's 3,500 paintings, Whiie 
the others had found their way into art galleries and museurns elsewhere in the U.S. and among 25 other 
countries, including at the Paris Louvre, Luxembourg's Museum, London's Victoria and Albert Museuin, 
Chicago's Art Institute, and the museums of Detroit, Kansas City and Omaha, as well as among private art 
collections. Moreover, the New York Public Library would eventually house a collection of the artist's 
paintings that had been printed by the Roerich Museum Press during the 1930s. 

In 1923 Nicholas Roerich left New York as leader of a five-year expedition to Central Asia that final!y 
terminated at Darjeeling in 1928, followed by a year's travel through India, before he returned to NewYork l n  

the spring of 1929. Some of the fruits of these journeyings for him were some 500 paintings of Asian 
landscapes and ethnical portraiture he had executed-100 of which he donated imrnediately to the Roerich 
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Museum; the amassing of  countless data on Asiatic culture and philomphy; m d  the s u r i n g  of the valuable 
333-volume Tibetan Buddhist Canon: the Kangvur and Tengvw. His son George had the privilege ofmvcl ing 
across wide areas of Central Asia with his distinguished father, who, besi&s his many o t k r  accomplishnts, 
had become. as already intimated, a painter of more than ordinary ability, Nicholas having much in common 
with the French Impressionist painter, Paul Gauguin. Among other painmly abilities, Roerich hed capturcd 
the magnificence of  the Tibetan landscape in a remarkable series of pictures. 

Declared the Encyclopaedia Britannica about the elder Roerich's canvases: rhey evidence an intense 
feeling for the epic dimensions and mystery of nature, particularly pre-historic nature .... His o u t w i n g  
achievements" in this artistic medium "arose out of the opportunity to c r e a  evocaiom of the p m t . " ~  
(Micropoedia). 1 5Ih ed., 10: 135. And in the 1930 volume of The National Cyclopedia ofAmerican Biography, 
after describing his Sancta and Messiah series of paintings he had executed. as well as various American 
landscapes of the West and coastal scenes in Maine, the following observations were made about the Russian's 
unique artistic style: 

Roerich's contemporaries judge his art as beyond analysis according io the art canons which 
dominated the materialistic formal conceptions of the last century. His paintings have inspired the 
admiration of such diverse persons as Tagore, Andreyefl, Zuloaga. Claude Bragdon, Mestrovic and 
Stokowski, al1 of whom see in them some fourth dimensional quality of greatness. Austerc and 
virile, as the world's most accomplished critics acclaim him, Roerich sees the earth abovc men in 
.its most ancient and powerful aspects and impads a tone of rare decisiveness in his simple. broad 
and strong coloring. the effects of which, as told by an Arnerican critic, -is one of stunning, 
blending. luniinous impact. like that of an intensified, moving and metallic rainbow." They rernark 
the universality of his ad, a versaiility of spirit and a philosoph~ that conveys lar more than mae 
artistic individuality, even a whole school of thought. (New York, 1930). Current Vol. C: 145-7. 

A few ofNicholas Roerich's landscape paintings. along with others of his, were reproduced as color photographs 
for inclusion in a number of his books: Himalaya (1 926) which contains 100 reproductions of his paintings as 
well as articles on his art by noted writers, Alrai-Himalaya: a Travel Diaty (New York, 1929) and Heurt o/Asia 
(New York, Roerich Museum Press, 1930); but others have been reproduced in color for inclusion in two 
works by the Prophets, husband and wife: 15 of them in Mark L. and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Losi 
Teachings oj'Jesus, 2 vols (Livingston MT USA: Suminit University Press, 1986) and 16 of his paintings in 
Elizabeth C. Prophet. The Lost Years ofJesus (Malibu, CA: Summit [Jniversity Press, 1984), with also a color 
portrait of Roerich himself included, executed by the other of his two sons, Sviatoslav. 

Indeed, this younger son of Nicholas Roerich and his wife Helena Ivanovna (daughter of the Russian 
architect, M. Shaposhnikov, whom Nicholas had married in St. Petersburg in 1901), was gifted in his own right 
as an accomplished portrait painter. Having exhibited his work in not only New York but other prominent 
world cities, Sviatoslav would go on to serve for a number ofyears as director ofNew York's International Art 
Center. He would also conduct extensive research in Oriental law and art. In Aug. of 1945 at Bombay he married 
the lndian film actress Devika Rani, who had been educated in England. who became India's firsl female to act 
in filins, and who had appeared and produced films in association with her former husband who died in 1940. 
Helena Roerich (1 879-1955) would herself accompany Nicholas and son George on the entire Central Asian 
E ~ p e d i t i ~ n  and would author Foundations of Buddhism (New York, 1930). Though till her death she remained 
a nominal Christian, her genuine religious interests lay elsewhere--both in Buddhism and the occult; the latter 
interest being reflected in particular in the fact that both she and Nicholas were "ardent Theosophists." Indeed, 
Mrs. Roerich had translated into Russian The Secret Doctrine. one of the key writings of Helena Blavatsky, 
founder of the Theosophical Society and personal friend ofthe Roerichs; additionally. Helena Roerich had also 
authored Leaves qf Afor~va k Garden, a work of Theosophy. Lopez Jr 2006, p. 3 1 .  Eight years afier her 
husband7s death she tao died, i n  ka]impong, where her remains were laid to rest adjacent to the Tibetan 
monastery that stands atop Durpin Dara hill. Shortly before her death, volume one of the Lerrers of Helena 
Roerich 1929-1938 was published in 1954, the second volume appearing in 1960. 

Now while the father Roerich had been occupied with painting his numerous canvases during the y e m -  
long Expedition, son George, in Company with a group of scientists. had busied himselfgathering information 
on the dialects, folklore, history and religion of Tibet. George was even permitted to spend a while at a Bon 
monastery, from whence he was able to take back a complete 300-vol~me set of the sacred Bon texts. ~ h e s e  
rare books would be deposited in the Roerich Museum at New York. But he also photogra~hed and made 
studies of various nomadic tribes he and bis colleagues came across in their travels and of ancient megalithic 
monuments. These latter, George discovered, were remarkably similar to Brittany's famed Carnac stones in 
France. As Heather Stoddard has pointed out, "Along with Giuseppe Tucci, George ~ o e r - c h  is one of those 
rare scientists had the courage and the possibility of combining erudition with direct and prolonged 
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experience in Tibet." Stoddard 1985, p. 164. For besides those accomplishments of his while on the hi& 
Tibetan plateau which have already been mentioned, the younger Roerich, writes Stoddard, also "achieved his 
first dictionary" of several which were to be compiled by him, this initial one having to do with Tibet's Tsaidam 
region, he having regrouped the dialects of the Mongol populations dwelling there. Moreover, adds Stoddard, 
George would also bring back "a scientific description of the life of the high plateau nomads" which would 
confirm "the existence of the 'animal'-lifestyle" that was "particular to Tibetan nomads" and "related to that 
of the ancient Scythians." Ibid. 

The younger Roerich. who would become "his father's assistant and his inseparable and indispensable 
collaborator in al1 his projects" (quoted in ibid.), was to describe the entire Central Asian Expedition in detail 
in his volume, T'ails to Inmosr Asia, published in 193 1. One of the primary objectives motivating the senior 
Roerich to undertake this monumental joumey through Central and Inner Asia was his desire to search for 
evidence of the hidden messianic kingdom of Shambala which, like Madame Blavatsky, was believed by the 
elder Roerichs to be located somewhere in Central Asia and perhaps, more precisely, within the Gobi Desert. 
Shambala, they were convinced, was "the abode of the spiritual masters of al1 religions." Lopez Jr 2006, p. 31. 
Having made preparations for the Expedition in both India and Sikkim during an entire year, the Roerich family 
was well prepared for what lay ahead. Beginning from Darjeeling, the journey took the travelers across Sikkim, 
then went through northern India and northwest towards Kashmir-Ladakh and onward to Chinese Turkestan 
(Sinkiang), Siberia and Mongolia, and finally into Tibet across the northem plateau and then south to Darjeeling 
again, after being forced to spend five bitterly cold and snowy winter months just short of Nagchu northeast 
of the Tibetan capital when detained there in 1927-8 by the Tibetan authorities. The party was not allowed to 
attempt to enter Lhasa on its way southward into India, but had to circumvent the capital by going somewhat 
westward of it and then south thereafier. 

Because ofNicholas Roerich's recognized ability early in his career to capture exotic scenes on canvas in 
such a stunning, evocative manner, he was asked by the famed Russian art critic and Impresario (Producer) of 
the Ballet Russe, Sergei Diaghilev (1 872-1929), to be responsible for, and to execute, the entire scenic design 
and costumes for the controversial Ballet, Le Sacre du Printemps (The Rite of Spring) which opened in Paris 
on 29 May 1913. Although the décor of Roerich's was richly applauded, the Ballet itself was roundly criticized 
and scandalously reviewed by the critics, causing it to close after but a short run of a few days-the audience 
at its premiere having been "so unnewed at the work's totally foreign ambience" (due to its use of brutal 
rhythms; polytonality; incomplete melodies; and "coarse, dissonant heretofore unheard special effects") that 
a riot broke out, forcing the composer (see below) to flee from the theater through a dressing room window! 
Rite had as one of its two main choreographers, Diaghilev's young protégé, Vaslav (Waslaw) Nijinsky (barn 
1890 at Kiev-died 1950 in London), who was also at the time the premier dancer of the Ballet Russe and was 
called "le dieu de la danse." Moreover, the great Russian modem composer, Igor Stravinsky (1 882-1971 ), 
near St. Petersburg himself, wrote the Ballet's musical score, which since then has become world-famous as one 
of the early avant-garde compositions in the repertoire of modern classical music. In fact, only a few months 
after Rite's disastrous premiere, the ballet's musical score would be played in a concert version; and at the 
conclusion of its performance, Stravinsky received "a hero's ovation and was carried aloft through the streets 
of Paris"! Both Stravinsky and Roerich collaborated in giving for the Ballet its libretto that was based on an 
ancient spring rite. Beginning in 19 10. Stravinsky had collaborated with Diaghilev in writing some of the scores 
for the major ballets of the Company, including Rite. 

Onward from those heady days in Paris, however, Roerich would be engaged to design the stage sets for 
other performing art productions: e.g., as a brilliant colorist, he created scenery for Prince lgor and settings for 
Peer Gynt. as well as the stage sets for the operas ofNicholas Rimsky-Korsakoff ( 1  844-1908) and for Act l o f  
the famed operaTristan und Isolde by Richard Wagner ( 1  8 13-83). And when Leopold Stokowski ( 1  882-1977) 
was asked to conduct jointly the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra, mimes, ballet dancers and singers in a 
revival performance of Le Sacre (Rite) at New York's Metropolitan Opera House on 22 April 1930, with 
Leonide Massine sewing as choreographer and Martha Graham performing the concluding stupendous and 
climactic danse sacrale, Nicholas Roerich was once again called upon to render his own unique assistance. Said 
Stokowski of him and the Ballet itself a month before the performance: 

Roerich is now back frorn Tibet ... and is greatly helping us in airning io  express the profound 
significance o f  this work. We feel that the ideas and reelings i i  expresses are universal. Many tribes 
o f  lndians in this country have sirnilar ritualistic cerernonies every spring. The saine is truc of  
rnany Asiaiic countries. The ideas and ernotions lying back o f  this work are so rernote and d e e ~  
that it is difficult to express these ideas and ernotions clearly and sirnply so that they explain 
themselves to the onlooker. Le Sacre expresses the pulsating rnovernent o f  al1 nature, including 
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man. lt  is one of the most colossal conceptions of art. 1 feei we art most foitunate to have 
Professor Roerich's guidance and creative suggestions. But he is also designing the cosni- rnd 
stage setting. 

And in advance of the performance. Roerich even gave a fret public lecture in New YorL on "The Etcml 
Garmenf" at which he discussed Le Sacre and exhibited the costumes he had designed for dre Ballet production. 

Now because of his exposure to Central Asian cultures during his lengthy travels with his father Nicholas. 
George Roerich became interested especially in Tibetan language, literature, history and culture. And among 
the non-Western languages he eventually became fluent in speaking wen Tibetan, Mongolian and cvm Sarisluif 
the language in which the books ofAncient lndia were written. (Sec Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955, pp. 78-9.) Yet 
these were but a few of the many languages he was able to sptalr. In facf in all. he spoke some 27 Asian and 
European languages, including several Tibetan dialects alone. Apropos of this, George's father, in his own 
published diary of their Central Asian travels together, had noted when the Expedition h d  already gone deep 
into Tibetan territory from the north that "George's knowledge of the Tibetan language is considered by the 
Tibetans second only to Sir Charles Bell." Altai-Himalayu, 380. But in talking with other Tibetans, the elder 
Roerich-recording what he was now to be told in his companion volume to these same Central Asian travels- 
received an even more adulatory comment on his son's linguistic accomplishment. "For the first time," he 
explained, "an expedition had no need of an interpreter, as even the Tibetans themselves afftrm that George 
knows Tibetan better than Sir Charles Bell, who is considered an authority on the language"! Heorr OjAsia 
(New York, 1930), 77. Having studied Asian languages at London University's School of Oriental and African 
Studies, at Harvard University in America, and at the National Institute of Oriental Languages and Civilizations 
at the Collége de France in Paris (studying there under the guidance of Paul Pelliot and Jacques Bacot), George 
Roerich becarne an extraordinarily accomplished linguist and developed into one of Russia's greafest Orientalists. 
Indeed, declares Stoddard. he was "a pioneer in several areas of Tibetology and Orientalism," having writîen a 
number of books and articles "on art, archaeology, religion, linguistics, literature, society, rituals and voyages 
in Asia." Stoddard 1985, p. 164. And among his linguistic achievements, he would compile one manual each of 
the Lhasa and Amdo dialects, in the second of which Roerich expressed his gratitude towards his scholarly 
Amdo Tibetan colleague, Gedun Chophel. Ibid. But he was also the fint ever to compile a Tibetan-Russian- 
English-Sanskrit dictionary, which he had begun in the 1920s and which was posthumously published long 
after his death. It would consist of eleven large volumes when finally published. See Roerich, Thefan-Russian- 
English Dictionag: with Sanskrit Parallels, Vol. 1 (Moscow: Nauka Publishers, Central Dept. of Oriental 
Literature. 1983)- 14. Before the much later labor ofexpanding the Dictionary to include the Russian equivalents. 
Roerich's original unpublished manuscript, completed so rapidly by 1933, had alone comprised nearly 65,000 
words and expressions and had filled over 5,150 handwritten pages!! "As a whole," states the preface, "the 
vocabulary brought together in the manuscript reflects various stages of the evolution of the Tibetan written 
language chronologically ranging from the 7m century to recent times. when the written language has developed 
considerable afinity to living colloquial language." lbrd. 

Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz from Austria, who undertook some anthropological research for several years 
in Kalimpong himself and who, like George Roerich, was a friend of Tharchin's, tells of the happy times he 
spent with the Russian during the early 1950s at the Himalayan hill station: "He lives with his mother in a 
delightfully situated house [which Tharchin had arranged for (çee below), and called "Crookety"]. I was often 
a guest at this house, where I discussed H ith my ever helpful fellow anthropologist-over countless cups of 
tea, and ofien far into the night-the man) still unsolved problems of Tibet." Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955, p. 79. 

It should be mentioned that by the 1930s both famous Roerichs, father and son. along with the latter's 
mother and brother Sviatoslav, were residing together at Naggar, in the Kulu Valley of the Punjab, not too 
distant from Gergan Tharchin's home village of Poo. It was here in early 1929 (afier the father and son had 
returned to India from their Central Asian Expedition) that Nicholas Roerich had established the Urusvati 
lnstitute for Himalayan Studies to which he eventually brought together scientists and scholars fiom various 
lands to collect specimens and conduct research and study in a number of scientific and cultural fields of 
inquiry. (As will be learned later in the Text, one of these scholars was Gedun Chophel.) lt was here that son 
George, as Director, had begun to compile his extensive research and to publish monographs on Tibetan 
language and culture, including nearly al1 the work on his translation of The Blue Annals ( s e  below). With the 
outbreak of World War Two the Roerichs felt compelled to close the Urusvati Institute in 1940, although the 
family continued to live in the Kulu Valley for some little while. (It may be mentioned, incidentally, that when 
Nazi Gemany attacked Communist Russia in June of 194 1. George Roerich had immediately cabled the Soviet 
Unionts ambasSador at London, oflering himself as a volunteer to serve with the Red Amy in defense ofhis 
homeland; see Stoddard 1985, p. 165.) With the death ofNicholas Roerich there in Dec. of 1947, however, and 
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also because of dangerous disturbances to public safety which were resulting from the communal struggles 
flowing out of the partition of lndia into predominantly Hindu lndia proper and predominantly Moslem 
Pakistan, the Roerich family relocated their residence to Kalimpong. But during nearly tlie entire period ofhis 
residence at Naggar with his family, George Roerich had carried on a frequent correspondence dealing with 
various Tibetan research matters with Kalimpong's Tibetan publisher. As a consequence, the younger Roerich 
had begun to consider resettling himself over to the Babu's hill town even before his father's death. and 
requested Tharchin to seek out a piece of property where the Roerichs could live and continue to carry on their 
research and writing. This resulted in the Babu approaching George SherritT(q.v. elsewhere in Text and Notes) 
about his residence known as "Crookety" that had been built by some Britishers many years before but who 
had later sold it to Sherriff. The latter ultirnately agreed to rent it to George Roerich and his mother. Laterthey 
would continue to rent i t  from Bhutan's Raja S.T. Dorje who rneanwhile had become the new owner of the 
house, having purchased i t  frorn Sherriff. And thus Crookety became the Roerichs' home during their entire 
stay in Tharchin's hill station, with even George's brother Sviatoslav visiting the new Roerich home occasionally. 
(All Crookety details per Gyan Jyoti, see below.) 

Both at Kulu in 1938 and in Kalimpong from 1950 to 1957, Prince Peter of Greece and Deninark happily 
made the acquaintance and gained the friendship of George Roerich, about whom the Prince has written the 
following: "A great Tibetan scholar of a quality rarely to be found today, he was unfailing in his willingness to 
help and gave me great assistance, during the seven years that I was in residence in Kalimpong. in my efforts 
to learn Tibetan correctly and to gather information about the custorns and ways of the people of Tibet. I was 
indeed fortunate in having made the acquaintance and gained the friendship of so outstanding an authority." 
The Prince went on to note that "Dr. Roerich was instrumental in obtaining good Tibetan teachers for me" (one 
of whom was Gergan Tharchin). He added that Roerich also "greatly assisted me in the task of meeting 
prorninent personalities from Tibet and in obtaining the ethnographical artifacts and books which 1 had heen 
assigned to purchase for the Third Danish Expedition to Central Asia." Prince Peter 1963, pp. 588-9 with 582. 

One who got to know George Roerich in Kalimpong "very well" was Gyan Jyoti, the son of a promineni 
Kalimpong business and commercial family who now resides in the Tharnel area of Kathmandu Nepal. Being 
a staunch Buddhist he became an officer (Treasurer) of the hill station's Young Men's Huddhist Association, to 
which Roerich would frequently be invited to speak and which the Russian strongly supported. Said Jyoti of 
the younger Roerich intellectual: "He was a great scholar and a genius. Over a six- or seven-year period 1 P t  
to know him closely. As far as I am concemed, Roerich was Buddhist-inclined, if not an outright Buddhist 
itself." Interview with Jyoti. Feb. 1993. During the interview Jyoti showed the present writer a pliotographof 
Roerich addressing the YMBA at a meeting over which Jyoti, shown sitting nearhy, had presided. 

Now the younger Roerich in time felt led to translate and publish in English one of the outstanding works 
of Tibetan Buddhist literature, The Blue Annals, called in Tibetan Debrher Ngonpo and whose full title is: Tlle 
Blue Annals. the Stages qfthe Appearance qf the Doctrine and Preachers in rhc Landof7ïbet. This work had 
been written between 1476 and 1478 by the great Tibetan scholar and translator Gos 1,otsava (g~on-nu-dpal), 
or Gos the Translator (1 392-1481); and thus it constitutes an impoitant 1 SIh-century text on the sacred histov 
of Tibet. "lt is the usual practice of the author," writes Jack Finegan of Gos. "to indicate the sources of bis 
information; thus he tells us that he drew upon the biographies of inany Tibetan religious teachers and uP*n 
various chronicles, notably the Red Annals of Kunga Dorge and the History of Buddhism of Huston. The Blue 
Annals are especially valuable for the author's careful (although not always correct) iiotations of dates ln  

Tibetan history." Finegan 1986, pp. 16-17. Roerich was able to accomplish the translation of, and have 
published in 1949. Part One of this work under the title, The Blue Annals qf~Zon-nu-dpal.  It was published 
at Calcutta by the prestigious Royal Asiatic Society of Bengai, and constituted Vol. VI1 of that ~ociety's 
Monograph Series. The final volume, Part Two, was also published by the Society, in 1953, while Ihe 
Tibetologist still continued to live and work in Kalimpong. And as a mark of their friendship and mutual 
interest in Tibetology. this famed Russian scholar in Tibetan studies presented a personally inscribed coPY of 
The Blue Annals (Part One) to Gergan Tharchin. 011 the title page of the volume, and written and signed in the 
author's handwriting, is the following note of appreciation: 

To Mr. G. Tharchin, Wiih Bcst Wishcs 
George Rocrich 

Kalirnpong 
Jiily 1950 

But Roerich would also present the Indo-Tibetan four years later the niuch longer Part Two of ihe .4nj1~L~. On 

whose title page was inscribed-above the Russian translater's author line--by the meticulous Babu a note 
himself, as follows: Received with many thanks. G. Tharchin 25/5/54. 
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There was yet another scholarly undertaking which Roericb I a b d  on for several y- whik still miding 
at Kalirnpong. This, however, was a project in collaboration with Gergan T k h i n  a Chi- m i h  in the 
hill town, F.M. Shen, who taught for many years in the local Chungwha (Chine*) School and w s  a c l w  friend 
of the Babu's. Even before Roerich and his mother had rnoved to Kalimpongafter 1947. Shen and Tharchin M 
already begun collaborating in 1944 on what would prove to be a 1 O-year endeavor creating a Chi--Tibetan 
dictionary. And at some point during this period they had invited Professor Roerich ta join them in tlpt work, 
which he indeed did. Interview with Shen, Mar. 1991. 

Finally, it should be added that ;George Roerich collaborated with the young Lhasan nobleman Lobsang 
Phuntsog Lhalungpa based at nearby Darjeeling (and rnentioned elsewhere in these End-Notes as the Tibetan 
government's ORicer-in-Charge ofall Tibetan students in lndia beginning in 1947). Fiwt published in 1957 and 
entitled, Textbook of Colloquial7ibetan (Dialect of Central 7ibe1). its P r e f ~ i g n e d  in 1952 by b r h  ahors-  
reads in part as follows: 

Most of the yrarnmars of the Colloquial Tibetan ... appcared 81 die beginning o f  the prewnt ceniury. 
and thus describe the language as ii was somc fifty ycars ago. Since then momcntous events have 
taken place in the lire of thc Land 01' Snows. and the mosi conservaiive of nations began to fcel Lhc 
increasing impact of the outside world. New ideas began to pcneiratc the rnountain baniers forming 
the bordcrs of the country, and the language had to adjust itself IO ncw requirements. Loan-words 
bccame more numerous and new words and expressions wcrc coined. The objeci of this iexthok 
is to provide a handhook for those who wisli to acquire a knowledge of modem colloquial. 

A second edition, revised and enlarged by Lhalungpa, was published in New Delhi by Manjusri Publishing 
House in 1972. 

Following his ten years' residence at Kalirnpong, George Roerich would depan the hill station in 1957. 
never to return. What triggered his retum to Russia was the following event. Earlier that same year of 1957. 
Nikita Krushchev had visited India; and during a meeting which had been pre-arranged for Calcutta between 
Soviet Russia's top leader and Roerich, the fomer invited the latter to return to his country where he would be 
offered a professorial position at Moscow's Oriental Institute. Stoddard 1985. p. 165. Accordingly, George 
Roerich indeed went to Moscow, where he pursued his scieniific research further al the Russian capilal's 
lnstitute of Oriental Studies of the USSR Academy of Sciences. There he becarne a Professor and C'hairrnan of 
the Culture and Philosophy Sector of its Department of India, Pakistan. Ceylon and Nepal-lhis per the 
Preface to his posthumously published Tibeian-Russian-English-Sanskrit Dictionar~l cited earlier. He would 
die in Moscow of a heart attack on 21 May 1960 al the age of 57. 

Sources for much of the information and quoted material in this lengthy end-note. other than those already 
cited, are: N a ,  York fimes, 9 May 1929. p. 1 ; 23 Mar. 1930, IX:9; 24 Aug. 1945. p. 7; 23 May 1960. p. 29; 16 
Nov. 1974, p. 27; Richard D. Burns and Charyl L. Smith, "Nicholas Roerich . . .." Peace and Change (Spring 
1973):41; Anne L. Day, "Roericli, Nicholas K.," in Warren F. Kuehl. ed.. Biographical Dicrionary of 
Intcrna~ionalis~s (Westport CT USA, 1983). 622; Martha Chahroudi, "The Photographers," in Anon. 1983, p. 
152; Norman Middleton Jr., "Program Note" (on lgor Stravinsky), and printed in the program for the Juilliard 
String Quartet performance, Coolidge Auditorium, Library of Congress, Washington DC, Oct. 7-8, 1999; 
Stoddard 1985, pp. 162-5; and the Roerich-Tharchin correspondence file, passim, ThPaK. 

34a. Sioddard 1985, p. 209. 

35. See ihid., 384; but the reader should be made aware that apparently Gecho had absenied himself from 
Naggar from time to time during this period to visit such places as Calcutta and Ceylon. For instance, in an 
article in one ofthe journal issues of The Mahabodhi (Calcutta), it is indicated that the Amdowa returned from 
Cey Ion around mid: 194 1 ; see its issue ofAugust 194 1. p. 29 1 : "Lama Geshe Chompell. with whom our readers 
are already acquainted, has returned from his sojourn in Ceylon." And as another example of his absence from 
Naggar. according to Stoddard 1985, p. 343. Gecho had been in Ceylon for part of 1940. 

36. For the Richardson quotes. see his review article on Samten Norboo's translation of The Wl111e,4nrluls, 
"Gedun Chophel's 'Unfiliished' . . .," TR (Oct. 1978): 19. For the Kvaerne and Stoddard quotes. see Kvaerne 
1987, p. 73 and Stoddard 1985. pp. 179. 247. 

37. See Zat~gmo 1978, pp. 23-4; the reader is again reminded that Dejin Zangmo is an alias for Heather 
Stoddard. 
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38. The quoted words of both Stoddard (writing under the pseudonym of Dejin Zangmo) and G Chophel 

are, respectively, per Zangmo 1978,23,24 and Dhondup 1978, p. 15. 

39. See Stoddard/Zangmo in Zangmo 1978, p. 24. 

40. See Stoddard 1985, pp. 215 with 275. 

41. Goldstein 1989. p. 452. 

42. T. Tsering's own words quoted here are from Tsering 2005, Part II. p. 6; Gedun Chophel's four-line 
stanza is itself quoted in English-translated form in ibid.; also. see Hopkins 1992, p. 11; and for Lopez Jr's 
quote. see his "... a Preliminary Study." in Kvaeme 1994, 1:491. 

43. Goldstein 1989, p. 453. 

44. Stoddard 1985, p. 157. 

44a. See Norbu 1987, p. 13; see also Shakya 1999, p. 123. 

45. For the source of the quotations and paraphrases of various observations by Stoddard (writing as 
Stoddard) which appear in this and preceding four paragraphs, as well as the Sankrityayana diary entry. see 
Stoddard 1988, pp. 467-9. 

46. See StoddardtZangmo in Zangmo 1978, p. 23 and Stoddard 1994, p. 129. The American historian on 
Tibet, Warren Smith, has explained how Buddhism had greatly hampered the achievement of modein nationalism 
in the Land of Monks and Monasteries. Writing in Smith Jr 1996, pp. 659 and 693, the historian has discussed 
this important issue in the following manner: "Modem Tibetan nationalism is founded upon a distinct national 
identity and history. but, like many modem nationalisms, achieved its political manifestation only because of 
foreign imperialist influences. Tibetan national consciousness was stimulated by China's threat to transfom 
its previously vague political domination over Tibet into full sovereignty and by British support for Tibetan 
autonomy. Tibet's attempt to achieve the goals of modem nationalism were hampered by the legacy of 
ecclesiastical rule and the conservative influence ofthe Buddhist church. Ecclesiastical influence was ideologically 
anti-nationalistic due to the universalist nature of Buddhist doctrine and politically anti-nationalist because of 
the church's inherent dependence upon foreign political patronage [read. in particular, the Cho-Yon or Priest- 
Patron connection between non-violent Tibet and militarily strong China]. As Samten Karmay has written: 

With the advent of Buddhism and particularly from the eleventh century onwards. the national 
consciousness of the Tibetan people suffered greatly .... Nationalism requires will, self-assertion. 
self-identification and self-determination and these notions have no place and receive no respect 
in Buddhist education as we know it .... If patriotism is the core of nationalism and i f  it were rver f d l  
i t  is only expressed in terms of protecting Buddhist doctrinc and its institutioiis and no1 the 
country as a nation or stale. 

... This issue remains contentious within Tibetan politics [today]. Proponents of violent resistance [against 
the Chinese occupiers] point out that only violence has gained international attention and support for the 
Tibetan cause in the past, and they fault Buddhist non-violence and monastic anti-nationalism and dependence 
upon Chinese patronage for the loss of Tibetan indepeiidence. Nevertheless. those in favor of the use of violent 
means have so far respected the Dalai Lama's wishes to avoid violence." 

The Karmay quote is from his Paper. "The Question of National Ideiitity in Tibet." presented at The 
Forty Years on Tibet Conference (London: School of Oriental and African Studies, March 1990). 2. 

46a. Kimura 1990, p. 193. 

47. Quoted by StoddardIZangino in Zangmo 1978. p. 23. 

48. The years and place ideiitification of this tinal period, as well as what occupied Gedun Chophel during 
this period, is al1 per Donald Lopez Jr, "... a Preliminary Study," in Kvaerne 1994, 1:491-2. 

49. Goldstein 1989. p. 453. 
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50. Kimura 1990. p. 189. 

50a. This information is according 10 Rapga. the Party's founda himsclf. Sec Stoddard 1985. p. 102. w k r c  
she quotes Rapga, from her interview of him at Kalimpong in Feb. 1975, as stating: "...in 1945,. . .1 contacd  
him [Gecho], inviting him to help us brganiu the Pa* at Lhasa .... The paity was dismantled [by the British 
Government of India] and GedunChompel, although he hed not been a member of it, was imprisonad"; and p. 
227, where Stoddard writes: "Rabga states that his friertd [Gdun Chophel] was working for thm [i.e., for 
Party members]. made the map, yet was neither a signatory of the [Party's] Manifesto [adoptd in 1939 and 
signed by Rapga, Changlo Chen and Kunphela], nor a member of the Party." This, of course, is umtrary to 
hisiorian Melvyn Goldstein's declaration that Gecho had become a rnember of the Party prior to his m m  to 
Lhasa in 1946. Goldstein 1989, p. 453. This also runs counter to K. Dhondup's assertion that Gecho was a 
member of the Party, which assertion, however, predates Goldstein's and Stoddard's published reseerch. Sec 
Dhondup 1978, p. 14. Stoddard further explains that "at Lhasa, ai the lime of the [Tibetan governrncnt's] 
interrogations [of the arresied Amdo reformer], Gedun Chompcl signed a statement in which he dmicd his 
adherence to the Party and, according to cerkin witnesses, was wleased [from prison earlier than the full 
sentence of three years] when the Government finally r e a l i d  that his statement was trustwonhy." Stoddard 
1985, p. 227. The present writer is inclined to the opinion that Gecho was nor a Pariy member, based on the 
Rapga statements and the above-reported evidence presented by Stoddard having to do with whal had o c c u d  
later at Lhasa. 

5 1. Goldstein 1989. p. 461 and note 103. One of Goldstein's interviewees on the maner was Tashi Pehre). 
one of the two Lhasa magistrates ordered by the Kashag to amst Gecho at the Tibetan capital in late 1946, and 
who learned of these payments from the Amdowa himself in a conversation the two had had topther. Anothrr 
interviewee, a former lay officia1 at Lhasa Rimshi Sambo, was equally informative, stating that Gecho had told 
him he was receiving money from Rapga in India. Ibid. 

52. Hopkins 1992. p. 26; and cf. Dhondup 1978, p. 14, who identifies the Kushag member as Kalon 
Kapshoba Chogyal Nyima. 

52a. Quoted in Stoddard 1985, p. 208. 

53. See ibid., 191 -3. 

54. Ibid., 2 13-4. From other s0urces-e.g.. Radhu 1997 and Wangyal2004-it has been established that the 
year 1944 and not 1945 was when Gecho had gone to Kalimpong from Kulu. Even Stoddard 1985, p. 384 itself 
indicates that his period of stay at Naggar in Kulu Valley had been 1940-44. 

55. Per interview with Rapga, 1975. in ibid., 103,216. 

56. Ihid.. 2 15-6. 

57. See StoddardIZangmo in Zangmo 1978. p. 22. 
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with a situation so grave, involving its possible extinction." Yet the threat during this period, she added. has 
been three-fold: "weighty ideological opposition from the occupying power"-by which she has reference to 
Red China's absolute and total indoctrination and implementation of the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist socio- 
economic doctrines and practices; "massive population influx" of the Han peoples frorn China. resulting in the 
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the creation of a flood of refugees. "What we were not taughf" added Kimura, who in the 1940s had been a 
Japanese intelligence agent in Mongolia, "was that many ofthe monasteries of Outer Mongolia had been found 
brimming with Japanese arms, and that this was one of the main causes ofthe resulting religious persecution." 
Kirnura 1990, pp. 6-7. 
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Wangchen Gelek Surkhang, "The Thirteenth Dalai Lama" TJ (Winter 1982): 17. A contrary view has more 
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in London known previously as the Scientific Buddhist Association but later called OPTIMUS. Chief author 
of a report originally prepared by the Association in 1984 for the United Nations Human Rights Commission 
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and updated at least twice since then, lngram States that he had been told "by a Tibetan" that the Dalai Lamahad 
indeed "lefi instructions" that his political testament "must be widely distributed throughout Tibet aher his 
death." However, continued this Tibetan to lngram, "this was not done owing to the laziness and treachery of 
some aristocrats in the Dalai Lama's Cabinet," they "having probably been bought by Chinese silver dollars"; 
and that "it seems likely that less prominent Tibetans, panicularly in the east of the country, had proved 
siinilarly perfidious." lngram 1990, p. 383. 

Neve~theless. there was at least one Tibetan in eastern Tibet who had apparently become well acquainted 
with the Great Thirteenth's dire testament (perhaps by means of Babu Tharchin's newspaper, which would 
reprint the famed document again and again as a way of  bolstering Tibetan resistance against the Communist 
Chinese, particularly among the Khampas). He was the husband of the next-door neighbor to the young Dawa 
Norbu and his family at Sakya. Having been away for three years in Kham as a professional mercena., Acho 
Dawa returned to his south central home town in 1952 with incredible news. Surrounded by an anxious, 
attentive crowd. reported Norbu long afierwards, the returned mercenary uttered staternents which sounded 
very rnuch like passages from the Grand Lama's dying written legacy and whose import, if true, meant the 
beginnings of the latter's fulfillment. "The sun of bliss will set from the land of snows," began Acho Dawa. 
"Our dreaded enemies are already knocking at the frontiers of Kham. They are the foes of our faith, and have 
destroyed the monks and monasteries in China and Mongolia." But then he waxed vehement against the 
unidentified but obvious perpetrator ofthese crimes against the faith: the Red Chinese; and did so in language 
tlie Great Thirteenth, however, had never employed: "They are bloodthirsty monsters; they eat human beings 
and any animal they can lay their hands on. They are devils incarnate." Norbu 1987, p. 103. This last, 
hyperbole? At that early stage in Mao's expanding Comrnunist realm, perhaps. Fifteen years later, however. 
Acho Dawa's words could be considered most prophetic. For it has come to light that such unspeakable crimes 
against huinanity were perpetrated wholesale by the Red Chinese-at least in one southern Chinese province, 
and most likely elsewhere in the Hans' "Great Motherland." Through the painstaking, dangerous research and 
writing of escaped Chinese dissident Zheng Yi (escapee in 1992; born 1949), as published first in Chinese in 
Taiwan in 1993 and three years later in the USA and UK by Westview Press under the title of Scarlet 
Mernorial: Tales of Cannibalisin in Modern China, the hideous tmth has been exposed for al1 the world to see. 
"The scene of the cannibal-cornmunist events" as given in Zheng Yi's account, writes Carl-Gustaf Lilius in his 
commentary-review of the book, "is the Guangxi Province in southern China. The point in tirne is 1968, and the 
external framework is the Cultural Revolution-i.e., cultural destruction. As yet, it is impossible to know how 
many cannibal-communist events the Chinese lived through in other parts of the country during the same 
period." See "Cannibalism under Mao's China," TR (Mar. 1997):21. 

Now if in truth the Great Thirteenth's document did not enjoy a wider distribution among the Tibetan 
population as a whole, it nonetheless did leave a very deep impression upon the conservative ruling circles at 
Lhasa and upon a younger rising generation of political radicals in the country. That is the considered judgment 
of Heather Stoddard. "Someone should write a book on the role of prophecy in Tibetan society," she observes, 
"both at an individual and at a collective level." In the present instance, adds Stoddard, the effect of the Great 
Thirteenth's prophetic testament "was very strong. It was, no doubt, responsible to a large extent for the veV 
marked return to conservatism, translated as profound and lethargic inactivity between 1934 and 1947, that is 
the seal of the interim government. But it also inspired a small group ofyoung politically conscious Tibetans. 
mostly from the peripheral areas, to plan towards a new 'real' Tibet of the future" that could hold her own 
against China and India. See Stoddard 1988, p. 468. For additional insights on Tibetan Buddhist prophecy, sec 
Norbu 1987, pp. 105-6. 

6. This is a composite of the translations which have been made by both Sir Charles Bell and Lobsang 
Lhalungpa, and is brought together from their translations which, respectively. appeared in Bell 1946, p. 380 
and Michael 1982, pp. 165-6, 173. 1t is interesting to note that a more specific prophecy about the coming 
tragedy ofTibet-though of a date closer to its fulfillment-had been voiced by Lobsang Lhalungpa's granduncleV 
Gonsartse Rimpoche, in 1946. Recording this incident long after the event, Lhalungpa, who was just 20 years 
old that year, wrote: "When 1 stayed with hirn [the granduncle] on my meditational retreat, he mentioned the 
prophecy of our beloved 1 3Ih Dalai Lama. Then, with tears in his eyes, he added, 'These terrible events will 
take place within the next decade and nothing wiII stop thern. But the flame ofthe Dharma [Buddha's teachingsl 
will not die!"' Lhalungpa 1983, p. 35. 

The Great Thirteenth's Last Testament was a most amazing example of political prophecy in Tibet, but,it 
was not unique. This is because there have been several other stunning predictions which have figured l n  

Tibetan history. It is most fascinating to learn, for instance, that Britain's 1904 military penetration into the 
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Great Closed Land under Colonel Younghusband had boen prophesid in some detail much earlier by Tibttan 
oracles. And interestingly, the prediction had been discovered-well in advance of the evem-by none other 
than the Younghusband Expedition's Chief Medical Oficer, Major ( l e m  Lieutenant Colonel) Laurence A. 
Waddell. A scholar of Buddhism who had already in previous years becorne quite familiar with Tibetan 
literature. Waddell first quoted. and then commented on, the prophecy and its significance in a history of the 
Expedition he had written within a year after its conclusion: 

"ln the year of the Wood-Dragon [1904]. the first part of the year protects the young king; [then] 
ihere is a great coming forward of robbers. qumling and fighting. full of mnny enemics; troublous 
grief by weapons and such-like will arise, the king, father and son (Dalai and Panchcn l.amas], will 
be fighting. At the end of the year a conciliatory speaker [the Ti Rimpochc?. or Ywnghusband?) 
will vanquish the war." 

... How the astrologers of Tibet were able to predict this distressful siorrn which was in store for 
their country, so long before i t  happçned. and to specify ihat it should occur exactly in  this ver) 
year, is amazing. Certain it  is that the prophetic words ... here reproduced from thrir original 
[Waddrll had provided i n  tir. Dooh 2 facsirnile of the prophecy in Tibetan], were copied out by 
rnyself about a year before Our  expedition uas ever heard of, from a Tibetan manuscript alrnanac 
for tliis ill-starred year of the Wood-Dragon of the fantastic calrndar of the lamas. In riew of this 
ad~erss prophecj staring them in the face, the poor Tibetans, so deeply influenced ai al1 times h? 
superstition, are rnuch to be adrnired for the patriotisrn and fanatical loyalty ta their priest-god, in 
dc~psrately rushing headlong upon a conflict which, even in thrir ignorance of Our overwhelming 
strength, they knew was already doomed by their own oracles to be a hopeless contcn. in which 
~ihetan  excl"sivism was fighti& its death-stniggle. 

See Lhasa and Ifs Mj'steries. with a Record of the Expedition of- 1903-1 904 (1 905; reprint of 3d ed. 1906, 
Freeport: Books for Libraries Press. 1972). 1, 2. 

Waddell, bowever. has not been the only one to discover a Tibetan prediction regarding this same event and 
other facets surrounding it. For Glenn Mullin could report another prophetic utterance about the British 
intrusion which had been recorded in a famous Tibetan book of prophecies. The volume was entitled A Lomp 
ofProphecies Cleuring Awa)~ Darkness (Lung-rnun-sel-sgron-me) and stated the following with regard to the 
Great Thirteenth: 

There will come a [Dalei Lama] incarnation 
By the narne of Thub-ten. who will be 
Born in the land of Lang [Le.. Lang-dun] ... 
During his rule foreign armies will come to Tibet 
And he, the ruler, will travel to China. 

See Mullin 1988, p. 66. 

7. Norbu 2005, Part III, unnumbered page. 

8. Both quotations taken fiom Michael 1982, pp. 174 and 166, respectively. 

9. This discussion of Sun Yat-sen and the quotes fiom him and from authors Dru Gladney and June Dreyer 
are per Feigon 1996, pp. 1 15-6. 

10. Quoted in ibid., 139-40. 

1 1. Ibid., 142. 

12. The sources for the three Communist Chinese propaganda measuresjust now described-the postcard 
reproduction, the Wencheng play, and the alleged Chinese origin into Tibet of B~ddhism-are, respectivel~: (a) 
Michael. "Survival of Tibet," TJ(Summer 1991):76-7; (b) Warren Smith (in his summary assessrnent of the 
conference held in Washington DC. 5-6 Oct. 1992), "An Alternative to Autocratie Politics," TR (Dec. 1992): 12- 
13; and (c) lngram 1990, p. 9. 

13. Norbu 1987, p. 138. 

14. Ibid.. 64. 

15. Richardson 1945, p. 83. 
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16. Hopkinson 1948% Point 2 1. 

17. This presentation of the Babu's can be found in two handwritten English-langiiage documents, ThPaK. 
They were obviously prepared for eventual publication either in the nbet Mirror (but in Tibetan) or in some 
other news journal in India. From interna1 evidence. both date from the year 1950. 

18. lngram 1990, pp. 3-5,8. For another and equally thorough demolishing of the Chinese claim that Tibet 
has always been a part of China and of the further claim that the Chinese and Tibetans are brothers ("one 
people. one race"), see Feigon 1996, passim. See also the opening Paper in Professor Nirmal C .  Sinha's volume 
(whose main title is the same as that of the Paper): How Chinese Was China's Ebet Region?: Essavs & Notes 
on Tibet and the Neighbouring Couniries (Calcutta, 198 1). The Paper covered the following areas of inquiry to 
his thesis: Language, Religion, Art & Appearance, Literature, and History. Sinha's concluding summation on 
the issue: "What is said above clearly suggests that Tibet (till 1950) did not belong to the history ofChina .... This 
paper [has been] confined to the facts of history till 1950 ... lt [has taken] stock of the past and concludes that 
traditional Tibet was not a part of traditional China" (pp. 13,14). 

19. Richardson 1962a. pp. 188-9. 

20. Except where documented already, the other sources consulted in terms of providing additional 
background information for the discussion which appears in the remaining paragraphs of this present section 
of the chapter are as follows: Sen 1960, pp. 18-20; Peissel 1972, pp. 10, 14. 17-1 8; Sudershan Chowla, "Tibet: 
the Red Chinese Challenge to India," Current History (Mar. 1961): 172-3; and ICJ 1966, p. 160. 

2 1 .  Tuttle 2006, p. 4. 

22. See Kimura 1990, p. 155. 

23. Hisao Kimura would report the deadline to have been one week (Kimura 1990, p. 205); Michael van 
Walt van Praag, that it was two weeks (Walt van Praag 1987, p. 89). Whichever report is the tme timing, the 
deadline oficially a ~ o u n c e d  was nonetheless a drastic one. "Despite the deadline, traditional Eastern courtesies 
were obsewed. The Chinese officiais and their farnilies were entertained lavishly, a traditional escort Party 
bade them farewell, and a band provided music to speed them on their way." Goodman 1986, p. 146. 

24. Sen Gupta 1988, p. 101, citing George Patterson as his source. All other information in this paragraph 
is per Shakya 1999, pp. 7-8. 
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26. Frank Ludlow's 3 Sept. diary entry, quoted in Fletcher 1975, p. 35 1. 

27. Goldstein 1989, pp. 623-4. See also Shakya 1999, p. 27 for the full text of the letter in English. 

28. Sen Gupta 1988, pp. 10 1-2, citinglquoting Pacterson 1964, Ch. 8. 

29. Goldstein 1989, p. 623; see also Shakya 1999. pp. 37-8 and Smith Jr 1996, p. 272. 

30. Goldstein 1989, p. 623; see also Knaus 1999, p. 48. 

3 1. Sen Gupta 1988, p. 103; cf. with Shakya 1999, pp. 37-8. 

32. Sen Gupta 1988, p. 103; Shakya 1999, p. 37; Smith Jr 1996, p. 272. 

33. Knaus 1999, p. 66. 

34. Sen Gupta 1988, p. 104. It is apparent from some of Soviet Russia's secret archives which recentl~ 
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were opened to public scrutiny that the Chinese A m y  Commanda had k n  making preparotions a long time 
for the attack that finally did strike Tibet two months later. For according to notes taken by Russian secmaries 
(and now translated into English) of a conversation held in Moscow between Chairman Mao and the Soviet 
dictator Joseph Stalin on 22 Jan. 1950. Mao is recorded as revealing to his Soviet Communist Comrade that 
even at this early date "Liu Bocheng's troops [are] currently preparing for an attack on Tibet." Mao even 
requested of Stalin that he permit a Soviet air regiment previously sent to China to remain a bit longer so that 
i t  could assist in transporting materiel to General Liu's troops. Stalin's reply was: "lt's good that you are 
preparing to attack. The Tibetans need to be subdued." The Soviet leader added that after discussing the air 
regiment matter with his military personnel he would give Mao an answer. See A. Tom Grunfeld, "When Did 
Mao Decide to Invade Tibet?" TR (Apr. 1996):20. Though Grunfeld has entered the caveat that until the 
Chinese notes of this conversation can be examined one cannot be sure that Mao really employed the word 
"attack," it would seem from the entire chronology of events between laie 1949 and late 1951 that Peking, 
although preferring that Tibet bepeaceful!~ integrated into the Chinese motherland, was nonetheless preparing 
for a military solution were a peaceful one impossible to effect. Given Tibet's foot-dragging at this juncture in 
late summer 1950, it is the present writer's opinion that Mao and his military strategists used the initial attacks 
on Tibet rnounted in October 1950 as a more forceful means to push the Lhasan government to move more 
quickly in the direction of entering into peaceful negotiations at Peking itself; since within days after the initial 
"attack," Liu Po-chen and the other PLA commanders called a halt to any farther advance into Tibetan 
territory. This cessation was most likely intended to allow the grave implications of what had just happcned 
on Tibet's borders to sink deeply into the minds ofthe Dalai Lama and his Ministers. As will be learned a f e ~  
pages hence in the present narrative, these initial attacks followed by a pause did seem to have the desired 
effect. for the Lhasan government almost immediately thereafter dispatched a delegation to Peking where 
"talks" with Mao's negotiators culminated in the infamous Seventeen-Point Agreement of May 1951 that 
among other things paved the way for a peaceful introduction of PLA forces farther into Tibet and even to 
Lhasa itself by early autumn 195 1. 

35. Sen Gupta 1988, p. 102. 

36. The commencement of China's invasion of East Tibet in 1950 is usually given as 6 or 7 Oct. However, 
at midnight on 5 Oct. the PLA's Southwest Amy Corps' 54fi Regiment launched an attack just inside Kham 
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the river Drichu which forms the upper course of the Yangtze River. Lhasa would not be initially inforrned of 
the invasion till the moming of 12 Oct. The Tibetan government immediately decided not to mention the 
invasion during any Radio Lhasa broadcast forthe next several days, apparently to prevent panic and disturbances 
inside Tibet. Only on 15 Oct. would there be the first public word of Kham's invasion: an unconfirmed 
broadcast about it from Delhi. See Goldstein 1989. pp. 69011, 691; and cf. with Shakya 1999, p. 43. 

37. This according to Hugh Richardson. "The State of Tibet," JRCAS (Apr.-July 195 1 ):116. 

38. See Shakya, "The Genesis of the Sino-Tibetan Agreement of 195 1," in Kvaerne 1994, 11:43; and cf. 
with Shakya 1999, pp. 39-40. 43. 
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back to their land to be given to their friends. His lhree months of hospitaliution affmded the 
opportunity of presenting Jesus to h i m  and his servants; ... and when 1 bid thcm goodbyc he 
suggested that we might meet in his country! 

A young Tibetan Christian told him of what Jesus meant in her life. He w* very intmrted in 
her personal testimony and asked some questions. One day a servant, speaking for chc Oracle, said, 
"Our religions are just the same," but the Tibetan Christian replied. "Lei me tell you one big 
difference. Jesus not only died for our sins that He might now forgive them but He rose again. 
victor over sin, death and the devil. Christ's resurrcction is unique to Christianity." The Oracle was 
Sitting with his back to the speaker but hearing this he suddenly iurned and looked dircctly at her 
with big, staring. questioning eyes. He seemed unable to say what perplexed him so grcatly or what 
troubled his heart .... Source: Christianson, "Reminiscence." in Carlson 1988. pp. 104-5. 

55. Most of the information and al1 quoted material in this paragraph are per Shakya 1999. pp. 48-9. 

56. Harrer 1956, pp. 254-5. 

57. I t  came to light a year later that a group of private Amencans had proposed in Oct. of 1950 to evacuate 
the young "god-king" to lndia by air if and when the Chinese forces approached Lhasa. After seriously 
considering the proposal, the Dalai Lama's government dropped the plan. it is undentood, when the lndian 
government advised His Holiness that he should remain in the capital as a way to preclude what it foresaw as 
a possible chaotic situation were the highest authority in the land to go into exile. New York 7 7 ~ .  8 Nov. 195 1, 
p. 3. I t  should be added that a plan put forward by the Americans-whether Governrnental or private in 
nature-had been taken so seriously by the Tibetans that an area behind the Potala was actually cleared to 
enable a plane to land. See Shakya 1999, p. 50 with 471 note 104. 

58. See Riencourt 1987, p. 305. 

59. Radhu 1997, p. 588. 

60. Recounted in Goodman 1986, pp. 167-8. 

6 1. Tseten 197 1, p. 29. 

62. Goodman 1986, p. 167. His Holiness would perform this same symbolic ritual at the very sarne altar 
but in even more harassed circumstances less than a decade later when by his going into lndian exile he would 
leave Lhasa for good. Ibid., 300. For the significance in Tibetan Buddhism (and Hinduism, too) of Mahakala in 
the pantheon of deities, see end-note 15 for Ch. 5 of the present narrative. 

63. For a moving eyewitness account of the flight from Lhasa to Yatung and of the Dalai Lama's six 
months' stay in the Chumbi Valley area, see Harrer 1956, pp. 259-66. 

64. Quoted passages are from two leîters sent by Tharchin to Mrs. Albert Shelton, Kalimpong, 19 Feb. 
and 17 July 195 1, ThPaK. 

65. Quoted in McKay 1997. p. 2 14. 

66. Per interview with Tashi Dorje. Dec. 1992. 

67. McKay 1997, 2 19-2 1. 

68. Smith Jr 1996, p. 228 

69. Quoted in  ibid.. 287n. 

70. See Dawa Norbu9s excellent in-depth study on the tenns s ~ e r a i n p ,  sovereignp and aurononi). as 
applied to Sino-Tibetan relations in modern times (and including British India's approach to al1 three), in bis 
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"The Europeanization of Sino-Tibetan Relations, 1775-1907: the Genesis of Chinese 'Suzerainty' and Tibetan 
'Autonomy'," TJ (Winter 1990):28-74, esp. 60ff. 

71. This according to Richardson 1962, p. 184. 

71 a. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, pp. 85-6. 

7 1 b. McKay 1997, p. 22 1. 

71c. Quoted in Shakya 1999, p. 75. 

72. Quoted in Avedon 1984, p. 12 1. 

73. Per Sen Gupta 1988, pp. 100-101, 307, 343 note 13. 

74. lngram 1990, p. 358, and citing the Tïbetan Review for Nov. 1977. 

75. Radhu 1997, p. 270. 

76. lngram 1990, p. 182. 

77. Sen Gupta 1988, p. 137 with p. 304 (emphasis Sen Gupta's). 

78. Shakya 1999, p. 23. 

79. Ibid., 26. Warren Smith has documented the fact that India only felt itself able "to accede to Tibet's 
request for arrns" up through Mar. 1950, the time of her last delivery to Tibet. See Smith Jr 1996, p. 271. 

80. Quoted in Norbu 1975, p. 20. Typical of the view of other Indians at the time who viewed Nehru's 
Tibet policy as both a betrayal of India's northern neighbor and that which ultimately led to opening "the gates 
of invasion" of lndia herself in the early 1960s was the published opinions of a Calcutta barrister-at-law, Jyoti 
Prakash Mitter. In his book, Betrayal of Tibet (BombayhJew York: Allied Publishers, 1964), Mitter wrote 
unsparingly of what to him were the Prime Minister's grievous shortcomings: 

1 [hold] hirn wehru] responsible for the betrayal of Tibet ... Tibet is still and will always be a rnatter 
of grave concern to us. No policy that allows the Chinese to be paramount in this once acknowledged 
buffer country, will ever be in the interest of India .... 

Ii is ... manifest thai Mr. Nehru cornmitted grave errors in his handling of the Tibetan question. 
It is clear that he neglected to investigate the real status of Tibet, failed to appreciate the 
implications of the nurnerous treaties, unilaterally resiled frorn treaty obligations, disregarded the 
advice of permanent [Indian governrnent] officials, prevented the UN0 frorn going into the 
question of Tibet's status, rnisled the lndian public. rernoved by his action irnpregnable frontiers in 
the north and opened the gates of invasion by allowing the Chinese to establish a base in Tibet. Mr. 
Nehru has left a tragic legacy to future generations of lndians for which they will have to pay verY 
very dearly (pp. v, 80-8 1). 

8 1. Quoted in Dunham and Baker 1993, p. 109. 

82. lnterestingly enough, long before Dawa Norbu would be expressing these sentiments Gergan Tharchin 
had himself voiced similar criticism of the Tibetan elites. It may be recalled from the preceding chapter how 
over a six-month period in 1944 he had engaged in serious talks at his Kalirnpong residence with two of the tirst 
Tibetan Communists, Phuntsog Wangyal and Ngawang Kalsang. Reported Wangyal ofthese talks between the 
two of them and Babu Tharchin: "lt turned out that he shared a lot of our views, especially about the excesses 
of the traditional [Tibetan] society, He was as critical as we were of the aristocrats living in luxury with their 
fine brocades and paying for it al1 by exploiting and oppressing the comrnon people." 

Moreover, elsewhere in his published autobiography Wangyal had expressed further criticisrn of Tibet's 
traditional society. in particular, the aristocrats. Recording his impressions of Central Tibet (the U-Tsane 
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region, specifically) while traveling through it in late 1944, Tibet's Communist P q  founder offered up the 
following negative assessment of the Tibetan aristocracy: "1 felt more strongly than ever that the vaditional 
system of estates and aristocrats was bad for Tibet. Alth- there werc a few forward-thinking aristocrats.. .who 
understood that there were serious problems with the old ways of doing things and were willing to consider 
change, as a group the aristocrats clearly seemed to put their own comfort and interests above those of the 
people or the Tibetan nation." See Wangyal 2004, pp. 86, 87. 

Echoing these sentiments but with even harsher criticism was one who would observe many ofthese same 
aristocrats at close range down in lndia to where during the turbulent decade of the 1950s they would flec 'to 
save their fortune and their skins." So declared Abdul  ahi id Radhu, the Ladakhi Moslem trader who, having 
lived at Lhasa off and on for a considerable number of years, was a resident during the late 1950s at both 
Darjeeling and Kalimpong. Though having great respect for the institution of the Tibetan aristocracy and "the 
principle of hierarchy" within Tibetan society. he held many of the aristocrats themselves in contempt. Wrote 
Radhu of his encounter with them in District Darjeeling at this period: 

Arnong the Tibetans staying in Kalimpong and Darjeeling, former residents or refugees in an ever 
growing number. ... were the many aristocrats, who had crossed the border to siive their fortune and 
their skins. And since. at the beginning at Ieast, other social classes were not represented arnong 
these new arrivals, the lndian authorities continued to consider that the resistance to the Chinese 
occupying force was not really from the people. 

In any case certain of these refugee nobles were frankly objectionable. Talkative and indiscmt, 
they only thought about their own comfort and behaved with an egoism which seemed to make the 
Cornmunist propaganda seem correct when it developed the theme of the oppression of the 
Tibetan people by the aristocratic class. These nobles seemed to have no sense of public welfarc or 
of national solidarity. The spectacle of their petty disputes and their maneuvers ever aimed at their 
personal interests while the very existence of their nation was threatened. confirmed my earlier 
impressions of the decadence of the Tibetan feudal system. 

As alrnost always when a regime is overtumed by a revolution, the Tibetan regime was more 
or less corrupt .... This regime. which for so long had assured what can be rightly called the happiness 
of the Tibetans. cornpared to what the Chinese Comrnunists were bringing them. was in decline, as 
1 had plenty of occasions to witness. The traditional values and virtues were no longer respected by 
many who should have been their guarantors. On the eve of the fall [of Tibet] this was a regrettable 
aspect of the country that even her best friends could not deny. Radhu 1997, pp. 287-8. 

lndeed, one of "her best friends" among those few nations who supported Tibet in her time of national peril 
was America. And among the latter's foreign service officers most intimately involved in negotiating, if possible. 
the Dalai Lama's safe exit from Tibet in 195 1 was Nicholas Thatcher, the U.S. Vice Consul-General at Calcutta. 
At the height of these negotiations, however, he had to confess, in one of his dispatches to Washington, that 
"there is rnuch opportunism among the Tibetans [advising the Dalai Lama]" and who "may forget broader 
duties to Save th& own skins-v& hesitant and strongly tempted to come with their gold and jewels to 
Kalimpong for safe haven, rather than take the risks and hard work of opposing China." Quoted in Knaus 1999, 
p. 92. 

83. Since the time of Dawa Norbu's account of this sony episode in recent Tibetan history, another 
Tibetan scholar has ferreted out further shocking details of it. Writes Tsering Shakya: 

When news of the Chinese attack [on Chamdo on I I  Oct. 19501 reached Ngabo [Kham's Governor 
and Commander of Tibet's rnilitary forces there], he irnrnediately inforrned Lhasa. and requested 
instructions frorn the Kashag. In retrospect it seerns incredihle that the Kashag did not respond at 
once. In desperation, Tsogo. one of Ngabo's officials. contacted Durnra. a Kashag aide-de-camp, 
on 1 5  Octoher but was told the Shapes could not be disturhed because they were at a picnic [where. 
popular belief arnong Tibetans has it, these high-ranking officiais were engaged in playing mahjong]. 
Tsogo exclaimed in exasperation ,..." S-t the picnic!" 

As noted earlier in the present narrative (see Vol. II, Ch. 15, pp. 137-81, Lhasan picnics, especially those of the 
aristocrats, invariably lasted for days, if not a week. See Shakya 1999, pp. 44 and 470 note 75; and see also 
Goldstein 1989, p. 692 for the full text of the Tsogo-Durnra conversation. 

84. This discussion of Dawa Norbu's analysis of the causes for Tibet's national disaster, including al1 
quoted material used, bas been derived frorn Norbu 1987, 73-4, 80. 2 12. 

85. Quoted in Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 88. 
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86. Though Ngabo was a member of the Tibetan Kashag and the official head of the delegation, it is the 

opinion of Phuntsog Wangyal that it was Tibet's Arrny Commander-in-Chief, General Dzasa Kunsangtse (&a: 
Kheme, the name of the family estate), "who made the decisions" at Peking. The reasons for believing 
Kunsangtse was the real leader, notes Phuntsog, who himself served as the interpreter between both partiest0 
the negotiations, are the following: he was Surkhang Shape's uncle; he was aware of the world outside, having 
already been to China in 1946 as a member of a Tibetan delegation that attended a Chinese Nationalist 
conference; he was the only lay rnernber of the search cornmittee that discovered the future Fourteenth Dalai 
Lama in Chinghai Province; and he rnost recently had been with His Holiness and the Kashag at Yatung. Ergo, 
the General "was up-to-date with the current situation in lndia and the West, as well as with the thinking of 
Tibet's top leaders, who were with the Dalai Lama." But beyond al1 this, believes Wangyal, the latter and his 
Chinese Cornrnunist colleagues at the talks "felt certain that Surkhang, the best informed of the Tibetan elite, 
must have talked with his uncle about what to do during the negotiations." See Wangyal 2004, pp. 145-6. 

87. Shakya 1999, pp. 71, 67 

88. Hicks 1984, p. 78 and Smith Jr 1996, pp. 303,298n. This very argument the Dalai Lama himselfwould 
long afterwards employ in his correspondence with the Chinese government in 1993 in an attempt that yearto 
get negotiations with Peking off dead center and devoid of any pre-conditions. In Point 1 of a note which 
accompanied his letters to Paramount Leader Deng Xiao Ping and China's President Jiang Zemin, His Holiness 
raised this argument in support of his contention that Tibet was an independent nation in 1950. "lt is an 
established fact," he wrote, "that Tibet and China existed as separate countries in the past .... The fact that the 
Chinese government found it necessary to conclude a ' 17-Point Agreement' with the Tibetan government in 
195 1 clearly shows the Chinese government's acknowledgment ofTibet's unique position." See "Dalai Lama's 
Correspondence with China Revealed," TR (Oct. 1993): 10. 

89. All quotations of His Holiness to be found in this paragraph can be found in Dalai Lama XIV 1962, P. 
88; and the Goodman quote is taken frorn Goodman 1986, p. 173. 

90. Goldstein 1989, pp. 770,77011,772; for the source re: Ngabo's Kham seal, see Shakya 1999. p. 70; for 
additional perspectives on the issues of the seals and coercion, see Smith Jr 1996, pp. 297, 3 1 1, 469-70; see 
also Goldstein 1989, pp. 760-72 for a thorough and most revealing treatment of the Peking negotiations 
surrounding the Agreement of 23 May 195 1; and see also Wangyal2004, pp. 143-53 for the perspective ofone 
of its key participants: Phuntsog Wangyal; but also see Shakya 1999, pp. 61-71 for a Tibetan historian's 
treatment. 

91. Richardson 1962, p. 189. 

92. Goldstein 1997, p. 48. 

93. Quoted in Feigon 1996, pp. 147-8, from "On the Policies for Our Work in Tibet-Directive of the 
Central Cornmittee of the Communist Party of China," 6 Apr. 1952, in Selected Works of Mao fie-tung 
(Beijing, 1977), V:73-6. 

94. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, pp. 5-6. 

95. At the time that Ngabo had been appointed the new Governor of Kharn (surnmer 1950). he had held the 
rank of Zsipon (one of several of Tibet's Government Finance Ministers). But when appointed Governor he 
was prornoted to Shape. Although as Kham's Governor he would now hold the sarne rank as the Kasha@ 
rnembers, Ngabo could not attend its meetings in Lhasa. Nevertheless, the Govemor of Kham had the authorit~ 
to make decisions iinmediately without having to refer matters to his Lhasa superiors. Because he had served 
previously in Kham as an official in charge ofArmy pay, Ngabo was aware ofthe dificult post he was about 
to fil]. And by the time he had arrived on the scene in Kham he had become convinced that Tibet could not stand 
up to China's Liberation Army. 

Probably one ofthe stories stemrning frorn how some Tibetans had perceived Ngabo's conduct at chamdo. 
has to do with a famous Tibetan saying which has it that "when the throne of Tibet is guarded by a person 
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lower birth, then Tibet will be invaded by China." So Tibetans soon concluded that this saying must have 
reference to Ngabo. For was he not the illegitimate son of a nun belonging to the Horkhang clan, one ofTibet's 
leading aristocratic families? (He had taken on the surname of Ngabo after mamying a young widow of Ngabo 
Shape.) And did not China invade Tibet under his watch as Govemor of Kham? Tibetans therefore laid much 
of the blame at Ngabo Ngawang Jigme's feet for the debacle against the Chinese. He would also not long hence 
begin to be viewed by many Tibetans as a Quisling traitor of the first rank. See Shakya 1999, pp. 14-15. 

96. The information and quoted material found in this and the preceding two paragraphs have been derived 
from both Goldstein 1989, pp. 8 1 1 - 12 and Shakya 1999, pp. 89-90. 

97. Sen Gupta 1988, p. 109. 

98. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 89. 

99. Ironically, Ngabo was not permitted by the Chinese-as were the other Tibetans in the delegation- 
to return to ~ i b e t  via India, despite his desire to see his daughters who were enrolled in a Catholic Convent 
school in Kalimpong at the time. He was instead required to return from Peking via the longer and arduous 
overland route. See a Correspondent at Kalimpong (presumably George Patterson. who was writing 
retrospectively), "Chinese Rule in Tibet," ïimes (London), 8 Sept. 195 1, p. 7 (hereafter cited as Correspondent, 
Times, 8 Sept. 1951). Melvyn Goldstein has revealed that Ngabo had been told by the Chinese he would have 
to return by land since, in Goldstein's words, "he was too important to risk his defection to a foreign country." 
The rest were told they could return either by land or air. Goldstein 1989. pp. 771, 772. More specifically. 
Tsering Shakya has written that according to Phuntsog Tashi Takla (aka: Yapshi Sey). brother-in-law of the 
Dalai Lama and chiefinterpreter for the Tibetan delegation at Peking, "the Chinese were suspicious that Ngabo 
might remain in lndia rather than return by the land route." Shakya 1999, pp. 71. 475 note 81. 

100. Thomas Jr 1959, p. 104. The Chinese, he went on to comment, haû come to "refer to lndia as 'Tibet's 
back door'." The Tibetans, on the other hand, saw it quite differently. "With geographical and historical logic 
on their side." they, in a somewhat serio-comic vein, "have always considered India as the honored guest at 
their front door, while China was the thief trying to break in through the back door"! Ibid. 

101. Shakya 1999, p. 66. 

102. Per Ling 1964, p. 24. 

104. These three were: the Chief Secretary to the Tibetan govemment; the former Commander-in-Chief of 
the Tibetan Amy, General Kunsangtse (aka: Khemey Sonam Wangdu), who. incidentally. had been a key 
mernber of the search Party that had discovered the boy candidate in 1937-8 who later became the Founeenth 
Dalai Lama; and the brother-in-law of His Holiness. Tashi Phuntsog Yapshi Sey (aka: Phuntsog Tashi Takla), 
Who because of his knowledge of Chinese would serve as interpreter for the delegation. 

105. Accompanied by a great crowd of dignitaries, the Panchen Lama set out from Peking and headed tirst 
for Kumbum. There he stayed at the famed monastery, which. ironically, was located ves. near to the birthplace 
of his "rival" spiritual leader in Tibet, Dalai Lama XIV. Upon receiving a signal from the Chinese government 
that al1 was ready for his safe homecoming at Trashilhunpo, he then went on to Shigatse. See Correspondent. 
fimes. 8 Sept. 195 1 .  p. 7. These two Grand Lamas ofTibet finally met for the fint time in Apr. 1952. at Lhasa, 
thus repairing a breach that dated back to the time of their immediate predecessors. 

The Panchen's arrival at the Tibetan capital from Trashilhunpo, in Company with his advisers ("the 
Chinese-inspired counterpart of the Kashag called the Panchen Khenpo Lija"), had not been greeted with much 
cordiality by the populace. For the posters put up by the Chinese to announce his arrivai were immediately 
smeared with dung. and highly unflattering verses about him were sung in the streets. In addition, Tibetan 
officiais refused to accept the Panchen Lama as anything more than an ecclesiastical figure, despite repeated 
attempts by the Chinese to vest him with temporal authority. Upon meeting each other at the formal reception 
held in the Potala, the Panchen waç dutifully subservient to His Holiness. This, ofcourse, the Chinese were not 
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at al1 eager to have publicized. But the Tibetans were able to outmaneuver the Chinese because one of the 
Tibetan oficials present (Jigme Taring?) had filmed the entire proceedings on a movie camera. The film thus 
showed the Panchen "making the customary obeisance, including three complete kowtows, to the Dalai Lama." 
And within a week this film had found its way to a local Lhasan movie house (the Happy Light Cinema) where 
Tibetans relished seeing incontrovertible proof that "Mao's Panchen had behaved with proper respect." These 
two highest Buddhist prelates of Tibet would visit Beijing together for six months during 1954-5 and would 
tour India together in 1956-7. Far from being rivals of each other, the two seemed to have gotten along well 
together. Sources: (a) for the non-cordial Lhasan welcome of the Panchen Lama, see Goodman 1986, pp. 210- 
I l  ; and (b) for the Panchen's subservience to the Dalai Lama, see Thomas Jr 1959, p. 157. 

It is the feeling of His Holiness that his younger "rival" Lama cannot be personally blamed for the way he 
had been used throughout the decades of the 1940s, '50s and '60s by the Chinese. Having been brought up, 
educated and trained by the Chinese almost from the moment of his birth, and constantly subjected to a 
concentrated alien influence, the Panchen Lama could not possibly have been able to "retain his own free will." 
Yet, through their numerous associations together during the turbulent decade of the 1950s, His Holiness came 
to hold the opinion by the year 1962 that in spite of the adverse Chinese influence upon the Panchen. he did 
not believe his younger "rival" Lama "would ever quite abandon Our religion in favor of Communisrn." Dalai 
Lama XIV 1962. pp. 1 13-4. In this assumption the Dalai Lama was correct. 

106. Correspondent, Times, 8 Sept. 195 1, p. 7 

107. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, p. 109. 

108. Sources for the information and quoted material in this and the preceding paragraph are: South China 
Morning Post (Hong Kong), 3 July 195 1, p. 10; Hindusthan Standard (Calcutta), 3 July 195 1, p. 1 ; ibid., 4 J u l ~  
195 1, p. 5; The Shanghai News, 5 July 195 1, p. 1 ; ibid., 10 July 195 1, p. 3; The Statesman (New Delhi), 5 July 
1951, p. 1; Shakya 1999, p. 79; and Hong Kong Standard, 6 July 1951, p. 3. 

109. Shakya 1999, p. 79. 

110. Times (London), 13 Sept. 195 1, p. 10. 

1 1 1. Hindusthan Standard (Calcutta), 6 July 195 1, p. 7. 

112. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?. pp. 109-10; and Correspondent, Times, 8 Sept. 1951, p. 7. 

113. See GTUM TwMs, Ch. 21, p. 2. The house was actually known originally as the ~reenwood-Lei& 
Cottage. It had been built by a Mrs. Greenwood from Great Britain. In the 1930s Tharchin's very good Tibetan 
friend, General Tsarong had been a tenant now and then when on his visits to India. Later, in 1948. an English 
couple, the Smiths, had lived in the house. But in the early 1950s (but after 1951) it was purchased by the 
present occupant, Mrs. Ganjee, a kind and gracious lady of the Moslem faith. When on a visit to the Cottage 
in early Dec. 1987 the present author mentioned to Mrs. Ganjee the story of Greenwood Cottage having been 
"haunted," she confirmed to him that i t  had indeed been referred to her as "The Haunted  ous se." Nevertheless, 
this did not deter her from making the Cottage her home for these many years; for it certainly still does possessl 
in the words of Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz, a "fine appearance and excellent position." 

114. This information is per interview by the author with Achu N. Tsering, Jan. 1998 

115. Interview with F.M. Shen. Mar. 1991 

1 16. Correspondent, Times, 8 Sept. 195 1, p. 7. 

1 17. Smith Jr 1996, pp. 3 12, 3 13. 

1 18. The Statesman (New Delhi), 6 July 195 1, p. 5. 

1 19. Correspondent, Times, 8 Sept. 195 1 ,  p. 7. 
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120. The details ofThubten Norbu's flight h m  Tibet are recounted by him in Narbu 1961, which wrs 

dictated, incidentally, to Heinrich Harrer whose own connection with evcnts in Tibet end its history hes ben 
a helpful source of information throughout this present nanative. The stwy of Norbu's suboegucnt escape 
from Calcutta to America is thoroughly detailed in George Panerson's own m r d  ofthc times, Patterson 1959, 
and in another volume of his. Patterson 1960. That this erstwhile Scottish missionary was of invaluable help 
to Thubten Norbu in his escape out of Calcutta is attested by what the latter mentioned in his own brief 
account of that event: Patterson's "knowledge ofTiberan was now of the greatest assistance to me, particuhrly 
in getting [my] traveling papen and [my] U.S. entry permit." Norbu 1961, p. 244. 

Although Patterson may have been greatly appreciated by Tibetans such as the Pangdatsang brothers, 
Thubten Norbu and later his brother Gyalo Dhondup, he was not so by rnany Indian off~cials nor by the 
Chinese and their Communist sympathizers in India, the latter of whom viewed him with disdain and susGcion 
al1 through the decade of the 1950s. As but one evidence of this, in a front-page article on Kalimpong which 
appeared in an lndian Communist newspaper called Blitz in early Apr. 1959, scattered references were made to 
Gyalo Dhondup, who at the time was living in the hill station. This particular brother of His Holiness was 
deemed by the article's author to be the secret leader of the Tibetan resistance movement. Moreover, his 
C'hinese wife, the article said, was an ardent supporter of Chiang Kai-shek and that both Dhondup and his 
Taiwanese wife (who was the daughter of one of Chiang's most trusted advisers), besides k i n g  busy enlisting 
Kuomintang support for the cause, were also close friends of "that fishy character George Patterson." Lang- 
Sims 1963, p. 52. Lois Lang-Sims has also provided a most revealing profile of Patterson which not only shows 
what an intriguing character he was. but also helps, if accurate, to explain to some degree why it was that he 
seemed always to be at the center of so much that was happening with regard to Tibet and Tibetans: 

Patterson was inclined to be melodramatic ...[ and] made no attempt to disguise the fact that he 
gloried in such [major] involvements and deliberately steered himself into the center of imporiant 
events ... He was essentially an adventurer, 1 thought, a man with an immense fantasy concerning 
himself and yet with a sincere love for the Tibetans and desire to help Tibet. Caution of any kind 
was alien to his temperament: the probability of getting himself into serious trouble seemed to 
provide him with food for amusement; even the possibility of danger was no more to him than an 
added stimulus to his immense zest for life. The fact that he was being followed everywhere by 
disguised members of the security police [of the lndian government in early May 1959. at the hill 
station of Mussoorie, the initial exile headquarters of the Dalai Lama in Northwtst India] he 
regarded as nothing but a huge joke, an estimate with which 1 began to agree when he actuall) 
pointed one out to me strolling nonchalantly past the hotel in the guise of a safion-robed Buddhist 
abhot. Ibid., 35, 36. 88.  

12 1. Patterson 1959, pp. 90-9 1. 

122. Quoted in Shakya 1999, p. 75. 

123. All data from bath Patterson and Tsering Shakya regarding these activities by the Americans and the 
lndian awareness thereof are per Shakya 1999, pp. 75,475-6 note 93. 

124. Smith Jr 1996, pp. 304-1 8. 

125. See Goldstein 1989, pp. 773-803, 805-1 1. See also Smith's review, "A Damning lndictment of the 
Chinese Rule in Tibet," TR (June-July 1984): 15. 

126. Quoted in Knaus 1999, pp. 81-2. 

127. This information re: the Embassy subscribing to the Mirror and requesting back issues of the paper 
is per letter. H. Dayal (P.O.S.) to Tharchin, Gangtok, 1 Apr. 1950, ThPaK. 

128. See, for example, Kimura 1990, p. 153. 

129. Nebeskv-Wojkowitz 1955?, p. 112. The Austrian did finally have the opportunity in early Aug. of 
visiting the ~ ~ l ~ i  mother who by this time was well once more. She was now, however. no longer living 
next door to the Tibet scholar but dwelling "in an imposing building in the Tibetan quarter" of Kalimpong. 
Once again Tharchin accompanied ~ebesky-Wo-jkowitz as interpreter, plus a bearer who carried a gifi of apple 
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juice. The foreigner's diary account illuminates his readers further on  Tharchin's skill with the Tibetan 
it also provides a brief but interesting sketch o f  the Great  Mother  o f  Tibet: 

Her private secretary led us into an almost bare antechamber ... and [subsequently] showed us into 
the audience chamber. We entered a large room whose walls were hung with old roll-paintings. Gaily 
colored carpets covered the floor and big cushions lay along the walls. In front of them stood little 
tables with red and gold decorations. 1 hadn't much lime to look at the room. for a slim woman's 
figure stood up from a raised seat by the window-the mother of the Dalai Lama. Although the 
room was comparatively dark her eyes were protected by sunglasses. I bowed and presented the 
Gyeyum Chenmo with the white khata I was holding in readiness, while the bearer placed the gift 
1 had brought on a small table. Then my interpreter, bowing deeply, explained to Our hostess in the 
intricate sentences of  the honorific speech the purpose of  Our visit. The Great Distinguished 
Mother of the King thanked us for the gift, and with a gesture of the hand invited Tharchin and 
myself to take a sent. First a few ceremonial phrases were exchanged, and 1 tried to converse with 
her in Tibetan. But this was not easy, since she spoke the difficult dialect of her home province 
better than the Lhasa Tibetan usually employed in official circles. But the experienced Tharchin 
was fully equal to the situation. 

We began by talking about the weather and lamenting the evil times. The conversation 
gradually warmed up, and suddenly my vis-à-vis took off her sunglasses. Now 1 could sce the 
Gyeyum Chenmo's face clearly. Her features were regular and of a certain natural beauty, lier dark 
eyes calm and quizzical. Hcr movements werc measured but imperious. It was hard to believe that 
this lady who had al1 the assurance of a born aristocrat was formerly a simple peasant woman. 

A servant brought bowls of tea. 1 noticed that this was not the usual butter te& but the beverage 
prepared in the European manner. The mother of the Dalai Lama must have obsewed my surprised 
glance, for she remarked that she. too, often drank the "sweet tea of the foreigners." 

... 1 inquired whether the Gyeyum Chenmo had received any news from her son in America. 
Yes, she replied, a letter had come from him: he was near Washington at the moment and would 
soon move on farther West [eventually he joined the faculty of Indiana University in the Midwest 
of the U.S.]. So we talked for a time about [him]; 1 avoided mentioning the Dalai Lama, who was 
at the time on his way back to Lhasa in the Company of the Chinese, and about whose fate she must 
certainly have been worried. 

1 was still sipping my third cup of tea when the secretary came back: a sien that the audience 
was over. We rose and exchanged the usual farewell formulas with the Gyeyum Chenmo. 
"Kalechudenja," I said. "Sit down slowly"; and she rcplied with a smile, "Kalechibgyunang." "GO 
slowly." A final obeisaiice, then WC left the room. "An unusual woman," I said thoughtfully to 
Tharchin outside. "Yes. an unusual woman." he replied. "But you mustn't forget she is the mother 
of three farnous reincarnations ...." Ibid., 1 14-16. 

130. Ford 1957, p. 1 15. 

13 1. The information and quotations regarding Thomas and Jessup, and the observation about the Japanese 
and Manchuria, are  al1 per Feigon 1996, pp. 141-2. The  Russian press statement is as  reported in the New York 
fimes, 2 Dec. 1949, p. 16 and quoted in Knaus 1999, p. 44. Not  known at  the time by the Chinese bu' 
uncovered by them much later was the role Thomas in fact did play a s  a consequence of  his Lhasa visit b~ 
serving a s  a conduit for messages passed between the Dalai Lama and the then U.S. President, Harry Truman, 
Through the visiting Arnerican the Lhasa governrnent had dispatched a message to the President requesting 
military assistance. After leaving Tibet in Oct. 1949, the famed newscaster met Truman on  the first of Nov. 
Nat until 10 May 1950, however, did Thomas send a letter from N e w  York to the Dalai Lama describing the 
outcorne o f  his meeting with the American President. The  letter quoted Truman a s  saying to Thonias that it was 
his hope to organize the "moral forces o f  the world against the immoral" and that the President had already 
communicated with the Dalai Lama about this. Thomas's letter to  His Holiness then went on to Say: "1 toid 
President Truman that 1 met you iii your foreign office last summer about the threats to Tibet's independence 
and explained your urgent need for assistance. 1 asked him if America could supply your army with modern 
weapons and sufficient advisers to  instruct your soldiers in their proper use. President Truman did not commit 
himself in the affirmative or negative. He is sympathetic to  your country's problems." Quoted in Chris MuIlin* 
"The CIA: Tibetan Conspiracy," Far Eastern Economic Review (5 Sept. 1975):30. Mullin noted in his article 
that the Thomas letter was even then (in 1975) on display in a Lhasa museum, presumably put there by the 
Chinese Communists after their occupation o f  Tibet. 
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132. Except where already documented, the sources for the foregoing quotaions and generd discussion on 

Thubten Norbu (also known in the literature as Taktser Rimpoche), America, Tharchin, and the Chinese 
delegation of General Chang and his mission to Yatung are three books by Patterson: Pattenon 1990, pp. 105, 
13 1, Patterson 1960, pp. 79-85 and Patterson 1964, p. 156; Shakya 1999, pp. 39-40; ï h  Staresmm (New 
Delhi), 15 July 195 1, p. I ; Goodman 1986, p. 174; and Strong 1959, p. 45. It needs to be notcd that Strong had 
been well known for her longtime sympathy for the Chinese Communist cause against the Nationalists and its 
stance in opposition to the West; and therefore she might have been biased on the side of the tnumphant 
Cornmunists in reporting the Dalai Lama's verbal communications, if any, in Peking about what happeneci at 
Yatung. To be fair, however, it also needs to be mentioned that she did enter the following caveat in her 
reponing of this aspect of the Dalai Lama's visit to Peking: "1 do not guarantee [the truth of] this, for 1 have it 
at second hand, but since Washington has given arms and money to every rcgime on the edges of China which 
is williiig to fight the Communists. one is not surpriseci to be told that they offered it in Yatung." Ibid., 45-6. 

133. Patterson 1964, p. 251. 

134. Lang-Sims 1963, p. 183. 

135. McGranahan 200 1. p. 189. 

136. But then, too, these same lndian Communists had accepted an invitation by Patterson to have tea 
with him at his place of abode (the house belonging to Prof. Rotindranath Tagore, son ofthe celebrated Bengali 
poet. and his wife Pratima). Most likely they had accepted the journalist's invitation due to the intense 
Chinese interest in learning what he knew about Thubten Norbu's clandestine departure from Kalimpong and 
later from Calcutta to America, inasmuch as Patterson had been very friendly with the Dalai Lama's eldest 
brother. The Chinese had also wished to learn what further role the former Scottish missionary might likely 
play in the future. It is noteworthy, though, that the lndian Communists had another purpose in accepting the 
invitation, and hesitated not at al1 in frankly stating it: to make their host a Cornmunist! Part of the dialogue that 
followed is worth quoting: 

"lt will be easier for us to convert you to Communism. than for you to converi us to Christianity," 
the younger [of the two Communists who came] stated flatly. "Your sympathies are with the poor 
and oppressed, you have no illusions about the practices of politicians in a democracy. and you 
have read as much Communist literature as we have." 

"And that is where your whole appeal falls through," 1 pointed out. "For while I have read Marx 
as well as Christ, and chosen Christ. you have only read Mam, and without reading Christ have 
rejected Him. That is indicative of the whole Communist approach, to take only that which suits 
their theory and contemptuously dismiss the rest. In less congenial circumstances than obtained in 
lndia you would deal with me as your Chinese colleagues have done with my friend-throw me into 
prison and try to brainwash me in 'conversion'." Patterson. Up and Down Asia (London, 1958). 
S I .  

The friend he alluded to was Geotfrey Bull, the fellow missionary with Patterson when the two ofthem served 
arnong the Tibetans along the Sino-Tibetan frontier. For more on this, see later in these notes for the present 
chapter. 

137. Patterson 1959, pp. 80-1, 92-3. 

138. Thomas Jr 1959, p. 105. 

139. Quoted in  Goodman 1986, p. 176. 

140. The Staresman (New Delhi). 6 July 1951, p. 5. 

14 1 .  David 1. Macdonald (son of David Macdonald), Kalimpong: a Guide and Handbook ofInformation 
(Kalimpong: Himalayan Industrial and Trading Corporation. 1949). 57; and Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, p. 69. 

142. GTUM TwMs, Ch. 21. p. 2. 
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143. Ibid. 

144. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, p. 69. 

146. Patterson 1959, p. 25. 

147. Norbu 1961, p. 200. 

148. Norbu 1987, p. 104. The descriptive quote of Kham and the Khampas is from Peissel 1972, p. 34. 

149. See ibid., p. 27 and van Spengen 1995, p. 46. 

150. For knowledge of this story the present author is indebted to a Tibetan friend of the Tharchin family. 
Mr. Phurbu Tsering, still today-as mentioned elsewhere-a longtime Secretary of Kalimpong's Tihetan 
Welfare Association. As to the Pangdatsang incident he related, Phurbu Tsering vouches for its historicity most 
firmly; and one or two others with whom the present writer has spoken have likewise confirmed the story line 
in its essential character. 

Another humorous tale which made the rounds and was equally illustrative of the conception Tibetans had 
of Yangpel's wealth and possessions was told the present writer by Gyan Jyoti, a former merchant resident of 
Kalimpong. It was said of Yangpel that he possessed so many servants, it was impossible for him to know or 
recognize who they were or where they worked amidst his numerous trading, commercial and business 
enterprises. One day, so the story recounted by Gyan Jyoti went, Yangpel was himself traveling by mule from 
Lhasa to Kalimpong. Upon reaching a very narrow part of the caravan trail south, he and his beast encountered 
another mule and its rider approaching from the opposite direction. Now the mule bound northward for Lhasa 
belonged to Pangdatsang, but so, also, did its driver, who was one of Yangpel's many servants. "Back ofl" 
shouted the Lhasa-bound mule to Pangdatsang's beast, "and let me and my rider pass!" Yangpel's animal 
meekly obeyed, for as could be predicted, neither the wealthy Tibetan and his mule recognized the Pangdatsang 
servant and his beast-nor, vice versa!! Interview with Gyan Jyoti, Feb. 1993. 

15 1. Harrer 1956, pp. 206-7. According to Michael Goodman, the members of this Trade Mission "were 
shocked at how little the world knew about their country." He went on to quote the Mission's leader, Tibet's 
lay Finance Minister (and Head of Tibet's Finance Department since the early 1940s when he would serve 
from 1939 to 195 1 ), Tsipon W.D. Shakabpa, who much later recalled: "Some people thought al1 Tibetans lived 
either in tents or in monasteries. When 1 showed them a picture of the Potala, they stared at me in disbelief. 
Others asked me about a place they called Shangri-la, where, they said, people lived forever. Then it was mY 
turn to look at them in disbelief. It was very discouraging." Quoted in Goodman 1986, p. 146 (emphasis the 
Tsipon's). Shakabpa lived for many years at Kalimpong in a house (called Sliakabpa House) he had owned 
since 1946; he was still living there as recently as 1985, before he died on 23 Feb. 1989 at the home of his son 
in Corpus Christi TX (USA). Born in Lhasa (1 907), he not only ultimately came to reside in Jndia-first ai 
Kalimpong and later in New Delhi (where he served the exiled Dalai Lama as Chief Representative between 
1959 and 1966)-but also in New York. Upon his death it was said of him that "among Tibetans in Tibet and 
in exile Shakabpa enjoyed much prestige as a leading Tibetan nationalist. Although his writings were banned 
and publicly denounced by the Chinese authorities, copies of his work still managed to find their way inIo 
Tibet. There they were considered valuable and circulated secretly from hand to hand." It is his scholarl~ 
volume Tibet. a Political History (and published by Yale University Press in 1967) that has proved ail invaluable 
source of information for the writing of parts of the present biography. The other two members of the Trade 
Delegation were Shakabpa's younger monk brother Kenchung Changkhyim, and Depon Surkhaiig, a son ofthe 
Foreign Minister. See Shakabpa 1967, p. 294; Harrer 1956, p. 207; and Obituary, in TR (Apr. 1989):9. Forthe 
political and diplomatic dimensions of the Mission's junket, see also Tsering Shakya, "1948 Tibetan Trade 
Mission to the United Kingdom," TJ (Winter 1990):97- 1 14 and Goldstein 1989, pp. 569-6 10. 

152. McGranahan 2001, p. 24. 

153. His service as the TTA at Kalimpong during the period indicated is as reported by Prince Peter or 
Greece and Denmark, in his periodic report of 3 1 Mar. 1949 as Leader of the Third Danish Expedition Io 
Central Asia, 1949-50, in which the Prince indicated having to have dealings wilh the TTA at Kalimpong; 
his report in Explorers Journal (New York) (Summer 1950):6. This is also confirmed by van Spengen 1995. P. 
47, which also documents Yangpel's stint earlier at Yatung. 
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155. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 216. See Ch. 27 for more on diis. 
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157. Tucci 1973, p. 53. 

158. McGranahan 2001, p. 24. 

159. Conboy and Morrison 2002, p. 6. 

160. Knaus 1999. p. 70. 

161. McGranahan 2001, p. 24. 

162. Patterson 1990, p. 32. 

163. McGranahan 2001. p. 159. 

164. Per an Intelligence rnerno. 9 May 1950, prepared by Tharchin and entitled. "Men Who Came Down 
from Lhasa Last Year," ThPaK. See Ch. 24a for the text of this memo. 

165. The story in brief is as follows: Topgyay had k n  born two years aRer Rapga, in about 1903. and 
when a young man he had been appointed Rupon (a Major) in the Tibetan A m y  in 1930 in Lhasa and sent off 
to Kharn. In 1934 he and his brother Rapga rebelled against the Lhasan govemment and took 3 machine guns, 
100 rifles and 100 men to Batang, surrendering to the Chinese Nationalist government. The reason for doing so 
was because of a rurnor (untrue) that the Tibetan govemment had imprisoned their elder brother Yangpel and 
had seized his Lhasan house and property. See P.O.S. 1938. p. 53. 

166. Knaus 1999, p. 58. 

167. All quotes and information in this paragraph are per McGranahan 2001, pp. 160-6 1. 1 88,2 10, with 
the "active Chinese agent" quote having been derived by her fiorn Who k Who in ïïbet (Calcutta: Govenuneni 
of lndia, 1949). 

168. See both Ford 1957, p. 79 and Patterson 1960, p. 59. 

169. McGranahan 2001, p. 180. 

170. Ibid., 207-8. 

17 1 . Translated and quoted from the fiber A4irror by McGranahan 200 1. p. 159. 

172. Ibid., 161. 

173. These are Ford's recollections as expressed both in an interview he gave to Carole McGranahan in 
London in 1999 (see ibid., 21 2) and in his book, Ford 1957, p. 79. 

174. In fact. according to Harrer 1956, p. 119. it had been Kunphela who had "dislodged Tsarong from bis 
position of authority." 

175. See Zangmo (Stoddard's pseudonym) 1978, p. 23. 

176. McGranahan 200 1. pp. 197-8. 
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177. See Stoddard 1985, p. 102; cf. Kvaerne 1987, p. 72. See also McGranahan 2001, p. 188, who quotes 

from Stoddard's interview of Rapga in 1975: "In 1945, in Kalimpong ... l was trying to gather the greatest 
number of intelligent men.. .to organize the pam. .  ..lt was a question of a secret movement. bringing together 
three to four hundred people in Kalimpong and Lhasa." And on p. 204, Rapga is quoted as saying in 1946 at 
Kalimpong to a former high-ranking Tibetan government official, whom he was inviting to juin the Party, that 
the latter had "nearly one hundred members ... spread about here and in Lhasa." 

178. Goldstein 1989, pp. 450, 459. 461. 

179. I t  is interesting to point out that as can best be determined, it would appear that, unknown to either 
Tibetan intellectual at the time, both Rapga and Gedun Chophel's Buddhist master Geshe Sherab Gyarntsho 
were probably simultaneously translating this same work of Sun Yat-sen's. But whereas Rapga undertook IO 
do it in Tibet and India. the Geshe did so in China afier his voluntary departure from Tibet in 1936. Out ofhis 
desire that Tibet "enter the new age," the Geshe had contributed a Tibetan translation of the Three Principles 
that by the early 1940s became a part of an official Nationalist publication ofthe work that was printed in both 
Tibetan and Chinese. Indeed, the Geshe rnay even have been the person responsible for having had copies of 
the book brought into Tibet; which if true was when he had attempted to return to his homeland in early 1944. 
Having reached the Tibetan checkpost of Nagchuka north of Lhasa, he was not allowed reentry out of fear by 
the Tibetan government that he might incite unrest in the monasteries where he still could exert substantial 
influence. All this is known from the Confidential Weekly Reports submitted by the British Mission at Lhasa 
during the period 1942-45; for example, in April of 1944 it was reported by the British that "a well-known 
geshe. Sherab Gyatso, arrived at Nagchuka a short while ago. He is known to be very pro-Chinese and 
interested in spreading Chinese propaganda. There were fifty soldiers with him and he was turned back to 
Jyekundo by the Tibetan government." And in December, a further British report revealed that there was now 
in Lhasa a number of copies of the book in question, and added that "the Tibetan version is by Geshe 
Sherab ... The books are published by the office of the Guomindang [i.e., the Nationalists] and may have been 
brought by Geshe Sherab as far as Nagchuka." Quoted from the India Office Records in Stoddard 1988, p. 469. 
See also Stoddard 1994, p. 129. 

In his political memoirs Phuntsog Wangyal has shed further light on the failed attempt by the geshe in 1944 
to return to Lhasa via the Nagchuka checkpost. Phuntsog relates how this rebuff at the checkpost had 
infuriated Sherab Gyamtsho who had consequently come to dislike intensely the Tibetan government and its 
aristocracy. He was still nursing these feelings ofbitterness at the time in early 195 1 when Wangyal met himat 
Sian, China. There Phuntsog learned what had happened at Nagchuka from the perspective of the Tibetan 
monk-scholar himself, who by this time was no longer working for the Nationalists but the Chinese Comrnunists, 
Back in 1944 the Kuomintang had sent him on a mission to Lhasa "with an entourage of about fi@ Chinese! 
whom he claimed were his students, and a large consignment of goods and money." The border guards at the 
North Tibetan checkpost stopped him, after which the Kashag sent word that the Geshe could enter Tibet but 
not his "students" and goods. lnterestingly enough, he came on another mission to Tibet in 1950, this tirne on 
behalf of the Chinese Cornmunist Party for the purpose of persuading Lhasa to negotiate. Again, however. the 
Geshe was turned away at Nagchuka. See Wangyal2004, p. 144. 

180. See Stoddard 1985, p. 103. 

1 8 1 . Patterson 1960, p. 57 

1 8 1 a. See Heather Stoddard 1994, p. 126. 

182. Peissel 1972, p. 56; and Peissel, quoted in Eremei Parnov, "Tibetan Refugees as Seen by a ~ u s s i a ~ . "  
TR (Feb.-Mar. 1977): 17. 

183. McGranahan 2001, pp. 33, 161. 

184. Hopkinson 1948, Point 15. 

185. See McGranahan 2001. pp. 181, 182, 182-3 
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189. Patterson 1960, p. 59. 

190. See McGranahan 2001, pp. 208-9. 

191. See the following five sources: Stoddard 1985, p. 102; Ford 1957. p. 79; Pattenon 1959, p. 204 and 
Patterson 1960, pp. 57-8; and Goldstein 1989, pp. 453-61. 

192. Shakya 1999, p. 480 note 55. 

193. See Radhu 1997, pp. 200-202. 

194. See McGranahan 2001, p. 180. 

195. lbid.. 184. 

196. Quoted in Stoddard 1985, p. 103. 

197. Quoted in ibid., 103. 

198. Quoted f ~ o m  ibid., 103, she paraphrasing the comments of Shen and Radhu. 

199. Patterson 1959, p. 40. 

200. Quoted in McGranahan 2001, p. 209n. 

20 1. Ibid., 20 1 . 

202. Quoted in ibid., 210. 

203. Quoted in Stoddard 1985, p. 103. 

204. "ln his attempts to win unity and independence for Tibet Rapga an astute and farsighted politician, 
joined the Commission for Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs in China [and became a delegate for Kham to the 
Chinese National Assembly], but when he finally came to the conclusion that the Nationalist government of 
Chiang Kai-shek [the latter himself intimating it to Rapga] was also committed to the policy of absorbing the 
people of Tibet into China, he publicly resigned from his post in February 1948. publishing his protest in the 
Chinese newspaper Takung-Pau, and returned to Kangting [the new narne for Tachienlu] in Kharn.. ." Patterson 
1959, p. 204 and Patterson 1960, p. 58. 

205. This was also when the British missionary tearn of George Patterson and his companion Geoffreq 
BuIl first arrived on the scene along the Sino-Tibetan frontier. The) had left their station site a1 Kangting (the 
former Tachienlu) further east in China's Sikang Province without being able to accept an invitation from the 
weH-known Chinese Christian leader Watchman Nee-and communicated to thern by Samuel Chang (Bull's co- 
founder of "a New Testament church" at Chengtu in neighboring Szechuan Province)-to come over and attend 
for four months (June to Sept.) the first of two annual Training Conferences ( 1948 and 1949) convened by Nee 
for "other leading evangelists and teachers" in the Christian gospel at Mt. Kuiing just outside the port city of 
Foochow along the South China Sea. See Angus 1. Kinnear. Againsr the Tide: the Ston. o f  U;otchmatt ,llee 
Eastbourne U K :  Victory Press, 1973). 140; and Patierson. Cod k Fool (London, 1956). 132. 150- 15 1 .  I 53. 
Once at the Sino-Tibetan border, these t-0 young pioneers in the missionary faith began to take an active 
interest in the Pangdatsang brothers' activities. Their stories are narrated in several books they had published: 
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besides Cod S Fool, see Patterson 1959 and others; and see Bull, When Iron Gares field (London, 1 955)+his 
latter of which recounts its author's capture, irnprisonment for over three years, and ultimate release in Dec. 
1953 from his harrowing experience at the hands of  the Chinese Communists. It had bcen Bull's intense desire 
before his capture, incidentally, to go al1 the way to Lhasa "10 preach the gospel of Christianity in the Holy 
City itself." Ford 1957, p. 80. 

206. Thoroughly discussed in Patterson 1959, p. 122 and passim. 

207. Ibid.. 244. 

208. That such an escape plan was nota  figrnent of Patterson's "optimistic imaginingsW-as Warren Smith 
iniglit have termed it-but had even been sanctioned as a last resort arrangement by the U.S. government to get 
the Dalai Lama onto lndian soil, has been corroborated. Melvyn Goldstein has provided documented proof 
that events had moved to such a point that had the Dalai Lama agreed, then there were three options proposed 
to hirn by which to make his way to India, one of  which was the Patterson plan. In Goldstein 1989, p. 798, the 
historian quotes directly from a telegram sent by the U.S. Consul-General, Calcutta, to Secretary of State Dean 
Achrsoii, dated 17 July 195 1, in which the Consul-General had informed his Washington superior that a 
message had been sent that very day to Yatung which urged the Dalai Lama to adopt one of three options of 
escape as follows (qlioting now from the telegram in the exact abbreviated language ofthe original, including its 
later editor's bracketrd notations that are also sornetimes augmented by the present author's parenthetical 
insertions of interest): 

a. Clioose small group of faithlùl followers and leave quietly with thern. This would presurnably 
involve Ieaving at night in effort 10 avoid deputations which have corne to Yatung from principal 
rnonasieries and from Government at Lhasa to persuade Dalai Lama to return to Lliasa. 

b. Order [narne excised from file (could this be Yangpel Pangdatsang, who as Tibetan Trade 
Agent was at that moment stationed ai Yatung'!)] bring hirn [i.e.. the Dalai Lama] surreptiiiously 
to India. [section excised frorn file] 

c. If neither (a) nor (b) feasible, Dalai Lama to send message to [narne excised frorn file (could 
ihis he W.D. Shakabpa, ihe Tibetan representative at Kalimpong?)] requesting [name excised from 
file (could this be the Consul-General, Calcutta. or the latter's represcntative at Kalirnpong?)] send 
Harrer and Patterson secretly and in disguise 10 rneet Dalai Lama near Yatung in accordance with 
prearranged plan and bring Dalai Lama back. Detailed plan for this operation also being conveyed 
by [narne excised frorn file (could this he Shakabpa. who was about to leave Kalimpong for 
Yatung?)] but he is to make it clear to Dalai Lama it [Le., option (c)] is to be adopted only as a last 
resori. 

Even though the Chinese General had already arrived at Yatung by the date ofthis message and had talkedwith 
the Dalai Lama the previous day (the 1 6'h of July), and although, also, the Dalai Lama had already (on 12 Ju~Y)  
sent a message by personal courier to Patterson canceling the plan to corne that night to lndia (see next note 
below), the U.S. was still hoping the Dalai Lama would be persuaded-by more recent (and then subsequent), 
stronger and enlarged offers ofAmerican support (initiated by Secretaiy Acheson himself)-to take asylum ln 

lndia (which country had reluctantly so agreed to permit) and repudiate the 17-Point Agreement. Sec ibid.3 
795-6, 805f. 

209. From this incident one can easily deduce that the young ruler was only theorerically an absolute 
monarch at this point. even though the year before, at the age of 15-and three years in advance of his arriving 
at the prescribed age for governing on his own-he had been declared of age to assume full powers as King. The 
latter had been done in the face of the awesome crisis that now faced the nation of Tibet. A quick review of 
Tibetan history will reveal that only two outstanding individuals in the long line of successive Dalai Lamas 
have ever succeeded in assuming sole responsibility at some point in their lives for public affairs: the Great 
Fifth, and the current ruler's predecessor, the Great Thirteenth. 

In Tibet, until a Dalai Lama would turn 18, power was generally always in the hands o fa  regent, he usual!!' 
being a Lama and one who was elected by the National Assembly. lnterposed between the Dalai Lama andhis 
four-meniber Council of Ministers (who together with the Assembly assisted the Grand Lama in the exercise 
of his functions) was a Prime Minister who served as a kind of liaison official between them. And even When 
the Dalai Lama was in tinie enthroned at 18 and the regent's task was finished, the authority of His Holiness 
would still remain restricted and watched over in various ways. For example, not al1 questions to be decided 
would even come before him, and sometimes those that were would not be brought to him in their truc 
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character. So that though in theory the Dalai Lama rnay have been invested with plenipotemiary powet, certain 
restraints were nonetheless put upon it, they being exercised chiefly by certain high ofticials who rurrounded 
him: particularly the monks, such as the Abbots of the three chief monasteries in Lhasa 

Now this is precisely what occurred in the instance al Yatung under disussion. and formed the c e n t c r p h  
to what Patterson later recited as having happened in Kalimpong on the agreed night for implemeriring the 
escape plan. Of that night (12 July) he writes: 

1 suggested that word be sent to the Dnlai Lama to take a few of his rnost tru~(Ed onIc1aIs with him 
on his customary evening walk [ai the Dungkhar Monastery, Yatung] and make for a certain point 
marked on his copy of Harrer's map. 1 would bc waiting ai that point with xvcral trusted Kharnpas 
and horses and we would ride for the Bhutan border, only a few houn away. and through the narrow 
neck of Bhutan into India, hefore any pursuit could be organired .... 

... We planned to slip out of Kalimpong laie one night, with several Khampa companions. and 
cross the border away from the police check-posts. Each would carry a rucksack with the hare 
essentials-bowl, tsampa, dried meat. knife. 

About 10:30 p.m. on the night we had agreed to leave [Le., the 1Thl 1 was sent for to corne to 
the Dalai Lama's mother's house. There 1 found his mother, his sister. her husband. Yapshi Sey [the 
Dalai Lama's brother-in-law, aka: Phuntsog Tashi 'rakla, and who was an important member of the 
Tibetan delegation sent to Pekiiig and signed the 17-Point Agreement]. and Harrer. Yapshi Sey had 
come back posthaste with a letter from the Dalai Lama requesting us to cancel al1 arrangements for 
his coming to India. He would have to retum to Lhasa. 

It appeared that the three Abbots of the three chief monasteries of Lhasa-Drepung, Sera and 
Ganden-had arrived in Yatung and requested the Dalai Lama to return to Lhasa. He had been 
disinclined to do so and they had insisted on a consultation with the State Oracle. The Slare Oracle 
was the medium who, when any important decision had to be made. became possessed by the 
requisite spirit and under spirit-possession gave the decision of the gods. 

The Dalai Lama had had to submit to this regular Tibetan custom and under possession the State 
Oracle had directed that he must return to Lhasa. The Dalai Lama had refused to accept this 
direction. an unheard of occurrence, and demanded an unprecedented second 'possession.' Again, 
under possession, the State Oracle said he must return to Lhasa and, when the seventeen-year-old 
[actually, he was only a sixteen-year-oldj Dalai Lama looked like rejecting this also. the three 
Abbots reminded him that if he did not accept the commands of the gods in heaven hou could he 
rxpect other Tibetans to accept his cornmands on earth? So he had no alternative but to return to 
Lhasa, he said in his letter, and 1 who knew Tibetan customs would realize why this should he 
so.. ..He could not now make the agreed rejection of the 17-Point Treav as planned but would keep 
in mind al1 that had been discussed for use in the future [ultimately. he did repudiate the Agreement 
at Mussoorie, India. in 1959;.see below, Ch. 271. He had asked his brother-in-law to read the letter 
to me and then hum it as it  was too dangerous to keep. I watched the flames slowly eai it away. 

Patterson 1959, pp. 88-90. For the specific date of the planned escape and still other details. see Patterson 
1960, p. 84. 

All these developments as reported by Patterson. iftrue, and there is certainly now no reason to doubt the 
validity of his report, represenied a dramatic shift in the thinking, wishes and intentions ofthe Dalai Lama fiom 
what it had been only a month before. On the 8Ih or 9Ih of June Tsipon Shakabpa at Kalimpong had informed the 
American diplomat -sent from the U.S. Embassy at Delhi that he had just received an urgent personal message 
from the Dalai Lama that in part read: "If U.S. willing to help, you [Shakabpa] should make arrangements for 
my departure fiom Yatung, for India immediately. If U.S. unwilling to help, you should return to Yatung at 
once." Quoted in Goldstein 1989, p. 783. For obvious reasons, Shakabpa stayed on for a long while at 
Kalimpong, attempting to arrange the Dalai Lama's intended flight abroad. At this same meeting with the 
Embassy diplomat Shakabpa had also informed the American that. quoting Goldstein. "the Tibetan governrnent 
considered it preferable to postpone any further appeal to the United Nations until after the Dalai Lama's 
public disavowal of the.. .Agreement and until after the Dalai Lama had reaclied India." lbid.. 784. What had 
obviously happened between June and July 1951 was that certain elements in the Tibetan governmental 
apparatus who wished to see the Dalai Lama-for whatever reasons, whether highly motivated or lowly- 
return to Lhasa rather than take flight to India, made sure that the voices and opinions of the most influential 
figures in Tibet's ecclesiastical circles would be fully heard by His Holiness in an effort to dissuade him from 
following his already avowed intention to seek asylum abroad. In the end. their efforts-as witnessed above- 
Proved extremely successful in convincing the young ruler not to leave for India, as planned. on 12 July. And 
as if to make "even more convincing" the direclives of the Oracle and the pleadings of the three Abbots to return 
10 Lhasa. the latter, according to a correspondent of the London fimes (Patterson?). "arranged for monks to 
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move up to the passes leading south, the Jelep and the Natu, on the excuse of receiving" General Chang, "but 
really in order to prevent the Dalai Lama from escaping"! Correspondent, ïïmes, 8 Sept. 195 1, p. 7. 

210. Nehesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, p. 11  1. Anthropologist/historian Carole McGranahan, in her Ph.D. 
dissertation of 2001 (see McGranahan 2001), has provided an assessment of the Pangdatsang family and its 
place. or lack thereof, in the presentation of modern Tibetan history. She notes that during the three decades 
prior to 1950 the three lay brothers ofthis prominent family had sought in diverse ways to gain equality within 
a national Tibetan playing field (p. 50). In fact, as Khampa Tibetans, these three, each in his own way, had 
"challenged the Tibetan status quo while playing (mostly) by its rules." In the end, however, their attempts to 
transcend "long-hardened divisions of region, class, and occupation in Tibet" had proved too difficult to 
achieve (p. 24). 

Moreover, because of its past off-and-on association with China, writes McGranahan, "this family has 
been disgraced for being Chinese 'collaborators,' and as such, is a family whose history has been struck from 
a list of appropriate topics." (p. 50) In fact, an exile Tibetan in Kathmandu once remarked to McGranahan thai 
for people to say that individuals like the Pangdas, Ngabo or Phuntsog Wangyal were Tibetan heroes is nothing 
short of trash. And another exile, the one at Dharamsala, in referring to the Pangdatsangs, declared that "these 
people weren't heroes. They didn't do anything for Tibet." (p. 164) Furthermore, this latter exile Tibetan and 
other Tibetans of like mind would go on to explain how the reform efforts by the Pangda family had proved to 
be unsuccessful or else were not in sync with the key political leaders of the early exile period, or at worst, that 
the Pangdatsangs were syrnpathizers with Communist China (p. 165). 

In short, writes McGranahan, currently, exile Tibetans can make no room for those Tibetans who have 
harbored the notion "that ideas could be learnt from China or [that] progress could be made from working with 
China." Accordingly, continues McGranahan, Pangdatsang history ends flat up against modem Tibetan history 
in nearly "stereotypical form: the brash Khampa versus the suave Lhasa aristocrat, straight-talk versus 
srnooth-talk, rude and uncouth versus polite and well-mannered." (p. 172) She also notes that the Pangdatsangs' 
"bourgeois Khampa challenges to the national order of things" pale when compared "with the negative status 
assigned" to this family after the fall ofTibet. This is because "exile histories," she went on to Say, "are limited 
in part by governrnental atternpts to retain authorship over modern Tibetan history." (p. 165) 

Nevertheless, concludes McGranahan, in spite of "the current historical dismissal" of this farnily, its story 
is important because of the scant number of existing "written histories" for the early to mid-20Ih century period 
of Tibetan history, especially those covering the decades immediately following the Great Thirteenth's death. 
"Pangdatsang atternpts to both infiltrate and alter the Tibetan status quo are thus an important part of modem 
Tibetan history." (p. 173) 

For an in-depth study of this remarkable Tibetan family, consult McGranahan 2001, passim; and for a 
good ovewiew of local and regional socio-political and military issues centered primarily in Kham, see Lawrence 
Epstein. ed., Kl7amspa Histories (Leiden/Boston/Cologne, 2002), one of whose monographs is a contribution 
of McGranahan's on the rise of the Pangdatsang family, pp. 103-26. 

Finally, with respect to the demise of this trio of brothers, according to Gyan Jyoti, Yangpel Pangdatsang 
would meet an untirnely and cruel death at the hands of the Chinese Communists, reporting that in the 1960s 
he was kidnapped by some of thern in Hong Kong and brought to Lhasa, where he was poisoned. Interview 
with Jyoti, Feb. 1993. But according to Carole McGranahan's rather conclusive research on the matter, 
Yangpel-though he did end up in Lhasa from Hong Kong-did so not by having been abducted but by his own 
initiative, and where he would die not from poisoning but from natural causes. Wanting very rnuch to go [Othe 
U.S. but unable to do so. and there being nowhere else in the world to where he really wished to relocate. 
Yangpel wrote a letter in the mid-1960s to Chou En-lai at Beijing requesting that he be permitted to return to 
his homeland of Tibet. Thereafter invited to the Comrnunist Chinese capital, he spent a little time there, but 
eventually went to Lhasa where Topgyay and other Pangdatsang farnily rnernbers were now living. ~uringthe 
latter stages of the repressive Cultural Revolution (1966-76), Yangpel would be forced to witness his brother 
Topgyay being tortured by the Chinese after his brother had been arrested and "struggled against" (thuln~in~) 
Yangpel hirnself escaped such hurniliating treatrnent on Chou's personal orders. Nevertheless, bath these 
brothers would shortly aftenvards die at Lhasa (sornetime during 1972-3), Yangpel of a heart attack and 
Topgyay of a stroke. And a mere three years later the last of these three brothers, Rapga, would also die: at 
Kalimpong (coincidentally during the sarne month and year, Feb. 1976, in which Tharchin hirnself would dle)> 
having in time "lost his spirit" after being made aware of his brothers' struggles and deaths at the Tibetan 
capital. Having risen so high in such a relatively short tirne span, this family, writes McGranahan, "waS 
finished." McGranahan 2001, pp. 170- 1. 
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2 11. This is a composite reconstruction of Tharchin's own words in his heving remund this incident 
twice, combining as it does in10 one what he personally said as recordcd in his end-of-life 'rnmoir~" (see 
GTUM TwMs, Ch. 21, p. 3) and what he also related in a persona1 interview with Dawa Norbu as recorded in 
Norbu 1975, p. 20. See also Goodman 1986, p. 34 1 ,  which took note of the "One Man War with Mao" article. 

212. Interview with Norbu, in Norbu 1975, p. 19. 

2 13. "An Appeal," fiber Minor (Dec. 1962): 10, translated from the Tibetan. 

21 4. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 90. The source for the General's arriva1 date at Yatung is Ling 1968, p. 768. 

21 5. Taring 1970, pp. 174-5. 

216. Harrer visited with the Ambassador, Loy Henderson, on 29 Mar. 195 1, in Company with James 
Burke, New Delhi bureau chief for both ï ime and Lge magazines, who had brought the Austrian to see 
Henderson. See Knaus 1999, p. 79 and Shakya 1999, p. 72. 

217. Ibid.. 78, 81. 

21 7a. Quoted in Goldstein 2007, p. 1 19. 

21 8. Knaus 1999, p. 85. 

2 19. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 66. 

220. Quoted in Goodman 1986, p. 175. 

221. Shakya 1999, p. 85. 

222. Ling 1968. p. 768. 

223. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, pp. 66-7. 

224. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, pp. 89-90. 

225. Ling 1964. p. 24, citing as sources for his statement, Hsi-fang Ta Shih Chi (Record of Major Events 
in Tibet) (Peking, 1959), 7, and the Dalai Lama's book (see previous note). Ling's sourcebook of events 
covered the period 1949-62. 

226. ,411 quotations in this and the preceding paragraph are from Dalai Lama XIV 1990, pp. 64-6. 

227. The information about the Dalai Lama's instructions to Tibetan oficials at Kalimpong was gleaned 
by the present author from what was transmitted as part of an official telegram that was sent by the U.S. 
Consul-General, Calcutta, to the U.S. Secretary of State. dated 12 July 195 1, and cited in Goldstein 1989, p. 
794n. 
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plan's collapse, the specific date of the planned escape, and other details-at least from Patterson's perspective- 
by consulting the latter's two books: Parterson 1959, pp. 88-90 and Patterson 1960, p. 84. 
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23 1. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 67. 

232. See Shakya 1999, p. 85 for most of this discussion here regarding Chang and his Lhasa reception. 

233. For the chronicling of the extensive journey made by the various elements involved in the Mission 
to Lhasa, the reader should consult the New York Emes for 1951, as follows: 3 June, p. 19; 1 3Ih, p. 4; 19Ih, p. 
5; and 28"'. p. 2. Also, 2 July, p. 2; 6*, p. 2; 16Ih , p. 21; and 23d, p. 2. Finally, 6 Aug., p. 2; and 18Ih, p. 3. 
Consult also Patterson 1960, p. 85; and Correspondent, Times, 8 Sept. 1951, p. 7; see also Goldstein 1989, p. 
81 1. 

234. Shakya 1999. pp. 90-91 



Chapier 24a 

1. S.T. Kazi to Tharchin. [Lhasa], 22 Apr. 1949, ThPaK. 

2. Today in his early eighties, Sonam Kazi, who now resides in the U.S., can look back upon a life full of 
distinguished service on behalfof lndia and the Tibet exile governrnent and achievements in a number of cultural 
and religious areas of scholarship. Born in 1925 into one ofSikkim's most prominent aristocratie families, the 
young Kazi spent his earliest years of schooling in both Gangtok and Kalirnpong between 1938 and 1946. In 
the latter year he went off to St. Stephen's College, Delhi, for further higher education and thereafter served in 
the Tibetan capital as a member of the lndian Mission's staff between 1949 and March of 1956. 

During Dalai Lama XIVth's oficial visit to India in 1956-7 for the Buddha Jyanti celebrations, the Kazi 
acted as Chief lnterpreter to His Holiness. As a consequence, he was present as interpreter during al1 
conversations held between the Dalai Lama and such notable political figures as Pandit Nehru and Chinese 
Premier Chou En-lai. Because of his position as Chief Interpreter, Sonam Kazi becarne a member of the lndian 
Service ofthe External Affairs Ministry. He would retum to Tibet one final time in the auturnn of 1957, visiting 
Lhasa in the Company of lndian Political Oficer Pant. 

Less than two years following the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's 1956-7 visit to India the Kazi would again be 
at the side ofTibetls Lama-King when in late March 1959 Sonam Kazi joined a number ofother lndian oficials 
to meet the Dalai Lama immediately upon his emergence from Tibet at the Indian border town of Bomdila 
seeking asylurn from the pursuing Red Chinese. From that moment till 1972 the Kazi would hold the post of 
Official Interpreter, Government of India, to His Holiness. During this long period he further served the Dalai 
Lama by translating into English My Land and MJJ People (1962). the first of several memoirs which His 
Holiness would write for eventual publication. 

Since then Sonam Kazi has come to be recognized as an outstanding Tibetan Buddhist scholar, editor and 
publisher, translator, art expert, teacher, and lecturer. Despite an extrernely busy schedule. however, the Kazi 
still continues to rnaintain a close friendship with His Holiness as well as rendering assistance to the latter in 
a variety of ways. The present writer is greatly indebted to S.T. Kazi for his willingness to sit down with hirn 
for a nine-hour interview spread over a two-day period in Oct. 1991. Indeed. the Kazi was one of this writer's 
most significant sources of information on the life and times of Gergan Tharchin. Sorne additional bio-data 
included above was derived from the Govemment of Tibet in Exile Website's Homepage under The Status of 
Tibet sub-article, "A BriefAccount of Mr. Sonam T. Kazi's Experience in Tibet before the Chinese Invasion," 
dated London, 13 Sept. 1994. 

3. Tshering to Tharchin, Barrackpore, 20 July 1949, ThPaK. 

4. Sources for al1 information and auoted material relative to Snellgrove-Tsering-Tharchin are: letter. 
Snellgove to the author, Turin Italy, 25 sept. 1994; and Snellgrove to ~harchin. ~ew-  el hi, 21 Feb. 1945, 
ThPaK. 

5. Letter, Tharchin to Bell, Kalimpong. 25 Dec. 1937, Bell Papers. 

6. Letter. Bell to Tharchin, Edgecumbe England. 13 Aug. 1937. ibid. (emphasis added). 

7. Tharchin to Bell. Kalimpong. 16 Feb. 1937, ibid. 

8.  Letters, Tharchin to Bell, Tsarong House Lhasa, 1 July 1937; and Kalimpong. 25 Dec. 1937; ibid. 

9. Tharchin 1963. p. 2. 

9a. McGranahan 200 1,  p. 198. 

9b. On the day of Indian Independence-that is to Say. on 15  AU^. 1947-Thatchin was in Calcutta. From 
there he wired tu Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru congratulating hiin on the birth of a new nation. of which, 
of course. the Tibetan from Poo was himself now a citizen. See GTLJM TwMs, Ch. II. p. Sn. 
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Once again, Tharchin happened to be in Calcutta-this time on 3 1 Jan. 1948-when Mahatma Gandhi was 

felled by an assassin's bullet, an event termed by the Tibetan publisher as "one of the most heinous crimes ever 
recorded in the annals of history." At the exact moment of the news Tharchin was Sitting in the lounge of the 
Broadway Hotel with his "son," Sonam T. Kazi, both of whom had traveled together to the Bengal capital on 
business. Everyone thinking that the assassination had been the work of Moslem extremists, al1 at the Hotel 
were afraid to venture out ont0 the streets of Calcutta, a ci:y which had been the scene recently of great 
communal strife between Moslems and Hindus. Interview with the Kazi, Oct. 1991. Only later did Tharchin 
leam that the murder of the "Father of India" had been perpetrated by a small cabal of Hindu fanatics who 
believed the Mahatma had gone too far in his tolerant approach towards the Moslem minority in India. "When 
the news came," the Babu recalled, "al1 people in the Hotel were greatly shocked. Sorrow and sadness filled 
their hearts." GTUM TwMs, Ch. 22, p. 5n. 

Interestingly. non-Christian writers and speakers of the time likened Gandhi's death to the Crucitixion. 
Margaret Sinker has reported that hundreds of pictures appeared of Christ on the Cross, with Gandhi or with 
Gandhi and Nehru added; rnoreover, public speeches and writings al1 over lndia likened him to Christ instead 
of their own Hindu Rama or Krishna. And at the scattering of his ashes, she noted, not only were the Hindu, 
Moslem and Sikh scriptures read, but passages from the Christian Bible as well. In fact, in the simple prison 
cell in which he had for so long been incarcerated at Sevagram, Gandhi's copy of the New Testament was seen 
at his hand and in addition a picture ofchrist  was noticed hanging on the wall. It was also noted by Sinker that 
many ofhis followers, who like their leader also went willingly to prison during the period ofcivil disobedience 
in India, had taken their own New Testaments with them too. 

It has been commented upon that two of Gandhi's most powerful weapons-that of Satyagraha (Truth- 
Force) and Ahimsa (Harmlessness or Non-Violence)-were New Testament weapons; and a third and perhaps 
his most powerful one, the Fast, which had frequently been undertaken by him to resolve conflicts and force 
decision. had, in the words of Sinker, been "an extreme ofself-denial which he felt to be in line with the teaching 
on the Cross." Indeed, as Christian historian Kenneth Scott Latourette has written, in those times of crisis 
wherein Gandhi would enter upon or conclude one of his fasts, he would have a Christian as well as a Hindu 
hymn Sung, his favorite Christian one being: "When 1 survey the wondrous Cross on which the Prince of Glory 
died." 

Although Gandhi had acknowledged his debt to John Ruskin's Unto This Last and Leo Tolstoy's The 
Kingdom of Godls  Witlrin You (this latter volume, wrote Gandhi in 1927, "having left an abiding impression on 
me, [with its] independent thinking, profound morality, and the truthfulness of this book"), it was the New 
Testament which had influenced him the most profoundly of al1 Christian writings. Observed Latourette when 
writing of the period of Gandhi's most prolific civil disobedience efforts: "the Gospel is more widely influential 
than ever.. .in shaping the ideals of the outstanding Indian of the century, Mahatma Gandhi." In Hindi the term 
mahatma means "the great spirit" or "great soul"; and there is no question about the rightness of such a title 
having been bestowed upon him by his countrymen; although atone time, as Sinker has point'ed out, it had been 
withdrawn for a while because the Mahatma had ordered the killing of a sick calf contraiy to Hindu custom. 

Nowa great deal of credit has been given to Gergan Tharchin, incidentally, for having made the Mahatma 
a popular figure in Tibet. Tashi Tsering, a research scholar at the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 
Dhararnsala. declared in an article that "the popularity" in Tibet "of Gaiidhi and his life was a result of repofls 
published in a Tibetan newspaper called Yu1 phyogs so so 'i gsur ' g i ~  me long in Kalimpong" (the Tibetan 
name, of course, of Tharchin's newspaper) as well as of "the continuous comings and goings of Tibetan 
Moslems, Nepalese traders and pilgrims who on their return to Tibet told many tales about Gandhi." The news 
reports about the Mahatma in the Tibet Mirror thereafter sparked the development of a relationship between 
the Thirteenth Dalai Lama and Gandhi "when they engaged in a brief correspondence" ihat began in 193 1 Just 
two years prior to the Inmost One's death in late 1933. "Gandhi: an Old Friend of Tibet," TR (Jan. 1984):11. 
This publicizing of the Mahatma by Tharchin must also explain, at least in part, how it was that the Great 
Thirteenth's successor upon the Lion Throne ofTibet was so well aware of Gandhi as an important personage 
and of his non-violent activities on behalfof lndian independence; for as a boy growing up within the reclusive 
walls of the Potala Palace, Dalai Lama XIV became an avid reader ofTharchin's newspaper, as has been h m e d  
from the new Grand Lama's own testimony given years later. And consequently, the yourig Dalai Lama was 
able to leam from the pages of the ïïbet Mirror a great deal regarding the Iife and work of the Mahatma and thus 
imbibed something of his Ahimsa ideals; so much so, that Gandhi, it is said, quickly became the boyhoodhero 
of His Holiness. See Jay Mathews, "The Dalai Lama's Call for Kindness," Washington Post, 6 Ott. 19g9. P. 
C 2 .  Moreover, Mary La has written that al1 Tibetans "had a great reverence" for Gandhi inasmuch as Tibetans 
said "that he was a reincarnation of Padma Sambhava." Taring 1970. p. 170. 
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Perhaps it would not be inappropriate here to indicate a brief, though higtily candid, -smmt of the 
Mahatma by a contemporary of Gandhi's who happened also to he Tharchin's very g d  friend and CO-laborm 
in the Christian gospel, Sadhu Sundar Singh. It has come to light that both these giants of recent lndian history 
had met. As a matter of fact, the Sadhu had been invited to see Gandhi at his Ashram in West lndia, w h m  
indeed the Sadhu spent two or three days. The Sadhu's visit took place at "Satyagraha Ashram," the now- 
historic retreat center at Sabarmati established by the Mahatma in 191 5 on his celebrated retum to lndia from 
South Africa that, commencing as merely a "five-room double-story bungalow," was soon to become "a sort of 
laboratory for evolving community life and the pivotal center for India's freedom stniggle during the early 
1920s." (By 1988, though, it would be in a shambles.) The meeting here between these two illustrious men 
occurred in 1922. just prior to Sundar's departure for Palestine on Jan. 29* when he set sail from Bombay on 
the first leg of his second and final world tour. 

While in the Ashram at Sabarrnati (located near Ahmedabad), the Sadhu was asked by Gandhi to share with 
hirn the circumstances under which he had become a Christian. The Mahatma had long entertained the notion 
that many Christian adherents had identified themselves with the Church primarily out of social or economic 
motives and not for deeply spiritual reasons. And it is believed that he had therefore long hungered to meet 
Christians who in their lives actually lived out the precepts of Jesus' Sermon on the Mount and other New 
Testament principles he had so greatly come to admire. Although not a Christian by belief or practice himself. 
Gandhi had sought to an impressive degree to implement in his own life some ofthe same principles which had 
characterized the life and teachings ofJesus. I t  was this, in fact, which in 1925 irnpelled Tharchin's Moravia11 
rnissionary friend and counselor once stationed at Poo, Rev. Hermann Kunick, to declare concerning the 
Mahatma: "That man is a more sincere Christian than ihousands in Europe" because though not a confirmed 
believer in Christ in the traditional sense, he nonetheless "takes literally the Word of God in his day-to-day life 
as well as in the life of the nation,. ..which is the simple secret of Gandhiji's power and influence in India." 

Without perhaps realizing it, the Mahatma was now to be treated to a quiet, yet deeply moving witness by 
an lndian Christian saint (and by a converted devout Sikh at that!) who by his whole manner of life had indeed 
reflected the poor, humble and faithful yet virile and courageous Jesus of the New Testament. And when the 
Sadhu had concluded his testimony, it is reported that Gandhi "was so impressed by the s to s  which Sundar 
Singh told of his conversion that he asked him to repeat it to the members of his Ashram in their early rnorning 
Prayers on the following day." 

A Danish missionary, Miss Amie Marie Petersen. who had herself spent much time living at Sabarmati and 
knew the Mahatma well and appreciated hirn greatly, visited Sundar Singh at his Simla Hills home of Subathu 
very early in 1922. This was just prior to the Sadhu's own visit to the Ashram, which she had in fact been 
instrumental in arranging in the first place. Miss Petersen had especially been drawn to Sundar Singh because 
she found in hirn "the spiritual genius of lndia blossorning forth at the touch of Christ." "There was sornething 
wonderful," she noted, "in the blessed presence of Sundar Singh. In his Company 1 felt the spirit of peace and 
other-worldliness in a way which 1 did not feel in the presence of Gandhiji." Later, in 1928, the Danish 
missionary had once again visited the Sadhu at Subathu just a year before he was to leave for Tibet on his last 
and fateîul journey there. When long afterwards Sundar's biographer and personal friend. A.J. Appasamy. 
visited Miss Petersen in Apr. of 1950 at her Indian home in Porto Novo, this is what she reported to Appasamy 
concerning the Sadhu and his view of Gandhi: 

He admired Gandhiji for the wonderful waj in which he met p o p u l a r i ~  as well as criticism; Gandhiji 
was unaffected by either. Sundar Singh said that he himself was affected too much by pu pu la ri^. 
This was the worst "cross" he had to bear. He was also inclined to take to heart criticism and 
h o s t i l i ~ .  He wished he could be like Gandhiji in his indifference both to p o p u l a r i ~  and antagonism.... 

When (in 19121 1 talked to Sundar Singh, 1 found that he was rather prejudiced against Gandhiji. 
He had an impression that Gmdhiji did not conie out openly as a Christian as he was afraid that his 
iiifluence in the countr) would diminish. 1 did not agree with this point of  view. 1 felt sure that 
Gandhiji remained a Hindu because he was sincerely convinced of its truth. [She was correct. At 
about this same timr (1925-26) Gandhi wrote: "Though 1 admire much in Christianity. I am unable 
to identif! myself Hith orihodox Christianity .... Hinduism as 1 knou it entirely satisfies my soul. 
fills my \rlhole being. and I find a solace in the Rhogai.odgita and L'pai~ishads that 1 miss even in 
the Sermon on the Mount .... There is nothing in the world that would keep me from professint3 
Christianity or any other faith. the moment 1 îelt the truth of and the need for it." Gandhi, H'har 
.Ic.sirs d ~ f t ~ t r r ~ s  to .\le (Ahmedabad, 1959). 5, 6.1 1 was anxious that Sundar Singh should meet Gandhiji 
ancl gel personally acquainted with him. A visit to Gandhiji's Ashram was arrmged and Sundar Singh 
spenl some time there. When Gandhi,ji's autobiography was published later [in 19251. the Sadhu 
asked Ior a copy, which 1 sent. ARer reading it he wrote to me that il was a great p i b  that Gandhiji 
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confessed that he had not yet found God. Sundar Singh said also in his letter that we must continue 
to pray for him. 

As far as is known, Mahatma Gandhi, prior to his death, never professed faith in Christ. Certainly he had 
not found God for, in fact, as late as the early 1940s he had declared in a speech at that time that he had never 
found Him, despite years of seeking-so Sir Francis Younghusband had mentioned to a friend. Moreover, al 

about this sarne tirne Younghusband could assert, after "having spoken with him and listened to him several 
times," that "1 could feel that" Gandhi had not yet found Him. And this was but a few years before the 
Mahatma's assassination. (It would appear. in fact, that the closest Gandhi came to claiming he had found God 
was what he wrote in 1936: "1 have made the frankest admission of my sins. But 1 do  not carry their burdens 
on rny shoulders. If 1 am journeying Godward, as 1 feel 1 am, it is safe with me. For 1 feel the warmth ofthe 
sunshine of His presence. My austerities, fastings and prayers are, 1 know, of  no value if 1 rely upon them for 
reforming me. But they have an inestimable value if they represent, as 1 hope they do, the yearnings of a sou1 
striving to lay his weary head in the lap of his Maker." Whar Jesus Meuns ro Me, 30.) 

Yet, in the final analysis, this lack of conversion to Christ on Gandhi's part did not surprise the Sadhu, il' 
a remark the latter made in Switzerland in 1922 a few months after visiting the Mahatma at Sabamati could be 
construed as reflecting an ongoing point of view of his in the years following the publication of Gandhiji's 
autobiography. (The substance of the remark will be related in a moment, but some background would tirst be 
helpful here.) Having himself become a follower of Christ and having become well-grounded in the Christian 
experience before ever visiting Europe and the West, Sundar Singh was fortunately strong enough to withstand 
the temptation to renounce his Christian profession when faced with the irreligion, immorality and materialism 
he saw everywhere as he traveled about on a so-called Christian Continent that in centuries past had witnessed 
a better state of things. 

The Sadhu had already traveled in Britain and America on a previous visit to the West two years earlier(in 
America he was aptly called by a perceptive New York Times journalist "the first Christian missionary from 
India" and who "traveled without money or baggage and sought no money"); and what he had found there was 
no different frorn what he now found on the Continent: a seemingly utter indifference to al1 spiritual values 
caused in great part by a repellent, relentless materialism. "1 found a stone in a pool among the Himalayas," he 
once told a European audience. "lt was hollow, and when 1 broke it I found the center completely dry. Soit is 
here in the West. You have lain for centuries in the water of Christianity, but it has never penetrated to your 
hearts." It even came to a point when he felt constrained to declare before another audience that "in the dayof 
judgment the non-Christians of the East will get a lighter sentence than you ofthe West. They have never heard 
the Gospel. You have had your chance and thrown it away." Privately he expressed himself even more 
despondently, leading one well-known Lutheran pastor in Germany to remark later that the Sadhu "felt likea 
bird in a cage," so much had he longed to be back home in the East. The entire atmosphere in Europe, thought 
the lndian saint, was fraught with great heaviness. At least in India, he had declared to Pastor J.  Kohl, "one feels 
everywhere-ven through idols and altars, pilgrims and penitents, temples and tankas-that there is a desire 
for higher things; but here everything points to arrned force, great power and material things. It is the power 
from below which makes me sad." 

Despite the spiritual deterioration he witnessed on every hand, however, Sundar Singh refi~sed to entertain 
the thought of returning to his former religion; even so, his visit to the West did bring keen disappointn1ent and 
bitter disillusionment to the Sadhu's soul, and doubtless precipitated the remark he was heard to utter in 19:: 
while in Switzerland that "Gandhi and [Rabindranath] Tagore would have become Christians if they hadnot 
visited Europe." As one of the Sadhu's biographers observed, this former devout Sikh religionist Who had 
accepted Christ when very young had reluctantly corne to realize "thai the idealistic notions which he hadheld 
about Western Christians were not founded on fact, and that his Hindu opponents were right when they spoke 
of the decadence of  Western Christianity and of the superiority of lndian inwardness and spiritual culture" 
(Heiler). Clearly he could not shake off the pain which this unexpected experience had brought him. for 
manifested itself in his addresses repeatedly wherever he spoke in Europe. That Gandhi shared these sentiments 
of the Sadhu is borne out by what the Mahatma was even then writing (late 1920): "Europe is f o d a ~  on'!' 
nominally Christian. It is really worshiping Mammon.. ..The last (Great) War. .. has shown as nothingelse hasa 
the Satanic nature of the civilization that dominates Europe today. Every canon of public morality Ilas beeii 
broken by the victors in the name of virtue. No lie has been considered too fou1 to be uttered. The motive 
behind every crime is not religious or spiritual, but grossly material.. ..lt is.. .necessary to expose the hollowness 
of moral pretensions on the part of those who prefer material wealtli to moral gain.. .." Wliuf J~.yus Meuiu If' 
Me. 32, 33. 
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Gandhi, when asked by a gathering of lndian Christians and British rnissionaries in 1922 how Christians 

could make Christianity a genuine force for good in the national life of India, listed as his three prirnary 
essentials the following: "Firsf ... al1 you missionaries and lndian Christians should begin to live as Jesus 
Christ did. Second, you should al1 practice your religion without adulterating it or toning it down.. ..ln the third 
place,. . .that you should emphasize the love side of Christianity more, for love is central in your religion." And 
Tagore, while writing to a young English clergyman who was hoping to serve as a missionary in India, advised 
his correspondent as follows: "The aim ofevery Christian should be to become like Christ.. .You cannot preach 
Christ until you have begun to be like Christ yourself; and then you will not preach Christianity, but the Love 
ofGod which He reveals." Now the very thing these two great personages of modem-day lndia had detrned to 
be the ideal for Christian Missions had in fact been the very life-ideal of Sundar Singh himself, an ideal which 
by God's grace he had put into practice in his own walk in a most remarkable way. Unlike the Sadhu. however, 
Gandhi and Nobel Laureate Tagore (the latter ofwhom Tharchin's cornpanion in the gospel also knew personally) 
were apparently never able to overcome their own disillusionment with the decadent Christian West of their 
d ~ y  sufficiently to be encouraged to bow at last in surrender, embrace the God ofthe Bible as  revealed in Jesus 
('lirist. and to know and experience thereafier the newness of life that could be theirs in the power of His Spirit. 
Elen so, the Christian community at large must share some of the blame for having made it diff~cult-for 
Gandhi, at least-to make a clear-cut cornmitment to Christ. As Margaret Sinker has so aptly put it: "Christians 
will always deplore in humility the fact that at a time when this great man was seriously considering Christianity, 
its fellowship was unattractive to him." Nevertheless, she added,"those who recognize Truth will forever be 
amazed and thankful that the book which he read constantly and endeavored to put into practice at its hardest 
points was the New Testament." 

Except where already documented, the sources for al1 the quotations and essential facts and information 
given above are: A.J. Appasamy, Sundar Singh. a Biography(1958; 1" Indian ed., Madras: Christian Literature 
Society. 1966, reprinted 1970), 169, 182 (the Sadhu's remarks to Pastor Kohl). 236-7; Kunick letter, 24 Apr. 
1925, appearing first in German in Friedrich Heiler's Die Wahrhert Sundar Singhs, 10 1-2, and quoted in English 
in Appasamy, SlrndarSingh, 44-5; Gandhi, An Autobiography (Ahmedabad, 1927), 1 14 (on Tolstoy ); Latourette, 
A History of Christiani~ (New York, 1953), 144 1-2; Rebecca J. Parker, Sadhu Sundar Singh. Called of God 
(1918; reprint ed., Madras: Christian Literature Society, 1968), 98; "Sayings of Sundar Singh While in 
Switzerland," The Lausanne andNetichate1 Magazine, 1922, quoted in Friedrich Heiler. The Gospel of Sadhu 
Sundar Singh, trans. Olive Wyon (London, 1927), 274; Heiler, ibid., 88-9,265-6; Sinker, The Bible rn lndia, 
Pakistan and Ceylan (London, 1953), 43-4; Rev. D. Howard (Anglican), "Gandhi," CMR (Mar. 1922): 11 - 17; 
"Gandhi Ashram in a Shambles," The Statesrnan (Calcutta), 9 Feb. 1988, p. 13; New York fimes. 25 Apr. 1933. 
P. 5 ;  French 1995. p. 380 (on remarks by Younghusband); and Cyril J .  Davey, The Stov of Sadhu Sundar Stngh 
(Chicago, 1963). 14 1-2. 

That Gandhi had had opportunities to meet and get to know intimately other stalwart Christians who in 
their lives lived out Jesus' precepts in singular faithfulness is evident from the deep relationships it is known 
he had developed in the 1920s and '30s with Charles F. Andrews from England (whose close acquaintance with 
Gandhi is mentioned elsewhere in the present narrative) and with two deeply devout and well-beloved and 
respected American Methodist Christians, Dr. E. Stanley Jones (missionary for 50 years in India) and Bishop 
Frederick B. Fisher. Gandhi, in fact, was to Say of Bishop Fisher: "He seemed to me to be one of the few 
Christians who walked in the fear of the Lord, and therefore feared no man." Quoted in (Mrs.) Welth] 
Fionsinger) Fisher, To Lighr a Candie (New York, 1962). 224. Prior to these decades, of course, Gandhi had 
corne to know and appreciate the Rev. Dr. Andrew Murray ( 1  828-1 91 7) while both were in South Africa during 
the latter years of the 19* century and early years of the 20'. 

For details on the Sadhu's visit with Tagore, as well as the long acquaintance with the Nobel Laureate by 
Tharchin's friend Dr. John Graham, sec again end-note 1 13 for Ch. 16 of the present narrative. For Tharchin 
himself having most likely met Tagore in Kalimpong (where the poet often stayed). see again the same chapter 
and note. 

10. See Marshall 1977. p. 275. Sec also Norbu 1987. p. 290: "...the nascent Chinese Republic in 191 1 
declared Tibet to be one of the Chinese provinces ..." 

10a. Tuttle 2006. p. 2. 

1 1 .  The present author is indebted (a) to lngram 1990. pp. 378-9. re: Sun Yat-sen and Tibet; (b) to 
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Melvyn Goldstein for the historical basis he has provided for several assertions made by the present author in 
this and the preceding paragraph ofText dealing with the situation along the Sino-Tibetan frontier since the 18'" 
century: see his "Change, Conflict and Continuity among a Community of Nomadic Pastoralists," in Barnefi 
& Akiner (eds.) 1994, pp. 76-87; (c) to Ram Rahul, Modern Tibet (New Delhi, 1992),83-5; (d) to Shakya 1999, 
pp. 14 with 463 note 44, 32 with 466 note 1, 38,43; (e) to Norbu 2005, Part III ,  p. 1 ,  re: the rifles purchase; 
and (f) to Ford 1957, p. 106. 

1 la. It may be recalled that Tharchin had early on recognized the weakness of certain Tibetan aristocrats 
and others in leadership in that they fell prey easily to various ploys used by the Chinese-whether Nationalist 
or Communist; for he once confided: "1 used to wam the aristocrats in Lhasa that they were deceived by the 
Chinese with sweets. But they never listened." As told to Dawa Norbu the year before Tharchin's death and 
quoted in Norbu 1975, p. 19. 

12. This rumored accusation and explanation by the Chinese, as reported by Tharchin, is far too simplistic, 
and the Babu knew this to be the case. Perhaps the more likely immediate catalyst for the Tibetan government's 
startling expulsion order of late spring 1949 has been explained by one of Tharchin Babu's ever-faithful 
informants, Migma Dorje, a longtime clerk (and a Christian, incidentally) stationed at the British (later Indian) 
Trade Agency in Yatung in southern Tibet, who had witnessed the arriva1 there from Lhasa of various batches 
of these expelled Chiiiese and other "undesirables" as they then niade their way farther south and over the 
Jelep La into India. Migma Dorje indicated in several letters to Tharchin that fairly reliable rumors from the 
Tibetan capital had it that "most people Say that the cause of their expulsion is that there is a Chinese hotel at 
Lhasa, where many Tibetans and Chinese were gathering and talking this and that [negatively] about the 
K.M.T. [Kuomintang, Le., Nationalist] Government, and that this news had reached the Kashag." Letters, 
Dorje to Tharchin, Yatung, 8 and 22 Aug. 1949, ThPaK. 

According to Hisao Kimura, it was not a hotel but a restaurant with an upstairs rnajhong parlor. I t  will be 
remembered from Ch. 23 that Kimura-who himselfwas one of those deported-was in Lhasa at the time and 
had noted that the Tibetan government's mistrust of China was so strong that this new gathering-place 
established by the local Lhasa Chinese and those Tibetans in the pay of the Nationalist Chinese was considered 
to be nothing more than a rendezvous point for Chinese Communist intelligence agents. In this case, he added, 
it was a groundless fear, since al1 these people had gone into the restaurant business purely as a way of 
surviving economically now that their sources of incorne had been cut off from the increasingly vanquished 
Nationalist government. But the Tibetan authorities greatly feared that local Chinese and discontented Tibetans 
in the capital would now do what was rumored to be happening al1 over China: that "people were rising against 
their local rulers as the Communists approached." Hence, the expulsion order was issued to obviate this 
supposed danger. Kimura 1990, p. 205. 

In the view of Tibetan historian Tsering Shakya, the overarching motivation for the expulsion order, from the 
Tibetan perspective, was the Chinese claims, repeatedly made, that Tibet is, and always had been, an "inlegral 
part of China." At this tirne. writes the historian. "Tibet was not equipped to oppose China either militarily or 
socially. The imrnediate political reaction to the Chinese clairns and to the approaching victory of the Communists 
[in China] was to remove any remnant of Chinese authority in Tibet." Consequently, he adds, ''anyone 
suspected of being sympathetic to the Chinese was expelled." Ergo, Regent Taktra's Kashag (or Cabinet of 
advisers) had appointed Tsipon Namseling "to draw up a list of al1 those who were pro-Cornmunist, includlng 
anyone who was closely associated with the Chinese Mission"-a Mission whose original purpose for havin- 
corne from China in 1934 had presumably been to extend condolences over the death of the 1 3Ih Dalai Lama, but 
which, clearly intent on bringing Chinese influence back to the Tibetan capital, had lingered in Lhasa Cor more 
than a decade afler his death and had becorne a branch of the Mongolian-Tibetan Affairs Conirnissioll of the 
Nationalist government at Peking. Utilizing Namseling's secret list, the Kashag had planned the expulsion, and 
6' ' with great secrecy," notes Shakya, had also called up Army troops from Shigatse and Dingri and deployed 
them strategically throughout Lhasa. The Government had feared that "some Chinese would remain in Tibei 
and declare their loyalty to the Cornmunists," now that it appeared certain the Nationalists would be total1? 
defeated in China's Civil War. See Shakya 1999, pp. 4, 5, 7. 

On the other hand, Shakya further States that, viewing the rnatter from the Chinese perspective, bath the 
Nationalists and the Cornmunists believed that the Indian Mission at Lhasa. and specifically its Head, Hueh 
Richardson. had been responsible for the expulsion having occurred. He cites as his source Chinese author 
Tieh-tseng Li, in the latter's history, Tibet: Today and Yesterday (New York, 1960), 199. Confirmation of 
assertion, the historian adds, has corne frorn two other sources: one, a high-ranking Tibetan official at tlletirnrq 
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Lhawutara, who claims that ii was Richardson's suggestion to expel the lhen Chi- Mission at Lhasp; the 
other, the brother-in-law of the 14' Dalai Lama Phuntsog Tashi Takia-thc principd pmon conducting 
liaison activity with the Chinese-who likewise States that the ideaoriginated with this British lndian official. 
The latter himself, however, does not recall having made such a suggestion, "though he condes ,"  wita 
Shakya, "that he may have inadvertently commented on the danger posed by the [Mission's] pmcncc.. .in 
Lhasa." Shakya 1999, p. 9. Ergo, i t  would appear that more than likcly the truth of the entire matter is that al1 
these various elements together contributed to the drastic and sudden action taken by the Tibetan government. 

13. Quoted from a one-page typed and undated document entitled simply "ROUGH ESTIMATE:-"; but 
from internal evidence it has been determined that it had been cornposcd sometime between R d  China's 
invasion date of 7 Oct. 1950 ("the Communist flood which has now alrcady reached into Tibet") and 18 Apr. 
195 1 (Tharchin's 6 1 " birthday). 

1 5a. This passage in the Great Thineenth's political testament is taken from Glenn H. Mullin's translation 
ir hich appeared in Lungta (Aug. 1993):9. 

14. This rernark was made to the present writer by B.C. Simick Jr. (son of Simick Sr.. an old and dear fiiend 
ofGergan Tharchin's) who has been a longtime Lecturer in Tibetan at Kalimpong College. Interview Nov. 1592. 

15. Tharchin 1963, p. 2. 

l5a. Interview with Achu Tsering, Jan. 1998. 

16. Letter, Tharchin to Bell, Tsarong House Lhasa, 1 July 1937, Bell Papers. 

1 7. Ibid. 

18. All eleven of these communications are found in the ThPaK, and are identified in the order listed as 
follows: Unknown correspondent (because letter tom in halo to Tharchin; P. Dhondup to Tharchin; Dawa 
Sangpo (aka Hisao Kirnura) to Tharcliin (date determined by both internal and extemal evidence); Sonam T. 
Kazi to Tharchin; Migrna Dorje to Tharchin; ditto; S.T. Kazi to Tharchin; Migma Dorje to Tharchin; ditto; 
ditto; Typewritten Memo, undated. headed by the word CONFIDENTIAL, and beginning thus: "These you 
may be able to use in your paper:-". 

19. As Amsterdam University historical geographer Wim van Spengen has remarked: "From the begiming 
of the twentieth century onwards," those on Indian pilgrimage from Tibet "came to Kalimpong.. .as their main 
point of departure." Van Spengen 1995, p. 39. 

20. The identity of the Lama as the Rimpoche of Jyekundo is disclosed in the longhand-written Journal 
Kimura had set down presumably after the mission was over. This unnumbered-page document is among the 
ThPaK, and on its 29lh page is found the following entry: ". . .Following down a river, at evening at last we got 
to Kikudo [Jyekundo], and directly we went to Kikudo Rimpoche's house (small shrine), who is friend of Mr. 
Tharchin." 

21. This was confirmed by the present author; for while sifting through the Press materials among the 
voluminous ThPaK one day, he discovered nunierous examples of these leafiets and guide maps printed by the 
Babu relating to both Buddhist and Hindu sacred sites in India. 

2 la. See Norbu 1975, pp. 18-20. 

22. For this historical background to British India's development of its wide-ranging Intelligence-gathering 
program re: Tibet, see McKay 1997, pp. 23-5. 

23. See Memo No. 343, dated 12 Mar. 1946, from: Hopkinson. CIO Foreign, to: Mission. Lhasa, a copy of 
which was found among the ThPaK. 
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24. The author is indebted to five sources of information for the bio-data on the Tibetan Intelligence Chief: 
Who k Who 1991, 1055; letter, Lambert to the author, Dublin Ireland, 16 Dec. 199 1 ; Eric Lambert and Alban 
Ali, Assam, Oxford Pamphlets on lndian Affairs No. 37 (London, Bombay, Calcutta. etc.: Oxford University 
Press, lndian Branch, July 1956), unnumbered page opposite its title page; Griffiths 1971. pp. 379-81; and 
Kimura 1990, pp. 139, 184, 188, 190. 

25. Griffiths 197 1, p. 380. 

26. Who 5 Who 1991, 1055. The entire episode is described in some detail in Grifi ths 1971, pp. 379-81. 

27. Ibid.. 38 1 

28. Lambert to the author, Dublin Ireland. 16 Dec. 1991. 

28a. That Gergan Tharchin, throughout the remainder of his professional career, had hiinself espoused this 
same independent buffer-state policy for Tibet in the best interests of lndia is evident from what he would 
write decades later in a letter to Kimura in late 1961. At that time, of course, deepening concern was being 
voiced throughout lndia over the increasing number of border clashes which were occurring dong  both the 
Ladakhi and Assamese frontiers between the Chinese Coinmunists, who had long since occupied Tibet, and ihe 
military forces of the hapless Nehru government which had foolishly abandoned that policy shortly after 
assuming power over a now lndependent India. These clashes, instigated by the Chinese, would serve, 
unfortunately, as the prelude to an all-out Sino-lndian border war which erupted the following October (1 962). 
Wrote the Babu to his Japanese friend on 7 Dec. 1961: 

We are very sad for al1 the Tibetan refugees [now in India and elsewlicre] as well a5 for those who 
are left in Tibet and are undrrgoing very great hardship there. Even now, we in lndia  have to 
prepare to meet the aggressor, as the Chinese Cornmunists have encroached upon lots of land of 
ours. 

When Tibet was independent, there was peacefulness in Tibet, as well as in lndia there was no 
danger from a foreign power. If Tibet [had been] kept as a buffrr state, how good, but [today] what 
to do? Now there is very little hope for Tibet unless God does some great wonder. God can do such, 
for there is nothing [too] hard for Him. We are only praying to Ciod; and if i t  is tlis will, He rnay 
hear our prayers. Th-to-K Ltrs File. 

The Nehru government, incidentally. would have been wise to have heeded the advice which A.J. Hopkinson, 
the last British Political Officer for Tibet, had expressed in a kind of end-of-empire review of Indo-Tibetan 
relations that he had apparently composed only for himself but which his superiors in the lndian governmeni 
may nonetheless have heard on occasion from his own lips or have read in other papers he might have actuall~ 
submitted to them as official documents. It will be recalled from Ch. 23 that it just so happened that Hopkinson 
had had the unique distinction of having been not only the last British lndian Political Officer for Tibet but alsot 
in effect, the first Independent lndian Political Of icer  for the World's Roof. Indeed, he had served in this latter 
capacity for an entire year following the Transfer of Power over lndia from Whitehall to Delhi. 

Writing from Tibetan territory itself (at Yatung) just a month before handing over his responsibilities to 
Harish Dayal, Hopkinson had asserted in his review what had long been the policy of British lndia towards 
Tibet and had recommended, in so many words. that it continue as the policy of Iildependeni India. Wrotethe 
soon-to-be retired official on 1 Aug. 1948: "As before, Tibet serves India as a unique buffer.. ." But he then 
went on to warn whoever might read his review paper that the role of passive spectator would not be sufficieni 
for India's future security: "...the preservation of Tibetan integrity and of Tibetan friendship is essential to 
India. This can be achieved only by a policy of (where necessary) active friendship; the passive role of 
spectator, however friendly, will not suffice.. ." As explained in the preceding chapter, Nehru and his associates 
in Government came to rue the day they had not followed such sage advice-whether proffered by Hopkinson 
or by others-but had instead opted to assume the disastrous position of a friendly but passive spectator 1'i.~- 

a-vis her close cultural neighbor to the north. See Hopkinson 1948. Point 21. 

29. This according to S.G. Tharchin's wife Nini in an interview with the present writer held in KalinlpoIlç 
in February 1992. 1t is most interesting to add that she went on to Say in the interview that Nima Isaacs still 
continued even up to that day to work for lndian Intelligence at Shillong! 
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30. As a matter of fact, a good deal is known about Nirna lsaacs because of a letter w r i m  in 1952 by Rev. 

T.M. Thomas of the Welsh (Presbyterian) Mission in Shillong to Dr. Alben Craig of the Church of S c o t l d  
(Presbyterian) Mission in Kalimpong, who in tum forwarded it on to Rev. Ci Tharchin for action since the 
latter was by that time an ordained Christian minister and Pastor of the Kalimpong Tibetan Church and could 
therefore supply an informative answer to Rev. Thomas's lener of inquiry that read in part as follows: "1 
understand that Nima lsaacs of Kalimpong, now resident here in Shillong. is known to you. Mr. lsaacs wants 
to be received into our Church here in Shillong and he was given me your narne for reference. 1 shall be vcry 
grateful if you will kindly send us a letter of recommendation .... Was he a communicant member of your 
Church in Kalirnpong?" Letter, Thomas to Craig, Welsh Mission, Shillong, 19 July 1952, ThPaK. 

Now in ink on the face of the inland letter from Thomas Re\. Tharchin had scribbled the following, which 
had apparently been gleaned by him from his Tibetan Church files: "Joseph Isaacs. Now Nirna Isaacs. 
17/1/2&45 

26 - 
19" 

From this brief inked notation one can reasonaSly assüme that the young man had been born on 17 Januan 
1926, had indeed been a member of the Scots Mission's Tibetan Church fellowship in Kalimpong, that hc was 
baptized in 1945 at the age of 19, and further, that ai birth he bas named Joseph but that from his baptism 
onward he had come to be known as Nima lsaacs. 

3 1. Once again, this is according to the present author's interview with Mrs. S.G Tharchin i n  Februan, 
1992. 

32. The three quoted letters, respectively, are: lsaacs to Tharchin, Friend's Hotel. Mokhar, Shillong. 3 June 
1945; lsaacs to Tharchin, C.I.O., Shillong, 25 July 1945; and lsaacs to Tharchin, Shillong ("Dhnihendra 
Bhawan," Kench's Trace). 5 Feb. 1948-al1 in the ThPaK. 

33. This update on the development of British India's Intelligence program re: Tibet is per Mcliay 1997, 
p. 178. 

33a. Per interview with Achu N. Tsering, Jan. 1998, emphasis Achu's. 

34. Per letter. Snellgrove to the author, Turin Italy, 25 Sept. 1994. 

34a. Al1 information provided in this and the preceding paragraph is per the author's interview with Lha 
Tsering's son. Achu Narngyal Tsering, Jan. 1998. 

35. Letter. Snellgrove to Tharchint New Delhi, 14 Mar. 1945, quoted by Snellgrote in his lener to the 
author from Turin, 25 Sept. 1994. 

36. Snellgrove's comment to the author, in ibid., afier quoting the passage from this 1945 letter to Tharchin. 

37. See letter, Tharchin to Snellgrove, Kalinipong, 5/1/46 (5 Jan. 1946), photocopy of letter sent the author 
fronl Professor Snellgrove. 

38. Per Snellgrove's Turin letter of 25 Sept. 1994 to the author. 

39. This is a composite rendering of three separate passages this P.O.S. had written about Achuk Tsering: 
sec Bell 1924, pp. 94. 177, 184. 

40. Mcliay 1997, p. 68. 

41. This according to Kimura 1990, p. 184, as well as McKay 1997, p. 261 note 41 (where is stated that 
"Lha Tsering inherited Lambert's post in August 1947"). 

42. Per letter, Tharchin, addressed to: "Lha Tsering, AsSt Dir., SIB. MHA. W.B.," Kalim~on!? 16 Jan. 
195 1, ThPaK. It has been confirmed further by Lhatseren's son A C ~ U  as reported bv him to the author in the 
interview with Achu. Jan. 1998. 

42a. Interview with Achu Tsering. Jan. 1998. 
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43. McKay 1997, p. 178. 

44. This information is gleaned from a rare item found among the ThPaK dating from very late Imperia1 
lndian times: an already sender-used envelope which is embossed with the words "On His Majesty's Service" 
and that on one of its sides is stamped S E C R E T. On this same side is addressed the words: "To Sri Lha 
Tsering, D.C.I.O.(T), Kalimpong": with the envelope having on its other side the inked notation: "Mr. Tharchin." 
Clearly, the date of this envelope's original use pre-dates India's independence; the sender of the original 
message enclosed in the envelope and sent to Tharchin was either Lambert but more likely Lhatseren; which 
message was then followed up by a reply returned to Lha Tsering by Tharchin, he re-using the envelope b!. 
inking on its stamped-S E C R E T  side the name and title of Lha Tsering and handing it to a trusted servant for 
immediate delivery to Lhatseren, whose residence happened to be across the street fiom the Tibet Mirror 
Press. 

44a. The name and precise location of Lhatseren's house is per interview with Achu Tsering, Jan. 1998. 

44b. By perusing the Hotel's brochure for 2000, received personally by the present writer, while on a visii 
there. from the hands of its present administrator, Mr. Timothy Macdonald (David Macdonald's grandson), 
the following interesting information may be gleaned. The Hotel has excellent views of the Kanchenjunga 
sunimits and the surrounding mountain ranges which drop down to the nearby Teesta and Rangit Rivers. The 
Hotel itself features Himalayan oak ceilings, teak pillars, and walnut and teak furniture. There are open 
fireplaces in most of its 16 double bedrooms, while the spacious dining room is decorated with Tibetan 
mernorabilia of every sort. Possessing much charm and character, the Hotel has an atmosphere redolent of ils 
close association with Himalayan history. The great names of the region have al1 been guests here. For example, 
it has been home to Everest expeditions from the days of Mallory and lrvine iri the 1920s. Sir Edmund Hillary 
and Tenzing Norgay were frequent visitors, while it has also played host to Sir Charles Bell, Sir Basil Gould, 
and many of the other British officiais who traveled to Tibet during the first half of the 20th century. But the 
Hotel has also been host to a variety of writers, scholars and other authorities on Tibet such as Madame 
Alexandra David-Neel, Prince Peter of Greece, Rinchen Dolma (Mary La) Taring, Dr. Joseph Rock, Heinrich 
Harrer, and the distinguished travel writer, and author of Point ofDeparture, James Cameron, who once termed 
the Hirnalayan Hotel "a collecter's piece among hotels" and "a commonplace name for a most exceptional 
place." (The present author, incidentally, was informed by Alex McKay recently that he. at the Macdonalds' 
request, had written the Hotel brochure himself. Email, McKay to the author, Australia, 17 July 2008.) 

George Patterson has provided a description of the Hotel's remarkable ainbience during the exciting days 
of the Tibet crisis which erupted in the early 1950s when he himself resided in Kalimpong and could witness 
many of the goings-on at the Hotel firsthand. Wrote Patterson retrospectively of that most unusual period in 
its history: 

It had been establislied by David Macdonald, ...[ who] stepped aside at an honorablc eighty years of  
age and handed over the administration of the hotel to his daughter, Mrs. Perry, or Annie-la ... The 
hotel was more than a place to pass the night or to spend a holiday; it was an institution. a place 
of  pilgrimage. 'Daddy-la,' as old Mr. Macdonald was known to everybody, Vicky-la and Vers-la. 
another two daughters, and Annie-la, Rere always there mixing with the guests, spanning the gap 
between East and West with their knowledge of local affairs and Tibetan ofiicials and nobilib. But 
it was Annie-la-chain-smoking, be-trousered. shrewd, courteous, friendly, Annie-la-who made 
the Himalayan Hotel. 

It was only natural that every reporter should want to get into the tiinialayan Iiotel as the 
meeting place of  everybody who was anybody, but when twenty-one o f  them descended on the 
town at one time i t  was more than even Annie-la could handle. S o  they had 10 spread themselves 
throughout the town ... 

The lounge of  the tlimalayan 1-lotel, çarpeted and ornameiited in Tibetati style. was packed 
every night with some iiew visitors to add to the already fascinating collection of erudite scholars. 
brilliantly gowned and jewel-hung Tibetan aristocrats. sight-hungry tourists. and cranks of al1 kinds 
and countries. Patterson. "Kalimpong: 'The Nest o f  Spies'." h.ci ,rieth Ccntury (June 19581: 
523-4 .  

45. Taken from part of Heather Stoddard's interview with Rapga in 1975, and is quoted in ~cGranaha* 
2001. p. 194. Interestingly. Rapga noted that "with the help of Tibetan and lndian police in Kalimpong, he 
[Lambert] collected a huge file of useless witnesses, because no one told the truth." 
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45a. Berry 1995, p. 170. 

46. McKay 1997, p. 166. For additional data on the Tolstoy Mission and about both team m b e n  
thcrnselves, see Knaus 1999, pp. 5ff. 

46a. Norbu 2005, Part III, p. 1. 

47. Kimura's recounting ofjust this spy journey runs to over a hundred pages alone. If the rnemoirs of his 
spy career that was finally published in English in 1990 is unavailable 10 the reader, then a quite good and 
engaging summary of his entire volume by Glenn H. Mullin can serve as an acceptable wbstitute; his review of 
Japanese Agenr in 7ïbet appeared under the title, "An lmperfect Spy," in Tiberan Review (Feb. 1991):18-21. 
"Even more amazing than the journey Kimura undertakes." writes Mullin, "is his ability to recollect events and 
adventures in such rich detail." The "great charm" of the book, he continues. 

is the person of Kimura himsclf. !-Ie has a warm. gentlc and sensitive manner in thc telling o f  his 
tale; and soon we realize that he is not really a hardencd spy by design. but rather an advcnturer 
escaping the War by finding excilement on the high Mongolian grasslands and Tibetan volleys. We 
discover hirn to be a kind man, even if somewhat cocky in regard to Japan's rote in World War II. 
When a deserter frorn the Chinese army tries to rob the group. but turns out not even to have 
bullets in his gun. Kimura allows him to join their caravan as a poner, thus saving the man from 
starvation. And the story o f  him running off in the snow to find a doctor for his supposed 'elder 
sister," who has just had a baby but whose afierbirth has refused to ernerge, and of his running for 
several miles with the doctor on his shoulders. certainly endears him even to the most hardened 
reader of spy reports. 

Actually, Kimura had first recorded his story in Japanese. I t  had initially appeared as the result o f a  series 
of lectures on Chinghai Province he had given earlier for the Mainichi Newspaper and was published in 1958 
under the title of Chibeno Senko Junen (or Ten Years Incognito in Tibet) and reprinted many tirnes thereafier. 
Indeed, Tharchin would receive a letter from Kimura the previous year asking for his help in its imminent 
publication. Wrote the ex-Japanese spy to "Babula" (and stiII using his alias of Dawa Sangpo!): "1 rnay have 
to ask for your favor about the end of this year since I'rn writing a real book of  my journey at the request of 
'Mainichi,' one of the biggest newspapers in Japan. 1 need the pictures of Tibet. Kalimpong, your press, your 
picture, etc. When the time comes, I ' l l  write you then." And upon receiving the Babu's helpful response, 
Kimura in May 1958 wrote back to Babula as follows: "Thank you so rnuch for your kind letter with many 
photos and papers. My book will be published only in Japanese sornetime in June; am now doing the final 
proof-reading.. .. Though 1 intend [sometime] to publish it in English, probably 1 have to prepare the manuscript 
in English translation since the book is in Japanese." 

Seven years later, however, it still rernained unpublished. Explained this frustrated Japanese to his Tibetan 
friend: "My book was not published in English, as the British publisher said that the translation is very poor; 
much editorial work is necessary; so many changes have occurred in Tibet since 1 left; difficulty in translating 
iny new manuscripts on my life in Inner Mongolia which 1 wrote at their request and mailed to London, etc. 
However, Prof. Paul Hyer of Brisham Young University in Utah USA is working on rny book to finaIl! publish 
underjoint authorship (with his acadernic materials)." Dawa Sangpo to Tharchin. Chiba Japan, 16 Aug. 1957; 
Kimura to Tharchin. [Japan], 29 May [rnarked by Tharchin "Recd 3/6/58"-Le.. 3 June 19581; and Kimura to 
Tharchin, [Chiba City Japan], 9Ih Feb. [marked by Tharchin "Received 16/2/65"-i.e.. 19651-al1 in ThPaK. 

Nothing was done further about it. however, until by a fortuitous set of circumstances involving Professor 
Hyer, Heather Stoddard, Peter Hopkirk, Anthony Aris of Serindia Publications in London, and Anthony 
Willoughby (who in 1988 introduced Kimura to the American writer Scott Berry in Tokyo), the English 
account previously set down by the Japanese was entirely rewritten with the expert help of Berry and 
completed for publication by surnmer's end 1989. Sadly, Hisao Kimura would die later that sarne year in 
Tokyo. Nevertheless, Serindia was able to publish it the following year as JaponeseAgenr in Tibet. which now 
included those events which thirty years before "had been regarded, either by hirnself or by his [Mainichi] 
publislier." writes Aris in his Publisher's Preface, "as too politically sensitive to include." These episodes 
ornitted earlier but now included in the English edition were about (1) Kimura's friendship with the ryoup of 
left-wing Tibetan nationalists such as Phuntsog Wangyal and Gedun Chophel. and (2)  his subsequent service 
for British Intelligence. 

The present author owes a huge debt of gratitude to Mr. Aris for getting Professor Kimura to agree, when 
they met in Tokyo in the spring of 1988, to include in the English edition these significant omissions. Withouc 
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these later inclusions no one might ever have come to know the much fuller extent of Gergan Tharchin's own 
intimate involvement in both these episodes. Aris and his publishing house are therefore to be congratulated for 
their timely contribution to the writing of the present chapter and parts of other relevant chapters, without 
which they could never have been written in their current form. 

48. Actually, it was Tibet's Great Fifth Dalai Lama who had initially recognized this line of Mongolian hi& 
Lamas in the middle of the 1 71h century. Earlier that century the Dalai Lamas had begun to Form alliances with 
the Manchus, a group of Central Asian nomads then living northeast of China. These Manchus then conquered 
China by 1644 and inaugurated the Qing or Ching Dynasty (1644-191 l), thus signi6ing that the centers of 
lnner Asian power had shifted to Peking and Lhasa and dashing hopes for a new Mongol empire. Accordingly, 
to protect Mongol autonomy from the Manchus and Tibetans, a group of Outer Mongolian khans now 
proposed the establishment of a new line of Mongolian Lamas, the first of whom was Zanabazar. 

Sent to Lhasa in 1649, Zanabazar was immediately recognized as the reincamation of a renowned Lania- 
historian narned Taranatha. The Great Fifth also conferred upon Zanabazar the Tibetan title of Jetsun Dampa 
(in Mongolian, Bogdo Gegen) and meaning "Resplendent Saint." Returning home, Zanabazar as the new Jetsun 
Dampa now became not only the Head of the Mahayana Buddhist Church in Mongolia, he likewise became the 
territory's Head of State. This first in the line of Jetsun Dampas also established his residence at Da Khuree 
(Le., Urga, or today's Ulan Bator), which became Mongolia's administrative and religious center. 

In time, however, Zanabazar's authority was challenged by a western Mongol khan named Galdan who 
attacked the Khalkhas in 1688 and destroyed Da Khuree's monasteries. The Jetsun Dampa, together with the 
Khalkhas. now turned to the Manchiis for protection and submitted to the latter in 1691. Along with lnner 
Mongolia, which had been taken by the Manchus in 1635, Outer Mongolia was now officially a part of the 
Ching Empire. Even so. the Jetsun Dampa-believed by the Mongolian Buddhist Church to have been 
reincarnated seven times following Zanabazar's death-continued to be an important religious and political 
figure possessing immense holdings of wealth and enjoying the service of thousands of indentured laborers. 

With the overthrow of the Manchus in 191 1 the eighth Jetsun Dampa was crowned emperor of Mongolia 
and assumed the additional title of Bogdo Khan or "Holy Ruler." But despite his attempts to revive Mongol 
nationalism. he represented what proved to be the last in the line of the Jetsun Dainpas or Grand Lamas of 
Mongolia. For his death in 1924 left behind an overthrown theocratic govemment, a ravaged country, people 
and monastic tradition, and the establishment of the Mongolian People's Republic as a satellite of the Soviet 
Union. Preceding information based on the displayed Notes that accompanied the Exhibition, "Mongolia: the 
Legacy of Chinggis Khan," shown at the National Geographic Society, Washington DC, Spring 1996. 

48a. Berry 1995, p. 266. 

49. This suggestion of planting Dawa as an agent in lnner Mongolia never came to fruition, since the new 
lndian government which came into power in August 1947 was apparently not interested; and also, by that 
time Lambert who had made the suggestion had left lndia for good. See Kimura 1990. p. 188. 

50. Interview with S.T. Kazi. Oct. 1991. 

51. James Nashold, a freelance journalist with a special interest in Tibetan Buddhism and "the spread of 
the Dharma in the West," who became a friend ofGeshe Wangyal's many years later in the U.S., has provided 
a very plausible reason for the Geshe's numerous visits to Tharchin's hill station, which usually occuned 
during the Lhasan winter season. Having interviewed the Mongolian Lama at some length in 1977, Nashold 
learned that during one severe winter during the War years of the 1940s the Geshe nearly died from pneunionia. 
Fortunately, however, a supply of penicillin "offered by local British friendsV-most likely those at the 
British Mission in Lhasa-"saved his life." "Thereafter wintering in northern lndia at Kalimpong," added 
Nashold, the Geshe "increased his Western contacts and students during the 1940s." Nashold 1981, P. 34. 
.4ccording to others, another reason for limiting his time spent at the Tibetan capital was the fact that "a Cloud 
of suspicion" had gathered itself over hirn because of his "foreign heritage," his years spent in China. and 
"service to the British" (read: to Sir Charles Bell). Little of al1 this had apparently sat well "among the 
xenophobes of the Tibetan court" at Lhasa. See Conboy and Morrison 2002. p. 5 1 .  It should be added. of 
course, that another prime reason for his frequent visits to Kalimpong may have been his desire to furtherhis 
ever-widening commercial and business interests; see a page or two hence in the Text of this chapter. 
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52. Cutler was told by the Geshe that it was "in about 1936" that he had set out on his retum joumey f m  

China; but this is not correct, since documented evidence surrounding his relationship with Sir Cherles Bell (sce 
immediately hereafter in the Text of the present chapter) proves it to have been otherwise, the year having batn 
1934 as indicated here. 

53. The fact that he maintained a Tibetan roorn at his brother's home is confirmai by a letter to Tharchin 
which Pallis had written on 26 September 1936 from Bombay as he was "about to sail for home. afier a very 
useful time in Ladakh." The part of Pallis's letter dealing with the Kalrnuck Lama reads as follows: 

Now about Kushog Wangyal. 1 think that the best date for him to corne is earl) Spring then he 
will naturally pay al1 expenses to and from England & while slaying there. 1 will also help him to 
learn [more] English, and arrange a nice Tibeian room Tor him [ai rny?] brother's house whrre 
there is a big, quiet garden and no srnoke .... He had bettrr bring his books and sacred vessels so thai 
he can do his various cerernonies L arrange his little altiir in his roorn. Also the Ruddhisc societies 
in England rnight desire hirn to lecture & perform service ... 

Many years later, as a mark of his deep appreciation and friendship for Geshe Wangyal, Pallis seiit a large 
sum of money to Tharchin for Geshe La from England via Martins Bank in  Liverpool. A letter from the Bank 
to the Babu explained as follows: "...On receipt of this sum [of20 pounds from Marco Pallis] the Central Bank 
of India, Kalimpong, will noti@ you. It is Mr. Pallis's wish that this amount has been sent by him through us 
for the 'Mongolian scribe."' Martins Bank Ltd, postmarked Liverpool 1 Feb. 1953. ThPaK. In an earlier letter 
from Pallis to the Babu (also in ThPaK), he had indicated that when the moneg arrived. it was to be used for 
the purchase of a ponjl and to be presented as a gift to the Geshe. 

54. Letters. Geshe Wangyal to "My dear Tharchin," place and date absent but mosr likely Gyantse in July 
1946; and Wangyal to "My dear Tharchin," c/o Tsarong, Lhasa, 17 Aug. 1946-ThPaK. 

55. Except where already documented in Kimura and the ThPaK, consult the following sources for nearly 
al1 the remaining information and quoted rnaterial presented here regarding the Geshe's life and weer:  Nashold 
198 1, pp. 3 1-8; Cutler 1995, pp. xi-xxvii; Cutler. "Introduction," in Geshe Wangyal, trans., The Jeweled 
Staircase (Ithaca NY USA, 1986), 15-26; for the specific year ( 1935) when Sir Charles was in East Asia, see 
both C.J. Christie, "Sir Charles Bell; a Mernoir," Asian Afairs (Feb. 1977):59-60 and Bell, "The Stniggle for 
Mongolia," JRCAS (Jan. 1937):46; for Bell's remarks about the Geshe, see ibid.. 47-8; and for information 
about Bell's wife, see McKay 1997, p. 139. 

56. The derivation of Twan Yang's unusual name is quite interesting. A Chinese festival called Wu Yüeh 
Twan, which means the of the tifth day ofthe fifth Chinese month, annually celebrates the death ofa very 
good man of olden times in China. And because Twanyan had been bom on this day he had been given the narne 
of Twan Yang. 

57. Van Manen had encouraged his Sino-Tibetan servant to recall the details of his Young life and had 
suggested that he close the story at age 21. "He seemed to find in this child." recalled van Manen's obituary 
speaker, Colonel Noel Barwell, "many ofthose special qualities which from afar he himselfhad admired in the 
race from which the boy had sprung." Moreover, continued Banvell, who knew both the Dutch scholar and 
Twanyan quite well. 

van Manen's capacity for understanding the hurnan rnind and heart soon enabled hirn to overcome 
tliose difficulties which to a man less endowed would have prevented the relations hetween tliese 
lwo developing into anything beyond the ordina. ties of rnaster and servant. Van Manen. houever. 
set himself to draw out e v e p  euperience between infancy and the dawn of  adolescence which this 
bo) couid recall and describe; and in the direction of psychological reactions as displayed in this 
child's life story \,an Manen believed hirnself to have obtained results which seerned to hirn o f  
pernianent value. 'The boy's slowly but carefull), told narrative passed from one language into 
another and f i n a I l )  into Englisli. I t  [covered] several closely-t'ped \olurnes [actually only rwo 
when bound] and lwas] illustrated by the Young man's own drawings. ).iarbook o f  rhe Rqval .4sioric 

Society qf Bcngal for 1943 (Vol. X .  1944): 189. 
Having himself typed the manuscript on bis Dutch master's typewriter and later had i t  bound in Calcutta, the 
Young man had simply entitled it as Twan Yang's Story. I t  tells of Twanyan's unhappy childhood; his 
i.elationships with Tharchin and others who had befriended him in Kalimpong; his wanderings through lndia 
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including Karachi; his nearly seven years with van Manen in Calcutta that had included several trips together 
up to Kalimpong where the Dutchman got to know the Macdonalds and their Himalayan Hotel, where he 
would stay, and renew his acquaintance with Gergan Tharchin (whom the Dutch scholar had first met at 
Ghooni during Tharchin's years of close association with the Mission school headmaster Karma Surndhon Paul 
who Iiad served as van Manen's Tibetan munshi for over two years-see earlier in Ch. 5); his sadness and grief 
over the death of his Dutch benefactor just as the two of them were poised to relocate to Kalimpong and into 
a house which the Babu had found for them atop a hill above the town in the shadow of the Himalayas; and 
ending with a final chapter that is called "Life Takes a New Tum." A copy of  this typed and bound edition was 
found in the Babu's personal library. 

A quite interesting testament to the quality ofthe book should be rnentioned. It is detailed in the version of 
Twanyan's autobiography that was published by John Day Co., 1947. It should first be said that Twanyan's 
Dutch master was a gifted linguist who spoke a number of languages including the classical Tibetan of Lhasa, 
and whose personal library-quite large and impressive, numbering nearly 3000 publications in all-contained 
books in Sanskrit, Chinese, Tibetan, Dutch, English and many other languages; that there were also many 
foreign-language dictionaries, hundreds of books about Tibet, and a large collection ofholy books on Buddhism. 
And hence, because van Manen's library in his Calcutta home covered a vast array of subjects, his nurnerous 
well-known visitors, who as a rule were authors themselves, would often end their visits by discussing books 
and bookwriting with their host. 

But that "would at once lead," wrote Twanyan, "to the book he was helping me to write." Then, after 
discussing the volume with his guests, van Manen would ask Twanyan to show them the sketches he had 
drawn for the book and the rough draft of its text. In this way many famous individuals came to know of 
Twanyan and his autobiography and volunteered their assessment of it. Among these visitors who met and 
talked about the manuscript with the youth were: Sir Francis Younghusband ("who read some chapters of my 
book and said that it was very interesting and that it should certainly be published"); Tharchin's bosom friend 
and fellow Christian David Macdonald (whose son John, wrote Twanyan, "had been my master when 1 was a 
little boy" in Kalimpong); two other friends of Tharchin's, the American Theos Bernard and Prince Peter of 
Greece (the latter "read a part of my book and said that it was not bad at all"); Sir David Ezra (the then 
President of the prestigious Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, of which van Manen was its Secretary for 16 
years); the learned Moslem, Dr. M. Hidayet Husain; Sir Upendra Nath Brahmmachari, a world-famous medical 
doctor ("who told me that what I had written would be of great interest to al1 Europeans"); and the renowned 
British literary figure, W. Somerset Maugham. The latter told his Dutch host that the short story he had 
published about a Chinese boy in Southeast Asia had, said the famous writer, "altogether spoiled that boy, Who 
had at first been very nice as is told in the story, but who had become proud and vain after it became known to 
many people." This had caused Twanyan to confess: "This was a terrible lesson for me, and 1 prayed to Gad 
that my story, even if it should be published and if people should like it, might never spoil me in that WaY. 1 
want always to remember that 1 am only a poor and unimportant Chinese boy who could never have written 
my book without the help of niy master. To become proud is very bad and unhappy." Houseboy in India, 178- 
82. 

There is a most interesting sequel to this literary production, however, which was recounted to thiswriter 
by Twan Yang himself, as supplemented by an account of it he included in a chapter of his autobiograph~. 
entitled, "The Writing of My Book." A year or two before the Dutch scholar's death, van Manen had &Cided 
to have a copy of the book's first volume taken by a friend to New York, where he presented it to the John Da) 
publishers. Upon reviewing the manuscript, this publishing house and its President gave the book an enthusiastlc 
reception and requested that the second volume be sent. Arrangements were made after van Manen's death for 
the second volume to be carried by American diplomatic pouch from the Consulate in Calcutta to Karachi, On 

then to Washington DC where it was delivered into the hands of Calcutta's former American consul-General 
Edward Groth, who at last could bring it up to New York and John Day! 

The latter's President, Richard J. Walsh, happened to be the husband of the world-renowned a ~ t h o r e ~ ~ q  
Pearl S. Buck, born in China of Christian missionaries and the recipient of the Nobel Prize for literature in ]938* 
Mr. Walsh requested his illustrious wife to edit Twan Yang's two-volume work, which she gladly did, condensinf 
it into a one-volume version. Under a new and quite appealing title, it was eventually published. The haFiP! 
results can be seen in Twan Yang, Houseboy in India, with sketches by the autlior (New York: John Da4 Co.q 
1947). Twan Yang told the present writei that in the course of her work on the book, he had received a 
beautifully-written letter from the Nobel Laureate which he dearly prized. Interview with Twan Yang, Dec. 
1992; see also Househo-v, 173ff. 
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58. The rest of Twan Yang's story can be told as follows. Alîer returning to Kalimpong and Mackenzie 
Cottage at the time Kimura met and lived with him, he would remain in Kalirnpong till 1950. Yet he would nor 
remain continually with the Tharchins during this period ofyears, since one can definitely infer from an cxtant 
letter of Twan Yang's written to the Babu from his Dungra Busty area home in the hill station and dated I O  
Sept. 1946 that sometime before that date the heretofore married Twanyan had left Mackenzie Cottage to be 
with his children at his own home. This would mean that at most he had probably stayed with Kirnura at 
Mackenzie for about six months. Most of Twan Yang's lener was actually an appeal for help from Tharchin- 
la once again, this time to have him placed in the local Charteris Hospital because his physical state (an 
extremely painful thigh and swollen glands) had reached the point where, he wrote, "1 apprehend that my end 
is near, and death is pending to overtake my golden life.. . . Therefore. I beg you as 1 might beg the mercihl God, 
to render me a kindness [and] show me your fatherly compassion." Given the kind and generous nature of Babu 
Tharchin, there is no doubt whatsoever he listened with great solicitude LO his "adoptive son's" appeal and had 
him entered as a patient in the Scots Mission hospital for a time till his condition improved sufficiently enough 
that he could once more care for himself and resume employment and residence at the Mirror Press buildings. 
By 1950, however, Twan Yang's tuberculosis had considerably worsened, so he was forced to go down for 
treatment of his chest condition to the S.B. Dey Sanatorium in Kurseong, where he would stay till 1955. 
Returning once again to Mackenzie Cottage he stayed for only a few months there, after which Twan Yang 
went off to Gangtok where he lived forever afterwards. There he was employed by the Sikkim Government 
Publicity Department as a rnovie and print photographer for that Government's tourist publications. He 
rernained employed in this line of work till 1967, at which time he became paralyzed and was forced to be 
bedridden for the rest of his life. As a consequence, never afterwards did he ever see his beloved Kalirnpong 
again; nevertheless, his kindly first godfather, Babula. did visit him in Gangtok at least once after 1967. Said 
Twan Yang of the Babu to the present writer: "He was always very kind to me; he was a father to me because 
he knew my childhood background and therefore took compassion upon me. His wife Karma Dechhen also 
loved me very much." S.G. Tharchin, upon the passing of his pastor father in 1976, would continue the 
infrequent visitation to Gangtok to see TwanYang, who had been a inember of the Tibetan Christian Church in 
Kalimpong while living there. For it was the Christian faith he had embraced earlier which had supplied Twan 
Yang the strength to go on living amid such terribly dificult circurnstances. In years gone by, one of the Scots 
Mission's well-known missionary ladies in Kalimpong, Miss Scrimgeour, had faithfully taught Twanyan to 
play the organ, and he himself had then learned on his own to play the accordion. The most unforgettable 
memory this writer recalls of his visit with Twan Yang, accompanied by the younger Pastor Tharchin, was to 
behold this frai1 and weak 73-year-old man's face beaming with unalloyed joy and anticipation of his soon- 
homegoing to be with his Master and Savior Jesus as he played his small accordion and sang some of his 
beloved Christian hyrnns for his two visitors. He would pass away the following year. Interview with Twan 
Yang, Dec. 1992. 

59. The same local Chungwa (Chinese) School rnentioned in the previous chapter which served as one of 
the venues for the confrontation that erupted between Babu Tharchin and Chinese General Chang Ching-wu 
five years later. 

60. Interview with S.T. Kazi, Oct. 1991. The information re: the Tibetan physician is per Stoddard 1985. 
p. 380. 

61. George Patterson has taken note of the fact that besides "political and espionage interests" in 
Kalimpong-al1 "generated by the Tibet situationv-there were also "the bizarre religious circurnstances" 
which drew a different medley of individuals to the hill station, especially during the early to mid-1950s. He 
writes: 

Dennis Conan Doyle and his wife, Princess Nina. with her parrot-familiar and her poet-cornpanion, 
Tony Howard. came to Kalimpong to make contact with the spirit o f  Arthur Conan Doyle in the 
fulfillment of. a spirit-prognostication that said he would appear in the Himnlayas. Lama Anagarika 
Govinda came to find the supposed legenday Tibetan Buddhist masters practicing esoleric magic 
in caves. Followers of  Madame Rlavatsky and Krishnamurti and their cultic theosoph) came 10 
discuss theories with Kalimpong resident Madame Roerich (wife o f  the late Nicholas Roerich], who 
\vas a longtime cornpanion of founder Annie Besant. Disciples o f  [Russian mystics] Ouspensky aiid 
Gurdjieff came to visit George Roerich. who was a Russian scholar with intriguing political interests 
in Tihet. The mqsterious niilitary adventurer. Colonel John Ryan. came to recruit mrmbers for his 
Young Men's Buddhist Association. Parrerson of' Tihrr (San Diego. 1990). 303. 
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62. Mixed reports had apparently come back to Kalimpong during 1947 as to whether Lobsane had 
actually died. But shortly after arriving on a return visit to the Tibetan capital in the spring of 1948 Dawa wa 
able to deterrnine the certainty of his death. "Concerning Lobsang Donyod (in-law to Dharma)," writes the spy 
to Tharchin, "his death is sure. Last year. ..at about 6 o'clock in the evening near Gitopa he was shot from 
behind by some unknown man.. . . There are many rumors about his death. One says, after garnbling quamels. 
Another says, due to woman trouble. But after all, there is no doubt that Chinese murdered him. Why the 
reason 1 could not trace yet." Dawa Sangpo to Tharchin, Lhasa, 5/4Ih month (early 1948 according to both 
interna1 and external evidence), ThPaK. 

63. Interview with the Kazi, Oct. 1991. 

64. As was learned in the previous cliapter, however, lndependent lndia under Prime Minister Nehru 
would not continue that policy, especially after 1950. It would replace that policy with what U.S. Ambassador 
to lndia Loy Henderson termed an attitude of "philosophic acquiescence" to the inevitability of China's 
sovereign rule over Tibet. Not surprisingly, Gergan Tharchin would be outraged by Nehru's recognition of 
Tibet as part of China. calling i t  a foreign policy blunder of great magnitude; see Norbu 1975. 

65. Quoted in Goldstein 1989, p. 549. 

65a. See, e.g.. Berry 1995, pp. 125-6. 

66. I n  fact, these three traveler-scholars, writes Roy Miller, "became leading figures in Japanese Tibetological 
circles after their return to Japan." For during the period of their stay in Tibet's monastic schools, al1 three had 
been required to learn much about Tibetan grammatical texts-especially that ofTibet's First Grammarian and 
ostensible inventor of the Tibetan script. Thonmi Sambhota. Accordingly, notes Miller, upon their retum to 
Japan where they began to teach Tibetan, al1 three required of their students the same familiarity with Tibet's 
grammatical literature. Particularly in the case of Bunkyo Aoki, who right through to the year of his death was 
one of the most prominent figures in Japanese Tibetology, "a number of the now senior figures in this science 
in Japan had their first lesson in the language with Aoki." He it was, added Miller, who "always insisted" that 
his students' initial textual study must commence with Sambhota's Grammar, and that it be read in conjunction 
with the major commentary on the Grammar written by the eighteenth-century scholar, the Si-tu Mahapandita 
Chos-kyi Hbyung-nas ( 1  699-1 774)! Miller 1991, pp. 367-8. 

Finally, the reader is rerninded of the fact that two of these three Japanese Tibetologists-Aoki and Tada- 
had corresponded with Babu Tharchin for several years before their deaths; and one of these two. Tokan Tada. 
had actually visited in the home of the Babu. 

66a. See Berry 1995, pp. 135-6, citing the British Consul, Eric Teichman, who negotiated a peace sertlement 
between the two sides that year. 

67. For much more on the life and career of the Babu, see again Vol. 1, Ch. 5's Text and end-note 26. UgYen 
Gyatsho, incidentally. was the uncle ofthe celebrated Darjeeling Policeman, Laden La, who like the Lama was 
himself a Sikkimese Tibetan. See Alastair Lamb. The McMalîon Line, 2 vols (London, 1966), 11:376. As noted 
elsewhere in the present narrative, Laden La became a very close acquaintance of Gergan Tharchin. 

68. See Allen, A Mountuin in Tibet; the Search for Mount Kailas undthe Sources ofthe Grccit Rivers ?fl/ldia 
( 1982; reprinted. London: Futura Publications, 1983), 120- 1 ,  135-7; and MacCiregor, Tibet; a ~hr-onicle 9f 
Exploration (New York, 1970), 256-8, 267-9ff. It should be added here that the most recent and, by far. the 
finest and most exhaustive treatment of the Pundits-and utilizing both published and unpublished sources-- 
is Derek J. Waller's work, The Pundits: British Exploration qf Tihet and Central Asia (Lexington K Y  USs4. 
1990). A discussion of the "Great Came"-including this term's origin-can be found in Vol. II, Ch. 16'sTcat 
and End-Notes. 

69. Hayden and Cosson 1927, p. 3. 

69a. See Berry 1995, pp. 290-94. 
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70. A large portion o f  Kham had for rnany years been governed direcily frorn Lhasa. a circumstance which 
in itself was one o f  the causes o f  friction between the citizens o f  Kham and their distant rulers at the Tibetan 
capital. 'The Governors were always one of the four Shapes or Cabinet Miniskrs who would be sent to 
Chamdo on a rotating basis every three years. "Soldiers and rninor officiais were rotated as well, and they 
tended to think o f  Kharn not as a place to be well guarded, but as a source o f  wealth to be squee~ed d l . "  
Kirnuia 1990, p. 168. This 100, one can accurately assume. was a cause of even greater friction between the 
Khanipas and their Lhasan rnasters. 

71. The source pages in Jupunesc. Agent for these four passages, along with the pages o f  the Journal's 
parallel passages, are, respectibely: 169 (but no Journal parallel); 178, 29Ih page; 179, 30Ih page; and 179 again, 
3 1 '' page. 

Tliat was the silent Nationalist intention in 1947 with regard to this impassable road. But by early 1950, 
the situation would change. For by that tirne, one o f  Mao Tse-tung's crack Comrnunist expeditionary forces, 
the First Field Army, under the command o f  General Peng Teh-Huai. was poised at Sining to take action to 
upgrade this same road between there and Jqekundo. In fact, reports Amaury de Riencourt, General Peng 
would himself supervise its "difficult construction," his forces "working at altitudes exceeding 17,000 feet, and 
gradually rnoving his arrny to the very edge o f  the Roof ofthe World." There he would await the order to invade 
the latter's territory. Riencourt 1987, pp. 296, 297. 

72. See Bray 1999a. Writes Bray: "Richardson confirrned [his knowledge of j  Tharchin's intelligence 
connections with Eric Lambert." 

73. Actually. though..the Buddhist scholar had originally desired to go back to Peking to live and practice 
his religion there, but the Cornniunist revolution in China had made that an irnpossibility. By mid-century. 
therefore, the Kalrnuck Lama had decided to settle in Tibet instead; in fact, he was on the verge o f  purchasing 
a ietreat house for hirnselfat Lhasa when the Chinese intentions towards Tibet now gave hirn serious pause. So 
that when he heard that the Chinese arrny was rnoving on the Tibetan capital. the Geshe imrnediately fled to 
India. See Joshua Cutler in Cutler 1995, p. xxv. Indeed. the Kalrnuck Lama had for sorne time k e n  closely 
monitoring the rnovements of the onrushing People's Liberation Arrny: tirst through China herself. then 
Mongolia as it neared the northern Tibet border and the Kun-Lun rnouiitain range. And like Babu Tharchin. he 
had made repeated attempts to warn the Tibetan nobles and higli Lamas concerning the threat o f  a Chinese 
invasion. See Nashold 198 1, p. 34. 

Finally, the Geshe left Tibet for the last tirne and made his way to Tharchin's hill station, which had to have 
been the spring of 195 1. This i s  because it i s  known frorn John Knaiis that the Dslai Lama's mother. by that 
time residing in Kalirnpong, had by late spring "sent 'Geshe-la' to the [U.S.] Calcutta consulate seeking 
assistance in her efforts to persuade her son to leave Tibet for lndia because she belieked his life was in danger." 
One result o f  that encounter at the Consulate: there began an off-and-on relationship between the Geshe and 
the Arnerican Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) which would last for nearly a decade thereafter. This was rnost 
likely due to the fact that the Geshe was one of a few educated Tibetans with a cornmand of bolh English and 
Tibetan. And upon his return to Kalimpong from Calcutta. the Geshe would introduce CIA and other U.S. 
officers to Tibet's Great Mother and other rnernbers o f  the Dalai Lama's farnily. See Knaus 1999, pp. 87. 1.17. 

The Geshe would rernain in Kalimpong ti l l  1955, residing for a while as a guest in the Babu's home. This 
latter detail i s  known frein a note found among the Tharchin Papers written by the Babu on 2 Ma! 1957 and 
handcariied b! a servant to Kaliinpong's Frontier Inspecter N.N. Narnchu. The note inforrned the FI. \%ho had 
niade inquiry concerning the Geshe's whereabouts in the town, that the Lama "is al present sta'inp \h ith me." I t  
i s  also known. fiom Piofessor David Snellgrove's scholarly tome on Tibetaii Buddliism entitled BuLidI~b Hinrtrluiw 
(Oxford, 1957). that this Western Tibetologist had received help froni a nurnber o f  Tibetan scholars during his 
k is i t s  to Kaliinpong in both 19 53 and 1954. ,And ainong these helpful scholars, besides Tharchin and the latter's 
nepheu, by maiiiape Ringzin Wailgpo. had been Geslle Wang>,al. For in Plate 19 on page 2 13 o f  Snellgrove's 
voluiiie lheie arc thiet. photographs of the author's "Friends and Helpers in Kalirnpong"; and in the bottoin photo 
are shown thcse thiee inen. alonp \r,itli Tharchin's wifè Karma Dechhen. standing in a Kalimponggarden setting 
(at Tliaichiii's iesidence'?) ith identities gi\.eii in the caption beneath the picture. 

radeusr Skor~ipslii, rilie of I>rofessoi. Snellgrove's later acadeinic stiidents back in England. relates what 
k a s  prcihûbl!. the grratest sel-vice the Geshe Iiad rendered Snellgiovr diiring thrir interaction at Kalimpong. The 
latler. \viitc.s Skoiupski. Ilad "asked the advice of a blongolian Inrna.. .. a certain Geshe Wangal, \$-ho Iiad lived 
in Lhasa for iiiany >.cars. and had recently settled in Kalirnpong." In response the Geshe had siirnrnoned "3 
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young Sherpa. by narne Pasang Kharnbache, who was now staying with him temporarily,. ..and asked him if l i t  
would be interested" in serving as David Snellgrove's sardur and general assistant in mounting future research 
expeditions in Central Asia. Pasang readily accepted the offer and thus coinnienced what Skorupski has termed 
"one of the most fruitful periods of friendly cooperation in David's life of scholarly adventures"-of which 
there were many which lay ahead. See Skorupski. ed., lndo-Tibet011 Stlidic.~: Pupers in H ~ n ~ u r a n d A ~ ~ r e ~ i ~ t i ~ ~  
of Prq$?ssor David L. Snellgrove S Contribution to Indo-Tibrtan Srildies (Tring UK. 1990). 6. 

That was in 1953-4. By the following year, however, the Kalmiick scholarlmonk would bid goodbyeto 
Asia, for he now traveled to the United States at the invitation of the World Church Service and the Kalmuck- 
Mongolian refugee cornmunity in the State of New Jersey. .4 thoiisand such refugees had sertled in Freewood 
Acres alone. "lt was in response to their need to maintain their traditional Buddhist worship amidst ihc 
increasing demands of their new American life that Geshe-la decided to live and teach in the United Siaiesand 
specifically in New Jersey." Working totally alone diiring the first thi-ee years. Geshe Wangyal was finally ablc 
to establish at Fieewood "the first Tibetan Buddhist monastery in the United States in the sGe-lugs-pa 
tradition." Cutler 1995, p. xxv. 

Reference was made above to the Geshe's early connection with the CIA. beginning ii i  195 1. In 1957 he 
was asked to go to the American Trust Territory Island of Saipan in the Southwest Pacific and teach basic 
Tibetan grainmar to illiterate Khampas being trained secretly by the CIA as future guerrillas i i i  the ultimaiel! 
unsuccessful struggle against the Chinese occupiers of Tibet. Here also was the Dalai Lama's eldest brother, 
Thubten Norbu, serving the CIA as primary interpreter in other classroom courses organized for the Kharnpas. 
Knaus has described the work of these two educated Tibetans and wh3t happened later to the Geshe in his 
relationship with the Anierican spy agency: 

... ln  devisiiig a telecode systern to describe iteins that \vue not in the Tihetan vocahular and iii 

writing intelligible messages in a laiiguage that is frequentl) imprecise. CIA ofticers worked nith 
the Dalai Lama's brother ... and Geshe Wangyal ... After returiiing froin Saipan in 1957. the Geshe 
frequcntly left his monastery in New Jersey to train other niernbers of the Tibetan resistance iii ihe 
special grammar of message-writing and to teach thern how to translate the messages from the 
[field] tearns when they were received in Washington. This dedicated inan abhorred violence, )el 

accepted its use for a rightful cause. The sight of him walking dowii Wisconsin Avenue in North\rcsi 
Washington wearing his red robe and gray fedora &as a memorable one. Knaus 1999, p. 147. 

See also Conboy and Morrison 2002,pnssim for further data on the Geshe and the CIA. He would hirnselfesii 
the CIA's Tibet prograni in late 1960. never to return. 

When not involved with the CIA, Geshe Wangyal would be occupied in following a variety of 0 t h ~  
pursuits: lecturing during 195617 in Tibetan and Mongolian at New York's Columbia Ilniversity and in 
Washington DC, discipling younger 1-ainas and, in the late 1960s, establishing his own iiionastery. teachine 
center and retreat house on 16 acres of land outside Washington NJ w-liicli he had purchased in 1967. At Crst 
there were many students as a consequence of the increased interest shown by Westerners in various Eastern 
religions during the 1960s and early '70s; eventiially. thoiigh. tliere remained to the Geshe only a srnaIl. tighil!- 
knit circle of devoted followers. Only in the early 1980s did his circle ofstudents substaniially increase.Sce 
Nashold 1981, pp. 35.  37. "1 spoke to Geshe Wangyal by phone when I too was living in Anierica." wrote 
Kimura long afterwards. "ln the 'sixties," he added, "when young Westerners began seeking Eastern spiritua' 
solace in large nurnbers many came to him. but he had little interest in coniniercializing Buddhism and Ilis 

following remained small." Kimura 1990, p. 320. 
The Geshe would pay what would appear to have been one tinal \;isit to his besoin friend Babu rharchin. 

This would be in early 1961, apparently veiy shortly after gaiiiing liis Ainerican citizenship. Foi. in  a kiterto 
their mutual friend in Japan, Hisao Kirnura, and dated 7 December 1961, the Babu wrote the loilowin!T 
Geshe Waiigyal is doing and gettingon well. and he became an Ainerican citizeii and carne here s«iiietiiileatthe 
beginning ofthis year and spent one Heek with me. Yes, he told me tliat tliere were disagreenlents and solie le' 
the Khalinug [sic] Monastery and built another monastery for his own." Th-to-K Ltrs File. 

The distinguished scholar and teacher of Tibetan Buddhisin would die in Jan~iary o f  1983. 

73a. Quoted in Berry 1995. p. 306. 

74. Besides Kiinura 1990, p. 184, this fact has been confirmecl b~ Lhatseren's son. Nanigyal TserinC. 
iilterview with A k x  McKay in Feb. 1994 at Kalimpong; see McKay 1997, p. 161. note 31. where Mcha! 
reports that N. Tsering intimated that his father had iiiherited Lambert's post in .4ug. 1947. 
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75. As chief author of a report on Tibet subrnitted in the early 1980s for the United Natiori~ Commission 

on Hurnan Rights by the London-based Scientific Buddhist Association (later known as OPTIMUS), Paul 
Ingrarn, in a revised updated edition of the original report, has noted the historically indistinguishable policy 
with regard to Tibet that exists between the Nationalists and Cornmunists. The island of Taiwan, the cument 
home of the Nationalists, although itself "deterrnined not to be reunited with the 'one big Motherland,' 
nevertheless rnaintains a characteristically Chinese stance over Tibet" that is "vinually indistinguishable from 
that of Cornrnunist China." In fact, the Republic ofChina govemment on the island has always clairned Tibet 
as part of China and. Ingrarn points out, "explains the Tibetan exodus in the 1950s and '60s as the conseqwnce 
of the Cornmunist takeover of China, not as the result of the Chinese occupation of a formerly independent 
Tibet." Furthermore, the Taiwanese governrnent even continues to this day to rnaintain within its bureaucracy 
a "Mongolian and Tibetan AtTairs Commission." As further evidence ofthe island governrnent's mentality with 
regard io Tibet, Ingram pointedly rernarked hom magazines published in Taiwan dealing with Cliinese history 
frequently include pictures of Tibetan soldien and people whose captions read: "The Strong and Superior 
Tibetan Arrny during the T'ang Dynasty," or "Daily Life of the Tibetan people during the T'ang Dynasty." 
The obvious iinplication frorn al1 this is. writes Ingram, that Tibei was pan of China during this period of 
history. "lt is difficult to resist the impression," he continues, "that Taiwan and Cornmunist China understand 
each other very well indeed." As a matter of fact. Radio Bei-jing. concludes Ingrarn in this section of the Report, 
had recently confirrned this understanding when it stated in one of its broadcasts the following commenta. on 
riots in Lhasa which had just been terininated. Claiming that these disturbances had been "plotted by a splittist 
clique abroad which had sent people to srnuggle tireamis across the border into Tibet," the broadcasr added this 
pregnant observation: The Kuornintang and the Chinese Cornrnunist Party "rnay hold diffeient political views. 
However, their stands on such a major issue of principle conceming safeguarding the unity of the rnotherland 
and opposing the breaking up of our nation should be identical because, after all, both sides are Chinese." This 
had been bearned on Radio Beijing 12 March 1989. See lngram 1990,378-9. And for a critical assessrnent ofthe 
intrigues and intentions of the controversial Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs Commission, the reader can consult 
two candid editorials by Tsering Wangyal which appeared in TR (May 1993):3 and (July 1994):3. Wangyal 
concludes his second editorial by declaring that "any official [exile] Tibetan dealings with Taiwan should onl! 
start afier Taipei accepts the ...p remise [of "the existence of a separate Tibetan nation currently under illegal 
occupation of a foreign power"] and accordinglq disrnantles the.. .Commission. Like man) seerningly cornplicated 
things, i t  is as simple as that." 

75a. Berry 1995, p. 307. 

75b. See ihid., 309,291. 

76. This is a reference to Abdul Wahid Radhu, at the tirne an educated younger-generation Ladakhi Moslem 
trader and sornetime rnernber of the Lhasa Moslern cornrnunity. For a time he had even lived at Kalirnpong. 
where mosi likely he came to k n o ~  Gergan Tharchin personally, inasmuch as he hecame intirnately acquainted 
there with the Babu's close friend, Changlo Chen Gung, and with other important friends ofthe Babu. Radhu's 
published meinoirs (Radhu 1997) Rave served as an important source for this period in Anglo-Tibetan relations. 

77. S.T. Kazi to Tharchin. [Lhasa], 19 June 1949. ThPaK. 

78. Richardson 1945. pp. 82-3. See also Hopkinson 1948, Point 16. 

79. This faithful informant of the Babu's had had an interesting career in Tibet. I t  rnay be recalled from 
Volurne I I ,  Chapter 14 of the present narrative that Mn.  David Macdonald, wife of the British Trade Agent. 
Iiad esiahlished a private primary school at Yatung in the early 1970s (and perhaps earlier) that was structured 
on the British inodel and \vhere on his first visit to Tibet in 1921 Tharchin had served as a volunteer teacher for 
several iiionths hefore establisliing his own school at Gyantse shortly thereafier. The Alicia Private School at 
Yatung (its nanie in subsequent years) had continued to be maintained by the Macdonald farnily on into the 
1930s. According to one of its annual reports, the school had been closed for several months during the earl!. 
Part of 1930 htit had then heen reopened at the end of July by the ne\cl)- appointed teacher. a rnatriculate Hi th  
teaching experience. Mr. Norb11 Tenzin. The latter. however. H,as unable to remain a1 his post a1 Alicia beyond 
May of 193 1 .  Consequently. the Macdonalds appointed a local Yatungian. Migma Dorje. as the ternporap 
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Furthermore. Berry has compared and contrasted the accounts these two travelers had later seived up to 
their books' readers and found Nishikawa's to be wanting 10 some degne in truthfulness, integrity and 
kindness, and especially wanting in  a willingness to forgive and forget the differences they had encountered in 
each other on the trail. Whereas this latter matter of being willing to forgive and forget. notes Berry, "seems to 
have been what Iiappened on Kimura's side," with Nishikawa, it was radically different. Indeed. the personal 
issues he held against Kimura-whether wrongly or rightly-would continue "to fester" in Nishikawa's mind 
for many years thereafter. Having known each other hardly at al1 when Nishikawa had made "the fatefui 
decision" at Lhasa to accoinpany Kimura to Kham. these two countrymen, Berry feels. should never have 
traveled together. For no one. observes Berry, would have found it easy to travel with Nishikawa. "His style 
of travel, admirable from a distance. would have been absolutely hell [for anyone] to share." In Nishikawa, 
apparently, a point was reached on the trail where his ovenveening pride had become obstinacy, leading Berry 
to conclude that had Nishikawa not gone with Kimura, then "quite probably ... many o f  the difîïculties" these 
nvo "were called upon to face might not have occurred at all." But the stress and strain caused by "being 
iogether al1 day eveiy day." Berry adds, 

\vas to turn their relationship into sornething ver). near hatred on Nishikawa's side. What i s  reall> 
surprising i s  that this seerns io have been a secret hatred. On the surface they maintained friendly 
enough relations, and even when Nishikawa considered hirnselï to have been betrayed b) Kimura 
several years later there was no cornplete break hetween thern until the publication o f  Nishikawa's 
book in 1968. 

Ironically. it was a book which, had i t  not contained what Berry has justifiably described as "vindictive 
outbursts" against Kimura. would in his estimation have been "one ofthe great travel books o f  al1 times." Berry 
1995, pp. 270, 308, 293-4. 306. 293,306. 

82. The reader is reminded that in Chapter 23 there is recounted in some detail what happened to Phuntsog 
Wangyal in Yunnan and elsewhere as his extraordinary career continued unabated. 

83. But it would also evolve inio a friendship between Hisao Kimura and the Babu's son and his family 
which would continue ti l l  Professor Kimura's own death in 1989. That in turn evolved still further into a 
cordial friendship both through visits in Kalimpong and by correspondence between Kimura's children and 
S.G Tharchin's family which remains warm right up to the present day. 

84. Two letters, Tharchin to Minoru Hori, Dir. o f  Kyushin Pharmaceutical Co., [Kalimpong], 16 June 
1967; and Tharchin to Kimura, [Kalimpong], 15 June 1967-ThPaK. The subsequent lener three months later 
was dated Kalimpong, 21 Sept. 1967, Th-to-K Ltrs File. The letter Kimura wrote to Tharchin whose P.S. is 
quoted from is dated 9 Jiily 1962, sent from Chiba City, Japan. 

85. The Kimura letters to Tharchin alluded to here, al1 sent from Chiba City Japan, are: 25 Oct. 1956.39 
May [1958], 9 July 1962, 9 Feb. [1965], and 1 1  Mar. 1965-ThPaK. 

86. This i s  according to B.C. Simick Jr. (son o f  Kalimpong's late illustrious Siinick Sr.). longtirne Lecturer 
in Tibetan at Kalimpong College, who got to know Tharchin very well while growing up and who several times 
himself had heard these warnings uttered during the course o f  the Babu's sermons. Interview with Simick Jr.. 
Nov. 1992. 

87. Interview with Ven. Kusho Wangchuli. NOV. 1992. 

87a. See letters. John Bray to the author. London. 23 Aug. 1997 and 16 May 1998. 

88. Interview with Nini (Mrç. S.G) Tharchin, Dec. 1992; also. interview with S.G Tharchin. mid-Dec. 
1992: and intervie\\: with Jorga. Dec. 1992. 

89. Iiitervie\v M ith \!en. Wangchuk. at his Tharpa Chholing Gonipa, located iiearby the Tharchin compound, 
Nov. 1992. 

90. Letter, A. Tshering to Tharchin. Barrackpore, 23 Jan. 1950. ThPaK. 
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91. Hopkinson. "The Position o f  Tibet," JRCAS (July-Oct. 1950):239. 

92. Tharchin to Gould, Kalimpong, 7 July 1950, ThPaK. 

92a. As was indicated in a Text footnote at this point in the present narrative, Tharchin had been faced with 
an ongoing problcm of trying to secure suitable distributing agents in Tibet for his fiber Mirror. But for a brief 
period during the late 1940s aiid early 'SOS, he had been successful in doing so. The present author discovered 
among the ThPaK the names ofthree individuals having been mentioned as agents for distributing his newspapr 
and collecting payments. The first two of these three were mentioned together in some o f  the pertinent 
correspondence and other documents. The first of these two was the well-known Khampa entrepreneurial 
trader family, the Messrs. Sandutsang, previously mentioned in the narrative discussion regarding Phuntsog 
Wangyal. This wealthy commercial family's members were residents o f  Kalimpong, and were willing to serve 
Tharchin on a free basis as the distributor o f  his newspaper among the inany traders who frequented the Rabu's 
hil l station. This family accordingly did so for a nurnber ofyears. The second ofthese two agents cited together 
in some o f  the ThPaK was another prominent commercial family, the Messrs. Bhajurat~a Maniharsha Joti. 
This important business and trading firm was at this time headquartered in Kalimpong but also had branch 
shops at both Lhasa and Phari; this family firm would serve the Babu as distribution agent, likewise on a free 
basis, at these two places from early 1947 to spring 1949. For the documentation regarding these IWO agents, 
see the following items among the ThPaK for the relevant information: letter, Joti to P.O.S., Kalimpong, 26 
Feb. 1947; the extant 2d page o f  letter, Tharchin to P.O.S., Kalimpong, 26 Feb. 1947; memo, P.O.S. to 
Tharchin, Gangtok, 26 Feb. 1947; letter, Tharchin to P.O.S., Kalirnpong, late Feb. 1947, in reply to the P.O.S.'s 
telegrams of 20 and 24 Feb. 1947; "List o f  Tibetan Traders Who Subscribed [to] the Tibetan Newspaper," 
Kalimpong, signed by Tharchin, 28 Feb. 1947; and a note by Tharchin dated 28 Apr. 1949 relating that "one 
bundle o f  Tibetan newspapers for Messrs. Bhajuratna Lhasa" was sent up to the P.O.S. at Gangtok "for 
forwarding" to Lhasa by that Oficer's mailbag. 

The third agent inentioned in the Tharchin documents was the Kashmiri Moslem trader, Sira.judin Ladakh 
Khache (tliis tille indicates he was from Kashmir-Ladakh), a prominent member o f  the Lhasa Moslein 
community. (The author was incorrect, incidentally, to have stated in the previous volume of tlie present 
narrative that it was Khan Bahadur Faizullah whom Tharchin had approached to be his agent at the Tibetan 
capital.) Moreover. this agent was also referred to in the Tharchin correspondence as Sirajudin Tshakur Lada 
Khache, or Sirajudin o f  Tshakur Ladakh Khache. or simply Tshakur Lada Khache. The name Tshakur or 
Tsakliur bears soine significance in that Sirajudin was most likely one o f  the two well-known "Tsakhur 
brothers" in Lhasa who have been identified by Abdul Wahid Radhu as descendants o f  Haji Umar (Omar) Shah, 
one ofthe earliest Ladakhi Moslein senlers in Lhasa dating from the 1 7Ih century. (For a discussion ofthe early 
and later Lliasa Moslem community, see again Vol. II, Ch 18 o f  the present narrative, pp. 329-31 .) SiraJudin 
served the Tibet ,Mi.roi publisher as the distributor o f  his newspaper at Lhasa during 1949, doing 011 a 
coinmission basis and having the Babu cover al1 delivery expenses in getting the copies of the paper to theii 
individual addresses withiii Lhasa and surrounding vicinity. But he then withdrew his service, necessitatingthe 
publislier to try finding another person, but without success, during the remaining years o f  the Tibet .vf~rror:~ 
existence. See the following sources among the ThPaK for the pertinent information: an inked handwritlen lis1 
by Tharchin of newspaper-destination recipients by place, dated 24 Feb. 1947, in which the "Ladak Khache" 
i s  shown as receiving via the lndian Mission at Lhasa, 74 copies "addressed individually"; three letters, 
Tharchin to Sirajudin at Lhasa. Kalimpong, 6 Apr., 20 June and 21 July 1949; three letters, Tharchin to Hugh 
Richardson at the lndian Mission. Kalimpong, 19 Nov. 1949, 28 Apr. and 7 June 1950, in the latter ofwhich 
Tharchin writes: "1 have.. .to state that my agent Mr. Sirajudin Ladakh Khache has refused to continue as *Y 
agent since last 7 or 8 monlhs." 

For several years thereafier Tharchin would depend on the willingness of the lndian Mission to serve asiiis 
agent for iiot only distributing copies o f  his paper addressed 10 the Tibetan governinent (which the Missi:'' 
had already been doing for some time) but also those copies addressed individually, and also favoring TharcIlin 
with handling additional copies for local sale at the Tibetan capital. See two letters. Tharchin to Richardsonai 
the Mission, Kalimpong, 7 June and 3 Aug. 1950. 

93. Just a few days earlier the Babu had sent a letter to the former Political Officer for Tibet. Sir Basi1 
Gould. IIOW retired in Britain. In it he expressed his determination not to wa\cr frvm Iiis papcr's aiit'- 
Coininunist editorial policy, despite the enticements from the Chinese to do otherwise. I l e  wriies: 

So far I am continuing to puhlisli my Tibeian nmspaper. but i t  is ncver sels-supported. and no\\. 1 
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think in the near future 1 rnay have to stop. as so far I am writing anti-Cornrnunist; but if 1 wntinue 
to do so 1 am sure the Chinesc will stop the paper from going to Tibet. If 1 writc good for hem 1 
think the paprr rnight go in as uell as sales [will bel more. but which I~hing] I do not likc to do. The 
Tibetan officiais are pleased with rny paper and asking me to wriie anti-C.C. and to continue its 
publication. but  they never help me; and they think I am a very rich man IO do the work for 
them .... Since the start of the nefi press [in 19481 1 have fallen in10 heavy debts. But 1 am tmsting 
in God, and IHe rnay open sorne way for me as 1 am always praying that before my death 1 rnay not 
owe anybody cvcn a single paise. 

As a matter of fact, at the time of his death he owed nobody a single paise. But, also, he h d  neveronce altered 
his newspaper's anti-Communist editorial policy during the paper's final decade ofexistence. Letter, Tharchin 
to Gould, Kalimpong. 17 Jan. 1952. file copy, ThPaK. 

94. Two letters: Tharchin to Dayal at Camp New Delhi, [Kalimpong], 23 Jan. 1952; and Dayal to 
Tliarchin, New Delhi. 24 Jan. 1952-ThPaK. 

92. S.T. Kazi to Tharchin. [Lhasa]. 8 Aug. 1952. ThPaK 

06. The correspondent was Mr. Girard Chaput. Director of The Insranr File. a printed news forum 
published in Upper Darby PA USA. He had sent a questionnaire to the American Consulate-General's office 
in Calcutta. and its Consul-General, Nicholas G Thacher, at the suggestion of Chaput himself, had in tum 
fonvarded the questionnaire 10 Tharchin by letter dated 26 Aug. 1952. The questionnaire was concerned with 
Tibetan titles and customs, but it also asked other questions dealing with the Sino-Tibetan situation. Al1 which 
lias been quoted iii the Text ofTharchin's response to Chaput dealing with the 7iher Mirror and related marters 
are found in his cover letter to the completed questionnaire dated 10 Nov. 1992, ThPaK and in his answers to 
Questions I l and 12. 

97. See Riencourt 1987, p. 297. 

98. Craig 1997, pp. 182, 185. For a thorough examination of this "quintessential step" for the introduction 
of these so-called democratic reforms by the Red Chinese-both within China Proper and the rest of the 
Chinese Cominunist doinain-see Smith Jr 1996. pp. 396-7,402-404. where the author in discussing thamzing 
(the Tibetan term for "struggle") quotes from the book by Bao Ruo-wang (Jean Pasgualini), Prisoner ofMao 
(New York. 1976), and from Jamyang Norbu's volume, Warriors ofïïbet (London, 1986). the latter quoting 
frorn a Chinese Comniunist cadre in eastern Kham who revealed to others what lay behind this mode of terror 
and violence b! which to achieve Red China's agenda in quelling al1 potential and real resistance to her socialist 
transformation program for Tibet. "Bao was a French citizen of mixed French and Chinese descent who was 
arrested as a counterrevolutionav in 1957. As Bao realized after participating in the struggle of another 
prisoner, 'we had been struggling oursel\es at the same time. mentally preparing to accept the government's 
position with passionate assent, uhatever the merits of the man we were facing."' Smith Jr 1996, pp. 396-711; 
see also p. 44 1. 

And for information on the "sedentarization" of the East Tibetan noinads, see ibid.. 438. 

99. For al1 information and quoted material gleaned from McGranahan which appear in this and the several 
Preceding paragraphs dealing with the Tiher Afirror articles and editorials related to East Tibet. including al1 
quoted passages (as translated by her) and paraphrases thereof which she has extracted from Tharchin's 
newspaper. see McGranahan 2001, pp. 245, 946, 246-7. 247, 247-8, 248, 250. 248-9, 249, 2 19. 

100. The contents of this length) appreciation of McGranahan's can be found in ibid., 743-4. 245. 247. 
250. 

101. Quoted from the oiily extarit page. p. 7, of letter. Tharchin to Dir. ofthe School in Delhi's Defence 
Ministry. Kalimpong, 15 Feb. 1954, ThPaK. 

102. These are the words of Dr. Sonam B. M'angyal who, still living today, had recently contributed an 
endearing brief essav about Bab" Tharchin entitled. "Kalimpong's Lonely Warrior," which was ppsted on the 
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Internet on 22 March 2008 at the following website: www.Kalirn~ona.info. The website includes a biographical 
sketch of Dr. Wangyal as well. 

103. As reported to the author by Achu Tsering, interview, Jan. 1998. Son of the late very close friend of 
Tharchin and the latter's fellow Intelligence agent, Lha Tsering, Achu ofien visited in the Tharchin home durince 
this period. 

104. Those such as: Illustrated Week-1 of  lndia (Calcutta), The Statesrnan (Delhi. Calcutta. etc.), Anirrtu 
Bazaar Purrika (Calcutta, now defunct). Blitz (Delhi. probably now defunct, an lndian Cornrnunist paper). Tlw 
Times oj lndin (Delhi), Indian Express (Calcutta, Delhi. Bombay, etc.), and The Reader S Digrsi ( U S A ) .  Per 
interview with Mrs. S.G. (Nini) Tharchin, Dec. 1992. 

105. Letter, Tharchin, to "My dear Kungo [Thubten Tendzin, Pallis's Tibetan name]." Iialimpong. 13 Jul! 
1958. ThPaK. This was written in reply to T.T.'s letter to Tharchin of 8 June 1958 sent from England where 
Pallis was then residing. 

1 OB. Dated Kalimpong, 5 Nov. 1962. Th-to-K Ltrs File, Babu Tharchin had begun the letter on S Noc.. bui 
the quoted part is from the reinaining section of the letter which he noted as having been added on 70 Noi .  



GTUM TwMs, Ch. 23, pp. 1-5; quotes: 2, 3, 4, 5 .  

1. An allusion to I Timothy 1: 19 in the Christian New Testament, which reads: "holding faith and a good 
conscience; which some having thrust from thern made shipwreck concerning the faith." 

2. The reader is referred back to end-note 20 for Ch. 19 o f  vol. II for a brief sketch o f  Rev. Wïlliam Scott's 
life and service. Scott. incidentally, has been described as "a most thoughtful man" who was "one o f  the best 
SCMl principals" that institution ever had. Interview with Sonain T. Kazi (who spent rnany years ofschooling 
in Kaliinpong). Oct. 1991. 

3. Dr. Craig had arrived in Kalimpolig frorn Scotland in 1937 and late the following year succeeded Dr. 
Macdoiiald Sinith as the Medical Superintendent of the Charteris Hospital. He would retire froni this position 
and be replaced by Dr. .lanet Duncan in 1963. E.W.S. Packard. cornp.. Tl~eSfon~ofLiladl~ar (Elrns Court. Eng.. 
1964), 3.27. It i s  interesting to note that. according to Billy Bray (writing in tlie early 1970s). the door to the 
first permanent inland missionary work in Bhutan "was providentially opened through Dr. Craig's treating o f  
the king and queen o f  Bhutail when the? visited. ..Kalimpongafter World War II. He later delivered someot'the 
royal children. Then higli government officiais occasionally called hiin in Bhutan to give treatment. In 1965 
Craig was perniitted to open the first hospital [for lepers] in this remote backward kingdom. but health 
prevented hiin froni staying." Bray. "Bhutan." in Hoke (ed.) 1975. p. 87. 

I t  should also be noted in passing that during the period 1965-7 Dr. Craiç had also served on the teacliing 
staff of SUit41. See "SUM Institution Staff Record-Locally Appointed Staffs," in SEM Institution 1986, 
uiinumbered page. 

3. See Chirgwiii 1952, pp. 60-1. Dr. Chirgwin. at the tirne the General Research Secretas ofthe United 
Bible Societies, paid a bisit to Kalimpong in early 1952 at the time when Tharchin's ordination was pending. 
He in fact Iiad talks a-ith the future national Tibetan minister while tliere. 

5. He passed away sorne years ago. As already noted. Targain had been the longtime pastor ( 1933-701'7 1 ) 
of the Macfarlane Churcli congregation at Kalimpong. Although having had only a Class 6 education. notes 
Cindy P e r ~ .  he had been licensed and ordained in less tlian a year and done so without fulfilling the normal 
Scots Mission presbyter's course. Accepted as a student for licensure in Aug. or Sept. 1933 following his 
teacliing years at SUMI, he was later ordained on 7 May 1933 and almost immediately inducted as Macfarlane 
Cliurch's pastor. Targain had been chosen. rather hurriedly i t  seerns. to succeed the breakawap pastor G T. 
Sitling who Iiad unexpectedly left the pastorate in 193 1 (see again Vol. II, Ch. 19 of the present narrative for 
details). According to Perry. the rush to ordain Targain was due to pressure stemniing frorn the surprising 
departiire o f  Pastor Sitling to the Roman Catholic Church. See Perr\.. 1997. pp. 54. 78 ilote 100. Rev. Targain 
was a longtime vocational teacher (1913-32) on the statyof SUMI. where he had also previously been a 
stiident. I t  was here that he first met Gergan Tharchin. See "SLrhl Institution Staff Record-Locally Appointed 
Staffs." in Sllhl Institution 1986. unnumbered page. 

6. This Sikkiiiiese Lepclia was known more farniliarly as Rev. C.T. Pazo. It will be recalled that he wasat 
oiie time onc of Tharchin's Tibetan students in the SUM Institution and later his successor as the Tibetan 
teacher in the same scliool. It \sould be ai SUMI, incidentally, where young Chhotuk w-ould be converted and 
baptized a Christian. Aiid it was while as Tibetan teacher here (in or after 192 1, upon succeeding l'liarchin) that 
Pazo. encoiiraged to do so by Scots Mission rnissionary Mary Scoct, becarne a D i v i n i ~  student in an English 
course then heing taught bv one of SUMl's teachers. Completing the course, he was soon licensed for rninistn 
iii 1975 and laterordained Lr iiiinistq in Sikkim on 22 Feb. 1978 as the first national rninister ofthe Sikkim 
Cliristinii Cllurch. Later, in 1933. Rev. Paz0 \vould becorne Moderator o f  the Sikkim Kirk Session, with 
responsihility to visit al1 Sikkim Church congreptions on a regular basis. 

I h u g h  Miss Scott relnained overall Superintendent ofthe Scots hlission work in Sikkim. it was from this 
point forward tliat the adininistration of Church affairs there was increasingly to be entrusted into Pazo's 
bands: so that bv the time in 1945 wheii Rev. Gavin Fairservice. n'ho had succeeded Scott. left the 
Su~erintcndenc~ ;o retui.n to Kalimpong, this top responsibiliv Rev. Pazo alone assumed. Interestingly, in 
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1952 he was nominated to be Moderator of the newly formed highest governing body of  the entire Scots 
Mission. the Eastern Himalaya Church Council. thus "showing the hiçh regard," notes Dr. Perry, "in which he 
was held by both missionaries and his national colleagues." 

Many decades before his final retirement in 1976, this outstanding Christian leader had begun to be 
involved very prominently in the social and public life of Sikkim. To cite but one quite remarkable example, on 
the coronation day of the then Maharaja of Sikkim, the Christian pastor had himself been "unanimously 
chosen" to read out. in the Maharaja's presence, "the congratulatory address from the subjects of Sikkim." 
Indeed, in recognition of his many services rendered to the Sikkimese government, this same Maharaja would 
later confer upon him the title of "Pema Dorje," the then second h$hest anyone could receive in this State. See 
Perry 1997, pp. 100, 10 1. 103, 105, 124 note 80. For additional background information on this remarkable 
Christian, the reader is reminded to return to Vol. I I ,  Ch. 12, p. 29, and also p. 422 note 73 in the same volume. 

7. For a list of some representative works found in Rev. Tharchin's personal Christian library atter his 
death. the reader can consult the pertinent Appendix at the end of  the present biography. 

8. Chirgwin 1952, p. 60. 

9. See ihid.. 6 1 .  

10. See Graham 1897, p. 71 and Minto 1974, p. 63. 

10a. See letter, Tharchin to Gen'l Secretary, Bible Society of lndia and Ceylon at Banghalore, Kalirnpong. 
1 O Sept. 1963, ThPaK, in which. as signed by him as Supervisor of the Tibetan Mission Kalimpong, Tharchin 
States: "This year froin Januanry, the charge of the Tibetan Mission is given to me ..." He was still the 
Superintendent. as is indicated in a letter ofApril 1969 (ThPaK) which Tharchin sent the State Bank of India, 
which was signed by hiin as "Superintendent, Tibetan Mission, Mackenzie Cottage, Kalimpong" and under 
the letterhead of the EHCC. He would remain so till shortly before his death in early 1976. 

I I .  At one point, even, the Darjeeling Diocesan Council (DDC). the District ruling body of the Church of 
North India, of which the Kalimpong Tibetan church was a part, had resolved at its meeting of 25 April 1972 
that "those Pastors ... who were already over 70 years old should retire" by the end of 1973. Being well over 
this age by that tirne, Pastor Tharchin was therefore inforined that Iiis period of retira1 would corninence fronl 
the first of Jan. 1974. But at its meeting just a year later held in Apr. 1973, the Council made an excepiion in 
the Tibetan pastor's case when it passed the following Minute: "14I.(c) Tibetan C h d :  ... DDC decided thai 
Rev. G. Tharchin continue as Hon. Presbyter-in-Charge of the Tibetan Pastorate. after his retirement." Sec 
letter, Miss A.D. Wallace (DDC Secretary) to Rev. G. Tharchin, Darjeeling, 28 Nov. 1973, ThPaK. In her letter 
Secietary Wallace added that "this means, therefore, that froin 1.1.74 you will be Hon. Presbyter-in-Charge of 
the Tibetan Pastorate. I hope you are keeping well, and will not find this task too tiring." As it turned out3 
however, Rev. Tharchin would only be able to continue to bear responsibilities as Pastor until 1975 when he 
was coinpelled to relinquish the Pastorate altogether. He would die a year later. 

12. But since then taken over by the lndian government. Charteris Hospital. opened in 1893. was (witll 
some help from the Government) the founding work of Rev. and Mrs. Graham, who namcd it afier Graham's 
friend. counselor and Divinity teacher at Edinburgh University. the Very Rev. W. Charteris. Professor of 
Biblical Criticism. A great believer in "applied Christianity," Charteris "never ceased to proclaiin that everY 
worshiper of Gad should be a worker as well as a worshiper." He was ais0 considered "the Father" of the 
Church of Scotland's Young Men's Guild. of which Graham was a stalwai-c member and became in 1889, as bas 
been seen, the first foreign missionary the Guild ever sent forth. 

'The Hospital began with 25 heds but was in tirne enlarged to a 200-bed capacity by building a nearb 
addition on a higher vantage point that overlooked the river Teesta. The Government was niost happy 
permit the Charteris Hospital to be cornpletely responsible for al1 rnedical tare in the district." Sonletinle after 
lndia gained lier independence the Government assurned control ofthe facilit), which received its new name as. 
the Kalimpong Municipal Hospital. Minto 1974, pp. 7, 8. 36. 133; see also Graham 1897, pp. 73-83 for a briet 
account of the hospital's beginnings. 
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13. Even today it is still a custom in certain Oriental cultures for close family membem to reside in hospihl 
quarters set aside for this purpose so as  to be near their loved one(s) during the critical stage o f  the latter's 
illness. 

14. See the Gospel of Luke Ch. 24 in the New Testament. 

15. Psalm 1 16: 15 in the Old Testament Scriptures. 

16. Graham 1897, pp. 62-3. 

16a. Interview with Gyan Jyoti. Feb. 1993. 

17. Th-to-K Ltrs File. 

18. Aerogramme letter, Aoki to Tharchin. Tokyo, 2 I May 1955. ThPaK. 

19. ThPaK; the first two stanzas are written in ink on one side of a scrap of paper, the final stanza appears 
on the reverse side, with a P.T.O. indicated at the bottom of the front side. 





GTUM TwMs, Ch. 24. pp. 1-4; quotes: 2, 4. 

1. See Ch. 5 again for more on the bio-data of these missionary ladies and their activities at Ghoorn and 
other mission stations. 

7. The Cottage was still standing in good condition in Dec. 1987; and when visiting i t  at that tirne the 
present author was introduced to a beautiful Christian sister. Hannah, who was living there. When only a little 
girl slie had been adopted by the two compassionate Anilas and lived witli them t i l l  grown to womanhood. 
Hannah's living roorn at that tirne displayed one or two photographs of the two Anilas when they were still 
living at Karrnala. 

3. Carlson 1988, pp. 15-16. 

4. The sources for rnuch of the personal data which will be given, throughout this chapter. on the life of 
Miss Vitants, who would becorne the second Mrs. Tliarchin, are chiefly four in number: (a)  the end-of-life 
"memoirs" of Gergan Tharchin himself; (b) a sheet of inked answers, found among the ThPaK, written down 
in English by Miss Vitants in reply to questions which appeared on her lndian passport renewal application 
forrn, undated, but presurnably executed in Aug. 1956, t h e  years following the issuance of her original 
passport dated 28 Aug. 195 1 which she had used to go abroad to Europe and North America during the years 
1953-5; (c) interview with Rev. Tshering Wangdi, Dec. 1994; and id) Margaret Urban, a close friend of Miss 
Vitants (both of whorn hailed frorn the sarne area of eastern Europe-the Baltic States), in Urban 1967. 

5. All information and quotations relative to the history of the Baltic States, the Secret Protocol, and its 
irnmediate afterrnath are per the following media sources: (a) "U.S. Senators Ask Gorbachev to Allow Baltic 
Dernonstratioris," an Associated Press report datelined Washington, 13 Feb., appearing in Tlie Rising ,Vepal 
(Kathinandu). 14 Feb. 1988. p. 6; (b)  "Noted Estonians Appeal for Calm on Anniversary." a Reuters News 
Service article datelined Moscow and appearing in the Inrernarional~lei~ald Ti-ihune (Singapore). 77 Feb. 1988, 
p. 2; (c)  "News Sunirnaq" and "Focus-Baltic Bolt," in the Transcript of the television riewsprogram for 23 
h g .  1989 of the Afuch'eil~~Lehrrr. ~Vewsl~our: a CO-production of MacNeiI-Lehrer Productions, UWET-TV in 
New York and WETA-'TV in Washington, D.C. (with the main sources of news used frorn the "News Surnrnary" 
and "Focus-Baltic Bolt" sections being, respectively, that of Robert Moore of Independent Television News, 
and both Brian Hanrahan of the BBC and author Geoffrey Roberts); and (d) a CBS Radio News Comrnentary 
by Judy Muller (sitting in for Charles Osgood) on the "Osgood File" and aired on CBS Radio Network. New 
York, on 24 Aug. 1988 discussing the Baltic States. 

Interestingly. the existence of the secret part of the Pact between Berlin and Moscow ~ o u l d  never see the 
light of day t i l l  one day in 1945 Arnerican rnilitary forces found the Secret Protocol among the papers of the 
Geiiiian Nazi Archives and made the document public alrnost imrnediately. Yet it was only made public in the 
West. Soviet censorship having prevented the document's text frorn being published within its bordeis despite 
a strenuous canipaign by Baltic nationalists to have i t  published. For ever since the Protocol's d i s c o v e ~  bu the 
Arnericans, the Soviet governinent had for the longest time consistentl! denied any such document or the fact 
of Mosco\\ having ever signed such a protocol with Hitler's Germany-the official view having been that "the 
Baltic republics joined the L!SSR on a purely voluntary basis in 1940." 

Finally. tliough, after sorne 50 years of such denial and e'iplanation. Moscow, no longer the capital of a 
Coiiim~inist-inspired Soviet Union of states. announced on 30 Oct. 1992 that the Protocol originals had been 
round the day before in the archibes of the Soviet Cornrnunist Party Central Cornmittee. Indeed, the originals 
of iiine such docuirients which had cornprised the secret annex to the infarnous 1939 Molotov-Ribbentrop pact 
Nere displayed on Russian TV for al1 the Ivorld to see at last. Moreover. Russiari television even acknowledged 
that Aiidiei Groiiiyko, longtiine Soviet Foreign Minister (1957-85) had definitel) been anare of the nine-pan 
Protocol's esistcnce and that it had even been consulted in 1987 by Valep Boldin. an oficial in the office of 
Milillail Goibachev, the lasi Coirimunist Party Secretary-General of the now-defunct Soviet L'nion. 

Meanwhile, under pressure from a flurry of Western nations who one after another recognized officially 
and diplornaticaliy the independence of the three Baltic States. President Gorbachev and his newly-created 
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States Coiincil. unanimously recognized. on 6 Sept. 1991, the independence of these three formerly Soviet 
Baltic territories. Which in etTect, therefore. niillified the secret Protocol of the Pact struck between Hitlerand 
Stolin in 1939. 

Sources for this end-note's information and quotes on these matters are: the "Osgood File" and MacNeill 
Lehrer broadcasts cited earlier; and also, see "Nazi-Soviet Protocol Originals Found" and "Yeltsin Suspends 
Baltic Withdrawal." The Rising Nepul (Kathmandu), 3 1 Oct. 1992, pp. 5 and 6, respectively. 

6. Urban 1967. p. 28. 

7. Landour is a town in Uttar Pradesh State a few kilometers northeast of Mussoorie above New Delhi. 
I t  is of interest to note that some 20 years later, Margaret would return to these saine two communities in Uttar 
Pradesh but under quite different circumstances-as the wife of Gergan Tharchin, who had been summoned IO 

Mussoorie by His tloliiiess Dalai Laina XIV. While there the couple visited at nearby Landour with two 
Christiaii church leaders and scholars who were engaged in 'ribetan Bible revision labors. See nest chapter. 

8 .  All quotations in this paragraph are from ibid. 

9. In the first town ofwhich her future husband, Gergan Tharchin, when a young man of 22, had met with 
ri Christian congregation there while on an evangelistic tour in Sikkim in 1912. See again Ch. 6 ofvol. 1. Lachen 
was also the site of the Finnish Mission's northern Sikkim headquarters. Macdonald 1943, pp. 96-7. 

10. Identified earlier as the capital of Assam Province in British lndia and located some distance away 10 

the southeast of Kalimpong. 

1 1 .  l'or important background information on the community of Buxa Duar and the developmeni of 
~hr i s t i an  missionary activity there, the reader is referred back to Ch. 5 again, especially in that chapter's end- 
ilotes 79 and 40. 

I la. Sec lettei. M. Vitants (and E. Treshbech) to Tharchin, Finnish Mission, Ghoom P.O., 23 Jan. 1948; 
and letter, M.V. to Tharchin, noted "As from Finnish Mission, Ghooin P.O.," 6 Mar. 1948; both ThPaK. 

17. The types of incontrovertible evidence for the now indisputable fact of S.G. Thaichin's adoptive 
relationship to the elder Tharchins are three in number: personal interviews, personal letters. and published 
sources. as follo\.rs: 

A. Personcrl Inlei-vieivs 
1 .  With the already-mentioned Sonain T. Kazi, on 22-3 Oct. 1991: "During my student daysat 

Kalinlpong College [in the mid-1940~1, 1 rernember. when visiting frequently in the home ofTharchin Babu, 
seeing the latter's adopted son. In those days everyone, including myself, knew hini and called hini bg bis nanie 
of Phubu Tsering." 

2. With the Christian Tibetan, Mr. Gyamtsho Shempa (who with his family had lived in KaliniponE 
from 1959 to 1986), on 26 Jan. 1997: "AI1 in Kalimpong who had any connection with Gergan Tharchin kne" 
that his son Phubu Tsering was his and Karma Dechhen's adopted son. since they were issueless. In fact. 
everybody in Kaliinpong knew this." 

3 .  With Mr. Gyaii Jyoti, son of the longtime, prominent and wealthy Jyoti Buddhist business 
family that operated numerous shops in Kalimpong, Lhasa, Calcutta, Bangalore and Kathmandu (the father* 
who knew Gergan Tharchin the best of al1 in the Jyoti family, having died in Kathmandu just prier 10 Ihe 
author's interview there with son Gyan), on 8-9 Feb. 1993: "S.(;. 1-harchin was greatly loved bg Grrgan 
Tharchin. though al1 in Kalimpong knew that he was not Gergan Tharchin's own son but adopted." 

B. Pcr.voiia1 Letiers 
1. D. McHutchison, ihe Kalimpong Scots Missioii In-Charge, 10 Mr. Mackrlvie (ol.tlie cdinhiirgh 

Medical Missionary Society), Guild Mission House, Kaliinpong, 14 Oct. 1943: "Tliere is no 0 t h ~ ~  d ~ c t ~ l ' ~ '  
present whom ue can appoint in Dr. Norbu Tenzin's place and only tu.0 Christian Tibrtiin boys at sçhool. " 
is tao early as yet 10 say what they plan to do with their lives. One ofthem is the adopted son ofthe .Iiheirin 
catechist, Mr. Tharchin ..." ThPaK. 
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2. Signed Office Copy by Gergan Tharchin himself to ?Mn. A.L. Shehon?, Kalimpong. date: 

1950 (with intemal evidence indicating latter half o f  tha~ year but pre-ûciobtr. the f i rd  ~wo of four of 
the letter missing): "Now I close this letter with my best respects, and my dcar wifc and one son doptcd sincc 
he wias eight months who i s  now 15 [Tibetan reckoning] both ask me to mention their bcM and 
rcspccts." ThPaK. 

C .  Pirhlished Sourccs 
1 .  Margaret Lirban (friend of Margaret Tharchin's who visited both Tharchins in their home for 

tmo weeks during the spring of 1964). in Urban 1967. p. 27: "The marriagr [between Gcrgan Tharchin and 
Karma Dechhen] remained childless. Finally they adopted a Tibelan orphan boy." 

3. Hisao Kimura (close intimate friend o f  G. Tharchin's), in Kimum 1990, p. 220 (Epilogue 
section o f  the book): "Back in Kaliinpong. after Mr. Tharchin's death, the printing press was takcn over by his 
adopted son. Sherab Cijatslio. 'I'he newspaper i s  no longer published. though the younger Tharchin uses the 
press for tracts and painphlrts. and also runs an orphanage in the old housc up on the hill." 

13. Al l  o f  the information regarding tlie N.P. Tshering family has k n  derived by the author (a) from 
conversations with S.G. and Nini (Tsliering) Tharchin at their Kalimpong home during a visit t h m  in Dec. 
1987; and (b) froin letters, S.G. Tharchin to the author, Kalirnpong, 14 Jan. 1991 and 8 June 1991. 

14. James 1:27 NIV. 

15. The close friend, o f  course. was Margaret Urban, who visited the Tharchin home at Kalirnpongduring 
the spring o f  1964. The quote i s  from Urban 1967, p. 30. 

16. Gergan Tharchin's "rneinoirs" referred to Kindernothilfe incorrectly as Kinder NUL, but correspndence 
from the period shows on its letterhead stationery the correct spelling as Kindernothilfe. Hence, the abbreviated 
forrn, Kinder Not, is what now appears in the Text. 

16a. Except for what i s  already documented. and besides what is provided in Gergan Tharchin's end-of-life 
"inemoirs." the source for much else by way o f  infonnation and quoted material related to the Children's Home 
up to this point in the narrative i s  per the author's interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G) Tharchin, 12 Dec. 1992. 

16h. Rev. Aranpaden to Tharchin, Bangalore. 2 Sept. 1962, ThPaK. 

17. Except where alreadj documented, al1 infonnation in this lengthq paragraph regarding support for the 
Home from the U.S. and Europe i s  taken frorn Urban 1967. p. 32. 

17a. An extract taken from G. Tharchin. "Tibetan Congregation [News]," a two-page typewritten micle, 
found in a file of the ThPaK marked "Tibetan Mission 1965." From intemal ekidence it i s  clear the article was 
prepared by Tharchin during the latter part o f  1965 and was intended to appear, and mosi l ikelj did so, in an 
issue o f  the Eastern Himalavan Cllurch News by the end o f  1965. 

18. The two sources to be coinpared are: (a) p. 2 o f  two typed sheets o f  undaied Church News entitled 
"Tibetan Congregation: Kalimpong" that are the enclosure to a cover letter, Tharchin to Mr. T. Brunton 
(Mission House. Kalimpong). Tirpai Hill, Kalimpong, 13 Jan. 1969; and (b) Rev. G. Tharchin, "Kalirnponp: 
Tibetan Congregation," in Eastern Himalajlan Cliurch Ilen.s (June 1969):33. 

19. Letter. Thielmann to [Sherab] Gyamtsho Tharchin, Duisburg-Meiderich. West Germany. 7 Sepi. 1965; 
courtesy o f  S.G. Tharchin, who provided a copy o f  tliis letter to the author. 

20. Urban 1967. p. 32. 

21. Ihid.  32-3. 

73. Ihid.. 33 with p. 18 also. 
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22a. All information and quoted material included in this and the preceding paragraph are pcr interview 

with Nini (Mrs. S.G) Tharchin, 16 Dec. 1992. 

22b. Per interview with S.G. & Mrs. (Nini) Tharchin, Feb. 1992. 

23. Urban 1967, pp. 34-5. 

24. All quoted rnaterial in this lengthy paragraph is frorn ibid., 41-2. 

25. For al1 information and quoted material in this paragraph 4ee ibicl.. 10. 42-3. 

25a. Per interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G) Tharchin, 12 Dec. 1992. 

25b. The commencement date of her ill-condition. the dates of her hospitalization, and the two quoted 
passages froin Tharchin are per his letter to Prof. T.V. Wylie, Kalirnpong, 10 June 1967, ThPaK. 

15c. Per interviews with, respectively, S.T. Kazi. Oct. 1991; S.G. and Mrs. (Nini) Tharchin, Feb. 1992. 

26. Rato 1977, pp. 225-6. For more on Losang Khyongla, see earlier at the end of Ch. 14 of Vol. I I .  Since 
about 1966 he had been living in New York City, and the present author had the pleasure of speaking to him on 
the phone while on a visit to that city for further research on the present biography. 

26a. Interview with Dr. Pradhan. Nov. 1992. 

27. Iiircrview with T.P. Hishey. Nov. 1992. 



GTUM TwMs, Ch. 21, p. 4 and Ch. 25, pp. 1-3; quotes: Ch. 25, pp. 1, 2, 3. 

1. Yet even with the personal intervention of the Nehru government. the Chinese were still bent on 
lhwarting any travel to lndia by the Dalai Lama, for they "tried to keep this news from reaching the Potala" 
where His Holiness was staying at the time. Nevertheless, once the Dalai Lama learned of the dual invitation 
"through the lndian Commissioner in Lhasa,"' he immediately and publicly announced to his people that he 
had accepted and would go! Rato 1977, p. 185. 

2. See Patterson 1990, p. 1 50. 

3. Craig 1997, pp. 182, 185. 

4. Shakya 1999, p. 149. 

5. Quoted in ibid. 

6. Quoted in ibid., 149-50. 

7. See Goodman 1986, p. 24 1 

8. So said Ajit K. Das, writing from Kalimpong for the Christian Science Monitor (Boston USA). 6 Dec. 
1956, p. 18. 

9. New York Times, 20 Jan. 1957, p. 3; and the 23'*, p. 10. Several years later, in a book he published in 
1960, George Patterson reported that when Chinese Premier Chou En-lai, who had also visited lndia at this 
time, returned to Beijing, he was asked about rumors that the two High Tibetan Lamas had been contacted by 
American agents in an attempt to dissuade both from returning to Tibet; and Chou "admitted knowledge of 
such rumors." Patterson 1960, pp. 139-40. 

10. Conboy and Morrison 2002, p. 34; see also Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 150. 

1 1 .  In Chou's second of two subsequent interviews with the Dalai Lama himself, the former left the latter 
"in no doubt that if there really was a popular uprising he was ready to use force to put it down .... l repeated 
al1 I had told him before ofour grievances against the Chinese occupation. And 1 said we were willing to forget 
whatever wrongs had been done to us in the past, but the inhuman treatment and oppression must be stopped. 
He answered that Mao Tse-tung had made it perfectly clear that 'reforms' would only be introduced in Tibet 
in accordance with the wishes of the people." Ibid., 15 1 .  See Wangyal2004, pp. 206-1 1 for a discussion by a 
Tibetan Cominunist eyewitness on how and why the "reforms" difficulties in KhamIAmdo (beginning in late 
1955 as a result of Mao's summer 1955 socialist transfomation campaign) would spread gravely troublous 
problerns to much of Tibet leading eventually to the 1958159 Uprising at Lhasa and elsewhere. 

12. Although. at age 2 1, he was still inexperienced in the ways of international politics, the Dalai Lama was 
bq' this time mature enoueh to be able, in the words of Jonathan Mirsky, "to see behind false fronts"; for 
whereas "most foreigners who met Chou En-lai found him charrning," to the Dalai Lama-and here Mirsky 
quotes His Holiness-the Chinese Premier "'was over-polite, which is invariably a sign of someone not to be 
trusted."' Mirsky 1990, p. 59. 

13. "Chou En-lai was a complex man. At first sight. he was the worst sort of career politician. a man who 
was rnost certainly not out of his depth. There is no doubt that he was instrumental in exercising strict controi 
over Tibet, but he was in many ways an honorable man. Unlike many of those who surrounded him, he was not 
hysterical or destructive, and it is said that he did his best to reduce the carnage and destruction when the 
Tibetan uprising came in 1959. Many people owe their lives to him, lives which Mao was apparently prepared 
to sacritice, and it was through bis intercession that at least some of the great buildings of Lhasa. such as the 
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JO-khang, were saved." Hicks and Chogyam 1984, p. 92. Heinrich Harrer has also recorded reports ofchou's 
apparent distaste for carnage and destruction. especially by the Red Guards of the Cultural Revolution ers 
(1966-76). Writes Harrer in 1982: "According to some reports, Chou En-lai prevented even worse outragesb) 
placing regular troops on guard duty outside surviving temples: armed soldiers were regarded with respect even 
by the Red Guards." Harrer 1985, pp. 46-7. 

14.. See Shakya 1999, p. 152 re: this summary of the Nehru-Dalai Lama talks. 

15. See Dalai Lama XIV 1962, pp. 15 1-2. 

16. Patterson 1959, p. 163. Indeed, Patterson, who during this period had reluctantly becorne a residentof 
Kalimpong (having been thwarted, in fulfilling his great desire to return to the Kham-Amdo region ofeastem 
Tibet, by events both in and out of Tibet beyond his control), remarked serio-comically in his book that "the 
exodus" of this "hitherto remote people into Kalimpong" had been so massive even at this early stage in the 
Tibet-China crisis that anyone observing his particular residential district in the town "rnight easily 
have.. .mistaken" it "for a suburb of Lhasa"! High officiais from the Tibetan capital, Patterson reported, "were 
pouring into Kalimpong every day" from late Oct. 1950 onwards, he adding that his own rented house "in the 
New Development area of Kalimpong" was being "surrounded by Tibetan lessees of the other houses" and 
noting that members of the Tibetan government "quickly bought or rented houses" throughout the same area. 
In fact, "the Dalai Lama's sister was only a few hundred yards away" from him. Ibid., 61. 

17. Shakya 1999, pp. 154, 156. 

18. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 152. 

19. Ibid., 153. 

20. Dutt 1977, pp. 140-43. 

2 1. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 153. 

22. So said Nehru on 2 Apr. 1959, and quoted in Sen 1960, p. 18 1 .  

23. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, pp. 153-4. 

24. Thomas Jr 1959, p. 254; and Shakabpa 1967. p. 3 13; see also Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 120. Rani Choni 
Dorjee was also, it may be recalled, the sister of Taring Raja. father of Jigrne Taring, a former student of 
Tharchin's at his Gyantse school back in the 1920s. 

25. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 154. 

26. Urban 1967. p. 29. Miss Urban had visited in the Tharchin home at Kalimpong for two weeks during 
the spring of 1964 and had therefore had rnany opportunities to converse with the Tharchins on a variet).. 
topics. 

26a. Interview with Rev. Biswas, Nov. 1992. 

27. The information regarding the golden throne and the estimated crowd of Buddhists is per lliban 196'. 
p. 29. A more detailed description of the Dalai Lama's visit at Graham's Homes each inorning into mld- 

afternoon over a three-day period is provided in Lillian Carlson, "Progress and Promise." in Carlson et al. 1 9 8 8 3  

pp. 70-71. It should be pointed out here that the authoress has mistakenly asserted that the Dalai Lania had 
this time been delivering this and other lectures in Bhutan when actually His Holiness was not to visit tllat land 
at al1 but Sikkim upon his departure frorn Kalirnpong. 

28. Ibid., 70, 7 1 .  
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29. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 154. 

30. George N. Patterson, "Kalimpong: 'The Nest of Spies'," Twenrierh Cenrury (June 1958):53 1. 

3 1 .  Harrer 1956, pp. 228-9,232ff. In a later book Harrer recalled one Shakespeare film he showed the Boy- 
King: "The first film I showed was Henry V, starring Lawrence Olivier, in which the king soliloquizes on the 
weight of the responsibility that falls upon him. And later we read in Henry II / :  'Uneasy lies the head that wears 
the Crown.' 1 believe that the intelligent boy understood that line even then, and that he surmised what was in 
store for him. The gods would soon.. .lay upon him grievous anxieties about his people and country." Harrer 
1985, p. 90. 

32. Carlson, "Progress and Promise," in Carlson et al. 1988. p. 71. 

33. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, pp. 120-22 and Knaus 1999, pp. 140, 14 1 .  

34. Thomas Jr 1959, p. 245. 

35. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 12 1 and Knaus 1999, p. 14 1. 

36. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 12 1. 

37. Thomas Jr 1959. p. 259. 

38. Except for the material repeated here which had already previously been quoted and documented, the 
rnaterial which served as the basis for this summary ofthe reasons which deterrnined the Dalai Lama's decision 
to return to Tibet is per Shakya 1999, pp. 152-3, 155, 156, 157, 159,488 note 101. See also Lang-Sims 1963, 
pp. 58-9 and Patterson 1960. pp. 138-9. 

39. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 154. "Although the rnantle of Mahatma Gandhi had îallen on him," said the 
Dalai Lama of Nehru, "1 could not catch any glimpse of spiritual fervor in him. But 1 saw him as a brilliant 
practical statesman, with a masterly grasp of international politics, and he showed me that he had a profound 
love for his country and faith in his people. For their welfare and progress, he was firm in the pursuit of peace." 
When asked in an interview at Mussoorie, less than six months into his exile in lndia in 1959. whether in late 
1956 he had asked for asylurn in lndia while there that year, the reply the Dalai Lama gave demonstrated the 
great weight he had placed upon the counsel of the lndian ruler: "Yes, we had mentioned to Prime Minister 
Nehru that the Chinese were not keeping to their promises and that therefore we had no desire to retum to 
Tibet.. ..He also had a talk with the Chinese Premier, Chou En-lai, and Mr. Nehru told us that the Chinese 
Premier had promised complete autonomy for Tibet and that he had stated that the Chinese had made a mistake 
in eastern Kham and they would not again inake the mistake of thrusting reforms on Tibet against the wishes 
of the people. So Mr. Nehru advised us to return.. . . We rivent bock because oftke ah-ice ofthe Pritne Ministrr." 
Quoted in 1CJ 1966, pp. 791-2 (emphasis added). The Dalai Lama's impressions of Nehru are quoted in 
Goodman 1986. p. 250. Cf. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, pp. 1 17-20 regarding his meetings in lndia with Nehru and 
Chou. But see also ihid., 122, where His Holiness acknowledged that he had made up his mind Io retum to 
Tibet "to give the Chinese one last try, in accordance both with the advice ofyehru and the assurances of Chou 
En-lai." 

Actually, there had even been a secret meeting between al1 three of these personages in lndia in late 1956, 
as first reported by George Patterson in an article that was to have appeared in a Mar. 1959 issue of an lndian 
magazine, the story of which having also "been admitted to by Nehru" himself later. The meeting wouid have 
had 10 have taken place in Delhi on either Dec. 30 or 3 1, since those were the two days of Chou's second but 
quite limited visit to India before flying back to China. He had been in lndia earlier between Nov. 28 and Dec. 
10. (He would even return to Delhi on 24 Jan. 1957 for a third visit in as many months, Chou leaving nothing 
to chance of losing the Dalai Lama permanently. But two days earlier His Holiness had already departed 
Calcutta for Kalimpong. See Conboy and Morrison 2002, p. 35.) Now the story, in its general outline. is that 
the Dalai Lama had approached the Indian Prime Minister privately requesting that he be permitted to remain 
in lndia because of the oppression of bis people by the Chinese and because of his inability to help them since 
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he was virtually a prisoner in Tibet. Nehru soon afterwards sent for the Chinese Premier (who had left Indiaon 
Dec. 1 Ilh and gone on to Europe). with whom subsequently His Holiness and the Prime Minister met. the latter 
endeavoring to arbitrate between the other two participants in this meeting. The result was that Chou gave an 
understanding that the major portion of Chinese troops in Tibet would be withdrawn, that Nehru would be 
invited to Lhasa to see for himselfthat the promise had been fulfilled, and that the Dalai Lama agreed to retum. 
As is now well known, the promised invitation to Nehru was never kept, and the promise by Chou ofthetroop 
withdrawal was likewise unfulfilled. Lang-Sims 1963, pp. 58-9. The authoress becarne a friend of both 
Patterson and his wife, Meg, from whorn she learned of the story in 1959 as it was about to be printed. 
Patterson later included the story in full in his book published one year later, Tibet in Revolt, 138-9. 

That the last-minute intervention by both Nehru and Chou had been effective in convincing the youngruler 
of Tibet to return to his homeland is made very evident by what the Dalai Lama's biographer Michael 
Goodman had later reported with regard to the speech on "contradictions" (officially called "On the Correct 
Handling of Contradictions among the People") which Chairman Mao had given before a session of the 
Supreme State Conference in Beijing on 7 Feb. 1957, some six days before the Tibetan Priest-King would 
depart Gangtok-a mere one- or two-day caravan journey from the Tibetan border-bound for Lhasa. An 
edited version of the speech, wrote Goodman, was not released till 18 June, long after the Dalai Lama's arriva1 
at Lhasa by slow caravan on 2 Apr. One part of the original speech which had subsequently been edited out 
concerned Chou En-lai's efforts to get the Dalai Lama to return. "According to some of those who heard a tape- 
recorded version of the original speech," explained Goodman, Mao had "severely condemned the mistakes his 
cadres had been inaking in Tibet, and disclosed that had it not been for the intervention ofChou En-lai, the Dalai 
Lama, then in Sikkim waiting for the Natu La to clear, would not be returning to Lhasa." Goodman 1986, p. 258. 
The true designs of Chou's intervention were thus clearly revealed by Mao's forthright but later edited speech. 
It had in fact been a close call, but the blandishments ofthe Chinese Premier. with an enormous bit ofassistance 
by the lndian Prime Minister, were able to overcome the hesitancy of the still immature Dalai Lama: the 
Communist Chinese were in the end able to get their coveted prize back ont0 Tibet soi1 once again! 

40. See Thomas Jr 196 1 ,  p. 1 1 5 and Knaus 1999, p. 1 73. 

4 1 .  See the New York Tirnes, 23 Jan. 1957, p. 10; Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 124; Times (Londoii), 14 Feb, 
1957, p. 7; and Norbu 1961, p. 255. 

42. Patterson 1959, pp. 161 -2. 

43. Patterson, "Kalimpong: 'The Nest of Spies'," Twentieth Century (June 1958):53 1. 

44. Shakabpa 1967, p. 3 13. Air travel between Lhasa and Raghdogra had only just been inaugurated the 
previous Oct. (1956) by the Chinese Communists. Per Ling 1964, p. 252. 

45. Turrell V. Wylie, "Tibet." Enc.vclo~aedi Britannica (Chicago. 1973), 2 1 : 1 1  12; see also Rato 1977, P. 
186 and Ling 1967, p. 783. 

46. Some Western writers on Tibet have expressed the feeling that His Holiness and others in the Tibetan 
government should have done far less "collaborating" with and far more opposing of the Chinese than. in,their 
critical opinion, the Tibetan ruler and his colleagues did. Two such writers, George Patterson and Mlche' 
Peissel, have condemned the Dalai Lama and the ruling elite for their apparent collaboration n ith the Chinese 
during this lime of revolt. Peissel's criticism was especially unequivocal: "A word from the Dalai Lama, One 

single proclamation, and al1 Tibet would undoubtedly have stood up and faced the Chinese. The Dalai Lama's 
failure to understand this, his failure to act, to speak and to lead his people to war, is perhaps the greatest 
tragedy of Tibet's long history." But as another scholar on Tibet and hiinself a Tibetan, the late DawaNorbu, 
had explained: 

As the Kharnpas [from the east] moved their theater o f  operation ncarer I,hasa, the sirnnieriilg 
discontent o f  the local people in central Tibet grew into ollen reçentrnent and hostiliiy against the 
Ciiincse. Uiider such a tznse situation. the Dalai Lama and hi5 govcrnrncnt, ~ . l i o m  the ('hinese 
So far used as an unconscious agent of  thcir designs in .Tibet. were Linder increasing pressures ff'om 
al1 sides. Thcy were in an acute dilemma. By 1957 the traditional ruling elite iii Lhasa Was,splii 
beiween those who sided with Ngabo Ngawang Jigrne and the Dalai L,arna, boih o f  whom rzalisilcally 
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thought that Tibet's future lay in collaborating with China, and those who fclt. on the contrary, 
that Communist China and Buddhist Tibet had irreconcilable idcals. The Dalai Lama in paniculir 
was in a terrible dilemma becausc he had to oppose openly the very people who were trying to 
"defend" him and fight for al1 that he symbolized to them. He did w out of tealism and his non- 
violent moral convictions, and no less under Chinese pressure and persuasion. 

Out of realism, because the Dalai Lama seemed to sense the futility of the Khampa rebellion against the 
Chinese, he having observed that it was like "jumping off a cliff when you have eyes to see." 

The mention of Patterson's criticism of the Dalai Lama, besides that of Peissel's, and al1 the quotes of  
Peissel, the Dalai Lama and Dawa Norbu are from Dawa Norbu, "The 1959 Tibetan Rebellion: an Interpretation," 
TR ((Feb.-Mar. 1982): 13. 

And ou/ of his non-violent convictions, because he had been taught and trained from boyhood to approach 
disputes, quarrels and hostilities in a pacifistic way. His boyhood hero, in fact, had been none other than 
Mahatina Gandhi, whose cremation site at New Delhi was the very first place the Dalai Lama went to afier his 
arriva1 in the lndian capital on his first visit ever to the Land of ~ u d d h a ' s  ~ i r t h  in Nov. 1956. Early before dawn 
ihe morning after his reception at Delhi airport by Prime Minister Nehru, the young Tibetan ruler had gone to 
Rajghat 10 pay his respects and to pray. "As he prayed there," wrote one of his biographers (Goodman). "he 
was deeply moved." The Dalai Lama later recorded what his thought. and prayers had been as he stood at the 
Gandhi Cremation Memorial whose green lawns sloped down to the banks of the Yamuna River: 

I felt I was in the presence of a noble soul-the sou1 of the man uho in his life was perhaps the 
greatest of Our age. the man who had contended till death itself to preserve the spirit of lndia and 
maiikind-a true disciple of Lord Buddha and a true belieier in peacc and harmony among men. As 
I stood there 1 nondered what wise counsel the Mahatma would have given me if he had been alive 
I felt sure he would have thrown al1 his strength of will and character into a peaceful campaign for 
the freedom of the people of Tibet. 1 wished fervently that 1 had had the privilege of meeting him 
in this world. But, standing there, 1 felt 1 had came in close touch with him. and 1 felt his advice 
would always be that I should follow the path of peace. 1 had and still have unshaken faith in the 
doctrine of non-violence which he preached and practiced. Now I made up my rnind more firmly 
Io follow his lead whatever difficulties might confront me. I determined more strongly than ever 
that 1 could never associate myself wiih acts of violence. (Quoted in Goodman 1986, p. 243.) 

In an article that reviewed the Dalai Lama's volume of memoirs published in 1990 (Freedom in Exile), 
Jonathan Mirsky expressed the following comments with regard to the philosophical views of His Holiness on 
killing and within the Tibetan ~ u d d h i s t  religious framework: 

The struggle against those, like the Chinese. who attempt to dçsiroy Buddhism. while preferably 
non-violent, can sometimes, when the taking of a few lives ma? Save man'. include killing. But the 
Dalai Lama explains that the compassionate killer is not guiltless; he takes on a great burden of 
suffering for what he has done and may be reborn as a lesser being. The Dalai Lama says he would 
not kill. although he sometimes sympathizes with those who do. His reluctance to take life helps 
to explain why, despite Tibetans' capacity for ferocity, so fem Chinese have been killed in Tibet 
during the forty years in which they have taken many lives and destroyed much of the Buddhist 
fahric. (Mirsky 1990, p. 54. )  

47. Shakya 1999, p. 166. 

48. Ibid.. 202-3. 

49. Ngabo Ngawang Jigme has been described as "surely the most popularly despised. secretly admired, 
and controversial figure in the last half century ofTibetan history." (Goodman) It will be recalled that this high- 
ranking rnonk official, who had been sent by the Koshag as the last Governor of Kharn. ended up not only 
presidingover tlie fall ofthis distant eastern Tibetan province to the invading Communist Chinese in 1950 but 

being captured by these foreign forces at the same time. Once in Chinese hands. he was soon appointed by 
the Young 14Ih Dalai Lama to head up the Tibetan delegation at Peking which was forced to "negotiate" with 
China the concluding of the hated and despised Seventeen-Point Agreement of 23 May 195 1 .  Ngabo Bras later 
to becorne, in the opinion of Noel Barber, "a Tibetan traitor of the first magnitude"; indeed, for Barber, writing 
i n  1970, Ngabo's role during the entire period of the 1950s and '60s "leaves no room for equivocation" on that 
point. "lt is only fair to Say." he ad&, "that several leading Tibetans are still not certain that he was a traitor. 
but Wonder if Ngabo (now openly working with the Chinese) was not merely acting realistically." With this 
opinion, however, Barber couid net disagree more. "One does not wish to be biased," the writer explained. "bol 
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the Tibetans, by the very nature of  their isolated, religious existence, tend to be extremèly naïve.. ., and to [his 
author there is no doubt that Ngabo was, and still is, violently pro-Chinese." 

Writing more than fifieen years later (1986). Michael Goodman saw Ngabo not only as a traitor of his 
people but also as a person who "was without doubt one of the prime movers in the plot to strip the Dalai 
Lama of his powers ..." It was mystiQing to Goodman, however, "why such a known traitor was no, 
dismissed from the post of Cabinet Minister," for incredible as it may seem to outsiders. Ngabo was to remai" 
throughout the decade-long crisis of the 1950s as a member of the Kashag who was charged with particular 
responsibility for maintaining liaison with the Chinese occupiers. Goodman has posited the theory thai 
possibly the Dalai Lama had felt he could not wield sufficient power under the foreign masters of his land'70 
dismiss the most important liaison officer in the country without precipitating a fresh Chinese outburst. or 
giving the Chinese an excuse to increase their hold on Tibet. The Dalai Lama may also have hoped that a man 
like Ngabo would in the end be able to help Tibet by mollifying the enemy." On the other hand, Barber has 
mused that Buddhisin's teachings on compassion and tolerance towards al1 sentient beings, whether friend or 
foe, had so deeply atfected the Dalai Laina's thinking that "perhaps unfortunately he had. ..learned the art of 
tolerance to such a degree that he found nothing arniss in rernaining on friendly terms with those plotting 
against him." 

Whatever rnay be the correct explanation for the Dalai Lama's unusual relationship he maintained with 
Ngabo, this tall, aging, very thin wisp o f a  man has nonetheless cut an extraordinary figure in the bizarre twists 
and turns of recent Tibetan politics. In his 1986 epilogue to his biography ofthe 14'h Dalai Lama, Goodman had 
this to Say in sumrnation regarding Ngabo Ngawang Jigme: he "continues to be the most controversial Tibetan 
of his time. The majority of Tibetans despise him as a 'Second Langdarma' and 'Communist barbarian'; others 
believe him a patriot who has attempted to mitigate the treatment of the people of his homeland by the 
Chinese." 

Still later cominents have been made concerning Ngabo. In an interview with John Knaus at Dharamsala in 
NOV. 1995, the Dalai Lama "excused Ngabo" of being "a Tibetan quisling." But in another interview a few 
months earlier with the Lama's eldest brother Thubten Norbu, Knaus heard the latter describe Ngabo as "a self- 
seeking person" who is Tibet's "number one traitor." But the Dalai Lama's brother-in-law Yapshi Sey, who had 
been a member of the Tibetan delegation (as its interpreter) which negotiated the infamous 17-Point Agreement, 
told Knaus in a Nov. 1996 interview that he considered Ngabo a good man who had been caught between 
irreconcilable forces; tl~ough this, notes Knaus, may be a prejudiced view in that Yapshi Sey. in the words of 
Knaus, inight have been "indirectly defending his own participation in accepting the Agreement." Knaus wenl 
on to observe that "the more charitable interpretation" of Ngabo had gained support from a report which 
Tibetan official and later historian W.D. Shakabpa had submitted to the U.S. Consulate at Calcutta in early Jull 
195 1. At that tirne he had asserted that Ngabo, then on his homeward journey from Beijing, had sent word that 
the Tibetan government's decision on whether to approve the Agreement should not be affected by any 
or conceins for his safety. And finally, from an interview with Lodi Gyari in 1998 Knaus learned that though 
the Dalai Lama and his exile government continue to believe that Ngabo had attempted in his own way towork 
for the Tibetan people's interests, "they feel there is no comparison.. . between his contribution and that of the 
late Panchen Lama, who was outspoken and was punished for his courageous stands on behalf ofthe ~ibetans," 

Sources thus far for this note are: Goodman 1986, pp. 154, 341 ; Knaus 1999, p. 338 note 3 and 349; and 
Barber 1970, pp. 32, 40, 73. For a detailed accoiint of Ngabo's bio-data, see K. Dhondup, "Ngabo Ni?awang 
Jigme-Traitor or Patriot?" TR (Sept. 1977): 1 1-14; in this same article can be found an interestingquote from 
the speech Ngabo delivered before the first session of the Second National People's Congress in ~ e i j i n g o n ~ !  
Apr. 1959: "1 know the age-long history of Tibet quite well. Tibet is Chinese territory. Historical facts goir.g 
back some 700 years prove this." And some 20 years later the Reuter's News Service could report on 1 Mau 
1977 that Ngabo was heard to Say before a group of Japanese journalists that "the Dalai ~ a m a . .  .would be 
treated if he sincerely returns to the embrace ofthe [Chinese] motherland and stands on the side of the people," 
Ihid.. 14. 1 1. Aged 98 today (2008), Ngabo, currently holding the title of Vice-Chairman, I Ilh National Comminee 
of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference, still lives in the Chinese capital, where most 
recently he has continued to "collaborate" with the Beijing government to the extent of having declareda in an 
interview with the officia1 Xinhua News Agency, that the Dalai 1,ama had most recently been "the wire-puller 
behind "the riots [which] broke out in Tibetan regions in ChinaM-including especially at ~ h a s a - d u r i n g  the 
spring of 2008 (see ~sify.com/news/fulIstory.php?id=l4665438~). 

Interestingly, Phuntsog Wangyal, founder of the Tibetan Cornmunist Party and leading Tibetan cadre 
within the Chinese Coinmunist Party for many years, presents another portrait of the controversial Kashag 
member. In the course of Phuntsog's many conversations with Dalai Lama XIV at Beijing in 1953-C. 
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Holiness had spoken freely about certain Kashag ministers at Lhasa. one of whom was Ngabo Shape. He 
revealed to the Tibetan Cornmunist that when Ngabo had visited the Dalai Lama upon his retum to Lhasa fiom 
having signed the 17-Point Agreement, Ngabo "had cried when talking about the dificulties he had endured and 
the lies and rumors being spread about him-for example, that he was in the pay of the Chinese." Surprised to 
have heard this, Phuntsog remarked that he and the Beijing government had always assurned "that Ngabo was 
completely on our side," but nonetheless realized, after hearing the report on Ngabo from the Dalai Lama, that 
Ngabo "still stood on their [the Tibetan govemment's] side," which was understandable to Phuntsog Wangyal, 
who though a Comrnunist was also a strong Tibetan nationalist. The latter went on to observe that although the 
controversial Shape had had a close relationship with the Beijing government, i t  "was not because he was 
versed in the Communist Party's ideology and believed in it." On the contrary, his close relationship with 
Beijing was only because "he felt it was futile to fight the PLA." And with respect to the matter of the alleged 
lies and rumors, the Tibetan Communist had this to Say: "There were popular rumors that he [Ngabo) was in 
the pocket of the Chinese-that he had been bribed with gold or that, having been captured at Chamdo, he had 
been forced to change his loyalties. None of these things was true, but the suspicions existed.. ." See Wangyal 
2004, pp. 192-3, 146. 

50. According to Noel Barber, late on the night of 10 Mar., the Kashag Ministers met without the presence 
ofNgabo, who had refused to obey the order of Surkhang. the Prime Minister. to attend the Kashag meetings. 
(By this time Ngabo had decided to ally himself with the Chinese generals.) His absence made the task of the 
other Kashag members easier and also ensured a degree of secrecy which Ngabo's presence would have 
doubtless cornpromised-vis-à-vis the Chinese. The object of the 10 Mar. meeting was to discuss practical 
ways for the departure of the Dalai Lama from Lhasa should such action be necessary. At this point the 
Kashag's thinking was only in terms of a departure to Khampa-controlled territory in southeastem Tibet, with 
the town and region of Loka in mind, but with no mention of withdrawing to lndia being made. I t  was the 
unanimous decision. however, that it was now necessary to at least inform the Dalai Lama toprepare himself 
for possible departure, and as senior member of the Kashag this "unenviable task tell naturally to Surkhang." 
The latter "told the Dalai Lama bluntly that it was the advice of his Governrnent that he 'should be prepared 
if necessary to set up his Government outside Lhasa until help could come frorn lndia or the Westem countries.'" 
The Dalai Lama reluctantly agreed to this possible course of action. Apparently at this same Cabinet meeting 
the Ministers also "came to an historie-and secret4ecision." In order to bypass bureaucratie red tape they 
gave Phala, the Dalai Lama's Court Chamberlain, complete power to make whatever plans he saw fit-"even 
down to deciding the date and the hourW-for the departure of His Holiness. which the Kashag had earlier 
decided must occur in the next few days. "Phala may still have shared his master's hope that a crisis could be 
averted," added Barber, "but al1 the same he quietly sent for his personal tailor and instructed him to rnake up 
a set ofordinary soldier's clothes. He would keep the disguise handy for the Dalai Lama-just in case.'' Barber 
1970, pp. 90-92. And as the time quickly approached for the Dalai Lama's departure from the Summer Palace, 
"his simple soldier's uniform was laid out in his bedroom, ready for him to don at the last moment." Ibid.. 1 18. 

5 1 .  According to Michael Goodman, the Lord, or Court. Chamberlain (who in Tibetan is called the Chikyap 
Khenpo) "had direct access to the Dalai Lama on matîers within the jurisdiction of the monk offïcials. He 
headed the Dalai Lama's personal household and was in charge of the ruler's pri\late treasury as well as the 
official Potala ireasury. Althoueh ranking slightl~ b e i o ~  the [Kashag] he was often called on by them tojoin 
discussions on maners of great national interest." Goodman 1986. pp. 82-3. Goodman also pointed out that by 
1955 the Lord Chamberlain had become the Dalai Lama's official liaison between himself and the monastic 
branch of government and between himself and Beijing's inilitary commander in Lhasa. Phala, he added. had 
replaced the Dalai Lama's immediate elder brother, Lobsang Samden. in this hiphi). sensitive posi when in 1957 
the latter had decided on his own request to remain behind in India because of exhaustion and health reasons, 
thus requiring His Holiness to return to Lhasa without his trusted adviser. Phala. Goodman wrote. was "a tail. 
imposing nobleman with close-cropped graying hair and a w m ,  infectious smile." lbid., 203.268. 

52. Shakya 1999. p. 199. 

53. Quoted in Dutt 1977, p. 146. According to Nehru, the first his Govemment was inforrned ofthe Lhasa 
demonstration was on 1 1  Mar., a telegram having arrived that day from India's Consulate dated 10 Mar. A 
second one was received on 14 Mar., prompting the Prime Minister that same day to report to his Parliament 
that a "clash of wills" was occurring at the Tibetan capital. See Shakya 1999, p. 494 note 65. 
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54. Quoted from GTUM TwMs, Ch. 21, p. 4. 

55. Peissel's book (Peissel 1972) has been one of the prime sources used for some of the quoted and 
unquoted material to be found throughout this chapter. Author, explorer and scholar, Peissel açhieved a 
doctorate in (Tibetan) Ethnology. He even lived with theTibetans at Kalimpong. Delhi, in Nepal, and elsewhere 
before documenting his book. See Pema T. Rabgay and K. Dhondup, "Tibet Issue and the 'Concerned Asian 
Scholars,"' TR (Dec. 1977):23. 

56. When consulting the various sources for verification of this date, the present author discovered somr 
variation as to the precise day in March this declaration of independence by the people's representatives 
known as the Freedom Committee was said to have actually occurred. Some sources state the IOth  of Mar., 
others, that it occurred on the 12Ih. After carefül review of al1 available material the present author is inclined to 
side with Peissel's choice of date. especially (a) in view ofwhat is said in the note immediately preceding this 
one about that author's procedure in documenting his book on the crisis; (b) in view ofan article that appeared 
in a Chinese Communist publication in 1959 which stated: "...the all-out armed rebellion [was] launched in 
Lhasa on March 10 [1959].. ., when they openly raised the slogan of 'Independence for Tibet!' and 'The Han 
People Must Get Out!'. .." Chang Lu, "The Rebirth of  the Tibetan People Cannot Be Halted," Hongqi (Red 
Flag) (No. 9, 1959), and quoted from Concerning the Question of Tibet (Peking: Foreign Language Press. 19591, 
226; and (c) in view of what the Dalai Lama hiniself said on the matter in answer to a question put to him bu 
the Chairman of the Legal lnquiry Committee of the International Commission of Jurists (Geneva) in an 
interview held at Mussoorie. Northwest India, on 79 Aug. 1959 only a few months after the crisis in Lhasa. His 
Holiness had said: "Up to March 10, 1959, the Chinese were in complete control of Tibet and there was no 
public repudiation [of the 17-Point Agreement]. On March 1 Olh there was public repudiation and this was done 
by the General Assembly consisting of the oficials  and the public, mainly the public." Quoted in 1CJ 1966. P. 
290. The Kashag had that same day also met. in emergency session at the Norbu Lingka, and announced the 
abrogation of the Agreement and proclaimed Mar. I Oth to be Tibetan Independence Day. A.H. Stanton Candlin, 
ïibet a! Bay (New York, 197 1 ), 36. The previous source (ICJ 1966, p. 6) States that this Kashag meeting look 
place on the 1 I l h  of Mar., as does an earlier work published by the same Commission, 1CJ 1959, p. 9; and so 
does Shakabpa recollect the Kashag meeting as having occurred on Mar. I I l h  (and who is quoted in ibid.. 13: 
although he was not in Lhasa at the time of crisis but was in Kalimpong). Again, the present aiithor leans 
towards Candlin's choice of 10 Mar. 

57. Its creation had come about as follows: Prior to 10 Mar., the Tibetan Prime Minister Surkhang ''hada 
brain wave" as he struggled to calm the crowds surging about the Norbu Lingka. "'lfyou have any grievances,' 
he cried to the crowd, 'why don't you choose some men as your representatives and 1'11 let them inside the 
Palace to talk with us-and work with us.' Thus was born-out of desperation-the Freedom cornmittee of 
about 60 workers, peasants, traders. and businessmen. It was destined to work with the Kashag throughoutthe 
crisis." Barber 1970, p. 86. 

58. At the foot ofthe Potala was the village of Sho (Shol). a community of some one thousand irihabitantsj 
including ecclesiastical oficials and others in the Dalai Lama's service. Hence it was the village that preeminentl~ 
serviced the Potala; but it was also Lhasa's traditional "red-light district." the place where the Sixth Dalai Lama 
is said to have surreptitiously gone on nocturnal visits to amuse hirnself. Sho was a traditional site as well for 

pub1 ic gatherings. 

59. Quoted in ICJ 1959, p. 13. 

60. Duringthe ten years prior to lndian independence from Great Britain in 1947 the British had maintained 
a Lhasa Mission at Dekyi Lingka that "in theory" was only to have been temporary since its existence 
covered by no specific treaty agreement" but had only corne into being because the Tibetan government had 
invited the Political Officer in Sikkim to visit Lhasa for the purpose ofadvising on military problems and most 
importantly of helping "to effect a reconciliation between Lhasa and the [self-exiled] Panchen Laina" whO Ilad 
been poised on the Sino-Tibetan border waiting to return to his ecclesiastical seat at Trashilhunpo accompanied 
by a Chinese armed escort (the latter feature being the stumbling block to any reconciliation with the Lhasa 
government). However, even with the death of the Panchen in late 1937 while yet outside Tibetan territOvs 
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the British Mission still continucd its existence at the repeated requests by the Tibetan govemmem for the 
Political Oftice to retum to the capital. This "'semi-permanent' representation at Lhasa w u  therefore an 
example of the advantage of falling in with the Central Asian tendency to avoid precise definitions." The 
Mission was actually quite rnodest in composition, having consisted throughout the period of but one Oficer 
and his clerical staff of two, a Medical Oficer with his small staff, and a Wireless Operator. The Mission even 
outlasted the transfer of power to the new independent Indian govemrnent that had been proclaimed on 15 Aug. 
1947. On that date. of course, the British Mission formally became the lndian Mission. Nevertheless. the 
transition "was alrnost imperceptible." In its entirety the existing staff remained the same, and "the only 
obvious change was the change offlag." But after a year the British doctor was replaced by an lndian one, and 
"an lndian officerjoined the British officer in charge ofthe Mission for training." In tirne, however, the entim 
Mission "w as... converted into an lndian Consulate-General" status following the Chinese invasion and 
occupation of Tibet in 1950-52. it nonetheless continuing to utilize the samr original facility at Dekyi Lingka 
which the British had used earlier. Richardson 1962a, pp. 144-8, 173. 

The history of Dekyi Lingka as a place of accommodation for British officiais whenever they were at the 
Tibetan capital dates at least as far back as 1320 . I  when Sir Charles Bell had been invited to Lhasa by the Great 
Thirteenth as the head of an important British diplornatic mission. During this nearl? year-long stay of Bell's. 
he and his staff resided at Dekyi Lingka. This diplomatic compound had k e n  rented out to the British by the 
Abhot of Kundeling Monastery, the owner of the properîy. It was located on the western perimeter of the 
capital just outside the Lingkor, the five-mile-long Sacred Path that encircled the entire Tibetan capital. 
Situated on a backwater ofthe Kyi Chu, Dekyi Lingka (which means Park or Garden of Happiness) had ample 
open ground al1 about it and comnianded excellent views of the Potala Hill behind it, the Medical College Hill 
a little downstrearn. and the Norbu Lingka Palace grounds just IO the south ofthe cornpound a short ways. The 
hvo-stop main building, which always housed the Mission head, has been described as "a compact, cornfortable 
and airy house. with a small walled garden full ofpeach trees, roses and hollyhocks." Besides regular moms. 
this so-called suinrner house of the Abbot's had also a reception rooin upstairs and a large dining room 
downstairs. The clerks had their rooms and offices arnong the outbuildings within the compound. That was in 
1927. Later a small hospital run by the British was added in the 1930s, which was situated on14 a hundred 
yards frorn the Legation officer's home, and which was gradually well patronized by the Tibetans. Besides the 
hospital, wireless station. the numerous flower and vegetable gardens. Dekyi Lingka also possessed "the 
ubiquitous tennis court." In those days the British Mission was in the charge ofthe former British Trade Agent 
at Yatung (and personal assistant to the Political Oficer, Basil Gould), Rai Bahadur Dzasa Norbu Dhondup. 

By 1938 the Tibetan government decided to establish at Dekyi Lingka a srnall school mn on Western lines. 
In its'fiist year there were about nine or ten boys specially selected b!; the Regent. Reting Rinipoche. The 
Regent had in mind that these selective candidates rnight leam English and Hindi. solely for the day when they 
might be sent to the Reting Trading Co. in lndia that had been established as a result of Reting Rirnpoche having 
been elevated to the Regency in 1934. With these two languages leamed. these youths when matured to 
manhood would be able to work more effectively in India. One of these boys was Tsewang Y. Pemba, aged 7 or 
6 ,  who lived on the grounds of Dekyi Lingka with his family. This was because his father (u!horn Tharchin had 
taught at Ghooni and had met again at Lhasa in 1937) served the Lhasa Mission as one of its clerks. He 
mentions in his autobiography and elsewhere that he and the other boys "were taught English. Hindi, arithmetic. 
general knowledge and English literature. We also did P.T. [Physical Training] everq rnorning [and] we used to 
play football quite often." Another of the pupils with young Pemba was the son of Jwala Singh. the Nepalese 
Representative at Lhasa. These staternents conceming Pemba's and Singh's attendance at the school. incidentally. 
belie the assertion by Hugh Richardson in his book (Richardson 1945, p. 82) that the school "was attended 
o n l ~  by boys of the trading cornrnunity." The teacher in those early days of the school was Rai Sahib Tseten 
Wangdi. fornierly the Assistant British Trade Agent at Gyantse (under Richardson)  ho, Theos Bernard had 
noted, "had learned tn speak perfect Enslish." he having worked for the British governrnent many jears. Rai 
Sahib Wangdi Iiad served as interpreter for Bernard in 1937 at Gyantse afier the latter had dispatched Gergan 
Tharchin to Lhasa to pain permission frorn the Tibetan authorities for the American to corne up to Lliasa. Young 
Pemba was enrolled at this school until 1940 when his farnilj. rnoved to Sikkim. According to Betty Sherrif'f 
(sec below). the school was still in operation when she and her husband George (the new Lhasa ~ i s s i o n  head) 
were at Dekyi Lingka from Apr. 1943 to Apr. 1945. Like al1 Western-style schools established in Tibet's 
history. however, this one, Pemba wrote, was "later closed because the monks objected to the teaching of 
modern subjects." 

In 1943 the Kuiideling Abbot pemitted the new Mission occupants. the Sherriffs. to extend the garden and 
include a sinall Stream. (Betty Sherriff, by the way. was the daughter of Dr. John Graham of Kalimpong.) 
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"Basket loads of black soi1 and sweepings were brought from the Monastery." 
Sources for this note (other than Richardson): Hayden and Cosson 1927, p. 62 (Hayden, a geologist, had 

k e n  invited by the Tibetan government in 1922 to corne to Tibet to advise regarding the development ofthe 
land's mineral resources; he stayed at Dekyi Lingka that year); Goldstein 1989, p. 422; Pemba 1957, pp. 72. 
97. 103 (the last two cited pages deal with the school); Betty Sherriff, "Lhasa, the War Years" (pp. 227-46). in 
Fletcher 1975, pp. 228,233,235,239, and cf. xvi, xxvii; Dr. Tsewang Yeshi Pemba, "Tibetan Reminiscences," 
TR (July 1977):23-4; Maj. Gen. Philip Neame, "Tibet and the 1936 Lhasa Mission," JRCAS (Apr. 1939):237- 
8; Nearne 1947, pp. 180- 1 ; and Bernard 1939, pp. 96-7. 

61. Biit not without some fear and trepidation. As Mary explained in her autobiography, when the women 
had initially begun to collect in front of the Potala on the 1 2Ih, "1 was called there." "We ladies of the cornmittee 
[of the Women's Patriotic Association]," she confessed, "could not lead the Lhasa women because we were ail 
too afraid ofthe Chinese; worry about the consequences of our actions for Our husbands, children, fathers and 
brothers kept us bound. So this meeting was bravely led by Serong Kunsang-the eldest daughter ofTsarong's 
brother Kyeiirab and the mother of six children-who was like a Tibetan Joan of Arc.. ..She instructed me to 
go to the Indian Consul-General to ask India to help Tibet-which I did.. . ." Taring 1970, p. 226. The Women's 
Association, created in 1952, had as its Chainvoman the Dalai Lama's elder sister, Tsering Dolina. Its six Vice 
Chainvoinen had been in 1955: General Chang Ching-wu's wife; Shashur Lhacham (or Lady Shashur); Lady 
Ragashar; Lady Ngabo; Lady Tsarong (Peina Dolkar), but because of poor health, she had been replaced with 
another Lady of nobility; and Mary La as the 6"', who also served as General Secretary. Ibid., 184. 

62. Nehru is quoted in Dutt 1977, p. 146; and the aiithor of the quote regarding the undelivered nianifesio 
is Zahiruddin Ahmad, Cliina and Tibet. 1708-1959; a Résumé ofFacts (Oxford, 1960), 29. 

63. Taring 1970. pp. 226-7. 

64. Quoted in Craig 1997, p. 2 16; see also p. 225 note 10. 

65. Indeed, in the opinion of Anna Louise Strong, certain circles in India had apparently been privy vev 
early on to specific knowledge ahout the Uprising before it had even broken out at Lhasa. She reports the 
appearance of an unusual ai-ticle in one of the more prominent lndian newspapers, The Statesrnan. In the issue 
for the ?""of Mar. 1959-a full week and more before the public declaration of Tibetan independence-this 
article gave "a detailed prediction ofthe coming rebellion." It "even stated," said Strong, "that the Dalai Lama 
would be taken out of Lhasa on March 17Ih, which actually, two weeks later, occurred"! Strong 1959, p. 104. 
Interestingly, however, a thorough search of this newspaper on microfilm for the months of February and 
March 1959 conducted by the present author turned up no such article. 

66. Except where noted already, the sources for much of the information and al1 the quoted material relative 
to what happened between 9 Mar. and 17 Mar. 1959 both at Lhasa and in northern lndia are: Peissel 1972, PP. 
124, 139-41 ; "Tibetan Women's Demonstration Against Chinese, 12 March 1959," TR (Mar. 1984):14-16; 
Nowak 1984, p. 23; Patterson 1990. pp. 166-7, 172-3; and Shakabpa 1967, pp. 3 18-9, this latter being the 
source for al1 the developments which took place in the Tibetan enclaves of northern India. 

67. Whatever the reason for Gen. Tan's order for this early shelling of the Sumrner Palace, "it was a fatal 
error, foi. as Heinrich Harrer put i t  at the time, 'within a few hours of those shells dropping, the prize the 
Chinese Commander was playing for-the God-King whose help he needed to qiiell the ~ibetans-ha~ 
slipped through his fingers."' Barber 1970. p. I 10. 

68. See Shakya 1999, p. 201 

69. There has been some controversy as to who actually planned, organized and cariied out the exit and 
flight from Lhasa: the Tibetans theinselves or others-in particular, tlie American CIA. Though Chris MuIlin 
in his 1975 journalistic account has soine of the details ofthe Dalai Lama's dramatic escape to freedom correct 
on the CIA's role in it he is misinformed. This. according to a much more recent recounting of the eVents 
surrounding the said CIA agents as reported by Jamyang Norbu, who had the opportunity to interview twO of 
the participants: Phala hiinself, and one of the two Tibetan CIA agents. Writes ;2:l;,u: 
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The only agents the CIA had in Lhasa who auempted to make some kind of conneciion with che 
Dalai Lama and the Tibetan government were two Lithangwas. Atha and Lhotw. who h d  becn 
parachuted near Samye some tirne before the outbreak of the revolt in  Lhasa. I.,hotsc died a few 
years ago but Atha is still alive. in New Delhi. He told me that he and his partner secrctly managrd 
to see Phala ..., who with Surkhang [Shape] was the leader of the nationalist faction in the Tibctan 
government. and sympathetic to the resistance. Atha gave Phala a message from the American 
government asking for an official request from the Tibetan government for American militcvy aid. 
Phala told Atha that il was too late and that it would be impossible to trust the entire Cabinet or the 
Assembly with such a sensitive and potentially compromising message. Phala conlirmed this stop 
of his meeting with Atha in a conversation 1 had with him some years ago before his death. Phala 
planned and organized the Dalai Lama's escape using Atha and Lhotse with their radio transmitter 
to keep the Americans informed of developments in the escape plan, and laier during the actual 
escape itself. (Norbu. "'The Tibetan Resistance Mobement." in Barnett & Akiner 1994, p. 195) 

According to Mullin, incidentally, the Dalai Lama himself later did categorically deny "repons that he had 
air cover from the CIA during his escape" but confirmed that "he was in raaio contact with the Americans." For 
Mullin's account and conclusions on this episode, see his article, "The CIA: Tibetan Conspiracy," Far Eastern 
Ecoriomic Review, ( 5  Sept. 1975):30-34. 

Others claiming the CIA's central role in the escape are: T.D. Allman, "On the CIA's Role in Tibet: Pawn 
to Check Peking," Tlie Guurdiun, 31 Dec. 1973, who writes: "According to sources with first-hand knowledge. 
the Dalai Lama's departure was engineered by the CI A"; Tom Grunfeld. The Muking of'.Modern Tibet (London. 
1987), 150- 1, who, quoting George Patterson as a source, claims that the CIA had been planning to abduct His 
Holiness out ofTibet well before the Lhasa llprising; and Fletcher Proutÿ, 77ze Secret Teorn (New York. 1973). 
who asserts that without the CIA's assistance the Dalai Lama would not have been able IO have fled to India. 

On the other side of the argument, besides Jamyang Norbu. the reader should consult Shakya 1999. pp. 
200-207, who writes on p. 201 that "it is clear that the CIA was not involved in organizing the Dalai Lama's 
escape as alleged by the Chinese and some Western writers." and who asserts elsewhere thai "thcre is no 
evidence to support [the] claiins" made by Allman et al.-see ibid.. 494-5 note 67; Knaus 1999, pussim; and 
Conboy and Morrison 2002, passim. 

On a related matter, historian Shakya has also made it clear that "neither the CIA nor the émigré groups in 
Kalimpong accused by the Chinese of instigating the revolt were involved in organizing either the revolt or the 
Dalai Lama's flight from Lhasa." Shakya provides documentation that refutes the Chinese allegation. See 
Shakya 1999, pp. 201-2. 

70. Barber 1970, pp. 109. 129. 

7 1 .  One of the most celebrated journeys by Government leaders ever to be made in modem times and 
which riveted the world's attention for weeks. It is dramatically recounted by His Holiness in Dalai Lama XIV 
1962, pp. 194-21 8. beginning with the clandestine exit from his surnrner residence, the Norbu Lingka, one night 
in mid-Mar. 1959. and ending weeks later with his announcement to the world at Tezpur, Northeast India. of 
his safe arriva1 when days before he had gone up and over the snowcapped mountainous Indo-Tibetan frontier 
pass just east of Bhutan. Incidentally. one of the reasons why his journey took so long and wh? his relatives 
and many friends in other nations (such as Tharchin at Kalimpong) were left to wonder for such a long time 
where he and his Party were, was because, as the Dalai Lama himself explained in his book. "we tried to spare 
Our ponies as rnuch as we could al1 through our journey" by frequently leading them rather than riding them 
constantly, 'hot only because Tibetans always do. but especiall! because the! had so far to go and ihere  as 
so little fodder for them." Ibid.. 2 17. 

72. Patterson 1990. p. 173. 

73. Ofhis last act in the Norbu Lingka on that fateful night of Mar. 1 7Ih the 23-year-old Theocrat of Tibet 
writes: ''A soldier's clothes and a fur cap had been left for me, and about half-past nine 1 took off my nionk's 
habit and put them on. And then. in that unfamiliar dress, I went to rny prayer room for the last tirne. 1 sat down 
on my usual throne and opened the book of Lord Buddha's teachings which lay before it, and I read to niyself 
t i l l l  caille to a passage in which L.ord Buddhatold a disciple to be ofgood courage. Then I closed the book and 
blessed the room, and turlied down the lights. As 1 went out, my mind was drained ofall emotion." Dalai Lama 
XIV 1967, p. 198. At the last moment before the beleaguered Dalai Lama slipped out the passagewa'. towards 
the exit gare of the Palace, his Court Chamberlain Phala. who had made al1 arrangements ineticulousl~ for his 
depanure, stood waiting for him on the steps, watching as Tibet's Young Theocrat stood in silence for a feu 
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seconds, "the saddest sight, the most awful moment," Phala later recalled, "1 have ever known in my life." 
Quoted in Barber 1990, p. 110. 

73. Knaus 1999, p. 165. 

75. For instance, Heinrich Harrer had entitled a photo-magazine article he wrote about the Dalai Lama's 
departure that fateful night as: "Flight in a Sandstorm: a Miraculous Escape." and in the article itself has 
declared that the escape from the Palace "had been possible at al1 only because of  a blinding sandstom so 
providentially timed that I found myself believing in a miraculous divine intervention." Moreover, in 1970 a 
book by Noel Barber declared that "it was at this moment Ljust before the Dalai Lama was to slip out of the 
Palace gate]. . .that something very close to a miracle occurred. Almost as though ordained by divine providence, 
one of the worst sandstorms Lhasa had ever known wrapped the City, the Vale and the Summer Palace in a 
swirling brown veil." After quoting Harrer about how such a sandstorm obliterates everything, Barberadded in 
a footnote that this particular Storm even obliterated "the Chinese searclilights that stabbed the sky from a 
dozen points." Barber 1970, pp. 1 19, 120n. 

Others have disputed the miraculous element in his exit from the Palace, declaring that sandstorms have 
always been quite typical phenomena in Tibet, and more specifically in Lhasa itself. Yet these critics overlook 
the fact of the intensiw and theprecise timing of this particular sandstorm at the capital which coincided so 
perfectly wilh the intended moment of the Dalai Lama's departure from the precincts of Norbu Lingka that 
were under surveillance by the Chinese Red soldiers garrisoned in their various camp sites a mere 200 yards 
from the Palace walls. On the other hand, another critic who has disputed the element of miracle in the event 
(he observing with obvious disdain that the term "miraculous" to describe the exit from the Palace had later 
been employed "not by the Tibetans but by the sensation-loving Western press") is Michel Peissel. He has 
stated that the Dalai Lama had "nothing worse to fear than recognition by his own people" and not by the 
Chinese, whom he claimed remained "in their barracks" that eventful night "awaiting orders from Peking" 
rather than venturing out to face armed Khampas and other Tibetan citizens who "patrolled the streets of 
Lhasa and its environs." Peissel 1972. p. 134. (Though he does not indicate why, the Chinese were currently 
iinder orders to avoid any unnecessary contact with the Tibetans until new orders were received as to what the 
Chinese response should be to the turbulent events which had already engulfed the capital iip to that moment. 
Indeed, as was indicated earlier in the Text, it would not be till three days later that the PLA would be ordered 
to recapture the Tibetan capital from demonstrators and resistance fighters.) 

Yet Peissel misses two crucial points here: (a) that though the Chinese troops may have remained in their 
barracks (though that claim is still debatable), there must have been a few soldiers on patrol guarding the 
perimeters of the camp sites which surrounded the Norbu Lingka at no greater distance away than 200 yards; 
and hence, were there no sandstorm to obliterate the view which at night was daily made possible to them by 
their searchlights beaming from a dozen different vantage points in the Palace area, then these Chinese could 
easily have noticed the moveinents of people entering and exiting the Palace at various gate points; and (b) that 
to be recognized even by his own people might have proved fatal for His Holiness, simply because absolute 
secrecy even from the Tibetan populace and non-involved Khampa soldiers was imperative for a successful 
departure. since any excitement which might be ignited by devout Tibetans suddenly and unexpectedly 
recognizing their "god-king" outside the precincts of Norbu Lingka could easily have created a scene of 
pandeinoniuin. word of which would immediately have gotten back to the several Chinese caniys which ringed 
the whole Palace area. Then, too. there were spies among the friendly crowds outside the Palace who needed 
to be thwarted in their work. As Barber has pointed out elsewhere in his book, decoys were necessary- 
officiais of importance known to be close to the Dalai Lama-who would remain behind for several daysand 
show themselves to the crowds in order to both bluff the Chinese into believing the Dalai Lama was still inside 
the Palace, and to keep the secret from the crowds outside; "for if they discovered the ti-uth, spies would Pass 
the information to the Chinese in a matter of minutes." Barber 1970, p. 1 12. Consequently. it is not tao much 
to Say that the timing and intensity of a sandstorm to have so perfectly coincided with the depaiture proved 
of inestimable assistance to the plan of avoiding the possibility of recognition by both friend and foe alike. 

New it inust be understood that these sandstorms are no small innocuous affairs, as Harrer, Who Ilas 

experienced theni firsthand, can report: 
These sandsiorrns in Lliasa obliterate everything. You must close your eyes to avoid being blindai 
Yeu close p u r  lips iight shut, yet still the sand gets into your teeth. When ?ou are caught il1 such 
a Storm \.ou must jus( wrap your mantle right around you, covering your face and head and wait for 
il Io pass. 
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This is what the Chinese soldiers ... must have done as the god-king moved invisibly throu& 

them dressed [in his disguise] ... and enveloping his whole head except for his v e r  in a thick w w l  
stocking cap which l'ibetans cal1 o-mo-su. 'The noise of the swirling sand deadened his f m e p s  
he crept out of the south gate, accompanied only by three noblemen attendants. I t  had bccn a p c d  
that the party should split up into small groups. reassembling only after they had crossed the river 
Kyi ... 

Once through the south gate the Dalai Lama and his three attendants walkcd through the stom 
to the dried-up bed of the tributary of the river Kyi which skiris the south side of the Norbu Lingka. 

The Chinese were camped al1 around. but thanks to the sandstorm, not one spotted the god- 
king. He walked on and. boarding a public ferry, crossed the wide river Kyi with a xorc of ordinary 
passengers. Once across the river the Dalai Lama's party round horses waiting and were able to ride 
quickly away into the night. L!fi  ( 4  May 1959):30-1. 

Another witness to these ferocious sandstonns around Lhasa was Frenchwoman Alexandra David-Neel. 
This was in February of 1924. Disguised as a poor Tibetan peasant, she attempted successfully to enter the 
capital without being detected. And she attributes her success partly to a sandstorrn that arose out of nowhere 
just as the ferry which had carried her across the Kyi Chu arrived on the Lhasa side ofthe river. Wrote Madame 
David-Neel later: 

A miracle seemed to protect our entrance into Lhasa. No sooner had we landed than the air, til l  
then so calm, became.agitated. All of a sudden a furious storm arose, lifting clouds of dust high into 
the sky. 1 have seen the simoon in the Sahara. but was it worse than this? No doubt it was. Yet. that 
,terrible, dry lashing rain of dust gave me the impression of being once more in the great desert. 
Indistinct forms passed us, men bent in two, hiding their faces in the laps of their dresses, or 
whatever piece of cloth they niight happen to have with them. 

Who could see us coming? Who could know us? An immense yellow curtain of whirling sand \vas 
spread before the Potala, blinding its guests, hiding froni them Lhasa, the roads leading to it, and 
those who walked upon them. I interpreted i t  as a symbol prornising me complete security ..." l'he 
gods threw a veil over the eyes of his adversaries and they did not recognize him." So went an old 
Tibetan tale which 1 had heard long ago ... M)J jour rie.^ ro Lhasa. rhc Per.sonul Sror). o f  rhc Only 
R'l~ire U'onron Who Succeeded in Entering rhe Forbidden Cil). (New York. 1927). 256-7. 

Without question, the sandstorrn provided the perfect cover indeed. without which it would have been 
extremely problematical for the "god-king" ofTibet to have made his exit frorn the Norbu Linpka and to have 
walked the short but dangerous distance south of the capital to the Rarnagan feny crossing of the river Kyi. It 
would therefore be difficult not to agree to some extent with Harrer's conclusion ofa  "rnirucirlous interventionw- 
however one rnight wish to define "miraculous"-and that without the sandstorrn the clandestine departure 
from Lhasa would almost certainly not have been possible; even granting, as was true, the presence of the 
fiercely loyal Khampa soldiery in Lhasa who-as Harrer himself acknowledged-had been prepared, if need 
be, to forin diversionary groups between the Norbu Lingka and the river to draw off the superior Chinese tire 
should the Chinese have discovered that the Dalai Lama had departed the Palace. Lifi .  (4  Ma! 1959):j 1 .  

76. As recorded in John F. Avedon, Ai7 Intervieiv ivith the Dnlai Lama (New York. 1980). 32. 

77. 'Quoted in Far Eastern rnnonric Revieiv  o on^ ~jdhg) ( 18 Mar. 1971):32; see a l sa  Barber 1970. p. 
109:He had learned these terrible tidings from the capita! b# means of ninners uho in  relays had brought to His 
Heliness a tragic eyewitness account written by the Dalai Lamas Rira te  Secretary. Klienchùn G r a .  In fact 
wounded by the Chinese shelling, he had rernained behind for seieral daysonce the shelling of the citj had 
begun, before making his own escape. The Tibetan ruler was severely shaken by Tara's report. which went a 
long way in convincing hirn that no good purpose would be further serked by his remaining on Tibetan soil. 
Goodman 1986, p. 309. 

78. To round out the story of the May 195 1 Treaty insofar as the Tibetan gocernrnent-in-exile mas 
concerned. it should be noted that the Dalai Lama. in a June 1959 press conference at Mussoorie. formally 
repudiated thc I7-Point Agreement. Wrote His Holiness about this later: "1 did that on m?.. own initiative; but 
while 1 was at Mussoorie 1 had the chance, for the first time in my life, to meet experts on international law. and 
they confirmed that it was a proper thing to do." He was told that "if a treaty is violated by one of the parties 
to it, it can legally be repudiated by the other Party. and then it is no longer in force." The Chinese. he 
continued, "had certain11 violated" it, a d  "we ware willing to prove it." NOW that "1 had repudiated the 
agreement."tnncluded His Holiness, "it had ceased te bind us, and our claim to sovereignty nas  the sarne as it 
had been before the agreement was signed." Dalai Lama XIV 1962. pp. 220,221. 
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79. Ibid., 2 1 1 .  

80. Ibid.. 2 1 1 -2. 

8 1. See Shakya 1999, pp:205-6. 

82. As recorded in Avedon, Interview with the Dalai Lama, 22. Yet the inability of the Nehru governrneni 
to comprehend the Tibetan mind would be further accentuated less than two months later. During his now 
famous 20 June 1959 press conference at Mussoorie, the Dalai Lama was asked by one reporter whether 
Tibetans still recognized him as the Ruler of Tibet. He answered: "Wherever J am, accornpanied by rny 
Government, the Tibetan people recognize us as the Government of Tibet." This public statement of the Dalai 
Lama's received the same reaction from Nehru through his spokesman ten days later as had the earlier one by 
His Holiness made in private to the lndian Prime Minister: the Government of India, the spokesman declared, 
does not recognize any separate Ciovenment of Tibet and that there is no question of a Tibetan governrnent 
under the Dalai Lama functioning in India. Moreover, according to Subimal Dutt, India's Foreign Office 
Secretary at the tiine, Nehru subsequently advised the Dalai Lama privately "to avoid embarrassing the 
government of lndia by further statements of this kind." Dutt 1977, p. 156. But as one authority on Tibet and 
Tibetans has pointed out, however, "there was no other answer that the Dalai Lama could honestly have 
given"; for, he added, "it is fundamental to al1 Tibetan thinking that a Dalai Lama, once discovered, cannot in 
any circumstance divest himself of his position as head of the religion and head ofthe state." Richardson 1962a, 
pp. 2 17-8. The source for the declaration by the Indian governrnent spokesman is "Chronology of Events" in 
ICJ 1959, p. 10; but see again Dutt 1977, p. 156. 

It should be noted by way of conclusion on this point that during an interview at Mussoorie two weeks 
later the Dalai Lama responded on 4 July as best he could to the Government spokesman of the Prime Minister 
by stating that he would do nothing or make any pronouncements which might embarrass the Indian governrnent 
to which His Holiness was very grateful for having given him asylum. ICJ 1959, p. 10. lnterestingly enough, 
a day or two later, Nehru hirnself stated to the press that lndia would not recognize any separate government 
of Tibet in exile under the Dalai Lama because such a step, he declared, would mean "breaking away entire 
relations" with China. which naturally lndia was not prepared for undertaking at this time. Quoted from the 
Hindzr Weekly Revieii], 6 July 1959, in Sudershan Chowla, "Tibet: the Red Chinese Challenge to India," C~iren'  
History (Mar. 1961 ): 174. Apropos of this is the fact that in his later memoirs (Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 1941, 
the Tibetan leader could report that in 1965 India's then Prime Minister Shastri had been seriously thinking of 
recognizing the Dalai Lama's exile Government but had died before making a final decision on the matter. Which 
prompted Tibetan historian Tsering Shakya to observe that had India done so, "it would have been most likel~ 
that China would have broken off diplomatic relations." Shakya 1999, p. 500 note 82. 

82a. See Dutt 1977, p. 152 and Dalai Lama XIV 1990, pp. 146-7. 

83. All in this and the preceding longer paragraph per Goodman 1986, p. 309: Barber 1970, p. 152; and 
Peissel 1972, p. 148. 

84. Knaus 1999, pp. 167-8; see also Shakya 1999, p. 200. 

85. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 221. The earlier quote regarding the Dalai Lama alive in a foreign nation Is 

from a report datelined Hong Kong that appeared in the Times oflndia (Bombay). 28 Apr. 1959. and quoted in  
G.P. Hutheesing, ed., Tibet Figlits.fi~r- Freedom (Bombay, 1960). 176. 

86. When the world had become sufficiently aware of the awful tragedy unfolding in Lhasa and of the DaFi 
Lama's exit from the Tibetan capital, over a hundred correspondents began to fly into lndia from Paris; 
London, New York, Africa and East Asia seeking what was already being heralded as "the story ofthe decade 
and "one of the epic escape stories of history." They al1 naturally first headed for Kalimpong as the mosi likel! 
place to commence their quest for news, where they converged on the Macdonald family's celebrated Himalayan 
Hotel. "Daddy" Macdonald had already taken to his bed out ofconCern for the Dalai Laina after heariilgof 
clandestine depaiture from Lhasa. "The press," wrote John Avedon in a touch of. wry hun~or. "scotlred the 
surrounding peaks with binoculars, accosted the town's mosr prominent Tibetan citizens, drove one hundred 
miles a day back and forth to Gangtok in search of leads. and, under increasing pressure From their d i tors  
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provide front-page news on the whereabouts of the mysterious 'God-King' began issuing fabricated reports 
over Kalimpong's antiquated morse-key telegraph." Competition for a news scoop was so intense and genuine 
news so limited, he added, ''that much of the reporters' time was spent surreptitiously tailing one anotha for 
sources." Avedon 1984, p. 67. 

87. The scene very rapidly and dramatically shifted to Assam, Avedon further explained, when news 
reached Kalimpong that the Dalai Lama had crossed into the North-East Frontier Agency of India. For the 
journalists could, by a mere glance at the map, deduce that he must eventually emerge at the small railroad 
terminus of Tezpur. Whereupon the newsmen hurriedly "decamped en masse" from Kalimpong, traveling first 
to Shillong and then to Tezpur itself. lbid. 

88. Dalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 218. Interestingly, the Dalai Lama felt compelled at Mussoorie to issue a 
further statement confirming that the Tezpur release had been authorized by him. See Dalai Lama XIV 1990, 
p. 146. Of further interest is the fact that Tsering Shakya could report that "a highly-placed source" had told 
the Tibetan historian that the original Tezpur statement had been "written by Nehru himself." Shakya 1999, p. 
2 16. 

89. An extremely excellent and quite scholarly sourcebook that documents and intelligently discusses 
much of the material on this point to be found in the paragraphs which follow in the present narrative is 
Chanakya Sen's exhaustive study of the period, Sen 1960, passim. 

90. The full text of the NCNA communiqué is quoted in Sen 1960, pp. 133-40, of which the foregoing 
quotes appear on p. 135. 

91. See "Long Day's Joumey," Erne (1 3 Apr. 1959):30. 

92. This excerpt from the text ofthe CPI Secretariat's press release appeared in "Put Down the Rebellion 
in Tibet Thoroughly!" as quoted from Renmin Ribao (People's Daily) of 31 Mar. 1959 in Peking Review (17 
Apr. 1959):7. 

93. Ibid. 

94. Quoted in Patterson 1964, p. 254. 

95. Chang Lu. "The Rebirth of the Tibetan People Cannot Be Halted," Hongqi (No. 9, 1959). and quoted 
from Concerning the Question of ï ïbe t  (Peking: Foreign Language Press, 1959), 226. 

96. In what can only be termed a humorous and quite colorful passage from an otherwise serious speech 
before the Lok Sabha on 2 Apr. 1959. Nehru, with most likely a twinkle in his eye, described at some length this 
spy nest: 

Kalimpong. Sir, has been often described as a nest of spies, spies of innumerable nationalities, not 
one, spies from Asia, spies from Europe. spies from America, spies of  Communists. spies ofant i -  
Communists. red spies, white spies, blue spies. pink spies and so on. Once a knowledgeable person 
who knew something about this matter and %as in Kalimpong actually said to me. though no doubt 
il was a figure of speech, that there were probably more spies in Kalimpong than the rest of the 
inhabitanis put together. Thai is an exaggeration. Bui it has beconie in the lasi few yeak, especiall! 
in the last seven or eighi years. As Kalimpong is more or less perched near the bordm of India. and 
since tlie development in Tibet some ),cars ago since a change took place there. it becomes of gea t  
inierest to al1 kinds of' people outside India. and man) people have corne here in various guises, 
sometimes as  technical people, sometimes as bird watchers. sometimes as geologists, sotnelimes as 
journalists and sometimes with some other purpose. jus1 to adniire the natural scenep, and so they 
al1 seem to find an interest; the main object of their interest, whether it is bird watching or 
someihing else, was round about Kalimpong. 

. . .  ihere is no doubt that so far as Kalimpong is concerned there has been a great deal of  
espionage and counter - espionage and a complicaied game of chess by various nationalities and 
various numbers of spies and counter-spies there. No doubt a person with the a b i l i ~  to writc fiction 
of this kind will tïnd Kalimpong an interesting place for some novel of that Ppe.  (Quoted in Sen 
1960. pp. 175-6: ilie full text of the speech is quoted on pp. 172-83) 
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97. Quoted in Knaus 1999. p. 141 and in Shakya 1999, p. 158. 

98. The full text of this 27 Apr. speech of Nehru's is quoted in Sen 1960, pp. 184-92, of which the 
foregoing quote regarding Kalimpong appears on p. 189. One who was very knowledgeable about the "goings- 
on" in the Himalayan hill town over the years since 1950, in some of which he himself was either directly or 
indirectly involved, was norle other than that British ex-missionary and indefatigable commentator on things 
"Kalimpongian"-George Patterson. In one of his many books on the period, he wrote the following descriptive 
commentary on the two very quotable phrases of acknowledgment in Nehru's speech before the Lok Sabha: 
"While the terni 'nest ofspies' applied to Kalimpong by Mr. Nehru was an exaggeration, there was a considerable 
amount of intrigue going on from 1950 onwards. The Chinese,.Kuomintang and Communists, intrigued; the 
Indians, Communists and non-Communists, intrigued; the Tibetans, priest, lay, Lhasa officia1 and Khampa 
tribesmah, Dalai versus Panchen faction, aristocratic families, feuded and intrigued; Americans, British and 
Russians intrigued. Some did it because the atmosphere of the town 'got' them, some because they were bored 
or dispossessed, some were amateurs who indulged for the 'kicks,' a few were skilled professionals, working 
skillfully and effectively outside the knowledge and publicity of town and press." 

And as for Nehru's phrase, "a center of trouble," Patterson had this to Say: "In spite of the military and 
security control of the Chinese on the Tibetan border. constant contact was easily maintained between 
Tibetans living in Kalimpong and their relatives and friends inside Tibet. Medical supplies, and even armsand 
ammunition were slipped through to the guerrillas by many channels; papers, propaganda pamphlets and 
correspondence were introduced into Lhasa, and throughout other towns and monasteries in Tibet, almost at 
will. Messengers disguised as muleteers and traders, crossed into lndia regularly, sometimes bypassing 
checkposts. at other times openly registering biit using different names and occupations each time. It was no 
wonder the Chinese Communists developed a violent hatred for Kalimpong." Nevertheless, added Patterson 
one page later. "The Chinese allegation that Kalimpong was the 'center of revolt' was blown up out of al1 
proportion and bore little relation to the true facts. Certainly, letters passed to and from Lhasa to individuals 
in Kalimpong. and supplies-mostly medical-were sent from Kalimpong to the rebels, but that spart, the 
Tibetans in Kalimpong contributed little to the revolt in Tibet." Patterson 1964, pp. 251-2, 253. 

99. The charge was made by the Prime Minister on 20 Apr. New York Times, 2 1 Apr. 1959, p. 4. 

100. Peissel 1972. pp. 155-6. 

101. Quoted in Sen 1960, p. 420. The complete text of the Chinese diplomatic note can be found on PP 
419-23. Point Three in its entirety reads as follows: 

3. There is openly published in Kalirnpong the T~hetan iMirror, a reactionary newspaper hostile 
to the Chinese governrnent and people. The Tibetan reactionaries and the organizations under 
their control also printed various reactionary leaflets and other propaganda rnaterial and srnuggled 
thern into Tibei. Such newspapers and propaganda rnaterial spread vicious rumours and slanders 
againsi the Chinese gobernrnent, the Chinese Cornrnunist Party and the Chinese People's 1-iberation 
Army aiid fabricaird al1 sorts of lies; moreover, [they] atternpted to sow discord between the Han 
and the Tibetan nationalities of China, between the Chinese Central Governrnent and the Tibctan 
local authorities as well as between the Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama. Sorne of the propaganda 
material cven openly called on the Tibetan people to risr up against the Chinese governrnent and 
advocated the separation of Tibet from China. [Various individuals formerl! of high raiik in Tibet 
but now in Kalirnpong] . . .  wrote to the Lamas of thc three big monasteries in Tibet to enlice 
to participate in their subversive activities. 

102. This five-point Chinese diplomatic note of 10 July 1958 intimatecl Chinese frustration and conCern 
about more than Kalimpong being the command center of the revolt and Gergan Tharchin's mi-Chines' 
editorial stance. The note also aimed its barbs at the U.S. (and at Taiwan's Chiang Ksi-shek, for thai matter) for 
having intruded herself into the Tibetan situation and against China. In one of its five points the Cllinese 
claimed that "the U.S. and Chiang Kai-shek clique" had been incieasing its "collusioii" with T'ibetan 
"reactionaries" in Kalimpong and that this clique was "actively inciring and orga~iir ing a handful of 
reactionaries hidden in Tibet for an armed revoit there in order 10 attain the traitOrous aiin of separatiiig thc 
Tibet region from the People's Republic of China." Ibid., 42 1-2. 
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Now for the longest time there had been those in and out o f  the American govemment, and those in India 

and elsewhere in Asia who denied these charges by the Chinese ofan American involvement. Rut over the y- 
since the time of these events, historians. researchers, journalists and others bcgan bit by bit to unearth the 
truth or falsity ofsuch charges, rumors and oblique reports until a rather full picture finally emerged as to what 
actually happened where and by whom; al1 ofwhich plainly revealed the fact ofAmerican complicity, and that 
it was substantially more than merely rendering lip service to the Tibetan guerrillas but which involved the 
American Defense Department's provision of clandestine military assistance to the rebels inside 1- ik t .  
Moreover, it even involved the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) o f  the United Stata govemment that in 1958 
commenced its own rebel training programs in the Colorado Rocky Mountains in the western parc of'the U.S. 
and, later, on one U.S. Trust Territory island in the South Pacific. For example, a total o f  some 170 Khampas 
from eastern Tibet received combat training at a remote Colorado base called Camp Hale between 1959 and 
1962 and were then secretly sent back into Chinese-controlled Tibet. So clandestine was the Camp Hale 
training that many ofthe guerrilla recruits never realized they were in the U.S.! And when at one moment during 
1961 there was the possibility ofthe New York ïïmes leaking the story, the Defense Department pleaded with 
the newspaper to refrain from publishing il, the Department claiming. in its own words. thai "it might raise 
tensions between Washington and Peking to a dangerous level." Indeed, even into the 1990s, so secret had some 
aspects o f  American involvemeiit in the operation remained that Jamyang Norbu had noted in 1994 that the 
appropriate U.S. records were still "security-classified," Washington still regarding its support for the Tibetan 
resistance to be "a sensitive issue." Norbu, who had himself been a member o f  the Tibetan Guerrilla Force 
operating from Nepal ti l l  1974, quoted U.S. Air Force Colonel Fletcher Prouty. who oversaw secret air 
missions for the Of ice  o f  Special Operations, as observing in 1972 that Tibet is "buried in the lore o f  the CIA 
as one o f  those successes that is not talked about." 

Now inasmuch as the CIA had become directly involved in supporting the Tibetan guerrillas as early as late 
1956, one could logically conclude that this Agency's supply drops into Tibet and its training o f  Khampas did 
in fact play a part in the Tibetan Uprising o f  10 March 1959 at Lhasa and in the general Revolt which followed 
immediately thereafier. But in the opinion o f  Jamyang Norbu. this i s  not at al1 to be construed as supporting 
the notion "prevalent at one time among journalists and academics sympathetic to China. ..that the Tibetan 
revolt was essentially a conspiracy of.. .the CIA" in concert with "the Tibetan church" and "the aristocracyW- 
a notion. some vestiges of which. he added, "still prevail today [writing in 19941." Nor. he observed, can one 
accept the assertion made by one such journalist, Chris Mullin, that the CIA engineered the Dalai I,amals flight 
to lndia and even escorted him along the way. That, wrote Norbu recently, "seems to be mostly the result o f  
creative journalistic imagination." (See end-note 69. earlier that supports Norbu's position on this latter issue.) 

Though admittedly the CIA did play a role in the March 1959 Uprising and its long-term afiermath, even 
so, according to one writer on these events, American assistance was at times "reluctantly given, and in an' 
case would never approach the level necessary to sustain a real drive for Tibetan independence." When. for 
instance, the first American arms drop to the rebels occurred near the end o f  1958, it only came afier repeated 
appeals had been inade by the guerrillas. And when. in response to the CIA decision to shift the headquarters 
for the training and guerrilla operations to near Jornosom in the remote Mustang area ofNorthwest Nepal some 
2000 Khampas relocated there in early 1961 expecting concomitant American aid. these rebel soldiers were near 
starvation by the time the aid tinally did reach there in lare 1961 ! This was most likely due. however, to tlie fact 
that news of the CIA operation had leaked, causing hundreds o f  Tibetans to join the resistance in Mustang. 
"With its cover blown," noted Andrew Balestracci, "the CIA halted its aid for six months." Following what 
must have been an arduous winter, assistance to the Tibetans came from a new source, India. f o l l o w i ~ i ~  on the 
heels of lier humiliating defeat in the 1962 Indo-Chinese border war; for New Delhi noh had decided to 
coordinate her activities with the Americans and also the British. "llnder CIA sponsorship." reports Balestracci. 
"India created the Special Frontier Force, made up entirely of Tibetans. and code-named 'Establishment 23.' to 
guard hei northerii borders. Under i t  came a new force called the Tensung Danglang hlagar. or the National 
Volunteer Force Arm\. (NVDA), under the leadership of Gyalo Dhondup, the brother of the Dalai Lania." 

By tlie early 1 <)70s, though. al1 U.S. assistance ceased once it became apparent to the ~mericans that Tibet 
no longer ser~ed as a useful Cold War front in the West's containment ofchinese Communism. h,loreover. \sith 
the iiormalizing of relntiolis betbveen Washington and Bei-jing. the Cld4's aid to the KVDA soon ended: and 
Chinese threats of'militav action caused the Nepali govemment to close down the NVDA bases along the 
frontier that in the mid-]960s had boasted over 6000 trained Tibetan guerrillas from al1 parts of Tibet. 
Althoiigh some rnilitarv confrontations did occur between the rebels and the Royal Nepal Arm> it 

marched iip thc Kali Ga;daki gorge, full-scale fi ghting \vas prevented by the Dharanlsala exile _eovernment. ~ h i s  
"as because i l s  enlissarv jle\v up to Joniosom's STOL airfield armed with a 20-minute taped messape frolli the 
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107. Except for the lengthy quoted passage from Knaus, al1 of which is from Knaus 1999. pp. 169-7 1, the 

\/aiious comnients hy Sen Gupta and al1 quoted material. whether his or others, appearing in this and the 
preçeding six paragraphs of Text. can be consulted in Sen Gupta 1988, pp. 1 19, 308.3 12, 308. 3 10, 1 19, 1 19- 
20, 120. 345 note 4 1, 120-2 1. Also, the J .  Narayan quote is per Patterson 1990, p. 178. 

108. Nehru had already carefully considered in advance the question of political asylum for the Dalai 
L.ama. were he to request it. Subimal Duit lias provided some insight into Nehru's thinking on the subject; for 
he was very close to the Prime Ministei inasmuch as at this time Dutt was Foreign Secretary of lndia's Foreign 
Office where Nehru was himself serving as Foreign Minister as well as being Prime Minisier of India. Writes 
Dutt of Nehru: "A senior colleague of his. one in whom he had great confidence. did not like the fuss that waî 
heing made in lndia about conditions in Tibet and about the Dalai Lama, but Nehru strongly reacted against any 
suggestion that political asylum should be refused. It was the inherent right o f a  sovereign nation. he said. to 
@ive asylum to a political refugee so long as the refugee did not indulge in any political activities. He recalled 
C'hou En-lai's statement to hini in Peking in Oct. 1956. Nehru had then referred to the presence in Pekingofthe 
Nepalese political leader, K.  1. Singli, who had found asylum there. and mentioned to the Chinese Premier that 
the Nepal government were feeling concerned. Chou En-lai replied that it was the accepted international n o m  
to give asyluni to a political refugee but Singh would not be permitted to indulge in political activities. The 
Gobernment of India would impose the same condition on the Dalai Lama but there could be no question of 
denying hiiii political asylum in India." Duit 1977, p. 150. 

109. Norbu 1961, p. 262. 

110. Indeed. just the year before this publication, when in July 1989 he was in New York one day to 
receive the Human Rights Award from the U.S. Congress's Human Rights Caucus, the Dalai Lama had indicated, 
as reported in a nationally televised news broadcast that night, that "he still considers himself a refugee even 
today." Per the "NBC Nightly News," 31 July 1989. 

1 1 1 . It has been estiinated that only about 4000 Tibetans had slipped over the border into lndia in the 
Years between 1950 and early 1959. They "had quickly moved, a few at a tiine, into the lndian countryside 
around Darjeeling and Kaliinpong ..." Oden Meeker, "Tibetans Out in the World." New Yorker (12 Dec. 
1959): 163. George Woodcock. President of the Tibetan Refugee Aid Society. Vancouver. Canada, has given a 
remarkablr profile of these Tibetans n.ho exited their homeland during the decade ofthe 1950s and described 
what happened to theni afterwards: 

At Iirst these expatriates tended to be relativel? well-10-do people uho foresau that their possessions 
rniglit ho011 he threacened. A numher of noblemen and their families made their wa!-mith their 
portahle pi.opert)-to Calcutta. svhere some of them still live. and some of the wealthier 1-hasa 
inerchants transferred the scene ol'their business activities to the Darjreling-Kalinipong region. In 
numhers thcsc exiles who came hetween 1951 and 1959 were ven, f e ~ ,  and since they did not 
require assistance the? passed almost unnoticed in the polygloi and poly-cultural society of West 
Beiigal. wliicli çoiitains man! natile-born people of Tibetan rac e . . . .  

I t  uas atier the Dalai 1-ama's flight from Lhasa in March 1959 ... that large numbers of Tibrtans 
01' 311 classes began to cross the mountainous froniiers not onl: into India, but also iiito the smaller 
l l imala>an states of Ncpal. Sikkim aiid Rhutaii. "Tihetan Refugets in a Decade 01' Exile," Puc.ifilir 
.-l!i<rirs (Fall 1970):3 1 O. 

1 1  2 .  A vividly drainatic and quite stirring account of the escape from Lhasa of one of the Dalai Lama's 
couiitrynieii, that of Mar?, La, the wife of Gergan Tharchiil's former Gyantse pupil Jigme Taring, is recounted 
in her a~ toh iog iap l l~  (sec Taring 1970, pp. 333-45). As for .lignie himself. both he and M a c  La had become 
separaied duriiig the awful throes of the Lhasan Uprising; and as a consequence. both had to find their wa). to 
safety on their own. U'rote M a y  concerning Jigme's escape: he "had followed His Holiness's route 10 India: 
at the border [he and Iiiç part-] wei.e illet by Indian officers who were much surprised by Jigine's fluent Hindi 
aiid English. His Holiness Iiad left a special request that ifJigrne.. .arrived [he] should be alluwed to travrl al 
onCe b, trriiii to Mussoorie. Jigme said [to hlan,  when the), were finally reunited] that when he again inrt His 
Holiiiess he could not help shedding tears." Ihid., 265. 
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1 13. Concerning the huge influx ofrefugees into lndia by the end of 1963, Michel Peissel writes that itbLis 
an incredible figure when one ... knows al1 the means employed by the Chinese to stop this mass migration; for 
the Chinese did not hesitate to fire on the refugees. They also declared al1 over Tibet that 'flight to India would 
be futile' because they controlled Kalimpong and could catch up with the refugees 'as far as Siliguri on the 
Bengal plain."' Peissel 1972, p. 169. This exodus from Tibet in 1959 the Dalai Lama has described in  the 
following terms: 

ARer 1 lefi my country, about 60.000 Tibetans followed me into exile, i n  spite of the difticiilty of 
finding a way of crossing the Himalayas and avoiding the Chinese guards. Tliey did not come l iom 
any single class: they are really representative of our people. Arnong them are lainas of outstanding 
fame i n  oiir country. erudite scholars. about tive thousand monks, some government oftïcials. 
merchants and soldiers, and a great majority of humble peasants. nomads, and artisans. Man' of 
them escaped hy routes which were far more difficult than mine. Sonie nianaged to bring thei r  
families; some children died of the hardsliips of the çrossing of the mountains; but a great man! 
men aniong them were scparated from their fainilirs during the fighting, and have the added grief 
of kiiowing that their wives and children are abandoiied to the Chinese. Dalai Lama XIV 1962. p. 
2 2 5 .  

His Holiness updated these statistics later in an interview he gave to freelance writer-photographer Fred Ward 
during the Grand Lama's first U.S. visit in Sept. 1979. "The Chinese themselves," said the Dalai Laiiia, "adniii 
to killing 87.000 Tibetans [in their crushing the March 1959 revolt]. We estimate that starvation, labor camps. 
and later Cultural Revolution oppression raised that to 200,000 deaths. But 90.000 got out, and mosl live ncar 
me in northern India." Quoted in Ward, "ln Long-Forbidden Tibet," NG (Feb. 1980):228. And when it was 
announced on 5 Oct. 1989 that His Holiness would receive the Nobel Prize for Peace, his advisers that same 
day at Newport Beach CA in the U.S. (where the Dalai Lama was himself attending a conference on world 
harmony) issued a statement, in his name, which declared that "over a million" Tibetans had "perished" during 
the 40-year period since the Chinese invasion of Tibet. Washington Post, 6 Oct. 1989, p. C2. 

1 14. lngram 1990, p. 38. 

1 1  5. Quoted in Art Perry, Tlze Tiheturls: Photograph.~ (New York, 1999), 23. 

116. Figures given by Goodman 1986, p. 323; cf. also the Dalai Lama's figures in Dalai Lama XIV 1990, 
pp. 182, 190; and cf. the statement made by lngram in the SBA Repoit of 1990 referenced in an earlier end-nole 
to the effect that "about 100,000 Tibetan refugees are settled al1 over the world, mosily in India" (p.  38). 

. 1 17. G. Tharchin and David Woodward, "Tibet," in Tharchin and Woodward 1975, pp. 655,643,644. 

1 1  8. A brief survey of these social, humanitarian and evangelistic efforts among the Tibetan refugees is 
recited by Tharchin and Woodward, in ihid., 643-6. For a fascinating in-depth update as of early 1978 on how 
the Tibetans in Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Gangtok-both exile and pre-exile Tibetans there (who nuinbfred 
some 10,000)-had fared in their ongoing adjustment to the lndian Himalayan region that is predoininantl! 
Nepalese in language, the reader can consult Tsering Wangyal's Special Repori article, "Tibetans in Kalin~ponC. 
Darjeeling and Gangtok," TR (Apr. 1978): 1 1 - 14. And for a much lengthier and general overview of niany effofls 
to assist the refugees in their exile existence on the Subcontinent as a whole and elsewhere in the world since the 
late 1950s up through 1995, the reader can consult the hook by the Dalai Lama's sister, Jetsun Pema. Tibet. J@ 

Stociq; un Autobiograpl~~~ (Shaftesbury UKIRockport MA USAIMelbourne, 1997). 

119. Tharchin and Woodward 1975, p. 645. 

120. See GTUM TwMs, Ch. 25. p. I (also designated as p. 15 1 ) 

12 1 .  All information and quoted material regarding the Tarings in this paragaph are per Avedon 1984 P. 
96. Encomiums would be showered upon the Tarings when after 15 years of service to the Tibetan communit! 
in the field of  education, they would step down from their posts of r e s~ons ib i l i t~ .  An article recognizilig the 

5 
retirement of Mary Taring as Secretary of the Tibetan Homes Foundation at Mussoorie appeared in earl!. 19'- 
in the Tihctan Xevirw. Ever since the Foundation's inception, she had served as its Secretary. and shc had 
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resigned from the post on grounds of health. The article went on to applaud the faithfulness of both Tarings in 
the following candid tàshion: "Mr. and Mrs. Taring have k e n  faithful aristocrats who have stwd by the 
Tibetan people through thick and thin. Many others of their social class have not been so faithful, for as s w n  
as the Tibetan govemment lost its power and money, they left one afier the other for one reason or the other. 
Noc so Mr. and Mrs. Taring .... They deserve the Tibetan people's respect and affection." See "A Faithful 
Aristocrai Retires," TR (Feb.-Mar. 1975):lO. Jigrne had continued as Principal of the Central School for 
Tibeteaiis at Mussoorie (formerly called the Mussoorie Tibetan Refugee School) tilt 1968. afier which. 
appointed Education Minister in the exile Tibetan government and serving till 1975, and now retired. he and 
Mary Ida would live at Rajpur where he occupied himself with gardening and collecting flowers from al1 over the 
world. See "Obituary: Jigine Taring," TR (July 1991):9- 10. From its beginning in 1960 he had served as the 
school's very first Principal. He could therefore rightly be called, as indeed he was, the Father of the institution. 
See "Taring Father Retires," ibid. (Jan.-Feb. 1976): 12. 

122. J .  Taring to Tharchin, Mussoorie, 1 July 1966, ThPaK. 

123. See two notes above regarding his principalship ofthe School from its inception. Having received his 
early education at a Gyantse monastery and in Gergan Tharchin's school there, Prince Taring would next attend 
Graham's Homes School in Kalimpong for three years and complete his education at St. Paul's School in 
Darjeeling. See "Obituary: Jigme Taring," TR (July 1991):9. Later, by virtue of his position as Director of the 
Council for Tibetan Education (one of the tive administrative departments of the Tibetan govemment and in 
which position he served until 1975), Jigme Taring became (al one of the five ex-oficio members of the Kashag 
ofthe subsequent more fully-formed government-in-exile, and (b) an important member of the Tibetan National 
Working Committee that in concert with the Dalai Lama was 'Yhe ultimate decision-making M y  dealing with 
inatters in which the Kashag cannot take a decision." See Anon. 1969. pp. iii-v. 231, and 225 for date of 
inception of the Mussoorie Tibetan School. 

124. Per P.O.S. 1938, p. 39. 

125. ,411 of the information and quoted material in this and the preceding two paragraphs can be found in 
Anon. 1969. p. 248. 

126. Dalai Lama XIV 1962. p. 226. 

127. Mrs. Welthy (Honsinger) Fisher. To Ligi~t a Candle (New York, 1962). 276. Mrs. Fisher" unusual 
given naine was a variation of the adjective "wealthy" that had been bestowed upon her at her birth in upstate 
New York in Sept. 1879. Her late husband. Frederick Bohn Fisher (1882-1938). had in the 1920s become the 
youngest American ever to be ordained a Bishop in the United Methodist Church, and had subsequently been 
appointcd to lndia as Bishop of Calcutta by his ou-n request. There the Fishers would give themselves 
completely to the lndianization of the Church, Bishop Fisher gladl). being replaced. upon his resignation in 
1930. by an lndian Churchmaii. While on the Subcontinent together during al1 ofthe 1920s both Fishers became 
extrernely close friends to that unique triumvirate of friends. M. Gandhi. R. Tagore and C.F. Andrews (al1 of 
whoin are meiitioned often elsewhere in the present narrative). hlrs. Fisher also became a friend ofJawaharla1 
Nehru. Said Mrs. Fisher about this triumvirate: "lt was Our privilege in lndia to know three men for whom no 
otller adjective escept grpar wiII serve." Ihid., 201 (emphasis hers). And of her husband she wrote: "11 seemed 
10 nie natural tlicit al1 three of thesr men should choose my Bohn for friend. knowing that he who was a doer had 

a stroiig streak of poety and mysticism in his nature and the courage to battle for his beliefs."Ibid.. 202. 
Additional information in this note bas been derived from Cur-iunr Biographi: Yearbook 1969 (New York. 
1970). 146-7. Bisliop Fisher, incidentally. wrote a book about his friend Gandhi that was given the provocative 
tille b\. its publisher in 1932 as Tl7ar Sti.ar7ge Little BI'OH'I~ .Won. According to Mrs. Fisher, the volume was 
banncd in lndia hy the British but was nonetheless smuggled through to Gandhi while he was in jail. See 
Noririan Cousins, ed., Prqfîlrs ef Gandl~j: Anterica Remenibrrs a Hbrld Leader ( 1  969; 2d ed.. Delhi: lndian 
Book CO.. l970), 20. Afier their return to the U.S.  in 1930 and Bishop Fisher's untimely death in 1938, Mrs. 
Fisher made several more trips to Asia, including India; and even though she had turned 80 in 1960. she w.as 
VeY active uorking for the of children and other refugees. and was even honored on her 80" birthday b~ 
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children of the United Nations. For more on the Fishers, and their unusual encounter with Tsarong Shape and 
Mary La, see next two notes below. 

128. This training of Tibetans was actually a part of a greater work that had been established by Mis. 
Fisher. As stated in the preceding note, after her husband's death she made several more trips to India and 
elsewhere in Asia. One of these had occurred in 1947. when she met Gandhi for the last tirne,iust a few 
before his assassination. In her autobiography she was to write: "We spoke tenderly of the beloved u i k  he Iiad 

lost and of Fred Fisher. whom he had loved. As we parted he took my hands and said. 'When you corne back 
to live in India. go to the villages and help them. lndia is the village."' (emphasis Gandhi's) This parting 
benediction by the Great Soul of  lndia was to exert a strong influence on Mrs. Fisher upon her return ro lndia 
once again in late 195 1. For by Feb. 1953. still feeling "young and vigorous" at even the age of 77. she entered 
iipon a new Iife of service and foiinded L,iteracy Village-first at Allaliabad, then at Lucknw.  a project ~ h i c h  
became a pilot institution for adult education in both lndia and elsewhere in the world. For between 1953 and 
1968. hlrs. Fisher (who had long before learned to speak and read Hindi fluently), along \\,ith her staff, had 
trained somc teil thousand Indians who, following their training. had gone to live in villages wliere tlie!\verc 
paid a siiiall stipend that they niight pass on to others mliat they had learned. This program was based cin iht  

principle known as "each one teach one" that had been developed by another noied educaior and niissionary. 
Dr. Frank C. Laubach. foiinder of the Moral Rearmament niovement. According to the estimate of the Indiaii 
government, teachers froin 1-iteracy Village had by 1968 taught more than two inillion new literates iri lndia 
alone! 

Of her continuing work at Literacy Village and her attempts to keep the inemory of Gandhi alive. Mrs. 
Fisher was to write in the spring of 1968 at age 88: "1 have only just returned from India ... Our School of  

~7 it or Writing at Literacy House (which trains professionals to write i i i  a style for new literates) has written cicl 
nine small pamphlets about Gandhi ... as we often find that the young people in the villages knon ver). litfle 
about hiin. He is only a vague naine to theni. and those who can read have dirficulty reading what is availahlt.. 
We are also preparing Puppet dramas and will take them into man? villages to let them know in iiiore drarnatic 
fashion.. .about their great emancipator." 

Mis. Fisher was the recipient in 1964, froni the Philippine government. of the 151 0,000 Ranioii blagsa! sa!. 
Award for International [Jnderstanding (the Asian equivalent of Europe's Nobel Peace Prize), \vliich slie used 
to establish the Young Farmers lnstitute as an extensioii of Literacy Village. Inauguraled i n  1966 on a I20-acre 
tract of land, this institute instructs Indians in the latest agricultural techniques. In the nieantiine. h4rs. FisIlor 
continued to divide her time between 1-iteiacy Village and the U.S.. where she often lectured, raised funds. and 
directed World Education, Inc. (headquai-tered in New York City), the chiefsponsor of her literac} projecl. Shc 
was also the recipient of the first Nehru Literacy Award of the lndian Adult Education Association in 196s. 

Among the traits Mrs. Fisher had at one time listed as havinç been endowed with froin cliildhood \vas 
"good health," wliicli was borne out quite demonstrably. since at the tiirie of her death slie had reached the 
incredibly senior age of I O  I ! She would die in Dec. 1980 at Southbury CT USA. "Eiiergj for life," slie oiicr 
remarked. "comes from a cause that is outside yourself." 

Al1 quoted inaterial and information have been derived from To Ligkt a Candle, 28 and Cir~.rt~/iI BioP.~l7'ii' 
Yeai.hook 1969,  136-8. See also an obituary of her in the York Times, 18 Sept. 1969. p. 49; and see as \bel1 
CC'l7o S M'llo ?/'.41sieric~1n tC'omcti. 19 70-  71.  

129. 11 may he recalled fiom Ch. 2 of the present biograpliy that diiring early 1975 Mrs. Fisher and ber 
husband had had an extended interview in Calcutta with Tllarchin's future fiieilds Tsai.ong Shape and Man La 
when these [\\.O Tibetans were on pilgrimage together in India. Sonle ot'Tsarong's iiiost intercstirig statt.rll~il~~ 
made during this interview were quoted at lengtli in Ch. 2. 

New it so happened that in Feb. 1960 Mrs. Fisher was to nieet Mary La for a second tiriie at Luckiio\' 
while n.orkiiig on behalf ofTibetan refugee children and paiticularly their edLicational iieeds; sce agail1 7i)Lyh' 
a C~indle. But in her own autobiography Mary has given additional details o;*Iier second and iiiore ellciided 
encounter with Mrs. Fisher and provided information as well on ~ h a t  happened iiilmediatclj aftrr\\,al'ds. SIi1. 
writes. 

He ltlie I4Ih ilalai 1,aina a i  Musscioi-ie] asked ine io lieIl, .ligrnc cirgiinilc thc [ll;ipl~! Villlc!. 
Mussoorie] scliool. and irheii lupoii iii! arriva1 al Miissoorie fi-0111 Kalinipong in  latc .lail. 19601 

Lo thc Ku.rl1up orfice for insiructions. I \+as told tiiat aticr tlii-CL: diij 5 1 rniist go to I.iici.ilo\\ 

for a Teaclier Training Coursc. \çiih foiir oiliei. Tibetans. II-, I.iichno\r \re mci Dr.  Welth!. r'islicr. 
ihe American lady niissionay \\,lia was organizin~ the course. Slit. said slic Iiatl mCi Tihctriiis hcfore. 
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in Calcutta in 1925. and their names were Commander-in-Chief Tsarong and Princcus Mary of 
T ibet.. . . l  told her 1 was "Princess Mary". . . During the month we spent in Lucknow wc compiled e 
lexthooli to teach l'ibeian to young Tibetan adults by the laiest mcthods .... The school [for 
adults--50 young men aged 18 to 251 was inaugurated by His Holincss [al Happy Valley] on 3 
Marcli 1960 .... A year later the [SOI young men disperscd, ... rcplaced by boys and girls, and now 
[ 19701 lhrre are about 600 students at Mussoorie. (l'aring 1970, pp. 266-7) 

130. The information with respect to the decisions of the meeting and the follow-up activities ofthc adhoc 
groups in subsequent years can be found in Anon. 1969, p. 249. 

13 1. Stoddard 1985. p. 162; see also p. 385 for the month and year of the interview: Jan. 1975. 

137. Anon. 1969, p. 249. 

133. üalai Lama XIV 1962, p. 226. 

134. J .  Taring to Tharchin, Mussoorie, 1 July 1966, ThPaK. See also letter, Tenzin Chhonyi (the Dalai 
Lama's Private Secretary) to Tharchin. Dharamsala 10 June 1965, ThPaK. 

135. Hicks arid Chogyam 1984. p. 135. 

136. lnterview with Lhawailg La, Nov. 1992. 

137. Takla to Tharchin, New Delhi. 21 July 1966; both this letter and that ofthe Principal's are pari of the 
ThPaK. 

138. M.K.W. Baxter to Tharchin. Mussoorie, 7 June 1965, ThPaK. 

139. Dalai Lama XIV 1961, p. 127. For a thorough history of the nursery, see the book published by the 
Dalai Lania's sister, Jetsun Pema. and cited earlier above: fiber; A+Sfoty, an Au~obiography.passim. 

140. The friend was Margaret Urban. a European-born. Canadian-reared missionary who had visited the 
Tharcliins i i i  their Kalimpong home for two weeks during the spring of 1964, and who reported these sentiments 
of the Tliarchins in her book, Urban 1967. p. 79. 

141. See the next chapter for more on thesr stalwart Christian servants. 

137. All quoted inaterial in this paragraph is fioni Woodward 1975. p. 120. Tharchin's more serious 
iiivolveinent did in fact take place in Kalimpong when Rev. Phuntsog and Tharchin had the opponunity of 
working togetlier further on this revision. See the following chapter for more on this. 

143. Moraes 1960. pp. 220, 222-3. 

144. Interview with Tharchin by Dawa Norbu. as reported in Norbu 1975, p. 19. 

1.15. All information and quoted dialogue in this paragraph relaiive to the 1960 Mussoorie audience with 
the Dalai Lania, together with the quoted rnaterial from Tharchin's end-of-life "mernoirs," can be found in 
GTUM TwMs. Ch. 2 1, p. 5. The phrase, "the year 1957 in Kalimpong," is correct in the Text of the present 
narrative. but incorrectly sliown in the "inemoirs" as "the year 1954 in Kalimpong." 

146. For a summary of Nee's interpretation of these unusual phenomena. see section II  of Ch. 1 O of the 
Present narrative's first voluine. 
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147. Sources consulted or quoted for this discussion of the alternative interpretation of the Dalai Lama's 
remark to Tharchin are: O'Connor, Things Alorfol (London, 1940), 79-80; O'Connor, "The New Dalai Lama," 
Listener (7  Mar. 1940):359; O'Connor, "With Younghusband to Tibet," ibid. (9 Dec. 1936): 1104; O'Connor, 
"Tibet in the Modern World." Geogrnphicul Magazine (Dec. 1937):108; Ciould, "The Discovery of the 
Founeenth Dalai Lama," ibid. (Oct. 1946):255; Thomas Jr 1959, p. 45; "Boy God in Lhasa, The Dalai Lama's 
Return," Times (London), 4 Nov. 1939, p. 7 (describing events at Rigga on 6 Oct. and at Lhasa on 8 Oct. 1939); 
Richardson. "Typed drafi for approval. Times," in Richardson 1998. pp. 675-6. esp. p. 676; Richardson. 
"Typed draft for approval. Associated Press of India." in Richardson 1998, pp. 672-3, esp. p. 673; Richardson. 
"Tibetan Lamas in Western Eyes," Bulletin offibetologv (1 988. no. 1):21-33, but esp. 30, 32-3; Taring 1970, 
p. 138; Goodman 1986. pp. 61 -2; and Nee, The Latent Powrr ofthe Sou1 (New York: Christian Fellowship 
Publishers. Inc., 1972), passim. That the special correspondent who wrote the 4 Nov. 1939 Times article was 
indeed Hugh Ricliardson has been confirmed by this very article having been lisied as his in a publislied 
definitive bibliography of Richardson's which appeared in Aris and A.S.S. Kyi 1980. xii-sv. But ihe Times 
article has likewise been definitely ascribed to Richardson in Richardson 1998, pp. 676-8, where the article's 
full text has been included. 

148. Tharchin had reference here to what happened at the Norbu Lingka summer residence of the Dalai 
Lama (into which he had only just moved for the summer season froin the Potala on 5 March) a mere 48 hours 
after he had secretly slipped out of the Summer Palace the night of 17 Mar. 1959 and gone on to complete Iiis 
escape to safety in India. Prior to this, thousands of his loyal Tibetan subjects had surrounded the Palace in an 
atteinpt to protect His Holiness from potential Chinese harm. George Patterson and Michel Peissel report that 
on the day after the departure of His Holiness ( 1  8 Mar., but Noel Barber says the 19"'). the Chinese began to 
suspect he might have lefi the Norbu Lingka to hide out elsewhere in the capital. ln an atteinpt to locate him,  
the Chinese General Tan Kuan-sen (Chang Ching-wu was away in Beijing at the tiine) dispatched a message to 
the Bhutanese, Nepalese and Indian consulates, requesting permission to search their premises, the Chinese 
perhaps suspecting, writes Patterson, that one of these consulates had "kidnapped" him and was keeping him 
on its premises. "When permission [to search] was refused," writes Peissel, "the infuriated Chinese cornniander 
ordered the consuls to vacate their compounds on the pretext of possible damage. This they declined to do, 
quite iightly understanding it to mean that the Chinese weie now planning to bombard the surniner palace." 
Peissel 1972, p. 138; Patterson 1960, p. 174; Barber 1970, p. 129. 

According to a firsthand account given His Holiness later and recorded in his autobiography, the Chinese, 
now believing the Grand Lama was still holed up in the Jewel Park Palace (as did even thc Tibetans siirrounding 
the Palace). began an artillery shelling of it at 2 a.in. Mar. 2OIh. They continued to shell it throughout the da? and 
even turned their artillery on Lhasa itself, the Potala, the JO-khang Temple, and the neighboring monasleries- 
including Sera three miles nonh ofthe city. 

The total death toll in Lhasa was never precisely known, but in the eyewitness account. which had beell 
prepared for His Holiness by the latter's Private Secretary Tara, who had reinained behind (and ivhich waS 
delivered to the Dalai Lama by postal runners while he was still journeying towards the lndian hoider and 
freedom), stated that "thousands of bodies could be seen inside and outside Norbu Lingka." By the end of the 
first day, when the Palace "was a deserted smoking ruin full of dead," the Chinese entered its piecincts. Not 
finding His Holiness alive or dead inside, the enemy that evening "were seen.. .going froni corpse to CorPse, 
examining the dead faces, especially ofthe monks." The Cliinese, reported His Holiness in 1973. even resorted 
to "washing the faces of the bald-headed monks.. .to find out i F  I was among the killed." But during the niphi 
the report came back to the nearby Chinese military camp that the Dalai Lama "had disappeared." WlieieiiPon. 
enraged, they continued to shell the city and the moilasteries without inercy. Heiniich Harrei has rationalized 
that it was the Tibetan resistance "which prevented the Chinese from guessing the truth" of the Dalai Lainaqs 
earliei departure. Harrer 1985. p. 24. 

I t  might be added that in the view of His Holiness, the only possible explanarion for \vh~ .  the Chinese 
riiined the Norbu Lingka and devastated the rest ofthe capital was hecauçe "the ordinap people" ofl'ibet"llad 
finally, eight years after the invasion began, convinced the Chinese that they would never willingly accePt the i r  
alien rule. SO the Chinese were trying now to terrify them, by merciless slaughter, into accepting this rule 
against their will." Dalai Lama 1962, pp. 206-7: A.J. Singh. "Interview: Dalai Lama on Lhasa ~lprising," TR 
(Apr. 1973):8-with correction notice in (May-June 1973):17 giving credit to Singh and indicating that the  
interview had originally appeared in the (Chandigarh) Tribune; and Barber 1970, pp. 185-6, 197 (ie: postal 
runnersl. 
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Actually, one of the reasons why the Chinese had clung so  long to the belief that tlw Dalai Lama was still 

inside the Garden Jewel Palace was because of the continuing known presence there of Tharchin's fomer  
student at Gyantse, Jigme Taring. )le was the personal photographer to His Holiness. having. among many 
memorable events of the 1950s at Lhasa, taken detailed photos of the Dalai Lama's final examinations held at 
the three great monasteries there in 1958. And in 1959, Dzasa Taring (who received that rank the year before) 
would occupy himself much of the time during the tense days at the Palace in taking photographs and motion 
pictures of the crowd. As one writer has noted, "His tall figure was well known. as was his closeness to the 
Kundun [the Dalai Lama] ..." As part o f a  planned ruse to deceive the Chiiiese and others. "his prcsence at the 
Norbulinka would convince many that the Kundun also remained." Hyde-Chambers 1985, p. 603;  see also 
"Obituary: Jignie Taring," TR (July 1991 ):9-10. Yet another writer on these ebents has claimed that the 
departure had been so secret that Jigme. living at the Palace iii the vcry nexi rmm to the second in command of 
the Dalai I,ama's bodyguard-a minor noble named Seksliing, who had been privy to the exit plan and had been 
instructed to cover the departure for as long as  possible, "did not know for three days that the Dalai Lama had 
gone." Patterson 1960. pp. 1 72-3: see alsn Barber 1970, p. 1 12. 

As to the toll of dead in Lliasa during the Liprising, Teissel writes: "Although to this da) I l  9721 detailed 
figures have never been issued about the number of victinis ofthe street fighting and ariillrry duels. this tigurc 
[of 50001 is now genera l l  accepted as a compromise betweeii the ridiculous Chinese claini that no1 one civilian 
was killed and the inore exaggerated reports ofstunned sunivors who claimed that over 20,000 people had died 
in the streets." Peissel 1972. p. 147. 

139. The quoted and unquoted material herein presented in this paragraph forms a composite of information 
Tharchiii gave twice, combining as it does into one paragraph what he related when having his "memoirs" 
prepared (see GTUM TwMs. Ch. 2 1, p. 2) and also uhat he said to Dawa Norbu in an interview lie gake to the 
latter as recorded in Norbu 1975, p. 19. 

150. Quoted in A.J. Appasainy, Sundar Singl~. a Biograpl?~. 1 " lndian ed. (Madras. 1 966). 137-8. This 
trinitarian conception of god for Tibetan Buddhists has been no better expressed than h?. Dalai Lama Nl\"s 
eldest brother, Thubten Jigine Norbu. in his classic volume on Tibetan religious culture and histnry entiiled 
simply Tibet: 

... the core of Tihetan Buddhism is represented by the Thrse Preçious Ones: Sanggye. Cho. Gedun 
(the Buddha. the Dharma and the Sangha); the Buddha \%ho is ever here to lead us to enlightenment. 
his Woid (as given IO us in ihe scriptures). and the brotherliood or his monks. This is our ihree-fold 
refuge. symholired in al1 our puhlic and private worship by the images. the scriptures almays housed 
arouiid and above the images, and the congregation. This is wherc me 311. monk or la!man. find the 
inner security that has for so long been a part ol' normal Tibetan life. 

Thcre is a fourth refuge. the lama. The lama is  simply a teacher, \et to evep disciple his lama 
is the iiiost iiiiportaiit living heing. for his miiid. speech and body correspond to the Sangje.  Clio 
and Gedun. I t  is under a lama that one learns the process of concentration and then meditatinn. 
leading to Sanggye Sa [Ninana-the end of sutfiring]. (Norbu and Turnhull 1968. pp. 306-7) 

15 1. Interview i n  late 1975 with Dawa Norbu, as reported in Norbu 1975, p. 19. 

152. Harrer 1956, p. 238. One of the reported abilities of certain Tibetan Lamas-especiallj among the 
Tulkus or incarnate Lamas-is to create at distances of varying lengths "phantom bodies" of themsehes in 
terms of appearaiice. and even personal habits such as walking, sittiiig. etc. Although Harrer hirnself u a s  a 
sheptic when it came to such powers of the soul. that was not the case with Watchman Nee (Nee To-sheng). 
one of the outstanding evangelical Christian leaders in Cliina during the ?Oth centup. He \bas one \\ho readil? 
acknowledged such powers of the sou1 as the Dalai Lama had described to Harrer, as well as the pouer to 
pro.iect "phantoin bodies." Once again. the reader is directed 10 consult section I I  of Ch. 10 earlier for 
inforination on Nee and the voluine he nrote in 1932 on this fascinating subicct fronl an evangclical Chrisiiari 
Perspect i \  e. 

153. Quoted in Thomas Jr 1961. p. 5 1. 

154. A detailed recounting of the Tibetan Bible translation h i s t o ~ ,  is presented in the next chapter. 
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155. Told about in BH'(Nov.-Dec. 1952):96. The Bible's fly-leaf inscription had been chosen before ber 
death by Miss Mildred Cable, former China lnland Mission inissionary in China and the indefatigable Messcnger 
on World Travels for niany years for the Society. The gifi of this Tibetan Bible had been made possible by a 
special contribution froin a lady in Crowborough, England. 

156. The Dalai Lama had reference Iiere to the Tulkus or incarnate Lamas and Revered Teachers ofTibelan 
Biiddhisiii, of whom, it has been said, there are over a thousand recognized and who bear the title of Rimpoche 
("Precious One"). A Tulku. in Tibetan Buddhism. is understood to be an ernanation body-that is to sa?. one 
wlio is recognized by Tibetans as being a human vehicle for the spiritiial influence either (a) ofa  saint who had 
previoiisly lived on earth or (b) ofan aspect ofthe divine or deity. Most likely. the Dalai L.ama had in mind here 
the second sense. See Hyde-Chambers 1985. p. 64 with pp. I P. 19 of Glossary of Tirrms. With respect io the 
tirsi sciise-tliat ot' (a) above-Chogyani Triingpa has an informative passage that is part of a brief but 
excellent discussion ol"'this oft rnisiindeistood aspect of Tibetan spirituality." He urites: "In some instances 
a inan uf advaiiced spiritiial developinent. but short of tinal liberation, dies before accomplishing a certain task 
and retuins to coniplete it. Another kind of incarnation is known as a 'Tulku of benediction': wlien a certain 
weII beloved Laina dies, his disciples wiII ask anotlier Lama who has been closely associated with the deceased 
(the latter. as often as not. will be the presiding Lama of their school) to locate his spirit; as a result ofthis, the 
Lama, though he does not retiirn in person. confers his blessing iipon the one who is to carry on his teaching; 
the person thus designated for the task will then reincarnate the departed Master in the sense of perpetuatinf 
his spirit~ial influence. Multiple incarnations ... inost frequently occur in fives, of which one in particular will 
e rnbod  the visible presence of the departed Lama, another his powers of speech, and yet another Iiis powers 
oi'thought: again, one will represeiit his activities and another his qualities." Trungpa 1966, pp. 254-5. Tulkus 
have beeii incorrectly described in Western parlance as "Living Buddhas," early European visitors to China 
having adopted this nomenclature that was in fact derived from "confused Confuciaii literati." Nirmal C. Sinha, 
"India and Tibet: 1-iistorical Coiisideiations," Bulletiil of T i b e f o l o ~ ~  (8 Feb. 1978): 15. 

157. The soiirce for the words spoken between the 141'1 Dalai Lania and Rev. Tharchin during the latter's 
audience \vitIl His Holiness at which the Tibetan pastor presented the third Bible is Maberly 1971, pp. 140- 
42. Altliough Tharctiin is nowliere identified by name in the voluine. it can with great certainty be coiicluded- 
on the basis of a coinparison between inteinal and external evidence-that Gergan Thaichin is the pers011 in 
mind whoni hlaberly alludes to as ha\ ing had sucli a conversation with His Holiness at Mussooric. NO ont: else 
then living in Kalimpong, the sole place where the book's author ackiiowledges having gatheied the source 
inaterials for writing this particular part of the volume, could fit tlie scenario Maberly briefl), lays out as 10 

wliat traiispired in far-off Mussoorie privately between an unnanied Christian aiid the Dalai Lama with respect 
to the Bible and Jesus. (See the very next paragraph in the Test of the present narrative foi- additional 
information regarding this book by Maberly.) 

159. The two sources for the account ol'this personal presentation to the Dalai Lama by Rev. Phillltsog 
niiist be iead together and compared: (a)  bIQ (.4pr. 1972):3, and (b) ihjd. (Oct. 1973):6. The (b) source, i l i  

reveriing Io tlie ( a )  soiirce. incorrectly stated that the presentation had ocçiirred in 1977. but (a )  kvas correct i n  

sliowiiig i t  io be 20 .luly 19? 1 ;ilid not 1972 siiice the repoi-ting of the eventç o r  !971 by Re\,. Phuntsog 11imsel~ 
hnd onlj- ~ t i s t  appeared in the Apr. 1972 issue of the C)ucri.trr-/jl and lience the preseniati~n could never 
conceivably have taken place in 1972. Most likely (b) asseried i t  to be 1972 because i t  \vas referring its readers 
back to tlie rarlier (31 issue of the periodical which had appeared in 1972. The importance of citinp (b) asa  
source for this evenl steins froin the Fact that it substantiates that Rev. Pli~i~ltsogper~.sont~l/,~ pesented the Neu 
Testaiiienl copy to tiis Holiness. a signitïcaiit detail to the story ~ h i c l i  was not made clear in (a) .  FinaIl'.. the 
act of respect for the Neb Testament Scriptures shown by His Holiness and his words whicli accornpailied '' 
were sliared by Kev. Phuntsog, imiiiediately following the presentation, with Rev. Stephen Hisile\.. whn 
reported the saine to tlie aiithor duriiig a conversation the latter had with Hislie!, at the Tharcliiil home l n  

Kaliiiipoiig on 16 Marcli 1991. 

160. Tharchiii and Mioodbrard 1975, p. 653. Cf. this source with anotlier, but ui7published. earlier nr i t ing  
of  the Babu's. Tliarchin Late 1966, p. 3. u'lierein can be found the exact saine comment by Ille ldo-Tibetai' 
Chri5ticin. 
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161. Dalai Idaina XIV 1962, p. 219. The exile government is still there al this writing. In fact, the 

beginniilg o f  1988 there were soine 7000 Tibetan exiles living in Dliaramsala wherc they "have given the p lae  
an atmosphere of siability." Nevertheless, say the exilcd Tibetan Iraden, "the Chinese should noi be mis14 by 
the appearance of seini-permanent arrangements." Tibetaiis. thcy warned, 'won't remain in lndia forever." Per 
article. "Dalai Lama's 5-Poini Plaii," in lndiun E.rpres3 (Vijayawada), 1 1  Jan. 1988. p. 14. Thai was in 1988. Ry 
1996. tliough, there were 10.000 Tibetans liking in Dharamsala, wliose preseiice has. uniortunately, engendercd 
bitterness among ilie lndians there who reseni the prosperity o f  thesc Tibetans. dominating, as the latter do. 
the local coinmerce of the community. Many of the Tibetan exiles al Dliaramsala on the oiher hand, have not 
in the least disguised their conviction that they have prospered there, while many lndians have remained poor, 
siinply because Tibetans, say they. are more diligent. By 19% also, many in the Dalai Laina's entourage hed 
becoine skeptical about leaving lndia and returning to Tibet. they belieuing. reports one .Z'tqi 1i)rk ~ ~ I ? I L < F  

correspondent on assignment at Dharainsala, that "China has the power to hold onto Tibet indefinitelj. " Yri 
even among those at Dharainsala around the Dalai Lama who believe that Chinese authoritarianism has beyun 
to crack, there are some who fear ihat the long period here and elsewherr in lndia "will have faially corrupted 
the Tibetans, addicting tliein to inaterialistic values rliey say were forcign ro the old Tibet." One of ihcsr 
coiicernrd Tibetans close to His Hnliness. the latter's younger. former monk-brother. has wonderrd aloud 
whether his countrymen would be prepared to return to Tibet anykay, even should the wa) be opned io do 
so. Invoking the admonition of Mahatiiia Gandhi, Tendzin Choegyal, u ho left his Buddhist orders and eventuall) 
becaine a Dharainsala busiiiessman, has warned Tibebns everywhere as follous: "We should heed the uords 
of Gandhi. when he appeale,d to lndians to prepare themselves for independence. He said, 'Be worthy of' the 
day.'We have to ask ourselves. wil l we be w.ortIiy when our day coines?" See John F. Burns, "H'here thc Dalai 
I-aina Muses, the Sinful Intrudes." finies, 2 1 Mar. 1996, p. A4. 

162. The source :or this quote and for the departure date to Dharainsala i s  Dalai Lama XIV 1990. pp. 16 1. 
159. 

163. See Goodman 1986, p. 323 and Dalai Lama XI\! 1962. p. 170. 

164. Foi- iiiore on these 1990 developments, see both Dixit, and. Dixit atid Tseten, iri Dixit and 1-crten 
1991. pp. 5-10 and pp. 1 1-12, respectively. And for detailrd information regarding further de\elopmenn 
towards the fuller democratization o f  the Exile government as a consequence o f  the changes iinpleineiited in 
199 1. 1992 and 1995, and which are still in place today, see Helen R. Royd. The Future qf'Tihcr: rh~z Goivrnnicni- 
in- E.~il.\-ile Meets the Challenge ofDernoci-atization (Neri Yorli/\Vas h ington DC ik rn .  2004). 25-30. 

164a. Al l  inlorination and quoted material comprising this paragraph are per Smitli 1996, pp. 632 -3. 

165. Sec Patterson 1964, pp. 750, 254-5. 

166. I t  \sould iiot be ti l l  30 July 1990 that such restrictions iniposed oii foreigners \.rculd linall) bc 
withdra~n---b) tlie Union Home hdinistry o f  India's central government-froni Kalimpong. Darjeeliiig and 
Kurseoiig in Darjeeling District, and from four other districts in northern West Bengal that had had siniilar 
restrictions iniposed upon thein in tiines past. Per The Telegraph (Calcutta). 3 1 July 1990. 

167. Per "Tharchin Passes Away." TR (Apr. 1976): 13. 

168. The reader i s  referred back to Ch. 12 o f  the present narrative for further information on this priiner 
authored hy Tharchin in 191 7. 

168a. Pioneer in fiber: rlte L1f2 and Pcrils ofDt: illhrrt Skelton (Ne\\, York. 2004). 24 1 

169. See tlie following letiers. al1 a part of'the ThPaK, as sources for this discussion regarding the Tiberun 
Bihle Concoi-dcince: Mrs. A.L. Shelton to Tharchin, [Dallas'rX US.41.29 Jul) [195 1-from interna1 euidence]: 
Tharchin to Mrs. Still. Kalimpoiig, 14 July and 9 Dec. 1964. 

1 70. Griiiies, "liidian Border City Tries to   el^ Tibetan Refugees." .Ycisa lbrk Timvs, 2 Jan. 1960, p. 3. 

17 1. \Voodcock, "Tibetan Refugees in a Decade o f  Exile." Puc;tic .gffuirs (Fall 1970):4 1 5. This alicle. 
found on pages 4 10-70, pro\ ides an escellent over\.iew o f  nhat happened to the Tibetan refugees in India-. 
with considerable space devoted to Darieelin& and Kaliinpongduring this critical decade after the Chinese had 
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cruslied the 1959 Uprising in Tibet. See also Nowak 1984, passim. 

173. First oftwo interviews in late 1992 with the Venerable, at Kalimpong's Tharpa Chholing (jompa, this 
one held on 2 I Nov. 1992. 

173. Qiioted in Urbaii 1967, p. 8. Urban visited the Tharchin home at Kalimpong for two tvceks in 1964. 

174. So reported Pandey Hishey to the author in an interview, Dec. 1992. 

175. Again. the Woodcock article, in Pacific Afairs (Fall 1970):4 19. During the decade of the 1960s about 
6800 refiigees had been resettled froin the Darjeeling-Kalimpong area to South and Central India, enabling those 
\vho remained to feiid fairly well for thernselves as jtist now indicated. But at al1 places to which these refugees 
were resettled, noted Woodcock. they "went through a dil'ficult process of adjustrnent to the hot climates and 
Ion altitudes. while the! were unfamiliar with local farrning rnethods and with the kind of special difticulties 
the'; soon encountered.. ." Ihid.. 4 17: again, see Nowak 1984. passim; see also the pertinent chapters iii Dalai 
Laina XlV 1990. 

.As earlq- as 1960. repoited Woodcock. a îÏrst plan for resettleinent of such large numbers of refugees who 
had collected in and around the towns of the Himalayan foothills of  West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh and Himachal 
Pradesh liad actually been made by India's central governrnent and the governments of the several lndian States 
involved. For different reasons these various governrnents had grown increasingly concerned about these 
Tihetan refupces. "wlio, naturally enough." Woodcock observed, "were reluctant to leave the setting of the 
inountains and the neighborhood oftheir own country." "The central governnient." he noted. "was alarnied by 
the danger to security posed by the presence near the frontier of large concentrations of Tibetans among whom 
it was thought Chinese spies niight take on protective coloring. The state governnients were concerned about 
the adverse effect large nuinbers of Tibetan mendicants rnight have on the economies of hill towns like 
Dar,ieelirig. Mussoorie and Simla which lived largely by their appeal as surnmer vacation spots. The? were also 
aware of the scarcity of unused lands in the foothills on which to resettle the refugees." Ibid.. 416. 

176. The Rimpoche's rernarks are per interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, Dec. 1994. who herself 
\vas present at this function; interview with Mr. Jorga, Dec. 1992; and interview with Rev. Rapgey, Dec. 1992. 

178. See Radliu 1997. p. 230 and Carlson et al. 1988. pp. 59-61. 

179. It should be noted that the structure now known as the "Central School for Tibetans" and managed 
b> the Delhi Board of Education was at one lime the Nandurain Wool Godown owned arid operated by Shri 
Ram Nanduram. one of the wealthier Marwari merchants of Kalimpong. I t  is located at Topkhana not far from 
the Tharcliiii homesite. Its transformation froni a storage warehouse into a school for Tibetan refugee children 
occurred somctiine after 1959. According to one of this School's former principals, Lhawang La. the,fir.si school 
for T'ibetaii refugees in Kalimpong had actually been located in another converted wool godown, this one Iiat1in!2 
belonged to Sandutsang, a Khainpa inerchant from Tibet who had settled in the hill station well befijre the 
Cliineîe begaii to take over the Snowy Land. 

111 ai1 intercies s i t h  the present writer at Daqieeling in 1992, Lhawang La indicated that the refugee school 
\shicli iiiet al Sandutsang's converted warehouse had only been a day school and had existed onlj betweeii late 
1959 and 1965. after which the Nanduram Godown became the new and permaneiit venue for the Tibetan 
refiigee .\chool iinder Lhasang La's longtiine principalship thereafter. Unlike the earlier school, Lhawang. La's 
became a residential institution sanctioned by the lndian government because there kvere man) Tibetan children 
arriving in Kaliinpong froin other Tibetan refugee centeis that had been established throughout India. And thus 
the Government felt inoved. under the circunistances, to provide al1 necessilies, including shelter. for the 
children Iiiter\~iew with Lhawang La, Nov. 1992. Nevertheless. there would conie a tiine-at least by the Yenr 
1975-when this Scliool would revert back to being once again the Central Tibetan Dqi. School. The tuo  
godowns in question here, incidentally. were both situated in Topkliana a mere Iialf mile froin cacli other. 

180. C'hristianson, "Reininiscence," in Carlson et al. 1988. pp. 104. 103. 

181. hlaberly 1971,p. 142. 

182. Ihid.. 142-3. 



GTUM TwMs, Ch. 26, pp. 1-3; quotes: 1, 2; Ch. 28, p. 2. 

1 .  Nowak 1984. p. 25. 

2. Richardson 1998, p. 392. 

3. See Goodman 1986. pp. 76, 137. 

4. Kimura 1990, p. 113. 

5. The Thirteenth Dalai Lama was more fortunate than some of his prcdecesson, due to his greater 
awareness and sophistication for one of his age. He later "is reported to have said that hr survived ont) 
because he was cunning enough to realize what was in store for him, and also had a verq faithful servant who 
safeguarded hiin until he was 18. Then it was the Regent who died mysieriously, and the Dalai Lama sei7xd the 
reins of power and, being a strong and remarkable character, ruled until his natural death.. ." Neame 1947. p. 
160. 

6. Tibetans themselves were never particularly dismayed by such a developrneiit. Bell explains it thus: 
"They believe that the Dalai Lama need not die until he wants to." Although the four Lamas who imrnediately 
preceded the Thirteenth al1 died young-"a fact which the white foreigners not unreasonably attribute to 
poisonw-the Tibetans "do not admit this point of view, for they will Say that the poison would not have killed 
any of thein. unless they had wished to pass on to the Honorable Field." Bell 1946. pp. 188-9. 

7. Quoted in Goodman 1986. p. 138. Interestingly, one Tibetan historian, Tsering Shak! a. has noted that 
Dalai Lamas have not lasted long in periods of relative peace, but that in tirnes of crisis-as have occurred 
during the reigns of the Great Thirteentli and the current Fourteenth-they have lived longer; and this is 
perhaps because the job, as it were, has appeared less inviting to others. See Mirsky 1991. p. 16. 

8. Michael Goodman is one writer, however, who has placed little credence in  the assertion by othen like 
Bell that the Ambans might have had a hand in sorne of these puuling deaths. In his biographq of the current 
Dalai Laina. Goodnian writes: "lt has been theorized that the Manchu Ambans were the likely culprits and 
carried out the nefarious deeds because a regent was easier to control than a Dalai Lama, but available evidence 
suggests otherwise .... The behavior of at least one regent was so ruthless that the accession of a Dalai Lama 
would likely have been welcomed by them with great relief. It is probable that the regents thernselves, highly 
ambitious and lusting for power, were responsible for a series of unnaturally early deaths that could not have 
been entirely coincidental." Goodman 1986, p. 84. Nevertheless, nearly al1 recent historians and scholars are 
now in agreement that there was indeed fou1 play perpetrated upon some of the Dalai Lamas during their 
minority or just at or shortly after reaching their majority. 

9. Richardson 1998. p. 393. 

10. This untimely death oftheTenth in 1838 had, according to William W. Rockhill. been generallq thought 
in Lhasa to have been hasteneci. if not his murder instigated, by the Regent, who thus hoped to ensure his own 
rule over Tibet during the minority of the Tenth's successor that rnust surely follow. Because of strong 
accusationsjointly made to the Emperor in 1843 by the Kashag and the Panchen Laina concerning the alleged 
subsequent inisconduct in office by the negent, the Manchu government in Peking sent a neu Aniban to Lhasa 
with orders to investigale the matter and proniptly deal with the Regent if charges against hiin proved to be 
[rue. lncluded in these charges was one indicating the Regent had had a hand in the preinature death of His 
Holiness. All niiscoiiduct charges against the Regent were proved to be accurate; and furthermore, Rockhill 
noted. his "probable complicit>. . .in the death of the Dalai Lama in 1838 was fair]? &el1 established, hi5 
ainbitious schemes disclosed." RockhiIl then went on to mention that miich later a hlemorial addressed 10 the 
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Eniperor in 1877 and piiblislied in the Peking Gazerte of 7 Sept. of that year liad made reikrence to "a wound 
ii i  the neck" of the Tenth Dalai Lama and to "the strong suspicion entertained by tlie Ambaii and the Panchen 
Lania" duriiig the irivestigatioi~ of the Regent that the latter "had very likely been guilty" in the death of His 
tioliness "of something iiiore than simple inactivity." The Memorial had not declared. observed Rockhill, thal 
the Dalai L.arna Iiad died oftliis wound; "perhaps he did iiot," concluded Rockhill, and that "he only succunihed 
to aiiother attempt against his life." Nevertheless, another Memorial, this one froin the Lhasa Ainban in 1877, 
and published two years laier in tlie Ppkitig Gozefte, contirmed al1 the facts as stated by Rockhill in  his 
discussioii of the death of the Tenth Dalai Laina. As a result of the investigation jointly inade by the Kashag, 
Panchcn Laina and Amban, the deposed Regent was degraded, stripped of  al1 his honors, and banished to a 
distant Cliinese province for the reinainder of his life. RockhiII, "The Dalai Lamas of I,hasa and Their Relations 
aitli the Maiicliu Eiiiperors of China, 1644- 1908." in T'oung Puo ... (Leyden, Holland), 2d Series, Vol. I I 
( 19 10):06-8. Rockhill, sonietime .41nerican representative to Peking al the turn of the 20"' century, had also 
becoine ri highl) resprcied scholai on Chiiiese linperial history, with ail emphasis on relations with Tibet. Set 
also Shakabpa 1967, p. 180 on the deposition of tlie Regent, who was replaced in 1844 by the Panchen Laina 
as the appointed adininistrator of Lhasa during the period necessary for selecting a new Kegent. This took 
place in tlie spring of 1845, at which Yeshe Gyaintsho Reting of the Reting Monastery was appointed the nexi 
Regent. tlie saille one who \\oiilil serve during the minority of Dalai Lama XI. 

1 1. Other ihan the Rockhill source (see previous note), the other sources used for the discussion foiind in 
this and the preceding four paragraphs dealing with "Lhasan palace politics" were: Burman, "The Regents of 
Tibet." TR (Ma} 1977):74, and cf. with Melvyn Goldsteiii. "An Anthropological Study of the Tibetan 
Political S\ stem." Ph.». dissei-tation, Univ. of Seattle, 1968, p. 166, and referenced in Nowak 1984, p. 17; Bell 
1914, p. 4 I ; Liiciano Petech, "The Dalai-Lamas and Regents ofTibet; a Chronological Study." in T'oung Puo ... 
(Leyden, 1-lolland). 2d Series, Vol. 47 (1959):375.389; Bell's observation on Dalai Lama Xlll's adult rule is per 
Tlioinas, Ji.. 195 1 ,  p. 136: and additional pages in Shakabpa 1967, pp. 176. 18 1. 

12. One siipposed facet to this death event at Lhasa. first reported in 1922 but far from veritied up to the 
pïeseiit day, was that al1 the prominent Tibetan of'ticials "were suininoned to Pekin for an inquiry." SeeAnhui 
Ward (bloravian Bishop), "Montlily Notes," R4 (Dec. 1927):90. Ward was the one two years earlier at Leh in 
Ladakh who had ordained into the Christian ministry Lama Gergan Sodnam Wangyal's son Joseph (Yoseb), and 
he therefoie had corne to know Joseph rather intimately during his lengthy field visit in lndian Tibet that year. 
Citing Joseph as his iiiforin;int. Ward. as it were, became the root source for this and a fkw other facets to the 
story (cg . .  tliat the Dalai Lania had been poisoned, that the two Lamas under discussion here were blood 
brothers. etc.) which have either been denied by later scholarship or else remain unsubstantiated. It was from 
this one soiirce that others since 1922 had picked up the story and, iinfortunately, had then published further 
elaborations upon it in not an altogether acciirate manner. 

Now althoiigli Rockhill (see earlier note) definitely believed that the Tenth Dalai Lama, as wel! as tlieNinll1, 
had been inurderod, he has expressed a contrary opinion about the Eleventh Dalai Lama's demise in the 
following ternis: "Althougli it lias beeii said that he, like his two irninediate predecessors oii the pontifical 
throne, was piit to death, there seems little or no ground for this opinion." As evidence of this, Rockhill went 
on to point out tliat the Regent of that time. wlio liad been so ever since the removal froin office in 1843 ofthe 
prciiously banished Regent, "reinained in charge of' the affairs o f  state after the death of the Dalai Lama, and 
appears to have continiied to en,ioy, not only the favor of the Chinese governmeiit, but the confidence of the 
people ofTibet." Rockhill, the work already cited. in T'oling Pao .... 69. Another much later Western historian 
on Tibet. Luciano Petech, has also discounted the idea of any fou1 play haviiig befallen the Tibetan riiler. Set 
Petech, the work already cited, in ihid. Moreover. a Tibetan historian, Shakabpa. already mentioned. appareilil!' 
came to the same concliision, if his silence on the matter when mentioning the death ofthe Eleventh Dalai Lama 
can be coiisidered as meaning that tlie Tibetan ruler died of natural causes. See Shakabpa 1967. p. 181. FinaIl)', 
it should be noted that contrary in part to the view of Rockliill, David Snellgrove and Hiigh Richardson. in  their 
cu1tu:al history of Tibet, are of the opinion that although "there is good reason to believe that the f i n t h  Dalai 
Laina was assassinated. with the connivance of the then Regent." they doubt that the Eleventll as as the 
Niiith Dalai Lamas were niurdered. These CO-authors observed that tlioiigli Western writers have ideed  
expressed suspicions with regard to the early deaths of tliese two and the Twelfth. sucli suspicio~is have "noi 
been suppoited by anything in Tibetan or Cliinese records or by Tibetan oral tradition." Snellgrove and 
Richardson 1968. p. 225. 
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letter, Kyelang, 6 Dec. 1873. ihid. (Mar. 1874):76. Lama Puntsog had come to Kyelang professing a desire to 
become a Christian and at the sarne tiine re-acquainting hiinself with Zodpa Gyaltsan, who by this time was 
living with the Moravians at the Kyelang station. Ibid. 

Moravian historian Hermann G. Schneider has provided a thumbnail sketch of the mind and character of 
Zodpa as he stepped forth into the world following his lamasery studies: "Of a clear, keen understanding, of 
extensive culture. of deep and earnest thought, he was far superior to the inass of his fellow studenls in 
knowledge and inental capacity. In character he combined the habitilal seIr-restraint of a lama with the excitable 
nature and hasty ternper of a son ofthe soil. Cautious as a merchant, suspicious as a Chinese official, he had yri 
a certain frankness, which scorned to give a false reason instead of  the true one." Schneider 1891?. p. 85. 

17. Even today the majority of the people in Ladakh as a whole is still Buddhist. though not b~ much 
since the Moslem faith is not that far behind in numbers of adherents, the latter-mostly Shias-having only 
begun to settle in the Nubra and Indus Valley towards the end of  the 1 6Ih century. (See the N.T. Shakspo source 
cited in the next note below for further details on the influx of the Moslerns into Ladakh.) The more current 
geographical location ofthese two faiths and their respective ethnic or racial identifications have been delineated 
by Jack Firiegan: "As for the present people of Ladakti, they are regarded in terms of aiithropometry as a inixed 
race, partl! Dardic (Indo-European froni Dardistan, i.e., the region around Gilgit) and partly Tibetan; in  terrns 
of religious statistics they are 45% Moslem (largely in the western regions), and 54% Buddhist (in the area of 
Leh 69% Buddhist)." Finegan 1986. p. 185. From this it can be seen that the Nubra Valley, which is situated to 
the north of Leh, and Leh itself-both of which are located in the eastern regions of Ladakh-are siil1 
predoiniiiantl~ Tibetan in race and Buddhist in tàith. 

18. Nawang Tsering Shakspo, "Historical Perspectives of Nubra in Ladakh," in Icke-Schwalbe & Meier 
(eds.) 1990, pp. 100-1 01. 104. 

19. So stated Rev. Hermann Kunick, atone time a close Moravian missionary colleague of Joseph Gergan 
at Leh Ladakh. See Kunick 1946, p. 39. 

30. This, accordiiig to Moravian missionary Frederick Redslob, who toured much of Ladakh for man' 
years. In his report, "Journey ... in Ladakh and Nubra in June and July 1880," he wrote that "the 
lamas.. .thioughout Nubra belong to theyl low [Gelugpa] class, and enjoy a reptation of superior holiness and 
temperance." P4 (June 1881):28. See also N.T. Shakspo's article, previously cited, pp. 100-106. The sanie 
impression is left to the reader frorn this work regarding the Gelugpa doininance ofNubra. See pp. 101, 104. It 
should be mentioned. however, that in Ladakh as a whole at that time, and probably still so, the "Yellow Hals" 
were "in a great ininority." Per Dr. Arthur Neve (1858-1919) at KasIlmir (CMS) Medical R,lission, Sriiiagar. 
in his book T1iii.h. Yecrra in Ka.slimir (London, 191 3), 68. Even so. John Bray has correctlj, pointed out tliat the 
Gelugpas are still "quite a signitïcant niinority," especially when one considers their Ladakhi monasteries of 
Rizong and Spituk. Email, Bray to the author, 37 May 2008. 

2 1. See especially N.T. Shakspo's article again, p. 102. 

22. The note of caution which seemed to characterize Rev. Heyde's entire response to the earnest entreaties 
ofthis truth-seeker (see also the next few paragraphs of the narrative) rnay seein strange. if not distant in [one. 
to those of  a more modern day in mission work. But Moravian Missions historian Schneider, already cited i n  
these notes IO the piesent chapter, has addressed this very issue and this very incident between fieyde and ex- 
Lama Gergan. He writes: 

It nia). seeiii 10 some readers as if the rnissionaries uere  aber caiitiouh in baptizinp convcris. Those 
\rho blame thcrn rnust bear in rnind that the character o r  the people reiidcrs it iieccssan 10 niakt 
sure tliat i l  is iiot the hope o f  temporal advantages. or a titl'iil entliusiasni whicli leads to the 
erpressioii of  a drsire for baptisin, lest therc he disappointmerit oii hoth sidcs. I4c \+Il« hecoii1c.s 3 

Christian herc l in  Iiidian r ibet]  has onen literally to forsake tàthcr and inothcr. and house aiid 
lands. Yet iiiaii), lihe Cicrgan. have becii broiiglit to hunger and tliirst ;ilicr thc iriitli. aiiii t« I(iiig for 
the neut visit O F  the "white sahib." The nuniber o f  earnest inquircrs \va.; (,ne o f  [lie stroiig reasons 
For Ille conirnciiccment o f  the tliird station at I.eh. I t  is evideni that such people rcq~iirc mors 
than can he bcsto\+ed upon thcni during thc short surnnier \ k i t s .  Schneider IX91?. p. 7 0 .  
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73. All information and quotations in this section of the narrative dealing with Rev. Hey&'s summer 1875 

niinistry tour to Leh and Nubra and involving the two ex-Lamas have been derived from Heyde, "Accourit of 
a Missionas Tour to Ladakh and Fuubra ... frorn 15 June to 1 August 1875," PA (June 1876):13-17. 

As will shortly be learned in the Text, Moravian rnissionary Redslob would repon in 1881 that Gergan, at 
Leh. had ~ i s h e d  IO visit Kyelang a year earlier i i i  order that he might see "especially his countryman. 
Nathanael." This was not only because of their common ethnic homeland and Lhasan connections but also, 
perhaps, because Nathanael, during his visit with the older ex-Lama five years earlier, had met and p m ~ s e d  
marriage to a relative of Gergan's, a young wornan in the Hundar village area; who. however, a year later had 
refused to relocate to Kyelang. which thus ended any thought of marriage to her. See in PA the following: (Mar 
1876):493-1, (June 1876): I 1, (Mar. 1877): 179-80,and (Sept. 1877):275. 

Although in other respects a helpful and reliable source of information on the "exotic culture, custorns and 
psychology of Tibetans" and on the translation of the Bible into Tibetari. Allan Maberly's account (in God 
Spokr Tibetni~. 1971 ) of Gergan Sodnam Wangyal and his son's earl} experiences in Ladakh, as uell as his 
account of Heyde and Pagell's founding of the West Himalaya Mission and their subsequent interaction with 
ex-Lama Gergan, are so full of inaccuracies, untniths and outrageously massive chunks of fiction that his book 
should not be relied upon or al/ for the early period in the lives of these four characten who figured so 
prominently in the history of the Mission in lndo-Tibet. Moreover. no mention is made of missionar) 
Redslob, whose interaction with ex-Laina Gergan was so significant. And as for Lama Zodpa Gyaltsan. later 
known as Nathanael, Maberly devotes nota single word to him, not even u, much as rnentioning his name. This 
may have been because Maberly rnay have become aware of the ex-Lama's life-dominating problem of an 
explosive temper which got hirn into a lot of trouble wherever he went. Nevertheless. hathanael wxs to plaq 
a far greater role in assisting the Moravians iii Bible translation and revision than ex-Lama Gergan (sec latrr in 
this chapter's Text and in these notes). Obsewed one Moravian historian about Nathanael's contribution. "For 
the invaluable aid he rendered in the great work of translation. his name deserves to live in the annals of the 
Mission in Tibet." Schneider 1891?, p. 91. 

Finally. it ought to be mentioned that, after a careful search through the available sources, it can be stated 
with confidence that it is highly unlikely that these two ex-Lamas ever saw each other again, despite one known 
atternpt by Nathanael during the ensuing year to go to Hundar but prekented h r n  doing so bj impassable 
snows in the passes. Certain it is that Gergan never did realize his goal to visit Kyelang (where Heyde and 
Nathanael were generally based) prior to his death in 1890; certain also is it that Heyde never again sau Gergan 
ailer that first and only encounter with him in Nubra and at Leh in 1875. The missionary sought him out on two 
other occasions thereafter, but unsuccessfully: one in 1877 at Leh (Gergan was in Nubra at the tirne) and once 
more in IR79 at Hundar (but G e ~ a n  was away on otxcial business in his capacih as thegopu). And other than 
Rev. Redslob, no other Mora\ ian seems to have had an) interaction with ex-Lama Gergan t i l l  his period of 
qears spent al Leh during the latter 1880s. 

24. Those, for example, whose declaration is the first. are the following: Editor, "The Rev. Josepli Gergan," 
~'I.fhl(Maq 1940): 1; Kunick 1946, p. 39; Sinker 1953, p. 41; Ray 1960, p. 4 (" ... he never confessed Christ, but 
died ... still a Buddhist"); and Carlson 1988a, p. 1 1 .  And examples of the second declaration are: Arthur Ward. 
"Monthly Notes." :W,V (Dec. 1922):90; Driver 195 1, p. 198; Vittoz, "The Church of Ladak." I4Q (Oct. 
1954):4; Hooper 1963, p. 141 ; Bray 1994, 1:69; and Bray 1998, p. 6. 

24a. Driver 1954, p. 46. 

25. Redsloh. "Journey in Ladakh and Nubra in June and Julj 1880." PA (June 188 1 ):26. For information on 
Johnson being the Wazir-Governorof Ladakh, see John Bray. "The Lapchak Mission frorn Ladakh to Lhasa in 
British Foreign Polic~.." TJ(Winter 1990):87 with 75. 

%. Regardiiig Nathanael's \vandering lifèstyle. ser John Bra?. "Christian Missionaries on the Tibetan 
Border: the ibloravian Church in Poo (Kinnaur). 1865-1924," in Ihara & Yamaguchi (cds.) 1992. p. 373. And 
regaidilie his erratic Cliristian walk. caused in great part by his proneness to anger as well as by "a constant 
infernal restlessriess" \$.hich precluded his reinaining very loiig in  an), one place. see in PA (Mar. 1873):-119-71. 
(Juns 1873):4 13. (Deç. I R73):47-S. (Sept. 188 1 ):70-7 1 (Sepi. 1882):303: and see also in GT. Reichelt. Dit7 
HilnnloJ'tr dlissiori der BriiJc.,-gtlrneiiw (Ciütersloh, 1896). 54-7 (traiiclated for the abthor by John Bra!:). 
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27. This remarkable traveler and prolific authoress was born in Yorkshire, England in 183 1. the eldesr child 
of Rev. Edward Bird. William Wilberforce and John Bird Sumner (one of the  Archbishops of Canterbury) were 
both kinsrnen of hers. Both of Isabella's parents were strongly religious, she inheriting from them-in the 
words of one of her biographers (Lucas)-"pronounced evangelical views." Continually suffering throughoul 
life frorn a spinal complaint, lsabella would live much of her life in the open air, would learn to ride (in tiine 
becoming "an expert and fearless horsewoman"), and be trained "to observe objects of country IifeV-al1 three 
conditions of which would serve her well in her many travels throughout the world. Lucas lias provided a 
profile of this rnost unusual woman: 

Mrs. Bishop was srnall in stature, quiet in speech and manner, and was a travcler of cxtraordinary 
courage. Fearless on horseback, she explored alone the most dangerous and barbarous countries. A 
keen observer with a retentive rnemory, she was a fluent speaker and had great power of v iv id  
narrative .... lier love of travel was stirnulated by chronic ill-health, the repeated losses i n  lier 
Farnily, which produced a sense of loneliness, and above al1 by her missionary enthusiasm. 

After her death in Oct. 1904 at Edinburgh the Royal Geographical Society in its Journal praised Mrs. Bishop's 
life and work by declaring: "She combined with a synipathetic interest in native races love of adventure and 
zeal for scientific study. Her valuable records of travel and the extent of her wanderings give her a place among 
the most accomplished travelers of her time." GJ(July-Dec. 1904):596. See Charles P. Lucas's article on her Iifc 
that appeared in the Dictionary ofNational Biography XXlll(1901-11): 166-8. The reader should also consull 
the lengthy section on Mrs. Bishop to be found in Middleton 1982. 

28. Bishop, Among the Tibetans (New York, 1894), 55, 79-80, 54-5, 96n. 

29. As reported by Dr. Ernest F. Neve (CMS Kashmir Medical Mission at Srinagar), A Cruscider il1 

Kashinir; Being tke L ~ f e  ofDr Arthur Neve. with an Account ofthr Medicul mission ai^^ Work of Tn~o Brothers... 
(London, 1928), 188-9. 

As a further example of just how respected and beloved Br. Redslob was among the Lainas, monks and 
others. Mrs. Bishop had ample opportunity to observe this fact when she and the rnissionary visited the 
monasteries in Nubra: "in the latter indeed their welcome was often deafening, for the lainas would ço to the 
top of the highest tower and blow their 6-fi. silver horns, which can be heard three miles off. So noisy in its 
heartiness was their reception that they had occasionally to request a cessation .... Between Leh and Kyelang 
she traveled over the desert plateau of Rupchu with only one or two attendants. Though the region is traversed 
by wild Tartar nomads, she was not afraid, for she bore a letter of introduction from Br. Redslob, and its fame 
preceded her. For his sake she had the wildest welcome. Now and then horsemen would come dashing uP to 
inquire about their friend. How is he? When is he coming? His name seemed a talisman far and wide ..." Taken 
froin "Mrs. Bishop's Visit to Leh and Kyelang," PA (June 1891):285. 

30. As reported by the Anglican minister-missionary-traveler Dr. Henry Lansdell, who has already ben 
mentioned in earlier notes for this chapter. Lansdell, no longer at Leh where he first met Redslob but now 
Bombay, received a letter from the Moravian (written either in late 1889 or early 1890, more likely the latter) 
in which Br. Redslob had indicated he would be unable, afier al], to accompany Lansdell on the latter's 
proposed trip to Lhasa inasmuch as "he was suffering from an infirmity in his legs." Lansdell 1893, p. 402. 
This was not the first instance of such a physical ailment; in fact, he apparently suffered from an infirmit~ in 
his lower extremities off and on during his entire missionary career, as would seem to be evidenced by whathe 
said in one of his earlier mission letters, from Poo in Feb. 1884, where Redslob is found writing as follows: 
"My school activity was not this year of long duration, for when once the tiine for field-work sets iil, the 
scholars al1 absent themselves ...A was, however, thankful for the rest which 1 thus obtained, for 1 had longbeen 
suffering from my foot. and the evil increased to such an extent that 1 was at length obliged to lie by fora tirne.'' 
Quoted in PA (June 1884):70. 

30a. Redslob had himself provided the background as to how this had al1 come about. For in a retrospective 
letter he had written back to Eiirope sometime during the summer of 1889, Br. Redslob had informed the 
recipients of his letter that while on a gospel tour he had conducted into the Nubra Valley in the autumn of 
he had once again met there with the "intelligent man named Gergan" whom the missionary had right then 
"engaged for the winter'' at Leh "to help" in his "literary labours." See Editor of article, "The Literary workof 
the Last Decade in Tibetan," PA (Sept. 1889):560. And for a brief account of this autumn 1888 toiir. see in ibid. 
(June 1889):s 16-8. 
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3 1. These quotations ofthe declarations made by Gergan are the result of bringing togcther into a composite 

whole what is recorded of this extraordinary conversation between the dying Tibetan and the Moravian as 
published in two slightly variant forms by Canon Biscoe in the following two works of his: Ka.rhmir rn 
Sunlight and Shade (London, 1922), 220- 1 ; and 7yndale-Biscoe of Kashmir; an Autobiography (posthumously 
published, London, 195 1 ), 2 19. 

32. A4i.ssiotishlatr. Issue No. 8 (Aug. 1890):23 1, trans. from the Gerrnan for the author by Dr. Elizabeth 
Marx. See also PA (Sept. 1890): 133, where is stated the following: "Our school.. .[at Leh] has been going on 
well, though the rnissionaries have felt the loss of their faithful native schoolrnaster Gergan. who dicd some 
tirne ago [i.e., earlier in 18901. Lately an epidemic of influenza seriously interfered with the school. but it has 
resurned its prosperous course.. ." 

33. What most likely accounts for the urgency ofthis plea to become a Christian was the inward spiritual 
experience he had most likely just had with his God and which was told long afbrwards by Rev. Kunick, the 
West Himalaya Mission Superintendent in the 1920s. At the time of Joseph's homegoing in 1946, Kunick told 
of an incident which.Joseph himself revealed to the Superintendent while the latter was still on the field. 
Conceming this young Tibetan, Kunick writes: "Our Lord and God himselfwas to be his guide. To make quite 
sure ofGod's wiII [as to whether he should become a Christian or not] he asked for a sign. The sign was given- 
his prayer was answered. From that day onward his course was set; and he never deviated from ii for the rest 
of his life. Truly there was a call! And h i t fu l  endeavor followed the call." Kunick 1946, p. 39. 

34. His decision had not been without stiff opposition from his family. "My rnother, elder brother and 
sister did everything they could," Joseph long afterwards explained, "to prevent my conversion to Christianity. 
but the more they tried to obstruct me, like a horse urged forward by a whip, the more did my faith and strength 
increase. So, reaching the limit oftheir influence to hinder me, they went their way." Gergan 1935, p. 1 .  

35. An excerpt from page 20 of Y. Gergan's, "Spectacle ...," a typescript translated from the Tibetan by 
Walter Asboe and numbered among the documents of the Tibet Repons that are pan of the MCHA. Quoted 
in Bray 1991, p. 41. 

36. See Gergan 1935. p. 1 and Bray 199 1. p. 4 1. Br. Gergan's investigations of the Tibetan religion. 
literature and history resulted over the years in his collecting or else copying for both A.H. Francke and the 
Archaeologicai Survey in New Delhi various historical documents and folktales. as well as resulted in his own 
published works of (a) "A Thousand Proverbs and Wise Say ings," JASB 8, pp. 157-276; and (b) a history of 
Ladakh edited by his son S.S. Gergan, La dvags r ~ ~ a l  rabs chi medgter (Srinagar, 1976). Moreover, Joseph 
translated from the Tibetan the following works: "The Seventy Stanzas of Kharagspa" (an 1 I "'-centuq 
Buddhist rnonk); "The Biography of Lotsawa Rinchen Zangpo"; "The Abridged Teaching of Mahayana"; and 
"The Fable of Sun Beauty." Bray 1991, pp. 41, 56. 

But besides "The Spectacle of the Human Soul" that is mentioned in the Text, Joseph wrote another, eken 
more philosophical paper in 1926 that in English was entitled "Hearable Theory and Practice of Religions" but 
which when published as a 68-page pamphlet that same year by the Kyelang Mission Press bore the title of 
Rna ba 'i hcud /en a,; rrogs brjod bzhugs so. lntended for an educated Buddhist laymen readership. this work 
of Gergan's, notes John Bray, is in contrast with earlier Moravian publications-most ofwhich were translations 
of Western books and tracts-because it constitutes a piece of "original writing by an indigenous author who 
was well educated in Buddhist as well as Christian philosophy." In describing Joseph's paper Bray writes: "He 
draws on quotations frorn Tibetan literature to show what he regarded as the weakness of Buddhist philosoph! 
before corniiig to the conclusion that Christianity is the only religion which offers a sure hope of saivation." 
Bray 1991, pp. 51 -7. Doubtless this paper is a reflection of the personal inquiry and comparative religious 
study he had launched decades before as a means of satisfying his own heart that the Christian faith he had 
embraced was indeed the true and correct one. 

37 .  Rcg~in in 1880 bu Re\. J. Hinton Knowles (translator of the Kashmiri Bible). the pupils of this 
celebrated mission high school numbered 250 in 1890, five years before Joseph enrolled. Knowles was succeeded 
in the Principalship of the schoo] by Rev. Biscoe in 1890. By early 1906 the student population had grown to 
1500 and at its height would sec 1800 pupils enrolled in six schools, one ofthem a girls' school. The youth Who 
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filled its classes belonged mostly to leading families, about 200 of them being Moslems while the rest weR 
Brahmin Hindus. CMI (Feb. 1906): 1 13; The Bible Sociefy Reporter (Nov. 1901):247; and George Barne, 
"Tyndale-Biscoe" article, Dictionav of National Biography ( 1  941-50) (London, 1951), 893. ''Profoundl! 
influenced by his own experiences at school," the longtime Principal (1 890- 1947) "held character to be the 
most importaiit matter in education. AI1 Iiis work was to this end and al1 he did was founded on the exampleof 
Christ. That he made an impression on the youth of Kashmir may be judged from the fact that i t  was frequently 
considered a better qualification for an appointment to be a 'Biscoe boy' and al1 that that meant than to haïe 
a university degree." Ibid. For more on the school and on its longtime Principal, consult: Eric Dallis Tyndale- 
Biscoe, F(f@ Years against the Stream: the S tov  ofa School in Kashmit: 1880-1 930 (Mysore India, 1930); and 
the two works by Principal Biscoe himself cited in an earlier note above. During his entire professional 
educational career, incidentally. Biscoe had been a strong advocate of the ethos of a muscular Christianit!; 
indeed. the motto of his Srinagar school, which still exists today, is: "ln All Things Be Men." As a reflection o f  
this in young Joseph's experience there, Principal Biscoe had taken the youth aside and personally trained him 
in various skills like boxing as a way of providing the shy and diffident Tibetan boy with the means of 
defending himself against the Kashmiri bullies who were numbered among the school's stiident body. Joseph 
became so proficient in these skills, in fact, that no bully ever aftenvards attempted to cross him up! 

38. There are numerous sources which could be listed for the lengthy discussion just concluded oii the 
lives of the two converted Lamas and the early beginnings in the life of Joseph Gergan. Yet not al1 sources agree 
with one another on some o f  the crucial details where mutually mentioned by them, and the reader mus1 thus 
approach many of these sources with caution if not skepticism. Nevertheless, based upon thorough investigation 
and comparison of al1 the pertinent data by the present author. what has just now been recounted in the Text 
represents what is felt to be as accurate a re-creation of the events involved as is currently possible to present, 
given the available sources of information and the at times inaccurate, inconsistent, even contradictory. natiire 
of some of these sources. Now some of the many sources consulted have been mentioned already in the 
documentation ofthe discussion to be found in the end-notes which immediately precede this present note; and 
these already documented sources should be perused again, since one or more ofthem may have also served as 
sources for additional details andlor quoted material included elsewhere in the discussion. But besides those 
sources already cited, the most helpful additional ones proved to be the following: Ray 1960, pp. 3-4; Walter 
Asboe, "Yoseb Gergan," MM (Nov.-Dec. 1946):43; A.W. Heyde, "Account of Journey, Kyelang to Ladakh and 
Back, 26 June - 31 August 1861," PA (Sept. 1862):386; E. Pagell, letter, Poo, 27 Aug. 1871. ibid. (Mar. 
1872): 195; Pagell, letter, Poo, 2 1 Mar. 1872, ibid. (Sept. 1872):301; Heyde, letter, Kyelang, 2 1 Sept. 1872 
ibid. (Mar. 1873):422; Th. Rechler, "The Moravian Mission in Tibet," ibid. (Dec. 1874):240; Heyde. "Accounl 
of a Missionary Tour to Ladakh, Nubra and Spiti. 1 1  June to 22 August 1879." ibid (Sept. 1880):106 
(corrected from 306); F.A. Redslob, letter, Kyelang, 30 Sept. 1880, ibid. (Mar. 188 1):505; "Tidings from [Ile 

Stations." ibid. (June 1895):5 13; "Miscellaneous Intelligence: the Special Fund for Leh [Orphnns]," ibid (SePl, 
1896): 147; and "Report of the Leh Station for 1897," ibid. (June 1898):493, cf. also with 488. 

38a. Bray 1998, p. 5. 

39. The recounting of this incident is based on a description of it given in Anon. 1890, Part One. P. 139. 
The reader should be made aware that the year and place given for this meeting of tlie three inissionaries ha5 
been corrected-as shown in the narrative Text-to 10 March 1857 near Kotgarh; it should not be sllown as 
1856 near Simla as is presented in the source just cited for the recounting of this incident. By comparing this 
source with three others, the present author is confident in stating that the year is indeed 1857 aiid tllatthe 
place is in fact Kotgarh. Moreover, it can also be stated with confidence that the month is March and 'lof 

February as was incorrectly indicated in one of the other three sources alluded 10. For this coinparison+ 
therefore, see-besides the main source already cited-the following: (a) Th. Rechler (Former superintendent 
of the Himalaya Mission at Kyelang and Poo), "The Moravian Mission in Tibet." PA (Dec. 1874):-38; (b' 
"Retrospect of the Missionary Work of the Moravian Church during tlie Past 150 Years (Part VI]: 
Mission in Central Asia)," ihid. (Sept. 1882):300; and (c) Bray 1983, p. 5 1. For additional details see alsoJohn 
Barton, "Keport of Missionary Work in Tibet," CM1 (Aug. 1863): 185. 

40. J.T. Hamilton, "Laying Siege to the Stronghold of the Dalai Lama-the Moravian Mission amoni? the 
Western Hiinalaya." MRW (May 1891):376. The information on Jaeschke's working knowledge of French. 
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Bohemian and Hebrew, as well as on his having spent 19 years teaching a! Momvian schmls, is dcrived from 
Gary W. Houston. "Jesus and His Missionaries in Tibet," TJ (Winter 199 1 ):22. 

4 1 .  He was in fact opposed to the building program as conceived by his two wlleagues; and the tessons for 
his opposition can perhaps be best explained by reference back to his childhood. ln the words ofJohn Bray, he 
had "an obsessive sense of economy. not to Say stinginess" which apparently was an outgrowth of his 
childhood experience of poverty in the Jaeschke home. The latter had unfonunately been brought on by his 
father's over-generosity that led to a financial crisis in the family inasmuch as afierwards Mr. Jaeschke could 
only find what Bray has described as "poorly-paid work as a night-watchman." All this would leave its mark 
on the younger Jaeschke's character; for example, when later, on holiday frorn his teaching duties at school or 
college, he would often take extensive botanical walking tours, but "thrifiily wearing the shabbiest clothcs," a 
practice which would often cause. those who witnessed i t  to take him for a common laborer. "On these 
occasions," Bray noted, "his luggage was minimal though he did permit himself the luxuy ofa pocket full of 
coffee brans and a personal coffee grinder"! It should perhaps come as no surprise, therefore. that Jaeschke's 
sense of economy was outraged by the building program which was now underway at Kyelang that first 
suinnier of 1857; for when he saw the plans which Heyde and Pagell had designed for the main mission house, 
he considered thern fat too luxurious. His protests, nevenheless, were ovemled by the Herrnhut Mission 
Board, who approved the original plan. All quotes and information are frorn Bray 1983, pp. 50-1. 

42. With the loss of Ladakhi independence (as a consequence of the h g r a  invasion of 1834 and eventual 
conquest in 1842). the Ladakhi Monarchy was abolished, and the royal family. now deprived of power, 
withdrew to the palace at Stok which had been built in 1825 on the lefi or south side of the Indus near Leh. See 
Finegan 1986, pp. 185, 199-200. 

43. Robert Kilgour, comp.. The Bible throughout the World: a Survey ofScripture Translations (London. 
19391, 1 12. 

44. The sources for the information and rnaterial quoted in this and the preceding paragraphs conceming 
the dificulty of learning Tibetan. as well as about Sodnam Stobkyes and Jaeschke's visit to Stok, are as 
follows: Jaeschke, lener, Kyelang, 22 Sept. 1857, PA (Mar. 1858):415; J.W. Davey. "The Buddhisrn ofTibel-- 
a Sketch," ibid. (Mar. 1905):22; Anon. 1890, Part One. p. 141; Bray 1991, p. 30; Hooper 1963. p. 140; 
Marston 1895?, p.73; and Pallis 1949, p. 237. 

Sodnarn and Joldan (both later known, respectively. as Nicodernus and Samuel at their joint baptisrn) 
present an interesting and unusual father-son relationship, and there is rnuch about their lives that is extrernely 
cornmendable. At Stok village Sodnam had iii his early days been a landed Tibetan aristocrat. But he had first 
studied in  residence for three years at Hemis, the largest and most prestigious Buddhist monastery in al1 of 
Ladakh. But his monastic study had been interrupted and ended totally when he had to flee the country at the 
tirne ofthe 1840 invasion of Ladakh. Nevertheless. in his having learned "to read and %rite" at Hemis. Sodnam 
would naturally have studied not only the Tibetan language but also the Buddhist faith since both were so 
inextricably intertwined-a person under the Lamas could not habe leamed the one without the other. See Bray 
1983. p. 52 and A. W. Heyde, "Account of His Journey from Kyelang to Ladakh. 26 June - 3 1 August 186 1 ," 
PA (Sept. 1862):379. 

It shouid further be noted that the lives of the baptized son Samuel and his closest relatives intersttcted 
quite directly with the ]ives ofthose who would have the most promillent roles in the translation ofthe Tibetan 
Bible. As was learned already, it was Samuel Joldan's father, Sodnarn Stobkyes. who in 1857 provided board 
and lodging for two rnonths in his old homestead at Stok village to Bible translator Jaeschke for the purpose of 
seriously studying, with Sodnam's assistance, the Tibetan language for the first time. And it was Samuel's 
daughter Dendsin who in 1899 became the wife of Joseph Gergan, considered to be the greatest Tibetan Bible 
translater OC them al]. Furthermore, before his death Nicodemus had hirnself rendered rnuch assistance as 
vinter in the printing operations at Kqelang. a Press which through the years printed Gospels, other portions 
of the Scriptures, tracts, books and other Christian literature in the Tibetan language for wide distribution 
arnong Tibetans everywhere. Sources: Jaeschke letter from Kyelang. 22 Sept. 1857, rbrd. (Mar. 1858):415-6; S. 
Ribbach, "The Orphans, and the 'Leh Special Fund'." ibid. (Dec. 1899):209 hith Benjamin LaTrobe, "Journey 

India." ihld. (Sept. 1902): 140- 1 ; and Heyde letter from Kyelang. 14 Dec. 1664 [rnistakenly printed as 18651. 
ibid. (June 1865):42 I -2. 
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Interestingly. both father and son were baptized at Kyelang on the same day. 8 Oct. 1865, by Br. Heyde, 
with Jaeschke present at the service. They represented the first converts of  the West Himalaya Mission to be 
baptized. Th. Rechler letter from Kyelang, I I Oct. 1865, ibid. (Mar. 1866):583 with F.A. Redslob letter from 
Kyelang, Nov. 1875. ihid. (June 1876): 12. And as for Samuel, the highly respected rnissioilary traveler from 
England, Mrs. lsabella Bishop, spoke very appreciatively of him as one of the rnost advanced of the Christians 
among the Tibetans in Indo-Tibet with whom she visited. By al1 manner of  inducernents he had been tempted 
to renounce his faith. but he rernained f i m .  "1 do not know anyone anywhere," said Mrs. Bishop, "who 
follows the Lord Jesus more devotedly than Samuel." Quoied in ibid. (June 1891):284. 

Moreover. Samuel (whose Tibetan name Joldan meant, appropriately, "the splendid" or "the splendid 
one") was the kind of  person in whom al1 could repose their trust and confidence. This is more than amply 
corroborated by Mrs. Bishop's further testirnony which she included in the volume she published of her 
extensive summer of travels through Indo-Tibet. She had come to know Samuel more than casually while 
visiting Leh in 1889, by which time he had already been serving for a number of years as British Postal Agency 
~ostrnaster in Leh for the entire land of Ladakh. In her book, she wrote at the end-of c h .  3 about him as follows. 
calling hirn by his Tibetan name: 

Joldan. the Tibetan British postmaster in Leh. is a Christian of spotless reputation. E~cry  one 
places unlimited confidence in his integrity and truthfulness, and his religious sincerity has hreii 
attested by many sacrifices. He is a Ladakhi, and the faniily property &as al Stok. a few niilss frnm 
Leh .... He ... was for ten years mission sclioolmast~r in Kyelang. but returned to Leh a few years ago 
as Postmasier. His "ancestral dwelling" at Stok was destroyed by order of the ~ a z i r ,  and his 
property confiscated. after many unsuccessful efforts had been made to win him back to Buddhism. 
Atterwards he was detained by the wazir, and compelled to serve as a sepoy, t i l l  Mr. Heyde wsnt to 
the council and obtained his release. His house in Leh has been more than once burned by inceridiaries. 
But he pursues a quiet even course, brings up his family afier thc best Christian traditions, refuses 
Buddhist suitors for his daughters, unobtrusively biit capably helps the Moravian missionarics. 
supports his family by steady industry, alihough of noble birth, and asks nothing 01' anyone. His 
"good morning" and "good night," as he daily passed my tent with clockwork regularity. nere full 
of cheery friendliness ... Among the Tibetat~s. pp. 100, 101-3. The source foi- the meaning of  
Samuel's Tibetan name is Br. Redslob, "Report of Mission at Leh in Ladakh," PA (Mar. 1887):32. 

45. This is the same Arithmetic a copy of which had found its way in 1879 into the hands of the Spiritual 
Prime Minister of the Panchen Lama of that day at Trashilhunpo Monastery near Shigatse and which had also 
figured centrally in motivating the Panchen to request of Sarat Chandra Das that he bring on his iiext visita 
lithographic press to Shigatse, which he did. See again Vol. II, Ch. 17 for details. In 1894 this same prominelit 
Monastery submitted a special order for one of Jaeschke's other school textbooks: his Introdirction IO the Hin(ii 
and Urdu Language for Tibetans. See Bray 199 1, p. 5 1. 

46. PA (Dec. 1860):539. The press arrived at Kyelang, in fact, on 29 May 1859 and was set up shortl~ 
thereafter. John Bray is the source for the use today of the revised version of the hymnbook mentioned. Bray 
1983, p. 51. 

47. It should be pointed out that a second edition of this work was later published. In about 1880, Dr. 
Rost, who was the learned librarian of the Office ofthe Secretary of State for lndia as well as the Secretav of 
the Royal Asiatic Society (both in London), "urged Jaeschke" (who long before this had withdrawn froln the 
mission field and was living at Herrnhut in Germany) to revise the Grommar "Prevented by ill-health from 
undertaking the task, he placed the book with his own additioiial manuscript notes in the hands of Dr. H.  
Wenzel, as editor, and the second edition was published by Trubner's, London, 1883." Per Anon. 1890. Pari 
Two. p. 196. Even as late as 1954 Jaeschke's Grammar (i.e., the Wenzel second edition) was still being 
reprinted for the Lise of students ofTibetan in the West, supplemented as it was by Readings and an acconlpan~iiig 
Vocabulary-executed by John L. Mish, the Chief ofthe Oriental Division ofthe New York Public Library. and 
published that year by Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., New York. and entitled simply Tihelarl Gt.ammar 

48. It will be of interest to the reader to know that the antecedents for this Hungaiian's Dictioiiary and his 
other accoinplishments in Tibetan scholarship go back in time and place some ten or twelve years befoie to thr 
small town of Kanurn that is no more than a day's trekking rnarch (16 miles) down the Sutlej Valley frein 
Gergan Tharchin's home village of Poo. Kanum is forever celebrated in the history of Tibetan studies siill~l! 
because it was here in one of its modest monasteries that for well over three years-  hi ch iricluded fourharsh 
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winters (late 1827-early 183 I F t h e r e  lived the pioneer in this discipline, Sander (Alexander) Csoma & Kdrbs 
( 1  784- 1842) from southeastern Europe, the predecessor to Jaeschke in the study and wanslation ofthe fibecan 
language. Csoma, having lefi his Transylvanian home in Hungary in 1820 when 36 years old, set out from 
Bucharest, Romania on January lu, "lightly clad, as if he merely intended taking a walk," and thereaftcr 
traveled on foot, "alone and penniless," through a great pan of Europe and Asia, arriving in Indian Tibet 
imbued-in the first instance--with the desire to find in Central Asia the origins of the Hungarian r m  and its 
language, believing as he did that many Hunganan names and words were of Eastern origin. Later, however, "his 
original quest was lost sight of in those Tibetan studies for which he will ever be remembered by xholars." 

Csoma first made his way to the remote monastery of Zangla in the Zanskar region. Here-"cut off from 
the world by endless ranges of towering mountains. and buried for months by the drifiing snow, with no 
cornpanions but a few silent monksV-he labored for almost a year and a half (late 1822-early 1824). armed 
only with a "rough Tibetan dictionary" (compiled almost a century before by a Catholic priest) which he had 
obtained at Leh in the summer of 1822 from the ill-fated traveler William Moorcroft (who was to die of fever 
in 1825 in the remote regions of Bokhara). But his primary place of study was at Kanum in the Sutlej Valley. 
! here in the small Buddhist temple of Kanum "called Kanghiùr lacan, are to be seen, disposed in a disorderly 
fashion on the shelves of an old library, the huge tomes of the Kanghiùr" (or Kangyur. and discussed elsewhere 
iii the present narrative) on which "he worked so devotedly in the compilation of bis analysis of the Buddhistic 
canon, which even today stands as a fundamental work." Studying Lamaist learning as a monk, he sat at his 
desk in one of the small rooms of the Kanum monastery "wrapped up in woolens from head to foot. and from 
morning till nighf without an interval for recreation or warmth. except that of his fnigal meals, which were one 
universal routine of greasy tea.. .in the Tibetan fashion. which is indeed more like soup.. ." Here he worked on 
thus for four years with his Pandit-Lama, "a man of vast acquirements-a single union of learning, modesty 
and greasy habits." 

The yrar 183 1 saw Csoma at Calcutta hard at work at the Asiatic Society of Bengal "editing the spoils" he 
had garnered at Kanum. And thanks to the Government of lndia Csoma was able to publish in 1834 his 
Dictionar): Tibetan and English and his Grammar ofthe Tibetan Language in English-"admirable works as 
regards the literary Tibetan of the Buddhist translations, which have never been superseded." Indeed, regarding 
Csoma's Grammar, Sarat C. Das had declared in the Preface to his own Grammar, published in 191 5, that 
"the scholarship which that Hungarian traveler displayed in it has not, in my humble opinion, been superseded 
by any subsequent student of Tibetan." And about the Hungarian's Dictiona'y, Tibetan and English. Jaeschke 
hirnselfcoinmented as follows in the Preface to his own Tibetan-English Dictionary: "This work desenes al1 
eulogy ... The work of Csoma de Koros is that of an original investigator and the h i t  of almost unparalleled 
determination and patience." Jaeschke, "Preface," A 7ïbetan-English Dicrionan (London, 188 1 ), v. Because of 
his long years in Tibetan Lamaist studies, Csorna above al1 others "communicated to the scholars of the West 
the occult mysteries of this religion." 

Ironically, his untimely death occurred at Darjeeling as he was on his way to Tibet proper for the first time, 
a goal which he was never to achieve in his lifetime. Csoma died of fever on 1 1  Apr. 1842, presumably of 
malaria that he probably had contracted weeks earlier when traveling by foot across Bengal's malarious Terai 
on his way to Darjeeling to await final permission from Sikkim's Raja to traverse that frontier region and make 
his way to Lhasa. His gravesite can still be seen today in a cemetery at the Himalayan hill station. Quotes are 
from H.G. Rawlinson. "Csoma de Koros," Indian Arts and Letters (1935):15-20 (which also quotes Dr. 
Alexander Gerard of the lndian Medical Service, who visited Csoma at Kanum in late 1827); Rawlinson, "A 
Forgotten Hero." Journal qf Indian Histor:v (Madras) 22 (Apr. 1929): 18-26; Das. An Inrroducrion to the 
Grammur of the ïïhetan Langirage (Darjeeling. 19 15), i; Tucci and Ghersi 1935, p. 20 1 ; Sir E. Denison ROSS. 
"The Contribution of Hungary to Our Knowledge of Central Asia." JRCAS( 1928):459; and Sven Hedin. Tram- 
Hiinulqu: Discover-ies and Ad\lenrirr-es in ïïbet. 2 vols. (New York, 1909), 11:4 18. 

Repaired in 1910 by Sir Denison Ross, the Stone on his gravesite in the Old Darjeeling Cemetey. located 
a mile from the Chowrasta, reads as follows: "Alex. Cosma de Korosi. a native of Hungary. who, to foilow out 
philologicai researches, resorted to the east. and for years passed under privation. such as seldom has been 
endured, and patient labor in the cause of science, compiled a Dictionan; and Grammar ofthe Tibetan language, 
his lasting and real monument. On his road to Lhasa to resume his labors. he died at Darjeeling on the 11 lh~pr i l .  
1842. Aged 44 years." Quoted in E.C. Dozey, ,4 Concise Hisron. qf-rhe Darjeeling District Since 1835.... rev. 
and enl. ed. (Calcutta, 1922). 146-7. The gravesione inscription was incorrect regarding his age: he had just 
turned 58 a few days before he died. Throughout his austere life lived in Asia Csoina wore the same dress: "a 
coarse blue-cloth loose gown extending to his heels, and a small cloth cap of the same materials; he wore a 
grizzly beard. shunned the society of Europeans. and passed his whole tinie in study." Lt. Col. GW.A. ~ l o y d ,  
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"Further Notes Respecting the Late Csoma de Koros." JRASB (July 1845):824. 

49. Bray 1983, p. 5 1 and Bray 1991. pp. 29-30. 

50. Both the Grammar and the Dictionary were considered to be "models of scientific precision," with the 
latter of these two deemed as "not superseded by Chandra Das's Dictionary" at ail. Encyclopaedia Briiannico. 
1 1" ed. (New York. 19 1 1). 26:9 19. in conjunction with National Union Catalogue: Pre- 1956 Imprints (London: 
Mansell InformationlPublishing Limited, 1973), 276:6 1-2. The quotes ofthe former French pupil are frorn the 
latter's biographical sketch on which "The First Translater of the Tibetan Bible" is based. These quotes are 
from the second part of that sketch, and found in Anon. 1890, Part Two, p. 196. 

5 1. Sources for this brief discussion of the Tibetan-English Dictionary, its printing at Berlin, and the 
creation and use of the Tibetan type face are: ibid.. 197; F.A. Redslob. "Report ofthe Tibetan Mission for the 
Years 1880 and 188 1 ," PA (Sept. 1882):3 17; the Title Page and Preface of the Dictionary itself (London, 1881); 
the National Union Catalogue .. . . 276:6 1-2; Bray 1990, p. 69; Bray 199 1, p. 3 5; and Hooper 1963, p. 11 1. 

52. Asboe 1946, pp. 5-6. Although both works have continued to be reprinted. the Grarnrnar is not deemed 
to be as great a masterprice as the Dictionary. 

53. Marx. "Medical Mission Work at Leh," letter, Leh, 12 Feb. 1887. quoted in PA (Dec. 1887):201-3. He 
would not remain faithful, though, to the first principle enunciated, as will be seen a few Text pages later in the 
present chapter. 

54. Ribbach, "The Tibetan Bible." MM (May 1931):39. It should be added that at about this sarne time 
Joseph Gergan was expressing a similar viewpoint. Writing in the early 1930s. he declared: 

From the beginning Our translators took rnuch care not to translate this Holy Book into a 
provincial dialect. It is not easy for the translators to render it for al1 Tibet. because ebrn rnost of 
the priests cannot understand high classical book language; and if i t  be translated into colloquial 
dialect, then it ~ i l l  be more difficult to be understood than the classical. So up to this tirne al1 O u r  

translators took care to render the Holy Bible into a simple semi-classical tongue. whicli can be 
understood easily bp al1 classes and readers. Without the classical tongue the Bible could no1 be 
translated. because in vulgar dialect it could not be expressed fully by lack of sufficient words. 

Quoted in Hutton 1935. pp. 173-4. 

55. Bray 1998. p. 5 and Bray 1983. p. 53. 

56. The sources for Jaeschke's visit to Calcutta and Darjeeling and for the Redslob quote are: Letter5 of 
Jaeschke, from Calcutta, 21 Feb. 1865 and from Darjeeling, 9 and 12 Mar. 1865, found in PA (June 1865):416- 
8; Theodore Rechler, letter, Kotgarh, 10 June 1865, ibid. (Mar. 1866):580-2; and Redslob (Supt.), "Report of 
the Tibetan Mission for the Years 1880 and 1881" (written in early 1882), ibid. (Sept. 1882):3 17. 

57. Ribbach. "The Tibetan Bible," MM (May 1931):39; and Weber, letter. Poo, Oct. 1884, PA (Sept. 
1885):35 1. 

58. McGovern 1924, pp. 279-81 

59. For the fuller staternent by Joseph Gergan from which these two quoted phrases of his have ken 
extracted. see five notes earlier. 

60. Bray 1990. p. 67. In his subsequent, more fully detailed paper (and cited already in  the notes of 
present chapter). Bray discusses at sorne length these difficulties and the reasons Jaeschke gave as justification 
for his choice of the literary Tibetan (cl~os-skad, literally meaning the "language of religion") ratliei. than the 
nurnerous regional variants of the cornrnon tongue (phal-sknri) which, observes Bray. "differed allnost as 
widely as, say, Latin and Modern Italian." See Bray 1991, pp. 30-34. 

61. Indeed, writing in the late 1980s, John Bray has rernarked that this concern as to "which variet! of 
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Tihetan is most appropriate for the Christian ScriptUres" i s  s basic matter which wen today "will plwues 
Tibetan Bible translators." Bray 1990, p. 67. 

62. Jaeschke. A 7iberan-English Dictionary ... . iii. 

63. Bray 1994. 1: 69. 

63a. Bray 1991, p. 30. 

64. New York, 19 1 1,26:9 19. 

65. Hutton 1923, p. 361. 

66. Bray 1991, p. 36. 

67. Jaeschke, A Tïbeton-English Diciionoy ... . i i i .  

68. The quote of the former French pupil is from Anon. 1890. Part Two, p. 198; that of Asboe is from 
Asboe 1946, p. 6; and that of Viaoz is from his letter to Norman Driver, Leh. 16 June 1954, and quotcd by 
Bray 199 1, p. 45. Other than those already cited, the sources for much of the foregoing discussion of Jaeschke's 
life and work are: Anon. 1690, Parts One and Two, pp. 139-42 and 195-8, respectively; "The Literary Work 
of the Last Decade in Tibetan," PA (Sept. 1889):560; Hunon 1923, pp. 360- 1 ; Hooper 1963, pp. 140- 1 ; John 
T. Hamilton, A History o f t l~e  Missions of the Morovian Church during the IF and 19°C Centuries (Bethlehem 
PA USA. 1901), 135, 184; Marston 1895?, p. 73; and Bray 1983, pp. 50-5. 

69. The source for Redslob as successor is: Anon. 1890. Part Two. p. 198. 

70. The Moravians at Hermhut had been in communication with the Bible Society as early as 1859-only 
a few years afier the founding by them of their West Himalaya Mission-for the purpose of discussing the 
possible future printiiig of a Tibetan Bible. Bray 1990. p. 67. "The Bible Society was founded by a group of 
laymen in 1804 and iii the course ofthe nineteenth century rapidly expanded to found auxiliary societies across 
the world. Its sole purpose was to facilitate the translation and distribution of the Scriptures and from the 
beginning it was interdenominational both in outlook and in composition. The Society insisted on high standards 
of linguistic accuracy so that individual translations could not be accused of betraying the theological biases of 
the translators.. . .Similarly, neither paraphrases nor annotations were acceptable because they too might mflect 
the theological preoccupations of the translator." Ibid. 

With regard to this latter insistence by the Society, incidentally, Jaeschke himself was concemed that his 
own Tibetan New Testament translations might fail to be accepted because in some respects they were indeed a 
paraplirase. According to Bray, Jaeschke had addressed this problem in two ofthe Moravian translater's private 
papers now in  the possession of others: one, a letter he had sent h m  Kyelang via Hermhut to the London 
Society in 1863; the other, some notes attached to his translation of St. John's Epistles that were evenniall? 
published in Germany in 1875. "ln both documents," Bray noted, Jaeschke "expressed the fear that his work 
might be criticized for being a paraphrase but insisted that a direct verbal translation was subjectively impossible. 
because of his own linguistic shortcomings. and objectively impossible because of the inherent differences 
between Greek and Tibetan." Ibid.. 68. 

7 1 .  Sources for the additional information in this and the preceding paragraph are: Anon 1890, Part TWO. 
P. 198; Bray 1990. p. 69; Bray 199 1. pp. 50. 5 1 ; and "The Literary W-ork of the Last Decade in Tibetan," PA 
(Sept. 1889):560. - 

7 9 .  See again Bray 1990, p. 71. It was Nathanael, in fact. who upon Redslob's anival on the field in 1872 
began irnrnediately to assist the missionary in learning further the Tibetan language. And when less than two 
Years later Redslob cominenced his first attempts at Tibetan translation of one or two psalms. it was Nathanael 
who. according to Redslob, ~sould be the one to "readily give it the poetical dress." The missionan- added that 
Nathanael "continues to give us great satisfaction and is an able and willing helper in our work ofevery kind." 
Furtherrnore, it reached the point when it was no longer unusual for this ex-Lama to spend the whole of a 
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winter at Kyelang faithfully helping Redslob and Br. Heyde in their translation work, making it possible for 
these two inissionary-translators "to go through carefully with hini al1 that required a revisioii, or had to be 
translated." In short. wrote Br. Redslob in 1882, because Nathanael had been a Christian for elevcn years 
already, had "penetrated more deeply into the spirit of the gospel than any of the other converts" and had a 
"thorough acquaintance with the Tibetan language and a general good education." this former Lama froin Lhasa 
"has been able to render us most valuable services." Sources: Redslob, letter, Kyelang, 23 Nov. 1872. P4 (Mar. 
1873):423; "Circular Letter.. .signed 14 August 1873 at Berthelsdorf," ibid. (Dec. 1873):47; Redslob, letter, 
Kyelang, 22 Sept. 1874, ibid. (Dec. 1874):226; Redslob and Heyde, "Report of the Congregation at Kyelang 
for the Year 1882," ibid. (Mar. 1883):405; and Redslob (Supt.), "Report of the Tibetan Mission for the Years 
1880 and 188 1 ," ibid. (Sept. 1882):3 17. 

What were probably the last three tasks of Bible translation which Nathanael rendered before his death was 
assisting the cminent Moravian missionary, scholar and Tibetan Bible translator, A.H. Francke, in preparing 
St. Mark's Gospel in three different dialects spoken in the region of lndian Tibet known as Lahul (where 
Kyelang was located): the Bunan. the Manchad and the Tinan. These efforts were performed, as best as can be 
determined, between late 1905 and 1913 or 1914, Nathanael sending his revisions to Francke in Europe after 
1908 when the inissionary was no longer at Kyelang or even in lndian Tibet except brietly in 1909. See Hooper 
1963. pp. 145-6; K ilgour 193 1, pp. 18 1-2; Benjamin LaTrobe, "Notes," MM (July 19 13): 132; and the record 
of Francke's movements during these years as documented in Periodical Accounts and Moraviari Missions. 

73. For several years Redslob had been the "faithful, conscientious, hardworking superintendent" of the 
Leh mission station of the Moravians; but shortly before his death he had resigned from that post "with deep 
regret" because of "failing health"; nevertheless, he had "cherished the hope that in his retirement he would still 
be able to serve his beloved field by continuing the great work of translating the Scriptures into TibetanW- 
which service he did indeed continue doing until typhus struck him down in an epidemic which swept through 
the inission station and that took not only Br. Redslob on 7 June but also a few days earlier Dr. Karl Marx, the 
Moravian medical missionary at Leh, and his newborn son. Both father and son were buried together in the 
same grave on 3 1 May. The funeral service for Br. Redslob on 9 June, incidentally, was undertaken by the 
beloved indigenous Christian and Leh postmaster, Samuel Joldan, son of Sodnam Stobkyes (Nicodernus). 
Editor, "Tidings from Leh," PA (Sept. 1891):338. 

74. Ibid. (Dec. 1907):765-6. 

75. Marx to Dr. Gustaf Dalman. of Leipzig, from Leh, 1891, paraphrased in ibid. (Sept. 1891):342; 
Redslob (Supt.). "Report of the Tibetan Mission for the Years 1880 and 1881 ," ibid. (Sept. 1882):3 17. 

76. "...the Tibetan language.. .studies under Br. Jaeschke, in Europe, proved of much service." Per "Circular 
Letter.. .signed 14 August 1873 at Berthelsdorf," ibid. (Dec. 1873):47. 

77. Bray 1990, p. 68. To the very end of his life, writes Bray, Jaeschke had insisted that "his translation 
was at best a tentative version." Ibid.. 69. The sources Bray cites for his paraphrastic surnmary of Jaeschke's 
observations on the need for a revision are two: (a) translation of letter, Jaeschke to Rev. P. LaTrobe, Kyelang. 
2 June 1863; and (b) notes of Jaeschke's attached to his translation of St. John's New Testament Epistles that 
was published in 1875 by R. and A. Zacharias in Germany. Ibid., 68 and 78. 

78. See Bray 1991, p. 35. 

79. SO reported Sir Basil Gould, the Political Officer for Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet. who. while trekking [O 
Lhasa in 1936 on a diplomatic Mission there, had been accompanied out of the Chuinbi Valley a few daF. 
marches by the retired British Trade Agent. It was on this occasion that Macdonald had evidently sliared with 
Sir Basil from his life on various subjects. "As a translator of parts of the Bible," wrote Gould in bis 
autobiography. Macdonald had "struck out a new line by employing such language as an average Tibetan *ould 
be able to understand." Goiild 1957, p. 204. 

80. Besides this task, he was also asked-but by the British Government of India-to thoroughly revise. 
and have published for and by that Governrnent, Jaeschke's celebrated dictionary of the Tibetan langllagc 
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which he indeed accomplished before retuming on mtirement to Gcrmany in May 1903. PA (Sept. 1903):332. 
The description of Heyde's hoary head is quoted in Kilgour, comp., The Bible throughoui the World. 1 12. 

81. Of this period in Macdonald's life, Cecil Polhill writes: "Mr. David Macdonald of Ghoom has done 
yeoman service arnong the Tibetans, helping alike al1 the Tibet- and Hindi-speaking Missions. He can speak six 
languages." Polhill 1907. p. 332. Actually, he could speak eight languages: English, Tibetan, Bengali, Bhutanese, 
Sikkimese, Lepcha. Hindi and Nepali. Macdonald had joined the Animal Vaccination Department ofthe Ben@ 
government in about 1892, a Department with which he was connected for the next 12 years. "When not on 
tour of the villages in the Darjeeling District I passed most of my time at the Vaccine Depot Headquarters at 
Ghoom.. .My regular tours of the villages.. .gave me a comprehensive insight into the manners and customs, 
and everyday lives, of the peasantry of this part of the Himalayas." In 1904 Macdonald was tapped by 
Colonel Laurence A. Waddell-who had established the first Animal Vaccine Depot for Bengal, at Darjeeling. 
and who was chosen to be the Chief Medical Officer of the Younyhusband Mission to Lhasa-to serve as his 
assistant in collecting literary Tibetiana during the 1904 Mission; Macdonald served as an interprcter for the 
Mission as well. "lt was on account of rny work in iliis connection that I was selected for the appointmeni of 
British Trade Agent in 1905. a post which 1 continued to hold until my retirement in 1925." He was married at 
Ghoom in 1893, which would be his family's place of abode till called to Tibet as Trade Agent. "ln the course 
of five years at Ghoorn [1898-19031 I completed [along with others] a revision of the Tibetan translation of the 
New Testament." Macdonald 1932, pp. 12-13; see also p. 42. 

82. For the Protestant Christian work among Europeans in Darjeeling the British Government of lndia 
always supplied a Chaplain. He was in charge not only of the Cantonment but also of the two Anglican 
Churches at Jallapahar (St. Luke's) and Darjeeling itself(St. Andrew's). This latter Church had been established 
in 1843 Gust eight years aller the British had acquired the hill station area) and rebuilt in 1870. Boinwetsch 
1899. p. 5 1. 

83. Sandberg and Rev. Heyde were to collaborate in another undenaking while they were together in this 
same time period. Sandberg made two notable contributions to Tibetan philology: (a) his ManualofColloquial 
ïibetan (Calcutta, 1893); and (b) his most significant work in this field, a collaboration with Heyde in A 
Tihefan-English Dictionary (Calcutta 1902), an endeavor Sandberg was commissioned by the Bengal government 
in 1899 to prepare, in conjunction with Rev. Heyde. frorn the rnaterials collected frorn Tibet and elsewhere by 
farned British lndian Pundit, Sarat Chandra Das. "The work kas not final or faultless. but &as far more 
complete than any other." F. W.T., "Sandberg" article. Dicrionag~ ofiVational Biograpb, 23 ( 1901 - 1 1 ):26 1. 

84. Bray 199 1, p. 39 (emphasis Francke's). 

85. Per Driver 195 1. p. 199. 

86. Other than those already cited, the sources for the foregoing discussion on the Tibetan linguistic 
controversy and the work of the Ghoom New Testament Revision Cornmittee are as follows: A.W. Young, 
"The Bible in the Eastern Himalayas," Bible Sociecl Reporter (Feb. 1902):37-8; Benjamin LaTrobe. "On the 
Thresliold ofTibet," ibid. (Mar. 1904):68; James Johnston, "On the Frontiers ofTibet." MRU'(Apr. 1903):264; 
LaTrobe. "Tibetan Missions and the British Advance towards Lhasa," ibid. (Apt. 1904):291; Claude Bald, 
"The Gospel for Tibet." ibid.. 292; A!M (Nov. 1903): l j9; Yoseb Gergan, "Letter, Kyelang, May 1926." ihid. 
( h g .  1926):58; Gergan. "Letter, Kyelang. June 1926." ibid. (Sept. 1926):66; "Language Problems in Tibet." 
Bw (June 1905): 169; E.F.. "Tibetan Saga." ibid. (May-June 1949):36; PA (Sept. 1903):332. (Sep. 1904):573. 
and (Dec. 1907):765; British and Foreign Bible Society, Annual Report,for the lkear Ending March 1903 
(Londoii, 1903). 203,165; B.F.B.S.. 111 Seorch ofMan: The Bible Soc ie~ ,  Report,for lY415(London, 1939). 3 I ; 
Hooper 1963. p. 142; Macdonald 1932. pp. 12- 13; Kilgour 193 1. p. 183; Polhill 1907, p. 329; P. Klafhow.ski. 
"Towards the Complete History of the Tibetan Bible ...." in Steinkellner & Tauscher (eds.) 1983, p. 153; for 
the sources of Francke's views on the Ghoom revision, together with additional information cited in the 
Present discussion, see Bray 1990. pp. 70- 1; and Bray 1991. pp. 36-8. 

87. For the sources of this information on the Comrnittee, and a fairly detailed account of its work during 
this period, especially that of Francke, see Bray 1990, pp. 7 1-4. 
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88. Indeed, a leading modem Tibetan historian has declared that between 189 1 and 193 1 Francke, togethCr 
with bis rnissionary colleague Karl Marx. were able to produce "a corpus of liistorical and ethnological studies 
on Ladakh which rernain unsurpassed." Tsering W. Shakya, "The Developrnent of Modern Tibetan Studies," 
in Barnett & Akiner (eds.) 1994, p. 3. 

89. Sources for the Frailcke profile and his cornparison to Jaeschke are: Bray 1990, pp. 66. 72-3; Bray 
1991, pp. 39-40; Bray 1999, pp. 18- 19, 36; Heber to Edith Whitney. Leh, 28 Oct. 191 4. MCHA. quoted in 
Bray 1999, p. 56 note 39; Hooper 1,963, p. 143; Kilgour 193 1, p. 183; PA (Mar. 1896):56, (Mar. 1905):j. (Sept. 
1905): 199, (Dec. 1907):759, (June 1908): 1 13, (Mar. 1909):286, and (Sept. 19 16):520; Houston, "Jesus and 
His Missionaries in Tibet," TJ(Winter 1991):21-2; and Jaeschke, A Tibetan-English Dictiono ry.... iii. 

90. Per Bray 1999, p. 26. 

9 1. This per Bray 1990, p. 72. 

92. Per Bray 1999, pp. 24. 26. 

93. For the quote of Bray and the information about Amundsen, see Bray 1990, p. 72. 

94. The quotation of the Calcutta agent and that of Francke's response can be found in ibid.. 73. See also 
Bray 1991. p. 47. 

95. Bray 1990, p. 73; and Bray 1991, p. I 1. 

96. Bray 1990, p. 73; and ESC Minutes BFBS. 4 Apr. 1928, p. 2. In a subsequent ESC Minutes summav 
it was learned frorn an interview of Macdonald by A.W. Young ofthe Calcutta Auxiliary in Apr. 1929 that "with 
regard to rernuneration, Mr. Young says, for Rs. 50 per rnensern [per month], Mr. Macdonald would be 
prepared to give two hours a day on an average until the 0.T. is cornpleted. Tharchin would act as consultant 
and copyist. and as he is employed by the C.S.M., and is doing other literary work, Mr. Young and Mr. 
Macdonald suggest he should be given Rs. 10 per mensem. Mr. Young found there was a little dissatisfaction 
that no recognition had been made to Mr. Tharchin for the work he has been doing. Suggests. therefore. that we 
pay him a srnall honorariurn on that account .... Resolved to recomrnend tllat a surn up to Rs. 150 be put at the 
Edit. Supt.'s disposal for an honorarium to Mr. Tharchin and that the Edit. Supt. correspond." ESC Minutes 
BFBS, 6 Aug. 1930, p. 17. And i n  the following rnonth's summary it was noted that "it will be necessary hr 
new arrangements to be made for the completion of the O.T. in Tibetan. Bishop Peter of the Moravian 
Mission, Leh [who replaced Francke, upon the latter's death. as supervisor of the translatioii projectl, will 
require a Tibetan assistant for writing out the work. Mr. Macdonald and Mr. Tharchin, who are to read the 
draft, will require to have some rernuneration. The Edit. Supt. suggests that £400 be set aside for this work.... 
Resolved to recomrnend that, subject to the sanction ofthe F.S.C., the surn of £400 be budgeted for conlpleting 
the version of the O.T. in Tibetan." Ibid., 3 Sept. 1930, p. 22. 

96a. See under Bible translation heading in the Minutes (handwritten in ink) of this Kirk Session, signed 
by Graham: ThPaK. The Calcutta Auxiliary of the London-based Bible Society approved Tharchin as 
replacement and no doubt forwarded the information to London. 

97. ESC Minutes BFBS, 2 Apr. 1930, p. 2 and 6 Aug. 1930, p. 17. 

98. One of them being, of course, the Berlin-based Dr. Francke. Francke. incidentally, was repo~ed as 
having declared before he died in 1930 that when the Tibetan Bible on which he and others were then laborine 
to finish. would finally be published, it would provide the Tibetan language "with a classic woahy be 
cornpared with the English Bible, or with Luther's great version." So reported the Editor of A4r2.l (NoI' 
193 1) :RZ.  

99. He and the other Ladakhi Tibetan, Br. Dewazung, were ordained to the Christian ministry togetheroll 
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the same date, Sunday 18 July 1920, by Moravian Bishop Arthur W ~ r d  at a special ordination m i c e  hcld at 
the Leh Mission and attended, among others, by the British Joint Commissioner for L a d l h  md his wife. 
"Their presence undoubtedly lent particular weight Io the signifiçance of the occasion." Almost immediaitely 
thereafter, Rev. Gergan left Leh to assume "sole charge" of the indigenous Tibetan congremion at Kyelang, 
arriving there in Oct. of 1920. He returned to Ladakh sorne six years later where he "was placed in charge o f t k  
Leh congregation" in late 1926. PA (Dec. 1922): 173; ibid. (June 1927): 136, 138. 

On the other hand, the distinction of having been the first ethnic Tibetan ever to be ordained a minister, 
whether Protestant or Catholic, lay with a Tibetan who hailed from Derge in East Tibet. This ordination had 
occurred some thirty years before the Moravian ordination in Ladakh. The present author is indcbted to John 
Bray for alerting him to the fact that on 15 Aug. 1891 this Tibetan from Derge had been ordained a Roman 
Catholic priest by the well-known French Catholic missionary socieiy. the Société des Missions Étrangères 
(for more on this Mission and its missionary activities in regard to Tibet, see again the present narrative's first 
volume. pp. 266-71). This Tibetan's name, sounding more Chinese than Tibetan, was Telesphore Hiong 
(Chion) Telong, which, when identified in the various French sources mentioning this event, rnay have been a 
French version of a Chinese version of his Tibetan name. See Adrien Launay, flistoire de la Mission du T h ~ b e ~ ,  
2 vols (Paris, ca. 1905), 1:301-2; Jacques Bacot. Le Tibet révolte, 1st ed. (Paris, 1913), 52; and Laurent 
Deshayes. Tibet (1846-1952): Les missionaires de /'impossible (Paris. 2008), 110. 

100. Gergan 1935, p. 1 

101. The sources for the data on Joseph Gergan's endeavors until 1926 are Bray 1990, p. 73 and Bray 
1994.1:69-70. 

101. It is fairly certain that these two Christians met at least once prior to Gergan Tharchin's relocation to 
Ghoom in 1911. I t  is doubtful, however, that they ever met again afterwards. This per a statement by 
Tharchin's son Sherab Gyamtsho to the author of the present narrative while the latter was on a visit to 
Kalirnpong in Nov. 1987. 

103. Quoted in Tyndale-Biscoe. Qndale-Biscoe of Ka.~hmir. 22 1. 

103. Quoting Y. Gergan in Mhf (Feb. 1934): 16. 

105. Hooper 1963, pp. 143-4. The revised Urdu Bible which Joseph used. and which was issued by the 
British aiid Foreign Bible Socieo. in cooperation with its Auxiliaries in India, \vould, in its component parts 
when they were first published. have been: (a) for the Old Testament. a revision that was completed in 1927 
and publislied in 1930; and (b) for the New Testament, a revision which in 1906 and 1908. respectively. 
appeared in two \,ersions: one in Roman published at London and one in Persian characters published at 
Lahore. James M. Roe, A H i s t o ~  qftlle BI-iris11 arld Foreign Bible Sociew. 1905- 1954 (London, 1965), 366. 162. 
Cf. with "Revised Urdu New Testament," CMI (Aug. 1906):633 and Rev. Dr. H.U. Weitbrecht. "The Bible in 
India," MRN; (Apr. 1908):258-66. 

106. Quoted in Hutton 1935, pp. 172-3. 

107. Excerpted from one of the "Letters from Overseas." MM (Sept. 1934):66. 

108. See Bray 1990, p. 74. 

109. Ibid. 

110. The forwarding to Macdonald and Mackenzie is per Bray. in ibid.. 77-3 

1 I 1. All the information in this paragraph was derived from ibid.. 74; TLSC Minutes BFBS, 1943. p. 14; 
and Bray 1991, p. 12. 

112. TLSC Minutes BFBS. 1944, p. 7. 
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113. Revelation 22:20-1 (AV), the very last words of the Christian Bible. 

1 14. Other than what has been documented in those sources already cited, the information and quotatioiis 
in al1 the foregoing paragraphs touching upon the Tibetan Bible inanuscript during the time from when it had 
been sent to London in 1934 till the death in 1946 of Joseph Gergan are from the following sources: E.F., 
"Tibetan Saga." B W  (May-June 1949):37; Chandu Ray, "Therefore Let Us Praise God," ihid. (July-Aug. 
1949):53; Ray 1960. pp. 4-5; Driver 195 1, p. 202; MM (May 193 1):35; "Letters from Overseas: Tibet," ibid. 
(Sept. 1934):66; Y.  Gergan, "Letter, Leh, late 1936," MQ (Jan. 1937): 13- 14; Walter Asboe in Asboe 1946, p. 6; 
F.E. Peter, "Annual Report of the West Himalaya Mission for 1929-30," PA (June 1931):4; Peter, "Annual 
Report of the West Himalaya Mission for 1932-33." ibid. (June 1934):7; Y.  Gergan, "Annual Report of Leh for 
1932-33." ibid., 9; Gergan, "Annual Report from Leh, 1933-34," ibid. (June 1935):6; Gergan, "Annual Report 
of Leh, 1940-4 1 ," ibici. (June 1942):8-9; Bray 199 1, pp. 43-4; Sinker 1953, p. 42; and Maberly 1971, 
pp. 94-8. 

1 1  5. Of like mind with Joseph (and for that matter with Pallis) on this point was Gergan's son-in-law and 
CO-laborer in the Christian gospel. E.T. Phuntsog. Writing in his latter years his own testimony of faith in 
Christ, Br. Phuntsog gently offered some justified criticism of his own Moravian rnissionary brethren from 
Europe. and at the same time stressed the need of drawing upon not only Western but also Tibetan traditions 
when attempting to propagate the Christian faith in Ladakh: 

Looking back. 1 believe thai some of the hostility among Tibeians to the gospel of Jesus Christ has 
hcsn the foreign flavor so often aitached to it .  I n  our Moravian churches we sang Ladakhi hyrnns 
to Citirman tunes. Christianity was unnecessarily marked as a foreign religion. We Tibetans need a 
Tihciriii tlieology which takes the unchangeable truths about God and places emphasis on ~ h a t  is 
most easily understood by Tibetans. For example, they are much attracted to the ieaching of' the 
iiid\r(elling Christ. that  "it is not 1 but Christ who lives in me" [Galatians 2:20]. E.T. Phuntsog, 
"Ho\v 1. a Tibetan, Became a Christian" (in typescript form). quoted in Bray 1991, p. 52. 

116. AS was iiidicated. Marco Pallis's book, from which this lengthy passage has been extracted. saw a 
nuinber of different editions-both reprint and revised-since its initial publication in 1939. The latest one 
consulted by the present author was the third revised edition, published in 1949. In that edition much of the 
original passage was deleied and a few words changed here and theie for the better in what reinained. What 
therefore appears here is a bringing together in one composite whole what Pallis had written about the Bible 
translator in the first. and in the third revised. editions of his work. Consult Praks and Lamas (London: Cassel1 
and Co., 1939). 291-2 and compare with the Third Revised Edition (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 19491, 255. 

1 17. Psalm 136: 1.4 AV. The following sources were consulted for providing the information and quoted 
material in presenting that part of the story of the Tibetan Bible covering the years 1946-48 after the deaih in 
Aug. 1946 of Rev. Gergan: "A Christian Scholar in Tibet," MQ (Apr. 1947):3-4; Walter Asboe, "The Bible in 
Tibetan-Complete," ibid. (Jan. 1948): 1-3; Pierre Vittoz. "The Church of Ladak," ibid. (Oct. 1954):3 (in re: 
Gapel); Herbert Connor, "Report on a Visit to Leh, 1956" (Sub-section: "Gapel, the Scribe"), ibiti. (Ott. 
1956):8; E.F., "Tibetan Saga," BW(May-June 1949):37-8; Asboe, "Annual Report of West Himalaya for the 
Year 1948-49," PA (1 950):6; Ray 1960, pp. 5-7; Bray 199 1, p. 44; Hooper 1963, p. 144; Maberly 197 1, pp. 99- 
13 1; and Sinker 1953, p. 43. With regard to Chandu Ray's "The Story of the Bible in Tibetan," cited as one of 
the many sources above (Ray 1960), it needs to be mentioned here that John Bray has asserted. in the Notes 
for his extremely helpful paper cited many times in tliis present chapter and entitled "A History of tlle 
Moravian Church's Tibetan Bible Translations." that Ray's article "contains several historical inaccuracies." 
See Bray 1990, p. 79. The present author has therefore exercised sonie caution with respect to the Ray illaterial 
in the present chapter. 

118. The information and quoted material found in this and the preceding two paragraphs have 
derived from ibid.. 75; TLSC Minutes BFBS, 1954, p. 26; and Bray 1991, pp. 44-5, with 57 (notes 56 and 57). 

1 19. TLSC Minutes BFBS, 1954, p. 26 and Bray 1990, p. 75. 

120. Y. Gergan. "Annual Report of Leh, 1940-4 1 ," PA (June 1942):9. 
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I2Oa. D.M. Barker, Secretary, to "Dear Committee," Kalimpong ("Yule" Ho=, Dr. Graham's H m ) ,  

29 Feb. 1956. ThPaK. 

12 1. The creation and composition of this Revision Committee, and al1 quoted material, are pcr TLSC 
Minutes BFBS, 1955, p. 32; 1956, p. 34; and 1959, p. 24. 

112. Landour. like its nearby sister resort cornrnunity of Mussoorie, is situaied along a sharp ridge that 
rises ainong the Hirnalayan foothills north of New Delhi and Dehra Dun. At about this time it had incresingly 
become the center for the work of the Tibetan Frontier Mission ofTEAM (The Evangelical Alliance Mission) 
inasmuch as the lndian government had placed no restrictions upon foreigners within this particular resort m a .  
And it was for this reason that Rev. Vittoz could be granted a temporary visa by the Ciovernrnent to reenter 
lndia if the missionary were based here and not in the more sensitive border region of Ladakh farther to the 
north. It ought to be added that Landour was the site for other activities by Christian organizations in India: 
e.g., TEAM had also its language school here, to where. incidentally, the second Mrs. Tharchin (Margaret 
Vitants) would go for her own language training in the late 1930s-see Ch. 26 again for the details; a Bible 
correspondence school had by this time begun a rapid developmetit. sending lcssons out al1 across India; and 
just a short distance away (at Sunny Bank) was also situated the Deodars, a Christian conference center that 
would periodically be used by the Tibetan Fellowship of WEC (Worldwide Evangelivtion Crusade), as well 
as by WEC itself, to hold its annual conferences. See Woodward 1975. pp. 106. 1 19-20, 140 and E.T. Phuntsog, 
"Report on a Trip to Landour. Kalimpong and Calcutta." h.IQ (Apr. 1954):7-8. 1t was more than likely at the 
Deodars that the Vittoz family and Rev. Phuntsog took lodging and conducted their working sessions on the 
revision of the New Testament, along with other members of the team. It was doubtless here also thnt the 
Tharchins stayed for a fortnight while in the area for a longer period during the spring of 1960 (see again the 
previous chapter). 

123. Bray 1994, 1:75 and Bray. "A.H. Francke's La Dvags Qi Akhbar ...." TJ (Autumn 1988):61-2. For 
additional details surrounding E.T. Phuntsog's proposa1 to sirnplib written Ladakhi. see N.T. Shakspo, "'The 
Life and Times of Geshe Ye-shes-don-grup," in John Bray, ed.. Ladakhi Histories (Leyden:'Boston. 2005). 
346, where is indicated, among other things, that at an official government hearing on the controversial 
proposal by Br. Phuntsog, this particular learned Ladakhi Buddhist Geshe had "made a statement [in opposition] 
which helped defeat the proposal." 

In a subsequent scholarly paper, Bray indicated that as early as 191 9 Josepli Gergan had hirnself promoted 
a sirnplified Ladakhi spelling with the publication that year at Lahore of his revision of the Ladakhi Gospel of 
Mark. But according to Bray this version of Mark by Gergan "was never popular among the literate Buddhists 
of Ladakh who regarded the refornied spelling as an unacceptable tainpering with the spelling rules of classical 
Tibetan which was, afier al], the language ofthe Buddhist texts." Added Bray. "Because ofthe association with 
the Buddhist scriptures i t  is unlikely that anyone but a Christian would have proposed a simplified spelling of 
Ladakhi, at least in 191 9." Though E.T. Phuntsog's proposais for a simplified Ladakhi spelling in the 1950% as 
has been noted, provoked fierce hostility from man? Buddhists in Ladakh and were neker widely accepted, he 
nonetheless did write a Christian play that employed his reformed spelling; even so. there is no evidence which 
would indicate any attempt by him to use i t  in any formal Bible translation. See Bray 1990. p. 79. 

124. This 80-stanza poem was even published in its Tibetan in far-off Europe by the Swiss Bible Society. 
under i ts fuller title: Phyag Ïshal hrgvad ci, ma ;hes bya ha s ~ ~ a b s  mgon ?je shu ma shi ko 'i mé-ad rgva nido 
[Sam bzhugs so [The 80 Prostrations, Being 100 Events of the Savior Jesus Christ] (Basserdorf: Swiss Bible 
Society, 1958). See Bray 1990, p. 87. Apparentiy. Br. Phuntsog felt its publication in Switzerland. perhaps 
encouraged by the Vittoz family, could be used in spreading the gospel in that area among an increasinp Tibetan 
refugee population corning into Europe. 

125. Per Pierre Vittoz, "Annual Report.. .for 1952-3," !?4 ( 1  954):30. 

126. See later in these notes for this chapter for the sources consulted for the biographical sketch of Rev. 
Phuntsog and his involvement in the New Testament revision at both Landour and Kalirnpong. Following his 
Years of-work on the revision of the New Testament conducted at these two places, Rev. Phuntsog would be 
greatly used to meet the needs of Tibetan children which were created in the wake ofthe huge influx of refugees 
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who fled from their homeland in the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s to the hill communities of Nodh 
India. One inimense contribution he made in this regard was to purchase land in the late 1950s and develop a .  
school and hostel in Rajpur near Dehra Dun (with his brother-in-law S.S. Gergan, son of the major transIator 
of the Tibetan Bible, serving as Principal). He also went on to be elected as the first executive secretary of the 
Tibetan Workers' Council, an organization created by evangelical missionaries to coordinate their work and 
witness with the many Tibetans now in India. Because of i l 1  health, however, Rev. Phuntsog turiied this 
responsibility over to S.S. Gergan. In Feb. 1973 Br. Phuntsog had gone to Chandigarh to attend his son's 
gradiiation from medical school. While there he suffered what would be his final heart attack and died about 24 
hours later. David B. Woodward has described those final moments in this great Tibetan's life: "fully conscious, 
his family around him, and with a vision of beauty before his eyes as he lay dying. His last words were, 
'Flowers! Flowers!'" The funeral took place at nearby Dehra Dun, the body laier being interred "on the 
beautiful hillside of ZhanphanlingV-the name ofthe School/Hostel he had founded at Rajpur, and meaning in 
Tibetan, "Place ofGood or Benefit to Others." Needless to say, E.T. Phuntsog was widely respected by al1 and 
sundry. including the Dalai Lania himself, who had visited Rev. Phuntsog's cornmendable work at "Zhanphanling." 
(Even as recently as 1994 there were as many as 200 children, mostly boarders, at this Christian school that 
meanwhile had evolved into the Moravian Institute, and a small congregation ofTibetan Christians.) Especially 
did he gain the respect of many Tibetans for the aid he rendered to the colonies of Amdo refugees who had 
settled in Rajpur, and in Clementown some 14 miles farther away. Sources for this end-note are: Tharchin and 
Woodward, 1975. pp. 644-6; Prince Peter 1963, p. 344; Woodward 1975, pp. 145, 157-8; J.H. Foy, "Rajpur," 
MQ (Jan. 1970):4-8; Bray 1994, 1:74; Carlson 1988a, pp. 1 1 - 12; and Bray, "A.H. Francke's La Dvugs Kivi 
Akhbar ... ." TJ (Autuinn 1988):61. 

127. The details of the  dramatic story surrounding the preparation in Britain ofthis unusual typewriter for 
delivery to lndia is told in Norman Driver, "The Tibetan Typewriter: a Thrilling Story," MQ (Jan. 1957):6-8 
and ibid. (Apr. 1960):4-5. 

128. TLSC Minutes BFBS. 1959, p. 24. 

129. Ibid.. 1960. p. 27 

13 1 .  At this UCNl General Assembly Br. Phuntsog was welcomed as a fraternal delegate representing the 
Moravian Church in India. One of the main concerns of the (Moravian) Ladakh Church at that time had been 
its "isolated position." Br. Vittoz also noted in his Annual Report of the Mission for 1953 that "no active 
cooperation with any other Mission is possible." And hence, the purpose of Br. Phuntsog's attendance at the 
UCNl Assembly had been to express the desire of the Ladakh Church "to have a solid link with the Indiail 
Church" as a whole. His request was welcomed, and sometime thereafter the possibility for the Ladakh Church 
to join the UCNl became a reality. I t  should also be noted that the UCNl was the precursor to the later and still 
currently existing Church of North lndia (CNI): a much larger amalgamation (begun in 1970) of affiliated 
Churches in the northern areas of lndia than was its predecessor (for details on the CNI merger. see again end- 
note 8 for Ch. 16 of the present narrative's Vol. II). 

See Pierre Vittoz. "Tibet" (a paraphrase of his Annual Report for 1953), MQ (Apr. 1954):5; ibid. (Oc(. 
197 1 ):4-5; and Vittoz, "Report of West Himalaya for January 1955-March 1956" (dated I O  Apr. 1956), P.4 
(1 956):4-5. 

132. The time frame for his Kalimpong visit was between the 22"* of Sept. and the 5"' or so of Ott. 1953. 
Phuntsog, "Report on a Trip to Landour, Kalimpong and Calcutta," MQ (Apr. 1954):7-9. While at Kalimpone 
the Ladakhi Tibetan was asked by Rev. Tharchin to preach on two consecutive Sundays at the services ofthe 
Tibetan Church. which met, as did the Nepali service, at the Macfarlane Memorial Church building. These two 
Sundays would have been the 27Ih of Sept. and the 4"'of Oct. In the subsequent report of his trip. Br. PhuntsoC 
gave further details of his visit to Kalimpong: 

On the ??"' of Srpiernber I left Darjeeling for Kalirnpong. Rev. Ci. I'harchin-an «Id Christian 
Po« no& living in Bengal-the pastor of ihr 1 ibetan congregaiion. recei~ed nie ai his house. and 
1 was his guest during rny stay there. They have prayers every Wednesday besidcs the usual Sundas 
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services. On Wednesday. 23'' of September. there werc gathered brcthren of cight nntionaliiies: 
Swedish, Indian, Nepali. Sherpa. Khampa, Lhasnn, Khunu 1i.e.. Kunawari-specificnlly. Rev. 
Tharchin]. and Ladakhi. I t  was wonderful, al1 of us praying in the name of thc samc Mie Savior and 
Lord Jesus Christ in Our different dialccts and tongues. 

... the Tibetan congregation at Kalimpong ... are about sixty mcmbers. including children. I 
attended the Nepali service in the same church [building]: the attendance was about 300. On the 1- 
of October. 1 went to Pedong. the lasr village and post on the lndian border. with the Rev. C ~ r l s m  
of Kalimpong. I t  was a market day there. We held an open-air preaching in the market. Mr. T. 
Pratten of the Pedong Brethren and 1 preached in Tibctan, and a Swedish lady prcached in Nepali. 
We sang hymns and distributed tracts. Ihid.. 8-9. 

While at Darjeeling Br. Phuntsog, besides attending gatherings ofthe Youth for Christ and the Revival Prayer 
Meeting, also visited with the Tibetan Mission. At the Tibetan Mission House, he wrotc in his report, "1 gave 
a message and my testimony.. .in Lhasan Tibetan." Ihid.. 8. 

132a. Phuntsog to Tharchin (in Tibetan), Leh, postmarked Kalimpong 13 June 1953, ThPaK; translated 
for the author by Phurbu Tsering. Tharchin indicated on the letter that he had replied on 15 June. 

133. Many sources were available for the discussion of the New Testament revision efforts at both 
Landour and Kalimpong: 

A. Other than those already cited, the several additional sources for the information and quotations to be 
found in the foregoing summary of the Landour efforts in revising the Tibetan New Testament. including the 
biographical sketch of Rev. Vittoz, are as follows: Tharchin himself; MQ (Oct. 195 1 ):5, (Jan. 1957):b-8, (Apt. 
1957):4, (Apr. 1958):4-5, (Oct. 1959):5, (Apr. 1960):4-5, (Oct. 1960):7, (Jan. 1961 ):4, (Apr. 1961 ):4, (Oct. 
196 1):5, (Apr. 1962):5, (Apr. 1972):3, (Apr. 1978):2; Wilson, "The West Himalaya Mission of the Moravian 
Church: a Dificult Situation," Moravian (Nov. 1962):37-8; Vittoz. "Report of West Himalaya for Januar). 
1955-March 1956," PA (1956):6-7, ibid. (1951):3, and ihid. (1952):4; Bray 1990. p. 75; Bray 1991, pp. 45-6; 
and Vittoz, "West Himalayan Notes, No. 63," 20 Apr. 1955, MCHA. quoted from, paraphrastically. in Bray. 
ibid.. 45. 

B. The sources for the biographical sketch of Rev. Phuntsog and his involvement in the New Testament 
revision at both Landour and Kalirnpong are: Tharchin himself; Asboe, "The Outlook for Our Work in Tibet," 
MM (Sept. 1937):67; Asboe, "A Tibetan Convert's Maiden Sermon," ibid. (Mar. 1938): 19-20; "A Christian 
Scholar in Tibet," MQ (Apr. 1947):3-4; Vittoz. "Tibet" (a recent Annual Report). ibid. (Apr. 1954):4-5; "The 
Church in Western Tibet," together with Rev. Pliuntsog's "Report on a Trip to Landour, Kalimpong and 
Calcutta," ibid,, 7-9; Connor, "Report on a Visit to Leh, 1956," ibid. (Oct. 1956):6-7; Bra} 1994,1:73-8; and 
Bray 1991, pp. 46. 52. 

134. AS indicated elsewhere, Tharchin's wife, Karma Dechhen. was the aunt of Ringzin Wangpo. It will be 
of some interest to know how this appointment of Ringzin Wangpo to London had come about. For originally 
it was Hisao Kimura, the ex-Japanese spy in Mongolia and Tibet, who was to have been the one to go. Tharchin 
had recommended Kimura to Hopkinson-partly in appreciation for the success of the spy mission the 
newspaper publisher had himself personally commissioned him to undertake in East Tibet a year earlier on 
behalfof the British Indiail government, and partly in recognition of his fluency in Tibetan. At the instruction 
of Tharchin, therefore, Kimura went to Gangtok for the required interview N ith the Political OfîÏcer. who was 
handling the selection procesS. Whereupon Hopkinson agreed to fonvard Kimura's application to London; in 
the end, liowever, Tharchin's Japanese intelligence agent learned '7hat London was holding out for a native 
Lhasan." Though disappointed, Kimura, who had meanwhile become well acquainted with theTibetan publisher's 
nepheu in Kalimpong, turned around and recommended Ringzin Wangp for the London p s t  himself? "I've 
often wondeied." mused the Japanese long after the event. "how different my life might have been had my 
application been successful." Kimura 1990. pp. 185. 190. 

It will be of further interest to know that Marco Pallis had hiniself had a hand in advancing the cause of 
Tharchin's nephew rg,s-à-vis the London University School teaching and research post. For in a letter to the 
Babu which Pallis wrote from Gyantse in Tibet on 14 July 1948 (and signed as Thubten Tendzin), he 
lnentioned that "tlie letters of introduction for Rindzin Wangpo can be given him when we meet. 1 hope that he 
Ilas had defiiiite news of that [London research] job by now." ThPaK. He indeed had. 

Furtliermore. i t  so happeneci, writes Dr. R. K. Sprigg in his obituary of Ringzin Wangpo. the Oriental and 
African Studies school had itself bboriginally sought the help of Marco Pallis ... to Ir!, and find a suitable 
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speaker of the Lhasa dialect of a Tibetan for the research program" that was created "to supply material for a 
phonological study of the form of Tibetan spoken by him." Sprigg was himself to then use this material in 
preparation for the writing of his own Ph.D. thesis at the London University School, which he did indeed 
accomplish. See Sprigg 1988, p. 77. One could Say, therefore, that al1 three-Kimura, Pallis and Sprigg-had a 
hand in the recruitment of Ringzin Wangpo for the London University post! 

Dr. Sprigg, who befriended Tharchin's nephew during the latter's difficult year-long stay in England, has 
provided a sketch of Tharchin's nephew, especially his educational and scholarly background. In his obituary 
of the Tibetan, Sprigg indicates that he had been born at Lhasa in 1920, his father, hailing from northem Tibet, 
having died before Ringzin's birth. Brought up in the Tibetan capital by both his Lhasan mother and grandmother, 
he was educated in special schools-both lay and monastic-till the age of 17, after which, leaving Lhasa in 
1938, he went on a pilgrimage through Tsang Province and on to Kalimpong to visit his relatives there for a year 
(and no doubt residing with Tharchin his uncle). 

Upon returning to Lhasa he taught in the Chinese Government School there for a month before gaining 
employment for nearly a year as a clerk in the Treasury at the Dalai Lama's summer palace. Norbu Lingka. But 
in early 1943 Ringzin commenced a the-year study course at the Tibetan capital as pupil ofTharchin's friend 
and colleague in Tibetan language work for Sir Basil Gould at Lhasa, the esteemed scholar, Tshatrul Rinipoche, 
with whom, it will be recalled, the Babu had worked closely during the latter's lengthy stay at the Tibetan 
capital in 1940 (see again Ch. 2 1 's Text). Ringzin's course of study, which he completed in 1947, had included 
the Tibetan grammatical works known as the sum-rtags. He then traveled to Kalimpong once more; and until 
he departed for Britain in late 1948, the young man would remain there "helping his uncle, Rev. G. Tharchin, 
with publishing the Tibetan newspaper ..." 

During the Tibetan's stay in England he inforrnally taught Dr. Sprigg Tibetan phonetics and calligraphy 
("Wangpo was a skilled calligrapher," writes the Englishman); and the association between these two continued 
for six rnonths more in Kalimpong to where both Ringzin and Sprigg traveled in the autumn of 1949. Upon the 
latter's return to England, Tharchin's nephew began to teach spoken andtor written Tibetan to foreigners at the 
hill station, including a very close acquaintance of Babu Tharchin's. Prince Peter of Greece and Denmarh. But 
then, between 195 1 and 1953, the Lhasan Tibetan served as lnstructor in (Tibetan) Phonetics in the Far Eastern 
Studies Department of Ceylon University at Colombo. Again back in Kalimpong the following year, Ringzin 
Wangpo resumed his teaching of foreigners the Tibetan language. He even filled a temporary post in the office 
of the Political Officer for Sikkim as Tibetan Translator during 1955, after which he served another close 
acquaintance of the Babu's, Austrian Baron Nebesky-Wojkowitz, by successfully translating what the young 
Baron identified later as "a rare Tibetan blockprint describing technical details as well as the rnystic background 
ofthe Tibetan Black-Hat Dance" which, due to the text's difficult terininology, several learned Tibetan Lamas 
whom the Baron had initially consulted "had to confess their ignorance in this matter." 

Dr. Sprigg has pointed out that Ringzin Wangpo's period in Ceylon (now known as Sri Lanka) had 
apparently inspired in hirn an interest in Hinayana Buddhism, which resulted in his becoming a Hinayana 
Buddhist Laina. Ordained in 1958 as a sumanera at the Triyana Vardhana Vihara in Kalimpong, "his yellow 
robe," Sprigg rernarks, "made hirn a conspicuous figure ... as the town's only Tibetan Hinayana ~uddhist." 
Sprigg concluded his obituary by noting that by the mid-1960s and on through the '70s he would occasionally sec 
the Tibetan while on visits to Kalimpong, during which period the Theravada Buddhist "was slaying with bis 
uncle, the Rev. Mr. G. Tharchin and his son Elder S.G. Tharchin." However, by the tirne Sprigg settled down i n  

the hill station's Tirpai village in 1980, Ringzin had assumed the incurnbency "of a srnall but richlq. furnished 
shrine in the village, Pragya Chaitya Maha Vihâr." Far froin well in health al this tirne, the Hinayanist Lama never 
quite recovered and eventually died in Feb. 1985. See ibid., 77-82. 

It should be pointed out that at his ordination Ringzin had taken the Lama name of Sherap Nangwa by 
which he ever afierwards was known. And during the twilight years of his uncle's life this nepllew-monli 
assisted him greatly at the Tibet Mirror Press in proofreading. editing, etc. Sherap Nangwa even authored a 
small book (40 pages) entitled, The Five Hygienic Paths qfMorali9, which Tharchin printed and published for 
hirn at the Press in 1965. 

Interestingly, Sherap Nangwa's guru in Kalimpong, and the one who actually ordained hirn there. was 
other than the Ven: Shangarok Shita (or, as Sprigg has referred to hirn, Bhikshu Sangharakshita), Who was l n  

reality a Britisher from London. This guru of Ringzin Wangpo's, before becoming an lndian Buddhist nlonk~ 
had developed a keen interest in Buddhisrn during his schooldays in London. Later, as a rnernber of the Roya' 
Air Force in World War Two on active duty in the Far East, he calne into contact with the Buddhist caith. 
Breakingall ties with the West upon his release from the arrned forces, this young Englishman went completely 
over to Buddhisrn and becarne a rnonk; and in the words of Baron Nebesky-Wo,jkowit~, he "tramped the dusty 
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roads of India dressed in a yellow robe, with a shaven head and a begging-bowl in his M." He even underwent 
"the severe tests to which a novice is subjected, to try the sincerity of his dacision-poverty and moriification 
of the flesh, wearisome pilgrimages and protracted meditarional exercises," passing them all. Ultimately, upon 
receiving initiation of the lower degree, this former English airman became a hhikshu-Le., a full-ordained 
Buddhist priest of the Hinayana branch, the forrn of Buddhism predominant in the lands of South Asia, 
including lndia and Sri Lanka. 

Most Indian Buddhists, writes the Baron, "reject Larnaism out of hand, without any close knowledge of its 
essential nature, as a primitive demon cult, which, in their opinion, has scarcely anything in common with 
Buddha's philosophic teaching." Ringzin Wangpo's guru resolved, therefore, to make inquiry as to the facis for 
himself; and the conclusions he came to led him to try to effect arapprochemenf between these two schools of 
Buddhism: the Hinayana, and the Mahayana that prevails in Tibet. As his journalistic mouthpiece for this 
attempt at reconciliation he CO-published with another ex-British airman, Colonel John Swale-Ryart-who 
likewise became a convert to Buddhism-a monthly magazine called Sîepping Stones. Like Bhikshu Shangarok 
Shita, Swale-Ryan, too, had become a Buddhist priest ofthe Hinayana school, taking on the name ofAnapika  
Sasana Ratana. According to Etne magazine, however, this endeavor at rapprochement "infuriated" another 
Kalimpongian from the West, Tharchin's close iriend and benefactor, Marco Pallis, whose book Pvaks und 
Lamas has k e n  quoted extensively in the present biography. Said a Erne article on Kalimpong in Dec. of 1950, 
Pallis "wants Tibetans to stick to Mahayana." and "recently wrote a book waming Tibetans against.. .inlidels 
with strange ideas," he "quietly sending copies of it across the border." (Pallis, incidentally. though nevcr 
becoming a monk, did adopt a Tibetan name for himself-Thubten Tendzin-and ever afierwards signed his 
many letters to Tharchin by that name!) 

Both ex-British airmen-turned-Buddhist priests mounted another CO-venture in Kalimpong when they 
founded together the Young Men's Buddhist Association (YMBA), modeled after its Christian counterpart. 
the well-known Young Men's Christian Association. During their stay in Kalimpong these two priests noticed 
with alarm that many young Buddhist Nepalese and Tibetans. in the words of Nebesky-Wojkowitz, "waited 
a great deal oftime in idleness or allowed themselves to be enlisted for dubious causes by political agitatom. To 
set the young men's minds on more productive paths," they united in founding the YMBA. Sources: Nebesky- 
Wojkowitz 1955?, pp. 79-80; and "'Haven't We Met?"' fime (4 Dec. 1950):3 1 .  

135. Except for the one quotation about Tharchin's son, al1 other quoted material in this and the preceding 
paragraph is from Margaret Urban, in her book, Urban 1967, pp. 12-1 3. These quotations represent statements 
Tharchin made to the authoress when she visited in  the Kalimpong pastor's home for two weeks in the spring 
of 1964. The quotation relating to his son, as well as some additional information to be found in these two 
paragraphs, were al1 gleaned from Tharchin's end-of-life "memoirs" (see GTUM TwMs, Ch. 26, p. 1 and Ch. 
28, p.2) and from conversations with S.G Tharchin by the present author at Kalimpong in Nov. 1987. 

136. These words of Tharchin are quoted by the young priest and reported by Urban in Urban 1967, 
p. 19. 

137. TLSC Minutes BFBS, 1962, p. 34. 

138. Phuntsog, "lndia." MQ (Oct. 1969):4. 

139. Per Bray 1990, p. 75. 

140. The most recent reissue, again published by the Bible Society at its Bangalore office, occurred in 1982 
in a paperback edition under the title of The New Testament: îïbetan-Revised Edition. The run that year, 
subsidized by India Bible Literature of Madras, was 30.000 copies, demonstrating once again the anticipated 
eagerness among the general Tibetan populace on both sides of the border to have available to them the 
Christian Scriptures in their own language. The source for the date and place of release and publication of the 
original 1971 printing of the Revised Edition. as well as of the presentation to His Holiness. is per E.T. 
Phuntsog's recounting of the events of 1971 which appeared in A4Q (Apr. 1972):3. 

141. More should be said about the late Rev. Hishey with respect to his background, Christian walk, and 
his work on behalf of the gospel among and for Tibetans. These various aspects of his life he shared one da? 
in a wide-ranging interview he gave in 1989 to Tsering W. Shakya. social anthropologist and Tibetan historian. 
As indicated i n  the Text. he had been born at Kalimpong in 1953 and brought up as a child in India's M'est 
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Bengal state by his Arndowa father-an ex-monk from the famed Kumbum Monastery there-and his mother 
who had hailed from Arndo's adjacent sister province of Kham. Young Stephen, at the age of five, had been 
chosen by his monk-father to becorne a Buddhist priest. He had to rise daily at four in the morning to learn the 
Tibetan scriptures. Moreover, recalled Rev. Hishey, "How fearful I was of the fierce-looking idols," but" ho& 
joyful I was [later] when, as a school student, 1 learned about this Jesus who is the revelation of our just and 
loving Father-God." A product of a Christian hostel experience at Dehra Dun where he and his brothers and 
only sister (al1 of whorn eventually became Christians themselves) had been placed because "of the change in 
the educational concept that Tibetans need to be given a proper education," it was here in 1965 at the age of I? 
that he first heard about Christ. Like his wife's grandfather Joseph Gergan before him, Rev. Hishey felt 
irnpelled to make a comparative study of religions to discover for himself which way was the truth. This he did 
prior to his receiving Christian baptism in Aug. 1973 at a church in Dehra Dun when 20 years old. "lt was an 
age," he explained, "when you could decide for yourself and could distinguish between what Buddhism has to 
offer in terms of life afier death and what Christianity has to offer, the rneaning of salvation, prayers, and 
relationship with God. I think that in the Christian Bible those [things] made more practical sense to me than 
[did] the Buddhist scriptures and understanding." 

Upon cornpletion of his education at the Dehra Dun Christian hostel, young Hishey went on to graduate 
from Simla University, from whence he went to North America to study theology on a scholarship he had 
received from an American institution; but because he was late in registering, he was sent to the Canadian 
Theological Seminary where he secured an M.A. in Theology and Christian Education. He eventually assumed 
the principalship of the well-known Moravian Mission School at Leh, the largest school in the whole of 
Ladakh with more than 850 students then currently enrolled. But he would also in time becorne the pastor of 
the Moravian Church congregation there, whose activities even today include various social services. education, 
medicine and agriculture, though he would later relinquish that position of  responsibility. Nor would he any 
longer even be located in Ladakh, which development needs to be explained in some detail and has to do with 
one final matter about which Rev. Hishey was asked in the interview with Tsering Shakya. The latter had 
inquired about the reactions and attitudes taken towards him by other Tibetans upon his having become a 
Christian. His reply revealed what he had had to endure on account of his faith, but indicated nonetheless that 
the situation ended up being far better then than before. Said Pastor Hishey of his experience: 

On the outside they were very hostile. They had a sense of hate and felt that 1 had deceived them. 
They said that 1 sold out for a certain amount of rnoney. That was the general feeling. of course. 
Over the years, seeing that I have stuck to Christianity and that it has not been a materialistic 
conversion but a genuine conversion from my own heart, 1 guess people have gradually accepted 
this. 

As it turned out, however, Pastor Hishey had spoken too sanguinely in his 1989 interview. For it was Just 
about that time that the trouble surrounding his Christian testirnony really intensified. 

He had not been Leh pastor for very long when virulent opposition arose against hiin. especially for bis 
having published a book called The Savior that besides presenting the Christian gospel in its pages also tooka 
clear stand against Buddhisrn. For when the local Buddhist leaders learned of it, they vowed and passed a 
decree among themselves to the effect that Rev. Hishey "should either be eliminated or removed from Ladakh." 
Soon, and for four months thereafier, a hundred or more Buddhist rnonks daily surrounded the Hishey family 
home. The situation grew so rnenacing that the Government ordered 17 policemen to protect Pastor Hishey. 
The news of the trouble even made headlines in the lndian newsrnagazine Indra Today. ln the end. the Leh 
pastor, feeling the situation would not likely change for the better, had decided to relocate hinlself and 
family elsewhere in lndia outside L,adakh but still arnong the Himalayas not far froin the Tibetan border. As a. 
consequence, though, the door opened for Rev. Hishey to commence a radio ministry beaniing the n1essai3eot 
Christ by that means al1 across Tibet. As far as this writer is aware, he rernained in this ministry until hisdeath 
in 2006. This ministry, incidentally, is further described in Chapter 30's End-Notes. 

Sources for al1 the information and quoted material in this note on Rev. Hishey aie: (1) T. Shak~a*  "A 
Conversation with a Tibetan Christian" (surnmer 1989 at Leh), the text of which appeared in TR (Mar. 
1990):14-17; (2) "The Sponsor," Voices in the Wilderness, Newsletter of Advancing Native Missions 
(Charlottesville VA USA), (Dec. 1995):4; (3) "Soldiers of Mercy: Freeing the prisoners," ADNAMIS MWazine 
(Charlottesville VA). (Surniner 1997):5, 10-1 1 ; (4) "The Rev. Stephen Hishey," MQ (Oct. 1976):5; and (5) for 
the place of his birth, this was corninunicated in an ernail of 22 June 2008 to the author from John Bray* then 
at Leh, who had obtained this fact through a relative of the Hishey farnily who had just then confirmed i t  b! 
phone with Rev. Hishey's surviving wife Sungzin. 



End-Notes: Chapier 28 869 
142. The information in this paragraph is per interviews with Rev. Rapgey, Doc. 1992, early Dcc. 1993, 

and Jan. 1995; and letter, S.G. Tharchin to the author, Kalimpong, May 1995. 

143. All quoted material in this and the preceding four paragraphs are from Bray 1990. pp. 75.77. Sce aJso 
p. 67 for Bray's discussion of the differences between chas-skud and phal-skad and the problems associated 
with each. See also Bray 1991, pp. 52-4. 

143a. See CAM (Charlottesville VA USA), "Pioneer Churches Growing in Tibet," Praise Report (Apr. 
2004):2; also, cf. "Tibetan Believers [in Nepal] Prepare for Leadership [in Tibet]," ibid. (Jan. 2004):2. 

144. The lingua franca quote is from Pallis 1949, p. 104; the other quote is from McGovem 1924, p. 63. 

145. From an interview, cited rnany times already in the present biography, which Tharchin Babu gave at 
his Kalimpong home to Dawa Norbu, the then editor-in-chiefofthe fibetan Review. and published therein. See 
Norbu 1975, p. 20. 

145a. See Bray 1994, 1:78, where the author indicates that the basis for his comments were inforrnal 
conversations he had conducted with education officiais in Bhutan's capital of Thimphu, Nov. 1992. 

145b. See telegram, Koch to Tharchin. 23 Jan. 1968: "Arriva1 Thursday January 25-Koch" ; with an 
inked note by the Babu on the copy of the telegram: "Arrived on 25/1/68 ai 5:30 p.m."; ThPaK. 

146. See Koch's introduction, entitled "Er Heisst Wunderbar" ["His Name 1s Wonderful"] in Urban 1967, 
pp. 1-3. Here he tells how his path crossed with that of Miss Urban again and again when on his extensive 
speaking tours that took him to California in the U.S., Mexico, Germany and Canada. These encounters with 
Miss Urban had predated her visit with Gergan and Margaret Tharchin in 1964 and Dr. Koch's own visit to 
Kalimpong later. 

146a. About this matter, see the exchange of letters between these two men found among the ThPaK: Koch 
to Tharchin, as from Karlsruhe Gmy (he was then in South America), 10 Jan. 1969. in which he enclosed a 
contribution of $125 for a Gospel printing of Tharchin's choice, with another $1 25 promised later for another 
Gospel; and Tharchin to Koch, Kalimpong, 21 Mar. 1969, in which. with Koch's approval. the Babu proposed 
producing "John's Gospel in Tibetan along with its English version side by side, as there are rnany enquiries 
and demands for it." For the other information given in the Text paragraph about the thousands of copies of this 
Gospel which were distributecl free-of-charge among the refugee centers and schools in India, see GTUM 
TwMs, Ch. 26, p. 3. 

147. Sources used for the brief profile of Trijang Rimpoche are: Goodman 1986. pp. 107.202; Phuntsok 
Tsering, "Trijang Rimpoche Passes Away," TR (Nov. 198 1 ):7; Tsering, "Kyabje Ling Rimpoche-ln Memoriam," 
ibid. (Jan. 1984):8, 10; Rat0 1977, p. 150; Dalai Lama XJV 1990. p. 61 ; TJ (Winter 1982):3; and Dzemay 
Rimpoche, "A Short Biography of Trijang Rimpoche," ibid. (Spring/Summer 1982):27. 

148. Steiner. letters, Dharchula, 23 Dec. 1938 and 7 Feb. 1939, summarized and quotd in TLSC Minutes 
BFBS, 1939-41. p. 22. 

149. The general's story is recounted in Maberly 1971, pp. 143-4. Moravian Bishop Herbert Cornor is 
the other clergyman mentioned, whose words are found in MQ (Oct. 1956):9-10. He visited Leh, Ladakh in 
1956 and briefly commented on this way of learning Tibetan by the Chinese Communists in Tibet. The quote 
of Sinker's is froin her book, Sinker 1953, p. 43. 

150. See in the New Testament the Apostle Paul's Second Letter to Timothy, 3: 16a. 





GTlJM TwMs, Ch. 27, pp. 1-3; quotes: 2. 

1. The information to be found in these fint two paragraphs of the chapter on the visit of the Dalai Lama 
in the Darjeeling-Kalimpong area has k e n  gleaned fmm: (a) "Dalai Lama to Lead Buddhist Restoration," TR 
(July-Aug. 1975):7 and (b) Dawa Norbu, "Focus on the Dalai Lama," ibid.. 3. 

2. In this connection. one of the current Dalai Lama's biographers, Michael Goodman, took special note of 
the fact that "Tharchin enjoyed cordial relations with the Thirteenth and. later, the Fourteenth Dalai Lama." 
Goodman 1986. p. 34 1. 

3. See again Ch. 22 for a discussion on the meaning of this term. 

4. For more information about this visitor, friend and benefactor ofTharchin's, see towards the end of the 
preceding chapter. A worldwide traveler and prolific writer, Dr. Koch had written numerous Christian books on 
a variety of themes, from among the following titles of which his elderly Tibetan admirer had selected several 
to present to His Holiness: 

Occulf Bondage and Deliverance: Advice for Counseling the Sick. the Tmubled and the Occulrl~~ 
Oppressed 

The Revival in lndonesia 
Between Clirist and Satan 
Christian Counseling and Occultism 
The Coming One: Israel in the Last Days 
Demonism: Pasr and Present 
The Devil k Alphabet 
The Srrifie of Tongues 
Day X: the World Situation in the Liglit o f  the Second Coming of Christ 
World Without Chance? 
Revival Fires in Canada 
Victory through Perserution (in Korea) 
Cod among the Zulus 

Now as indicated earlier, it was most likely through Dr. Koch's close friendship with missionary Margaret 
Urban, who visited in the Tharchin home for two weeks in 1964 before Dr. Koch himself had done so. that the 
Tibetan pastor became acquainted with the prolific output of Christian books by Dr. Koch. That Rev. Tharchin 
appreciated the Christian literary ministry of Dr. Koch is made further evident by the fact that when the 
present author paid one particular visit to tlie Kalimpong home of Gergan Tharchin's son Sherab Gyamtsho. 
he noticed many of the above-listed titles by the German Christian author scattered arnong the numerous 
voliimes of what had previously been the personal library of Babu Tharchin. 

5 .  Yet this paucity of visits to the locale of his early years was most assuredly not to be interpreled as 
demonstrating any lack of interest in the cultural and religious developments there. Indeed, Tharchin had a 
keen interest in that area al1 his life. One indication ofthis fact is reflected in a brief reference that is made to the 
man from Poo which appeared in a 193 1 issue of a Moravian publication, as follows: ". . .we received the other 
day a letter from a former missionary, enclosing a letter in English from Tharchin, a Christian from Poo, who 
is working as an evangelist among his own people in Sikkim. He also publishes" a newspaper, "of which he 
sends a copy," he also "requesting to be supplied regularly with copies of Moravian Missions. as he regards it 
as a means of keeping in touch with the work in Ladakh and Lahul." MM(May 1931 ):35. 

6. Tlie Valley is just iiorth ofthe east-to-west flow of the mighty Sutlej River in an area highly familiar to 
Tharchin, since along this stretch of the River lie tlie towns and villages that figured so significantly in the early 
years of his life and which served as the locale for the initial encounters between him and Sundar Singh. For 
more on this Valley and its interesting environs. see again Vol. Il. Ch. 70. end-note 75. The journey of His 
Holiness to the region of Tharchin's early upbringing had occurred during a one-week visit to Kunawar and 
Spiti, 21 to 27 Oct. 1974. I t  will be recalled that Bashahr Province of Llpper Kunawar is where Poo is located, 
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with Spiti situated immediately to the north of Poo. See TR (0ct.-Nov. 1974): 15. 

7. It ought to be pointed out that the expression "Dalai" (the Mongolian for "ocean") corresponds to 
Gyamtsho (Rgyu mtsho) in Tibetan. And "Sherab" in Tibetan has a precise meaning: "She" signifies knowledge 
or knowing, and "rab" means ultimate; hence prirnary first knowledge or the higher knowledge. Of course, 
Gyarntsho is one of the narnes of the current Dalai Lama himself; see again Ch. 22. 

8. The Dalai Lama's understanding and recollection were faulty on two counts here, if Tharchin, when 
giving to a close acquaintance of his an account of the audience within hours after its conclusion, was altogether 
accurate in quoting His Holiness. Actually, the newspaper had commenced with a four-page mimeograph 
format in 1925, a copy of which had been sent the Fourteenth Dalai Lama's predecessor that sarne year, with 
a grateful response having been sent Tharchin the following year accompanied by a small gift for the publishing 
venture to continue; see again Vol. II, Ch. 17 for the details. What His Holiness probably had in mind here was 
the laterprinted version of the Tibet Mirror that began being produced from the Treadle Brown printing press 
which Tharchin had obtained in 1947 at Calcutta; see once more the latter part of Ch. 23. Yet even if this boas 
what His Holiness had reference to, that would n ~ a k e  him a 12-year-old boy, not one of 7-8 years ofage as he 
thought. 

9. Copies of these letters can be found in the Appendices at the end of the present volume. As a still further 
mark of appreciation, His Holiness sent to Sherab Tharchin a thank-you gift in the form of a three-piece set of 
beautifully woven Tibetan carpets which continue to grace the main house of the Tharchin compound today. 

10. Besides the GTUM TwMs source already indicated at the beginning of this Chapter's End-Notes, the 
other valuable source for soine of the details and other quoted material to be found in the account of ihis 
audience with the Dalai Lama is an interview which the present author had with S.G. Tharchin, Dec. 1993. 

11. Interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, Dec. 1994. 

12. Quoted in "Tharchin Passes Away," TR (Apr. 1976): 13. Interestingly. Achu Tsering, son ofTharchin's 
close friend and Intelligence superior, Lha Tsering, has reported that not long before the Babu died, the Dalai 
Lama had sent the publisher a personal letter of sympathy, which had said, in effect, that His Holiness was 
praying for him and expressing sorrow over his ill-health and wishing him recovery. Achu Tsering used to visit 
Tharchin frequently during the closing months of the Babu's life when he was i l l ,  and it was on one of these 
visits that the Babu had shared with his visitor the Dalai Lama's kind letter. Per interview with Achu. Jan. 1998. 

13. Quoted in article. "Tharchin Anniversary," in the local Kalirnpong weekly, Himalayan Observer: 10 
May 1980, p. 2. 

14. Letter, G. Tshering to S.G. Tharchin, LTWA, Dharamsala, 17 Oct. 1979. A copy of the entire text of 
the letter is included among the Appendices at the end of the present volume. 

15. Tsering 1987, p. 9. In his treatment of Tharchin, the author had erred with respect to this Kinnauri's 
birth year, he having stated on p. 7 that Tharchin had been born on 18 April 1888 and not the correct year. 
1890. 

16. Interview with Dawa Babu (retired State Intelligence Bureau oftïcer), Nov. 1992. 

17. The full text of the Citation can be found in the Appendices at the end of this volume. This Citation, 
though read out by the Babu's son S.G. Tharchin. had been prepared for delivery at the funeral service b~ a 
close acquaintance ofthe elder Tharchin. 

18. It would not be long, however, before events would compel the meinbers of the Tibetan congregation 
to meet elsewhere, as later explained by both S.G. Tharchin (who succeeded Iiis father to the pastorate) and 
Peter Rapgey (the then Chairman of the congregation's Executive Committee). This they did i n  a printed 
handbill authorized by the congregation for distribution and entitled, "Tibetan Church. Kalirnpong: A prayerful 
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Appeal." Signed by both o f  these brethren, this Spring 1984 Appeal (which was issued for funds to be 
contributed towards the purchase o f  land to build a worship center and provide for a cernetery) candidly 
described the situation in part as follows: 

The Tibetan chlrch in Kalimpong was started more than sevcn decades ago as parc of h~ 
Macfarlane Mernorial Church under the banner of the Church of Scotland which latcr on uas 
affiliated with the Church of  North lndia [CNI]. The first national pastor of the Tibetan 
church was the late Rev. G. Tharchin who with dedication served the Tibetan church as ils 
pastor till the end of his life. Duririg the tirne of his pastoral service, some leading mernbers 
of the then Executive Cornmittee of the Macfarlane Mernorial Church had several timcs 
brought out the proposal that the Tibetan church be amalgamated with the local Nepalese 
congregation of  the M.M. Church. But the late Rev. G. Tharchin always disliked an) such 
idea or proposal that would harm the identity or the character of the Tibetan church .... 

When Rev. G. Tharchin passed away in 1976. the Executive Comrnittee of the Tibetan 
church (which the [CNI] Darjeeling Diocesan Council does not recognize) appointed his son 
Mr. S.G. Tharchin as the new pastor of the Tibetan church. although he was not traincd or 
ordained and yei he spoke the Tibetan language and had ample experience because of 
working together with his late father for a nurnber of years. On the other hand. the D.D.C. 
appointed one of  their non-Tibetan rninisters as the pastoral caretaker of the Tibetan 
church. Naturally, it was hard for the rnernbers of the Tibetan church to accept the appointment 
of' the non-Tibetan rninister as their pastor inasmuch as he could not speak the Tibetan 
language 10 minister to the Tibetan congregation. The appointrnent of a dual pastorship in 
a srnall church created an atrnosphere of tension and friction. 

In the rneantime our pastor 1S.G Tharchin] and some of the members of our church had 
the conviction of some biblical truth which inspired thern to iollow Our Lord's example as 
recorded in Matthew 3:15.16. This decision was not constitutionally acceptable to the CNI 
leaders, and as a result there was rnuch opposition frorn them-in addition to the tense 
situation already existing. 

Under the above circurnstances. we the mernbers of the Tihetan church. sensing the 
guidance of the Lord, decided to have a separate venue of Our worship and other seniccs. At 
the moment \ve are meeting in a srnall roorn [within Polhill Hall] near a bus) street with a lot 
of traffic noise. Ever since we changed Our worship place, we have even been deprived of the 
use of the cernetery [the Scottish Mission's so-called God's Acre] where man? of Our relatives 
have been buried in the years past [including, e.g., the elder Tharchins]. 

So Our current prirnary need is IO have a piece of land and a worship center along with a 
cernetery of Our own. Keeping in view this need, a general cangregational meeting of the 
Tibetan church was convened on the 23IJ of March 1984, and it was resolved Io send out a 
prayerful appeal to al1 the friends and well-wishers who have a cornmon burden for the 
Tibetan people to help the Tibetan church .... 

... me earnestly request )ou al1 to uphold the Tibetan church in Kalirnpong in your valued 
prayers and to share the burden of the Tibetan church by generously donaiing for a piece of 
land for the construction of the worship place and for a cemetery .... 

As this volume goes to  press, however, the Tibetan church ofKalimpong is still without its own cemeteV and 
still continues t o  meet in the srnall room on the said busy street. In addition. a few members. under the pastoral 
leadership o f  brother Peter Rapgey (who. unfortunately, has since died, having passed away in 1995). had lefi 
the congregation t o  begin a new church fellowship elsewhere in Kalimpong, calling themselves the Tibetan 
Believers Assembly. This occurred in late 1987, three years after the above Appeal had been issued. 

19. The  original typewritten copy o f  "ln Memoriam." from which these excerpts have been taken, with 
some minor editing having been added by the present author, can be found among the ThPaK. 

20. The significance o f  the year 1924 in the inscription is, that it was in that year. it may be recalled. that 
Gergan Tharchin succeeded Rev. Mackenzie in shepherding the growing Tibetan flock in Kalimpong. Not until 
1952. o f  course, was Gergan Tharchin ordained as  the pastor. Nevertheless. as  this biography has made 
abundantly clear. al1 through those years prior to  his ordination, he in fact if not in title had served in so many 
ways in that capacity. 





1. The following is a list ofthose individuels cited who had offered testirnonials concemi4 Babu-rchin's 
character andlor other observations regarding his life accomplishments; with a few biographical Wls provided 
for each individual as a way of identifying each's ability to give such testimonials. They are listed below in the 
order in which each was first mentioned in the presentation of their testirnonials. The mader should note thet 
the initiais, GT, signify Gergan Tharchin. 

D. K. Khaling-An intelligent, educated. articulate Nepali Christian; wns GT's Advocate who knew him 
up close. Later realizing that his Advocate profession might cause him to compromise his Christian faith, he 
became a school principal, even subsequently competing, unsuccessfully, in the late 1980s for the p s t  of 
SUMl Principal. 

Victor Subba-He rose to become an Elder of the Macfarlane Memorial Church (MMC); a Nepali. He and 
GT first met in the rnid- 1920s at a religious service at MMC and became very close Friends and CO-workrrs 
together in Christian evangelism everywhere around Kalimpong. as well as served together for decades in the 
Combined Service at MMC. 

Gyamtsho Shempa-Born in Amdo Tibet in the 1920s. He fled Tibet with his family to Kalimpong during 
the Uprising of 1958-59; he and wife became Christians. and at times anended Christian meetings in GT's 
home. They lived in Kalimpong 1959-86 before relocating to New Delhi. 

B.C. Siinick Jr-Son of GT's very close friend and teacher. B.C. Simick Sr. GT treated Jr  like a son, the two 
of them interacting a great deal through the years at Kalimpong. He became Lecturer in Tibetan at Kalimpong 
College. Was inspired by GT to have a burden for Tibet and Tibetans with the Christian gospel. 

Ven. Kusho Wangchuk-Born 191 9, he was enrolled at Shigatse's Trashilhunpo Monastery in 193 1 at age 
12; in 1947 at age 28 he shifled to Yatung Monastery; and in 1949. arrived at Tharpa Chholing Monastery in 
Kalirnpong. ln 1950 GT became Secretary of Tharpa's Management Cornrnittee. When much later he became 
the Monastery's Abbot. the Ven. would greatly interact with GTat the latter's home. seeking advice ofien from 
him, and thus he got to know GT very well. 

"Dr." N. Tshering-A self-made "Dr." but not medically cerîified. Having learned Tibetan on his own. he 
worked fike years (1 959-64) at Kalimpong's Tenth-Mile Tibetan Dispensary. sharing the Christian gospel and 
rendering inedical service. Thus he interacted a great deal with GT, who also visited the Dispensary oflen. 

Gauri Shankar Prasad-He and his Nepali family became permanent residents in Kalimpong from 1938. 
For a 1 O-year period sornetime between 1950 and 1965, he served as a rnember of Kalimpong's Municipality 
Committee, and at one point during that tenure GT served with him on that Committee; and thus GS. was able 
to get to know and observe GT up close, as well as observe hirn at public meetings. social gatherings. etc. 

Gyan Jyoti-A son of a prorninent Kalimpong commercial fainily, who grew up getting to know GT and 
being treated like a son. His father was a great friend of GT's. Gyan got to know GT quite well. interacting with 
him in several organizations at Kalirnpong. Later, Gyan relocated to Nepal. 

Rev. Tsliering Wangdi-Became Supt., Worldwide Faith Mission Children's Home. Mangan. Nonh Sikkim. 
He and his wife resided with GT in the latter's Main House five yean (1970-75). and thus closely observed GT 
constantly. 

Dr. Sonarn B. Wangyal-He "has a vast and probably unparalleled knowledge about the culture, traditions 
and history o f . .  . [the Darjeeling] i-egion including languages. custorns. religion and personalities." So States an 
internet ~ebs i te .  \sww.Kalimpong.info. which in January of2008 welcorned Dr. Wangyal as a new contrihuior 
in providing articles and essays for the website. And most recently there was posted at the website on 22 
March 2008 a brief essay about Gergan Tharchin by Dr. Wangyal that is entitled, "Kalirnpong's Lonely 
Warrior." Currently a neeklq columnist for a Sikkim daily titled NOM., and for a Kalirnpong fortnightl). 
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Himalayan Times, Wangyal is an lndian doctor who operates a medical clinic at the southern Bhutanese border 
town of Jaigaon. but found the lime to publish two books about the Darjeeling Hills: Sikkini and DarjerlinK: 
Division and Deception and Footprints in the Himalayas: People, Places and Practices (both published in 
Bhutan by the KMT Press in 2002 and 2006, respectively). But he has also contributed many articles in such 
publications as Himal, The Statesman and Himalayan Magazine (Kathmandu). 

C. Wangdi-A Tibetan, former Circle Police Inspector of Checkposts, Darjeeling Dt. Came to know GT 
from the early 1960s till GT's death, 1976. He only visited or met with GT two or three times yearly, but this 
provided suficient opportunity, he said, to gauge GT's demeanor and his short temper. 

Pandey Hishey-Born 1928 at Gangtok, he is a Tibetan-speaking Lepcha Buddhist who leamed Tibetan 
under GT's nephew Ringzin Wangpo at Lhasa, starting in 1945. First met GT through Ringzin at the Mirror 
Press in 195 1, and was working for the Sikkim Durbar Press as a Tibetan clerk during the early 1950s and thus 
gained Tibetan compositor experience. He simultaneously taught Tibetan in a Tibetan Night School which GT 
and others had established in Kalimpong and also served at the Mirror Press as a daytime Tibetan compositor 
1956-60. He got to know GT very well and became like a son to GT. His father died 1960, thus was cornpelled 
to return to Gangtok. where he regained employment at the Durbar Press. 

Sonain T. Kazi-Born 1925. son of a wealthy Sikkimese aristocrat; spent his earliest schooling years at 
both Gangtok and Kalimpong, 1938-46. In 1946 he enrolled at New Delhi's St. Stephens College. In 1949 he 
joined the lndian Mission staff at Lhasa and remained in that position till March 1956. GT was his surrogate 
father during Sonam's years at Kalimpong. At Lhasa, the Kazi became one of GT's most important informants. 

Rev. Peter Rapgey-Born of Tibetan parents in presumably 1942 in the Darjeeling area. He eventually 
became a teen-aged novice monk at Tharpa Chholing Monastery near the Tharchin compound. When his 
Tutorial Monk died in 1958, he was taken into the Tharchin household, GT having promised the gravely-il1 
Tutorial Monk that he would do so wlien he died. Peter would not become a Christian till many years later, but 
meanwhile he inarried and would continue to live within the Tharchin compound for many years, and thus he 
could observe GT on a daily basis. He would eventually be appointed by the Babu as his Mirror Press 
Manager. 

Dawa Babu-At time of interview, Dawa was a retired Oficer in the State Intelligence Bureau (SIB). A 
Tibetan, born in mid-1930s; in 1948, when in Class 7 at SUMI, he began to live with GT's extremely close 
friend, Atuk Tshering, who at the time was Circle Inspector of Police. He stayed with Atuk t i l l  1950. Dawa 
first met GT in 1948 when he accompanied Atuk to the Babu's home. In 1958 he joined the SIB; which thus 
ineant he would frequently have to visit GT and thus got to know him very well. 

Shanti K. Pradhan-An older son of GT's old friend of yesteryears, K.D. Pradhan. For 35 years S.K. was 
Manager of various Cinchona Estates in Dt Darjeeling, retiring in 1980. He grew up getting to know GT; for 
when 12 or 13 years old. his father would send him to GT to deliver messages. He recalls listening to GT preach 
at the Tibetan service at MMC. 

S. Jain-His father, great friend of GT's, had founded in 1947 the weekly newspaper in Kalimpong, 
Himalaj~an Times. When his father died in 1956, he became the editorlpublisher ofthe Times at age 24. GTtook 
S. Jain under his wing, as it were. treating him as a son, and helping him with some of the Times news stories 
and gave advice regarding the publishing world. 

Twan Yang-A Sino-Tibetan, bom Kalimpong 19 19. He, his fàther. foster mother and sister lived in rented 
quarters opposite GT's Polhill Hall home during Twan's childhood, and GT was very kind to him. treating him 
as a son. The two of them interacted off and on during GT's lifetime, Twanyan even living at Mackenzie 
Cottage for a while during the niid-1940s. 

Mrs. Tashi Panlook-Both Mr. Panlook and his wife were Nepalis. Her Illisband was an MMC Elder. aiid 
thus he and GT would interact quite often, serving together through the years at MMC in the combined 
Nepali- and Tibetan-speaking worship service. The two families were close. Elder Panlook died in 1987. Mrs- 
Panlook's home is ver), near the Tharchin compound. 
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Drasho Rigzin Dorje-A Bhutanese who as a teen-ager lived in the Tharchin household for fouryem and 

became thereafier a constant friend of GT's t i l l  the latter's death. Highly educated, he rose to become a member 
of the Bhutanese King's Cabinet, serving as the Secretary of Religious and Cultural Affairs, and also became the 
King's Roving Ambassador to other nations. At one time strongly anti-Christian. the Drasho greatly sofiened 
his stance, in large part due to GT's life testimony. 

Rev. B.K. Biswas-Born 1933 of Bengali Hindu parents at Dacca in what is now Bangladesh. In his late 
teen-age years he became a Christian and was rejected by his parents. At age 19 he became a Christian 
evangelist, and settled at Algarah near Kalimpong in 1952. He met GT in 1956, and the latter thereafter treated 
hirn as a son in Christ, the two of them becoming very close friends and colleagues in Christian evangelism. 
B.K. would subsequently becorne affiiiated with the Swedish Mission and remained u, till 1991. Later he 
becarne Chairman of the Free Baptist Churches in West Bengal and Sikkim. 

Tashi Pernpa Hishey-A rnost prominent citizen of Kalimpong, who held many civic offices and interactrd 
closely with GT for many years. They served together, in fact. for several yean as memben of Kalimpong's 
inost prestigious Cornmittee, its Municipality Cornrnittee. He was a very good friend of GT and his family. 

Achu Namgyal Tsering-Born 1933, son of Lha Tsering, the Babu's Intelligence Chief. He lived at Lha's 
Fairview home situated just opposite Babula's Mirror Press building along Kalimpong's main Street. Rishi 
Road. Achu could thus observe those who visited the Press as well as the Mackenzie Cottage Press office jus1 
up the hill from the Press building. Achu would ofien visit the Babu at his home along K.D. Pradhan Road, and 
thus noticed on many occasions nurnerous visitors at the Tharchin home. He becarne very close to the Babu. 

P.R. Pradhan-Born 1923, he was another son of GT's esteemed friend of yesteryears. K.D. Pradhan. 
Served with GT on several civic and educational Cornmittees, and thus he got to know the Babu quite well. He 
would become Principal of SUMl in 1965 and served in that capacity for rnany years thereafier. 

la. Sir Richard surnmarized his various interviews he had had with the Prime Minister in the following 
manner. "Nehru had read the script [of the film] before he died [in 19641.. . . 1 spent quite a bit of time with him, 
and he gave me valuable advice. 1 suppose Nehru was closer to Gandhi than anyone else. He willingly said, 
'Look, he had al1 the frailties, and the shortcomings. Give us that. That's the measure, the greatness of a man.' 
On one occasion in 1963 or '64,l don't remember which, 1 had gone to tea to say goodbye to Nehru. 1 didn't 
know that it would be the last tirne 1 would see him. As I was leaving-looking for a taxi, 1 think-Nehru came 
down the stairs and said: 'Richard, one last thing. In your film, do not de i6  him. He was too great a man to be 
turned into a god."' The tilming of the movie findly began in Dec. 1980 in lndia and concluded in late spring of 
1981. See Barbara Crossette, '"Gandhi': Filrning Gandhi's Life Stirs Passion in India",Yew York 7imes. 25 Jan. 
1981. 

2. Ernail, David Tharchin to the author, Kalimpong. 13 Feb. 2008. 

3. Interview. Nov. 1992. 

4. Psalm 23:4.6 TEV (Today's English Version). 

5 .  See in the New Testament the Gospel of Mark, 16: 15; interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G) Tharchin, 16 
Dec. 1992. 

6. Source for both Pema Paul and Simon, and their relationship with GT, is Perry 1997, pp. 140, 161. 
168. 

7. Interview with Rev. Biswas. Nov. 1 992. 

8. Ihid. 

9. Interview, 14 Dec. 1992. 
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10, Interview. Nov. 1992. 

1 1 .  Interview, Dec. 1992. 

12. Interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G) Tharchin, 12 Dec. 1992. 

12a. See the Wangyal lnternet website essay, "Kalirnpong's Lonely Warrior," posted 22 Mar. 2008 at: 
www.Kalimpong.info. 

13. Interview, Nov. 1992. 

14. Interview, Jan. 1995. 

15. This and the preceding quoted phrase in this paragraph are per interview with Rev. Biswas, Nov. 1992. 

16. Interview, Nov. 1992. 

17. Norbu 1975, p. 20. 

18. Email letter, T. Shakya to the author, Vancouver BC, 4 Mar. 2006. 

19. Urban 1967, pp. 35-6. The earlier quotation from friend Urban can be found on p. 36. 

20. Quoted froin Shakya 1990, p. 17. 

21. See the text of Miller's paper in Ramble & Brauen (eds.) 1993, pp. 223-8. 

22. Tlie word Tirpai (or more correctly, Tripai) is merely a term for the local Tirpai Hill area at the far end 
of K.D. Pradhan Road in Kalimpong where the temple is located, which is at or near where the road leads to 
Deolo Hill. The actual Tibetan name of this Buddhist sanctuary is Tharpa Chholing Monastery, rneaning 
"Place of Religious Salvation." Established in 1922 by the Gelugpa Yellow (Hat) Sect (to which the Dalai Lama 
belongs), it is much older than the most recently built Tibetan Buddhist sanctuary that now stands atop the hiIl 
known as Durpin Dara (meaning "Binoculars Hill" in both Nepali and Hindi) located at the farend of Kalirnpong 
in the opposite direction from Tirpai Hill. As mentioned at the beginning of the previous Text chapter, the 
name of this quite large monastery is Zhang Dog Phelri Phodrang, which in Tibetan literally translates as the 
"Realm of Guru Rimpoche" (i.e.. of Padma Sambhava) but which in general has the meaning ofthe "Heavenly 
Mountain of Good Fortune." Padma Sambhava was of course the celebrated lndian teacher who brought 
Mahayana Buddhism to Tibet in the eighth century. As was learned in the previous chapter, Dalai Lama XlV 
visited both these monasteries in 1975, but had also paid an earlier visit to the older Tharpa Chholing in 1957. 
See Lang-Sims 1963, p. 2 16. This latter monastery is larger than Ghoom Monastery of Maitreya fame, and in 
1950 housed a larger community of monks than did Ghoom-some 40 inmates as opposed to only 20 ai 
Ghoom. Ibid.; cf. also Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, pp. 18, 77. 

The oldest monastery in the Kalimpong Dt is Thongsa Gompa, the Bhutanese Temple. founded in 16923 
and located not far lower down from Tharpa Chholing. This gompa was established for the Bhutanese. net 
Tibetan, Buddhists (though the latter are of course most welcome). All Kalimpong Bhutanese Buddhists 
therefore usually worship here rather than at the Tirpai and Durpin Dara religious centers. In the 1950s this 
small Bhutanese sanctuary was tended by only two watchmen, its priests only assembling there for the great 
festivals. Thongsa Gompa, incidentally, belongs to the Kagyupa Sect, the ruling Buddhist Church in Bhutan. 
which like the Nyingma Sect permits its monks to iriarry if they so wish. Many of them have in fact for 
marriage and have large families, the residences for which are situated immediately adjacent to the gompa itselr. 
Sources: ibid., 77, verbal explanations given the present author by members ofthe Tharchin family, and bis own 
eyewitness observations while visiting Kalimpong. 

23. Khenchung or Khenchen was a high rank bestowed upon important Tibetan personages. The Gyantse 
Khenchung mentioned here was probably the same high officiai who was serving as Tibet's Trade Agent and 
official representative of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama at Gyantse at the time when Tharchin had served as 
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interpreter for Mrs. Henrietta (Sands) Merrick in her interview she hed had at Gyantse with the 
Khenchung in 193 1; see again Vol. II, Ch. 19 for the details. If in fact he was the same persona&, 
then he now enjoyed the confidence of the 14Ih Dalai Lama even as he had enjoyed that of the 
13"'. On this occasion at the Tirpai Monastery he would have been 70 or 71 years old. He was 
well-versed in Buddhism, having studied it for 15 years at a Peking monastery during the early part of the 206 
century. 

24. Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1955?, pp. 113-4. 

25. I t  has been said of this late scholar: "Dawa Norbu is a Tibetan and knows his own society-both 
before and after the Chinese invasion-as he has experienced both. His RedStar owr Tibet won international 
acclaim precisely because of his respect for truth and willingness to take a hard look at the defects of his 
own society. He is not a member of the mling elite and is known for his independent views." PemaT. Rabgay 
and K. Dhondup. "Tibet Issue and the 'Concerned Asian Scholars,"' TR (Dec. 1977):23. Another and 
even more striking remark has been made in reference to this pariicular younger-generation Tibetan. which The 
only agents the CIA had in Lhasa who attempted to make some kind of connection with the in this instance 
was spoken by the Dalai Lama of Tibet himself. In a concise, sharp and quite vivid response to those of the 
ruling elite around him who had taken strong exception to a controversial editorial (critical of the Tibetan 
leadership in exile and exposing lndian hypocrisy) which young Dawa had written for the Tïhetan Rmiew of 
August 1972. His Holiness was heard to declare: "You want me to cut down the flower that blooms; 1 refuse 
to do it!" (This rough translation of the reaction tendered by the Dalai Lama, together with a retailing of the 
incident, were provided this author at the latter's request in March 1992 by a Tibetan who had k e n  very close 
to Professor Norbu.) Moreover, the Dalai Lama is believed by some to have also expressed on this same 
occasion another exceptional statement which, according to K. Dhondup. sent a shock-wave through the 
Tibetan exile community. Declared the Dalai Lama: "1 need more young Tibetans like Dawa Norbu, who can 
think on their own, who can talk to me with original ideas." Quoted in Dhondup, "The Case for lntellectual 
Freedom," in Vyvyan Cayley, Childran of ïibet (Balmain, 1994), 92. If the reporting of these statements can 
be accepted as in the main true and accurate, then His Holiness-whose personal intervention saved Dawa 
Norbu's life, though he still had to go into hiding for months aftewards-is to be greatly commended for not 
having succumbed to the wishes of those advisers around him who had sought to silence within the Tibetan 
community itself the voices oflegitimate criticism of that sociev and its culture. (See the preface to Norbu's 
Red Star volume, pp. 10-1 1, for a detailed account of the grave consequences which befell this courageous 
Tibetan for having criticized both Tibetan and lndian leadership in his frank editorial.) 

Indeed, this episode reminds this writer ofthe apt remarks made by Jonathan Minky, China specialist for 
the London Observer, in his review of what he called Melvyn C. Goldstein's "magnificent study of modem 
Tibet," publislied in 1989. Wrote Mirsky of Goldstein's "marvelous book," A Hisron.ofModein Tîher: "U'hile 
compassionate it is also clear-sighted. and will doubtless aitract the indignation of those who need Tibet-as 
Peter Bishop has shown in The Myrh of Shangri-La (1 990)-to be a perfect place, not for its sake. but for 
theirs .... People have long wanted Tibet to be Shangri-La. But Tibet deserves the critical attention we give 
other countries. which would reveal Tibet's own grievous shortcomings ..." Mirsky 1990. p. 60. That Dawa 
Norbu did not skirt around these "grievous shortcomings" of Tibetan society in his own book (published just 
two years after his "hard-hitting" controversial editorial) was no better demonstrated than what he wrote in his 
RedStar volume as to who was to blame for the disaster which befell Tibet in the 1950s. (See again in Ch. 14 
of the present work where this has been explained in some detail already.) 

Himself an exile from the famed monastic district of Sakya in Tibet, Dawa Norbu fled to lndia at a tender 
age during the turbulent year 1959-60 and settled in the Darjeeling Dt for his secondary education before going 
on to St. Stepheii's College, Delhi University for his B.A. (Hons.) and M.A. in histos and to the United States 
in 1976 for his doctorate (obtained in 1982) at the University of California (Berkeley). In his own right he had 
become a respected university professor. writer and scholar, having become especially well known in the West 
for Iiis highly applauded semi-autobiographical account (referenced above) of his and his peasant family 's Iife 
in and around the Tibetan monastic town of Sakya just before, during and afier the Chinese invasion of Tibet 
in the period of that land's greatest upheaval in modern times: the decade of the 1950s. In recognition of his 
talents as a writer and budding scholar. he was made editor-in-chief ofthe unof'ficial monthly Tiheran Revic~t'. 
which post he held tyom June 1972 through September 1976. and was therefore editor at the tirne he interviewed 
Tharchin Babu. I t  was only a few rnonths after he had been privileged to address the Royal Society for Asian 
Affairs in London (7 May 1975) and a similar nuinber of months subsequent to Tharchin's last audience with 
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the Fourteenth Dalai Lama that Dawa Norbu was granted the interview with the elderly Tibetan from Poo at 
his Kalimpong residence when the much younger Dawa revisited there. 

It was a privilege for the present writer to have had the opportunity in January 1992 to spend a most 
engaging week of talks with Professor Norbu at the SNU campus in India's capital, where the writer was 
accorded every kindness and consideration by his Tibetan host. 

26. Norbu 1975, p. 18. 

28. Letters, al1 arnong the ThPaK: (a) son of Sikkimese Tibetan aristocrat to Tharchin, 16 June 1945; (b) 
N. Norboo to Tharchin, Darjeeling, 26 Aug. 1954; and (c) Mrs. L.S. Adhikari to the Tharchins, Alipore 
Calcutta, 4 Sept. 1945, inked longhand. 

29. Interview, Nov. 1992. 

30. Interview, Nov. 1992. 

3 1 .  Interview, Feb. 1993. 

32. Ibid.; interview with the Kazi, Oct. 1991. 

33. *Interview, Dec. 1992. 

34. Such practice by the Babu is well documented in the ThPaK. 

35. Interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, Dec. 1994. 

36. Interview, Nov. 1992. 

37. Interview, Nov. 1992. 

38. Interview. Feb. 1993. 

39. Interview. Nov. 1992. 

40. The words of Jesus quoted by Christ's apostle, Paul, and recorded in the New Testament book of The 
Acts of the Apostles, Ch. 20. verse 35. 

41. The first two stories are per interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, 16 Dec. 1992; the last one 
concerning the royal couple is per interview with her, 14 Dec. 1992. 

42. Woodward 1991, pp. 68-9. 

43. Other than what was provided by David Woodward (see the preceding end-note), al1 information and 
quoted material about the relationship between Tharchin-la and Peter Rapgey are per the author's interview 
with the latter, 14 Dec. 1992. 

44. Tharchin to Joseph Nunes. Kalimpong, 21 Sept. 1949, ThPaK. 

45. Note. Private Secietary to H.H. the Maharaja to Tharchin, Gangtok. 12 Aug. 1943, ThPaK, translated 
for the author by Phurbu Tsering. 

46. Letter, Tharchin to Joseph Nunes, Kalimpong, 21 Sept. 1949, ThPaK. 

47. Champ Kusho to Tharchin, Gangtok, I I  June 1945, ThPaK. 
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48. Ali to Tharchin, Kotgarh, 23 Nov. 1946. ThPaK, written in Urdu, translateci for the author by a friend 

of the Tharchin farnily. 

Unknown correspondent (because of part of letter torn away) to Tharchin, Kanurn, 30 June 1947, 

50. Tharchin to Nunes, Kalirnpong, 2 1 Sept. 1949, ThPaK. 

5 1 .  Three sources: interview with the Kazi, Oct. 199 1 ; letter, the Kazi to the author, Montclair NJ USA, 
6 Jan. 1992, in which the identity of the Marwari was provided; and interview with S.G Tharchin, early Feb. 
1992. 

5 la. Dr. Sinha would publish a considerable number of scholarly volumes on liberan history and culture 
as well as on other aspects of Inner Asian affairs. The following are representative of his various publications 
over the years of his professional career: 

Studies in lndo-British Economy [a]  Hundred Years Ago (Calcutta, 1 946) 
Tibet: Considerarions on Inner Asian Hisron: Foreword by Franz Michael (Calcutta, 1967) 
Prolegomc~na to Lamaisr Polity, Foreword by Hugh Richardson (Calcutta. 1 %9) 
,411 Introdiiction to the Histor)~ and Religion o f  Tibet, Foreword by K.P.S. Menon (Calcutta, 1975; 

Gangtok, 199 1 ) 
How Chinese Mas China S Tibet Region.?: Essays and Notes on Tibet and the Neighbouring Counh-ies 

(Calcutta, 198 1 ) 
Sangs-rmas stong: an lnrroduction ro Mahqvana Iconography [Expository Text with Sanskrit-Tibetan 

Extracts by N.C.S.] (Gangtok, 1988) 
Tales rhe Thankas Tell: an Introduction IO Tibefan Scroll Portraits [Text by N.C.S.] (Gangtok, 1989) 

51 b. This figure of 24 founders is according to the printed prograrn booklet on the occasion of the 
Institute's 5O"'Anniversary Cornmernorative Conference held at Gangtok in early Oct. 2008, and was sent to 
this writer by e-mail frorn John Bray, 13 Oct. 2008. 

52. Both letters. ThPaK. 

53. Here is a list of man' publications by Professor Rahul, ail published at New Delhi: 

The Government o f  Tibet 19/2-1933 ( 1962) 
The Govei-nmertt and Politics qf Tibet (Foreword by the Dalai Lama) ( 1969) 
Social Work in the Himalq~a. Proceedings of the Serninar on Social Work in the Himala.va. Universir)' 

of-Delhi, 1967, edited by Ram Rahul ( 1969) 
If iniolqva Borderland ( 1 970) 
A4odern Bhuian ( 197 1 ) 
Politics qf Cetitrnl Asiu ( 1973) 
The Hirnala~la as a Fronrier ( 1 978 ) 
Modern Central Asia ( 1979) 
Struggle,for Central .4sia ( 1982) 
Roi-al Bliutan: u Political Hisior?.(l983. 1997) 
A f,ehaniston. Mongolia and rhe USSR ( 1987) 
 lotigo go lin betnfeen Clijtto und the L'SSR ( 1  989) 
.4f'i$ianistan. rlie L'SSR atid the L'SA ( 1 99 1 ) 
4 f~liatiistan. ,tfotigoIia and China ( 1992) 
Modern Tiher ( 1992) 
The Drrll~i Lonla. rite Itistirurion ( 1995) 
C(~nrrul.4sia: CI Historical S u t v c ~ ~  ( 1996) 
Cliitiu. Rl~ssia ( J I J ~  Ccntral.4sia ( 1996) 
Ro~*al ,'l'qxd: a Political Hisron. ( 1996) 
T/tc7 Marc8h o f  Crttlrai ,dsia (2000) 
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54. See letters, Rahul to Tharchin, Delhi, 25 Aug. 1949. ThPaK; and Rahul to Tharchin, Delhi's Mahabodhi 
Society, 13 May 1950, ThPaK, with Tharchin having noted on the letter that he received it on 15 May and gave 
reply on 16 May. 

55. See letters, Rahul to Tharchin, Delhi's Mahabodhi Society. 15 Apr. 1950; and Tharchin to "My Dear 
Pandit Rahul Ji," Kalimpong, 19 Apr. 1950, ThPaK. 

55a. In her biography of  Gedun Chophel, Stoddard had written the following observations conceming Rev. 
Tharchin: 

In the entire region of Darjeeling and Kalimpong, and well beyond, among the Bhotia population 
of the Himalayas, this Christian missionary ... was affectionalely surnamed Tharchin Babula ("Papa 
Tharchin") ....[ He] was a cultivated and energetic man, speaking fluently Tibetan, 1-lindi, English 
and no doubt two or three Indian languages. He was totally devoted to the Tibetans, and dominated 
the scene of Kalimpong for half a century. Every Sunday he preached i n  the church, and on 
weekdays taught in the [Scottish] Mission's school. He furiher nianaged, logether with his Russian 
wife who assisted hirn admirably, an orphanagr for ... children linked to the school, which resenibled 
rather a large farnily. 

The pilgrims. traders and high dignitaries arriving from the "Land of Snows" to cross the 
threshold of the British Empire were [constantly] visiting him. He participated actively in the 
political life of the region. which was well known for being a privileged place for political intrigue 
and spy contacts. A Christian speaking English fluently, he ... had tight relations with the British. 
Furthermore. by knowing the cornplexities of the lndian world, the administrative and police 
formalities, which were enigmatic to the peoples of Central Asia, he was sought by those who 
wished to go down to the plains. At ease in both worlds, he nevertheless dedicated his life to the 
Tibetans. Stoddard 1985. pp. 160-161. 

56. Interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, 12 Dec. 1992, she having been given a report of what had 
occurred in this Council meeting from both her husband and father. 

57. The preceding discussion re: Tharchin's and his fellow Council members' conduct is per ibid. 

58. Long afterwards Rev. Tharchin was to relate the Council incident among his family mernbers, Nini and 
S.G Tharchin being present on several occasions when he told the story. Hence. for al1 information and quoted 
material relative to this episode demonstrating the Christian pastor's candor, forthrightness. faithfulness and 
loyalty, there were three sources: the author's interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin. 12 Dec. 1992; 
interview with S.G. Tharchin, mid-Dec. 1992; and what these two were themselves able to observe in the 
situation separate from Gergan Tharchin's own reporting of the facts. events and quoted material and which 
was reported to the author in his interviews with thern just now indicated. 

59. The entire foregoing discussion of the Tharchin-Craig controversies is per the author's interview s i t h  
Nini (Mrs. S.G) Tharchin, 14 Dec. 1992, and confirrned by S.G. Tharchin in his interview he gave the author. 
mid-Dec. 1992. 

60. Al1 information and quoted material appearing in this discussion of the re-ordination controversy are 
per interviews with both Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, 12 Dec. 1992 and Rev. Kapgey, 14 Dec. 1992. 

61. Al1 the information and quoted material re: the MMC's dissident split and its afterrnath, and involving 
Rev. Tharchin, are per the following sources and documents: interviews with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Thaichin, l 6  
Dec. 1992 and S.G Tharchin, mid-Dec. 1992; DDC Executive Cornmittee Meeting niinutes (Section 978). 
Darjeeling, 15 Mar. 1973; letter, Wallace to Tharchin, Darjeeling, 24 Mar. 1973; letter, Tharchin to Secretas. 
DDC CNI, Kalimpong, 24 Apr. 1973; and DDC Plenary Meeting minutes (Sections 14 1 .(f) and 145). Kalimpong~ 
25 Apr. 1973; al1 minutes and letters, ThPaK. 

62. Sources, al1 a part ofthe ThPaK, for the narration of this incident re: the Cottage, the DUC'S Executivri 
Committee and Tharchin are as follows: DDC Exec. C'tee Meeting minutes [Section No. 12 1 D (a) & (b)l. 
Darjeeling, 2 1 July 1973; letter, Tharchin to Secretary, Exec. C'tee DDC, Kalimpong, 1 Aug. 1973; letter. 
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Tharchin to H. Lama at Kalimpong's Diocesan House, Kalimpong. 2 Aug. 1973; and letier, Lama toniarchin, 
Kalimpong's Diocesan House, Kalimpong, 3 Aug. 1973. 

63. Per email, David Tharchin to the author, reporting on behalf o f  his mother Nini. Kalimpong, 13 Feb. 
2008. 

64. Quoted from Paul, the apostle o f  Christ, in his Letter to the Ephesians, 5:26. 





Chapter 30 

GTUM TwMs, Ch. 28, pp. 1-2; quotes: 1, 2; Ch. 26, p. 2; quotes: 2. 

1 .  Perhaps this Tibetan proverb, or at least its pithy thought, was what Jay Mathews himself hssd in mind 
when writing a review in early 198 1 of a photo-and-text volume on Tibet which had only recently appead 
(The Spiendors of  fiber by Audrey Topping, New York, 1980). In portraying Topping's book as having 
brought out "both the bright colors and the fou1 odors" of the country, this fomer correspondent in China for 
the Wasltington Post wrote the following concluding statement to his review: "If the Tibetans ever recapture 
their own destiny, they may stiII be better off for having had the Chinese to dispose of some of the wont of 
their past." New York Times Book Review: 4 Jan. 1981, VII, p. 7. 

2. The method, of course, by which the Chinese had "disbanded" the monasteries was to reduce them 
literally to mbble and ash. "Of more than 3000 monasteries, nunneries, and temples." reported Lobsang 
Lhalungpa in the 1980s. "only II remain. and they. like Drepung. Sera. Trashilhunpo. the Jokhang, and the 
Potala. have been made into museums. The others were destroyed by the Red Guards in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s during the Chinese Cultural Revolution. The Potala would have been destroyed also had it not been 
for the personal intervention ofchinese Premier Chou En-lai." Lhalungpa, "Chronicle," in Anon. 1983. p. 43. 

3. The source for the quoted authorities in these last four paragraphs of the Text are: (a) Bonavia and 
Bartlett 198 1, p. 13; (b) Bernard 1939, p. 68; (c) Macdonald 1943, p. 13; (d) Nehru is quoted in Radhu 1997, 
p. 284; (e) the Panchen Lama's statements are quoted in Enders, Nowhere Else in the World (New York, 1942), 
273-4; (0  Wangyal2004, p. 87; (g) Norbu 1987, pp. 20,22-3; (h) letter ofretrospection, Ali to John Snelling, 
19 Mar. 198 1 .  quoted in Snelling. The Sacred Mounrain (LondonIThe Hague. 1983), 46 with 184; (i) the Dalai 
Laina's "puri-ing" quote is from Hicks 1988, p. 9 1 ; and Cj) the Dalai Lama's further quote about "too much 
religion" is from Dixit and Tseten 1991, p. 12. 

4. See Norbu 1987. p. 270 and Stoddard, "Tibetan Publications and National Identip," in Bamett & 
Akiner (eds.) 1994, p. 13 1. 

5. Feigon 1996, pp. 18 1, 177 

6. Craig 1997. p ~ .  27 1-7, M ith the two bracketed sets of statistics haviiig been derived from lngram 1990, 
pp. 78-9: and for fii~ther information re: China's nieasures taken to wipe out Tibet's religious culture, see 
Ingram again, pp. 10- 1 1,36-7,294, 301.3 15. 

7. Dalai Lama XIV 1990, p. 99; see also Steele 1993. pp. 101, 102; Sen Gupta 1988, p. 100; and Knaus 
1999, p. 126. 

8. Tharchin had not realized, ofcourse, tliat in recent times-as his guest, missionary Margaret Urban, told 
him ai this very moment-the Protestant Church in Germany and France, among other places. now had 
monasteries. 

9. See 2 Thessalonians 3: 10, in one of the letters of the Apostle Paul to the local church at Thessalonica. 

10. As q~ioted in Urban 1967, p. 13. During missionary Urban's visit in Tharchin's Kalimponp home for 
two weeks in the spring of 1963 she had engaged in lengthy talks with the Tibetan pastor and publisher on a 
variety of subjects, of which tliis had been one. 

1 1 .  Tharçliin was quite correct in  what he has asserted here. I n  cornmenting about the invasion of Tibet by 
Colonel Younghusband in 1904, Paul Brunton. an Englishrnan who spent some years in lonely exile among the 
Tibetan Himalayas, and one who knew the Expedition leader personall). and had learned a great deal from hirn 
aboui the event, de\.oted considerable space in a book he authored to explain "the real reason for the Tibetan 
arniy's opposition iii  the face of a force with such superior weapons." I t  lay. Brunton said, "in its superstition." 
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The Tibetan army's soldiers, he further explained, "had trusted to [in] the sorcery of their reputed magicians 
and to [in] the spells of their famous priests. They had been told that, with the aid of specially-prepared 
amulets and talismans which were freely distributed in their camp, they would be rendered supernaturally 
invulnerable against the shots of the enemy. And such was their unthinking faith and blind superstition, that 
these poor ill-fated men did attack the British army with complete and complacent confidence that no British 
bullet would be able to penetrate their bodies! But the laws of nature will not be suspended, even For any 
lama!" 

Lest one might think Brunton a typical Westerner who assurned a superior attitude towards Tibet and 
things Tibetan; including its religion, it should be pointed out that he had a great deal of respect for and even 
belief in what he termed a "residue of truth behind Tibetan claims (and lndian claims) for the existence of 
psychic powers and forces, otherwise inexplicable," and "the tradition of  high spiritual wisdom in the bleak 
plateau" (Tibet). "Let it not be thought." he went on to Say, "that the superstition of the Tibetans is al1 arrant 
nonsense. It is not. There is fire behind the smoke. Truth continues amid the distortions in which we find her 
engulfed. The lamas cannot suspend Nature's laws but they can take advantage of laws which to us are 
unknown, to them long known." The Younghusband episode, added Brunton, illustrated "the habitua1 mixture 
of ridiculous superstition and profound wisdom which one finds in Oriental races. Yet no people can afford to 
go on believing in arrant untruths." Else, he might well have concluded, as did Tharchin decades later. "their 
false beliefs will not bring any comforting fruits." See Brunton, A Hermit in the Hirnaluyus; the Journal of'a 
Lonely Exile (Madras, 1936), 1 15-7. 

Even the great Thirteenth Dalai Lama hirnself acknowledged with sadness the superstitious nature of many 
of his subjects. At one point in his rule. for example, some Tibetans had objected to the renovation of several 
of Tibet's oldest temples and monasteries. These had included the JO-khang, Ramoche and Samye. The ground 
for their complaint was that it would require removing the old paint, thus meaning the temporary destruction 
of the consecrated images. On several occasions in his public addresses at the Great Prayer Festival, therefore, 
the Dalai Lama felt compelled to counter this criticism, and scolded his people for harboring such a superstitious 
view. Commenting on this very matter one year. he lamented in his address as follows: "lt is rather sad that, 
when Buddha himselfso strongly advocated the use of reason and the logical mind, so many of our people seem 
to still be stuck in the mire of superstition and primitive thinking." Quoted in Mullin 1988, p. 88. 

12. Lang-Sims 1963. pp. 69-70. The comments and quote on her religious affiliations are from ibid., 28.29. 

13. The Soskih quote is found in Dawa Norbu, "Tibetan Refugees and Tibetan culture,;' TR (Apr. 1978): 15. 

14. Norbu 1987. pp. 72-3, 221. 

15. Extracted froin Tharchin's "Tibetan Congregation," a two-page typewritten article which was found 
by the present author in a file of the ThPaK inarked "Tibetan Mission 1965." From interna1 evidence it is 
the article was prepared by the pastor during the latter pait of 1965, and was no doubt intended to appear, and 
most likely did so, in an issue of the Eastern Himalayon Church News by the end of 1965. 

16. The essence of the Dalai Lama's Strasbourg Proposais has never been far from his mind during the 
intervening years since his withdrawal ofthem in 1991. For instance, in 1996, in an interview lie gave uithan 
lndian daily, The Asiari Age, he again put forth feelers towards Beijing which consisted of strikiiigly similar 
proposais to those he had made eight years earlier at Strasbourg: he would not insist on indeperidence for bis 
people, he was ready to discuss the Tibet issue with the Chinese anywhere and without preconditions. and 
that "though historically" Tibetans "are a separate nation." he believed "the six million Tibetans may pet 
greater benefit ifwejoin a big nation like China." Added His Holiness, "What 1 am trying to regain for Tibet 1s 
genuine self-nile and autonomy. Let the Chinese government retain defense and foreign affairs and leave the rest 
to US." 

Like Strasbourg, however, nothing came of these feelers with the Chinese, either. Nevertheless, His HolinesS 
continues to firmly retain the belief that his so-called middle-way stance in his people's relations with China 
is the best hope for a resolution of the "Tibet issue." For in his Foreword to Mary Craig's 1997 biography of 
the 14Ih Dalai Lama's family. Tibet's Priest-King opined as follows (p. xvi): 
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Historically and according to international law Tibet is an independent country under illcgal 
Chinesi: occupation. However, although we have the right to reclaim our independence, I have 
adopted a "middle-way" approach of reconciliaiion and compromise. While it is the overwhelrning 
desire of the Tibetan people Io regain their national independence, 1 have repeetedly and publicly 
stated that I am ~ i l l i n g  to enter into negotiations on the basis of an agenda thai does no1 include 
independence. The continued occupation of Tibet poses an increasing threat to the very existence 
of a distinct Tibetan national and cultural ideniity. 'Therefore. 1 consider that my primary 
responsibility is to take whatever steps I must to Save my people and our unique cultural hcritagc 
from total annihilation. 

To this day, the absence of any potentially meaningfül Beijing-Dalai Lama dialogue has continued unabared. 
In the words of historian Shakya, it has become clear that so far as the Chinese are concerned, whatever talks 
might be held in future, such "would be concerned solely with the Dalai Lama's return and there would be no 
question of discussing the issue of  the status of Tibet," 

On .the other hand, there are quite a few in the Tibetan exile comrnunity, such as Jarnyang Norbu, who still 
strongly disagree with the Dalai Lama's "Middle-Way" approach to Chinese intransigence on ''the Tibet issue" 
and seriously "question the wisdom of this path." Explained this well-known Tibetan critic further in late 
2002: 

Tibetans rnost wish to witness two events: a free Tibet and the Dalai Lama once again seated on his 
golden throne in the Potala Palace. There is no doubt-at least to this observer-that given half 
a chance, they are prepared to do whatever necessary to realize this dream. Unfonunately, there 
seerns to be an underlying conceptual dissonance between the leader and his people. 

Take, for example. the annual March I O t h  rally in  Dharamsala commemorating the 1959 
Tibetan Uprising. In his last few speeches on this occasion the Dalai Lama carefully explained why 
relinqbishing independence and accepting autonorny within China was the ben hope for presewing 
Tibetan culture. The Tibetans in the crowd listened respectfully. But afier His Holiness concluded. 
they niarched away waving national flags and lustily shouting, "lndependence for Tibet3'-as if 
they hadn't heard a word he said. I t  is worth recalling that in March 1959 Tibetans respectfully 
disobeyed the Dalai Lama's rnany appeals not 10 take up arms against the Chinese occupation 
arrny. 

Sources for this discussion in both Text and end-note: see Shakya 1999, pp. 422-8; for articles of exile 
cornmunis criticism, see TR (Sept. 1988):9-1 1, (Aug. 1989): 13-1 7, and (Feb. 1989): 14-1 7; for articles discussing 
the Dalai Lama's withdrawal of his Strasbourg Proposals, see TR Wov 1990):7 and (Oct. 1991):4; for the 
source of quotes from the Asion Age interview, see Kathmandu Post, 16 Dec. 1996, P. 3; and for J .  Norbu's 
criticism, see his article, "After the Dalai Lama," in NaclsweekS lntemational Special Edition on China (FaIl/ 
Winter 2002). 

17. This last sentence is an insert here, and is extracted from sentiments expressed by Tharchin some ten 
Years earlier to the missionary visiter in his home in the spring of 1964 already mentioned in these notes, Miss 
Margaret lJrban fiom Canada, and quoted in Urban 1967, p. 14. 

18. As but one exainple of the Dalai Lama's more recent expression of his admiration for the Christian 
Church. when speaking in 1989 before the Buddhist Sangha Council in Los Angeles CA USA. His Holiness 
remarked as follows: "Our Christian brothers and sisters are very active in social work, education, and health. 
In Buddhist tradition, something is lacking, isn't it?" Urging Buddhists to become engaged. like the Christians. 
in the service of humanity, the Dalai Lama added meaningfully, in a spirit of tolerance and acceptance: 
"Whether these people are [Buddhist] believers or not doesn't matter." Quoted from the Los Angeles fimes in 
Woodward 199 1 .  p. 6 1. 

Alid in another setting two years later. His Holiness would repeat these two themes in even stronger terms. 
Addressiiig the Indo-Tibetan Art and Culture Study Group at Tibet House, New Delhi, on 15 August 1991, the 
Dalai Lama recounted a personal expeiience to underscore the importance of tolerance and the need for social 
activism oii the part of Tibetan Buddhists: 

Ujlieii I \ras in Tibet. in [lie Potala Palace, I used to th ink  that Buddhisrn is the bèst religion in the 
world: al1 others are something 1ow. Then I came to lndia as a refugee, [where 11 have done away 
w i t h  al1 tlie formalities. protocols and other unnecessary things. This gave me the opponunit)' to 
meel people of al1 religions. So through personal contacts-and no1 through lectures-l realized 
ihat al1 religions. despite tremendous fundamental differences, have the potential to produce good 
nien. 
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The Dalai Lama then added this: "...what matters is the everyday practice. For instance, Tibetan Hiiddhisis 
talk a lot about compassion and charity but do little in practice." Callinç this "hypocritical." he contrasted tliis 
altitiide "with the tremendous work put in by Christians in the field of education and health." See "Close 
Contact Key to Religious Harmony: Dalai Lama," TR (Sept. 1991 ):8. 

18a. Probably the most dramatic involvement by Gergan Tharchin in introducing Christ and the Christian 
faith to a Lama from Tibet was wtiat happened in the life of David Lobsang Tenzing. The latter had beeii an 
Incarnate High Priest or Abbot ot' the Odser Monastery in the vicinity of Markhani in East Tibet who had been 
greatly helped by Rev. Tharchin to come to know Christ in a profound way and had even been baptized bq the 
Kalimpong pastor. The story of David (the name he received at his baptism), which is told in great detail in 
Margaret Urban's little volume, Jesirs unter 7ibetern (Jesus among Tibetans). is extremely fascinating and most 
poigiiaiit-especially at its conclusion. The story is certainly woith recounting. for it reveals how significani 
the Chrisiian Scriptures in tlie Tibetan longue can be in bringing a staunchly Tibetan Buddhist to the foot ofthe 
Cross of Christ. It at the same tiine illustrates afresh the vital role Tharchin the Christian pastor and scholar 
continued to play in meeting the spiritual needs of the refugees FromTibet, of whoin David was a notable 
example. 

The present author is greatly indebted to inissionary Urban for having taken the tiine, while a puest in ilie 
Tharchin home for two weeks during the Easter period of 1964. to acquaint herself with young David and Tor 
ferreting out this reinarkable biography of his short but most meaningful life. By the time Miss Urbaii had firsi 
met him, David had already renounced his Buddhist identity sometiine before at his baptisin. But Jiist as he had 
been doing for several years, he was still attending, along with other young nien. daily Bible studies and prajer 
times with Rev. Tharcliin at the latter's home; and by this means he was growing rapidly in the grace and 
knowledge of his Lord Jesus Christ. A gentle and kind person, David by this time was able to speak Englisli. 
which. though "simple" in its construction, observed the missionaiy lady, made it "easier" for her "to uiiderstand 
hiin." And so, the young man conversed at some length on several occasions with Miss Urban about his unusilal 
Christian experience. Prior to al1 this, however. David had known nothing but tlie Doctrine of Biiddha iii ils 
Tibetan Buddhist form, as tlie following account-based on both Urbaii's book as well as several additional 
sources-will detail. 

Born the son of a hunter in East Tibet in 1947, David. at the tender age of six. \vas visited one day by hi&- 
rankiiig Lamas who proceeded to test him in the usual manner and subseq~iently declared Iiiiri to be the 
fourteenth incarnation of the High Priest (that is to Say, Abbot or Superior) of the 1,ainasei-y at Odser. I n  f ~ t .  
said David to Miss Urban, "some 21 sister inonasteries belonged to it." These Lamas took the boy with tliern 
to Odser (iiieaning "the bright shining light") where he was soon enthroned and iiniiiediately regarded as deit!' 
by tlie people inasiiiuch as his deceased predecessor in the Abbot's Chair had in his own lifetinie attained to 
Buddhahood. " l t  was believed," explained Miss Urban. "that [the sou1 of] the latter Iiad coine in10 David for 
the well being of the people" and that therefore "al1 his possessions (lands, monasteries. treasures. etc.) \''ere 
now David's by iiiheritance." tlenceforth, he would be knowii more conimonly aniong the Tibetan peopleas 
the Odser (Odzar or Woser) Triilku. 

Just here it itiay be helpful to the reader to be reminded of what it means witliin Tibetan Buddhisin fora 
person to be discovered and designated as the reincarnation o fa  spiritual leader; and further, w.hat the imp1icatioiis 
are for that one. As two authors of a book about Tibet have explained: 

Tibetans ris Buddhists, adhere to the view that al1 seiitient beings are part of a procchs oi' repeatc.j 
reiiicarnatioii that spans cons aiid eulis, but  the) go fiirther tlian otlier Buddliists i n  hclic\ii~g lllat 

il is possible to idcntify the specitic person wh» is the reincarnation of a great spirilual leader. 
1-he) inainlain tliat after the death of aii iiicurnbent incarnation. his "essence" sclects 3 fet1.15 to 
rinanate or reincarnate into. this child being the ne\v incarnate lama. The incunibent's f~llo\vers 
search for this iiidividual. guided by signs, portents. prophecies, as \vc.ll as by tests thai ceriif! 
autlieiiticity. Once a spiritual leader is designated as an incarnation. his incarnaiioii linc contiililes 
over tiine-the current Ilalai Lama. for exarnple, is the fourteeiith in hi': l i i 3 r .  of  incariiatioils. and 
the Panchen Lama who died in 1989 \vas tenth in his. The property of incariiatc. lainas is passed 
dowii frorn inciimbeni to incuinbeiit and accumulates o\ sr the centuries. the niost faiiious inciirilations 
hecoining estreiiiel}. ~ c a l t l i y  and  ponerful. Melv!,n Goldstcin a n d  Çynthia Reall. . V r ~ f ~ l t l d . ~  of 
M2.\tciii Tihcf (Berke1ey'L.o~ Angeles, 1990). 5 2 .  

Now soon after his assuniption of the Abbot's Throne at Odser, little Da\,id found hiinself 
transported "in a basket carrier on the back of a strong pony" as part of a two-montli-loiig car3\an procession 
to the Tibetan capital. There at the tànied Sera Monastery, second largest in Tibet. ~ v i i l i  its n~ai.l!: 
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monkish inmates, lie was to be educated. At agc twelve and still enrolled a! Sera, David \ras teken on pilyrirnage 
to the sacred Buddhist sites of India. This would have ken.  o f  course, sometirne into the third full ycrirof the 
Communist Chinese Lakeover o f  Tibet. Arnong other things, this youny High Lama was afforded the opponu- 
nity to have his sins washed away by bathing in-and even drinking of-what Ruddhists (and Hindus. ioo) 
helieve are holy waters o f  certain so-called sacred rivers like the Ganges. In narrating 10 Miss Llrban at 
Tharchin's home this first o f  several journeys he would in time make to India. David rcmarked: "Fich Tibeian, 
who comes over here from Lhasa through Sikkim to India, arrives first at the city of Kalimpong. Here he ~5 

what he has never before seen: Christian churches and the Cross o f  Christians. In my lodging place someone 
told me that here in Kalimpong a knowledgeable Pastor Tharchin has ... the book o f  the Christians in T i h n  
and tliat one can purchase it from him. Because I had never seen such a book I dispatched a servant io 
[Tharchin] to procure a Bible for me." "With a discreet smile" to Miss Urban. David added by way o f  
explanation: "1 possessed too high a rank to be going personally to him. Funhermore. 1 was twveling with a 
large group o f  followers" who would never have understood. 

After coricl~iding the lndian pilgrimage, David and hisentourage returned to Sera where, repotied David, "1 
sliowed the Hible to my teacher-inonks and was rebuked because o f  what they found in it. 'l'hey haù paged 
througli it. read it. and then said to ine that 'the whole o f  it makes no sense' and that 'you should no longer 
touch it."' SO. for the time being, added David, "1 let the Bible go." Moreover. his superficial interest in the 
Christian Book had to compete with his regular Tibetan Huddhist studies at Sera   hi ch, he drclared. "1 
loved and above all, the Study of Meditation in which I achieved what would be equi\alent to a Doctorate 
of Theology." At the saine time, ironically. he confided tliat he "was constantly drearning o f  Iiidia: particularl). 
of Calcutta, which captivated me." 

Some two or three year later David undertook a second trip to India on his osn  and went almost directly 
to Calcutta; only this time he simply took with hiin one servant and an interpreter. the latter whum he rrcruited 
at Kalimpong. At age fifteen now, he was to stay two wliole years in the Bengal capital. where he could travel 
freely afier purchasing soine "laymen's clothes." One o f  his main ob,iecti\es, lie adinined, sas "to find out 
what Christianity was actuall~. al1 about." T\ro or three tiines a ~ e e k  he would visit Christiaii tvening services; 
however, he understood nothing. Beginniiig to learn English from an instrucior, Ilacid purchased an Eiiglish 
Bible, but it. too. he said, "rrniained beyond my coinprehension." Once, he noted. "1 sought out a Caiiadiaii 
Baptist preacher in  order to question liim about the Bible," but, he added. "we couldn't understand each othrr. 
1 did not go. o f  course, to rkesr places and to rl~is person with ni) [Buddhist] interpreter!" kcvertheless. the 
Gad o f  the Christians, who-he would learn afterwards-will not be limited. \vas no\% to use films about the 
Bible to reveal to this Young man's uiienliphtened sou1 some glinipses into who Jesus is. At this pnicular 
season a nuinber of these films were being screened at several Calcutta cinema halls. where norrnall~. David 
i'emarked. Americaii "monster-filins" were shown! The several biblical epics on filln uhich Da\ id vieued were: 
The 71.n Con~ntundnienrs- .'O\..envhelming!" he esclaimed; Ben-Hur-"Jesus Has s h o ~ n  tliere. so full of lieht 
aiid kiiidiiess": and King c?f'K;;ings. "Froin then on." the Tibetan declared, "1 could onl' pra? to Jesus." 

In the flush of this enthusiasni he esuded about jesus. Da\:id iinmediately purchased a portrait ofthe Savior 
aiid hung i t  in'his Calcutta mom; and thoueh Buddhist friends who saw it "were irritated." he explained. "thih 
did not bother me." Not wishinp to keep his Buddha images an! longer, this Incarnate Higli Pries1 hegan 10 sel1 
them off. In particular. one ancien1 statuette of Buddhisrn's founder went for Rs. 4000;- (ai the tirne. equivalent 
to about 4000 Swiss francs), purchased by the British Museum o f  London. Dabid's heart had k e n  so affected 
b' the love he now had for Jesus that when. as he later explained. people ~ o u l d  as usual prostrate befort him 
"waitiiig for mjr blessing. 1 lifted theni up froin the ground." 

This statemerit. quoted fiorn David Iiiniself; i s  in sharp contrast to what Jamjan Norhu. the distiiiguished 
Tihetaii historian, critic and no\:elist. has reported. In an editorial he \\rote b!. \va!, of  an introduction Io the 
Winicr 19')H issue o f  tlie journal he cdits called Lirr~grtr tliat \ras deboted to the topic. "Christian h4issionaries 
and Tibet." the historian wrote thus on page 3: '.The biggest catch the inissionaries made \+as H h e r  T ru l k i~  
a fainous laina from Markhani. He was well known in Darjeeling as David L. Tenzin [sic]. for l i e  was a 
champion bodybuilder and is still remembered as one of the preat Mr. Darjeelings. But faithful disciples from 
Markhain would still go to receive his blessing. and he would give i t  to them. without in any way ~erturbed b? 
the incongiuity o f  i t  aII." 

l'he time-fraine iii tliis historian's hrief discussion about David would appear to hace k e n  during the 
period  lien lie had tïrst dwelt iii Dar-ieeling Town. which was well prior to his baptism. This latter cvent 
would occiir sonietime later over in Kalimpong where he thereafter s,ould begin ro reside fcjr several 
within the 1.harcliin cornpound and where, as learned earlier, l ie  was engagcd in dail), ginup Bible studj- and 
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prayer with Rev. Tharchin on a regular basis. It is therefore doubtful-in the light of what is hereafter further 
described about David-that ofter his baptism, David would have any longer granied Buddhist-oriented 
blessings. The same was most likely true with respect to those blessings he might have bestowed bqfore his 
baptism but subsequent to the beginning of his deepening attraction towards Christ. 

These two latter observations are based on the entire tenor of David Tenzing's conversion experience as 
well as on a response which he gave to one of Miss Urban's questions: a response which would appear to belie 
the Buddhist interpretation Jamyang Norbu has assigned to David's blessings that in the course of his spiritual 
odyssey he had now and then given to his former Markham disciples. Urban had inquired of David as follows: 
"Did you really accept the notion that the deceased High Priest lives in you as a Buddha?" To which he had 
responded: "No, 1 never had the feeling that someone else is in me. From a young age 1 got used to letting myself 
be worshiped and was taught that my blessing was good for the people. So, 1 did not have any second thoughts. 
It was only through the rnovie, The Ten Cornmandmer7ts, that my eyes opened up as to who alone should be 
worshiped." See Urban 1967, pp. 23-4. From this candid acknowledgment one learns that very early on in the 
process of David's Christian conversion (he had viewed this movie, be it recalled, during his two-years-stay in 
Calcuna. years before his ultimate conversion and the decision to be baptized), this Incarnate High Priest of 
'Tibetan Buddhism had come to the realization that he himself should not be worshiped but only the God and 
Father of his Lord Jesus Christ. One can therefore assume from this that whatever blessings he may thereafter 
have given were not Buddhist in character and were consequently not something incongruous at all-at least in 
111s rnind. if not in that of his erstwhile Buddhist disciples. 

Indeed, in the opinion of Tharchin's son and daughter-in-law, who came to know the heart and mind of 
David Tenzing quite well, whatever blessings he rnight have bestowed upon his former disciples in Darjeeling 
or elsewhere before or after his baptism "was not associated with Buddhisin." Added the younger Tharchin and 
his wife, "lt is a common practice in these Asian regions for spiritual elders to give blessings to the younger 
ones." "In our view." they concluded, David Tenzing "was a true Christian till his very last breath." Per email, 
Tharchins to the author. Kalimpong, 23 March 2005. 

David now "strove to return to Lhasa," where he had a caravan prepared by which he who barely knew 
Jesus hiinself now intended to return to his monks and lamas in East 'Tibet for the express purpose of telling 
them of Jesus-if, he said, "they had not yet heard anything about Him." But the results of his visit turned out 
quite differently from what he had expected. Because the Chinese Communists by this time (rnid- to latter 
1950s) had already occupied the area where his monastery lay, lie found himself "cut off '  frorn his Religious 
House at Odser and the 21 sister monastic centers under his oversight, never able 10 return io their precincts 
again. Instead. he and his party turned southward towards lndia once more, but "this time," he observed, "as 
refugees; and even before the Dalai Lama had himself left Tibet as one." "So we came to Kalimpong," continued 
David with his story, where at his place of lodging, who should "suddenly join" hini but "the man who sold 
Bibles": Rev. Tharchin hiinself! "Now, though. 1 was no longer too high and proud to see and learn from him 
personall),," the converted Trulku acknowledged with a smile. 

By God's divine appointment, noted Miss Urban, this young man had found in Pastor Tharchin a chris- 
tian with whom for the first time he could converse about Jesus and the Bible in his own tongue and ask the 
man- questions which had been inounting up in his seeking heart for inany years. In fact. the Tibetan Pastoi' 
had been praying specifically for hirn and for others to whom over the years he had given or sold Christian 
tracts and Bibles printed in the Tibetan language. But as the Kalimpong preacher had had to confess to his @est 
Miss Urban, he "could count on his fingers the few Tibetans wlio had so far let theinselves be convefled to 
Jesus." Here, however, was one of God's answers to his rnany prayers: and what ail answer it was! How 
"happy" Rev. Tharchin was, Urban could report, "to be able to press into the hands of this seeker the New 
Testainent scriptures." 

Henceforth. David began to subinerge himselfdeep in the words of life that had for so long been a closed 
Book to hiin. How truly meaningful in this young Tibetan's spiritual experience wei-e ihese words of the 
Christian Bible with which he was to become most familiar: "the sacred scriptures . . . are able to make tlleewise 
unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus." So ineaningful, in fact, that two years later he "begs" 
Rev. Tharchin that he be baptized. Tharchin's involvement in such a prospect had al1 coine about as follows. 
I t  so happened that David. as intiinated earlier, had lived for a tiine in  Darjeeling'rown; and while there hecame 
to know an American inissionary lady, Hester Withey of the Worldwide Evangeli7ation Crusade. Slle had 
fornlerly been based at Dartsedo (KangtingITachienlu) in the ethnic Tibetan Khampa area of western China,'s 
Szechiian Province but who at this time was now laboring on behalf ofthe Christian gospel among Tibetails I n  

a srnall village situatrd between Ghoom and Darjeeling. And at a certain poiiii ir, f i i s  sniritual quest. he inquired 
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of her about the rnatter o f  baptism. Miss Withey immediately suggested he contact Rev. Tharchin for thk 
purpose, the result o f  which was that a correspondence on the subject soon afterwards developed between 
Tharchin in Kalimpong and this young Christian convert in Darjeeling. 

Upon first learn-ing o f  David's desire for baptisrn. however, the Tibetan pastor's reaction b e r n e  
one of arnazeinent rnixed with great caution. Wrote Miss Urbaii, "Tharchin was startled. but also frightened, 
even hesitant! Never before had an Incarnate High Priest wanted to be baptized. Immediately he rnde David 
aware of the dangers o f  persecution, that he would never again be able to live securely. Neveriheless, the young 
man would not give up, and was prepared for any sacrifice." As a rnatter o f  fact. David would be sacrificing 
much by becorning a Christian and, in particular, being baptized. For at that tirne he was considered by 
the Tibetans throughout District Darjeeling to be a very important Lama, inasrnuch as he still had 
oversight not only over his own East Tibet monastery but over the 2 1 others therc: as well. Moreover, i t  must 
be noted that had he been able to remain in Tibet and had he maintained his adherence to the Buddhist Jhur-ma, 
David would have assumed the position o f  a minor king over his own kingdom in eastern Tibet. In short, the 
consequences for tliis well-placed Tibetan in taking this momentous step ofbaptisni would be enorrnous. To 
borrow Urban's stark description here, gone instantly would be Woscr Trulku's profession, rank. title. and 
whatever wealth still remained to hini back in his homelaiid. Whereas in contrast to his former l i f e  as a very high 
Lama who was always at the center ofthings and always deterrnining everything, he would now be reduced to 
the position o f  a nobody wielding neither power nor influence and possessing absolutely nothing. linquestion- 
ably, therefore, this individual would be giving up a great deal were he to subject himselfto the public rite o f  
Christian baptism; but with each passing day David grew increasingly firm in l i i s  conscientious resolie to 
follow his new Lord and Master, Jesus, in obeying the cornmand to be baptized in His narne. Accordingly. 
because his conversion to Christ was so indisputably genuine. this j oung man now eagerly shified his dwelling 
place over to Ka l im~cng to be near to Rev. Tharchin who could assist him in fultilliiig this highly significant 
Christian ordinance. 

I t  thus came about in Kalirnpong, then, that by the sumrner o f  1963, this former lncarnatc Superior of 
Odser Lamasery, who had by now becorne convinced tliat Jesus i s  the true, briçht and shining light, &as ready 
to take his public stand with the Lowly One frorn Nazareth and gladly submit hirnself to the simple but 
meaningful rite o f  Christian baptism that signifies to a watching world the believer's identification with Jesus 
in His death, burial and resurrection. The service was held at Macfarlane Mernorial Church on the 25'" of  
August and was very well attended by members of the Kalimpong Tibetan church as well as by man' others 
in the wider community. At his baptisin, writes Urban, the twenty-one-year-old convert chose for himself the 
Old Testament narne of David. "perhaps because young David [of  old] had by faith defeated the heretofore 
unconquerable [Philistine] giant." 

At the reception which followed at Pastor Tharchin's home, reported Urban. there were "hundreds o f  
guests" who gathered and heard the newly-baptized nian bear testimony concerning his newfound faith. 
Among other things, David on this occasion offered the following words: 

I have studied higli philosophy and logic, and al1 thc teachiiigs o f  Buddhism, bui pcacc and happiness 
have only come into my heart through Jesus. 1 have recognized that H e  alonc has the po\rsr to 
takc away sins and grant eiernal life. Since 1 have come IO Him. something has changcd \cithin me. 
Whenever 1 fiow want to do injustice, as 1 uscd to do hefore, 1 feel hesitation and tèar o\crlaking 
me. And i f  nonetheless I still do il, then I am ven- unhapp? after that. This has convinced me thai 
Jesus can change Our heart. Above all. the 86th Psalm has meant much Io mrr thesc da's. vsr;es 1 I 
and 13-1 5 especially: 

Teach me your way, 0 Lord: [and] I will walk in your w t h  .... Great 1s ?Our 
lovingkindness towards me, and you have delibered my sou1 from the 
lo\vest Sheol [Hell]. O Gad, the proud are risen up against me. and the 
[band] of violefi( men have sought afler my sou1 .... BuI !;ou. O Lord. are 
a ~ o d  niercihl and gracious, slow IO anger. and abundant in lo\,ingkindness 
and truili. 

Heie, incidentally, David appeared to have been intirnating-by the choice o f  verses he included in his 
testin1oiiy-that he had airead> encounteied opposition froin those who uould seek to do hirn harrn. For had 
he no1 hinted at something of the sort in respoiise to a question which hliss Urhan woiild put to hirn less than 

months following bis baptism? She was to inquire of Iiim at that subsequent time if lie "iiow continuaIl> 
[felt] threatened." To which David would "calrnly" reply: "1 must always be prepared for anything." 
Undeniahly he had "co~inted the cost" and had opted to be baptized anyuay, regadless the consequences. and 
to beconle a disciple of Jesus Christ (see the Gospel o f  Luke 14:28. 33).  

Those present at the reception. in response to David's stirring testirnony. now uttered aloud to hirn the 
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following wishes: "May you be a bright light! The name of your former monastery can becorne true in you 
through Jesus!" 

Interestingly enougli, for two or three years followinp his shift from Darjeeling to Kalimpong and beforehis 
baptisrn, David. at the invitation of the Tibetan pastor, would establish his place of residence within the 
Tharcliin compound itself. As his living space there, he was given what is now the large front sitting room of 
the compound's main house. Of furtlier 'interest is the fact that during this very period when residing in the 
Tharchin home, and even before his Christian conversion, this young man had taken up the very physical sport 
of bodybuilding, and had even sought to become one of the  champion bodybuilders of India, as was pointed out 
earlier by Jamyang Norbu. He had begun these exercises, reported Tharchin's wife to Margaret Urban, because 
he "needed this after his long years of  passivity" that had been his lot as Odser Larnasery's Incarnate High 
Priest. And by ihese strenuous exercises, she added, David had been able to "quite systematically strengthen 
his [hereiofore sedentary] body.. ." Indeed, in the room he once occupied within the Tharchin main house there 
could still be seen until a few years ago the holes on its walls where hooks had been positioned and to which 
had been attached David's bodybuilding equipment. Here after his baptism he had faithfully continued to carr!, 
on these physical exertions which he had first begun to do back in Darjeeling. Furthermore, sometime later, 
during this same lengtliy stay at the Tharchin home, David, at his own expense, had even mounted a bodybuild- 
ing sport event in the hill station. To it he had invited a Bengali from Kaliinpong who at the time was living in 
Calciitta and who had conie to be recognized as one of the Mr. Universes of  lndia. But besides this particular 
Mr. Universe as the eveni's centerpiece, David, who in the meantime had himself become one of the çreat Mr. 
Darjeelings, was one of the show's other performers. It was at some point thereafter, however, that he ceased 
his pursuit of  bodybuilding and turned his energies and attention fiill-time to various Christian endeavors. 

Meanwhile, in a true spirit of Christian discipleship, David had been lavishing upon the man). needy 
Tibetan refiigees and other indigent folk either substance or funds derived from the inany treasures and riches 
he had been able to carry oiit from Tibet: 47 cases of gold and silverjewelry and gems, rich tapestries, carpets. 
and costly religious instruments. It had required two immense Chinese wagons fitted with ten to twelve wheels 
each to hear this incredible cache that had then to be transferred onto the backs of numerous pack animals for 
iiegotiating the high mountain passes leading down into Sikkim aiid from there carried by inotorized transport 
the rest of the distance to Kalimpong! Likewise, some of David's wealth, as he hirnself explained to Miss 
Urban, was lent out to other needy Tibetans or else was "stolen by a false friend and dishonest servant" of his. 
Alinost totally penniless but happy in Jesus when Miss Urban first inet hiin in the spring of 1963, David \\,as 
asked by her: "What do you do, then. when you need money?" To which he in child-like h i th  aiiswered: "1 ask 
Jcsiis for help. and then soincone cornes to whoin I had lent something. and he gives it  back to me." I-ater. Urban 
learned that the only faitliful servant David still had in his employ had secretly hiied Iiiinself out in the 
Kalimpong bazaar as a coolie so that both David and he could have something to eat! 

Clearly, i t  could bc said ofthis Young Christian disciple that he had effectively denionstrated a renunciation 
of his former religion on the one hand and the acceptance of Christ on the other by liis ha\ ing let go of al1 the 
treasures and trappiiigs of Tibetan Buddhism so that by grace he might gain for himselfthe true riches of the 
hcaverily kingdoni. Indeed, David's gladsoine relinquishing of al1 these eai-thly possessions to the point of bis 
having becoine totally penniless exemplified in a most excelleni way the taking quite liteially the lesson to be 
learncd from his newfound L.ord's parable about the shrewd steward that iç recorded in the New Testament 
Gospels (sec Luke 16: 1-1 3 NIV). In the telling of the parable, Jesus related to his disciples how a rich inan's 
iingodly ste\\ard had so cleverl) managed this woild's goods as to Iiabe gained for hiinself a secure place in this 
life. Ancl the inoial %hich Jesus drew froin the story for ihe fiist-ceiitury disciples is precisely \.4hat Hi' 

modern-day disciple David Tenzing had unhesitatingly put iiito practice. For at the end of the parable Jesus 
had declared. in so many words, this pearl of wisdoin: "Expend your earthly wealth on others i i i  need. sotllat 
when i t  is al1 gone, you will be welcomed into your eternal home and obtain everlasting heavenly treasures If  
you would be My disciples, you cannot serve boih God and Riches." In short, therefore, the autllenticity of 
young David's saving faith in Jesus as his Lord was powerfully confirmed by his total obedience to his 
Mastei's teaching. 

By the time niissioiiary Urban had arrived as guest in the Tharcliin home David had begun to set bis Sights 
011 going to Aniei-ica for college. It so happened, wrote the m i s s i o n a ~ ,  that "the daughter of an Anlerican 
missionas murdered by 'Tibctans would sponsor hiin..' -This was a refereiice to the well-kn0u.n Americaii 
iiiedical inissionary, Dr. Albert L. Sheltoii, who \\,as ambuslied in Khain (East Tibet) in 1922 by a gang of roving 
Tibetan bandiis who robbed and then killed Dr. Shelton. The daughter referenccd hcre was Mrs. Dorris [sic] 
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Shelton StiII, who became a very good friend of the Tharchins and of David himself, and who had been a guesi 
in the Tharchin home for a week in 1964 shortly before Miss Urban had visited with the Tharchins herself. In 
a letter David wrote to the American Consul-General at Calcutta on I O  August 1964, he explained as follows: 
"Herewith I am enclosing a true copy of  [a] letter received frorn Mrs. D. Shelton Still. who is a friend ofminc 
in America. I have [a] great desire to go to America for study. 1 shall be grateful ifyou kindly help me.. .[on] hou 
to get [a visa] for my journey to America ... as speedily as possible." But by 9 December of that year i t  had 
become clear to Tharchin Babu, who had been advising David on this maiter, that it was going to bedificult to 
acquire not only the Arnerican visa but also an lndian passport which would permit hirn to leme India. For on 
that date the Babu wrote a letter to Mrs. Still, explaining that even with her kind letter sent IO David, it was 
going to be "diff~cult to get the visa and passport as quickly as we thought." ThPaK. (For more details on the 
Sheltons, see again Volume I of  the present biography, pp. 5 18-9 and Chapters 23 and 27 of the present 
volume.) 

Now because David did not receive frorn the Office ofthe exiled Dalai Lama at Dharamsala in KH' lndia the 
necessary exit authorization to travel to the United States. David could not go there. This and other subsequent 
details in David's life Urban would learn through an exchange of letters with both hirn and the Tharchins after 
she returiied home from Kalinipong. Struggling to find ernployment following this disappointment, David was 
eventually given to understand (apparently from others in the Tibetan cornmunity who had of course rernained 
staunchly Buddhist) that "al1 doors [ofopportunity] would be open to hirn if [only] he would let go of Christ." 
Nevertheless, he would not yield to such enticements and remained faithful to Christ despite the economic 
diffïculties he would continually encounter during the next year or so. David was truly on his own now since 
he had declined Rev. Tharchin's kind invitation to stay once more with the pastor and his family, though he still 
continued to attend Bible study and prayer times there. 

Meanwhile, and most likely through the efforts of Miss Urban, a new opportunity for bath education and 
Christian service presented itself to this Tibetan disciple of Christ. In the account about David in her hooh. 
Urban described this new situation in the following terms: 

Something was initiaicd for David in Germanq through Pastor Erich Schnepel. The Joung mission 
group 1know.n as] "The Ciospel"-uiider the leadership of Wolfgang Heiner---had the religious 
boldness to invite [to their country] this young Tibetan, who spokc no Germaii. The air ticket was 
to be sent to hini.  In  a brotherly way they wanted to take hirn into their rnidsi on the pathwaq 
towards Christian evangclisrn. Even his educatior, in a mission seminan uas considered [w-ith the 
purpose in niind that he could] become for his nationless people a guide IO the Eternal Hoiiie. 

Afier waiting for some little while in Kalimpong for the necessary exit authorization, David this tirne was 
successful in receiving frorn the Dalai Lama an authorized travel passport that would enable hirn to take the air 
flight to Ciermany. This development Miss Urban learned from a letter David wrote her that arrived in her 
hands shortly before Christmas 1965. In fact. the letter had been posted frorn Nepal, to where he had only 
recently gone and from where, he anticipated, he would be departing for Germany by air "in some h o  weeks" 
froni tliat time. 

According to Rev. Tharchin's daughter-in-law, David, in anticipation of his forthcorning journey to Europe. 
had gone to the Nepalese capital of Kathmandu for the purpose of collecting, if he couid. some rnonetac dehts 
owed hirn froin those to whom he had made loans many years before. These debtors to DaSmid \vere numbered 
arnong many Tibetan refugees who had ultimately settled there following their escape frorn their homeland and 
whorn David had come to know when both they and he had dwelt in Kalirnpong. Other Tibetan folk \rhom he 
~ o u l d  be contacting in Kathmandu were also acquaintances of his whom he had known even before his 
Kalimpong experirnce aiid whom he had likewise befriended with needy assistance. And apparently i r  was 
while David was staj-ing at the Nepalese capital that the air ticket f ina l1  arrived that would rnake it possible 
for hirn to go to Ciern~any. I t  never became known. however. what amount of'debts, if any. David was actually 
able to collect for his travel ahroad. More than Iikely it was very little, in view ofthe fact that during his several- 
inonths' staj. in liathinandu lie had been engaged in a search ofdesperately-needed employment (see belowl. 

NOM. shortl! after his arriva1 in Nepal David began to share the gospel of Christ he so loved. Biit a tragic 
circuinstance, as inen would view it, awaited him in this staunchl?. Hindu Himalayan kingdom tucked ana!. 
between ribet and India. There was also a large Buddhist population in Nepal who dwelt mostl? in the 
nortliern regioiis of the c o u n t ~  closest to Tibet, although Buddhists-both Nepalese and Tibetan-could be 
found alinost any\vhei-e throughout the land. and especially in Kathmaridu. where David now was. He was 
aware, of course. that in this nation at that time it was against rhe law (and strictly enforcedl to attempt to 
spread the Christian gospel to individuals or before groups of hearers. Nevertheless. this converted High Lama 
ofTibelan Buddhisin began to do just that. feeling that lojalty and obedience to his Lord's hieher callinp fooh 
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precedence over any earthly human law when it involved the spiritual welfare of the souls of men and women. 
For David had taken literally and quite seriously the exarnple of  Jesus' disciples in the Early Christian ChUrch 
who when by circurnstance of life "were scattered abroad" to foreign lands "went about preaching the word" 
of the gospel (see in the New Testainent the Acts of the Apostles 8:4). 

But some of the Ti betan Buddhists arnong whom he labored on behalf of  the gospel took radical exception 
to this fellow Tibetan of theirs espousing for hirnself and for other Tibetans a foreign religion-and the foreign 
religion of Christianity at that! Fanatically rnotivated, now, to silence this dear young man for conduct 
(including his baptisrn especially) which they probably felt was bringing shame to the traditions of Tibetan 
Buddhists and their Religion. sorne of thern went to the extrerne rneasure of poisoning David. Indeed, it was the 
opinion of Margaret llrban that those who had committed the poisoning had "certainly not done it out of 
personal hatred" for David. On the contrary, "who," she exclaimed, "could have hated this silent, gentle young 
man!" No, Urban opined. these Buddhists had perpetrated this fou1 act "so that the religion oftheir forefathers 
would not ever suffer any harrn through him." She went on to Say that "rendered up in [relation to the followers 
of a religion like] Buddhism. this is what Jesus ineant when he said to his disciples: "he who kills you shall 
think he offers service to God" (see the Gospel ofJohn 16:2). Later, according to Urban, these sarne Buddhists 
had falsely "clairn[ed] that he had poisoned hiinself." 

Now it so happened that prior to being poisoned David had fallen il1 and was adrnitted into one of 
Kathinandu's inetropolitan hospitals. Shanta Bhawan, a Christian institutioil. And according to Tharchin Babu 
as told to Rev. Peter Rapgey, a group of these disgruntled Buddhists soon afterwards visited hirn in the hospital 
and. perhaps under the pretext of feigned kindliness, were sornehow able to adrninister a deliberate overdose of 
rnedicine to David at his bedside. It should be noted here that the Ven. Kusho Wangchuk of Kalinlpong's 
Tibetan Buddhist Tharpa Chholing Gornpa, and a very close friend of Gergan Tharchin's, disputes the motivation 
cited above that lay behind this act of poisoning. In an interview he gave the present writer at the Gompa on 
2 1 Novernber 1992, he asserted that the story which attributed the poisoning of the former Odser Abbot to the 
fact of his conversion to the Christian faith "was false." The Venerable claims instead that the real reason for 
this inalevolent act was because "debtors to David Tenzing did not wish to pay back the loans of money andl 
or goods." 

In response, however, it rnust be pointed out (a) that since these debtors rnust have becorne privy to the 
fact that their creditor David was intent on going to Gerrnany for study and that therefore it would be a matter 
of years before he would return, if at all, then they had nothing to be concerned about for the time being and 
could thus disrniss frorn their minds taking the extreine rneasure of rnurder by which to solve their problem; and 
(b), and perhaps far niore significant, that al1 debtors of David's in Kathmandu-and no matter frorn whence 
they had found their way to the Nepalese capital-could noi have failed, when extended a loan by him, to 
recognize in this young man a humble. cornpassionate and generous spirit rnuch like that of his Master, jesus, 
as is clearly evinced b the Urban report of his extremely charitable conduct in Kalirnpong on nu~erous  
occasions. And hence. any debtor must have realized that if he were iinable to make good. when due, the loan 
or debt to David, the latter would have either extended the tirne of payinent or graciously canceled the debi 
outright if the personal circurnstances of the debtor warranted. Indeed. if there be anything that is kilown with 
absolute certainty concerning the character o f  David Tenzing, it was, above al1 else, the following: that he 
would most willingly have suffered the loss of al1 things rather than insist, pressure, or atteinpt to force, i f  hr 
could, anyone to inake good on any rnoneiaiy or rnaterial recoinpense to hirn. In fact, if the truth be full. 
known, it would not be surprising i i i  the least to learn sorne day that David, in expectation of going abroad for 
an indeierrninate period, had canceled every debt still owed him in Kathmandu. 

In view of these considerations, therefore, i t  is difficult for the present writer to subscribe to the good 
Venerable's clairn ofdebt motivation as having been the reason for the poisoning. Instead, the present writer Is 

cornpelled to attach more credence to what appears to be a far more plausible explanation for the cruel deed 
inflicted upon this Tibetan Buddhist convert to Christ: narnely, that i t  was comrnitted, as already outlined- ou' 
of near-fanatical hatred of the Christian raith by some adhei-ents o f  Tibetan Buddhisrn who exhibitcd an 
antipathy towards any Tibetan Buddhist who inight convert to that foreign faith, especially i f  the convert\vere 
one of  high iank. Even as rnuch of the present work on Ciergan Tharchin has shown, this kind of infolcran' 
attitude \vas far too coinmonly true arnong Tibetans down through their history than niost have been wiIIingto 
acknowledge. Only in very recent tirnes has there been exhibited a more tolerant attitude; and tllis. it must be 
added, has been largely due to the tireless efforts on the part of the  current Dalai Laina to tester this new wa! 
of thinking arnong his subjects towards the Christian faith and Christians in their midst. 

NOW interestingly, i-eported Urban. David at tirst "seemed not to have sus~ected what Iiis [truc linhealth!] 
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condition WS" as a result of  the intentionally harmful overdose, inasmuch as he had requeted the hospihl to 
give him a job there "until he would be able to take the flight to Germany"! But because the overdose had been 
so large, the hospital staff could neither offer him a job nor help stave off the inevitable. His adverse condition 
now worsened as a result, and subsequently he would die of the overdose. Before his death. however, a few 
Christian believers, who had come 10 know him and who were connected with the fledgling missionav 
orgaiiization headquartered in Kathmandu known as the United Mission to Nepal (UMN), prayed with David 
for his recovery and encouraged him in his faith. 

But from the Christian perspective, it was God's time to take His beloved servant and precious young son 
to Himself, for on 8 February 1966, this sweet young believer in Christ, who harbored no bitterness or ill-will 
towards anyone, finally breathed his last at the hospital yet was surely welcomed immediately in10 the bosorn 
of his Heavenly Father. Miss Urban has vividly described in her book how and when she received the news 
from lndia of David's heavenly home-going: 

Towards mid-February 1 awoke one night with a strange light heari, and my first thought was: 
Perhaps today is the day when David takes off [IO Germanyj. 

A week laier came the brief news: "David went home the of Febmar). and was put IO rest the 
samc day in the English cemeter).-Poisoned!" 

Carried aloft by aiigels-not by the airplane-and wiihout the weight of the carth!-he was 
(iiow] well. 

Having finally anticipated his possible death. David had carefully requested the attending hospital 
physician to make sure the following would be done for Iiim: "If l should die, please do not give my body over 
to the Buddhists for burial rites, nor to any Hindus for their rites; but do please have me buried under the 
Christian rites." And so, in accordance with his wish, the doctor immediately contacted David's Christian 
friends at the UMN. One of the missionaries there, who was a friend of the now well-knoun Kathmandu 
Christian pastor, Robert Karthak, asked the young pastor to assist them with the funeral service. Back then, 
of course, the Christian community in the Nepalese capital was very small and, according to Pastor Karthak 
himself, he was the only Nepalese pastor available who could undertake the funeral. Explained the pastor, who 
still today shepherds the large Gyaneshwor Church flock in Kathmandu, "We didn't even have a Christian 
cernetery there in those days, so Our UMN friends had to approach the British Embassy to let us use their 
cemetery." Fortunately, added the pastor, the missionaries at the UMN were able to make al1 the arrangements 
necessary and thus "we had the burial service with just a handful of Christians in attendance." Nevertheless. 
the pastor and these few Christian friends were able to fulfill David's dy ing wish by giving his body a Christian 
funeral. In fact, on the same day on which he died in Christ he was interred and laid to rest by Pastor Karthak 
on the grounds of the British Embassy cemetery situated in the heart of the Nepalese capital. (Elsewhere in the 
present work are shown photographs pertaining to the life of David Tenzing. Among them is one taken a1 
David's gravesite in the British cemetery when the author took the occasion in January 1995 to visit it and pay 
his respects to the memory of this dear disciple of Christ.) 

It should be added that to the very last days of his earthly walk David, despite his weakened condition. 
could be seen in the hospital ward going from patient to patient bearing a winsorne testimony of the lob-e and 
kindness of Jesus. It could well be said without any gainsaying of the statement that this Foung man, like his 
Master, was truly a servant of all, and one who. again like his Master, "loved not his life even unto death" (see 
in the New Testament the Book of Revelation. 12: 1 I c). 

Sources: The narrative about David Tenzing. including nearly al1 quoted material. has generally been 
derived froin Urban 1967, pp. 16-27. 37-8. Additional sources for the narrative's general information are as 
follows: (a)  interview with Nini (Mrs. S.G.) Tharchin, Mar. 2003, and (b) interview with Re\!. Peter Rapge?,, 
Dec. 1992. 

More specific details of David"s life needing particular documentation are as follows: (a)  the identity of 
Hester Withey and her involvement in the story, David's minor kingship in East Tibet, the place of his 
baptism. the fact and length of stay in the Tharchin compound. the bodybuilding details, and the nature of the 
poison as well as time. method and place of the act of poisoning: al1 are per the sarne inteniew with Re\. 
Rapgey cited above; (b) the date of birth is per the tombstone dates at Dabid's gravesite visited b). the author; 
(c) the precise date of David's baptism. his formal naine and title u hen enthroned ai Odser. and the identity of 
Markham as beiiig the vicinity ofliis bii-ih: al1 were provided the present author by S.G Tharchin's son. Da\.id 
Tharchin, after the latter's carefùl research; (d) the identity of the Kathniandu hospital and David's words to 
the hospital physician: al1 are per the same interview with Mrs. Tharchin cited above; (e) the purpose of 
David's visit to Kathniandu and the identity of his debtors there: al1 are per information provided by Mrs. S.G 
Tharchin as conveyed by her son David Tharchin in an email sent from the latter Io the author. Kalimpiig. 
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12 Aug. 1005: arid (t) nll information and quoted statements about and by Pastor Karthak dealing with Ille 
UMN. British Embassy cemetery, funeral and burial service: al1 are per Pastor Karthak's eniail to the author, 
Kathmandu, 24 Aug. 2005. 

19. This brief discussion, including quoted material. relative to David Tenzing's coiiversion and baptism, 
together with the Dalai Lama's opinions on sucli conversions and the more conservative reaction ofthe Lamas, 
are again per Urban 1967, pp. 23. 36. 'The current Dalai Lama has made i t  clear on a number of occasions, in 
fact, that he has no objection whatsoever to such Christian conversions, provided they stem from a genuiiie 
motion of tlie heart and not done piirely to obtain sonie tangible recompense (the so-called "rice-Christian'' 
concept so prevalent until recently in niany Asian and African lands: conversion to Christ in eschange for an 
irninediate handout of food, clothing aiidlor temporary slielter). As reported to tlie present jvriter by Gergan 
Tharchin's son. His 1-ioliness has been heard to say more.than once that "if a Tibetan wishes to accept Christ 
it should be a desire fiorn the heart-a sincere action-and not motivated by hope of some material gain." 
Interview t\ith S.G. Tharchin, Dec. 1992. 

20. Woodward 1991. p. 60; the words of His Holiness are quoted by this author froni Sidney Piburn, ed., 
T/ie Doloi Lani(/: O Policj 1 o f  Kindness (1  thaca, 1 990). 

7 1 .  Dalai Lania XIV 1990. pp. 100, 301. 

31.  See elseu here in the present biography for additional details on this episode of Christianity's presence 
in Tibet diiring the early 18"' century. Moreover, the Jesuits in the earlq to mid-17"' century had establishcd 
iiiission stations at Tsaparaiig (Cliabrang) and Rudok in West Tibet and had nearly converted a Tibetan king 
(actually ri governor) of that area known as Giige. See again end-note 10 of Ch. 18 in Vol. I I  of the present work 
for inore iiiformatioii on this aspect of Catholic missionary activity that had occurred a century earlier than the 
Lhasan venture. 

Yet i t  must be stated that this permissiveiiess towards tliis foreign faith was not always true in al1 places 
and atoll  tiines in Tibeian Iiistory, as the reader lias clearly seen, for instance. with respect to the Moravians- 
to menlion but oiie of inany examples. As was observed editorially in the Cliuirh Missionary lritelligrncer 
(New York) in 1904: "Arabia, the holy land of Mohaminedans, and Tibet, the sacred territory of nortliern 
Buddhism, are alike in excluding the Christian inissionary. Yet, as has been well reinaiked by the Rev. Dr. 
Dwiglit, Secre tas  of the Bureau of Missions, New York, 'a Buddhist is free to enter the cities ofArabia. and 
Mohaminedans, Hindus, fetish-worshipers. and what not can roani at will through Tibet.' lt is only Çhristians 
who are proscribed-a testirnon? doubtless to the power of the Gospel, but not a condition with which 
Christians caii rightly acquiesce." C'IZII (Oct. 1904):787. In the particular case of Lhasa and the Catliolics. 
Tharchin was wise heie--and most accurate as well--to make the distinction that the sc~cular authorities al the 
Tibetan capital had indred been tolerant towards this Western faith; but this certainly was not true on the part 
of the ecclesiasiical authorities thrre. As Alex McKay has aptly pointed out in his discussion of the varioils 
17"'- and 18"'-ceiitury Catholic atteinpts at establishing a niore periilanent witness in Tibet, "What was 
characterisiic of al1 tliese iiiissionaiies was that they apparently enjoyed good relations with the Tibetan 
aristocracy. but that their presence was strongly opposed by the Buddhist establishinent whose faith t h c ~  
disputed." No particiilar opposition. he went on to observe, came "from the Lhasa authorities towards the 
ei i ty of foreign travelers iip to the iiiid- I 8Ih cen tus .  Biit as those wlio cntered Tibet were proponeilts of a ne\+ 
religion, tliry attracted growiiig opposition from the Buddhist aiithorities which preveilted thein establisllin:! 
a permanent preserice. These early missionary endeavors convinced the Tibetans that Europeans posed a 
threat to their Buddhist religion." McKay, "Tibet: the Myth of Isolation," in Paul van der Velde niid Alex 
McKay, eds., Neiv Develol>mrnts in Asian Stildies (LondonlNew York, 1998). 303. 

Sir Charles Bell, in his volume, Tlip Reli'qion of Tihc.1 (Oxford, 193 l), 1.10-53. provides ail excellent 
sunimary ofwhat happened when effort after effort the Catholics 1 .hasa (and elsewhere in Tihet as ~ 1 ~ )  
was systeiiiatically thwarted by the Tibetan priesthood from maiiltaining an effective witness to theii. faith. 
Bell sunimed up the situation well in these words ( p .  15 1 ): "There is a nlarked saineness in the hisror? of 
these devoted bands of Christian priests. Firsi a welcome, or liaif-u:clconie, by the seciilar rulers, latu to bc 
followed by opposiiion froiii the Tibetan priesthood, growing il1 violence as the tiine passes. The ['r'ibetaill 
priests are h\: Far the stroiiger power; the secular goveriiinent niiist either abaiidon the Christiaiis or go linder. 
So it \vas at Tsaparang, so i t  was. tiine and again, at Lhasa. Capuchins, Jesuils and Lazarists, ail f a r d  ;llike.'' 
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C'iting this very pattern described by Bell, the Tibetan scholar in America, khuyter Cammann. went on to sinie 
that "this same pattern was to recur again and again in the history of attempts 10 open Christian Missions in 
Tibet." "ln fact," he added. "it might be said to have been the typical course of evemts." See the introducto~ 
chapter. "Historical Background," in his volume. Trade through the Himula.vas: the Eariv British Atrempt.~ to 
Ope11 Tibet (Princeton, 195 1 ), 19. 

23. A case in point was the informa1 policy of the British to discourage missionaries from anempting to 
evangelize Greater Tibet (i.e., Tibet proper). But by 1922 it had become the f i x d  policy O!' the British 
Government of lndia not to allow such attempts. See again Vol. 1. p. 449 note 76 of the presenl narrative, 
quoting there John Bray from Bray 1993, pp. 182-3; and see also. Friedrich Heiler, The Gospel qf Sadhu 
Sundar Singh, trans. Olive Wyoii (London, 1977), 67, where the author states: "The interior ofTibet has bcen 
closed to al1 missionary effort for many years, not only by order ofthe Tibetan, but ofthe British, Governmcnt." 
Additionally, it  needs to be recalled that Tharchin, along with Sadhu Sundar Singh. had thernselves been victims 
of this saine British policy when they were denied permission in I Y 14 to proceed to Tibet frorn Gangtok in 
Sikkiin to conduct their own missionary efforts in the Laiid of Snows on behalfofthe gospl.  B) that date they 
were not even permitted to proceed into northern Sikkim that the! might visit a congregation of Christians rit 
Lachen whoin Tharchin had visited just two years before. See again Vol. 1, ch. 9. 

34. 'rharchin and Woodward 1975, pp. 645-6. 

25. "...Gad shall judge the secrets of men, according to iny gospel, by Jesus Christ.".----Romails 2: 16. 

26. Tharchin had reference here to the congregation ofthe Macfarlane hlernorial Cliurch in Kalimpong. tlie 
gatherings of which were usually termed "the Nepali service" because that was the language used among this 
rnixed ethnic congregation. For more concerning this congregation and the fear Tharchin boiced. the reader is 
referred back again to Ch. 25  ofthe present voluine. 

27. For a more complete text of this Swiss address. see the Appendices at the end of the present volume. 

2 6 .  For inore on these earlier efforts, the reader is directed to consult the latter part of Ch. 27  once again. 
A inuch more recent update on the activities of Tibetan Christians was provided by the late Rev. Stephen 
Hishey (d. 1006), the then pastor of the Leh Moravian Christian congrepation i i i  Ladakh H hose work was cited 
previously in Ch. 26. I n  an interview he gave Tsering Shakya during the summer of 1989. Rev. Hishey explained 
the following in response to the interviewer's inquiry as to how Tibetan Christians in the refupee settlernents 
and elsewhere were able to keep together and how they provided solidarity and comfort to each other: 

This is where we have the Tibetan Christian Felloulship ...( u.hich] is the fellouship o f  Tibetan 
C'liristiaiis and Tibetan organizations related to the Church. Thel- corne together eveq  once a year 
ai differçni \.cnues. One of the reasons u h y  this Fellowship was necessa? was that after Tibctans 
caiiir into lndia hack in  1959. i t  seenis therc were sorne roots o f  C'liristianity thai the! hroughi. 
Howeier, after rningling \r i th tlieir o\vn people in  different setilernents the! apprar IO ha ie los1 
fello\r8ship \r i th other Christians. ivhile deep [iiiside] thern thcrc \vaî a ceriaiii belief in  Chrislianit' 
i i i id certain l inks \sith the Christian faith \chich the' were noi able i o  detelop. Thersfore. the 
Fcllo\rship \\as established. çsl>ecially. to encourage these hinds o f  individiiiil C'hrisiiaii.; \\ho arc. far 
«lit in  dil'rerrnt paris o f  Ii idia ... tir corne together si) tliat tlie! caii tell othçrs ahout theinselues: 
\vlio ihsy are. \rhen they bccarne Christians, and hou  did tliç! hcar about Clirisiilinii!. etc. 

And in ansiver to various queries concerning the situation in Tibet and the Christian outreach which \\.as a1 that 
tiine being beained by radio into the Closed Land, Rev. Hishe). had made these noteworthy ohser\,ations: 

Oiic o f  ihe tliiiips n e  are ...( doing] is to broadcasi Tibctan rnessagcs. Il!-rnns and songs into Tibet. 
Ws are doing this tlirough Seychelles and t r l i ng  to obiain information about lisieiiers in  Tibet. 
Christian people ha\,e \ \ r i t i r i l  hack aiid expressed ho\\ miich the! liked il. ilthers ha\c siiggested 
ho\\ \ te can iiiipr«vc the prngrani. Wr have had na pli>,sical contacts: in  I ic t .  I have no1 heen to 
Lhasa. 'Those \\Ili) ha le  u r i i i en  ri1 us have given us gond information c l f  what is happening in  
'Iïhet.. .We hrondcnsi cvcn da! ai 5:45 p.in. Indian tirne on 2 5  ni  SH'....U.c cet niesages regarding 
li.;tciiers' lil'tt-SI> les. \\ha! the! do, arid iie\vs about their tamilies. IV2 gel tèedhach on the hroadcut 
:ind rcqiicsts to repsai ccrtniii progranis .... We ha\e a post hiix nuniher iii t l i lng Kong and Dehra 
I lu i i  (h!, \ \h ich the!. ma!. u r i t e  to i l ie radio prograrnl .... Na. (the! do i io i  sciid an! pol i t ical  
riic>s;igc\ to us. but] lrom-their letiers \re do krio\r uhether ihe! are happ! or 1101. 
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And finally, Rev. Hishey was asked what had been the reaction of  the Tibetan Christian community to the 
number ofdemonstrations which had erupted in Tibet in recent years wherein many Tibetans were killed. "Did 
you Say prayers for them in your church?" Tsering Shakya pointedly inquired. The reply given the interviewer 
revealed the love and compassion which was to be found in the Tibetan Christian community at large: ")'es, we 
have always remembered Tibet as a nation and Tibetans as a group of people that needs suppori from the resl 
of the  people. We on a small level, here in our [Leh] church and in Our community, have always supported the 
Tibetan cause. We have encouraged our friends in the West to support the Tibetans." See the text of this 
interview in Shakya 1990, p. 17. 

Afurther update ofTibetan Christian Radio activity was provided in 1995 by Rev. Hishey in "a letter from 
the field" he sent to some of  his supporters in America. He wrote that "Gaweylon" (the name of the Tibetan 
Christian Radio program beamed daily into Tibet and meaning "Good News") had prompted both threatening 
and positive letters from listeners inside Tibet. "Cornpared to the letters threatening Our lives because ofthe 
program," explained Rev. Hishey. "the response [of the following letter] makes us rejoice and know that what 
we do is not in vain." Translated, this letter read: "Christian people are the practical helpers to the needs of'the 
world. Every day 1 am very happy as I listen to your program. My family and 1 are Buddhists, but. as I think 
in rny mind, the most practical religion in the world is the Christian religion. In rny understanding Jesus is not 
only a religion, but the very focal point of bringing peace amongst the nations of the world." Quoted in "Notes 
from the Field," ADNAMIS, a Magazine Dedicated to Native Missions throtrghour the Woi-Id (Charlottesville 
VA USA), (Dec. 1995): 12. And a more recent update indicates that the Christian broadcast, by 1997 a full 30- 
minute program, and despite the fact that fewer than 200 knowii Christians were at that time in Tibet, haa 
elicited some 65 to 70 letters monthly, with over a thousand such replies having been generated in just a two- 
month period during the spring of that year. Nevertheless, this ministry had also reaped for itself "an onslaught 
of spiritual opposition from elements unfriendly to the gospel." This statement came from the President ofthe 
publishers of ADNAMIS at Charlottesville in a June 1997 letter insert placed in a later issue of the same 
Magazine just now cited: see (Summer 1997): 1 1. 

29. Interestingly, despite the current Dalai Lama's aging (in 2005 he turned 70-Western reckoning). it 
would appear that for Tibetans and even some prominent Chinese, the key to the Tibet question still remains 
the Dalai Lama-fhis Dalai Lama-himself. Speaking as a member of the Han majority in China, the well- 
known and knowledgeable author, Wang Lixiong, has made it clear in his book published in 2002, A Coi7ver.satio~l 
with the Dalai Lama. that His Holiness is indeed the key to resolving the Tibet issue. It is a stance with which 
the leading Tibetan Communist critic of the Chinese Communist Party, Phuntsog Wangyal, readily agrees. For 
as Wang Lixiong has asserted, the Dalai Lama (1) is truly sincere in his expressed desire for autonomy for Tibet, 
not independence; (2) is still very healthy in both mind and body; and (3) is a famous and greatly revered figure 
in the Western world. "Based on these three points," writes the Tibetan Cornmunist, the Dalai Lama is most 
logically "the key to settling the Tibet issue." ''If China," he adds, "would talk with the Dalai Lama and the. 
were able to settle the issues that concern al1 Tibetans, then the Central Government [ai Beijing] would at las[ 
be able, with a single stroke, to achieve a tremendous success.. ." See Wangyal2004, pp. 3 15-7. 

In response. however, to both Wang Lixiong and Phuntsog Wangyal, the Chinese government. and probahly 
the vast majority of the Hans in China, would Say that there really is no "Tibet question" or "issue." Indeed, 
as Warren Smith, writing in 2003, has cogently argued: 

Al1 proposais to resolve the issue of Tibet assume that tlie Chinese agree that there is ail issue of 
Tibet to be resolved .... ln the typical Chinese opinion. if Tibet's statiis \vas once questionahle, 
which they are loathe to adinit, then the issue was resolçed once and foi al1 i i i  1951. or. if not then. 
in 1959. TO admit thai there are unresolved issues about Tibet's statiis that cnn br resolvrd o i i l ~  by 
negotiations with the head of  Tibet's former governinent [the D;ilai Lama] \r-ciiild hr for the 
Chinese to admit that Tibet was in fact independent and their 1950 "liberation" was irnperialistic. 
This is why the Chinese are so insistent that the Dalai Lania should admit not onl\- that Tibet is 
now part of China but that it has always been part of China. 

Al1 proposals to resolve the issue of Tibet, a nonexistent issue according t« the Chincsc. 3 1 ~  

neglect China's already revealed solution .... îh is  is the traditional C'hinese soliitinn to l'rontier 
problems by means of' coloniration and assimilation . . . .  The Chinrse are appairntl!, no\\ salisfied 
with [their policies iniplementing their solution] that the? are opening l ihet to tourisls alld 
foreign diplornats and journalists in the belief that the only real "issue" of Tihet leli to hr resolwd 
is the misuilderstanding of Chinese policies in Tibet in the outsidr \ ~ o r l d .  
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In sum, Beijing has no desire, interest nor motivation to sit down with rhis or any other Dalai Lama no1 of ils 
own sclection and indoctrination. On the contrary, to negotiate with the "Dalai splinist clique" or IO consider 
any form ofTibetan autonomy would, in Smith's view, "inevitably perpetuate the fact and the issue of Tibetan 
separatism." Ergo, "many in China," Melvyn Goldstein has opined, "are convinced that waiting until the.. .Dalai 
Lama dies is the simplest answer to their 'Tibet' problem." Hence, the Beijing leadership. in the words of 
Jonathan Mirsky, "is determined" that upon the death of Tibet's present Grand Lama-whom Chinesci 
propagandists disparagingly cal1 "the wolf in lama's clothingV-"it alone will identib his successor." What 
happened in 1995, in fact, was meant to serve as an audacious prelude to this intended outcomc. For in that 
year the Chinese had spirited away the Dalai Lama's own choice of infant to be the next. i.e.. the Eleventh, 
Panchen Lama and had put forth instead a substitute child approved by the Chinese govemment. Clearly, the 
current Dalai Lama and his exile government has gorten the message intended by Beijing; for Mirsky h a  
reported that in a conversation with His Holiness in 2000 the latter had "suggested" to him that the episode 
with the Panchen Laina infant was but "a dress rehearsal for what will happen when he dies." 

See Smith's review article of Dawa Norbu's book. Chinas Eher Policj3 (London, 2001). in TJ (Winter 
2003): 101-14, especially pp. 1 10-12; Goldstein 1997, p. 1 10; and Mirsky 2004. p. 45. 

30. This paragraph is an insen here of sentiments which some ten years earlier Tharchin had expressed to 
missionary Urban during the latter's visit to his home in the spring of 1964. I t  is quoted in Urban 1967, p. 14. 
The quote in the preceding paragraph of the present narrative's Text here is, of course, taken from Tharchin's 
end-of-life "memoirs," GTUM TwMs, Ch. 28, p. 2. 

3 1 .  The Gospel of Luke 18:26-7: "And they that heard it said, Then who can be saved'? But he [Jesus] said, 
The things which are impossible with men are possible with God" (cf. Mark 10:27 and Manheh 19:26). 
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Mr. Tashi Pempa Hishey, 22 Novernber 1992. 

Mr. S. Jain. 25 November 1992. 

Mr. Jorga, 8 Decernber 1992. 

Mr. D.K. Khaling, 17 Decernber 1992. 

Mrs. Tashi Panlook. 77 Novernber 1992. 

Dr. Andrew Pradhan, 30 Novernber 1992. 

Mr. P.R. Pradhan, 3 January 1995. 
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S.G. and Mrs. (Nini) Tharchin, 3 and 28 February 1992. 

Mr. Achu Namgqal Tsrring (son of Lha Tsering), 14-1 5 Januay 1998. 
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In lndia Outside kalimpong: 

Mr. Pande) Hisheq. Gangiok, Sikkim. 10 Deceinber 1993. 

Mr. Lhawang La. Dar,ieeling. 26 November 1993. 

In America: 

Sonam T. Kazi. Montclair NJ. 22-3 October 1991 
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Representarive Publications 
Airthoi.ed, Edited, printed andlor Published by G Tharchin 

(In Chronological Order as Con Best Be Determined) 

T11e Mirror c!f'Omens. By Karma Chagmed, alias Mkhas-grub Ra-ga Asay ( 1  7* c.). Tibetan Title: "Chang- 
nied rin-po-che mdzad-pa'i kun-rdzob gya-sel me-Ion." Edited by G Tharchin. Printed by the Church of 
Scotland Guild Mission at Kalimpong: the Tibetan Press, 1934. Selected extracts from the collecvd works 
(some 50 vols.) o f  Karma Chagmed, "one o f  the greatest scholars o f  the Karmapa sec!" ofTitetan Buddhism. 
though "he was also a great inaster o f  the Nyingmapa sect."-Norbu Chophel, a modern-day translator o f  his 
work. I n  Tibetan. Subjecr of tl~ese extracrs: Tibetan Omens and Superstitions. Most o f  this author's works, 
writes Chophel, "dealt with the lives o f  the people o f  the Kham region and [showed] great interest in the 
popular belief and superjtition as an approach to the comprehension o f  the more profound religious truths. 
The basic essence o f  al1 his works i s  the simplicity and lucidness o f  the language he used because he believed 
that it is pointless to write and collect vast numbers o f  works without the common people k i n g  able to 
understand them."-Chophel, "The Mirror o f  Tibetan Omens and Superstitions b j  Karma Chagmed." TJ 
(Winter 1982):86. 

The Mirroi of'Tibetan Arts and Crufis. Edited by G Tharchin. Printed by the Church o f  Scotland Ciuild 
Mission at Kalimpong: the Press o f  the Tibet Mirror Newspaper. 1936. 

A Song of Lhasa Metnories & A Poem in Alphabetical Order Composed hi- H. E. SI7ekarlingp at Darjeelit~g 
in 1911. on the Occasion of H.H. the 13"' Dalai Lama S Vlsir to India. 1" Ed. o f  the Songs only, in 1936. 
Published by G Tharchin and Printed by the Church o f  Scotland Mission at the Tibetan Press, Kalimpong. 2d 
Ed. with the Alphabetical Poem, 16 pp., Printed and Published by Ci. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror 
Press, Decernber 1950. 3d Ed. Rev., 16 pp. Printed and Published by G Tharchin at Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror 
Press, 1965. 

The Tihetan Grarnmar Part 1. By G Tharchin, Editor and Publisher of the Tibetan Newspaper. 80 pp. 
Kaliinpong, 1938. [Printed at the Gospel Literature Society Press. Bombay (see ents for Pari II below)]. 

The Tibetan Primer ofCirrrenl Hand Wititig. By G Tharchin. 68 pp. Kalimpong: [Prinied elsewhere'?]. 
1938 [original edition]. Various Photo Offset Reprint Editions: 3d, 1 Septernber 1954 by G l'harchin al 
Kaliinpong: Tibet Mirror Press; 4Lh. 1966; SIh, 1968. 6Ih Ed. Re\., 1968 by Rev. G Tharchin. Editor and 
Publisher o f  the Tibetan Newspaper "Tibet Mirror," Kalimpong. Printed by M.E. Eapen at ihe Gospel 
Literature Society Press. Bombay 75, and Published by G Tharchin, the Tibet Mirror Press, Kalimpong. 
Photo Offset Reprint Edition: 71h. 1972. Subjectr Tibetan Language-Writing (Romanized). 

Tihetan Pt-irner TogetAer ivirh Simple Rules o f  Correct Spe/lit?g. Bjf  K .  Waismaa. [Probably the 3d Edit ion]. 
Published by the Free ChUrch of Finland Mission at Ghoom. Printed by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibei 
Mirror Press. Febiuary 1949. "This First Tibetan Primer ... i s  the first book 1 have printed on the new [Treadle] 
press" that had launched the Tibet Mirror Press in March 1946. Per office copy of letter. Tharchin to the ,4ni 
Las ai Ghoom, Kalinipong, 17 February 1949, ThPaK. Original First Edition had been published b. the 
Mission at Glioom in 1917 but printed at the Baptist hlission Press. Calcutta. 4"' Ed. Kev.. 4.I pp. Published 
b~ the Mission at Ghooin, but printed by G. Tharchin at Kaliiiipong: Tibet Mirror Press. 24.4ugust 194.  Tlie 
6"' Ed. Rev. was again published h). the Mission at Ghooiii. but printed by G Tharchin at Kalinipoiig: Tibet 
Mirror Press. 1962. The 7'-d. Re\. was once again published by the Mission at Ghoom. but "reprinted b)- 
Rev. G. TharcIlin at the Tibet Mirror Press. Kalimpoiig, 1970." In Roinanized Tibetan. Subjrct: Tibetan 
Language-Readers. 

h'ulittipollg atld the Sikkim Hilis: a Giride and Hunrlhook on Touring. By (Mrs.) ~ n n i e  (~acdonald) Perr). 
64 pp. Prinied by G. Tharchiil at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1949. 

;Tibctn,~ LattguagcRecords. Etc. By the Late Sir Basil Gould. P.O. in Sikkim. and Hugh Eduard ~ichardson. 
Forinei. British Trade Agent at Gyantse and In Charge of British and lndian Mission at   ha sa. 182 pp. 
Reprintcd riiid PLlblished G. Tharcliin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1949. .At back of book i s  follo~i'ing 

reference to origiilal printing ofthe enri! 1940s: "B! Ordrr of H.H. the Mahaiaja o f  Sikkini. ~r inted under the 
Superintenderice o f  Mr. K.P. Alley ai the Sikkim Durbar Press. Gangtok. Sikkim. lndia." 

Ti;Tihct<J17 , \ I ~ ~ ~ / ; ~ . ~ ~ /  l f i l r . t f s .  R!- and Richardson. Reprinted b j  G Tharchin at Kalimpollg: Tibet :Virrl'r 
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Press. 1949. Originally printed for the authors at Sikkim Durbar Press, Gangtok, Sikkim. India, 1947. A 
Tibetan-English medical dictionary. 

Tibetun Svllables. By Gould and Richardson. x, 120 pp. Reprinted and Published at Kalimpong: Tibet 
Mirror Press, 1949. At back of book is following reference-to original printing of  it as published in 1943: "By 
Order 0 fH.H.  the Maharaja of Sikkim. Printed under the Superintendence of Mr. R.P. Alley at the Sikkinl 
Durbar Press. Gangtok, Sikkim, India." 

7ibeton Verb Roots. By Gould and Richardson. 63 pp. Reprinted and Published by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: 
Tibet Mirror Press. 1949. Originally printed for the authors at Sikkim Durbar Press. Gangtok, Sikkim, India. 
?1947. "ln this book there are set out in tabular form what purport to be the actual spelling and pronunciation 
of.. .roots of 229 of the commoner Tibetan verbs."-p. iii. 

The Lepcha Second Primer: By S.K. Taso. 52 pp. Published by the General Lepcha Association of 
Darjeeling. Printed by Ci Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1949. Preface signed Kalimpong. 1 April 
1 949. 

Hindi-Tibetan Self-Taught. By G. Tharchin. 2d Ed. 64 pp. Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at 
Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 26 January 1950. In Hindi and Tibetan. 

The Dispute between a Mother Cat and Her Kitten. Edited by G. Tharchin, Editor of Tibetan Newspaper. 
2d Ed. Rev. 12 pp. Printed and Published by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1950. In Tibetan. 

The Story of King Hashang Deo and His Young Minister Translated from Tibetan into Hindi by G. 
Tharchin. Original Edition Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 15 August 
1950.24 pp. Reprinted and Published by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1 5Ih August 1967. In 
Tibetan and Hindi. [A Story demonstrating the principles of statecraft]. 

The Dutiger o f  Kaliyuga. By Marco Pallis (Kanpur House, Kalimpong). 1" Ed. 129 pp. Published by 
Marco Pallis. Printed by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 28 October 1950. In Tibetan. 

The Tibetan SecondBook. By G. Tharchin. 2d Ed. Rev. 100 pp. Published by G. Tharchin at Kaliinpong: 
Tibet Mirror Press, 1" March 1953. Original First Edition had been published at Ghoom: Free Cliurch of 
Finland Mission (SAM), 1917 and printed at the Baptist Mission Press, Calcutta. 3d Ed. Rev., Kalimpong: 
Tibet Mirror Press, 1962. 4Ih Ed. Rev., Kalimpong: Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at the Tibet Mirror 
Press. 1968, 1 12 pp. Subjects: Tibetan Langiiage-Readers; Tibetan Language-Orthography and Spelling. 
Note: The Tibetan First Book was published under the title Tibetan Primer Together with Simple Rules of 
Correct Spelling (authored by K .  Waismaa) and is listed above. 

The Biography of  Srimati Kamnla Bhikhchuni [8Ih c.], Princess of King Dharma Pnl. an Ancient King of' 
Kuslimir: India. By Laina Rabten. Original First Edition Edited by G. Tharchin. Printed and Published by G. 
Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 20 August 1953. 2d Ed., 26 pp. Reprinted and Published by G 
Tharchin at Kaliinpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1963. In Tibetan. 

Texthook,for Tibetan Language Study Along with Gramophone Records. By Sir Basil John Gould. 2d Ed. 
74 pp. Reprinted and Published by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 30 Septeiilber 1953. 
Preface: "This textbook is an abstract and reprint frorn Sir B.J. Gould's Tibetan Longuagr Records. Etc., whicll 
has a larger edition. This textbook contains 12 lessons only which are in the records." ln Tibetan and English. 

Tibetan Lerter Writer: By G. Tharchin. Published by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1954. 
Printed at the Mission Press, Allahabad. 

(The Drnma o f  the Lotus Garden). [Buddhist]. By "some High Lamas." 84 pp. Printed and ~ublished b! 
G. Tharchin at Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 14 August 1954. This 1" Edition was Printed in 750 Copies. 
"250 for free distribution by Rani Chhoni Wangmo (Bhutan House. Kalirnpong) and 500 for sale b!' (3. 
Tharchin'l--so wrote Tharchin. In Tibetan. Subject: Buddhist Religion. 

(P~-ui.er- Book to Reacli Heuveril. [Buddhist]. By Raga-sgy a. 64 pp. Printed and Publ ished b (3. ~harchin  
at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 14 Augiist 1954. This 1'' Edition was Printed in 700 Copies, "500 to be 
distributed by Rani Chhoni Wangmo (Bhutan House. Kalirnpong) and 200 to be sold by (3. Tharchin''-so 
wrote Tharchin. In Tibetan. Suhject: Prayers. 

.4ristocracy o f  Central Tibet: a Provisional List ofthe Nunies r f the  A'oble Ilo~tses qf L . - f i ~ t i ~ .  B\' Rter,  
Prince of Greece aiid Denmark (Tashiding, Kalimpong). 4 1 pp. Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1 O No\'ember 
1954. (Information derived from the work of the Third Danish Expedition to Ceiitrcil Abia.) Original Printing: 
500 Copies. "half free and halfat Rs. 2,'- eachV-so urote Thaichin (see Ch. 79a for an cxplanaiion of'this). I n  
English and Tibetan. On p. 3 of this publication Prince Peler acknowledged the follo~ling: "1 sho~ild lihe Io 
express my most grateful thanks.. .to G. Tharchin. ..for al1 the names [ofTibetan aristocrats] with u.hich has 
supplied me and for publishing this paper.. ." 
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[Bescripfion o f  Buddhist Srupas and Ho!,! Places in Holv Lund oflndia). In Tibetan. Publishcd by the 
lnforrnation and Cultural Service of India, Gangtok, for the Ministry of lnformation end Bmsdcasting, 
Governrnent of India. Printed by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: Mirror Press, 1956. On verso of Title page in 
Tibetan: [Buddhist Year 2,500. 19561. 

[The Text qf the Constant Moving ofrhc Dharma Wheel]. In Tibetan. Printed at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror 
Press, 1957. Illustrated with 2 thanka reproductions: (a) Constant Movingofthe Dharma Wheel, (b) Enlightened 
One at Deer Park. Sarnath, Setting Wheel of Dharma in Motion to His Five First Disciples; and a photograph 
of Stupa on Site Where Buddha Preached Dharma Sermon. 

The Politictrl Testament and Wurning by H.H. the 131h Dalai Lama ro His People in 1932-1933, and An 
Advice bjl H. H. the 13'" Dalai Lama IO His People in 1955. 18 pp. Published by Alo Chonze, the then Chief 
Leader of the Mirnang. Printed by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1958. In Tibetan. 

H.H. the Dulai Laniu :F Stuternerit in Mussoorie on 2O"'Jirne 19.59. 37 pp. Edited, Printed and Published by 
Ci. Tharchin at Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1959. In Tibetan and English. 

H. H. Ille Dalai Lama 5 Appeal ro the Secreraiy General, L'nited ,Vutions. A'ew York, on 9'" Septrrnber 1959. 
urld Speec-iles Delivered at file Reception Given the lndian Council of Iiorld .4rfirs. .Yov Delhi. on 7'" 
Seprember I9.59 etc. 40 pp. Edited and Printed by G Tharchin at Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1959. In 
English and Tibetan. 

fibetolog' A bulletin on Tibetan literature and art publislied periodically by Nirmal C. Sinha, Direcior: 
Narngyal lnstitute of Tibetology. Gangtok (Sikkim). Articles in both Tibetan and English. This first number. 
with Foreword by the Maharajkumar of Sikkim (Palden Thondup Narngyal), was printed by Ci Tharchin at 
Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press. November 1959, on the Occasion of the 66"' Birthdaq of the Maharaja of 
Sikkim (Sir Tashi Narngyal, KCSI, KCIE). 

The Dispute between Tea and Beer 2d Ed. 52 pp. Edited, Printed and Published by G. Tharchin ai 
Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1960 [i.e., "The Dispute between the Tea Goddess and the Beer Goddess," a 
didactic literary work cornposed by Bondrongpa in 17261. In Tibetan. 

A Moro1 Lcssoizs [sic] iii Simple Poeo;~. By Shakya Pandit ( 1  182-125 1 )  and Dudjom Rinpochhe. 20 pp. 
Edited [Printed] and Published by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1960. In Romanized 
Tibetan. 

Precepts on Rcligion arîd Politics. Eiitirled "Pearls [sic] .Veckluce. " By Dalai Lama V ( 16 1 7-82). 24 pp. 
Edited, Printed and Published by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1960. In Tibetan. Subjecr: 
Buddliisrn (Lamaism) and the State. 

Simplified fiberan Granlma,: Parrs 1 and II. By G Tharchin. 2d Ed. 2 vols. in 1 . Published by G Tharc hin 
at Kalinipong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1960. (Combines Parts 1 and 11 of The Tiberan Grammar-see earlier enrry 
above for Paiî I and see b e l o ~ -  entry for Part II).  Printed by M.E. Eapen at the Gospel Literature Society Press. 
Bomba).. Reprinted 1966. 1968, 197 1. 

The Sror). ofthe Four Hurmonious Breflier-n [sic]. Translated frorn Tibetan into English by G Tharchin. 14 
Pp. Printed and Published at Kaliinpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1960. In Tibetan and English. Suhjecr: Tibetan 
Tales. 

Tlic> fihetail Gramtrlur Pc~rt Il. By G Tharchin. 1"  Ed. 56 pp. Published at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 
1960. World Cop1,right Reserved. Printed by M.E. Eapen at the Gospel Literature Society Press. Bombay 75 
(see eiitry toi Part I rnuch earlier above). 

.4 Collcctiorl ?f.Si.rioiylms. By Palkhang Lotswa (16"' c.). 116 pp. Edited and Publishrd b1- G. Tharchin ai 
Kaliinpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1961. I n  Tibetan. 

A dlor.ul Lcsson.v [sic] Illll.vtrured with Uure,: nees and Plants. 2d Rev. Ed. 92 pp. Edited, Printed and 
Published h!. (3. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1961. 111 Tibetan. 

TihL~tuil C~Itccilisnl. By Rev. The0 Sorensen (forrnerly of the China lnland Mission. Peking). Reprinted for 
3d lime, 1955: and revised and reprinted for 5'11 tirne. 1961.42 pp. Published bj- World Mission Prayer League. 
Darjeeling. Printed by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press. 1955. 196 1 .  

Tllc DjfilPncf bl,ni,ern ~ l ~ ~ . ; ~ ~ t ; ~ , ~  cnldBi,dd/li.vt k c h i n g  C'oticerniilg Gad. Crealion. 12fan. Sin andSal\.afion. 
Reprintcd and published by World Mission Prayrr League, Kalimpong. 18 pp. Printed by G ~harchin at 
Kalirnpong: Tibet hlirror Press. 1962. 

~ n ) ~ , 1  Hc~// to Purcldise: 0 fille Statenierlt Rclured bj* Ashang Lolizailg Jont~a. a Ladakhi RefuFFL' La*fcl. 50 
pp. Edited aiid prinled by (;, Tharchin Kalirnpong: Tibet hlirror Press. 1962. In Ronlanized Tihetan. 
Silhjec.t: Political prisoners-Tibet-Personal Narratives. 
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"A Moral Advice of an Old Woman " io Two Young Women Regarding Morial Decay By Changchan Gung 
Sonam Gyal-po of Lhasa (Chang-Io-Chen Gung Kusho). 2d Ed. 28 pp. Edited and Published by G. Tharchi" 
at Kalinipong: Tibet Mirror Press, 15 August 1963. Didactic Work in Verse. In Tibetan. Subject: Young 
Women--Conduct of Life. 

The Story ofCorpse [sic]. By Acharya Nagarjun and Kurnar Shankar. 114 pp. Edited, Printed and Published 
by G Tharçhin at Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1964. In Tibetan. 

The Five H~gienic Paths of Moraliry and Spirituality. By Lama Sherap Nangwa CD. Ringzin Wangpo, 
Tharchin's Nephew-in-Law). 42 pp. Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at Kaliinpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 
26 January 1965. 

The English-Tibetan-Hindi Pocket Dictionary. By G Tharchin. Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at 
Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1965. All Rights Reserved. Author's Preface signed Kalimpong 26 January 
1965. and said in part: "1 must acknowledge my obligation to Sir C.A. Bell's Tïbetan Colloquiul Dictionai:i~and 
[Vincent] Henderson's fiberan Manual which gave me great help." 2d Ed. Rev. and Enl. by Rev. G. Tharchin. 
Editor and Publisher of Several Tibetan Educational Books, "Revised and Reprinted by the Author at the Tibet 
Mirror Press, Kalirnpong, West Bengal, 1968"-p. 459. All Rights Reserved. Preface to the Second Revised 
Edition: "1 am glad to bring out this revised and enlarged edition with thousands of new useful words." 478 pp. 

English-Tihetun-Hindi-Sanskrit Pocket Dictionary By G Tharchin. 139,3 82, 104 pp. Printed and Published 
by G Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1 967. Romanized. Subjecrs: Polyglot Glossaries, Phrase 
Books. etc. 

Tïhrtan Leiter-IVrirer By Shri Kadrung Norgye Nangpa. 70 pp. Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at 
Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1968. In Romanized Tibetan. Szrbject: Tibetan Letters. 

Morning and Prayer-Book [Buddhist] for Tibetan Refugee Schools. 39 pp. Reprinted by G. Tharchin at 
Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 1969. In Tibetan. 

A Bt-i~fDescr.ipiiot~ of'Godk Grace to Sinners. 8 pp. Published by the Christian Fellowship for Tibetans. 
Tibetan Mission House, Kalimpong. Printed by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 196-?. 

The Story qfBirds and Monkeys. 52 pp. Edited. Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at Kalimpong: Tibet 
Mirror Press, 196-?. [Erroneously attributed by Jacques Bacotlo Dalai Lama XI ( 1  838-56)]. In Tibetan. (A 
political al legory in the form of a debate). 

Tihetuti-English SelfiTuught. By G. Tharchin. Printed and Published by G. Tharchiil at Kaliinpong: Tibet 
Mirror Press, 196-?. 

Precis Edirion ofihe Tibetan Letter Writei: By G. Tharchin. Printed and Published by G. Tharchin at 
Kalimpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 196-?. 

Wishing neasure ofElegant Sayings. wirh Commentary. By Shakya Pandit (1 182-1 25 1 ). 408 pp. ~ublished 
by the Sakya Khenpo Ven. Sangey Tenzin. Printed by Rev. G. Tharchin at Kalirnpong: Tibet Mirror Press, 
1974. 
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APPENDDI C 

Prqlile o f  
Rev. Tharchiri S Personal Christian Library 

Sonle Representativc Works 

Varioiis Tibetan Bibles and New Testaments. 
Varioils English Bibles and New Testaments. 
Tibetan New Testanient in Sanskrit. 
Holy Bible in Urdu-Revised Version-Printed in Great Britain. 1947. 
Daily Devotionals-e.g., Rogatsky's Golden Trerisuty 
Tibetan Hymnbooks. 

Venerable Bede's Ecclesiastical Histonj. 

Adan1 W. Burnet, D.D., Minister, Westboume Church, Glasgow. Pleading ~jitll Men: Being the Warrack 
Lectlrres on Preaching.for 1935. London: Hodder & Stoughton. 3 935. 

Rev. Henry Burton, M.A.. D.D. The Gospel According ro SI. Luke. New ed. London: Hodder & Stoughton, 
n.d. 

S.J. W. Chase. Ponorama ofthe Scriptures. Madras: Evangelical Literature Service, 1972. 
J.E. Church, M.A. Eveyman a Bible Studcnt. London: C.S.S.M., n.d. 
R. W. Dale, LL.D., Birmingham. Christicin Doctrine; o Series ofDiscourses. London: Hodder &: Stoughton. 

1 902. 
Ozora S. Davis, Presbyterian Chicago Theologicai Seininary. Evangelistic Preaching. witli Sermoi7 Outlines 

and Talks to Children and Young People. New York: Revell, 192 1 .  
Marcus Dods, Professor of Exegetical Theology, New College, Edinburgh. The Gospel qfSt. John. 2 vols. 

(one of the series of The Expositor S Bible). London: Hodder &: Stoughton, n.d. 
Rev. Patrick Fairbairn, D.D. The ln~periul Bible-Dictionary: Historical. Biogrcrphical. Geographical. and 

Doctrinal. New Issue. 7 vols. London: Blackie & Son, 1886. lnscribed on Title Page: Presented to Mr. G 
Tharchin-La with affectionate greetings and best wishes. David Macdonald, 181314-? (that is, 18 March 
1 94-). 

Rev. J.D. Jones. The Gospel According to St. Mark; a Devotionul Commentary. London: Religious Tract 
Society, 19 19. 

Dr. Kurt Koch. Various titles, of which many are listed in the End-Notes for Ch. 29 of the present 
biography. 

Arthur E. Lickey. GodSpeoks to Modern hlun. Salisbury Park, Poona, India: Oriental Watchman Publishine 
Iiouse, 1969. 

Martin Luther. Luther's Meditutions on the Gospels. Trans. & Arranged by Roland H. Bainton. London: 
Lutterworth Press, 1963. 

Allan Maberly. GodSpoke Tihetun; the Epic Stoty c?f'tl7e Men Who Gave the Bible to Tibet. the Forhiddcn 
Land. Moiintain View, CA: Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1971. 

James 1. McNair. Livingstone rhe Liberutor; n Studv o fn  Dj'nan~ic Personoli& London: Collins Clear-T~pe 
Press, n.d. 

Rev. F. Marshall. T1~eSchoolandCollege St. !Mrttl~ew (Oxford R. Cambridge Edition). London: George Gill 
&: Sons. Ltd., n.d. 

F.B. Meyer, B.A.. D.D. The Bells of 1s: oi: Voices qfHunian Need und Sorr01~. London: Morgan Scott- 
191 1. 

Basil Miller. 12hrriii .Vietnoeller: Hero qf the Concent/.ation Camp. 5"' ed. Grand Rapids, Ml: Zondervan 
Publishing House. 1 942. 

Adain Philip, D.D. T1~oitght.s on Wr>r,~liip and Preacliing: the Preachers ' Lectitrrship. 1930. London: 
James Clarke & Co.. Ltd., 1930. 

Erich Sauer. The Ti-il,rnph qftl7e Crilc,fied: LI Swrvejs ~fHistoriccrl Rei~elution in tlie .2:eir 7i~stcirllci7t. 1 ,ondon' 
Paternoster Press, 195 1 .  

Frank G. Slaughter. The CIY)M'II und the Ciu~ss. London: Jarrolds Piiblishers, 1959. 
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Oswald J .  Smith, D.D., Litt. D., LAI-.D., Founder o f  The Peoples C'hurch, Toronto. Poems of u Lifetime 
Orig. ed., 1962. London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott. 1969. 

William lemple .  Readings in SI John s Gospel. London: Macmillan. 194 1 .  
Christiana Tsai. Queel1 ofthe Durk Cl~amber [published in Tibetan). 
John Wordsworth. Sernions P~PLICIIL'~  ~n Salisbury Cathedra1 Church and Elsewhere, Together with &lecreJ 

Prq~ers  Composed h-v HHim. London: Longmans, Green & Co.. 191 3. 
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AYPENDIX D 

A CITATION 
Rend Our on the Solenln Occosion of the Funeral O/ 

Rev. G Tliarchin on 9 February 1976 in the Macjurlone 
~Wernorial Church, Kolimpong 

Rev. Ci. Tharchin was born in the village of Poo now in Himachal Pradesh, on the l B t h  day of April 1890. 
He was baptised by the Rev. Shreve of the Moravian Mission at Poo where he received his early spiritual and 
eleiiientary school education. 

Re\. Ci. I'harchin eiijoyed a uiiiqiie opport~inity of  witnessing the Delhi Durbar of 19 11. Througli the 
kindness of  Rev. Waisniaa lie came to (ihoom, which iiiarked the turning event for the best in his life. Rev. Ci. 
Tharcliiii was the only living authority on the travels of Sadhu Sundai Singh in the District ofDarjeelhg and in 
the then State of Sikkim where he accompanied the Sadhu the entire way on a preaching tour. 

Twice lie traveled with Dr. W.S. Sutherland on the Education Mission to Bhutan and acted as his interpreter 
on the way and during the preaching. He was also a pal-ticipant-witness of the  "First Lord's Supper in Bhutan" 
evei held, which was conducted by Dr. Sutherland. 

Re\. G. Tharcliin coinpleted Iiis training at the Teachers Training School in the SUM Institution wliere he 
also served as a Tibetan teacher, a post which was assumed by his worthy successor-pupil later known as Rev. 
C'hhotiik Pazo who is now the retired minister of the CNI Church in Gangtok, Sikkim. Rev. Tliarchin was the 
first founder-headmaster of a small priinary school on the [British] lndian model established at Gyantse in 
Tibet. Soine of his pupils froin that same school are today holding high and responsible posts. 

He was fortunate in those earliei days to visit Tibet four times on various missions and was a persona! 
friend of the 13'" aiid 14"' Dalai Lamas, for whom he had great and deep appreciation and was in return 
appreciated by them for his unique services: editing and publishing aTibetan newspaper, the Tibet Mirror, and 
authoiing several educational textbooks which he printed at the Press he himself had founded. ln the course of 
his educational contributions and scliolarly assistance rendercd he was happily associated witli prominent 
personalities such as Rev. Waisniaa, Dr. Jolin A. Graham, Dr. Knox, Sir Charles Bell. Sir Basil Gould, the Hon. 
Hugh Richardson. the Hon. David Macdonald, other liigh-ranking government officiais, and Marco Pallis. In 
addition, he was actively interested in the Departnient of Tibetology at Gangtok, Sikkim. He also served as an 
educational adviser on the present Dalai Lama's Educational Council. 

In all. Kev. Ci. Tharchin was an editor, a publishei; a teacher, an evangelist. a scholar, a member of the 
Tibetan Bible Revision Coiiiniittee, an author, ail educationist. and the first national pastor and moderator of 
tlie Tibetaii Church at Kaliinpong. He possessed niany good qualities of head and heart. Especially was he 
steadfast, fortliright and fearless. but at tlie same time loving, kind and considerate. 

Rev. 'rharchin often talked abolit and Iioped for a Free-lndependent Tibet and a strong living Tibetan 
Church 10 cai-ry on the torch of the gospel of Christ. Prioi to bis death and under liis guidance his official 
biography was completed by his close friend ... Two-thirds of the biography has already been printed [i.e.y 
typeset]. It is interesting to note that recently the Tihetan Revie,tl in its Decembei issue of 1075 gratefull~ 
recalled the lifeloiig huinanitarian services tif Rev. Tharchin and p~iblished a lengthy article in honour of bis lire 
and labours foi tlie piogress and development of Tibetans, their langiiage, culture and literature. 

Rev. l'hriichin had been happily mariied to Karina Dechhen and Miss Maigaret Wittandts, bot11 of  whoill 
liad slept in the Lord earlier. On Friday the 6'11 of February at 12:30 p.m. Rev. Ci. Tharchin finished his eartlil~ 
pilgi-iniagc aiid rested very peacefully in the Lord in his good old age. He was nearly 87 wlieii he passed a\Yai. 
Indeed, he had fought a good fight for his Master and Saviour and left a life of wonderful testimony behind him 
t'or the glory of God. Today ho is siirvived by bis son, Elder S. 6 .  TharcIlin, his daughter-in-law and eighi 
giandchildren. We wish theiii God's peace and coinfort at this time of theii bereavenieiit. 

A d a )  prior to Iiis deatli Re\. l'liarchin retèrred to "a new open door" in his rooin aiid inquired of Ilis 

daughtri-in-law as to w ho inade it and wlien i t  was made; yet as a iiiatter of fact no such ne\v dooi had ken 
illade in Iiis ioom or anywhere else i n  the house. At the moment no one took these woids seriously, al1 tàiling 
to understand tlieii spiritual signitïcance. Only atlei his deatli was it realised that lie had liad a visioii of "aNew 



Hcavenly Door" beiiig opened for him to enlrr and remain in the immrdiaie presencr o f  his Lord and Snviour 
Jesus Christ for al1 eirrnity. 

This day we are thankful to the Lord for such a wortliy l i fe lived for l i im.  Ai this moment w r  join wiih lhe 
Psalmist who declared long ago: "Precious in the sight o f  the Lord is the dcath o f  his saints" (Psalrn 1 16: 15) 

APPENDIX Da 

The Order of  Wi)rship,for the Comhined Su)ldq,. .Scri~ict,r 
Ilc>ld 30 Ocfohcr 1977 ut hhctarlane .kIcmoriul C'1rurc.h 

011 the 0cco.vion ofrhe L'nvt>iling oj'thr 
h fe~~ior iu l  f hite Pre.v~~t~tt>J hl, ~ / I c *  fihrlori C'hlrrch. Kulimpong 

in  Honour q f f l ~ r  Lote Rev. C i  Thurchin La 

AI Mac hrl.ri. Memorial Chwch Kalimponq. 
30ih-Octokr 1977 

By:- Rev. H. O. Subba h Eldor S. G. Thuchln 

I O .  in1lrnnIlona:- 
11. Prawr:. 
12. Hymn:- 
13. Srrmon ...... fld. S. G. Thirchln (Tltœten) 

Rev. H. D. Subbi (Nepcill) 
14. Pr i yu  ...- R.V. H. 0.  Subb - 

(Second Part) 
Congregation I i  requee'nd t a  romain i rb t id  

unvmlllng of thr Mernorial trblot of Let. 
Riv. G. Therchln Le. 

18. Hymn. ..-.:.. 226 
17. Bible Reading -. ..... Jar. 3: 16 4: 1 4  

... By:- Eldu B. C. SlmlcL 
tg. Unvrl l ln~ of the Mernorial Tablet 

. 0y:- Eldrr M. C. S. Chemjong 
19. Preyar ......... Eider N- P. Tcheriny 

Rav. Normen Meeian 

20. Sprmcba ...... lder M. C. S. Charnoon0 
Elder 0.  C. Slmick k 

21. Prayer - ...... Elder S. G. Tharchin 
22. Hlmn ..... :. .. 27ti 

23. Bemdictlon -.-.. Rav. H. O. S u b i  
-- - L8.mO. C m .  LIU=- 
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Desr  S h e r r b  T h q r c h i n  S i h i b :  

'46 t r u s t  t h l s  l e t t e r  - f i n o s  y o u  i n  the u c s t  o f  you r  h e - l t h  
i n d  s p i r i t .  

Forernost  ï e  i iould  l i k e  t o  r e c o r d  our i i n c e r c  t h - n k s  
rnd e r q t l t u d e  for your s f l f l e s s  d e d i c q t i o n  t o i q r d s  t h e  
u p l l f t m o n t  of t h e  p-;or T i b e t i i n s ,  qnd enc3ur -g in11  s t e p s  
i n  t h e  d i s s e m l n i t i o n  sf T i b e t i n  c u l t u r e ,  î 3 l l o ~ i n t !  i n  t h e  
f o o t s t e p s  3f y o u r  lste l ' q t h ~ r ,  t h ç  Heverend Cev-ri 'L'h-rchiri, 
i h o  1s hirhly r e s p e c t e d  i n d  id in i r ed  i n  t h e  T i x t i n  c l r c l c - .  
."rom t h e  b e ~ i n i n g l e s s  b e g i n i n r  t~ ttie e i i t i l e s s  end,  hs  b i l l  
be r e m ~ a b e r e d  s s  q g r e s t  f i g h t e r  of hurn9n I ' r~eoorn .Cene i ' l t i 3ns  
01' T i o e t i n s  ï i l l  remeviler him i'or ~ l i c  r ~ l s i i l l c s s  s t r u g i ' l c  
-nu d e v o t e d  d e d i c q t i s n  t h ? t  ha m J b l l i e e d  Cor t h e  c o u s e  of 
T l b e t q n  I reedûm.  

Pe .dould ?ISO l i k e  t o  t h l n k  you s i n c e r e l y ,  f o r  ~ i v i n c  
us  1 nuabe r  o f  o l d  snd  r q r e  p h o t o g r ? p h s ,  p s p e r  - c u t t i n e s  
7nd ,q lso  t h e  l n v . i l u ? b l e  b s c k - i s s u e s  of t h e  k i r r o r ,  t h 6  
f i r s t  T i o e t i i n  Nei isplper  by y o u r  l - t t e  S q t h e r .  X i r t i  ' ~ ' u l k u ,  
o u '  s t s l ' î  3nd C u l t u r q l  OTficer. h i s  7 c c e s s e d  t t i e se  I ' i n d l n i ~ s  
l n  OUT i- l- tnuscript  Depqr tment .  
Our - l m  is  t 3  b u i l d  up 7n ~ r c h i v q l  c n l l c c t l o n  ~f 111 y o w .  
l i t e  f 7 t h e r 1 s  i i r i t l n r s ,  d s c u n e n t s  -nli s t h é r  r n - t e r l s l s  t o  
Pe rps  t u - t e  t h c  5 i r h l y  i n s p i r i n r  -icinîry or' y n i i i  1-Le '-tt.ll€r. 

h e  end t h i s  l e t t e r  i i i t h  o u r  r e ? u e s t  i n u  h3l.e t.!i-t :!on . . il1 
c o n t i n u e  7nc i w . t h e r  t h e  r î o d  - 3 r k  01' YOLU- 1-Lc !'-l:'~i' 
t o i i - rd s  C h i i : t i * n l t y ,  T l b c t q n  C u l t u r c  7 1 i i I  C~ni.iiiii11ty ' r . r v l r c .  
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OFFICE OF HIS HOLINESS THE DALAI LAMA 

Sherab Tharchin Eim MIRRoR PRESS 
10th  Mile,  Rishi  Roed 
P.O. Kalimpong 
D i s t .  D a r j e e l i n g  
WEST BENGAL 

Dear M r .  Tharchin:  

I t  g i v e s  u s  g r r a t  p l easu re  t o  ecknowledge your ded ica t ion  
and a e r v i c e  towarda t h e  needy T ibe tans ,  anci iritercbot Ir1 
t h e  d i saemina t ion  of  Tibetan  c u l i u r e  i n  the  t m e  t r a d i t i o n  
of  your latr  f e t h e r ,  t h e  Revrrend Cegen Tharchln,  whose 
memory is che r i shed  and respec ted  i n  the  Tibetan c i r c l e .  
T ibe tens  w l l l  a lways remember h i m  f o r  h i s  s e r v i c e  end 
s t ruy~ : l e  towards t h e  cause o f  Tibetan  freedom. We hope 
t h e t  you w l l l  con t inue  and f i r t h e r  the  good work of your 
l a t e  f a t h e r .  

ide would e l r o  l i k e  t o  thenk you f o r  donat ing a number 
of  o l d  and r a r e  photographs,  ne,wspeper c u t t l n g s  and ttie 
very  r a r e  back i s c u e s  of  the  Mirror - t he  first Tibeten 
Newspaper founded by your l a t e  f a t h e r  - t o  Our Librory 
o f  T ibe tan  Works and Archives,  Dhûrmsela. We have 
i n s t r u c t e d  our L ib ra ry  t o  b u i l d  up an  a rch iva1  c o l l e c t i o n  
o f  a l 1  the  w r i t i n e s  and r e l n t e d  works of your l a t e  f s t h e r  
f o r  p o s t e r 1  t y  . 
1 r e c a l l  v i v i d l y  out- meeting l n  1978 at your raniricrice. 
and remember su&ges t ing  t o  you d u r i n e  our  t a l h  t t ia t  you 
rev ive  t h e  p u b l i c a t i o n  o f :  THE M I l t l l O R .  Tibe t a n  Mewspal>er. 

d i t h  ou r  r ega rds ,  

Yours s i n c e r e l y ,  

Doboom l b l k u  
Sec re tû ry  t o  H.11. t h e  Dalai  Lama 

Thekchtn Chorlin@, Mc l tod  GrnJ 178219, Kongrr Diririci. Hiniachal Prsdorh, Tel: 43 
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APPENDIX G 

l ibn~ny of T ~ ~ E T A N  W O R ~ S   AN^ A R C ~ ~ V E S  
AT THE HUDWARTERS OF H.H. THE DALAI LAMA 

GANGCHEN KY SMONO. DHARAMSALA- 17 a2 16. HIMACHAL PRADESH. INDIA. 

Aef: 01/03/23 

H r .  Sherob Therchin 
TAQET MIHAOR R3ESS 
10th  Mi le,  
R i i h i  Road. 

TEL 467  

P .O. ~ e l i n e o n g  
O is t t .  OARJEELING W.B. December 16, 1983 

Oear W. Yhiirab Tharchin, 

We are ever g r a t e f u l  ta you f o r  the considerable assistence tho t  
you have given t o  our F i e l d  Research O f f i ce r ,  Vcn. K i r t i  Tulku 
i n  I97!3, and acknowledge your ded ice t ion  and serv ice  towards 
the Tibetens, and the i n t e r e s t  t h e t  you have shown i n  the 
disseminstion o f  Tibetan c u l t u r e  f o l l ow ing  the footsteps o f  
Your l a h  father. l e  a re  e l so  g r a t e f u l  t o  you f o r  t h e  generous 

here every year. 

Bacause o f  Our f r u i t P u 1  r e a u l t e  o f  our past  e f f o r t s ,  we are once 
again daputing Ven. K i r t i  Tulku and an aeaietnnt  t o  taperecord 
more memoire o f  o lder  Tibetans and t o  c o l l e c t  w r i t t e n  mater ia ls  
on T ibet  and r e l e t e d  ~ u b j e u t e .  We, thercfore,  request  your 
goodself t o  g i ve  them the mme help t h a t  you heve 90 k i n d l y  given 
in 1979. 

W i t h  our best wishes for 8 happy 1984, 

Gyotsho Tshsring 
Oi rec tor  
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APPENDiX H 

Major Excerpr fiom rhe 
Prepared Address of the Rev. Gergan Thurchin 

Given in His Absence hy His Son Sherab Gyumtsho Thorchin 
on 17 Jul j~  1974. hefore the AssembledDelegares of 

[lie F~I-SI International Congress on World Evangelisution 
Convened al Lausanne, Swikerland 

HONOURABLE MR. CHAIRMAN, AND DEAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN THE LORD: 

Hearty greetings to you al1 from the Tibetan congregation at Kalirnpong, Northezgt India! 
I am very happy indeed for this opportunity to be in the rnidst ofthis great gathering assembled here in the 

naine of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom 1 first offer al1 the praises and thanks for granting me this wonderful 
privilege to corne to Lausanne, to attend the International Congress on World Evangelisation. 

My aged father, Rev. Ci Tharchin, who is 84 this year. alsojoins me in thanking the Congress for extending 
an invitation to him; but unfortunately he is unable to corne due to his sudden il1 health. He is very much 
thankful to the Congress for allowing me to corne in his place. 

We do thank the Lord for the ministry of the . .. early missionaries sent out by the Moravian Church. who 
earnestly worked al1 along India's northwestern border with Tibet; and as a result oftheir faithful ministry [in 
the gospel of Christ], a few congregations of Tibetan believers were organised. Numbered among these early 
believers were the late Joseph Gergan, the chief translator of the Holy Bible in the Tibetan language. the late 
Rev. E. T. Phuntsok, and my father. Rev. Tharchin and 1 are stiII looking after the small congregation ofriberans 
established inany years ago at Kalirnpong in northeastern India. The Church of Scoiland has also had faithful 
missionaries who have worked among the Tibetans of this latter area to bring to thern. too, the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. 

.. . In spite of the slow progress of gospel work among the Tibetans. we thank the Lord for a handful of 
Tibetan believers who form various congregations in the northern part of lndia; that is to Say. at Leh in Ladakh. 
at Rajpur in the District of Dehra Dun of Uttar Pradesh, at Baksa Duar on the Indo-Bhutanese border, in 
Sikkim. aiid at Kalirnpong in the District of Darjeeling, West Bengal. These congregations are spirituaIl! 
guided, respectively, by Rev. Jonathan Paljor, Pastor Nima Tshering, Pastor Norbu Drukpa. and my father. 
Rev. Ci. Tharchin. Kindly continue to remember these few Tibetan Christians in your daily pra'ers so thai ihe? 
may giow and be rooted deeply in Christ and feel the burden to wimess for the Lord arnong their own people. 

We praise the Lord that due to the faithful labours of the early inissionaries and tlie efficient services ofthc 
Bible Society of lndia. we have a complete Holy Bible in the Tibetan language. It \vas first pi-inted b} Litho 
process in 1946 [should read 19481. Later. under the arrangement of the Rible Socieq of lndia. some missinnarie\ 
and Tibetans-including the late Rev. Phuntsok and Rev. Tharchin-were able to complete ihe re\ ision ol'thr 
New Testaiiient in a better Tibetan versioii. This rebised edition has been printed and is in use. The Bible 
Society is planning to bring out an edition ofthe complete Bible in the common Tibetan language. 

Since the year 1962 we have been running a small children's home known by the name ofthe Hinialayan 
Cliildren's Hoine at Kalirnpong. This Home was founded by niy mother, the late Margarer Wittandt Tharchin. 
Mrs. Tharchin hailed from the Baltic State of Latvia with its capital at Riga. Later. due to political changes, her 
family moved to what became West Gennany . . . This Home is primarilg meant for the Tibetan. Bhutanese and 
Sikkimese children where they might receive basic educational aid. obtain knowledge ofsome practical skill. 
and hear about the saving knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

No doubt there are at tiiiies many hardships and dit?iculties. but the Lord honoured our simple faith. and 
piovided foi- us our daily needs throughout al1 these >,cars-for \vhich we praise His \sondedu1 narne. Kindl! 
remeniber our humble work for the needy childreri in ).Our daily prayers. 

At this time 1 would also l ike to express Our deep sense of gratitude to the Christian churches througliout 
the woild for generously extending their helping hands to the thousands'of Tihctari refupees i i i  the form of' 
clothiIlg and food diiring the political crisis of 1959 aiid ona-ards. Thoufh the land of Tibei is roda? closed tn 
tlie proclalllation of the gospel of Jesus Christ. still we believe and praq- with hope thai Gcid in his good aiid 
gi-eat will liberate this land so tliat the doors will br open for the entrance of the Christian posl>t.l. 
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There is a prayer group known as the Christian Prayer Fellowship for the Tibetans in India; they have bec" 
praying for the Tibetans al1 through these years that they rnight be brought to the knowledge of the true and 
living Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ. We would now request al1 you dear friends to pray for us so that when 
the opportunity cornes, both the Indo-Tibetan and refugee Christians rnay be willing, and prepared for service, 
to take the inessage of the Cross al1 across the Himalayas to the heart of the Closed Land of Tibet. Ultimately, 
with this hope alone we are preserving our Tibetan culture, language and literature; and we Hant to claim 
TIBET FOR CHRIST. 

I n  the light of St. Matthew's Gospel, Chapter 16 and Verse 18, we believe in the assurance of our Lord tliat 
"the gates of hell shall not prevail against the Church of Christ in Tibet." 

In closing, once again rny father and I would like to express our rnost heartfelt thanks to the Internâtional 
Congress on World Evangelisation for giving this wonderful privilege in the Lord. 

Thank you al1 and thaiik you very rnuch. 
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Rudok 366,267 
Rusk, Dean 78 
Russian "Lhasa expeditions" 1920s sec Bolshevik 

"Lhasa expeditions" 1920s 
Russian secret agent in Lhasa 192 1 240 
Russo-Tn relations 1920-30 240-50 

Sadhu Sundar Singh 5.83,207,334,524,536,558 
Sadiya 86,2 1511-2 1611, 352,42 1 
Sarnbhava, Padnia 1 12 
Sarnden Dhondup, Lobsang 54,332n 
Samdup, Kazi Dawa 22-3,2611, 64 1 
Sandberg, Rev Dr Grahain 571 -2 
Sandutsangs (Sadutsangs, Sadutshangs) l37,144,146, 

303, 356 
Sangpo, Dawa (alias) see Kimura, Hisao 
Sankrityayana, Pandit Rahul 8n. 13-14, 1411, 16,SY. 

90-2, 94, 98, 100, IOln, 10311, 107, 109, 1 1  1-12. 
118, 129,601 

Sarat Chandra Das see Das, Rai Bahadur Sara1 
Chandra 

Scandinavian Alliance Msn Tn Press 572. 573 
Schaefer German Expedition to Tibet 1938-39 12511 
Schmidt, 1.J. 562, 562n 
Schreve, Mor msny Rev Theodore 575 
Schroeter, F.C.G. 562, 562n 
Scott, Rev William M. 4, 212,433,435,446 
Scottish Guild Msn Tn Press. Kpg 170-6, 178-9 
Sera Monastery, Lhasa 13, 24, 194 
Serdong. Temple of 45 
Seventeen-Point Agreement, Lead up to, and signing 

of 15911, 160, 163. 26311, 280-5, 292. 292n, 293n1 
295, 31911, 320, 325, 472, 473, 47411. 48011. 481. 
482,483,488,489,48911,490,495,658 

Shakabpa, Tsipon W.D. 99,292,3 13,3 18-19.3 19n. 
322,356,470,490,646 

"Shanghai Version" of Ghooin New Testament 573. 
579 sec ulso Ghoom (Revised) New Testament 

Shantiniketan University 94. 1 12 
Shawe, Mor msnq Dr F.E. 575 
Shelton, Dr Albert 1,. 228, 229, 532, 533-1, 534 
Shelton, Mrs Albert (Flora) 228, 229. 230, 53-24 
Shen, F.M. 288-9. 300. 3 I l  n, 3 13. 38-3n 
Sherriff, Major George 73, 101. 35 1,380 
Shillong (Assam) 115, 354-5, 357. 358, 359. jbO. 

373.382. 386,402,403.405.406.431 
Sho Prison (at foot of Potala). Lhasa 1 17. 1 18. 129. 

150 
Sikkim Durbar (State) Press 70.71 
Silver Jubilee Anniversary Issue 1950/513 TM'S 

21 1-14 
Simla ConferenceIConvention 191 3- 14 1 278n 
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Sinha. ProfNirmal C. 669 KantindKangting) l35.303.400.663 
Sino-lndian Border War 1962 275,429 TaWang frontier tract Mon 1 1 1, 11 3, 1 13n 
Sino-lndian Panch Sheel Treaty 1954: grants lndian Tendon family (aka Tendongs or Tethongs), Lhasa 

recognition of Chinese sovereignty over Tibet 275, 1 18, 125. 132-3. 139. 140, 150, 156 
492n-493n, 500n Tengtser (Taktser) village 6,42,43.45.46,47.47n3 

Sino-lndian relations 1950s 474, 49211,506-7. 507n 52n 
sitringasol55. 56.62, 67, 68, 69 Tengyeling Monastery. Lhasa 50 
Smyth, Edmund 391-2 Tengyur 14 
Snellgrove, Captain (later Professor) David L. 3, 4, Tenzin& David Lobsang 460. 702-3 

89, 177, 329-30, 358. 359, 673 Teramoto, Enga 389,390n 
Solzhenitsyn, Alexander 509 thamring 424,428 
Sonam T. Kazi 13, 18,25n,29n, 38.38% 119, 12011, Tharchin, Gergan: founh & last major visit to Tibet 

121, 126, 127, 155. 186n. 19411, 237, 328, 32811, (incl. Lhasa) 1940 1 ff.. 37-69; preparations for said 
374. 383,385,407-8, 420,442, 666,668 visit 4-5; meets Tsarong Shape at Yatung 5; reqwsts 

Sonarn Tobden Kazi, Rai Bahadur 2 l l n, 328 Tsarong, who agreed, to have ma& in Calcutta 5000 
Song qf Lhast~ Mernories. A 33811-339n photocopies of now famous DL14 photo 5-7; his 
Soskin, Prof William 700 Xtn faith & these photocopies of DL14 photo 7. 
Soviet persecution of Bsts in USSR & Mongolian 37-9; assists Basil Gould on the latter's Tn lang 

People's Republic 240, 244-5, 245, 248, 249-50, bks 7, 10- 1 1.69-7 1 ; arrives at Lhasa 8 Feb 1940 8; 
377 receives Gould's recognition of his help on Ciould's 

Spencer-Chapman, Frederick Zn. 1 1 Tn lang bks 9; his monumental Tn-Tn dict & Cieshe 
Stalin, Josepli 13 1,  168 Chodak (the "Bad hlongolian Lama") 1 1  -77; his 
Stein, Sir Aurel 70 anti-Csrn 1911; his relationship w/Hisao Kimura 
Steiner. Rev E.B. 61 5-1 6 (alias Dawa Sangpo) 28n, 29; challenges the JOWO 
Still. Mrs Dorris [sic] (Shelton) 228, 532-3,535 Buddha at Lhasa's Jo-khang Cathedra1 38; anends 
Stobkyes, Sodnarn (Nicodemus) 55011,561,575 al1 DL 14 Installation celebrations & cerernonies 40- 
Stobldan, Ezekiel (scribe) 586 69; describes Installation cerernony he witncssed 
Stok, Ladakh 561 -2 67; takes note of DL 14's special notice of him 67: 
Strasbourg Proposals of DL14 calling for Tn Installation ceremony reminds GT of the Christ 

autonorny, not independence (1988) 702n Child receiving gifts fr the East's 3 W'ise Men 68; 
Strong, Anna L. 297 d e p m  Lhasa for lndia via Gangtok & assists Gould 
Sukhman 439 further there on latter's Tn Lang bks 70; Gould 
strni-rtags 1 On directs GT to join him in Calcutta to do further 
Sun Yat-sen 101 n. 254. 299n. 307, 308. 309, 3 12, work on bks 70; his TM ceases publication 

335, 33611 ternporarily in 1940 71-7; receives for indetinite 
"supernatural selection process" in discovering a new period (fr Aug 1942) a GO1 subsidy 72 -3, 74; 

DL 40ff. displays his photographie ability 73; modernizes. 
Surkhang Dzasa 133,304 thru TM, the Tn lang 73; T!\!\.lappreciated bb British 
Surkhang Shape 1 05n, 1 15, 1 16. 124, 12511, 133-4, for its propaganda value 74; his Z%f aids >.ouiip 

139, 142, 150, 152, 156, 158, 303. 311n, 31511. DL 14 in his education & linowledge of outside world 
490n. 494 74-8; Gould had wanted to aid GT finaiicially in 

Survey of lndia 391 printing GT's Tihcran Lettrr Wrirer  79; Iiis 
nationalistic Indian renpor revealed 80; experiences 

Tada. Tokan 193-6. 363, 389, 389n-390n earthquakes in Dt Darj 83-6; purchases used derni- 
Tagore. Rabindranath 9 1.92,94 size lithographic handpress & Stone 1934 86-7; 
Taktra Rinipoche. Tn Regent 74.75, 119, 120. 12017, assists 3 prominent Tn socio-political reformers: 

369 (a) Gedun Chophel87-129. (b) Phuntsog Nang! al 
Taktser ('kngtser) House. Kpg 6 18 130-69, and (c) Rapga Pangdatsûng 302- 14; assists 
Taktser Rimpoche see Norbu. Thubten Jime 2 prominent Japanese Tibetologists: (a) Shoju lnaba 
tnplii~e 54 187-93 and (b) Tokan Tada 193-6; invites & hosts 
Targain, Re\ P.S. 434. 435, 450, 452, 453. 685, 686 Gedun Chophel to stay w/him for 18 nlonths 93; 
Taring (Tharing). Prince Jigrne 265, 343, 490, 491. GT's home: a meeting ground & discussion center 

51 1-13, 513.514, 516. 531 outside Tibet for Tn reforrners 1 1 1 ; resigns fr Scots 
Taring (Tharing), Rinchen Dolrna (Mary La) 302. Msn, Kpg, 1946 170-9; creation of GT's own 

390. 51 1-12. 514 private printing firm 1 Jul 1936: names i t  Tibet 
Tatsienlu (Tachienlii; aka DartsendolDartsedo. Mirror Press 175-6, 179; Tharchin residential 
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compound established 1945-60 177; is granted GO1 
subsidy for 1947 179, 180-1 ; is provided large GO1 
loan for piirchase of "proper printing press" 19471 
48 1 81; erection of TMPress building at 1 O"' Mile, 
Rishi Koad. Rpg 182-3; Treadle Brown printing 
press installed wlhand-setting movable Tn type 
183-4; obtains Tn-lang matrices at Calcutta 186-7; 
assists, but experiences frustrations w1, Tibetologist 
Shoju lnaba 187-93; enjoys his relationship w1 
Tibetologist Tokan Tada 193-6; ceremonial  
inauguration of 'TMPress, held Kpg 22 Mar 1948, 
w1P.O.S. tlopkinson featured speaker 196-200; 
receiies gifts for TM fr Tn govt & DL 14 200- 1 ; 
though strongly wishing to, GT unable to visit DL 14 
at nearby Yatung 201; opportunities, but never 
realized. for GT to relocate hiinself& his TMPress 
to Lhasa 204- 1 1; publishes Silver Jubilee issue of 
TM: full ofencomiums fr al1 & sundry 21 1-14; his 
newspaper contributes greatly to modernization of 
Tn lanp 1 17- 19, 220; TM banned inside Tibet by 
Chinese Csts 111-1;  the printing o f  GT's  
"crowning literary endeavor" (a  monumental 
Tn-Tn dict) iinrealizable 226-32; publishes large 
body of Tn lay lit 233-3; is requested by British to 
take photos of "Soviet propasanda agents" at Lhasa 
1927 (perhaps GT's 1" act as British undercover 
agent) 246. 746n: pens a sliarp rebuke of Lhasa's 
eRète elites in midst of Tibet's unfolding tragedy 
15311; inaugurates ser ies  o f  TM ar t ic les  
dcinonstrating Tibet's historical indepeiidence fr 
China 257-8: is again unable to visii DL1 4 at Yatung 
77 1-2; piiblishes TM articles in support of Tibet's 
bid for UN menibership 272: publishes protest vs 
Nehru's recognition of Tibet as part of China 
277-8; serves as Baron Nebesky-M'ojkowitz's 
intcrpreter in interview w/DL 14's eldest brother, 
Kpg. 195 1 294;  lias several  confronta t ions  
w/C'liiiiese General Chang Ching-WLI. Kpg, Jul 195 1 
798-?Ul, 3 1 Sf.; is questioned by General Chang 
about George Patterson 29811; his disenchantment 
~!Chiang Kai-shek 299n; publishes in TMpolitical 
articles by Rapga Pangdatsang 307; assists Rapga 
in traiislating into Tn Sun Yat-sen's Tl7r.ee 
P1.incip1e.s ofthe People 308; unsuccessful attempts 
made by Chincse to woo GT fr publishing anti-Cst 
articles vs Chinese 3 16-7; coins phrase: "the world's 
general eneiny--the Cst Chinese" 3 17; serves as 
undercover agent for British over lenpthj period of 
y rs 377-3 15; recruits ex-Japanese spy Hisao 
Kiniura (alias Dawa Sangpo) for spy msn to East 
Tibet for British 385ff.; instructs Kiniura to mrite 
i'epori on his spy rnsn for GT's superiors 397-9, 
407; pays Kimura handsoniely, on behalf of GO!, 
for his siiccessful spy msn 303; utilizes Kimura as 
trustwoi-th!. courier into Tibet 404; bids farewell 
to Kiiiiiira \%ho heads south to Calciitta & back to 

Japan 409- 10; engages in warni correspondence wj 
Kimura in ensuing yrs 4 12- 13; issues warnings- 
via his sermons-of impending disaster for 'Tibet 
at hands o f  China 4 1.1; the Tn newspaper beconle:, 
greatest weapon in GT's arsenal for waging war \rs 
Chinese C S ~ S  on behalf of Tibet's independence 
415-18;  co ins  the  now-famous line: "The 
Khampas.. .are fighting the Chinese wlswords & 
guns; but I am fighting them wtpens!" 41 5. 339; 
thru his TM articles he completely identifies hiinself 
culturally w/Tns in Tibet 423; serves as "informal 
middlernan" for Tns fleeing inio Kpg fr Tibet 424; 
launches series of English-lang monthly circulars 
for informing outsiders on crue situation inside 
Tibet 425-7; his family greatly concerned for GT's 
safety in Darj Dt during Sino-lndian Border War 
1962 429-30; was aware for yrs that his life could 
be in danger fr Chinese 430; was ready to join lndian 
Army vs Chinese during Border War 430-1 ; rejoins 
Scots Msn as of 1 Jan 1952 433-4; is ordained a 
Xtn minister & national pastor of Tn Ch in Kpg 
1952 434-5; becomes first Tn Moderator of Tn Ch 
kirk session at Kpg 1952 435; his relationship M;I 
Dr Albert Craig rnarred by differences 435-6.687- 
3; thwarts attempts to ainalgamate Kpg Tn Ch w/ 
local Nepali-lang Ch congregation 436; deatli of his 
1" wife, Karma Dechhen (Feb 1955), brings mucli 
grief, sadness & melancholia to GT, 437-32; his 
"Letter of Thanks" for condolences & kindnesses 
extended hirn is printed in H i ~ n u l u ~ h i ~  7iiwrs and 
TM 439-40; he marries inissionary io lndia Margai'et 
Vitants fr Latvia, East Europe. Apr 1956 450-3; 
these two establish Himalayan Children's Hoine 
within Tharchin compound 1962 4559;  the passing 
of Margaret Tharcliin 1974 465-7: ineets twice \t:/ 

DL 14 in Kpg, early 19 57 477-8; receives very large 
monetary gift fr H.H. while the latter is in I(pg 
477; presents DL14 wicopies o f  Bible i i l  hot11 
English & Tn during his audience w1H.H. at K P ~  
1957 478; is enibroiled in Indo-Chinese ir i t ' l  politics 
over Tibet 1958-60 498; he & his newspaper 
attacked by Chiiiese Foreign Office. in diplonlatic 
note to India: his TMtermed "a reactioi1ary"jouriial 
by the Chinese, & he is warned by GO1 to siop 
"creat[ing] mischief' in Indo-Chinese relations, Ju l  
1958 & Aug 1958, respectively 501-3; eten so. bis 
T,W anti-Chinese C'st editorial vie1c.s continll* 
unabatcd 503-3; viewed l'n refugee phenonlenon l n  

India as his God's opportuniiy to make k n o w  10 
Tns the gospel of Christ 509; is requested hy Dl- al 
R.lussoorie N W  India to p a r i i c i p a i ~  thew il1 

meetings to deal \c./'I.n refugee chi ldrrn's trdilcati('n 
1960 5 10 , s  12- 14; contributes preatly via Tb'lPress 
towards educational needs of l 'n  refugee children 
5 14- 17. 5; 1-5; hns Irngtliy private aildieilce \& /  
DL14, Mussoorie, ,ri. l9bO 5 18-20, jz.:-s; 
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engages in discussions for 2 wks at Landour (nr 
Mussoorie) w12 key inembers of  Tn New 
Testanieni Revision C'tee, Apr 1960 5 18-1 9; 
presents various Bibles to DL14 al various times 
over inany yrs 526-8; continues to serve as an 
educatioiial adviser to H.H. & Tn exile govt's 
Educational Council 531; engages in relief & 
evangelistic ministry to Tn refugees in Kpg 535-7, 
539; his participation in creating & revising Tn Bible 
543. 580, 596. 597, 605-9. 61 3: has rewrvations/ 
criticisrns about the newly-published 1970-71 New 
Testament Revision 608, 612-13; receives visit in 
his home of DL 14's Junior Tutor, Kyabje Trijang 
Rinipoche 614-1 5; has his final audience w/DL 14. 
held at Taktser House, Kps, June 1975 6 18-22; on 
night betore his passing (which occurred 6 Feb 
1976). GT has vision of"a New Heavenly Door" 
opencd for his entrance into the presence of his 
L.ord and Savior Jesus 622-3: offers up sanguine 
propheiic vision for Tibet's future 693, 698. 698- 
9. 701-10 

Thaichin Babula, Gergan-Key aspects of his 
persona presented: his faith 633-6; his Xtn 
evangelistic impulse 637-8; his tolerance dl broad- 
niindedness towards other religious faiths & ethnic 
backgrounds 638-41 ; his Xtn faith resented b!. some 
in Tn Bst coiiiinunity 641-3: nevertheless, his 
acceptance as a respected leader validated by most 
in tliat same ethiiic & religious community 643-8; 
liis huinanitarian compassion: the hallmark of Iiis 
persona 648-58; his sensitivitg, mrrcy & grace 
towards others in dire Straits 658-62; his agape 
(divine-like) love towards others (self-giving 
without an) thought of reciprocity) 662-6; his 
clever. inquisitike. inventive nature 666-8; his 
scliolarsliip in Tn lang & lit  draws other scholars to 
hiiiiselt'668-75; his life lived in transparency 675- 
6; his extensive civic-mindedness 677-9; his stand 
for truth. iiite~rity, righttiousness &justice 679-83; 
his fearlessness & refusal to be intiinidated b\i 
anyonc 683-90; his character flaws: overcome by 
the time ot'his twilight yrs 691-2; in sum, asserted 
oiir of his contemporaries, "he lived a beautiful 
life" 697 

Tharchiii. Karina Declihen (GT's 1" wife) 177,407. 
635. 673 

Tliaichin. Margaret (Vitants) (GT's 7d wife) 43-30, 
443,443n-444n. 144-53.355-9.460- 1.162-4.465- 
7. 477-8. 519. 6-35, 659, 660. 661 . . 

1 harchiii, Series of yearly Birth Anniversary 
C'clcbi-atioiis in honor of 624n 

Tliarcliiii. Ti1 govt's appreciatioii of 623-4 
Tliarchin-Bacoi-Chopliel & Tun-Huang Cave 

doc~iiiients S.CIL> Tun-Huang Cave documents 
Thaichin-Craig tesiy relationship 435-6, 436n. 

687-j 

Tharchin-Mill controvcrsy: leads to GT's resigruticm 
fr Scots ~Msn 1946 170-8 

Tharchin and Tibet's Xm evangelization sec Christian 
evangelization of Tibet 

Tharchin: intelligence agent for British Raj & 
Independent lndia 183n,208,246,246n. 327-41 5 

Tharchin residential compound created dong uppcr 
K.D. Pradhan Road, Kpg 177 

Tharchin's description of Xtn minisq to Tn refûgee 
needs in Kpg & elsewhere in lndia see Christian 
ministry to Tn rcfugee needs in Kpg & elsewhrc 
in lndia 

Tharchin's end-of-life prophetic vision for Tibet's 
future 693, 698, 698-9. 70 1 - 10 

Tharchin's l iterary contributions. via 'TM Press. to 
educational needs of Tn refugee children 5 10,5 12- 
17, 531-5 

Tharchin's participation in crcating & revising l ' n  
Bible 543, 580, 596. 597.605-9.61 3 

Tharchin's relief ministry 10 Tn refugees in Kpg sçt- 
Christian niinistry to Tn refugec needs, kpg, 8: 
elsewhere in lndia 

Tharpa Chholing Monaste.. Kpg 45n. 501 n-502n. 
61 5.6 17. 639. 643, 646-7.663.677,677n-67811 

Thomas Jr, Lowell 6 1 .  66. 77. 795. 799. 52 1-7 
Thomas Sr. Lowe116 1,295.52 1 
Thuwang (Thubten Wangchuk. b. 1924i25) 157.153- 

4. 15311, 155, 157, 160, 165. 356.407 
Tiananmen Square Massacre 1989 16711.25s 
Tibet: British & lndependent India's northern buffer 

state 353, 385, 418 
Tibet exile govt and Nehru 496 
Tibet exile govt establ ished ai MussaorieiDharamsala 

N W India. spring 1959 5 10. 5 12. 
51311, 518, 528-9 

'Tibet govt newly established hy DL14 at Luntsc 
Dzong, southem Tibet Mar 1959 495-6 

Tibet herself largely to blame for her fall to China: 
Daha Norbu 378-80 

Tibet Improveinent (Reform) Pa.. Kpg 1 1  1 .  114. 
115. 116. 116n. 121, 122. 123, 16111, 308-9, 310. 
311.313.36l 

Tihcr Aljrrur: an earl\- 1950s description b!- Barori 
Ncbesky-Wojkowitz 2 15-16 

îïbet .Wiwor-: an unrestrained appreciation of i t  LY: its 
editor/publisher 417-8 

Tibet Mirrwr-: in great demaiid outside 'Tibei 1950-55 
12 1-2 

Tibet Mirror :  perfect coter for concealinp GT's 
intelligence-collecting a c t i ~ i p  for 
British Raj 350 

7îbcr Mirror- and galvanizing support of Tns lit ing 
outside Tibet. 1950s 4 1 8- 19, 420 

ïïbet Mr ro r  and generous GO1 loan agreement 1947fl: 
179-80. 18 1 tT. 
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7 ï k t  Mirror and its advenisement solicitation 201- Tibetan lang: multi-dialectal 561, 563, 564, 565-6, 
2, 216,218-19 570,596 

iihet Mirror and its distribution agents 419, 41 9n Tibetan Language Records, Etc. (Gould & 
iihet Mirror and its use of eyewitness testimony in Richardson) 7 1 ,9  13 

reporting grave events inside Tibet 1956-60 422, Tibetan lay lit & TMPress 232-3 
424,425,427,428 Tibetan Letter Writer (GT's) 79-80 

Tibet Mirror and London's World S Press News and Tibeian hledical Words (Gould & Richardson) 7 1 ,  
Advertisers ' Review 202-3 913 

7ibet Mirror and Phuntsog Wangyal 130, 139n, 143- Tibetan Mission House. Kpg 682-3 
4, 146-8, 210, 226 Tibetan-Mongolian Weekly News 153n 

Tibet Mirror and the struggle for Tibet's survival as Tibetan New Testament Revision Committee & its 
independent nation 4 16-20 work 1958-71 518-19 

Tibet A4irror and Tn govt appreciation 200- 1 ,  224, Tibetan Precis (Richardson) 74 
271. 621 Tibetan refugees' educational needs & GT see 

Tibet Mirror and various GO1 subsidies 72-3, 179, Tharcliin's literary contributioiis, via TMPress, to 
181, 221-2,416-17,419,428-9 educational needs of Tn refugee children 

Tihet Mirror and young DL14's education 749,271 Tibetan refugees in India, Education of493n, 53 1-5 
Tibet Mirror Press 1911, 175-6, 179, 196, 197, 198, Tibetan refugees in India and elsewhere 507-1 0,535 

402 Tibetan Sentences (Gould & Richardson) 7 1 
Tibet Mirror Press: relocation possibilities to Lhasa Tibetan Syllables (Gould & Richardson) 71,914 

never realized 204-1 1 Tibetan-Tibetan dictionary, GT's 11-27, 97-8, 226- 
Tibet Mirror Press & educational needs of Tn refugees 32, 608, 608n 

in lndia see Tharchin's Iiterary contributions, via Tibetan Uprising of 1959 164n. 483-5. 529 
TMPress, to educational needs of Tn refugee Tibetajl Verb R0ot.v (Gould & Richardson) 914 
children Tibetan Word Book (Gould & Richardson) 9,46,70, 

Tibet Mirror S anti-Chinese Cst editorial policy 147, 7 1 
2 10- 1 1 ,  220, 235n, 293-4, 299, 3 16- 17, 337, 338, Tibet's fall to Red China 1950-5 1 253-85. 41 8-20 
33811.416-1 8,419.420,428,429,429n-430n, 430- T i r ~ a i  (Tripai) mon aster^ sec T h a r ~ a  Chholing 
1. 501-4,621,624, 641 Monastery, Kpg 

Tibet Mirror S contribution in modernizing Tn lang Tito of Yugoslavia, GT & TM423 
217-19, 220 Tobin, Colonel H.W. 2 ,3 .  

7ibet Min-or S coverage of adverse events in East Tibet T O I ~ t o ~ ?  Colonel Ilya 3433 3647 400 
1956-60 42 1-8 "'tongo,' Giving" 24, 379 

Tibet Mirror S demise 22 1-2,22 1 n, 223n, 429 Trade Msn. Tn 1948f. 304 
nhct  MN-^,. L~enormous impactv7 on ~ i b ~ ~ ' ~  power Translation bureaus. Chinese Cri: at Lhasa & 

centers 20 1 elsewhere in Tibet & West China 19n,160n- 16211. 

fiber Mir.ror S influence on Gedun Chophel 107-8 2 1 O 
fiber M ; ~ ~ -  i JubileeAnnirersary issue 1950, Trashilhunpo Monastely. Shigatse 14. 60, 64. 

5 1 see Silver Jubilee Anniversary Issue, TM'S 19501 65,94n, 286, 324, 33 1, 349,483, 539-40, 567 
5 1 Treadle Brown printing press 184, 196, 197. 199 

Tihet .blir~.or S subscribers at Lhasa 77 Treshbech, Edla (one of the Ghoorn  nil las) 443, 4Jo 

&, Mirror S suCCessor Tn news joumals inside Tibet TriJan% Rim~ochesee  K ~ a b j e  Tri.iang Rimpoche 

see Chinese Cst-occupied Tibet's Trinity, Christian see Christian vs Tn Bst trinitarian 

news journals conception of deity 
Tibet Mirror j. successor Tn news journals outside Trinity, Tibetan Bst see  Christian vs Tn 

Tibet 223-4 trinitarian conception of deity 

Tibetan Bible. Creation ofsee  Creation of Tn Bible: Triratna Man 91 

New Testament; Creation of Tn Bible: Old Tsarong House 2311, 28, 5 1 n, 34 1,  379 

Testament Tsarong Shape (Tsarong 11) 5-7.23-4. 23n3 24n. 373 

Tibetan Bible, Entire: published 1948 588-93 244, 270. 301-2, 303, 304n, 3 1 1 n, 3 18. 340. -341. 
343,379,389 Tibetan Bible. Revision ofsee Revision ofTn Bible: Lama (Virier of Sikkim) 565 New Testament; Revision of Tn Bible: Old 

Tsering, Rai BahadurAchLik 359-60 Testament 
Tshatrul Rimpoche 10, 1011, 1 1 ,  12, 15, 19n- 21325nq Tibetan Bible Version of 1948 (aka Gergan Bible) 26, 34, 7, n- 62n 

593.594.596.61 On 
Tshering, Atuk 329. 4 1 b 
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Jshering, Napa P. & family 453-4, 664, 679, 683 World S Press News and Adveriiuers ' Revrrw 
Tsingtao (Qingdao) Nationalities Conference. China (London) see fiber Mirror & London's World$ 

1957 164 Press News and Adver tisers ' Review 
tsipons 548 Wosel, Jampa (aka Champa Yeshe, aka Chang 
Tsona 1 13 Fangkun) 383 
Tsong Khapa, Jay 6.45, 55, 544,544n.545n. 639 Wosul, Jampal (aka Jampa Wosel, but not to be 
Tsong Ridro Monastery (nr Tengtser village, Amdo) confused wlabove entry) 3 1 1, 383, 38311, 384 
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806,807, 809. 81 O, 814,815,825,832, 836,840, Tshatrul ~impoche 723,866 
842, 860, 86 1 ,  863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 869.87 1. tsipon 770 
873, 882, 885, 888, 889, 890, 891,892,893,894, Tsong Kha~a,  Jay 733 
896, 897 nongdu (National Parliament) 732 
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Tulku (mlku) system ofTn Bsm 725,730,841,842 
Twan Yang (Twanyan) 797-9 
Tyndale-Biscoe, Rev Canon Cecil Earle 85 1,852 

United Church of North lndia (UCNI) 864 
Urusvati lnstitute for Hirnalayan Studies, Naggar, 

Kulu Valley, NW India 743 
U.S. involvement in Tn affairs 1949-early 1970s 832- 

4 see also Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), U.S. 

Van Manen, Marie Albert Johan 797-8 
Vittoz, Mor msny Rev Pierre 863, 864 

Waddell, Lieutenant Colonel Laurence A. 763,859 
Wagner, Richard (composer) 742 
Walsh, Richard J. 798 
Wang Lixiong (Han author): DL14 is key to "Tibet 

issue" 898 
Wangdi, Rai Sahib Tseten 825 
Wangyal, Geshe Thupten (Geshe La) 752,761,796- 

7, 801-2 
Wangyal, ex-Lama Gergan Sodnam 846-7,848-9,85 1 
Wangyal, Phuntsog (aka Phunwang) 75 1,753,768- 

9, 770, 778, 782, 795, 822-3, 898 
Ward, Mor Bishop Arthur 861 

Yangtze River 765 
Yatung 775,776,780,78 1 
Ye-shes-don-grup, Geshe 863 
Young, Rev A. W. 860 
Young Men's Bst Assn, Kpg 744, 799, 867 
Younghusband, Colonel Sir Francis E. 762-3,798 
Younghusband Expedition to Lhasa 1903-04 762-3, 

859, 885-6 

Zanabazar (1" Jetsun Dampa of Urga) 796 
Zheng Yi 762 



ERRATA LIST FOR VOLUMES 1 & II 

The German scholar Isrun Engelhardt has kindly drawn the present author's attention to 
some recent publications, published after Volumes 1 and II of the present work had been 
issued, which can serve as a needful correction to some of the statements and observations 
he made therein, as follows: 

Vol 1, 1 1911,221 -2, Plate 53's caption, that Plate's photographie essay on p. 409, and 492 
note 63. In al1 references related to the Mt Everest Climbing Expeditions begun in 1922, the 
person named therein as having served as the Tibetan interpreter was incorrectly identified 
as Karma Sumdhon Paul. 

This interpreter should have been identified as Karma Paul, born in Tibet as Karma 
Palden ( 1 894- 1984), later known also as Karma Paul. Even though similar in name, he was 
a different individual from K.S. Paul. For further interesting data on Karma Paul, the reader 
can consult Bhuchung K. Tsering's informative colurnn which appeared in the Tïhctan 
Review for October 2007 that is entitled, "Anyone Ever Heard of Karma Paul?" 

I,  

Vol 1,479 note 4: As for the most correct spelling of Kanchenjunga, according to Wylie, 
today's transliteration would be GANGS CHEN MDZOD LNGA. 

Vol 11,66 and its accompanying note 1 5 that appears on 434: Based on extensive research 
of primary sources relating to the Schaefer Expedition, the reader should consult a more 
correct view of the Expedition that can be found in Isrun Engelhardt (ed.), Tibet in 1938- 
1939: The Photographs f%om the Ernst Schyer Expedition to Tibet (Chicago: Serindia, 
2007). 

Moreover, the correct spelling for one of the authors of The Mornir~g o f  the il.fugician.c. 
cited in note 15 should have been Louis Pauwels. 

Vol II, 153: Engelhardt has supplied thepresent author with an update on the whereabouts 
of the Christian bel1 discussed here. As a result of her research, it has been learned that 
during the latter 1990s the bel1 had been found lying in a storage room within the JO-khans 
Cathedra1 itself. And she has even published a photograph of it dating from after it  had been 
re-discovered; see on p. 91 of her article, "Between Tolerance and Dogmatism: Tibetan 
Reactions to the Capuchin Missionaries in Lhasa, 1707- 1745," in Zentrala.siari.sch~. Stirdict~ 
34 (2005):55-97. 

Vol 11,240,245: "For the longest period, even up to . . . 1950, Tibet never did possess a 
movable-type printing press of any kind"; "despite the ubiquity of this [wooden-block] 
apparatus, it remained the only method of printing in Tibet right up to . . . the 1950s." 

Both Engelhardt and John Bray have brought to this author's attention the fact tliat the 
Catholic Capuchin missionaries to Tibet during the first half of the 1 8Ih century had by 174 1 
introduced a movable-type printing press into Lhasa; but whatever happened to it after the 
Capuchins pemianently withdrew from Tibet altogether in 1745 is today unknown: not unlike 
the fact that it is not known whatever happened to the more modem "priiiting machines" 
which in 1908 had been brought to Lhasa at the direction of the Chinese Amban Chang Yin- 
tang for the "printing of a Tibetan newspaper"-a situation rnentioned by the present author 
in Vol 11.25 1 .  



With regard to the Capuchin printing press, see the original sources in Luciano Petech, 1 
missionari italiani ne1 Tibet e ne1 Nepal (Il Nuovo Ramusio II), 7 vols (Roma, 1952- 
1956), III: 167 and IV:57; J. Schubert, "Typographia Tibetana," Gutenberg Jahrhuch (Mainz, 
1950), 280-97; J.M. Lenhart, "Capuchins Introduce Printing into Tibet in 174 1 to Lhasa," in 
Franciscan Studies 10 ( 1  950):69-72; and cf. the opening pages of Bray, "Missionaries, 
Officiais and the Making of the 1826 Dictionary of the Bhotanta or Boutan Languuge," 
in Zentralasiatische Studien 37 (2008):3 3-76. 

Vol II, 407: "One major project which . . . Tharchin had taken upon himself to launch at 
the beginning of 1950 was to publish in his newspaper in translated form for his Tibetan 
readers the entire text . . . of Sir Charles Bell's remarkable biography of the Great Thirteenth, 
Portrait of' the Dalai Lama (London, 1946)." 

However, as was later leamed by the preseiit author, Tharchin had actually begun to 
publish the Tibetan translation of Bell's work in the June 1948 issue of the Tibet Mirror and 
that the translation would thereafter appear serially throughout not only the'remainder of 
1948 but also during the years 1949 up through August 1952. 

Vol 11,407: "During these many months of [Tharchin's] absence [in Tibet with Theos 
Bernard, i.e., from mid-May to late November 19371 his Tibetan newspaper had not been 
published at all." 

However, in her recent research on the Babu's Tibet Mirror newspaper, Isrun Engelhardt 
has learned that during his absence Dr. Knox had published five issues of the paper on 
Tharchin's behalf, one each during the months of June through October. See her forthcoming 
article, "Reflections in The Tibet Mirror: News of the World, 1937-1946," in Gray Tuttle 
(ed.), The Rise of the Modern in Tibet, PIATS 2006 (Halle, 2009?). 
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